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PREFACE

This two-volume historical compilation covers amendments establishing the Black Lung
program and subsequent amendments affecting the SSA-related aspects of the program. The
books contain congressional debate, a chronological compilation of documents pertinent to
the legislative history of the legislation and listings of relevant reference materials. Documents
include:

• Committee Reports and Selected Prints
• Differing Versions of Key Bills
• Summaries
• Acts

The books are prepared by the Office of Legislative and Regulatory Policy, Legislative
Reference Office, and are designed to serve as helpful resource tools for those charged with
interpreting the Social Security law.

Gilbert Fisher, Acting Director
Office of Legislative
and Regulatory Policy
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statute and the enactment of new omprehensive coal mine 'health and
safety legislation.

The primary objective of this legislation is to bring the health and
safety aspects of t'he coal mining industi into the modern industrial
age.

The purpose of this bill is to:
Improve the health and safety conditions and practices at

undergrrnmd coal mines and, to provide protection in all other
coal mines, including surface coal mines, not now covered by the
Federal Coal Mine Safety Act as amended:

Provide authority for the Surgeon General to establish health
standards -for all coal mines and to study the health needs of all
persons who work with coal

Provide authority for the Department. of the Interior to
promulgate improved mandatory health and safety standards for
all coal mines by regulation:

Provide improved means of enforcement in order to present
accidents in all coal mines:

Provide a more extensive and accelerated research program
in the field of col mine health and safBty:

Assist. the States in their efforts to protect coal miners: and
Establish a Coal Mine Health and Safety Research Trust Fund.

The bill repeals the 1952 Federal Coal Mine Safety Act. as amended.
Th new FecIera Coal Mine Health and Safety Act would continue

the best features of the 1952 act while adding a number of new fea-
tures designed to overcome the shortcomings of the act and improve
upon some of the existing features of that act. The highlights of some
of the new and improved features follow. It would

—Authorize the promulgation of mandatory health and safety
standards for all coal mines:

—Establish a standard to control respirable dust in •the atmos-
phere of underground coal mines for each miner and prevent
the development of pneumoconiosis or black hng and provide a
regular program of chest X-rays and medical examinations for
the miners;

—Include health and safety protection for miners in surface or
strip mines, as wefl as for underground miners:

—Require a minimum of 4 inspections per year with advance.
notic of such inspections prohibited;

—Require the reporting of all accidents, unintentional roof falls,
and initions whether or not death or injury results:

—Provide for civil penalties against the operator for violation of
health or safety standards and against the miner for willfully
violating the standard -prohibiting smoking or carrying of
smoking materials undeiground:

—Provide expanded criminal penalties and injunctions to enforce
variois orders:

—Expand the coverage of the act. to afford safety protection
'against, the acidents which accoimt for 90 percent of the fatal
and nonfatal injuries in this industry in addition to the disaster-
type accidents;

—Expand the scope of imminent danger closing orders to cover
any condition or practice that may cause immediately death
or injury before abatement is possible;
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—Expand and accelerate health and safety research authority and
provide funds for such research:

—Require that inspectors be stationed full time at mines mo4
likely to present explosion hazards;

—Require the Secretary to provide operators with the aitaiice
of persons imowl edge able in dust control:

—Streamline the procedures for review of closing orders:
—Provide for the control of roof falls in the workin faces where

70 percent of rooffall fatalities occurred in the last 2 years, and
require the adoption and approval of roof control plans:

—Prohibit smoking and the use of open flames in aLE mines:
—Provide improved methods of controlling met1iiie through bet-

ter ventilation, more frequent testing. use. of l)1eedei. bittie
cloth, and methane monitors. and improved methane oiitrol re-
search;

—Provide improvements in rock dusting to prevent propu:itiou
of ignitions and explosions;

—Expand and modernize means and measures to prevent ais
sparks, burns, and electrocutions from unsafe or imnpmopeilv
protected electrical equipment, power wires, and trailing cabhe:

—Expand and improve present provisions on the use, stomi-e. iid
transportation of explosives, on fire suppression, on preventing
ignition nd fires in welding:

—Require that each mine have an accurate. and up-to-date (let1ied
map of the mine:

—Provide that every underground mine furnish at a minimum
two separate escapeways adequately ventilated aiid marked, one
of which must be separated from haulage entries wlieme many
mine fires start:

—Require protection by the operator from accidental penetrlt ion
of oil and gas wells during mining: and

—Provide for the installation of better communications to the sum-
face, use of emergency shelters, and ilumination of the mine.

The health and safety of the miners, and the effect of the provisions
of this bill on the economic well-being of this industry, including the
demands for coal in this conntry, have been thoroughly consiclerd
during extensive hearings and the committees deliberations on the bill.

* * * * *
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The Need for New Legislation

Public awareness has recently been focused on the disastrous health
hazards in coal mining and the lack of action by the Federal Govern-
ment on this problem. Coal workers' pneumoconiosis, known more
familiarly as "black lung" is believed to have afflicted 100,000 of the
Nation's active and retired miners. This dreadful disease causes many
years of breathlessness and ultimately, death.

In September 1968, President Johnson proposed a new Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. The. proposal, however, was notacted upon during the final months of the second session of the 90thCongress.

Then, on November 20, 168, a mine explosion at Consolidation Coal
Co.'s No. 9 mine at Farrnington, W. Va., killed 78 men.

This disaster led the Department of the Interior to convene a Mine
Safety Conference in December 1968, to refine President Johnson's
legislative proposal. In opening the Conference, Secretary of the In-terior Udall said:





The tragedy that occurred at Farrnington. W. Va., last
month is the catalyst that has brought us together. What we
say and do here, however, must be in a larger context than that
of a coal mine disaster. Our deliberations must embrace all of
the measures and all of the responsibilities that have to be
adopted and assumed if we hope ever to banish death and
disease from our coal mines. And this we must do. For let me
assure you, the people of this country no longer will accept
the disgraceful health and safety record that has character-
ized this major industry.

As President Nixon said. in his March 1060 message calling on the
Congress to enact a new Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act:
"Death in the mines can be as sudden as an explosion or a collapse of a
roof and ribs, or it comes insidiously from pneumoconiosis, or black
lung disease."

Once again, th adage is being proved that "dead •minei have always
been the most powerful influence in securing passage of mining
legislation."
Health

Coal workers' pneumoconiosis is a chronic respiratory disease for
which there is no known treatment. It is irreversible once contracted.
X-ray examinations reveal that 10 percent of the Nation's active coal
miners and O percent of the inactive miners suffer from the disease.
According to the Surgeon General, however, "data from postmortem
examinations would indicate an even higher prevalence of this disease."

The Surgeon General has described the disease in the following
manner:

Coal miners' pneumoconiosis is a chronic chest disease,
caused by the accumulation of fine coal dust particles in the
human lung. In its advanced form, it leads to severe dis-
ability and premature death.

* * * * * *_ *

Coal miners' pneumoconiosis is a distinct clinical entity,
resulting from inhalation of coal dust.

Physicians classify coal miners' pneumoconiosis as simple or
complicated, depending on the degree of evidence in the X-ray
picture. In the simple form, pinpoint, micronodular or nodular
lesions distributed throughout the lungs show up in the X-ray
picture. The physician decides the so-called radliological cate-
gory of simple pneumoconiosis on the basis of the extent of
the opacities.

There are no specific symptoms and pulmonary function
tests seldom enable the physician to say whether or not the
patient has the disease. It is generally accepted by physicians
that simple pneumoconiosis seldom produces significant
ve.ntilatory impairment, but, the pinpoint type may reduce
the diffusing capacity, the ability to transfer oxygen from the
lung into the blood.

Complicated penumoconiosis is a more serious disease. The
patient incurs progressive massive fibrosis as a complex
reaction to dust and other factors, which may include tuber-
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culosis and other infections. The disease in this form usually
produces ma rkecl pulmonary impairment and coniderab1e
respiratory disability. Such respiratory disability severely
limits the physical caI)abiiities of the individual, can induce
death by cardiac failure, and may contribute to other causes
nf death.

Medical researchers in both Britain and the Fniteci States
have repeatedly show-n that coal miners suffer from more
respiratory impairment and respiratory disability than does
the enera1 1)oPliatiofl.

*

Tbee is no specific. therapy for pneuinoconiosis in either
it simple or complicated form.

Coal workers pneumoconiosis was first recognized as a sepaTa.t.e
(lseso entity in Great Britain, in 1943. It. was not generally recognized
in the United States as a separate disease, entity until the 1950's. How-
ever, its irevaience has now been documented by studies conducted by
the Pennsylvania Department of Health (1959—61) and the U.S. Pub-
} Health Service (1963—65).
Th Drevalence study by the Public. Health Service. demonstrated that.

coal workers' pneumoconiosis was an occupational repiratorv disease.
of serious and l)reviously unrecognized ma nit ude.

Vet. according to the Department of Health, Education. uid We]-
tare. the. Inited States remains the onl major coal-producing Nation
in the world which does not have an official inchistrv-wide government
standard for coal mine dust. Furthermore, the average level of 'dust in
coal mines recently surveyed by the Burea.u of Mines i more than twice
as high as the level recommended by the Public Health Service in
December 1968.

It is clear that. a properly enforced official governmental standard
for respirable coal dust would make a sigiiificant ieduction in new
cases of coal workers' pneurnoconiosis and hopefully would reduce the
rtte of progression in miners who have already contracted the thsease.

* * * * *
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Committee Consideration

On February T, 1969, the Subcommittee on Labor began its hear-
ings on coal mine health and safety legislation. By that date, four bills
had been introduced: 5. 355 (Senator Randolph, D., West Virginia),
embodying the proposals of the outgoing administration; 5. 467 (Seii-
ator Randolph, D., West Virginia), and 5. 1178 (Senator Williarn5,
D., New Jersey), embodying the views of the United Mine Workers
of America; and S. 1094 (Senator Williams, D., New Jersey), a com-
panion measure to H.R. 6504 (Mr. Hechler, D., West Virginia). At
the first day of hearings, all interested persons were invited to bring
their views to the attention of the committee, so that all egisative ap-
proaches to these problems could be made a part of the hearing record
and available to the committee for its consideration.

The new administration's proposa' was introduced as S. 1O0
(Senator Javits, R., New York). 5. 1907 (Senator Cook, R., Ken-
tucky) was introduced at the request of the State mine inspectors and
small coal mine operators. After 9 days of hearings, on February 21,
March 7, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 26, and May , 1969, three new bills, 5. 2118
(Senator Rando'ph, D., West Virginia), S. 2284 (Senator Williams,
D., New Jersey), and 5. 2405 (Senator Javits, R., New York) were
introduced. This legislation reflected additional dimensions of the
problems which had evo'ved from the entire record of the hearings.

Over 40 witnesses representing the administration. operators of
large and small mines, and coal miners, as well as experts from this
country and Europe, and other interested persons appeared before the
subcommittee to offer testimony and respond to interrogation. In acicli-
tion, many statements and supplementary materials were submitted
for consideration and insertion in the official record of the hearings.
The record covers over 1,00 pages in four parts.

The Subcommittee on Labor devoted 3 days to executive consiclera-
tion of the legislation before reporting its recommendations to the full
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. After 10 additional days of
executive consideration, on .Juy 31, 1969. the full committee. by a unan-
imous rollcall vote, ordered this legislation reported to the Senate.

Summary of Major Provisions

TITLE I—HZALTH STANDARDS

Part A of this title provides that 6 months after enactment, each
operator of an underground coal mine, shall continuously maintain
dnrng each shift, a respirable coal dust level at or below 3.0 miii-
grams per cubic meter of air (milligrams per cubic meter of air a
meaured by the Mining Research Establishment (MRE) horizontal
e1utriiror instrument, is hereinafter referred to as mg/rn3). Operators
who cannot comply with this requirement may obtain permits for non-
compliance from an Interim Compliance Panel, established by section
5 of the bill, for an aggregate period not exceeding 3 years from the
date of enactment. During the period of time covered by such permits,
the operator must continuously maintain the respirable dust at the
level specified in the permit (the lowest level attainable in the mine).
but in no event greater than 4.5 mg/ms.
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At the end of the 3-year period, the bill prescribes a dust level of
.0 mg/rn3. Operators who cannot comply with this requirement may
obtain permits for noncompliance again for an aggregate period not
exceeding :3 years from the date the .0 mg/in3 standard becomes
effective. During tile period of time covered by such permits, the
operator must continuousiy maintain the respirable dust at the level
sjecifiecl in the perl1Iit (tl1e lowest leel attainable in the mine , but in
no event greater than 3.0 mg/m3.

Six years from the date of enactment. au underground coal mines
would be required to be at the 2.0 mg/rn3 level unless the Secretary of
the Interior determines that the technology, or other effective control
techniques or methods, are not yet availabie for au mines to comply
with the .O mg/1n tanclard. If he so finds, he.may extend the period of
time during winch the Interim Compliance Panel may gTaut permits
for noncompliance, by filing an extension plan with Congve.ss. If
neither 1)odv of the Congress disapproves the extension plan, within 60
days of its submission, it wiil become effective. A permit for noncom-
pliance issued during the period covered by any proposed extension
plan may permit the operator to maintain the dust at the lowest level
attainable in the mine but in no event greater than 3.0 mg/rn3.

Part A a'so prohibits the use of respirators as substitutes for en-
vironmentai control techniques, and permits their use only in limited
circumstances of short duration. such as when miners are required to
do corrective work to reduce the dust levei.

In addition, part A provides for annuai X-ray examinations and
such other medical examinations as the Surgeon Generai prescribes to
determine, among other things, the scope of pneumoconlosis and its
effect on miners, as well as to determine the extent and effects of other
occupation-re.iated diseases.

Part A. also directs the Surgeon Generai to establish improved
health standards The committee biil expressiy provides that the health
standards, to "the greatest extent possibie," should "permit each miner
the opportunity to work underground during the period of his entire
adult working life without incurring any disabiuity from pneumo-
coniosis or any other occupation-reiated disease during or a.t the end
of such periodS" The Secretary of the Interior would be required to
promulgate mandatory standards in accordance with the health stand-
ards estabiished by the Surgeon General.
Staidard for Re.spirable Coal Dvt

When the Surgeon General of the Pubiic Heaith Service tetifiecl
at the hearings before the Subcommittee on Labor, he estimated that
pneumoconiosis affects more than 100,000 soft coal workers. That esti-
mate was based on projections of the prevalence percentages found
by the Public Health Service in the 1963—65 study of active and in-
active coal miners nationally and on recent information as to coal
miners in Pennsylvania receiving compensation for pneumoconiosis.

Since Great Britain began requiring dust control efforts in the coal
mines, there has been a substantial reduction in the prevalence of coal
workers' pneun1oc.oniosis among British miners. Thus, the overall
prevalence of coal workers' pneumoconiosis has decreased from 12.5
percent in 19ö9—62 to 109 in 1962—64. Also, the incidence of new cases
in miners has decreased from 8.1 new cases per 1,000 miners in 19ö5
to 1.9 new cases per 1,000 miners in 1967.
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Lat year, the Public Health Service conchided that. sufficient data
were available to recommend the adoption of an illterinl coal dust
exposure standard fr miners of 3.0 mg/rn3. After careful analysis of
the British and Pennsylvania experiences, and after Col1Sultation with
many authorities, tile service concluded that:

An interlnl standard slloluldi represent no more tl1an a
reasonable degree of risk to our miners, given our present tech-
nologv, and be one that would significantly reduce the rate at
which new cases would progress.

On tIle basis of those conclusions, last December, the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare recommended to tile Department of
the Interior a .0 mr/n13 Federal standard to require lower respiiable
(lust. 1eeIs in coal nuies.

rhe Comn1ittees suggested interim standard of .O mg/ms for the
first 3 years after enactment is consistent, according t.o tIle Surgeon
General, with the data from tIle Britisll pneunloconiosis field research
1)rOject in wllich dust concentrations in 24 mines ranged from 1.0
Illg/nl to 8.9 mg/nI3 (average of 3.8 mg/rn3) and with tlle standard
used since 1966 by the Pennslvvania Departnlent. of Mines and Mineral
Industries to evaluate dust exposures in coal mines in that State.

THE IMPACT OF THE 5TANDARD5 ON THE PREVALENCE OF THE DISEAsE

According to a report submitted to the committee by the Depart-
ment of tIle Interior, On June 16, 1969, tIle coal dust standards in the bill
will substantially reduce. the prevalence of the disease, both simple
pneiumoconiosis and progressive massive fibrosis (complicated pneu-
nloconiosis). TIle Department's report on tIle effect of reducing the
dust levels to 4.5 nlg/nl, 3.0 nlg/m, and 2.0 mg/m3 is based on British
data.

The probability of developing simple pneunloconiosis decreases witll
decreasing dust concentratiGns.

At 7'.() mg/rn3 (the current average dust level in mines surveyed
by tile Bureau of Mines) tlle rate pei 1,000 rnine.rs, after 35 years
exposure, woiuicl be. 360 (36 percent)

At 4.5 in/ni3. the expected rate would be 150 per 1.00(3 miners
1 percent)
At. :.0 lng/n, the expected late would be 0 per 1.000 miners

( Pelceflt)
111(1 at. .0 mg/rn3. the expected rate would be O Per 1.001)miners ( 1)ercent.).

The probability of developing progressive massive fibrosis (corn-
plicated Pneulnloconiosis) also significantly decreases with reduced
dust exposures.

For example. at T.0 nlg/nl3. about 130 nli1ers per 1,000. after
3 years exposure, would be affected (13 percent)

At 45 mg/rn3, the rate would be about 40 miners per 1.000
(4 percent)

Aid at 3.0 mg/m3. tile rate would be about. 0 miners per 1,000( percent).
The dust standard of 3.0 mg/rn3 in the bill would reduuce the. proba-

bility of contracting simple pneurnoconiosis from 36 percent to per-
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cen or a reduction to about 1/7th th i'Uab1itv of j1Y ii the
disease at. the. average dust cOilCe1ltratiOi1i1UV tOulid Ill U.. mines.
At the .() nig/n level, to be in effect in : veits. the probability of

contracting simple pneumocoIllOEls would i.)e reduced by norie' (()
percent to an absolute rate of only percent. It is for this ueam
that tile bill requires that an operatoi attain the lowest 1)oSSb1e
level and permits wtiver to a higher leve' only when the tiiiclaicls
cannot be met because of the lack of technology for a artiduhlL

mining condition.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM IX TERMS OF hUMAN WELL-BEING .\N1)

ECONOMIC IMPACT

In the United States, it. is difficult to obtain cciirute data oii the
compensation costs for coal workers pneumoconiOsis. Reatbly te -
curate figures areavailable from only two States. Since the eiiactment
of the Pennsylvania law in Januar 1966, tue State iits cornpenated
over 25,000 cases of coal workers' pneumoconiosis from aiit.hracite and
bitimiiious mines. For fiscal year 1968, the reported cost. ws mil-
lion, tccording to the Pennsylvania Department of iines and Miii-
eral Industries. In Alabama, there were L31S fatal and notifital cise
of pneumoconiosis representing a compensation cost of S:,3T9,OOU for
the period 1962—66. West Virginia for the same period reported 3,12
cases of silicosis. Based on a prevalence rate of 10 percent with an
average compensation cost of $5O00 to $T,000, the potential conlpdn-
sation cost among presently employed miners is in the range of O4
million to $90 million.

Compensation costs do not reflect the total economic loss, since
there are other costs which have not been estimated with any cleree
of accuracy such as medical and hospital, loss of eirning power.
welfare, rehabilitation, job retraining, and above all. the economic
deprivation of the families of affected workers. If the estimate is
accepted that compensation cost reflects about one-third of the totil
costs then it is evident that the present reservoir of clisese iii the
industry represents a potential cost in the magnitude of OO million.

The '[nited States has lagged behind other industrialized nations in
recognizing that coal workers pneurnoconiosiS is an inclutria clieae
problem of major proportions. The money costs of the dkease iepre-
sent a staggering economic burden far outweighing any increacd
production costs necessitated by the health standards of tiiis bill.

And these costs, of course. do not take into account the ininIasl11al)le
cost of human pain and suffering. Nor do they take into account tli
incidence of heart disease caused by coal workeis' pnenmoconiosis.

DU5T LEVELS IN U.S. COAL MIXEs

During 1968 and early 1969, the Bureau of Mines investigited respi-
rable dust concentrations in 29 selected large mines. In this investiga-
tion, a total of 280 working sections were sampled. The original objec-
tive of the study was to obtain data on dust concentrations in the en-
vironment and by the occupational classifications to serve as t hasis of
correlation with the X-ray and medical study proposed by the Public
Health Service. Essential engineering data which related to dust con-
centrations in the mines were also obtained.

33—261—69——2
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Due to the tong range nature of the proposed medical study, the
criteria for selecting most of the mines were (a) the mine must employ
more than O men underground. and (b) the mine should have suffi-
cient. eoi reserves to last at least. 10 years. As a result, it canno be pre-
sumeci that. the data are representative of the entire industry. Care.
however. wis rtken to select. mines with tvl)iCa mining methods and
machines. employing a total of more than 6,000 miners in a wide range
of coal seams and in a. number of different States.

In addit ion. thita were also acquired in 12 small mines (those employ-
ing 14 men r less). employing a total of apl)roximatelv 150 miners.
so that information on dust levels in small mines wou'd be availab'e.

The major findings of the study 'were:
(r,.) A significant portion of the undergrrnind occupations

in T.S. mines are exposed to dust concentrations in excess of
the. recommended standards.

( The mining machine operators and helpers, loading
machine operators, and roof bolters, generally have the high-
est dust exl)osure. All these occupations have about the same
nverare dust exposures.( The. 1)rimary purpose of ventilation in the face areas
of enal mines is to maintain an adequate supply of fresh air
to dilute the methane concentration and to remove airborne
dust. In some mines this ventilating air was dust-laden.

(d) Dust levels in small mines for comparable occupational
cateories were generally higher than in the large mines. This.
however, was clue largely to poor ventilation practices. Some
small mines were not mechanically ventilated.

MEETING THE HEALTH STANDARDS

'When the present administration proposed a coal niine health and
.aftv bill in March 1969. it provided that operators would be re-
quired to maintain continuously the dust level a.t no greater than
4. mg/rn3 and that miners would be withdrawn when the level ex-ceeded .5 mm3. Other legisation pending before the committeeat that. time. would have required a 3.0 mg/rn3 standard.

The. Bureau of Mines Survey of dist in U.S. mines was then con-
ducted in Apri]. The percentage of shifts during which the six occu-pations enerally exposed to the highest dust concentrations rnet
various dust. standards, according to the survey, is shown in the fol-
lowing table:

FULL SHFT EQUIVALENT "MRE" DUST LEVELS FOR SPECIFIC MINING OCCUPATIONS

Percent of shifts meeting

Less than 3.0

a

3.1—4.5 +4. 5

Continuous mining machine
Mining machine helper 25 16 59

Cutting machine Operator
Cutting machine helper

29
25

22
21

49
54

Loading machine operator 22 13 65

Coa' driller 18
. 39

19 63
52
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The survey data dernonsti'atecl that a number of shifts were already
meeting the dust standard of 3.0 mg/rn3 even for the dustiest
occupation.

Yet, in May, in response to the Labor Subcornmittees request for the
Administration's views on the propriety of a 3.0 mg/rn3 standard, the
Secretary of the Interior 'wrote:

We continue to view the 4.5 standard established in S. 1300
to be effective 6 months after enactment as being the proper
first step in reducing the dust problem in the mines. It is
attainable now, given the present state of technology. Based
on present technology, the 3 standard is not now generally
attainable. We do not however, consider the 4.5 standard as
a floor. Our objective is to move to a lower standard of :3 or
less as soon as possible. We believe that technology will he.
available to permit the industry to reach the 3 standard
within 3 years after the 4.5 standard is effective, and would
not object to including such a schedule in the bill so long as
the flexibility is retained in the Secretary to lower the stand-
arci later below 3.

The Siibcomrnittee on Labor recommended to th full Labor and
Public Welfare Committee. however, that since a significant propor-
tion of mines could now uchieve the 3.0 mg/rn3 standard, t.he bill should
provide for such a sbandard within 6 months after enactment., coupled
with authority in an interim compliance panel to grant permits for
nonompliance for those mines which can achieve a levei of 4.5 mg/m3
or less, but not 3.0 mg/rn3.

The administration's current position is that it would be in the best
interests of the miners to require the 3.0 mg/rn3 standard now. As it
stated in a June 16 letter:

Despite the fact that we are certain that a substantial per-
centage of the working faces in U.S. mines cannot with ex-
isting tech.noloy meet a 3 standard, we believe it is appro-.

to establish a 3 standard now. 'Where the 3 standard is
attainable now, we believe it is in the best interests of the em-
ployees of such mines to require such a standard.

This is what the bill does.
It is the opinion of the Department of the Interior that, without any

reduction in production, virtually all U.S. mines can meet i, mg/me
standard wit.hin 6 months after enactment of the bill using available
technology, and that almost all U.S. mines can attain the 3.0 mg/rn3
standard within 3 years after enactment. The Department also con-
cludes that a significant percentage can meet a 3.0 mg/rn3 standard
within 6 months after enactment.

The Surgeon General testified that the best medical information
available indicates a direct correlation between the amount of dust
breathed by miners and the progression of coal miners' pneurnoconiosis.
This means that the committee's recommended iiterim standards will
not prevent the disease, and that some new disease will develop and the
disease will become more severe in some miners already afflicted.

In addition, the committee was impressed with the, point emphasized
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by the Department of the Interior and the Surgeon General that a 3.0'/n standard i not a good medical standard. As the Surgeon Gen-
era! testified, th ideal standard is 0.

It was clear that the dust levels must be reduced even further
quickly. Accordingly, the committee adopted a 2.0 mg/rn3 standard
as the next interim level effective 3 years after enactment. Testimony
jndicated that research to reach this level should be completed within
this period. If not, however, provision is made to extend the time, after
notice to the. Congress. The committee believes that the bill's timetable
an be nhieved and. accordingly, the committee expresses its finn in-
tention that. the Department of the Interior immediately iinclerthke
all research necessary to achieve the timetable.

The. committee in arriving at. these conclusions was keenly aware
the, inaction by this industry in initiating steps immediately after the
Surgeon Generals iecommenclation was made 1)ublic, and even now,
to accelerate its own research efforts t.o control the dust problem. The
industry has been strangely reluctant to act to solve its problems on this
issue. despite the clear and unmistakable evidence, that pneumoconiosis
is a serious problem in the mines and that the miners themselves are
deeply and seriously concerned. The committee hopes that the industry
will realize that the miners, the public, and the Congress are. serious
about this problem.
JIea.cing the du8t level

The bill provides that. the dust standard shall be contiiuiously
maintained during each shift. The phrase. "during each shift" was
included by the Subcommittee on Labor in its recommendations to
the 'full Labor and Public Welfare 'Committee. The committee in adopt-
ing the siibcommittees recommendations, intends that the dust level
not exceed the specified sta:ndard during any shift.

It is the committe&s intention that the average dust level at any job,
for any miner, in any aotive working place during each and every shift,
shall be no greater than the standard, Since some mine operations in-
volve a varying pace of activity, the dust level could significantly differ
from one shift to another. It is expressly noted, therefore, that the. bill
does not. allow multiple shift averaging.
The Uce of Re.spirafoi.c

The committee bill expressly j)rohil)its, as a general pulicv. the ue
of personal Protective devices. incluclin respirators, a a substitute
for environmental eont.rol measures. Both the Public Health Service
aiicl the Bureau of Mines consider such devices to be neit.her desirable
noi 1)1acticnl for the rigorous physicd operatiois involved in coal miii-
ing. Admittedly, certain types of respiratot (such as those. with built-
in air siipnlies or attached to a. source of flitered fresh air. coniirionlv
called supplied air respirators) can provide virtually 100 percent
pPotecflon of the respiratory tract. But. these types of devices present
verht and other problems which limit the users working efficiency,
and may 'aiise increased aciclent hnzirds in the confined eiivironment
of a coal mine.
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Use. of this equipment has been for emergency situations where per-
sonnel are exposed to contaminnts which have a rajicl effect on life or
health after comparatively short period, and for nonemergency itui-
tions in which engineering control measures or ot,her meuns of mini-
mizing the exposure are not practical.

The mechanical fIlter respirators—the more common type of device
which might be used in a coal mine situation—present special prob-
lems. First, the weight of medical testimony raised serious doubt is
to the ability of these filters to trap the fine particles of the respirable
'oal dust which cause pneumoconiosis. Secondly, the Department of the.
Interior reported that the use of such devices significantly reduces the
ability of miners afflicted with pneumoconiosis to breathe.

The. ability of air to pass through the filter decreases with the in-
rease of contaminants trapped. There is a resulting possibility that.
the worker will remove the filter and not replace it. thereb negating
the protection provided. In the. ctse of sppIied air respirators, the
possibility of carbon monoxide being drawn into the supply line also
cannot be overlooked.

The record demonstrates tthat there are extreme difficulties n oht.ain-
ingcoperation from workers asked to utilize personal protetive equip-
ment. It. also should be noted with regard to repirat:ors and irni1ar
devices, that a oomprehensive maintenance program is necessary to
keep them effective. Unlike the miner's 'helmet and his safety gogles,
respiratory protective equipment may be defective, although there is no
obvious externaT indication. Respiratory equinment requires careful
t.tin, ind there must he a continuous technical eort for ceni1i,
inspection, and maintenance.

Accordingly, it was the view of the committee that. this type of
equipment. cannot be used as a substitute for environmental control
measures, bilt rather should he used only in those specialized occasional
.situations specifically aut.horized in the bill.
3Ieriwa1 e.xannaton

The committee agrees with the administration's proposal to require
each operator to establish a program for annual X-rays of the miners.
The Surgeon General may also require such program tr' include nther
tests. He may require further that minei be given additional rneTicnl
ex.rninations. The results of the X-ray. other tests and medici1 ex-
ftminatioils shall he available to the Surgeon General, and, if the miner
consents, to his physician and other appropriate persons. In no event.
however. may a miner be compelled by the operator or any other Per-
son to submit to an X-ray, other test or medical examination.

The committee heard testimony to the effect the X-ray examinations
tlone could not a1wav establish the existence of pneumoconiois. As
the Surgeon General testified, frequently miners who have shown
no X-ray evidence of the disease are found, in an autopsy, to hive
contracted the disease. Therefore, the committee is authorizin the
Surgeon General to require any medical examinations which, in his
iuclgment, are necessary both to establish the extent and severity of
the disease and otherwise to promote the health of miners.

* * * * *
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TITLES IV AND V—REsLrdu

The Department of the Interior estimates that within years the
administrative cost for coal mine safety, including health and safety
research, will attain a level of at least $30 million annually, and remain
there for the foreseeable years. Interior expects this $30 million plateau
to be reached even if no new legislation is enacted.

These prospective costs are about three times greater than the cur-
rent level of expenditures. In fiscal year 1969, for example. only $11.
million was appropriated for the Bureau of Mines health and safety
program for all mineral industries; less than $2 million of these funds
was for health and safety reEearch. Therefore, in absolute arithmetical
terms, for health and safety for coal mines alone, the Department
contemplates an additional need of at least $19 million a year.

There is no doubt that comprehensive and costly health and safety
research is necessary. Nonetheless, the cost problem presented here
squarely raises the question of who should pay; the already overbur-
cleneci taxpayer or the industry whose inatt.ention and failure to
address itself adequately to health and safety is primarily responsible
for the serious health and safety problems confronting the Nations
coal miners.

To assure that the industry itself bears in some measure the in-
creased costs caused by the health and safety problems, title V of the
committee buT establishes a coal mine health and safety research trust
fund in the Treasury. Tncler this title, there would be a research as-
sessment on each ton of coal sold or used, beginning with 1 cent in
the first year, and increasing a penny a year until it reaches a level of
4 cents per ton in the fourth year. This research assessment is expected
to yield, by the fourth yeur. a minimumof $20 million annually for
health and safety research.
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It should be made clear that the research assessment should be not
view-ed as a method of full funding for this legislation. It simply as-
sures that, a contribution will be made by the coal industry to the costs
of a large effort. necessitated by its health and safety problem.

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT OPPOSES RESEARCH ASSESSMENT

The Department of the Interior opposes the research assessment. As
stated in a May letter from Under Secretary Train, the Depart-
ments position is

We recognize that there is a need for more health and
safety research for this industry, but. we doubt that a sys-
tem which taxes the production of coal and earmarks the
revenues for health aid safety research is the most appropri-
ate method to supply this need.

Experience has shown to us that coal mining, indeed all
mining, is a complex system, all parts of which must be con-
sidered simultaneously—health, safety, productivity, envi-
ronmental control, and so forth. The effect of some improved
mining techmique on productivity cannot be considered apart
from its effect on the health and safety of the miner or on its
effect on environmental pollution. Our research program must
therefore, be designed to study the entire mining operation.
The proposed user tax, in contrast., would tend to separate
the health and safety function into a separate category which
would be artificial.

Under the bill, the levy would apply to all coal mining
firms without regard for the method of mining or for their
past safety record. The question you have asked raises the
issue whether such a tax should be established on only one
commodity or one industry.

For example, other dangerous industries, such as the nu-
clear industry which is a competitor of the coal industry, are
not required to pay directly for health and safety research.
The proposal nught tend to confine the entire research and
development effort to the Government. The future research
and development effort should, in our opinion, not be carriecE
out by the Government alone. Industry should be encouraged
to assume, on an industrywide basis, a greater role in this
area.

Further, we believe that tax on the coal industry for health
and safety research and development purposes should not be
imposed without thorough study of its impact on the industry
and the consideration of alternative approaches. To our
knowledge, this has not been done to date.

For the above reasons. it is our view at this time that a tax
should not be imposed in the coal industry for health and
safety research and development purposes.

NEED FOR RESEARCH ASSESSMENT

The basis of the Department's position is narrow and does not re-
flect adequate concern for the public equities. A fair balance of the
Public interest requires careful attention t.o the question of the inclus-
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tries' responsibility for the problem and its ability to contribute to the
costs entailed to resolve it.

By these criteria the facts clearly aliclate the 'reasonableness of re-
quiring a significant contribution by the industry.

In recent years. there has been a change n the ownership of 1 .S.
coal mines. Over 40 percent of our Nation?s coal is now produced by
companies owned or controlled by the giants of the, oil and ineta!s n-
clustries. The three largest coal companies (Peabody Ca1, Consolicla-
tion Coal. and Island Creek Coal) are now owned by Ke.nnecott. Cop-
per Co.. Continental Oil Co., and Occiclential Petroleum Co., re-
spectively. Other major U.S. corporations owning large coal interests
include Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates. Standard Oil (Ohio). Humble
Oil & Refining Co. (affiliated with Standard Oil of New Jersey). Gulf
Oil, United States Steel, Jones & McLaughlin Steel, and Bethlehem
Steel. One of the major defense and space contractors, General
Dynamics, prides itself on being one of the Nation's 10 largest coal
producers.

Over the past 10 years, during which the corporate ownership of the
coal industry has been radically changed, the methods of production
have also been dramatically changed, yielding as previously noted,
vastly increasing profits, from $56 million in 195 to $130 million in
1965.

During the past 16 years, according to Secretary of the Interior
Hickel, the coal industry has spent $195 million on commercial re-
search and development. Though exact figures were not available. he
estimated that less than $15 million was spent by the industry on health
and safety research.

It is no wonder that the Department of the Interior concluded
that—

While the coal mining industry has made giant strides in
its ability to extract the natural resource coal from the depths
of the earth, it has lagged behind other industries in protect-
ing its most valuable resource—the miner.

Yet, during the 16 years that the industry has invested S195 million
on commercial research, the Government has given the industry sub-
sithes amounting to $168 million of the taxpayers' funds for produc-
tion research and development.

The healh and safety hazards imposed upon workers in this indus-
try are lirectly attributable to clevelüpments in the teolmology of min-
ing coal. F'or example, the dreadfully high incidence 'of black lung is
an immediate consequence of the coal dust created by the increased PIG-
dnc.t'ion rates which this industry has achieved in recent years. Despite
this obvious fact, however, a fatalistic attitude regarding the inevita-
bility of coal mining hazards appears to have permeated the industry
and to have anesthetized it from the shocking reality: men are maimed
and killed in mine accidents, or their lives are slowly ground out in the
struggle with black lung, because the industry has not been willing to
spend the funds necessary to protect he workers from such fates.

We lmow that 309 U.S. miners lost their lives in the mines in 1968.
'SITe know that 100,000 U.S. miners are afflicted with pneumoconiosis.
But we also know that in this age of space exploration the incidence
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of this disease can be completely prevented by im)leInenting eXitiflg
technology and undertaking the research necessirv to reduce the level
of respirable dust.

The problem lies not in the lack of tecimical competence. but in the
lack of will to invest in health and safety. 'While we have been willing
to spend money on developing techniques to iicrease production. we
Imve not been willing to spend money to apply and improve even
known t.eclmiques for reducin the hazards of mining.

It is only proper that this industry, which has not met its health
;ind afet.v problems, but which has enjoyed substantial financial bene-
flt tlirowrh the. commercial research paid for by the F.S. taxpav?rs.
hoic1 now he required to share in the costs of research necessary to
protect the health and safety of the miners.

RE5EARCH

The bill directs the Secretary and the Surgeon General to conduct
nmnprehiensive studies, experiments, and demonstrations in their re—

siective areas of expertise in the field of coal mine health and safety.
Special efforts are t.o be made to find improved methods for the re-
'overy of persons from a mine after an accident, to solve the problem
of underground-to-surface communications, to find improved and safer
sources of power to haul men and coal underground, and to illuminate
active working places. In addition. section O1 (b) requires research in
conne.ction with hazards from trolley wires and trolley feeder wires,
sinal wires. the splicing and use of trailing cables, and in connection
vit.li improvements in rulcanizing of electric conductors, improvement
in roof control measures, methane drainage in advance of mining,
vhe,m'e such drainage relates to safety, improved methods of measurin
methane and oxygen concentrations and the use of improved under-
ground power equipment.

The Surgeon General and the Secretary will conduce an accelerated
1)1oiam to reduce dust concentrations underground. This section also
would direct the Surgeon General to conduct research and studies on
the health conditions of nonminers working with or around coal prod-iifs in areas outside coal mines.

The committee intends the Secretary and Surgeon General to initiate
sfudes with the goal of eliminating all health and safety hazards in
nining. The committee expects that the Secretary and the Surgeon
(eneral will look to scientific and engineering knowledge, not just in
the. mining industry, but in all fields offering promise of new methods
to protect health and safety.

ADMINI5TRATIOX

Prior to the Farrnington disaster of last November 20, there was a
notably unimpressive record by the Department. of the Interior and its
Bureau of Mines in respect to improving the health and safety of
miners.

Many of the deficiencies of the 1952 Act were known years ago, yet
little, effort has. in the past, been made by the Bureau or the Depart-
ment to correct them. Similarly, the adrisorv cx1e has not been reviec1
since 1953. de.spit.e. significant changes in coal mining since then.

In the 17 years since the enactment of the Federal Coat Mine Safety
Act., as amended, health and safety has been the stepchild of the
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Bureau. The primary interest of the Bureau during this period has
been mineral production, including coal. In some cases, the eop1e
involved in the direction of health and safety have been lethargic and
more industry production oriented than miner health and safety
oriented. Considering the accidental death and injury record of this
industry, it is astounding to note the Bureau's budget for this peijoci
has been approximately $10 million for all mine health rind safety
annually until this fiscal year, as compared to the Bureaus total annual
budget of approximately $80 million.

As in the case of this legislation, the catalyst for action to change
the Bureau's complacent attitude was the Farmington disaster. That
fateful event has caused the Bureau to undertake a number of changes,
considered drastic by many in the industry, but quite elementary con-
sidering the health and safety record of the industry. Some evidence
of this improved attitude can be found in the fact that since .Tinuary 1

through August 30, 1969, there have been 914 spot inspections. as com-
pared to 808 in all of 1968. In addition, there Ihave been 1,2t3 c'osing
orders issued during bhis period, as compared to 612 such orders in 196.

Despite this evidence the committee is still concerned that not enough
attention is given by the officials of the Department to insnrin tIt
the health and safety functions of the Bureau will be buttressed. The
expanded authority and responsibility found in this bill denmnds that
these functions 1e substantially expanded and improved. The corn-
mittee intends to exercise its legislative review responsibilities respect-
ing this program in the future with great care. The committee intends
to do whatever it can to assure that greater efforts will be made to bring
redirection to those in the Bureau who are more production oriented
than health and safety oriented. The committe&s bill, as effective is it
may be, will never achieve adequate health and safety for the miner
unless the Department acquires new perspective and focus concerning
the importance of the miner and unless there is strong and vigorous
administration by the Department.





Section-by-Section Analysis

The following analysis discusses all the provisions of the bill.
Section 1

This section cites the act as the "Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969."
Section 2. Findings and purpose

This section makes certain con'ressional findings relative to the
need for, and desirability of, legislation to improve the health and
safety of the Nation's coal miners. It emphasizes the fact that the
operators of coal mines, with the assistance of the miners, have the
primary responsibility to remove the causes of accidents nd occup-
tional disease. It declares that the purpose of the act is to establish
immediately comprehensive interim mandatory health and safety
standards, to require that improved standards be developed, to require
compliance by the operators and the miners, to aid the States in
developing State health and safety programs, and to improve present
research and training programs in this field.
Section 3. .Mines subject to act

This section establishes that all coal mines the operations or products
of which affect commerce are subject to this act, and each operator
and every miner of such mine must comply with its provisions. It
applies to surface, as well as underground coal mines which affect
commerce, including those coal mines which provide coal to the
United States under contract or other agreement and to coal mines
located on Federal lands.
Section 4. Definitions

This section defines various terms used in the act.
The definition of an "operator" is designed to be as broad as pos-

sible to include any individual, organization, or agency, whether
owner, lessee or otherwise, that operates, controls, or supervises a coai
mine, either directly or indirectly. It does not, however, include per-
sons whose primary responsibility is to run the mine or supervise
employees such as a superintendent or foreman unless such person
meets the statutory definition of operator. These are the agents of
the operator.

The definition of an "imminent danger" is broadened from that in
the 1952 act in recognition of the need to be concerned with any
condition or practice, naturally or otherwise caused, which may lead
to sudden death or injury before the danger can be abated. It is not
limited to just disastrous type accidents, as in the past, but all acci-
dents which could be fatal or nonfatal to one or more persons before
abatement of the condition orpractice can be achieved.

The definition of an "accident" includes, but is not limited to, such
(45)
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occurrences as mine fires, ignitions, explosions, roof falls, or inunda-
tions. It also includes any other occurrence which causes injury,
whether or not lost time results, or death to one or more persons.
Section 5. Interim compliance panel

This section establishes a five-member Government Panel to con-
sider applications for noncompliance permits under sections 102
and 206(1) of the act. The section authorizes the Pane) to utilize
the services, personnel and other assistance of the Departments of
Hettith. Education, and Welfare. Interior, Commerce, and Labor in
carrying out its functions without regard to any limitations in otller
statutes relative to providing sucll services, personnel, or other as-
sistanc.e or the funding of such assistance and to appoint hearing ex-
aminers to carry out llearings uilder those sections. The Panel will
continue iii existence until completion of its functions under those
two sections and then will terminate automatically. The Panel shall
make annual reports to the Secretary for the Congress.

Title I

PART A—INTERIM MANDATORY HEALTH STANDARDS FOR CONTROLLING
DUST AT UNDERGROUND COAL MINES

Sect'on. 101. Scope of coverage
Sectiort 101 (a)

This section establishes that tlle health standards set forth in
sections 102 and 103 of tllis title for underground coal mines are to be
considered the interim, not permanent standards, for all underground
coal mines. Such standards may be changed or revised by the Secre-
tary, in accordance with healtll standards established by the Surgeon
General, by improved llealth standards promulgated by him under the
procedures of this title. These interim standards will be immediately
effectire after the operative date of the title, except where a later date
is sI)Ccifiec1 uI the act, and will be enforced in accordance with the
I)ro(:edures of title III of the act. It is inteilded that any later change
or rerision of, or addition to, sucll interim standards will provide
imI)roved protection to tlle health of the miners.

Section 101(b)
This section establishes that the objective of the health standards,

both the statutory standards and those promulgated by the Surgeon
General and the SecretariT, is to make the atmosphere of the active
workings of underground coal mines sufficiently free from respirable
dust so tllat eacll miner can work an entire life without being disabled
by pneumoconiosis or other occupation-related disease.

Section 101(c)
This section directs tile Surgeon General to develop and sub-

mit to the Secretary and tile Congress within 1 year after enactment
recomnienchitions on tlle maximum Personal exposure of dust that
cuii be permitted in any shift without leading to a disability. Three
years after enactment the Secretary must 1)ublish a schedule when
all coal mines must reduce personal exposure in the mine atmosphere
in i shift. to the Surgeon General's recommended levels. The schedule
vihl be based on technological fesibihitv and availability of equip-
ment. The schedule will be adopted after following the procedures set
forth iii section 105.
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Section 102. Dust standard and respirators
Section, 102(a)

This section establishes that 6 months after enctment each coal
mine operator must maintain the concentrations of respiiable dut in
the atmosphere for each miner in all the active workings of the mine
during each shift t or below 3.0 milligrams per cubic meter of ii.
If noncompliance permit is obtained under section 102(b) for any
mine, this level may be set by the Panel at between 3.0 nc1 4.5
milligrams for any active working place in thit mine.

Three years after enictment, this section establishes for ll mines
the level of respirable dust concentrations in the trnosI)here for each
miner in all active workings of the mine during each shift t or below
2.0 milligrams. but where a noncompliance permit is granted for triy
mine, the level for ny active working place in that mine may be set
by the Panel t between 2.0 and 3.0 milligrams.

In all cases, the dust standard is keyed to each individual miner. The
air he breathes, wherever he works in the mine, must not contain more
respirable dust during any working shift than the standard permits.

Since high quartz content in coal dust, such as might be encountered
in drilling for roof bolts and in advancing tunnels, presents greater
health hazard, the Surgeon General is directed to prescribe the
formula to be used in arriving at a dust stndarc1 for dust containing
more than 5 percent quartz which offers comparable 1)rotection to the
statutory standards for dust containing 5 percent or less quartz.

Section 102(b)
This section establishes a procedure for obtaining noncompliance

permits.
A mine operator who determines that he cannot comply with the

applicable standard in specified active vorkin places on the effec-
tive date of such standard may seek an extension of time to comply
by filing an application with the Interim Compliance Panel for a
noncompliance permit. If the application satisfies the requirements
of section 102(c), the Panel, in the case of the 3.0 standard, shall issue
such a permit which will be effective for a period of up to 12 months,
as determined by the Panel, and which shall permit the operator to
maintain the respirable dust concentrations in the ctive working
place for which the lermit is issued at the lowest level possible, but,
in no event, at more than a 4.5 level. If the applicatioti is for n ex-
tensioii of time to comply with the 2.0 standard, the Panel shall isue
the permit if the application satisfies the requirements of section
102(c) and if, after there has been an opportunity for a public hear-
ing on the application, it determines that the operator cannot comply
with the standard on its effective date. As in the previous case, the
maximum term of the permit is 12 months. The maximum dust level
permitted would be 3.0.

This section iso puovides a procedure for renewals of such permits
after a hearing and a finding by the Panel that the applicant is still
umble to comply with the appropriate stfLndrcl. uc1 renewals ha1l
be for a maximum of 6 months each. In the case of the 3.0 stindarcl.
the total period of extension under the initial and renewal permits
shall not exceed 36 months from the date of enactment of this icr.
In the case of the 2.0 standard, this total ieriod of extensions shall
not exceed 2 months from the date of enactnietit of this ct•.
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Section 102(c)
This section specifies the information needed in each application

for an initial or renewal permit, including a representation in such
application by the operator and a certified engineer that the extension
is needed because the technology is not yet available to reduce the
dust concentrations at those active working places for which an ex-
tension is requested, or because of a lack of other effective control
techniques or methods, or because of a combination of these reasons.

Section 102(d)
This section requires that the Secretary conduct spot inspec-

tions to insure compliance with the dust standards at all underground
mines, with specific emphasis on those where permits have been
issued.

Section 102(e)
This section provides for judicial review of any decision of the

Panel by the operator or the miner's representative.
Section 102(J)

This section provides specific procedures for enforcement of the
dust standard, in lieu of the enforcement provisions of section 302 (a)
and (b) of this act.

Under this section, each underground coal mine operator must take
samples of the atmosphere of the active workings of the mine to deter-
mine the respirable dust concentrations. The samples will be taken
by devices approved by the Secretary and in accordance with the
Secretary's requirements concerning method, location, and interval.
Each sample will be sent to the Secretary after each shift, probably by
the miner himself m properly provided envelopes, and analyzed and
recorded by the Secretary. The objective of this sampling will be to
provide an accurate basis for determining if the dust standard is
being exceeded on any shift and to issue a notice of violation thereof
if it is exceeded.

If, based on a sample taken by the operator or by an inspector,
the applicable dust level is exceeded on any shift, the Secretary or
the inspector must issue a notice of violation identifying the area of
the mine affected and fixing a reasonable time to comply with such
level which time cannot be more than 72 hours and the operator must
begin immediately to take corrective action. If, at the end of such
time, the violation is still not abated in the affected area of the mine,
the Secretary or his inspector must issue an order requiring that while
corrective action continues no work other than that which is necessary
to take corrective action and to obtain valid samples to determine if
such action is effective will be permitted until the dust is reduced to
the required level. The order may be appealed under title III of the
act.

Once an order is issued, the Secretary, on request of the operator,
must dispatch knowledgeable employees of the Department of the
Interior to assist the operator in reducing the dust level, if such
knowledgeable persons are available. Such persons may require the
operator to take such actions as they deem appropriate to reach the
objective of controlling the dust.
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Section 10(g)
This section requires that dust resulting from drilling in rock

be controlled by dust collectors, water or water with a wetting agent,
or by ventilation, or other means approved by the Secretary. It also
provides protection against the hazards of short-term exposures
to gas, dust, fumes, or mist for the miners engaged in such activity
through the use of respiratory equipment.

Section 102(h)
This section requires that respirators be worn by all persons exposed

to dust in excess of levels established or permitted under section 102
(a) through (c) of this act, such as miners required to take corrective
action, but such respirators must not be used as a substitute for
environmental controls. The operators must keep a supply of res-
pirators available to the miners which are properly maintained.

Section 1 02 (i) and (j)
These sections require that respirators, dust collectors, and res-

piratory equipment be approved by the Secretary in accordance
with health standards established by the Surgeon General, and define
the term "MRE instrument."

Section 102 (k), (1), and (m)
These sections establish procedures for extending the time to

comply with the 2.0 standard where the Secretary finds that tech-
nology or other control techniques or methods are unavailable.

Section 102(n)
This section provides for semiannual reporting to Congress by the

Secretary and the Surgeon General on the progress in achieving
compliance with the applicable dust standards.

Section 102 (o)
This section authorizes inspectors to require greater quantities

of air to reach face areas to protect miner's health, and it requires
that sufficient space be provided between the line brattice or other
approved device, where required, and the rib to permit air to reach
the face workings to control respirable dust.
Section 103. Medical examinations

Section 103(a)
This subsection requires each operator to establish a program for

annual chest roentgenograms of the miners. The Surgeon (xeneral may
also require such program to include other tests. And he may require
that miners be given additional medical examinations. The results of
the chest roentgenojram, other tests and medical examinations shall
be available to the burgeon General, and, if the miner consents, to his
physician and otherappropriate persons. In no event, however, may a
miner be compelled by the operator or any other person to submit to a
chest roentgenogram, other test or medical examination.

Section 103(b)
This subsection provides that if, in the course of the period during

which the statutory 3.0 standard is in effect, a miner, in the judgment
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of the Surgeon General, shows evidence of the development of pneu-
moconiosis. he shall be assigned by the operator to any working
section or other area of the mine, at the miner's option, where the
dust level does not exceed 2.0 mg/m3. The same provision applies
during the period in which the statutory 2.0 standard is in effect
except that the respirable dust in the place to which the miner is
itssigned must be at a level, below 2.0 mg/m3, as prescribed b the
.ecretarv in accordance with health standards established by the
burgeon General.

The Surgeon General. in determining whether there is evidence of
the development, of pneurnoconiosis, is not restricted to the results of
(Iest reentgenograms. He may use such other examinations as he
deterittines will permit t diagnosis of the disease.

Iii nrder to insure that. miners who are afflicted with pneumoconiosis
iffer no 1o in compensation, the committee has included a provisioneutitIin t miner who is transferred to another job pursuant to this
ubseion to receive his old or new rate of pay, whichever is greater.

PART B—PROMULGATION OF MANDATORY HEALTH STANDARDS

SectoH 105. Health starulards review
Section 105(a)

This section requires the Secretary to promulgate mandatory health
stndirds, in accordanc.e with health standards established from time
t.o time by t.he Surgeon General. This section gives the-flexibility nec-
essiv to achieve the ultimate goal of complete prevention of occupa-
tio1lL1 diseases in coal mines.

Sectiom 105(b)
This section requires that the Surgeon General consult with other

Federal agencies, State agencies, operators and miners, advisory
committees, and other persons and organizations in developing health
standards.

Sect on 105(c)
This section provides for publication of proposed standards and the

schedule provided for in subsection 101(c)(2) and a period of not less
than 30 days for comment. At the end of such period, and after
considering filly comments, the Secretary may promulgate the stand-
ards with such modifications as he and the Surgeon General deem
approprizI.te, except in the case of the standard to which an objection
has been filed and a hearing has been requested.

This section also requires that the Secretary, in accordance with
health standards established by the Surgeon General, publish proposed
mandttorv helt.h standards for surface coal mines and for surface
work treas of underground coal mines as soon as possible, but not later
tItan 12 months after enactment.

Sction. 105(d)
This sectn requires that if anyone files written objection to a

pruoe([ stflfldardl with the SecretLrv within the period established
r tnment under section 104(c) and states the grounds therefor and

a hearing on the objection, the Secretary must publish a
flotiec (f tlle.ttn(Iarcl objected to and the hearing oil the objection.
Ally stallilarcI not. objected to may be finally promulgated, without
:\Vaitiflg tile results of the request for ii hearing.
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Section 105(e)
This section provides for the holding of a public hearing on the

objeciions raised to receive relevant evidence. 'Within 60 days after a
hearing is completed, the Secretary must make public findings of fact,
and may promulgate the standards with such modifications, or take
other appropriate action, as he and the Surgeon General deem applo-
priate.

Section 105(f)
This section makes standards finally promulgated effective on

publication, unless a different effective date is specified at the time of
publication.

Section 105(g)
This section requires the publication of all health standards estab-

Iishe.d by the Surgeon General at the time of their transmittal by hini
to the Secretary.

* * * * *
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* * * * *

Title IV—Administration
Section 401. Research

Section 401 (a)
This section directs the Secretary and the Surgeon General Lo con-

duct comprehensive studies, experiments, and demonstrations in
their respective areas of expertise in the field of coal mine health
and safety. Specific reference is made to research in the safety field for
the Secretary to undertake in addition to the research items referred to
in section 201(b) of this act, to recovery of persons in a mine afLer an
accident, the problem of underground-to-surface communications,
improved and safer sources of power to haul men and coal under-
ground, and to illumination of active working places. The Surgeon
General and the Secretary will conduct an accelerated program to
reduce dust concentrations underground.

Section 401 (b)
This section directs the Surgeon General to conduct research and

studies on the health conditions of nonminers working with or around
coal products in areas outside coal mines.

Section 401 (c)
This section permits exceptions to! any requirement under this

act to experiment with new techniques and equipment o improve
health and safety. Any exception granted under this subsection
would be subject to judicial review.

Section 401(d)
This section authorizes grants by the Surgeon General for research

and experiments on respiratory and similar devices.
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Section 402. Training and education
This section directs tile Secretary to expand programs to educate

and train operators and miners relative to health and sifety, and
it would direct that the Secretary provide technical assistance to
coal mine operators in meeting the requirements of this act.
Section 403. State plans

This section provides for the approval of State plans to l)Iomote
Federal-State coordination and cooperation in improving health
and safety conditions in coal mines in accordance with certain cii-
teria. It would also provide for the disapproval of such plans and
for the withdrawal of approval thereof. Ill the latter case, provision
is made for review by the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia
of the Secretary's decision to withdrac.

These State plans form a basis for making grants to the State t
carry out the plan, including the training of State inspectors, md tü
assist the States in planning and implementing other programs t
advance health and safety in coal mines. These grants may not be
used to supplant State funds, but only to supplement such fuiid.
The amount of the grant to a State shall not exceed 80 percent of the
sum expended by the State in carrying out its enforcement program,
and the appropriation authorized for these grants must be distributed
to the States on an equitable basis where there is an approved plan.

This section directs the Secretary to cooperate with the State in
carrying out a plan and, where appropriate, to develop and finunce
program of training Federal and State inspectors jointly. The Secretary
would also cooperate with the State in establishing a system of ex-
changing Federal and State inspection reports for the purposes of
improving health and safety conditions in the mines of that State.

This section also authorizes an appropriation of $3 million for
fiscal year 1970, and $5 million annually thereafter for grants to the
States and to train inspectors jointly, including the developmen,t of one
or more facilities for this purpose.
Section 404. Related contracts and grants

This section authorizes grants and contracts in carrying out the
provisions of specified sections of the act.
Section 405. Inspectors; qalfications; training

This section gives the Secretary authority to appoint qualified
people as inspectors. They must, in general, have practical experience
in the mining of coal or as a practical mining engineer, or a good
educational background. The details of the person's qualifications
would be developed by the Secretary in an effort to get the most
qualified people. It would authorize the Secretary to work with
educational institutions and the operators and the States in developing
and financing cooperative programs to train selected persons as in-
spectors and to train others for possible selection as inspectors. Because
of the immediate need to hire qualified persons as inspectors, the
statutory iimitations on personnel would not apply to persons needed
to carry out the provisions of this act.

The committee has intentionally rejected the provisions of the
1952 act with regard to inspectors' qualifications as being too
restrictive. The Department should undertake immediately to recruit
a vigorous and vitalized inspection force.
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Section 406. Advisory committees
This section establishes two mandatory advisory committees in

the fields of coal mine health and safety to help the Secretary and
the Surgeon General in research in this area. Both committees would
have Government. as well as, non-Government members. It would
also authorize the appointment of other advisory committees on other
matters.
Section 407. Effect on State laws

This section I)ro\-ldes that only State laws less stringent than this
act or those in conflict with this act shall be superseded.
Section 408. 4dministrat'tve proced.ires

This section provides that certain procedures in title 5 of the
United States Code would not apply to orders or decisions issued
under this act because the act prescribes the procedures to be followed.
Section 409. Regulations

This section authorizes the. issuance of regulations to carry out the
act.
Section 410. Economic assistance

This section amends section 7(b) of the Small Business Act, as
amended (15 U.S.C. 636(b)) to permit loans to assist coal mine
operators who qualify under that act s small business concerns in
the purchasing, rebuilding, or conversion of equipment and other
facilities to comply wit!1 the standards established or promulgated
under this act. Loans may also be made or guaranteed for such pur-
poses under section 202 of the Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1965, as amended.

Title V—Coal Mine Health and Safety

Research Trust Fund

Section 501. Establishment of trust fund
This section establishes a Coal Mine Health and Safety Research

Trust Fund in the Treasury. It appropriates to the trust fund amounts
equivalent to 100 percent of the assessments received in the Treasury
wider section 502. It also would make such amounts, as are provided
by appronria.tion acts, ivailable to the Secretary and Surgeon General
to carry out the research required by sections 210(b), 401 and 402.
Section 502. Assessments on coal mine operators and importers of coal

This section requires operators and importers to pay an assess-
ineiit ranging from 1 cent per ton to 4 cents per ton of coal sold
or used in accordance with the schedule in the section. It authorizes
the Secretary to enter into an agreement with the Secretary of the
Treasury for the collection of the assessments in the same manner
and with the same powers as if such assessments were excise taxes,
in the case of operators. or customs duties. in the case of importers.
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Title VI—Miscellaneous

Section 601. Jurisdiction; limitation
This section prohibits the temporary enjoining of any statutory

health or safety standard in any proceeding in which the standrc1's
validity is in issue.
Section 602. Operative date and repeal

This section establishes the operative date of the various titles
of the act and provides for the repeal of the Federal Coal Mine Safety
Act, as amended.
Section 603. Separability

This section assures the continued effectiveness of tile remtinder
the act in the event any of its provisions are held invalid.
Section 604. Reports

This section provides for separate .nnual reports and reconimenda-
tions to the Congress by the Secretary anc[ the Surgeon General.
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Changes in Existing Law

In regard to the repeal of the Federal Coal \Iine Safety Act, as
amended, and the enactment of new legislation entitled "Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969," it is the opiiuoii o the
committee that it is necessary to dispenìse with the rcqtiirm2nts of
subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing Rules of Lhe Senate to ex-
pedite the business of the Senate.

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Stmding Rides
of the Senate, other changes in existing law made by the bill, as
reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown ii roman):

SMALL BUSINESS ACT

* * * * * *

SEc.4.(a) * * *
(b) * * *
(c) (1) There are hereby established in the Treasury the following

revolving funds: (A) a disaster loan fund which shall be available for
financing functions performed under sections 7(b)(1), 7(b)(2), 7(b)(4),
7(b)(5), and 7(c)(2) of this Act, including administrative expenses
in connection with such functions; and (B) a business loan and invest-
ment fund which shall be available for financing functions performed
under sections 7(a), 7(b)(3), 7(e), and 8(a) of this Act, titles III andY
of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, and title IV of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, including administrative expenses
in connection with such functions.

* .* * * * * *

SEC. 7. (a) * * *

(b)(1) * * *
(2) * * *
(3) * * *
(4) to make such loans (either directly or in cooperation with banks

or other lendiñcr institutions through agreements to participate on an
immediate or deferred basis) as the Administration may determine
to be necessary or appropriate to assist any small business concern in
reestablishing its business if the Administration determines that such
concern has suffered substantial economic injury as a result of the
inability of such concern to process or market a product for human
consumption because of disease or toxicity occurring in such product
through natural or undetermined causes[]; and

(5) to make such loans (either directly or in cooperation with ban/cs or
other lending institutions throitgh agreements to participate on an im-
mediate or deferred basis) as the Administration may determine to be
necessary or appropriate to assist any small business concern operating
a coal mine in effecting additions to or alterations in the equipment,

(99)
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facilities, or methods of operation of sack mine to meet req?tirements
'imposed by the Federal coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, if the
4dministraton determines that such concern is likely to suffer substantial
econo&c 'njury without a.ssistance 'tinder this paragraph.

No loan under this subsection, including renewals and extensions
thereof. may be made for a period or periods exceeding thirty years
Pro r1eri. That the Administrator may consent to a suspension iu the
payment of priiicipal and interest charges on, and to an extension in
the mturitv of, the Federal share of any loan under tins subsection
for a period of not to exceed five years. if (A) t.he borrower under
such loan is a homeovner or a small-business concern. (B) the loan
was nitde to enable (i) such horneowmer to repair or replace his home
or ii such concern to repair or replace plant or equipment which
was damaged or destroyed as the result of a disaster meting the
requirements of clause (A) or (B) of paragraph (2) of this subsectoin,
and 0) the Administrator determines such action is necessary to
acoid severe financial hardship: Provided further, That the provisions
of paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of this section shall not be applicable
to any such loan haviig a maturity in excess of twenty years. The
interest nite on the. Administration's share of any loan made under
this subsection shall iot exceed 3 per centum per annum, except that
in the case of a loaii made pursuant to paragraph (3) or (5), the rate
of interest on the Administration's share of such loan shall not be
more than the higher of (A) 29 per cenbum 1)er annum; or (B) the
averzIge uiinual inberest rate on all interest-bearing obhgations of the
United States then forming a part of the public debt as computed
at the end of the fiscal year next preceding the date of the loan and
adjusted to the nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum, plus one-quarter
of 1 per centurn per annum. In agreements to participate in loans
on a defeiTed basis ujder this subsection, such participation by the
Administration shall not. be in excess of 90 per centum of the balance
of the loan outstandiug at the time of disbursemenb.
* * * * *



INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. PROTJTY AND
DOMINICK

The need for a new law to further safeguard the health and safety of
coal miners is clear. Our hearings revealed that the preset, Federal
Coal Mine Safety Xct is inadequate in many respects for seine States. It
is indeedunfortunate that few States hare strong and effetive mine
health and safety laws such as those in Colorado.

Our committee is unanimous in the view that the Federal Io.w must
be broadened and strengthened. This is apparent from the fact that not
a single vote was cast against reporting this bill favorably.

This does not mean, however, that there is also unanimity conce ruing
all the provisions contained in this bill, or over the omi'sstnn of other
provisions.

We aH desire a strong bill. But a strong bill must be workable to be
effective. To 'be workable •means more than merely the iaciutioii of
tough standards: It requires the inclusion of the best administrative
Procures we can devise to permit the most effective operation and
implementation of this leislation. It means the establishinent of real-
istic timetables 'for the aoption of mandatory standards dependent
upon new technology. Above all, it is of vital importance that the leg's-
la.tion which we enact to strengthen the present law. with regard to the
health and safety of our coal miners, not also include requirements that
may well endanger the productive capacity of t'he coal industry or
otherwise threaten the well-being of other segments of our economy.

We believe that the major issues which should be scrutinized closely
when this bill is debated in the Senate include the following:

1. Establishment of a mandatory standard of 4.5 miilinams of
respirable coal dust per cubic meter of air for all coal mines months
from the date of enactment of this legislation. rather than gidng the
Secretary of Interior discretion to extend the time to meet this stand-
ard for up to an additional 6 months on a mine-by-mine basis.

2. Establishment of a mandatory standard of 2.0 miIiiraius of
respirable coal dust per cubic meter of air for all coal mines 1; years
after enactment, rather than requiring the Secretary of Interior to
establish a 2.0-dust standard as soon as technology bmed on present
and future research makes such a mandatory standard possible.

3. Omission of provisions providing for an independent Ca1 Mine
Board of Review to review the promulaation of standards. mine cdosiusr
orders, and assessment of the civil penalties authorized in rite bill.

4. Imposition of a Federal royalty or user tax upon every ton of
coal produced in or imported into the Enited States to le u-ed for
coal mine health and safety research, rather than using enenl tax
revenues for this purpose.

5. Inclusion of provisions severely restricting the Secretary of the
Interior's authority to exercise independent thought and juciament in
promulgating health standards. rather than zivinz the Secrer:iv clis-
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retionarv authority to promulgate health standards he deems appro-
priate based on criteria developed and submitted by the Surgeon
General.

6. The imposition of statutory requirements to pay miners for time
not worked and to pay a miner his former rate of pay if higher when
he is t ranferred to another type of work in a mine because of develop-
ing 1)fleumoconiosis, rather than leaving these rnattrs to be resolved
throuh the. processes of free collective bargaining.

7. Rec1uirin the use of permissible heavy equipment in all coal mines
based on elimination of t.he distinction between gassy and nongassy
mines, without considering whether this requirement is warranted on
the basis of comparing operations in small, shallow drift mines with
those of deep shaft mines which extend for miles and miles under-
ground.

It. is our hope that our colleagues will join us in very carefully re-
viewing the bill reported by our committee in an effort to determine
whether any of these provisions are unworkable, unrealistic, or
inequitable.

THE VIEWS OF SEXATOR JOHY SHERMAN COOPER

Senator John Sherman Cooper of Kentucky has been intimately
connected with coal mines and the subject of coal mine health and
safety for many years. Senator Cooper appeared before our committee
to offer an amendment which to a certain extent would preserve the
distinct!on between gassy and nongassy mines.

He has indicated that he will offer this amendment on the floor of
the Senate., and as a courtesy to Senator Cooper, we are including the
followin views which he has prepared:

I am a cosponsor of the administration bill, S. 1300. I stated
oii the flonr at. the time of its introduction that I ha.d reviewed
the PieiTent.s PIoPosais and I considered them to be strong
incl comprehensive measures for dealing with and meeting
the increain problems of health and safety in our coal
mines. - thesame time, I indicated that. I reserved my right
to otter mendrnents and, based on my experience in this
field. to call to the committee's attention and to the aUen-
tion of the ena•te particular suggestions that I believe would
nromote reater safety and health protection in our coal
mines. In conchiding my remarks I stated that I wished "to
expre firmly that the new hazardous conditions in our coal
inine require new remedies if we are to provide for the health
and aferv of our workers. I shall work and vote for such a
J)fll.

In the course of the Labor and Public Welfare Gommi-
tee. :onideratjon of this and related bills, I offered four
amendments on the Senate floor—three were approved by
the committee, one was rejected.

The first amendment would provide greater protection for
il1 miners working in underground coal mines from the haz-
nd of roof, face, and rib falls. (For a detailed explanation,
ee my remark-_Congressional Record of May 26, pages
S—S.SG2S.) The need for the amendment is supported by
the records of the Biiieiu of Mines which show that roof falls
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are responsible animally for more coal mine fata1itie than
all other causes combined. I am pleased to note that the com-
mittee accepted this amendment with some change. It is in-
chided in section 03 of the reported bill.

A second amendment which I oerecl would prohibit the
use of an open flame lamp in all mines. This amendment wis
also accepted by the committee. It is included in section
of the reported bill.

A third amendment I introduced would maintain the pie-
ent classification of coal mines as 'gassy" and nongassy"
mines. The amendment was rejected by the committee. Under
existing law, mines classed as gassy must use permissible elec-
trical equipment. The use of this equipment is not presently
required in nongassy mines. The bill reported by the commit-
tee classes all mines as gassy and would require operators of
mines now classified as nongassy mines to purchase and use
permissible equipment. The operators of mines now classified
as nongassy would be compelled by law to junk the equipment
now in use and to purchase "permissible" equipment at a cost
that would be prohibitive for most small operators, and would
result in the closing of hundreds of mines and the loss of jobs
by hundreds, if not thousands, of miners.

The justification provided by the Bureau of Mines for class-
ing all mines as gassy is essentially the assumption that all
mines are potentially gassy. This assertion requires thorough
examination. A. question I raised before the committee and
will raise in the Senate is this: Does the safety record of the
nongassy mines when compared with the gassy mines warrant
this assumption, and the imposition on nongassy mines of
such drastic legislation

In my statement on the Senate floor on June 5, I submitted
statistics from the Bureau of Mines showing that the danger
of explosion and consequent fatalities and injuries is inherent
in the mines which have been classed gassy and not in non-
gassy mines. The records of the Bureau of Mines disclose that
in less than 400 gassy mines during the 16-year period (192—
68') :81 ignitions and explosions occurred, resu1tin in .'T4
fatalities and 427 injuries. In dramatic contrast, an'd in the
same period, in over 3.000 nongassy mines, 2 ignitions and
explosions occurred, resulting in 27 fatalities and 54 injuries.

An examination of the records of the Bureau of Mines will
show that if "permissible" equipment had been required and
used in the 3.000 nongassy mines, the explositions and the
fatalities would not have been prevented. (A detailed analysis
of the 52 ignitions and gas explosions is contained in my state-
ment of June 5 at pages S6053—S6066 of the Congressional
Record.)

This comparison, based on the Bureau of Mines records,
clearly indicates the validity of the present classification of
mines as "gassy" and nongassy." There are well imown and
identifiable characteristics distinguishing the two groups of
mines. Mines now classed as nongassy have different topo-
graphical and geological characteristics. They are usually
above the water table and gas has been released. The entries
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of these mines, being above the water table, are usually driven
into the slope or side of the hills. The area of 'these mines is
necessarily of smaller acreage than gassy mines which are
below the water table. Their entries are of lesser length and
they are more easily ventilated.

One must fly against the facts, against the differing char-
acteristics of gassy and nongassv mines, against the records
of the Bureau of Mines, to place "nongassv' mines in the same
category as "gassy" mines and t.o require nongassy mines to
install the costly equipment that would drive many of them
out. of business and throw out of work thousands of miners in
areas where unemployment is great and where coal is the chief
source of employment.

I regret that the committee did not. take testimony from
representatives of the Bureau of Mines, the small- and
medium-sized coal operators of nongassy mines, coal mine
equipment manufacturers, dealers, and repair shop operators
on the question of the cost of the permissible equipment. re-
quired by the bill, its availability and the facilities needed to
convert nonpermissible equipment to permissible equipment
and to service that equipment. The he.aring record does not go
int.o these problems, with the exception of the testimony of
Cloyd B. McDowell, president of the Harlan ountv, Ky.,
Coal Operators Association, which is found on page 881 of the
hearing record. In my remarks on June 5, I noted that. Mr.
McDowell, who is one of the best informed and responsible
men in the coa.l industry, stated that Bureau of Mines' officials
in the State of Kentucky had estimated that the cost of re-
equipping the nongassv mines in one county—Harlan County,
K.—with "permissible" equipment would be 'in the range of
Sic) million.

To insure 'against the possibility of drilling into gassy
pockets in the operation of nongassv mines, I submitted an
amendment to the committee which would require all mines
to install permissible electric coal drills and to be installed
within 120 days after enactment of the bill. The amendment
was rejected, even though it would remove the possibility of
drilling into an unexpected gassy pocket with a resulting ig-
nition. For emphasis. I state again that during the 16-year
period (1952—68) in less than 400 gassy mines. 381 ignitions
and explosions occurred, resulting in 374 fatalities and 427
injuries in comparison with 52 ignitions and explosions, re
ult.ing in 27 fatalities mcl S4 injuries occurring in over 3,000
nongassy mines during the same period.

The amendments I offered would not. change other pro-
visions of the reported bill—provisions which I support—which require. a greater number of mine inspections, daily
m over a perjod of time, and more effective standards for
arrving out tests for gas in all underground coal mines. 'West
Virinia. Kentucky, 'and Pennsylvania. in this order. are the
1aritet producers of coal in the United States. Each has a
model mine safety law. I know that Kentucky reciuires and
makes more mine inspections annually than the Federal Bu-
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reau of Mines has made annually throughout the entire
Nation.

Members of the Senate should take note that the committee
adopted an amendment, incorporated in section O1(i) of the
bill, which afBrms my position, and which recognizes the dis-
tinction between gassy and nongassy mines. This amencinient
vould require daily Federal mine inspections for gas at mines
which the Secretary has determined to be extremely assv
and which present increased risks of i2nitions and ts cx-
plosions. This will require the employment of hundreds of
additional Federal coal mine inspectors which further em-
phasizes the danger in gassy mines as compared wit!i non-
gassy mines. The amendment provides tlmt the Secretarys
determination of the particular gassy mines to be coerecl by
these Federal inspection standards is to he made based on
t.h past history of the mine and other criteria lie shall estiI.-
lish."

This action by the committee confirms the argument that. I
make—that gassy mines differ substantially from nongassy
mines in their topographical, geological and other chaiictei-
istics offer greater hazards to safety, and that any proposed
legislation should recognize these differences.

What the committee has done in the reported bill is to
abolish the present statutory classification of nongassy mines,
but then reintroduce the concept of classification by giving
the Secretary the authority, based on criteria that he may
establish, to classify certain mines as being of such a dangerous
gassy nature as o demand additional 'ederal inspections.
I su'hmit •that these daily inspections will be required only
in the mines now classed as gassy, or, in the future. may be
classed as gassy.

The true danger of future ignitions and explosions is in the
mines •that are actually gassy, classed as gassy, and which
have been recognized as gassy over a period of years. The
Bureau of Mines' records show th'at as many as eight, nine,
and 10 explosions have occurred in a single mine now clas5ed
as gassy. Some of the mines now classed as 'gassy" are op-
erated in gas-producing fields. I offered an amendment which
was accepted by the. committee with certain changes. that
the operation of such mines shall not be permitted within
500 feet of a known gas or oil field, whether producing or
abandoned. But even this amendment will not remove the
danger of continued operation of mines which are known to
be gassy and where there will always be the risk of explosions
and ignitions and possib1 loss of lives and injuries.

This risk is increased in the gassy mines operated on large
acreages. The economic operation of such mmes requires the
use of the most advanced mining machinery. This machinery
used at the coal face produces a concentrated volume of coal
dust and the resultant danger of ignitions. In the smaller
acreages of the nongassy mines, the new advanced machinery
cannot be used econonucally, and the volume of coal dust is
reduced and is more easily removed by ventilation than in the
large gassy mines.
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Some have made the argument that the amendment I pro-
pose to retain the "oissy" and "nongassy" classifications
should not be accepteã because it is based upon the economic
welfare of the coal operators. If this is logical, it must be
agreed that it is based also on the economic interest of the
thousands of miners who work in these mines, many of whom
will be forced out of employment if the classification is re-
moved. The same ar-ument of economic interest can be more
properly applied to keeping open the large gassy mines,
which Bureau of Mines records prove are gassy and deadly
dangerous.

I have said many times before the Senate. and I repeat. that
if the proposed removal of the classification would promote
greater safety. I would support it even though it meant eco-
nomic loss. It will mean economic loss to the coal operators,
to the miners thrown out of employment, to the related indus-
tries, and to the communities and areas in which these non-
assv mines are operated. For example. the overwhelming
proportion of the coal mines in eastern Kentucky are non-
gassy and nongassy small mines. Millions of dollars in the
form of Federal aid has been spent in th eastern part of
Kentucky, and in similar areas in West Virginia. Coal mining
is the principal occupation in these areas afid if the mines are
closed, anyone can forsee the effect upon the well-publicized
areas of eastern Kentucky, West Virginia, and similar areas
in the United States.

There is another form of economic loss which is hardly con-
sidered—the requirement that the costly permissible equip-
ment must be used in all mines will have the effect of denying
forever the development and operation of small mines near
the top of the hills and of small acreage, as they cannot eco-
nomicallv be operated using the costly permissible machinery.
An analogy would be the passage of a law which would permit
the operation of farms or businesses in one area of a State
and deny it to another area.

The diminution or closing of a number of nongassy mines
will not cure the true danger which resides in the gassy
mines. One alternative is to drive operators to increasing the
number of 'strip mines, against which the public cries out.
As production of coal must be maintained, the more likely
alternative is that production and miners will be shifted to
the large mines now classified as gassy, and the danger to
miners will increase rather than lessen.

An effective method of increasing the safety of those who
work in the mines, an objective which all support, might be
to close some of the large gassy mines which have a record of
repeated ignitions and explosions and repeated fatalities and
injuries.

I would not want to end my views without stating my sup-
1)Ort of adequate measures relating to health and to protect
those who work in the mines against the dangers of pneu-
moconiosis and other respiratory, diseases.
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In conclusion, I would like to express my appreciation to
the chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor, Senator Har-
rison Williams, and to the ranking minority member, Sen-
ator Javits, for the oportunity of appearing before the
subcommittee in executive session to discuss my suggestions
and proposed changes in the bill. I thank the coniithttee for
their consideration of my views, which I shall press before
the Senate.

WINSTON PRotrr.
PETER H. D0MLNICK.
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A BILL
To improve the health and safety conditions of persons working

in the coal mining industry of the United States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 199".

5 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. Congress declares that—

7 (1) the first priority and concern of all in the coal

8 mining industry must be the health and safety of its
9 most precious resource—the miner;

10 (2) deaths and serious injuries from unsafe and
II
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1 unhealthfiil conditions and practices in the coal mines

2 cause grief and suffering to the miners and to their

3 families;

4 (3) there is an urgent need to provide more effec

5 tive means and measures for improving the working

6 conditions and practices in the Nation's coal mines in

7 order to prevent death and serious physical harm, and

8 in order to prevent occupational diseases originating in

9 such mines;

10 (4) the existence of unsafe and unhealthful con-

11 ditions and practices 'in the Nation's coal mines is a

12 serious impediment to the future growth of the coal

13 mining industry and cannot be tolerated;

14 (5) the operators of such mines with the assistance

15 of the miners have the primary responsibility to prevent

16 the existence of such conditions and practices in such

17 mines;

18 (6) the disruption of production and the loss of
19 income to operators and miners as a result of coal
20 mine accidents or occupationally caused diseases unduly

- impedes and burdens commerce; and

(7) it is the purpose of this Act (1) to establish

23 interim mandatory health and safety standards and to

24 direct the Surgeon General and the Secretary of the In-
25 tenor to develop and promulgate improved mandatory
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1 standards to protect the health and safety of the Na—

2 tion's coal miners; (2) to require that each operator of

3 a coal mine and every miner in such mine comply with

4 such standards (3) to cooperate with, and provide as—

5 sistance to, the States in the development, and enforce—

6 ment of effective State coal mine health and safety pro—

7 grams; and (4) to improve all(l expand, in cooperation

S with the States and the coal mining industry, research

9 and development and training programs aimed at pre-

10 venting coal mine accidents and occupationally caused

11 diseases in the industry.

12 MINES SUB,TECT TO ACT

13 SEC. 3. Each coal mine, the products of which enter

14 commerce, or the operations or products of which affect com-

15 merce, shall he subject to this Act, a.nd each operator of such

16 mine and every miner in such mine shall comply with the

17 provisions of this Act and the applicable standards and

18 regulations of the Secretary and the Surgeon General promul-

19 gateci under this Act.

20 DEFINITIONS

21 SEc. 4. For the purpose of this Act, the term—

22 (1) "Secretary'' nicaris the Secretary of the In—

23 tenor or his delegate;

24 (2) ''Surgeon General'' means the Surgeon (
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1. eral, United State Public Health Service in the Depart-

2 ment of Health, Education, and \'Velfare, or his delegate;

3 (3) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce,

4 transportation, or communication among the several

5 States, or between a placc in a State and any place out-

6 side thereof, or within the District of. Columbia or a

7 possession of the United States, or between points in

8 the same State but through a point outside thereof;

9 (4) "State" includes a State of the United States,

10 the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

11 Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and Guam;

12 (5) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other

13 person who operates, has control of, or supervises a coal

14 mine;

15 (6) "agent" means any person charged with re-

16 sponsibility for the operation of all or part of a coal

17 mine or the supervision of the miners in a coal mine;

18 (7) "person" means any individual, partnership,

19 association, corporation, firm, subsidiary of a corpora-

20 tion, or other organization;

21 (8) "miner" means any individual working in a

22 coal mine;

23 (9) "coal mine" means an area of land and all
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1 structures, facilities, iua.chinery, tools, equipment, shafts,

2 slopes, tunnels, excavations, and other property, real or

3 'personal, placed upon, under, or above the surface of

4 such land by any peison, used or to be used in, or

5 resulting from, the work of extracting in such area bi-

6 turninous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural de-

7 posits in the ea.rth by any means or method, and the

8 work of preparing the coal so extra.cted, and includes

9 custom coal preparation facilities;

10 (10) "work of preparing the coal" means the break-

11 ing, crushing, sizilig, cleming, washing, drying, mixing,

12 storhig, and loading of 1)itIlmiflollS, lignite, or zuithracit.e

13 coal, and such. other work of preparing such coal as is

14 usually done by the operator of the coal mine;

15 (11) "imminent danger" means the existence of

any condition or pracicc in a coal mine which tould

.17 reasonably 1)0 expected to cause death or serious physical

18 harm before such condition or practice can be abated;

19 (12) "accident" includes a mine explosion, mine

20 ignition, mine fire, or mine inundation, or injury to, or

21 death Gf, any person; and

22 (13) "Panel" means the Interim Compliance Panel

23 established by this Act.
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1. INTERIM COMPLIANCE IANEL

2 SEC. 3. (a) There is hereby established the Interim

3 Compliance Fanel, which shall be composed of five members

4 as follows:

5 (1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Stand—

ards, Department of Labor, or his delegate;

7 (2) Director of the Bureau of Standards, Depart-

S ment of Commerce, or his de'egate;

.9 (3) Administrator of Consumer Protection and En-

10 viroiimenta.1 Heahh Service, Department of Health, Edu-

ii cation, and Wella.re, or his deega.te;

12 (4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, Department

i : of the Interior, or his de'egate; and

14 (5) Director of the Natioiial Science Foundation, or

his de'egate.

(b) Members of the Panel shall serve without compensa—

17 tion in addition to that received in their regu'ar empoyrnent,

but shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel, subsistence,

19 and other necessary expenses incurred by thorn in the per—

20 forrriance of duties vested in the PaneL

21 (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

Secretary of Heallh, Education, and Wella.re, Secretary of

Commerce, the Secrct:irv f Labor, and the Secretary of the

Interior shall, upon request of the Panel, provide the Panel
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j such personnel and other assistance as the Panel determines

2 necessary to enable it to cariy out it functions under this

3 Act.

4 (d) Three members of the Panel shall constitute a

5 quorum for doing business. All decisions of the Panel shall

6 be by majority vote. The chairnian of the Panel shall lie

7 selected by the members from among the membership thereof.

8 (e) The Panel is authorized to appoint as many hear-

9 ing examiners as are necessary for proceedings required to

10 be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

11 The provisions applicable to hearing examiners appointed

12 under section 3105 of title 5 of the United States Code shall

13 l)e applicable to hearing examiners appointed pursuant to

1-1 this subeetion.

15 (f) (1) It shall be the fuitetioti of the Panel to carry

1(3 out the duties imposed on it pursuant to sections 102 and

17 206 (1) of this Act. The provisions of this section shall ter—

1.8 rninate upon completion of the Panel's functions as set forth

19 under sections 102 aiid 20(3 (1) of this Act.

20 (2) The Panel shall iiiake an annual report, in writing,

21 to the Secretary for traisrnittal by him to the Congress con-

2 cerning the achieveiiiemit of its purposes, and any other rele-

23 vant information (including aiiy recommendations) which it

21 deems appropnite.
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1 TITLE I—MANDATORY WEALTH STANDARDS

2 FOR COAL MINES

3 Pan A—INTIUtIIW MANnA'rouY ]Ixsr.Tu S'raiwn,s von

4 (JoNTftoi,jt ])usT sir UNDEusw{OUND Coat. MINES

5 SCOPE 011' COVKBAGE

6 Six,. 101. (a) The provisions of sections 102 and 103

7 of this title shall be interim mandatory health standards am
8 plicablc to all underground coal mines until superseded in

9 whole or in part by improved mandatory health standards

10 promulgated by the Secretary in accordance with health

11 standards established by the Surgeon General for such mines

12 to become effective after the operative date of this title. Any

13 orders issued in the enforcement of the provisions of this part'

14 shall he subject to review as provided in title HI of this Act.

15 (b) Among other things, it is the purpose of this title
16 provide, to the greatest extant possible, that the working

17 conditions in each underground coal mine are sufficiently free

18 of dust concentrations in the atmosphere to permit each
19 miner the opportunity to work underground during the
20 period of his entire adult working life without incurring
21 any disability from pneumoeoniosis or any other.occupation-

22 relateddiseaseduringorattheendofp4
23 (c) (1) Within one year after the date of enactment
24 of this Act, the Surgeon General shall develop and snbmit
25 to the Secretary and the Congress recommendations as to
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1 the maximum permissible total exposure of individuals to

2 coal mine dust during a working shift. Such recornmenda-

3 tions shall he revised by the Surgeon General as Jiceessury.

4 ( ) Within three years after the date ut enacttiieii t of

5 this Act, and thereafter as needed, the Secretary shall pub—

6 lish as provided in subsection 105 (c) of this title a schedule

7 specifying the times within which mines shall reduce the

8 total personal exposure to dust on a. working shift. to the

9 1evels recommended by the Surgeon General. Such schedule

10 of the Secretary shall be based upon his dcternunatioii of

11 whiu t is the mi ilin tuiti time iiecessarv for tIIeC leVels to he

12 technologically fea siide and fl ie avuila 1)111 t;y ol cpii pu tent.

13 The levels so spe;i1icd by the Secretary sliaJi be the dust

1.4 standards applicable to coal mines under this Act.

1) 1)UST STANDA1D AND IESPflATOUS

102. (a) (I) Effecflve sixty da:. after [tie opera—

17 tive date of this title, etclt operator sh;i U r i tti tuiusl

IS maintain the concentrations of resI)irable dust iii [lie a

fl) phere of the active workings of the mine during each shift at

20 or below 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air, ex-

21 cept that, where a permit for noncompliance has been issued

22 to an operator as hereinafter provided, such operator shall

23 continuously maintain the concentration of respirable dust in

24 the atniospliere of the active workiiig of the mine during

25 each shift at or below 4.5 milligrams of dust per cubic meter
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1 of air or, if a lower :'.uiicenti'atiou '1j'1 in such per—

2 mit, 01 J)eloW S11(!l li)We1 C()II(.fltI.ittiO11. lii mining

3 operations where t1I( co:iI (lut Cofli ftiIlS more thaii 5 pel

4 centum juartz. tlic dust staiidard shall he determined in

o accordance with a foruinla to he precribecl by the Surgeon

6 General.

7 (2) Effetive three years alter the date of the enact—

8 ment of this Act, ea.(11 operator shall. eontinuousy maintain

9 the eoncentrations of iepirh1c thist in the itmosphere of

10 the active \vorkillgs of the iinnc c1iirin each shift at or below

11 2.0 mil]igrams of dust per cuhic meter of air, except that,

12 wl-ej•e a peirnit for lloflcompliaiice has heeii issued to an

13 operator as hereinafter provided, iicli operator shaH eon—

1± tir1u('11Iy fl1aiitain the conce1ILrlIi)1! respirable dust in

the tt111os1}i1('re of t1 e ye worhing of tilt' uline (Turing

IG each iiif at or below 3.1) JIIil1igr1ni (uhw 1n(kter of air

or, if a lower conccntrntion i prened in such permit, at
iS or below uc1i lower con('eT1tration.

I (b) (1) A flV operator who (iet(r1bIil1e that he will he

unable, using available technology, t) comply with the 3.()

21 milligram standard estahlished by snhection (a) (I) of this
22 section, or the 2.0 milligram standard established by sub-

section (a) (2) of this se(t1o.n. upon the effetive date of

sneh Stflnclard. may, no later than ixtv dav prior to tho

effective date of the standard with respect. to which sneh
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1 application is filed, file with the Panel an application for a

2 permit for noncompliance. If, in the case of an application for

a permit for noncompliance with the standard established

4 by subsection (a) (1) of this section, the application satisfies

5 the requirements of subsection (c) of this section, the Panel

6 shall issue to the operator a permit for noncompliance. If,

7 in the case of an application for a permit for noncompliance

S with the standard established by subsection (a) (2) of this

9 section, the application satisfies the requirements of su1)ec-

10 tion (c) of this section, a.nd the Panel, after all interested

11 persons have been notified and given an opportunity for a

12 hearing, determines that the applicant will be unable to

13 comply with such 2.0 milligram standard, the Panel shall

14 issue to the operator a permit for noncompliance. Any such

13 permit so issued shall entitle the permittee during a period

16 which shall expire at a date fixed by. the Panel, but in no

17 event later than twelve months after the effective date of

18 such standard, to maintain continuously the concentrations

19 of respirable dust in the atmosphere in each active working

20 place during each shift to which the extension applies at a

21 level specified by the Panel, which shall be at the lowest

22 level which the application shows the conditions, technology

applicable to such mine, and other available and effective

21 control t('chni(111cs nfl(i methods will 1)(fl111t, ])iIt in 110

25 event shall such level (X(ced 4.5 InilligralTis of dust per
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1 cubic meter of air during the period when the 7.0 milligram

2 staiidard is iii effect. or 3.() milhgrams of dust per cubic meter

3 of air during the period whcii the 2.() iii1ligrani staiidard is in

4 effect.

5 (2) (A) Except as provided iu paragraph (3) of this

6 subsection, in any case in which an operator, who has been

7 issued a Pe1it (including a renewal I)ermit) for noncom—

8 pliance tinder this section, determines, not more than ninety

9 days prior to the expiration date of such permit, that he still

10 is unable to comply with the 3.0 milligram standard estal)—

11 lished by SUl)Sectioll (fl) (I) of this seclicyn or the 2.0 milE—

12 gram standard establhied by snlsectiort (a) (2) of this

13 section, lie may file with the Panel an application for renewal

14 of the permit. Upon receipt of suoh application for renewal

15 of a permit the Panel, if it determines, after all interested

persons have been notified and given an opportitmty for i

.17 hearing, tIiat the applic,n.t.iori s iii compliance with the pro—

.18 visions of subsection (c) of this section and that the appli-

19 cant will be unable to comply with such standard, may re-

20 new the permit for a period not exceeding six months. Any

21 hearing held pursuant to this subsection. shall be of record

22 and the Panel shall make findings of fact and shall issue a

23 written decision incorporating its findings therein.

24 (B) Sueli renewal permit shall ciititle the permittee,

25 during the period of its effectiveness, to maintain continu-
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1 ously during each shift the concentrations of respirable dust

2 in the atmosphere it any a(ive working place to which

3 the renewal permit applies at the lowest level which the

4 conditions, technology app1iabie to such mine, and other

5 available aiid effefive ontrol feehuiiques and methods will

6 permit., as deteimiiiecl by the Paiicl, but in no event shall

7 such level exceed 4. milligrams of dust per cubic meter of

8 air during the period when the 3.0 milligram standard is in

9 effect, or 3.0 rnilligTa.ms of dust per cubic meter of air during

10 the period when the 2.0 milligram standard is in effect.

11 (3) Except to the extent otherwise provided in sub-

12 section (k) of this section, no permit or renewal permit

13 for noncompliance shall entitle any operator to an extension

14 of time beyond thirty-six months from the date of enact-

15 ment of this Act to comply with the 3.0 milligram standard

16 established by subsettion (a) (1) of this section, or beyond

17 seventy-two months from the date of enactment of this Act

18 to cornpiy with 2.0 niilligram standnrd established by Sill)—

19 section (a) (2) of this section.

20 (c) Any application for an initial or renewal permit for

21 noncompliance made pursuant to this section shall contaimi—

22 (1) a representation by the applicant tnd the engi-

22 neer conducting the survey referred to in paragraph (2)

24 of this stib section that the applicant is unable to comply

25 with the dust standard applicable tinder subsection (a)
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1 (1) or (a) (2) of this section ftt specified active

2 working places because the t.ediiiology for reducing such

3 dust concent.rntions at such p1ace is not available, or be—

4 cause of the lack of other effective control techniques

5 or methods, or because of any combination of such

6 reasons;

7 (2) an identification of the active working places

8 in such mine for which the Permit is requested; the

9 results of an engineering survey by a certified engineer

10 of the dust conditions of each active working place of

11 the mine with respect. to which such al)plica.tion is filed

12 and the ability to reduce the dust coilceritrations to the

13 level required to be maintained in such working place

14 under this section, together with a copy of such engi-

15 neering survey; a description of the ventilation system

16 of the mine and its capacity; the quantity of air regularly

17 reaching the last open crosscut in any pair or set of
18 developing entries and the last open crosscut in any

19 pair or set of rooms of each such active working place;

20 the method of mining; the amnunt and pressure of the

21 water, if any, reaching the working face; the number,

22 location, and type of sprays, if any; actions ta.ken to

23 reduce the dust concentrations; and such other informa-

24 tion as the Panel rna.y require; aid

25 (3) statements by the applicant and the engineer
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1 conducting such survey, of the means and methods to

2 be employed to achieve compliance with the applicable

3 dust standard, the progress made toward achieving corn—

4 pliance, and an estInate of when compliance can be

achieved.

6 (d) The Secretary shall cause to be made such frequent

7 spot inspections as he deems ippropriate of the active work—

S ings of underground coal mines for which permits for non-

9 compliance have been granted under this section for the pur-

10 pose of obtaining compliance with the provisions of this title.

ii The Secretary shall also make spot inspections of all active

12 workings in underground mines to insure compliance.

13 (e) Any operator or representative of miners aggrieved

14 by a final decision of the Panel with respect to an application

15 for an initial or renewed permit for noncompliance may file

16 a petition for review of such decision in accordance with the

17 provisions of section 304 of this Act:

18 (f) Each operator shall take samples of the a.tinnsphere

19 of the active workings of the mine to determine the atmo-

20 spheric concentrations of respirable dust. Such samples shall

21 be taken by any device approved by the Secretary and in

22 accordance with the methods and at locations and at inter-

23 vals and in a manner prescribed by him. Such samples shall

24 he transmitted to the Secretary, in a manner prescrihed by
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1 the Secretary, and analyzed and recorded by him in a man-

2 ner to assure that the dust levels established by, or permitted

3 under, this section are not exceeded and to enable him to

4 cause an immediate inspection of any mine whenever such

5 samples indicate that the concentration of dust therein ex-

6 ceeds such level. If, upon the basis of such samples or addi-

7 tional samples taken during an inspection, the Secretary or

8 his authorized representative finds that the concentrations

9 of respirable dust in any active workings in a mine exceed

10 the level required to be ma.intained under this section, the

11 Secretary or his representative shall issue a notice to the
12 operator or his agent, a copy of which shall be transmitted

13 to the Panel and to a representative of the miners in the

14 mine, fixing a reasonable time to take corrective action,

15 which time shall not exceed seventy-two hours, and the

16 operator of the mine shall take corrective action immediately

17 in order to bring such concentrations at or below the level

18 required to be maintained under this section. If, upon the

19 expiration of such time, the Secretary or his authorized

20 representative finds that such action has not been completed

21 and the violation has not been abated, he shall issue an

22 order requiring that while such corrective action is under-

23 way, no work, other than tha.t necessary to take such ac-

24 tion and to obtain valid samples of the atmosphere of the

25 active workings of the mine to determine the atmospheric
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1 oiicentrations of respirahle dust, shall he peimittel until

2 the dust concentrations in such mine have been re(ltlCed to

3 or below such required level. As SOOfl is poSsil)lc after

4 order is issued, the Secretary, upon reuest of the ()peI'at1'.

5 shall dispatch to the mine involved a person or team o[

6 persons, to the extent such persons are available, determined

7 by him to be knowledgeable in the methods aiid menus o

8 controlling and reducing' respira.hle dust. Such pei'on or team

9 of persons shall remain at the inhie involved for SUCh time

10 as they shall deem appropriate to assist the operator in re-

11 ducing respirable dust concentrations. While at tIle mine,

12 such persons may require the operator to take sticli actiw

13 as they deem appropriate to insure tli.e health of in pern
14 in the coal mine.

15 (g) The dust resulting from drilling in rock hiil he

16 controlled by the use and rnaintenince o dust colleetoi. by

17 water or water with a wetting agent, or by ventilation or

18 other means approved by the Secretrv. Miner \vIl() 1r('

1 engaged in drilling in rock and exposed tot' hwt p(riOis t4

20 inhalation hazards from gas, dust, fumes, r rnit lui1 \\'CUl

21 respiratory equipment. When the exposure t or PI1n'd
22 peilods, other rneasiire to protect iic1i iiiiner ur t r((1Ii((

the hazard shall be taken.

21 (h) Respirators shall he worn J,v all
P

S. 2917 2
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tectioii against exposures to concentrations of dust in excess

2 of the levels required to be maintained under this section.

Use of respirators shall not be substituted for environmental

4 control measures. Eaeh mine shall maintain a supply of

5 respirators adequate to comply with the provisions of this

6 section.

7 (i) References to respirators, dust collectors, or respi-

8 ratory equipment in this section mean respirators, dust collec-

9 tors, and equipment approved by the Secretary in accordance

10 with health standards established by the Surgeon General.

11 (j) References to specific concentrations of dust in this

12 title mean concentrations of respirable dust if measured with

13 an MRE instrument or equivalent concentrations of dust if

14 measured with another device approved by the Secretary.

15 As used in this title, the term "MRE instrument"

16 means the gravirnetric dust sampler with four channel hori-

17 zontal elutriator developed by the Mining Research Estab-

18 lishment of the National Coal Board, London, England.

19 (k) At. any time within two years following the date

20 on which the 2.0 milligram standard established by subsec-

21 tion (a) (2) of this section becomes effective, the Secretary

22 may, after having given the Congress advance written notice

23 not less than one hundred and twenty days prior thereto and

24 in accordance with health standards established by the Stir—

25 geon General, extend the time within which all underground
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1 coal mines are required to cornpv with such standard, if the

2 Secretary determines that the technology or other effective

3 control techniques or methods for reducing such dust con-

4 centra.tiuns to the level reqiureci 1)V such stan(iard is not.

-
available. Such extension shall be effective at the end of the

6 first period of sixty calendar days of continuous session of

7 Congress after the date on which a written plan of such ex-

S tension is transmitted to it unless, between the date of trans-

9 mittil and the end of the sixty-day period, either House

10 passes a resolution stating in substance that that House does

11 not favor the extension plan.

12 (1) For the purposes of subsection (k) of this seétion—

13 (1) the continuity of a session is broken only liv

14 an adjournment of Congress sine die; and

15 (2) the days on which either House is not in ses-

16 sion because of an adjournment of more than three days

17 to a day certain are excluded in the computation of the

18 sixty-day period.

19 (m) Any extension plan transmitted to the Congress

20 pursuant to this section shall be receiv'i and acted on by

21 the Congress in the same manner as that provided for
22 reorganization plans under chapter 9 of title 5 of the United

23 States Code.

24 (n) The Secretary and the Surgeon General shall, from

25 time to time, but in n event less than twice annually, sub—
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I mit a written rel)ort to the Congress setting' fui'th tile prog—

2 ress niade toward achieving absolute compliaiice with the

standards tahuished I)v siibseetioii (a.) of this section. arid

4 an estimate f the time as to when such coinphimiee ('an 1)e

achieved.

(o) The Secretary or his authorized representative may

7 require a greater (1ua.ntity of air tha.ui the niiniinum reqiured

8 under section, 204 (b) of this Act when lie finds it necessary

9 to protect the health of miliers in a coal mine. Where line

1 brattice or other approved devices are installed, the space

11 between such device and the rib shall, in addition to the re—

] (luireiTlents of section 204 (c) (2) of this Act, be adequate

13 to permit the flow of sufficieiit volume of air to reduce the

14 coiicentrations of respirable dust at each active working face.

15 MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

16 SEC. 103. (a) The operator of an underground coah

17 lime shall establish a program approved by the Surgeon

18 General nuder which each miner working in such under—

19 ground coal mine will be given, at least annually, beginning

20 six months after the operative date of this title, a chest

21 roentgenogram and such ther tests a.s may be required by

22 the Surgeon General. The films shall be ta.ken in a manner

23 to be prescribed by the Surgeon General and shall be read

24 and classified by the Surgeon General and the results of each

25 reading on each such miner shall be available to the Surgeon

26 General and, with the consent of the miner, to his physician
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1 and other appropriate persons. The Surgeon General may

2 also take such examinations and tests where appropriate fl(1

3 may cooperate with the operator in taking of such exarnina-

4 tions and tests on a reiInl)ursable basis. Each operator shall

cooperate with the Surgeon General in making arra.ngement
6

for each miner in such mine to be given such other niedical

7 examinations as the Surgeon Genera.l determines necessary.

8 The results of any such examination shall be submitted in the

9 same manner as the aforementioned films. In no case, how-

10 ever, shall any such miner be required to have a chest

11 roentgenograrn or examination under this section without

12 his consent.

13 (b) (1) On and after the effective date of the LO

14 milligram standard established by section 102 (a) (1) of this

15 title, any miner who, in the judgment of the Surgeon (ieiieral

16 based upon such rending or inedlial examinations. 1iov

17 evidence ot the developnient of pneuinoconiosis ha11 be as—

18 signed by the operator. fr such period or ier1od a iimv

II) be necessary to prevent further develol)lneIlt ot such dieue,

20 to work, at the option of the miner, in inv worl.ing e—

21 tH)n or other irea of the nilne, where the mine it1w)pIwre

22 C()Utflifl Co1iCCfltFfttioIi O r()i ral)Ee dust of not; iiiure th

23 .O milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air.

24 (2) On and after the (flective (late of the 2.0 niilligrani

25 standard established i)V ertion [02 (a) (2) o this title, aiiv
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1 miner so showing such evidence of the development of pneu-

lijoconiosis shall be assigned in accordance with the provisions

3 of paragraph (1) of this subsection to any working sec-

4 tion or other area of the mine where the mine atmosphere

5 contains concentrations of respirable dust at a level, below

G 2.0 milligrams of dust per meter of air, determined by the

7 Secretary, in accordance with health standards established by

8 the Surgeon General, to be iiecessary to prevent further de-

9 velopment of such disease.

10 (3) Any miner assigned to work in any other working

11 section or other area of the mine pursuant to paragraphs (1)

12 or (2) of this subsection shall receive for such work the

13 regular rate of pay received by other miners performing

14 comparable work in such section or area, or the regular rate

15 of pay received by such miner immediately prior to his

16 assignment, whichever is the greater.

17 PART B.—PROMULGATION OF MANDATORY HEALTH

18 STANDARDS FOR ALL COAL MINs

19 HEALTH STANDARDS; REVIEW

20 SEc. 105. (a) In accordance with health standards

21 established by the Surgeon General from time to time and

22 the procedures set forth in this section, the Secretary shall

23 promulgate mandatory health standards for the protection

24 of life aiicl the prevention of ocupationi.1 diseases ill eoal

— rrnnes.
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1 (b) In the deve'opment of such standards, the Sur'oii

2 General shall consu't with other interested Federal ageiicie,

3 represent.atives of State agencies, appropriate represeiitative

4 of the coal mine operators aid miners,, other interested per-

sons and organizations, the State, such advisory coniniit-

6 tees as he may appoint, and, where appropriate. forein

7 countries. In addition to the attainment of the hi1wt degree

8 of health and protection for the miner, other coisideration

9 shall be the latest avallaMe scientific data in the field, thc

10 technical feasibility of the standards, and experience gaiued

11 under this and other health regulations.

12 (c) The Secretary shall from time to time publish any

13 such proposed standards and the schedule provided for in

14 subsection 101 (c) (2) of this title in the Federal Register

15 and shall afford interested persons a. period of not less than

16 thirty days after publication to submit written data or com-

17 ments. Except as provided in subsection (e) of t1ii section.

18 the Secretary may, upon the expiration ot su'li periud aitl

19 after consideration of all relevant matter preseiited. proiiiul—

20 gate such standards or schedule with such iuodifkatiuii a

21 he and the Surgeon General may deem appropriate. \ot
22 later than twelve months after the date oE enactment of
23 the Act, the Secretary, in accordance with health taiidards
24 estai)lislled by the Surgeon 0 enemi, shall propose urn

2a tory health standards for surface coal rninc and surface
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1 work areas of underground coal mines and shall publish

2 such proposed standards in the Federal Register.

3 (d) On or before the last day of any period fixed for the

4 submissioll of written data or comments under subsection

5 () of this section, any iiiterested person may file with the

6 Secretaiv written obcctions to a proposed standard or scliccl—

7 ule, titing the grounds therefor and requesting a public

S hearing by the Secretary on such objections. As soon as

9 practicable after the period for ffling such objections has

10 expired, the Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register

11 a notice specifying the proposed standards or provisions of

12 the schedule to which objections have been filed and a hear-

13 ing requested, and shall review such standards, schedules,

14 and objections in accordance with subsection (e) of this

15 section.

16 (e) Promptly after any such notice is published in the

17 Federal Register by the Secretary under subsection (d) of

18 this section, the Secretary shall issue notice of and hold a

19 public hearing for the purpose of receiving relevant cvi-

20 dence.. Within sixty days after completion of the hearings,

21 The Secretary shall make findings of fact and may promul-

22 gate the mandatory staiidards with such modifications, or

23 take such other action, as he and the Surgeon General deem

24 appropriate. All such findings shall be public.

25 (f) Any mandatory standard or schedu'e promu'gated
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1 under this section shall be effective upon publication in the

2 Federal Register unless the Secretary specifies a later date.

3 (g) all health standards established by the Surgeon

4 General pursualit to this title shall, at the time of their trans-

5 mission by him to the Secretary for disposition by him in

6 accordance with the provisions of this title, be iuJlishecl in

7 the Federal Register.

* * * * *
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20 TITLE 1 \T—AD MINISTRATiON

RESEA1C}I

22 Si'. 4() I
.

(a) The Secretary and the Surgeoti General

ha11 coiiduct such studies, research, experinieiits, and dciii—

': J. titittions us may be appropriate—

2) (1) to improve working conditions and practices,
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1 and to prevent accidents and occupational diseases orig-

2 mating in the coal mining industry;

3 (2) after an accident, to recover persons in a coal

4 mine aiid to recover the mine;

5 (3) to develop new or improved means aud ineth-

6 ods of communication from the surface to the under-

7 ground portion of the mine;

8 (4) to develop new or improved means and meth-

9 ods of reducing concentrations of respiraMe dust in the

10 mine;

111. (5) to develop new and improved sources of power

12 for use underground, including diese' power, which will

13 provide greater safety; and

14 ((3) to determine the improvement to health or

15 safety that illumination will produce and to develop such

16 methods of illumination by perrnissibe lighting.

17 (b) The Surgeon General shall conduct studies and

18 research into matters involving the protection of life and

19 the prevention of diseases in cormection with persons, who

20 although not miners, work with or around the products

21 of coal ixiines in areas outside of such mines and under

22 conditions which may adversely affect the health and well-

23 being of such persons.

24 (c) The Secretary is authorized to grant an operator,

25 on a mine-by-mine basis, an exception to any of the pro-
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1 visions of this Act for the purpose of granting accredited

2 engineering institutions the opportunity for experimenting

3 with new techniques and new equipment to improve the

4 health and safety of miners. No such exception shall be

5 granted unless the Secretary finds that the granting of the

6 exception will not adversely affect the health and safety

7 of miners.

8 (d) The Surgeon General is authorized to make grants

9 to any public or private agencies, institutions and organiza-

10 tions, and operators or individuals for research and experi-

11 ments to develop effective respiratory devices and other

12 devices and equipment which will carry out the purposes

13 of this Act.

14 TRAINING AND EDIJCATION

15 SEc. 402. (a) The Secretary shall expand programs

16 for the education and training of coal mine operators, agents

17 thereof, and miners in—

18 (1) the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of

19 accidents or unsafe or unhea.lthfiil working conditions in

20 coa1 mines, and

21 (2) in the use of flame safety 'amps, permissiMe

22 methane detectors, and other means approved by the

23 Secretary for accurately detecting gases.

24 (1)) The Secretary shall, to the greatest extent possible,

25 provide technical assistance to each operator of a coal mine
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1 in meeting the requirements of this Act and in further im-

2 proving the health and safety conditions and practices at

3 such mine.

4 STATE PLANS

5 SEC. 403. (a) In order to assist the States where coal

6 mining takes place in developing and enforcing effective

7 health and safety laws and regulations applicable to such

8 mines consistent with the provisions of section 407 of this

9 Act and to promote Federal-State coordination and coopera-

10 tion in improving the health and sa.fety conditions in the

11 Nation's coal mines, the Secretary shall approve any plan

12 submitted tinder this section by such State, through its official

13 coal mine inspection or safety agency, which—

14 (1) designates such State coal mine inspection or

15 safety agency as the sole agency responsible for admin-

16 istering the plan throughout the State and contains satis-

17 factory evidence that such agency will have the author-

18 ity to carry out the plan;

19 (2) gives assurances that such agency has or will

20 employ an adequate and competent staff of trained in-

21 spectors qualified under the laws of such State to make

22 mine inspections within such State;

23 (3) sets forth the plans, pø1ii, and methods to

24 be followed in carrying out the plan;

25 (4) provides for the extension and improvement of
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1 the Stat. program for the improvement of coal mine

2 healthandSthe5tat.,dthtnoa4lvfln&
3 tice of an inspection will be provided any operator or

4 agentofanoperatorofacoalmjne;

5 (5) piovides such fiscal control and fund account-

6 ing procedures as may be appropriate to assure proper

disbursement and accounting of grants made to the
8 State under this section;

9 (6) provides that the designated agency will make

10 such reports to the Secretary, in such. form and con-

1-i taming such information, as the Secretary may from
12 timetotimerequire;and

13 (7) meets additional conditions which the Secre-
14 tary may prescribe by rule in furtherance of and con-
15 sistent with the purposes of this section.

16 (b) The Secretary Shall approve any Statsp or any
17 modification thereoE which complies with the provisions of
18 subsection (a) of fl section. Be Shall not lnislly disap-
19 prove any State plan or modification thereof without first
2() affording the Stats agency reasonable notice and opportunity

21 /forahearing;

22:
(c) Whenever the Secretary, after reasonable notice and

23 opportunity for a hearing, finds that in the administration of
24 an approved State plan there is (1) a failure to comply sub-
25 stantially with any provision of the State plan, or (2) a
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1 failure to afford reasonable cooperation in administering the

2 provisions of this Act, the Secretary shall by decision incor-

3 porating his findings therein notify such Sta:t.e agency of his

4 withdrawal of approval of such plan and upon receipt of such

5 notice such plan shall cease to be in effect.

6 (d) Any State aggrieved by the Secretary's decision

7 under subsection (c) of this section may file within thirty

8 days from the date of such decision with the United States

9 Oou.rt of Appeals for the District of Columbia a petition

10 praying that such action be modified or set aside in whole

11 or in part. A copy of the petition shall forthwith be sent

12 by registered or certified mail to the Secretary, and

13 thereupon the Secretary shall certify and file in such court

14 the record upon which the Secretary made his decision, as

15 provided in section 2112, title 28, United States Code. The

16 court shall hear such appeal on the record made before the

17 Secretary. The findings of the Secretary,. if supported by

18 substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole,

19 shall be conclusive. The court may affirm, vacate, or remand

20 the proceedings to the Secretary for such further action as it

21 directs. The filing of a petition under this subsection shall not

22 stay the application of the Secretary's decision, unless the

23 court so orders.

24 (e) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to any
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1 State where. there is an approved State plan (1) to carry

2 out the plan, including the cost of training State inspectors;

3 and (2) to assist the States in planning and implementing

4 other programs for the advancement of health and safety in

5 coal mines. Such grants shall be designed to supplement,

6 not supplant, State funds in these areas. The Secretary shall

7 cooperate with such State in carrying out the plan and shall,

8 as appropriate, develop facilities for, and finance a pro-

9 gram of, training of Federal and State inspectors jointly.

10 The Secretary shall also cooperate with such State in estab-

11 lishing a system by which State and Federal inspection re-

12 ports of coal mines located in the State are exchanged for

13 the purpose of improving health and safety conditions in

14 such mines.

15 (f) The amount granted to any State for a fiscal
16 year under this section shall not exceed 80 per centum of the

17 sum expended by such State in such year for carrying out

18 the State coal mine health and safety enforcement program.

19 (g) There is authorized to be appropriated $3,000,000

20 for fiscal year 1970 and $5,000,000 annually in each suc-

21 ceeding fiscal year to carry out the provisions of this section

22 which shall remain available until expended. The Secretary

23 shall provide for an equitable distribution of sums appropri-

24 ated for grants under this section to the States where there
25 is an approve.d plan. The Secretary shall coordinate with
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1 the Secretaries of Labor and Health, Education, and Wel-

2 fare in making grants under this section.

3 RELATED CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

4 SEC. 404. In carrying out the provisions of sections 201

5 (b), 401, and 402 of this Act, the Secretary and the Sur-

6 geon General may enter into contracts with, and make grants

7 to, public and private agencies and organizations and mdi-

8 viduals.

9 INSPECTORS; QUALIFICATIONS; TRAINING

10 SEC. 405. The Secretary may, subject to the civil service

11 laws, appoint such employees as he deems requisite for the

12 administration of this Act and prescribe their duties. Persons

13 appointed as authorized representatives of the Secretary shall

14 be qualified by practical experience in the mining of coal or

15 by experience as a practical mining engineer or by education.

16 Persons appointed to assist such representatives in the taking

17 of samples of dust concentrations for the purpose of enforcing

18 title I of this Act shall be qualified by training or experi-

19 ence. The provisions of section 201 of the Revenue and

20 Expenditure Control Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 251, 270) shall

21 not apply with respect to the appointment of such authorized

22 representatives of the Secretary or to persotis appointed to

23 assist such representatives, and, in applying the provisions of

24 such section to other agencies under the Secretary and to

25 other a.geiicies of the Government, such IpJ)oir1tcd persons
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1 shall not be taken into account. Such persons shall he ade-

2 qua tely trained by the Secretary. The Secretary shall develop

3 programs with educational irititutions and operators designed

4 to enable persons to qualify for positions in the administra-

5 tion of this Act. In selecting persons and training and re-

6 training persons to carry out the provisions of this Act, the

7 Secretary shall work with appropriate educational institu-

S tions, opera.tors, and representatives of employees in develop-

9 ing adequate programs for the training of persons, particu-

10 larly inspectors. Where appropriate, the Secretary shall co-

11 operate with such institutions in carrying out the provisions

12 of this section by providing financial and technical assistance

13 to such institutions.

14 ADVISORY COMMITTEES

15 SEC. 406. (a) (1) The Secretary shall appoint an ad-

16 visory committee on coal mine safety research composed of—

17 (A) the Director of the Office of Science and

18 Technology or his delegate, with the consent of the

19 Director;

20 (B) the Director of the National Bureau of Stand-

21 ards, Department of Commerce, or his delegate, with

22 the consent of the Director;

23 (C) the Director of the National Science Foun-

24 dation or his delegate, with the consent of the Director;

25 and
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1 (D) such other persons as the Secretary may

2 appoint who are knowledgeable in the field of coal mine

3 safety research.

4 The Secretary shall designate the chairman of the committee.

5 (2) The advisory committee shall consult with, and

6 make recommendations to, the Secretary on matters in-

7 volving or relating to coal mine safety research. The Secre-

8 tary shall consult with and consider the recommendations of

9 such comthittee in the conduct of such research, the making

10 of any grant, and the entering into of contracts for research.

11 (3) The chairman of the committee and a majority of

12 the persons appointed by the Secretary pursuant to para-

13 graph (1) (D) of this subsection shall be individuals who

14 have no economic interests in the coal mining industry, and

15 who are not operators, miners, or officers or employees

16 of the Federal Government or any State or local government.

17 (b) (1) The Surgeon (eneral shall appçint an advisory

18 ommjttee on coal mine health research composed of—

19 (A) the Director, Bureau of Mns, or his tle1(gate,

20 with the consent of the Director;

21 (B) the Director of the National Science Fotinda-

22 tion or his delegate, with the consent of the Director;

23 (C) the Director of the National Institutes of Health

24 or his delegate, with the consent of the Director; and

S. 2917 8
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1 (D) such other persons as the Surgeon General may

2 appoint who are knowledgeable in the field of coal mine

3 health research.

The Surgeon General shall designate the chairman oI the

5 committee.

6 (2) The advisory committee shall consult with, and

ma.ke recommendations to, the Surgeon General on matters

8 involving or relating to coal mine health research. The Sur-

geon General shall consult. with and consider the recommen-

10 dations of such committee in the conduct of such research, the

making of any grant., and the entering into of contracts for

12 research.

13 (3) The chairman of the committee and a majority of

14 the persons appointed by the Surgeon Genera.l pursuant to

15 paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection shall be individuals

16 who have no economic interests in the coal mining industry,

17 and who are not operators, miners, or officers or employees

is of the Federal Government or any State or local government.

19 (c) The Secretary or the Surgeon General may ap-

20 point other advisory committees as lie deems appropriate to

21 advise him in carrying out the provisions of this Act. The

22 Secretary or the Surgeon General, as the case may be, shall

23 appoint the chairman of ea.ch such committee, who shall be

24 an individual who has no economic interests in the coal mm-

ing industry, and who is not an operator, miner, or an
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1 officer or employee of the Federal Govcriiiiwnt or any tate

2 or local governniciit. A majority of the members of any

3 such advisory committee appointed pirstiiiit to this sub—

4 section shall be composed of iiidividuals who have iio ceo—

5 nomie interests in the coal milling iiidustry, and who are

6 not operators, miners, or officers or employees of the Federd

7 Government or any State or local government.

8 (d) Advisory committee members, other thaii em-

9 ployees of Federal, St.ate, or local governments, while per-

10 forming committee business shall be entitled to receive

11 compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary or the Surgeon

12 General, as the case may be, but not exceeding $100 per

13 day, including travel time. While so serving away from their

14 homes or regular places of busiiiess, members may lie paid

15 travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence at rates

16 authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for

17 persons intermittently employed.

18 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

19 SEC. 407. (a) No State law in cifect upon the eifec-

20 tive (late of this Act or which iny beconie eff€ctive t.liereLlfter

21 shall be superseded by any provision of this Act r order

22 issued or standard cta1)1is1Icd or proiniilgtd tliei'eiiiidcr,

- extept iiisofar is ueli State htv is iii uti Ilkt viEI tiI \ d
24 or with any order issued or st111(lnrcl est.u.1)IisIled or proniul—

25 gated pursuant to this Act.
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1 (b) The i)IOV1S1OI!S of aijy State hLw or regulation in

2 effect upoii the effective date of this Act, or which riiay

3 l)ecorfle effective thereafter, which provides for more st.rin-

4 gent health and safety standards applicable to coal mines

5 than do the provisions of this Act or a.ny order issued or

6 standard established or proniulgated thereunder shall not

.7 thereby be construed or held to be in conflict with this Act.

8 The provisions of any State law or regulation in effect upon

9 the effective date of this Act, or which may become effective

10 thereafter, which provide for hea'th and safety standards

11 applicable to coal mines for which no provision is contained

12 in this Act or any order issued or standard established or

13 promulgated thereunder, shall not be held to be in conflict

14 with this Act.

15 (c) Nothing in this Act shall be construed or held to

16 supersede or in any manner affect the workmen's compensa.-

17 tion laws of any State, or to enlarge or diminish or affect in

18 any other niarmer the common law or statutory rights,

19 duties, or liabilities of employers and employees tinder State

20 laws in respect of injuries, occupational or other diseases,

21. or death of employees arising out of, or in the course of,
22 employment.

ADM1NISTIATIVE PRO(1EDT51flS

24 SEC. 408. Except as otherwise provided in sections 201

25 (d), 303 and 308 (a) of this Act, the provisions of sections
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1 551—559 and sections 701—70G of title 5 of the Uiiited States

2 Code, shall not apply to the making of any order or decision

3 pursuant to this Act, or to any proceeding for the review

4 thereof.

5 REGULATIONS

6 SEc. 409. The Secretary, the Surgeon General, and thc

7 Paiiel are authorized to issue such regulations as each deems

8 appropriate to carry out any provisions of this Act.

9 ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

10 SEC. 410. (a.) Section 7 (b) of the Small Business Act,

11 as amended, is amended—

12 (1) by striking out the period at the end of para.-

13 graph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and

14 (2) by adding after paragraph (4) a new pam-

15 graph as follows:

16 "(5) to make such loans (either directly or in
17 cooperation with banks or other lending institutions

18 through agreemcnts to participate on an immediate or

19 deferred basis) as the Administration may determine to

20 be necessary or appropriate to assist any small business

21 concern operating a coal miiie in effecting additions to

22 or alterations iii the eqnipineiit, facilities, or iiictIiods

of 01)Cfltt[O11 O tith 111111(3 to re(luirclILelLts iELLpU44.ld

by the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1969, if the Administration determines that. such concern
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1 is likely to suiTor sul;st.antntl 000HOIILIC injury without

2 assistance under this paragraph."

3 (b) The third sentence of section 7(b) of such Act is

4 amended by inserting "or (5)" after "paragraph (3) ".

5 (c) Section 4(c) (1) of the Small Business Act, as

6 amended, is amended by inserting "7 (b) (5) ," after "7 (ii)

7 (4),".

8 (d) Loans may also be made or guaranteed for the

9 purposes set forth in section 7(b) (5) of the Small Business

10 Act, as amended, pursuant to the provisions of section 202

U of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of

12 1965, as amended.

13 TITLE V—COAL MINE WRALTH AND SAFETY

14 RE51IARCH TRUST FUND

15 ESTABLISHMENT OP TRUST FUND

16 SE0. 501. (a) There is hereby established in the Treas-

17 uryoftheUthtedSttttesatrustfundtobehownasthe
18 Coal Mine Health and Safety Research Trust Fund, herein-

19 after in this section called the trust fund. The trust fund

20 shall consist of such amounts as are apEropriated to it by

21 subsection (b).

(b) There is hereby appropriated to the trust fund, out

of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,

amounts equivalent to 100 per centum of the assessments

25 received in the Treasury under the provisions of section 502
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1 of this Act. The amounts appropriated pursuant to this sill)—

2 section shall be transferred at least monthly from the general

3 fund of the Treasury to the trust fund on the basis of esti-

4 mates by the Secretary of the Treasury of the amounts re-

5 ceived in the Treasury under the provisions of section 502 of

6 this Act. Proper adjustments at the end of each fiscal year

7 shall be made in the amounts subsequently transferred to the

8 extent prior estimates in each year were in excess of or less

9 than the amounts required to be transferred.

10 (c) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury

11 to hold the trust fund, and (after consultation with the Sec-

12 retary of the Interior) to report to the Congress not later than

13 the 1st day of March of each year on the financial condition

14 and the results of the operations of the trust fund during the

15 preceding fiscal year and on its expected condition and

16 operations during each fiscal year thereafter. Such report

i7 shall be printed as a House document of the session of thc

18 Congress to which the report is made. It shall lie the duty

19 of the Secretary of thc Treasury to iiivest such portion of

20 the trust fund as is not, in his judgment, requircd to meet

21 current withdrawals. Such investments may be made only

22 in interest-hearing obligations of the United States or in ob-

23 ligations guaranteed as to 1)0th principal and interest by thc

24 United States. For such purpose such obligations may be

25 acquired (A) on orginn1 issue at par, or (B) by pnrcli;ise
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1 of outstanding oh1igtions at the market price. The purposes

2 for which obligatioiis of the Tjnited States may be issued

3 under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby

4 extended to authorize the issuance at par of special obliga-

5 tions exclusively to the trust fund. Such special obliga-

6 tions shall bear interest at a rate equal to the average rate

7 of interest, computed as to the end of the calendar month

8 next preceding the date of such issues, borne by all mar-

9 ketable interest-bearing obligations of the United States

10 then forming a part of the public debt; except that where

1 such average rate is not a multiple of one-eighth .of 1 per

12 centum, the rate of interest of such special obligations shall

13 be the multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum next lower tha.n

14 such average rate. Such special obligations shall be issued

15 only if the Secretary of the Treasury determines that the

16 purchase of other interest-bearing obligations of the United

States, or of obligations guaranteed as to both principal
1 S and interest by the TJnited States on original issue or at.

the market price, is not in the public interest. Any ob-

ligation acquired by the trust fund (except special ob-

21 ligations issued exclusively to the trust fund) may be sold

22 by the Secretary of the Treasury at the market price, and

23 such special obligations may be redeemed at par plus

24 accrued interest. The interest oi', and the proceeds from

25 the sale or redemption of, any ohUgations held in the
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1 trust fund shall be credited to and form a part of the trust

2 fund.

3 (d) Amounts in the trust fund shall be available, as

4 provided by appropriation Acts, only to enable the Secre-

5 tary and the Surgeon General to carry out sections 201 (b)

6 401, and 4O2 of this Act.

7 ASSESSMENTS ON COAL MINE OPERATORS AND

8 IMPORTERS OF COAL

9 SEC. .502. (a) In order to provide funds for the Coal

10 Mine Health and Safety Research Trust Fund, each operator

11 of a coal mine in the United States, and each importer of

12 coal into the United Sta.tes, shall pay an assessment to the

13 United States for each ton of coal sold or used by such

14 operator or importer according to the following schedule:

Assessment
Coal sold or used— per ton—

After the operative date of this title and before July 1, 1910 1 cent
After June 30, 1970, and before July 1, 1971 2 cents
After June 30, 1971, and before July 1, 1972 3 cents
After June 30, 1972 4 cents.

15 (b) Assessments payable under subsection (a.) shall,

16 except as provided in subsection (c), be coflected by the

17 Secretary of the Interior in accordance with such regula-

18 tions as he may prescribe a.nd shaH be deposited in the

19 Treasury of the United States.

20 (c) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to enter

21 into an agreement with the Secretary of the Treasury for

S. 2917 9
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1 the collection of the assessments payable under subsection

2 (a). In the event such an agreement is entered into, the

3 Secretary of the Treasury is authorized—

4 (1) to collect the assessments payable under sub-

5 section (a) by operators of coal mines in the United

6 States in the same manner and with the same powers as

7 if such assessments were excise taxes imposed by sub-

8 title D of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as

9 amended, and

10 (2) to collect the assessments payable under sub-

11 section (a) by importers of coal in the same manner

12 and with the same powers as if such assessments were

13 customs duties imposed by the Tariff Schedules of the

14 United States.

15 TITLE VT—MISCELLANEOUS

16 JTJRISDICTION; LIMITATION

17 SEc. 601. In any proceeding in which the validity of

18 any interim mandatory health or safety standard set forth in

19 this Act is in issue, no justice, judge, or court of the United

20 States shall issue any temporary restraining order or prelim-

21. mary injunction restraining the enforcement of such standard

22 pending a determination of such issue on its merits.

23 OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

SEe. 602. The provisions of titles I through III and

25 title V of this Act shall become operative one hundred and
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1 twenty days after enactment. The provisions of the Federal

2 Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, are repealed on the op-

3 erative date of those titles, except that such provisions shall

4 continue to apply to any order, notice, or finding issued

5 under that Act prior to such operative date and to any pro-

6 ceedings related to such order, notice, or finding. All other

7 provisions of this Act shall be effective on the date of enact-

8 ment of this Act.

9 SEPARABILITY

10 SEc. 603. If any provision of this Act, or the application

11 of such provision to any person or circumstance, shall be held

12 invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of such

13 provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to

14 which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

15 REPORTS

16 SEc. 6O4 Wilihin one hundred and twenty days follow-

17 ing the convening of each session of Congress, the Secretary

18 and the Surgeon General shall submit through the President

19 to the Congress separate annual reports upon the subject

20 matter of this Act, the progress concerning the achievement

21 of its purposes, the needs and requirements in the field of coal

22 mine health and safety, and any other relevant information,

23 including any recommendations either deems appropriate.
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

Mr. MANSFLD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate turn
to the consideration of Calendar No.
410, S. 2917.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be read by title.

The LEGIsLATIvE CLERIC. A bill (S.
2917) to Improve the health and saZety
conditions of persons working In the
coal mining Industry of the Tjnjted
States.

The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present conslderationóf
the bill?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bifi.
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FERAL COAL LONE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACr OF 1969

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (S. 2917) to improve the
health and safety conditions of persons
working in'the coal nh1nng industry or
the United States.

Mr. WILLIAMS or New Jersey. Mr.
President, today, the Senate begins con-
slderation or 5. 2917, a bill to require
urgently-needed improvements In health
and safety at all coal mines in the United
States. 5. 2917 Is legislation which, per-
haps, should be known as a bill to reduce
the cost of coal; not the cost In dollars
and cents to the corporate operators of
our coal mines, but the infinitely greater
cost that does not appear on profit and
loss records; the cost In human pain and
suffering to our Nation's coal miners and
to their families.

Ever sInce the Civil War, the Nation
has witnessed the annual slaughter, in
our coal mines. Countless Americans
have burned in their memories the pic-
ture of the long-suffering coal miner's
wife and family waiting at the portal of
a Farmington, W Va. mine last Novem-
ber 20, for the husband or rather, son or
brother to walk out of the mine or be
carried out or It after a series or ex-
plosions. For 78 mIners, they are still
wathig.

Periodically, in the past 100 years, the
Nation has responded to mine disasters
with legislation, but the legislation has
always been too timid and ineffective.
Such legislation has frequently left more
undone than was done.

In 1910, after a series of disasters, Con-
gress created the U.S. Bureau or Mines,
but deprived the Bureau of authority to
make Inspections.

AnotheT series or disasters prior to
the second World War prompted the
enactment of the first Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act in 1941. ThIs act authorized
inspections, but deprived the Bureau of
authority to establish even the most rudi-
mentary salety standards and enforce-
ment powers.

During the Korean war, after one ex-
plosion had snuffed out the lives of 119
miners just 4 days before ChrIstmas 1951,
Congress enacted the 1952 Federal Coal
Mine Safety Act which President Tru-
man called "a sham." As he noted, on
signing the bill, it exempted from com-
pliance all mines employing 15 persons
or less; It left prevention of a broad area
or accidents to the States, despite the
recognized inability of the States to f Ui-
ff1 that responsibility; it included ex-
emptions worded in such a way as to
permit unsafe conditions and practices
to continue for years—indeed, in many
Instances they stifi continue;, and its
complex procedural provisions led the
President to conclude:

It could be exceedingly dlfileult, i not Im-
possible, to carry out an effective enforce-
ment program.

In 1966, the act was amended to pro-
vide limited coverage for miners in small
mines, responding in part to one of Pres-
ident Truman's objections.
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• President Truman, however, was, in

deed, prophetic. For, rrom 1952 throug
1968, there have been nearly 5,00
miners killed, and 200,000 injured in tin
derground, coal mines of the Unite
States, despite the passage or the 195
act, Durthg 1968, the Nation's under
ground cc'al miners produced about 35
million tons of coal, resulting In th
death or 11 miners, or about ne mine
ror every one minion tons of productior

In the early morning or one bleak da:
last November, a series of explosion
rocked Consolidation Coal Co.'s No.
mine at Farmington, W. Va., killing. 7
miners.

Often described as the size of Manhat
tan Island, this mine was finally seale
2 days after Thanksgiving Day. As Wi
debate this bifi today, men are .r1skin
their lives; in an attempt to reopen thi
mine, recover the dead, and ascertair
the cause of this tragedy.

Many of our miners who are luck
enough to escape the violence that ha
plagued the Nation's mines for years, ar
subject to another peril which oftet
causes total disability or death. The3
pay the price of having to work in ax
atmosphere often saturated with coa
dust, which Is inhaled daily into theii
lungs, causing respiratory disability anc
later death, sometimes by cardiac failS
ure. The press and others refer to thi
disease as "black lung." The doctors cal.
it coal workers' pneumoconjosis. What
ever it is called, the fact is that th
Surgeon General estimates that ovei
100,000 ative and retired miners ar€
afilicted with it.

Thus, the sudden violence of Farming-
ton, and the slower, and often equally
deadly, effects of black lung are thE
catalysts that have caused the public in
general, and the miners in particular, to
demand Federal action to eliminate the
causes of this violence and disease, and
to reduce the death and Injury rate for
this industry—a death and Injury rate
which is several times as high as the
average for all other industries.

Indeed, this industry's record was de-
scribed by Secretary Udall last Decem-
ber as "disgraceful."

The urgency of this action Is dramati-
cally and forcefully underscored by the
near tragedy of just this week at an-
other Consolidation Coal Mine in Fair-
view, W. Va., only 2 or 3 miles from the
ifi-fated Farmington mine. -

At 5 a.ra., while 116 men were under-
ground. i mine fire started and got
out of hand, requiring that the section
be sealed. All escaped, fortunately. But
the accident demonstrates the urgent
need for this legislation.

Mr. President, S. 2917—the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969—is the first of a series of actions
that must be taken If this demand Is
to be met. It Is athied at reducing and
ultimately eliminating the excessively
high price paid to produce coal each day,
not by the industry, not by the consumer,
but exclusively by the miner—the most
valuable resource of this industry—and
by his family.
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The bill ts the culmination of long and
arduous work by members of the Labor
Subcommittee and the full Labor and
Public Welfare Committee, beginning
with 9 days of public hearings and end.
Ing with 13 days of executive sessions,
as well as untold hours of staff work.
The Issues involved were complex. The
subject matter was extreme'y technical.
The terminology used is unique to this
industry.

Yet, despite this, with the able
guidance of those Senators who represent
the major coal producing States and who
have a first-hand knowledge of this in-
dustry, with the remarkable diligence dis-
played by all members of the committee,
the committee was able to develop and re-
port out unanJniousy the most compre-
hensive coal mine health and safety bill
ever to be considered by this body.

AU of the members of the committee
deserve a special word of gratitude for
their tireless efforts.

I also wish, Mr. President, to express
my gratitude to the senior Senator from
Kentucky (Mr. Coop), who, though not
a member of our committee, accepted my
invitation to meet with the subcommittee
during its executive deliberations. He
made a number of suggestions, several of
which were adopted by the committee,
and, in my judgment, helped to improve
the legislation greatly. -

Just last December, the chairman of
the National Coal Association and presi-
dent of Consolidation Coal Co. public'y
stated:

There can be no question that the health
and sa!ety oi employees in the coal mining
industry must be given erst priority.

Later, in March of this year, the presi-
dent of that association assured the sub-
committee, stating:

The Industry does not believe profits should
be put ahead oi the health and safety oi
mineworkera.

I certainly concur with both of these
statements. But to achieve these admira-
ble industrial goals, the industry must
make major changes in its health and
safety practices. For, as the Department
of the Interior stated:

While the coal mining Industry has made
giant strides In tt ability to extract the
natural resource coal from the depths of the
earth, it has lagged behind other industries
in protecting its most valuable resource—the
miner.

The purpose of 5. 2917 ts to Insure that
both the industry and the Government
do. in fact, give first priority tGthe health
and safety of the miner; to insure an
end to the annual carnage in our Nation's
coal mines; and to Insure that new gen-
erations of coal miners are not ravaged
by black lung.

The evidence Is unmistakable that the
miners themselves are no longer willing
to accept the fatalistic attitude still prev-
alent in this industry—the attitude
which almost accepts with a shrug of
the shoulders the proposition that "min-
ing Is a hazardous occupation." They
know that coal mining need not be so
hazardous if only the operators and the
Government will place as high a priority
on the health and safety of the miner as
is placed on economics.
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That Is what this bill ts about. It
recognizes that voluntarism in this in-
dustry which has been the byword.of the
past 17 years Is not enough.

This bill provides the tools for better
health and safety. The bill, however ef-
fective it may be, will never achieve ade-
quate health and safety for the miner
unless the Department of the Interior
acquires new perspective and focus con-
cerning the importance of the miner and
unless there is strong and vigorous ad-
ministration by the Department.

This Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1989 makes an across-the-
board comprehensive attack on both the
safety and health problems. It not only
corrects the deficiencies in the 1952 act, it
accounts for all we have learned since
1952, and provides for the development
and - implementation of safeguards
against hazards which may develop in the
future. For the 1rst time, it covers the
health of the miner; covers surface, as
well as underground coal mines; author-
izes health and safety standards by regu-
lation, not just by statute, and permits
administrative change of the standards
in the bill to improve health and safety;
establishes an extensive array of interim
mandatory health and safety standards;
provides for injunctions and civil and
criminal penalties for violations;, requires
an expansion of the sadly deficient Bu-
reau of Mines safety and health research
program, and provides for a health and
safety research trust fund; and expands
the coverage of the law to afford protec-
tion against all accidents, not just those
that kifi five or more at one time, as the
1952 act provided. -.

At this point, I should like to discuss.
some of the major Issues in this legis-
lation and the provisions in the bill which
deal with them.

1. CONTROL OF RESPfltABLE DUST

A new dimension has been added to the
already known hazards of coal mining.
The new hazard is not violent,- it is not
even visible, yet it embraces in Its deadly
arms over 100,000 of our Nation's min-
ers—black lung.

What is black lung? r ask my col-
leagues to take volume IV of the hearing
record, that thin 12-page volume on your
desks. In figure 1 you have a photograph
of an actiial lung cross section. It is a
healthy lung. It was taken, during an
autopsy, from a 90-year-old schoolteach-
er. Now look at the next page—figure 2.
That is a lung section from a 40-year-old
miner. That is black lung. Or look at fig-
ures 7 and 8, or figure 12. That, too, is
black lung.

Unlike the violent death that may re-
sult from a methane ignition, mine fire,
or other accident, black lung does not
kill Instantly. First, it causes many years
of painful breathlessness before ultimate
death—or—it causes heart failure.

The disease is catised by respirable
coal dust, and, although the industry and
the Government have known about the
disease and its cause for some time now,
the United States is the only major coal-
producing nation In the world which
does not have an industrywide Govern-
ment standard to control this dust. Great
Britain has a standard. Poland, Czecho-
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slovakia, and even the Soviet Union have
standards. But not the United States.

It is clear that a properly enforced of-
ficial standard for respirable coal dust
would make a significant reduction in
new cases of coal workers' pneumo-
coniosis, and hopefufly reduce the rate of
progression in miners who have already
contracted the disease.

The Surgeon General, in testifying on
this legislation, cautioned the committee
that the ideal dust level, in terms of ab-
solute prevention of the disease, would be
a zero dust level. The ideal would be to
prohibit any respirable coal dust in any
coal mine. He recognized, however, that
this is a goal which cannot be achieved
immediately.

On the basis of all of the testimony be-
fore the committee, and the entire five-
volume record now before the Senate, es-
pecially the recommendations of the
Surgeon General, 5. 2917 provides for a
two-phased mandatory reduction of the
respirable coal dust levels in all U.S.
mines.

Six months after enactment the bill
requires that each coal mine operator
maintain the respirable coal dust at a
level no greater than 3.0 milligrams per
cubic meter of air. Then, 3 years after
enactment, he must reduce the level to
2.0 mil]lgrams.

The committe recognized that not all
mines would be able to achieve these stat-
utory levels within the time prescribed.
Therefore, the bill provides a procedure
under which operators may obtain per-
mission to operate at a higher level
for a limited period of time. During the
21/2-year period when the statutory level
ts 3.0 millIgrams, an operator who can-
not achieve the level may be permitted to
operate at not more than 4.5 milligrams.
Then, when the statutory level drops to
2.0, an operator who cannot achieve this
new level may be permitted to operate for
an aditional period of up to 3 years at a
3.0 level. At the end of the sixth year after
enactment, all mines must achieve the
2.0 level.

In the event, however, that it is tech-
nologically impossible to achieve this 2.0
level within the time permitted, the Sec-
retary of the Interior may extend the pe-
riod during which operators may be per-
mitted to operate at 3.0 by filing an ex-
tension plan with the Congress. If neither
the House nor the Senate disapproves of
the extension plan, the plan would be-
come effective.

I believe in this debate we should dis-
cuss the deliberations that led us to these
periods, which might seem very long, for
adjustment to the levels that the statute
provides. It was a long deliberative proc-
ess, and recognizing the problems that
will be faced by industry in meeting our
standards.

r note that my good friend, the senior
Senator from Kentucky, is present in the
Chamber. We went an unusual extra
mile to be realistic and understand the
problems that industry will face as we
bring to the Industry the requirement
that It measures the air in terms of dust
levels. Our objective is the elirninatlon
of this killing disease, pneuinoconiosis,
the so-called black lung.
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The blfl also directs the Surgeon Gen-

eral to establish, wIthin 1 year, a health
standard for application, as early as
possible, which will insure that coal min-
ers can work their entire adult lives In
the mines without Incurring black lung
or ay other occupationally caused dis-
ease.

Although the standards established by
the bill will not In themselves completely
prevent a miner from contracting pneu-
moconiosis, they will significantly re-
duce the probability that any given min-
er will be aIcted with the disease.

In addition to requiring reduced dust
levels, the bill also provides for compre-
hensive medical examinations under the
supervision of the Surgeon General, and
for greatly expanded and Intensified re-
search by both the Government and the
Industry.

* * * * *





Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the

Subcommittee on Labor of the Commit-
tee on Labor and Public Welfare is
chaired by the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. WILLIAMs) ,whom I commend for his
capable and helpful discussion of the
provisions and purposes of 5. 2917. This
legislation is necessary to improve the
health and safety of the men who mine
coal m the several producing States of
this Republic. Our miners labor under
hazardous conditions in the productions
of an energy fuel which has a dynamic
Impact on Industry, commerce, the gen-
eral economy of the United States, and,
frankly, on practically all of the people
regardless of the areas of the country in
which they live.

Coal mining is a hazardous industry.
But there are occupational hazards in
many industries. We must do everything
to lessen these hazards wherever they
are prevalent. We must make a special
commitment to help bring occupational
health and safety Improvements to the
coal Industry.

I do not wish to express a pleasantry,
as pleasant as it would be to do that, but
I do state factually my appreciation, as
a member of the Subcommittee on Labor,
for the diligent and effective leadership
of the Senator from New Jersey (Mr.
Wn.LIAM5). His leadership was apparent
in all of the efforts which he construc-
tively carried forward in presiding over
the hearings by the subcommittee during
the executive sessions of the subcommit-
tee, and in his further active attention
to these problems as the full committee
worked its will on this vital measure
which now is the pending business.

As the Senator from New Jersey will
recall, we referred several unresolved
and critically Important facets of the
bill to the full committee where the dis-
tinguished Senator from Texas (Mr.
YARBOROUGH), chairman of the full Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare, pre-
sided with patience and capability to help
achieve the reporting of the legislation
before us.

This is a very complex measure. There
is, understandably, an emotionalism that
cannot be separated from consideration
of this type legislation. By the mention
of emotionalism" I do not Imply even
'one Iota that it supersedes or clouds the
actual need for mine health and safety
improvements for the men who mine
coal in the United States. I only use the
term in reference to the fact that too
often it is tragic events which impel us
to move positively into such vital areas
of legislative consideration as this pend-
ing business. The report filed by our com-

mittee on this bill makes this fact clear.
Congress—and the whole of government,
in fact—should be more responsive to
health and safety needs as normal proce-
dure without waiting for tragedy to prod
action. But, unfortunately, this is largely
a failing that is inherent in the history
of human behavior.

It is not inappropriate for me to say—I
think it is necessary to -point out—that
there is a cushion of time built into sev-
eral necessary provisions of this bill
which I believe is to enable the coal min-
ing industry to adjust to and meet the
standards that are set down in the legis-
lation which is before us. There are crit-
ics of these phase-in provisions who are
entitled to their opinions. But I do not
agree with their criticism in very many
instances.

Mr. President, there were differences of
opinion in the subcommittee, and then
within the full committee, as to how
quickly the coal mining industry would
be required to meet all standards. In cer-
tain areas of the country there are condi-
tions of mining which are different from
conditions of mining in other areas. My
colleague from West Virginia (Mr. Byiu)
who is sitting in the Chamber during
tths debate, knows that there are wide
differences between types and grades of
coal and in mining methods in the north-
ern part of West Virginia and in the
southern part of West Virginia. Not only
does coal texture differ, but so does the
depth of the seams of coal. Yes, there are
peculiar problems of mining that must be
considered even within one State, as well
as one State possibly differthg from
another State—even between neighbor-
ing States.

In the consideration of this legisla-
tion, which I have supported in general,
and which, as I said, I helped to draft
in the subcommittee and in the full
committee—I have attempted not to re-
flect the viewpoint of any particular seg-
ment, either mining from the standpoint
of the workers or mining from the
standpoint of the operators. I have tried
earnestly to think in terms of the over-
all Implications and applications that
will come from the passage of 5. 2917,
a bill that, in conference with the House
probably will be brought back to the
Senate to be finalized before being sent
to the President.

I recall, and I hope I can reflect on
and express my recollections with pro-
priety and good taste, my membership
in the House of Representatives at the
time we prepared the frst meaningful
coal mine safety act in this country.
That was in 1941. I am very quick to
say it was inadequate to the needs but
it was passed in 1941, even though there
had been some foundation legislation
prior to that time. I remember how diffi-
cult it was after we had had hearthgs in
the Mines and Mining Committee of
which I was a member—I was chairman
of the Subcommittee on Coal—to develop
positive legislative action. We worked
and worked to bring from that committee
legislation on this subject of safety and,
to a lesser degree, the subject of health.
I was a leader in placing a petition on the
Speaker's desk so that we could discharge
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the committee and brfng that legislation
to the House floor.

We tried very diligently over a perloc
of many months to achieve success with
that discharge petition. That effort did
succeed and the House of Representatives
was able to act favorably on that meas-
ure, a measure that had earlier been
acted on in the Senate. So the law wa
passed in 1941.

As the able chairman of the subcom-
mittee knows, there was additional legis-
lation on this subject matter in 1952.

In that year, there was an attempt to
strengthen those provisions which,
frankly, were more voluntary than regu-
latory in the act of 1941. I recall very
well that the 1941 enactment had a
strengthening effect. But I am quick to
indicate in this debate that I think it
would havi, been well to have strength-
ened the original amendments to the
act during the period 1941 to 1952. Con-
gress certainly must share a responsi-
bility, which could be called an irrespon-
sibility, for failure to meet the problems
as they caine with greater Impact. One
might ask.: "Why do you say they come
with greater Impact?" Well, they came
with greater Impact because in this coun-
try, as the able Senators from Kentucky
and Pennsylvania and Virginia well
know, and as the Senators from West
Virginia snd other States know, we
moved into those technological develop-
ments which gave us production of coal
through mechanization more than by so-
called hand labor.

We had, in the State of West Virginia,
120,000 to 125,000 mIners digging coal in
the 1940's and early 1950's. When the
transition came, in some areas of our
State, and in some States more quickly
than otheTs, there was a rapid reduction
in manpower in the production of this
fossil fuel. The men who were a part of
the mining industry, and who made such
a great c)ntribution to this country's
progress, realized that they were part of a
mechanization program which lessened
their numbers—and they saw that the
production of coal was not decreased, but
rather, wa; increased. It was the number
of men involved in the production of coal
which was so drastically reduced.

Thus, from approximately 125,000 bi-
tuminous coal miners in the State of
West Virginia, the mining force has
dropped to perhaps not more than 40,000
men and we come now to the hour when
we open debate on 5. 2917.

We have not reduced production
through rriechanization. We have in-
creased it ;ubstantially. We have reduced
only manpower.

I think it is important to stress that
with the advance of mechanization there
came the increasing problems of coal dust
in the mines.

Hand labor did not create a situation
by digging coal which affected the health
and safety of miners to the degree that
their health and safety are affected to-
day when the fast drills are at work and
when the dust flies as the cutting ma-
chine slices itself into mountains.

So I say that the transition from the
digging of coal by labor to the mining
of coal through mechanization and
technologleal advances brought in a new
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element to the health and safety prob-
1cm of miners to which I think Congress
should have addressed itself more em-
phatically at a much earlier date.

Mr. President, let us think now In
terms of the further legislation which
came Into being In 1966, when we felt
it was necessary to apply the provisions
of the Federal Mine Safety Act to those
mines employing less than 15 workers,
those mines which are so abundant in
the State of Kentucky particularly, and
to a lesser degree in Virginia and West
Virginia and in some other parts of
the country.

It was a difficult task to bring even
that change of safety laws into being.

The record will disclose that I fought
diligently to extend the Coal Mine Safe-
ty Act provisions to the smaller mines
to protect all miners. Although I was
not a Member of Congress during the
years from 1947 through November of
1958, I say for the record that I feel that
had I been here during that period of
time I would nave been active in giving
attention to the mining problems of that
era which have grown into the serious
problems we begin to attack in the pend-
ing legislation.

In the 1966 act, I believe the record
will indicate that there was no Member
of this body who worked more earnestly
for coverage to the smaller mines than
did the Senator from West Virginia now
speaking. But, Mr. President, I am again
quick to admit that, as so often happens
in this body—and what Is true here is
true of people generally—we react to
tragedy. We react to that which causes
us to stop and see the magnitude of a
mine disaster like the Farmington dis-
aster in West Virginia last No'inber. I
knew 15 of the 78 miners who perished in
that disaster. I knew them personally,
and, in several instances, I also knew the
members of their families.

I have known many, many of the
miners in West Virginia. I have worked
with them on many of their problems.
Today, I hope that, with other Members
of the Senate, I can at least partially
meet the challenge of necessary and
workable, yet reasonable, legislation
which is encompassed in the bill now
before the Senate.

Mr. President, we come so often after
the fact. This is what we do legislatively,
not only in this field of coal mine health
and safety but also in the broad spectrum
of the legislative field which we consider
n the Senate.

Today we are faced with being suf-
focated by, or f being buried under, or
of being drowned in the waste that we,
the most affluent people in the world,
have produced in this country.

So, in the Committee on Public Works,
of which I have the responsibility to be
chairman, we have been moving toward
air and water pollution control and
abatement legislation, and solid waste
disposal programs, trying, as it were,
after the fact, to see if we can keep pace
with and overcome the degradation of
the environment of which we are a part.
We know what a difficult task it Is. Un-
fortunately, in the field of solid waste
disposal, the magnitude of that one prob-
lem in our country is hardly realized by
the American people.

I use this as an illustration of the tend-
ency of Members of Congress, as it is the
tendency of all people, to come to the
attacking of problems on a broad front
too long a period of time after the crisis
came upon us. The chairman and his
subcommittee and the chairman and his
full committee have performed great
services in developing this bill. We
thought our legislative acts of the past
were bold steps, but they were timid and
did not suffice.

I presided not long ago at a hearing of
the subcommittee on water pollution
control in Jacksonville, Fla. I have no de-
sire to name an offender, but I can say
that on that trip I saw with my own eyes,
in the early morning before our meeting
began, raw sewage coining into the St.
Johns River. From where? From a hos-
pital. That hospital is supposed to be
concerned—and it is, as are the doctors
working in it—with the health and safety
of the men and women who are patients
who are entitled to healing. They receive
it in such an Institution, but the citizenry
of the community was exposed to incred-
ible conditions by it. There is no need to
mention the hospital. I saw what hap-
pened

Like or similar conditions are repeated
over and over in our country today. The
reason for my mentioning it at this time
is not in any sense to relieve the Con-
gress of its responsibility, but only to
say that, in a sense, it is only human
nature in the Congress to come too much
after the fact, rather than before the
f ct, on subject matters which are within
the jurisdiction of almost every commit-
te in the Senate.

Mr. President, I do not want to be
misunderstood now. I am being very
c,.reful. I want to weigh my words. Hu-
manity is involved here, and we must not
overlook that. Precious lives are at stake,
too, in the mining of coal. They are the
lives of good people. The lives of hardy
people areat stake. We must not overlook
it.

I think I have the responsibility to say
that the bill before us, if it is enacted
into law, will cost many millions of dol-
lars more than heretofore in the mining
of coal. It is inescapable. There will be
increased costs in the price of coal to the
consumers, be they electric utilities or
many of the other coal-using customers
throughout the United States. But I
think we must do what we are doing
here. I do not' use the trite expression,
"We must pay the price." I do not mean
that. I mean that as we necessarily move
forward—perhaps much too slowly; I
admit that-we must understand that
the desired health and safety improve-
ments cannot be accomplished without
many of the costs being built in.

I see the Senator from Missouri (Mr.
EAGLETON) on his feet. I say to him we,
the consuming public, must be prepared
to absorb those costs. We will pay them,
possibly even in higher rates for elec-
tricity. I think industry will realize it is
necessary to pay them. Those who mine
the coal realize, and I think major por-
tions of the management of the coal in-
dustry realize, that we can in no wise
put profit ahead of the life of a coal
miner in West Virginia or in arty otr
State of this Union.
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We in the Congress must understand,
too, that the requirements on Federal
departments and agencies for the ad-
ministration of the provisions of this
measure will be very costly and will ne-
cessitate vastly increased personnel and
appropriations. That is a responsibility
we must face and meet; it is another
price we must pay in the interest of
humanity.

Mr. President, amendments will be of-
fered to the proposed legislation. At this
time I do not indicate that I will support
or oppose the amendments to be offered.
It is important that we have thorough
discussion and consideration of the bill.
The viewpoints of members of the com-
mittee, some of whom will offer amend-
ments, and those of other Senators who
are not on the committee, but who also
will offer amendments, must be given ex-
pression. There is a need for a dialog,
in a democratic fashion, in the Senate
on legislation of this type. There is no
need to pass the bill within a few hours.
In fact, that would beg the question,
which is the very real one of doing that
which is right or of doing that which
might be expedient.

The Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, whose chairman, Senator RALPH
YARBOROUGH of Texas, truly is a humani-
tarian in the t,rue sense, means to do
right on this measure. I have already
expressed my compliment, which is in no
wise cursory, about the chairman of the
committee and the chairman of the sub-
committee. I wish to pay the same com-
pliments to the ranking minority mem-
ber of the committee, Senator JAvITS of
New York. With no coal mines in the
Empire State, but with coal consumers in
that great State, he has applied him-
self with great ability to a study of the
important provisions and implications
and applications of the legislation and
he has made truly outstanding contri-
bütions to the development of this mea-
sure.

Mr. President, I propose to talk fur-
ther at a subsequent time on this bill. I
do not know what the actual progress of
this legislation will be through the gen-
eral debate and then through the amend-
ment stage, but there are some matters
which I shall wish to discuss with my
colleagues.

We need the counsel of all Members of
the Senate in the matter now before us.
I hope that Membeis of the Senate who
cannot, because of other commitments
and responsibilities, be in the Chamber
during the debate and discussion and de-
termination will read carefully the report
on 5. 2917 and the material which is
inserted in the RECORD by the chairman
of the subcommittee as a necessary part
of the RECORD.

I repeat what I have said in varying
ways over a period of weeks and months.
and it is that I believe the Senate will
help the Congress of the United States
send to the President a bill that will be
effective. It must be effective. We will
send to the President a bill that is work-
able—and it must be workable. We will
send to the President a bill that is in
the interests of the American public, as
well as to the coal miners and their f am-
iltz. I m sure that to such a commit-
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ment not one, but all the Members of
this body will subscribe.

I thank my colleague for yielding.
Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I wish to say for myself that,
coming as I do from a State that does
not have coal mines, the responsibility
of developing this legislation in the com-
mittee involved new subject matter to
me. I wish to express my gratitude to the
Senator from West Virginia. He brought
to our committee deliberations nearly
three decades of attention to the welfare
of miners under the legislative processes,
and it was Invaluable to the chairman of
the subcommittee and to the committee.
His experience and his tireless devotion
were certainly appreciated.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, will
the Senator from New Jersey yield?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, this is

a good bill. That expression is perhaps
a cliche; it is often said of almost any
bill that is taken up for consideration by
the Senate; but I can personally attest
to the comprehensive and thorough
treatment given to 5. 2917, the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety- Act of
1969. I know of no bill that has been
before this, the first session of the 91st
Congress, that has received more atten-
tion in its public hearings, from a volu-
minous list of witnesses from all walks
of life, than did 5. 2917. I know of no
bill, through its many executive sessions
in both the Labor Subcommittee and the
fufl Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, that has had expended upon it
more man-hours• by both Senators and
their able staffs.

I think It Ls appropriate as we begin
the consideration of this bill that I make
some reference to three Senators who,
above all others, played major roles in
the evolution of the matter that Is now
before us.

First, of course, is the chairman of
the Labor SubcQmmittee, the Senator
from New Jersey (Mr. WXLLrAMS). Most
of us, though we are reluctant to admit
it, are somewhat parochial in nature. We
concern ourselves with those things that
are of immediate and direct concern
to our constituents in our respective
States. We display more interest toward
matters that are precisely germane to our
electorate, and leave those things that
are somewhat remote from our own juris-
diction to other Senators and other times.

The Senator from New Jersey, as has
been pointed out, is from a State that
has no coal mines. He has no vested in-
terest, as a politician, In coal mines. He
has no vested interest, as a politician, in
coal mining. His constituency is- not di-
rectly affected.

Yet, despite this lack of any immediate
personal or political interest, he has dis-
.played the greatest of patience, the
greatest decree of leadership, and untold
energy in seeing that 5. 2917 was re-
ported out from committee and is now
before the Senate. Without his patience
and his diligence, in my humble judg-
ment, the bill would not have been be-
fore us in this first session of the 91st
Congress, and indeed perhaps would not
have been here in the second session, and
might not even be before the 92d Con-
gress when it convenes.
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I pay tribute to him, not in the idle
way in which Senators sometimes ex-
change personal pleasantrles, but most
smcerely, because he has been the sin-
gle most important contributing factor, I
think, to the evolution of this bill.

Next, I would be remiss if I did not
point out the efforts of the Senator who
just completed his introductory re-
marks, the senior Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH). As a display of
my parochialism, I subscribe only to Mis-
souri newspapers, and a couple of other
journals called national in scope, some
printed in this city and elsewhere in the
East. I am not a subscriber to any news-
paper published In West Virginia. I have
no friends or relatives there to speak of,
and so I am in constant communication
with that State. But It has been brought
to my attention that it has been alleged
that the Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. RANDOLPH) was something less than
completely interested in seeing that a
sound, effective, workable, and meaning-
ful Coal Mine Safety Act would come
out of this session of Congress.

Whoever makes those statements in
West Virginia could not be more totally
misinformed, whether intentionally or
unintentionally I know not, because at
the same time that the Senator from
New Jersey (Mr. WILLw.s) was expend-
ing the amount of effort and time that
I have already stated he put forth, Sen-
ator RANDOLPH likewise attended every
session, both of public hearings of the
Labor Subcommittee and of every execu-
tive session of both the Labor Subcom-
mittee and the full Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare when the bill was
considered. And not only was he there in
attendance, he was there as a vigorous
participant, trying to help bring out a
bill that was effective and meaningful.
He brought to thi committee an exper-
tise, a knowledge, an awareness, and a
compassion that were indispensable to
the creation of this bill. No other mem-
ber of the committee was really knowl-
edgeable about coal mining in specific
detail. Senator RANDOLPH was and Is, and
at each juncture he was of Immense
value to all other Senators who served
on both the subcommittee and the full
committee, in imparting to us the exper-
tise and the knowledge that, I repeat,
were indispensable to the committee. At
no time did he attempt to obstruct, Im-
pede, or in any way hinder the progress
of this bill. At every meeting, on every
point, he, together with Senator WIL-
LIAMs, attempted to move the bill, to re-
solve disputes, to reconcile differences,
and to move on to another section.

This is a complex and detailed bill,
with facts and figures and percentages,
and time limitations and duration pe-
riods, and rules and regulations that defy
comprehension by even a reasonably
well-informed layman. It is not the kind
of bill that you can crank out of a com-
mittee in an hour, a day, or a week. But
Senator RANDOLPH was there at every
session, pushing, prodding, keeping us
moving, explaining when explaining was
necessary, so that this bill could come to
the floor. I think it is only fair that the
people of his State and, more Impor-
tantly, the people of this country, and
coal miners from every State, be made
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aware of the fact that without Senator
RADOLPB's prodding, his urging, his per-
su&sion, and his ability to work out
rational and effective compromises, this
bill would not be before us.

This unjustified criticism should not
be his reward for such labors. The grati-
tude and the thanks of the people who
work in coat mines are owed to him. I
think that in due course more and more
people will begin to realize this. And
those who have been critical, those who
have done all the carping, will look back
upon their criticism and their carping
as, at the very least, terribly misguided.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a comment?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am

not an overly sensitive person to criti-
cism, because I understand the prob-
lems of a legislator. I have experienced
these problems during my 14 years in
the House of Representatives and now
for more than 10 years in the Senate.
That is almost a quarter of a century
of service In the Congress. So I can un-
derstand the attitudes of people—their
misunderstandings and their apprehen-
sion and their criticism.

I think some misunderstandings have
occurred. I hope that they can be clari-
fied.

I shall ever be grateful for the expres-
sions of -my colleague, the Senator from
Missouri, a valued member of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare. In
fact, I say with no overstatement that
I shall carry in my pleasantest of mem-
ories that which he has said. I shall not
forget.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from West Virginia.

Mr. President, the third Senator in the
triumvirate who are owed so much in
so far as the bill is concerned, is the
ranking Republican member of the
Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, the Senator from New York (Mr.
JAVITS). He, like the Senator from New
Jersey (Mr. WXLLrAMS) is not a i-epre-
sentative of a coal-producing State.
However, again like the Senator from
New Jersey, it is typical of the Sen-
ator from New York that in anything
he undertkes, he gives of himself in
an almost Inexhaustible manner. He,
too, is a tremendously skillful legislative
craftsman.

The Senator from New York was of
inestimable value in resolving the con-
fLicting opinions of those who espoused
opposite views with the result that the
bill accomjlishes the desired end.

Without the help of the distinguished.
Senator from New York, without his per-
suasion as an articulate and capable law-
yer, and without his ability to find satis-
factory and effective ways of surmount-
ing what, rrom time to time, appeared to
be an Impasse, the bill would perhaps not
be before the Senate today. -

Mr. Pre;ident, the entire Senate which,
in due cotrse, will cast its vote with re-
spect to S. 2917 should be deeply and
everlastingly grateful to these three
Senators, the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. Wiurnxs), the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), and the Sen-
ator from, New York (Mr. JAVrrs), for
the effort, the talent, the energy, and the
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ompassion which they displayed In
ring1ng the bill Into being so that coal
cilners in all of the various States that
ngage in that Industry will from the date
f its enactment forward have a better,
afer, and healthier place in which to
york and ply their trade.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. WIlLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

?resident, I certainly express my ap-
)reciation to the Senator from Missouri
or the generosity of his remarks dealing
ith me and also once again for his com-
)lete participation In all of our commit-
ee deliberations, for the hard and im-
ortant bust pleasant work that con-
sumed us all with dedication, without
,crimony, but with agreement and with
rood results, because we reported the bill
with a unanimous vote.

The Senator from Missouri was most
helpful In every step of the way. I ap-
preciate his efforts.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I would like to ask the able Senator
from New Jersey a questlol as to what
consideration if any was given to the
possibility of having provisions included
in the bill which would provide compe1-
sation for miners suffering from black
lung who do not qualify for compensa-
tion under State law.

The reason I ask the question is that
I have been very Interested In legislation
which would provide for compensation
to miners suffering from pulmonary dis-
eases who are not covered by State stat-
ute. In West Virginia there are many
miners suffering from black lung and
other pulmonary diseases who do not
qualify under State statutes for compen-
sation.

With this in mind, I gave considerable
time to the development of proposed leg-
islation which would provide Federal
assistance In this area. I was able to
work with the Washington headquarters
of the United Mineworkers of America
in developing a proposed bill which
would provide Federal assistance over a
period of 20 years, with the Federal as-
sistance decreasing, I believe, in the
amount of 5 percent a year and the
States picking up the additional costs
annually, but with no cost to the coal
Industry. I have felt that if the Federal
Government could provide assistance
along this line, without additional cost
to the industry, we would not Incur the
opposition of the industry, which is al-
ready heavily burdened with overhead
costs; but, at the same time, the Federal
Government would be assuming some re-
sponsibility in this area, and I think it
should assume such responsibility.

• So it was with the advice and counsel
and assistance of Mr. George Titler, vice
president, and other officials of the
United Mineworkers of America, that I
was able to prepare the proposed legisla-
tion, and my senior colleague, Senator
RANDOLPH, and I joined in cosponsorlxig
it.

As the able Senator from New Jersey
will recall, I appeared before his sub-
committee and testified in support of
this measure. My first cuestion, there-
fore, is, Was consideration given in the
subcommittee deliberations to adding
provisions dealing with compensation?

My second question is, What are the
prospects for such legislation at this
point being added by way of an amend-
ment to this bill?

My third question is, If such prospects
are not good, what encouragement or as-
surance could the able Senator give to
the Senator from West Virginia as to
the prospects for such legislation in the
near future?

Mr. WILLIAMS of. New Jersey. First,
the cGmmittee did not have before it any
proposed legislation dealing exclusively
with workmen's compensation for black
lung dIsease, pneumoconiosis. One of the
bills, 5. 1094, although it included pro-
visions on this subject, had health and
safety as its major thrust. I believe I am
accurate when I state my recollection
that the first time the attention of the
committee was directly drawn to the need
for compensation for men disabled by
black lung disease was by the junior
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. BYRD).
Of course, it was my personal feeling as
chairman of the subcommittee that this
certainly should receive careful atten-
tion and, so far as the chairman was con-
cerned, most sympathetic consideration.

As we continued our hearings and de-
llberatlons on the safety and health
measure, we did not deal In any compre-
hensive . way with this particular ap-
proach of compensation for the disease.
As necessary as it is, as grateful as we
were that the junior Senator from West
Virginia brought it to us, it was not dealt
with at that point to the extent that we
were able to include it in the pending
bill.

So far as amendments here are con-
cerned, it would seem to me that it is
now established that thi disease, with-
out preadventure, is associated with the
dust in the coal mining process, that it
is disabling, and that it should be a cam-
pensable disease.

I would believe that our committee re-
sponsibility should be to consider it in
depth. In the meantime, if there were
a way to deal with this temporarily
through a measure to bring disability
payments to men disabled by the disease,
certainly I would try to find, even now,
a way to deal with the emergency in a
temporary fashion, looking toward a
comprehensive, long-range program of
compensation for men disabled by pneu-
moconiosis.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I thank the able Senator for his
response. I understand his answer to be
that it is cuIte possible that considera-
tion might be given on the floor of the
Senate to language which would estab-
lish a short-term program to assist coal
miners who suffer from pulmonary dis-
eases and who do not cualify under
State statutes. Am I correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. That is
what I tried to convey to the Senator,
yes.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. With the
idea that there would be a study running
concurrently with the temporary . pro-
gram, the study leading possibly to a
long-range program.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Yes. I
would think that would make a great deal
of sense. That would be the logical and
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best way to do it. Whoever would make
the study—Federal or State—it would be
subject to discussion, decision, and con-
clusion. I would think a permanent pro-
gram would be most sensible.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I appre-
ciate the sympathetic attitude on the
part of the able Senator from New Jersey.

I realize that such long-range legisla-
tion would require considerable study
and would require some actualial cost
estimates. But I would hope that some-
thing could be worked out while the
bill is on the floor, leading in this direc-
tion at least—perhaps providing for an
interim program as the chairman has
suggested.

At this moment I also wish to express
my appreciation to the able Senator for
the great effort he has put into this mat-
ter and for the long hours of hard work
he has spent in bringing this bill to the
floor. I think he has done a splendid job.

I also wish to congratulate my able
senor colleague, Senator RANDOLPH, who
has been so diligent and so thorough in
his study of this measure.

I also wish to congratulate and express
appreciation to the able senior Senator
from New York (Mr. JAvIT5), who like-
wise has performed admirably.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, may I say in that regard that
it has been mentioned that this Serator
comes from a State that does not have
coal mining as an industry, and the
Senator from New York, who has been
so helpful in the whole process, comes
from a State that is not known as a coal
mining State. I do not know whether the
Senator from New York has been, but I
have been lightly abused and chided
about my interest in an industry that
does not come on bulking large in my
State. With apology to the Senator from
New York, I was referred to as the
"Broadway coal miner."

But I will say this: Not knowing much
about the indu.stry and getting into this
with a responsibility, I spent a good deal
of time in coal mines and now know a
little of the problems and dangers and
I have a great feeling of compassion for
the problems of the coal miners. I now
have a sufficient working knowledge to
feel confident that this bill is needed and
it is a good bill to meet the objectives.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Preident, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Preisdent, for the in-

formation of the Senate, I should like to
say at this moment that the Prime Min-
ister of Israel is downstairs, being re-
ceived by the Committee on Foreign
Relations, of which I am a member. I
should be honored to attend that session,
if I am permitted to do so. So, although
I am the ranking minority member,
rather than follow Senator WILLIAMs,
the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER), who has aprofound interest in
the proposed legislation, will succeed
Senator WILLIAMS to the floor.

With the perinisision of the acting
majority leader, I should like to ask
unanimous consent that, following Sen-
ator COOPER's remarks, I may be recog-
nized in respect of this bill.

The PaESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I have just this further observa-
tion with respect to the statement by the
Senator from New Jersey. He spoke of
the need for Federal research, and re-
search on the part of the industry, into
the hazards of coal mining, and with re-.
spect to the health and safety of coal
miners.

I want the record to show, Mr. Presi-
dent, that the Federal Government has
been cognizant of the neecL for research
in connection with diseases among the
coal mining population.

As far back as 1963, I was success-
ful in adding an amendment in the
amount of $100,000 to the bill making
appropriations for the Public Health
Service to establish a research program
in West Virginia dealing with pulmonary
diseases among the coal-mining popu-
lation. Each year thereafter the com-
mittee appropriated moneys for the
continuation of this research program.
Last year, the appropriation was $1,227,-
000, the result being that presently at
the University of West Virginia In Mor-
gantown there is what we call ALFORD,
the Appalachian Laboratory for Occu-
pational Respiratory Diseases, which
gives its entire time to the study of pul-
monary diseases among the mining pop-
ulation of Appalachia.

Also I would point out that Congress
has appropriated approximately $5 mil-
lion for the construction of the Appa-
lachian Health Center which I was in-
strumental in locating at Morgantown,
W. Va., and that center will carry
on and conduct continuing research
with respect to pulmonary diseases
among the mining population.

I say this so the record will show that
the Federal Government has not only
appropriated moneys for coal research
and research dealing with the commer-
cialization of coal, the development of
byproducts from coal, and so forth, but
that it has also appropriated money
dealing with research in connection with
mining diseases.

I do not mean to denigrate what the'
Senator has said about the need for in-
creased health research, but I thought
the record should show that the Con-
gress has not been entirely oblivious to
this great need and that it has been
responding over a period of several years.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. We are
where we are because there are now
clear findings of the relationship of the
dust to the respiratory system. Certainly
some of the best data we have had In
making these findings came from the
facility the Senator referred to.

I wish to ask the Senator from West
Virginia, who has been so close to this
industry and the problems connected
with the industry so much longer than I
have, is it not true that the disease
known as pneumoconiosis was not abso-
lutely related to coal dust and the res-
p!ratory system until recent years?

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I think
that is correct. Certainly as a result of
this research we have learned more
about pneuln000niosis, silicosis, black
lung, and other pulmonary diseases, so
prevalent among coal miners.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I agree.
I thank the Senator from West Virginia.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the unanimous-
consent agreement which was Just ob-
tained with respect to the order of speak-
ers may be vacated.

The PRESIDfliG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered,

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, with the
kind consent of the Senator from Ken-
tucky (Mr. COOPER), I shall speak now
because I find that the affairs downstairs
have been delayed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New York is recognized.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, as the
ranking minority member of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare, the
Subcommittee on Labor, and as the au-
thor of two of the bills which the com-
mittee considered in drafting the coal
mine health and safety bill which Is now
before the Senate as 5. 2917, I support
the bill as reported by the committee.
The Subcommittee on Labor and the full
committee have given this bill the most
careful and detailed consideration.

I think with the great leadership which
has been given to this matter by the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIi.-
LIAMS), we have brought to the Senate
a credible reform measure on this most
dangerous of all industrial fields.

I realize there are objections to the
bill and problems which will be raised,
primarily by our very distinguished
friend, the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER). However, I think that all in all
we have produced a product which Is
worthy of the Senate. Certainly it had
the most thorough consideration.

We have heard over 40 witnesses rep-
resenting the administration, operators
of both large and small mines, coal
miners, medical and safety experts in
this country and Europe, and Other in-
terested persons. The hearing record
covers over 1,500 pages.

The bill which is now before the Sen-
ate was the product of some 13 days of
executive consideration by the Subcom-
mittee on Labor and the full committee,
and is certainly the most comprehensive
health and safety legislation ever to come
before the Congress. It is in no sense a
partisan bill. It incorporates the ideas
and suggestions of virtually every mem-
ber of the committee. Furthermore, and

- I want to emphasize this point, it is in
no sense a compromise bill. Throughout
this bill the committee has consciously
avoided sacrificing considerations of
health or safety to economics or effi-
ciency. To put the matter succinctly, this
bill, if properly enforced, will produce
the safest and healthiest coal mines pos-
sible, given the state of existing
technology.

Under the bill, strict new interim
safety standards are established to cope
with the danger of explosions such as the
one which killed 78 mIners in Farming-
ton, W. Va., last November. The improved
standards are not, however, limited to
those directed at preventing "major dis-
asters"; that Is, those which threaten in-
jury or death to five or more miners. All
types of dangers are covered, including
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particularly, roof falls, which are respon
sible for most of the deaths which hav
year In and year out, occurred In th
mines, In addition, the bill, for the firs
time, establishes health standards t
limit the ]evel of coal dust, the cause 0
the Infamous °black lung" disease, whic]
has disabled and killed thousands 0
miners. The Secretaries of Interior am
Health, are given the responsibiliyt an
authority o develop and promulgate tin
proved safety and health standards ii
the future, as research and experienc
show that new standards are necessary
A strict enforcement scheme Is estab
lished with civil and criminal penaltie
applicable to operators of mines in whici
violations of health and safety standard
occur and to miners In the case of viola
tlons of standards prohibiting smoking
Other salient features of the bill thclud
crash research programs in areas ir
which the committee believes furthei
and prompt improvement is necessar
and a t&x going up to 4 cents per ton oi
produced or imported coal to financc
health and safety research.

Mr. President, I do not for a moment
deny that this bill Is strong medicine foi
the coal mine Industry. But strong medi-
cine is clearly required In the face of the
facts concerning health and safety in
this indusiry.

Coal mining Is perhaps the most dan-
gerous occupation In America. In the last
10 years there have been over 112,000
accidents In coal mInes, 2,752 of them
fatal. In 1!68 alone there were 9,806 acci-
dents, In which 311 men died. I have al-
ready spoken of the horrible catastrophe
which occured last year in Farmington,
W. Va., where the Mamilngton mine ex-
ploded, killing 78 mIners. Alter that dis-
aster, Industry-government conferences
were held, pledges were made by all
parties to take special steps to increase
health and safety In the mines, the num-
ber of inspections was drastically in-
creased, the practice of notifying oper-
ators prior to Federal inspection was
stopped, but we have still had over 95
fatalities in underground coal mines
since last November.

No radical change can be expected in
this record unless and until the existing
Coal Mine Safety Act is modernized and
strengthened.

As long ago as 1942, the Russell Sage
Foundatidn published a study regarding
the prevention of fatal explosions in coal
mines. The authors of that report wryly
commented:

Dead mt:aers have always been the most
powerful influence In securing passage o
mining legislation.

Mr. President, there is no doubt that
the Mannii'igton disaster has had a great
deal to do with the kind of bill that the
committee has reported out and Is pend-
ing before the Senate today. This bill
obviously 'omes too late to help the min-
ers buried in the Manning mine, or their
widows and children, but it does repre-
sent an attempt, perhaps for the first
time, to close the barn door before the
horses have been stolen.

This is especially true insofar as the
safety provisions of the bill dealing with
the danger of explosions or ignitions are
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concerned. These provisions, which are
of great Importance to me, deal with such
matters as better ventilation practices,
more frequent tests for methane, the use
of automatic methane monitors and
the elimination of the wholly spurious
distinction bet'Ween so-called "nongassy'
and "gassy" mines.

The elimination of this distinction be-
tween gassy and nongassy mines proved
to be most controversial, and aside from
the dust standard, no Issue was given as
much time or attention by the commit-
tee. Alter hearing the arguments ad-
vanced by the small mine gassy mine
operators, and particularly the most elo-
quent and persuasive arguments of the
senior Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER), who appeared before the com-
mittee in executive session, the commit-
tee concluded, in my opinion correctly,
that the danger of methane ignitions or
explosions in mines previously classified
as nongassy is sufficiently great to war-
rant elimination of the distinction and
to require that afl electric face equip-
inent used in such mines be made per-
missible.

The committee report goes into this
question in very great detail and, in my
judgment, conclusively demonstrates the
correctness of the decision reached by
the committee. Briefly, the record shows
that during the past 17 years, over 50
methane ignitions, causing 27 fatalities,
have occurred in nongassy mines of every
description, including drift, slope and
shaft mines, above and below the -water
table. In many of the mines in which
these explosions or ignitions occurred,
none or only the slightest trace of meth-
ane had ever been found previously. As
this record implies, the fact is that there
Is really no such thing as a nongassy
mine; trapped pockets of methane may
exist in any type of mine, whether or not
it Is a drift, slope or shaft mine and
whether or not it is above the water
table.

The majority of the methane ignitions
or explosions which have occurred in
nongassy mines have been caused by
smoking or open flames. However, at
least nine of the explosions were caused
by low- horsepower electric face equip-
ment, such as drills, and it appears that
four explosions one of which killed 11
miners, have been caused by electric face
equipment in nonpermi.ssible condition.
Thus, it simply ifies in the face of the
facts to maintain, as some small oper-
ators have done, that the use of non-
permissible equipment has never been
the cause of any injury or fatality in
nongassy mines.

The senior Senator from Kentucky
pointed out to the committee that in
comparison to gassy mines, nongassy
mines have an excellent safety record,
particularly insofar a explosions or igni-
tions are concerned. Such is indeed the
case. Senator COOPER also made several
suggestions concerning the maintenance
of proper barriers between coal mines
and gas wells, and the prohibition of
open flames and nonpermissible low
horsepower equipment, such as drills,
which the committee adopted, in sub-
stance. However, the committee, by a
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vote of 14 to 3 rejected hls.amendment
which would have permitted the con-
tinued use of heavy nonpermissible type
electric face equipment In nongassy
mines. I voted against the amendment in
committee, and will oppose it if offered
on the floor.

In my view it is our duty to enact leg-
islation which will provide the highest
degree of protection possible to miners
employed in both gassy and nongassy
mines, arid the fact that gassy mines
may be more dangerous than nongassy
mines does not justify Ignoring such
hazards as may exist in nongassy mines.
Furthermore, the committee has, in fact,
taken account of the much more danger-
ous nature of gassy mines as compared to
nongassy mines. Section 301(i) of the bill
requires the stationing of a Federal in-
spector permanently in those "under-
ground mines which liberate excessive
quantities of explosive gas and which
are most likely to present explosion dan-
gers in the opinion of the Secretary,
based on the past history of the mine
and other criteria he shall establish."

The heart of the matter is that gas can
occur in any mine, and that sparks from
nonpermlssible equipment can ignite
such gas in any kind of mine. If smoking
or open flame lamps, or small nonper-
missible equipment can cause explosions
in nongassy mines, as it has on nine
occasions, then so can large nonpermis-
sible equipment, as has been demon-
strated in four cases.

Nor in my view, does the cost of con-
verting all equipment to permissible
status justify continuance of present

• practices. The committee gave the most
careful consideration to the economic
arguments advanced by the small non-
gassy mine operators and Senator
COOPER on their behalf. Members of the
committee staff held intense discussions
of this question of cost with representa-
tives of the administration. As the com-
mittee report points out, one result of
these intense deliberations was the find-
ing that the previously high cost of ob-
taining approval from the Bureau of
Mines for electric face equipment could
be substantially moderated if a field in-
spection system were utilized, authoriz-
ing on the spot Inspection of nonstand-
ardized equipment. Fortunately, the Bu-
reau of Mines concluded that such a sys-
tem was indeed feasible and the commit-
tee bill specifically authorizes the uses of
such a system.

The use of the field inspection system
will drastically cut the estimated costs
of conversion, rebuilding or upgrading
existing equipment to meet permissibility
standards. Instead of having to ship
equipment to Pittsburgh for approval,
operators will be permitted to buy com-
ponent parts, link them together in a
permissible manner and obtain approval
from authorized representatives of the
Bureau. As a result, the average cost of
conversion for the typical small, nongassy
mine, will probably not exceed $10,000.
This of course Is just an average figure
and will vary consideribly from mine to
mine. But it is certainly a far cry from
the exaggerated statements which have
been made by some small hongassy op-
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erators to the effect that this bill would
cost the average.small mine operator
over $200,000 In conversion costs.

The committee further recognized that
even this much reduced cost level might
produce problems for many small opeia-
tors. It, therefore, authorized long-term
low-interest loans to be made to such op-
erators under both the Small Business
Act and the Economic Development Act.
Under these acts low-interest loans can
be made for terms ranging up to 20 to
25 years to small operators to enable
them to finance the cost of cbnversion
of their existing equipment.

Finally, the committee also consid-
ered the problem of unavailability of
equipment. Operators who demonstrate
that they are unable to comply with the
bill's requirements concerning the per-
missibility of heavy electric face equip-
ment may obtain permits for noncom-
pliance for up to 4 years, allowing them
to continue to use existing nonpermis-
sible equipment in nongassy mines.

Of equal importance to the improve-
ments in standards designed to prevent
explosions and all other accidents con-
tained in this bill, are the provisions
designed once and for all to end the
scourge of "black lung," otherwise known
as coal workers pneumoconiosis. The his-
tory of this disease and the lack of rec-
ognition accorded to it by medical au-
thorities represents a sad comment on
our insensitivity to the health and well-
being of the hundreds of thousands of
miners who have spent most of their
working lives underground. First known
as "miners con," then as "miners asth-
ma," then classified as "silicosis" or
"anthrasiltcosis," coal workers pneumo-
coniosls has taken a terrible toll. In its
complicated form it causes progressive
massive fibrosis of the lung, severely im-
pairing the respiratory functions of the
miner, and eventually causing heart fail-
ure and death. The disease is particular-
ly insidious in that there is no known
cure, progression of the disease from its
simple to its complicated stage is not
necessarily halted when exposure to dust
ends, and miners who are afflicted with
it in the complicated form often spend
the last years of their lives as virtual in-
valids, forced to gasp for breath with
the least exertion. The incidence of the
disease in the United States was revealed
for the first time when the Public Health
Service conducted a study of the problem
between 1963 and 1965. The study showed
that approxImately 20 percent of all re-
tired miners suffer from the disease and
10 percent of active miners suffer from
it.

The Public Health Service study fur-
ther found that among working miners
6.8 percent showed evidence of simple
pneumoconiosis and 3.0 percent showed
evidence of complicated pneumoconiosis;
the percentages for nonworking miners
were 9.2 and 9.0 respectively. Among
miners working in dusty locations, such
as near the face, these percentages were
naturally higher. Thus 22.3 percent of
working and 33 percent of nonworking
miners who worked at or near the face
of the mine showed evidence of pneumo-
coniosis.
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The committee bill deals with the black
lung problem the way it shouid be dealt
with: It establishes strict controls on
respirable coal dust, the cause of the
disease.

From studies made in Great Britain,
which is far ahead of the United States
in attempting to deal with this problem,
we know that the probability of develop-
ing simple pneumoconiosis decreases
with decreasing dust concentration.
Thus at 7 milligrams per cubic meter,
which is the average dust level in mines
surveyed by the Bureau of Mines, the
rate per 1,000 miners after 35 years of
continuous exposure, wouid be 36 per-
cent. At 4.5 milligrams, the expected
rate would be 150 per 1,000 miners or 15
percent. At 3 milligrams per cubic me-
ter, the expected rate wouid be 50 per
1000 miners, or 5 percent and at 2
milligrams per cubic meter, the expected
rate would drop to 20 per 1000 miners,
or 2 percent.

British data also indicate that the
probability of developing progressive
massive fibrosis, which is the resuit of
complicated pneumoconiOsis, also sig-
nificantly decreases with reduced dust
exposure. Thus, at 7 milligrams per
cubic meter the probability of develop-
ing complicated pneumoconiosis after
35 years of exposure is 13 percent. At
4.5 milligrams per cubic meter the rate is
4 percent; and at 3 milligrams per cubic
meter, the rate is 2 percent.

Under the committee bill, 6 months
after the date of the bill all mines which
can do so must meet a 3-milligram
standard; those which cannot meet that
level, because of the unavailability of
equipment using available technology
can obtain permits for noncompliance
from a special interim compliance panel
set up for that purpose, which will per-
mit them to operate for up to 1 year at
a level which they can meet but in no
event exceeding 4.5 milligrams per cubic
meter. If upon the expiration of the ini-
tial permit for noncompliance the opera-
tor still cannot reduce dust levels to meet
the 3 milligram standard, he may ob-
tain up to a maximum of three renewal
permits for periods of 6 months each,
entitling him to operate at the lowest
level which he can maintain, but again
in no event exceeding 4.5 milligrams.

Three years after the date of enact-
ment of the bill, all operators who can
do so must meet a 2-milligram standard
and those who cannot meet that stand-
ard using available technology may again
receive permits for noncompliance en-
titling them to operate at levels not ex-
ceeding 3 milligrams. After 6 years from
the date of enactment of the act, all
mines must meet the 2-milligram stand-
ard unless the Secretary of the Interior,
acting upon the basis of health standards
established by the Surgeon General, and
after due notice to Congress, extends
this time for absolute compliance with
the 2-milligram standard. Any such ex-
tension can be vetoed by either House of
Congress.

Moreover, within 1 year after the date
of enactment, the Surgeon General must
develop and submit to the Secretary of
Interior and to Congress recommenda-
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tions as to the absolute maximum permis-
sible total exposure of individuals to
coal dust during any working shift and
within 3 years after the date of enact-
ment the Secretary of the Interior must
publish a schedule specifying the time
within which mines shall reduce the to-
tal personal exposure to dust on a work-
ing shift to the levels recommended by
the Surgeon General.

Mr. President, the provisions relating
to dust control are based on information
as to British experience in reducing the
incidence of "black lung" through a dust
control program and on information
given to the committee, primarily by the
Bureau of Mines, as to what is, in fact,
attainable, given the state of existing
technology in the coal mine industry.
They are also consistent with the recom-
mendations of the Public Health Service
made in December 1968 for a 3-milli-
gram standard and have, in general, been
endorsed by the administration.

Specifically, the Director of the Bu-
reau of Mines, Mr. John O'Leary, testified
that virtually all coal mines in the United
States could, with proper use of existing
technology, and that includes primarily
ventilation and water sprays, meet a 4.5-
milligram standard.

In addition, the Director testified that
approximately 30 to 50 percent of all
U.S. mines could, using existing tech-
nology, meet a 3-milligram standard.
Finally, the Director testified that it was
his belief that within 3 years existing
technology wot.ild be improved to the
point where virtually all U.S. mines
could meet the 3-milligram standard.

Although various representatives of
the coal mine operators dispute Mr.
O'Leary's contentions, the operators ut-
terly failed to present to the committee
any scientific evidence refuting them, or
justifying the use of only a "best efforts"
approach to meeting maximum dust lev-
els, as urged by the operators. The com-
mittee also properly refused to adopt the
suggestion of industry representatives
and Secretary of Interior Hickel which
would have permitted a 6-month exten-
sion on a mine-by-mine basis to reduce
dust levels to 4.5 milligrams.

The fact is that despite the fact that
th industry has been on notice concern-
ing the dust problem for years; despite
the fact that as long ago as last Decem-
ber the Surgeon (3eneral made a public
recommendation for reduction of dust
level to 4.5 milligrams; despite the fact
that 5. 1300 gave the industry notice
that an interim maximum of 4.5 milli-
grams was being requested by the Ad-
ministration; and, despite the fact that
industry representativ pledged to
take meaningful action to meet this
problem both at the industry-Govern-
ment conference last December and in
testifying on this legislation last Febru-
ary—up to this very day—with one or
two exceptions, virtually nothing has
been done by operators to reduce dust
levels. I deplore this record of inaction
by the industry and I have recently ex-
pressed these sentiments in identical let-
ters to Mr. Stephen Dunn, the president
of the National Coai Association, and Mr.
James Garvey, president of Bituminous
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Research, Inc. I ask that a copy of my
letter to Mr. Dunn be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

SEPTEMBER 3, 1969.
Mr. STEPHEN F. DUNN,
President, National Coal Association,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. DUNN: Thank you for your re-
cent communications concerning the coal
mine health and sarety biU, which, as you
know, has recently been ordered reported by
the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
The Committee, quite properly in my opin-
ion, rejected the suggestion that the provi-
sions concerning coal dust merely require
operators to use their best efforts to achieve
a 4.5 mIlligram standard, and permit opera-
tors who cannot meet that standard to con-
tinue to op3rate, provided that miners ex-
posed to excessive dust levels wear respira-
tors. I have as yet seen no scientific evidence
that a substantial number of operators can-
not meet a 4.5 miiligram standard, the max-
imum that would be allowed under permits
for noncompliance during the first three
years after t;he bill is enacted. Furthermore,
I am inlorined that even those operators
who have informed myseif and other Com-
mittee members that they are not currently
meeting a 4.5 miiligram standard, without
any Improvement in dust control techniques,
have not applied correct measurement tech-
niqueG and may weil be meeting the stand-
ard. Under these circumstances, I believe it
would have been most Irresponsible for the
Committee to reject, an absolute environ-
mental dust control standard and to permit
the use of respirators, especially since the
testimony cLearly indicated that many min-
ers would rf use to wear them and, in any
event, there is some question whether respi-
rators will ffer effective protection against
coal workers' pneumoonjosis.

In my view, the Committee also properly
rejected the suggestion that an additional
six months be permitted, on a mine by mine
basis, to attiln a 4.5 mlliigram standard. The
coal mine iadustry has been on notice that
it wouid be asked to meet a dust standard
of no higher than 4.5 mlliigrazns for almost
eight months. Another ew months will prob-
ably elapse before this bili is signed into
law. Despite this delay, and despite the firm
promises by operators to the effect they are
concerned about the dust problem and would
make every effort to comply with the 4.5
standard, the industry, with at most a very
ew excepttDns, has made no concerted at-
tempt to iower existing dust levels. Indeed
had a real program been instituted by coal
mine operators to reduce dust ievels to 4.5
milligrams, without success, perhaps the
Committee wouid have been more receptive
to their protestations.

I believe that the industry ought not to
wait until the iegislative process has been
compieted belore it begins to impiement
known techniques for reducing dust levels
in the coal mines; I hope that the members
of your organization wili agree.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

JACOB K. JAvI'rs.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I hope
very much that the industry will finally
realize that we are not kidding about end-
ing "black lung" in this country and that
this bill is Just not going to be weakened
to spare the industry the cost of reducing
dust to the level necessary to accomplish
that objective.

In short, Mr. President, we have put
health and safety first, above every other
consideration. Under the leadership of
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the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIL-
LIAMS), I hope very much that the Sen-
ate will sustain us.

Now, Mr. President, may I thank the
distinguished Senator from Kentucky
(Mr. COOPER) for being so gracious as to
allow me to proceed and not disturb the
arrangements we have made before.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from New York. He is the
ranking Republican member on the com-
rn.ittee and certainly has the privilege
of speaking at any time he wishes and
for as long as he wishes. I know that it

- Is necessary for him to be in the Com-
rn.ittee on Foreign Relations, and I am
sure he will return to the Chamber later.

Mr. President, at the outset, I wish to
pay my respects to and congratulate the
chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor
and Public Welfare, the distinguished
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WrL-
LIAMs), and all the members of the sub-
committee who have worked so faithfully.
on the pending bill. Also the chairman of
the committee, the Senator from Texas
(Mr. YARBOROGH), and the Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), who has
a vital interest in the coal mine industry
and in mine health and safety.

Mr. President, this debate wifi con-
tinue. I do not intend to speak at any
great length today. I shall offer some
amendments so that they may be printed
for the convenience of Senators.

Mr. President, this Is a very iinpor-
tant subject. The coal industry itself is
an important industry in this country.
I believe there are 22 States which pro-
duce sizable amounts of coal. It happens
that my State of Kentucky is the second
largest producer of coal in the Nation
following West Virginia. Pennsylvania
Is third, and Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, and
Tennessee are also producers of large
amounts of coal. There are many States
in the West wjich, if transportation
were accessible to the large industrial
centers, would be larger producers of
coal.

While the number of men who work in
the mines has steadily lessened due to the
modernization of mines, coal mining Is
still a source of Income for thousands of
miners and their families all over the
Nation. Due to his progressive outlook
and the work of the United Mine Work-
ers of America, the coal miners have
been paid wages which do not compen-
sate them entirely for the dangerous
work they undertake, but which h&ve
provided them with a higher wage
standard than that of many members of
other unions in this country.

Coal mine health and safety is a diffi-
cult subject. Not many of us have been
in a coal mine. It is very hard to visu-
alize what a coal mine Is like, and how
it works. Not many of us have worked in
a coal mine. Not many of us have op-
erated a coal mine. But, coal mining af-
fects the livelihood of a great segment of
oir people. In addition to the workers,
management, and those who furnish
capital for the mines, it affects the rail-
roads, the trucking Industry, and every
community in which the mines are 10-
cated.

Mr. President, the subject of safety
and health Is difficult. In 1941, the first

act was passed which gave the Bureau of
Mines authority to make inspections and
recommendations to the States and to the
mine owners.

In 1952, the first substantial amend-
ment was adopted by the Congress. It
classified mines into two groups, title I
and title II. Title I comprised those em-
ploying 14 or fewer. Tttle II were those
employing more than 14.

In the case of title I mines, the small
mines, the enforcement of the regula-
tions was left to the States. In the case of
title II mines, enforcement resided with-
in the Bureau of Mines.

I served on the Labor and Public Wel-
fare Committee in the 1950's for, I be-
lieve, S or 6 years. I served as a member
of the Subcommittee on Mine Safety.
For 2 or 3 years—1957, 1958, and 1959—
under the leadership of former Senator
Morse, who was chairman of the sub-
committee, we tried to work out some
amendments to provide better safety
standards for the mines. I was on the
committee. Senator Morse, the champion
of the worklngman, was on that commit-
tee. The late Senator John F. Kennedy
was a member of that committee.

We brought a bill to the floor of the
Senate which would have attacked the
greatest danger in the mines, by requiring
improved mine supports, to reduce the
hazards of rib, roof, and face falls. The
bill passed the Senate, but it was not
passed in the House. It is my understand-
ing that it was not passed in the House—
and I say this with all respect—because
of the opposition of the United Mine
Workers, even though the bill would have
provided better standards of safety
against rib, face, and roof falls, for the
protection of its members.

In 1966, while I was not a member
of the committee, Senator Morse asked
me to join with him in working on a bill

• to provide better standards for safety in
our mines. I did so. That bill became law,
the first major amendment to the Federal
Coal Mine Safety Act since 1952. I
am very proud to say that Senator Morse,
on the floor of the Senate, called atten-
tion to the work I had done on it. I do not
say that with any personal pride, but
to indicate that throughout the years
I have been interested in the subject and
also that I have had some practical ex-
perience in dealing with it.

The bill before us today was, of course,
developed in the subcommittee of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
and again I pay my tribute to the Sena-
tor from New Jersey (Mr. WrLLIAM5). I
have read and studied the hearings. I
have noticed the assiduous dedication he
has paid to the subject, as have the other
members of the committee.

The bill deals, as its title indicates,
with measures to provide better health
standards to protect those who are in
this hazardous occupation, and chiefly to
deal with the disease of pneumoconiosis
and other pulmonary diseases.

The health standards are directed to
reduce the hazards created by dust that
accumulates in mines, and particularly
at the face of the coal, as a result of the
operations of cutting machines, and con-
tinuous mining machines. These ma-
chines dig Into the face of the coal and
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create large volumes of dust which miners
have to breathe and- swallow and thus
their lungs are affected. Many of them
are permanently injured. The bill fixes
standards to give miners greater pro-
tection.. I think the committee is to be
complimented for its work.

* * * * *





FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (5. 2917) to improve the health
and safety conditions of persons working
in the coal mining industry of the United
States.

(At this point, Mr. BELL MON assumed
the chair.)

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, yesterday I queried the distin-
guished Senator from New Jersey with
respect to the possibility of having lax-
guage included In the bill which would
provide for a program under which dis-
ability benefits would be paid to miners

suffering from black lung and other pul-
monary diseases who do not qualify
under State law. At that time, the able

Senator indicated it might be possible to
work out a short-term interim program
to provide disability payments to men
disabled by the disease.

The able Senator said he would try to
find some way to devise a temporary
program leading ultimately toward a
long-range program, thus giviiig the
committee tlxne in which to study the
problem in depth.

I think it Is fair to say for the RECORD
that the able Senator and I have been
cant erring this morning and that we both
have had discussions with the Repre-
sentative from Kentucky in the other
body, Mr. PERKINS, and that there seems
to be favorable sentiment on that side of
the Capitol for such an approach.

I Just waxt to urge the manager of
the bill at this time to devote every effort
possible over the weekend to work out
some program whereby these old and dis-
abled miners, who have contracted this
disease, perhaps 5, 10, or 15 years ago,
and who have been In forced retirement
for all these years but. who have not
qualified under State statutes for dis-
ability payments, can be given assistance
through some 'Federal-State program.

I personally would urge that the cost
of such a program be borne initially by
the Federal Government. I hesitate to
think that we would have to load an
additional expense on the management
of the mines at this time when overhead
costs are already very high and at a
time when it Is difficult for the product
to remain competitive in the market-
place.

I want to express the hope that we
might devise some way for the Federal
Government, along with the States, over
a period of years, to shoulder the burden
of the cost so that the mine management
would not have to carry this additional
burden. -

But I strongly believe that out of fair-
ness to the miners, and to the wives and
widows of miners who have lost their
lives through the contracting of pulmo-
nary diseases from the inhalation of
silica and coal dust, we in Congress have
a responsibility to work out some pro-
gram whereby disabled miners would be
given help when they are nOt eligible un-
der State workmen's compensation pro-
grams. Many of them cannot qualify
under State statutes which are not retro-
active, and yet they do need assistance.
I would like to see them get assistance
so they would not have to be on welfare
programs, so that they could have some
steady income, and so that they might
be able to provide for themselves and
their families.

Mr. President, I wish to express ap-
preciation to the manager of the bill for
his sympathetic understanding of this
problem and his strong assurance of co-
operation in making the effort to work
out some feasible program.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, let me say that following the
floor discussions, prompted by the Sen-
ator from West Virginia's (Mr. BYRD) ex-
pression of concern in this area, consid-
erable progress has been made, even to
this point, in working toward exactly
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the objective described by the Senator.
It is an objective which I can certainly
understand will be agreed to, and we are
working toward that end in a program
the Senator suggests, which could be in-
terim in nature until perhaps the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare could, after study, suggest an on-
going compensation program for miners
disabled as a result of their occupation,
particularly respiratory diseases which
they have contracted, for only one reas-
son; namely, the inhalation of dust in
the mines.

Thus, at this point, we are on our way
to suggesting to the Senate exactly what
the Senator from West Virginia hopes
we will, and I hope it will be acceptable
to all concerned.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, I recognize the fact that there must
be fairly accurate cost estimates worked
out, and I realize that the Senator's com-
mittee wants to go into this phase of the
problem before it launches into any long-
range program. I am greatly reassured by
the Senator from New Jersey, and I
know that I express the sentiments of
my colleague (Mr. RANDOLPH) In what I
have said today. My colleague and I have
discussed the matter at length upon sev-
eral occasions.
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FEDERAL COAL MUE HEALTH AND
SAPE'IY ACT OF 1969

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (5. 2917) to improve the health
and safety conditions of persons working
in the coal mining Industry of the United
States.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
pore. The Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PR0tTTY) Is recognized.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield to
the Senator from West Virginia.
AMENDMENT TW1NDD TO BE PROPOS TO S.

2917—COAL MINE ALTH AND SAPT Bfl.L
By SENATORa FROM WT.S ViRGINIA; WOUtD ADD
NEW TITLE ON COAL MINER'S WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION IMPROVEMENT

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I send
to the desk an amendment which may be
proposed by me for myself and my dis-
tinguished West Virginia colleague (Mr.
BYRD) to 5. 2917, to improve the health
and safety conditions of persons working
in the coal mining industry of the United
States.

The amendment would be on page 123
after line 23 and would add a new title
VU, Coal Miners' Workmen's Compensa-
tion Ixiprovement. Part A would be
extension of the .Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act to
employees not covered by State work-
men's compensation laws. Part B would
provide minimum compensation benefits
for employees covered by State laws. Part
C is administrative provisions. And part
D Is amendments to other acts.

There Is Federal precedent in other
Federal statute for this amendment
which would extend to miners coverage
for death or disability from respiratory
disease. This objective would be accon-
plished through extension of the Federal
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act to those engaged in
mine work.

The States would be given 2 years to
amend, revise, or otherwise modify State
worker's compensation laws to provide
such coverage. In the event that a State
does not provide such coverage, the Sec-
retary of Labor could provide benefits for
miners under the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.

Under this amendment, employers
could provide compensation coverage
through private insurance or as self
insurers. The Longshoremen's and Har-
bor Workers' Act would be amended to
provide that claims for compensation on
account of death or disability resulting
from respiratory disease shall be con-
cluEively presumed to be under the pro-
visions of the Federal Act if a miner
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involved worked for at least 5 years in
the coal mining industry.

The Federal statute would be amended
to permit the Secretary of Labor to dete'-
mine if an individual would have been
entitled to compensation under State
workers' compensation or under the Fed-
eral statue if this title had been in effect
at the time of death or disability. This
would provide compensation in those
cases during the interim period between
enactment and the implementation of
the provisions of this title for individuals
who are not eligible for compensation
now.

Mr. President, I submit a section-by-
Section analysIs of our amendment which
may be offered, and ask unanimous con-
sent that it be printed in the RECORD at
the conclusion of these remarks.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. The amendment will be received
and printed, and will lie on the table:
and, without objection, the section-by-
section analysis will be printed in the
RECORD.

The material referred to follows:
SECTION BY SECTTON ANALYSIS

PART A

SectIon 701. ThIs section would extend the
coverage of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act to any employee
of any employer engaged in the coal mining
Industry if such employee Is not covered by
a state workmen's compensation law two
years after the 31st day o December follow-
Ing the date of the enactment of the title.

Paragraph (b) o the section provides that
If an employee engaged In the coal mining in-
dustry suffers death or disability as a result
of a respiratory disease and the State work-
men's compensation law does not contain
provisions substantially the same as those
contained In Section 20(b) of the Longshore-
men's and Harbor Workers' Compensation
Act, then the employee may elect to be cov-
ered by such Act. (Section 20 of the Long-
8hOremen'8 and Harbor Workers' Compensa-
tion Act is amended by Section 341 Of this
title to provide compensation to coal miners
suffering death or disability resulting from a
respiratory disease after working five or more
years in the coal mining industry.)

Section 711 provides that two years after
the 31st day of December following the date
oZ enactment of the title, every employer in
the coal mining industry shall secure the
payment of compensation for employees coy -
ered by a state workmen's compensation law
at benefit levels not lesa than those pre-
scribed by the appropriate provision of
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Com-
pensation Act either as a self-insurer or by
Insuring and keeping insured payment of
compensation for miners with stock com-
panies or mutual companies or State insur-
Ing funds.

Paragraph (b) of the section contains re-
quirements for the contents of every policy
or contract or insurance with respect to the
payment of benefits at levels consistent with
the title irrespective of the provisions of
State workmen's compensation laws which
may provide for lesser payments and appro-
priate provisions that insolvency or bank-
ruptcy of the employer or his discharge shall
not relieve the insurance carrier from pay-
inent of compensation.

Paragraph (c) of the sectioi makes provi-
sion for notice of cancellation for the pol.
icy or contract of insurance issued by an in-
surance carrier under this section.

Section 712 provides for claims procedures.
Section 713 authOrizes the Secretary of La-

bor to enter into agreements with appropriate
State agencies charged with the administra-
tion of State workmen's compensation laws
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for utilizing the services of State and local
agencies in handling and processing claims.

Section 714. This section establishes in the
Treasury of the United States a separate fund
to be known as the Employees' Benefit Fund
for the purpose of malung payments in ac-
crdance with the provision of section 722(e).
Payments to the fund shall be made as
follows:

"(1) The sum of $5,000 shall be paid for
the death of an employee of an uninsured
employer where the employee's death was due
to his employment and there is no person
entitled under this part to compensation for
such death.

(2) All anounts collected as fines and pen-
alties under the provisions of this part.

(3) The moneys recovered by the Secretary
purusant to Section 322.

(4) Such amounts as the Congress of the
United States may appropriate from time to
time."

Section 715 provides for penalties for fail-
ing to secure payment of compensation in
accordance with the requirements of the Act.

Section 721 authorizes the Secretary to
make necessary rules and regulations.

Section 722 provides subpoena powers for
the Secretary.

Section 723 provides that nothing in the
title shall be construed as repealing or niodi-
fying any other Federal law providing com-
pensation coverage.

Section 724 specifies that unless the con-
text otherwise requires, the Act shall take
effect upon enactment and apply only to
injuries which occur after its effective date.

Section 725 defines terms used in the Act.
SectIon 731 amends the Longshoremen's

and arbor Workers' Compensation Act to
provide:

"(b) (1) In the case of a claim for com-
pensation on account of death or disability
resulting from respiratory disease if the in-
jured employee worekd for ve years or more
in the coal mining Industry it shall be con-
clusively presumed that the claim comes
within the provisions of this Act. This sub-
section shall not be deemed• to affect the
applicability of subsection (a) in the case of
claims on account of death or disability re-
sulting from respiratory disease when the
injured employee has not worked in a mine
for as much as five years.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1) years
worked In the coal mining induStry shall be
determined on the basis that two hundred
and forty days of work constitutes one yearS
of work."

(b) The amendment made by this section
shall apply with respect to injuries or deaths
occurring after the effective date of this Act."

Section 732 adds a new section to Chapter
81, subchapter II, title 5 as follows:

"5. 8174. Respiratory disease claims.
"U the Secretary of Labor deterin1ies that

(1) an individual would be entitled to com-
pensation under a State workmen's compen-
sation law, or under the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, on ac-
count of death or disability resulting Zronl
respiratory disease if title VII of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 had
been in effect at the time of the death or
injury, and (2) such individual is not en-
titled to such compensation, then the Secre-
tary shall pay compensation to such person
from the Employees' Compensation Fund at
the rate and for the period he determines
such individual would receive it if he was en-
titled to compensation under such laws. No
payment shall be made under this section for
any period prior to the effective date of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969. OrigInal claims under this section shall.
be made within one year after such effective
date, but the Secretary of Labor shall make
exceptions to this requirement for reasonable
cause shown. The provisions of sectIons 8121,
8122(b). 8123, 8124, 8125, 8126, 8127, 8128,
8129, 8130, 8131, 8132, and 8135 shall apply
with respect to claims under this section."
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Mr. PROUTY. Mr. president, shortly
I shall raise a point of order against a
section of the pending legislation. Spe-
cifically, the point of order is to section
502 of the bill, which provides that each
producer or importer of coal shall pay
an asse€sment of 1 cent per ton to the
United States on all coal production in or
imported into this country from the op-
erative date of this legislation until
June 30, 1970. The assessment is. then
raised 1 cent per ton at the beginning
of each succeeding fiscal year, until it
reaches 4 cents per ton, commencing
July 1, 1972.

The Constitution of the United States
clearly and unambiguously prohibits the
Senate from originating this type of leg-
islation. The first paragraph of section 7
of article I of the Constitution of the
United States of America reads as
follows:

All bills for raising revenue shall originate
in the house of representatives; but the sen-
ate may propose or concur with amendments
as on other bills.

So, in accordance with my previously
announced Intention, Mr. President, I
make a point of order against section 502
of the pending bill, for the reason, that
it is a revenue raising measure, which,
under the Constitution, must originate
In the House of Representatives.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
pore. The Chair had been Informed of
the point of order.

The Chair rules that the point of order
raises a constitutional question on which
the Chair is not authorized to rule. Un-
der the uniform precedents of the Sen-
ate, the Chair submits all constitutional
questions to the Senate for decision,
which are debatable and decided by a
majority vote.

The question now Is, Is it the judg-
ment of the Senate that this point of
order Is well taken?

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I object.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. Objection is heard. The clerk will
resume the calling of the roll.

The bill clerk resumed and concluded
the calling of the roll, and the following
Senators answered to their names:

[No. 102 Leg.]
Allott Grlmn Pearson
BelImon — Hansen Fell
Byrd, W. Va. Hruska Prouty
Cook Kennedy Randolph
Cooper Long Sparkman
Fulbright Metcalf Williams, N.J.

Mr. KENNEDY. I announce that the
Senator from North Dakota (Mr. Btja-
DICK), the Senator from California (Mr.
CRANSTON), the Senator from Missouri
(Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from Ten-
nessee (Mr. GORE), the Senator from
Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from
Hawaii (Mr. IN0UYE), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD), the
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE,
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the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MON-
T0YA), and the Senator from Utah (Mr.
Moss) are :iecessari1y absent.

I further announce that the Senator
from Washington (Mr. MAGN5ON) and
the Senator from Iowa (Mr. HtIGHES) are
absent on cfficial business.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Delaware (Mr. B0GG5),
the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
BROOKE, the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
DOLE), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
GOLDWATER:, th Senator from New York
(Mr. JAvIT5), and the Senator from flli-
nois (Mr. SMrrH) are necessarily absent.

The Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOM-
INICK), the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
PERCY), and the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
SAXBE) are absent on official business.

The Senator from Vermont (Mr.
AUCEN), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr.
FONG), the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
JoRD), te Senator from Maryland
(Mr. MAI:tAs), the Senator from Cali-
fornia (Mr. MtIRPHY), and the Senator
from Texa; (Mr. TOWER) are detained
on official business.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. A quorum is not present.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I move
that the Sergeant at Arms be directed to
request the attendince of absent Sena-
tors. -

The ACTING PRESIDT pro tem-
pore. The question Is on agreeing to the
motion of the Senator from Massachu-
setts.

The motion wa agreed to.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. The Sergeant at Arms will execute
the order of the Senate.

Alter some delay, the following Sena-
tors entered the Chamber and answered
to their names:
Allen Gravel Pastore
Anderson
Baker

Gurney
arrts Proxmire

Ribicoff
Bayh Hart Russeil
Bennett Hatfield Schweiker
Bible Hoiland Scott
Byrd, Va. Hollings Smith, Maine
cannon
Case

Jordan, N.C.
McCarthy

Spong
Stennla

Church McC'leilan Stevens
Cotton McGovern Symington
Curtis McIntyre Talmadge
Dodd Miiler Thurmond
Eastland
Ellender

Mondale
Mundt

Tydings
Wiiliams, Del.

Ervin Muskie Yarborough
Fannth Nelsoii Young, N. Dak.
Goodeil Packwood Young, Ohio

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ScHwEn In the chair). A quorum is
present.

Mr. KENNEDY obtained the floor.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I yield

to the Setator from Vermont.
Mr. PROtJTY. Mr. President, what is

the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The.

pending question is: Is it the judgment
of the Senate that this point of order Is
well taken?

This point of order raises a constitu-
tional question on which the Chair is
not authorized to rule. Under the un.t-
form precedents of the Senate, the
Chair submits all constitutional ques-
tions to the Senate for decision, which
are debatable and decided by a majority
vote.

Mr. PROtJTY. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There fs a sufficient
second. The yeas and nays are ordered.

Mr. KENNEDY and Mr. HOLLAND
addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.
ator from Massachusetts.

Mr. PROUTY. I am ready to vote on
this matter at any time. Let us vote.
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

The Senate resumed the considera-
tion of the bill (5. 2917) to Improve the
health and safety conditions of persons
working in the coal mining Industry of
the United States.
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Mr. EOLLAIW. Mr. president, I

would like to address a question to the
acting majority leader. Is It the Intention
of the acting majority leader to ailow a
vote to take place this afternoon?

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President. the
Senate will come to a vote, as at other
times, In accordance with Its procedures
and according to its rules. This matter is
now open for debate and discussion
which, under the rules, may be unlim-
ited. The position of the distinguished
Senator from Vermont is understood.. We
are trying to work out an agreement. The
solution is not yet clear.. Senators on
both sides of the aisle may wish to speak
on the matter, and they will have an op-
portunity to do so.

Mr. HOLLAIW. Mr. President, if I may
express the opinion of one Senator, I
think it would be very unfortunate to
have a bare quorum of 51 Senators pass
on a point of order addressed to a con—
stitutional question which, as I under-
stand from the Parliarnenrian, differs
in some degree from any such question
that has been offered heretofore.

Without expressing any commitment
one. way or another, after reading
section 502 of the pending measure, it
seems to me the question of whether or
not the point of order is well taken de-
pends entirely on whether the a.ess-
ment mentioned in that section is a tax
and is a revenue measure as defined by
the Constitution. Surely, that is a mat-
ter of sufficient Importance that it should
be addressed to the consciences of the
full Senate, or as near a full Senate as
could be here at a regilar session, and

• not on a. late Friday afternoon.
I would hope that there would be no

intent to have a vote this afternoon, and
If necessary and If there are other Sen-
ators who would like to debate this mat-
ter, the Senate would give permission to
the Senator from Vermont to withdraw
his point of order and renew it Monday,
when the Senate will be in session with a
substantially full membership here. I
would very much dislike to see this point
of order decided by a bare quorum of the
Senate.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I send
to the desk an amendment, which I in-
tend to offer for myself, my colleague
from West Virginia (Mr. BYRD), the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIL-
LIAM5), the Senator from New York (Mr.
JAvrrs), and the Senator from Texas
(Mr. YARBOROUGH).

It would be an amendment—possibly
it may be offered—to 5. 2917, aimed at
the problem of providing benefits to coal
miners, together with their dependents,
who are totally disabled from compli-
cated pneumocomosis—black lung—re-
sulting from their employment In the
coal mines, and who are no. longer gain-
fully employed.

It does not apply to active coal miners.
It provides temporary disability benefits
for these inactive coal miners and their
dependents. It is aimed at an emergency
situation since present State laws do not
provide these benefits. This temporary
measure would utilize half of the funds
which would be received in the trust fund
intended to be established under this bill,
as well as direct appropriations for mak-

Ing grant. to the States to pay benefit$
In accordance with standards to be estab-
lished with the Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation, and Welfare. At the same time,
I stress, the proposed amendment recog-
nizes that more information s needed on
this problem of disability from compli-
cated pneumoconlosis, and it would di-
rect that a study to be completed In a
year, thereby enabling the Congress to
review the entire matter and to consider
lternative methods or other approach
options.

This Interim proposal also would en-
able the States to act durIng the Interim
period to develop their own programs
along conventional lines for providing
compensation, both relating to active and
inactive miners.

The amount of the benefits would be
determined in accordance with a formula
described in the amendment proposal. It
would establish benefits for a totally
disabled miner at 50 percent of the mini-
mum amount payable to a Federal em-
ployee at a G—2 level under the Federal
Employment Compensation Act. This
benefit would be increased percentage-
wise depending on the number of depend-
ents. In addition, it would provide a
similar benefit to the widow and children
of such a miner.

Mr. President, the RECORD will dis-
close that yesterday, my able colleague
from West Virginia (Mr. BYRD) discussed,
these pvoblems of compensation. They
are very real problems. We have a bill
which we have jointly sponsored. 5. 1716
was Introduced in the Senate March 27,
1969.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, may we have order in the Senate?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will be In order. The Senator from
West Virginia has the floor.

Mr. RANDOLPH. There has been a
continuing dialog on this very Impor-
tant subject of crippling black lung dis-
ease which has afflicted many of the coal
miners of the United States of America.

Can we do something on an interim
basis? On a more permanent basis?
These are matters of real concern.

The House Education and Labor Com-
mittee's bill, as we understand it, ap-
proaches this matter, and what we are
doing and what the House of Repre-
sentatives does will, of course, be a mat-
ter for conference on the mine health
and safety legislation.

I wish to emphasize that the amend-
ment which has been authored by those
of us who have joined in its sponsorship
is one that may or may not be considered
formally in the Senate, but it Is one that
we think should be made part of the
RECORD. It can thus be studied by our
colleagues who, we believe, are intensely
interested in this subject matter, includ-
ing, as it does, not only health and safety
but the compensation of needy miners not
now active who have contracted black
lung disease.

I am in full accord with the position
taken by our distinguished colleague
from Florida (Mr. HOLAND) that this
pending business is, of course, a com-
plicated measure. He has not used that
exact language, but now a constitutional
point is raised concerning the research
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trust fund financing feature of 5. 2917.
There are Senators who, I know, will wish
to be present as we discuss that matter
and as we discuss the matter of compen-
sation in one form or another, and the
approach that we shall take to it. I think
that the Senate, in the ftnal analysis, will
commit itself to what I believe will be
well-reasoned legislation on the overall
subject of mine health and safety, and
compensation possibilities for the suf-
ferers of respiratory disease occupation-
ally associated.

I am now associated with two potential
approaches to the compensation area of
consideration. I placed another proposal
at the desk earlier. So we will have at
least two, and possibly other, amend-
ments on the issue to study and choose
between. I believe it is good that we have
alternatives to consider and choose be-
tween.

Mr. President, I feel that any legisla-
tion we pass must be realistic and work-
able, but legislation which will come to
grips 1th the problems of the health and
safety of our miners. Although I have
never felt we should legislate under what
one might call the heat of emotion, there
are elements of compassion which surely
will enter into the feelings of Senators
who are attempting to cope with this very
compelling problem..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment will be re-
ceived and printed, and will lie on the
table.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I wish
to respond to the inquiry earlier of the
distinguished Senator from Florida (Mr.
HOLLAND) about whether a vote will take
place this afternoon.

It is not our intention to have any vote
this afternoon. It is the present inten-
tion of the leadership, after such time as
Senators desire, for any other additional
speeches or entries into the RECORD, to
move that the Senate stand in adjourn-
ment; and under the previous order, we
will meet at noon on Monday next.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I thank
the distinguished Senator.

Mr. KENNEDY. At that time, with the
concurrence of the floor manager of the
bill and the leadership, and those who
have amendments, it may be that
unanimous-consent request can be pro-
pounded.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Massachusetts yield?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. A Senator with a special

interest in this matter finds it very diffi-
cult to be here on Monday, when the
matter would be brought up. There has
been some discussion that there might be
a possibility of laying the point of order
aside temporarily and having it be the
pending business on Tuesday, and that
we might proceed to consider some other
amendment or amendments in the in-
terim.

The Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER), for example, has an amend-
ment that he would like to offer. If that
would be convenient to all Senators, that
would be a way of cooperating with the
Senator in question. Obviously, if there
Is any objection or inconvenience to any-
one else, of course, we would not be able
to do that.
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Mr. KENNEDY. We have tried, at

times in the past, to make such adjust-
ments and accommodations -in situations
of this nature. Given the present circuin—
stances, however, I think it would be dif-
ficult at this time to get an agreement
for a specified time. I think this may be
a close, difficult question that the Sena-
tor from Vermont has raised. We will
have to move for adjournment when no
other Senator desires to speak, and leave
this unfinished business at the conclu-
sion of the morning hour on Monday.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, will the Sen.
ator from Massachusetts yield, for clari-
fication?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. PELL. Can any indication be given

to us as to when the first vote might come
on Monday?

Mr. KENNEDY. No, we could not give
any assurance on that.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. As I understand it—

and I should like to be confirmed on this
point, or corrected—the point of order is
debatable, is it not?

Mr. KENNEDY. That is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. And we do not know

how long that debate will require.
1r. KEINEDY. e Sentor is corect.
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FEDERAL COAL ?flNE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

)ilr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, I ask unanimou consent that the
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Senate proceed to the consideration of
S. 2917.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.

The ASSISTA'TT LEGISLATIVE Cxx. A
bill (S. 1917) to improve the health and
safety conditions of persons working In
the coal mining industry of the United
States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the Senate will resume its
consideration.

The question now is, Is it the judgment
of the Senate that the point of order
raised by the Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PR0UTY) is well taken?

The Senator from Vermont is recog-
nized.

Mr... PROTJTY. Mr. President, the
pending business Is the point of order
which I raised last Friday against section
5C2 of 5. 2917.

For the benefit of my colleagues who
were not present on the. floor Friday, I
point out that section 502 of this bill
requires that an assessment be paid to
the United States for each ton of coal
produced in or imported into the United
States. This assessment starts at 1 cent
per ton, and increases by 1 cent at the
start of each new fiscal year until it be-
comes 4 cents per ton on and after July
1, 1972.

However, Mr. President, the Constitu-
tion of the United States specifically pro-
hibits the Senate of the United States
from originating this type of measure.
Article I, section 7 of our Constitution
states clearly and unambiguously:

All Bills for raising Revenue shall origi-
nate In the souse of Repre2entatives

I regard this assessment on every ton
of coal produced in or imported into the
United States as a tax on coal produc-
tion, even though the word "tax" is never
used in this section.

I would point out to the Senate, how-
ever, and particularly to my good friend,
the senior Senator from Florida, who
raised this subject last Friday that the
constitutional Issue here Is not whether
this assessment on coal production Is or
Is not a tax.

The question presented, rather, Is
whether the assessment on coal produc-
tion Is for the purpose of raising revenue.
For the Constitution of the United States,
like section 502 of the pending bill, does
not contain the word "tax."

The clear constitutional prohibition Is
much broader than that, prohibiting the
Senate from originating "all bills for
raIsing revenue."

I submit, Mr. President, that the un-
position of this assessment on all coal
production with the proceeds to be de-
posited In the Treasury of the United
States, is obviously a provision for the
raising of revenue.

Let me note briefly the provisions of
section 502 of 5. 2917.

Subsection (a) establishes the assess-
ments on coal I have just discussed, pro-
gressing from 1 cent a ton by stages to
4 cents a tone on July 1, 1972.

Subsection (b) provides that the Sec-
retary of the Interior shall collect the as-
sessments imposed on coal production
and deposit them with the Treasurer of
the United States, unless he enters into
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an agreemnt with the Treasurer of th
United States for the collection of thos
assessment3 directly by the Treasury.

Subsecticin (c) authorizes the Secre
tary of the Interior to enter into such a:
agreement. It further provides that I

such an agreement is entered into, th
Secretary of the Treasury Is authorize
to collect the assessments on coal pro
duction, "Li the same manner and wit]
the same powers as if such assessment
were excise taxes imposed by subtitle I
of the Inteina1 Revenue Code of 1954, a
amended."

Subtitle D of the Internal Revenu
Code of 1954 Is entitled "Mlscellaneoii
Excise Taxes."

The Secretary of the Treasury is fur
ther authorized to collect the assessment
on each tcn of coal imported into th
United States" In the same manner an
with the same powers as if such assess
ments were custom duties imposed b
the Tariff Schedules of the Unitec
States."

I submit, Mr. President that this is
valid consl;iutional point of order. Th
constitutional Issue is simple, not com-
plex. The objectives of title V may b
highly meritorious but that is not th
question at issue. Let me emphasize that
we are not; not now concerned with th
merits of title V in its attempt to providE
funds for necessary research anc
training.

What will be determined by the pend-
ing vote, Mr. President, is whether thE
Senate intends to abide by the provi-
sions of our Constitution, or whether the
Senate desires to go on record as holding
that it is above and beyond the constitu-
tional restraints which our Founding
Fathers in their wisdom saw fit to place
upon this body.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I rise
in opposition to the point of order
brought before the Senate by my friend,
the able Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PR0uTY), a member of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare.

As we know, the pendthg business be-
fore the Senate Is 5. 2917, a bill reported
from the Committee on Labor arid Pub-
lic Welfare to improve the health and
safety conditions of persons working in
the coal mining industry of the United
States.

I am sure that the Senator from Ver-
mont will recall, because he was very at-
tentive to the subject matter of the pend-
ing legislation, that a stubstantial part
of the discussion during the committee
consideration was title V, to which refer-
ence has been made—section 501, which
establishe; a coal mine health and safety
research trust fund, and section 502,
which provides for an assessment on the
coal operators and iinorters of coal.

I think hat the Senator from Vermont
will also remember that these provisions
were retakned in the bill by a one-vote
margin. I know the Senator recalls this
situation.

On thai; issue, I voted for an amend-
ment offe:rea by the Senator from Ver-
mont to strike section 502. However, we
now have pending before the Senate as
the privilEged business, the point of order
which has been raised by the distin-
guished Senator from Vermont, that the
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Lnclusion of section 502 in S. 2917 con-
ravenes article I, section 7, clause 1 of
he U.S. Constitution.

Our colleague's point is that the In-
clusion of section .502 makes this a "bill
for raising revenue," and that the Sen-
ate cannot do this under the constitu-
tional provisioti which requires that a
"bill for raising revenue" can originate
only In the House of Representatives.

The Senator from Vermont did not•
raise this point of order in the commit-
tee. If I recall correctly, his action was
that of proposing an amendment to
strike the section for other reasons.

Mr. President, I am joined with other
senior members of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, Including the
distinguished chairman (Mr. YAR-
BOROUGH), the chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Labor (Mr. WrLLm1s), and the
ranking minority member (Mr. JAVITS)
in a letter offered for the consideration
of all Members of the Senate on this
point-of -order issue.

Although I was on the same side as
Senator Paourr in the vote against sec-
tion 502 in the committee, it does not fol-
low that I am or that I will be a sup-
porter of his point of order against that
section. ThIs is an entirely different issue
that involves principles entirely outside
of the merits of the provisions in ques-
tion. Involved here is the competence of
the Senate to legislate in certain areas of
finance.

This point of order could very well set
highly significant precedents for the
Senate of the United States for all time
to come—not just on the single issue be-
fore us today.

As we have written in our Joint letter
urging that there be full debate and
careful consideration on this vital point-
of -order issue: We have found no record
of a point of order of this nature ever
having been sustained in the Senate, and
we urge our colleagues not to uphold it
when it comes to a vote whether it be
today, tomorrow, or later in the week.

Mr. PROtrrY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I won-

der if there is any record indicating that
a point of order of a similar character
has ever been rejected by the Senate.

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, will the Senator from Ver-
mont yield at that point?

Mr. PROTJTY. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I think

that perhaps the reason a point of order
has never been sustained or overridden
is that heretofore the Senate has recog-
nized when the question was raised that
it was not the proper procedure. With-
out debating or passing upon the merits
of the particular section in question, it
may be an essential part of the bill, but
I would strongly suggest to Senators in-
terested in the bill that It does embrace
an amendment to the Revenue Code.
Senators who are in favor of it should
introduce it as an amendment to a reve-
nue bill so that there will be no question
either as to its constitutionality or to the
fact that it Is being handled in the
proper manner.

Revenue bills will be before the Sen-

ate shortly, and this proposal can be of-
fered as an amendment to, say, the tax
reform package or to any other revenue
bill from the House. The precedent here-
tofore has been that amendments to rev-
enue bills would only be considered when
offered to House-passed bills.

We would have this problem if the
Senate passes the amendment as a part
of the pending bill; in conference a. part
of the bill should go to the Ways and
Means Committee of the House whereas
the other part should go to the Commit-
tee on Labor and PubUc Welfare.

I think that Senators who are inter-
ested in this section would be well advised
not to defeat the bill itself by adding this
revenue amendment but to offer it later
to some other revenue bill where it could
be considered and acted upon on its
merits.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I will say again, espe-
cially to the Senator from Delaware (Mr.
WILLIAIvI5), that this question was not
raised by the Senator from Vermont in
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare. We voted on the deletion of a cer-
tain section, and I joined him in refer-
ence to that matter. But as to the con-
stitutionaUty, as it will be developed in
our discussion, certainly, as I understand
it, the provisions of the Constitution do
not refer to assessments of, taxes which
are not general revenue-raising meas-
ures, but are merely incidental to the
special purposes of a statute, such as in
Senate bill 2917, in which they are pro-
vided for merely to further those partic-
ular purposes. They are included, of
course, in this bill.

This principle has been consistently
expounded and applied by the Supreme
Court, so I am advised, to sustain special-
purpose assessments designed to further
particular legislative programs, even
though such provisions have originated
in the Senate.

I think mention will be made of cer-
tain cases—at least three, which I shall
not discuss—that go directly to this
point. Under the principle, the provision
to which the present point of order has
been raised, is clearly, we believe, one
which may originate In the Senate. Sec-
tion 502 of Senate bill 2917 provides for
an industry benefit assessment to be used
only for research into means for Im-
proving the health and safety of the coal
miners of the United States.

Thus the assessment applies only to
the coal mining industry and its proceeds
would be used only for the benefit of those
engaged in that industry. If such a meas-
ure can be attacked on the ground that
the inclusion of an assessment for a
specific purpose can originate only in the
House of Representatives, then I think it
will serve as a precedent to jeopardize
future action on many types of programs
which in the past, as I shall indicate very
strongly, have been Initiated in the
Senate.

As stated in our communication to the
Members of the Senate—

Furthermore, a vote in rejection of the
point of order would not constitute a vote
in favor of the assessment provided in
section 502.

It is true that a vote in favor of the
point of order does strike the assess-
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ments, but not necessarily as an action
on merit but, rather, as one based on an
interpretation of the Constitution.

Again quoting from the joint letter
now in circulation to Senators:

A few examples of the numerous analogies
to the provision now under challenge which
can be found in exIsting provisions of law
may be cited: registration lees levied under
the Securities Act; the annual assessments
for administrative costs imposed on hydro-
electric power facilities under the Federal
Power Act; fees authorized to be levied by
the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act;
the duck stamp charge under the Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp Act; fees for adminis-
trative expen•3es imposed under the Perish-
able Agriculttual Commodities Act; the
"debris tax" Imposed on hydroelectric mining
operations Under the California Debris Com-
mission Act; and the special fund payments
required to be made under the Longshore-
men's and Harbor Workers' Compensation
Act.

Some of the foregoing and Other com-
parable types of provisions have been ini-
tiated In the Senate, and it Is clear that in
formulating such legislative programs, the
Senate has not considered itself restricted
from inclucung such incidental funding pro-
visions. The Senate should not want to pre-
clude itself from Initiating such legislation
in the future.

ABide from its extremely important broad
implications for future legislation, the point
of Order on which we will be voting would
strike down the assessment provision which
would enable use of some of the proceeds of
the assessment to provide, on a temporary
and limited basis, interim and emergency
benefits to miners who are totally disabled
by black lung disease. If the assessment is
eliminated by the point of order, the antic-
ipatect means for funding these benefits will
be lost.

We are therefore most hopeful that you
will Join in voting again8t the point of Order,
for the sake of its effect on the current vital
legislation, as well as its effect as a precedent
on a great variety of future legislation.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the complete text of my letter
to Senators be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

t.S. SENATE.
COMMrrTiE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC

WELTARE,
Washington, D.C., September 29, 1969.

DEAR COLLEAGUES: Last Friday, a point of
Order was raised by Senator Prouty with re-
spect to the Health and Safety Research
Trust Fund assessment provision contained
in Section 502 of 5. 2917. the Coal Mine
Health and safety bill now before the Senate.
The point of Order asserted that this provi-
sion is a "bill for raising revenue." which.
under Article t, Section 7, clause 1, of the
Constitution can originate Only in the House
of Representatives.

We have found no record of a point of or-
der of this nature ever having been sustiined
in the Senate, and we urge our colleagues not
to uphold it when it comes up for a vote on
Monday or Tuesday of this week. Important
principles of great significance to all Sen-
ators, now and ln the future, are at stake in
this vote.

As will be pointed Out during the ftoor
debate on this point of Order, the foregoing
provision of the Constitution does not have
reference to assessments or taxes which are
not general revenue-raising measures, but
which are merely incidental to the special
purposes of a statute, and which are pro.
vided for merely to further those particular
purposes. This principle has been consist-
ently expounded and applied by the Supreme
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Court to sustain special-purpose assessments
designed to further particular legislative
programs, even though such provisions have
originated In the Senate. See United States
vs. Norton., 91 U.S. 566 (1876); Twin City
Bank vs. Nebeker, 167 U.S. 196 (1897); MU-
hard vs. Rberts, 202 U.S. 429 (1906).

Under this principle, the provision to
whi'th the present point of order has been
raised Is clearly one which may originate in
the Senate. Section 502 o 5. 2917 provIdes
Zor an industry benefit assessment to be used
only for research Into means for Improving
health and sagely in our Nation's coal mines.
Thus, the assessment applies only to this
industry, and its proceeds would be used only
Zor the benefit of this particular industry.
I such a measure can be attacked on the
ground that it can originate only In the
House of Representatives it will serve as a
precedent to jeopardize future action on in-
numerable other types of programs which, in
the past, the Senate has freely initiated.
Furthermore, a vote in rejection of the point
of order would not constitute a vote in favorcf the assessment.

A few examples of the numerous analogies
to the provision now under challenge which
can be found in existing provisions of law
may be cited: registration fees levied under
the Securities Act: the annual assessments
f or administrative costs imposed upon hy-
droelectric power facilities under the Federal
Power Act; fees authorized to be levied by
the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act;
the duck stamp charge under the Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp Act; fees for adminis-
trative expenses imposed under the Perish-
able Agricultural Commodities Act; the
"debris tax" imposed upon hydroelectric
mining operations under the California
Debris Commission Act; and the special fund
payments required to be made under the
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Com-
pensation Act.

Some of the foregoing and other compar-
able types of provisions have been initiated
in the Senate, and it Is clear that In formu-
lating such legislative programs, the Senate
has not considered itself restricted from in-
cluding such incidental funding provisions.
The Senate should not want to preclude it-
self from initiating such legislation in the
future.

Aside from its extremely Inportant broad
implications for future legislation, the point
of order upon which we will be voting, would
strike down an industry benefit assessment
provision which would provide the means
f or achieving desperately needed research to-
ward Inprovement of the working condi-
tions In our Nation's coal mines In addition,
an amendment to 5. 2917 has been oered,
with wide support, which would use some o
the proceeds of the assessment to provide, on
a temporary and limited basis, interim and
emergency benefits to miners who are to-
tally disabled by pneumoconjosjs. XZ the as-
sessment is eliminated by the point of order,
the anticipated means for funding these
benefits will be lost.

We are therefore most hopeful that you
will Join in voting against the point of order,both for the sake of its eect upon the in-
stant legislation, as well as its effect as aprecedent upon a great variety of futurelegislation.

Sincerely yours,
JENNINGS RANDOLPH,
RALPH YARBOROTJGH,
JACOB K. JAVtTS,
Hr{xsoN A. WILUAMS, JR.

Mr. PROTJTY. Mr. President, will the
Senator from West Virginia yield?

Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield.
Mr. PROETTY. Were any of these

measures initiated in the Senate, or were
they added to tax bins or bills first ap-proved by the House?

Mr. RAI'qDOLPH. They were added to
bills that came from the House.

Mr. PROTJTY. From the House?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Will the chairman

of the subcommittee clarify that point?
Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Yes.
Mr. RANDOLPH. We will do it on

some of these. I think that one or two of
them were initiated in the Senate, even
from the standpoint of taxes. The Sen-
ate should not want to preclude itself
from initiating such legislation in the
future.

Mr. PROTJTY. Mr. President, a par-
liamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator yield for that purpose?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Yes, certainiy.
Mr. PROTJTY. Mr. President, does the

rule of germaneness prevail at this time
on the point of order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rule
pertaining to germaneness of debate is
in order now.

Mr. PROTJTY. In other words, as I
understand it, .a Senator in discussing
the point of order must restrict his de-.
bate to the question of the point of order
which I have raised?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, does
my colleague maintain that I have not
addressed myself to the pothit of order?

Mr. PROTJTY. May I have the ruling
of the Chair first?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
would like to read to the Senator from
Vermont the last part of rule VIU:

At the conclusion of the morning hour or
after the unfinished business or pending
business haa first been laid before the Sen-
ate on any calendar day, and until after the
duration of three hours, except a deter-
mined to the contrary by unanimous consent
or on motion without debate, all debate shall
be germane and confined to the specific
question then pending before the Senate.

And the time for germaneness of de-
bate started at 1:45 p.m.

Mr. PROUTY. A point of order could
be raised against 'a Senator who did not
follow the rule of germaneness?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
think the inquiry made was a proper one,
and I was glad to yield the floor for the
inquiry as to the kind of debate that shall
be carried on.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I rise to
speak in favor of the point of order
raised by the Senator from Vermont. I
am sure the precedent that would be set
by the Senate would be a precedent for
doing this that was set for the first time.
The Constitution does not say "taxes."
The Constitution says "All bills for
raising revenue."

There is no question about the fact
that this bill raises a substantial amount
of revenue. Because we call it an "assess-
ment," somehow or other we feel it must
rise and fall on the word "assessment."

If that be true, I would suggest to the
Senator from West Virginia and I would
suggest to the chairman of the committee,
if it is to stand on its own as an assess-
ment, that they remove the words in sub-
section (1) "as if such assessments were
excise taxes imposed by subtitle D of the
Internal Revenue Code."

In other words, but for the Internal
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Revenue Code and but for title D of th
Internal Revenue Code, there would b
no machinery to collect these assess
meflts.

As to xnporters, it provides, "as if sucJ
assessmelits were customs duties Impose
by the Tariff Schedules of the Unite
States." :But because they are cailei
"assessments" means nothing, for the:
cannot be collected unless they conside
such assessments as "customs duties im
posed by the Tariff Schedules of th
United States."

If this section could be taken out, I
there could be eliminated the fact tha
the only ineans by which they could bi
collected is by the Internal Revenu
Code, or, on the part of importers, by th
Tariff Schedules established by thl
Nation, then they might well have ar
argument, but then they woulud have ts
get over the definition of the word "as-
sessment' as defined by Webster:

A valuation of property for the purpose ol
taxation: ;uch valuation and an adjudging
01 the sunk to be levied on property a.s if by
taxation.

I think the real question here is not
whether the Senate is about to give
something away, but whether the Sen-
ate is, for the first time, about to assume
something that the Constitution says it
cannot do. I think it is entirely clear.

I think we can talk about side issues.
I think we can talk about the problems
in the mines, about which we are al
aware. Obviously, if something must b
done along these lines, then we should do
it properly. But I think it Is rather
strange that we would write a section in
to the bill on which no hearings wer
held, on which no one had an opportun-
ity to appear before the committee, dis-
cussing an assessment on every ton ol
coal, starting at a penny and running u
to 4 centh a ton, and yet find it, for the
first time, In a page of this bill on the
floor of the Senate.

I, may add that there is no distinction
here in the value of a ton of coal. A
"ton of coal" would go all the way from
sludge to the finest coai mined or brought
into this country. But in the bill the
coal is going to carry the same assess-
ment. There is going to be no real at-
tempt to assess its value, and the bill
places a cost on it, but It Is imposed on
everybody..

The Senator from West Virginia, in hi
remarks, stated that this was a means
by which we could cope with the situa-
tion of black lung. But we are impos-
irig on every ton of coal, whether it
comes out of a strip mine, a drift mine,
slope mine, or a deep vein, an assess-
ment of from 1 to 4 cents a ton, even
though it might have nothing to do with
the problem to be solved.

They mine coal In Arizona, and it
is of-such a poor quality that it is mixed
with water and a sludge Is made out
of it. They get very little out of it, and
yet the penalty by way of assessment
that they must pay Is the same as If it
were on the finest ton of coai mined in
this country or imported into this
country.

So I cn only say that, to me, on its
merits, this is a tax. I do not see how we
can, frarAkly, fool around into calling
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something an assessment and believing
we can win an argument on the basis of
its being an assessment, merely by chang-
ing a word from what it really is.

Again, I call attention to the fact that
there Is absolutely no means by which
these funds can be properly collected ex-
cept by the Secretary of the Treasury, as
authorized by title I of the Revenue Code
of 1954, or by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury on Importers of coal through duties
Imposed by the Tariff Schedules of the
United States.

No Senator can say that, under these
circumstances, this proposal does not fall
within the category of being a flat-out
taxation of from 1 to 4 cents a ton on coal
in the United States, whether it is mined
or not, regardless of its source and re-
gard.less of the value of the ton of coal
once it ha8 been mined.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I
speak In opposition to the point of order
raIsed by the Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PR0Ury) to section 502 of 5. 2197, a bill
designed to Improve the health and
safety conditions of persons working in
the Coal mining industry of the United
States.

I am deeply concerned about the point
of order and the possible consequences
it could have on the prerogatives of the
Senate If it were sustained. I hope that all
Senators will consider the matter care-
fu]iy and will weigh its importance be-
fore they vote. I feel certain that If they
do, they will conclude, as do I, that the
point of order should not be sustained.

Article I, section 7, clause 1 of the
U.S. Constitution provides:

All bills for rataing revenue shall originate
in the House of Represelitatives.

The clause has been construed as being
confined to bills to levy taxes in the strict
sense of the word and has not been un-
derstood to extend to bills for other pur-
poses which incidentally create revenue.
I cite as being relevant on this point the
case of United States v. Norton, 91 U.S.
566, a decision handed down in 1876.
Thus, Senate bills or Senate amend-
ments which contain clauses incidentally
raising revenue have been held not vio-
lative of this constitutional section. There
Is no exclusive definition of the doctrine
of "incidentally creating revenue." Each
situation must be examined on its own.
Aspects of the doctrine have been con-
sidered by the Supreme Court as well as
by Congress.

In the case of Twin City National
Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U.s. 202, an 1897
decision, Congress provided for a na-
tional currency secured by a pledge of
bonds of the United States, and, in the
furtherance of that object, and also to
meet the expenses attending the execu-
tion of the act, Imposed a tax on the
notes in circulation of banking associ-
ations organized under earlier statutes,
the act was held to be not a revenue bill
within the meaning of article I, section
7, clause 1.

The senate had Inserted the amend-
ment to the act which provided for the
payment by each banking association
organized under the act of a duty upon
the average amount of its notes in circu-
lation, upon the average amount of its
deposits, and upon the average amount

of its capital stock beyond the amount
invested in U.S. bonds, the proceeds of
which were to be used to meet expenses
incurred in carrying out the purpose of
the act.

The Supreme Court held that—
It is sufficient . . to say that an act of

Congress providing a national currency se-
cured by a pledge of bondz of the United
States and which, in the furtherance of that
object, and also to meet the expenses attend-
ing the execution oZ the Act, imposed a tax
on the notes in circulation of the banking
associations organized under the statute, is
clearly not a revenue bill which the Con-
stitution declares must originate in the House
of Representatives . . The main purpose
that Congresa had in view was to that end it
was deemed wise to impO6e the tax in ques-
tion. The tax was a means of effectually ac-
complishing the great object of giving to the
people a currency that would rest, primarily,
upon the honor of the United States, and be
available in every part of the country. There
was no purpose by the act or by any of its
provisions to raise revenue to be applied In
meeting the expenses or obligations of the
government, (167 U.S. 202—203).

In Millard v. Roberts, 202 U.S. 429
(1906), it was held.that an act of Con-
gress originating in the Senate, which
appropriated money to be paid to rail-
way companies to carry out a scheme
of public improvement in the District
of Columbia and which required the
companies to eliminate grade crossings
and erect a union station, the appro-
priations to be levied and assessed on
property in the district other than that
of the United States, was not in viola-
tion of article 1, section 7, clause I. The
taxes imposed were deemed "but means
to the purposes provided by the Act"—
202 U.S. 437.

The payment of certain sums to the
companies was deemed to be fora gov-
ernment, that is public benefit use, rather
than a private use.

Finally, in a debate in the Senate re-
sulting in a decision holding a Senate
bill which proposed a gasoline tax in the
District of Columbia to be a revenue pro-
ducing measure to be originated in the
House, Senator McKellar, in deeming the
bill to be a revenue raising measure
stated:

This bill provides for a tax which would
be paid into the Treasury of the United
States. It would be for general purposes. It
would go into the Treasury of the United'
States Just exactly as do the moneys which
arise from tariff taxes or internal revenue
taxes or any Other taxes. The taxes raised
by this bill would be mingled with and be-
come a part of all the revenues of this Gov-
ernment. This is as completely a revenue
bill to be set aside: they are to be inter-
mingeld with Other funds of the government.
They would be a part of the General Revenue
of the Government and it is impossible, it
seems to me that any theory could be urged
against a measure of this kind originating
in the House of Representatives, as is re-
quirect by the plain terms of the Constitution.

Mr. President, I now turn again to the
constitutional provision which gives rise
to the point or order. It states:

All bills for raising revenues shall origInate
in the House of Representatives.

Mr. President, if the senator from Ver-
mont is correct in his view that a section
of S. 2917 is a bill "for raising revenue"
wtthin the meaning of the Constitution
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then certainly the point of order should
be sustatned. If, however, the Senator is
wrong, and I believe he Is, then the Sen-
ate has no right to yield its jurisdiction
through this point of order. No depart-
ment of the Government has any right to
surrender any portion of the power or
responsibility conferred on it by the Con-
stitution.

Certainly, from a constitutional stand-
point, as I have stated, 5. 2917 Is not a
"bill for raising revenue" for the support
of the Government.

This then brings us to the issue: What
is a revenue bill within the meaning of
the Constitution?

The definition is, I believe, well set-
tled:

Revenue laws: Laws made for the direct
and avowed purpose of creating and securing
revenue or public funds for the service of
the Government.

Mr. President, I read this definition
from Mr. Justice Story. The supreme
Court, in the case of United States v.
Norton, (91 U.S. 568) had the occasion
to consider the word "revenue" in a Post
Office money order case where the Court
had to decide on this question in decid-
ing the case. The Court said, and I quote:

In no just view, we think, can the statute
in question be deemed a revenue law.

The lexical definition of the term "reve-
nue' is very comprehensive. It is thus given
by Webster: "The income of a nation, de-
rived from its taxes, duties, or other sources,
for the payment of the national expenses.

The phrase "other sources" would include
the proceeds of the public lands, those aris-
ing from the sale of public securities, the
receipts of the patent office in excess of its
expenditures, and those of the Post-Office
Department, when there should be such ex-
cess, as there was for a time in the early his-
tory of the government. Indeed the phrase
would apply in all cases of such excess. In
some of them the result might fluctuate,
there being excess at one time and deficiency
at another.

It is a matter of common knowledge that
the appellative "revenue laws" is never p-
plied to the statutes involved in these classes
of cases.

The Constitution of the United States,
article I, section 7, provides that "all bills
for raising revenue shall originate in the
House of Representatives."

The construction of this limitation is prac-
tically well settled by the uniform action
of Congress. According to that construction
it "has been confined to bills to levy taxes
in the strict sense of the words and has not
been understood to extend to bills for other
purposes which incidentally create revenue.
(Story on the Constitution, Sec. 880." 'Bills
for raising revenue' when enacted into laws
become revenue laws. Congress was a consti-
tutional body sitting under the Constitution.
It was, of course, familiar with the phrase
"bills for raising revenue" as used in that
instrument and the construction which had
been given it.

"The precise question before us"—

That is, as to what was meant by a
"revenue bill" under this clause of the
Constitution—
came under the consideration of Mr. Jus-
tke Story, in the United States v. Mayo (1
Gall., 396). He held that the phrase "reve-
nue laws," as used in the act of 1804, meant
such laws "as are made for the direct and
avowed purpose of creating revenue or public
funds for the service of the government.'
The same doctrine was reaffirmed by that
eminent judge in United States v. Cushman.
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Mr. President, there Is aiso at least one
other case directly on this point—Oran
C. Michel.g v. Thomas L. James 13
Blatchford's Circuit Court reports 207—
where the court said:

Certain legislative measures are unmis-
takably bills for raising revenue. These Im-
pose taxes upon the people, either directly
or indirectly, or lay duties, tmposts, or ex-
cises for the use o the government, and
give to the persons from whom the money Is
exacted no equivalent in return, unless in
the enjoyment, in common with the rest of
the citizens, of the benet oZ good govern-
ment.

That is a well thought out distinction
and definition.

It is this feature which characterizes bills
Zor raising revenue. They draw money from
the citizen: They give no direct equivalent
in return. In respect to such bills it was rea-
sonable that the immediate representatives
of the taxpayers should alone have the power
to originate them. Their Immediate respon.
sibuity to their constituents and their jeal-
otis regard for the pecuniary interests of the
people, it was supposed, would render them
especially watchful in the protection of those
whom they represented. But the reason fafls
in respect to bills o a different class. A bill
regulating postal rates or postal service
provides an equivalent for the money which
the citizen may choose volunta.rily to pay. He
gets the fixed service or the axed rate, or
he lets it alone, as he pleases and as his own
interests dictate. Revenue, beyond its cost.
may or may not be derived from the service
and the pay received for it, but it is only a
very strained construction which would re-
gard a bill establishing rates of postage as
a bill for raising revenue, within the meaning
of the constitution. This broad distinction
existing in fact between the two kinds of
bUls, it is obviously a just construction to
conne the terms of the constitution to the
case which they plainly designate. To strain
those terms beyond their primary and ob-
vious meaning, and thus to introduce a pre-
cedent for that sort of construction, would
work a great public mischief. Mr. Justice
Story, in his commentaries on the Consti-
stution (Sec. 880), puts the same construc-
tion upon the language in question, and
gives his reasons for the views he sustains,
which are able and convincing. In Tucker's
Blackstone only, so far as authorities have
been referred to, is found the opinion that
a bill or establishing the post-office oper-
ates at a revenue law. But this opinion, al-
though put Zorth at an early day, has never
obtained any general approval: But both leg-
islative practice and general consent have
concurred in the other view.

Now applying the principles I have
just enunciated to title V of the bill, I
confess that I fail to see how this sec-
tion in any way is prohibited by article I,
section 7, clause I of the Constitution of
the United States. 5. 2917 Is not a reve-
nue raising bill. Title V Is merely an In-
cidental part of that bill.

The primary and only purpose of S.
2917 is to protect the coal miners from
terrible tragedies that befell the 78 mi-
ners at Farmlngton who are still en-
tombed In a mine racked with explosions,
and to protect the thousands of miners
whose lungs are ravaged by the coal dust
they must breath while working.

Mr. PR.OUTY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yied.
Mr. PR.OtJTY. I am not going to raise

a point of order againzt the Senator, but
he is going a bit far afield when he is
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discussing title V as a whole, or other
sections of the bifi. I wonder. whether
In any cases he has cited—I am not a
lawyer, so it Is difficult for me to follow
them—he has been able to establish when
a revenue bill originated In the Senate?

Mr. EAGLETON. In answer to the
Sen&tor from Vermont,—the way he
phrases his question, of course, will a!-
fect the answer that will be given there-
to— if a bill Is on its face a revenue bill
as such, of course, under the previously
cited constitutional provision, it must
originate In the House.

The poInt that Justicc Story tried to
make in his cases, which are Supreme
Court cases and are binding on this
body—the poInt that he made In ampli-
fication of those. cases In his cominen-
tarles on the law—is that one must ex-
amine the bill in its entirety in order to
find out whether its main thrust Is reve-
nue producing or, contrariwise, whether
it is a bill that treats. of a general sub-
ject matter, with the matter of a rela-
tively minor item of revenue being In-
cidental thereto.

That Is why, in my opinion, in order
for the Senate to make a proper decision
on the point of order as raised by the
Senator from Vermont, the Senate can-
not con.ftne its attention merely to the
small section of this bill which Is In-
volved In the Senator from Vermont's
point of order. In order to determine
whether this is a revenue bill and hence
one that must originate In the House,
the Senators have to examine the entire
contents of the bill In order to determine
its possible thrust, direction, and so
forth. If a revenue matter be but a minor
or incidental part of a bill which has as
its overall basic concept the protection
of the health and safety of coal miners,
then, under the Story doctrine, it is per-
fectly proper that such a bill originate
In the Senate and have included within
it a matter such as title V.

Mr. PROtJTY. I should like to poInt
out that the Constitution does not refer
to a revenue bill, but that all bills for
raisIng revenue shall originate In the
House.

Let me give the Senator the Black's
Law Dictionary definition of "revenue":

As applied to the income of a government,
a broad and general term, including all
public moneys which the state collects and
receives, from whatever source 1d in what-
ever manner.

It defines "revenue law" as follows:
Any law which provides for the assessment

and collection of a tax to defray the expenses
oZ the government. Such legislation is com-
monly referred to under the general term
revenue measures," and those measures in-

clude all the laws by which the government
provides means for meeting its expenditures.

It seems to me that that is all-Inclusive,
Mr. President. It seems to me that this
is a revenue-raising measure; and if the
Senate fails to sustaIn the point of order,
it seems to me that we do great violence
to the constitutional provIsions relating
to revenue-raising methods.

Mr. EAGLETON. In response to the
distinguished Senator from Vermont, I
have no quarrel—although I cannot give
it back to him verbatim—with the defini-
tion he has Just cited from Black's Law
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Dictionary, which Is a most valuable legal
document, both for law students and
practicing lawyers.

The essence of the definition from
Black's is tlLat revenue bills or revenue
measures are those which are enacted
by Congress to defray the cost of gov-
ernrnent. If a bill has as it purpose to
defray the cost of government, it Is per
se a revenue bill and, under the consti-
tutional provision, must originate In the
House.

The pending bill, 5. 2917, Is not a bill
to defray tlte cost of government. This
is the Coal MIne Health and Safety Act
of 1969. This Is a bill that has as one
provision, contained within a whole body
of provisions, many of which are de-
tailed and complex, an item which would
assist in research and related matters
thereto, which is an industry benefit as-
sessment. Hence, I think this bill comes
quite adequately within the definition
that the Senator from Vermont has
given from Black's Law Dictionary and
is not a bill In which we are prohibited
from proceeding on an origInal basis In
the Senate.

Mr. PR.OUTY. May I point out that
the poInt of order is directed only
against section 502 of the bill. It Is not
directed against the entire substance of
the bill:

Mr. EAGLETON. I take it, of course,
that the Senator from Vermont is emi-
nently correct. His point of order Is not
to strike th entire bill but the one pro-
vision thereof. I concur In that.

However, the precedent he attempts
to have set would apply to any and all
other bills originating in the Senate deal-
ing with environment, dealing with pol-
lution, dealing with the whole range of
matters that comes before Congress. If
they have one section that has something
to do with an assessment or something
to do with the creation of a fund for re-
search or development, his precedent, if
he has his way, would prohibit all such
provisions ii all bills comirg before the
Sen&te. It would broaden immensely the
very definition which he quoted from
Black's dictionary—that Is, that revenue
bills are those designed to defray the
cost of government.

The provision that is being challenged
by the Senator from Vermont's point of
order is not a provision defraying the
cost of government; and the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, in and
of itself, is not a revenue bill.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I am pleased to yield
to the Senator from Kentucky.

Mr. COOPER. This Is an interesting
question arid an important one. Because
there are no precedents which are on all
fours, I would agree that perhaps the
Senator from Delaware (Mr. WILLIAMS)
is correct, that in the past this type of
approach has not been used.

The Senator said that it Is not in-
tended to defray the co6t of government
nor for geieral revenue. How would he
describe th:s fund?

Mr. EAGLETON. This fund, in re-
sponse to the Senator from Kentucky,
is a fund, as I read it, that would be de-
signed primarily to go forward with re-
search and further delving Into how the
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ife of a coal miner could be made better
n terms of protecting his health and
safety while working in those mines. It Is
iot a tax per se that Is imposed upon in-
come. It is no an Income tax, nor is it a
sales tax. It is a measure which would
raise money from coal producers for
research.

Mr. COOPER. It Is for research.
The Senator knows that revenue Is

raised for general purposes and then it is
appropriated for research. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator is cor-
rect. As the Senator from Kentucky well
knows, we have spent many, many weeks
on the floor of the Senate in the past few
months debating some of these provi-
sions In the military bill with respect to
research and the like.

Mr. COOPER. I know, for example, we
authorize funds for research for many
diseases in bills which are reported by
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare. Large sums of money are authorized
and later appropriated for research in
specific causes. For example, to the Na-
tional Inztitutes of Health. In that last
decade appropriations have been au-
thorized for the National Institutes of
Health, drawing from the general reve-
nues, for research in the prevention and
causes of heart disease, cancer, and other
dread killers. We have appropriated
money to the Bureau of Mines for re-
search.

A tax could be levied properly by the
House and Congress could then appro-
priate from the revenues such sums as it
thought fit and appropriate, for the pur-
poses In this bifi. Is that correct?

Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator from
Kentucky is correct in that point, in that
many bills emanating from almost every
committee of Congress frequently have
contained within them provisions which
authorize research programs in this, that,
or another area. As previously mentioned
in response to the preceding question, the
Armed Services have provisions for re-
search in their bill. Various educational
bills that come out of the same committee
as the coal mine bifi have research pro-
visions. I dare say that research comes
out of many bills in the Senate.

If I comprehend the words of the Sena-
tor from Kentucky, the point where we
may be at variance with one another Is
that this bifi, Insofar as the point of
order as raised by the Senator from Ver-
mont, is not, when examined in its total
consequences, a revenue raising bifi; and
second, the one provision being chal-
lenged is of and itself not a revenue bifi
designed to defray the costs of govern-
ment, that being the definition cited by
the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. COOPER. I think we are all agreed
on the worthy purpose of this section.
However, I would point out that section 8,
article I, of the Constitution provides:

The Congress siaU have Power to lay and
collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts, and Excises, to
pay the debts axid provide for the common
defense and general welfare of the United
States.

And by section '7, the right to originate
these taxes Is retained to the House.

There was a time when "general wel-
fare" was construed very narrowly. But

for several decades, "general Welfare"
has come to include aimost everything
that Congress says contributes to the
welfare of the people.

Congress has recognized this obliga-
tion particularly in the field of health
by appropriating vast sums to determine
the causes, prevention, and treatment of
some of the dread killers in this coun-
try. Attention to black lung has been
given by the subcommittee headed by
the Senator from New Jersey. Black lung
should receive funds for research. I hope
that in this Congress measures will be
passed providing proper compenstation
to victims of black lung. Black lung is
a disease just as other killers for which
we have provided research funds, and
for which we have appropriated money
out of general revenues. I believe an as-
sessment can be properly levied under
sections '7 and 8 of article I of the Con-
stitution.

I have not made a determination on
this Issue, but It seems to me that it is
not correct to avoid the constitutional
requirements by giving the tax a natne
such as an assessment.

Take for example, the highway trust
fund. The taxes for road construction
are levied first by the Ways and Means
Committee of the House, .and then the
Committee on Finance in the Senate.
This money goes to a trust fund for spe-
cific purposes, and authorizations can
be made in the Senate.

There are other cases where special
funds are established from general
revenues.

Mr. COOI. Mr. President, will the
Sentor yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I am pleased to yield
to the Senator from Kentucky.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, in the
Senator's remarks he talked about inci-
dental revenues, and that this was a
strong point in his argument.

I would like to know, for the purposes
of the record, under section 502, how
much incidental revenue is the Senator
talking about at 1 cent a ton through
19'7O, 2 cents a ton through 19'7l, 3 cents
a ton through 19'73, and up to 4 cents?
How much incidental revenue is the
Senator talking about?

Mr. EAGLETON. First year $5 million,
second year $10 million, and on up in
annual increments to the. maximum of
$20 million at 4 cents a ton.

Mr. COOK. I might suggest to Mem-
bers of the Senate that I do not think
this is incidental revenue.

The Senator made reference to the
case of MiZlard v. Roberts, 202 U.S. 429.

Mr. EAGIEI'ON. Yes; a landmark
case.

Mr. COOK. I wish to suggest to the
Senator that the headriote states exactly
what the Senator said. The headnote
states:

Revenue bills, wlthil2 the nieanlng of the
constitiit.lonaa provision that they niust
originate In the Houze of RepresentatiVES
aild not In the Senate aze those that levy
taxes In the sr1ct sezise of the word and
are not btU Zor other purposes which may
incidentally create revenue.

That is the only thing the case says.
This case states it is within the power
of Congress to authorize the District of
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Columbia to pay to the railroads the
sum of $'7SO,OOO to remove their rights-
of-way to see to it they have markers
at their crossings. It has nothing to do
with what the Senator suggested. As a
matter of fact, the only paragraph on
page 434 is:

The act of February 28, 1903. from the re-
citaLs In its enacting clause and the fact that
Lt has received the approval of the President
and haa been regularly enrolled among the
statute8 of the United State8, nlust be pre-
sumedi to have been passed by Congress in
strict accord with the letter and spLrlt of
the Constitution, and resort cannot be had
to the Journ&s of the two houses to over-
throw this presumption.

That is the only remark it makes with
regard to the authority of the Senate
to Initiate. As a matter of fact the tax
initiated here was initiated by the Dis-
trict of Columbia and the authority was
given to the District to Initiate a tax.
The Senate had Initiated no tax at all.

Mr. EAGLETON. I thank the Senator
from Kentucky, and I wish to respond
to his question. First, I wish to respond
to his query about my use of the word
"incidental."

I did say in my remarks that title V
is an incidental part of that bill. In terms
of sophisticated semantics "lncidental'
does not mean that it has a connotation
of meager in terms of dollar amounts.
"Incidental," as I used it here means
it is a part of the bill but is not the cen-
tral object of the bill.

I do not care if the fund were $10
million, $15 million, $20 million; if the
fund were $500 million the first year,
then a billion dollars, and then $2 billion
after 4 years, it would still be incidental
to the bifi and incidental to the overall
thrust of the bill which is a health and
safety act as far as the coal miners are
concerned.

I am very much pleased that the Sena-
tor from Kentucky took occasion to delve
in a little further into the landmark
case, one of the classics on this point;
namely, Millard against Roberts, which
as previously cited is 202, U.S. Reports,
page 429, wherein I pointed out that one
of the headnotes of this case supported
my contention, as indeed it does, because
I read it, and it precisely supports my
contention. Then the Senator from Ken-
tucky and went oft and discussed another
part of the case that was not covered
by the headnote. So now I should like,
in clarification of the record, and to be
on the very point that it covered by this
headnote, to read from Millard against
Roberts, from that portion of the case
that is in point and is germane to the
point of order as raised by the Senator
from Vermont.

I read from page 436, the second full
paragraph, and shall read thereafter:

The first contention of appellant is that
the acts of Congress are revenue measures,
and therefore should have originated In the
Eouse of Representatives and not in the
Senate.

This is right on the point.
And to sustain the contentLOn appellant

submlth an elaborate argumenit. Thi answer to
the contention the ease of TwI.n CLty Bank
versus Nebeker, 167 U.S. 196, need only be
cited.
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Parenthetically, Mr. President, let me
add that that was In my opening re-
marks, too. It is an even earlier landmark
case. Perhaps we can get Into that.

Mr. COOK. We will.
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I con-

tinue to read:
It was observed t1ere that it was a part

of wisdom not to attempt to cover by a gen-
eral statement what bills shall be said to be,
"bills for raising revenue" within the mean-
ing of those words in the Constitution, but tt
was said, quoting Mr. Justice Story—

I deviate from the quotation to com-
ment that it appears in this discussion
because he, above all others, one of the
most learned members of the US. Su-
preme Court, is the authority In terms of
the interpretation of this particular con-
stitutional provision. To return to the
quotation, from Justice Story:

The practical construction of the. Con-
stitution and the history of the origin of
t1e constitutional provision in question
proves that revenue bills are t1ose that levy
taxes in the strict sense of the word, and.
are not bills for other purposes, which may
incidentally create revenue.

That is from Justice Story and again
clarified 1 Story on the Constitution, sec-
tion 880, which is the section I have
repeatedly cited.

Now going on with the Millard against
Roberts case:

And the Act of Congress which was there
passed on illustrates the meaning of the lan-
guage used. The Act involved was one pro-
viding a national currency, and imposed a
tax upon the average amount of the notes of
a national banking association in circulation.
The provision was assailed for unconstitu-
tionality because it originated in the Senate.
The provision was sustained, this court say-
ing:

"The tax was a means for effectually ac-
complishing the great object of giving to the
people a currency that would rest, primarily,
upon the honor of the United States and be
available in every part of the country.

There was no purpose, by the act or by any
of its provisions, to raise revenue to be ap-
plied in meeting the expenses or obligations
of the government.

Mr. President, here is an important
sentence. It is the last one I shall quote.
This is back to the Millard against
Roberts case opinion, on top of page 437:

This language is applicable to the acts of
Congress in the case involved. Whatever
taxes are imposed are but a means to the
purposes provided by the act.

Let me repeat that because it is, I
think, dispositive of the question raised
by the Senator from Vermont in his point
of order:

Whatever taxes are imposed are but a
means to the purposes provided by the act.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Missouri yield?

Mr. EAGLETON I yield.
Mr. COOK. Let us go back to the Twin

City Bank against Nebeker case, which
was quoted at length.

Mr. EAGLETON. I have it with me. It
is one of the best ca5es on this.

Mr. COOK. Let me read a section from
the Constitution again, article I, sec-
tion 7:

All bills for raising revenue shall originate
in the House of Representatives; but the
Senate may propose or concur with amend-
ments as on ot1er bills.
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I repeat, "but the Senate may propose
or concur."

Now let us read the language of the
Twin City Bank against Nebeker case,
because it is very important.

Mr. EAGLETON. May I ask the Senator
from Kentucky, does he have the same
volume I have, 167 U.S. Reports?

Mr. COOK. Yes. Page 198.
Mr. EAGLON. Page 198. I thank the

Senator.
Mr. COOK. Let me quote from the

opinion:
T1e Journals of the House of Bepresenta-

tive.s and the Senate of the United States for
the 1st session of the 38th Congress were put
in evidence by plaintiff. The bank claims that
these Journals s1ow that the National Bank
Act originated as a bill in the House of Rep-
resentatives, that when it passed the House.
it contained no provision for a tax upon the
National banks or upon any corporation or
upon any Individual or upon any property,
nor any provision w1atever for raising reve-
nue, and that all provisions appear to au-
thorize the Treasurer of the United SVates
to collect a tax on the circulating notes of
the national bank originated in the Senate
by way of amendment to the House bill.

I repeat again, article I, section 7 of
the Constitution:

All bills for raising revenue s1all originate
in the House of Representatives; but the
Senate may propose or concur with amend-
ments as on other bills.

So that the amendment to the bill that
provided for the tax came from the Sen-
ate but it was an amendment on a bill
that came from the House hi strict com-
pliance with section 7 of the Constitu-
tion as Is set out in the Twin City Bank
case.

Mr. EAGLETON. Once again, In re-
sponse to the Senator from Kentucky,
who Is learned in the law and for whom
I have the highest respect both per-
sonally and professionally, he ha5 cited
from and made reference to just one
part of the Twin City Bank case and one
part of that opinion.

This case was not—and I emphasize
the word "not"—decided on the very nar-
row ground which was enunciated by the
Senator from Kentucky—to wit, as he
put it, which is factually correct, that the
bill in question in the Twin City Bank
case originated in the House and an
amendment was tacked on in the Senate.
Factually he is correct. But the opinion
of the Supreme Court in this case—the
Supreme Court of the United States—in
1896, was not posited on the narrow
ground which wa5 enunciated by the
Senator from Kentucky.

Mr. President, once again to clarify
the record, I want to read from a portion
of this case which explains and spells out
the ground upon which the U.S. Supreme
Court did make its decision.

I invite the attention of the Senator
frym Kentucky to page 202 of the opin-
ion. I commence reading at the top of the
full paragraph on that page.

The contention in this case is that the
section of the Act of June 3, 1864—

That is the act in question in that ca5e.
Providing for a national currency secured by
a pledge of United States bonds and for the
circulation and redemption thereof, so far as
it Imposed a tax upon the average amount
of the notes of a national banking associa-
tion in circulation, was a revenue bill within
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the clause of the Constitution declaring thai
"All bills for raising revenue shall originat
tn the House of Representatives; but th
Senate may propose or concur with amend
ments as in other bills." Article 1, section 7
that it appeared from the official journals o
the two Houses of Congress that while th
Act of 1864 orIginated in the House of Rep
resentatives. the provision Imposing this ta
wa not in the bill as it passed that body
but originated in the Senate by amendmenl
and, being Iccepted by the House. becam
a part of the statute; that suc1 tax wa
therefore, unconstitutional and void; an
that, consequently the statute did not jus
tify the aotlon of the defendant.

The case is not one that requires either a
extended examination of precedents, or a fu]
discussion as to the meaning of the word
in the Contitution, 'bills for raising reve
nue." What bills belong to that class is
question of such magnitude and Importanc
that it is the part of wisdom not to attempt
by any general statement, to cover ever
pol3sible phnse oZ the subject. It Is sufficien
in the present case to say that an act of Con
gross provkilng a national currency secure
by a pledge of bonds of the United State
and w1ich, tn the furtherance of that objec
and also to meet the expenses attending th
execution of the act, Imposed a tax on th
notes in cixculation of the banking associa
tions organized under the statute is clean
not a revenue bill which the Constitutio:
declares must originate in the House c
Representatives.

I emphasize that—
Is clearly not a revenue bill w1ic1 the Con
stitution declares must originate in th
House of Representatives.

And here is this name again:
Mr. JustLce Story has well said that th

practical Construction of the Constitutio
and the hiEtory and the origin of the const
tutional provision in question proves tha
revenue bills are those that levy taxes in th
strict sense of the word—

This is a direct quotation from th
Twin City Bank case; I will repeat it-.

Mr. Justice Story has well said that tb
practical c:onstructlon of the Constitutio
and the history of the origin of the consti
tutional provision in question proves tha
revenue bills are those that levy taxes
t1e strictst sense of the word, and ax
not bills for other purposes which may in
cidentally create revenue.

That is the guts of the case before w
Let me just nIsh this paragraph,

very interesting paragraph:
The maLn purpose that Congress had i

view was to provide a national currelic
based upoia United States bonds, and to th
end it was deemed wise to impose the tax 1
question The tax wa a means for effect
ally acconipUshing the great object of gi
ing to the people a currency that woul
rest, primarily, upon the honor of the Unite
States, and be available in every part of th
country. There was no purpose by the act
by any ot its provisions to raise revern.
to be applied in meeting t1e expenses
obligations of the Government.

And I could not have found languagi
if I had been on the Supreme Court ba
In 1896 myself, that could be more di
rectly applicable to the instant matter
raised by the Senator from Vermor
than that which I have just cited fro
the Twin City Bank case. It shows th
even though a bill may deal with mone
may treat of money, and, In fact, m
even raise money from same source
another, if It is such that that provisi
is merely incidental to the overall th,1
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of the bill, then that provision can be
part of an act which does originate In
the U.S. Senate.

Mr. ALLi. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. ALLi. I would like to ask the

djtIngulshed junior Senator from Mis-
souri, who has been quoting approvingly
from a Supreme Court decision of 1896,
if he agrees with the logic and reasoning
of all the cases decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States In that year,
1896.

Mr. EAGLETON. In response to my
distinguished colleague from Alabama, I
would say the opinions of the Supreme
Court handed down in any given year
are sometimes separate but unequal, and
I wish to certainly separate this learned
opinion,, on this relatively obscure sec-
tion of the U.S. Constitution, from any
other opinions that may have been
handed down, Including Plessy against
Ferguson.

Mr. COOE. Mr.. Presdent, will the Sen-
ator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. COOE. One of the important

quotations the Senator read from the
Twin City Bank case was the fact that
the Supreme Court of the United States
actually called it a tax. As a matter of
fact, in the last paragraph on that page
the decision reads:

The tax was a means for effectually accom-
pllsing the object of giving to the people a
currency.

The other Important quotation from
that case is:

There was no purpose by the Act or by any
of its provisions to raise revenue to be applied
in meeting the expenses or obligations oZ the
Government.

I think that is Important because we
here, as the Government, are establish-
ing something. We are establishing the
coal mine health and safety research
trust fund. We are, in fact, establishing
it as a government. The interest that was
Imposed upon the bonds would come
within section 7 of article I, because sec-
tion 7 states that the Senate may propose
amendments.

But let us get to the very important
case that goes to the guts of it, 202 U.S.,
Millard v. Roberts:

There was no purpose by the Act or any ot
its provisions to raise revenue to be applied
in meeting the expenses or obligations of the
Government.

If the Senator will refer to section 502,
on page 121 of the bill, we are creating
the coal mine health and safety research
trust fund. No one else is creating it. The
coal industry is not creating it. We are
creating it. If we create by this act, and
as we create it for the purpose of the
creature that this Government will
create, the coal mine health and safety
research trust fund, we are imposing an
assessment of 1 cent, 2 cents, 3 cents, 4
cents, would the Senator please, by the
farthest stretch of his imagination, ex-
plain to me how we can get by the provi-
sion of the Twin City Bank case when it
said:

There was no purpose by the Act or any
o its provisions to raise revenue to be ap-
plied in meeting the expenses or obligations
of the Government.

Will the Senator tell me, wider the
terms of this act, if the Government or
a part of the Government is not the coal
mine health and safety research tru$t
fund, and if the only way this money can
be collected is, first of all, through the
Secretary of the Interior, who is author-.
ized to enter into an agreement with the
Secretary of the Treasury, and the Sec-
retary of the Treasury shall collect these
funds by reason of subtitle D of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 and, on the
Importers, by the Tariff Schedules of the
United States? Are we collecting these
for someone other than a Government-
created coal mine health and safety re-
search trust fund?

Because, if we are collecting it for an-
other purpose, then tell me, if the Gov-
ernment is not going into this business,
who is going into the business? And if
the money is not being collected for a
governmental purpose, and to defray
costs of government, then why are we
creating this fund? If the Government is
not assuming to collect, from some
source, a sum of money to help sustain it
and help pay the cost of a governmental-
ly-created coal mine health and safety
research trust fund, will the Senator
from Missouri please explain to me what
section 502 really means, and what it
really does?

Mr. EAGLETON. In response to the
question of the Senator from Ken-
tucky—

Mr. COOK. Before the Senator an-
swers, let me add one other thing. Under
section 501, thIs money also goes to the
Surgeon General of the United States,
not to an individual, not to some group
picked or selected to perform thIs func-
tion. This section establishes a coal mine
health and safety research trust fund
In the Treasury. It appropriates to the
trust fund amounts equivalent to 100
percent of the assessment received in the
Treasury under section 502. It also would
make such amounts as are provided by
appropriation acts—appropriation acts
of this body—available to the Secretary
and Surgeon General, to carry out the
research required by sections 201(b) , 401,
and 402.

If that is the case, is not this money
we are collecting for the purposes of
government?

Mr. EAGLON. In response to the
Senator from Kentucky, who has quite
eloquently and convincingly postulated a
whole series of questions, it will be a bit
difficult for me to address myself pre-
cisely to each question he has addressed
to me, but I. will try to make a general
critique or commentary on what I think
was the point he was trying to make.

I think his point is relevant to the de-
cision that the Senate is being called
upon to make. These is a vast difference
and, indeed, a singular difference be-
tween a revenue bill and a measure such
as that before us, in that a revenue bill
is designed to raise money generally for
the public interest, to be distributed by
the Government. That is in accordance
with the definition from Black's Law
Dictionary cited by the Senator from
Vermont.

Placing that on the one hand as being
the hallmark of a revenue bill, and then
getting to the immediate question, which
concerns an assessment which is to be
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uzed for the benefit of a particular indus-
try, the coal mine indmt17, we then get
to the precise point that wa. ruled on in
the case of Millard against Roberts.

In that case, it was labeled an assess-
ment, and it was held by the U.S. Su-
preme Court to be a matter which could
in fact originate in the U.S. Senate.

Let me read just one portion of the
case of Millard against Roberts, because
it is on this very point. I read at page
435, the first fuji paragraph on that
page:

The principal allegations of the bill—

This referred to the bill that was in-
volved in the Ivililard against Roberts
case. Refreshing the memory of the Sen-
ator from Kentucky, that was a bill re-
lating to the railway and terminal fa-
cilities in the District of Columbia, back
In 1905.

The U.S. Supreme Court, Mr. Justice
McKenna writing the opinion, said:

The principal allegations of the bill are
that the railroad defendants are private cor-
porations and all interested in the railway
and terminal facilities of the District of Co.
lumbia; that the District of Columbia owns
no stock in any of the companies nor is
otherwise interested In any of them save as
useful private enterprises, and yet it is re-
quired by said acts, "w'ithout any law'ul
consideration therefor," to pay the Baltimore
and Potomac Railroad Company the sum of
$750,000,. and a like stun to the Baltimore
and Ohio Raiload Company—

I emphasize this—
"to be levied and assessed upon the taxable
property and privileges in the said District
other than the property of the United States
and the District o Colunibia,' and for the
exclusive use of said corporations respec-
tively, "which Is a private use, and not a
governmental use;" that the pubUc moneys
of the District of Columbia are raised chiefly
by taxation on the lands therein, and that
the complainant is obliged to pay and does
pay direct taxes on land owned by him there..
in. And the bill also alleges that the acts
of Congress are "acts which provide for rais-
ing revenue and are repugnant to article I.
section 7, clause 1, o the Constitution of the
United States, and are, therefore, null and
void ab nitio, and to their entire extent, be-
cause they and each and every one of them
originated in the Senate and not in the
House oZ Representatives."

I have read from this decision at some
length because the assessment that was
being made back in 1905—64 years ago—
is precisely of the same type: the same
assessment that is being made in section
5 of the instant bill.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. COOK. The assessment is no-

where nearly the same. I should like to
get the Senator back to September 1969,
and not way back at the turn of the cen-
tury. I shall read to him from subsection
(b) of section 205, so we can see how
governmentally regulated this bill Is,
and how important it is to the govern-
mental purpose:

There is hereby appropriated to the trust
fund, out or any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, amounts equivalent
to 100 per centum of the asses.sments re-
ceived in the Treasury under the provisions
of section 502 of this Act. The amounts ap-
propriated pursuant to this subsection shall
be transferred at least monthly from the
general lund—
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Not from this fund, but from the gen-
eral fund—
OZ the Treasury to the trust fund on the
basis of estimates by the Secretary of the
Treasury 01 the amounts received in the
Treasury under the provisions of section 502
of this Act. Proper adjustments at the end
of each fiscal year shall be made in the
amounts subsequently transferred to the
extent prior estimates in each year were in
excess of or less than the amounts required
to be transferred.

This means that monthly, a certain
amount will be paid into the trust fund
out of the general fund revenues of the
United States—not out of the trust fund,
but out of the general fund—and that an
accounting will be made at the end of the
year.

I also read to the Senator subsection
(c)

(c) It shall be the duty of the Secretary
of the Treasury to hold the trust fund, and
(after consultation with the Secretary of the
Interlorj to report to the Congress not later
than the 1st day of March of each year on
the financial condition and the results of the
operations of the trust fund during the pre-
ceding fiscal year and on its expected con-
dition and operations during each fiscal year
thereafter. Such report shall be printed as
a House document oZ the session oZ the
Congress to which the report Is made. It
shall be the duty of the Secretary oZ the
Treasury to invest such portion oZ the trust
fund as Is not, in his Judgment, required to
meet current withdrawals. Such investments
may be made only in interest-bearing obli-
gations of the United States or in obligations
guaranteed as to both principal and interest
by the United States. For such purpose such
obligations may be acquired (A) on original
issue at pa, or (B) by purchase of oustanding
obligations at the market price.

Now, Is this not an integral part of
the Government? Not only is this to be
a trust fund, but, if the funds are slow
coining in from the producers, it shall
be averaged out, and the money shall be
paid from the general fund of the Treas-
ury to the department each month or
two, three, or four, and an audit shall
be made at the end of the year to find
out whether they have paid too much or
too little.

Is the Senator from Missouri still con-
tending that this is not an absolute pur-
pose of the Federal Government, and the
raising of this money is not absolutely
raising of funds for a governmental pur-
pose?

Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator from
Kentucky, I think, is putting a question
that is unrelated—at least not directly
related—to the precise question which
the Senate will be called upon to decide
on this point of order.

It ha.s never been my position that
there is no governmental nexus between
section 50L and the trust fund thereby
created. It goes without saying that if
it is not put into the law, if it is not
made a part of a bill, there will be no
trust fund, because I hasten to add I
know full well that industry by itself
will not create it, and unless it is forced
upon them by law, it will not be there.
So the Senator is correct to this point.

Mr. COOK. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. EAGLETON. Let me finish my

statement; then I shall be happy to yield.
There is a governmental nexus be-

tween the trust fund being created and
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the statute; yes. There is going to be a
trust fund created by the benefit of and
under the color of law.

That does not change one iota the
basic question to be decided by the Sen-
ate and the basic question that was de-
cided by Millard against Roberts and
the Twin City Bank case, despite the
fact that one is an 1896 case and one is
a 1905 case.

We are now living in the era of strict
construction. And all of us treasure these
rather musty old cases as much as if
they were written yesterday, because
they have not been overruled. They have
not been cast aside. They carry with
them the imprimatur of longevity, one
of the bulwarks of the judicial system.
And the fact that this case was not
handed down in the Warren era, when
some of the greatest cases of our time
were handed down, in no way detracts
from the Millard against Roberts case.

I know that the Senator from Ken-
tucky did not wish to cast aspersion on
the principle of stare decisis. However,
be that as it may the point to be decided
is the substance of a general revenue
raising bill for a general public purpose.

Here we have a measure as a part of
the overall bifi which has as an incidental
purpose, the creation of a trust fund.

I cite the Senator from Kentucky a
more recent example, since he wishes to
get away from the Millard against Rob-
erts case. If, indeed, I were In his posi-
tion, I would wish to have it ignored,
also. However, it is there. It is in print.

I give the Senator a more recent ex-
ample. It is a 1958 act of the 85th Con-
gress. It was Senate bill 2617.

That bill provided for raising from $2
to $3 the duck-hunting tax stamp re-
quired to be purchased under the Migra-
tory Bird Hunting Stamp Act.

The proceeds from the stamp tax were
to go to the support of the wildlile
refuges.

The bill originated in the Senate and
then went to the House, where it passed
and became Public Law 85-585. Here is
a bill that raised the stamp tax from $2
to $3. It was earmarked for a certain
purpose—to support wildlife refuges.

There is an analogous situation to sec-
tion 5 of the instant act, where a trust
fund is being created to help individuals
help themselves by advancing research
for the benefit of those who labor in the
coal mines.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I have no

idea whether a point of order was raised
on the Senate bill to which the Senator
refers. However, if this is the course the
Senator is suggesting, I point out that I
have been wanting ever since I have been
in the Senate to raise social security ben-
efits for everyone in the country. I feel
that we should introduce a bill in the
Senate tomorrow to raise the social se-
curity tax. I feel that we would have no
problem under the theory of the Senator
with respect to section 502. There are
two specific groups or classifications of
people. We really ought to get on with it
and not wait for the House to act.

I have no idea whether a point of order
was raised in the duck hunting situation.
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However, I doubt seriously that raising
the tax by $1 would raise $20 million a
year.

I might suggest to the Senator that it
was done for the purpose of executing an
act that was already in existence.

The Senator here is proposing some-
thing new and as a Member of the U.S.
Senate proposes to create a new function
in the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.

It is even provided that if the section
is passed the general revenues can be
used in lieu of the trust funds until such
time as an audit is made,

It seems to me that we either have
these funds coming in or we do not.

Suppose that under the act the Sena-
tor came to a conclusion in 1 month that
we were going to receive so much money
and that each month the Treasury of
the United States paid out of the gen-
eral funds a certain amount of money.
And suppose at the end of the year there
were not sufficient funds with which to
pay that amount. Under the act, it would
not just be a trust fund, but it would in
effect be the general fund and a trust
fund. If this is not raising revenue for a
governmental purpose, then section 7 of
the Constitution appears to be meaning-
less.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Kentucky for
his continu!d interest in the subject mat-
ter. I do nct know whether his more re-
cent commnts have shed any new light
on -the quesUon.

First, he :ralses the question of whether
the SenatE could originate legislation
increasing benefits under the social se-
curity system.

I think il would be very interesting if
the Senate were to try to do so. I am not
sure with What favor such an attempt
would be received by the House of Rep-
resentatlve. I am not here today to say
that it would be fatally unconstitutional
if the U.S. Senate were to attempt to do
so. However, even if that were deemed
to be beyond the pale of constitutionality,
it is a very good thing to talk in terms of
the social security tax which admittedly
is levied on a specific segment of our
society, employees and employers, for
the benefit of employees, covering the
whole of commerce of the United States,
the 50 States, workers in every way,
shape, and form, and at the same time
to analogize it to an assessment made
on the coal mine operators, the purpose
of which assessment is to assist the op-
erators themselves in Improving their
own research on the environment in
which coal workers labor.

With respect to the bill I mentioned
before, 5. 2617, that raised this duck
hunting ta: from $2 to $3, the Senator
is correct that a point of order was not
raised at that time.

I gather in reading the Journal that
it became quite obvious to the 100 Mem-
bers of the Senate that a point of order
would not lie.

Finally, with respect to the amount of
money raised by that bill, since the Sen-
ator alluded to the possibility that it was
a mere pitance and hence because of its
innocuous nature might be overlooked, I
point out that the amount of money
raised by that increase in tax from $2
to $3 was $9 million, which Is almost
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twice as much as the amount to be
raised by this assessment for its first year
of operation.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Vermont permit me to de-
part from 'the rule of germaneness for 2
minutes?

Mr. PROUTY. I ask unanimous con-
sent that the Senator may do so.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I re-
serve the right to object, but I will not
object.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, the Senator
from Missouri will realize that there Is
on the calendar a bill from the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
to provide that the potato growers of
this Nation may meet together and im-
pose on themselves an assessment for
the operation of their industry.

I think that Is the very thing that we
are discussing. It s not a revenue-rais-
ing measure as far as the Senate Is
concerned. It is an objective measure
that is within the purview of the Senate.
It provides that they may have the op-
tion In association to impose on them-
selves a levy for their own industry, for
their own business.

I think that this Is altogether differ-
ent, because they have a right in that
act either to Join that association or not
to Join it. They have a right to be a part
of it and then have a right to ask to be
removed from it.

They have a right to Impose on them-
selves by their own election a sum of
money up to a certain amount.

By the obligation and the option in
the pending bill, we would be saying this
to the entire industry—which of course
Is at a smaller level but is Just as inte-
gral as the entire group included in the
social security group, only much smaller.
It i an integral group that comes wlt1in
a classification, as do those4 under social
security.

But there is no option here. The coal
industry cannot get together and decide
whether it will or will not, which I think
easily would put it within the preroga-
tive of the Senate. The coal industry
does not have an option to dectde what
tts rate will be. The coal operators do
not have—in any way, shape, or form—
any control over this fund. It is entirely
a governmental fund. And to this ex-
tent I think we see the difference be-
tween revenue raising for a governmen-
tal purpose and revenue raising for the
purpose of some function that is not
governmental.

That is the distinction I should like to
make to the Senator from Missouri. I
believe it is a sound one. I am sure he
will contest it, but I throw it out for what
it is, because I think there is the distinc-
tion—the distinction that the Senate
can allow a revenue-raising measure to
be imposed when those who want to raise.
it can raise it or not, as they see fit, and
who may have in some way control over
it.

I might suggest to the Senator from
Missouri that he stands here ready to
impose assessment after assessment
after assessment on another industry and
another industry and another industry,

and perhaps some day on the people of
the United States, and not call it a tax.
But I think that by any other name It
is the same, and it cannot be otherwise.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLFION. I shall yield in due
course, but I should like to present my
response to the junior Senator 'from Ken.
tucky, which I believe may be both sur-
prising and refreshing in its brevity.

I am pleased that the junior Senator
from Kentucky broug1t to piy attention
the bill pending on the calendar called
the Potato Research and Promotion Act.
I have been glancing through the com-
mittee report on that bill.

The junior Senator from Kentucky
pointed out that this is a bill originat-
ing in the Senate. It is a bill which con-
tains, I quote from the report, "an assess-
ment of not more than 1 cent per hun-
dred pounds of potatoes produced com-
mercially in the 48 contiguous States."

So the Senator points out that we have
on the calendar a Senate bill with an
assessment on potato producers.

Mr. COOK. The Senator will read that
that assessment is imposed only if the
growers themselves vote to impose it.

Mr. EAGIEION. And then the Sen-
ator points out that there are variations
between the potato bill and the Instant
coal mine safety bill by which this as-
sessment is assessed, funded, and com-
puted. But he raises the point that this
is on the calendar, and then he says that
the potato bill is within the legitimate
purview of a bill that may originate in
the Senate.

On page 5 of this report the Agricul-
ture Committee defines the purpose of
the bill. I want to read the purpose of
the potato bill as spelled out by the Agri-
culture Committee, and then I am going
to read from page 2 of the report of the
Senate Labor Committee, in terms of
the purpose of the coal mine safety bill.
I am doing it because the Senator will
find that the purposes, as spelled out by
the two respective committees that set
up these two assessment funds, are al-
most identical.

I quote first froni the potato bill;
The purpose of the biU ia to enable potato

growers to finance a nationaaly coordinated
research and promotion program to improve
their competitive position and expand their
markets or potatoes.

That is the purpose of the potato
bill.

Mr. COOK. If they wish to do so.
Mr. EAGLETON. The purpose of the

pending bifi is to provide a more exten-
sive and accelerated research program
in the field of coal mine health and
safety.

The purposes of the two bills are
analogous and identical, and the funds
are both assessment funds, both orig-
inating in the Senate.

Mr. COOK. Would the Senator agree
to allow an amendment to go on the
bill which would give the coal Industry
the same authority, to vote itself that
assessment or not vote itself that as-
sessment, as is provided in the potato
bill?

Mr. EAGLETON. It seems to me that it
would be sustainable on a point of order.
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Mr. COOK. Would the Senator be
agreeable to supporting such an amend-
ment?

Mr. EAGLETON. If the Senator will
let me finish my .speech on the pornt
of order, he will be surprised to learn
that when we get to the merits o the
case, I may well not support the present
trust fund in the pending coa. bill. I
am waiting to get to that part of my
speech.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I have had little op-

portunity to read all the cases on this
point. I have looked at a list of cases
provided as annotations to the Consti-
tution, and I find very few in print. But
they all have certain characteristics.

The Senator has quoted from the cur-
rency case.

Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator s cor-
rect.

Mr. COOPER. He has also spoken of
the case in which a license was 1vied
in the so-called duck act.

Mr. EAGLETON. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. That became a famous

case a few years ago, when we were con-
sidering the Bricker amendment. We are
very familiar with the case.

In the cases to which the Senator from
Missouri referred, the Court made it clear
that in those cases a license could be
levied for the purpose of execution of the
act itself, providing funds to execute the
act.

The junior Senator from Kentucky is
correct when he says' that the potato
case is different because it authorizes the
potato growers to decide whether or not
they will levy a license upon themselves.

I have two cases here which are quoted.
and I found these quoted in the annota-
tions to this section of the Constitution.
One is Flint v. Stone &. Tracy, Co., 220
U.S. 107—143, 1911, later than the 1896
case quoted by the Senator. Another case
is Rainei v. Unitei States, 232 U.S. 310
(1914).

In both cases, the Court said specifi-
cally that the Senate had the authority
to levy a tax because it had done so by
an amendment to a general revenue bill
which had originated in the House.

It has been a long time since I prac-
ticed law or was a judge—and I can see
the Senator from New York rising behind
me-but I believe that every case quoted
and the ones I have quoted can be dis-
tinguished.

First, some cases held that the Senate
can levy a license if it is for the execu-
tion of costs of operation. Second, in the.
potato case, a practice is followed as with
other agricultural products, to let the
farmers decide whether or not they will
fix fees upon themselves. The other
cases—there may be others I have not
come across—make it clear that no con-
stitutional question was involved because
the Senate levied a tax by amendment to
a general revenue bill.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. First, I should like to
respond briefly to the senior Senator
from Kentucky; then I intend to yield
to the Senator from West Virginia; and
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then I will yield to the Senator from
Vermont.

The Senator points out a case which,
quite frankly, I have not read, a 1911
case, the Stone case. But he points out
in his comments that each of these cases
is somewhat distinguishable from the
other. Indeed, the Senator is correct. Il
there were a case in a printed volume
on all fours, this colloquy would not be
indulged in. But cnc argnes from the
benefit of earlier cases by way of anal-
ogy insofar as trying to employ them as
current precedent.

I think the Senator raises an im-
portant point. He mentions that the
case he cites—and I have not read lt—
is a 1911 case. It is 5 or 6 years, or even
more recent—.—-

Mr. COOPER. It is 1914.
Mr. EAGLETON. It is more recent In

point of time than the 1905 case we cited
or the 1896 case we cited. State con-
stitutions, by the way, have similar pro-
visions, analogous to this Federal pro-
vision. There are two reasons why more
current cases are not in the bound
volumes, either from the U.S. Supreme
Court or from other jurisdictions. One,
it is rather firmly established in constitu-
tional law that the Story comment.ary is
the law of the land, that an assessment
provision, a revenue provision, which is
merely incidental to a broader purpose of
a bill, can be originated in the Senate;
and, second, it is likewise firmly estab-
lished constitutional law—one of the
leading cases is a Missouri case which
interprets the Missouri constitution
which, If not identical, is very similar to
the Federal Constitution—that State and
Federal appellate courts will not inter-
vene In the legislative function If a bill
which is clearly constitutional under
other constitutional provisions is adopt-
ed in identical form by both sides of the
general assembly—here the House and
the Senate—even though some question
might be raised as to which should have
been the preferable house of origin; that
is, once a law goes on the books and is
signed by the Governor—in this case
the President—courts are not to upset
such a statute on the grounds of whieh
house should have been the house c
origin.

I think it is important to point out why
there are not more recent cases than
cited In this decision, all of them a more
than a half century old. The answer Is
that the law is settled just as the Story
commentary is the law of the land. No
one challenges it. Should this coal mine
bill become law I dare say the Supreme
Court, no matter who is then a member
of that Court, will readopt the Story
principle and not challenge whether it
should have been enacted in the Senate.

I yield to the Senator from West Viz-
gin.ia.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
able Senator from Missouri addresses
himself In splendid argument on the
point of order raised by the able Sex ator
from Vermont. The Senator has men-
tioned 5. 1181, the potato bill. The b;ll,
by its very title, is to enable potato grow-
ers to finance nationally coordinated re-
search and promotion. We have been
talking about research in connection
with mine health and safety legislation.
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I wish to ask the Senator who has just
been speaking If it is nt true that the
assessment, which will run 20 cents a ton,
would not be a very large sum of money.
Does he know that figure?

I do not know whether the able Sena-
tor from Florida (Mr. HoLL) who s
now standing, knows the figure or not.
The Senator's Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry reported the potato bill on
August 18. I am not sure whether he can
speak with accuracy as to the amount of
money bu I do know that on page 14 of
the reported bill there is a criminal pen-
alty providing for criminal prosecution.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I shall yield first to
the Senator from Florida to get the cor-
rect figure in the potato bin.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President and my
distinguished friend, I cannot give the
exact amount because I do not know. But
I can tell Senators how the marketing
agreements are set up. This is the ]aw,
and it is strictly in accordance with the
Marketing Agreement Act.

It provides for payment, either by pro-
ducers direct, or In this case it says of
a certain sum per unit to a commission
for the purpose of carrying out the pro-
visions of the act.

The money is never Federal money and
never goes to the Federal Treasury. It
does not require an appropriation of
Congress either to get it Into the Federal
Treasury or to appropriate It out. It is
not for the carrying out of a Federal
program by Federal officials as is the case
In this bill, but instead, it is for the
carrying out of a procedure for the Im-
provement and service of the Industry
affected—in this case, for the promotion
of more Information about health values
of potatoes.

The two things are not similar at all.
The procedure In the bill before the Sen-
ate requires the payment of the funds to
the Secretary of Interior and by him Into
the general treasury of the United
States. It requires an appropriation out
of the general treasury by Congress for
use of the Surgeon Orieral and the
Secretary for the carrying out of a very
important public program, not man-
aged by a committee or commission but,
Instead, managed by the Federal Gov-
ernment. There is all the difference in
the world in the program outlined in
5. 1181, to which the Senator from Vir-
ginia and the Senator from Missouri ad-
dressed themselves.

As far as the Senator from Florida is
concerned, he is concerned with this
marketing agreement and the order. The
order cannot be issued unless two-thirds
or more growers subscribe to the agree-
ment. The Senator from Florida knows
something about that situation because
he drafted some of the orders, and they
have to do with an industry effort ad-•
ministered through a commission or
board for the benefit of the industry.
There is not available the excise tax laws
as m&de available in this case or the
tariff laws as made available In this case.
There is available a. criminal proceeding
in the event there Is a mishandling of
the money, which is as if I owed the dis-
tinguished Senator from West Virgftiia
some money that had come Into my
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hands to o to him and instead I em-
bezzled it. Then, of course, a criminal
procedure would lie.

There is nothing in the potato promo-
tion bill at all like the pending coal mine
measure. J regret to say that because I
had hoped to support the efforts of many
In the coal Industry to get a sounder
and better law. In this Instance I could
not agree that the assessment is anything
other than a tax because it is so clearly
made such by the fact It is assessed by the
Federal Government, paid to the Fed-
eral Government, it goes Into the Gen-
eral Treasury, and has to be appropriated
from the General Treasury, not back to
the Industry, but to the Surgeon Gen-
eral and the Secretary of Interior to carry
on Important programs in the field oZ
health.

I would not be able to vote against
this point of order because it seems so
clear to me that In this case regardless of
what it is called, this is a tax levy. It is
levied to carry out an Important, and I
believe it would be Important, public pro-
gram. I regret that that is the situation
but taking these provisions out of the
bill no doubt the bill could be passed and
then financed otherwise through legisla-
tion originatIng on the other side. But
when the:re Is incorporated a provision
which is really a levy, and it is really
Federal nioney, to carry out a program, I
cannot see any other answer than that
the point of order is well taken. I regret
to so stal;e.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, if 1
may respond to the Senator from Florida,
and the Senator from Mississippi says
he would like to have the floor, but I
will be glad to yield to the Senator from
Vermont thereafter.

Mr. PROITI'Y. I made the point of
order. I have not attempted to—

Mr. EAGLETON. May I respond to the
Senator from Florida? First of all, I want
tO thank him for his complete and
thorough explanation of what is -
volved in the Potato Research and Pro-
motion Act, especially insofar as the
assessment is concerned. The Senator
did not g:Lve a precise figure, but it is in
the millions of dollars, I presume. It
will Involve more than $1 million.

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator from
North Dakota (Mr. YoUNG) is the author
of the bill

Mr. EAGLETON. If I may ask the
Senator——

Mr. HOLLAND. I am sorry I do not
know what the precise amount is, but
that has nothing to do with the case. In
the Florilda citrus Industry, we have
rather large sums made available In con-
nection with our marketing agreement
and the enforcement of that act, but it
does not have anything to do with the
question of the way we handle taxes or
enforcement under the Florida Citrus
Commission but in connection with the
control of the movement of fruit. The
Marketing Act covers that. The amount
is sizable.

I cannot give the figure here. But it is
a large Industry and has large interests
in the matter of proper distribution of
the crops. But I do not think the amount
of the lrtdustry fund would have any-
thing to do with the conclusion that a
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person would reach as to whether this is
a tax or not.

Mr. EAGLETON. I fully concur with
that last answer. I think the amount in-
volved has absolutely no bearing on the
legitimacy of the method by which we
are attempting to raise the fund. I merely
asked that question and, Indeed, it was
also asked by the Senator from West Vir-
ginia, because in the earlier exchange be-
tween myself and the junior Senator from
Kentucky it was he who pointed out the
sizable nature of the fund—$5 million In
the first year, $10 million in the second
year. If ever the amount, Is funded, it
would have some bearing on what we
were attempting to do and whether it
was constitutionally satisfactory or not. I
fully concur with the Senator from Flori-
da on that part of his answer.

Mr. HOLLAND. I might say that while
I have agreed with some of the position
taken by my distinguished friends from
Kentucky—I heard both their speeches—
this was one of the points made by the
junior Senator from Kentucky with
which I could not concur because I do not
think that the size of the fund is deter-
minative on the question that Is before
the Senate.

Mr. COOK. If the Senator will yield, I
brought this question up because we had
been discussing the term incidential
funds." I really wanted to place in the
REcoRD the amount that this revenue
would actually produce.

Along the lines discussed with the Sen-
ator from Florida, I should like to ask
him in regard to the act that we have
discussed, the Potato Act, that Is volun-
tary Is it not, Senator?

Mr. HOLLAND. Certainly. It is volun-
tary. It has to be entered into by, as I
said a while ago, two-thirds, either by
number or volume of producers.

Mr. COOK. They Impose an assess-
ment on that much—

Mr. HOLLAND. They do. In that
agreement, In terms of the agreement,
they have to be passed upon and ap-
proved by the Secretary of Agriculture.
But the carrying out of this program is
In the hands of the commission or the
conirnittee, I have forgotten which it
is—

Mr. COOK. Committee.
Mr. HOLLAND. Sometimes one, some-

times the other. That is set up, and that
committee or that comnilssion is repre-
sentative of persons from the Industry
affected who are named by the—

Mr. COOK. Producers.
Mr. HOLLAND. The Secretary of Agri-

culture, but their duties are duties which
they perform in connection with the car-
rying out of the effort of the Industry
which is embraced in the marketing
agreement.

Mr. COOK. They are named by the
Secretary of Agriculture from the list
submitted by the producers, are they
not?

Mr. HOLLAND. That is true in Flor-
ida. It may be true in connection with
the Potato Act which will require that
provision. I think all we have in Florida
Is In connection with the citrus and to-
mato industries both of which I am rea-
sonably familiar with. We have others
I am not so familiar with. It requires

that the Secretary make his appoint-
ments from a list submitted by the In-
dustry affected.

Mr. COOK. It also provides, does it
not, Senator, uhat a producer who joins
a group can withdraw by giving notice
after 90 days, and that he can withdraw
and receive a rtum on his funds?

Mr. HOLLMID. Under the potato
measure, that is true. Also under the cot-
ton measure, with which I am reasonably
fam.iliar—but that is a nationwide
measure. Insofar as the citrus measure
In Florida is concerned, that is not true.
A grower cannot demand his funds back.
As I say, there are many differences be-
tween agreements, but In essence what
they require is the payment of funds out
of the pockets of those who produce or
handle the product In order to benefit
the producers.

Mr. COOK. May I ask the Senator, is
it not true that the main difference in
this act calling for a fund for the potato
growers and this one, Is that the one for
the potato growers is voluntary and the
obligation to pay iswhether he does or
does not want to belong to the associa-
tion and he can withdraw at any time.
The present one before us is absolutely
mandatory. If passed by this body, it will
become an obligation to operate a fund
which will be totally and exclusively an
operation of the Federal Government.

Mr. HOLLAND. That is true. The pro-
gram set up Is the program set up by the
Federal Government under the terms of
this act. I am told by my assistant that
the potato measure is estimated to pro-
duce $2 3/4 million a year. It is a sizable
program. We do not know whether it
will ever go Into effect because before it
does, it has to be approved In writing by
two-thirds of the producers In volume
or In number.

Mr. COOI. I thank the Senator from
Florida.

Mr. EAGLON. Mr. President, I
thank both the Senator from Florida and
the junior Senator from Kentucky. They
have, and properly so, pointed out the
distinct differences between the assess-
ment provision found in the Potato Re-
search and Promotion Act and the as-
sessment provision In 5. 2917.

I have never contended that these two
assessment provisions were to all Intents
and purposes, and in language, identical,
one to the other. I said that they were
similar, one to the other. The similarity
is purely and simply this: They are both
assessment funds raised by Federal law.
Neither one can exist without Congress'
creating them, whether one be voluntary
or the other involuntary. They both have
the benefit of Federal law as their cre-
ator. These are both Federal assessment
funds created by Federal law, each one
of which is earmaiked Zor a specific re-
search function in a specai industry—in
the potato industry on the one hand, and
in the coal mine industry on the other,
to that extent, they are similar, albeit
not identical. To that extent, I think, be-
cause they are similar, because they are
both incidental to the respective acts in
which they occur—in one there are the
potato and tomato induztries, and in the
other there Is the coal mine safety prob-
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lem—they come under Justice Story's
definition so often cited heretofore.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Missouri yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I am happy to yield
to the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Missouri for yielding to
me.

In the past, research for safety in the
mines has been carried on by the Bureau
of Mines and money has been appropri-
ated for that purpose, is that not correct?

Mr. EAGLETON. That is correct.
Mr. PROUTY. Would not the Senator

agree that past expenses for coal mine
safety have been a function of Gov-
eminent?

Mr. EAGLZrON. That is correct.
Under present law.

Mr. PROUTY. Funds which have been
appropriated—

Mr. EAGLETON. Monies collected out
of Federal general revenue go to operate
the entire Department of the Interior of
which the Bureau of Mines is a subdi-
vision.

Mr. PROUTY. Now, under subsection
B 501, we are appropriating 100 percent
of the assessments received in the
Treasury. How do we conirningle those
funds and determine this half of the gen-
eral revenue and the other half or not?

Mr. EAGLETON. In candid response
to the Senator from Vermont, I am not
sufficiently sophisticated in Federal
bookkeeping and what the Treasurer of
the United States or the Secretary of the
Treasury does with respect to various
bank accounts that are kept by the Fed-
eral Government.

All I can say is that the funds in ques-
tion here, which are challenged by the
Senator's point of order, are incidental
to the entire thrust of the bill.

Mr. PROUTY. I cannot follow the
Senator's reasoning, because it seems to
me that if half the funds proposed by
the section come frem general Federal
Treasury funds and the other half come
from so-called assessments provided for
in section 501, I do not know where the
Senator would draw the line. Which half
comes from the general Federal revenues
and which half does not?

Mr. EAGLETON. I think now I un-
derstand the Senator's point. In the pro-
posed bill some Federal money would be
appropriated out of general revenue.
that being used by Secretary Hickel and
the Bureau of Mines, and then gen-
eral money in the area of research to im-
prove the standards of coal mine safety.
That is identical to what has been the
case here before—general Federal
moneys to be used for research—as I un-
derstand it. On a new and novel pro-
cedure, we have a proposal in addition
to what the Government has beerr doingS
in this area, the money to come out of
its general Federal revenue money. This
provision, in title V, would call upon in-
dustry, out of coal mine production, to
pay for what research is to be done by and
for the benefit of industry. So these are
two separate handles on the research
concept.

Mr. PROUTY. I cannot agree with the
Senator. Both are used for the general
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function to be performed; one-half comes
from the general revenues, which the
Senator admits; the other half comes
from assessments, which the Senator
feels do not represent general revenues.
I feel, in all logic, it cannot be conceived
as anything other than general revenues.

Mr. JAVI'I'S. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. EAGLETON. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. I would like to discuss

this matter for the first time. I just
wanted to get a little idea from the Sen-
ator as to the amount of time he expects
to take.

Mr. EAGLETON. I have about 3 min-
utes more to complete my statement.
Then I shall be glad to yield the floor to
the Senatorfrom New York or any other
Senator.

Mr. JAVITS. I shall not interrupt the
Senator.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, re-
ferring to where I was a few minutes ago,
let me repeat a paragraph.

Now applying the principles I have
just enunciated to title V of the bill, I
confess that I fail to see how this section
in any way is prohibited by, article I, sec-
tion 7, clause 1 of the Constitution of the
United States. 5. 2917 is not a revenue—
raising bifi. Title V is merely an Inci-
dental part of tlmt bill.

The primary and only purpose of S.
2917 is to protect the coal miners from
the terrible tragedies that befell the 78
miners at Farmington who are still en-
tombed in a mine racked with explosions,
and to protect the thousands of miners
whose lungs are ravaged by the coal dust
they must breathe while working.

The purpose of 5. 2917 is also to insure
that both the industry and the Govern-
ment do, in fact, give first priority to the
health and safety of the miner: to insure
an end to the annual carnage in our
Nation's coal mines; and to insure that
new generations of coal miners are not
ravaged by black lung.

Mr. President, in conclusion, may I
say that what I have said here on the
point of order in no way binds me as
to how I may vote on the substance or
merits of the so-called "industry bene-
fit assessment." I concede that on the
merits, this is an issue which should
be debated and about which I have some
personal misgivings. However, on the
procedural point now before us, I am
convinced that the point of order of the
Senator from Vermont is not well taken.

UNANIMOUS-CONSFjr AGREEMENT

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
the attention of the distinguished mi-
nority leader and also the attention of
the distinguished Senator from Vermont
and the distinguished Senator from New
Jersey. —

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that at 2 o'clock tomorrow, the un-
finished business be laid before the Sen-
ate; that Immediately after the Chair
lays the unfinished business before the
Senate, the Chair ascertain the presence
of a quorum; that immediately upon the
ascertainment of a quorum the time on
the point of order be limited to 40 mlii-
utes, the time to be equally divided and
controlled by the Senator from Vermont
(Mr. PR0UTY) and the Senator from New
Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS).
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Mr. SCOTT. I have no objection, but
I think the Senator from Vermont

w1shes to make a statement.
Mr. PROtITY. Mr. President, reserv-

ing the right to object, I would like to
have a live quorum.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I mod-
if y the unanimous-consent request to in-
dude the presence of a live quorum.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserviig
the right to object, I wish to make a par-
liamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. JAVITS. Should a motion to table
the point of order be made, will the
unanimous-consent request accommo-
date the making of that motion, even
after the 40 minutes have expired?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mo-
tion would be in order only after the ex-
piration of the time specified.

Mr. JAVITS. That is what I asked; but
could the motion, nonetheless, be made,
though there would be no further time?
Wifi the unanimous-consent request
provide that a Senator desiring to do so
may move to table, notwithstanding the
expiration of the time for debate?

Mr. President, perhaps we can solve it
this way; I understand the Parliamen-
tarian has just arrived.

Could we ask the Senator from Mas-
sachusetts to make the unanimous-con-
sent request read that at the time set for
expiration of the debate, a vote shall oc-
cur on a motion, or if none be made on
the point of order itself? I think that is
all we need.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the.
Senator from Massachusetts concur?

Mr. KNEDY. I ask that the unani-
mous-consent request reflect the change
requested by the Senator from New York.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
unanimous-consent request made by the
Senator from Massachusetts is modified
in accordance with the language pro-
posed by the Senator from New York.

Is there objection?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection

is heard.
Mr. COOPER. I might withdraw my

objection, but I should like to speak for
a moment on it.

This Is an Important question. We
have been debating this matter for about
4 hours, or at least 31/2 hours. Few Sena-
tors have been present on the floor, I as-
sume, because this Is one of those Juris-
dictional questions which does not at-
tract the interest of many Senators. But
it involves a constitutional question. I
think there should be sufficient time, so
that the question could be properly con-
sidered.

We are dealing in a very sensitive area
when we consider questions of black
lung and other respiratory diseases. Of
course, I can say for myself, and I am
sure all Senators would agree, that we
are willing to anything we properly can
to help provide funds for research into
this awful malady. Beyond that, as far as
I am concerned, I am willing to vote for
a plaii which would properly provide
funds for their compensation.

We are dealing with a very emotional
question, involving men who have been
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working in the mines all these years, and
have been damaged by dust pouring out
from the face of the coal. Of course we
want to do something for them. But it
Is very doubtful that we can accomplish
it this way, and we all know it.

Suppose this provision goes to con-
ference. I have no doubt that the House
of Representatives will strike it, because
they wish t preserve their rights. What
do we accomplish? Those who vote
agairst the point of order will have the
satisfaction of saying, "Well, we tried to
get some money to fight this awful dis-
ease, but we were not successful."

Why not do it correctly? Why not take
this sectior, out, and put in a section
authorizing $10 million for next year,
$15 million for the followIng year, and
$20 million for the year after. I have
no doubt that Congress will appropriate
it. Then we will have done something to
help these people. But here we are argu-
ing at length over this question, with
very few judicial precedents, while we
know that If the point of order Is voted
down, the provision will be stricken in
conference.

Mr. JAV1TS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. JAVXTS. I must say I thoroughly

disagree with the Senator about the point
he is making. We might just as well argue
the merits. The fact is, you are not go.
ing to get money continuously out of the
Treasury; but when you have a profit in
a business involved, you have to begin
to be business people. The Treasury will
not take it and will not stand it.

Instead of $10 million, you get $25 mil-
lion this way, or $50 million, or $100
million, whatever you need.

I think what we aie doing is shrink-
ing from the only way. The assessment
per ton is not large. They are paying 40
cents a ton for the welfare fund. But if
we are going to strip ourselves of this
power, we are going to remain in the
past, and never get into the present or
the future.

I hope, the Senate will take this seri-
ously. I agree with the Senator when he
says this matter is important, if he wants
to debate it all day oniorrow, I will be
glad to do so, because I m with him.
This actioti will set a precedent for air-
plane manufacturers and many other
lines of business. If we are not going to
be able to do this, this Government can-
not stafld the gaff and modernize itself.
If this point of ordee is going to be de-
cided adversely anyway, we had better
be on notice and know what we are do-
ing. The Senate can debate it all day
tomorrow, as far as I am concerned, but
I cannot sit here and listen to a Sen-
ator make this argument, which defeats
the very thing he wants to accomplish.
If he gets $10 million a year by the
method he proposes, he wifi be lucky.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. COOPER. No, wish to respond
first to the Senator fom New York.

I disagree complet1y with the Senator,
though we are usually i agreement on
many matters.

We want to help these people whose
lives have been ruined by this awful
malady. But the Senator's argument Is
not respomsive to my point. In the first
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place, I do not want to debate the matter
all day long. I want a reasonable thne to
discuss it.

Second, the Senator gets away from
the real question we are debating here,
which is whether we have the authority
to do it.

We have appropriated millions of dol-
lars, and every year for a period of years
additional millions, to the National In-
stitute of Health for research on cancer,
heart diseases, and all kinds of diseases.
We have overridden the Bureau of the
Budget, and we have overridden the
committees on the floor of the Senate.
The Senator from New Hampshire Is
nodding his head; he knows what I am
talking about. We have provided all the
money we thought they would need. I say
we should also provide for these people.

But why go through the motion of pre-
tending we are the House of Represent-
atives, and levy a tax upon one industry?
I believe that the House should levy such
a tax on this industry. Forty percent of
the coal production In this country today
is produced by about 10 or 12 of the big-
gest corporations In the United States.
They are able to pay it, and I am for
them paying it, if it is levied properly,
and that is by a tax bill originating In
the House of Representatives. But I am
not going to be a party to standing here
on the floor of the Senate, and voting for
some measure which I believe is a pre-
tense, and which will only enable me to
satisfy myseji by saying, "Well, I tried to
do something to help our miners," when
I know I did not help them.

Several Senators addressed the Chair.
Mr. COOPER. I yield to my colleague

from Kentucky.
Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator. I wish

to associate myself with the remarks of
the senior Senator from my State, and
add this: In the first place, the Senator
from New York said it would produce
$25 million, $30 million, or $100 million.
We have been debating this for 4 hours,
and the highest figure we got from any-
body, after figuring it all out, was that
even at 4 cents, it would produce only $10
million a year.

If it Is going to cost more than that,
where Is the money going to come from?

Second, we face the situation of having
to vote on it on an emotional basis. I will
be for a measure that comes over from
the House of Represenatives to cure black
lung disease. I am for appropriating all
the money necessary to cover those not
now covered, who should be covered.

But what are we doing imposing a fiat
rate on all kinds of coal, it makes no dif-
ference whether it comes out of a strip
mine, where there is no black lung; it
makes no difference whether it comes out
of Arizona, where the coal is almost
water, and there is no incidence of black
lung. We are saying coal has something
to rn with this disease, and therefore its
victims are going to reap a benefit from
every segment of the industry, purely
because it involves coal. That means
imposing it on every importer. It means
imposing it on every ton of coal which
comes into the United States.

I can only say, if we are going to do
this, the way to do it is to liberalize the
legislation; and if you say the only way to
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get something done is by means other
than, by the law, then I might very well
agree with you.

But I cannot agree with the thory. I
could not under any circumstances agree
with the theory. I should like to associate
myself with the remarks of my colleague
from Kentucky (Mr. COOPER). We can
sit here and talk about the emotion of
this problem. The Senator admits being
a member of the committee. No hearings
were held on this section that were open
to the public. No one had a chance to
come in and show the delineation of the
industry. No one had a chance to come
in and tell what it would or would not
produce.

We sit here now and say we have to do
something because it is necessary to solve
a problem. Yes, we have to solve a prob-
lem, but let us do It right, so that we will
get it right, and not find ourselves doing
anything beyond being on the RECORD
strongly in favor of something that we
have not been able to accomplish.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield, as the Senator referred
directly to me and taiked to me?

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
first to the distinguished senior Senator
from Florida.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Florida is recognized.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I sug-
gest to those who are deeply interested
in the bill—and I think that most of the
Senators are interested in the bill and
want to have It passed, although perhaps
not in this exact language, but I am not
as familiar with the context as I would
like to be—this could be easily done by
smp1y striking the offensive portions of
the bill and puttthg in an authorization
and attaching the same provisions to the
first small tax measure that comes from
the House. We have a perfect right to
add on amendments. It seems to me that
that might be the simplest way In which
to do It.

May I state to my friend, the Senator
from New York, who is on his feet at the
moment, that there has been little talk
about that portion of the tax that is im-
posed on importers who import coal from
offshore, and pay at the same rates as
those producing elsewhere. We know
that the bill provides that the same laws
should be available as are available for
the enforcement of tariff law.

How it is possible to view that kind of
collection of revenue as anything other
than a revenue measure which could be
imposed only by the United States arid
not by Industry, I do not see, and par-
ticularly when the bill, as prepared,
makes the direct statement that the col—

• lection of those amounts should be pro-
tected by exactly the same machinery
used in collecting all other tariff or im-
port revenue.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the erec-
tion of straw men in argument is al-
most as ancient as is nepotism in poli-
tics. And that is all I have heard here so
far this afternoon. I have not argued for
the amendment at all. As a matter of
fact, it will interest the Senator from
Kentucky to know that I voted against
the measure in committee. So, I am not
using an emotional argument. I do not
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purport to. And I should not use it at all.
It does not belong here.

The question concerns the power of
the Senate. I was arguing the power of
the Senate. I think it is particularly im-
portant that the power of the Senate
should not in this particular point of
order be designated so that it cannot
be used again.

This is a matter of ftrst impression.
The Senate has never before sustained
a point of order to one of those provi-
sions. If it does it now and yields this
very great constitutional power to the
House of Representatives, we will
paralyze ourselves from ever again levy-
ing an assessment.

The agricultural field is a saôred cow.
However, if we analyze the potato pro-
position that has been debated here, we
find that the Secretary has the power
to collect, and so forth. The power of the
United States is being used to aid in the
collection of that assessment.

I agree that there is a much looser
requirement on the payer of the assess-
ment. Nonetheless the question of prrn-
ciple involved here is the use of the
power of the United States to collect any-
thing which Is converted to particular
industry purposes—in that case potatoes,
in this case coal.

I will guarantee that iI we sustain the
point of order, we will have agricultural
bills thrown back at us by the House of
Representatives challenging exactly that
point which we will have then conceded.

I do not say that the Senator is right
or wrong at this particular point. I think
that has to b.e proven.

I make my argument on the question
of constitutional power. All I say is that
we should not do this. That is the only
thing I have tried to argue. If I said more,
I apologize.

I felt that I was arguing only the in-
portance of the particular point on which
we will have to vote.

Mr. COOI. Mr. President, obviously I
did not want in any way to criticize the
remarks of the Senator from New York.

I doubt seriously that any of the agri-
cultural acts would be contested by the
House. I think that we made it clear in
our discussion that, for Instance, with
respect to the Potato Act it was purely
a voluntary association. They have the
right to assess themselves up to a cer-
tain amount. They have the right to get
out at any time they want to. They even
have the right to get their money back
that they have paid into it. They have
the right to come to the Secretary of
Agriculture, who would administer the
fund. This is purely a voluntary organi-
zation.

As a matter of fact, to begin with, it
takes the agreement of two-thirds of all
the producers in the United States be-
fore this association even comes into
existence. They impose on themselves by
their own vote their own assessment.

In my opinion, the pending matter
Is absolutely mandatory. There is no way
that anyone can get out of it once this is
instituted. It would be administered by
the U.S. Government.

There is even provision in the Act that
If irLsufficient funds are collected from
month to month, the amounts may be
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paid out of the general funds in lieu of
the trust fund.

None of this applies here. As a matter
of fact, any funds going to the Surgeon
General of the United States under the
act must be appropriated by this very
body. So, there is a tremendous distnc-
tion. I would like to make that distinc-
tion. I think it is real and extremely im-
portant in this argument.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am
grateful for the Senator's intercession.
However, I do not agree with him,

The Secretary of Agriculture under
the potato bill is given the authority to
prepare a budget, to fix the assessment
rate, and to exercise other powers con-
tained in the law.

It seems to me that on the question
of principle, it cannot be a private plan,
privately administered, because if we an-
alyze the power, the authority of Cab-
inet officers and the United States is mi-
plemented. There is a guestion of power
involved.

The bill provIdes that a Cabinet officer
of the Federal Government shall collect
what we could argue is tantamount to
revenue. Surely, they ould get it back.
Some could get a rebate on income taxes
and other matters.

The fact that the machinery of the
Federal Government is used for collec-
tion constitutes a matter of principle. It
is part of the basic point.

It is a critically important point for the
Senate. We find that with respect to
many agricultural fields, a very im-
portant discussion is already going on
with relation to the whole field. With
respect to the use of an assessment of
some kind, every time a broad plan •is
worked out involving this kind of mu-
tualization of responsibility, we have to
go back to the House of Representatives
and treat it as a new matter.

The matter goes to the House Ways
and Means Committee, and notwith-
standing the fact that the whole House
and Senate can work its will, we would 1.
tying a millstone around our necks. We
would have to continue to go through the
appropriations and authorization route.

We have, therefore, a guestion of
power. The power involved here is very
important insofar as modernizing the
Federal Government Is concerned.

I voted against the particular assess-
ment in this bill. I would have preferred
a voluntary plan of some kind. I thought
this was adding something rather heavy
and weighty to the bill. However, I could
not vote for the point of order.

It is very likely that I shall be the first
to vote for some important modifications
of this assessment plan.

I may, perhaps, vote to strike the mat-
ter. I do not think that Is the point. The
IDoint is that the Senate would be for the
first time giving up a power which it has
refused to give up before. That Is the
power to use means which are incidental
to the main purpose, even if they tech-
nically may provide for the raising of
revenue.

The revenue has been clearly ear-
marked for a given purpose; and I should
like to point out how tightly this revenue
is earmarked for the given purpose.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a unanimous-consent
request?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
tYNANXMOtYS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, on be-
half of the distinguished Senator from
Pennsylvania and myself, I ask unani-
mous consent that, at 2 o'clock p.m.
tomorrow, the unfinished business be laid
before the Senate; that immediately after
the Chair lays the unithished business
before the Senate, the Chair ascertain
the presence of a quorum; that immedi-
ately upon the ascertainment of a live
guorum, the time on the pending point
of order be limited to 90 minutes; that
the time be equally divided and con-
trolled by the Senator from Vermont
(Mr. PR0UTY) and the Senator from New
Jersey (Mr. WILLiAMs).

Mr. JAVITS. And that at the conclu-
sion thereof, a vote shall occur on any
motion appropriately made or on the
point of order itself.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The un-
derstanding of the Chair Is that, as the
unanimous-consent reguest of the Sena-
tor from Massachusetts is worded, ft
merely provides a limitation of time, and
that the usual parliamentry procedures
which would be available, includIng
motions to tables would then be available
at the expiration of the time.

Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection to the unanimous-consent re-
guest of the Senator from Massachu-
setts?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I object,
unless there is something in the unani-
mous-consent reguest that reguires a
vote at that time on this measure. Under
the unanimous-consent request as
drawn, I could take the floor, if I were
disposed to—and I shall not be—and talk
3 hours on something else, before we ever
got to a vote. The proposed agreement
does not provide for a vote at the end of
that time, and that is what I think should
be provided.

I am willing to have the matter worded
as the Senator from New York suggested,
but I think we should provide that Sen-
ators should be here expecting to vote,
and that we will vote on this point of
order or some motion addressed thereto.
I object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Ch&ir advises the Senator from Florida
that under the agreement as proposed
by the Senator from Massachusetts,
there would. be no further debate. The
usual motions would be available, but
there would be no further debate.

Mr. HOLLAND. There Is no provision
for a vote, Mr. President, unless I heard
inaccurately wh&t the distngu1shed Sen-
ator from Massachusetts suggest.ed. I ask
that the clerk read the proposed unani-
mous-consent agreement.

Mr. KENNEDY. If there Is any gues-
tion about that inclusion in, it, it would
certainly be my intention to modify the
unanimous-consent request to reflect
that.

Mr. HOILA}ID. I ask that the clerk
read the proposed unanimous-consent
agreement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will read the proposed unanimous-
consent agreement.

The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

That at 2 o'clock pm: tomorrow, the un-
finished business be laid before the Senate;
that immediately after the Chair lays the
unfinished business before the Senate, the
Chair ascertain the presence of a quorum:
that lmmecdately upon the ascertainment of
a live quorum, the time on the pending point
of order be limited to 90 minutes; that the
time be equally divided and controlled by
the Senator from Vermont (Mr. PROUDY) and
the Senatcr from New Jersey (Mr. WIL-
LIAMS).

Mr. HO]LAND. Mr. President, I renew
my objection, because that does not re-
guire a vcte at the termination of that
time. It smply provides that the argu-
ment on the pending point of order
would be concluded.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, a par-
liamentary mguiry.

The PRESIDING OmCER. The Sen-
ator will sl;ate it.

Mr. KENNEDY. Do I correctly under-
stand that if there were not an objec-
tion to the unanimous-consent request,
the time having expired under the unan-
imous-cortsent reguest, the Chair would
then put the guestion before the Senate
at that time, if there were no other mo-
tions in order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair advises the Senator from Massa-
chusetts that it is the understanding of
the Chair that there could be no further
debate, that the Senate would move im-
mediately to the vote, either on the sub-
stantive guestion or on such motion
which may intervene, but it would in any
event be without further debate.

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, reserv-
ing the right to object—I understand
there Is already an objection—I should
like to propound a parliamentary in-
guiry or two.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state his parliamentary nguiry.

Mr. ALLOTr. One of the motions that
can properly be made at that time, as
the Presiding Officer has stated, is a mo-
tion to lay on the table. Am I correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct. That would be in order
under th proposed unanimous-consent
agreement.

Mr. ALLOTI. And that would not be
debatable.

The PEESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator Is correct.

Mr. ALLOTI'. Another motion which
could properly be made at that time
would be torerefer it to the committee.
Am I correct? And that motion is debat-
able.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator state again the nature of the
request that would be referred to com-
mittee?

Mr. ALLOTTT. To refer the entire bill
to the committee.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The point
of order would take precedence over a
motion to rerefer it to the committee.

Mr. AL1L0Tr. May I nguIre what
other motions could be made, other than
a motion. to lay on the table?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The So the real issue is, is this incidental
Chair advises the Senator that, of course, . or is it a revenue raJsing measure? That
a motion to recess or adjourn would be is really what the cases have held. It is
in order. very clear that both in amount—the

Mr. ALLOTT. As I understand the re- amount which is Involved has been van-
piles to the Inquiries, then, since a ously argued but, as a matter of fact, it
motion to recess, a motion to adjourn, is $20 million—and as to its being tied
and a motion to lay on the table are not directly Into an ancillary purpose to the
debatable, no debatable motion could be- bifi itself, these are Incidental revenues
made at the termination of the agreed which result and therefore are fully
discussion. withIn the power of the Senate, In ac-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under cordance with these precedents.
the unanimous-consent request as pro- I invite the attention of the Senate to
posed, nothing else could be debatable, section 501(d), which says that the
because all time would have expired, amounts in the trust lund shall be avail-

Mr. HOLLAND. I shall continue to ob- able as provided by the appropriation
ject, unless something is put In the acts, and that is dealt with In the pre-
unaxijnious-consent request permitting ceding section, that every part of the
the Senate to vote either on the point of trust fund—to wit, 100 percent—is to be
order or on some motion directed there- appropriated only, I emphasize the word
to when this period of debate is up. It s "only," to enable the Secretary and the
very evident that many people have dif- Surgeon General to carry out sections
lerent Ideas about what could be done at 201(b), 401, and 402.
the end of that time. Section 201(b) is fomd at page 25:

I think the Senate is tired of this de- The purpose of this Title is to provide or
bate. I think the Senate is entitled to the immediate application of mandatory
vote. I am ready to vote right now. I am safety standards developed on the ba8is of

sure most Senato r I ob t
experience and advances in tecflol0gy and

1A'T1" •T
e. jec to prevent newly created hazards resulting

eld, Mr. President. from new technology In coal mining. The
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask Secretary shall Immediately initiate studies,

unanimous consent that, at 2 o'clock p.m. investigations, and research to further up-
tomorrow, the un.finlshed business be grade such standards and to develop and
laid before the Senate; that immediately promulgate new and improved standards
after the Chair lays the unfinished busi- promptly that will provide increased protec-
ness before the Senate, the Chair ascer- tion to the mUiers,
taln the presence of a quorum; that im-
mediately upon the ascertainment of a
live quorum, the time on the pending
point of order be limited to 90 minutes,
thë time to be equally divided and con-
trolled by the Senator from Vermont and
the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIL-
LmMs); and that upon the expiration of
all time, a vote occur on the point of
order or any appropriate motion.

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator.
I have no objection.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous-consent re-
quest? The Chair hears none, and it is so
ordered.

The unanimous-consent request, sub-
sequently reduced to writing, is as 101-
lows:

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Ordered, That at 2 o'clock p.m. on Tues-

day, September 30. 1969. the Chair shall lay
before the Senate 5. 2917. a bill to improve
health and safety conditions of persons
working in the coal mine industry of the
United States. Immediately after which the
Chair shall ascertain the presence of a
quorum.

Ordered further. That immediately there-
after further debate on the point of order
against section 502 of the bill shall be lim-
ited to 90 minutes to be equally divided and
controlled by the Senator from Vermont (Mr.
Piot'r) and the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. Wn.LUM5) immediately after which
the Senate shall proceed to vote On the point
of order or any appropriate motion.

I cannot conceive of a purpose more
incidental to the general legislative pur-
pose of this bill, which is coal mine
safety. There is involved how to prevent
accidents, occupational diseases, educa-
tion and training of operators, agents,
and miners in respect to safety practices
and the effort, which is in section 201(c),
to upgrade the standards and to develop
and promulgate new and improved
standards incident to coal mine safety.

Therefore, at every point lawfully and
legally it seems that we are entirely cor-
rect in the argument that the Senate has
the power. I am not arguing it should or
should not exercise the power. We can
argue that in due course. ut the Senate
ha the power to deal with this kind of
assessment and include it in the bill
where the general framework is contrib-
uted to and the general purpose to raise
the money is as an incidental purpose.

One thing worries me about this mat-
ter and the reason it has been stirred up,
and I am grateful to my colleague from
Kentucky for stirring it up. It would be
a grave mistake and a disservice to the
Senate if we allowed our judgment on
the merits of this assessment to dictate

our judgment on the point of order. That
is the one point I would like to leave in
the record tonight. This is critically im-
portant. There is a 50—50 chance I will
be with Members whc seek to strike it
out. I think It would be a grave error to
concede the constitutional point on this
point of order, but that Is what we would
be doing if we sustained the point of
order, and it would be the first time be-
cause the Senate has not heretofore sus-
tained this kind of point of order. That
is my understanding from the research
I have done and everything I have gath-
ered.

The power is critically important be-
cause it will extend to many other things
and not just' to coal mine safety. It may
be in a general health and safety bill.
It permeates various agricultural bills.
It appiles to transportation, for example,
highway safety. We are talking about
airports, we are talking about safety and
the safety of the airways of the country
which may very well involve some kind
of assessment on the user and the Sen-
ate should not lend itself to the fraction-
alizatiOn of authority and power which
this would represent and deprive it of
this opportunity in the other fields.

We know what would happen in the
other body. I served 8 years in the othei
body. One part of it would go to the
Ways and Means Committee. It has to-
tally different standards, and I am not
being derogatory. This matter saves the
United States a great deal, of money. I
predict we will be reducing the amounts
which can be made available for highly
desirable public projects.

We are handicapping our ability to
control the budget in a serious way and
to do effective things if we concede this
point of order. I believe the cases do not
require it. It would be a grave mistake,
and I hope the Senate will not hobble
itself the way this point of order would
make the Senate hobble itself.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President. as al-

ways, the Senator is persuasive. He is a
very fine lawyer. However, I must come
back to the issue that the point of ordel
is raised upon a constitutional question.
Each of us has to make a decision; We
have to make a decision based on our
views, what is constitutional, and also
our comity with the other body.

As I said before, I agree wholly with
everything the Senator said about the
purposes of the amendment. I stand with
him 100 percent. I hope this money will
be made available from general revenues.

As far as I am concerned it can be
properly provided by a tax on the in-
dustry. I support that also. That is what
it should be and that is not the issue
on which we have to vote. What do we
really believe is our constitutional power
and what is the power of the House? We
cannot avoid this issue. If we do attempt
to avoid it we would be voting with our
emotions.

The Senator said a while ago the cases
have held that if the levy or tax is inci-
dental to the purpose of the bill the tax
is a proper one. I have not made a thor-
ough study. I would be very happy if the
Senator would discuss the cases tomor-
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That is a very specific purpose, com-
pletely incident to the legislative frame-
work of the bill.

Then we turn to sections 401 and 402,
at page 104 of the bill. Those are gen-
eral research sections under the head
"administration—research." Those sec-
tions deal with the general responsibility
of the Secretary and the Surgeon Gen-
eral to conduct studies, research, experi-
ments, and demonstration, and so forth.
Also, in section 402, training and educa-
tion is specified as follows:

The Secretary shall expand programs for
the education and training of coal mine op-
erators, agents thereof, and miners...

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, to refer
now to the major issue, the cases seem to
be very clear that where the assessment
or some payment is required which is to
be administered within the governmen-
tal structure and it is incidental to the
major purpose of the measure itself, as
it is in this case, the Senate has the
power to initiate it. That seems to be the
whole purport of the cases.
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row which uphold his point of view. I
might say that If there are cases which
he could show that support this author-
ity I will consider changing my opinion
and voting against the point of order.

Mi. JAVITS. Mr. President, I invite
the attention of the Senator to the case
of Twin City Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U.S.
196.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the entire text of the opinion of
the court may be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the opinion
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

TWIN Crr BANK V. NEK
ERROR TO THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE DISTRICT

OF COLUMB!A

INo. 202. Argued and subniited April 21,
1897.—Decided May 10. 1897.)

Section 41 of the National Banking Act im-
posing certain taxes upon the average
amount of the notes in circulation of a bank-
ing association, now found in the Revised
Statutes, is not a revenue bill within the
meaning of the clause of the Constitution
declaring that "all bills for raising revenue
shall originate in the House of Representa-
tives, but the Senate may propose or concur
with amendments as on other bills."

Whether in determining suoh a question
the courts may refer to the Journals o the
two Houses of Congress for the purpose of
ascertaining whether the act originated in
the one House or the other is not decided.

The case is stated in the opinion.
Mr. John J. Crawford for plaintiff in error.
Mr. SoZieitor GeneraZ ftled a brief for de-

fendant in error, but the court refused to
hear further argument.

OPINION OF THE COURT

Mr. Justice Uarlan delivered the opi1ion
of the ourt.

This was an action by the plaintiff in error
to recover from the defendant in error the
sum of seventy-three dollars and eight cents
alleged to have been paid by the former under
protest to the latter, who was at the time
Treasurer of the United States, in order to
procure the release of certain bonds, the
property of the bank, which bonds, the dec-
laration alleged, were illegally and wrong-
fully withheld from the plainti by the
defendant.

The plaintiff went into liquidation in the
manner provided by law on the 23d of June,
1891, and on the 25th of August, 1891, de-
posited in the Treasury of the United States
lawful money to redeem its outstanding
notes, as required by section 5222 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States. After
making such deposit, the baik demanded the
bonds which had been deposited oy it to
secure its circulating notes, and of which de-
fendant had possession as Treasurer of the
United States. The defendant refused to de-
liver them, unless the bank would make a
return of the average amount of its notes
in circulation for the period from January 1,
1891, to the date when the deposit of money
was made, viz., the 25th of August, 1891, and
pay a tax thereon. The bank then made a re-
turn of the average amount of its notes in
circu1aion for the period from January 1 to
June 30, 1891, and paid to the defendant
$56.25, protesting that he had no authority
to demand the tax, and delivered to him a
protest in writing setting forth that in mak-
ing the return and in paying the tax it did
not admit the validity of the tax or de-
fendant's authority to exact or collect it. but
made the return and payment solely for the
purpose of procuring the possession of the
United States bonds belonging to it. which
defendant had refused to release until such
return and payment were made, and further
protesting that it was not liable to the tax or
any part of it. The bank's agent then made

another demand upon defendant for the
bonds; but he refused to deliver them until
a return should be made of the average
amount of Its notes in circulation for the
period from July 1 to August 25, 1891, and a
tax paid thereon. Its agent then delivered
such return to defendant and paid him
$16.83, at the same time delivering a written
protest in the same form as the one above
mentioned. These transactions were with the
defendant himself, and the money wac paid
to him in person.

The journals of the House of Representa-
tives and Senate of the United States for the
first session of the 38th Congress were put
in evidence by plaintiff. The bank claims
that these journals 6how that the National
Bank Act originated as a bill in the House
of Representatives: that when it passed the
House it contained no provision for a tax
upon the national banks, or upon any cor-
poration, or upon any individual, or upon
any property, nor any provisions whatever
for raising revenue; and that an the provi-
sions that appear to authorize the Treasurer
of the United States to collect any tax on the
circulating notes of national banks origi-
nated in the Senate by way of amendment to
the House bfll.

A witness on behalf of the defendant
testified, against the objection of plaintiff,
that the money paid by it to him was covered
into the Treasury, and applied to the pay-
ment of the semi-annual duty or tax due
from the bank. But it did not appear whether
this was done before or after the present
action was brought.

At the close of the evidence counsel for
the bank moved the court to direct the jury
to return a verdict in its favor, which motion
the court overruled, and counsel for the bank
excepted. On motion of the defendant the
court instructed the jury to return a verdict
for him. To that ruling of the court counsel
for plaintiff excepted.

Such is the case which the bank insists is
made by the record.

The taxing provisions contained in the Na-
tional Bank Act are found in its forty-first
section. That section is as follows:

"The plates and special dies to be procured
by the Comptroller of the Currency for the
printing of such circulating notes shall re-
main under his control and direction, and
the expenses necessarily Incurred in execut-
ing the provisions of this act respecting the
procuring of such notes, and all other ex-
penses of the bureau, shall be pald out of
the proceeds of the taxes or duties now or
hereafter to be assessed on the circulation,
and collected from associations organized
under this act. And in lieu of all existing
taxes, every association Shall pay to the
Treasurer of the United States, in the months
of January and July, a duty of one half of
one per centum each lialZ year from and after
the first day of January, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, upon the average amount of
its notes in circulation, and a duty of one
quarter of one per centum each half year
upon the average amount of its deposits, and
a duty of one quarter of one per centum each
half year, as aforesaid, on the average amount
of its capital stock beyond the amount in-
vested in United States bonds; and in case of
default in the payment thereof by any asso-
ciation, the duties aforesaid may be collected
in the manner provided for the collection of
United States duties of other corporations, or
the Treasurer may reserve the amount of
said duties out of the interest, as it may be-
come due, on the bonds deposited with him
by such defaulting association. And it shall
be the duty of each association, within ten
days from the first days of January and July
of each year, to make a return, under the
oath of its president or cashier, to the Treas-
urer of the United States, in such form as he
may prescribe, of the average amount of its
notes in circulation, and of the average
amount of its deposits, and of the average

amount of its capital stock, beyond the
amount invested in United States bonds, for
the six months next preceding said first days
of January and July as aforesaid, and in
default of such return, and for each default
thereof, each defaulting association 8hall
forfeit and pay to the United States the sum
of two hundred dollars, to be collected either
out of the interest as it may become due
such association on the bonds deposited with
the Treasurer, or, at his option, in the man-
ner in which penalties are to be collected of
other corpo1ations under the laws of the
United States; and in case of such default
the amount of the duties to be paid to such
association shall be assessed upon the
amount of notes delivered to such association
by the Comptroller of the Currency, and
upon the highest amount of its deposits and
capital stock, to be ascertained in such other
manner as the Treasurer may deem best:
Provided, That nothing in this act shall be
construed to prevent all the shares in any
of the said associations, held by any person
or body corporate, from being included in the
valuation o:r the personal property of such
person or corporation in the assessment of
taxes impoEed by or under state authority
at the place.where such bank is located, and
not elsewhere, but not at a greater rate than
is assessed upon other moneyed capital in
the hands of individual citizens of such
State: Provided, further, That the tax so
Imposed under the laws of any State upon
the shares of any of the associations au-
thorized by this. act shall not exceed the rate
imposed upon the shares in any of the banks
organized under authority of the State where
such association is located: Provided, also,
That nothing in this act shall exempt the
real estate of associations from either State,
county or municipal taxes to the same extent,
according to its value, as other real e6tate
is taxed." 13 Stat. 99, 111, c. 106.

The provision relating to taxation which,
it is alleged, was inserted by way of amend-
ment in tl.e Senate, appears as section 5214
of the .evsed Statutes. Other provisions of
the act of 1864 are reproduced in sections
5217 and 5218 of the Revised Statutes.

By section 5222 of the Revised Statutes it
is provided: "Within six months from the
date of th vote to go into liquidation, the
association shall deposit with the Treasurer
of the United States lawful money of the
United States sufficient to redeem all its
outstanding circulation. The Treasurer Shall
execute duplicate receipts for money thus
deposited, and deliver one to the association
and the other to the Comptroller of the
Currency, stating the amount received by
him, and the purpose for which it has been
received: ind the money shall be paid into
the Treasury of the United States and placed
to the credit of such association upon re-
demption account."

In FleZd v. OZark, 143 U.S. 649, 672,—in
which thE constitutionauty of the act of
Congress of October 1, 1890, 26 Stat. 567, c.
1244, was questioned upon the gTound that
a certain provision which was in it upon its
final passage was omitted when the bill was
signed by the Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentativs and the President of the Sen-
ate,—this court said: "The sigEing by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and
by the President of the Senate, in open ses-
sion, of an enrolled bill, is an ofticial attesta-
tion by the two houses of such bill as one
that has passed Congress. It is a declaration
by the two houses, through their presiding
ofticers, to the President, that a bill thus at-
tested. has received. in due form, the sanc-
tion of the legislative branch of the Govern-
ment, an1 that it is delivered to him in
obedience to the constitutional requirement
that all bills which pass Congress shall be
presented to him. And when a bill, thus at-
tested, receives his approval and is deposited
in the public archives, its authentication a.s
a bill that has passed Congress should be
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deemed complete and unimpeachable. As the
President has no authority to approve a bill
not passed by Congress, an enrolled act in
the custody of the Secretary Of State and
having the official attestation.s of the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, of the Pres-
ident of the Senate and of the President of
the United States, carries on its face a sol-
omn assurance by the legislative and execu-
tive departments of the Government,
charged, respectively, with the duty of en-
acting and executing the laws, that it was
passed by Congress. The respect due to co-
equal and independent departments requires
the judicial department to act upon that
assurance and to accept, as having passed
Congresa, all bills authenticated in the man-
ner stated, leaving the courts to determine,
when the question properly arises,.whether
the act, so authenticated, is in conformity
with the Constitution."

Referring to e above caae, it was said in
Harwood v. Wentworth, 162 U.S. 547, 560,
that if the principle announced in Field v.
Clark Involves any danger to the public,
it waa competent for Congress to meet it by
declarflg under what circuinatanCes, or by
what kind of evidence, an enrolled act of
Congress or of a territorial Legislature, au-
thenticated a required by law, and in the
hands of the officer or department to whose
Custody it waa committed by statute, m&y
be shown not to be in the form in which
it waa when pasaed by Congress or by the
territorial Leg1slate.

The contention in this case is that th
section of the act of June 3, 1864. provldtng
a national currency secured by a pledge
of Untted States bonds, and for the circu-
lation and redemption thereof, so far as it
imposed a tax upon the average amount of
the notes of a national banking a.ssociation in
circulation, was a revenue blU within the
clause of the Constitution declaring that "all
bills for raising revenue shall originate in
the House of Representatives, but the Sen-
ate may propose or concui with amendments
as on other bills," Art. I. § 7; that it appeared
from the official journals of the two Houses
of Congress that while the act of 1864 origi-
nated in the House of Representatives, the
provision impo8ing this tax was not in the
blU a8 it paased that body, but originated in
the Senate by amendment, and, being ac-
cepted by the House, became a part of the
8tatute; that such tax waa, therefore, un-
conatitutional and void; and that, conse-
quently, the statute did not justify the ac-
tion of the defendant.

The case is not one that requires either an
extended examination of precedents, or a
full cUscussion as to the meaning of the words
in the Constitution, "bills for raising reve-
nue." What bills belong to that class is a
qution of such magnitude and importance
that it Is the part of wtsom not to attempt,
by any general statement, to cover every
po6sible pha$e of the subject. It is sufficient
in the present ce to say that an act of
Congress providing a national currency se-
cured by a pledge of bonds of the United
States, and which, in the furtherance of
that object, and also to meet the expenses
attending the execution of the act, imposed
a tax on the notes in circulation of the bank-
ing associations organized under the statute,
is clearly not a revenue bill which the Con-
stitution declares must originate in the
House of Representatives. Mr. Justice Story
has well said that the practical construction
o the Constitution and the history of the
origin of the constitutional provision in ques-
tion proves that revenue bills are those that
levy taxes in the strict senise of the word,
and are not bills ror other purposes which
may incidentally create revenue. 1 Story on
Const. § 880. The main purpose that Con-
gress had in view was to provide a national
currency based upon United States bonds,
and to that end it was deemed wise to im-
pose the tax in question. The tax wae a mea.nB

for effectually accomplishing the great object
of giving to the people a currency that would
rest, primarily, upon the honor of the Unit-
ed States, and be available in every part of
the country. There was no purpose by the
act or by any of its provisions to raise reve-
nue to be applied in meeting the expenses
or obligations of the Government.

This interpretation of the statute renders
it unnecessary to consider whether, for the
decision. of the question before us, the jour-
nals of the two Houses of Congress can be
referred to for the purpose of determining
whether an act, duly attested by the official
signatures of the President of the Senate,
the Speaker of the House of Representatives
and the President, and which is of record
in the State Department aa an act pM8ed
by Congress, originated is the one body or
the other.

Judgment affirmed.
Mr. Justice White concurs in the result.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I might

read one statement in the opinion which
states:

Mr. Justice Story has well satd that the
practical construction of the Constitution
and the history of the origin of the constitu-
tional provision in question proves that re-
venue bills are those that levy taxes in the
strict sense of the word, and are not bills
for other purposes which may incidentaUy
create revenue. The main purpose that Con-
gress had in view was to provide a national
currency based upon United States bonds,
and to that end it was deemed wise to im-
pose the tax in question.

That Is exactly the situation here. We
have a health and safety bifi. We have
imposed an assessment. To that end, it is
completely incidental to the fundamental
purpose of the bill which we have an
undisputed constitutional right and au-
thority to initiate.

I might say that just as the Senator
from Kentucky, my beloved—and he
knows I use that word in his case most
advisedly—colleague, feels strongly about
the constitutional point and he must
obey his conscience, I might say that I
do, too.

I am not arguing with the Senate
for a minute that any Senator wants to
do other than obey his conscience, but
I point out that the Senate should not
be diverted by favor or opposition to the
assessment provisions themselves, be-
cause a point of order makes infinitely
deeper precedent than that. This case,
unlike general legislation, is a case In
which pecedent will cthmt decisively be-
cause this is a question of the authority
of the Senate. It is not what we put In
a bill. We can vote yea today and nay
tomorrow. But this Is an assessment by
the Senate of its constitutional power
and its specific interpretation of it.

I therefore appeal to all Senators to
understand very clearly the deep impli-
cations of a vote to sustain the point of
order, which has not been done before,
as I understand it from the research.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, in reply to the distinguished
Senator from Kentucky, this is a con-
stitutional question before the Senate
on the point of order. Under the rules of
debate, the first 3 hours have to be
germane. In other words, they have to
deal not with the merits of the assess-
ments for health and safety studies, but
with the constitutional question.

For 3 hours, intense discussion was
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centered on constitutional findings and
not on a personal Senator's predilection
for or against this particular part of the
bill.

The Senator from New York has in-
cluded in the RECORD one of the funda-
mental cases. I believe only one of them.
because there is one other fundamental
case central to the whole afternoons
argument, which I would ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the RECORD.
That Is Millard.v. Roberts, 202 U.S. 429.
That Is, again, a Supreme Court decision
and is on the point to which the Senator
from New York addressed himself, the
finding that an assessment—I say of this
nature—Is not general revenue in the
constitutional sense.

There being no objection, the opinion
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

MuLiiw v. ROBERTS
APPEAL PROM THE COVET OF APPEALS OF THE

DI5TRICT OF COLM3IA
(No. 234. Argued April 18, l906.—Deided

May 21, 1906.]
Revenues bills, within the meaning of the

constitutional provision that they must
originate in the House of Representatives
and not in the Senate are those that levy
taxes in the strict sense of the word and are
not bills for other purposes which may in-
cidentally create revenue.

An act of Congress appropriating money
to be paid to railway companies to carry out
a scheme of public improvements in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and which also requires
those companies to eliminate grade crossings
and erect a union station, and recognizes
and provides or the surrender of existing
rights, is an act appropriating money for
governmental purposes and not for the pri-
vate use exclusively of those companies.

The acts of Congress of February 12, 1901.
31 Stat. 767, 774, and of February 28, 1903.
32 Stat. 909, for eliminating grade crossings
of railways and erection of a union station
in the District of Columbia and providing
for part of the cost thereof by appropriations
to be levied and assessed on property in the
District other than that of the United States
are not unconstitutional either because as
bills for raising revenue they should have
originated in the House of Representatives
and not in the Senate, or because they ap-
propriate moneys to be paid to the railway
companies for their exclusive use; and as-
suming but not deciding that he can raise
the question by suit, a taxpayer of the Dis-
trict is not oppressed or deprived of his
property without due process of lw by rea-
son of the taxes imposed under said statutes.

The facts are stated in the opinion.
Mr. Josiah Mi flard, pro se. appellant:
Taxes on land or the profits issuing from

lands are taxes in the strict sense of the
word: they are direct taxes within the men-
ing of the constitutional provision respectin;
the apportionment of representatives and
direct taxes, and, therefore, also necenriiy
within the meaning of the provision that u1
bills for raising revenue shall originate In
the House of Representatives. POllOck V.

Farmers' Loan and Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429:
S.C.. 158 U.S. 601; Story on Constitution.
§ 880 and note; Bank v. Nebeker, 3 App. D.C.
190, 198—201; S.C., 167 U.S. i96, 203 Cooley
on Taxation, 3d ed.. 95, 96 and notes: Liccnse
Tax Cases, 5 Wall. 462; Binns v. United
States, 182 U.S. 292; DOwns v. BicIweil. 194
U.S. 489, 496.

The chief characteristic of all act which
lays a tax for any purpose whatever, is, that
it is intended to raise revenue by taxation;
and no other purpose, pretended or real, can
deprive it of the nature of a bill for raising
revenue. Bills which lay taxes on lands or
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incomes for any purpose whatever are "bills
for raising revenue within the purview of
the Constitution" Story Const. 880 and
note; Income Tax Cases. 157 U.S. 429; Cong.
Record. February 16. 1905 (Payne's cita.
tions).

It does not matter that this legislation
relates to the District of Columbia, even if
it related exclusively to it; for notwith-
standing any rule of either House, the Power
of Congress in this District is restricted and
qualified by all the general limitations, ex-
press or implied, which are imposed on ita
authority by the Constitution. Curry v. Dis-
trict of Columbia, 14 D.C. App. 429. 438—445:
Cauan v. Wilson. 127 U.S. 127 Thompson v.
Utah. 170 U.S. 343. 346; United States v.
More. 3 Cranch, 160, note; Loan Association v.
Topeka, 20 Wall. 655; Loughborough v. Blake.
5 Wheat. 317, 325; Wilkes County v. Coler.
180 U.S. 506, 513—525; Cohens v. Virginia, 6
Wheat. 264, 446.

If a tax is imposed upon one of the political
subdivisions of a country, as in the present
cases the.purpose must not only be a public
purpose as regards the people of that sub-
division, but it must also be local. People v.
Town of Salem. 20 Michigan, 452, 474; Co-
hens v. Virginia. 6 Wheat. 264, 446; Lough-
borough v. Blake, 5 Wheat. 317, 325.

The people of the District of Columbta
cannot be taxed to pay "the debts of the
United States," in whole or In part, whether
equitable or legal, unless the taxes on them
for that purpose be, if Indirect, uniform
throughout the United States, and be. if di-
rect, apportioned axnong the States and Ter-
ritories in proportion to population; and
hence the case of Uniteci States v. Realty Co..
163 U.S. 440, 444, the Sugar Bounty case, is
no precedent here, even if these taxes were
designed to pay a debt, and not provide uno
flatu a bounty for a private corporation and
a stately edifice for the adornment of the
capital of the nation, as such. The cases
above cited sustain this contention.

The right of taxation can only be used In
aid of a public object, an object which s
within the purpose for which governments
are established, and cannot, therefore. be
exercised in aid of enterprises strictly pri-
vate, even though, in a remote or collateral
way, the local public may be benefited
thereby. Loan AssOc1atlon v. Topeka. 20 Wall.
655, 664; Cole v. LaGrange. 112 U.S. 1. 6;
Miles PZanting Co. v. Carlisl€ 5 D.C. App.
138; Hanson v. Vernon, 27 Iowa, 28; Whit-
ing v. She boygan. Fond du Lac R. R. Co.. 25
Wisconsin, 167; Sweet v. Hulbert, 51 Barb.
N.Y.) 312; Lowell v. Boston, 111 Maaaschu-
setts, 454; Central Branch U2.R.R. Co. v.
Smith, 23 Kansas, 533.

It s admitted by the Court of Appeals that
an three of the acts In qutlon originated
in the Snate; and the same fact a1so ap-
pears affirmatively by referen to the Con-
gressional Record.

A literal compliance with the mandatory
provisions of the Constitution, whether a!-
fl.rmative or negative, is a condition prece-
dent to the validity of any law laying taxes
on the property of the people, and attempts
to evade those provisions constitute viola.
tions o them. Wilkes County v. Coler, 180
U.S. 506, 521, 522; Baltimore v. Gill. 31 Mary-
land, 375, 387. 388; Rodman v. Mun3on 13
Barb. (N.Y.) 63; People v. Nicoll 3 Selden,
9, 139.

All remedia1 laws, such as the constitu-
'tional provisions respecting taxation and
due process Of law, must be so construed as
to repel the mischief and advance the rem-
edy, by searching out and ni1iifying eva-
sions as well as violations of them. Atty.
General v Meyricke, 2 Vesey, Sr. 44; Atty.
General v. Day. 1 Vesey, Sr. 218; Atty. Gen-
eral v. Davies, 9 Vesey, Jr. 535, 541; Marbizry,,
v. Mathson. 1 Cranch. 137. 175. 176; Ex parte
Garlani, 4 Wafl. 333; Cummings v. Missouri,
4 Wail. 237; Baltimore V. GiU. 31 Maryland.
375; Cooke County v. IndU3trial School for
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Girl., 125 fll1nos, 540, 564, 565; Farmer v.
St. Paul. 67 N. W. ep. 990; Washingtonian
Home v. Chicago. 157 IllinoIs, 414, 428; Cen-
tral Trafl8portation Co. v. Pullmans PaZace
Car Co., 139 U.S. 24. 40 et seq.; Loan AUOcia-
tion v. Topeka. 20 Wall. 655; Ward v. Joplin.
186 U.S. 142, 152; BrownsvilZe v League. 129
U.S. 493; Bank of San Francisco v. Dodge,
Assessor, 197 U.S. 70.

No conclusive presumption can arise to de-
feat the operation of the mandatory and re-
medial provisions of the Constitution re-
specting taxation and due process of law.
which are se1-executing. Wilkes County v.
Coler. 180 U.S. 506, 521, 522; Post v. Super-
visors, 105 U.S. 657. 667; Town of South Ot-
tawa v. Perkins. 94 U.S. 260.

The Solic1tor General for the Treasurer of
the United States; Mr. Wayne Mac Veagh.
Mr. Freciericlc D. McKenney and Mr. John S.
FZannery for Philadelphia. Baltimore &
Washington R.R. Co.; Mr. George E. Hamil-
ton and Mr. Michael J. Colbert for Baltimore
& Ohio R.R. Co. and Washington Termlna1
Co.; Mr. Edward H. Thomas for the Cominls-
sioners of the District of Columbia, appellees.
submitted:

The act o February 28. 1903, and the two
ac approved February 12. 1901. do not ap-
propriate public moneys or levy taxes upon
the taxpayers of the District of Columbia for
private purposes. The project was in response
to a general desire of the public, to abolish
dangerous grade crossings and to remove the
railroad tracks from the mall. The acts were
based on an ample consideration, 1rrespecve
of the general power of Congress in the
premises.

We submit that Congress. in the acts
themselves, having declared that the appro-
priations were made upon a valuable consid-
eration and for a public purpose, the matter
is not open to review in the courts. Cooley's
Principles of Constitutional Law, 57, 58;
Cooley on Taxation, 2d ed., 111.

This court has repeatedly held that, al-
though railroad corporations are privatecor-
porations as distingthshed from those created
for municipa1 and governmenta2 purposes.
their uses are public. N.Y. & N.E.R.R. Co. v.
Bristol, 151 U.S. 556, 571.

The power of States. counties and mun.tcip.
alities to aid in the construction of railroads.
upon the ground that railroads are quasi pub-
lic institutions created and existing for the
benefit of the public at large. s weU estab-
lished. Olcott v. Supervisors. 16 Wail. 698;
Curtis v. County of Butler, 24 How. 447. 449:
Rogers v. Burlington, 3 Wail. 665; St. Joseph
v. Rogers, 16 Wall. 663; Gillman v. Sheboijgan.
2 Black, 515; Larneci v. Burlington. 4 WaU.
276; Railroad Co. v. County of Otoe, 16 Wall.
673; Township of Pine Grove v. Talbott, 10
Wall. 676: Uniteci States v. Railroad Co., 17
Wall. 330; LOan Assn.. v. Topeka. 20 Wail. 661;
Otoe Co. v. Balciwin, 111 U.S. 15.

The United States possesses complete juris-
diction, both of a political and municipal na-
ture, over the District of Columbia. When
Congress, acting as the municipal legislature
of said District, in the exercise of the police
power, enacts legislation for the benefit of the
health and safety of the community and
makes an appropriation and levies an assess-
ment to carry said legislation into effect, the
propriety of its action is not open to review
by the courts. Wight v. Davidson, 181 U.S. 371,
381: Wilson v. Lambert. 168 U.S. 611; N.Y. &
N, E. R. R. Co. v. Bristol, 151 U.S. 556. See also
Wabash R. R. Co. v. Defiance. 167 U.S. 88. 98;
Chicago &c. R. R. v. Nebraska. 170 U.S. 57, 74.

But even if the appropriations made by the
acts of 1901 and 1903 could be regarded aa
donations they would still be legal and the
acts providing therefor constitutional and
valid.

From the beginning of this Government,
Congress has made donatious for the benet
of public service corporation, in the nature
of land grants, subsidies and bounties, and
such donations have been invariably sus-
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tamed. Allen v. Smith. 173 U.S. 402; United
States v. Reaty Co.. 163 U.S. 440.

Said ac of 1901 and 1903 are not rev-
enue or tax easure5 in the sense conteu-
plated by the Constitution.

The prov1sons of section 7, article I at the
Constitution, which requires that "afl bills
for raising revenue shall originate in the
House of Representatives," cannot apply to
any of the acts involved in tha case, even
if we should admit for the purposes of the
argument tbt said acts did originate in the
Senate insted of in the Hou at pre-
sentatives.

By 'bills" Is meant "money bills." Story's
Constitution, 874. In practice it s applied
to bills to levy taxes in the strict sense of the
word. 2 E1liot'8 Debates, 283, 284; Storr8
Consttiution 880.

Twin City Bank v. Nebeker. 167 U.S. 196,
is decisive on the question.

The aot ot February 28, 19O, from the
rec1ls in its enacting clause and the fact
that it has received the approva1 of the Pres-
ident and ha5 been regu]aly enrolled
among the statutes of the United States,
must be presumed to have been paased by
Oongress in strict accord with the letter and
spirit of the Constitution, and reeort cannot
be had to the journals o the two houses to
overthrow this presumption. FieLd v. CZark.
143 U.S. 649, 680; Harwooci v. Wentworth,
162 U.S. 547, 562; Twin City Bank v. Nebeker.
supra.

Mr. Justice McKenna delivered the opinion
of the court.

This is a bill in equity to enjoin Elils a
Robers, as Treasurer of the United States,
from paying to any person any moneys of the
District of Columbia, under certain acts of
Congress (31 Stat. 767, 774; 32 Stat. 909),
and to enjoin the other defendants from
carrying into effect said acts of Congress, and
that said acts "be declared null and void for
want of constitutional authority." Defend-
ants interposed demurrers to the bill, which
were sustained by the Supreme Court, aad a
decree entered dismissing the biU. The Court
of Appeals affirmed the decree.

The princ:Lpal allegatioi of the biU are
that the railroad defendanta are private cor-
porations ar.d all interested in the railway
and terminal facilities of the District of Co-
lumbia; that; the Dstrtct of Columbia owns
no stock in ny of the companies nor s Oth-
erwise interested in any of them save as use-
ful private enterprises and yet it s required
by said acts, "without any lawful considera-
tion therefor," to pay the Baltimore and
Potomac Railroad Company the sum of
$750,000, anti a like sum to the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad Company, "to be levied
and assessed upon the taxable property and
privileges In the said District other than the
property of the United States and the 1)ls-
trict of Columbia," and for the exclusive use
of said corporations respectively, "which s a
private use, and not a governmental use;"
that the public moneys of the District of Co.-
lunibia are raised chiefly by taxation on the

An act cntitled "An act to provide for
eliminating certain grade crossings of rail-
roads in the 11strict of Columbia, to require
and authorize the construction of new termi-
nals and trE.cks for the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Company in the city of Washing-
ton. and for other purposes," approved Feb-
ruary 12, 1901; an act entitled "An act to
provide for eliminating certain grade cross-
ings on the line of the Baltimore and Po-
tomac Railroad Company, in the city of
Washington, D.C., and requiring said com-
pany to depress and elevate its tracks, and to
enable it tO relocate parts of it railroad
therein, and for other purposes," approved
February 12, 1901; an act entitled "An act
to provide or a union railroad station in the
District of Columbia and for other purposes.
approved February 28, 1903.
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lands therein, and that the complainant i8
obliged to pay and does pay direct taxes on
land owned by him therein. And the bill
also alleges that the acts of Congress are
"acts which provide for raising revenue and
are repugnant to article I, section 7, clause
1, of the Constitution of the United States,
and are, therefore, null and void ab initio,
and to their entire extent, because they and
each and every one of them originated In
the Senate and not in the House of Repre-
sentatives." Certain volumes of the Congres-
sional Record are referred to and made part
of the bill.

In other allegations of the bill are ex-
pressed the limitations upon the power of the
United States and the District of Columbia
aa to taxation; that the acts of Congress
complained of are repugnant to the Consti-
tution of the United States; that pubuc
funds are appropriated for private use, and
that exorbitant taxes will be required to
meet the legitimate expenses of the District
of Columbia, and appellant will thereby be
oppressed and deprived of his property with-
out due process of law.

The first contention of appellant is that
the acts of Congress are revenue meaaures,
and therefore should have originated in the
House of Representatives and not in the
Senate, and to sustain the contention appel-
lant submits an elaborate argument. In axis-
wer to the contention the case of Twin City
Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U.S. 196, need only be
cited. It was observed there that it was a
part of wisdom not to attempt to cover by a
genera' statement what bills sha'l be said to
be 'bUis for raising revenue" within tle
meaning of tho8e words in the Constitution,
but it was aald, quoting Mr. Justice Story,
"that the practica' construction of the Con-
8titu!tiOn and the history of the origin of the
conztittLtiona provision in question proves
that revenue bills are those that levy taxes in
the strict sense of the word, and are not
bUla for other purposes, which may inci-
dentally create revenue." 1 Story on Con-
stitution, 880. And the act of Congress which
was there passed on illustrates the meaning
of the language used. The act involved wa
one providing a national currency, and h-
posed a tax upon the average amount of the
notes of a nationa' banking association in
circulation. The provision was assailed for
unconstitutionality because it originated in
the Senate. The provision was sustained, this
court saying:

"The tax was a means for effectually ac-
compllshlng the great object of giving to the
people a currency that would re8t, primarily,
upon the honor of the United States and be
available in every part of the country. There
was no purpose, by the act or by any of its
provisions, to raise revenue to be applied
in meeting the expenses or obligations oX
the Governnient."

This language is applicable to the acts of
Congress in the case at bar. Whatever taxes
are imposed are but means to the purposes
provided by the act.

The legauty of those purposes is attacked
in the other contentions of appellant. All of
the contentions rest upon upon the correct-
ness of the allegation that the moneys pro-
vided to be paid to the railroad companies
are for the exclusive use of the companies,
'which is a private use and not a govern-
mental use."

The titles o the acts are the best brief
summary of their purposes, and those pur-
poses are obviously of public benefit. We do
not think that it is necessary to enter into
a discussion of the cases which establish
this. The scheme of improvment provided by
the acts required a removal of the railroads
Irom their situations, large expenditures of
money by the companies, and the surrender
f substantial rights. These rights are recog-
nized and their surrender expressed to be
part of the consideration of the sums of

money paid to the companies. Indeed there
is an element of contract not only in the
changes made but in the manner and upon
the sca'e which they are required to be made.
As remarked by Mr. Justice Morris, speaking
for the Court of Appeals:

"The case is practically that of a contract
between the United States and the District
of Columbia on the one side and the rail-
road companies on the other, whereby the
railroad companies agreeS to surrender cer-
tain rights, rights of property as well aa
other rights, and to construct a work of
great magnitude, greater perhaps than their
own needs require, but which Congress deems
to be demanded tor the best. interest of the
national capital and by the pubuc at large;
and for this surrender of right and this
work of magnitude commensurate wtth the
public demand, Congress agrees to pay a cer-
tain sum, partly out of the funds of the
United States and partly out of the tunds
of the District of Columbia. It is a simple
case of bargaining and sale, like any.other
purchase." -

We have assumed that appellant, as a
taxpayer of the District of Columbia, can
raise the questions we have considered, but
we do not wish to be understood as so de-
ciding.

ecree affirmed.
Mr. Justice Harlan concurs in the result

only.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, one further point and I shall
be through for now.

The Senator from Kentucky expressed
himself on the situation that would pre-
sent itself In the House of Representa-
tives. Well, the situation is just this with
regard to this assessment, or one like it,
that the House of Representatives has
reported from its Labor Committee a
coal mine safety and health measure. It
does have a provision for assessment for
study of better standards for safety and
health in the coal mines. Now they evi-
dently have made their finding there
that it is not required of the Ways and
Means Committee measure.

If the House of Representatives is the
on]y body that deals with an assess-
ment for the study of health and safety,
and we do not, then, if we strike it out
in conference on the point of Order, we
are limited to the House version, or a
lesser degree thereof.

As a practica' matter, of course, I
would think we would not want to do
that. If we keep this in and vote down
the point of order, the Senate can work
its will on title V. Senators can move to
improve it as they might think it should
be improved and have it in the shape
they would have it when we go over in
conference to the House of Representa-
tives.

This is just another way of tying oui'
hands on the bill.

I certainly agree with the Senator
from New York that this is the kind of
precedent that would ring down through
the years to haunt the Members of this
body on other measures, be it agriculture,
be it aviation, be it recreation—whatever
it is. It would be a very, very sad and
haunting memory.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRIDING OFFICER. Without
objections it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 216
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, Sen-

ators will recall that in keeping with
other Senators, I have presented for
their consideration, the two amendments
that deal with, the subject of compensa-
tion for disabled miners.

I submit an amendment which I intend
to offer for myself and my colleagues Mr.
BYRD, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. SCHWEnCER, and Mr.
Coox, and ask unaninlous consent that
the amendment be printed in the RECORD
and lie on the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment will be printed
and lie on the desk as requested.

The text of the amendment Is as
follows:

On page 25, between lines 7 and 8 in-
sert the following:

PART C—INTERIM HEALTR BENEFITS FOR
DISABLED MINERS

PtJRPO5E

"Szc. 106. Based on a recent study con-
ducted by the United States Public Health
Service, Congress finds and declares that
there are a signicant number oX inactive
coal miners living today who are totally dis-
abled and unable to be gainfully employed
due to the development of complicated pneu-
moconiosis while working in one or more
ot the Nation's coal mines; that there also
are a number ot surviving widows and chil-
dren of coal miners whose death was at-
tributable to this disease: that few States
have laws providing any benets for dis-
ability from this disease to active or inactive
coal miners; and that. in order to give more
States time to enact laws to provide such
benefits, it is, therefore, the purpose of
sections 107 through 109 o this part to
provide, on a temporary and limited basis,
interim emergency health disability benets
to any coal miner who i totally disabled and
unable to be gainfully employed on the date
of enactment ot this Act due to complicated
pneumoconiosis which arises out of, or in
the course of, his employment in one or
more of the Nation's coal mines; to pro-
vide such benefits to the widows and chil.
d.ren ot any miner who, at the time ot his
death, was totally disabled and unable to
be gainfully employed due to complicated
pneumoconiOsis arising out of, or in the
course of. such employment; and to develop
further and detailed information and datc
on the extent to which past, present. and
future coal miners are or wilJ1 be totally dis-
abled by complicated pneumoconiosis de-
veloped from working in coal mines and
thereby prevented from earning wages, alici
on the extent to which assistance to such
miners and their dependents, consistent with
existing conventional methods of providing
benefits to workers in other fields is needed.
and the most effective method for asuriii
such assistance.

"INTERIM BENEFIT STANDARDS: STATE
AGREEMENTS; GRANTs

"SEc. 107. (a) In furtherance of the pur-
pose of this part, the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare (hereinafter referred
to in this part as "the Secretary") shall de-
velop and promulgate interim disability
benefit standards governing the determina-
tion of persons eligible to receive health dis-
ability benefits under this part and the
methods and procedures to be used in dis-
bursing such benefits to 5uch persons. Such
standards shall take into consiciernt1oi the
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length of employment in coal mines con-
sidered sufficient to establish a claim for such
benefits; rea&ona.ble and equitable means,
methods, and procedures for filing and estab-
lishing proof of disability consistent with the
purpce of this part; and such other matters
as the Secretary deems appropriate to effectu-
ate this purpoee as soon a possible after
enactment or thLs Act. Such standards shall
be effective upon publication in the Federal
Register unless the Secretary prescribes a
later date which date s1all not be more than
one hundred and eighty days after the en-
actment of this Act. The provisions of sec-
tion ö53 of title ö of the United States Code
shall apply to the promulgation of such
standards.

"(b) Alter publication of such standards,
the Secretary shall enter into agreements
with any State pursuant to which the State
shall receive and adjudicate, in accordance
with the standards promulgated under this
section, claims for emergency health disabil-
ity beneAts from any eligible person who is
a resident of such State. Such agreements
shall, in addition to such conditions as the
Secretary deems appropriate, include ade-
quate assurances that the State shall pro-
vide such fiscal control and fund accounting
procedures as may be appropriate to assure
proper disbursement and accounting of
grants made to the State under this part;
and that the State will make such reports
to the Secretary, in such form and contain-
ing such information, as the Secretary may
from time to time require.

"(c) Beginning after the effective date of
any agreement entered into with a State
under this section and ending on June 30,
1972, the Secretary, subject to the provisions
of this part, shall make grants to such State
from moneys in the Treasury appropriated
f or this purpose. Such grants shall be avail-
able to the State to pay such benefits to
eligible persons as provided in section 108
of this titl. No benefit payments shall be
made under this part to an eligible person if
the State, alter the enactment of this Act,
reduces the benefits for disability caused by
complicated pneumocornosis payable to
such person under such State's laws or regu-
lations.

"(d) There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated such sums as may be neces-
sary to enable the Secretary to make gran
referred to in this part.

"BENEJTr PAYMENTS
"SEC. 108. (a) Interim emergency health

disability benefits shall be paid, in accord-
ance with the provisions of this section, from
grants to the States under section 107 of
this title to persons determined by the State
pursuant to the interim disability beneAt8
standards established under section 107 of

this title to be eligible to receive such bene-
fits. Such benefits shall be paid to such
eligible persons as soon as possible after a
claim is filed therefor and eligibility de-
termined. Such benefits shall terminate when
such person is no longer eligible, or on June
30, 1972, whichever is first, unless the State,
extends such benefits under any State pro-
gram ror this purpose. -

(b) The amount of the benefits payable
to an eligible person under this section by
a State sha3.l be determined as follows:

"(1) In the case of total disability, such
eligible person shall be paid benefits during
the period of such disability at a rate equal
to 50 per centum of the minimum monthly
payment to which an employee in grade GS.-2
with one or more dependents, who is tothlly
disabled, is entitled under the provisions of
sections 8105 and 8110 of title 5, United
States Code;

(2) In the case of death of the disabled
miner resulting from such disease, such
eligible widow shall be paid benefits at the
rate the deceased would receive such benefits
if he were totally disabled until the widow
dies or remarries;

"(3) In the case of an eligible person
entitled to benefits under clause (1) or (2)
of this subsection who has one or more
dependents, such benefits shall be increased
at the rate of 50 per centuxn of the benefits
to which such person is entitled under clause
(1) or (2) of this subsection, if such person
has one dependent, 75 per centum if such
person has two dependents, and 100 per
centum if such person haa three dependents;
except that such increased benefits for a
child, brother, sLster, or grandchild, shall
cease if such dependent dies or marries or
becomes eighteen years of age, or if over age
eighteen and incapable of sell-support be-
comes capble of sell-support.

"(c) Any benefit payment made to an
eligible person under this aection shall be
reduced by an amount equal to any pay-
ment made to such person under any other
provision o law for a disability directly
caused by complicated pfleumoconloGis
arising Out of, or in the course of, employ-
ment in coal mines.

"STUDY

"SEC. 109. The Secretary shall immedla$ely
undertake a study to determine the extent
to which coal miners are or will be totally
disabled due to complicated pneumoCOflto8is
developed during the course of employmenx
In the Nation's coal mines; the extent to
which the State& provide benefits to active
and Inactive coal miners and their depend-
ents for such disability; the adequacy of
such beneAt8, the need for, and the desir-
ability of, providing any Federal asatance
for such disability; the need for, and desir-

ability of, extending the provisions of sec-
tions 108 through 108 o this part f persona
eligible for benefits under this part; and such
othe? facts which woutd be helpful to the
Congress In revIewing this part ollow1ng
completion of this study, as the Seetary
deems appropriate. In carrying out this
study, the Secretary shall consult with, and,
to the greatest extent possible, obtain infor-
mation and comments from, the Secretary of
the Interior, l;he Secretary of Labor, and
other interested Federal agencies, the States'
operators, representatives of the miners, in-
surance represEntatives, and other interested
persons. The Screta.ry shall submit a report
on such study, together with such recom-
mendations, including appropriate legisla-
tive recommendations, as he deems appro-
priate, to the Congress not later than Oc-
tober 1, 1970. The Secretary saU also sub-
mit to the Congress an annual report, be-
ginning Janusry 30, 1971, of the actions
taken under this part.

"SEC. 110. ThIs part shall take effect upon
the date o the enactment of this Act.".

On page 8. amend lines 1 and 2 to read a.
follows:
"TITL I—MANDATORY HEALTh STAND-

ARDS FOR COAL MflES AND EMER-
GENCY HEALTh DISABILITY BENEPITS
FOR COAL MINERS"
On page 122, line 24, immedIately afteT

"title I", insert the following: "(other than
Part C thereof
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the order of yesterday, the Chair lays
before the Senate the unfinished busi-
ness, which will be stated.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERIC. A bill (5. 2917)
to improve the health and safety condi-
tions of persons working in the coal min-
ing industry of the United States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the unammous consent agreement, the
roll will be called to ascertain the pres-
ence of a quorum.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for•
the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator withhold that momentarliy? We
are doing a little talking.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HUGHES in the chair). It is nondebatable.

Is there objection to the request of the
Senator from Massachusetts?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
coal mining industry is today a high-
ly—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
unanimous-consent agreement is in ef-
fect. The agreement will have to be cailed
off, or the Senator will have to have a
quorum call.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the unanimous
consent agreement be waived so that.—

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, we cannot hear the unanimous
consent request.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the unanimous
consent agreement be waived so that we
might permit discussion and debate on
the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, I am willing to waive
the unanimous consent agreement for
the purpose of hearing Senator RAN-
DOLPH, but I am not willing to vacate the
unanimous consent agreement at this
time. If that Is understood, I have no
objection.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I with-
draw that request.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll to ascertain the presence
of a quorum.

The bill clerk called the roll, and the
following Senators answered to their
names:

Mken
Allen
Aflott
Anderson
Baker
Bayh
Bellmon
Bennett
Bible
Boggs
Brooke
Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W. Va.
Cannon
Oase
Church
Cook
Cooper
Cotton
Cranston
Curtis
Dodd
Dole
Domin1c
agieton
Ellender
Ervjn
Parinin
Fong
Fuibright
Goldwater
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Mr. KENNEDY. I announce that the

Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND)
and the Senator from Montana (Mr.
MANSFIELD) are necessarily absent.

I aiso anno'Llnce that the Senator from
Michigan (Mr. HART) and the Senator
from Washington (Mr. MAGI1USON) are
absent on oficial business.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) and
the Senator from Idaho (Mr. JORDAN)
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HUGHES in the chair). A quorum is pres-
ent.

Under the unanimous consent agree-
ment, the Senator from New Jersey has
45 minutes and the Senator from Ver-
mont has 45 minutes.

Who yields time?
Mr. WILLXAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I yield such time as he may
desire to the Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. RANDOLPH).

The PRES]DING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from est Virginia Is recognized.

THE COAL MLER IS A RESPONSThLE CITXZEN

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
grateful for the cooperation of my able
colleagues, the chairman of the Commit-
tee on Labor and Public Welfare (Mr.
YARBOROUGH) and the chairman of the
Subcommittee on Labor, the Senator
from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS).

Mr. PresiçInt, the coal mining indus-
try is today a highly mechanical com-
plex, depending to a large degree on the
well-developed American ability to pro-
vide machines and technology. The men
who mine coal no longer have picks and
shovels as their basic tools. In the larger
underground mines, as in afl surface
mining, they use huge machines, to tear
the coal from the earth, and do- their
work in superventilated atmosphere.

Therefore, Mr. President, in our con-
sideration of this Important legislation to
Improve the working conditions of min-
ers the Labor Subcommittee and the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
of necessity have been compelled to de-
vote much attention to matters of a tech-
nicaJi nature.

But, at the same time, we have had
firmly fixed un our minds the realization
that what we were doing was for the
benefit of the men who work in one of
our most hazardous industries. While we
dealt with technology as the way to Im-
prove health and safety conditions in the
mines, the men who will benefit were
also discussed, both in Congress and by
interested parties elsewhere.

The technical aspects of this legisla-
tion have been explored at length, and
they will be given further close scrutiny,
as we consider the measure in this forum.

Today, Mr. President, I would like to
discuss the men of the mining industry
without whom the industry could not
operate despite its status asone of the
most highly mechanized in the United
States.

I have known miners all of m life. I
grew up in a mining State, the one it is
my privilege to represent in the Senate
together with my distinguished colleague
(Mr. BYRD). So, over the years, I have
become acquainted with men who mine
coal. Hence. I am familiar with their
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attitudes, their problems, their philoso-
phy and their way of life.

I know the miners of West Virgthia
and other mining regions as stalwart
citizens of their communities, subject to
the same fears and joys, the same am-
bitions and desires as people elsewhere.
In short, miners are not as different from
nonniining citizens as they are some-
tunes depicted.

They are proud of their trade as min-
ers, one that requires considerable skill
and judgment, particularly in today's
sophisticated mines.

I regret considerably that miners too
frequently have been pictured as other
than what they are. Too often they have
been "discovered" In the hills and valleys
where the coal lies and where miners
live and work. Then, unfortunate'y, min-
ers as a class-—as a whole—are presented
as ignorant, exploited semihumans lack-
ing in intelligence or the simplest
amenities of civilized life.

This, Mr. President, Is not true. It Is
not fair. It Is a cruel misrepresentation of
a strong and Independent segment of our
society.

I am becoming disgusted at hearing and
I am tired of seeing the coal miners of
West Virginia depicted as men who live
like animals. That Is not true at all. More
men work at coal mining in West Virginia
than at any other job, and coal nIn1ng
Is one of the highest-paid industrial jobs
in the Nation. In January of this year,
the average American miner was earn-
ing $170.95 a week, more than $4 an hour.
His average income was higher than are
those of either steelworkers or workera
in automobile manufactuilng.

Could people earning the wages of to-
day's miner be serlousy labeled impov-
erished, downtrodden, and enslaved?
That Is not true, either. I do not believe
that a man receiving $170 a week in wages
has to live in a shack if he does not want
to live in such an abode.

Of course, we should strive to Improve
the safety of working and occupational
health conditions of the coal miner, just
as we should do for every American
worker. Yes, more must be done to pro-
tect the miner from accidents at work;
certainly we must see that his health
Is protected more adequately. The leg-
islation now before us is designed to help
us reach these objectives.

I hope that we can approach this
legislation in an objective manner, free
from excessive emotlonllsm. I hope we
shall see less of the overdrawn Image of
today's coal miner as Ignorant, op-
pressed and exploited. Some of them are
under some mining conditions; the vast
majority are not.

Today's miner is a highly skilled work-
man. His days of sporadic employment
are long gone. Coal mines today are
working mostly at full capacity, many
of them on long-term contracts that will
provide steady jobs for years. There Is, in
fact, an actual shortage of miners in
some coal-producing regions.

Some people would have us believe
that the miner lives in squalor in a coin-
pany town and owes his soul to the com-
pany store. The truth Is that the stereo-
typed coal camp of the past is near ex-
Unction. Miners now own cars, freeing
them to live where they want and to
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commute to their jobs. Many miners live
in and enjoy the advantages of cities and
towns while continuing to work in mines.

There are, of course, still slums in mm-
Ing areas Just as there are slums in every
highly industrialized region of the world.
This Is undesirable, and great strides are
being made to eliminate both the urban
and rural slums. But there are few of the
"company towns" of the 19th-century
and early 20th-century type. Miners own
their own homes, and in some cases
where housing Is inadequate, coal com-
panies are helping to promote the devel-
opment of new towns and new housing
developments.

There are still a few conipany stores,
but they exist on'y as a convenience for
miners who work in isolated areas. And
they must compete with the super-
markets and stores of the nearest town
for the business of today's very mobile
miner. -

In West Virginia, for example, there
are two new housing developments where
miners have the thst choice of buying
their own homes. These developments
were produced under the sponsorship of
a coal company which brought together
the bankers, builders, and others re-
quired to make the projects successful.

TG-obtaln a profile of today's miner
and his way of life, I asked earlier this
year that a survey be made in West
Virginia. I wanted to find out how many
stories I had been hearing about miners
might be true. I wanted hard, statistical
facts to determine if my own observa-
tions were faulty or If I, and millions of
others, were being misled.

A large mine in northern West Vir-
ginia, employing 367 men, was selected
for the survey. The average employee is
42 years old and has been a miner for
over 16 years. That the tra&tions of coal
mining are strong is shown in the tact
that 182 of this mine's workers cañie
from coal mining families.

Only six of them live in company-
owned housing, and this is by their own
choice.

Here are some of the other findings
of the survey taken at that 367-man
mine: 63 percent of the miners own their
own homes; 98.6 percent have indoor
bathrooms; 95 percent own automobiles;
97 percent own television sets; 92 per-
cent have a telephone at home; 99 per-
cent have indoor plumbing; 78 percent
go away from home on vacations.

The 367 employees at the Survey mine
have 859 children, 137 of them in high
school and 25 in college. Only 41 of the
children of high school age, among the
859, dropped out before finIshing high
school. These figures certainly dispel any
notion that the children of miners are
denied an education.

The average wage at this mine should
be more than $8,500 this year, not in-
cluding overtime.

Mr. President, many of the old notions
about miners are todar generalizations
contrary to the facts.

Whatever may have been the case.in
the past is not true in any substantial
degree in 1969. It is easier for some people
to promote better working conditions for
miners—a totally worthwhile objective
on its merlt—lf they are depicted a.,
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something other than ordinary people
living ord1iiry lives.

Poverty and deprivation are deplor-
able, whether in West Virginia, Wash-
ington, D.C., New York C1t, or on an
Indian reservation. But it cannot be suc-
cessfully attacked until we know its true
nature and extent.

Poverty is not the hallmark of the coal
miner any more than it Is of the average
American.

As we consider the legislation now be-
fore us, I stress the need for an accurate
picture of the men who will benefit from
it, rather than a distorted apparition
that Is a combination of the past and of
fancy.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
make a point of no quorum.

The PRESIDThG OmCER. From
whose time Is the time for a quorum call
to be taken?

Mr. RANDOLPH. From my time.
The PRESIDThG OFFICER. The clerk

wifi call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I ask unanimous consent that
the order for the quorum call be re-
scinded.

The PRESIDThG OmCER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

Who yields time?
Mr. WilLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I yield myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDDG OmCER. The Sen-

ator from New Jersey Is recognized for 5
minutes.

coMPENsATION

Mr. WilLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I am gravely concerned about
aproblem, not now covered by 5. 2917,
which I believe needs attention by the
Congress, namely the problem of pro-
viding some means of protection to the
miner and his dependents we have for-
gotten—the inactive coal miner who is
totally disabled and unable to work be-
cause he contracted pneumoconiosis or
black lung while working in the coal
mines.

The active miner of today who toils
manfully deep in the bowels of the earth
to produce about 15 tons of coal per day
was, until recently, the forgotten man,
but the tragedies of the past year and
one-half have raised him high in the
eye of the public. The people of this Na-
tion have been shocked by these unfortu-
nate events and have demanded, on his
behalf, that Government and industry
do a great deal more—not just half way
measures—to improve his lot. The active
miner of today Is feeling the wonderful
benefits that an aroused public can be-
stow on him. The bill before the Senate
today Is a tribute to this public aware-
ness.

The bill before you today affords hun
the protection he so desperately needs.
It gives directions to the Secretary of
the Interior, which prior to thIs year,
were thought to be impossible in this
industry.

But today, Mr. President, as I have
said there is another "forgotten man" in
this industry who also cries for help. He
Is the inactive miner who was unfortu-
nate enough to have breathed the coal
dust which he toiled in the mines and
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who now is totally disabled from a disease
that he can hardly pronounce—pneu-
moconlosjs—.but what he can feel. Tths
has been called by many names, but the
most popular is—black lung. Not only
is he forgotten, but aiso his wife and
children, and when he dies from this
disease, his widow and children are for-
gotten.

Volume 4 of the committee's hearings,
which you all have on your desks, graph-
ically depicts the effects of this disease
in the lung. It is not pretty to look at.
Imagine how it must be to the who
have contracted this dLsease and know
that there Is no known cure.

It is estimated by the Public Health
Service that about 9 percent of the num-
ber of nonworking miners in this coun-
try are suffering from complicated pneu-
moconiosis. Yet, in many cases, these
former miners and their dependents are
not eligible for compensation payments
under State laws. At present, only seven
States, West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Colorado, Alabama, Virginia, Tennessee,
New Mexico, and Ohio provide any bene-
fits for persons aicted with this disease.
In most cases, these State programs do
not cover former miners or widows of
miners or only provide min1ma1 benefits
for those people.

In my opinion, there is an urgent need
to provide a program to help these for-
gotten people.

The amendment I offer today to S.
2917 would help these people.

The amendment would be a substitute
for the present title V of the bill. It
would establish on an Intethn basis a
program of assistance to the States in
providing emergency health disability
benefits to Inactive coal mIners who are
totally disabled and unable to be gain-
fully employed due to complicated pneu-
moconlosis contracted while working In
the Nation's coal mines. Under the
amendment,- the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare is directed to
develop expeditiously Interim disability
standards for use in this program. The
standards would establish, among other
things, what constitutes coal miner's
complicated pneunloconiosjs, the basis
f or determining who is eligible for bene-
fits, and the means, methods, and pro-
cedures for filing claims and for .the
proof of eligibility. In this regard, it is
intended that such standards recognize
that the concern of this amendment is to
help not only totally disabled miners, but
also the widows and children of miners
who have cUed in the past from a condi-
tion that was directly related to this oc-
cupationally caused. disease. The stand-
ards would be effective as soon as possi-
ble after enactment, but not later than
90 days after the operative date of title Vof the bill.

Once the standards are established, the
Secretary is directed to undertake imme-
diately to enter into agreements with the
States under which they would admin-
ister this prcgiani pursu&nt to these
standards. The States must give assur-
ances as part of this agreement to pay
ce-ha1f of the benefits payable during
the fiscal years-ending June 30, 1972, and
June 30, 1973.

The PRESmING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
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Mr. WU.LIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I yield myself an additional
5 minutes.

The PRESflG OFFICER The Sen-
ator from New Jersey Is recognized ior
an addItional 5 mInutes.

Mr. WiLLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, once an agreement is entered
Into, the Secretary shall make grants to
the States for the purpose of this title.
During the remainder of this fiscal year,
and during all of the next fiscal year, the
program would be fully Federal funded.
This wIM give the States time to obtain
the funds necessary to finance their half
In the next 2 fiscal years, when the Fed-
eral assistance will be limited to one-hal!
of the estimated benefits needed for
those two fiscal years. If, in the case of
a State which now provides some benefits
for this disability, that State reduces its
benefits to eligible persons, the amend-
ment prohibits the making of Federal
payments under thIs program. In other
words, this is not to be construed as a
substitute for on-going State programs.

If, however, benefit payments are
made to eligible persons under other
provisions of law due to disability caused
by coal miner's complicated pneunio-
coniosis, such benefit paymeits would
be deducted from payments under this
amendment. Payments under welfare
laws, of course, would not count as a
deduction for this purpose.

The benefits are payable under this
amendment according to a formula
which would provide: To the miner
without dependents, $1,635 aimuafly; to
the miner, with dependents, $2,496 an-
nu&lly; to the miner, with two depend-
ents, $2,904 annually; and to the miner;
with three or more dependents, $3,264
annually.

Eligible widows and dependents there-
of would be treated in the same manner
as the miner.

The amendment would authorize ap-
propriations of $10 million for grants for
the remainder of this fiscal year, $30
million in the next fiscal year and $15
million annually In the 2 years there-
after. The program would terminate by

•the end of the last fiscal year. U appro-
priations are not adequate in any one
year, the grants and benefits will be
reduced proportionately.

The amendment would also direct
HEW to conduct a comprehensive study
on this whole problem of benefits for
this disease and report back to the Con-
gress In the fall of next year. On the
basis of this study, the Congress can
then consider again this problem and
determine what, if any, further Federal
assistance will be needed.

Last, the amendment would authorize
annual appropriations to the Secretary
of the Interior and the Surgeon General
to carry out the research program set
forth in this bill.

The bill directs the Secretary and the
Surgeon General to conduct comprehen-
sive studies, experiments, and demon-
strations in their respective areas of ex-
pertise in the field of coal mine health
and safety. Special efforts are to be made
to find unproved methods for the re-
covery of persons from a mine after an
accident, to solve the problem of under-
ground-to-surface cornniunications, to
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find Improved and safer sources of power
to haul men and coal underground, and
to illuminate active worldng places. In
addition, section 201(b) requires research
in connectior with hazards from trolley
wires and trolley feeder wires, signal
wires, the splicing and use of trailing
cables, and in connection with improve-
ments in vulcanizing of electric conduc-
tors, improvement in roof control meas-
ures, methar,e draining in advance of
mining, where such drainage relates to
safety, Improved methods of measuring
methane and oxygen concentrations and
the use of Iniproved underground power
equipment.

The Surgeon General and the Secre-
tary will conduct an accelerated program
to reduce dust concentrations under-
ground. This section also would direct
the Surgeon General to conduct research
and studies on the health conditions of
nonminers working with or around coal
products in'areas outside coal mines.

It is intended that the Secretary and
the Surgeon General act promptly to
carry out these directions and that funds
are, In fact, provided to the levels set in
the amendment. These levels are estab-
lished at whn.t appears to be the need for
this program as testified to by the depart-
ments involved.

The PRESING OCER (Mr.
PAcxwooD n the chair). Who yields
time?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
able chairman of our Subcommittee on
Labor of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare has explained the pur-
pose and provisions of the amendment.

L now send to the desk an amendment
on behalf of myself, the Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. By), the Senator
from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS), the
Senator from Vermont (Mr. Piovry),
the Senator, from New York (Mr.
JAvIS), the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
CooPER), the Senator from Pennsylvania
(Mr. Sco), the Senator from Kentucky
(Mr. CooK), the Senator from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. SwEncR), and the Senator
from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE). I ask that the
amendment be read.

The PRESmnG OFFICER. An
amendment cannot be offered while a
point of order is pending.

Mr. JAVTrS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous ccnsent that the amendment
be read for the lnlormation of the Sen-
ate.

The PRESING OFFICER. Without
out objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment will be stated.
The assistant leg1lative clerk read as

follows:
On page 118, lIne 13, through page 122,

line 14, substitute the following:
'TITLE V—INTER!M EMERGENCY COAL MINE

1EALrH DISABILiTY BENEFTrS

"Purpose
"SEc. 501. Based on a recent study con-

ducted by the United States Public Health
Service, Congress finds and declares that
there are a a:Lgnificant number oZ inactive
coal mincrs living today who are totally
disabled and unable to be gainfully em-
ployed due to the development of compli-
cateci pneiunoconiosls wiile working In one
or more of the Nation's coal xnnes; that there
also are a number of surviving widows and
children of coal miners whose death was at-
tributable to this disease; that few States
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provide benefits for disabiuty from this
disease to inactive coal miners and their
dependents; and that, in order to give the
Statea time to enact laws to provide such
benefits or to Improve thoee laws where token
or minimal benefits are provided. it is, there-
fore, the purpose of this title to provide, on
a temporary and limited basis, interim emer-
gency health disablUty benefits, in coopera-
tion with the States, to any coal miner who
i totally disabled and unable to be gain-
fully employed on the date of enactment
of this Act due to compucated pneumo-
contosle which arises out of, or in the course
of, his employment in one or more of the
Nation's coal mines; to the widows and cbll-
dren of any coal miner who, at the time of
his death, was totally disabled and unable
o be gainfully employed due to complicated

• pneumoconioeis azising out of, or tn the
course of, such employment; and to develOp'
Zurther and detailed lnlormation and data
on the extent to which past, present, and
future coal mnere are or wili be totally dis-
abled by compucated pneuinocontosis and
unable to be gainfully employed, on the ex-
tent to which aasistance to such miners and
their dependenta is needed, and the most
effective method for assuring such aaistance.

"Inteilim dl3abflity benefit 3tandards
"SEc. 502. (a) The Secretary of ealth, Edu-

cation, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to
in this title M "the Secretary") shall develop
and promulgate interim disabiuty benefits
standards governing the deterzn1fltion of
persona eugible to receive emergency coal
mine health disability benefits under this
title and the methods and procedures to be
used in disbursing such benefits to such per-
sona. Such standards shall take into con-
sideration the length of employment in coal
mines conaidered sumcient to establish a
claim for such benefits; reasonable and equ.t-
table means, methods, and procedures for fil-
ing and establishing proof of disability, con-
sistent with the purposes of thin title, by
the coal miner or as appropriate, his survivor
to enable such person to receive benefits as
soon aa possible after enactment of this Act;
and such other matters as the Secretary
deems appropriate. Such standards shall be
effective upon publication in the Federal
Register, imless the Secretary prescribes a
later date which date shall not be more than
ninety days after the operative date of this
title. The provlsiona of Section 553 of title 5
of the United States Code shall apply to the

• promulgation of such standards.
"As3istance to states

"Smc. 503. (a) Upon publication of the
interim disability standards by the Secretary
under this title, the Secretary shall enter into
agreements with an State pursuant to which
he shall rovide financial assistance, in ac.
cordance with the provisiona of this title, to
the States to carry out the purpose of this
title, and the States shall receive and adjudi-
cate, in accoradnce with such standards,
claims for interim emergency coal mine
health disability benefits from any eligible
person who is a resident of such State. Such
State shall also agree to pay one-half of such
benefits during the fiscal years ending
June 30, 1972, and June 30, 1973. Such agree-
ments shaU, in addition to such other con-
ditions as the Secretary deems appropriate.
include adequate assurances that the State
shall provide such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be appropriate
to assure proper disbursement and account-
ing of grants made to the State under this
section: and that the State will make such
repori5 to the Secretary, in such iorm and
containing such, information, as the Secre-
tary may from time to time require.

"(b) Beginning after the effective date of
any agreement entered into with a State un.
der this section ad ending on June 30, 1973,
the Secretary, subject to the provisiona of
thIz section, shall, from suma available there-
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for for any fiscal year, make grants to such
States equal to the estimated sums needed
by such State to pay all such benefits to
eligible persona through June 30, 1971. and
to pay one-half of such benefits to eligible
persons during the fiscal years ending June
30, 1972. and June 30, 1973. No beneftts ohali
be paid under this section to an eligtble
person if the 3tate, after the enactment
of this Act, reduces the beneftta for diaabil-
ity caused by complicated pneumoconiosis
to which such person is otherwise entitled
under such State's laws or regulationa. Bene-
fits paid to an eligible person under this sec-
tion shall be reduced by an amount equal
to any payment -made to such person under
any other provision of law for a disability
directly caused by complicated pneumoconi-
osis arising out of, or in the course of, em-
ployment in one or more of the Nation's
coal mines.

"(c) Interim emergency coal mine health
disability benefits shall be paid under this
section to persons determined by the State
pursuant to such standada to be eligible to
receive such benefits. Such benefits shall be
paid aa soon as possible after a claim is filed
theref or and eligibility determined, except
that such benefits shall terminate when such
person is no longer eligible, or on June 30,
1973. whichever date is flrst. The amount of
benefits payable to an eligible person under
this section shall be determined as f0UOWE

"(1) In the case of total disability, such
eligible person shall be paid benefits during
the period of such disability up to a rate
equal to 50 per centum of the minimum
monthly payment to which an employee in
grade GS—2 with one or more dependents,
who i totally disabled, is entitled under the
provisiona of sectiona 8105 and 8110 of title
5, United States Code;

"(2) In the ca8e of the death of a miner
resulting from such d1seae, and eligible wid-
ow shall be paid benefits at the rate the
deceased miner would be entitled to receive
•such benefits if such miner were totally dis-
abled until such widow dies or remarrtes:

"(3) In the case of .any eligible person -en-
titled to beneflts under clauses (1) or (2)
of this subsection who has one or more de-
pendents, such benefits shall be increased
at a rate of 50 per centum of the benefits to
which such persona is entitled under clauses
(1) or (2) of this sub8ection, if such per-
son has one dependent, 75 per centum. if
such person haa two dependents, and 100
per centum, if such person has three de-
pendents; except that such increased bene-
fit8 for a cbild, brother, sister, or grandchild,
shall cease if such dependent dies or mar-
ries or becomes 18 years of age, or if over
age 18 and incapable of self-support be-
comes capable of self-support.

"(d) There i hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated from funds in the Treasury for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970. not to
exceed $10OOO,OOO, and for the fiscal year
ending June 30. 1971, not to exceed $30,000,.
000, and for the fiscal years ending June 30,
1972. and June 30, 1973, not to exceed $15,-
000,000 annually for the purposes of this
title. If the amounts appropriated for any
fiscal year are less than the amounts neces.
sary to enable the Secretary to make the
full amount of grants to aU States which
have entered into agreements with him un-
der this title, the grants to eaci State for
such fiscal year, and the payments to eligi..
ble persona required to be made during such
fiscal year under such agreements, shall be
proportionately reduced.

"Study
"SEC. 504. The Secretary shall Immediately

undertake a study to determine the extent
to which coal miners are or will be totally
disabled due to complicated pneumoconiosis
developed during the course o employment
in the Nation's coal mines and unable to be
gainfully employed; the extent to which the
States provide benefits to active and inactive
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coal miners and their dependents for such
disability; the adequacy of such benefits, the
need for, and the desirability of, providing
any Federal, State, or private a.ssistance fr
such disability; the need for, and the desir-
ability of. extending the provisions of this
title for persons eligible for benefits under
this title; and such other facts which would
be helpful to the Congress following com-
pletion of this study, as the Secretary deems
appropriate. In carrying out this study, the
Secretary shall consult with, and, to the
greatest extent possible, obtain information
and comments from, the Secretary o the
Interior, the Secretary of Labor, and other
interested Federal agencies, the States, oper-
ators, representative of the miners, thsur-
ance representatives, and other interested
persona. The Secretary shall submit a report
on such study, together with such recom-
mendations, including appropriate legisla-
tive recommendationa, as he deems appro-
priate, to the Congress not later than
October 1, 1970."

On page 106. between lines 13 and 14, add
the following new subsection:

"(e) There is authorized to be appropri-
ated to the Secretary of the Intertoi such
sums a win be necessaay to carry out his
responabilities under this section and sec-
tion 201(b) of this Act at an annual rate o
not to exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1970, $25,000,000 or the fis-
cal year ending June 30, 1971, and $30,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and
for each succeeding scal year thereafter.
There is authorized to be appropriated an-
nuaUy to the Surgeon General such sums a
may be necessary to carry out his responsibil-
ities under this section. Such sums shall re-
main available until expended."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is
the will of the Senate?

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. To whose
time is the quorum call to be charged?

Mr. -KENNEDY. The tjine is to be
equally divided.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

- The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the previous
order to vote on the point of order be
rescinded along with the time limitation
associated therewith; that the point of
order be withdrawn; that the amend-
ment offered by the Senator from West
Vfrgmla (Mr. RANDOLPH) and others be
made the pending business; and that
debate on the amendment be limited to
1 hour, to be equally divided and con-
trolled by the majority leader and the
minority leader, or whomever they may
designate.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I think

this is an admirable resolution of a prob-
lem which the Senate faced, of commit-
tthg itself one way or the other on the
point of order. I think the Senator from
Vermont (Mr. PR0UTY) rendered the
Senate a signal service in raising the
question. The question will be studied
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carefully and we will not be caught in
this position again.

I thank the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. WILLIAMS), the Senators from Ken-
tucky (Mr. COOPER and Mr. Coox) • the
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RAN-
D0LPR), the Senator from Massachu-
setts (Mr. KENNEDY), and all the other
Senators who participated are entitled
to great credit for this solution.

The Senate should understand the
conclusion. We are offering an amend-
ment relating to compensation for work-
ers affected by black lung the pending
business. It is not amendable. If the Sen..
ate does not like it it can vote the amend-
ment down and bring up another amend-
ment. We are not locking anything in
except this amendment as it stands.

Mr. President, I hope Senators will
show an interest and come to the Cham-
ber to listen to the debate before voting.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous-consent re-
quest?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, reserv-
ing the right to object, and I do not ob-
ject, it is my understanding that an
addition to the subject matter mentioned
by the Senator from New York is that
this proposed amendment, which would
be made the pending business without
the privilege of amendment under the
proposed unanimous-consent agreement,
also contains an authorization which
would finance the general operation of
this bill, and that that authorization
covers the same sum as was proposed
to be expended each year for the first 30
years under the bill as originally drawn.
Is that correct?

Mr. JAVTI'S. The Senator is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. I have no objection. I

appreciate the Senator's cooperation in
working out the agreement.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I join
the Senator from New York In stating
that a very fair agreement has been
worked out. We have now gotten away
from the question of the point of order.
It is a unique question, and it can be
studied should a similar question come
before the Senate. The amendment is -for
authorization, but Congress and the
Committee on Appropriations could work
its will in the authorizations recom-
mended both for research and a tempo,
rary system of compensation.

As I said, I would be glad to vote for
such an amendment and I shall join as
a cosponsor.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object I would not want the
Senator to go away without understand-
ing that at my request we have allowed
a study to be made of the question of self-
financing by the industry as a possible al-
ternative. Other than that, the substan-
tive part is as stated.

Mr. President, I wish to add to my pre-
vious comments the name of the deputy
leader on the Democratic side, the Sena-.
tor from West Virginia (Mr. Byan),
which I inadvertently omitted, who also
he1ped work out the admirable compro-
mise.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank
the Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous consent re-

quest? The Chair hears no objection, and
it is so ordered.

The clerk will state the amendment.
The asistant legislative clerk read as

follows:
On page 118, line 13, through page 122, line

14, substitute the following:
"Trri.z V—Inin& EMERGtNCT CoAx. Mmr

HEALTH DxsnxLrrr Bzirrs
.,PuaPosz

"Sac. 501. Ba.ed on a recent study con-
ducted by the United States Public Health
Service. Congress flndB and declares that
there are a signcant number of inactive
coal miners living today who are totally dis-
abled and unable to be gatnlufly employed
due to the development of Complicated
pneumoconlosls while working In one
or more of the Nation's coal mines; that
there a'so ae a number of surviving wid-
ows and children of coal miners whose death
was attributable to thta diseaae; that few
States provide benefrt8 for cusabifity from
this disease to inactive coal miners and their
dependents; and that, In order to give the
States time to enact laws to provide such
beneftt8 o to improve those laws where
token or minimal benefits are provided, it Is,
therelore. the purpoae of this title to pro-
vide, on a temporray and limited basis, In-
terim emergency health disability benefits,
In coopeiation with the States, to any 0061
miner who- Is totally disabled and unable
to be gainfully employed on the date of en-
actment of this Act due to complicated
pneumoconlosla which arises out of, or In tie
course of, hta employment In one or more
of the Nation's coal mines: to the widows
and cUdren of any coal miner who, at the
time of liii death. was totally disabled and
unable to be gainlully employed due to com-
pUcated pneuiuoconlosla arisIng out of, or In
the course of, Such employment; and to de-
velop further and detailed tnlormatlon and
data on the extent to which past, present.
and future coal miners are or will be totally
disabled by complicated pneumoconlosla an4
unable to be ganftilly employed, on the cx-
test to which as8istance to euch miners and
their depeflden8 18 needed, and the moet eX-
fective method for as6uring such assistance.

"rNTEETh DzsABu.rrT BZNZTIT STANDARDS
"SEC. 502. (a) The Secretary of Health,

Education and WelZare (h&einatter reier-
red to In this title as "the Secretary") shall
develop and promulgate Interim daabllity
benefit standards governing the determina-
tion of persons eligible to receive emergency
coal mine health disability benefi under
this title and the methods and procedures
to be used in dlaburslng such benefi8 to
such persons. Such standaldB shall take Into
conaideration the length of employment In
cosi mines considered sufficient to establish
a claim for such benefits; reasonable and
equitable means, methods, and procedures
for filing and establishing proof of dlaabll-
ity, consistent wi-th the purpose of thds
title, by the coal miner or, as appropriate,
hIa survivor to enable such person to receive
benefits as soon as poGsible after enactment
of thla Act; and such other matters as the
Secretary deems appropriate. Such snd-
ardB shall be effective upon publication in
the Federal Register, unless the Secretary
prescribes a later date which date shall not
be more than nInety clays ater the operative
date of this title. The provisions of Section
553 of title 5 of the United States Code shall
apply to the promulgation of such stand-
ards.

"ASSISTANCE TO STATES

"SEC. 503. (a) Upon publication o the
Interim disability standards by the Secretary
under this title, tile Secretary shall exter
into agreements wtth any State pursuant to
whlci he shall provide financial alstance,
In accordance with the provisions of tbI5

title, to the States to carry out the purpose
of th3 ttle, and the Statee shall receive
and adjudicate, in accordance with such
stanCtadB, claims for Interim emergency coal
mine health dlzab&Iity benefits from any
eligible persor who is a resident of such
State. Such State shall also agree to pay
one-halZ of sich benefits Uurlng the fiscal
years ending June 30. 1972, and June 30.
1973. Such agreements shall, In addition to
such other COiithtton as the Secretary deems
appropriate, include adequate surances
that the State shall provide such fiscal con-
trol and Zund accounting procedures aa may
be appropriate to sssue proper disburse-
ment and accounflng of grants made to the
State under this section; and that the State
will make suuh reports to the Secretary, in
such form and containing such inlormation,
as the Secretary may from time to time
require.

(b) Beginning after the effective date of
any agreeme:at entered Into with a State
under this section and endIng on June 30,
1973, the Secretary. subject to the provisions
of this section, shall, from sums available
therefor for my fiscal year. make grants to
such States equal to the estimated sums
needed by suh State to pay all such benefits
to eligible persons through June 30, 1971,
and to pay one-hall of such benefits to eli-
gible persons durIng the fiscal years ending
June 30. 1972, and June 30. 1973. No benefits
shall be paid under this section to an eli-
gible person 11 the State, after the enactment
of this Act, reduces the benefits for disability
caused by complicated pneumoconlosls to
whici such person Ia otherwise entitled
under such tate's laws or regulations. Bene-
fits paid to an eligible person under this
section shall be reduced by an amount equal
to any payment made to such person under
any other p:rovlsion of law for a disability
directly caused by complicated pneumo..
coniosis arising out of, or In the course of,
employment In one or more of the Nation's
coal mines.

"(c) Interim emergency coal mine health
disability benefits shall be paid under this
section to persons determined by the State
pursuant to such standards to be eligible to
receive such benefits. Such benefits shall be
paid as soon as possible after a claIm Ia filed
therefor and eligibility determined, except
that such benefits shall terminate when such
person is nc longer elilble, or on June 30.
1973, whichever date Ia first. The amount of
benefits payble to an eligible person under
this section shall be determined as follows:

(1) In tlae case of total disability, such
eligible person shall be paid benefits during
the period f such disability up to a rate
equal to 50 per centum of the minimum
monthly payment to which an employee in
grade GS—2 with one or more dependents,
who 18 totalLy disabled. Ia entitled under the
provisions uf Sections 8105 and 8110 of
TitleS, United States Code;

"(2) In the case of the death of a miner
resulting from such disease, an eligibility
widow shall be paid benefits at the rate the
deceased miner would be entitled to receive
such benefits if such miner were totally dis-
abled until such widow dies or remarries:

"(3) In the case of any eligible person en-
titled to benefits under clauses (1) or (2)
of this subsection who has one or more
dependents, such benefits shall be Increased
at a rate of 50 per centum of the benefits to
which such person is entitled under clauses
(1) or (2) c,f this subsection, if such person
has one dependent. 75 per centum, if such
person has two dependents, and 100 per
centum. if such person has three dependents;
except that such increased benefits for a
child, brother, sister, or grandchild, shall
cease if such dependent dies or marries or
becomes 18 yeaxs of age, or if over age 18 and
Incapable of self-support becames capable
of self-support
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"(d) There is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated from funds in the Treasury for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, not to exceed
$10,000,000, and for the scal year ending
June 30, 1971, not to exceed $30,000,000, and
for the fiscal years endln June 30, 1972, and
June 30, 1973, nut to exceed $15,000,000 an-
nually for the purposes of thl8 title. I! the
tmotmts appropriated for any scal year are
less than the amounts necessary to enable
the Secretary to make the full amount of
grants to all States which have entered Into
agreements with him under thl8 title, the
grants to each State for such fiscal year, and
the payments to eugible persons required to
be made during such fiscal year under such
agreements, shall be proportionately reduced.

"srvo
"SEC. 504. The Secretary shall Immediately

undertake a study to determine the extent to
which coal miners are or will be totally dis-
abled due to compUcated pneumoconlosis
developed during the course of employment
In the Nation's coal mines and unable to be
gainfully employed; the extent to which the
States provide benefits to active and Inactive
coal miners and their dependents for such
dLsability; the adequacy of such benefits, the
need for, and the desirability of, provtd.lng
any Federal, State or private assistance for
such disability; the need for, and the desira-
bility of, extending the provisions of thl8 title
for persons eflgible for benefits under this
title; and such other facts which would be
helpful to the Congress following completion
of thl8 study, as the Secretary deems appro-
priate. In carrying out thl8 study, the Secre-
tary shall consult with, and, to the greatest
extent possible, obtain Inlormation and com-
ments from, the Secretary of the Interior, the
Secretary of Labor, and other Interested Fed-
eral agencies, the States, operators, represent-
ative of the miners, Insurance represena-
tives, and other Interested persons. The Sec-
retary shall submit a report on such study,
together with such recommendations, Includ-
ing appropriate legislative recommendations,
as he deems appropriate, to the Congress not
later than October 1, 1970."

On page 108, between lInes 13 and 14, add
the following new subsection:

"(e) There is authorized to be appropriated
to the Secretary of the Interior such sums a
will be necessary to carry out his responsibU-
ities under th13 section and section 201 (b) of
this Act at an annual rate of not to exceed
$20,000.000 for the scal year ending June
30, 1970, $25,000,000 for the scal year ending
June 30, 1971, and $30,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1972, and for each suc-
ceeding fiscal year thereafter. There I au-
thorized to be appropriated annually to the
Surgeon General such sums as may be neces-
sary to carry out his responsibiUties under
this section. Such 'sums shall remain avail-
able until expended."

Mr. KNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second. The yeas and nays are ordered.

Who yield time?
Mr. WUJJIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I yield 5 minutes to the Sen-
ator from Kentucky.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I rise to
congratulate the distinguished Senator
from New Jersey (Mr. WILLw1s) and
the Senators from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH and Mr. BYRD) foi working
out this matter with the Senator from
Vermont (Mr. PRotrr), the senior Sen-
ator from Kentucky (Mr. COOPER), and
myself, for many, many reasons.

First, Mr. President, I felt the adver-
sary proceedings yesterday were tre-
mendously helpful. I felt we were well

have been totally disabled by pneu-
mocon.tosls.

This is an unusual and dramatic pro-
posal—but it is directed at an unusual
and dramatic problem—our sublime iii-
sensitivity to what is probably the worst
occupational disease in the country—
black lung.

Mr. President, there exist today in the
United States literally thousands of
former coal miners who have reaped, as
their sole reward for long and faithful
service underground, ravaged lungs, en-
larged hearts, and retIrement years spent
as semi or complete invalids, slowly

choking to death. All because of coal dust.
The tragic consequences of this disease
were testified to by many witnesses who
appeared before the committee. As Dr.
Murray Hunter put it:

But what you must understaxid is that if
the coal miner baa five times the respiratory
disability of the nonminer, you also have to
understand that respiratory disability is like
no other. Respiratory disability is the moGt
agonizing kind, because respiratory death is
preceded by 20 odd years of respiratory dis-
ability in some cMe6. And it is one th1ig to
die at 75 of a stroke or a coronary after the
productive life of a physician or U.S. Senator
and another thing to die a.fter 20 years of
breath1esness where you couldnt mount the
stairs without stopping two or three times.

Mr. President, we do not know the
exact number of victims of black lung.
But we know that responsible sources
estimate that its victims number over
100,000 with 50,000 of them disabled to
some degree. We know, according to the
Public Health Service prevalence study
that 20 percent of all Inactive, and 10
percent of all active miners show X-ray
evidence of the disease, and that, of
these, 9 percent of the inactive and 3
percent of the active miners have pro-
gressive massive fibrosis, the complicated
form of the disease that causes severe
disability and ultimately death. We
know, according to Dr. Lorin Kerr, of the
United Mine Workers Welfare and Re-
tirement Fund, that in Pennsylvania
alone "nearly 1,000 miners die of coal
workers' pneuinoconiosis every year and
the same disease is listed as a contribu-
tory cause of death for almost 1,000
more." Finally, we know that X-ray
evidence may not even tell the whole
story, that in some cases even severe
disability may occur absent X-ray
changes characteristic of complicated
pneumoconlosis.

In 5. 2917, the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare has reported out a
measure which we on the committee be-
lieve will end this deathly scourge once
and for all. But we have done nothing
to help those who have already fallen
prey to black lung—to those who might
not have been disabled and forced to
spend the rest of their lives as vegetables
had we only seen our duty and done it
sooner.

I say "our duty" advisedly. For the root
of the problem is the utter failure of all
of us, and that includes the Industry, the
medical profession, and the Govern-
ment—particularly the Public Health
Service—to recognize this disease before
being embarrassed into doing so—at least
20 years late, by Great Britain and other
European countries.
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within the realm of proposing something,
not only new for the Senate but, and
I am not quite sure, in some respects
rather disastrous Lor many collective in-
dustries throughout the country. I am
pleased to say that during the course of
the debate yesterday my senior colleague
from Kentucky (Mr. COOPER) and I made
it very clear that the real problem to
be faced here was a problem that both of
us and many other Senators were per-
fectly wffling to see fuliy thianced and
to see this problem of black lung ffimliy
handled on a logical and compassionate
basis by the Senate.

I felt, as did many of my colleagues, in
my colloquy with the junior Senator
from Missouri (Mr. EAGLETON) that this
was an Important enough 1ssue im-
portant on its merits, that we try dili-
gently, and as a result this compromise
was worked out.

I cannot say enough about the dis-
tinguished Senator from New Jersey (Mr.
WII.Lwis) for not only understanding
the problem but aiso realizing that the
ultimate answer to the problem is really
to solve it and not to continue debate on
the floor of the Senate.

I hope, as was expressed by the Senator
from New York, that the question of
Article VU of the Constitut1n of the
United States in regard to this body, can
be examined, I hope that the expressed
precedent, as was suggested yesterday,
that revenue measures, If they are not
anything more than a significant part
of a bill, can be passed by this body, and
will be seriously reviewed because I think
it goes to the heart of the authority that
this body really has.

The Senator from New York expressed
the feeling that he did not in any way
want to give up any right that this body
might have. I concur in those remarks
wholly and completely. But for myseLf I
would say that If, by the Constitution of
the United States, there is some right
that this body does not possess, that it is
possessed by the other body, then I do
not feel that I am giving anything up but
that I am, in fact, following the dictates
of the Constitution of the United States
and upholding its principles.

I conclude by saying that my State of
Kentucky will be very grateful to this
body for this amendment. The coal
miners of my State can look, for the first
time in many years, to the culmination of
a dream, to the culmination of a drive, to
the culmination of a program that will
see to it that elimination of the horrible
disease to which they have been sub-
jected will now totally and completely be
recognized by this country and fully
implemented by the Senate.

Again my thanks to the distinguished
Senator from New Jersey.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from New Jersey yield me some
time?

Mr. WilLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I yield such time as he may
desire to the Senator from New York.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New York is recognized.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I support
the amendment of Senator RANDOLPH to
establish an interim program for pay-
ment of benefits to inactive miners who
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Our failure to recognize coal workers'
pneumoconiosis as a separate disease
has had two particularly insidious ef-
ect.s: First, it obviously precluded any at-
tempts, through private efforts or legis-
lation, to control coal dust, and second,
it operated to prevent many miners dis-
abled from black lung from obtaining
even minimally decent workmen's com-
pensation. As a result, the thousands of
inactive miners disabled by black lung
are not only condemned to life as virtual
Invalids, they must also live out that
life in abject poverty.

The amendment which is now before us
is an attempt, on an interim basis, to do
something about this problem, pending a
study and report on permanent measures
by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Ordinarily, we would wait
for the Secretary's report before acting,
but this problem is so serious, and of such
magnitude, that I do not believe that, in
conscience, we can ask these former min-
ers of their widows and families to wait
several more years for help.

I emphasize, Mr. President, that the
entire Nation shares the responsibility
for this tragic situation; witness after
witness who testified on this bill stressed
America's complete insensitivity to the
problem of black lung until very re-
cently—it was not until the mid-1950's
that black lung was recognized by re-
sponsible medical authorities as a disease
Britain, on the other hand, began to rec-
ognize the disease in 1934, and it became
compensable in 1943. In the United
States, until last year, only three States
recognized black lung as a compensable
disease; in other States the only way
miners could receive compensation is if
they could convince examining boards
they had sificosis, which usually was not
possible. One former miner who appeared
before the committee testified to the dif-
ficulty he had encountered obtaining
compensation in West Virginia. To prove
his case he was forced, at his own ex-
pense of over $1,300, to have a biopsy
taken, and even then he only received a
40-percent disability award based on
silicosis.

This case is the rule, not the exception.
Through the years, American authorities
have been almost exclusively concerned
with silicosis, notwithstanding that black
lung probably affects more workers, with
worse results, than does silicosis.

This preoccupation with silicosis, and
consequent insensitivity to black lung
was developed most clearly in the testi-
mony of Dr. Lorin Kerr of the United
Mine Workers' Welfare and Retirement
Fund. I ask that the relevant excerpts
from Dr. -Kerr's testimony be printed in
the RECORD.

There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

EXCERPT FROM TESTIMONY or DE. KERR
The U.S. Public Health Service recently

reported that In 1950, American coal miners
died at nearly twice the rate o other work-
ers; diseases of the respiratory system killed
miners at a rate five times grealter than the
general woklng male population; and the
mortality rate for American coal miners was
roughly twice those reported for Brits1 coalners.
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Among the Uving, the Pennsylvania IDe-
partrnent o Pubilc Health reported in 1967
that 19,175 coal miners had X-ray evidence
of coal workers' pneumoconio€Ia and 23,768
more were disabled by the disease. In 1965,
the U.S. Pubilc Health Service reported that
throughout the entire Appalachian soft coal
mining area one out o every 10 active, and
one out of every five former miners had
X-ray evidence of the same disease.

These and other American statistics are a
grisly repetition of those reported by EiUsh
investigators for the la&t 25 years. In Great
Britain, coal workers' pneumoconioels ac-
counts for more deaths than all other forms
of dust dlsea8es combined. SInce 1930, it has
constituted the greatest medical and social

- problem in all industry.
It is sale to conclude from all available

Information that In the United States, as
previously stated, that a least 125,00 active
and Zormer coal miners have some 6tage of
coal workers' pneumoconiosis and of this
number nearly 50,000 may be disabled by the
disease. In the last 20 yearE, at least one
million miners have been expo6ed to a daily
dose of life-threatening coal dust.

Scienttflc studies have repeatedly shown
that achievement is not conned to any one
nation. New discoveries and inventions
usually occur simultaneously In a number
of different locations. Why has coal workers'
pneumoconiosis been an exception? Why,
with our outstandIng contributions in medi-
cine, should we stand today where the British
did nearly 30 years ago?

A major reason for this situation is that
coal workers' pneumoconioeis is not well
known or widely organized In the United
States. Until recently, little has appeared
In American medical journa's on this dis-
ease and most o the earlier articles were
reports on British research and surveys. This
lack of concern about coal workers' pneu-
mOConioGis ha been due in pert to a belief
that conditions reported in Britain did not
exist in the United States. It is also due to
the conviction that only silica and dust con-
taining silica is Injurious.

I would like to depart from the record a
moment to elaborate on thia item, if I may,
Senator.

We began research here in the United
States on iUcois about 1915 with studies
that were done in the tn-state area where

• the lead and zinc mines are located near
Joplin, Mo. This followed a 1902 study in
South Africa concerning higl tuberculosis
mort1ity rates among gold miners. It was
determined that silicosis provided the devel-
opment of the tuberculo€is among these
miners.

This study wa followed by otheTs else-
where. Mass X-ray6 were fist ueed In a 1911
study of siilcoGis. Sub6equent studies here in
the United 'States revealed a lot of silicoaa
In various industries.

Slowly it was thought to be diminishing.
Then about 1930 a tunnel wa dug at Gauley
Bridge, W. Va. It Is difficult to say Whether
it was silicosis or whether it wa an over-
whelming dcee of dust in the lungs of the8e
men that caused so many deaths. However,
it created such a scandal that there wa a
congressional investigation. This was fol-
lowed by a National Sllicoais Conference in
1936 called by the Secretary of Labor, Madam
Perkins. The reports were made in 1937. The
definition of silicosis wa one that hd been
developed in 1933. It has since been incorpo-
rated imto most workmen's compensation leg-
islation in the country. In fact, there was no
workmen's compensation for silicos until
about 1937.

There ias thus been this focus of atten-
tion over the years on silica and coal dust has
been classified as an inert dust because it did
not produce any fibrosis in the tissues.

I think it is hnportant to keep in mind
that when silicosis did-hit the headlines here
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in. the United States it was followed by a
congressional Investigation, a National Con-
ference on Silicosis, and the development of
certain recommendations some of which are
still not implemented. Even today we do not
know the actual incidence or prevalence of
silicois in the United States. There is no
accurate reporting on that disease either.

The impact of physician knowledge aii
attitudes is apparent in inaccurate or incom-
plete death certificates. These documents are
essential for determining the existence of
dangerous coe.l dust requiring governmental
action for control or eradication. Too often
no records miian no action.

A ftnal comment on our 30-year lag behind
the British is provided by Dr. Donald Hunter,
the world-faaoUs British authority on oc-
cupational he:ilth. Ten years ago in his book,
"Health in Industry" he wrote extensively on
coal workers' pneumoconiosis and said that
not until 1934 did British physicians begin
to accept the fact that coal dust in miners'
lungs producs a slowly progressive fatal dis-
ease. He contiiiued to say:

It must be admitted that medical men by
their ill-Informed complacency have a heavy
load of respoflibility to bear for this failure
to discover ti, e true state of affairs, a failure
which constitutes what Is probably the great-
est disgrace In the history of British med.
Icine.

Today, 35 veaxs later, American medicine
has barely begun to overcome its "ill-in-
formed ccmptacency" and "discovei' the true
state of affairs" regarding coal workeis'
pneumoconiosls.

I oan vividly remember, 21 years ago when
I came with the UMWA Welfsre find Retire-
ment Fund, the constant streni of wheezing,
breathless coal miners coming to the area
medical offic€ in Morgantown, W. Va., seek-
ing relief from the struggle to breathe. I can
also rememb€ how overwhelmed I felt. Never
in my earlier profe8sional experience had I
obesrved or heaid of a single industry with
so raany merL who seemed to be disabled by
their jobs. I say "seemed to be disabled by
their jobs" because doctors said these men
rarely had 8llicosis and it was unuaual to find
a physician who even suspected that coa'
dust might be dangerous. The dilsabifity was
called minezs' asthma and it was accepted
by miners aXLd doctors as part o the job.

We, in the 'und, also became acutely aw.re
of the unusual medical re the breathless
miners required. They had more colds and
other respiratory infections than other min-
ers and these infections lasted longer. Some
of these men would become 80 ill when they
had an upper rp1ratory Infection that they
would need to be hospitalized, where they
frequently would Btay for 2 and 3 weeks,
eeveral t1me every yeaz. Oxygen in the hos-
pttal or at hme seemed to bring more e1ie
than anything else. If all the tanks o oxygen
these men bave used were laid end-to-end
I would venture that a long green line would
run at leasI, 6,000 miles—.twice across the
Nation, coast-to-coast.

I might say parenthetically that I com-
puted that, myself, and I think it Is quite
accurate.

In searcbiag for the cause of the shortness
of breath afflicting the coal miners, the
fund's medical administrators could not
agree with t:tiose doctors who claimed that it
was due to "compensationitis" or nervous-
ness. I can assure you that were I a breath-
less as some of the miners I have seen I would
be nervous. But to claim it was due to
nervousness and had nothing to do with
dust was noisense. I know of one doctor who
even maintained that breathlessness was due
simply to a rr o coal rnI'nIllg.

Our search for a.nswers also Included a re-
view of death certificates bzt they were o
little help. Cor pulmcnaie or right-sided en-
largement Cf the heart was often given as
the csuae of death but there would be no
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mention of what we now know wa.s the pri-
mary cause of the heart failure—coal work-
ers' pneum000fliOBlS.

No Government agency, Including health
department., could aawer oi questioflB.
They were all willing to listen but no one
knew the cause of the breathlessness and no
one was wiiitng to even guea how many
breathle miners were disabled by their Jobs.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, Dr. Wil-
liani Stewart, the Surgeon General of
the United States, fully concurred with
Dr. Kerr, as to the American preoccupa-
tion with silicosis. Furthermore, he could
nd no excuse for the failure of the Pub-
lic Health Service to tnitlate a prevalance
study until 1970. He testified:

I don't know all the story behind this,
Senator Randolph, but I know that In the
thiree there wa8 great concern and atten-
tion to BUiCO8IS and the attention was drawn
to it because of the high Incidence of tuber-
culosis among people who have stlicOeis. And
it waa felt that the problem was caused bY
the amount or the percent of silica In the
dust. This was not only the prevalent feeling
In the United States, it waa pretty weil a
worldwide consensus tbat silica caused the
problem. In the forttes, we began realize
that there were stmilar pathologies appear-
ing on the X-rays from other kinds of dust.
asbe3tOe dust cotton dust, and so on. There
were also some studies done by various re-
seazcher8 In the United States
of the coal mines where the silica content
In te dust was very, very low and yet they
were reporting pneumoconiOsla In the miners.
I don't know why it took us iinUl 1960 to
get around to doing the prevalence work, but
it was Just a matter of the way the state of
knowledge developed.

Last year several States, including
West Virginia, amended their laws to
provide compensation for victims of
black lung. But in West Virginia, for
example, the new law only applies pro-
spectively; it does nothing for the thou-
sands of miners or their widows and
children, who have already been dis-
abled from black lung and forced to
retire.

Those are the miners whom this
amendment has been directed at. It Is
also directed at those miners in States
like Pennsylvania, whose benefits, under
special programs, are so pitifully small
that no former miner can be expected
to live on them.. In Pennsylvania, for
example, many miners receive only $75
to live out their days.

This amendment will not allow any
former miner to live in the lap of lux-
wy—neither $136 for a single miner nor
$272 for a family of four is anything
more than the minimum level of decency
requires. What we are trying to do, in
substance, Is give these people some tem-
porary help for 2 years pending receipt
of the Secretary's report on more perxna-
nent measures and deal with this tragic
situation.

Mr. President, I do continue to express
the hope that a way will be found to
have this whole operation, at least In
material part, financed by the industry
itself. We have argued that at great
length. It is a very important point, in
this and many other measures.

Therefore, I approve very much of the
fact that the authorIzation is $30 million
for 1971, and then goes down to $15 mil-
lion in 1972 and 1973 with the States re-
quired to match the amounts of Federal

aid. I hope that the program eventually
proves to be selZ-financing by the indus-
try. It is one of the things which we have
committed for study and recommend&
tion by the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. I think that is prob-
ably the only thing that is open to us
to do.

I continue to express my fidelity to
that concept and my hope that that Is
the way it will go. I pledge to work for
it when the results of the study demon-
strate it makes the kind of sense I think
it does.

Again, I congratulate all those con-
cerned and only hope that this may be
consummated and that we all may soon
stand behind the President's chair as he
signs the bill. It probably will be one of
the most exciting demonstrations of what
we can do here for individuals who need
our help.

Mr. PROTY. Mr. President, I yield
myselZ 10 minutes.

The PRESIDmG OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Vermont is recognized for 10
minutes.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I think
that when I. raised the point of order
agathst section 502 of Senate bill 2917
on last Friday, it was a valid point to
make.

I am happy, indeed, that we have been
able to work out a meaningful comiro-
mise which races up to a truly serious
situation among people who ha.ve worked
in the coal mines of this country.

Mr. President, traditionally, the
Bureau of Mines has not placed as great
emphasis on health and safety research
In coal as it has on the utilization to
discover new uses for coal.

The Bureau's activities in health and
safety have historicaUy been centered
about education, training, and persua-
sion in order to improve the health and
safety record of the industry. As a result
great emphasis had been placed on in-
spection activity rather than on develop-
ing new technology which might result
in improved safety.

Because of the long neglect in research
and development in the area of health
and safety In coal mining, substantial
amounts of money will be required in an
attempt to catch up so that fatalities and
accidents can be substantially reduced.

The very large sums which hae been
projected are necessary if the fatality
and Injury rate and accident rate of un-
derground coal mining is to approach
that of other industries. These rates
must be reduced If the coal industry is
to compete for its share of manpower in
the future. There is little incentive for
either professional, semiprofessional, or
other employees to be attracted to an
industry in which their chances of being
injured or kiiled are so high.

The large increase in funds that is
needed will be directed toward such ac-
tivities as:

First, determining the dust levels pres-
ently found in U.S. coal mines, the occu-
pations within the mines which have the
highest dust levels, and the effects of
various engineering parameters on dust
concentrations.

Second, a study of methods of reducing
dust concentrations, such as water infu-
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sion, use of additives and foams, redesign
of cutting bits, use of-water sprays, aux-
iliary ventilation, use of vacuum-type
manifolds.

Third, the development of entirelY
new methods of protecting miners from
respirable dust, such as providing an ar-
tificial atmosphere to protect the miner
from a hostile environment.

Fourth, the development of vastly un-
proved methods of measuring the dust
levels both over extended periods and
instantaneously.

Fifth, development of fundamental
knowledge on the formation and behav-
ior. of respirable dust and on the dust-
generation characteristiCs of various coal
beds.

Sixth, on the development of Improved
and analytical techniques on the detec-
tion of free silica in coal and for other
toxic and hazardous constituents.

Seventh, development of improved in-
strumentation for measuring oxygen
content and other noxious and hazardous
gases.

Eighth, the development of improved
technology to reduce roof fall hazards,
which account, year in and year out, for
between 50 and 60 percent of all under-
ground fatalities.

Ninth, the development of nonspark-
ing bits to reduce the danger of ignition.

Tenth, a completely new and adniin-
Istratively more managee.ble system of
developing requirements for explosion-
proofing of electrical equipment and for
the determination of its permissibility.

Eleventh, the development of post-
disaster, survival, life support, and res-
cue technology.

Twelfth, to devise Improved methods
of rendering coal dust nonexplosive
rather than using the cumbersome sys-
tem of adding rock dust to the coal dust.

Other areas of health and safety re-
search which these Initial investigations
are expected to uncover will be investi-
gated in future years on a scale neces-
sairy to demonstrate their feasibility.

In conclusion, I express my deep ap-
preciation to the distinguished Senator
from New Jersey, floor 1ianager of the
bill, and Senator RANDOLPH, Senator
Byiw of West Virginia, Senatcr COOK,
and other Senators, for their coopera-
tion in bringing out a meaningful com-
promise which Is going to contribute so
much to the health and safety of the
coal mine workers of this country.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I am happy to yield to the
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RAN-
DOLPH), who has been so active this year
in this effort to help coal miners, but
whose record of constant effort dates
back decades.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. How
much time does the Senator yield?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. As
much time as the Senator needs.

i. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, there
is real substance in the comments made
by several Senators since the offering of
the amendment. And they are symbolic.
Senator CooK, Senator JAVITS, Senator
PaotrrY—and those additional Senators
on the other side of the aisle who have
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spoken since -the amendment was of-
fered—give clear evidence that there Is
a lack of partisanship in this effort. A
very real understanding has been worked
out here, The groundwork of Senator
WILLIAMs of New Jersey and Senator
PROTJTY of Vermont, and the able as-
sistance of my esteemed colleague from
West Virginia, Senator ROBERT BYRD,
and other Senators, and through helpful
assistance of our staffs and the Labor
Committee staff, brought Into reality the
amendment which I have offered for
myself and the cosponsors previously
named. I think, as Senator PROt7T has
so cogently stated, that we have acted In
a meaningful manner. We have accom-
plished much.

We must consider that, In a degree,
the Senate itself can be congratulated on
this matter, In that the point of order
against section 502 has been withdrawn.
If the point of order had been brought to
a vote, I am sure Senator PROUTY would
be the first Senator to recognize that
there would have been a divisiveness that
perhaps would have slowed the progress
of this vital bill toward passage.

I am In no wise critical. As the Senator
from Vermont knows, I said yesterday
that he had every right to raise the point
of order. Senator PROUTY Is a diligent and
understanding man. He has been most
constructive In working with those of us
within the committee who are endeavor-
ing to shape this measure Into what I
hope will truly be meaningful legisla-
tion for the benefit of a large group of
Americans who need our concern and our
assistance.

Very frankly, we have preserved a
Senate here with a flexibility of action
and relative Independence. These are im-
portant. The Senate must not be a strait-
jacketed body, but one with certian op-
tions it can work within and under
which it can function effectively.

Mr. President, I express commendation
and appreciation to the Senators from
New Jersey (Mr. Wn.u,is) and Ver-
mont (Mr. PROUTY) for their statesman-
ship in helping to develop an appropriate
and meaningful compromise which I
hope will have prompt and overwhelm-
ing approval.

I repeat: The Senate as an Institution
will be the very real winner, in that with-
cirawal of the point of order against sec-
tion 502 of the pending business (S.
2917) avoIds an excess of divisiveness.
Yes, the Senate's flexibility of action and
relative independence are better
preserved.

Mr. President, the coal mine health
and safety legislation will be strength-
ened and broadened if we will accept and
approve the plan under which special
assessments on each ton of coal mined
or imported would be deleted; health
and safety research would be authorized
for direct appropriations and expendi-
tures; and an interim pilot program
would be authorized to make appropri-
ations and expenditures for the purpose
of paying benefits to nonactive coal
miners who have been totally disabled
by coal miners' black lung disease. And
these benefits likewise would go to
widows or children with qualifications
to be establis1ed.
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Mr. President, the burdens of the costs
of producing coal under the provisions
of 5. 2917 are to be so heavy that an
assessment against each ton of coal pro-
duced to create a research trust fund, or
for other purposes, would be unduly
oppressive.

Senator COOPER, Senator Coog, Sen-
ator Sco, Senator SCIIWEIKER, Senator
BYRD of West Virginia, and the Senator
who speaks now—from the leading coal
producing States—these people, and we
know their needs. And, of course, their
dependents are Involved. As the record
Indicates, many miners have been dis-
abled totally by black lung disease.

I think I should stress again that the
costs of producing coal under the pro-
visions of 5. 2917 are going to be very
heavy. I said it In. my opening speech. And
I said it often during earlier considera-
tion of the legislation.

If we had created a research trust fund
based on assessments, I believe it would
have been unduly oppressive. I am sure
the Senator from Vermont shares this
viewpoint.

I believe we would be on the wisest and
most prudent course if we were to re-
move the assessment provisions and If we
were to substitute authorizations for ap-
proprlations and expenditures. I voted
against the assessment provisions of sec-
tion 502 of the bifi in committee.

It was a gratifying experience this
morning for me to have had the oppor-
tunity and the privilege to counsel with
Senators WILLIAMS and PRoUTY and to
urge them to join in the reaching of the
excellent and thoroughly appropriate
compromise that we have worked out.

I think it is not merely a compromise
but an accommodation of viewpoints. In
completing the job, we are going to bene-
fit needy disabled former miners and
their dependents who look to us, a Con-
gress that must be realistic, and one that
must be compassionate as well.

I urge the Senate to approve the
amendment which I have offered with
the cosponsorship of Senators WILLIAMS
and PROUTY and several other Senators
on both sides of the aisle.

Again, I congratulate—and it is not
just a pleasantry—Senators and staff
members, who worked so diligently over
the weekend and yesterday and today to
bring about this meeting of minds and,
I say also, this meetmg of hearts. It Is
bipartisan. In fact, I say that which we
have done Is nonpartisan. I think the
substance of the amendment offered
gives us a stronger, a broader-based, and
much improved coal mine health and
safety legislation.

I believe this amendment merits
unanimous support and I believe it will
have unanimous acceptance in this body.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I think
all of us would agree that today Is a
much happier day than yesterday. We
debated for about 3 hours on a consti-
tutional question—and it was an Impor-
tant constitutional question—but I know
that I felt, as I left the Chamber yester-
day. and in a conversation with the Sen-
ator from West Virginia I said so, that
I was not too happy that we had devoted
ourselves to what might be called the
dry bones of a legal question—s very Im-
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portant constitutional question, and I be-
lieve we wer right—but today we have
come to an accommodation, through the
efforts of the Senator from Vermont
(Mr. PROUrY), the Senators from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and Mr. BYRD),
my colleague from Kentucky (Mr.
CooK), and the chairman of the com-
mittee and rn.anager of the bill, the Sen-
ator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS).
We have bro tight something forth to help
those who still live, though they are suI
fering with black lung disease.

I think we have also shown that debate
in the Senate Is worthwhile. The Sen-
ator from Vermont raised a point of
order, which he had the right to raise
and which would have been raised, I am
sure, If he had not, by someone else. We
had a debate for 2 or 3 hours, and out of
that debate and our discussions with
each other, this substitute amendment
was produced. I had said throughout the
debate that if we could agree upon a
measure which would go the route of au-
thorizations and appropriations, I would
support it, not alone for research but for
at least temporary benefits.

Those of us who come from coal States
and have been candidates for office have
traveled through coal-producing coun-
ties. There Is something typical about
each of those counties, whether they are
in Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia,
or Pennsylvania. I know that, speaking
at courthouses and In front of court-
houses, we always see a group sitting
around, some of whøm have been in-
jured and some of whom are ill with
pneumoconi.osls. At last, due to the en-
ergy and initiative of the Senator from
New Jersey (Mr. Wn.LIAM5), the Sena-
tor from Wast Virginia (Mr. RAim0I.PH),
the Senato:r from West Virginia (Mr.
BYRD) and others, and because we have
been stirred by Senator PRoirrrs amend-
ment. I think we have brought forth
something good today.

The PRESIDING OFFIC. Who
yields time?

Mr. WULIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I yield the Senator from West
Virginia such time as he may require.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I W1SI to express my appreciation,
as a Senathr from the leading coal-pro-
ducing State, to all those Senators who
have worked together in devising a bi-
partisan approach to the problem pre-
sented by the point of order. I congratu-
la,te the Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PROUTY), the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. WILLLMS), manager of the bill, the
Senators f:rom Kentucky (Mr. - COOPER
and Mr. Coox), the senior Senator from
New York (Mr. JAvIT5), and certainiy
my own eolleague from West Virginia
(Mr. RANDOLPH), for their efforts, which
will soon culminate in the adoption of
this very Iriumanitarian and necessary
amendment.

My colleague and I some time ago pro-
posed that there be Federal compensa-
tion for miners disabled by pulmonary
diseases contracted from mining employ-
ment and ineligible for compensation
under State statutes. Both he and I have
wanted to see such compensation pro-
vided without an additional cost burden
being placed upon the coal Industry. -The
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amendment before us today obviates the
necessity, certainly for the time being
and hopefully for all time, of placing that
burden upon an already overburdened
industry.

Mr. President, I consider it a necessity
that we pass legislation to provide dis-
ability benefits to miners suffering from
pulmonary diseases, because in so many
instances the State statutes, not being
retroactive, do not reach the old dis-
abled miner who long ago has been forced
into retirement as a result of his having
acquired black lung, pneumoconiosis,
siicosis, or some other pulmonary dis-
ease through employment in the mines.

I feel that today we have proposed a
measure which will bridge an important
gap, and which will bring new hope to the
mining population. I believe this to be a
very . humanitarian amendment, and I
feel that It Is necessary that we provide
a way for these old, disabled miners and
their famifies to live without being de-
pendent upon welfare. In so many in-
stances, they long ago exhausted their
unemployment compensation benefits,
and have been forced-to go to the welfare
offices, or go to their children and stand
with their hats in their hanth and hope
for assistance from them. Here today we
not only provide for some measure of
assistance to the old, disabled, retired
miner, but we are also lending some
assistance to his children, who other-
wise would have to provide help for their
parents. I hope the Senate will vote
unanimously for this amendment when
we reach the time for a rollcall vote.
and I hope that in conference the House
of Representatives will accede to the
position taken by this body.

Again I express my very deep apprecia-
tion to the manager of the bill, who at all
times has shown extreme willingness to
listen, and to cooperate, and a very
sympathetic appreciation for the prob-
lem faced by those of us who represent
coal minJ.ng States. I again express ap-
preciation, too, to the Senator from Ver-
mont (Mr. PRotrrT), and certainly to my
senior colleague (Mr. RANDOLPH), who
has devoted so much of his time, energy.
effort, and expertise to the bill before
us and to the amendment on which we
are about to vote. My appreciation goes
out to all Senators who have worked to-
geather, and to their staffs, who have
contributed so much to the devising of
this amendment. I congratulate them,
and I hope that the Senate, as I have
stated, will soon vote, and vote unani-
mously, to approve the pending amend-
ment.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield 1
minute to the distinguished Senator from
Kentucky.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I merely
wanted to add to the remarks that I made
previously that I think this shows the
tremendous capacity of individuals, as
well as of many groups of people, in the
United States. It shows the capacity oZ
people who have trudged all over Capitol
Hill, who have attended committee hear-
ings, who have come out of the mountains
and out of the mines; and I personally
should like to say that from my point of
view, probably the most interesting ser-
ies of articles that I have read on black
lung disease was a series of articles pub-

lished in the Louisville Courier-Journal,
written by Mr. Ward Sinclair.

The PRESIDING OCER. The Sen-
ator's 1 minute has expired.

Mr. PROUTY. I yield the Senator an
additional minute.

Mr. COOK. Mr. Sinclair traveled over
the coal mining regions of my State and
wrote a series of tremendous articles,
bringing this problem to the attention
of people in urban areas, who probably
had never really given any thought to it,
to the extent that it became a situation
that was not only Important to the miner
himself and his family, but was impor-
tant to people in all walks of life.

I think that probably many Senators
would want to give credit to individuals
who did the same thing in their respec-
tive States. But I would feel remiss if I
did not put this on record because of his
efforts and the efforts of many other
people who felt the same way and who
worked hard and long in the effort to
develop the sense of national alarm and
national concern that resulted in our ac-
tins today.

I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. PROUTY Mr. President, if there

are no other speakers, and if it Is agree-
able with the Senator from New Jersey,
I am perfectly willing to yield back the
remainder of my time.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, will the Senator yield me 1 minute?

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I yield 1 mInute to the Sena-
tor from West Virginia.

The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from West Virginia Is recognized
for 1 minute.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I would be remiss if I did not in-
dude among those who have worked so
diligently and hard on this compensa-
tion provision the leadership of the
United Mine Workers of America and
also the leadership of the industry itself.

I have talked with the representatives
of industry and I have also talked often
with the leaders of the United Mine
•Workers of America about such com-
pensation, and I say for the RECORD that
they have played an important part in
the steps we have taken and the progress
we have made which, I think, will soon
culminate in the adoption of this very
worthwhile and humanitarian amend-
ment benefiting and protecting miners
and .their families.

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
rise in support of the pending substitute
amendment embodying a new title V of
5. 2917, the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Aót of 1969.

I am pleased to be a cosponsor of this
amendment. It is based primarily on a
pneumoconiosis compensation amend-
ment introduced yesterday by the dis-
tinguished Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. RANDOLPH), in which I also joined
as a cosponsor.

Pneumoconiosis, or black lung, is one
of the main targets of the bill 5. 2917.
Pneumocoriiosis afflicts one-fifth of the
retired mining population and one-tenth
of the active coal miners. Thus it is not
sufficient for Congress simply to legislate
for the future against the high dust levels
in coal mines that will cause black lung.
Congress must answer also the needs of
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those miners who currently suffer from
the ravages of this disease, and who are
not receiving an adequate amount of as-
sistance from their States or other
sources.

The substitute amendment will pro-
vide interim disability compensation to
retired miners suffering from compli-
cated pneumoconiosis. If death has re-
sulted from complicated pneumoconiosis,
then the miner's widow is eligible for
these benefits.

The amendment provides for a Fed-
eral study of the black lung problem,
which would be completed and reported
on to Congress by October 1, 1970.

Finally, the amendment authorizes
long-overdue funds for coal mine health
and safety research—up to $20 million
for this fiscal year, $25 million for fiscal
year 1971 and $30 million for each fiscal
year after that. This compares with cur-
rent Federal spending for coal mine
health and safety research of less than
$2 million in fiscal year 1969.

Mr. President, I urge adoption of this
vital amendment to broaden and
strengthen 5. 2917.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I yield back the remainder of
my time.

Mr. PROTJTY. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OmCER. All time
has been yielded back.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. ALLOTI'. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

All time having expired, the question
is on agreeing to the amendment of the
Senator from. West Virginia. On this
question the yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. KENNEDY. I announce that the
Senator from Michigan (Mr. HART) and
the Senator from Washington (Mr.
MAGNUSON) are absent on official busi-
ness.

I further announce that the Senator
from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the
Senator from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the
Senator from Montana (Mr. MANs'IELD)
and the Senator from Georgia (Mr.
RUssELL) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Mississippi (Mr.
EAsrxqD), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
GRAVEL), the Senator from Michigan
(Mr. HART), the Senator from Washing-
ton (Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator from
Montana (Mr. MANs'IELD), and the Sen-
ator from Georgia (Mr: RUSSELL) would
each vote "yea."

Mr. GRrFFIN. I announce thai the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAT'IELD
and the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
JORDAN) are necessarily absent.

The Senator from Oklahoma (Mr.
BELLMON) is detained on official busi-
ness.
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So Mr. RANDOLPH'S airiendnient was
agreed to.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. COOK. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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to thank the Senator from Kentucky
arid particularly the Senator from Ver-
mont for raising the Issue of the point
of order on 5. 2917.

The research I have made suggests that
the State of Alaska produces a substan-
tial amount of coal but that in the en-
tire history of Alaska there has never
been one case of black lung disease.

The net result of the amendment of-
fered by the Senator from West Vir-
ginia (Mr. R.A!rnOLPH) Is that the coal
miners of ny State wlfl be left In the
economic po;sition where they can com-
pete and will not face the assessments
previously ftttended by the version of 5.
2917 as reported by the committee.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, may I
have the attention of the Senator from
West Virginia and the Senator from
New Jersey (Mr. Wn.LxAx!s).

A few moments ago, in consultation,
I said that I would lay down my amend-
ment No. 2C7 this afternoon so that it
could becon.e the pending business to-
morrow, with a view to voting on it to-
morrow.

Because I do not wish to delay the
Senate, let rae say that in checking over
the amendment I want to be sure, first,
that it fully accomplishes the purposes
I Intend. There may be some changes
that will have to be made to accom-
plish those purposes; namely, to main-
tain the c1asification between gassy and
nongassy mines.

I hope, when I get the floor tomorrow,
to be able t lay down this amendment
as the first order of business at tomor-
row's session.

Mr. President, I just want to put the
Senate on notice as to the purposes of
the amendment.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. May I
ask the Senator from Kentucky a ques-
tion? -

Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Do I cor-

rectly understand the Senator to say that
he will not lay down his amendment to-
night to make it the pending business,
but wlfl lay it down tomorrow?

Mr. COOPER. I will. That is correct.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank

the Senator,

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (5. 2917) to improve the
health and safety conditions of persons
working in the coal mining industry of
the United States.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I want
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If present and voting, the Senator
from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) and the
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON)
would each vote "yea."

The result was announced—yeas 91,
nays 0, as follows:

INo. 104 Leg.]
rEAS—91

Alken Goodell Nelson
Allen Gore Packwood
Allott Grin PatoreAersci Gurney Pearson
Baker Hansen Peil
Bayh Harris Percy
Bennett Hartke Prouty
Bible Holland Proxmire
Boggs HollIngs Randolph
Brooke Hruska Ribicoff
Burdick Hughes Saxbe
Byrd, Va. Inouye Schwelker
Byrd, W. Va. Jackson Scott
Cannon Javits Smith, Maine
Case Jordan, NC. Smith, Xli.
Church Kennedy Sparkman
Cook Long Spong
Cooper Mathias Stennis
Cotton McCarthy Stevens
Cranston McClellaii Symlngton
Curtis McGee Talmadge
Dodd McGovern Thurmond
Dole McIntyre Tower
Dominick Metcall Tydlngs
Eagleton Miller Wi]flams, N.J.
Ellender Mondale Wfflians, Del.vin Montoya Yarborough
Paniiin Moss Young, N. Dak.
Pong Mundt Young, Ohio
Fulbright Murphy
Goldwater Muskle

NAYS—O
NOT VOTINO—9..

Bellmon Hart Magnuson
Eastland Hatfield Mansfield
Gravel Jordan, Idaho Russell
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FEDAL COAL E HEALTH AND
SAi&rx AC OF 1969 -

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (S. 2917) to improve the
health and safety ndItions of persons
working In the coal mining industry of
the United States.

* * * * *
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senatcr from Alabama.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

is open to further amendment.
If there be no further amendment to

be proposed, the question is on the en-
grossment and third reading of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and to be read a third time.

The bill was read the third time.

* * * * *
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Several Senators requested the yeas
and nays on passage.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESWING OFFICER. The bill

having been read the third time, the
question Is, Shall It pass? On this ques-
tion the yeas and nays have been or-
dered, and the clerk will call the roll,

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. KENNEDY. I announce that the
Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDER-
sON), the Senator from Indiana (Mr.
BAYB), the Senator from North Dakota
(Mr. B1tDIcK), the Senator from Cali-
fornia (Mr. CRANSTON), the Senator from
North Carolina (Mr. ERvIN), the Senator
from Tennessee (Mr. GORE), the Senator
from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator
from Oklahoma (Mr. HARRIS), the Sen-
ator from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MCCAR-
THY), the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
MCCLELLAN), the Senator from South
Dakota Mr. MCGOVERN), the Senator
from New Hampshire (Mr. MCINTYRE),
the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MON-
TOYA), and the Senator from Georgia
(Mr. RUSSELL) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that the Senator
from Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), and the Sen-
ator from Washington (Mr. MAGNVSON)
are absent on official buSiness.

I further announce that, 1.1 present and
voting, the Senator from New Mexico
(Mr. ANDERSON), the Senator from In-
diana (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from
North DakDta (Mr. BURDICK), the Sen-
ator from California (Mr. CRANSTON),
the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
ERVIN), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
Go), the Senator frDm Alaska (Mr.
GRAVEL), the Senator from Oklahoma
(Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from Iowa
(Mr. HUGHES), the Senator from Louisi-
ana (Mr. LONG), the Senator from Wash-
lngton (Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. MC-
GOvERN), the Senator from New Hamp-
shire (Mr. MCINTYRE), the Senator from
New Mexico (Mr. MONTOYA), the Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. MCCARIHY), and
the -Senator from Georgia (Mr. RUS-
SELL) would each vote "yea."

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER),
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE),
the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAT-
FIELD), the Senator from California (Mr.
MURPHY), the Senator from flhinois (Mr,
SMITH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
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SvENs), and the Senator from South
Carolina (Mr. 'ThVRMoND) are necessar-
ily absent.

The Senator from Utah (Mr. BEN-
NETT), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
FANNIN) and the Senator from Mary-
land (Mr. MATHIAS) are detained on offi-
cial business.

U present and voting, the Senator
from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER), the Sen-
ator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the Sen-
ator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE), the Sen-
ator from Arizona (Mr. FANNIN), the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD),
the Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATHI-
AS), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEv-
ENS), and the Senator from South Caro-
lina (Mr. THURMOND) would each vote
"yea."

The result was announced—yeas 73,
nays 0, as follows:

[No. 110 Leg.)

NAYS—
NOT VOTING—27

Gore McClellan
Gravel McGovern
Harris McIntyre
Hatfleld Montoya
Hughes Murphy
Long Russell
Magnuson Smith, ni.
Mathias Stevens
McCarthy Thurmond

So the bill (5. 2917) was passed, as
follows:

S. 2917
An act to Improve the health and safety con-

ditions of persons working in the coal min-
ing industry of the United States
Be it enacted by the Senate and Jiou.se

of Representatives of the United States of
4mercc in Congress assembLed, That this
Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act or 1969".

FINDINGS AND 'URPOSE
SEC. 2. Congress delcares that—
(1) the first priority and concern or all in

the coal mining industry must be the health
and safety of its most precious resource—
the miner;

(2) deaths and serIous injuries from un-
safe and unhealthful conditions and prac-
tices in the coal mines cause grief and suffer-
ing to the miners and to their families;

(3) there Is an urgent need o provide
more effective means and measure8 for Im-
proving the working conditions and practices
in the Nation's coal mine6 in order to pre-
vent death and serious physical harm, and
In order to prevent cocupational diseases
originating in such mines:

(4) the ecistence of unsafe and unhealth-
ful conditions and practices in the Nation's
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coal mines In a serious impedinient to the
Zuture growth or the coal mining industry
and cannot b tolerated;

(5) the operators or such mines with the
aistance of the miners have the primary re-
sposibility to prevent the existence of such
conditions and practices in such mines;

(8) the di;ruption of production and the
loss of income to operators and miners as a
result of coat mine accidentm or occupation-
ally caused diesases unduly impedes and
burdens comm:re; and

(7) It is thc purpose of this Act (1) to es-
tablish interim mandatory health and safety
standards axid o direct the Surgeon General
and the Secretary of the Interior to develop
and promulgate Improved mandatory stand-
ards to protect the health and safety of the
Nation's coal miners; (2) to require that
each operator of a coal mine and every miner
in such miDe comply with such standards;
(3) to cooperate with, and provide assist-
ance to the States in the development and
en.torcement of effective State coal mine
health and ;afety programs; and (4) to im-
prove and expand, in cooperation with the
States and the coal mining industry, re-
search and development and training pro-
grams aimed at preventing coal mine
accidents and occupationally caused dis-
eases in the industry.

bINE5 SUBJECT TO ACT
SEC. 3. Each coal mine, the products of

which enter commerce, or the operations or
products or which affect commerce, shall be
subject to this Act, and each operator of
such mine and - every miner in such mine
shall compl:v with the provisions of this Act
and the applicable standards and regulations
of the Secxetary and the Surgeon Geflral
promulgate1 under this Act.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 4. FDr the purpose or this Act, the
term—

(1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the
Interior or his delegate;

(2) "Surgeon General" means the Surgeon
General. Uiitted States Public Health Serv-
ice in the I)epartment of Health, Education,
and We1far, or his delegate;
- (3) "conmerce" means trade, traffic, com-
merce, transportation. or communication
among the aeveral States, or between a place
in a State and any place outside thereof,
or within the District of Columbia or a p05-
session or the United Statee, or between
points in the same State but through a
point out&lde thereof;

(4) "State" includes a state or the United
States, the District of Columbia, the Com-
monwealth or Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands, Amcrican Samoa, and Guam;

(5) "operator" means any owner, 1esee,
or other prson who operates, has control of,
or supervises a coal mine;

(6) 'agenit" means any person charged
with respo:sibi1ity ror the operation or all or
part or a oDal mine or the supervision of the
miners in a coal mine;

(7) "person" m*as any individual, part-
nersip, aisoctation, corporation, flrm, sub-
sidiary of a corporation, or othe? organiza-
ton;

(8) 'mlaer" means any individual work-
ing in a coa.1 mine; -

(9) coal mine" means an area of land
and all ;tructures, facilities, machinery,
tools, equipment, thafts, &lopes, tunnels, ex-
cavations, and other property, real or per-
sonal, placed upon, under, or above the sur-
face of suh land by any person, Used or W
be used in. or Tesulting from, the work of
extracting in such area bituminous c ig-
nite, or axithzacite from ito natural deposits
in the earth by any means or method, ard
the work f preparing the coal so extracted.
and no1udes custom coal preparation aci1i.
tiee:

(10) 'work o preparing the coal" means
the breaking, crushing, sizing, cleaning,
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washing, drying. nilying, storing, and load-.
lug of bituminous, lignite, or anthracite coal.
and such other work of preparing such coat
as is usually done by the operator of the
coal mine;

(11) "ImTnthen.t danger" means the exist-
ence of any condition or practice In a coat
mine which could reasonably be expected to
cause death or serious physical harm before
such condition or practice can be abated;

(12) "accident" includes a mine explosion,
mine ignition, mine fire, or mine inundation,
or injury to, or death of, any person; and

(13) "Panel" means the Interim Compli-
ance Panel eatablished by this Act.

nrrIxM COMPLIANCE P?NEL -

Sxc. 5. (a) There is hereby established the
Interim Compliance Panel, which shall be
composed of five members a.s follows:

(1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor
Standards, Department of Labor, or his dde-

(2) DIrector of the Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce, or his delegate;

(3) Mministrator of Consumer Protection
and Environmental Eealth Service, Depart-
ment of Eealth, Education, and Welfare, or
his delegate;

(4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, De-
partment of the Interior, or his delegate; and.

(5) DIrector of the National Science Foun-
dation, or his delegate.

(b) Members of the Panel shall serve with-
out compensation in addition to that re-
ceived in their regular employment, but shall
be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub-
sistence, and Other necessary expenses in-
curred by them in the performance of duties
vested in the Panel.
• (c) Notwithstanding any Other provision of
law, the Secretary of Ee'alth,. Education, and
Welfare, Secretary of Commerce. the Secre-
tary of Labor, and the Secretary of the In-
terior shall upon request of the Panel, pro-
vide the Panel such personnel and Other as-
sistance as the Panel determines necessary to
enable it to carry out its functions under
this Act.

(d) Three members pf the Panel shall
constitute a quorum for doing business. AU
decisions of the Panel shall be by majority
vote. The chairman of the Panel shall be se-
lected by the members from among the mem-
bership thereof.

(e) The Panel is authorized to appoint as
many hearing examiners as are necessary for
proceedings required to be conducted in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this Act. The
provisions applicable to hearing examiners
appointed under section 3105 of title 5 of
the United States Code shall be applicable
to hearing examiners appointed pursuant
to this subsection.

(f) (1) It shall be the function of the Panel
to carry Out the duties imposed on it pur-
suant to sections 102 and 206(1) of this Act.
The provisions of this etion shall termi-
nate upon completion of the Panel's func-
tions as set forth under sections 102 and
206(1) of this Act.

(2) The Panel shall make. an annual re-
port, in writing, to the Secretary for trans-
mittal by him to the Congress concerning the
achievement of its purposes, and any other
relevant information (including any recom-
mendations) which it deems appropriate.
TITLE I—MANDATORY HEALTH STAND-

ARDS FOR COAL MINES
PART A—INTERIM MANDATORY EEALTH STAND-

AP.DS FOR CONTROLLING DUST AT UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINES

scoPz AND COVERAGE
SEC. 101. (a) The provisions of sections 102

and 103 of this title shall be interim manda-
tory health standards applicable to all under-
ground coal mines until superseded in whole
or in part by improved mandatory health
standards promulgated by the Secretary in
accordance with health standards established
by the Surgeon General for such mines to
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become effective atter the operative date of
this title. Any orders lasued In the enforce-
ment of the p'ov1Mona of this part shall be
subject to review am provided In title Ifl of
this Act.

(b) Among other things, It is the purpose
of this title to provide, to the greatest extent
possible, that the' working conditions In each
underground coal mine are sufficiently free
of dust concentrations in the atmosphere to
permit each miner the opportunity to work
underground during the period of his entire
adult working life without 'Incurring any
disability from pneumoconioeis or any other
Occupation—related disease during Or at the
end of such period.

(c) (1) Within one year after the date of
enactment of this Act, the Surgeon General
shall develop and submit to the Secretary
and the Congress recommendations as to the
maximum permissible total exposure of indi-
viduals to coal mine dust during a working
shift. Such recommendations shall be revired
by the Surgeon General as necessary.

(2) Within three years after the date of
enactment of this Act, and thereafter as
needed, the Secretary shall publish as pro-
vided in subsection 105(c) of this title a
schedule specifying the times within which
mines shall reduce the total personal expo-
sure to dust on a working shift to the levels
recommended by the Surgeon General. Such
schedule of the Secretary shall be based upon
his determination of what is the minimum
time necessary for these levels to be techno-
logically feasible and the availability of'
equipmint. The levels so specified by the Sec-
retary shall be the dust standards applicable
to coal mines.under this Act.

(3) Within 6 months after the date of en-
actrnent the Surgeon General shall establish.
and the Secretary shall publish, as provided
in subsection 105(c) of this title proposed
mandatory standards establishing maximum
noise exposure levels for all coal mines.

DUST STAND.%RD AND RESPIRATORS

SEC. 102. (a) (1) Eective sIxty days after
the operative date of this title, each operator
shall continuously maintain the concentra-
tions of respirable dust in the atmosphere of
the active workings of the mine during each
shift at or below 3.0 milligrams of dust per
cubic meter of air, except that, where a per-
mit for noncompliance has been issued to an
operator as hereinafter provided, such oper-
ator shall continuously maintain the concen-
tration of respirable dust in the atmosphere
of the active workings of the mine during
each Shift at or below 4.5 mIlligrams of dust
per cubic meter of air or. if a lower concen-
tration is prescribed in such permit, at or be-

.10w such lower concentration. In mining
operations where the coal dust contains more
than 5 per centum quartz, the dust standard
shall be determined in accordance with a
formula to be prescribed by the Surgeon
General.

(2) Eective three years after the date of
the enactment 0L this Act, each operator
shall continuously maintain the concentra-
tions of respirable dust in the amosphere of
the active workings of the mine during each
shift at or below 2.0 milligrams of dust per
cubic meter of air, except that, where a per-
mit for noncompliance has been Issued to an
operator as hereinafter provided, such opera-
tor shall continuously maintain the concen-
tration of respirable dust in the atmosphere
of the active workings of the mine during
each shift at or below 3.0 milligrams per
cubic meter of air or, if a lower concentration
is prescribed in such permit, at or below such
lower concentration.

(b) (1) Any operator who determine8 that
be will be unable, using avallable technot-
ogy, to comply with the 3.0 mIlligram stand-
ard established by subsection (a)(1) at this
section, or the 2.0 milligram standard estab..
Ushed by subeection (a) (2) of this section,
upon the eecttve date at such gtandard,
may, no later than 5ty days prior to the
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effeoVe date of the standard with respect
to which euch applltion Ia filed, file with
the Panel an application for a permit for
noncompuance. If, in the case of an ap-
pucation for a permit for noncompliance
with the standard established by sub-
section (a) (1) of this section, the ap-
pLcation satisfie5 the requirements of sub-
section (c) of this section, the Panel shall
Issue to the operator a permit for non-
compliance. If, in the case o an application
for a permit for noncompliance with the
standard eetablished by subsection (a (2) of
this section, the application satisftes the re-
quirements of subsection (c) of this section,
and the Panel, after all interested persons
have been notified and given an opportunity
for a hearing, determines that the applicant
win be unable to comply with such 2.0 mil-
ligram standard, the Panel shall issue to the
operator a permit for noncompliance. Any
such permit so issued shall entitle the per-
mittee during a period which shall expire
at a date fixed by the Panel, but in no event
later than twelve months after the eective
date Of such standard, to malntain contin-
uously the concentrations of respirable dust
in the atmo&phere in each active working
place during each shift to which the cx-
tension applies t a level specified by the
Panel, which shall be at th lowest level which
the application shows the conditions, tech-
nology appucable to such mine, and Other
available and eective control techniques
and methods will permit but in no evenb
shaLl such level exceed 4.5 milligrams of dust
per cubic meter of air during the period
when the 3.0 mIlligram standard is in effect,
or 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of
air during the period when the 2.0 milligram
standard is in erect.

(2) (A) Except as provided in paragraph
(3) of this subsection, in any case in which
an operator, who has been Is8ued a permit
(Including a renewal permit) for noncom-
pliace under this section, determines not
more than ninety days prior to the ecpira-
tion date of such permit, that he still is
unable to comply with the 3.0 milligram
standard established by subsection (a) (1) of
this section or the 2.0 milligram standard
established by subsection (a) (2) of this sec-
tion, he may file with the Panel an applica-
tion for renewal of the permit. Upon receipt
of such application for renewal of a permit,
the Panel, if it determines, after all inter
ested persona have been notified and givet
an opportunity for a hearing, that the ap-
plication is in compliance with the provi-
sion of subsection (c) of this section, and
that the applicant will be unable to comply
with such standard, may renew the permit
f or a period not exceeding six months. Any
hearing held pursuant to this subsection
shall be of record and the Panei shall make
findings of fact and shall issue a written 4
decision incorporating its ftndings therein.

(B) Such renewal permit shall entitle the
perm.tttee, during the period of its eective-
ness, to maintain continuously during each
shift the concentrations of respirable dust;
in the atmosphere at any active working
place to which the renewal permit applies
at the lov.'est level which the conditions,
technology applicable to such mine, and
Other available and eective control tech-
niques and methods will permit, as deter-
mined by the Panel, but in no event shall
such level exceed 4.5 m.tlligram.s of dust per
cubic meter of air during the period when
the 3.0 milligram standard is in effect, or 3.1)
milUgrama of dust per cubic meter of atr
during the period when the 2.0 milligram
standard is in erect.

(3) Except to the extent otherwise pro-
vided in subsection (k) of this section, no
permit or renewal permit for noncompliance
sktall entitle any operator to an extension
of time beyond thirty-six months from the
date of enactment Of this Act to comply
wth the 3.0 mIlligram standard established
by subsection (a) (1) of this section, or be-.
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yond seventy-two month from the date of
enactment of this Act to comply wIth 2.0
milligram standard established by 8ubeeCtion
(a)(2) of thlseecUon.

(c) Any application for an initial or re-
newal permit for noncompliance made pur-
suant to this section shall contain—

(1) a representation by the appucant and
the engineer conducting the survey referred
to in paragraph (2) of this subsection that
the applicant Is unable to comply wIth the
dust standard applicable under subsection
(a)(1) or (a)(2) of this section at spected
active working places because the technology
ior reducing such duBt concentrations at
such place Is not available, or because of the
lack of other effective COnol techniques or
methods, or because of any combination of
such reasons;

(2) an identiftcation of the active working
places in such mine for which the permit is
requested: the results of an engineering sur-
vey by a certifted engineer of the dust condi-
tion6 Of each active working place of the
mine wIth respect to which such application
is ified and the ability to reduce the dust
concentrations to the level required to be
maintained In such working place under this
section, together with a copy of 8uch engi-
neering survey; a description of the ventila-
tion 8ystem of tile mine and Its capacity; the
quantity of air regularly reaching the last
open croescut In any pair or set of developing
entries ad the last open crosscut in any
pair or 8et of rooms of each such active work-
ing place; the method of mining; the amount
and presaure of the water, if any, reaching
the working face; the number, location, and
type of sprays, if any; actions taken to re-
duce the dust concenations; and 8uch other
information as the Panel may require; and

(3) statements by the applicant and the
engineer conducting such 8urvey. of the
means and methods to be employed to
achieve compliance wIth the applicable dust
standard, the progress made toward achiev-
ing compliance, and an estimate of when
compliance can be achieved.

(d) The Secretary shall cause to be made
such frequent spot inspections as he deems
appropriate of the active workángs of under-
ground coal mlne8 for which permit6 for
noncompliance have been granted under this
section for the purpo6e of obtaining com-
pliance wIth the provisionG of this title. The
Secretary shall also make 8pot inspections of
all active workings in underground mines to
insure compliance.

(e) Any operator or representative of
miners aggrieved by a ftnal decision of the
Panel with respect to an application for an
initial or renewed permit for noncompliance
may file a petion for review of such deci-
sion in accordance with the provisions oZ
section 304 of tb&s Act:

(f) Each operator shall take samples of
the atmocphere oZ the active workings of the
mine to determine the atmospheric concen-
tration of respirable dust. Such sample6
shall be taken by any devioe approved .by the
Secretary and in aceodsnce with the meth-
0th and at locations a3ld at intervals and In
a manner prescribed by him. Such sanipl
shall be ansmIr,ted to the Secrety, Lu a
manner prescribed by the Secretary, and
analyzed and recorded by him In a manner
to assure that the dust levels e8tabltshed by,
or permitted under, this section are not ex-
ceeded and to enable him to cause an im-
mediate inspection of any mine whenever
such samples indicate that the concentra-
tion of dust therein exceeds such level. If,
upon the beis of such samples or additional
samples taken during an inspection, the Sec-
retary or his authorized representative finds
that the ooncentraons of respirable dust
in any active worngs in a mine exceed the
level required to be maintained under this
section. the Secretary or his repreen,e
shall issue a notice to the operator or his
agent, a copy o whici shall be nsm1tted
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to the Panel and to a representative of the
iers In the mine, flxlng a reaeonable me
to take corrective action, whach tAme ihaiI
not exoe1 seventy-two our, e2d the op-
erator of the mine shall take corrective
action Immediately In oider to bing Buch
concentrations at below the level required
to be maantatned under this aection. If, upon
the expiration of such time, the Secretaa7
or hits authoilzed representative ends that
such 8tion has not been completed and the
violation has not been abated, he shall 1sue
an order requiring that while such corrective
aotion is underway, no work, other than that
neceesary to take such action and to obtain
valid samples oZ the atmosphere of the active
wor1dxi of the mine to determine the atnlo6-
pheric concentrations of repira.ble dust, shall
be perniitted until the dust concenations
in such mine have been reduced to or below
such required level. As aoon as possible after
an order Is Issued, the Secretary, upon re-
quest of the operator, shall cuapatch to the
mine involved a person or team of persons.
to the extent such persons are available, de-
termined by him to be knowledgeable in the
methods and means of controlling and ze-
ducing respirable dust. Such person or team
or persons shall remain at the mine involved
for 8uch time as they shall deem appropriate
to assi8t the operator In reducing re&prable
dust concentrations. While at the mine, 6uch
persons may require the operator to take
such actions a they deem appropriate to
insure the health of any person in the coal
mine.

(g) The dust resulting from drilling In
rock 8hall be controlled by the use and main-
tenance of du8t collectors, by water or water
with a wetUng agent, or by ventilation or
other means approved by the Secretary.
Mner8 who are engaged in drilling In rock
and exposed for 8hort periods to inhalation
hazards from gas, dust, fumes. or mist shall
wear respiratory equipment. W3en the ex-
posure is for prolonged periods, other meas-
ures to protect such miners or to reduce the
hazard shall be taken.

(h) Respirators Mall be worn by all per-
sons for protection against exposures to con-
centrations of dust in exoeGs of the levels
required to be maintained under this sec-
tion. Use of respirators shall not be 8ubsti-
tuted for environmental oonol measures.
Each mine shall maintain a supply of re8pi-
rators adequate to comply with the provi-
sions of this section.

(i) References to re6p4rators, dust collec-
tors, or respiratory equipment in this section
mean rplrators, dust collectors, and equip-
ment approved by the Secretary in acoord-
ance with health standards established by
the Surgeon General.

(j) References to specic concentrations
of dust in this title mean ooncenations of
respirable dust if •mea$ured with an MRE
Instrument or equivalent concentrations of
dust if measured with another device ap-
proved by the Secretary. As used in this title,
the term 'MRE in8truxnent" means the gray-
imetric dust 8ampler with four channel hori-
zona.1 elutriator developed by the Mining
Research Establishment of the National Coal
Board, London, England.

(k) At any time within two years follow-
ing the date on wh&ch the 2.0 milligram
standard established by subsection (a) (2) of
this ect1on becomes effective, the Secretary
may, ater having given the Congress ad-
vance w?ltten notice not less than one hun-
dred and Vwenty daye prior thereto and in
accordance with health standards esbl1shed
by the Surgeon Oeneral, extend the time
within which all underground coal mines
are required to comply with such standard,
If the Secretary determines that the tech-
nology or other effective control teckuiiques
or methods for reducing such dust concen-
trations to the level required by such stand-
ard Is not available. Such eztension shall be
effective at the end of the r5t period of
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8iXty calendar days of oont1nuou seesion of
Congre8 uiter te date on whtoh a Written
plan of 5uch erenaion Ia anamItted to it
unless, between the date of transmittal and
the end of the s1zty-day period, either House
passes rosolution stating In ub8tance that
that House does aot favor the extenaion plan.

(1) For the pLlrpoae of 8ub6ection (k) of
this section—

(1) the continlxity of a session is broken
only by an adjournment of Congress sine
die; and

(2) the days cn which either House is not
In sessiofl because of an adjournment of
more than three day8 to a day certain are
excluded in the computation of the sixty-
day per1o1.

(m) Any extension plan transmitted to
the Congress ptrsuant to this 8ection shall
be received and acted on by the Congress
In the same manner as that provided for re-
organization plns under chapter 9 of title
5 of the United States Code.

(n) The Secretary and the Surgeon Gen-
eral shall from time to time, but in no event
leGs than twice annually, submit a written
report to the Coiagresa 8etting forth the prog-
ress made toward achieving absolute com-
pliance v,tth the standazds establiEhed by
sub6ection (a) this eection, and an eti-
mate of t]e t1m as to when such compliance
can be achieved.

(0) The Secretary or his authorized rep-
resentatWe may require a greater quantity
of air than th yninImn required under
8ection 2O4(b) f this Act when he flnds t
necessary to prctect the health of miners in
a coal mae. Wiere line brattice or other ap-
proved devtces are Inatalled, the space be-
tween such device and the rib shall, in
addition to the requirements of eection 204
(C) (2) of this Act, be adequate to permit
the flow of euffient volume of a4r to zeduce
the oocentmtions of respirable dust at eaci2
active working Zace.

1]CAL AMINATIONS
SEc. 103. (a) The operator of an under-

ground coal mine sha.U eetablish a program
approved by the Surgeon Oeneral under
which each miner working in such under-
ground cou miDe will be given, at least an-
nually, begtnniag 81x months after the op- -

erative date of this title, a ohe8t roentgeno-
gram and aucki other tests as may be re-
quired by the Surgeon General. The films
shall be taken In a mnnnr to be preecribeci
by the Surgeoji General a shall be read
and CIaa3lfied 1)y the Surgeon Oeneral and
the results of esch reading on each such mm-
•er shall be amliable to the Surgeon Oen-
eral and, with the consent of the miner, to
his physician aad other appropriate persons.
The Surgeon Oeneral may also take such ex-
aminations and tests where appropr1te and
may cooperate with the operator in talung
of such examinations and test6 On a reim-
bursable basis. Each operator shall cooperate
with the Surgeon Oeneral in making ar-
rangemets br each miner in such mine to
be given such other medical examinations as
the Surgeon General deternünes neceary.
The results of ny 8uch exa1nation shall be
submitted in t1e same manner a the afore-
mentioned flijns. in no case, however, shall
any such miner be requfred to have a chest
roentgenogram or examination under this
section withOut his consent.

(b) (1) On and after the effective date of
the 3.0 milUgram standard established by
section 102(a) (1) of thi8 title. any miner
who, In the judgment of the Surgeon Oeneral
based upon 8uch reading or medical exami-
nations, show8 evidence of the development
of the pneumoconiosl8 shall be assigned by
the operator, i'or 8uch period or periods as
may be necessary to prevent Zurther devel-
opment of suci disease, to work, at the op-
tion of the miner, in any working section
or other area of the mine, where the mine
atmosphere contaIns concentrationa of re-
spirable dust of not more than 2.0 milligrams
of dust per cubic meter of air.
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(2) On and after the effective date of the

2.0 milligram standard estabilshed by section
102(a) (2) of this title, any miner so show-
ing such evidence of the development of
pneumoconiosis s1aU be assigned 1n accord-
ance with the provisions of paragraph (1)
of this subsection to any working section Or
Other area of the mine where the mine at-
mosphere contains concentrations of respira-
ble dust at a level, below 2.0 mtlligrms of
dust per meter of air, determined by the
Secretary, in accordance with health stand-
ards established by the Surgeon General, to
be necessary to prevent Lurther development
of such disease.

(3) Any miner assigned to work in any
other working section or other area of the
mine pursuant to paragraphs (1) or (2) of'
this subsection sIall receive for such work
the regular rate of ay received by other
miners performing comparable work In such
section or area, or the regular rate of pay
received by such miner immediately prior to
his assignment, whichever is the greater.

PART B—PROMULGATION OF MANDATORY
HEALTH STANDARDS FOR ALL COAL MXNERS

HW.TH STANDARDS; REVIEW
SEC. 105. (a) In accordance with health

standards established by the Surgeon Gen-
era! from time to time and the procedures set
forth In thLs section, the Secretary shall
promulgate mandatory health standards for
the protection of life and the prevention of
occupational diseases in coat mines.

(b) In the development oi such standards,
the Surgeon General shail consult with other
interested Federal agencies, representatives
of State agencies, appropriate representatives
of the coal mine operators and miners, other
interested persona and organizations, the
State, such advisory committees as he may
appoint, and where appropriate, foreign coun-
tries. In addition to the attainment of the
highest degree of health fld protection for
the miner, other considerations shall be the
latest available scienttftc data in the field,
the technical feasibility of the standards, and
experience gained, under thLs and other
health regulations.

(c) The Secretary shaU from time to time
publish any Such proposed standards and the
schedule provided for in subsection 101(c)
(2) of this title in the Federal Register and
shall afford interested persons a period of ••
not less than thirty days after publication
to Submit written data or comments. Except
as provided In subsection (c) of this section,
the Secretary may, upon the expiration of
such period and after consideration of all
relevant matter presented, promulgate such
standards or schedule with such modifica-
tions ae he and the Surgeon General may
deem appropriate. Not later than twelve
months after the date oi enactment of the
Act, the Secretary, in accordance with health
standards established by the Surgeon Gen-
eral. shall propose mandatory health stand-
ards for surface coal mines and surface
work areas of underground coal mines and
shall publish such proposed standards in
the Federal Register.

(d) On or before the last day o any period
fixed for the submission of written data or
conunents under subsection (c) of this sec-
tion. any interested person may file with the
Secretary written objections to a proposed
standard or schedule, stating the grounds
therefor and requesting a public hearing by
the Secretary on such objections. As soon
as practicable after the period for filling such
objections has expired, the Secretary shall
publish in the Federal Register a notice
specifying the proposed standards or pro-
visions of the schedule to which objections
have been ftled and a hearing requested, and
shall review such standards. schedules, and
objections in aocordance with subsection (a)
of this section

(e) Promptly alter any such notice s pub-
Ushed in the Federal Register by the Secre..
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tary under subsection. (d) of this section,
the Secretary shall issue notice of and hold
a public hearing for the purpose of receiving
relevant evidence. Within sIxty days after
completion of the hearings, the Secretary
shall make findings of fact and may promul-
gate the mandatory standards with such
modifications, or take such other action, ae
he and the Surgeon General deem appropri-
ate. All such findings shall be public.

(f) Any mandatory standard or schedule
promulgated under this section shall be ei-
fective upon publication in- the Federal R.eg-
ister unless the Secretary specifies a later
date.

(g) all health standards established by
the Surgeon General pursuant to thLs title
shall, at the time of their transmlsaion by
him to the Secretary Lor disposition by him
in accordance with the provisions of thi8
title, be published in the Federal Register.

* * * * *
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TITLE flT—ADMINISTRATXON
RESEA.RCH

SEC. 401. (a) The Secretary and the Sur-
geon General shall conduct such studies, re-
search, experiments, and demonstrations as
may be appropriate—

(1) to improve working conditions and
practices, and to prevent accidents and oc-
cupational diseases originating in the coal
mining industry;

(2) after an accident, to recover persons in
a coal mine and to recover the mine:

(3) to develop new or improved means and
methods of communication from the surface
to the underground portion of the mine;

(4) to develop new or improved means and
methods of reducing concentrations of
respirable dust in the mine:

(5) to develop new and improved sources
of power for use underground, including
diesel power, which will provide greater
safety; and

(6) to determine t?he improvement to
health or safety that illumination will pro-
duce and to develop such methods of illumi-
nation by permissible lighting.

(b) The Surgeon General shall conduct
studies and research into maters involvlng
the protection of life and the prevention o
diseases in connection with persons, who al-
though not miners, work with or around the
products of coal mines in areaa outside of
such mines and under conditions which may
adversely affect the health and well-being of
such persons.

(c) The Secretary is authorized to grant
an operator, on a mine-by-mine basis, an
exception to any of the provi8iona of this
Act for the purpose of granting accredited
engineering institutions the opportunity for
experimenting with new techniques and new
equipment to improve the health and safety
of miners. No such exception shaLl be granted
unLess the Secretary finds that the grazLting
of the exception will not adversely aect the
health and saZety of miners.

(U) The Surgeon General Is authorized to
make grants to any public or private agen-
cies. institutions and organizations, and
operators or individuals Zor research and ex-
periments to develop effective respiratory de-
vices and other devices and equipment which
will carry out the purposes of this Act.

(e) There is authorized to be appro-
priated to the Secretary of the Interior such
sums as win be necessary to carry out his
responsibilities under this section and sec-
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tion 202(b) of this Act at an annual rate
of not to exceed $20,000,000 or the cal year
end&ng June 30, 1970, $25,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30. 1971. and $30,000.-
000 for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1972.
and for each succeed.tng fiscal yeas there-
after. There Is authorized to be appropriated
annually to the Surgeon General such sums
as may be necessary to carry out his respon-
sibilities under this section. Such sums shall
remaIn available until expended.

TRAXNXNG AND )UCATXON

Szc. 402. (a) The Secretary shall ecpand
programs for the education and training of
coal mine operators, agents thereof and
miners in—

(1) the recognition, avoidance, and pre-
vention of accidents or uiisafe or unhealth-
ful working conditions In coal mines, and

(2) in the use of flame saety lamps, per-
missible methane detectors, and other means
approved by.. the Secretaxy for accurately
detecting gases.

(b) The Secretary shall, to the greatest
extent possible, provide technical assistance
to each operator of a coal mine in meeting
the requirements of this Act and in further
improvng the health and safety conditions
and practices at such mine.

STATE PLAN5

SEC. 403. (a) In Order to assist the States
where coal mining takes place in developing
and enforcing effective health and safety
laws and regulations applicable to such
mines consistent with the provisions of sec
tion 407 of this Act and to promote FederaL
State coordination and cooperation in im-
proving the health and safety conditions in
the Nation's coaL mines, the Secretary shall
approve any plan submitted under this sec-
tion by such State. through its official ooal
mine 1npection or saZety agency, which—

(1) designates such State coal mine in-
spection or safety agency a the sole agency
responsible for administering the plan
throughout the State and contains satisfac-
tory evidence that such agency will have the
authority to carry out the plan:

(2) gives assurances that such agency has
or will employ an adequate and competent
star of trained inspectors qualIfied under the
laws of such State to make mine inspections
within such State;

(3) sets forth the plans, policies, and
methods to be followed in carrying out the
plan:

(4) provides for the extension and improve-
ment of coal mine health and safety in the
State. and that no advance notice of an
inspection will be provided any operator or
agent o an operator of a coal mine;

(5) provides such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be appropriate
to a.ssure proper disbursement and account-
ing of grants made to the State under this
section;

(6) provides that the designated agency
will make such reports to the Secretary. in
such form and containing such information,
as the Secretary may from time to time re-
quire; and

(7) meets additional conditions which the
Secretary may prescribe by rule in further-
ance of nd consistent with the purposes o.
this section.

(b) The Secrebary shall approve any State
plan or any modification thereof which com-
plies with the provisions of subsection (a) 01
this section. He shalL not finalLy disapprove
any State plan or modification thereof with-
out first affording the State agency reason-
able notice and opportunity for a hearing.

(c) Whenever the Secretary, after reason-
able notice and opportunity for t heain.
finds that in the administration ot an a--
proved State plan there is (1) a (allure to
comply substantially with any provision of
the State plan. or (2) a failure to afford rea-
sonable cooperation in administering the pro-
visions of this Act. the Secretary shall by
decision incorporating his findings therein
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retary or to persons appointed to assist such (c) The Secretary or the Surgeon General
representatives, and, In applying the provi- may appoint cther advisory committees as
sions of such section to other agencies under he deeim apprcpriate to advise him In carry-
the Secretary and to. otheT agencies of the Ing out the provisions of this Act. The Secre-
Government, such appointed persons shall tary or the Surgeon General as the case may
not be taken into account. Such persons slall be. shall appoint the chairman of each such
be adequately trained by the Secretary. The committee, who shall be an Individual who
Secretary shall develop programs with edu- has no economic interests in the coal mining
cational b2stitutlons and operators designed Industry, and who is not an operator, miner,
to enable persons to qualify for positions in. or an oicer or employee of the Federal Gov-
the administration of this Act. In selecting ernmont or any State or local government. A
persons and training and retran1ng persons majority of the members of any 8uch advisory
-to carry Out the provisions of this Act, the committee appointed pursuant to this sub-
Secretary thall work with appropriate educa- section shall be composed of individuals who
tional Institutions, operators, and represen- have no cononhic interests in the coal mining
tatives of employees in developing adequate Industry, and who are not operators, miners.
prorans for the training of persons, pa.rticu- or officers or employees of the Federal Gov-
laily inspectors. Where appropriate, the Sec- ernment or ay State or local government.
retary shall cooperate with such Institutions (d) Advlsorj committee members other
in cazTylng Out the provisions of this section than employees of Federal, State, or local
by providing financial and technical assist- governments, while performing committee
ance to such Institutions. business shall be entitled to receive compen-

COMMflEE sation at rates fixed by the Secretary or the
SEC. 406. (a) (1) The secre.ry Surgeon General, as the case may be, but not

exceeding $100 per day, including travel time.point an adciry committee on coal mine WblIe so 8erving away from their homes or6afety research composed 01—
(A) the Director of tIe Office of Science regular places of business, members may be

ond Technology or- his delegate, with the paid travel expenses and per diem in .lieu of
subsil3te:ace at rates authorized by 8ectionconsent of the Director, -
5703 of title 5, nlted States Code, for persons(B) the Dt2eci' of the National Bureau ° intermittently employed.Standards, Department of Commerce, o -—

delegate, with the consent of the Drector; EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

(C) the Director of the Nataonal Science SEc. 407. (at No State law in effect upon
'oundation or his delegate. with the con- the effective date of this Act or which may
Bent of the Director; and become effective thereafter shall be super-

(D) such otheT persons as the Secretary seded by any provision of this Act or order
may appoint who are knowledgeable in the Issued or standard establtshed or promul-
field of coal mine safety research. gated thereuxLder, except insofar as such
The Secretary shall designate the chairman - State law is in, conflict with this Act or with
of the committee. any order issed or standard established or

(2) The advisory committee shall consult promulgated Pursuant to tills Act. -

with, and make recommendations to, the (b) The provisions of any State law or
Secretary on matters involving relating regulation in cffect upon the effective date of
to coal mine safety research. The Secrey this Act, or which may become effective
Bhall consult with and consider the reeom thereafter. WMCII provides for more 8tringent
mendatlons a! such committee in the can health and sifety standards applicable to
duet of such research, the making oZ any coal mines than do the prav5io13s of this
grant, and the entering into of contraC Zor Act or any order issued or standard estab.
reeech.. lished or protaulgated thereundeT shall not

(3) The chairman of the committee and a thereby be coxitrued or held to be in conflict
majority of the persons appointed by the with this Act. The provislans of any State
8ecrery pursuant to paragraph (1) (D) 01 law or regulation in effect upon the effective
this subsection &ball be individuals who have date of this agt, or w2Ich may beeorne effec-
no econømic interests in the coal mining in- tive therea!ter which provide for health and
dustry, and who are not OpeTatOrs, Dth11S. safety standards applicable to coal mines for
or officers or employees of the Federal Gov- which no provision is contained in this Act
ernment or any State or local government, or any order issued or standard established or

(b) (1) The Surgeon General shall appoint promtuated thereunder shall not be heldan advisory committee on coal mine health be ilL conflict with this Act.
research Composed of— (c) Nothing In this Act shall be construed(A) the Director, Bureau of Mines, or his or held to supersede or in any manner affectdelegate, wilh the consent or the DirectOr, the workmen's compensation law8 of any(B) the Director of the National Science State, or to enlarge or diminish or affect InFoundation or his delegate with the consent any otkLer ma'ner the common law or statu-of the Director;

(C) the Director of the N&tional Insti- tory rights, duties, or liabilities of employers
tutes of Health or his delegate, with the and exiiployees under State laws in respect of
consent1 the Dlretor; and injuriei, occupational or other diseases, or

death of employees arising out of or in the(D) &uch other persons as the Surgeon course of, employment.General may appoint who are knowledgeable
in the fteld of coal mine health research. ADMI1TISTR.&TIVE PROCEDURES

The Surgeon Genera' shall designate the Sec. 408. cept as otherwise provided in
chairman of lhe committee. 8ections 201 (d), 303 and 308(a) of this Act,

(2) The advisory committee shall consult the provisions of sections 551—559 and sec-
with, and make recommendations to, the tlons 701—706 of Utle 5 of the United States
Surgeon General on matters involving or re- Code, thaU not apply to the making of any
lating to coal mine health research. The order or decision pursuant to this Act, or to
Surgeon General shall consult with and con- any proceedUig for the review thereof.
aider the recommendations of such comniit- RZGuI$TIONStee in the conduct of such research, the xnak.
ing of any grant, and the entering into o SEc. 409. T.ie Secretary, the Surgeon Gen-
contracts for research. eral, aad the Panel are authorized to tssue

(3) The chairma2l of the committee and a such regulations as each deems approprtate
majority of the persons appointed by the to carry Out any provisions of this Act.
Surgeon General pursua2lt to paragraph (1) ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
(D) of this subsection &hall be individuals SEC. 410. (a) Section 7(b) of the Small
who have o economic interests in the OO21 Businesa Act, as amended, is amended—
mining industry, and who are not operators,
miners, or officers or employees 01 the Fed- (1) by striking Out the period at the end
eral Government or any State or local gov- of paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof
ernment. "; and"; and
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notify 8uch StAte agency of his withdrawal
of approval of such plan and upon receipt of
suot notice such plan shall cease to be in
effeot.

(d) Any State aggrieved by the Secretary's
decision under subsection (c) of this secon
may file within thirty days from the date of
such decision with the United States Court
of Appeal8 for the District of Columbia a peti-
tion praying that such action be modified or
set a.side in whole or in part. A copy of the
petttion shall forthwith be sent by registered
or certified mall to the Secretary, and there-
upon the Secretary shall certify and file in
such court the record upon which the Secre-
tary made his decision, as provided in section
2112, title 28, United States Code. The court
shall hear such appeal on the record made
before the Secretary. The flndings of the Sec-
retary, if supported by substantial evidence
on the record considered as a whole, shall be
conclusive. The court may afirm, vacate, or
remand the proceedings to the Secretary for
such further action as it directs. The filing of
a petition under this subsection shall not
stay the application of the Secretarys de.
Cision. unless the court so orders.

(e) The Secretary is authorized to make
gra2lt.s to any State where there is an ap-
proved State plan (1) to carry Out the plan,
including the co6t of tratng State Inspec-
tors; and (2) to assist the States Lu planning
and implementing other programs for the
advancement of health and safety in coal
mines. Such grants shall be designed to 8up-
plement, not supplant, State funds in the6e
areas. The Secretary shall cooperate with
such State in carrflng Out the plan and
shall, as appropriate, develop Iacillties for,
and finance a program of, ain1ng of Fed-
exaJ and State Inspectors jointly. The Sec-
retary shall aso cooperate with 8uch State
in establishing a sy8teui by which State and
Federal inspection reports of co.I mines lo-
cated in the State are exchanged for the
purpose of improving health and saefty con-
ditions in such mines.

(f) The amount granted to any State for
a fiscal year under this 8ection shall not
exceed 80 per centum of the sum expended
by such State in such year for carrying Out
the State coal mine health and safety en-
forcenient program.

(g) There is authorized to be appropriated
$3,000,000 for ñscal year 1970 and $5000,000
annually in each succeeding flscal year to
carry Out the provisions of this section which
shall remain available until expended. The
Secretary shall provide for an equitable dis-
tribution of sums appropriated for grant8
under this section to the States where there
is an approved plan. The Secretary shall co-
ordtnate with the Secretaries of Labor and
Health, Education, and Welfare in making
g?ants under this section.

RELATED CONTRACT5 AND GRANTS
SEC. 404. In carrying Out the provisions of

sections 201(b), 401, and 402 of this Act, the
Secretary and the Surgeon General may en-
ter into contracts with, and make grants to.
public and private agencies and organizations
and individuals.

INSPECTORS; QAL'ICATIoNS; TRAIN1NO

SEC. 405. The Secretary may, subject to the
civil service laws, appoint such employees as
he deems requisite for the administration of
this Act and prescribe their duties. Persons
appointed as authortzed representatives of
the Secretary shall be qualified by practical
experience in the mining of coal or by cx-
pertence as a practical mining engineer or by
education. Persons appointed to aist such
representattves in the taking of samples of
dust concentrations for the urpoe of en-
forcing title I of this Act shall be qualified
by training or experience. The provisions 01
section 201 Of the Revenue and penditure
Control Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 251. 270) thall
not apply with respect to the appointment of
such authorized representatives of the Sec-
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(2) by addixig after paragraph (4) a new

paragraph as follows:
"(5) to make such loans (either directly

or in cooperation with banks or other lend-
ing institutions through agreements to par-
ticipate on an Immediate or deferred basis)
as the Administration may determine to be
necessary or appropriate to assist any smaU
business concern operating a coal mine In
effecting additions to or alterations in the
equipment, facilities, or method6 of opera-
tion of such mine to requirements ixnppsed
by the Federal Coal Mine ffealth and Safety
Act of 1969, if the Administration detern1ne8
that such concern is likely to suffer sub-
stantial economic injury without assistance
under this paragraph."

(b) The third sentence of section 7(b) of
such Act is amended by inserting 'or (5)"
after paragraph (3)".

(c) Section 4(c) (1) of the Small Business
Act, as amended, is amended by inserting
"7(b)(5)," after"7(b)(4),". -

(d) Loans may also be made or guaranteed
for the purposes set forth in section 7(b) (5)
of the Small Business Act, as amended, pur-
suant to the provisions of section 202 of the
Public Works and Economic Development
Act of 1965, as amended.
TITLE V—tNTERIM EMERGENCY COAL

MINE HEALTH DISABILITY BENE-
FITS

PURposE
SEC. 501. Based on a recent study con-

ducted by the United States Public Health
Service, Congress finds and declares that
thers are a significant number of inactive
coal miners living today who ae totally dis-
abled and unable to be gainfully employed
due to the development of complicated pneu-
mocon1oIs while working in one or more of
the Natton's coal mines; that there also are
a number of surviving widows and children
of coal miners whose death was attributable
to this d1seae; that few States provide ben-
efits for disabflity from this disease to in-
active coal miners and their dependents; and
that, in order to give th States time to enact
laws to provide such benefits or to improve
those law8 where token or minimal benefits
are provided,, it is, therefore, the purpose of
this title to provide, on a temporary and Urn-
ited basis, interim emergency health disafl-
tty benefits, in cooperation with the States,
to any coal miner who is totally disabled
and unable to be gainfully employed on the
date of enactment of this Act due to cam-
pUcated pneumoconiosis which arises out of,
or in the course of, his employment in one
or more of the Nation's coal mines: to the
widows and children of any coal miner who,
at the time of his death, was totally dis-
abled and unable to be galnLully--employed
due to complicated pneumoconiosis arising
out of, or in the course of, such employ-
ment; and to develop further and detailed
Information and data on the extent to which
past, present, and future coal miners are 0i
will be totally disabled by coniplicated pneu—
moconlo8is and unable to be gatiifully em-
ployed, an the extent to which assistance to
such miners and their dependents is needed,
and the most effective method for assuring
such assistance. - -

INTERIM DI5ADn.rr BENEFIT STANDARDS
SEC. 502. The Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare (hereinafter referred to in
this title as 'the Secretary") shall develop
and promulgate interim disability benefit
standards governing the determination of
persons eligible to receive emergency coal
mine health disability benefits under this
title and the methods and procedures to be
used in disbursing such benefita to such
persons. Such standardsshall take into con-
sideration the length of employment in coal
mines considered sufficient to establish a
claim for such benefits; reasonable and
equitable means, methods, and procedures
for filing and establishing proof of dis-
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ability, consistent wtth the purpose of this
tle, by the coal miner or, as appropriate,
his survivor to enable such person to re-
ceive benefi as soon a possible alter en-
actment of this Act; and such other mat-
ters as the Secretary deems appropriate. Such
standards shall be effective upon publication
in the Federal Register, unless the Secre-
tary prescribes a later date which date
shall not be more than ninety days after the
operative date of this title. The provisions
of section 553 of title 5 of the United State3
Code shall apply to the promulgation of such
standards.

ASSISTANCE TO STATES

SEc. 503. (a) Upon publication of the in-
terim disability standards by the Secretary
under this title, the Secretary shall enter
into agreements wtth any State pursuant to
which he shaU provide financial assistance,
in accordance with the provisions of this
title, to the States to carry out the purpose
of this title, and the States shall receive
and adjudicate, in accordance with such
standards, claims for interim emergency coal
mine health disabuity benefits from any eli-
gible person who is a resident of such State. -
Such State shall also agree to pay one-half
of such benefits during the fiscal years end-
ing June 30. 1972. and June 30. 1973. Such
agreement8 shall, in additlo1l to such other
conditions as the Secretary deems appro-
priate, include adequate assurances that the
State shall provide such scal control and
fund accounting procedures as may be ap-
propriate to assure proper disbursement and
accounting of grants made to the State un-
der this section;- and that the State will
make such reports to the Secretary in such
form ant containing such information, as
the Secretary may from time to time re-
quire.

(b) Beginning after the effective date of
any agreement entered into with a State
under- this section and ending on June 30,
1973, the Secretazy, subject to the provisions
of this section shall, from sums available
thereor for any sca1 year, make grants to
such. State equal to the estimated sums
needed by such State to pay all such benefits
to eligible persona through June 30, 1971,
and to pay one-half of such beneftts to
eUgible -persons during the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1972, and June 30, 1973.
No - benefits• shall be paid under this sec-
tion to an eligible, person 11 the State,
after the enactment of this Act, re-
duces the benefi•t3 for disability caused by

- complicated pnewnoconiosis to which such
person is otherwise entitled under such
State's laws or regulations. Benefits paid .to
an eligible person under this section shall
be reduced by an amount equal to any
payment made to such person under any
other provision of law for a disability directly
caused by complicated pneumoconiosis aris-
ing out of, or in the course of, employment in
one or more of the Nation's coal mines.

(c) Interim emergency coal mine health
disability benefits shall be paid under this
section to persons determined by the State
puzsunt to such standards to be eligible to
receive such benefits. Such benefits shall be
paid as soon as possible aiter a claim is filed
therefor and eligibility determined, except
that such benefits shall terminate when such
person is no longer eligible, or on June 30.
1973, whichever date is first. The amount of
benefits payable to an eligible person under
this section shall be detern,jned as follows:.

(1) In the case of total disability, such
ellgible person shall be paid benefits during
the period of such disability up to a rate
eual to 50 per centum of the minimum
monthly payment to which an employee
in grade GS—2 with one or more dependents,
who is totally disabled, is entitled under the
provisions of sections 8105 and 8110 of title
5, United States Code;

(2) In the case of the death of a miner
resulting from such disease, an eligible widow
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shall be paid benefits at the rate the de-
ceased miner would be entitled to receive
such benefits 11 such miner were totally dis-
abled untfl such widow dies or remarries
and

(3) In the case of any eligible person en-
titled to benefits under clauses (1) or 2)
of this subsection who has one or more de-
pendents, such benefits shall be increased
at a rate of 50 per centum of the benefits to
which such person is entitled under clauses
(1) or (2) of this subsection, if such person
has one dependent, 75 per centum. if such
person has two dependents. and 100 per cen-
tum, if such person has three dependents;
except that such increased benefits for a
child, brother, sister, or grandchild, shall
cease 1! such dependent dies or marries or
becomes eighteen years of age. or if over
age eighteen and incapable of self-support
becomes capable of self-support.

(d) There is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated from funds in the Treasury for
the sca1 year ending June 30, 1970. not to
exceed $10,000.000. and for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1971, nOt to exceed $30.-
000.000. and for the fiscal years ending June
30. 1972, and June 30. 1973. not to exceed
$15,000,000 annually for the purposes of this
title, If the amounts appropriated for any
fiscal year are less than the amounts neces-
Lary to enable the Secretary to make the
full amount of grants to all States which
have entered into agreements with him
under this title. the grants to each State for
such sca1 year, and the payments to eligible
persons required to be made during such
fiscal year under such agreements, shall be
proportionately reduced.

- 5tVD
SEC. 504. The Secretary shall immediately

undertake a study to determine the extent
to which coal miners are or will be totally
disabled due to complicated pneumoconiosis
developed during the course of employment
in the Nation's coal mines and unable to be
gathluuy employed; the extent to which the
States provide benefits to active and inactive
coal miners and their dependents for such
disability; the adequacy of such benefits. the
need for, and the desirability of. providing
any Federal, State. or private assistance for
such disability the need for, and the desir-
ability of, extending the provisions of this
title for persons elgible for benefits under
tills title; and such other facts which would
be helpful to the Congress following com-
pletion of this study, as the Secretary deems
appropriate. In carrying out this study. the
Secretary shall consult with. and, to the
greatest extent possible, obtain information
and comments from, the Secretary of the In-
terior, the Secretary of Labor, and other in-
terested Federal agencies. the States, opera-
tors. representative of the miners. insurance
representatives, and other interested persons.
The Secretary shall submit a report on such
study, together with such recommendations,
including appropriate legislative recommen -
dations, as he deems appropriate. to the
Congress not later than October 1, 1970.

TITLE VI—MISCELLANEOUS
JvnxsDcTtow; LmrrATxON

SEC. 601. In any proceeding in which the
validity of any interim mandatory health or
safety standard set forth in this Act is in
issue, no Justice, Judge, or court of the United
States shall Issue any temporary restraining
order or preliminary injunction restraining
the enLorcement of such standard pending
a determination of such issue on its merits.

OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL
SEC. 602. The provisions of titles I through

III and title V of this Act shall become oper-
ative one hundred and twenty days after en-
actment.. The provisions of the Federal Coal
Mine Safety Act, as amended, are repealed
on the operative date of those titles. except
that such provisions shall continue to apply
to any order, notice, or findlng issued under
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that Act prior to such operative date and to
any proceed.tng6 related to such order, no-
tice, or finding. AU other proviMons o this
Act shall be effective on the date of enact-
ment o this Act.

— SEPARABU.ITY

SEC. 603. U axy provision o this Act, or
the application of such provision to any per.
son or circuxntance, shall be held invafld
the remainder of this Act, or the appucation
of such provision to persona or circumstances
other than those as to which it is held in-
valid, shall not be affected thereby.

REPORTS

SEC. 604, Within one hundred and twenty
days following the convening of each session
of Congress. the Secretary and the Surgeon
General shall submit through the PresiderLt
to the Congress separate annual reports upon
the subject matter of this Act, the progress
concerning the achievement of its purposes,
the needs and requirements in the field of
coal mine health and safety, and any other
relevant information, including any recom-
mendations either deems appropriate.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I move to reconsider the vote
by which the bill was passed.

Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay it on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the Secretary of the Senate be author-
ized, in the engrossment of the bill, to
correct any technical or clerical errors.

• The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I also
ask unanimous consent that Senators
may add remarks for the RECORD within
5 days.

The PRESIDING OFTICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, by a
unanimous vote, the Members of the
U.S. Senate have committed themselves
to improve the health and safety of the
coal miners of the United States. As one
of the Senators representing West Vir-
ginia, the State with the greatest ton-
nage of coal produced annually and the
one with the largest number of miners
employed in the production of that coal,
I wish to express my personal and official
appreciation to my colleagues In the
Senate, and, especially, to my fellow
members of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare. I commend the able
chairman of the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare (Mr. YARBOROUGH
and I am grateful beyond expression of
words for the attention given to this
vital subject by our tireless and diligent
colleague from New Jersey (Mr. WIL-
LIAMs), the chairman of the Subcommit-
tee on Labor, who has spent many, many
hours, days, and weeks managing this
vital legislation in subcommittee, in full
committee, and in this forum. He had ex-
cellent cooperation by his majority col-
leag,.ies.

My words of commendation for him go
equally to the very able Senator from
New York (Mr, JAvIrs), the ranking mi-
nority member of both the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare and of the
Subcommittee on Labor, and to his col-
leagues on the minority side.

We wrote, within the subcommittee
and the committee, and now we have

successfully completed In the Senate it-
self, a bill which I believe will enhance
very much the health and safety of the
Nations coal miners, It Is legislation
which, although very stringent and very
strict in its provisions, and likely to be
very expensive to administer and to com-
ply with, should be effective and work-
able. This is very important not only to
those who operate the mines and to the
workers in the mines, but also to people
generally in the United States.

This measure is in no wise a timid
contribution to the strengthening of in-
dustrial safety. It Is a commitment, as I
stated in my first sentence—a commit-
ment by this Congress to a Job that
needed to be done. It is my hope, that, in
confercnce with the House of Represent-
atives, aftei' a companion measure has
been passed there, we can resolve as
quickly as possible the differences be-
tween the measures, and place upon the
desk of the President of the United
States legislation important not only to
miners and operators, but to the well
being of the consuming public of the
United States as well.

I conclude by associating myself with
Chairman WILLIAMS' appropriate and
thoroughly justified words of apprecia-
tion and commendation for the able and
dedicated staffs of the Subcommittee on
Labor and of the full Committee on La-
bor and Public Welfare. They performed
admirably under stress and with loyalty
to the cause of better health and safety
for coal miners—a cause for which we
were all working with devotion. I like-
wise commend the members of commit-
tee members' staffs for their very real
assistance.

Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York is recognized.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I shall Just

be 30 seconds. I appreciate everything
that the Senator from West Virginia has
just said about me. I know that the Sen-
ator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLrAs
feels the same way. We could not have
accomplished this effort without the
work of the Senators from the coal-min-
ing States, the Senators from West Vir-
ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and Mr. BYRD) the
Senator from Kentucky (Mr. COOPER),
and his tremendous fight for the opera-
tors of the nongassy mines in the moun-
tains of eastern Kentucky, the Virginia
Senators, and others who had the exper-
tise. Senator WILLrs and I were the
objective fellows who found the facts
and worked out a bill, but I wanted at
this point to pay my tribute to the Sena-
tors from the coal-mining States.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, I
want to thank the distinguished Senator
from New Jersey for his leadership on
this bill. I am proud to report that this
is the second safety bill, to protect
American labor, to come out of the
Labor Subcommittee this year, under the
chairmanship of the distinguished Sena-
tor from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMs)—
first the construction safety bill, and now
the mine safety bill. These are two not-
able productions of that subcommittee.
Despite the fact that some people say
Congress is not moving Mr. President,
I say that the Senate is moving, and we

have gotten through two of the most im-
portant safetr bills for the benefit of
workers in this country in many years.

The passage of this bill has been ac-
complished with the cooperation, as has
been stated of the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAy ITS), the ranking mlno'rity
member of the committee, and the Sen-
ators from the coal-producthg States,
notably the Snator from West Virginia
(Mr. RANDOLPH) and the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. ScHWEIKER), who
coming as he does from the coal-mining
State of Pennsylvania, was very active.

Mr. President, in the midst of our
deliberations on this blll word was
spread through the news media to the
effect that the people, the workers in the
mines and the coal producers, had lost
Interest, and nobody wanted the bill.
Nevertheless the committee and the sub-
committee, and then the Senate, moved
ahead with this measure to protect these
coal mnmers from black lung and other
such ai1ment. I wish to thank the mem-
bers o. the subcommittee and every
member of my Committee on Labor and
Public Welfarefor their excellent efforts.
Week after week, while this matter was
under consideration, we always had a
quorum present.

Several Senators addressed the Chair.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

ident, I wtsh to compliment the able
Senatoi from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMs)
on the splendid and effective manner in
which he hs managed the coal mine
safety bill arid to express my apprecia-
tion for the diligence and the dedicated
effort that he has put into the tedious
and tiring deliberations on this measure
over a long period of many months. At
all times he has been very sympathetic
patient and understanding. He has
worked very iard.

I wish also to commend the able Sen-
ator from New York (Mr. JAvFrS) on the
very fine and sincere work that he has
contributed. He truly has been most
helpful and cooperative, and very effec-
•tive. I commend all the other Senators
who have worked so long on this very
difficu].t measure. Especially, I would
commend my colleague (Mr. RANDOLPH)
who has lived so closely with this legis-
lation from the beginning. He has cer-
tainly given his best.

My part in the measure, Mr. President
was confined almost entirely to the com-
pensat;ion amendment, which the Senate
adopted on Tuesday by a vote of 91 to 0,
I am not a .member of the committee,
but I did cosponsor that amendment
with Mr. RANDOLPH and others, and I
feel that my efforts in behalf of that
amendment were of some assistance. I
am happy again, Mr. President to com-
mend the Senators who have worked so
long and so hard on this very difficult
and important bill, especially those on
the committee.

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, as a Sen-
ator from a coal-producing State, I would
like t associate myself with the remarks
of commendation made regarding the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS
and the Senator from New York (Mr.
JAvn) for their efforts resulting in the
unanimous adoption of a Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. In.behalf of the
coal miners of Virginia, I thank the floor
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managers of the bill and the other Sen-
ators who have labored so long on this
legislation.

I have had recent opportunity to ta]k
with Virginia miners—some of them vic-
tims of accidents, others of lung disease
resulting from their occupation.

The Senate has taken a step today
toward Improving the conditions for
safety In the mines and reducing the
chances for contraction of pneumoconi-
osis by workers In the coal mines.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, while
I was unable to attend the operthig
sessions of the debate on this measure
which is desigied to up-date our coal
mine industry and provide miners with
long-needed protection,' it was with great
pleasure that I witnessed the highly
thoughtful' debate today. The over-
whelniing passage of this measure rep-
sents a splendid achievement for the
miners of our Nation.

Much, of the credit, I must say, be-
longs to the distinguished Senator from
New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS). All of us
appreciate the long hours he devoted to
preparing this measure both in commit-
tee and while it was pending before the
Senate. The high caliber of that prepa-
ration was exhibited in the wide accep-
tance of the proposal. We are grateful.

Our thanks go also to the distinguished
senior Senator from New York (Mr. JAy-
ITS) who joined constructively and with
characterIstic cooperation to assure this
fine success. Other Senators played vital
roles, as well. Noteworthy was the
contribution of the distinguished: Sen-
ators from West Virginia (Mr. Ru,r-
DOLPI and Mr. BYi) Representing a
great mining State they understand well
the grave problems of unsafe mines and
mining operations. They contributed mi-
mensely to the discussion.

Of course, the distinguished senior
Senator from Kentucky (Mr. Coo)
must be singled out for his contribution.
Though his views differed to some extent
with some features of the proposal, he
urged his position with great advocacy
and the deep sincerity which was always
welcome. The same may be said for his
colleague, the distinguished junior Sen-
ator from Kentucky (Mr. Coox). The
Senator from Vermont (Mr. PRotrrY)
also deserves our gratitude for his con-
tribution to the discussion and for co-
opearting to assure final disposition with
such efficiency.

Finally, I wish to thank all Members
of the Senate for their cooperation. I
think each of us may take great pride
In the passage of this measure. We have
gone on record unequivocally, in support
of this great issue.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I' con-
gratulate the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. WILLIAMs) for his outtand1ng
leadership as he has led this important
legislation through to passage today. His
activities, and the final result today, are
very Impressive. I commend, as well, the
Senator from New York (Mr. JAvrrs).
the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
CooPER), the Senator from Vermont
(Mr. PRom), and the Senators from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and Mr.B).
* * * * . *
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IN TilE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OcToBER 6, 1969

Ordered to be printed as passed

AN ACT
To improve the health and safety conditions of persons working

in the coal mining industry of the United States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969".

5 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. Congress declares that—

7 (1) the first priority and concern of all in the coal

S mining industry must be the health and safety of its

9 most precious resource—the miner;

10 (2) deaths find Serious injuries from unsafe and

IT
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1 unhealthful conditions and practices in the coal mines

2 cause grief and suffering to the miners and to their

3 families;

4 (3) there is an urgent need to provide more effec-

5 tive means and measures for improving the working

6 conditions and practices in the Nation's coal mines in

7 order to prevent death and serious physical harm, and

8 in order to prevent occupational diseases originating in

9 such mines;

10 (4) the existence of unsafe and unhealthful con-

11 ditions and practices in the Nation's coal mines is a

12 serious impediment to the future growth of the coa.l

13 mining industry and cannot be tolerated;

14 (5) the operators of such mines with the assistance

15 of the miners have the primary responsibility to prevent

16 the existence of such conditions and practices in such

17 mines;

18 (6) the disruption of production and the loss of

19 income to operators and miners as a result of coal
20 mine accidents or occupationally caused diseases unduly

21 impedes and burdens commerce; and

22 (7) it is the purpose of this Act (1) to estallisli

- interim mandatory health and safety standards and to

24 direct the Surgeon General and the Secretary of the In-

tenor to develop and promulgate improved mandatory
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1 standards to protect the health and safety of the Na-

2 tion's coal miners; (2) to require that each operator of

3 a coal mine and every miner in such mine comply with

4 such standards; (3) to cooperate with, and provide as—

5 sistance to, the States in the development and enforce—

6 rnent of effective State coal mine health and safety pro-

7 grams; and (4) to improve and expand, in cooperation

8 with the States and the coal mining industry, research

9 and development and training programs aimed at pre-

10 venting coal mine accidents and occupationally caused

11 diseases in the industry.

12 MINES SUBJECT TO ACT

13 SEC. 3. Each coal mIne, the products of wliieh enter

14 commerce, or the operations or products of which affect corn-

15 merce, shall be subject to this Act, and each operator of such

16 mine and every miner in such mine shall comply with the

17 provisions of this Act and the applicable standards and

iS regulations of the Secretary and the Surgeon General promil-

19 gated under this Act.

20 DEFINITIONS

21 SEc. 4. For the purpose of this Act, the term—

22 (1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the In-

23 tenor or his delegate;

24 (2) "Surgeon General" means the Surgeon Gen-
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1 eral, IJnited State Public Health Service in the Depart-

2 ineut of Health, Educatioii, and Welfare, or his delegate;

3 (3) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce,

4 transportation, or communication among the several

5 States, or between a place in a State and any place out—

6 side thereof, or within the District of Columbia or a
7 possession of the United States, or between points in

8 the same State but through a point outside thereof;

9 (4) "State" includes a State of the United States,

10 the District of Columbia., the Commonwealth of Puerto

1.1 Rico, tile Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and Guam;

12 (5) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other

13 person who operates, has control of, or supervises a coal

14 mine;

15 (6) "agent" means any person charged with re-
16 sponsibility for the operation of all or part of a coal
17 mine or the supervision of the miners in a coal mine;
18 (7) "person" means any individual, partnership,

19 association, corporation, firm, subsidiary of a corpora.-

20 tion, or other organization;

21. (8) "miner" means any individual working in a

coal mine;

(9) "coal mine" means an area of land and all
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1 structures, facilities, machinery, tools, equipment, shafts,

2 slopes, tunnels, excavations, and other property, real or

3 personal, placed upon, under, or above the surface of

4 such land by any person, used or to be used in, or

resulting from, the work of extracting in such area bi-

6 tuminous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural de-

7 posits in the earth by any means or method, and the

S work of preparing the coal so extracted, and includes

9 custom coal preparation facilities;

10 (10) "work of preparing the coal" means the break-

11 ing, crushing, sizing, cleaning, washing, drying, mixing,

storing, and loading of bituminous, lignite, or anthracite

13 coal, and such other work of preparing such coal as is

14 usually done by the operator of the coal mine;

15 (11) "imminent danger" means the existence of

1G any condition or practice in a. coal mine which could

17 reasonably be expected to cause death or serious physical

18 harm before such condition or ractice can be abated;

19 (12) "accident" includes a mine explosion, mine

20 ignition, mine fire, or mine inundation, or injury to, or

21 death of, any person; and

22 (13) "Panel" means the Interim Compliance Panel

established by this Act.
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INTERIM COMPLIANCE PANEL

2 SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established the Inteiim

3 Compliance Panel, which shall be composed of five members

4 as follows:

5 (1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Stand-

ards, Department. of Labor, or his delegate;

7 (2) Director of the Bureau of Standards, Depart-

8 ment of Commerce, or his delegate;

9 (3) Administrator of Consumer Protectio:n and En-

10 vironmental Health Service, Department of Health, Edu-

11 cation, and Welfare, or his delegate;

12 (4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, Department

13 of the Interior, or his delegate; and

14 (5) Director of the National Science Foundation, or

15 his delegate.

16 (b) Members of the Panel shall serve without coml:)ensa-

17 tion in addition to that received in their regular ernploy:ment,

but shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel, subsistence,

19 and other necessary expeises incurred by them in the per-
20 formance of duties vested in the Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
22 Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Secretary of

23 Commerce,. the Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of the

Interior shall, upon request of the Panel, pro\1dc the Pnnel
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1 such personnel and other assistance as the Panel determines

2 necessary to enable it to early out its functions under this

3 Act.

4 (d) Three members of the Panel shall constitute a

5 quorum for doing business. All decisions of the Panel shall

6 be by majority vote. The chairman of the Panel shall be

7 selected by the members from among the membership thereof.

8 (e) The Panel is authorized to appoint as many hear-

9 ing exarniiiers as are necessary for proceedings required to

10 be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

11 The provisions applicable to hearing examiners appointed

12 under section 3105 of title 5 of the United States Code shall

13 be applicable to hearing examiners appointed pursuant to

14 this subsection.

15 (f) (1) It shall be the function of the Panel to carry

16 out the duties imposed on it pursuant to sections 102 and

17 206 (1) of this Act. The provisions of this section shall ter-

18 minate upon completion of the Panel's functions as set forth

iS under sections 102 and 20(3 (1) of this Act.

20 (2) The Panel shall make an annual report, in writing,

21 to the Secretary for transmittal by him to the Congress con-

22 cerning the achievement of its purposes, and any other rele-

23 vant information (including any recommendations) which it

24 deems appropriate.
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1 TITLE 1—MANDATO1tY HEALTH STANDARDS

2 FOR COAL MINES

3 Pan A—INTERIM MaNnaTolty REarm! STANnAUDS row

4 CON ThOLUNO DUST AT UNDEROiOIJZm CoaL Mine

5 SCOPE OF COVERAGE

6 Sue. 101. (a) The provisions of sections 102 and 103

7 of this title shall be interim mandatory health standards ap-

8 plicable to all underround coal mines until superseded in

9 whole or in part by improved mandatory health standards

10 promulgated by the Secretary in accordance with health
11 standards established by the Surgeon General for such mines

12 to become effective after the operative date of this title. Any

13 orders issued in the enforcement of the provisions of this part
14 shall be subject to review as provided in title Ill of this Act.
15 (b) Among other things, it is the purpose of this title
16 to provide, to the greatest extent possible, that the working
17 conditions in each underground coal mine are sufficiently free

18 of dust concentrations in the atmosphere to permit each
19 miner the opportunity to work underground during the
20 period of his entire adult working life without incurring
21 any disability from pneuinoconiosis or any other occupation-
94) . .
—s related disease during or at the end of such period.
on .
—o (c) (1) Witlun one year after the date of enactment
24 of this Act, the Surgeon General shall develop and submit
25 to the Secretary and the Congress recommendations as to
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1 the maximsuu permissible total eiposure of individuals to

2 coal mine dust during a working shift. Such recommcnda-

3 tions shall be revised by the Surgeon General as necessary.

4 (2) Within three years after the date of enactment of

5 this Act, and thereafter as needed, the Secretary shall pub-

6 lish as provided in subsection 105 (c) of this title a schedule

7 specifying the times within which mines shall reduce the

8 total personal exposure to dust on a working shift to the

9 levels recommelided by the Surgeon General. Such schedule

10 of the Secretary shall be based upon his determination of

11 what is the minimum time necessary for these levels to be

12 technologically feasible and the availability of equipment.

13 The levels so specified by the Secretary shall be the dust

14 standards applicable to coal mines under this Act.

15 (3) Within six months after the date of enartinent the

16 Surgeon General shall estabiWi. and the Secretary shall

17 publish, as provided in subsection 105 (o) of this title, pro-

18 posed mandatory standards establishing maxiniuni noise cx—

19 imsure levels for all coal mines.

20 DUST STARDARD AND RESPIJIATORS

21 SEc. 102. (a) (1) Effective sixty days after the opera-

tive date of this title, each operator shall continuously

maintain the concentrations of respirable dust in the atmos.

24 phere of the active workings of the mine during each shift at

23 or below 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air, ex-
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1 cept that, where a permit for noncompliance has been issued

2 to an operator as hereinafter provided, such operator shall

3 continuously maintain the concentration of respirable dust in

4 the atmosphere of the active workings of the mine during

5 each shift at or below 4.5 milligrams of dust per cubic meter

6 of air or, if a lower concentration is prescribed in such per-

7 mit, at or below such lower concentration. In mining

8 operation where the coal dust contains more than 5 per

9 centum quartz, the dust standard shall be determined in

10 accordance with a formula to be prescribed by the Surgeon

11 General.

12 (2) Effective three years aftei the date of the enact-

13 mont of this Act, each operator sthsll continuously maintain

14 the concentrations of respirable dust in the atmosphere of

15 the active workings of the mine during each shift at or below

16 2.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air, except that,

17 where a permit for noncompliance has been issued to an

18 operator as hereinafter provided, such operator shall con-

19 tinuously maintain the concentration of respirable dust in

the atmosphere of the active workings of the mine during

21 each shift at or below 3.0 milligrams per cubic meter of air

or, if a lower concentration is prescribed in such permit, at

or below such lower concentration.

24 (b) (1) Any operator who determines that he will he

unable, using available technology, to comply with the 3.0
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1 milligram standard eStal)liShed by subsection (a) (1) of this

2 section, or the 2.0 milligram standard established l)y sub-

3 section (a) (2) of this section, upon the effective date of

4 such standard, may, no later than sixty days prior to the

5 effective date of the standard with respect to which such

6 application is filed, file with the Panel an application for a

7 permit for noncompliance. If, in the case of an application for

8 a permit for noncompliance with the standard established

9 by subsection (a) (1) of this section, the application satisfies

10 the requirements of subsection (c) of this section, the Panel

11 shall issue to the operator a permit for noncompliance. If,

12 in the case of an application for a permit for noncompliance

13 with the standard established by subsection (a) (2) of this

14 section, the application satisfies the requirements of subsec-

15 tion (c) of this section, and the Panel, after all interested

16 persons have been notified and given an opportunity for a

17 hearing, determines that the applicant will be unable to

18 comply with such 2.0 milligram standard, the Panel shaH

19 issue to the operator a permit for noncompliance. Any such

20 permit so issued shall entitle the permittee during a period

21 which shall expire at a date fixed by the Panel, but in no

22 event later than twelve months after the effective date of

23 such standard, to maintain continuously the concentrations

24 of respirable dust in the atmosphere in each active working

25 plitce during each shift to which the extension applies at a
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1 level specified by the Panel, which shall be at the lowest

2 level which the application shows the conditions, technology

3 applicable to such mine, and other available and effective

4 control techniques and methods will permit, bul; in no

event, shall such level exceed 4.5 milligrams of dust per

6 cubic meter of air during thy period when the 3.0 milligram

7 standard is in effect, or 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter

S of air during the period when the 2.0 milligram standard is in

9 effect.

10 (2) (A) Except as Provided in paragraph (3) of this

11 subsection, in any case ii which an operator, who has been

1 issued a permit (including a renewal permit) for noncom-

13 pliance under this section, determines, not more than niiety

14 days prior to the expiration date of such penhiit, that; he still

15 is unable to comply with the 3.0 milligram standard estab-

16 lished by subsection (a) (1) of this section or the 2.O milli-

17 gram standard established by subsection (a) (2) of this

18 section, he may file with the Panel an application for renewal

19 of the permit. Upon receipt of such application for renewal

0 of a permit, the Panel, if it determines, after all interested

persons have been notified and given an opportunity for a

— hearing, that the application is in comphance with the pro-

visions of subsection (c) of this section, and that the appli-

cant will be unable to comp'y with such standard, may re-

new the permit for a period not exceeding six months. Any



1 hearing heM ursuaiit to this subsection shall be of record

2 and the Paiiel shall make findings of fact and shall issue a

3 written decision incorporating its findings therein.

4 (B) Such renewal permit shall entitle the perniittec.

5 during the Period ot its effectiveness, to maintain (ufltiliU—

6 ously during each shift the concentrations of respirable (lust

7 in the atmosphere at any active working place to which

S the renewal permit applies at the lowest level which the

9 conditions, technology applicaMe to such mine, and other

10 ivailabIe and effective control techniques aiid methods will

11 pemiit, as deterriiined by the Panel, but in no event shall

12 such level exceed 4.5 nilligrams of dust pel cubic iieter of

13 air during the period when the :.() milligram standard is iii

14 effect, or 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air during

15 the period when the 2.0 milligram standard is in effect.

(3) Except to the extent otherwise provided in sub-

17 section (k) of this section, no permit or renewal permit

18 for noncompliance shall eiititle any operator to an extension

19 of time beyond thirty—six months from the (late of enact—

20 inent of this Act to comply with the 3.0 milligram standard

21 established by subsection (a) (1) of this section. or bevoiid

22 seventy-two months from the date of enactnieut of t1ii Act

2 to comply with 2.0 milligrani standird estahlished li sub—

2-I section (a) (2) of this section.
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1 (c) Any application for an initial or renewal permit for

2 Iwncolnl)liancc made pursuant to this section shall contain—

3 (1) a representation by the applicant and the 'engi-

4 ncer conducting the survey referred to in paragraph (2)

5 of this subsection that thc applicant is unable to comply

6 with the dust standard applicable under subsection (a)

7 (1) or (a) (2) of this section at specified active

S working places because the technologyfor reducing such

9 dust concentrations at such place is not available, o:r be-

10 cause of the lack of other effective control techniques

11 or methods, or because of any combination of such

12 reasons;

13 (2) an identification of the active working places

14 in such mine for which the peniit is requested; the

15 results of an engineering survey by a certified engineer

16 of the dust conditions of each active working place of

17 the mine with respect to which such application is filed

18 and the ability to reduce the dust concentratio:as to the

19 level required to be maintained in such working place

20 under this section, together with a. copy of such (mgi-

21 neering survey; a description of the ventilation system

22 of the mine and its capacity; the quantity of air regularly

23 reaching the last open crosscut in a.ny Pair or set of
24 developing entries and the list open crosscut in any

pair or set of rooms of each such active working place;
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1 the method of mining; the amount and pressure of the

2 water, if any, reaching the working face; the number,

3 location, and type of sprays, if any; actions taken to

4 reduce the dust concentrations; and such other inforrna-

5 tion as the Panel may require; and

6 (3) statenients by the applicant a.nd the engineer

7 conducting such survey, of the means and methods to

8 be employed to achieve compliance with the applicable

9 dust standard, the progress made toward achieving corn-

10 pliance, and an estimate of when compliance can be

11 achieved.

12 (d) The Secretary shall cause to be made such frequent

13 spot inspections as he deems appropriate of the active work-

14 ings of underground coal mines for which permits for non-

15 compliance have been granted under this section for the pur-

16 pose of obtaining compliance with the provisions of this title.

17 The Secretary shall also make spot inspections of aH active

18 workings in underground mines to insure compilance.

19 (e) Any operator or representative of miners aggrieved

20 by a final decision of the Panel with respect to an application

21 for an initia' or renewed permit for noncornpiance may file

22 a petition for review of such decision in accordance with the

23 provisions of section 304 of this Act:

24 (f) Each operator shall take samples of the atmosphere

25 of the active workings of the mine to determine the afnio-



I spheric concentrations of respirahle (lust. Such samples shall

be thkeii by any (IOViCC aPPrOV((l by the Secret1r and in

3 accordance with the methods and at locations and at inter—

4 vals and in a manner prescribed by him. Such samples shall

5 he transnlitte(1 to the Secretary, in a manner prescrihe(i by

6 the Secretary, arid analyzed and recorded by him iii a man-

7 ner to assure that the dust levels established by, or permitted

S under, this section are iot exceeded and to enable him to

9 cause an immediate inspection of any mine whenever such

10 samples indicate that the concentration of dust therein ex-

11 ceeds such level. If, upon the basis of such samples or addi-

12 tional samples taken during an inspection, the Secretary or

13 his authorized representativc finds that the conce:utrat;ions

14 of respirabe dust in any active workings in a mine exceed

15 the level required to be maintained under this section, the

16 Secretary or his representative shall issue a. notice to the

17 operator or his agent, a copy of which shall be transmitted

18 to the Panel and to a representative of the miners in the

19 mine, fixing a reasonable time to take corrective action,

20 which time shall not exceed seventy—two hours, and the

21 operator of the mine shall take corrective action immediately

22 in order to bring such concentrations at or below the level

23 required to 1)e maintained under this sectioil. If, upon the

24 expiration of such time, the Secretary or his authorized

rePresentatiVe finds that snch action his not 1)een completed
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1 and the violation has not been abated, he shall issue an

2 order requiring that while such corrective action is under-

way, no work, other than that necessary to take such ac-

4 tion and to obtain valid samples of the atmosphere of the

5 active workings of the mine to determine the atmospheric

6 concentrations of respirable dust, shall be permitted until

7 the dust concentrations in such mine have been reduced to

8 or below such required level. As soon as possible after a.n

9 order is issued, the Secretary, upon request of the operator,

10 shall dispatch to the mine involved a person or team of

11 persons, to the extent such persons are available, determined

12 by him to be knowledgeable in the methods and means of

13 controlling and reducing respira.ble dust. Such person or team

14 of persons shall remain at the mine involved for such time

15 as they shall deem appropriate to assist the operator in re-

16 ducing respirable dust concentrations. While a.t the mine,

17 such persons may require the operator to take such actions

as they deem appropriate to insure the health of any person

19 in the coal mine.

20 (g) The dust resulting from drilling in rock shall be

21 controlled by the use and maintenance of dust collectors, hv

22 water or water with a wetting agent, or by ventilation or

23 oilier lflCflhlS aPpn)ved liv the Secretary. Miners who are

24 ngitged in (hilling iii r(Thk and exposed for short peiio1s to

S.2917 2
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1 inhalation hazards from gas, dust., fumes, or mist shall wear

2 respira.tory equipment. When the exposure is for prolonged

3 periods, other measures to protect such miners or to reduce

4 the hazard shall be taken.

5 (h) Respirators shall be worn by all persons for pro-

6 tection against exposures to concentrations of dust in excess

7 of the levels required to be maintained under this section.

S Use of respirators shall not be substituted for environmental

9 control measures. Each mine shall maintain a supply of

10 respirators adequate to comply with the provisions of this

11 section.

12 (i) References to respira.tors, dust collectors, or respi-

13 ratory equipment in this section mean respirators, dusi collec-

14 tors, and equipment approved by the Secretary in accorda:nce

15 with health standards established by the Surgeon Gene:ral.

16 (j) References to specific concentrations of dust in this

17 title mean concentrations of respirable dust if measured with

18 an MR.E instrument or equivalent concentrations of dust if

19 measnred with another device approved by the Secretary.

20 As used in this title, the term "MRE instrument"

21 means the gravimetric dtist sampler with four channel hoi'i—

22 zontal elutriator deve'oped 1w the Mining Research Estab-

23 1L]iinent of the Xatona1 Coal Board. London, England.

(k) At an time within two years following the date

on winch tue 2.0 milligram stfindard established by subsec—
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1 tion (a) (2) of this section becomes effective, the Secretary

2 may, after having given the Congress advance written notice

3 not less than one hundred and twenty days prior thereto and

4 in accordance with health standards established by the Sur-

5 geon General, extend the time within which all underground

6 coal mines are required to comply with such standard, if the

7 Secretary determines that the technology or other effective

S control techniques or methods for reducing such dust con-

9 centrations to the level required by such standard is not

10 available. Such extension shall be effective at the end of the

11 first period, of sixty calendar days of continuous session of

12 Congress after the date on which a written plan of such ex-

13 tension is transmitted to it unless, between the date of trans-

14 mittal and the end, of the sixty-day period, either House

15 passes a resolution stating in substance that that House does

16 not favor the extension plan.

17 (1) For the purposes of subsection (k) of this section—

18 (1) the continuity of a session is broken only by

19 an adjournment of Congress sine die; and

20 (2) the days on which either House is not in ses-

21 sion because of an adjournment of more than three days

22 to a day certain are excluded in the computation of the

23 sixty-day period.

24 (m) Any extension plan transmitted to the Congress

25 pursuant to this section shall be received and acted on by



1 the Congress in the same manlier as that piovided for

2 reorgLI1izatiou plais under chapter 9 of title 5 of the United

: States Code.

4 (n) The Secretary and the Surgeon General shall, from

5 time to time, but in no event less than twice annually, sub-

U nut a written report to the Congress setting forth the prog—

7 ress. made toward achieving absolute compliance with the

8 standards established by subsection (a) of this section, and

9 an estimate of the time as to when such compliance can be

10 achieved.

11 (o) The Secretary or his authorized representative may

12 require a greater quantity of air than the niinimurn required

13 under section. 204 (b) of this Act when he finds it necessary

14 to protect the health of miners in a coal mine. Where line

15 brattice or other a.pproved devices are installed, the space

16 between such device a.nd the rib shall, in addition to the re-

17 quirements of section 204 (c) (2) of this Act, be adequate

18 to permit the flow of sufficient volume of air to reduce the

19 concentrations of respirable dust at each active working face.

20 MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

21 SEc. 103. (a) The operator of an underground coat

22 mine shall establish a. progmm approved by the Surgeon

23 General under which each miner working in such under—

24 ground coal mine will be given, at least annually, beginning
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1 six months after the operative date of this title, a. chest

2 roentgenograrn and such other tests as may be required i)y

3 the Surgeon General. The films shall be taken in a manner

4 to be prescribed by the Surgeon General and shall be read

5 and classified by the Surgeon General and the results of each

6 reading on each such miner shall be available to the Surgeon

7 General and, with the consent of the miner, to his physician

S and other appropriate persons. The Surgeon General may

9 also take such examinations and tests where appropriate and

10 may cooperate with the operator in taking of such examiia-

11 tions and tests on a reimbursable basis. Each operator shall

12 cooperate with the Surgeon General in making arrangements

13 for each miner in such mine to be given such other medical

14 examinations as the Surgeon General detcriniiies necessary.

15 The results of aiiy such examination shall be submitted in the

16 same manner as the aforementioned films. Iii no case, how-

17 ever, shall any such miner be required to have a chest

18 roentgenogram or examination under this section without

19 his consent.

20 (b) (1) Oii and after the effective (late of the 3.0

21 milligram staiidard established by scctiou 102 (a) (1) of this

2 title, aiiy 111111cr who, in the judgiiicnt oi the Surgeoti (i eiieml

23 based upon such rcacliiig or iiiedical exa.niiiintions, shows

24 evidence of the development of pneurnocomosis S11a11 be as—
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1 signed by the operator, for such period or periods as may

2 1.)e necessary to preveiit further development of such disease,

3 to work, at the option of the miner. in any working sec—

4 tioi or other area. of the mine, where the mine atmosphere

5 conthiii cricentrations of rcsj)irable dust of not more than

6 2.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air.

7 (2) On and after the effective date of the 2.0 milligram

S standard established by section 102 (a.) (2) of this title, any

9 miner so showing such evidence of the development of pneu-

10 moconiosis shall be a.ssigied in accordance with the provisions

11 of paragraph (1) of this subsection to any working see-

12 tion or other area of the mine where the mine atmosphere

i contains concentrations of respirable dust at a level, below

14 2.0 milligrams of dust per meter of air, determined by the

I Secretary, iii aceordanee with health standards established by

16 the Surgeon (.enera1 to be necessary to prevent further de—

17 velopment of such disease.

iS (3) Aiy miner assigned to work in any other workiig

1! sectioii or other nrea of the mine 1)tlrsIltlnt to paragraphs (1)

or (2) of t]ii. sithsectioii shall receive for such work the

2.1. regular rate of iiy received 1w other mhers performing

22 comparahlc work in such section or area, or the regular rate

2: of pay received by such miier immediately prior to his

24 assinment, whichever is tlìe greater.
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1 PART B.—PROMULGATIOX OF MANDATORY HEALTH

2 STANDARDS FOR ALL COAL MINERS

3 HEALTH STANDARDS; REVIEW

4 SEC. 105. (a) In accordance with health standards

5 established by the Surgeon General from time to time and

6 the procedures set forth in this section, the Secretary shall

7 promulgate mandatory health standards for the protection

S of life and the prevention of occupational disei.ses in (oa1

9 mines.

10 (b) In the development of such standards, the Surgcn

11 General shall consult with other interested Federal agencies,

12 representatives of State agencies, approl)riate representatives

13 of the coal mine operators nd miners, other interested 1er—

14 sons and organizittions, the Stite. uc1i a(1vi()rv e)tII1

15 tees as lie may appoint, arid, where appropriate. torein

16 countries. In addition to the attainment of the hihcst deuree

17 of health and protection for the miner, othtr considerations

1.8 shall be the latest available ieiitj 1k data iii tiub tieI(1. the

IL) tcchiiic1 feaihuIit of tile taiida.rds, aii(l tbXpn(llre IiWl
20 tinder this and tlier health rcg ihtti )t i.

21 (c) The Secretary shall from time to time ptih1i1i tuv

2 such propocd standards and the schedule provided for iii

2 subsection 101 (c) (2) of this title n the Federal ic2itcr
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1 and shall afford interested persons :1 peno(l of ilot less than

2 thirty days after publication to submit written data. or corn—

3 ments. Except as provided in subsection (e) of this sect;ion,

4 the Secretary may, upon the expiration of such period and

ö after consideration of all relevant matter piesented, promul—

6 gate such standards or schedule with such modifications as

7 he and the Surgeoi General may deem appropriate. Not

8 later than twelve months after the date of enactment of

9 the Act, the Secretary, in accordance with health standards

10 established by the Surgeon General, shall propose inanda-

11 tory health standards for surface coal mines and surface

12 work areas of underground coal mines and shall publish

13 such proposed standards in the Federal Register.

14 (d) On or before the last day of any period fixed for the

15 submission of written data or comments under subsection

16 (c) of this section, any interested person may file with the

17 Secretary written objections to a proposed standard or sched-

1.8 tile, stating the grounds therefor and requesting a I)ublic
1.9 hearing by the Secretary on such objections. As soon as

20 practicable after the period for filing such objections has
21 expired, the Secretary shall publish in the Federa.l Eegist.er
22 a notice specifying the proposed standards or Provisions of
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1 the schedule to which objections have been filed and a hear-

2 big requested, and ghsIl review such standards, schedules,

3 and objections in accordance with subsection (e) of this

4 section.

5 (e) Promptly after any such notice is published in the

6 Federal Register by the Secretary under subsection (d) of

7 this section, the Secretary shall issue notice of and hold a

8 public hearing for the purpose of receiving relevant ed-

9 dence. Within sixty days after completion of the hearings,

10 the Secretary qhall mnke findings of fact and may promul-

11 gate the mndatory standards with such modifications, or

12 take such other action, as he and the Surgeon General deem

13 appropriate. All such findings qhall be public.

14 (f) Any mandatory standard or schedule promulgated

15 under this section shall be effective upon publication in the

16 Federal Register unless the Secretary specifics a later date.

17 (g) all health standards established by the Surgeon

18 General pursuant to this title shall, at the time of their trims-

19 mission by him to the Secretary for disposition by him in

20 accordance with the provisions of this title, be published in

21 the Federal Register.

* * * * *
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1 (1) to improve working conditions and practices,

2 and to prevent accidents au(l octupatioiia1 diseases or—

3 mating in the coal milling industry;

4 (2) after an accident, to recover persons in a coal

5 mine and to recover the mine;

6 (3) to develop new or improved means arid meth—

7 ods of communication from the surface to the under—

8 ground portion of the mine;

9 (4) to develop new or improved means and meth-

10 ods of reducing concentrations of respirable dust in the

11 mine;

12 (5) to develop iiw and improved sources of power

13 for use underground, including diese' power, which will

14 provide greater safety; and

15 (6) to determine the improvement to health or

16 safety that illumination will produce and to deve'op such

17 methods of illumination by permissiNe lighting.

18 (14 The Surgeon General shall conduct studies and

19 research into matters involving the protection of life and

20 the prevention of diseases in connection with persoiis, who

21 although riot miners, work with or around the products

22 of coal mines in areas outside of such mines and tinder

23 conditions which may aclverey affect the health and well-

24 being of such persons.

(c) The Secretary is a 11th orized to grai it an opern tor.
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1 on a mine-by-mine basis, an exception to any of the pro-

2 visions of this Act for the purpose of granting accredited

3 engineering institutions the opportunity for experimenting

4 with new techniques and new equipment to improve the

5 health and safety of miners. No such exception shall be

6 granted unless the Secretary finds that the granting of the

7 exception will not adversely affect the health and safety

8 of miners.

9 (d) The Surgeon General is authorized to make grants

10 to any public or private agencies, institutions and organiza-

11 tions, and operators or individuals for research and experi-

12 meats to develop effective respiratory devices and other

13 devices and equipment which will carry out the purposes

14 of this Act.

15 (e) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Sec-

16 retaiy of theInterior such sums as will be necessary to carry

17 out his responsibilities under this section and section 201 (b)

18 of this Act at an annual rate of not to exceed $20,000,000

19 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $25,000,000 for

20 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and $30,000,000 for

21 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and for each succeed-

22 ing fiscal year thereafter. There is authorized to be appro-

iriated annually to the Surgeon General such stuns as may be

24 necessary to carry out his responsibilities under this section.

25 Such smus shall remain available until expended.
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1 TiAINING AND EDUCATION

2 SEC. 402. (a) The Secretary shall expand programs

3 for the education and training of coal Irline operators, agents

4 thereof, and miners in—

5 (1) the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of

6 accidents or unsafe or uuhealthful working coiditions ii

7 coal mines, and

S (2) in the use of flame safety lamps, permissible

9 methane detectors, and other means approved by the

10 Secretary for accurately detecting gases.

ii (b) The Secretary shall, to the greatest extent possible,

12 provide technical assistance to each opera tur of a coal mine

13 in meeting the requirements of this Act and in further im—

14 proving the health and safety coiiditions and practices at

15 such mine.

16 STATE PLANS

17 SEC. 403. (a) In order to assist the States where coal

18 mining takes phice in developing aiid enforcing effective

19 health and safety laws and regulations applicable to such

20 mines cOIlSiSteflt. with the provisions of section 407 of this

21 Act and to proiimte Fcderal—State coerdiflatioll aiid oo)era—

22 tion in improving the health nnd safety conditions in the

23 Nation's coal mules, the Sretary shall approve nnv

2i SIlJ)flhitted U1I(lPr t1ii c1iii liv tirll St1t(. t1iI•l1t1I it ifhin1

25 (Ofll Iflhlle i1ISje(ti1Ul :k'tv ;12e1uv. \vlIiPh—
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1 (1) designates such Sta.te coal mine inspection or

2 Sd(lV 1i('1I(V thy 4(l1( )V1I(V re)u1siJ)1e I(Jr I(iIJiI1—

iSt.('1iIg t1I( 1)lflhI I 1IY()UglIOUt. the St.Hte uid (UIItiI1S sitis—

4 ia('tory evidewe that such agell(w will have the author—

itv t( earr out the plan

6 (2) iVeS nssIlnln(es that such ageney Irns or will

(1ply an adequate iid competent stiff of trained in—

S p(t0rs qualified under the laws of such State to make

mthe inspections within such State;

(3) sets forth the plans, policies, and methods to

11 he followed in carrying out the plan;

(4) provides for the extension and improvement of

13 the State program for the improvement of coal mine
.14 health and safety in the State, and that no advance no-
1e) tice of an inspection will be provided any operator or
I G agent of an operator of a coal mine;

17 (5) provides such fiscal control and fund account-

ing procedures as may be appropriate to assure p:roper
19 disbursement and accounting of grants made to the
20 State under this section;

21 (6) provides that the designated agency will make

such reports to the Secretary, in such form and eon-
23 taming such information, as the Secretary may from
24 time to time require; and

(7) meets additionnl eondifnn which the Sere-



1 1 .1I I.)

1 tary may prescribe by rule in furtherance of and con-

2 sistent with the purposes of this section.

3 (b) The Secretary shall approve any State plan or aiw

4 modification thereof which complies with the provisions of

5 subsection (a) of this section. He shall not finally disap-

6 prove any State plan or modification thereof without first

7 affording the State agency reasonable notice and opportunity

8 for a hearing.

9 (c) Whenever the Secretary, after reasonable notice and

10 opportunity for a hearing, finds that in the administration of

11 an approved State plan there is (1) a failure to comply sub-

12 stantially with any provision of the State plan, or (2) a

13 failure to afford reasonable c.ooperation in administering the

14 provisions of this Act, the Secretary shall by decision incor-

15 porating his findings therein notify such State agency of his

16 withdrawal of approval of such plan and upon receipt of such

17 notice such plan shall cease to be in effect.

18 (d) Any State aggrieved by the Secretary's decision

19 under subsection (c) of this section may file within thirty

20 days from the date of such decision with the United States

21 Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia a petition

22 praying that such action be modified or set aside in whole

23 or in part. A copy of the petition shall forthwith he sent

24 by registered or certified mail to the Secretary, and

S. 2917 8
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1 thereupon the Secretary shall certify and file in such court

2 tl1e record upon which the Secretar made his decision, as

3 provided in section 2112, title 28, Tjnitecl States Code. The

4 court shall hear such appeal on the record made before the

5 Secretary. The fiuidiiigs of the Socretar, if supported by

U substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole.

7 shall be conclusive. The court may affirm, vacate, or remand

S the proceedings to the Secretary for such further action as it

9 directs. The filing of a petition under this subsection shall not

10 slav the application of the Secretary's decision, unless the

11 court so orders.

12 (e) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to any

1. State where there is an approved State plan (1) to carry

14 out tl1e plan, including the cost of training Sta.te inspectors;

1 and (2) to assist the States in planning and implementing

1 other programs for the advancement of health and safety in

17 coal mines. Such grants shall be desigiied to supplement,

iS not supplant, State funds in these areas. The Secretary shall

1 cooperate with such Sta.te in carrying out the plan and shall,

20 as appropriate, develop facilities for, and finance a. pro-

21 gram of, training of Federal and State inspectors jointly.

22 T1.ie Secretary shall also cooperate with such State in estab-

23 lisliing a system by which Sta.te and Federal inspection re—

ports of coal mines located in the State are exchanged for
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1 the purpose of improving health and safety conditions in

2 such mines.

3 (f) The amount granted to any Sta.te for a fiscal

4 year under this section shall not exceed 80 per centum of the

5 sum expended by such State in such year for carrying out

6 the State coal mine health and safety enforcement program.

7 (g) There is authorized to be appropriated $3,000,000

S for fiscal year 1970 and $5,000,000 annually in each suc-

9 ceeding fiscal year to carry out the provisions of this section

10 which shall remain available until expended. The Secretary

11 shall provide for an equitable distribution of sums appropri-

12 ated for grants mder this section to the States where there

13 is an approved plan. The Secretary shall coordinate with

14 the Secretaries of Labor and Health, Education, and Wel-

15 fare in making grants under this section.

1) RELATED CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

17 SEC. 404. In carrying out the provisions of sections 201

18 (b), 401, and 402 of this Act, the Secretary and the Sur-

19 geon General may enter into contracts with, and make raiits

20 to, 1ublic and private agencies and organizations and mdi—

21 vi(iuals.

INSPECTORS; QULIFICATIONS; TILUX INC

So. 405. The Secretaiy may, subject to the civil service

4 laws, appoint such employees as lie deems requisite for the
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1 administration of this Act and prescribe their duties. Persons

2 appointed as authorized representatives of the Secretary shall

3 be qualified by practical experience in the mining of coal or

4 by experience as a practical mining engineer or by education.

5 Persons appointed to assist such representatives in the taking

6 of samples of dust concentrations for the purpose of enforcing

7 title I of this Act shall be qualified by training or experi-

8 ence. The provisions of section 201 of the Revenue and

9 Expenditure Control Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 251, 270) shall

10 not apply with respect to the appointment of such authorized

11 representatives of the Secretary or to persons appointed to

12 assist such representatives, and, in applying the provisions of

13 such section to other agencies under the Secretary and to

14 other agencies of the Government, such appointed persons

15 shall not be taken into account. Such persons shall be ade-

16 quately trained by the Secretary. The Secretary shall develop

17 programs with educational institutions and operators designed

18 to enable persons to qualify for positions in the adminListra-

19 tion of this Act. In selecting persons and training and re-

20 training persons to carry out the provisions of this Act, the

21 Secretary shall work with appropriate educational institu-

22 tions, operators, and representatives of employees in develop-

23 ing adequate programs for the training of persons, particu-

24 larl inspectors. Where appropriate, the Secretary shall co-

2 operate with such institutions in carrying out the provisions
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1 of this section by providing financial and technical assistance

2 to such institutions.

3 ADVISORY COMMITTEES

4 SEc. 406. (a) (1) The Secretary shall appoint an ad-

5 visory committee on coal mine safety research composed of—

6 (A) the Director of the Office of Science and

7 Technology or his delegate, with the consent of the

8 Director;

9 (B) the Director of the Nationa' Bureau of Stafld-

10 ards, Department of Commerce, or his delegate, with

11 the consent of the Director;

12 (C) the Director of the National Science Foun-

13 dation or his delegate, with the consent of the Director;

14 and

15 (D) such other persons as the Secretary may

16 appoint who are knowledgeable in the field of coal mine

17 safety research.

18 The Secretary shall designate the chairman of the committee.

19 (2) The advisory committee shall consult with, and

20 make recomrnendati6ns to, the Secretary on matters in-

21 volving or relating to coal mine safety research. The Secre-

22 tary shall consult with and coiisider the recommendations of

23 such committee in the conduct of such research, the making

24 of any grant, and the entering into of contracts for research.

S. 2917 9
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1 (3) The chairman of the committee arid a majority of

! the SOflS appointed by the Secretary pursuaiit to para-

3 graph (1) (D) of this subsection shall be individuals who

4 have no ecoilomic interests in the coal mining industry, and

5 who are not operators, miners, or officers or employees

6 of the Federal Government or any State or local government.

7 (b) (1) The Surgeon General shall appoint an advisory

S committee oil coal mine health research composed of-—

9 (A) the Director, Bureau of Mines, or his delegate,

10 with the consent of the Director;

11 (B) the Director of the National Science Founda-

12 tion or his delegate, with the consent of the Director;

13 (C) the Director of the National Institutes of Health
14 or his delegate, with the consent of the Director; arni

15 (D) such other persons as the Surgeon General may

16 appoint who are knowledgeable ii the field of coal mine

17 health research.

18 The Surgeon General shall designate the chairrna.n of the
19 committee.

20 (2) The advisory committee shall consult with, and
21 make recommendations to, the Surgeon General on matters
22 involving or relating to coal mine health research. The Sur-

geon General shall consult with and consider the recommen-

24 dations of such committee in the conduct of such research, t.he
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1 making of any grant, and the entering into of contracts for

2 research.

3 (3) The chairman of the committee and a majority of

4 the persons appointed by the Surgeon General pursuant to

5 paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection shall be individuals

6 who have no economic interests in the coal mining industry,

7 and who are not operators, miners, or officers or employees

8 of the Federal Government or any State or local government.

9 (c) The Secretary or the Surgeon General may ap-

10 point other advisory committees as he deems appropriate to

11 advise him in carrying out the provisions of this Act. The

12 Secretary or the Surgeon General, as the case may be, shall

13 appoint the chairman of each such committee, who shall be

14 an individual who has no economic interests in the coal lain-

15 ing industry, and who is not an operator, miner, or an

16 officer or employee of the Federal Government or any State

17 or local government. A majority of the members of imy

18 such advisory committee appointed pursuant to this. sub—

19 section shall be composed of individuals who have no eco—

20 nomic interests in the coal mining industry, and who are

21 not operators, miners, or officers or employees of the Federal

22 Government or any State or local government.

23 (d) Advisory committee members, other than em-

24 ployees of Federal, State, or local governments, while per-
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1 forming committee business shall be entitled to receive

2 compensa.tion at rates fixed by the Secretary or the Surgeon

3 General, as the case may be, but not exceeding $100 :per

4 day, including travel time. 'While so serving away from their

5 homes or regular places of business, members may be paid

6 travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence at rates

7 authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for

8 persons intermittently employed.

9 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

10 SEC. 407. (a) No State law in effect upon the effec-

11 tive date of this Act or which may become effective thereafter

12 shall be superseded by any provision of this Act or order

13 issued or standard established or promulgated thereunder,

14 except insofar as such State law is in conflict with this Act

15 or with any order issued or standard established or promul-

16 gated pursuant to this Act.

17 (b) The provisions of any State law or regulation in

18 effect upon the effective date of this Act, or which may

19 become effective thereafter, which provides for more strin-

20 gent health and safety standards applicable to coal mines

21 than do the provisions of this Act or any order issued or

22 standard established or promulgated thereunder shall not

23 thereby be construed or held to be in conflict with this Act.

24 The provisions of any State law or regulation in effect upon

25 the effective date of this Act. or which may become effective
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1 thereafter, which provide for health and safety standards

2 applicable to coal mines for which no provision is contained

3 in this Act or any order issued or standard established or

4 promulgated thereunder, shall not be held to be in conflict

5 with this Act.

6 (c) Nothing in this Act shall be construed or held to

7 supersede or in any manner affect the workmen's compensa-

8 tion laws of any State, or to enlarge or diminish or affect in

9 any other manner the common law or sta.tutory rights,

10 duties, or liabilities of employers and employees under State

11 laws in respect of injuries, occupational or other diseases,

12 or death of employees aising out of, or in the course of,

13 employment.

14 ADrINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

15 SEc. 408. Except as otherwise provided in sections 201

16 (d), 303 and 308 (a) of this Act, the provisions of sections

17 551—559 and sections 701—706 of title 5 of the United States

18 Code, shall not apply to tile making of any order or decision

19 pursuant to this Act, or to any proceeding for the review

20 thereof.

21 REGULATIONS

22 SEC. 409. The Secretary, the Surgeon General, and the

23 Panel are authorized to issue such regulations as each deems

24 appropriate to cirry out any provisions of this Act.
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ECONOMIC AESTSTSNCE

2 SEC. 410. (a) Section 7(b) of the Smnll Business Act,

3 as amended, is amended—

4 (1) by striking out the period at the end of pam.

5 graph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof ";and"; and

6 (2) by adding after paragraph (4) a new pan-

7 graph as follows:

8 "(5) to make such loans (either directly or in

9 cooperation with banks or other lending institutions

10 through agreements to participate on an immediate or

11 deferred basis) as the Administration may determine to

12 be necessary or appropriate to assist any smstll business

13 concern operating a coal mine in effecting additions to

14 or alterations in the equipment, facilities, or methods

13 of operation of such mine to requirements imposed

16 by the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
17 1969, if the Administration determines that such concern

18 is likely to suffer substantial economic injury without

19 assistance under this paragraph."

20 (b) The third sentence of section 7(b) of such Act is

21 amended by inserting "or (5)" after "paragraph (3) ".
22 (c) Section 4(c) (1) of the Small Business Act, as

23 amended, is amended by inserting "7 (b) (5) ," after "7 tb)
24 (4),".
25 (d) Loans may also be made or guaranteed for the
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1 purposes set forth in section 7 (b) (5) of the Small Business

2 Act, as amended, pursuant to the provisions of section 202

3 of the Public 'Works and Economic Development Act of

4 1965, as amended.

3 TITLE V—INTERIM EMERGENCY COAL MINE

6 HEALTH DISABILITY BENEFITS

7 PURPOSE

S SEC. 501. Based on a recent study conducted 1w the

9 [nitecl States Public Health Service, Congress finds and de—

10 dares that there are a significant. number of inictive coal

11 miners living today who are totally disabled and unable to he

12 gainfully employed due to the development of complicated

13 piieurnoconiosis while working in one or more of the Nation's

14 coal mines; that there also are a number of surviving widows

15 •-nd children of coal miners whose death was attributable to

16 this disease; that fewr States proiie benefits for disibi1ity

17 from this cliseise to inactive cotl niimier and their depend—

ents ; find that, iii order to give the States time to enact laws

19 to 1)ro\icle such bemietits or to improve those ht\v where

O token or niininial 1)etiehts are provided. it i, therefore, the

21 pilmpose of this title to provide, on a temporary and linhite(l

22 1)ai, interim emergency halth disability heiiefits, in coop—

23 oration with the States, to any coal miner who is totally ilis—

24 ahled arid Iuml)1e to he gainfnlly employed on the date oi

eiiactiiient of this A(t. due to complicated p1et1mnoom1io1s
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1 which arises out of, or in the course of, his employment in

2 one or more of the Nation's coal mines; to the widows and

3 children of any coal miner who, at the time of his death, was

4 totally disabled and unable to be gainfully employed due to

5 complicated pneumoconiosis arising out of, or in the course

6 of, such einilovment; and to develop further and detailed

7 information and data on the extent to which past, present,

8 and future coal miners are or will be totally disabled by com-

9 plicated pneumoconiosis and unable to be gainfully employed,

10 on the extent to which assistance to such miners and their

11 dependents is needed, and the most effective method for as-

12 suring such assistance.

13 INTERIM DTRA1%rLITY BENEFIT STANDARDS

14 SEc. 502. The Secretary of Health, Education and

15 Welfare (hereinafter referred to in this title as "the See.
16 retary") shall develop and promulgate interim disability

17 benefit standards governing the determination of persons

18 eligible to receive emergency coal mine health disability

19 benefits under this title and the methods and procedures to be

20 used in disbursing such benefits to such persons. Such stand-

21 arch shall take into consideration the length of employment

22 in coal mines considered sufficient to establish a claim for

3 such benefits; reasonable and equitable means, methods, and

procedures for filing and establishing proof of disability,

consistent with the purpose of this title, by the coal miner or,
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1 as appropriate, his survivor to enable such person to receive

2 benefits as soon s possible after enactment of this Act: and

3 such other matters as the Secretary deems appropriate. Such

4 standards shall be effective upon PtTiJliCat1o1l in the Federal

5 Register, unless the Secretary prescribes a later date which

6 date shall not be more than ninety clays after the operative

7 date of this title. The provisions of section 553 of title 5 of

8 the United States Code shall apply to the promulgation of

9 such standards.

10 ASSISTANCE TO STATES

11 SEC. 503. (a.) Upon publication of the interim disability

12 standards by the Secretary under this title, the Secretary

13 shall enter into agreements with any State pursuant to which

14 he shall provide financial assistance, in accordance with the

15 provisions of this title, to the States to carry out the purpose

16 of this title, and the States shall receive and adjudicate, in

17 accordance with such standards, claims for interim erner—

18 gency coal mine health disability benefits from any ellgible

19 person who is a. residentoi such State. Such State shall also

20 agree to pay one—half of such bexiefits during the fiscal years

21 ending June 30, 1972, and June 30, 1973. Such agreements

22 shall, in addition to such other conditions as the Secretary

23 deems appropriate, include adequate assurances thnt the State

24 shall provide sneli fiscil control and fund aceonilting plo—

25 cedures as ma.y he appropnito to assure proper disbursement
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1 and accounting of grants made to the State under this sec-

2 tion; and that the State will make such reports to the Secre-

3 tary, in such form and containing such infonnation, as the

4 Secretary may from time to time require.

5 (h) Beginning after the effective date of any agreement

6 entered into with a State under this section and ending on

7 June 80, 1973, the Secretary, subject to the provisions of

8 this section, shall, from sums available therefor for any fiscal

9 year, make grants to such State equal to the estimated sums

10 needed by such State to pay all such benefits to eligible per-

sons through June 30, 1971, and to pay one-half of such

12 benefits to eligible persons during the fiscal years ending

13 June 30, 1972, and June 30, 1973. No benefits shall be
14 paid under this section to an eligible person if the State,
15 after the enactment of this Act, reduces the benefits for dis-

16 ability caused by complicated pneuznoconiosis to which such

17 person is otherwise entitled under such State's laws or

18 lations. Benefits paid to an eligible person under this section

shall be reduced bj an amount equal to any payment made
20 such person under any other provision of law for a dis-
21 ability directly caused by complicated pneumoconiosis aris-

ing out of, or in the course of, employment in one or more

of die Nation's coal mines.

24 (c) Interim emergency coal mine health disability bene-
25 fits shall be paid under this section to persons determined by
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1 the State 1M11S1la11t to such standards to be ehghIe to receive

2 such benefits. Such benefits shall be paid as soon as posil1e

3 after a claim is filed therefor and eligibility determined,

4 except that such benefits shall terminate when such persoii

5 is no longer eligible, or on June 30, 1973, whichever date is

6 first. The amount of benefits pyab1e to an eligible person

7 under this section shall be determined as follows:

8 (1) In the case of total disability, such eligible

pelson shall be paid benefits cluriiig the peiiod of such

10 disability up to a rate equal to 50 er centum of the

11 minimum monthly 1)aymeilt to which an employee in

12 grade GS—2 with one ør more dependents, who is totally

13 disabled, is eitit.led under the provisions of sections 8105

14 and 8110 of title 5, United States Code;

15 (2) In the case ot the deat]i of a miner resntin

16 from such disease, an eligible widow shall he paid hene—

17 fits at the rate the deceased miner would he entitlcd

to receive such 1)CI1C[itS if such miner were totally t1i—

19 abled until such widow (lies or rc1I1a1Tie and

20 (3) In. the case o iiiV e1iih1e 1ftI4I1 eIttih'(1 to

21 hene1it. 111111cr danscs ( ) or (2) ut this nhcctiou

who has one or niore (1epe11de1It. siwh ])eiIeht sti;ill he

23 increased at a rate ol i() 'eufum of t.1I( J)('ne1it

24 to which such pcrsoii is entitled nndcr ethues (1)
25 (2) uf t1ii suhectioii, if l1(1I person luis one depeiitleiit.
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1 75 per ccntnm, if such person has two dependents., and

2 100 pel cent.urn, if such person has three dependents;

3 except that such increased benefits for a. child,, brother,

4 sister, or grandchild, shall cease if such dependent dies

5 or rejuarries or becomes eighteen years of age, or if

6 over age eighteen and incapal)le of self—support becomes

7 capable of self—support.

8 (d) There i hereby authorized t.o he appropriated from

9 fuids in the Treasury for the fiscal year ending June 30,

10 1J70, not. to exceed 1O,00O,O00, aiid for the fiscal year

11 ending June 30, 1971. not to exceed $30,000,000, and for

12 the fiscal years endiig Jume 30, 1.972, and June 30, 1973,

13 iot. to exceed $15.000,000 annually for the plirposes of this

title. If the amounts appropriated for any fiscal year are

15 less than the amounts necessary to enable the Secretary to

16 make the full amount of grants to all States which have en-

17 tered into agreements with him under this title, the grants

18 to each State for such fiscal year, and the payments to

19 eligible persons required to 1)e made. during snh fiscal year

20 under such agreements shall be proportioiate1y reduee(i.

21 STUDY

22 SEc. 504. The Secretary shall immediately undertake

23 a sti.idy to determine the extent to which coal miners are

— or will be totally disabled due to complicated p1eul11ocoi1os1s

developed di.iring the course of employment in the Nation's
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1 coal mines and unable to be gainfully employed; the extent

2 to which the States provide benefits to active aild mactive

3 coal miners and their dependents for such disability;, the

4 adequacy of such benefits, the need for, and the desirability

5 of, providing any Federal, State, or private assistance for

6 such disability; the need for, and the desirability of, extend-

7 ing the provisions of this title for persons eligil.1e for benefits

8 under this title; and such other facts which would be helpful

9 to the Congress following completion of this study, as the

10 Secretary deems appropriate. In carrying out this study, the

11 Secretary shall consult with, and, to the greatest extent pos-

12 sible, obtain information and comments from, the Secretary

13 of the Interior, the Secretary of Labor, and other interested

14 Federal agencies, the States, operators, representative of the

1 miners, insurance representatives, and other interested per-

16 sons. The Secretary shall submit a report 011 such study,

17 together with such recommendations, including appropriate

18 legislative recommendations, as he deenls appropriate, to

19 the Congress not later tha.n October 1, 1970.

20 TITLE VT—MISCELLANEOUS

21 JURISDICTION; LIMITATION

22 SEC. 601. In any proceeding in which the validity of

23 any interim mandatory health or safety standard set forth in

24 this Act is in issue, no justice, judge, or court of the United

25 States shall issue any temporary restraining order or prelim-
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1 mary injunction restraining the enforcement of such standard

2 peridiiig a determination of such issue on its merits.

3 OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

4 SEC. 602. The provisions of titles I through III and
5 title V of this Act shall become operative one hundred and

6 tweilty days after enactment. The provisions of the Federal

7 Coal Mine Safety Act, as ameiided, are repealed on the op-

8 erative date of those titles, except that such provisions shall

9 continue to apply to any order, notice, or findi:ng issued

10 under that Act prior to such operative date and to any' pro-

11 ceedings related to such order, notice, or finding. All other

12 provisions of this Act shall be effective on the date of enact-

13 ment of this Act.

14 SEPARABILITY

15 SEe. 603. If any provision of this Act, or the applicatioii

16 of such provision to any person or circumstance, shall be held

17 invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of such

18 provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to

19 which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

20 REPORTS

SEC. 604. Within one hundred and twenty days follow-
99— ing the convening of each session of Congress, the Secretary

and the Surgeon General shall submit through the President

24 to the Congress separate annual reports upon the subject
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1 matter of this Act, the progress concerning the achievement

2 of its purposes, the needs and requirements in the field of coal

3 mine health and safety, and any other relevant information,

4 including any recommendations either deems appropriate.

Passed the Senate October 2, 1969.

Attest: FRANITS B. VALEO,

Secretary.
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969

OCTOBER 13, 1969.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. PERKINS, from the Committee on Education and Labor, sub-
mitted the following

REPORT
together with

MINORITY, SUPPLEMENTAL, AND SEPARATE VIEWS

[To accompany H.R. 13950]

The Committee on Education and Labor, to whom was referred the
bill (H.R. 13950) to provide for the protection of the health and safety
of persons working in the coal mining industry of the United States,
and for other purposes, having considered the same, report favorably
thereon without amendment and recommend that the bill do pass.

PURPOSE OF THE BILL

During the early hours of November 20, 1968, an explosion rocked
Consolidation Coal Co.'s No. 9 mine near Farmington, W. Va. When
the mine was sealed several days later, it became the tomb for 78
miners working that tragic midnight shift who could not escape and
for whom no rescue operation could succeed. Since Farmington. over
170 additional miners have lost their lives in the much less publicized—
yet equally outrageous—accidents that continue to make coal mining
the most hazardous occupation in the United States. Moreover.
countless thousands have suffered and died or presently suffer from
the ravages of coal workers' pneumocoruosis—the dread miners
disease caused by the inhalation of excessive amounts of cral dust.

37—006-—69—---—i.
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It is the purpose of the bill H.R. 139501 to protect the health and
safety. of coal miners, and to combat thesteady toll of life, Jimb and
lung, which terrorizes so many unfortunate families;

BACKGROTJND

Some recognition of the dangers inherent in coal mining came at
the Federal level as long ago as 1865, when a bill to create a Federal
Mining Bureau was introduced in the Congress. Little more was clone,
however, until a series of serious coal mine disasters after the turn of
the century aroused public demand for Federal action. Consequently,
the Bureau of Mines was created within the Department of the
Interior on July 1, 1910, and was charged with making—

* * * diligent investigation of the methods of mining,
especially in relation to the safety of miners, and the appli-
ances best adapted to prevent accidents, the possible im-
provement of conditions under which mining operations are
carried on, the treatment of ores and other mineral sub-
stances, the use of explosives and electricity, the prevention
of accidents, and other inquiries and technologic investiga-
tions pertinent to said industries. * * *

A glaring but deliberate omission in the new Bureau's spectrum of
responsibility was the lack of authority to conduct mine inspections.
In fact, the act specifically denied "any right or authority in connec-
tion with the inspection or supervision of mines * * * in any State?
by any Bureau employee.

This significant inadequacy was recognized by the Congress and
Public Law 49, 77th Congress, was enacted in 1941. Federal inspectors
were given authority to enter and inspect for health and safety
hazards all anthracite, bituminous coal, and lignite mines in the
United States.

Despite this new authority to make "annual or necessary inspections
and investigations," however, the Bureau lacked authority to establish
standards for coal mines or to enforce compliance with the standards
and recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior.

The death of 119 miners in an explosion at West Frankfort, Ill.,
late in December 1951, aroused public concern again and led to the
enactment of Public Law 552, 82d Congress, in 1952.

This act, which refined further the machinery for approaching
mine safety, left much to be desired. President Truman said as much.
in signing the bill when he commented:

This measure is a significant step in the direction of pie-
venting the appalling toll of death and injury to miners itt
underground mines.

Mr. Dent is the sponsor of HR. 135O. Cosponsors of that and identical bills are Mr. Burton of Call
forni. Mr. Perkins. Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Hawkins, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Clay, Mr. Powell, Mr. Gaydos,
Mr. Bell of Clifori1i, Mr. Hansen of Idaho. Mrs. Green of Oregon, Mr. Thompson of New Jersey, Mr.
Dmiels of Nw Jersey. Mr. Bra(ienas. Mr. O'Hara, Mr. Reid of Nev York, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Flood, Mr.
S,ivlor.\lr. Stggeis, Mr. Slack. Mr. Kee. Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Carey. Mr. WiUiani D. Ford. Mr. Hathaway.
Mr. ei1euer ..\lr. Meeds. Mr. McDade. Mr. Nix, Mr. Briett. Mr. Rooney of Pennsylvania, Mr. Vigorito,
Mr. Podell, ?Ir. Ciriz Mr. Moorhead, Mr. \Vi11inis, Nr. JJelsoski, Mr. Karth. Mr. An1unzo. Mr. Dulski,
Mr. iiuIo. Mr. Cothett. !r. St German, Mr. Rodino. Mr. Price of Illinois. Mr. Byrne of Pennsylania
Mr. Burke of Missachusetts. Mr. Gihbcns. Mr. Coughlin Mr. Brov:n of California. Mr. Ryan. Mr. Frnser,
?ir. Biesie, Eckhirdt. Mr. Edvnds of Cnhifon!k. Mr. Yatron, 1r. Mikva, Mr. Burton of Ltih. Mr.
Don II. Cius' Mr. Fatten. Mr. 1lgIier.\lr. Eillerg. Mr. flees, 1r. Ruppe. Mr. Legett. Mr. RoYlial,
Mr. Ottiiger. Mr. Brasco. Mr. Murphy of flihiols Mr. Kluczynski. Mr. Hays, Mr. Moss. Mr. lcFIl. Mr.
reen of Pcunsylunh1, Mr. Feiglian, Mr. Olsen, Mr. Anderson of California, Mr. tdaH, Mr. Obey, and
Mr. Jacobs.
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* * * Nevertheless, the legislation fails. short of the recoin-
mendations.I submitted to the Congress to meet the urgent.
problems in this field.

There were many deficiencies h the 1952 law and legislative
attempts to correct them were made during the ensuing years. The
prime objective was the elimination of the exemption enjoyed by
smll mines (those employin 14 or fewer persons underground).

Continuing mine disasters inspired the establishment of a task force
to investigate mine safety and make recommendations. The report of
the task force was submitted in August 1963.

Public Law 89—376 (1966) was a response to yet another mine dis-.
aster and incorporated some of the recommendations of the task
force. The most significant change made by the 1966 law was the
deletion of the exemption of small mines from the act.

Even after the 1966 amendments, however, the larger number of
causes of fatalities and accidents remain beyond the reach of the
Federal statute. This broader, non-Federal area of coal mine safety
was left by the Congress in 1952 to be embraced by State laws and
the Federal Mine Safety Code. By doing so, the Congress intended
to attack fatalities by major disaster. The remaining 90 percent of
accident occurrences resulting in death or injury were left covered
only by State law and the safety code.

The death of 222 miners in 1967, 311 in 1968, the Farmington dis-
aster,, and the death of over 170 miners in nondisaster type accidents
since Farmington now surrounds the consideration of this legislation.

COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The General Subcommittee on Labor conducted 10 days of public
hearings on coal mine health and safety proposals. Included in the
hearing record are the views of representatives of operators of large
coal mines; operators of small coal mines; the mine workers' union;
individual mine workers; interested parties; and Administration per-
sonnel. The hearings are further enhanced by testimony on coal work-
ers' pneumoconiosis presented by several medical researchers, all of
whom are internationally recognized experts in their field. In addition
to the presentations of public witnesses; statemnts and supplementary
materials were submitted to the subcommittee and inserted in the
record.

Two investigatory trips were made by the subcommittee to observ&
coal mining operations and the atmosphere in mines; and to learn what
the British Government—the leading nation in pneurnoconiosis re-
search—had concluded from its studies of the relationship between
pneumoconiosis and exposure to excessive coal dust and its recotn-
mendations on controlling dust, protecting miners from dust expo-
sure, and the treatment of miners who have contracted the disease.

On February 27, the subcommittee toured two coal mines—a.
deep shaft mine and a smaller drift mine—in western Pennsylvania.
The tours consisted of surface and underground observations of mining
operations and discussions with company officials and workers.
Members indicated the tours resulted in their better understanding of
the unique conditions that make coal mine health and safety require-
ments different from those of any other industry.
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The subcommittee devoted 4 days—May 12 through 15—in Great
Britain engaged in consultations with officials of the National Coal
Board and medical research staffs. The members attended several
seminars at the National Coal Board where they were apprised of the
medical problems involved in pneumoconzosis research and treat-
ment; details of the Board's studies; medical and scientific control,
including dust standards and evaluations; and engineering problems
of dust control methods. During field trips to several pneumocothosis
research laboratories, further information was elicited relative to dust
control procedures, medical evaluations, and procedures for medical
and engineering control. A visit was also made to an English colliery.

In addition, the full committee held 1 day of hearings on September
9, to obtain further testimony on issues which had arisen subsequent
to subcommittee action.

The subcommittee held 8 days of open and executive sessions to
consider a subcommittee print which was a composite of the major
proposals, with amendments based on recommendations from the
hearings and investigatory trips.

On August 6, the subcommittee voted to amend H.R. 1047—a coal
mine health and safety bill introduced by the subcommittee chair-
man—by substituting the approved language of the subcommittee
print, and to report the bill to the full committee.

The committee met 3 days in open session and on September 18,
by a 29-to-3 vote, ordered H.R. 1047, as amended, reported to the
House as a clean bill. On September 24, the committee met, pro forma,
and voted 30 to 4 to report the clean bill, H.R. 13950, to the House.

NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

In September 1968, President Johnson proposed a strong new
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. In March, President Nixon
submitted a proposal which was similar to that of Ms predecessor. In
doing so, President Nixon said:

The workers in the coal mining industry and their families
have too long endured the constant threat and often sudden
reality of disaster, disease, and death. This great industry has
strengthened our Nation with raw material of power. But it
1is also frequently saddened our Nation with news of crip-
pled men. grieving widows, and fatherless children.

Death in the mines can be as sudden as an explosion or a
collapse of a roof and ribs, or it comes insidiously from pneu-
moconiosis or black lung disease. When a miner leaves his
home for work, he and his family must live with the un-
spoken but. always present fear that before the working day
is over, he may be crushed or burned to death or suffocated.
This acceptance of the possibility of death in the mines has
become almost as much a part of the job as the tools and the
tunnels.

The time has come to replace this fatalism with hope by
substituting action for words. Catastrophes in the coal mines
are not inevitable. They can be prevented, and they must
be prevented
* * * * * * *
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Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel testified in support of the
administration proposal before the General Subcommittee on Labor on
March 4. At that time, the Secretary said:

The need for this legislation is unmistakable—there has
been no improvement in the overall fatality rate since 1947.
On the other hand, since passage of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act with its antidisaster provisions tn 1952, the
fatality rate from major disasters has been cut by about 50
percent. This should provide some idea of the potential
inherent in enforceable laws.

Clearly, if we are to have any impact on the day-to-day
accidents that cause most of our coal mine injuries and
deaths, we need a law that gives broader enforcement powers
to the inspector and thereby provides stronoer incentives for
management and labor to think safety at aI! times. We must
reduce injuries and eliminate the accidents that kifi miners
by the ones, twos, or threes as well as prevent major disasters.

To us, it seems that the cold, statistical, day-to-day record
of death and disease among our coal miners is reason enough
for positive and immediate action, and in the proposal I have
just outlined our convictions have been clearly voiced.

There is more at stake here than the hves and health of
144,000 coal miners, though they surely merit our most
strenuous efforts on their behalf. The problems that we are
wrestling with have an impact that extends beyond any coal
mine. If we fail, those problems can weaken the physical and
moral fiber of our whole society.

Coal is our most abundant fuel resource. Right now, it
supplies nearly a fourth of our total energy demand and every
forecast, whether by Government or the private sector, rn-
dicates that coal must continue to play a significant role if
this country's future energy requirements are to be satisfied.

At the same time, it is clear that our society can no longer
tolerate the exorbitant cost in human life and human misery
that is exacted in the mining of this essential fuel. Unless ve
find ways to eliminate that intolerable cost, we must in-
evitably limit our access to a resource that has an almost
inexhaustible potential for industrial, economic, and social
good.

The adequacy of a major industry's work force is at stake
here. If we cannot today assure coal miners a safe and health-
hi! working environment and educate them in tile practices
that will keep it saf 9 and healthful, our mines tomorrow will
be unable to attract the workers they need, and the industry
will sicken for \want of qualified manpower.

Already, as you now, reftl diculties are being encoun-
tered in recruiting young men as coal miners. Let this trend
continue and our future energy supplies, along with all the
benefits that are implicit in them, will be jeoptrdized.

As a people ve have always placed human values at the
summit of our esteem. pride ourselves on our resource-
fulness and our efficiency. Yet, the way that we mine coal
today is not humanitarian, resourceful; or efficient. It is
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inexcusably wasteful of our most precious asset—the humanS
being.
* * * * * * *

Following Secretary Hickel, John F. O'Leary, Director of the
Bureau of I\'Iines, testified. In discussing the fatality rate in coal
mines, he said:

Whereas that rate did drop following the enactment of the
1941 law—from an average of 1.5 per million man-hours
between 1932 and 1941, to an average of 1.2 per million
man-hours between 1942 and 1951—the downward, trend in
the rate stopped in 1947 and there has been virtually no
detectable improvement since then.

When discussing the Code, which is not enforceable by the Bureau,
Director O'Leary said:

In this context it is significant to note that while we are
able to achieve virtually 100-percent compliance with the
mandatory provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Safety Act,
compliance during the inspections with the nonenforceable
code provisions leaves much to be desired. Although such
compliance ranges as high as 90 percent in some of the
captive mines of the steel companies, the average is about
65 percent for large coal mines. At the small coal-producing
operations, compliance with code provisions was as high as 33
percent in one State, but was as low as 7 percent in another.

For these reasons we are convinced that conditions in our
coal mines cannot be significantly improved without new and
stronger health and safety legislation. The Bureau needs
broader authority, and it needs it now, in order to bring coal
mine injury and fatality rates into line with those of other
major industries, and to assure that our coal miners do not
escape accidental injuries only to full victim to an insidious
occupational disease. * * *
* * * * * * *

The committee fully subscribes to the foregoing positions, as evi-
denced by the product of its intensive and extensive deliberations—
H.R. 13950.

For too long the Congress has countenanced the passage of piece-
meal measures which have failed to provide the Bureau with the
enforcement power it needs. Too many injuries and too many lives
have filled the gap left by inadequate laws. A strong law is necessary
to protect the men who extract one of our Nation's most vital resources.
Coal miners deserve the safest, healthiest work environment our
technology will enable us to provide.

SUMKARY OF Mioa PRovisIoNs

TITLE I—GENERAL

Establishment of Mandatory Health and Safety Standards
Section 101 establishes the procedures for the promulgation of man-

datory health and safety standards by the Secretary of the Interior
(hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary"). The Secretary promulgates
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all mandatory standards, but is responsible for developing tncI revising
only mandatory safety standards. The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare is responsible for developing and revising numndat.o.ry
health standards. All proposed standards are required to be published
in the Federal Reoister and are subject to review by the Federal Coed
Mine Health and afety Board of Review (established in section 106)
prior to promulgation by the Secretary. No standard promulgated by
the Secretary shall reduce the protection afforded miners below that
afforded by the interim mandatory health and safety standards con-
tained in title II and title III. These interim standards apply to
underground coal mines. Standards for surface coal niines shall be
proposed by the Secretary not later than 12 months after the date of
enactment of this act.

The committee was persuaded by the history of coal mine safety
enforcement and the facts presented to it to vest authority for the
promulgation of mandatory standards in the executive branch.
Any law establishing health and safety requirements for an industry as
complex and as subject to constant technological change as coal
mining, certainly demands flexibility. Too often, standards are
enacted only to become almost immediately inadequate in the face
of changing conditions.

The committee has, however, provided detailed interim health and
safety requirements which are delineated in titles II and [II. It has
also stated clearly the health and safety goals to be achieved.

The committee gave careful consideration to a variety of proposals
as to the appropriate agency to administer provisions of the act.
It gave most careful consideration to placing the responsibility for
developing, revising, and promulgating both mandatory health and
safety standards within the Department of the Interior, but decided
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare should develop and
revise all health standards. It is felt that this aoency is the beet
equipped with the necessary scientific and medica technicians and
professionals to assure healthy working standards for miners. Although
the Secretary of the Interior is responsible for promulgating all manda-
tory standards, in the case of mandatory health standards he acts
only to give official status to those which are developed or revised
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

In the case of all proposed standards, however, interested persons
have the right of filing objections and requesting a public hearing
on such objections.
Inspections and Investigations

Section 103 authorizes and requires representatives of the Secretary
to make frequent inspections and investigations in coal mines each
year for information gathering and enforcement purposes. Each under-.
ground mine shaH be inspected at least four times a year. The Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare is also authorized entry to coal
mines to enable him to carry out his functions and responsibilities
under the act.

Section 103 also empowers the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative with authority, in the event of an accident, to take whatever
action he deems appropriate to protect the life of any person and to be
consulted regarding any plan to recover anyperson in the mine.

This section further provides opportunity for a miner to request the
Secretary to conduct a special investigation to determine if an immi-
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nent danger or violation of a standard exists in a mine, and for the
representative of miners at a mine to accompany an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary—at no loss in pay—on any inspection of the
mine.

No advance notice of an inspection shall be given to the operator
or the representative of miners at a mine.

When affording the representative of miners at a mine the opportu-
nity to accompany him on an inspection of the mine, the authorized
representative of the Secretary shall first notify a member of the mine's
safety committee working during the shift such inspection is to be
made in the case of a mine which has such a committee.
Findings, Notices, and Orders

Section 104 establishes improved procedural mechanisms for finding
dangerous conditions or violations of standards in a mine, and for the
issuance of notices and orders with respect to them.

Subsection (a) deals with the finding of a condition of imminent
danger by an autho±ed representative of the Secretary during an
mspection. When this occurs, the representative will determine the
area where the danger ests and immediately issue an order requiring
the mine operator to withdraw all persons, except those necessary to
take corrective action, from the affected area until the danger is
abated.

Subsection (b) deals with the finding of a violation of a mandatory
health or safety standard during an inspection. When this occurs, the
representative will immediately issue a notice fixing a reasonable
time for the abatement of the violation. If the violation is not abated
at the end of that period, and if the representative finds that the
period should not be extended, he shall issue an order requiring the
operator to withdraw all persons, except those necessary to take
corrective action, from the area affected by the violation until the
violation has been abated.

Siibsection (c) deals with the unwarrantable failure of an operator to
comply with a mandatory health or safety standard. When a repre-
sentative finds a violation of a standard and further finds that the
violation is caused by an unwarrantable failure on the part of the
operator in complying with the particular standard, he includes such
additional finding in the notice issued under subsection (b). Within
90 days of the time the notice is issued, the mine is reinspected to
determine if the violation continues to exist. If it does, -and the
operator has again iinwarrantablv failed to comply with the standard,
the vit.hdrawaT procedures described in subsection (b) will be followed.
If such withdrawal order has been once issued, it will continue to be
issued U1)Ofl the finding of similar violations during siibseqiien.t in-
spections. Once an inspection is made which discloses no such similar
violation, the continuous closure provisions of subsection (c) no longer
apply and the initial procedures are again applicable.

Subsect.ion(h) deals with the finding, upon inspection, of conditions
in a mine which have not yet resulted in imminent danger but which
caiuiot be effectively abated throiigh the use of existing technology
and which mar resiilt in imminent danger. When this occurs, the
representative will determine the area in which the conditions exist,
and issue a notice to the operator with copies to the Secretary and
the miiiers. The Secretary shall thereiipon cause such further investiga-
tion to be made as he deems appropriate and provide an opportunity
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for a hearing. The Secretary will then make findings of fact and re-
quire that either the notice issued be canceled, or an order be issued
causing all persons, except those ncessary to take corrective action,
to be withdrawn from and prohibited from entering the affected area
until he determines—after a hearing—that the conditions responsible
for the order have been abated.

Subsection (i) deals with the finding of a violation of a health
standard by atmospheric samples taken as required by section 202(a).
When such sample discloses a violation, the Secretary or his authorized
representative shall find a reasonable time within which to take
corrective action and shall immediately issue a notice fixing a reason-
able time for the abatement of the violation. If at the expiration of the
period of time as originally fixed or subsequently extended the viola-
tion has not been abated, and if it is found that the period of time for
compliance should not be further extended, a withdrawal order shall
be issued and continue in effect until the violation has been abated.
If it is found that the period of time for compliance should be further
extended, another notice of violation must be issued.
Review by the Secretary

An operator or miner affected by an order issued under section 104
may apply to the Secretary for review of the order within 30 days of
its receipt. The.Secretary will then make whatever investigation he
deems appropriate as well as provide an opportunity for a hearing.
He will make findings of fact and issue a written decision vactting,
affirming, modifying, or terminating the order complained of. Pend-
ing completion of his investigation, the Secretary may, UOfl aPplica-
tion and after a hearing, grant temporary relief from an order.
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Board of Review

Section 106 establishes the Board. Current members of the exist-
ing Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review would be members
of the new Board until the expiration of their terms. New and addi-
tional members will be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.

For the purpose of reviewing orders and penalties, the Board is
composed of five regu'ar members. One member shall be representa-
tive of the viewpoint of the operators of small mines; one of the opera-
tors of large mines; one of the workers in small mines; and one of the
workers in large mines. The Chairman shall be drawn from the public
generally and shall not have had any interest in or association with
the coat industry for 5 years prior to his appointment.

For the purpose of carrying out the review of proposed mandatory
health and safety standards, and for carrying out the provisions of
sections 401 (Research) and 412 (Special Report), the Board is com-
posed of eight members. In addition to the five regular members, there
will be one member with a public health background, and two others
who have a background m coal-mining technology. The additional
members shall not have had any interest in or association with the
coal-mining industry for 1 year prior to their appointment.
Review by the Board

An operator may apply directly to the Board for review of an order
issued under section 104 or an operator may appeal an order issued
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under section 104 to the Secretary and then ask the Board to review
the decision made by the Secretary pursuant to section 105. Such
application must be made within 30 da.ys of receipt of the order or
decision. If an appeal to the Board is made from the Secretary's review,
the evidence is considered to establish a prima facie case agamst the
operator although either side may produce additional evidence. When
an appeal is made directly from an order issued under section 104, the
Board is not bound by any previous findings of fact and the burden of
proof is on the Secretary. After a hearing, the Board shall make findings
of fact and issue a written decision affirming, vacating, modifying, or
terminating the order or decision complained of. Pending completion
of the hearing, the Board may, upon application, grant temporary
relief from an order or decision.

The Board's functions are:
(1) Review of violations of mandatory health and safety

standards.
(2) Review? of penalties.
(3) Review- of proposed mandatory health and safety standards.
(4) Establish research objectives.
(5) Conduct special study into possible Federal-State coopera-

tive arrangement.
Only in the case of (1) and (2) does the Board have any authority.

In the case of (3), (4), and (5), the Board's capacity is purely adviisory
and procedural.

In giving consideration to continuing the Board as an overall
instrument in assuring effective but fair enforcement of health and
safety standards, the committee studied actions of the present Board.
Although the existing Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review has
no authority to review penalties (no penalty provisions exist rn the
present law), it does have authority to review violations on appeal.

Since 1952, when the existing Board was created, until the present,
there have been 22 litigated cases. The Board fully upheld the Bureau
of Mines in 10, upheld it in part in one, reversed it in five, and six
cases were settled upon agreement of the parties after a hearing. Of
the cases fully litigated and decided the Bureau was upheld in whole
or in part in 69 percent, and reversed in 31 percent of the cases.
Five of these cases were appealed to the U.S. courts of appeals (three
by operators and two by the Bureau), and the Board's decisions were
aIfirmed in four cases, and in one case the appeal by the Bureau was
dismissed as untimely filed. All decisions of the Board were unanimous,
except in Pri?2 cess Elkhorn (1955), in which a worker representative
dissented, and in St. Marys Sewer Pipe (198), in which an operator
representative dissented; bot.h majority decisions were armed
unanimously by the courts of appeals.

In addition to these, t.here were a number of other cases mvolving
disputes which were filed formally or informally, and which were
resolved without a hearing. There were also a large number of State
plan cases which were decided upon stipulation and without dispute
of the parties.

The concept of the Board was proposed in bills recommended to
the Congress by the previous and present administrations. The Board
chartered in this bill has more responsibilities and functions than the
existing Board. The "regular" Board is substantially identical to the
existing Board, but additional technicians are added as members
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when the Board meets to review proposed mandatory health and
safety standards, establish research objectives, and conduct t.he
Federal-State cooperative plan study.

In highly technical fields, such as coal mine safety, metal nune
safety, and transportation safety, the legislatures have sought to
delegate the initial review of administrative orders to quasi-judicial
boards, rather than to the courts. Unlike the courts, these boards tire
equipped with the special competence to resolve technical conflicts,
and can act with the speed and uncomplicated procedures particularly
adapted to the problems involved.
Judicial Review

Any decision issued by the Board upon review of an order or deci-
sion by the Secretary shall be subject to judicial review by the U.S.
court of appeals for the circuit in which the affected coal mine is
located. The court shall hear the appeal on the record made before the
Board. The findings of the Board, if supported by substantial evidence
on the record considered as a whole, shall be conclusive and the court
may affirm, vacate, or modify any decision or may remand the pro-
ceeclings to the Board for further action as it directs. The court may
also grant such temporary relief as may be appropriate pending final
determination of the appeal. The judgment of the court shall be sub-
ject only to review by the Supreme Court of the United States.
Injunctions

The Secretary may request the Attorney General to institute a
civil action for relief against an operator who impedes the execution
of the act or refuses to comply with its provisions and requirements.
Penalties

The operator of a mine found in violation of a mandatory health
or safety standard or who violates any provision of the act shall
be assessed a civil penalty by the Secretary of not niore than 10,OQQ
for each violation. Whoever knowingly violates or fails or refuses
to comply, with an imminent danger withdrawal order or with any
final decision on any other order shall, upon conviction, be pun-
ished by a fine of not more than $10,000, or by imprisonment for
not more than 6 months, or by both. The penalty for a repeat convic-
tion is a fine of not more than $20,000 and/or imprisonment for not
more than 1 year. These same provisions apply to directors, officers,
or agents of corporate operators who authorize, order, or carry out
the violation. In addition, whoever knowingly makes any false state-
ments or representations relative to this act shall, upon conviction,
be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000, or by imprisonment
for not more than 6 months, or by both.

Any penalty assessed under this section is, upon request. subject
to review by the Board. The Secretary may initiate the collection of
any penalty by civil action in the appropriate district court of the
United States.

The committee expended considerable time in discussing the
role of an agent of a corporate operator and the extent to which he
should be penalized and punished for his violations of the act. Ac one
point, it was agreed to hold the corporate operator responsible for any
tine levied against an agent. It was ultimately decided to let the agent
stand on his own and be personally responsible for any penalties or
punishment meted out to him.
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The committee recognizes, however, the asckvard situation of the
agent with respect to the act and his supervisor, the corporate oper-
ator, and his position somewhere between the two. The committee
chose to qualify the agent as one who could be penalized and punished
for violations, because it did not want to break the chain of responsi-
btht.y for such violations after penetrating the corporate shield. The
committee does not, however, intend that the agent should bear the
brunt of corporate violations. It is presumed that the agent is often
actmg with some higher authorlty when he chooses to violate a man-
datory health or safety standard or any other provision of the act, or
worse, when he knowingly violates or fails or refuses to comply with
an imminent danger withdrawal order or any final decision on any
other order.
Entitlement of Miners

Section 112(a) provides for limited pay guarantees to miners idled by
a closure order issued under section 104. All miners working during the
shift. when the order is issued who are idled by the order are entitled to
full compensation by the operator at their regular rates of pay for the
balance of the shift. If the order is not terminated prior to the next
working shift, all miners idled by the order on that shift are entitled to
such compensation for 4 hours of the shift. Whenever an operator vio-
lates or fails or refuses to comply with a withdrawal order issued under
section 104, all miners who would be idled by the order are entitled to
such compensation, in addition to pay received for work performed
after the order is issued, for the period beginmng when the order is
issued and ending when it is complied with, vacated, or terminated.

Subsection (b) provides payments to miners totally disabled from
complicated pneumoconiosis and to the widows of miners who suffered
from complicated pneurnoconiosis at the time of death. The disease
inut have arisen out of or in the course of the individual's employ-
inent in a coal mine. If he was so employed for 10 years or more, there
is a rebuttable presumption that the disease so arose; if he was not, the
individual must demonstrate that his disease so arose.

Pivments are based upon the minimum monthly payment to which
a Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entiitled
at the time of payment under provisions of Federal law relating to
Federal employees (sec. 8112, title 5, iJnited States Code). In the case
of total disability, the disabled individual is entitled to payment at
a rate equal to 50 percent of such minimum monthly amount. The
widow of a miner entitled to payment would be eligible to receive
the same amount. This represents approdmately $136 per month. The
payment would be increased to allow for up to three dependents. The
first dependent would increase the basic payment by 50 percent; the
second dependent by 75 percent; and the third dependent by 100
percent. The maximum monthly paYment, therefore, to which an
eligible individual is entitled under this subsection is equal to the
minimum monthly payment such Federal employee is entitled to.

Payments made under this subsection shall be reduced by any
amount the individual receives under the workmen's compensation,
unemployment compensation, or disability insurance laws of his State,
and the amount by which the payment would be reduced on account
of excess earnings under section 203 (b) through (1) of the Social
Security Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable under section
202 of that act.
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The Secretary of Labor shall enter into agreements with the Gov-
ernors of the States under which the State will receive and adjudicate
claims under this subsection from its residents and under vhich the
payments will be made. Each Governor will implement the agreement
in any manner he determines will best effectuate the provisions of this
subsection. If the Secretary of Labor is unable to enter into an agree-
ment with a Governor or if i Governor requests him to do so the
Secretary may make payments directly. When the Secretary of Labor
has an agreement with a State he will make a grant to the Stute for the
purpose of making the individual payents.

Payments under this subsection are for retroactive cases only, iid
not for prospective cases. No claim will be considered unIes it is
filed (1) within 1 year after the date an employed miner received
the results of his first chest roentgenograrn as provided under section
203, or, if he did not receive such a chest roentgenogram, the date
he was first afforded an opportunity to do so under that section. or
(2) in the case of any other claimant, within 3 years from the date
of enactment of this act, or, in the case of a claimant who is a wiilow,
within 1 year after the death of her husband or within 3 years from
the date of enactment of this act, whichever is the later.

No payments shall be made under this subsection to the residents
of any State which, after the date of enactment of this act, reduces
the benefits payable to persons eligible to receive paymelits under
this subsection, under its State laws which are applicable to its general
work force with regard to workmen's compensation, unemployment
compensation, or disability insurance.

This program of payments—maintained in the bill by a committee
vote of 25 to 9—is not a workmen's compensation plan. It is not
intended to be so and it contains none of the characteristic features
which mark any workmen's compensation plan. Moreover, it is
clearly not intended to establish a Federal prerogative or precedent in
the area of payments for the death, injury, or illness of workers.

These provisions of the bill are a limited response in the form !'of
emergency assistance to the miners who suffer from, and the widows
of those who have died with, complicated pneumoconiosis.

Complicated pneumoconiosis is a serious disease of the lungs caused
by the excessive inhalation of coal dust. The patient incurs progressive
massive fibrosis as a complex reaction to dust and other factors, which
may include tuberculosis and other infections. The disease in this
form usually produces marked pulmonary impairment and consider-
able respiratory disability.

Such respiratory disability severely limits the physical capabilities
of the individual, can induce death by cardiac failure, and may
contribute to other causes of death. Once the disease is contracted,
it is progressive and irreversible.

One of the compelling reasons the committee found it necessary to
include this program in the bill was the failure of the States to assume
compensation responsibilities for the miners covered by this program.
State laws are generally remiss in providing compensation for indi-
viduals who suffer from an occupational disease as it is, &nd only one
State—Pennsvlvania—provides retroactive benefits to individuals
disabled by pneu.moconiosis.

Also, it is understandable that States which are not coal-producing
have no wish to assume responsibility for residents who may have
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contracted the ailment mining coal in another State. The substantial
reduction in the number of miners actually employed in mines follow'-
ing World War II caused a dispersal of men throughout the country—
many into States which have few, if any, mines. These men took wIth
them an irreversible disease, but because of their present location are
denied benefits.

The committee also recognized the problems inherent in requiring
employers to assume the cost of compensating individuals for occupa-
tional diseases contracted in years past.

The resolution of this dilemma, consistent with the desperate finan-
cial need of individuals eligible to receive payments under th1s bill,
was the inevitable inclusion of section 112(b), and the requirement
that the payments be made from general revenues.

It is hoped that the health standards prescribed in title II will elimi-
nate conditions in mines which cause the disease. Also, it is expected
that the States will assume responsibility in their respective compensa-
tion plans for miners who contract the disease in the future.
Reports

All accidents are required to be investigated by the operator, and
records of such accidents and investigations required to be kept by the
operator. The operator is also required to establish and marntarn such
records and make such reports as the Secretary may reasonably re-
quire.

* * * * * *



TITLE IV—ADMINISTRATION
Research

Section 401 requires the Board to establish objectives for the conduct
of appropriate studies, research, experiments, and demonstrations.
Activities to meet the objectives in the area of coal mine health will be
carried out by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Those in the area of coal mine safety will be carried out by the Secre-
tary of the Interior. Results of such studies and reseurch will be avail-
able to the general public. The committee intends that until heftlthful
and safe conditions in coal mines are assured, research in these areas
must be substantially expanded.

Funds for the research shall be distributed to the Secretaries from
moneys the Board shall receive from operators, appropriations, nd the
States. Each operator is required to contribute an amount equal to 2
cents for each ton of coal he produces. The Board may reduce this
amount when it determines it has sufficient funds from other sources
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with which to carry out its activities. In addition, the Federal Govern-
ment will contribute an amount equal to 2 cents for each ton of coal
produced by operators. States may also contribute and the Federal
Government will match such contributions up to an amount equal to 1
cent per ton of coal produced in the respective State.

Prior to distributing any funds derived under this section, the Board
must first assure the payment of the chest roentgenograms and other
tests provided for under section 203(a).

The committee believes the Board should consider, as the first
priority item in establishing objectives for the conduct of studies,
research, experiments, and demonstrations, the establishment of a
respiratory disease center. The medical information gathered in
Great Britain is comprehensive and impressive, and was derived
largely because a central repository for the collection and interpreta-
tion of relevant data was established.
Assistance to States

The Secretary is authorized to make grants to any State in which
coal mining takes place (1) to conduct research and planning stuthes
and to carry out plans designed to improve workmen's compensation
nd occupational disease laws and programs, as they relate to com-
pensation for penuinoconiosis and injuries in coal mine employment;
and (2) to assist the States in planning and implementing other
I)rograms for the advancement of health and safety in coal mines.

For this purpose there is authorized to be appropriated for the
fisc year ending June 30, 1970, and each of the succeeding fiscal
years. the sum of $1 million.
Equipment

Under section 404, the Secretary is authorized to make loans to
operators of coal mines to enable them to procure or convert equip-
ment needed by them to comply with the provisions of this act. The
1oms shall not have maturities beyond 20 years and shall bear interest
at a rate adequate to cover (1) the cost of the funds to the Treasury,
(2) the cost of administering the loans, and (3) probable losses. The
Secretary shall use the services of the Small Busmess Administration
to the greatest extent possible in carrying out this section.
Inspectors; Qualification; Training

Section 405 establishes qualifications for inspectors and requires
the Secretary to provide for the adequate training and continuing
education of such personnel.

The requirements of the Federal mine safety acts impose an imme-
diate and urgent need to upgrade and expand the inspectorate that
must carry out the provisions of the acts. The only way to meet this
emergency is to institute an intensive educational and training pro-
gruin for the inspectors. The immediate goal of the education and
training program is to upgrade the existing staff, a parallel objective
is to supplement the present staff as soon as possible with well-trained
and 1)rOPerlY educated additional personnel. The ultimate objective
is to establish a fully professionalized inspection staff that can be
deployed to insure fulfillment of the purpose of the Federal Mine
Safety Acts. These men must be trained and educated to understand
the highly technical conditions they will meet in the mines today and
be able to cope with new technology as it is introduced in the future.
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These duties are not simple routine inspection but require engineering
knowledge and the ability to judge and evaluate the complex condi-
tions that can be encountered in an operating mine.

The committee fully expects the Secretary to undertake a compre-
hensive and exhaustive program of recruiting, training, and continu-
ally educating persons employed as his authorized representatives
or in other capacities. The Secretary should also initiate programs
for the training and retraining of inspectors by appropriate educa-
tional institutions and operators. The committee believes that ade-
quate funding for these activities must be provided at the earhest
possible date.
Special Report

The Board shall make a study to determine the best manner to
coordinate Federal and State activities in the field of coal mine health
and safety and report to the Congress as soon as practicable on the
results of its study.
Operative Date and Repeal

The provisions of titles I and III of this act become operative 90
day5 after enactment. The provisions of title II become operative 6
months after enactment. The provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act are repealed on the operative date of titles I and III of this
act.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYsIs

Section 1. Short title
This section provides that the act may be cited as the "Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969".
Section 2. Declaration of purpose

In this section the Congress declares that—
(1) the first priority and concern of those in the coal mmmg

mdustry must be the health and safety of its miners,
(2) occupationally caused death, illness, or injury of a miner

causes grief and suffering and is also a serious impediment to the
growth of the industry,

(3) more effective means for improving the working conditions
and practices in our coal mines must be provided in order to pre-
vent death and serious physical harm and to control the causes of
occupational diseases,

(4) the existence of unsafe and unhealthy conditions and
practices in coal mines cannot be tolerated,

(5) the operators, assisted by the miners, have primary re-
sponsibthty to prevent unsafe and unhealthful conditions and
practices in coal mines,

(6) the disruption of production and the loss of income as a
result of coal mine accidents or occupationally caused disease
unduly impedes and burdens commerce, and

(7) it is the purpose of the act to provide for the establishment
of mandatory health and safety standards with which operators
and the miners must comply.

Section 3. Definitions
This section contains definitions of terms used in the act. Of these,

the following are of special significance.
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"Secretary" will mean the Secretary of the Interior.
"Operator" will mean any owner, lessee, or other person who

operates, controls, or supervises a coal mine.
"Agent" means any person having responsibility for the operation

of all or part of a coal mine or the supervision of employees in a coal
mine.

"Coal min.e" is defined to mean an area of land and all structures,
facilities, machinery, tools, equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, exca-
vations, and all other property, real or personal, placed on, uuder, or
above the surface of such land by any person, if it is used or to be
used in, or results from, the work of extracting bituminous coal,
lignite, or anthracite by any means or method, and the work of pre-
paring the coal so extracted. The term includes custom coal prepara-
tion facilities.

"Work of preparing the coal" means the breaking, crushing. sizing,
cleaning, washing, drying, mixing, storing, and loading of bituminous
coal, lignite, or anthracite, and any other work of preparing the coal
which is usually done by the operator of the coal mine.

"Imminent danger" means the existence of any condition or prac-
tice in a coal mine which could reasonably be expected to cause deatil
or serious physical harm before such condition or practice can be
abated.

"Accident" includes a mine explosion, mine ignition, mine fire, or
mine inundation, or injury to, or death of, any person.
Section 4. Zt'Iines subject to act

This section provides that every coal mine the products of which
enter interstate or foreign commerce, or the operations or products of
which affect interstate or foreign commerce, shall be subject to this
act. It requires each operator of, and every person working in, such a
mine to comply with the provisions of this act and the regulations of
the Secretary promulgated under it.

TITLE I—GENERAL

Section 101. Health and safety standards; review
Subsection (a) of this section requires the Secretary, in the rnnner

described later, to deve'op, promulgate, and revise mandatory safety
standards for the protection of life and the, prevention of injuries in
coal mines subject to the act. He is a'so required to promulgtte the
mnndatory health standards which are transmitted to him by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, as hereafter described.
INo mandatory health or safety standard my be so promugtued
which reduces the protection afforded miners below that afforded by
the standards contained in title II and III of the act.

Subsection (b) l)rovldes that when he develops mandatory afetv
standards, the Secretrv must consult. with interted persoi an1
organizations, including the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Board of Review-, other Federal agencies, representatives of Stntes.
and appropriate representatives of coal mine operators and miners.
In developing safety standards, in addition to the attainment of the
highest degree of safety protection for the miners, other considerations
should be the latest available scientific data in the field, technical
feasibility of the standards, and experience gained under this and other
safety statutes.
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Subsection (c) of this section directs the Secretary of HEW to de-
velop and revise mandatory health standards for the protection of
life and the prevention of occupational diseases of coal miners. In
developing and revising these standards, the Secretary is required to
base them upon research, demonstrations, and experiments, and such
other information as may be appropriate. When he has developed
or revised a mandatory health standard, the Secretary of HEW will
transmit it to the Secretary of the Interior who will publish it as a
proposed mandatory heaith standard.

Subsection (d) requires the Secretary to publish proposed manda-
tory health and safety standards in the Federal Register and to
ailow interested persons at least 30 days to submit written data or
comments. Thereafter, unless an objection is filed as pro'ided in
subsection (e), the Secretary may, in the case of a mandatory standard
which is a safety standard, after consideration of all the data and
comments which have been submitted, promulgate the standard with
any modifications he deems appropriate. In the case of a mandatory
standard which is a heaith standard, unless an objection is filed, the
Secretary of HEW may, upon the expiration of such 30-day period,
and after consideration of all relevant data and comments transmitted
to him, direct the Secretary to promulgate the standard with such
modification as the Secretary of HEW may deem appropriate.

Subsection (e) provides that during the period fixed for submission
of written data and comments as described in the preceding subsec-
tion any interested person may file written objection to the proposed
standards stating the ground therefore and requesting a public hearing
by the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Board of Review. The
Secretary will then publish in the Federal Register a notice specifying
the proposed standard to which objections have been filed and hearin
requested and will refer the standards and objections to the Boar
for review as provided in subsection (f).

Subsection (f) provides that the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Board of 1.eview shall, as soon as a matter is referred to it.
issue notice and hold a public hearing. Within 60 days after it has
finished the hearing, the Board must issue a report to the Secretary
setting forth findings of fact and appropriate recommendations.
The report will be made public. When he receives such a report, in
the case of a safety standard, the Secretary may, upon consideration
of the Board's findings of fact and recommendations, promulgate
the mandatori safety standard with such modifications as he deems
appropriate. When he receives such a report, in the case of a mand-
tor'v health standard, he will transmit it to the Secretary of HEW
who may, after consideration of the Board's findings of fact and recom-
mendations, direct the Secretary to promulgate the health standard
with any modifications the Secretary of HEW deems appropriate.
In any case in which either such Secretary does not adopt the Board's
recommendations, he shall publish his reasons theref or.

Subsection (g) provides that mandatory standards promulgated as
described above will be effective upon publication in the Federal
Register unless the Secretary secifies a later date.

Subsection (h) requires the Secretary to develop and publish pro-
posed mandatory safety standards for surface coal mines within 12
months after the enactment of the act.
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Section 1O. Advisorij committees
This section authorizes the Secretary to appoint advisory commit-

tees to advise him in carrying out the act. Members of advisory
committees who are not governmental employees will be paid on a
per diem basis at a rate not in excess of that prescribed for grade
GS—i8 in the general schedule.
Section. 103. Inspections and investigation8

Subsection (a) of this section provides that there shall be frequent
inspections and investigations in coal mines by authorized repre-
sentatives of the Secretary. These inspections and: investigations shall
be made for the following purposes:

(1) Obtaining, utilizing, and disseminating information re-
lating to health and safety conditions, causes of accidents, and
causes of diseases and physical impairments originating in coal
mines.

(2) Gathering information with respect to health and safety
standards.

(3) Determining whether an imminent danger exists in a coal
mine.

(4) Determining whether or not there is compliance with the
mandatory health and safety standards or with any notice or
order issued under this title.

For purposes of determining whether an imminent danger exists in
a mine and determining whether or not there is compliance with a
mandatory health and sa.fety standard or with a notice or order
issued under the title, no advance notice of the inspection shall be
provided the operator, and the representatives of the Secretary are
required to make inspections of each mine throughout its entirety at
least four times a year.

Subsection (b) of this section provides that the Secretary or his
authorized representative shall have a right of entry to a coal mine
for the purpose of making inspections or investigations. It also pro-
vides that the provisions of the act relating to inspections, investi-
gations, and records shall be available to the Secretary of HEW in
carrying out his functions under the act.

Subsection (c) authorizes the Secretary, by agreement, to utilize
the services, personnel, and facilities of any Federal agency in carry-
ing out the act.

Subsection (d) provides that in making investigations relat.in to
health or safety in a coal mine, the Secretary may hold public hearings
and may issue subpenas which are enforceable in the U.S. district
courts.

Subsection (e) requires the operator of a coal mine in which an
accident occurs to notify the Secretary and to take appropriate
action to prevent the destruction of evidence relating to the cause
thereof. The Secretary or his authorized representative is required
to take appropriate action to protect the life of any person where an
iccideut occurs in a coal mme and rescue and recovery work is neces-
sary. In such a case he may, if he deems it appropriate, supervise
and direct rescue and recovery activity.

Subsection (f) authorizes representatives of the Secretary to tssue
appropriate orders to insure the safety of persons in coal mines in
which an accident has occurred. The operator of such a mine must
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obtain the approvai of such a representative, in consultation with
State representatives, when feasible, of any plan to recover any person
in the mine or to recover the mine or to return affected areas of the
mine to normal.

Subsection (g) authorizes miners and their authorized representt-
tives, where they believe a violation of a mandatory health or safety
standard ests or an imminent anger exists, to notify the Secretary
of the violation or danger. Upon receipt of the notificition the Secre-
tary or his authorized representative may make a special investigation.

Subsection (h) authorizes representatives of the miners to accom-
pany the authorized representatives of the Secretary on his inspections
of a coal mine.
Section 104. Findings, notices, and orders

Subsection (a) of this section provides that if an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary finds that an imminent danger exists in
coal mine he shall forthwith issue an order requiring all persons to be
withdrawn immediately from the mine or the area of the mine through-
out which he determines the danger exists. Such persons are prohibited
from reentering such area until the representative determines that the
imminent danger no longer exists. An exception is made for persons,
described in subseètion (d), whose presence in the mine is needed.

Subsection (b) provides that whereupon any inspection of a coal
mine an authorized representative of the Secretary finds there has
been a violation of a mandatory health or safety standard which has
not created an imminent danger he will issue a notice fixing a reason-
able time for its abatement. If the violation has not been abated by
the end of the period fixed (or subsequently extended, and such period
has not been further extended) he shall issue an order requiring the
operator to immediately withdraw all persons from the area of the
mine affected by the violation. They will thereafter be prohibited
from reentering such area until it is determined that the violation
has been abated. Again, an exception is made for certain persons
described in subsection (d).

Paragraph (1) of subsection (c) provides that if, when inspecting
a coal mine, one of the Secretary's authorized representatives finds
that a mandatory health or safety standard is being violated but in
a manner which does not cause an imminent danger, that the violation
could significantly and substantially contribute to a mine accident.
and that the violation is caused by an unwarrantable failure to comply
with such standards, the representative shall include such findings in
the notice given the operator under subsection (b) of this section.
Within 90 days thereafter the Secretary shall cause the mine to be
reinspected to determine if a similar violation exists, such reinspection
to be in addition to any special inspection required under subsection
(b) or under section 105. If any special inspection relating to the
violation or the reinspection shows a similar violation does exist ond
that it was caused by an unwarrantable failure of the operator to
comply with mandatory health or safety standards, he shall issue an
order requiring all persons to be withdrawn from the areas affected
and prohibited from entering such areas until the authorized repre-
sentative determines the violation has been abated. Aain, the
persons listed in subsection (d) are not affected by the vithc1ravct1
order.
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Paragraph (2) of this subsection provides that where a withdrawal
order has been issued as described above, thereafter a withdrawal order
shall be issued forthwith by a duly authorized representative of lhe
Secretary who finds on any subsequent inspection that a violation
exists in the mine similar to that which resulted in the issuance of a
withdrawal order before. In such a case, persons will be debarred
from entering the affected areas until an inspection discloses no
similar violations, and then the provisions of paragraph (1), described
above, will be again applicable to that mine.

Subsection (d) contains a list of persons who may enter an area
affected by a withdrawal order. These are (1) persons whose presence
is necessary to eliminate the condition, (2) public officials in pursuance
of their official duties, (3) respresentatives of employees who in the
judgment of the operator are qualified to make coal mine inspections
or who are accompanied by such a person and whose presence in the
area affected is necessary for the investigation of the conditions
described, and (4) any consultant to any of those listed above.

Subsection (e) requires notices and orders issued under this section
to contain a description of the conditions or practices which cause an
imminent danger or a violation of a mandatory standard, and a
description of the area of the mine from which persons must be with-
drawn and prohibited from entering.

Subsection (1) requires notices and orders to be given promptly to
the operator and that they shall be in writing and signed.

Subsection (g) authorizes authorized representatives of the Secre-
tary to modify or terminate any order issued under the section.

Subsection (h) provides that if an authorized representative of the
Secretary finds that conditions exist in a mine which have not yet
resulted in imminent danger, cannot be effectively abated with
existing technology, and reasonable assurance cannot be provided that
the continuance of mining operations will not result in imminent
danger, he must issue a notice thereof to the operator and file a copy
thereof, incorporating his findings, with the Secretary and with the
representative of the miners. Upon receipt thereof the Secretary will
cause an investigation to be made which will include an opportunity
for the operator and representatives of the miners to present infor-.
nition. If, after the investigation, and an opportunity for a hearin
by an interested person, the Secretary shall make findings of fact an
either cancel the notice issued by his representative or issue an order
requiring the operator to withdraw all persons from the affected area.
If they ure withdrawn, they may not reenter such area until the Secre-
tarv, after a hearing affording all interested persons an a opportunity
to present their views, determines that the conditions have been
abited.

Subsection (i) provides that when the samples of respirable dust
ta1en and analyzed as required by section 202(a) show that the applica-
ble dust level exceeds the health standards established by section
202(b), the Secretary must find a reasonable time within which to take
corrective action to reduce the concentration of respirable dust to the
miners in the area of the mine in which such standard was exceeded and
must fix a reasonable time for the abatement of the violation. During
that time, the operator of the mine is required to cause samples of
respirable dust to be taken as described in section 202(a) m the
affected area during each production shift. If, upon the expiration of
the prescribed period of time, the Secretary finds that the violation
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has not been totally abated, he will issue a new notice of violation if
he finds that such period of time should be further extended. If he
finds that the period should not be further extended, he will issue ati
order requiring the withdrawal of all persons from the area affected
by the violation. They will not be permitted to reenter until test
l)rocedures show that the violation has been abated.

Section 105. Review by the Secretarj
This section describes the manner in which interested persons mty

obtain a review by the Secretary of orders issued as described in the
preceding section.

Subsection (a) permits each operator and each representative of
miners in any mine affected by an order issued under section 104, or
any modification or termination of such an order, to apply for review
of the order within 30 days. When he receives an application for re-
view, the Secretary will cause an investigation to be made. The inves-
tigation must provide an opportunity for a hearing at the request of
the applicant or a representative of persons working in the mine.

Subsection (b) provides that when the Secretary receives a report of
the investigation he must make findings of fact and, if it is an order
issued under subsection (a) of section 104, find whether or not an im-
mi.nent danger existed at the time of the order and whether or not it
existed at the time of the investigation, and, in the case of orders
issued under subsections (b), (c), and (i) of section 104, he will find

whether or not there was a violation of any mandatory health oi
safety standard described in the order and whether or not it was
abated at the time of the investigation. When he has made such
findings, he will issue a written decision with respect to the order
complained of and incorporate his findings therein.

Subsection (c), citing the urgent need for prompt decision of these
matters, requires the Secretary to carry out these duties as promptly
as practicable, consistent with adequate consideration of the issues

involved.
Subsection (d) permits applicants for review to file requests for

temporary relief and permits the Secretary to grant such relief on
such conditions as he may prescribe after affording a hearing.

Section 106. Federal Goat Mine Health and Safety Board of Review
This section establishes the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety

Board of Review (hereinafter referred to as the "Board").
Subsection (a) provides that for purposes of carrying out its func-

tions under sections 107 and 111 (re1atin to the review of orders and
the imposition of penalties) the Board will be composed of five mem-
bers (referred to in the bill as regular members) to be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Subsection (b) provides that for the purpose of carrying out the
functions set forth in sections 107, 401, and 412 and matters related
thereto (review of mandatory standards, prescribing the nature of re-
search to be undertaken, and the making of a special study) the Board
w-ill include three additional members wio are also to be apointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. O
the additional members, one will have a public health background and
the others will have a background in coal mining technology. The
additional members may not have had an interest in or connection
with the coal mining industry for a year prior to their appointment.

H. Rept. 91—363--——3
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Subsection (c) provides that the term of office of members of the
Board will be 5 years, except that a person filling a vacancy will serve
only for the remainder of the term of the member whom he succeeds.
Members of the existing Fderal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review
in office on the effective date of the act will automatically become
regular members of the new Board.

Subsection (d) provides that members of the Board will receive a
per diem compensation at the rate prescribed for persons in grade
GS—18 of the general schedule. They will be fully reimbursed for
travel, subsistence, and related expenses.

Subsection (e) prescribes the required qualifications of regular
members of the Board. It requires that the membership of the Board
include a person who by reason of previous training and experience
may reasonably be said to represent the viewpoint of each of the
following: operators employing 14 or fewer employees, operators em-
ploying 15 or more employees, miners in mines employing 14 or fewer
employees, and miners in mines employing 15 or more employees. In
addition, there would be one member drawn from the public generally
who will be Chairman of the Board. The Chairman may not have had
a pecuniary interest in or have been employed or engaged in the
mining of coal or have regularly represented either miners or oper-
ators, or have been an official of the Department of the Interior for
the last 5 years. This same requirement would apply while he is
Chairman of the Board.

Subsection (f) provides that the principal office of the Board is in
the District of Columbia, but that the Board may hold hearings or
conduct other proceedings at any other place in specified circum-
stances. If a mine operator or a representative of miners requests it,
the Board may hold hearings or conduct other proceedings on an appli-
cation filed under section 107 at the county seat of the county in which
the mme is located or at any other place mutually agreed to.

Subsection (g) of this section authorizes the Board to hire a secretary
and legal counsel without regard to the civil service laws. Other em-
ployees of the Board are to be hired in conformity with the civil
service laws.

Subsection (h) of this section provides that in carrying out its
functions of reviewing the Secretary's order and of prescribing penal-
ties, the Board may take action only on the affirmative vote of at
least three regular members, except that where the mine involved.
has not more than 14 employees employed underground—referred,
to as small mines—the participation of the small mine operators'
representative and the small mine workers' representative is required.
Similarly, where such action involves mines with more than 14
individuals employed underground, the participation of the large
mine operators' representative and the large mine workers' repre-.
sentative is required. The subsection also permits, if the Board so
orders, a special panel to conduct a hearing and to submit a tran••
script thereof to the entire Board for its action. In such a case an
opportunity to appear before the Board or the panel shall be afforded
the parties prior to final action. The Board may afford the parties an
o)ortunity to submit additional evidence.

subsection (i) requires official acts of the Board to be entered on the
record and its hearings and records to be open to the public. It pro.-
hibits the Board from inspecting coal mines for the purpose of deter.
mining any application.
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Subsection (j) authorizes the Board to make rules for its proceedings
which shall include adequate notice of hearings to all parties. The
rules of the Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review in effect on
the date of enactment of this act will constitute the rules of the new
Board until superseded or modified. Three members of the Board
shall constitute a quorum for purposes of carrying out its functions
under sections 107 and 111—relating to review of the Secretary's
orders and the assessment of penalties. In carrying out its other
functions five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

Subsection (k) gives subpena power to the Board.
Subsection (1) permits the Board to take testimony by deposition

with reasonable protection for the interests of all parties.
Subsection (m) provides that subpenas issued by the Board may be

enforced in Federal district courts.
Sectiom 107. Review by the Board

This section deals with the review by the Board of orders of the
Secretary or his authorized representatives.

Subsection (a) provides that a coal mine operator may apply to
the Board for annulment or revision of an order made pursuant to
subsection (a), (b), (c), (h), or (i) of section 104. Such an application
must be made within 30 days after receipt of the order. It may be
made without first seeking its annulment or revision by the Secre-
tary under. section 105. Where the Secretary has reviewed an order
under section 105, an operator may apply to the Board for a review
of that decision within 30 days after its receipt.

Subsection (b) of this section provides that h proceedings for
review by the Board the operator of the mine will be the applicant
and the Secretary will be the respondent. Provision is made for
giving appropriate notice to the respondent and to miners' repre-
sentatives of the natme of the decision or order complained of. The
Board is required to permit all interested persons to intervene in the
proceedings.

Subsection (c) provides that if the appeal is made to the Board
directly from an order issued by a representative of the Secretary,
without a prior appeal to the Secretary, the Board is not to be bound
by previous findings of fact, the burden of proof is upon the Secretary,
and evidence may be offered by the parties to the proceedings. If the
application is made to the Board from a decision issued by the Secre-
tary under section 105 the record and decision of the Secretary will
be received into evidence and his findings, including the decision, will
constitite a prima facie case for the issuance of the decision com-
plained of and the burden of rebutting such prima facie case will be
upon the applicant, but either party may produce additional evidence.

Subsection (d) of this section provides that when the Board con-
cludes its hearings it shall make a finding as to whether or not the
alleged imminent danger, violation of a mandatory standard, or con-
dition described in section 104(h) (1) existed at the time of issuance of
such order and whether or not such danger or such violation existed
at the time of the application. It will issue a written decision incorpo-
rating such finding therein and affirming, vacating, modifying, or
terminating the order or decision issued under section 104 or 105.

Subsection (e) requires decisions of the Board to show the date
upon which made, be signed by the concurring members, and entered
on its official record.
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Subsection (f) provides that while a case is pending before the
Board, the Board may grant temporary relief, but only after a hearing
in which all parties are given an opportunity to be heard.

Subsection (g) directs the Board to take action under the appellate
Irovisions as promptly as practicable consistent with adequate con-
sideration of the issues involved.
Section 108. Judicial review

This section provides that any decision issued by the Board under
section 107 shall be subject to judicial review in the U.S. court of
appeals for the circuit in which the affected mine is located. The
review will be on petition by the Secretary or by the operator ag-
grieved. The court will hear the appeal on the record made before the
Board, and the rulings of the Board, if supported by substantial
evidence on the record considered as a whole, shall be conclusive.
The court may to the extent necessary to prevent irreparable injury,
after affording due notice to and hearing of the parties to the appeal,
may grant appropriate temporary relief pending the final determina-
tion. The judgment of the court shall be subject only to review by.
the Supreme Court upon certiorari or certification. rrhe commence-
ment of proceedings for judicial review will not unless so ordered by
the court operate as a stay of the Board's decision.
Section 109. Posting of notices and orders

Subsection (a) of this section requires that there be maintained at
each coal mine an office and a bulletin board near the entrance of the
mine where notices may be posted which are required by law. Any
notice or order required by the act to be given to an operator ma:y be
delivered to the office of the mine and a copy shall then be immediately
posted on the bulletin board by the operator.

Subsection (b) requires the Secretary to cause a copy of any notice
or order required by this title to be given to the operator to be mailed
immediately to the representatives of persons working in the affected
mine and to the public official or agency of the State concerned.

Subsection (c) of this section permits the Secretary to deliver any
notice or order to an agent of the operator of a mine, and the agent is
required to take appropriate measures to insure the compliance with
the notice or order.

Subsection (d) requires each mine operator to file with the Secre-
tary, and keep current., the name aid address of the mine and the name
and address of the person who controls or operttes the mine. Each
operator is required to designate an official at such mine as the princi-
p;t! officer in charge of health and safety at the mine. Where the mine
is subject to control of a person not directly involved with its daily
operation. there shall be filed with the Secretary the name and address
of 1)0th the person vho controls the mine and of the person having
overall responsibility for the health and safety program at the mine.
Section 110. Injunctons

This section authorizes the Secretary to request the Attorney
t.o institute civil action for relief, including permanent or temporary
iijunct.ions, restraining orders, or other appropriate orders, in the U.S.
district court iii which a coal mine is located or in which the operator
hns his principal office, in t number of specified instances. These civil
actions will be brought vhenever such operator or his agent—
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(1) Violates an order issued under section 104 or a decision
issued under this title,

(2) Interferes with, hinders, or delays the Secretary or his au-
thorized representative from carrying out the act.

(3) Refuses to admit such representative to the mine,
(4) Refuses to permit inspection of the mine,
(5) Refuses to furnish information requested by the Secretary,
(6) Refuses to permit access to and copying of records.

It is provided that no temporary restraining order may be issued
without notice unless it is alleged that substantial and irreparable
injury to miners in a mine will be unavoidable. Such a temporary
restraining order shall be effective for no longer than 1 week. It is
also provided that where an order issued under this section to enforce
an order issued under section 104 unless set aside or modified prior
to by district court granting such injunctive relief shall not be in effect
after the completion or final termination of ll proceedings for review
of such order as provided in this title if it is determined on uich
review that such order was invalid.
Section 111. Penalties

Subsection (a) of this section provides that the operator of a coal
mine in which a violation occurs of a mandatory health or saLfety
standard, or who violates any provision of this act, shall be assessed
a civil penalty by the Secretary of not more than S1O,000 for each
violation. Each occurrence of a violation of a mandatory health or
safety standard may constitute a separate offense. In fidng the
amount of the penalty, the Secretary is required to consider the
operator's history of previous violations, the appropriateness of the
penalty to the size of the business, its effect on the operator's bility
to continue in business, the gravity of the violation, iLlid the dernoit-
st.rated good faith in rapidly complying after notification of violation.
The penalties will not be assessed pending tile final terrninfttiou of
all proceedings for reviev under this title.

Subsection (b) of this section gives the operator an opportwdty to
obtain a hearing before the Board before being required to comply
with an order assessing a penalty.

Subsection (c) provides that where an operator fails to pay civil
penalty, the Secretary may request the Attorney General to institute
a civil action in a district court to collect the penalty.

Subsection (d) provides that any person who knowingly violates
any order issued under section 104(a) or any final decision on any
other order issued under the title shall, upon conviction, be fined not
more than S10,000 or imprisoned not more than 6 nionths. or both.
If the conviction is for a second violation, the punishment shall be a
fine of not more than S20,000 or imprisonment for not more than
1 year, or both.

Subsection (e) provides that when a corporate operator violates a
mandatory health or safety standard or voilates any provision of the
act, any director, officer, or agent of the corporation who authorized,
ordered, or carried out the violation shall be subject to the provisions
of subsection (a). Similarly, when a corporate operator knowingly vio-
lates any order issued under section 104(a) or any final decision on any
other order any such director, officer, or agent who authorized, ordered,
or carried out the violation shall be subject to the provisions of sub-
section (d).
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Subsection (f) provides that any person who knowingly makes a
false statement or representation in any document filed or maintained
m accordance with the provisions of this act or any mandatory health
or safety standard of this act or any order issued under the act shall be
fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than 6 months, or
both.
Section 112. Entitlement of miners

This section contains two major provisions. The first of these, con-
tained in subsection (a), relates to compensation for miners who are
idled by reason of an order issued under section 104. The second of
these, contained in subsection (b), relates to compensation in respect
of total disability of an individual from complicated pneumoconiosis
which arose out of or in the course of his employment in a coal mine
and in respect of the death of any individual who at the time of his
death was suffering from complicated pneumoconiosis which so arose.

It is provided in subsection (a) that, if a mine or a portion of a mine
is c'osed by an order issued under section 104, all miners working
during the shift when the order was issued who are idled by the order
will receive full compensation for the period they are idled but not for
more than the balance of the shift. If the order is not terminated prior
to the next working shift, all miners on that shift who are idled by the
order will receive full compensation for the period they are idlea but
not for more than 4 hours of the shift. Whenever an operator violates
or refuses to comply with an order issued under section 104, all miners
at the affected mine who would be withdrawn or prevented from enter-
ing the mine as a result of such order shall be paid full compensation,
iii addition to pay received for work performed after the order was
issued, for the period beginning when the order was issued and endmg
when the order is complied with, vacated, or terminated.

Paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of this section provides for pay-
ments of compensation in respect of total disability of an individual
from complicated pneumoconiosis which arose out of or in the course
of his employment in a coal mine, and in respect of the death of an
individual who. at the time of his death, was suffering from compli-
cated pneumoconiosis which so arose. It is provided that if an individ-
ual who is suffering or suffered from complicated pneumoconlosis was
employed for 10 or more years in a coal mine, there is a rebuttable
presumption that his disease arose out of or in the course of such
employment. This presumption does not affect applicability of the
first paragraph in the case of claims on account of death or total
disability of an individual who has not worked for so long as 10
years in a coal mine. All persons who sufier from complicated pneu-
moconiosis will be deemed, for purposes of this subsection, to be
totafly disabled.

Paragraph (2) of this subsection specifies the amount of compensa-
tion to be paid.

(1) If an individual is totally disabled he will be paid at a rate
equa' to one-half the minimum monthly compensation to which a
U.S. employee in grade GS—2 of the general schedule who is totally
disabled is entitled at the time of payment under the provisions of
Federal law relating to Federal employees' compensation.

(2) In the case of a death, compensation will be paid to the widow
at the rate the deceased individual would receive if he were totally
disabled.
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(3) If a person is entitled to compensation as described in either
paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) has dependents, his compensation
will be increased 50 percent, if he has one dependent, 75 percent
if he has two, and 100 percent if he has three. Compensation payable
will be reduced by any payment the individual receives under a work-
men's compensation, unemployment compensation, or disability
insurance law of his State, and also by the amount by which such
payment would be reduced on account of excess earmngs under
sections 203 (b) through (1) of the Social Security Act if the amount
paid were a benefit payable under section 202 of such act.

Paragraph (3) of this subsection directs the Secretary of Labor to
enter into agreement with the Governors of the States under which the
State will receive and adjudicate claims from its residents and will
make payments to claimants from grants made to the State under this
subsection. The Governor is authorized to implement the agreement
in such manner as he determines will best carry out the provisions of
the subsection, but he will make reports to the Secretary of Labor
subject to such verification as may be necessary to insure that Federal
grants are used for their intended purpose.

Paragraph (4) directs the Secretary to make payments of compen-
sation directly to residents of States where the Governor has requested
him to do so or where he is unable to enter into an agreement as
provided in paragraph (3). In such a case the administrative pro-
visions for carrying out the Federal employees' compensation program
contained in title 5, United States Code, will apply with respect to
claims under this paragraph.

Paragraph (5) provides that claims must be filed within 1 year
after the date an employed miner receives the results of his first chest
roentgenogram provided for under section 203 or, if he did not receive
such a chest roentgenogram, the date he was first afforded an oppor-
tunity to do so under that section. In the case of other claimants,
the claim must be filed within 3 years from the date of enactment of
this act, or, in the case of a claimant who is a widow, within 1 year
after the death of her husband or within 3 years from the date of
enactment of the act, whichever is later.

Paragraph (6) provides that compensation will be denied residents
of States which after the date of enactment of this act reduce the
benefits payable to persons eligible to receive compensation hereunder,
under its State laws which are applicable to its general work force
with regard to workmen's compensation, unemployment compensa-
tion, and disability insurance.

Paragraph (7) contains definitions. It provides that subsection (b)
will apply only to underground coal mines. It defines the term "com-
plicated pneumoconiosis" to mean an advanced stage of a chronic coal
dust disease of the lung which (1) when diagnosed by chest roentgeno-
gram yields one or more large opacities (greater than 1 centimeter in
diameter) that would be classified in category A, B, or C in the Inter-
national Classification of Radiographs of the Pneumoconioses by the
International Labor Organization, (2) when diagnosed by biopsy or
autopsy, yields massive lesions in the lungs, or (3) when diagnosis is
made by other means would be a condition which could reasonably be
expected to yield results described in clause (1) or (2) if diagnosis had
been made in a manner described in those clauses. The term "depend-
ent" will mean a wife or child who is a dependent as defined in section
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8110 of title 5, United States Code. The term "widow" will mean a wife
living with, or dependent for support on, the decedent at the time of
Ins death, or living apart for reasonable cause or because of his deser-
tion but has not remarried.
_*.______ * * *
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TITLE IV—ADMINISTRATION

Section 401. Research
Subsection (a) requires the Board to establish objectives for the

conduct of such studies, research, experiments, and demonstrations
as may be appropriate to—

(1) Improve working conditions and practices, prevent ac-
cidents, and control the causes of occupational diseases,

(2) Develop new or improved methods recovering persons
after an accident in a coal mine,

(3) Develop methods of communication from the surface to
the underground portion of a mine,

(4) Develop new or improved means and methods for reducing
concentrations of respirable dust in a mine,

(5) Study the relationship between coal mine environments
and occupational diseases of coal mine workers, and

(6) For such other purposes as it deems necessary.
Subsection (b) provides that the Board, to accomplish the objectives

described above, must distribute funds available to it after reserving
the funds necessary for carrying out section 203(a) (relating to roent-
genograms for miners) as equally as practical to the Secretaries of
HEW and of Interior. Activities under this section in the field of coal
mine health will be carried out by the Secretary of HEW while activi-
ties in the field of coal mine safety will be carried out by the Secretary
of the Interior. In carrying out this section the Secretaries may use the
services of public and private agencies and individuals, and must co-
operate with the Board on specific projects and programs. All infor-
mation developed under the authority of this act must be made
available to the general public, unless an exception or limitation is
made by the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of HEW.

Subsection (c) if this section relates to payments of royalties by
operators. Paragraph (1) provides that each operator must pay to
the United States a royalty equal to 2 cents for each ton of coal he
produces. The Board may reduce this royalty if it determines that
the funds available under the paragraph next described are sufficient
to provide the chest roentgenograms required by section 203(a) and
to carry out the activities under subsection (b) relating to research.
The royalties so paid are automatically made available to the Board
for its use in carrying out this section, If an operator fails to pay the
royalty he is hable to the United States for double the amount he
failed to pay. The Board is given sufficient authority to obtain the
information necessary for the effective enforcement of this provision.

Paragraph (2) of this subsection provides that in addition to the
amount paid under paragraph (1) there is authorized to be appro-
priated for each fiscal year an amount equal to 2 cents for each ton
of coal so produced during the preceding fiscal year, such funds to be
used by the Board in carrying out the section. In addition, there is
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authorized to be appropriated for carrying out this section an amount
equal to any grants by a State to the Board. The appropriations based
on a State's grant may not exceed an amount equal to 1 cent per ton
of coal produced.

Section 402. Training and education
This section requires the Secretary to expand piograms for educa-

tion and training of coal mine operators, agents thereof, and miners
in coal mines.

Section 40.3. Assi.tance to States
This section directs the Secretary, in coordination with the Secre-

taries of Labor and of HEW, to make grants to States to conduct
studies and to carry out plans designed to improve State workmen's
compensation and occupational disease laws as they relate to com-
pensation for pnewnoconiosis and injuries in coal mine employment,
and to assist them in planning and implementing other programs for
the advancement of health safety in coal mines.

Subsections (b) and (c) provide that these grants may not extend
beyond a period of five years after the effective date of the act, and
that Federal grants shall be made only to States which have plans
approved by the Secretary.

Subsection (d) provides for approval of State plans which—
(1) provide for making appropriate reports to the Secretary

and keeping necessary records,
(2) provide fiscal control and fund accounting procedures,
(3) contain assurances that the State will maintain its effort

with respect to pneumoconiosis and related conditions, and
(4) meets any other conditions the Secretary may prescribe by

rules.
Subsection (e) provides that the Secretary may not disapprove a

State plan without affording a hearing, and that the amount granted
to any State may not exceed 80 percent of the amount expended in
carrying out the program, studies, and research. To carry out this
section, there is authorized to be appropriated $1 million for each
fiscal year.
Sect on 404. Equipment

This section authorizes the Secretary, for a period of 5 years, to
make loans to operators to enable them to obtain or convert equip-
ment needed to comply with the provisions of this act. These loans
will have maturities specified by the Secretary, but not in excess of
20 years. They will bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary
to be adequate to cover the cost of the funds to the Treasury, the
cost of administering the section, and probable loss. The Secretary
is directed to use the services of the Small Business Administration
in carrying out the section, pursuant to agreements between himself
and the Administrator.
Section 405. In8pectors; qualifications; training

This section authorizes the Secretary to appoint any personnel he
deems necessary to carry out the act. l'ersons appointed as "author-
ized representatives" of the Secretary must be qualified by practical
experience in the mining of coal or by experience as a practical coal
mining engineer and by education. These persons must be adequately
trained by the Secretary. The Secretary is directed to seek to develop
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programs with educational institutions and with operators to enb1e
persons to qualify for positions in the administration of the act. The
Secretary is directed to work with appropriate educational institu-
tions in developing atid maintaining adequate programs for the
training and continuing education of persons, particularly inspec tois.
and to cooperate with such institutions in the conduct of such I)iogrln1s
by providing financial and technical assistance.
Section 406. Effect on other law

Subsection (a) of this section provides that no State law shall be
superseded by any provision of this act or any order issued or standard
promulgated thereunder, except insofar as the State law confficts
therewith.

Subsection (b) provides that any State law or regulatkn which
provides for more stringent health and safety standards than do the
provisions of this act or any order issued or standard promu!gted
thereunder shall not be construed to be in conflict with this act.
Similarly, where a State law or regulation provides health and safety
standards for which no provision is contained in this act or any order
issued or standard promulgated thereunder shall not be held t.o be in
conflict with this act.
Section 407. Administra tire procedures

This section provides that the provisions of title 5 of the United
States Code, commonly known as the Administrative Procedure Act,
shall not apply to the making of any order or decision under this act orany proceeding for the review thereof.
Section 408. Regulations

This section authorizes the Secretary to issue administrative regu-
lations to carry out the act.
Section 409. Operative date and repeal

Under this section, the 1)rovisions of titles I and III of this act svill
become operative 90 days after its enactment. The provisions of title
II will become operative 6 months after enactment. The section
repeals the provisions of the existing Coal Mine Safety Act on the
operative date of titles I and III of this act, except that the repeat
shall not affect any action taken prior to the effective date or any
proceedings being carried on on such date. All other provisions of this
act will become effective on the date of its enactment.
Section 410. Separability

This section contains the usual provision to insure that if any pro-
vision of the act is held invalid the remainder of the act ss"ill not be
affected.
Section 411. Reports

Subsection (a) requires the Secretary to submit to the President.
to the Congress, and to the Office of Science and Technology an annuil
report on the subject matter of this act, progress concerning the
achievement of its purpose, and the needs and requirements in the
field of coal mine health and safety, the amount and status of each
loan made under section 404, a description and the anticipated cost of
each project and procram lie has undertaken tinder section 401, and
any other relevant information he deems approprmte.

* * * * *
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MINORITY VIEWS OF MR. ASHBROOK, MR. SCHERLE,
MR. COLLINS, AND MR. LANDGREBE

We are opposed to the enactment of the Federal coal mime health
and safety bill as reported by the committee, primarily because of the
inclusion therein of two provisions which ce regard as wholly unic•
ceptable.

The first of these would impose on the owner of every coiil mine. t
royalty of 2 cents for each ton of coal he produces for use or sale. This
impost would be paid to the United States and used to finance the
medical examinations for miners nd the researchactivities for which
the bill provides.

The other provision sets Lii) a system of providing Federal benefir
to those coal miners or their surviving widows who are occupitionih1v
disabled as a result of coal dust pneumoconiosis contraetec1 a a
result of svorldng in a coal mine.

The first of these provisions is clearly governineiial tix ind the
imposition of Federal taxes does not fall within this eoinmittee's
jurisdiction. Moreover, it is a method of financing a Federil benefit
program which is well-nigh unique in the annals of our National
Government.

The second provision, in actual effect, establishes a systin o Feckral
workmen's compensation for a special and relatively smtll ckLtegorv of
occupational damage to workers. Hence, it is not onv discriminitorv
as to all other injured or ailing workers, but an intrusion by the
Federal Government into the field of workmen's compensation which
since its inception about a half-century ago, hts always been the
exclusive jurisdiction of the several States. It thereby represents ü
foot in the door, a possible first step toward the ultirnite federlizt.ion
of the entire system of workmen's compensation.

Increasingly, and in ever wider circles, the complaint is heard that
the Federal Government by its constant expansion is reducing locai
and State governments to mere administrative subdivisions of itself,
and that the concept of local and State control and sovereignty are
thereby, for all practical purposes, doomed to disappeitr. We are lro-
foundly opposed to this trend and resolved to combat it wherever it
app_ears, as it does so brazenly in the committee bill.

We have stated our dissenting views briefly. However, we fully
approve the critical analysis of and the detailed reasons for conderning
these two provisions which are set forth by our minority colleagues
in their supplemental views. Should amendments striking those pro-
visions prove unsuccessful, it is our intention to vote against the
enactment of the bill.

JOHN M. AsH BROOK.
WILLIAt J. SCHERLE.
JAMES M. CoLLINs.
EARL F. LANDGREBE.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. AYRES, MR. QUIE, MR.
ERLENBORN, MR. ESHLEMAX, MR. LANDGREBE, AYD
MR. RUTH

Many of us who join in these views voted to report the committee
bill favorably. We felt, despite certain reservations, that the bill, by
and large, was essentially satisfactory, and constituted a long step for-
ward in protecting the health and safety of workers employed in under-
ground coal mines. We fully agree with the views of the President and
his administration that the American coal miner is not only one of the
most important contributors to the successful functioninz of our
economy, but that the risks he takes each day of his working life make
him a heroic figure whose well-being should be of prime concern to
thpeople and the Government of the United States.

We feel that, except for certain shortcomings in the bill which we
shall describe herein, this measure is consistent with the aim of the
administration to attain the highest possible degree of protection for
our coal mine workers.

In addition, we wish to point out that a number of provisions in the
committee bill which strengthen safeguards to health and safety and
provide due process and equitable treatment for both employees and
employers as well, were included on the initiative of members of the
minority in the committee and subcommittee.

The most significant of these amendments are those which require
the measurement of coal dust concentrations to be taken over several
shifts in order to arrive at the average concentration, which provide L

more extensive and uniform species of medical examinations for coal
miners, and amendments which set forth in considerable but not ex-
clusive detail the scope of research into the ailments of miners which
are to be carried on by the appropriate Government agencies.

Furthermore, with respect to safety, provisions were added narrowly
limiting the use of "open flame" devices and the extraction of coai.
from any coal seam located within a specified distance from a natural
gas or oil well, whether producing or abandoned.

These, together with procedures for review, both administrative and
judicial. of the standard setting and enforcement activities provided
in the bill, constitute a significant contribution to the substantiul
improvement of the committee bill.

SHORTCOMINGS IN THE COMMITTEE BILL

Nevertheless, as we hae indicated, there are a number of serious
weaknesses in the bill which we attempted to correct by offering
appropriate amendments in both the committee and subcommittee.
all of which were rejected by the majority. The following are the most.
important of these defects.

(39)
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I. Setting of health standards
The committee bill provides that both safety and health standards

shall be promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior, under whose
authority the Bureau of Mines has administered the existing Federal
Coal Mine Safety Act since its enactment in 1952. The committee bill
retains this historic authority by the Secretary of the Interior with
respect to safety standards, but denies it to him for the setting of
health standards. Instead it provides that the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare shall develop health standards and upon their
transmission to the Secretary of the Interior, the latter must promul-
gate them as submitted by HEW.

There are several serious objections to this division of authority
within a single legislative field betw-een two Cabinet officers of equal
rank. Generally, such division of authority in the same legislative
urea is virtually nmexistent in the Federal Government structure,
tnd is almost universally regarded as a sure prescription for interagency
conflict and poor administration.

:\Ioie specificaily, HEW through its Public Health Service is,
nnd s research is carried on, most certainly will become genuinely
expert in its knowledge of the diseases of coal miners and of the
euironmental factors related to such diseases. But it has neither
the experience nor the technical nor technological know-how to
determine whether the health standards it. establishes are techno-
logically achievable in the coal mining industry.

Thus, to use a hypothetical example, admittedly extreme for pur-
poses of illustration, HEW might decide as soon as the bill permits
that every underground mine, without exception, must be entirely
100 percent, free from coal dust. Under the bill, the Secretary of the
Interior would be compelled to promulgate this requirement as a
niandatory health standard, despite the fact that no major under-
ground oai mine in the entire country would be able to comply, and
that. nothing in the existing technology indicated thatsuch compliance
would be attainable in the foreseeaNe future. The result would he a.
cutting off of the major source of power for the Nation's entire eco-
nomic system.

We offered an amendment, along the lines of the administration
bill, H.R. 7976, to retain the final authority in the Secretary of the
Interior to promulgate both health and safety standards, but directing
HEW to dereop such health standards nd recommend them to the
Sccretary of the Interior, who would unquestionably give them the
greatest weight, but would be free to modify them in the light of their
attainability. The amendment was rejected.
II. Shutting down mines for health reasons

The bill contains many enforcement procedures and sanctions
azainst coal mine operators who violate health and safety standards.
'1hese include administrative cease-and-desist orders, judicial decrees
enforcing such orders, civil penalties, criminal penalties, injunctions,
and the shutting down of mines under certain conditions, primarily
those which constitute a risk of imminent danger of death or serious
bodily harm to those working in the affected areas of the mine.

With respect to assuring safety, the shutting down of a mine is
cleurlv iiidictted in conditions which constitute an imminent danger.
'rlie netr possibility of an explosion. ignition. roof fall, or fire, are
exatnl)Ies of such conditions. But with regard to the protection of
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health as set forth in the bill, no such risk of imminent dtugei i even
conceivable. As a matter of fact. virtuzullv the only heiitii problem
for vhich the bill provides is protection aginst excessive emice1itIttIO11
of respiratory dust and these czm never constitute n imminent diner
to health because they thke nmnv yeirs to develop incl no relatively
brief exposure to dust ctn itself possibly give rise to ii iniulluent
danger. Thus the mandatory closing of milie which vohites the
permissible standard of dust concentration is nothing but ddi—
tional punitive sanction (like a civil or criniind penzilty). wholly
unrehted to eliminating a condition w-hich his not exiten':e in t—
i.e., an imminent danger to health.

We would have preferred to see the provisions for mine clü,,re fur
violation of a health standard completely eliminzted. In the s'.ibcom-
mittee it was apparent that such a propo.l voulcl not be pprovei1.
We therefore decided to offer in full committee compromise which
retained the closure procedure, but modified it to provide onie degree
of flexibility before it was applied.

In the course of preparing these views we received a CO1)y of a lettei
and report from Mr. H. S. Stephenson, H.M. Chief Iupector o
Mines and Quarries in the Ministry of Power in the British Govern-
ment. It may be recalled that earlier this year several membeN of
this committee visited Great Britain tnd spent several clays of in-
tensive research and examination to lenim vht the British w-&.re
doing in connection with controllirg the incidence of co'd-dust piwil-
moconiosis. The British have been the pioneers in this field ncl were
the first to isolate this form of pneumoconiosis and establish it eientif-
ically as a separate, indentifiable disease. Thus, much of vht is iii
the bill dealing with coal dust results from what we learned früm th
experts with whom we met and consulted in Great Britziin.

Ihe letter and report referred to above may be briefly summarized
as follows:

The Ministry of Power which enforces the health and safety stand-
ards applicable to British coal mines has adopted coal-dust stundarcls
regarded as safe, but has not made them mandatory. Moreocei
these standards are set at higher permissible levels than those pru-
vided in the committee bill, and the checkup procedures are much
less rigorous than those proposed in the committee measure.

The level for operation in coal mines is 8.0 mg. per cubic meter
measured "in the return roadway or approximately 77 yards from the
coal face line." Sampling of coal-dust concentration is to be doii' iU
the mines once each month, once each quarter, once each hilf year, or
once each year, depending on the type of operation. Approvzl is
determined on the basis of the mean of multiple measurements. This
means an exposure for coal mine face workers of 5.7 mg pei• ctil)ie
meter.

Thus the British have selected a much higher dust level than the
4.5 mg. and eventual 3.0 mO'. level imposed by the committee bill; the
standards set are not manatory, an average or mean is used in d'-
termining compliance, and the intervals between sampling are much
longer.

It seems to us therefore that serious consideration should be given to
reexamining the bill's provisions on permitted dust levels, but in 1ny
event, the Congress should adopt our proposed amendment permitting
the Secretary of the Interior to refrain from closing mines which exceed
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the prescribed dust levels while these mines are taking the necessary
steps, in good faith, to correct the situation as quickly as possible.

Th- our amendment authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to
waive the closure provisions vhenever he determins that there is a
basis for continuing operations without creating a threat to the health
of the miners, and imposing procedures for the operation of such a
mnie designed to give the miners effective health protection while
remedial steps were being taken expeditiously to correct the violations
of tne health standard.

Such flexibility, desirable in itself, becomes absolutely imperative
if the final authority, in fact, to promulgate health standards is given,
to the Secretrv of HEW with its potentiality for the setting of un-
at.tainabe or unreasonable health standards as indicated in the
discussion above of our previous rejected amendment. Unfortunately,
this proposal too, was not accepted by the committee.
III. Adm'enistiative review of grants of time extensions for compliance

We find it most gratifying that we on the minority side contributed
iibstaiitia.liv to assuring due process in most of the procedures for
etorcin the requirements of the bill. Administrative orders and de-
eisions. impoSition of civil penalties, promulgation of standards, are
1I subject to either administrative or jidicial review or both. But
there is one type of authority given to the Secretary of the Interior
vhic1 is subject to no review at all and in which his decision is final.
'I'he Secretary may grant limited extensions of time for complying
it1i the nrescribed levels of dust concentration under title II. or for
the ise of prescribed or "permissible" equipment under title III. His
(lecision to grtnt or deny such extensions is conclusive.

We offered ui amendment permitting the operator of a mine or a
reI)resentt1ve of the employees of such mine to secure from the
Federzti Coal Miiie Health and Sfetv Board a review of the Secre-
tury's de'ision to grant or deny such time extension. LTnder the bill,
the Bu'd performs such review functions in connection with enforce-
ment e.rcier and promulgation of standards—there seems to be no
valid reiLOfl for not roiding a similar review in the c.ase of t.ime
extensions for compliance. Failure to so provide, we believe, consti-
tutes serious omis.ion of an important aspect of due process. Never-
theless, our amendment was rejected.
IV. Siationng Government 'inspectors permanently at certain mines

Subseetioi 317(j) of the bill reauiires the Secretary of the Interior
tu station n inspector to make £nspections during each day of its
opervtoii in t coal mine which liberates an excessive quantity of
('xp1oiv( gas, if in the opinion of the Secretary such conditions are
!ik'lv to present dancers of explosion.

I1uis provision voiild be not only extremely costly but very difficult
to administ r because of the lack of preciseness in the concept of

xcive quttities of explosive gas." If this level were set very low,
tile number of iupectors required would be tremendous. If set too
hi:1. th intended safeguard would not be very useful.

But the orinirv concern caused by this provision is that it will
:ctuuiI reduce the safety protection given the miner. Rather than
placing thc i'esponibilitv on the operator and the miner to rnamtam
h€ sfet\- tz-indtrds established by the bill, this provision allows
this pcibility in excesivey gassy mines to be. placed on the Fed-
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eral inspector. Likewise, in all other underground mines, the operitor
and the miner will have a tendency to relax the muintenance of the
established safety standards.

The prime responsibility for safety must rest, as it alwav his in
coal mines or in any other industry, within the day-to-day exercise of
care and responsibility by the operator and the miners. The operator
must provide safe working conditions and let his foreman nd miners
know that he insists that they practice "safety first.? The miner.
since his supervisor cannot be with him at all times. has the major
role in seeing that he works safely—for his o\vn protection as vell is
that of his coworkers.

For these reasons, and primarily because this provision would
weaken the realization of the need for both operators au.l miners to be
safety conscious, we offered an amendment to strike this provision.
Our amendment was rej ected.
V Financing research by means of a royalty on prod'ucton

The bill contains a provision imposing a royalty of 2 cents for ectcli
ton of coal produced for use or sale to be paid by the owner to the
U.S. Government. This royalty would be used solely for the purpose
of financing the medical examinations for miners arid the research
activity on health and safety in coal mines which are provided for in
other sections of the bill. This impost is clearly a Federal user tax on
the production of coal.

The Bureau of Mines has been engaged in a program of ree.rch md
development in connection with the coal industry since 11O. Maity ui
the health and safety innovations in that industry were developed by
the Bureau of Mines, such as the introduction of the widespread iie
of roof bolts. Until recently, the Bureau's research and development.
budget for health and safety has been about $2 million annuLlly,
substantial portion of which has been dvoted to "testing" rather thin
research. In fiscal year 1970, however, that budget has been increased
by the Bureau to $33 million. It is widely recognized that there i a
need for more health and safety research in the coal industry, and th
present administration fully shares that conviction. But we doubt
that a system which taxes the production of coal and earmarks th'
revenues for health and safety research is the most appropriate method
to meet this need.

Experience has shown that coal mining, indeed all mining, is com-
plex system, all parts of which must be considered simultaneously—
health, safety, productivity, environmental controL etc. The effect of a
particular improved mining technique on productivity cannot he
considered apart from its effect on the health and safety of the miner
or its effect on environmental pollution. An effective research program
must, therefore, be designed to study the entire mining oueratioli.
The proposed user tax, in contrast, would tend to sepirate the health
and safety function into a separate category which is esentiaUy
artificial.

The royalty imposed by the bill would apply to all coal mining
firms without regard for their methods of mining or for their past
health and safety records. This raises the serious issue as to whether
such a levy should be imposed on only a single commodity or i single
industry.
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For example, other inherently dangerous industries, such as the
nuclear industry, which incidentlv is a competitor of the coal indus-
try. are not required by law to pay separately and directly for health
and safety research in their own industry. rDhe proposal would tend
inevitably to confine the entire research and development effort in
connection with safety and health to the activities of the Federal
Government. In our opinion, such research and development, if it is
to attain maximum usefulness, should not be carried on by the
Government alone, or even in major part. Industry should be encour-
aged to assume, on an industrvwide basis, a greater role in this area.
Tlus provision would not provide such encouragement—to the con-
trary it w-ould have a dampening effect on the private research efforts
of industry.

This type of user tax, a tax which is included in legislation intro-
clueed. developed, and reported by a House standing committee which
has jurisdiction of the subject matter in connection with which the
tax is imposed, is most umisual and very rarely resorted to in the
legishitire activities of the House.

It bypasses the Ways and Means Committee which normally deals
with tux legislation, and it is our opinion, that this usual type of
1)locedure should have been followed in this case, The tax is discrim-
inatory because it singles out a single aspect of a single industry for
this special treatment, and imposes on it a burden which weakens its
eompetit.ive position vis-a-vis other industries not so burdened.

And finally, we believe that a tax on the coal industry for health
and sfety research development should not be imposed without
thorough study of its impact on the industry and a serious considera-
tion f possible alternative approaches, As far as we know, such study
and consideration has not been done at any time heretofore.
11. Federalization of workmen's coripensation for coal miners' pne'u-

moco?osis
The bill provides for the Federul Government to grant compensation

to coal miners presently completely disabled by complicated pneu-
inoconiosis resulting from exposure to coal dust while working in. coal
mines, and to the widows and other dependents of coal miners so
disabled. Our principal object.ion to this provision has been well stated
by Assistant Secretary of Labor Arthur A. Fletcher in his testimony
before the Select Subcommittee on Labor on June 3, 1969. We quote:

Workmen's compensation is undoubtedly one of our econ•
omy's very important income replacement programs. In
1967, benefits paid under all programs in the United States
gmegat.ed some $2.2 billion * *

it is also one of our social insurance systems that has
always been handled completely by State law since its mcep-
tion in the early days of this century. We now have 50 State
laws which customarily provide financial and medical assist-
ance to employees for work-connected injuries by requiring
employers to insure themselves through private companies
or as self-insurers, or through contributions to State funds
administered by State agencies.

The proposal you are considering departs substantially
from this established philosophy of State workmen's compen-
sa.tion law for private employment * *
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In many States benefits are inadequate and other deficien-
cies are evident in workmen's compensation laws. States,
themselves recognize this, and consequently, scores of biII
are introduced in legislatures each year to strengthen work-
men's compensation programs. A pattern of progress emerges
as some of these bills are enacted into law, which gives us
encouragement.

There are 50 State laws and a number of special Federal
workmen's compensation laws which contain a wide variety
of complex provisions. The Department of Labor believes
that this whole area of vorkmen's compensation laws should
be carefully and thoroughly studied before any Federal
legislation is considered which would materially change
long-established legal system with intricate interrelationships
reaching into every State.

Actually, Assistant Secretary Fletcher understates the progress
which the States have made in improving their workmen's compensa-
tion laws. A few examples suffice to demonstrate this progress. Thus. in
the last 2 years, 44 States have substantially increased their beneht.
and this does not include increases which have been enacted or will be
this year when many legislatures are or have been in session.

On the average, maximum weekly compensation for temporary total
disability amounts to 68 percent of average take-home pay after tHov-
ing for Federal income and social security taxes. In addition, medical
benefits are unlimited in most States. In a number of States maxim uni
weekly benefits are adjusted upward automatically, ctch year, in rela-
tion to average weekly wages in the State, thus assuring that compen-
sation levels correspond to prevailing wage levels.

Similarly, the scope of workmen's compensation laws has constantly
been extended. Coal miners are covered by every workmen's com-
pensation law in the country. Compensation for occupational diseae
is also being extended. Originally, workmen's compensation laws
covered on'y accidental injuries. Today, occupational disease coverage
in some form is provided in all the States. In 38 of them such coverage
is quite broad. In the others, compensable diseases are listed in a
schedule which is also quite broad.

Dust diseases or pneumoconiosis, giving the term its widest and
most enera1 meaning, were among the early occupational diseases
recognized. At first, special interest centered on siicosis which was
deemed to be the primary hazard. Today all States provide compen-
sation for this form of pneumoconiosis.

Over the years reat progress has been made in the prevention of
dust diseases articularly siicosis. In 1965, Dr. Murray (2. Brown,
Chief of the Division of Occupational Health in the U.S. Public
Health Service stated:

Generally these programs have been effective and have
drastically reduced the incidence of the traditional dusty
trade diseases.

We believe that today, coal miners disabled from complicated pneu-
moconiosis would be entitled to workmen's compensation in nearly all
States either under broad occupational disease provisions or under
provisions specifically referring to the disease or under judicial de-
cisions. In a relatively few States the question of compensability is
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not completely clear, but none of these are substantial coal mining
States. Where causal connection between disability and employment
is clear, both compensation administrators and the courts usually
construe the law broadly to hold that compensation is payable.

We believe that the long standing and ever improving State system
of workmen's compensation will be in serious danger of ultimate re-
duction to a mere subordinate appendage of a federalized system of
workmen's compensation or even of complete elimination.

in this connection, the statement made before the Select Subcom-
mittee on Labor earlier this year by Mr. John V. Keaney, chaimnan
of the Maine Industrial Accident Commission, and speaking on behalf
of the International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and
Commissions is indeed appropriate. He declared:

The bills under consideration call for a.bandonment of our
55-year-old workmen's compensation system. The latter is
one of the fev fields of protective labor law which is in the
exclusive care of the tate. It developed at the State level;
it is financed and administered there and is patterned to
meet the needs of a particular locale. The health, safety, and
well-being of all workers, with few exceptions, is a matter of
State concern. Workmen's compensation administration is a
professional specia'ty demanding experience and dedication
and an intimate knowledge of local problems. This proposed
leislation would replace local control vith a centralized ad-
ministration impairing development in the various regions of
this country.

In addition to constituting an improper intrusion by the Federal
Government into what should properly be left to the States, as it al-
ways has been, and constituting a real threat of further intrusion into
this field hereafter, there are a number of serious substantive defects
in the proposal.

The provision will inevitably discourage the States from improving
their own systems of compensation for coal miners pneumoconiosis.
Although States are denied participation in the program, and their
coal miners thereby denied the benefits thereunder, if the States reduce
their own level of benefits, there is nothing to require them to increase
these benefits (as a number have already been doing).

The natural tendency will be for those States to refrain from such
incretses for as long as the Federal Government, under this provision,
provides them at a higher level instead. In fact, if a State has no
provision compensating miners for disability from coal, dust. the
Fideral Government will shoulder the entire burden of providing t.hese
benefits, and the State would not be required to expend a single penny
for that purpose. Inasmuch as these Federal benefits will be paid for
out of Federal tax receipts, the unfortunate result will be that the
Stites that do attempt to meet the problem by increasing their benefits
\vil! be helping to pay for those States that are doing little or nothing
l(lng these lines.

The provision not only has the effect of pena.lzing the more cooperil-
tive States and rewarding those which are laggard, but it cliscriminiites
against occupations other than coal mining, and even within the
occupation of coal mining itself.

The inadequacies in existing workmens compensation programs
which the bill allegedly seeks to correct are just as applicable to
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workers injured in other industries and trades. 'Why coal mining and
not building construction and high risk factory jobs? Beryllium, for
example, is a highly toxic metal which was used in the manufacture
of fluorescent light bulbs until chronic beryllium poisoning was
recognized as a health hazard to workers, just as we have recently
found complicated coal miners pneumoconiosis to be.

Again there are 3 million American workers exposed to asbestos
in their jobs. They face a dual threat—asbestosis, a serious respiratory
ailment, and lung cancer. Half of the men who had worked in the trade
had X-ray evidence of asbestosis. There are other industries whose
vorkers run an extremely high risk of respiratory disease. Uranium
miners and workers, other than coal miners, are exposed to silica dust
n their handling of rocks, soils, sands, and clay.

For years it was generally believed that byssinosis, the lung disease
caused by inhaling cotton dust, was not a problem for American
textile workers. Even though British workers using American cotton
came down w-ith this lung disease, we did not believe we had a problem.
Now we are discovering that our hundreds of thousands of cotton
textile workers are susceptible to it. Talc, diatomite, carborundum,
sugarcarie fiber, even dust from moldy silage can, and often do, cause
lung damage t.o those who work with these materials. Yet the com-
mittee bill deals solely with coal-dust pneumoconiosis when it comes
to providing Federal disability compensation.

Even within the coal mining industry itself, the bill is discriminatory
as between miners w-ho were disabled by coal-dust pneumoconiosis
and those whose disability resulted from any other cause, when it
comes to receiving compensation. A coal miner who is totally disabled
by loss of limbs, serious head injury, or even a respiratory disease not
caused by coal dust, such as silicosis, will in a number of States receive
less than one who is totally disabled by coal-dust complicated pneu-
inoconiosis. and receives a larger benefit because of the Federal par-
ticipation provided by this bill.

Thus there is a serious inequity of treatment as between two miners,
both totally disabled because of their engaging in the same occupation.
Moreover, this disparity of treatment violates the fundamental prin-
ciple of sound workmen's compensation philosophy, which is that the
level of benefit shall be the same where the degree of occupational
disability is the same, reg_ardless of the differences in the cause or
source of such disability. Thus, we fear that not only does this pro-
vision in the bill threaten the demise of the State system of workmen's
compensation, but it promises to replace that system with one which
perverts the essential concepts on which sound workmen's compensa-
tion programs are all based.

There are other defects in this provision, not so elemental perhaps
as those enumerated above, but significant nevertheless. The provision
requires that. the Federal benefit granted to a disabled miner shall be
reduced by tile sum which such miner receives under the workmen's
compensation. unemployment compensation, or disability insurance
law-s of his State, or by any reduction in his social security benefits
because of excess earnings as provided in the Social Security Act.
However, it does not require reduction by the amount an individual

for disability under the provisions of that act, nor is there
a reduction m the Federal payment for medicare benefits.
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piece of legislation. We reserve the right to off er amendments on the
floor designed to remedy these shortcomings, as well as a few other
weaknesses vhich are relatively minor in character. Should our tiniend-
ments be approved, and no substantial changes adopted which in oui
opinion impair other significant provisions of the measure. ve would
have no hesitation in voting in favor of its enactment.

WILLIAM H. AYRES.
ALBERT H. QUIE.
JOHN N. ERLENBORN.
EDWIN D. ESHLEMAN.
EARL F. LANDGREBE.
EARL B. RtJTH.



SEPARATE VIEWS OF MR. BELL AND MR. HANSEN OF
IDAHO

We are in substantial agreement with the supplemental views but
we support the compensation provisions of the bill.

ALPHON7O BELL.
ORVAL HANSEN.
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY
ACT OF 1969

SEPTEMBER iT, 1969.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. Wuurs of New Jersey, from the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, submitted the following

REPORT
together with

INDIYIDt'XL VIEWS
[To acconipany S. 29ifl

The Committee on Labor aud Public Welfare, having had under
consideration legislation to improve the health and safety conditions
of persons working in the coal mining industry of the United St:ttes,
reports an original bill and recommends that it do pass.

Purpose of the Bill
The coal mining industry recognizes that "there can be no cjuestioti

that the health and safety of mployees in the coal mining industry
must be given first priority." This enlightened declaration was made of
reord by Mr. John Corcoran, chairman of the Naliona1 Coal Xssocia-
tion, in his appearance before the Department of the Interior's Coal
Mine Safety Conference in December, 1968. The essence of the cledari-
tion was reaffirmed in the Senate hearings when the president of the
National Coal Association, Mr. Stephen F. Dunn. testified that the coal
mining industry "does not believe profits should be 'put ahead of the
health and safety of mineworkers."

To athieve these admirable industrial goals calls for major changes
throughout the coal mine industry for—

While the coal mining industry has made giant strides in its
ability to extract the natural resource coal from the dpths of
Uhe earth it has lagged behind other industries in protecting
its most valuable resource—tihe miner.

So stated the Department of the interior on March 3, 1969, in Sen-
ate hearings, in proposing the repeal of the current Coal Mine Safety
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IN THE HOUSE OF 1EPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 23, 19

Mr. DENT (for himself, Mr. BtJRT0N of California, Mr. PERKINS, Mr. PtTcINsI.
Mr. HAWKINS, Mrs. MINE, Mr. STOKES, Mr. City, Mr. POWELL, Mr.
GAYDOS, Mr. BL of California, Mr. HANSEN of Idaho, Mrs. GREEN of
Oregon, Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey, Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey, Mr.
BRADEMAS, Mr. O'HA, Mr. REID of New York, Nr. MORGAN, Mr. FLOoD,
Mr. SAYLOR, Mr. STAGGERS, Mr. SLACK, Mr. KEE, and Mr. MOuoN)
introduced the following bill; which was referred to 'the Committee on
Education and Labor

OCTOBER 13, 16

Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the ITnion
and ordered to be printed

A BILL
To provide for the protection of the health and safety of persons

working in the coal mining industry of the United States,

and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969".

.5 DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

6 SEc. 2. Congress declares that—

7 (a) the first priority and concern of all in the coal

I
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1 mining industry must be the health and safety of its

2 most precious resource—the miner;

3 (ii) the occupationally caused death, iiiness, or

4 injury of a miner causes grief and suffering, and is a seri-

5 ous impediment to the future growth of this industry;

6 (c) there is an urgent need to provide more effec-

7 tive means and measures for improving the worki[ng

8 conditions and practices in the Nation's coal mines in

9 order to prevent death and serious physical harm, and

10 in order to control the causes of occupational diseases

11 originating in such mines;

12 (d) the existence of unsa.fe and unhealthful con-

13 ditions and practices in such mines cannot be toleratcd;

14 (e) the operators of such mines with the assistance

15 of the miners have the primary responsibility to prevent

16 the existence of such conditions and practices in such

17 mines;

18 (f) the disruption of production and the loss of
19 income to operators and miners as a result of a coal
20 mine accident or occupationally caused disease unduly

21 impedes and burdens commerce; and

22 (g) it is the purpose of this Act to provide for the

23 esta.blishment of mandatory health and safety stand-

24 ards and to require that the operators and the miners
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1 comply with such standards in carrying out their re—

2 sponsibilities.

3 DEFINITIONS

4 SEC. 3. For the purpose of this Act, the term—

5 (a) "Secretary" means tile Secretary of the Iii-

6 tenor;

7 (b) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce,

8 transporta.tion, or communication among the several

9 States, or between a place in a State and any place

10 outside thereof, or within the District of Columbia or a

11 possession of the United States, or between points in

12 the same State but through a point outside thereof;

13 (c) "State" includes a State of the United States,

14 the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

15 Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and

16 the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands;

17 (d) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other

18 person who operates, coitrols, or supervises a. coal mine;

19 (e) "agent" means any person charged with re-

20 sponsibility for the operation of all or part of a coal 'nine

21 or the supervision of the employees in a coal mine;

22 (f) "person" means any individual, partnership,

23 association, corporation, firm, sul)Sidiary of a corporation,

24 or other organization;
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1 (g) "miner" means any individual working in a

2 coal mine;

3 (h) "coal mine" means an area of land and all

4 structures, facilities, machinery, tools, equipment, shafts,

5 slopes, tunnels, excavations, and other property, real or

6 personal, placed upon, under, or above the surface of

7 such land by any person, used or to be used in, or resilt—

8 ing from, the work of extracting in such area bituminous

9 coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural deposits in the

10 earth by any means or method, and the work of prepar-

11 ing the coal so extracted, and includes custom coal prep-

12 aration facilities;

13 (i) "work of preparing the coal" means the break-

14 ing, crushing, sizing, cleaning, washing, drying, mixing,

15 storing, and loading of bituminous coal, lignite, or anthra—

16 cite, and such other work of preparing such coal as is

17 usually done by the operator of the coal mine;

18 (j) "imminent danger" means the existence of any

19 condition or practice in a coa.l mine which could :reason-

20 ably be expected to cause death or serious physical harm

21 before such condition or practice can be abated;

22 (k) "accident" includes a mine explosion, mine

23 ignition, mine fire, or mine inundation, or inJury to, or

24 death of, any person;

25 (1) "inspection" means the period beginning when



1 an authorized representative of the Secretary first enters

2 a coal mine and ending when he leaves the coal mine

3 during or after the coal-producing shift in which he

4 entered; and

5 (m) "Board" means the Federal Coal Mine Health

6 and Safety Board of Review established by this Act.

7 MINES SUBJECT TO ACT

8 SEC. 4. Each coal mine, the products of which enter

9 commerce, or the operations or products of which affect

10 commerce, shall be subject to this Act, and each operator

11 of such mine and every person working in such mine shall

12 comply with the provisions of this Act and the applicable

13 regulations of the Secretary promulgated under this Act.

14 TITLE I—GENERAL

HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS; REVIEW

16 SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with

17 the procedures set forth in this section, develop, promulgate,

18 and revise, as may be appropriate, rntuidatorv safety stand-

19 ards for the protection of life and the prevention of injuries

20 in a coal mine, and shall, n accordance with the procedures

21 set forth in this section, promulgate the mandatory health

22 standards transmitted to him by the Secretary of Health,

23 Education, and Welfare. No mandatory health or safety

24 standard promulgated under this title shall reduce the pro—
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1 tection afforded miners below that afforded by the staildards

2 contained in titles II and III of this Act.

3 (b) In the development of such mandatory safety

4 standards, the Secretary shall consult. with the Board, other

5 interested Federal agencies, representatives of States, ap-

6 propriate representatives of the coal mine operators and

7 miners, other interested persons and organizations, and such

8 advisory committees as he may appoint. In addition to the at-

9 tainment of the highest degree of safety protection for the

10 miner, other considerations shall be the latest available

11 scientific data. in the field, the technical feasibility of the

12 standards, and experience gained under this and other

13 safety statutes.

14 (c) The Secretary of Health, Education, arid Welfare

15 shall, in accordance with the procedures set forth in this

16 section, develop and revise, as may be appropriate, manda-

17 tory health standards for the protection of life and the pre-

18 vention of occupational diseases of coal miners. Such devl-

19 opment and revision shall be based upon research, demon-

20 strations, experiments, and such other information as may

21 be appropriate. In the development of mandatory health

22 standards, the Secretary of Health, Education, arid Welfare

23 may consult with appropriate representatives of the operators

24 and miners, other interested persons, the States, advisory

25 committees, and, where appropriate, foreign countries. Mart-
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1 datory health standards which the Secretary of Health,

2 Education, and Welfare develops or revises shall be trans-

3 mitted to the Secretary, and shall thereupon be published

4 by the Secretary as proposed mandatory health standards.

5 (d) The Secretary shall publish proposed mandatory

6 health and safety standards in the Federal Register and shall

7 afford interested persons a period of not less than thirty days

8 after publication to submit written data or comments. In

9 the case of mandatory safety standards, except as provided

10 in subsection (e) of this section, the Secretary may, upon

11 the expiration of such period and after consideration of all

12 relevant matter presented, promulgate such standards with

13 such modifications as he may deem appropriate. In the case

14 of mandatory health standards, except as provided in subsec-

15 tion (e) of this section, the Secretary of Health, Education,

16 and Welfare may, upon the expiration of such period and

17 after consideration of all relevant matter presented to the

18 Secretary and transmitted to the Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion, and 'Welfare, direct the Secretary to promulgate such

20 standards with such modifications as the Secretary of Health,

21 Education, and Welfare may deem appropriate and the See-

22 retary shall thereupon promulgate such standards.

23 (e) On or before the last day of any period fixed for

24 the submission of written data or comments under subsec-

25 tion (d) of this section, any interested person may file with
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1 the Secretary written objections to: a proposed standa:rd,

2 stating the grounds therefore and requesting a public hearing

3 by the Board on such objections. As soon as practicable

4 after the period for filing such objections has expired, t;he

5 Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register a notice

6 specifying the proposed staidards to which oi)jections have

7 been filed and a hearing requested, and shall refer such

8 standards and objections to the Board for review in accord-

9 ance with subsection (f) of this section.

10 (f) Promptly after any matter is referred to the Board

11 by the Secretary nuder subsection (e) of this section, the

12 Board shall issue notice of and hold a. public hearing for t;hc

13 purpose of receiving relevant evidence. Within sixty d'tys

14 after completion of the hearing, the Board shall issue a report

15 to the Secretary setting forth findings of fact on such matter

16 and appropriate recommendations thereon and shall make

17 such report public. Upon receipt of such report, in the case

of mandatory safety standards, the Secretary may, upon con—

19 siderat.ion of the Board's findings, of fact aiid recommenda—

20 tions, promulgate the mandatory safety standards with such

21 modifications as he deems appropriate. Upon receipt of such
99 .report, in the case of mandatory health standards., the Secre—

23 tarv shall transmit such report to the Secretary of Health,

24 Education, and Welfare who may, upon consideration of the

— Board s findings of fact. and recommendations, direct the
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1 Secretary to promulgate the mandatory health standards with

2 such modifications as the Secretary of Health, Education,

3 and Welfare deems appropriate and the Secretary shall there-

4 upon promulgate the mandatory health standards. In any

5 instance in which either Secretary does not adopt the Board's

6 recommendations, he shall publish his reasois therefor.

7 (g) Any mandatory standard promulgated under this

8 section shall be effective upon publication in the Federal

9 Begister unless the Secretary specifies a later date.

10 (h) Proposed mandatory safety standards for surface

11 coal mines shall be developed and published by the Secretary

12 not later than twelve months after the enactment of this Act.

13 ADVISORY COMMITTEES

14 SEc. 102. (a) The Secretary may appoint one or more

15 advisory committees to advise him in carrying out the provi-

16 sions of this Act. The Secretary shall designate the chairman

17 of each such committee.

iS (b) Advisory committee members, other than employ-

19 ees of Federal, State, or local governments, shall be, for each

20 day (including travel time) during which they are perforni-

21 ing committee business, eiititled to receive compensation at

22 rates fixed by the Secretary but not in excess of the maxi-

23 mum rate of pay for grade GS—18 as provided in the General

24 Schedule under section 5332 of title 5 of the United States

25 Code, and shall, notwithstanding the limitations of sections
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1 5703 and 5704 of title 5 of the United States Code, be fully

2 reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and related expenses.

3 INSPECTIONS AND 1nESTIOSTIONS

4 Six,. 103. (a) Authorized representatives of the Secre-

5 tary shall make frequent inspections and investigations in

6 coal mines each year for the purpose of (1) obtaining,

7 utilbtiug, and disseminating information relating to health

8 and safety conditions, the causes of accidents, and the causes

9 of diseases and physical impairments originating in such
10 mines, (2) gathering information with respect to health and
U safety standards, (3) determining whether an imminent

danger existi in a coal mine, and (4) determining whether

13 or not there is compliance with the mandatory health and
14 safety standards or with any notice or order issued under this

title. In carrying out the requirements of clauses (3) and
16 (4) of this subsection, no advance notice of an inspection
17 shall be provided the operator of a mine. In carrying out the
18 requirements of clauses (3) and (4) of this subsection in
19 each underground coal mine, such representatives Rhall make
20 inspections of the entire mine at least four times a year.
21 (b) (1) For the purpose of making any inspection or in-

vestigation under this Act, the Secretary or any authorized

representative of the Secretary shall have a right of entry

to, ujion, or through any coal mine.

(2) The provisions of this Act relating to inspections,
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1 investigations, and records shall be available to the Secre-

2 tary of Health, Education, and Welfare to enable him to

3 carry out his functions and responsibilities under this Act.

4 (c) For the purpose of carrying out his responsibilities

5 under this Act, including the enforcement thereof, the Sec-

6 retary may by agreement utilize with or without reimburse-

7 ment the services, personnel, and facilities of any Federal

8 agency.

9 (d) For the purpose of making any investigation of

10 any accident or other occurrence relating to health or

11 safety in a coal mine, the Secretary may, after notice, hold

12 public hearings, and may sign and issue subpenas for the

13 attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production

14 of relevant papers, books, and documents, and administer

15 oaths. Witnesses summoned shall be paid the same fees

16 and mileage that are paid witnesses in the courts of the

17 United States. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a

18 subpena served upon any person under this section, the dis-

19 trict court of the United States for any district in which such

20 person is found or resides or transacts business, upon appli-

21 cation by the United States and after notice to such person,

22 shall have jurisdiction to issue an order requiring such per-

23 son to appear and give testimony before the Secretary or

24 to appear and produce documents before the Secretary or
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1. both, and any failure to oley such order of the court may

2 be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.

3 (e) In the event of any accident occurring in a coal

4 mine, the operator shall notify the Secretary the:reof and

5 shall take appropriate measures to prevent, to the greatest

6 extent possible, the destructioii of any evidence which would

7 assist in investigating the cause or cause.s thereof. In the

S event of any accident occurring in a coal mine where rescue

9 and recovery work is necessary, the Secretary or an au-

10 thorized representative of the Secretary shall take whatever

11 action he deems appropriate to protect the life of any person,

12 and he may, if he deems it appropriate, supervise and direct

13 the rescue aid recovery activity in such mine.

14 (f) In the event of any accident occurring in a coal

13 mine, an authorized representative of the Secretary, when

16 present, may issue such orders as he deems appropriate to

17 insure the safety of any persoil iii the coal mine, and the

18 operator of such mine $hall obtain the approval of such
19 representative, i consultation with appropriate State rep-

20 resentatives, when feasible, of any plan to recover any person

21 in the mine or to recover the mine or to return affected areas

22 of the mine to normal.

23 (g) If a miner or an authorized representative. if a:uv,

24 of the miners believes that a violation of a mandatory health

25 or safety staidard exists, or an imminent danger exists, in a
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1 mine, he may notify the Secretary or his authorized repre-

2 sentative of such violation or danger. Upon receipt of such

3 notification the Secretary or his authorized representative

4 may make a special investigation to determine if such

5 violation or danger exists.

6 (h) At the commencement of any inspection of a coal

7 mine by an authorized representative of the Secretary, the

8 authorized representative, if any, of the miners at the mine

9 at the time of such inspection shall be given an opportunity

10 to accompany the authorized representative of the Secretary

11 on such inspection.

12 FINDINGS, NOTICES, AND ORDERS

13 SEC. 104. (a) If, upon any inspection of a coal mrne,

14 an authorized representative of the Secretary finds that an

15 imminent danger exists, such representative shall determine

16 the area throughout which such danger exists, and there-

17 upon shall issue Iorthwith an order requiring the operator

18 of the mine or his agent to cause immediately all persons,

19 except those referred to in subsection (d) of this section,

20 to be withdrawn from, and to be prohibited from entering,

21 such area until an authorized representative of the Secre-

22 tary determines that such hnminent danger no longer exists.

(b) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an author-

24 ized representative of the Secretary finds that there has been

2 a violation of any mandatory health or safety standard but
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1 the violation has not created an imminent danger, he shall

2 issue a notice fixing a reasonable time for the abatement of

3 the violation. If, upon the expiration of the period •of time

4 as originally fixed or subsequently extended, an authorized

5 representative of the Secretary finds that the violation has

6 not been totally abated, and if he also finds that the period

7 of time should riot be further exteilded, he shall find the

8 extent of the area affected by the violatIon and shall promptly

issue an order requiring the operator of such mine or his
10 agent to cause immediately all persons, except those referred

to in subsection (d) of this section, to be withdrawn from,

12 and to be prohibited from entering, such area until an au-
13 thorized representative of the Secretary determines that f;he
14 violation has been abated.

15 (c) (1) If, upon the inspection of a coal mine, an
16 authorized representative of the Secretary finds that any
17 mandatory health or safety standard is being violated, and
1.8 if he also finds that, while the conditions created by such
19 violation do not cause imminent danger, such violation is
20 of such nature as could. significantly a.nd substantially con-
21 tribute to the cause or effect of a mine accident, and if :he
22 finds such violation to be caused by a.n unwarrantable failure

of such operator to comply with such mandatory health and
24 safety standards, lie shall include such finding in the iotice

given to the operator under subsection (ii) of this section.
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1 'Within ninety days of the time such notice was given to

2 such operator, the Secretary shall cause such mine to be

3 reinspected to determine if any similar such violation

4 exists in such riine. Such reinspection shall be in

5 addition to any special inspection required under subsec—

6 tion (b) of this section, or section 105. If, during any special

7 inspection relatiiig to such violation or during such reinspec-

8 tion, a representative of the Secretary finds such similar vio-

9 lation does exist, and if he finds such violation to be caused by

10 an unwarrantable failure of such operator to comply with the

11 provisions of the mandatory health or safety standards, he

12 shall forthwith issue an order requiring the operator to cause

13 all persons in the area affected by such violation, except

14 those persons referred to in subsection (d) of this section,

15 to be withdrawn from, and to be debarred from entering, such

16 area until an authorized representative of the Secretary deter-

17 mines that such violation has been abated.

18 (2) If a withdrawal order with respect to any area
19 in a mine has been issued pursuant to paragraph (1) of

20 this subsection, thereafter a withdrawal order shall promptly

21 be issued by a duly authorized representative of the Sec-
22 retary who fin!ds upon any following inspection the existence
'10

in such mine of violations similar to those that reiiltcd iii

24 the issuance of the withdrawal order iiider ptragmph (1
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1 of this subsection until such time as an inspection of such

2 mine discloses no similar violations. Following an inspection

3 of such mine which disc'oses no similar vio'ations, the p:ro-

4 visions of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall again 1)e

5 applicable to that mine.

6 (d) The following persons shall not i)e required to

7 be withdrawn from, or prohibited from entering, any area

8 of the coal mine subject to a.n order issued under this section:

9 (1) any person whose presence in such area is

10 necessary, in the judgment of the operator, to eliminate

11 the condition described in the order;

12 (2) any pii1l1c official whose official duties require

13 him to enter such area;

14 (3) any representative of the employees of such

15 mine who is, in the judgment of the operator, qualified

16 to make coal mine examinations or who is accompanied

17 by such a person and whose presence in such area. is

18 necessary for the investigation of the conditions (le—

19 seribed in the order; aid

20 (4) any consultant to any of the foregoing.

21 (e) Notices and orders issued pursuant to this section

22 shall contain a. detailed description of the conditions or

23 practices which cause and constitute an imminent danger or

24 a vio'ation of aiy rnaidator health or safety standard and.

2a where appropriate, a. description of the area of the coal mine
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1 from which persons must be withdrawn and prohibited fron1

2 entering.

3 (f) Each notice or order issued under this section shall

4 be given promptly to the operator of the oil mine or his

5 agent by an authorized representative of the Secretary issuing

6 such notice or order, and all such notices and orders shall be

7 in writing and shall be signed by such representative.

8 (g) A notice or order issued pursuant to this section

9 may be modified or terminated by an authorized representa-

10 tive of the Secretary.

11 (h) (1) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an

12 authorized representative of the Secretary finds (A) that

13 conditions exist therein which have not yet resulted in an

14 imminent danger, (B) that such conditions cannot be effec-

15 tively abated through the use of existing technology, and

1(i (C) that reasonable assurance cannot be provided that the

17 continuance of mining operations under such conditions wifl

18 not result in an irnniinent danger, he shall determine the area

19 throughout which sueh conditions exist, and thei'enpon issue

20 a notice to the operator of the mine or his agent of such

21 conditions, and shall file a copy thereof, incorporating his

22 findings therein, with the Secretary md with the representa-

23 tive of the miners of such mine, if any. Upon receipt of

24 such copy, the Secretary shall cause such further investiga-

H.R. 13950
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1 tion to be made as he deems appropriate, including an

2 opportunity for the operator or a representative of the miners,

3 if any, to present information relating to such notice.

4 (2) Upon the coliclusion of such investigation and an

5 opportunity for a hearing upon request by any interested

6 party, the Secretary shall make findings of fact, and shall

7 require that either the notice issued under this subsection

8 be canceled, or that an order he issried by such authorized

9 representative of the Secretary requiring the operator to

10 cause all persons in the area affected, except those persons

11 referred to in sul)section (d) of this section, to be with—

12 drawn from, and he prohibited from entering, such area until

13 the Secretary, after a hearing affording all interested persons

14 an opportunity to present their views, determines that. such

15 conditions have been abated.

16 (i) If, based upon samples taken and analyzed and re—

17 corded pursuant. to section 202 (a) of this Act, the applicable

18 health standard esta1lihed under section 202 (b) of this Act

19 is exceeded and thereby violated, the Secretary or his author-

20 ized representative shall find a. reasonable period of :time

21 within which to take corrective action to reduce the a.ve:rage

22 concentration of respirable dust to the miners in the area of

23 the n-tine in which such standard was exceeded, and shall

24 issue a notice fixing a reasonable time for the abatement of

2 the violation. During such time, the operator of such mine
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1 shall cause samples described in section 202 (a) of this Act

2 to be taken of the affected area during each production shift.

3 If, upon the expiration of the period of time as originally

4 fixed or subsequently extended, the Secretary or his author-

5 ized representative finds, ]iasecl upon such samples or upon

6 an inspection, that the violation has not been totally abated,

.7 lie shall issue a new notice of violation if he finds that such

8 period of time should be further extended. If le finds thnt

9 such period of time should not he further extended, he shall

10 find the extent of the area affected by the violation and shall

11 promptly issue an order requiring the operator of such mine

12 or his agent to cause immediately all persons, except those

13 referred to in subsection (d) of this sectioii, to be withdrawn

14 from, and to be prohibited from entering, ucli area until the

15 Secretary or his authorized representative determines

16 through such test procedures conducted in such area as he

17 may require, including production and sampling, that the

18 violation has been abated.

19 REVIEW BY THE SECRETARY

20 Sec. 1O. (a.) An operator notified of an order issued

21 pnrsuant to section 104 of this title, or any representative of

22 miners in any mine affected by such order or any modifica-

23 tion or termination of such order pursuant to section 104 (g)

24 may apply to the S&retar for review of the order within

25 thirty days of reteipt thereof or within thirty thiys of its
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1 modification or termination. The operator shall send a copy

2 of such application to the representative, if any, of persons

3 working in the affected mine. Upon receipt of such applica-

4 don, the Secretary shall cause such investigation to be

5 made as he deems appropriate. Such investigation shall pro-

vide an opportunity for a hearing, at the request of the appli-

7 cant or a representative of persons working in such mine, to

8 enable the applicant and the representatives of persons work-

9 big in such mine to Present information relating to the issu-

10 ance and continuance of such order.

11 (b) Upon receiving the report of such investigation,

12 the Secretary shall make findings of fact, and (1), in the

13 ease of an order issued under subsection (a) of section 104

14 of this title, he shall find whether or not the imminent

15 anger as set out in the order existed at the time of issu-

16 ance of the order and whether or not the imminent danger

17 existed at the time of the investigation, and (2), in the

is case of an order issued under subsection (b), (c), or (i) of

19 section 104 of this title, he shall find whether or not there

20 was a violation of any mandatory health or safety standard

21 as described in the order and whether or not suèh violation

22 had been abated at the time of such investigation, and upon

23 making such findings he shall issue a written decision vacat-

24 ing, affirming, modifying, or terminating die order corn-

25 plained of and incorporate his findings therein.
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(c) In view of the urgent need for prompt (iec'ision of

matters submitted to the Seerethrv under this section, ill

actions which the Seretarv takes under this section shall

be taken as promptly as practicable, consistent with the

adequate consideration of the issues involved.

(d) Pending completion of the investigation required

by this section, the applicant may file with the Secretary a

written request that the Secretary grant temporary relief

from any order issued under section 104 of this title, to-

gether with a detailed statement giving reasons for granting

such relief. The Secretary may issue a decision granting

such relief, under such conditions as he may prescribe, only

after a hearing in which all parties are given an opportunity

to be heard.

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY BOARD OF

1EVIEW

SEC. 106. (a) The Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Board of Review is hereby established. For the pur-

pose of carrying out its functions under sections 107 and lii

of this title, the Board shall be composed of five members,

hereafter referred to as "regular members", who shall 1)e

appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate.

(1)) For the sole purpose of carrying out the review

functions 't i rt1 iii fion 1 Ui n nd for crrvin ont the
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1 provisions of sections 401 and 412 of this Act and matters

2 related thereto, there shall be included on the Board three

3 additional members, hereafter referred to as "additional

4 members", appointed by the President by and with l;he

5 advice and consent of the Senate, at least one of whom shall

6 have a public health background and the others of whom

7 shall have a background, either by reason of previous train-

8 ing, education, or experience, in coal-mining technology.

9 All additional members shall not have had any inte:rest in,

10 or connection with, the coal-mining industry for at least one

11 year prior to their appointment.

12 (c) The terms of office of all members of the Boa:rd shall

13 be five years, except that (1) the members of the Federal

14 Coal Mine Safety Board of Review established under the

15 Federal Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, who are in office

16 on the effective date of this Act, shall be regular members

17 of the Board established by this title and their terms shall

18 expire on the dates originally fixed for their expiration, and

19 (2) a vacancy caused by the death, resignation, or removal

20 of such a member prior to the expiration of the term for

21 which he was appointed shall be filled only for the remainder

22 of such unexpired term. A member of the Board may be

23 removed by the President for inefficiency, neglect of duty,

24 or malfeasance in office.

25 (d) Members of the Board shall be, for each day
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1 (including travltinie) during which they are engaged in

2 the business of the Board, entitled to receive compensation

3 at the maximum rate of pay for grade GS—18 as provided

4 in the General Schedule under section 5332 of title 5 of the

5 United States Code, and shall, notwithstanding the limita-

6 tions of sections 5703 and 5704 of title 5 of the TJnitecl States

7 Code, be fully reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and related

8 expenses.

9 (e) The regular members of the Board shall consist of

10 one person who by reason of previous training and experience

11 may reasonably be said to represent the viewpoint of opera-

12 tors employing fourteen or fewer employees, one person who

13 by reason of previous training and experience may reasonably

14 be said to represent the viewpoint of operators employing

15 fifteen or more employees, one person who by reason of

16 previous training and expeiience may reasonably be said to

17 represent the viewpoint of miners in mines employing four-

18 teen or fewer employees, one person who by reason

19 previous training and experience may reasonably be said to

20 represent the viewpoint of miners in mines employing fifteeii

21 or more employees, and one person drawn from the public

22 generally, who shall be Chairman of the Board. The Chair-

23 man shall not, within five years from his appointment as a

24 member of the Board, have had a pecuniary interest in, or
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1 have been regularly employed or engaged in, the mining of

2 coal, or have regularly represented either coal mine operators

3 or coal mine workers, or have been an officer or employee

4 of the Department of the Interior. Shnilairly, while he is

5 Chairman of the Board, he shall not have a pecuniary in-

6 terest in, or be employed or engaged in, the mining of

7 coal, or represent either coal mine operators or coal mine

8 workers, or be an officer or employee of the Department of

9 the Interior.

10 (f) TheprincipalofliceoftheBoardalmllbeinthe

11 District of Columbia. Whenever the Board deems that the

12 convenience of the public or of the parties may be pro-

13 moted, or delay or expense may be minimized, it may hold

14 hearings or conduct other proceedings at any other place.

15 Attherequestoftheoperatorofamineinvolvedinahear-

16 ing or proceeding before the Board, or of a representative

17 of miners employed in such a mine, the Board may hold such

18 hearings or conduct such proceedings on an application filed

19 under section 107 of this title at the county seat of the county

° in which such mine is located or at any place mutually agreed

to by the Chairman of the Board and such operator or repre-

sentative. The Board ciliall have an official seal which shall be

judicially noticed and which shall be preserved in the custody

24 of the Secretary of the Board.

(g) The Board shall, without regard to the civil service
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1 laws, appoint and prescribe the duties of tile Secretary of

2 the Board and such legal counsel a.s it deems necessary.

3 Subject to the civil service laws, the Board shall appoint

4 such other employees as it deems necessary in exercising its

5 powers and duties. The compensation of all employees ap-

6 pointed by the Board shall be fixed in accordance with

7 chapter 53 of title 5, United States Code.

S (Ii) For the mrpoe of crrymg out its functions under

9 sectionS 1.07 and ill of this tifle, official action can le

10 taken only on the affirmative vote of at least three regular

11 members, except that, in any official action involving mines

12 in which no more than fourteen individuals are regularly

13 employed underground, the participation of the small mine

14 operators' representative and small mine workers' represent-

15 a.tive shall be required, and in any official action involving

16 mines in which more than fourteen individuals are regularly

17 employed underground the participation of the large mine

18 operators' representative axid large mine workers' representa-

19 tive shall be required; but a special panel composed of one or

20 more regular members, upon order of the Board, shall con-

21 duct any hearing provided for in sections 107 and 111 of this

22 title and submit the transcript of such hearing to the entire

23 Board for its action thereon. Such transcript shall he made

24 available to the parties prior to any final action of the Board.

25 An opportunity to appear before the Board or such panel
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1 shall be afforded the parties prior to aiiy final action and the

2 Board may afford the parties an opportunity to submit addi-

3 tional evidence as may be required for a full and true dis-

4 closure of the facts.

5 (i) Every official act of the Board shall be entered of

6 record, and its hearings and records thereof shall be open to

7 the public. The Board shall not make or cause to be made

8 any inspection of a coal mine for the purpose of determhing

9 any pending application.

10 (j) The Board is authorized to make such rules a.s a:re

11 necessary for the orderly transaction of its proceedings, which

12 shall provide for adequate notice of hearings to all parties.

13 The existing rules of the Federal Coal Mine Safety Boa:rd

14 of Review shall constitute the rules of the Board until super-

15 seded or modified by the Board. For purposes of carrying

16 out its functions under sections 107 and 111 of this title,

17 three regular members of the Board shall constitute a quorum,

18 and for carrying out its other functions, five members of

19 the Board shall constitute a quorim.

20 (k) Any member of the Board may sign and issue sub-

21 penas for the attendance and testimony of witnesses and

22 the production of relevant papers, books, and documents,

23 and administer oaths. Witnesses summoned before the Board

24 shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid wit-

25 nesses in the courts of the United States.
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1 (1) The Board may order testimony to be taken by

2 deposition in any proceeding pending before it a.t aiiy stage

3 of such proceeding. Reasonable notice must first be given iii

4 writing by the party or his attorney of record, which notice

5 shall state the name of the witness and the time and place

6 of the taking of his deposition. Any person may be corn-

7 pelled to appear and depose, and to produce books, papers

8 or documents, in the same manner as witnesses may be

9 compelled to appea.r and testify and produce like docnmeii-

10 tary evidence before the Board, as provided in subsection

11 (k) of this section. Witnesses whose depositions are taken

12 under this subsection, and the persons taking such deposi-

13 tions, shall be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like

14 services in the courts of the United States.

15 (m) In the case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a

16 subpena served upon, any person under this subsection,

17 the Federal. district court for any district in which such per-

18 son is found or resides or transacts business, upon application

19 by the United States, and after notice to such person and

20 hearing, shall have jurisdiction to issue an order requiring

21 such person to appear and give testimony before the Board

22 or to appear and produce documents before the Board, or

23 both; and any failure to obey such order of the court may

24 be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
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1 IIEVIE\V BY BOARD

2 SEC. 107. (a) Within thirty days after receipt of an

3 order made pursuant to subsection (a), (b), (c), (h), or

4 (i) of section 104, an operator may apply to the Board for

5 annulment or revision of su(h order without seeking its an]riU—

6 ment or revision under section 105 of this title. Within thirty

7 days after the receipt of a decision made by the Secrel;ary

8 pui'snaiit to section 105 of this title, au operator may apply

9 to the Board for a review of the decision.

10 (1)) The operator shall be designated as the app[icant in

1.1 such proceeding, and the application filed by him shall recite

12 the order or decision compliined of and other facts sufficient

13 to advise the Board ad the Secretary of the nature of the

14 proceeding. The Secretary shall be the respondent in such

15 proceeding, and the applicant shall send a copy of such appli-

16 cation by registered or certified mail to the respondent and

17 to the representative, if any, of the persons working in the

18 affected mine. Immediately upon the filing of such an appli-

19 cation, the Board shall fix the time for a prompt hearing

20 thereof. The Board shall permit any interested person to

21 intervene in such proceedings.

22 (c) (1) If the application is made to the Board directly

3 from an order issued under section 104 of this title, the Board

24 shall not be bound by any previous findhgs of fact by :ny

2:3 representative of the Secretary, the hurden of proof shall be
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1 upon the respondent, and evidence relating to the mnlring

2 of the order complained of and other pertinent matters may

3 be offered by the parties to the proceeding.

4 (2) If the application is made to the Board from a

5 deeision issued under section 105 of this title, the record and

6 the decision of the Secretary shall be received in evidence

7 and the Endings of the Secretary included in the decision

8 IaU constitute a prima fade case for the issuance of the

9 decision complained of and the burden of rebutting such

10 prima fade case shall be upon the applicant, but either party

11 may adduce additional evidence.

12 (d) Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Board shall

18 find, with respect to the order or decision, whether or not

14 the alleged imniinent danger, violation of a mandatory health

15 or safety standard, or the condition described in section

16 104 (h) (1) existed at the time of issuance of such order

17 and whether or not such danger or such violation existed

18 at the time of filing the application, and shall issue a written

19 decision incorporating such finding therein and affirming,

20 vacating, modifying, or terminating the order or decision

21 issued under section 104 or 105 of this title.

22 (e) Each decision made by the Board shall show the

23 date on which it is made, and shall bear the signatures of

24 the members of the Board who concur therein. Vpon issu-

25 ance of a decision under this section, the Board shall cause
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I a true copy thereof to be sent by registered or certified mail

2 to all Parties and their attorneys of record. The Board shall

3 cause each decision to be entered on its official record,

4 together with any written opinion prepared by any members

5 in support of, or dissenting from, any such decision.

6 (f) Pending the hearing required by this section for re-

7 view of an order or decision issued under section 104 or :105

8 of this title, the applicant before the Board may file with

9 the Board a written request that the Board grant temporary

10 relief from the order or decision, together with a detailed

11 statement giving reasons for granting such relief. The Board

12 may issue a decision granting such relief, under such con-

13 ditions as it may prescribe, only after a hearing in which all

14 parties are given an opportunity to be heard.

15 (g) In view of the urgent need for prompt decision

16 of matters submitted to the Board under this section, all

17 actions which the Board takes under this section shall be

18 taken as promptly as practicable, consistent with adequate

19 consideration of the issues involved.

20 J1J'DICJAL REVIEW

21 SEC. 108. (a) Any decision issued by the Board under

22 section 107 of this title shall be subject to judicial review

23 by the United States court of appeals for the circuit in which

24 the affected mine is located, upon the ffling in such court.

25 within thirty days from the date of such decision of a
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1 petition by the Secretary or by the operator aggrieved by

2 the decision praying that the action of the Board be modi-

3 fled or set aside in whole or in pa.rt. A copy of the petition

4 shall forthwith be sent by registered or certified mail to the

5 other party and to the Board, and thereupon the Board shall

6 certify and file in such court the record upon which the

7 decision complained of was issued, as provided in section

8 2112, title 28, United States Code.

9 (b) The court shall hear such appeal on the record

10 made before the Board. The findings of the Boa.rd, if sup-

11 ported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a

12 whole, shall be conclusive. The court may affirm, vacate, or

13 modify any decision or may remand the proceedings to the

14 Board for such further action as it directs.

15 (c) Upon such conditions as may be required and to

16 the extent necessary to prevent irreparable injury, the court

17 may, after due notice to, and hearing of, the parties to the

18 appeal, issue all necessary and appropriate process and grant

19 such other reBef as may be appropriate pending final deter-

20 mination of the appeal.

21 (d) The judgment of the court shall be subject only to

22 review by the Supreme Court of the United States upon

23 certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of title

24 28, United States Code.

25 (e) The commencement of a proceeding under this sec-
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1 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court,

2 operate as a stay of the Board's decision.

3 POSTING OF NOTICES AND ORDERS

4 SEC. 109. (a) At each coal mine there shall be main-

5 tamed an office with a conspicuous sign designating it as th.e

6 office of the mine and a bulletiii board at such office or at

7 some conspicuous place near an entrance of the mine, in

8 such manlier that notices required by law or regulation to

9 be posted on the mine bulletin hioard may be posted thereon,

10 be easily visible to all persons desiring to read them, and

11 be protected against damage by weather and against unau-

12 thorized removal. A copy of aiiy notice or order required by

13 this title to be given to an operator shall be delivered to the

14 office of the affected mine, and a copy shall be immediately

15 posted on the bulletin board of such mine by the operator or

16 his agent.

17 (b) The Secretury shall cause a copy of any notice or

order required by this title to be given to an operator to be

19 mailed immediately to a duly designated representative of

20 persons working in the affected mine, and to the public

21 official or agency of the State charged with administering

22 State laws, if any, relating to health or safety in such mine.

Such notice or order shall be available for public inspection.

(c) In order to insure prompt compliance with any

25 notice or order issued under section 104 of this title, the



1 authorized representative of the Secretary may deliver such

2 notice or order to an agent of the operator and such agent

3 shall immediately take appropriate measures to insure coin—

4 pliance with such notice or order.

5 (d) Each operator of a. coal mine shall file with the

6 Secretary the name and address of such mine and the name

7 and address of the person who controls or operates the mine.

8 Any revisions in such names or addresses shall be promptly

9 filed with the Secretary. Each operator of a. coal mine shall

10 designate a responsible official at such mine as the principal

11 officer in charge of health and safety at such mine and such

12 official shall receive a copy of any notice, order, or decisioi

13 issued under this Act affecting such mine. In any case, where

14 the coal mine is subject to the control of any person not di-

15 rectly involved in the daily operations of the coal mine, there

16 shall be filed with the Secretary the name and address of such

17 person a.nd the name and address of a principal ocial of

18 such person who shall have overall responsibility for the con-

19 duct of an effective health and safety program at a.ny coal

20 mine subject to the control of such person and snch official

21 shall receive a copy of any notice, order, oi decision issued

22 affecting any such mine. The mere designation of a health or

23 safety ocial under this subsection shall not be construed as

24 making such ocia.l subject to any penalty under this Act.

ll.R. 13950— :1
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1 INJUNCTIONS

2 SEC. 110. The Seeretary may request the Attorney

3 General to institute a civil action for relief, including a

4 pennanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or

5 any other appropriate order, in the district court of l;he

6 LTnitecl States for the district in which a coal mine is located

7 or in which the operator of such mine has his principal

8 office, whenever such operator or his agent (a) violates or

9 fails or refuses to comply with any order issued under

10 section 104 of this title or decision issued under this title,

11 or (1)) interferes with, hinders, or delays the Secretary or

12 his authorized lepresentative in carrying out the provisions

13 of this Act, or (c) refuses to admit such representative to

14 the mine, or (d) refuses to permit the inspection of the
] 5 mine, or an accident, injury, or occupational disease occur-

16 ring in, or connected with, such mine, or (e) refuses to

17 furnish any iniorrnatioi or report requested by the Secre-

18 tarv, or (f) refuses to permit access to, and copying of,
19 records. Each court shall have jurisdiction to provide such
20 relief as may be appropriate: Provided, That no temporary
21 restraining order shall he issued without notice unless the
22 Petition t.herefor alleges that suhstantia,l and irreparable

23 ilijifiT to the miners in such mine will he unavoidable and

24 such temporary restraining order shall lie effective for no

23 oiger than seven days and will become void at the expira—
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1 tion of such period: Provided further, That any order issued

2 under this section to enforce an order issued under section

3 104, unless set aside or modified prior thereto by the district

4 court granting such injunctive relief, shall not be in effect after

5 the completion or final termination of all proceedings for re-

6 viewofsuchorderasprovidedinthistitleifsUchisdeter

7 mined on such review that such order was invalid.

8 pgicnerx

9 So. lit (a) The operatorofacoalmine inwhich

10 a violation occurs of a mandatory health or safety standard

11 or who violates any provision of this Act shall by order be

12 assessed a civil penalty by the Secretary which penalty shall

13 not be more tlisn $10,000 for each such violation. Each occur-

14 rence of a violation of a mandatory health or safety standard

15 may constitute a separate offense. In determining the amount

16 of the penalty the Secretary shall consider the operator's

17 history of previous violations, the appropriateness of such

18 penalty to the size of the business of the operator charged,

19 theeffectontheoperator'sabilitytocontinueinbUsiness,

20 the gravity of the violation, and the demonstrated good Mth

21 of the operator charged in attempting to achieve rapid com-

22 pliance after notification of a violation. No penalty shall be

23 assessed under this subsection pending the final termination,

24 expiration, or completion of all proceedings, administrative

25 or judicial, for review of an order or decision under this title.



1. (b) Upon written request made by ai ol)erator within

2 thirty days after receipt of ai order assessmg a penalty ullder

3 this section, the Board shall afford such ol)erator an oI)por—

4 tunity for a hearing alId, ill accordance with the request, d.e—

5 termine by decisioi whether or not a violation did OCCUr or

6 whether the amount of the 1)ellaity i. warranted or should be

7 compromised.

8 (c) IJpoii aiy failure of flil ol)erat.or to pay a 1:enahty

9 assessed under this sectioii, tile Secretary may request the

10 At.torllev General to illStitute a civil action in a district court

11 of tile United States for any district ill which sucll persoll is

12 foimd or resides or transacts business to collect. the penalty,

13 and such court sllali have jurisdiction to hear and decide a:ny

14 such action.

15 (d) Whoever knowiigly violates or fails or refuses to

16 comply with any order issued under section 104 (a) of this

17 title or any fi11a.l decision 011 any other order issued under

18 this title shall, UO1 conviction, be Punished by a fine of
19 not more t11a11 $10,000, or by imprisonment, for 110t more

20 than six months, or 1w 1)0th, except that if the conviction is

21 for a violittjon conlllljt.ted after the first conviction of such
22 person, punishment shall be by a fine of not more than
23 $20,000 or by imprisonment for not more than oiie year,
24 or liv 1i0t11.



(e) Whenever a corporate operator violates a mandatory

2 health or safety standard of this Act, or violates any provi—

sion of this Act, any director, officer, 01. agent of such cor—

4 poration who authorized, ordered, or carried out such viola—

5 tion shall be subject to tile provisions of subsection (a)

6 Whenever a corporate operator knowingly violates or fails or

7 refuses to comply with any order issued under section

8 104 (a) of this title or any final decision on any other order

9 issued under this title, any director, officer, or agent of such

10 corporation who authorized, ordered, or carried out such

i violation, failure, or refusal shall be subject to the provisions

12 of subsection (d)

13 (f) Whoever knowingly makes any false statements or

14 representations in aiiv applicatiomi, records, reports, plans,

15 or other documents filed or required to be maintained in

16 accordance with this Act or any mandatory health or safety

17 standard of this Act or any order issued under this Act

18 shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more

19 than $10,000, or by imprisonment for not more than six

20 months, or 1)0th.

21 ENTITLEMENT OF MTNERS

22 SEc. 1 1. (a) If a mine or portion of a mine is eloed

23 by an order issued under section 104, all miners working clur•

24 ing the shift when siwli order was issued who are idled b
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1 such order shall be entitled to full compensation by the opc:r-

2 ator at their regular rates of pay for the period they are idled,

3 but for not more than the balance of such shift If such order

4 is not terminated prior to the next working shift, all miners

5 on that shift who are idled by such order shall be en-

6 titled to full compensation by the operator at their regular

7 rates of pay for the period they are idled, but for not more

8 than four hours of such shift. Whenever an operator violates

9 or fails or refuses to comply with an order issued under sec-

10 tion 104, all miners employed at the affected mine who

11 would be withdrawn or prevented from entering such mi:ae

12 or portion thereof as a result of such order shall be entitled

13 to full compensation by the operator at their regular rates of

14 pay, in addition to pay received for work performed after

15 such order was issued, for the period beginning when su.ch

16 order was issued and ending when such order is c&mplied

17 with, vacated, or terminated.

18 (b) (1) Compensation shall be paid under this sub-

19 section in respect of total disability of an individuai from

20 complicated pneumoconiosis which arose out of or in :he

21 course of his employment in a coal mine, and in respect of the

22 death of any individual who, at the time of his death, was

23 suffering from complicated pneurnoconiosis which so arose.

24 For purposes of this subsection, if ai individua.1 who i suffer—

ing or suffered from complicated pnemoconiosis was em-
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1 ployed for ten years or more in a coal mine there shall be a

2 rebuttable presumption that his complicated pneurnoconiosis

3 arose out of or in the course of such employment, but this

4 sentence shall not be deemed to affect the applicability of

5 the first sentence of this paragraph in the case of claims under

6 this subsection on account of death or total disability of an

7 individual when such individual ha.s not worked for as much

8 as ten years in a coal mine. For purposes of this subsection,

9 any individual who suffers from complicated pneumoconiosis

10 shall be deemed to be totally disabled.

ii (2) (A) Subject to the pro\Tisions of subparagraph (B)

12 compensation shall be paid under this subsection as follows:

13 (i) In the case of total disability, the disabled individual

14 shall be paid compensation during the disability at a rate

15 equal to 50 per centum of the minimum month'y payment to

16 which a Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally

17 disabled is entitled at the time of payment under the provi-

18 sions of Federal law relating to Federal employees' compel-

19 sa,tion (section 8112, title 5, United States Code)

20 (ii) In the case of death, compensation shall be paid

21 to the widow at the rate the deceased individual would

22 receive such compensation if he were totally disabled.

23 (iii) In the case of n inclividuiil entitled to compensa-

24 tion under clause (I) or (ii) of this subparagraph who has
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1 one or more dependents, his compensadion shall be increased

2 attherateofsOpercentuinofthecompemiationtowhichhe

3 is so entitled under clause (i) or (ii) of this subparagraph

4 if such individual has one dependent, 75 per centum if such

5 individual has two dependents, and 100 per centum if such

6 individual has three dependents.

7 (B) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), compensa-

8 lion under this paragraph shall be reduced by an amount

9 equal to any payment which the payee receives under the

10 workmen's compensation, unemployment compensation, or

11 disability insurance laws of his State, and the amount by

which such payment would be reduced on account of excess

13 earnings under section 203 (b) through (1) of the Social

14 SecuHty Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable under

15 section 202 of such Act.

16 (3) (A) The Secretary of labor shall enter into agree-
17 ments with the Governors of the States under which the
18 State will receive and adjudicate claims under this subsec-
19 tion from any resident of the State and under which com-

penSion will be paid as provided by this subsection from

grants made to pay compensation under this subsection. Such

Governor shall implement the agreement in such manner as

he shall determine will best effectuate the provisions of this

subsection. The Governor shall make such reports to the

Secretary of Labor, subject to such verification, as may be
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1 necessary to assure that Federal grants under this subsection

2 are used for their intended purpose.

3 (B) The Secretary of Labor shall make grants under

4 this subsection to States with which he has an agreement

5 under subparagraph (A) in the amount necessary to en-

6 able them to pay the compensation required by this sub-

7 section.

8 (4) If the Secretary of Labor is unable to enter into

9 an agreement tinder paragraph (3), or if the Governor

10 of the State requests him to do so, he shall make payments

11 of compensation directly to residents of such State as re-

12 quired by this subsectioii. The administrative provisions for

13 carrying out the Federal employees' compensation programs

14 which are contained in sections 8121, 8122 (b), and 8123

15 through 8135, title 5, United States Code, shall apply with

16 respect to claims under this paragraph.

17 (5) No claim under this subsection shall be considered

18 uiiless it is filed (1) within one year after the date an

19 employed miner received Uhe results of his first chest roent-

20 genogram provided tinder section 203 of this Act, or, if he

21 did not receive such a chest roentgenogram, the date he

22 was first aflorded an Op)ortI.u1ity to do SO under such see—

23 tion, or (2) in the case of any other claimant, within three

24 years from the date of enactment of this Act, or, in the case
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1 of a claimant who is a widow, within one year after the

2 death of her husband or within three years from the date

3 of enactment of this Act, whichever is the later. Payment of

4 compensation under this subsection shall commence with the

5 date the claim is ified.

6 (6) No compensation shall be paid under this subsec-

7 tion to the residents of any State which, after the date of

8 enactment of this Act, reduces the benefits payable to

9 persons eligible to receive compensation under this sub-

10 section, under its State laws which are applicable to its

11 general work force with regard to workmen's compensation,

12 unemployment compensation, or disability insurance.

13 (7) For purposes of this subsection—

14 (A) The term "coal mine" includes only underground

15 coal mines.

16 (B) The term "complicated pneumoconiosis" means an

17 advanced stage of a chronic coal dust disease of the lung

18 which (i) when diagnosed by chest roentgenogram, yields

19 one or more large opacities (greater than one centimetex in

20 diameter) and would be classified in category A, B, or (3 in

21 the International Classification of Radiographs of the Piieu-

22 moconioses by the International Labor Organization, (ii)

23 when diagiosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions

24 in the lung, (iii) when diagnosis is made by other means,

would be a condition which could reasonably be expected to
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1 yield results described in clause (i) or (ii) if diagnosis had

2 been made in a manner described in clause (i) or (ii).

3 (C) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who

4 is a dependent as that term is defined for purposes of section

5 8110, title 5, United States Code.

6 (D) The term "widow" means the wife living with or

7 dependent for support on the decedent at the time of his

8 death, or living apart for reasonable cause or because of his

9 desertion, who has not remarried.

10 REPORTS

11 SEc. 113. (a) All accidents, including unintentional

12 roof falls (except in any abandoned panels or in areas which

13 are inaccessible or unsafe for inspections), shall be investi-

14 gated by the operator or his agent to determine the cause

15 and the means of preventing a recurrence. Records of such

16 accidents, roof falls, and investigations shall be kept and the

17 information shall be made available to the Secretary or his

18 authorized representative and the appropriate State agency.

19 Such records shall be open for inspection by interested per-

20 sons. Such records shall include man-hours worked and shall

21 be reported for periods determined by the Secretary, but at

22 least annually.

23 (b) Every operator of a coal mine and his agent

24 shall (1) establish and maintain, in addition to such records
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1 as are specifically required by this Act, such records, and

2 (2) make such reports and provide such information as

3 the Secretary may rea.soiiably require from time to time to

4 eiiable him to perform his fuiietiois under this Act. The

5 Secretary is authorized to compile, analyze, and publish,

6 either in summary or detailed form, such reports or informa-

7 tion so obtained. Except to the extent otherwise specifically

8 provided by this Act, all records information, reports, find-

9 ings, notices, orders, or decisions required or issued pursuant

10 to or under this Act may be published from time to time

11 aJ.d released to any interested person, and shall be made

12 available for public inspection.
* *
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3 TITLE IV—ADMINISTRATION

4 RESEARCH

5 SEC. 401. (a) The Board shall establish objectives for

6 the conduct of such studies, research, experiments, and dem-

7 onstrations as may be appropriate—

8 (1) to improve working conditions and practices,

9 prevent accidents, and control the causes of occupational

10 diseases originating in the coal-mining industry;

11 (2) to develop new or improved methods of recov-

12 ering persons in coal mines after an accident;

13 (3) to develop new or improved means and meth-

14 ods of communication from the surface to the under-

15 ground portion of the mine;

16 (4) to develop new or improved means and meth-

17 ods of reducing concentrations of respirable dust in the

18 mine. Such research shall consist primarily, but not ex-

19 clusively, of (I) studies of the relationship between coal

20 mine environments and occupational diseases of coal

21 mine workers; (II) epidemiological studies to (i) iden-

22 tify and define positive factors involved in the diseases

23 of coal miners, (ii) provide information on the incidence
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1 and prevalence of pneumoconiosis and other respiratory

2 ailments of coal miners, and (iii) develop criteria on the

3 basis of which coal mine standards can be based; (III)

4 medical prevention and control of diseases of coal miners,

5 including tests for hypersusceptibility and early detec-

6 tion; (IV) evaluation of bodily impairment in connec-

7 tion with occupational disability of coal miners; (V)

8 development of methods, techniques, and programs of ef-

9 fective rehabilitation of coal miners injured or stricken

10 as a result of their occupation; and (VI) setting the re-

11 quirements, extent and specifications for the medical ex-

12 a.minations provided in section 203 of this Act, and utiliz-

13 ing and studying the material, data, and findings of such

14 examinations for the preparation and publication, from

15 time to time, of reports on all significant aspects of the

16 diseases of coal miners as well as on the medical aspects

17 of injuries other than diseases, which are revealed by the

18 research carried on pursuant to this subsection;

19 (5) to study the relationship between coal mine

20 environments. and occupational diseases of coal mine

21 workers; and

22 (6) for such other purposes as it deems necessary

23 to carry out the purposes of this Act.
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I (b) To accomplish the objectives established in subsec-

2 tion. (a), the BeaM shall distribute funds available to it after

3 reserving funds necessary for carrying out section 203 (a) as

4 equally as practicable to the Secretaries of Health, Educa-

5 tion, and Welfare and of Interior. Activities under this sec-

6 tion in the field of coal mine health shall be carried out by the

7 Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and activities

8 under this section in the field of coal mine safety shall be car-

9 ned out by the Secretary of the Interior. In carrying out

10 activities under this section the Secretaries of Health, Edu-

11 cation, and Welfare and of the Interior may enter into cone

12 tracts with, and make grants to, public and private agencies

13 and organfrations and inlividuals. Such Secretaries ihsill

14 consult and cooperate with the Board on specific projects and

15 programs. No research iludi be carried out, contracted

16 for, sponsored, cosponsored, or authorized under authority of

17 this Act, unless all information, uses, products, processes,

18 patents, and other developments resultinj from such research

will (with such exception and limitation, if any, as the See-

20 retary or the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

may find to be necessary in the interest of national security)

be available to the general public.

(c) (1) Each operator of a mine shall, at such times

24 as the Board may prescribe, pay to the United States a

2o royalty equal to 2 cents for each ton of coal he produces for
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.1 use or sale. When the Board determines funds available to it

2 under paragraph (2) of this subsection are sufficient to carry

3 out section 203 (a) and the activities under subsection (b)

4 of this section, it may reduce the royalty required in the first

5 sentence of this parigraph for such periods as it deems

6 appropriate. The royalties so paid are hereby appropriated

7 to the Board for use by it in carrying out this section. In

8 the event an operator fails to pay the royalty required by

this section, he shall be liable to the United States in an

10 amount equal to double the amount he failed to pay. The

11 Board may require such reports and shall have such access

12 to the books and records of the operator as may be neces-

13 sary for the effective enforcement of this paragraph.

14 (2) In addition to the amount made available under

lo paragraph (1), there is authorized to be appropriated to
16 the Board for each fiscal year an amount equal to 2 cents
17 for each ton of coal produced for use or sale by operators

18 during the preceding fisca' year for use by it ill carrying

19 out this section. In addition, there is authorized to be ap-
20 propriated each fiscal year to the Board for use by it in

21 carrying out this section, an amount equal to any amount
22 granted by any State to the Board for such fiscal year for
23 carrying out this section, except that the appropriation based
24 on the State's grant may not exceed an amount equal to 1
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1 cent per ton of coal produced for use or sale from coal mi:nes

2 in such State duriiig the precediig fiscal year.

3 ThAINING AND EDUCATION

4 SEC. 402. The Secretary shall expand programs for the

5 education and training of coal mine operators, agents there-

6 of, and miners in—

7 (1) the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of

S accidents or unsafe or unhealthful working conditions

9 in coal mines; and

10 (2) in the use of flame safety lamps, permissible

11 methane detectors, and other means approved by the

12 Secretary for accurately detecting gases.

ASSISTANCE TO STATES

14 SEC. 403. (a) The Secretary, in coordination with the

1) Secretaries of Labor and of Health, Education, and Welfare,

16 is authorized to make grants to any State, in which coal

17 mining takes place—

iS (1) to conduct research and planning studies and

to carry out plans designed to iniprove State work-

20 men's compensation and occupational disease laws and

21 programs, as they relate to compensation for pneu-

22 moconiosis and injuries in coal mine employment; and

23 (2) to assist the States in planning and implement.-

24 ing other programs for the advancement of health a.nd

25 safety in coal mines.
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1 (b) Grants tinder this seëtion shall not extend bevoiid

2 a period of five years following the effective date of this

3 Act.

4 (c) Federal grants under this section shall be made

5 to States which have a plan or plans approved by the

6 Secretary.

7 (d) The Secretary shall approve any plan which—

S (1) provides that reports will be made to the Sec-

9 retary, in such form and containing such information,

10 as may reasonably be necessary to enable him to review

11 the effectiveness of the program or programs involved,

12 and that records will be kept and afford such access

13 thereto as he finds necessary or appropriate to assure

14 the correctness and verification of such reports;

15 (2) provides such fiscal control and fund account-

16 ing procedures as may be necessary to assure proper

17 disbursement and accounting for Federal funds paid to

18 the State;

19 (3) contains assurances that the State will not in

20 any way diminish existing State programs or benefits

21 with respect to pneumoconiosis and related conditions;

22 and

23 (4) meets any additional conditions which the Sec-

24 retary may prescribe by rule in furtherance of the pro-

25 visions of this section.
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1 (e) The Secretary shall not fiuially disapprove any State

2 plan, or modificatiOn thereof, without affording the State

3 reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing.

4 (f) The amount granted any State for a fiscal year

5 under this section may not exceed 80 per centiirn of the

6 amount ex1)e1ded by such State iii such year for carrying

7 out such programs, studies, md research.

8 (g) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for

9 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, and each of the suc-

10 ceeding fiscal years for carryiig out this paragraph, the sum

11 of $1,000,000.

12 EQUIPMENT

13 SEC. 404. The Secretary is authorized, during the period

14 ending five years after the date of eiactment of this Act, to

15 make loans to operators of coal mines to enable them to

16 procure or convert equipment needed by them to comply

17 with the provisions of this Act. Loaiis made under this sec—

8 tion shall have such maturities as the Secretary may deter-

19 mine, but not in excess of tweity years. Such 1oais shall

20 bear interest at a rate which the Secretary determines to be

21 adequate to cover (1) the cost of the fuids to the Treasury,

22 taking into consideration the curreit average yields of out-

standing marketable obligations of the United States having

94 .
— maturities comparable to the maturities of loans made by the

2.5 Secretary under this section,. (2) the cost of administering
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1 this section, and (3) probable tosses. In carrying out this

2 section, the Secretary shall to the extent feasib.Ie use the

3 services of the Small Business Administration pursuant to

4 agreements between himself and the Administrator thereof.

5 INSPECTORS; QUALIFICATIONS; TRAINING

6 SEC. 405. The Secretary may, subject to the civil serv-

7 ice laws, appoint such eniployees as he deems requisite for

8 the administration of this Act and prescribe their duties. Per-

9 sons appointed as authorized representatives of the Secretary

10 under the provisions of this section shall be qualified by

11 practical experience in the milling of coal or by experience

12 as a practical mining engineer and by education. Such per-

13 sons shall be adequately trained by tile Secretary. The Seere-

14 tary shall seek to develop programs with educational institu-

15 tions and operators designed to enable persons to qualify for

16 positions in the administration of this Act. In selecting per-

17 sons and training and retraining persons to carry out the
18 provisions of this Act, the Secretary shall work with appro-

19 priate educational institutions and operators in developing and

20 maintaining adequate programs for t.he training and coninu-

21 ing education of persons, particularly inspectors, and, where

22 appropriate, shill cooperate with such institutions in the con-

23 duct of such programs by providing financial and technical
24 assistance.

H.R. 13950 8
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1 EFFECT ON OTUER LAW

2 SEC. 406. (a) No State law in effect upon the effective

3 date of this Act or which may become effective thereafter,

4 shall be superseded by any provision of this Act or order

5 issued or standard promulgated thereunder, except insofar as

6 such State law is in conflict with this Act or with any order

7 issued or standard promulgated pursuant to this Act.

S (b) The provisions of any State law or regulation in

9 effect upon the effective date of this Act, or which rnay be-

10 come effective thereafter, which provide for more stringent

11 health and safety standards applicable to coal mines than do

12 the provisions of this Act or any order issued or standard

13 promulgated thereunder shall not thereby be construed or

14 held to be in conflict with this AcL The provisions of any

15 State law or regulation in effect upon the effective date of this

16 Act, or which may become effective thereafter, which pro-

17 vide for health and safety standards applicable to coal mines

18 for which no provision is contained in this Act or any -order

19 issued or standard promulgated thereunder, shall not be held

20 to be in conflict with this Act.

21 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

22 SEC. 407. The provisions of sections 551—559 and sec-

23 tions 701—706 of title 5 of the United States Code shall not
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1 apply to the making of any order or decision made pursuant

2 to this Act, or to aiiy proceeding for the review thereof.

3 REGULATIONS

4 SEC. 408. The Secretary is authorized to issue such

5 administrative regulations as he deems appropriate to carry

6 out any provision of this Act.

7 OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

S SEC. 409. The provisions of titles I and III of this Act

9 shall become operative 90 days after enactment. The pro-

10 visions of title II of this Act shall become operative six

11 months after enactment. The provisions of the Federal Coal

12 Mine Safety Act, as amended, are repealed on the operative

13 date of titles I and III of this Act, except that such provi-

14 sions shall continue to apply to any order, notice, or finding

15 issued under that Act prior to such operative date and to any

16 proceedings related to such order, notice, or finding. All

17 other provisions of this Act shall be effective on the date of

18 enactment of this Act.

19 SEPARABILITY

20 SEC. 410. If any provision of this Act, or the applica-

21 tion of such provision to any person or circumstaiace, shall

22 be held invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application

23 of such provision to persons or circumstances other than
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1 .1iose as to which it is held iuvalid, sImil iiot be affected

2 thereby.

3 IE1'OiTS

4 Sic. 411. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days

5 following the coilvening of each session of Congress, the See-

6 retary shall submit through the President to the Congress

7 and to the Office of Science and Tecimology a.n annual report

8 upon the subject matter of this Act, the progress concerning

9 the achievement of its purposes, the needs aiid requirements

10 in the field of coal mine health and safety, the amount and

11 status of each loan made under section 404, a description

12 and the anticipated cost •of each project and program

i3 he has undertaken under section 401, and any other

14 relevant information, including any recommendations he

.15 deems appropriate.

(b) Within one hundred a.iid twenty days foflowixig

17 the convening of each session of Coiigress, the Secretary of

18 Health, Education, and Welfare shall submit through the

19 President to the Congress, the Secretary, and to the Office

20 of Science and Technology an annual report upon the health

21 matters covered by this Act, including the j)rogress toward

22 the achievement of the health purposes of this Act, t.he

23 needs and requirements in the field of coal mine health,

24 a description and the anticipated cost of each project and

2 program he has nudertaken imder section 401, and any other
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1 relevant information, including any recommendations he

2 deems appropriate. The first such report shall include the

3 recommendations of the Secretary of Health, Education,

4 and Welfare as to necessary health standards, including his

5 recommendations as to the maximum permissible individual

6 exposure to coal mine dust during a working shift.

7 SPECIAL REPORT

S SEC. 412. (a) The Board shall make a study to deter-

9 mine the best manner to coordinate Federal and State

10 activities in the field of coal mine health and safety so as to

11 achieve (1) maximum health and safety protection for

12 miners, (2) an avoidance of duplication of effort, (3)

13 maximum effectiveness, (4) reduce delay to a minimum,

14 and (5) permit most effective use of Federal inspectors.

15 (b) The Board shall make a report of the results of

16 its study to the Congress as soon as practicable after the

17 date of enactment of this Act.
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFI'Y ACT OF 1969

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 13950) to provide for
the protection of the health and safety
of persons working iii the coal mining
industry of the United States, and for
other purposes.

The SPEAKER. The question is on the
motion offered by the gentleman from
entucky.

The motion was agreed to.
IN HE COM.ilT'EE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
Into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the con-
sideration of the bill H.R. 13950, with Mr.
STEED in the chair.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
By unanimous consent, the first read-

Ing of the bill was dispensed with.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the

gentleman from Ientucky (Mr. PER-
KINs) will be recognized for 1 Y2 hours,
and the gentleman from fllinois (Mr.
ERLENBORN) will be recognized for 11/2
hours.

The. Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Ientucky.

Mr. PERIINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 10 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 13950, a bill to
provide for the protection of the health
and safety of persons working in the coal
mining industry in this country, to my
way of thinking, is one of the most im-
portant health safety measures ever
brought before this Congress, U not the
most important.

I certainly would be derelict In my re-
spotsibility U I did not pay tribute to the
distinguished gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. DENT) and his entire subcom-
mittee. Never In my time have I seen a
committee work s untiringly and dili-
gently and persevere on subject matter
day In aid day. out.as did Jo DENT and
his General Labor Subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, in taking up H.R.
13950—the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969—we are con-
sidering major legislation which deals
comprehensively with the health and
safety problems of the Nations most
dangerous occupation.

As we proceed with our deliberations
today, the safety and health of the men
who work in the mines must at all times
remain our prime consideration.

I envision ever expanding job oppor-
tunities for miners in the eastern Ien-
tucky congressional district it Is my
privilege to represent. I have growing
concern, however, that the people of this
area and particularly the young people
may not look upon work in the coal mines
as an attractive opportunity because o
the risks involved.

The work of the miner should be a
highly rewarding lifetime occupation,
one in which the worker in addition to a
good income could take pride in making
an important and substantial contribu-
tion to the growth and development of
this Nation. The production of energy is
basic to our wea'th and economic growth
and coal, a major source of that energy,
must continue to play a significant role
in the increasing productivity of this
Nation. If the miner were not con-
stantly faced with danger from roof falls,
explosions, fires, and all manner of ac-
cidents, U each day In the mine did not
increase the likelihood that his life would
be choked off by the dreaded "black lung"
disease, U, in short, his work could be
made tolerably safe, more miners would
stay with mining, and more importantly,
miners and their wives will stop discour-
aging their sons from working in the
mines.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the leg-
islation we consider today will make mm-
ing a safer and a healthier occupation.
It will make mining more attractive par-
ticularly to the young people. It will in-
crease the likelihood that experienced
miners will remain in the industry. It
will increase the likelihood that young
people will enter it. If, on the other
hand, we fail in the task we have set
for ourselves, if coal mines are permitted
to remain unhealthy and unsafe then
the average age of miners will continue
to rise and eventually there will be no
men to work the mines. That would be
a tragedy—for the miners, for the oper-
ators, and for the Nation.

HISTORY OF MINE SAFETT LAW

Like almost all legislation on this sub-
ject, the bill before us was triggered by
a coal mine disaster—one in which 78
men lost their lives. Every significant ad-
vance in Federal coal mine safety law has
required that men die—that they die
dramatically and in substantial num-
bers—before the Congress would under-
take to afford them a greater measure of
protection. -

The majority of coal miners killed on

the job, however, do not lose their lives
in dramatic disasters. They die by ones
and twos in accidents that do not gen-
erate national headlines. And more.
many more, are killed not on the jcb
but by the job, victims of the insidious
"black lung' disease that results from
the daily breathing of coal dust.

Since the 78 miners died at Farming-
ton, W. Va., last November—less than a
year ago—another 144 have lost their
lives in day-to-day, undramatic acci-
dents. No one knows how many more
have died, or will die, from black lung.

It took the deaths of more than 3,100
miners between 1900 and 1910 to move
Congress to authorize the establishment
of a Federal Bureau of Mines. Even then.
for three full decades, the Bureau wa
equipped only with advisory powers. It
was denied the most basic authority—to
enter and inspect coal mines. When the
right of entry finally was provided by law
in 1941, it was not accompanied by any
authority to establish safety standards,
or to require compliance with an inspec-
tor's safety recommendations.

Even limited enforcement powers vee
not given to the Bureau until 1952, and.
again, only after a major disaster in
which 119 miners died. The law that gave
those powers, once amended in 1966, is
the law under which the Bureau oper-
ates today. When he signed it, former
President Truman pointed out its glaring
deficiencies. "A sham," he called it.

Those same deficiencies exist today.
The 1952 law was directed only at the

prevention of major disasters. The day-
to-day accidents, which still cause
roughly 90 percent of all coal mines f a-
ta.Uties, were not to be a concern of the
Federal Government. Despite a record
which showed that the States were not
discharging their responsibilities and
were unlikely to do so, despite their weak
standards and weaker enforcement, the
chief responsibility for mine safety was
left with the States.

Because of the procedural complexities
with which it is burdened relating to in-
spections, orders, and appeals, the law
has proved to be extremely difficult to ad-
minister.

In the law's favor it may be said. how.
ever, that for the first time the Bureau
could require that specific hazardous
conditions to be corrected, and that men
be withdrawn from a mine if there were
"imminent danger" of a disaster.

In 1966, the 1952 law was extended to
cover small coal mines, which until then
had been exempted from its mandatory
provisions. The Bureau also received ad-
ditional enforcement powers for use in
instances where there was "unwarrant-.
able failure" of an operator to comply
with those prov]sions.

In spite of almost 60 years of periodic
congressional concern, however, and in
spite of past legislative efforts, all of us
are painfully aware of the poor safety
record of the coal mining industry in
this country. From 1952 through 1968
nearly 5,000 men were killed and 200,000
injured in underground coal mines.

For much too long the cliche "coal
mining is a dangerous business" has
served as an excuse for inaction on the
part of the industry and the States. It
must no longer serve a.s an excuse for
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inaction on the part of the Congress.
When the fatality rate for one Industry
is 10 or more times the rate for all indus-
try, improvement must be considered
not oniy desirable but mandatory. And
that is the case with underground coal
mining.

THE 1969 ACT

The Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 which we are con-
sidering today deals comprehensively
with both the health and safety problems
of the mines. It corrects the deficiencies
of the 1952 act, takes account of past
experience and provtdes for the develop-
ment and implementation of safeguards
against hazards that may develop In the
future.

The bill, H.R. 13950, establishes an ex-
tensive array of interim mandatory
health and safety standards. The statid-
ards included in the bill are minimum
standards. Necessary changes need not
await statutory amendments for the biU
permits and encourages administrative
changes where experience proves them
necessary and desirable. The bill expands
coverage of the law to afford protection
against all hazards to the minernot
just against those likely to kill five or
more at a time.

Adequate enforcement is assured by
provision of administrative and judicial
processes of both civil atid criminal
nature. The rights of the operator- and
the miners are protected.

The bill also requires an expansion of
the sadly deficient Bureau of Mines
safety and health research program.

* * * * *
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cal evidence is overwhelming. Further-
more, as productivity continues to rise—
as it has s draniaticafly over the past 20
years—the dust exposure of miners will
be even g:reater, with even more deadly
consequences.

There i; no cure for this disease. Pre-
vention, by reducing the exposure levels,
is the only known protective measure.

The statistical evidence that we have
indicates that the likelihood of death
from black lung is twice as great as that
of being fatally Injured in an undeT-
ground coal mine accident. This bill will
establish dust standards that can dra-
matically reduce the fatalityra from
black lung. Dust concentration levels will
be reduced to less than half the level now
encountered by the average miner work-
ing at the face :th an underground mine.

The bill would establish a statutory
maximum level of coal dust permitted in
a mine. That level would be reduced over
time.

Title U thus provides that the average
concentration of respirable coal dust to
which each miner is exposed wouid be
kept at or below 4.5 milligrams per cubic
meter of 2ir. Six months after the date of
enactment tha: level is reduced to 3

mi1l1grams per cubic meter of air. The
operator will be granted a limited exten-
sion where he can prove he is doing his
best to comply, but cannot for technical
reasons beyond his control.

On the basis of British X-ray evidence,
a coal miner exposed to the high con-
centrations of dust found in coal mines
today has almost a 35 percent probabil-
ity of contractthg simple black lung dur-
ing a 35-year working lLfe. This bill can
make it possible to reduce that probabil-
ity to less than 10 percent.

FurtheL reduction to a much lower
probability level will be attainable with
the X-ray program provided for in the
bill. Such a program will permit the
identification of miners who show sus-
ceptibllit3r to black lung, so they can be
relocated in parts of a mine where dust
concentrations are lower.

Although the dust sttndrd incorpo-
rated in the bill s designed to give the
lowest concentrations possible with to—

days technology. we realize tlat even
lower concentiations must be achieved if
black lung is t be eliminated. We have
left to the dicreton of the Src:etar o
Health. Educition. and Welfare the
tunes vitn lov:er levels of diit concn—
tration shall become mandttoiy. We
have made it cltar. ho ever, that these
lower levels shill be attained as quickly
as possible.

* * * * *
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prices lower than it could have been if
compensation costs had been paid at the
time that the disability was Incurred.
Consequently, compensation for past
damage to a coal miner's health can, we
believe, logically be considered a nation-
al responsibility. The bill provides for
payments to miners where the State
does not assume responsibility or where
the payments are inadequate.

The level of benefits are low but they
will be a help. A miner disabled by
"black lung" would receive a benefit
equal to one-half the amount paid a
totally disabled Federal employee at a
GS—2 rate—$136 per month. This
amount would be offset by other in-
come by way of State workmen's com-
pensation, unemployment compensa-
tion, social security disability benefits,
azd so forth.

* * * * *

COMPENSATION

Existing State compensation laws are
in most instances inadequate to meet the
real needs of miners disabled by black
lung. Even where compensation pay-
ments are made, they are frequently be-
low the minimum subsistence level, or
miners disabled by the disease are in-
eligible on the basis of some technicality.
For example, they may have worked in a
State other than that in which they re-
side when the disease catches up to
them, or the number of employers they
worked for makes it difficult to assign
the costs o compensation to those who
might be held legally responsible for the
disability.

One thing is clear, however. The coal
produced by these victims of black lung
was sold throughout the United States at
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OTHER MArrERS

Under the amendment, the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare would
oversee, the X-ray program and both the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare shall carry out
the health and safety research program
prescribed In the bill. The royalty pay-
ments would be available to both Secre-
taries for the X-ray progranl and re-
search. Finally, the study required by
section 412 of the bill would be carried
out by the Secretary.

Mr. Chairman, at thiz point I would
like to Insert In the RECORD amendments
to title m of H.R. 13950, that I am
advised by the distinguished chairman
of the subcommittee, the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) will offer at
the appropriate time. The insertion
which follows is in such form that lan-
guage not changed by the amendment is
shown in roman type, the portions which
the amendments would eliminate are
enclosed In black brackets, and new lan-
guage is shown In italic. These amend-
amendments are acceptable to me and
it Is my understanding that they are
likewise acceptable to Members on both
sides of the aisle:
* * * * *
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Mr. STEIUER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield to the distin-
guished gentleman from Wisconsin. a
member of the subcommittee, who has
worked diligently on this legislation.

Mr. STEIGER. of Wisconsin. I appre-
ciate the gentleman from Kentucky
yielding to me.

In your remarks you directed the at-
tention of the Members of the House to
the question of compensation for persons
suffering from black lung disease, about
which there will be some controversy.
The chairman knows that I supported
the inclusion of this compensation sec-
tion, but I simply want to see if the dis-
tinguished chairman of the full commit-
tee agrees with the statement appealing
in the committee report:

It is clearly not intended to establish
Federal prerogative or precedent in the area
of payments for the death, injury, or il1nes
of workers.

Does the gentleman agree with that
statement.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me follow the gen-
tleman a little closer. Let me get the re-
port. I want to make sure that that is
not intermingled with other sentences.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. It is on
page 13.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Kentucky has again e-
pired.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 additional minute.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
recognized for 1 additional minute.

Mr. PERKINS. On page 13? Where on
page 13?

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. The mid-
dle of the page.

It starts out by saying:
This program of payments—
Mr. PERKINS. All right. "This pro

gram of payments"—
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. It states:
This program of payments—maintained

in the btll by a committee vote of 25 to 9—t5
not a workmen's compensation plan.

I am sure that the chairman would
clearly agree with that statement.

Mr. PERKINS. It is not a workrnens
compensation plan even though it is in-
cluded in the bill because the commit-
tee found workmen's compensation
statutes in various &ates totally inade-
quate to compensate the victims of black
lung. It is a special compensation plan
because of the hazardous nature of the
employment of coal miners.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I under-
stand.

Mr. PERKINS. There is no other oc-
cupation to my knowledge or thinking as
hazardous and as dangerous. It is for this
reason, because of the thsid.tous natUre
of this disease, that we wrote he com—
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pensation provisions into this bill—.
knowing that many of the States would
never provide compensation for the coal
miners when they may have contracted
the disease In those States—they would
never write a statute. -

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman from Kentucky has again ex-
pired.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 additional minute.

Mr. STEIGER of -Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield fur-
ther?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield further to the
gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I simply
want to again point to the one sentence
that I think Is the key and I want to
make sure that the legislative record is
clear for all to see, tha't this is not in-
tended to serve as a precedent. It is on
that point that I have asked the gentle-
man from ICentucky to make his com-
ment about that sentence in the com-
mittee report.

Mr. PERICINS. This Is intended—let
me put it in my own words—as a Fed-
eral compensation statute to take care
of a group of employees that has been
ostracized by most of the State work-
men's compensation statutes. It is a spe-
cial statute because of the hazardous
nature of the work.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsm. I ap-
preciate the gentleman yielding.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from ICentucky has again ex-
pired.

Mr. ERLENBORN. fr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may con-
sume.

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, we
are here today considering H.R. 13950,
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 in an atmosphere of some
emotion as a result of : the terrible dis-
aster in West Virginia's Consolidation
Coal Co.'s No. 9 mine near Farmington,
W. Va.

It Is unfortunate that this would be
true, that one of the major reasons that
this bill comes out onto the floor for
consideration and that we are presently
considering the health and safety of the
coal miners is as the result of such a
disaster.

It does make it more difficult as well
in considering this bill to make the kind
of dispassionate validt judgments that
one must make in order to legislate ef-
fectively.

Mr. Chairman, a little over a year ago
78 miners were killed in an explosion and
fire at the FarmlngtOn mine. As was
pointed out by the chairman of our com-
mittee (Mr. PERKINS) the one thing that
goes unheralded—is that over 170 men
have died in coal mine accidents since
the Farmirigton disaster, more than
double the number that cUed in that dis-
aster.

Mr. Chairman, this ponts up, I think,
the fact that this is an extremely haz-
ardous occupation.

But unfortunately we do not look at
the hazards that exist day by day. Most
people are not aware, except when there
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are demonstrations or strikes against the
State legislatures, most people are not
aware of the disease pneumoconiosis—
which I could not even pronounce at the
beginning of this session, and was not
aware of it. It comes trippingly off my
tongue now because I have talked about
pneumoconiosis and studied it for the
better part of thL year—but most people
are not aware of this disabling disease,
how it comes about, and what we might
do to see that miners are protected from
the onset of this disease.

I believe it Is a sad commentary that
we here in the United States, being one
of the greatest coal-producing nations
in the world, have not done the job of
research that should have been done
years ago into the causes and preven-
tion of the disease pneunioconiosis. Be-
cause of this, our subcommittee while
considering this legislation felt that we
should go to the source of valid infor-
mation since it was not available through
our own research, and some members of
our subcommittee did go to England
where for the last 20 or 30 years they
have made a very detailed study of
pneumoconiosis. They have taken read-
ings over a period of a number of years
on the concentration of respirable dust
in the coal mines, and have deve'oped
the relationship between the concetra-
tion of respirable dust and the lenth of
time a miner is exposed to it, ani the
possibility or probability that the xiiner
would contract the disease pneumooni-
osis.
• We had some difficulty in relating the

information we got there to our situation
in the United States for several reasons.

One is that historically the British had
made a particle count to determine the
prevalence of respirable dust. In other
words, they would take a measurable
amount of air and actually count the
particles that were deposited upon a fil-
ter. We in the United States had used
what is called a gravimetrjc measure-
ment, that is, we gathered the particles
within a measured volume of air, and
weighed them. So we talked about milli-
grams of a certain weight of respirable
dust in a cubic meter of air, and the
English were talking about hundreds of
particles in a given volume of air.

Since our trip: the English have
changed over to the type of measurement
that we have, the gravimetric measure-
ment, and they have for the first time
promulgated standards of dust concen-
tration for the purpose of limiting the
chance of contracting the disease pneu-
moconiosis. I think it has a real bearing
on what we are proposing to do in this
bill, as to the interim mandatory stand-
ards which appear in title II, and I will
talk about that later.

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from ICentucky.

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I am very much inter-
ested in the standards of respirable dust
promulgated and fixed in England re-
cently, what is that standard at the pres-
ent time?

Mr. ERLENBORN. The English have
just recently established a standard of
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5.7. It would relate in the same terms to
what we use of 5.7 milligrams per cubic
meter of air, whereas the standards pro-
posed to be established upon the opera-'
tive date of this bill will be 4.5 milligrams,
and within a year this would be reduced
to 3 milligrams.

Mr. CARTER. In a recent letter froni
the Mining Board in England I believ€
I read that a standard of 8 milligrams
per cubic meter would be required this
year.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman is
right. The standard set s 8 mill1gram
per cubic meter in England, but the:
measure at a different point than we do,
and I think relating this to the stand-
ards and the method of measurement ii
the United States, if the gentleman wil
look at page 91 of the report of the corn
mittee, in the supplemental views. t1
gentleman will see that this would cor
respond to 5.7 milligrams concentratio
of coal dust.

Mr. CARTER. Is it not true tlat Enç
land has done a great deal moLe researcl
work in this field than we have up to th
present time?

Mr. ERLENBORN. There is no ques-
tion about that. Up until a few rears ag
we had done practically no Lesearch ii
the United States. In the last 25 yea
or more extensive research has been con
ducted in England.

Mr. CARTER. Then, with an arnou
of research, less than that of En2land
we are setting a standard today in t1i
United States which is lower than tha'
of England; is that not true?

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman it
correct.

Mr. CARTER: I thank the distn
guished gentleman.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I intend to addic
myself to that later in my remarks.

Mr. CARTER. I thank the gentlema
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman. tl

history of coal mine legislation at Ui
Federal level relates itself to safety legi
ation only. This bill will for the firs
time put the Federal Government mt
the business that they should be in, i
my opinion, and that is looking to th
health of the coal miners.

As I say, over the years, actually ove
100 years, we have had some legislatioL
in the field of coal mine safety. The firs
real authority, I think, to inspect mine
and to go into the business of safety fo
coal miners cccurred in 1941.

In 1951 additional legislation \va;
adopted that extended this authority

In 1966 for the first time all of t
mines were covered, and we brought i
the smaller mines under the authorit
of this coal mine safety legislation.

At that time it was made quite cle
that a valid distinction existed betwee
the gassy mines, those liberating 1ar
amounts of methane gas and other rnin€
that were n.ot liberating e.'cessiv
amounts of methane gas or enough metli
ane gas to cause an explosive combinE
tion in the mine atmosphere.

An exemption was made for these nor
gassy mines so they would not have I
comply with the very expensive requir
ment for permissible equipment, that
equipment designed according to specif
cations required by the Secretary of t1
Interior and the Bureau of Mines in suc
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a way that it would not cause sparks or
cause an ignition. It Is contemplated un-
der this bill to eliminate the nongassy
classification and to bring all mines uxi-
der the same requirement for the use of
permissible equipment.

But to follow the historic progression
of the legislative efforts of the Congress,
as I say, in 1966 the last amendment was
made bringing the small mines under the
Federal legislation.

Then in 1968, we had the Farmington
disaster and here in 1969 we are consid..
ering the question of coal mine health
and safety legislation.

One of the first items in the bill, sec-
tion 101 relates to the setting of stand-
ards—Interim standards for health are
established in title II and interim stand-
ards for safety are established in title
III.

But these are meant only to be interim
standards until the Secretary through
investigation and through advancements
in technology decides that different
standards should apply—more rigid
standards should apply—that will help
eliminate accidents and health problems.

I might mention again for reemphasis
that we have never been in the field of
health in the Federal jurisdiction in this
area and this bill, for the first time, puts
us in the area of health. But to make this
clear, what we are talking about in the
field of health for coal miners, is the dis-
ease of pneumoconiosis and the concen-
tration of respirable dust.

This is a very technical field. The ma-
jority of the subcommittee and the ma-
jority of our full committee felt it was
one which was within the unique exper-
tise and knowledge of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

I admit that the research that has
been taking place now and what research
has been conducted is under the auspices
of the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare. I admit that the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare is
uniquely qualified through the Surgeon
General and through the National Insti-
tutes of Health to further this research.

But I have maintained and I continue
to maintain and reiterate, and I hope the
majority of Members of the House will
agree with me. that the Secretary of the
Interior tTirough the Bureau of Mines is
uniquely qualified to know what is tech-
nologically and technically freasible in
the setting of standards and in the en-
forcement of those standards. In this bill
the majority of our committee has pro-
vided a most unique procedure, I think
an unprecedented procedure, for the es-
tablishment of health standards, giving
the authority to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to develop these
standards, and then the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare will di-
rect the Secretary of the Interior to
promulgate and to enforce those stand-
ards. That puts us in the most unique
position—I think ridiculous position—of
having one Cabinet-level Secretary dic-
tating to another Cabinet-level Secre-
tary, having one Cabinet-level Secretary
developing standards, those standards
being mandatory, and then the enforce-
ment of the standards put in the hands
of the Secretary of the Interior, a differ-
ent authority.
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At the proper time I intend to offer an
amendment which would recognize the
role that HEW can play in this field. It
would provde that the Secretary of
Health; Education, and Wèlare would
recommend the standards, but the actual
development and promulgation of those
standards would be by the Secretary of
the Interior, who knows what is desir-
able from the reports given to him by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, but also will be armed with the
knowledge as to what is possible, and he
could relate the two together, so that the
standards that would be promulgated
would be really attainable, because the
Secretary of the Interior knows that• he
is going to have to enforce them.

For the first time this bill also puts the
Secretary of the Interior and the Bureau
of Mines in the field of day-by-day
safety. Up until this time the Secretary
of the Interior and the Bureau of Mines
have had no real authority in the field of
the day-by-day accident—the roof fa]ls
and the other things that occur—which
really account for many more lives than
the great disasters. Those have not been
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau Of
Mines, arid this bill will expand the Sec-
retary's authority so that he can really
get into the most Important field of day-
by-day safety regulations.

The bill also provides carefully drawn
provisions for judicial review of the de-
cisions that are made by the Secretary
of the Interior. The Secretary has some
rather broad authority in the enforce-
ment of interim health and safety stand-
ards, in the closure of mines, in the Im-
position of criminal penalties of up to
$10,000. and 6 months in Jail, in seeking
the closure of a mine through an order
of the Secretary. Au of this should be
subject to review. The Secretary can also
enforce many of the provisions of this
act through the use of injunctions. If the
operator violates or refuses to comply
with a valid order of the Secretary, the
Secretary can go into the Federal Dis-
trict Court and get an injunction to en-
force compliance. If the operator hinders
or delays the representative of the Sec-
retary or the mine inspector—refuses to
allow him into the mine or will not show
him his books and records—again the
Secretary can go into the Federal Dis-
trict Court and obtain an injunction to
enforce compliance.

I have mentioned penalties. The pen-
alties are stiff. The penalties include not
only closing a mine and getting injunc-
tions, but, as I mentioned before, crim-
inal penalties of up to $10,000 and 6
months in jail, and civil penalties will be
up to $10,000 and for a repeated viola-
tion, a fine of not iiore than $20,000 a
year and/or imprisonment for not more
than one year.

The interim mandatory health stand-
ards, as they are called—again, I reiter-
ate this really does not get into any broad
questions of health—only the one ques-
tion of respirable dust and the onset from
which could be caused pneumoconiosis.

As has been pointed out already in the
colloquy with the gentleman from Ken-
tucky, England has conducted research
in this field and they have come up with
standards, which measured in the same
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places, would relate to the standards set
in this bill of 5;7 milligrams per cubic
meter. We are requiring in this bill, with-
In 6 months after the passage of the bill,
that is, the operative date of title II,
4,5 miiligrams, a much lower standard
than the English, Then 6 months there-
after, in other words, 1 year after the
passage of the bill, we require 3 milli-
grams. Then we require the Secretary to
reduce that even further as the tech-
nology becomes available.

These are very harsh limitations. They
are meant really for the protection of the
health of the miners, We shou.Id have
very stringent standards.

I doubt whether anyone really knows
if we can obtain the standards set in
the act. I know it is desirable to do so.
It is desirable that we have the toughest
standards that are attainable.

My own inclination originally was to
hold out for higher figures, those which
wou.Id be more in keeping with what the
English have established, but what is
even more important—and this is some-
thing Members should realize—there is
no imminent danger to the health or
safety of the miners because of an extra
large concentration of dust in the mine.
Many people relate the dust standards
to such things as concentration of
methane. If we have a concentration
above 5 percent, between 5 percent and
15 percent of methane in the atmosphere
of a mine, it is an explosive situation.
A spark can set it off. People can be
killed in a disaster. But the concentra-
tion of coal dust in a mine constitutes
no Imminent danger to the mine, the
mine operator, or the owner.

The fact is, a person would have to
be subjected day in and day out to ex-
posure over 15 or 20 years or more be-
fore evidence of pneumoconiosis would
even begin to be ascertainable by X-ray
and lung function tests.

Mr. PERKS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Kentucky.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, first I
compliment the distinguished gentleman
from Illinois 'Mr. ERLENBORN) for the
outstanding job he has done, for being
so diligent in his efforts to try to write a
coal mine safety bill.

However, I do feel the 4.5 dust level
figure in the House bill requires reduc-
tion to the 3.0 dust level within 12
months, with waivers for an additional 6
months. Based on recent tests that the
gentleman heard discussed this morning,
does the gentleman not think that time-
table is achievable?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, first
of all, I thank the chairman of the com-
mittee for his contribution. As the gen-
tleman from Kentucky knows. we did
have a meeting with representatives of
the Bureau of Mines. They detailed for
us some investigations they have made
in the last few months that make it very
hopeful these standards would be at-
tained. I feel as a result of that meeting
that, although it may not be entirely
certain, it is more hopeful that these
standards can be reached within the
period of time set forth in this bill.

I was about to say that even though
I think our standards are harsh and may-
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be not attainable, I am not going to at-
tack the standards and try to Increase
the 4.5 to some higher number or to re-
duce it.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I am
glad to hear the gentleman make that
statement. We set no time in the bill as
to the time when the 3.0 should be
reached, but we leave that to the dis-
cretion of the Secretary, as I think it
should be. I am glad the gentleman
makes the observation that he does not
intend to try to amend the standards.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLSENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, I listened with great interest
to the remarks of the gentleman from
flhinois.

I do not want this time to pass with-
out noting for the benefit of Members
o the House the fantastic contribution
made by the gentleman in the well. On
our side we consider this a subject in
which many of us have at least a pe-
ripheral interest, but clearly the gentle-
man from fllinois (Mr. ERLENBORN) has
been the man who has spent the time
and effort and energy and intelligence
to do the most detailed and exhaustive
study on the question of coal mine safety.
He has spent hour after hour in study-
ing what is a very complex and detailed
piece of legislation. He has been extreme-
ly influential in shaping and forming the
bill that is before the House today.

I believe it is important to note that
the gentleman from Illinois has no coal
mines in his district. This is not a sub-
ject in which, representing his constitu-
ency, he might have an interest. But as
a member of the Committee on Educa-
ti()n and Labor and as the ranking
minority member on this subcommittee
he has done his job, which he has
handled, I believe, exceptionally well, in
making sure the bill before us came to
us, in the ftrst place, and is in the shape
it is in, in the second place.

I intend to support a number of the
amendments he has talked about. I do
not intend to support all of the amend-
ments the gentleman from Illinois or
others might offer, as he knows.

But I want to make sure that the rec-
ord is here, and I wish to express my
tribute to the work of the gentleman in
the well, who has contributed so much to
this kind of bill. If it passes, as I hope
it will in the shape the gentleman from
Illinois discussed in most details, it will
be in large part due to the efforts of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
DENT) and the gentleman from fllinois
(Mr. ERLENBORN) who together have
done a magnificent job.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gen-
tleman for that kind endorsement.

Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am happy to yield
to the gentleman from Colorado.

Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I do
not have the privilege of serving on the
committee as does the prior speaker, but
I have been sitting here on the House
floor today listening to the very lucid
explanation of a very complex subject
by the gentleman from Illinois.
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I represent a State that does have
coal mining. In fact, I do have some coal
mines in my particular district.

On behalf of those people who expose
themselves to great risks on a daily basis
to mine coal, I should like to congratu-
late the gentleman not only on qualify-
Ing himself so expertly but also on ex-
plaining, as he has today, to the Mem-
bers of this House this complicated pro-
posal.

I should like to take this opportunity
to express my gratitude and say that I
too, intend to support this particular bill.
I will have to listen to all the debate
relative to the various amendments.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gen-
tleman for his kind remarks.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am happy to yield
to my colleague from fllinois.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Is it the gentleman's
intention to place the proposed amend-
ments in the RECORD today, so that there
will be an opportunity to study them to-
morrow as we begin debating the various
amendments? I know they are undoubt-
edly very complicated amendments. This
is a very complicated bill.

I believe it would be helpful to all of
us to have an opportunity to review them
in the RECORD tomorrow as we go into
the discussion of them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gentle-
man for that suggestion. I may well do
that. My amendments are not very com-
plicated. For the most part they are very
simple.

Mr. PUCINSKI. The gentleman knows
that we on the subcommittee who wrote
this bill, with his very good help and
assistance, have learned over the past
year that everything we touch in this
bill is of immense complexity. There are
no easy provisions in the bill. I believe
this was one of the toughest bills we
have ever had to work with.

I myself feel it Is a good bill as it is.
I am going to be very reluctant to sup-
port any amendments. That is why I
suggested to the gentleman he might
place his amendments in the RECORD, so
that we could have an opportunity to
study them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Again I thank the
gentleman for that suggestion.

I am encouraged by the gentleman's
observation that this was the most com-
plicated bill we had to consider. Because
of my limited experience on the commit-
tee. I did not realize that. This was one
of the most complicated bills I would care
to handle, and I am happy to know there
will not be others that are worse.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from West Virginia.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I-
commend the gentleman from fllinois
for his presentation and for his obvious
knowledge of this subject.

The gentleman from Illinois men-
tioned that he has an amendment which
wouold transfer jurisdiction back to the
Department of the Interior for the con-
trol of dust standards and recommenda-
tions for control of pneurnoconiosis.

What disturbs me In this whole area of
coal mine health and safety is the fact
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that if the Bureau of Mines and the De•
partment o the Interior had been doing
their job. ovEr the years we would not
have to be debating at such great length
the measure we are debathig today and
tomorrow. Because the Bureau of Mines
and the Department of Interior are pro-
duction oriented in their approach and
the emphasis in the expenditure of their
funds has been almost entirely on pro-
duction rather than health and safety,
I wonder if the gentleman would not
support an amendment to transfer juris-
diction to the Department of Labor,
which is more sympathetic toward em-
ployees and coal miners.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, first
of all let me say that I respectfully dis-
agree with the gentleman about his ob-
servation concerning the Bureau of
Mines.

My colleagues on the subcommittee
know that I am not an apologist for the
Bureau of Miaes. I have had my differ-
ences with them. But the gentleman's
assertioii that If the Bureau of Mines had
done their job over the years we would
not be in the situation of having to give
them the additional powers I do not
think recognizes the facts.

As a matter of fact, we never gave
them jurisdiction to go into anything ex-
cept major disaster situations. We never
gave the Bureau of Mines jurisdiction to
go into any health-related situation. This
bill, I believe, represents a great step for-
ward in giving jurisdiction to the Bureau
of Mines. It hs not been a matter of em-
phasis, or a lack of their desire. We have
not givei them the funds to hire a suffi-
cient number of Inspectors to do the job
that they should do. We have not given
them the jurisdiction necessary to pro-
tect the coal miners. That is exactly what
we intend to do with this bill.

The point that I make about setting
of mandatory standards I still consider
to be a very valid point. Whether you are
talking about the Department of the In-
terior or HEW or any other department
In this Grovernment, you should not have
one Secretary dictating to another Sec-
retary. You should not have this conflict
within the President's Cabinet. You
should not have one department of the
executive branch setting standards with-
out any need t relate this to the achiev-
ability of those standards and without
having to stand up in the final analysis
and apply those standards. HEW, even
though I am sure they will try to act in
the most reasonable manner, has no jur-
isdiction and has no responsibility to en-
force the standards that they will dictate
to the Secretary of the Interior. This is
bad from an organizational standpoint.
It will not be good for the miners or the
mines, arid I hope my amendment on this
will be adopted.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairma:ri, recognizing our disagreement,
if the geitlernan will yield briefly, I will
join the gentleman in supporting ade-
quate funding for those additional re-
sponsibilities that we are placing on the
departments.

I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gentle-

man for his contribution.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, will the

gentleman yield?
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Mr. ERLENBORN. I am happy to yield
to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. MORGAN. I am interested in sec-
tion 317(i), the section dealing with
Government inspectors In certain mines.
I represent a district that has many
gaseous mines. In the last 50 years we
have had at least five or six major mine
explosions In my district. I just read the
supplemental views, and I see one of the
reasons given for opposing this is these
provisions will not oniy be costly but dif-
ficult to administer. Do you intend to
offer In your series of amendments one
amendment which will be an amend-
ment to 317(j)?

Mr. ERLENBORN. An amendment to
317(j) will be offered to make it more
workable. As the gentleman is probably
aware from reading the report, it re-
quires a mine inspector or a representa-
tive of the Bureau of Mines to be present
on every working shift in the mine.
There are just not enough Federal In-
spectors to do this job. In the second
place, it turns the attention of the mine
operators and the miners away from
what is really their basic job, to see that
safe rules are followed and standards are
followed to avoid explosions, Injuries,
and deaths.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes. I yield to the
gentleman from California.

Mr. BURTON of California. Is it not
the case that the requirement that a
mine inspector be present every single
day mandates the utilization of the al-
ready limited inspector manpower? It
precludes the Bureau of Mines from us-
ing those inspectors in situations that
on the facts may be more hazardous yet
given the current requirement that there
be an inspection every quarter may make
that mandate impossible to comply
with? And it also runs the unhealthy
risk that the inspector will no longer be
able to maintain an arm's length rela-
tionship with those operating the mines,
because he will be there day in and day
out and will virtually become a part of
the management and thereby run the
risk that management might default in
its responsibility and turn over to the
inspector every decision affecting mine
safety which should essentially be a
management function?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I agree with every-
thing that the gentleman from California
has said. This is one of those things that
at first blush appears to be a great thing
for safety, but as a matter of fact upon
sober consideration my view of this is
that it will not increase safety. It will
probably do just the opposite. It will use
up this limited manpower. There are
many other inspections which should be
made for the general safety of the
miners.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, if the gentleman will yield further,
is it not the case that virtually every
safety expert in the field agrees that a
regular spot check procedure is infinitely
more desirable on all counts than this
permanent stationing of a mine inspector
at a mine?

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman is
correct.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr, Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes, I yield to the
gentleman from Kentucky.

Mr. PERKINS. Did I understand, the
gentleman from IllInois tO say that he
intended to offer an amendment to divest
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare of the authority to promul-
gate health standards?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. And place that author-

ity with the Secretary of Interior?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes. I would be

happy to repeat that and then I will have
to move along with the balance of my
statement.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me just make this
observation: I personally feel that the
provision in the bifi Is sound. I cannot
see any conflict. We simply provide in
the bill that the Secretary of Interior
shall promulgate health standards that
are called to his attention and approved
by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

Now, the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare is in a position to pro-
mulgate the health standards and the
Secretary of Interior does not have that
know-how around him.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I cannot yield fur-
ther to the gentleman. I am running
short of time. However, I would like to
explain my position.

Mr. PERKINS. Well, I. shall be glad to
yield the gentleman 1 addItional minute
if he needs it.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tlenian.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me say to the gen-
tleman that there is no conflict between
the Secretaries here. We just require the
Secretary of the Interior to publish those
standards in the Federal Register pro-
mulgated by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. We are not
going to have any division of authority
here anywhere along the line. That is
the point I want to get across.

I certainly hope that the gentleman,
if he presently intends to offer the
amendment, will reconsider and not of-
fer it, because I feel we have taken the
best approach.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Well, I do intend
to offer the amendment. I hope my good
chairman will in the meantime recon-
sider his position and support my
amendment.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN, I cannot yield any
further at this time because we just do
not have the time. There are other Mem-
bers on my side who are seeking time
and I do not wish to use all of it. How-
ever, I would like to 1roceed with my
statement.

Mr. Chairman, before the colloquy
with several Members we were talking
about the dust standards, and to finish
my thought on that, It is not my inten-
tion to vary the numbers In the bill. But
I would call to the attention of the
Members the fact that there Is no other
coal mining country in the world that
closes mines because of dust. Those who
have had their attention called to this
know that the concentration of dust is
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harmful and they require that standards
be set and that the operators try to at-
tain those standards. Unless there Is an
imminent danger situation they do not
close the coal mines. So, I intend to offer
an amendment that will give the Secre-
tary greater latitude in working with the
operators to achieve these standards
rather than closing the mines, which is
not going to be of any use whatever to
the coal miners.

If they are working in a dusty situa-
tion they will have two choices, either to
lose their Job because the mine is closed.
or to work with the Secretary of the In-
terior and the operator to reduce the
dust concentration so that they can work
in a healthful atmosphere. I think that
latter objective is what we should seek.

On the interim safety standards, the
most plagueing question before our sub-
committee and the full committee was
the question of the limination of the
nongassy classification. Suffice it to say
that after an awful lot of effort on the
part of all of those who were concerned
we have come up in the bill that is be-
fore the House with a provision that will
soften the impact of this. It takes into
consideration the fact that you cannot
overnight acquire all of the expensive
permissible equipment necessary to equip
all of the mines in the United States.
some 4,500 mines. Even if the manufac-
turers of this e4uipment began tomori'ow
to produce at the fastest rate possible all
of the permissible equipment that would
be required, it would take years, and the
Bureau of Mines has told us this, it would
take 4 or 5 or 6 years within which to
acquire all of the permissible equipment
necessary to equip all of these mines.

So, taking this practical consideration
into consideration, we worked out an ex-
tended period of time, taking into con-
sideration the safety of the miners. We
have immediately eliminated any open
flame equipment. We eliminated the use
of nonpermissible small hand drills ind
other of the small and easily acquired
permissible equipment. We eliminated
the use of this nonpermissible equip-
ment from being used at the coal mine
face, and we have taken into considera-
tion the safety of the miners and the
practicalities of the situation, and hope
that this agreement will be maintained
in the bill.

Another very important part of the
consideration of our committee, and it
was the result, really, of the efforts of
our subcommittee, it was not recom-
mended either by the administration oi'
by others interested, is the provision for
pneumoconiosis research. It provides for
periodic chest X-rays of the miners.

The bill of the other body requires an
X-ray every year. Medical evidence is
that this would be not only useless but
I think we might be killing our miners
with radiation rather than pneumoco-
niosis. I think the most practical ap-
proach is the one In our bill which re-
quires every 5 years a full chest X-ray
of all of the miners. And under the
agreement that has been reached re-
cently the cost of these X-rays will be
borne by the mine operators, and not by
the miners or not by the general public.
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In conclusion, let me say that I feel
that on the whole this bill not only is
necessary because of the inattention in
the past to the day-by-day safety con-
sideration of the coal miners. But in ad-
dition we will be going into the whole
area of health research and control of
the atmosphere in the mines that is very
necessary, and which we should have
done years ago. Instead of that, we have
let other countries get way ahead of us
in this field, and I think it is a disgrace
that we did not do this many years
before.

I intend to support this bill. I did when
it was reported from our full committee.
I hope some of the amendments that I
have discussed and others that I will dis-
cuss in more detail under the 5-minute
rule will be adopted to make this a bet-
ter bill.

I want all of you to know that that is
my sole intention—to see that we get the
best possible workable bill out of the
House, and cne that can be sustained
in conference with the other body.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
to the distinguished chairman of the
subcommittee, the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), such time as
he may consume.

(Mr. DENT asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, before I say
too much I would like to thank those
who served with me in some of the long-
est hours of work that I have put in in
my 37 years as a legislator.

Mr. Chairman, this legislation while
it has been considered before, having
held some hearings on it last year and
the year before, and havlg passed a bill
in 1966 including the title I mines for
the first time under Federal regulations,
the impetous for action at this time
came about during the early hours of
the morning of November 20 last year
when an explosion rocked the Consolida-
tion Coal Co.'s No. 9 mine at Farming-
ton. W. Va., when 78 men lost their lives.

The first body was removed just last
Thursday.

Those of us who feel responsible for
legislating a law—the best law we can—
are very much aware of the atmosphere
that we had to operate in. We knew the
minute this mine exploded that it would
give rise to demagogues and those who
prior to this time had done little or noth-
ing or said anything concerning mine
safety and that they would soon be front-
running as great leaders for a mine safety
law.

Those of us who have records of some
30-odd years of working in the area of
mine safety have tried to do the job that
had.to be done, namely, to pass legisla-
tion that would be economically sound
to the country and the industry and the
communities in which the mines are
situated and, yet, would give the great-
est measure of safety of life and limb
and safety of lungs to the miners of this
country of ours.

While the Farmington disaster was a
great disaster and the shock, I know,
created a great deal of feeling in this
area, we know that 78 miners lost their
lives and we also know that over 170
miners have lost their lives from that
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day to this In other accidents that have
not been so well publicized as the catas-
trophies that happen in a disaster-type
accident.

The largest mine disaster that I knew
about personally was in my own comlnu-
nity of Mammoth, Pa., when 210 miners
lost their lives in one explosion. But these
210 are just a small number in that com-
munity who died in comparison to those
I can recall over the years from roof
falls, haulage accidents, and the normal
accidents that go into the production of
any particular product, and especially so
in the mines.

There has been talks about the safety
features of this act. I believe at this
moment, that with some departmental
amendments that will be asked for to-
morrow, that we have written the best
type of safety promoting legislation that
has been written anywhere in the world.

Your general subcommittee on labor,
accompanied by members of the United
Mine Workers and accompanied by
members of the industry and Depart-
ment officials from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
Department officials from the Depart-
ment of the Interior and its Bureau of
Mines, visited Great Britain for 5 days.
These members went down into the coal
mines, 3,200 feet deep in Wales, and they
visited coal mines in this country from
28- to 7-inch coal—from Cadillac type
mines that have all of the safety features
available today, to mines that are still
running with theh old time timbering
and shooting from the solid into coal.

We have in this country some 4,000
mines and we are producing coal today
to the tune of 600-odd million tons a
year with 135,000 miners where not too
long ago we had about 600,000 miners
producing less than 400 million tons of
coal.

While I am On that subject, let me
state the basic argument for the pneumo-
coniosis payment provision contained in
the bill. First; I should say that I know of
only one State that has adequately tried
to meet the problems arising as a result
of the pneumoconiosis disease scourge.
Our State of Pennsylvania passed a bill
which made pneumoconiosis an occupa-
tional disease back in the days when I
was a State senator. I had the privilege
of introducing that legislation.

Scattered all over the United States are
300,000 miners who no longer work in the
mines. Some of them are in Western
States which have no coal or coal prob-
lems. Yet those men are crippled with a
lung disease, and there is no place to
which they can go to claim any kind of
compensation. The coal-mining States
have neglected to pass legislation that
would provide them with compensation.
So these men, and in many cases now,
their widows, are living on nothing but
direct relief. Every other kind of injury
is compensable.

One of the reasons the States could not
get around to passing legislation on the
subject was that until this decade the
experts had never been able to isolate
pneumoconiosis so that they could, with
absolute certainty, say that the disease
stems from coal mining.

Many of us in our communities thought
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that black lung was a form of cancer.
It ias been known by various names
throughout my lifetime. It has been
known as night disease, black damp in
the lungs, black lung, silicosis, anthra-
cosis, and all kinds of other names.
Plially, it was discovered to be a disease
peculiar to coal mining, and was nothing
more or less than a deposit of actual coal
dust within the lungs.

This disease proceeds in four stages.
There is a Stage 1, a Stage 2, and a Stage
3 of simple pneumoconiosis. However,
none of those stages are related to each
other zior are those three stages usually
progressive. J[t is only when the victim
reaches the fourth stage, known as pro-
gressive massive fibrosis or complicated
pneumoconiosis, that he has a fatal, un-
curable and irreversible disease. At that
time he is destined to die from the dis-
ease. In some cases the men live a longer
time. Lri some cases they live a shorter
time, depending, I guess, on their con-
stitution and how badly involved their
lungs are.

So now we know the conditions in this
area. We have studied the British figures
and the history of mining in Britain,
where they have had a history of 30
years cf pneumoconiosis research. And,
contrary to what I believe is the under-
standin.g of my good friend from Illinois,
the Seiretary of the Interior has had
the absolute right, authority, and man-
date since 141 to do what he could m
promoting inspections and investiga-
tions into occupational diseases and in-
juries in the mining industry. This was
reemphasized. in 1966, and the Federal
Coal Mining Safety Act carries in it such
language as this, and this is the original
language: "For the purpose of obtain-
ing Information relating to health and
safety conditions in such mines and the
various causes of accidents involving
bodily injury or the causes of occupa-
tional diseases originating in such
mines."

That language has been in the law
since 1941, when the first mine inspec-
tion law was passed. However, when we
passed that inspection law we were not
able to give the mine inspectors any au-
thority to enforce any of the rules.

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, will the
distinguished gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Eentucky.

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the disUnguithed gentleman for yielding.

Certtlniy 1 agree that we do have
thousands of people who suffer from
pneumoeonlosis who are living through-
out our country. Further, I do think they
should be compensated. As I go through
the mining areas I find it not too difficult
to recognize people who have this con-
dition. It can be seen in their poor
breathing, in their gasping efforts.

Certainly these people have been un-
fortunate because when they were work-
ing in the mines, they were not covered
by wo:rkmen's compensation. Neither
have the unions taken them on. They
were not members of a union at that
time.

I feel, as the distinguished gentleman
from Pennsylvania does, that we must
do something to help these people who
are not helped at this time by our Gov-
ernment or any other agency.
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Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I thank the

gentleman from Kentucky for his con-
tribution.

Mr.Chairman, this is a one-shot ef-
fort. This is not a continuing compensa-
tion arrangement to establish Federal-
based compensation for this or any other
industry. We are only taking on those
who are now afflicted with pneumoconio-
sis In the fourth stage—complicated
pneumoconiosis. In the first three stages,
or simple pneumoconiosis, those afflict-
ed are debilitated and are often dis-
abled, but not with the same devastat-
ing frequency as are those with compli-
cated pneumoconiOsis.

However, what are we doing in this
law? We are doing something that has
never even been thought of before. We
are giving the new miner, who applies for
a job, a medical examination. We require
an examination of his lungs by the best-
known method that has been found to be
such by the British, and that is by X-ray
examination and whatever other supple-
mental tests may be required. Then if
the new miner is acceptable, he goes into
the mine, and within a year he is given
another examination to see if during
that year there has been any change in
his lung structure. Then he goes from
that time to the next period. The Brit-
ish have said it should be every 5 years—
and I have every reason to believe them,
especially after I have been to the lab-
oratory where they have 30,000 speci-
mens of miners' lungs from autopsies. I
am convinced they made every human
effort to find out what they could about
the lungs of a human being, especially
those of a coal miner.

Based on their experience, we require
that every 5 years the miner shall have
an examination, because they found that
changes generally take place in 5-year
periods.

We cannot force an old miner against
his wishes to undergo an X-ray exami-
nation. However, we can so force the new
miner.

If a miner who is presently working in
the mines refuses to take an examina-
tion to determine whether he has pneu-
moconiosis, then a year from the date he
was offered the opportunity to take that
examination, and he has not done so, he
is not eligible for the compensation pay-
ments provided by the bill.

Those already out of the mines have a
period of 3 years within which to make
their claims, because they may as ex-
miners be in the State of California or
Colorado or some other State, so they
have 3 years. The widow has 1 year after
the death of her husband or 3 years after
the date of enactment of this act, which-
ever is the later date.

However, this is only one shot. I want
to say this today and I want to have it
placed in the record indelibly. I sin-
cerely believe if the criteria of this act
are followed, if the Bureau of Mines and
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare do their duty as prescribed in
this act, there will never be a new case
of pneumoconiosis in the coal mines of
America, because prevention is the an-
swer and examination is the answer, and
we provide for both.

Remember, we have established In this
particular act that if a miner is found to
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have substantial pneumoconiosis, he
must be offered an opportunity to work
in an area of the mine that has rela-
tively little dust. When that miner may
be moved from what might be a mine
face' job at higher pay and lie Is moved
into a lower pay but dust-free area, he
must be paid the higher rate. Certainly,
this is a burden on the Industry, but
black lung is a scourge to the people who
have it.

Do Members know why we cannot get
miners to agree to examination? It is
just a simple matter of their not want-
ing their neighbors and family or anyone
else to know—when he already knows he
has pneumoconiosis in a progressive
stage.

In some of the coal mining communi-
ties they think it is a cancer, so he does
not want his family to know he has it, so
many of them will refuse to have the
examination. We cannot force them to.

But we have said to them, "If you want
relief, you can get it under this act."

I pray that whatever we do in this
Congress we will not destroy this section
of the bill.

There are three sections of this bill
that have more value to the coal miners
and to the mining industry than all the
rest of the language put together. One is
on the lung disease compensation; an-
other is the section dealing with the mine
dust standard; and another is the sec-
tion dealing with the safety standards.

Warning is what we need in the coal
mine. Given an opportunity to get out,
the miner knows how to get out. Given
an opportunity to know there is imminent
danger, that miner knows how to get out,
and he will get out.

We have set in motion necessary legis-
lation, even additions in this law, to make
it possible for the miner to get out.

There is one feature of this act that I
am especially proud of. I am proud of the
committee for taking it. I want to say
to the gentleman from Illinois, not once
did he question this particular feature of
the act, never contained in any legisla-
tion before, yet it was highly contro-
versial at the time because of the cost.

I am talking about a piece of ma-
chinery developed by the Bureau of
Mines that is known as an automatic
methane monitor. This particular piece
of machinery is continuously working, al-
ways constantly on guard. After there is
an accumulation of methane gas to a
trigger point below the explosion point of
that gas, this monitor flashes lights as a
warning to the miner that there is ex-
cess gas in the mine. It also deenergizes
the equipment in order that no spark can
come from the equipment that may ignite
the gas.

We have tried to write law that will
be at least as safe as legislation can make
coal mining, which is the most hazard-
ous industry in our country.

Insofar as this old piece of machinery
is concerned, we believe we now have out-
moded it. It is cumbersome. It is not ac-
curate. It does not always function. But
it has been something of an early warn-
ing system.

We now have in our possession another
piece of equipment. I had it here a while
ago, but, as is said, "There is many a
slip twixt the cup and the lip." Somebody
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turned the battery on over the weekend,
and I will have to go out and get another
battery. But I will show the Members
this great piece of equipment, developed.
I understand, since we started talking
about methane monitors and all the
equipment working in the coal mines.

The cost of this old equipment is be-
tween $1,800 and $2,000, or in that area.
and we can understand the tremendous
cost to these 4,000 mines being put un-
der this new status in coal mining, tlat
will be compelled under this law to put
this kind of equipment in. We can imag-
ine the cost to a mine producing a very
small tonnage of coal.

We have been lucky enough to find in
our research something that will take
the place of this, where the cost is not
exorbitant.

We have also increased the flow of air
from 6,000 to 9,000 cubic feet. We have
gone further than that, and for the first
time intend to have a requirement of 100
feet per minute of velocity, of wind and
clean air across the miner operating ma-
chinery, and 3,000 cubic feet of air at
the working face.

In examinations already made by our
own Bureau of Mines of recent date, and
in my State of Pennsylvania of recent
date, we are not disturbed about reach-
ing the 3 milligram level of mine dust in
the mines of this country within a rea-
sonable time, and we are hopeful we can
do so within less than the time pre-
scribed in the bill.

I have before me a list of some 23
mines that were examined. These mines
have made little or no effort in this area
because the law is not yet in being. Here
we have a continuous miner producing
as low as 2.4 milligrams of dust at its
face. We are requiring 4.5 milligrams
after the first 6 months and 3 milligrams
after the next 6 months, and also from
then on lower levels to be set by the
Secretary of Health Education, and
Welfare, who under this bill does have
the authority to do what it has been said
he did not have. He has the authority
to send inspectors into the mines with
authority to act. He may set the stand-
ard lower as the technology and equip-
ment and methods of operation in the
mines warrant his setting it.

Mr. Chairman, the British told u that
when mine dust reaches a level of 2.2
milligrams per cubic meter of air, there
is virtually a zero probability of a miner
with 35 years of exposure to that level
contracting stage 2 or above of pneu-
moconiosis. We are hoping that this is
right and we are praying that it is right.

Once we can lower the methane ga3
danger in the mine by having an early
warning system and circuitbreakers and
deenergizers on all working equipment
and make all the mines in the country
come under the law of a gassy mine jut
by the presumption that they are a gassy
mine—if we can do all these things, then
we are reducing the dangers when it
comes to deaths caused by explosions and
fire in mines. By changing the law on
roof bolting—and I want to show you
a picture of this, because some people
wonder what roof bolting is—we can
help to cure this situation also. There
are now innovations that have come into
this rather recently. Roof bolting is the
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latest, up until recently, method of hold-
ing the roof up above the workers' heads.
In the old days there was nothing but
cross timbers sitting on posts.

Now they send a pattern, a copy of
their diagram of that working area with
a description of the kind of overburden
that will be above the coal, and they
then set a pattern for how many bolts
there will have to be and the spacing and
at what intervals it will haveto be and
how deep the bolt will go Into the over-
burden, and all of this is subject to ap-
proval by the Secretary. There is a
flanged nut at the end of a large bolt
with a 8 by 10 or a 2 by 12 piece of
hardwood, and the bolt is put through
it after the hole is dril1ed, and they
tighten the nut underneath. That acts
as a hanging strap to hold up the roof.
They have developed a new crossbar
type which will be bolted into the side
next to the roof, and with a turnbuckle
arrangement it will pull the roof this
way. So you have the stress both ways
to keep the mine roof up. If they can lift
the mine roof, they will not only cut
down the deaths by all of these causes
that occur in the mines now, but they
will make coal mining a little safer and
more respectable for the fellow who val-
ues his life.

Mr. Chairman, it is my humble opin-
ion that coal mining today is on the
verge of an explosion of activity. It is
still the. cheapest source of fuel in the
United States per B.t.u. or, for that mat-
ter, anywhere else in the world. It is
without a doubt the whole energy im-
pulse of our entire industrial complex.
We are going to mine 600 million tons
and we can even reach 700 million tons
in the near future, I. have been told by
reliable sources that there is going to
be a need for about 15,000 new coal min-
ers within the next 2 years.

And, a third generation of immigrant
coal miners is not going into the mines
any more. What you have to do is pass
tlis kind of legislation, or better if you
can conceive of better legislation, in order
to give these men a reasonable hope that
they can live from the beginning of the
shift to the end of the shift and that their
life will not be plagued with the lung dis-
ease that sends them to an early grave
or a miserable life in their elderly years.

So, I say to you insofar as the legisla-
tion itself is concerned I was grieved to
learn where some said that there were
giant loopholes in the bill. Well, the loop-
holes we are talking about are figments of
ti'e imagination. I would put it kindly
that way.

I read one particular item quite a bit
and oh—well, as first I was a little hot,
being a fellow that has a little temper
I get a little hot—but when I considered
all of the ramifications as to why the
statements were made and who was in-
terested in the statements and realized
that we had this bill up for consideration
during a very difficult time when there is
a fight on between the mineworkers as
to who is going to be the president of that
g'eat international union and because in
those campaigiis a lot of things are gen-
erated and there is great latitude of ex-
pression. In other words, we do not al-
ways mean what we say and we do not al-
ways say what we mean in our campaigm
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However, I am sorry to say I defy any-
one to find in this legislation now pend-
ing before you a loophole that in any way
endangers the life or hurts the miner,
and if it can be made better within the
conditions under which we are working,
I do not know how but I wil1 support the
effort.

It has been said that we gave 4 years
for the acquisition of the necessary so-
called permissible equipment. This com-
mittee held the hearings. Every witness
who appeared before us, representing
either the mines or the manufacturers of
the permissible equipment stated that
they would have to have 7 to 12 years
during which to provide the equipmeiit.

Well, let us look at it now upon a
realistic basis. There are about 500 mines
in the country today which are using
permissible equipment and the manu-
facturers of this particular type of equip-
ment are tooled to produce for that many
mines. In some Instances with reference
to certain types of equipment, due to the
expansion of the coal industry, it will
take anywhere from 6 months to a year
and a half or better. We will have many
mines for these manufacturers to pro-
duce equipment. It is just commonsense
that it is going to take time to acquire
the equipment. What do we do in order
to safeguard the miners? We say that no
replacement of the present nonpermis-
sible equipment can be made, unless it is
made with permissible equipment. And,
we state that the small equipment which
is in use every day shall be permissible
because it is available and can be bought
now.

So, Mr. Chairman, we have covered the
nongassy mines and put them into the
so-called permissible equipment state of
operation to make sure that no more ac-
cidents of Ignition or explosion will be
caused by the use of nonpermissible
equipment in those mines.

We believe we hive proceeded cor-
rectly. We have gIven 4 years on an in-
dustry basis. But the Secretary knows
that every 6 months he has to report to
the mines and to this committee on the
progress of making all equipment in these
mines permissible.

I honestly believe that the nonpermis-
sible equipment manufacturers will swthg
over and make permissible equipment
and that thereby we can probably have
equipment for all the mines in the coun-
try in a period of less than 4 years. But
I do not believe in asking you to vote for
legislation that I cannot honestly say
to you is feasible. We have allowed some
time because until now this type of mine
was not even under the act insofar as
permissible equipment is concerned.

In 1966 when I had the title I bill up, I
was defeated in trying to classify all
mines as nongassy and thereby require
all mines to use permissible equipment.

I said at that time that the issue would
be back within 5 years, and that you
would have to have permissible equip-
ment or you would not be able to hire
any coal miners, and that is exact]y
what has happened in this country of
ours. They are not able to hire coal min-
ers. Why, even some of the Members—
and I will not mention who they are—
whom I have thvited to go with me into
a coal mine, they will not even go to the
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tipple, let alone go into the entrance-
way, because raining is dangerous. You
are walldtng into an unknown quantity.

Let me tell you this about mining:
when I was a boy I never saw my father
until Sunday morning. When he went to
work in the morning it was before I got
up, and when he got back in the eve-
ning it was after I had gone to bed. It was
not an easy life. It was a hard life, and
if they could produce a ton and a half of
coal in day in those days they were
doing a good job.

Today it has come to the point where
one machine working on a 24-hour shift
has produced ;omething like 4,000 tons
of coal in that 24-hour shift.

So machinerg has come into the mines
and that is what has produced the dust.
Because n the old days when they would
shoot th coal in the mines, the lump
coal would come out in large sizes and
it was not broken up into small pieces.
and therefore did not liberate the same
quantity of methane gas. Methane gas
comes from mining coal. Dust comes
from mining coal. Methane gas blows up
the coal mines, kills the miners. Dust
also kills miners though in a more subtle
way. So with ll of our technology we
have failed to take into consideration
the health of the miners for too many
years, and in many instances the safety
of the miners. Now we have come face
to face and square on the problem—
what do we do about it? We pass legis-
lation that, as X said, is not economically
unsound for the community or the op-
erator, but it i; the best kind of legisla-
tion that we have been able to conceive
of—and :t am here to buy 'any amend-
ment that will better it so as to protect
the lives of our miners and to improve
their working conditions.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank my
subcommittee for their patience and for
the many hours that they have put in,
both those on the minority side and on
the majority side. I also want to thank
the chairman of our full committee for
his tolerance and understanding, and in
allowing me to have as much time as
we had, and to put in as much effort as
we put in our effort without any criti-
cism on his part.

He would say to me, "When can you
have it? What is your target date?" And
I would tell him, and then if we could
not make it I would go back and tell the
chairman, and. he always understood
that we were trying to write the kind of
legislation that; would help the miners.
And he has always been for that.

For the information of the minority
who asked the question, I would refer
them to page 1) of the committee report,
and they will see the number of mines
meeting the criteria levels based on oc-
cupation of the miners, and they will be
surprised at the number of occupations
within the mines today where the level
of dust is less than that which we have
set forth in the act. I believe we can live
with it.

I have some doubts as to whether we
are doing the right thing in eliminating
the board. I do not know that it is best
to go for your authority to one man, and
then have to go to the courts. Let me cite
you one example of what happened when
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we went to the courts before we had the
Review Board.

On January 19, 1953, the judge of the
district court of the State of Iowa in
and for Monroe County handed down a
temporary injunction forbidding two
Federal employees from going into the
Lavilla Coal Co. mine, and restraining
that miner from operating or enforc-
ing their closure order. They later
appealed, and asked that the jurisdiction
be taken—or, rather, they asked that
the case be taken before a Federal court.
The U.S. district court sustained the mo-
tion to dismiss and dissolve the restrain-
ing order, and the injunction. That was
done on March 30, 1953, some 2'/2
months after the injunction order was
handed down by the local court.

On that day, March 30, when the Fed-
eral court dissolved the injunction and
ordered the coal operator to allow these
men to enforce the rule—that mine blew
up and five men were killed. I do not
know how you are going to get around it,
but so far as I am concerned, I have
never been wedded to the Board in this
bill. Virtually the same Board has been
in existence since 1953. Sol have no pride
of authorship in it. I do say though, do
not force these miners, either the op-
erators or the coal miners, to have to go
directly to the court and petition the
Federal court with its backlog of cases
on a closure order.

When Imminent danger Is involved,
you cannot wait for time scheduling of
the case before a judge. At least in a
review proceeding of some kind, I do
not care how you write it and if you do
not like the characters in it, then get
rid of them—but let us not jump Into
this thing without giving it some care-
ful consideration.

I also ask you to study carefully the
proposal to take out of the hands of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare the writing of criteria and the
promulgating of rules for the dust stand-
ards or health measures in the mines.

The Secretary of the Interior has had
that responsibility for so many years.
He has never used it. I found that once
we started to get the Health Department
into it, we have here the only infonna-
tion on dust standards and lung disease
anywhere In our country only of recent
date because the• Health Department
went into Appalachia and made a study
not too long ago and has now been
working oii dust standards.

In all these years the Department of
the Interior has had millions of dollars
under the Saylor-Dent mine research bill
to spend on research and specifically spell
out research for health standards. They
spent most oi that money developing how
to make oil out of coal. Pretty soon oil
will be running out and we will be mak-
ing oil out of coal.

The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) yield so
that the Committee may rise and the
House receive a message from the Presi-
dent?

Mr. DENT. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and

the Speaker resumed the chair.
-*'• ..*.•
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FEDERAL COAL ME HEALTH AND
SAF1Y ACT OF 1969

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the further con-
sideration of the bill (H.R. 13950) to pro-
vide for the protection of the health and
safety of persons working in the coal
mining industry of the United States,
and for other purposes.

The SPEAKER. The question Is on
the motion offered by the gentleman
from Kentucky.

The motion was agreed to.
IN THE COMM1TTE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
Into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill H.R. 13950, with
Mr. STEED in the chair.

The CHAMAN. When the Commit-
tee rose on yesterday, the Clerk had read
through section 1. ending on page 1, line
4. If there are no amendments to -that
section the Clerk will read.

The Clerk read as follows:
DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

SEC. 2. Congress declares that—
(a) the first priority and concern of all in

the coal mining industry must be the health
and safety of its most precious resource—the
miner;

(b) the occupationally caused death, Ui-
ness, or injury of a miner causes g?ier and
suffering, and is a serious impediment to the
future growth of thts industry;

(c) there is an urgent need to provide
more effective meana and measures for im-
proving the working condition5 and practices
in the Nation's coal zrjnes in order to prevent
death and serious physical harm, and tn
order to control the cause of occupational
diseases originating in such mines;

(d) the existence of unsafe and unhealth-
ful conditions and practices in such mines
cannot be tolerated;

(e) the Operators of such mines with the
assistance of the miners have the primary
respon.ibility to prevent the existence of
such conditions and practices in such mines;

(1) the disruption of production and the
loss of income to operators and miners as a
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result of a coal mine accident or occupation-
ally caused dtsease unduly impedes and bur-
dens commerce; and

(g) it ts the purpose of this Act to provide
for the establishment of mandatory health
and safety standards and to require that the
Operators and the miners comply with such
standards in carrying Out their responsi-
bilities.

DEPtNITION5

SEC. 3. For the purpose of this Act, the
term—

(a) "Secretary' means the Secretary of
the Interior;

(b)"commerce" means trade. trafc, com-
merce, transportation, or communication
among the several States, or between a place
in a State and any place outside thereof, or
within the District of Columbia or a pos-
ession of the United States, or between
points in the same State but through a point
outside thereof;

(c) State' includes a State of the United
States, the District of Columbia, the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands. American Samoa, Guam. and the Trust
Territory o the Pacific Islands;

(d) "operator" means any Owner, lessee.
or other person who Operates, controls, or
supervises a coal mine:

(e) "agent" means any person charged
with responsibility for the Operation of all
or part of a coal mine or the supervision ot
the employees in a coal mine:

(f) "person" means any individual, part-
nership, association, corporation. firm, sub-
sidiary of a corporation. or Other Organiza-
tion;

(g) "miner" means any Individual working
in a coal mine;

(h) "coal mine' means an area of land
and all structures, facilities, machinery, tools.
equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, excava-
tions, and other property, real or personal.
placed upon, under, or above the surface of
such land by any person, used or to be used
in, or resulting from, the work of extracting
in such area bituminous coal, lignite, or
anthracite from its natural depo8its in the
earth by any means or method, and the tvork
of preparing the coal so extracted, and in-
cludes custom coal preparation facilities:

(1) "work of preparing the coat" means the
breaking, crusbing, sizthg, cleaning, washing,
drying, mixing, storing, and loading of
bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite, and
such Other work of preparing such coal as is
usually done by the operator of the coal
mine;

(j) "imminent danger" means the exist-
ence of any condition or practice in a coal
mine which could reasonably be ecpected to
cause death or serious physical harm before
such condition or practice can be abated;

(k) "accident" includes a mine explosion,
nne ignition, mine fire, or mine inundation,
or injury to, or death of any person;

(1) "inspection" means the period begin-
nhlig when an authorized .representtive of
the Secretary first enters a coal mine and
ending when he leaves the coal mine during
or after the coal-producing shLft in which i'.e
entered: and

(iii) Board" means the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Board of Revtew estab-
lished by this Act.

MINE5 StBJZCT TO ACT
SEC. 4. Each coal mine, the products of

which enter commerce, or the Operations or
products of which affect commerce, shall be
subject to this Act, and each Operator of
such mine and every person working in such
mine shall cOmpiy with the provisions of this
Act and the applicable regulations Of the
Secretary promulgated under this Act.

TITLE I—GENERAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY sTANDARDs; REVIEW
SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in ac-

cordance with the procedures set fortli in
this section, develop, promulgate, and revise,
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as may be appropriate, mandatory safety
standards Zor the protection of life azid the
prevention of injuries in a Coal mine, azid
shall, In accordance with the procedures set
Zorth in this section, promulgate the manda-
tory health standards transmitted to him by
the Secretary of Health. Education, and Wel-
fare. No mandatory health or safety standard
promulgated under this title shall reduce
the protection afforded miners below that
afforded by the standards contained in titles
II and UI of this Act.

(b) In the development of such manda-
tory safety standards, the Secretary shall
consult with the Board, other interested
'ederal agencies, representatives of States,
appropriate representatives of the coal mine
operators and miners, other interested per-
sons and organizations, and such advisory
committees as he may appoint. In add.ttion
to the attainment of the highest degree of
safety protection for the miner, other con-
siderations shall be the latest available sci-
entific data in the field, the technical feasi-
bility of the standards, and experience gained
under this ana Other salery statutes.

(C) The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare shall, in accordance with the
procedures set forth in this section, develop
and revise, as mac be appropriate, mandatory
health standards for the protection of life
and the prevention of occupational diseases
of coal m.iners. Such development and revi-
sion shall be based upon research, demon-
strations, experiments, and such other in-
formation as may be appropriate: In the
development of mandatory health standards,
the Secretary of Health. Education, and Wel-
fare nav consult with appropriate represent-
atives of the operators and miners, other in-
terested persons, the States, advisory com—
nilttees. and, where appropriate, foreign coun-
tries. Mandatory healtri standards which the
Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare
develops or revises shall be transmitted to
the Secretary, and shall thereupon be pub-
lished by the Secretary as proposed manda-
tory health standards,

(d) The Secretary shall publish proposed
mandatory health and safety stazidards in the
'ederal Register and shall afford interested
persons a period of not less thazi thirty days
after publication to subm,tt written data or
comments. In the case of mandatory safety
standards, except as provided in subsection
(e) of this section, the Secretary may, upon
the expiration of such period and after con-
sideration of all relevant matter presented,
promulgate such standards with such modi-
ncatlOns as he may deem appropriate. In the
case of mandatory health standards, except
as provided in subsection (e) of this section,
the Secretary of Health. Education, and Wel-
fare nlav, upor. the expiration of such period
and after consideration of all relevant matter
presented to the Secretary and transmitted
to the Secretary of Health, Education, azid
Welfare, direct the Secretary to promulgate
such standards with such modifications as
the Secretary of Health. Education, ad Wel-
fare mac deem appropriate and the Secretary
shall thereupon promulgate such standards.

(e) On or before the last day of any period
fixed for the submission of writtendata or
comments under subsection (d) of this sec-
zion, any interested person may file with
the Secretary written objections to a pro-
posed standard, stating the grounds there-
fore and requesting a public hearing by the
Board on such objections. As soon as prac-
ticabe after the pericd for filing such ob-
jections has expired, the Secretary shall
publish in the 'ederal Register a notice
specifying the proposed standards to 'hich
objections have been filed and a hearing
requested, and shall refer such standards
and objections to the Board for review in
accordance with subsection (I) of this sec-
tion.

(f) Promptly after any matter is referred
to the Board by the Secretary under sub-
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section (e) of this section, the Board stall
issue notice of and hold a public hearing for
the purpose of receiving relevazit evidence.
Within sixty days aster completion oZ the
hearing, the Board shall issue a report to the
Secretary eettlng forth findings of Zact on
such matter and appropriate recommenda-
tions thereon and shall make such report
public. Upon receipt of such report, in the
case of mandatory safety standards, the Sec-
retary may, upon consideration of the
Board's findings of fact and recommenda-
tions, promulgate the mandatory safety
standards with such modifications as he
deems appropriate. Upon receipt of such re-
port. in the case of mandatory health stand-
ards. the Secretary shall transmit such re-
port to the Secretary of Health, Education,
azid WelZare who may, upon consideration of
the Board's dlngs of fact and recom-
mendations, direct the Secretary to promul-
gate the mazidatory health stazidards with
such modifications as the Secretary o
Health, Education, and Welfare deems appro-
priate and the Secretary shall thereupon
promulgate the mandatory health standards.
In any instance in which either Secretary
does not adopt the Board's recommendations,
he shall publish his reasons therefor.

(g) Any mandatory standard promulgated
under this section shall be effective upon
publication in the 'ederal Register unless the
Secretary specifies a later date,

(h) Proposed mandatory safety standards
for surface coal mines shall be developed and
published by the Secretary not later than
twelve months after the enactment of this
Act.

ADvISORY COMMrTTtES
SEc. 102. (a) The Secretary may appoint

one or more advisory committees to advise
him in carrying Out the provisions of this
Act. The Secretary shall designate the chair-
man of each such committee.

(b) Advisory committee members, other
than employees of 'ederal, State, or local gov-
ernments, shah be, for each day (including
travel time) during which they are perZorm-
ing committee business, entitled to receive
compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary
but not in excess of the maximum rate of
pay for grade GS—18 as provided in the Gen-
eral Schedule under sectIon 5332 of title 5
of the United States Code, and shall, not-
withstanding the limitations of sections 5703
azid 5704 of title 5 of the United States Code.
be fully reimbursed for travel. subsistence.
and related expenses.

U5PECTIONS AND xNVs'rIGATIoNs
SEC. 103. -(a) Authorized representatives of

the Secretary shah make frequent inspec-
tions azid investigations in coal mines each
year for the purposes of (1) obtaining, uti-
lizlng, and disseminating information relat-
ing to health and safety conditions, the
causes of accidents, and the causes o di-
seases azid physical Impairments orfginating

- in such mines, (2) gathering information
with respect to health and safety standards,
(3) determining whether an imminent dan-
ger exists in a coal mine, and (4) determin-
ing whether or not there is compliance with
the mandatory health and safety standards
or with any notice or order issued under this
tile. In carrying Out the requirements of
clauses (3) and (4) of this subsection, no
advance notice of an inspection shall be pro-
vided the Operator of a mine. In carrying
out the requirements of clauses (3) and (4)
of this subsection in each underground coal
mine, such representatives shall make in-
spections of the entire mine at least four
tImes a year.

(b) (1) 'or the purpose of making any in-
soection or investigation under this Act. the
Secretary or any authorized representative of
the Secretary shall have a right of entry to,
upon, or through any coal mine.

(2) The provisions of this Act relating to
inspections, investigations. and records shall
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be avaiLible t2ie Secretary oZ Health, Ed-
ucation, azid Welfare to enable him to cary
out his functions azid responsibilities under
this Act,

(c) 'or the purpose oZ carrying Out his
responsibilities under this Act. including the
enforcement thereof, the Secretary may by
agreement utilize with or without reim-
bursement the services, personnel, and f a-
cilities of aiy ]'ederal agency.

(d) 'or the purpose of making any in-
vestigation of aiy accident or other occur-
rence relating to health or safety in a coal
mine, the Secretary may, after notice, hold
public hearings, and may sign azid Issue
s'ubpenas for the attendance and testimony
of witnesses and the production of relevant
papers, bOOkS, and documents, and admin-
ister oaths. Witnesses summoned shah be
paid the same fees azid mileage that are paid
witnesses in 'the courts of the United States.
In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a
subpena served upon aiy person under this
section. the cLstrict court of the United
States for any district in which suci person
is found or resides or transacts business,
upon application by the United States and
after notice to such person, shall have juris-
diction to lssu an order requiring s'uch per-
son to appear and give testimony before the
Secretary or t appear and produce docu-
ments before the Secretary or both, and any
failure to obey such order of the court may
be punished by such court as a contempt
thereof.

(e) In the event of any accident occurring
in a coal mine, the operator shall notify the
Secretary thereof and shah take appropriate
measures to p1event, to the greatest extent
possible. the destruction of ay evidence
which would assist in investigating the
cause or causes thereof. In the event of any
accident occurring in a coal mine where
rescue a,nd recovery work is necessary, the
Secretary or an authorized representative o
the Secretary ha1i take whatever action he
deems appropriate to protect the life of any
person. and h may. if he deems it appro-
priate. supervise and direct the rescue and
recovery activil;y in such mine.

(f) In the event of any accident occurring
in a coal mine, a authorized representative
of the Secretary, when present, may Issue
such orders as he deem8 appropriate to in-
sure the safety of aiy person in the coal
mine. and the operator of such mine shall
obtain the approval of such representative,
in consultation with appropriate State rep-
resentatives, when Xeasible, of any plan to
recover any pearson in the mine or to recover
the mine or to return affected areas of the
mine to normal.

(g) Il a nilner or an authorized rep-
resentative. if any, of the miners believes
that a riolation of a mandatory health or
safety standard exits, or an imminent dan-
ger exists, in a mine, he may notify the
Secretary or his authorized representative of
such violation or danger. Upon receipt of
such notification the Secretary or his au-
thorized repre;entative may make a special
investigation to determine if such violation
or danger exlst;.

(h) At the commencement of any in.spec
tion of a coal mine by an authorized rep-
resentat:Lve of the Secretary. the authcrized
representative, if any, of the miners at the
mine at the time of such Inspection shall
be givefl an opportunity to accompany the
authorized representative of the Secretary
on such inspec1on.

FINDINGS, NOTICES, AND ORDERS

SEC. 104. (a) If, upon any inspctiOn of a
coal mine, an authorized representative of
the Secretary fnds that an imminent danger
exists, such representative shall determine
the area throughout which such danger
exists, and thereupon shall issue I orthith
an order requiJing the operator of the mine
or his agent to cause immediately all persons,
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except those referred to in subsection (d) of
this section, to be withdrawn from, and to
be prohibited from entering, such area until
an authorized representative O the Secretary
determines that such imminent danger no
longer exists.

(b) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine,
an authorized representative of the Secre-
tary finds that there has been a violation of
any mandatory health or safety standard but
the violation has not created an imminent
danger, he shall issue a notice fixing a rea-
sonable time for the abatement of the viola-
tion. If, upon the expiration of the period of
time as originally fixed or' subsequently e-
tended, an authorized representative of the
Secretary finds that the violation has not
been totally abated, and if he also finds that
the period of time should not be further ex-
tended, he shall find the extent of the area
atected by the violation and shall promptly
issue an order requiring the operator of such
mine or his agent to cause immediately all
persons, except those referred to ln subsec-
tion (d) of this section, to be withdrawn
from, and to be prohibited from entering,
such area until an authorized representative
of the Secretary determines that the viola-
tion has been abated.

(c) (1) If, upon the inspection of a coal
mine, an authorized representative o the
Secretary finds that any nmndatory health
or safety standard is being violated, and if
he also finds that, while the conditions
created by such violation do not cause tin-
minent danger, such violation Is of such
nature as could significantly and substantial-
ly contribute to the cause or efflct of a mine
accident, and if he finds such violation to
be caused by an unwarrantable failure of
such Operator to comply with such manda-
tory health and safety standards, he shall
include such finding in the notice given to
the operator under subsection (b) of this
section. Within ninety days o the time such
notice was given to such operator, the Secre-
tary shall cause such mine to be rein-
spected to determine If any similar such
violation ednts in such mine. Such reiflSpec-
tion shall be in addition to any special in-
spection required under subsection (b) of
this section, or section 105. If, during any
special inspection relating to such viola-
tion or during such reinspection, a represen-
tative of the Secretary finds such similar
violation does ednt, and if he finds such
violation to be caused by an unwarrantabie
failure of such operator to comply with the
provisions of the mandatory heaith or safety
standards, he shall forthwith issue an Order
reqturing the operator to cause all persons
in the area affected by such violation, ex-
cept those persons referred to in subsection
(d) of this section, to be withdrawn from,
and to be debarred from entering, such area
until an authorized representative ot the
Secretary determines that such violation has
been abated.

(2) If a withdrawal Order with respect to
any area in a mine has been issued pursuant
to paragraph (1) of this subsection, there-
after a withdrawal order shall promptly be
issued by a duly authorized representative
of the Secretary who finds upon any follow-
ing Inspection the existence in such mine of
violations similar to those that resulted in
the issuance of the withdrawai order under
paragraph (1) of this subsection tintil such
time as an inspection of such mine dis-
closes no similar violations. Following an
inspection of such mine which discloses no
simiiar violations, the provisions of para-
graph (1) of this subsection shall again be
applicable to that mine.

(ci) The following persons shall not be re-
quired to be withdrawn from, or prohibited
from entering, any area of the coal mine sub-
ject to an order issued under this section;

(1) any person whose presence in such area
is necessary, in the judgment of the opera-
tor, to eliminate the condition described in
the order;
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(2) any public official whose official dutle
require him to enter such area;

(3) any representative of the employees of
such mine who is, in the judgment of the
operacor, qualified to make, coal mine exami-
natión or who is accompaiied by such a
person and whose presence in such area is
necessary for the investigation of the con-
ditionz described in the order; and

(4) any consultant to any of the foregoing.
(e) Notices and Orders issued pursuant to

this section shall contain a detailed descrip-
tion of the conditions or practices which
cau3e and constitute an imminent danger or
a violation of any mandatory health or safety
standard and, where appropriate, a descrip-
tion of the area of the coal mine from which
persons must be withdrawn and prohibited
from enterng.

(f) Each notice or orcer issued under
this section shall be given promptly to the
operator of the coai mine Or his agent by
an authorized representative of the Secre-
tary is&uing such notice or order, and all
such notices and orders shall be in writing
and shall be signed by such representative.

(g) A notice or order issued pursuant to
this -section may be mOdified or terminated
by an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary.

(h)(1) If, upon any inspection of a coal
mine, an authorized representative of the
Secretary finds (A) that conditions exist
therein which have not yet resulted in an
imminent danger, (B) that such conditions
cannot be effectively abated through the
use of existing technology, and (C) that rea-
sonable assurance cannot be provided that
the continuance of mining operations under
such conditions will not result in an im-
minent danger, he shall determine the area
throughout which such conditions exist, and
thereupon issue a notice to the operator of
the mine Or his agent of such conditions,
and shall flue a copy thereof, incorporating
his findings therein, with the Secretary and
with the representative ot the miners of such
mine, if any. Upon receipt of such copy, the
Secretary shall cause such ftrther investiga-
tion to be made as he deems appropriate,
including an opportunity for the opertor
or a representative o the miners, if any, to
present in!ormation relating to such notice.

(2) Upon the conclusion of such investi-
gation and an opportunity for a hearing
upon request by any interested party, the
Secretary shall make findings of fact, and
shall require that either the notice issued
under this subsection be canceled, or that an
order be issued by such authorized repre-
sentatve of the Secretary requiring the op-
erator to cause all persons in the area af-
fected, except those persons referred to in
subsection (d) of this section, to be with-
drawn from, and be prohibited from enter-
ing, such area until the Secretary, after a
hearing affording ali interested persons an
opportunity to present their views, deter-
mines that such conditions have been abated

(i) If, based upon samples taken and ana-
lyzed and recorded pursuant to section 202
(a) c this Act, the applicable health stand-
ard established under Section 202(b) of this
Act is exceeded and thereby violated, the
Secretary or his authorized representative
shall find a reasonable period of time within
which to take corrective action to reduce the
average concentration of respirabie dust to
the miners in the area of the mine in which
such standard was exceeded, and shall issue
a notice fixing a reasonable time for the
abatement of the violation. During such
time, the operator of such mine shall cause
samples described in section 202 (a) of this
Act to be taken of the affected area during
each production shift. If, upon the expira-
tion of the period of time as originally fixed
or subsequently extended, the Secretary or
his authorized representative finds, based
upon such samples or upon an inspection.
that the violation has not been totally
abated, he shall issue a new notice of sio-
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lation if he finds that such period o time
should be further extended. If he linds that
such period of time should not be further
extended, he shallfind the extent of the area
affected by the violation and shall promptly
issue an order requiring the operator of such
mine or his agent to cause immediately ali
persons, except those referred to in subsec-
tion (d) of this section. to be withdrawn
from, and to be prohibited from entering.
such area until the Secretary or hts author-
ized representative determines through such
test procedures conducted in such area as he
may require, including production and sanl-
pling, that the violation has been abated.

REvW BY THE 5ECRZTARY
SEC. 105. (a) An operator notified of an

order issued pursuant to section 104 of this
title, or any representative of miners in any
mine aected by such order or any modifica-
tion or termination of such order pursuant
to sectcn 104(g), may apply to tho Secretrtry
for review of the order within thirty days of
receipt thereof or within thirty days of its
nwdification or termination. The opcrat3r
shall send a copy of such application to the
representative, if any, of persons working ii
the affected mine. Upon receipt of such ap-
plication, the Secretary shall ctuse such in-
vestigation to be made as he deems appro-
priate. Such investigation shall provide an
opportunity for a hearing, at the request o
the applicant or a representative of persons
working in such mine, to enable the applicant
and the representatives of persons working
in such mine to present 1nformtion relating
to the issuance and continuance of such
order.

(b) Upon receiving the report of such in-
vestigation, the Secretary shaii make nnding
of fact, and (1), in the case of an order issued
under subsection (a) of section 104 of this
title, he shail find whether or not the im-
minent danger as set out in the order existed
at the time of issuance of the order and
whether or not the imminent danger existed
at the time of the investigation, and (2) in
the case of an order issued under subsection
(b) , (c), or (i) of section 104 of this title, he
shall find whether or not there was a viola-
tion of any mandatory health or safety stand-
ard as described tn the order and whether or
not such violation had been abated at the
time of such investigation, and upon making
such findings he shall issue a written decisioi
vacating, affirming, modifying, or terminating
the order complained of and Incorprate his
findings therein.

(c) In view of the urgent need for prompt
decision of matters submitted tO the Sec-
retary under this section. ail actions which
the Secretary takes under this section shaI
be taken as promptly as practicable. con-
sistent with the adequate consideration or
the issues involved.

d) PendIng comp!eticn of the i1ivestta-
tion required by this section, the applicant
may file with the Secretary a written re-
quest that the Secretary grant temporary
relief from any other issued under section
104 of this title, together with a detailed
statement giving reasons for granting such
reliet. The Secretary may issue a decision
granting such relief, under suci ccrithtons
as he may prescribe, only after a hearing
in which all parties are given an oppor-
tunity to be heard.

rEDERAL. COAL. MINE HLL.TH AI'D SAFETV
BOARD OF REvIEW

SEC. 106. (a) The Federal Coal Mtne Health
and Safety Board of Review is hereby es-
tablished. For the purpose of carrying out
its tunctions under sections 107 and 111 of
this title, the Board shall be composed of
five members, hereafter reterred to as "reg-
ular members", who shall be appointed by
the Prestdent, by and with the advice and
consent ofthe Senate.

(b) For the sole purpcse of carrying out
the review functions set forth in section
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101, and for carrying out the provisions of
sections 401 and 412 of this Act and mat-
ters related thereto, there shall be included
on the Board three additional members,
hereafter referred to as "additional mem-
bers", appointed by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
at least one of whom shall have a public
health background and the others of whom
shall have a background, either by reason
of previous training, education, or experi-
ence, in coal-mining technology. All addi-
tional members shall not have had any in-
terest in, or connections with, the coal-
mining industr' br at least one year prior
to their appointment.

(c The terms of office of all members of
the Board shall be five years. except that (1)
the members of the Federal Coal Mine Safety
Board of Review established under the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, who
are in office on the effective date of this Act,
shall be regular members of the Board estab-
lished by this title and their terms shall ex-
pire on the dates originally fixed for their
expiration. and (2) a vacancy caused b' the
dcath, resignation, or removal of such a
member prior to the expiration of the term
for vhich he was appointed shall he filled
Only for the remainder of such unexpired
term. A member of the Board may be re-
moved by the President for inefficiency, ne-
glect of duty, or malfeasance in office.

ci Members o the Board shall be. foreah da including traveltime) during
Which they ale engaged in the business of
the Board, entitled to receive compensation
at the inaxtmvm rate of pay Zor grade OS—
18 as provided in the General Schedule under
sectioi 5332 of title 5 of the United States
Code, and shall, notwithstanding the limita-
tions of section 5703 and 5704 of title 5 of
the United States Code. be fully reimbursed
for travel, subsistence, and related expenses.

e The regular members of the Board
shall consist of one person who by reason
o previous training and experience may rea-
sonably he said to represent the viewpoint
of operators employing fourteen or fewer
employees. one person who by reason of
previous training and experience may rea-
sonabl\' be said to represent the viewpoint
of operators employing fifteen or more em-
ploees. one person who by reason of previous
trlinng and experience may reasonably be
said to represent the viewpoint of miners
in mines employing fourteen or fewer em-
plovees. one person who by reason of previ.
otis trlining and experience may reasonably
be said to represent the viewpoint of miners
in ntnes employing fifteen or more employ-
ees. and one person drawn from the public
generally, who shall be Chairman of the
Board. The Chairman shalt not, Within five
vear from his appointment as a member o
the Bolrd. have had a pecuniary interest in,
or have been regularly employed or engaged
in. the mining of coal, or have regularly rep-
resented either coal mine operators or coal
mine workers, or have been an officer or em-
plovee of the Department of the Interior.
Smilarlv. while he is Chairman of the Board,
he shall not have a pecuniary interest in. or
he employed or engaged in, the mining of
coal, or represent either coal mine operators
or coal mine workers, or be an officer or em-
pIo'ee of the Department of the Interior.

f The principal office of the Board shall
be in the District of Columbia. Whenever the
Board deems that the convenience of the
public or of the plrt1es may be promoted.
or delay or e.'pense may be minimized, it
ma" hold hearings or conduct other proceed-
ings at any other place. At the request of the
operator of a mine involved in a hearing Or
proceeding before the Board, or of a repre-
sentative of ntners employed in such a mine,
the Board may hold such hearings or con-
duct such proceedings on all application filed
under section 107 of this title at the county
seat of the count3 in which such mine is
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located or at any place mutually agreed to
by the Chairman of the Board and such op-
erator or representative. The Board shall have
an official seal which shall be judicially
noticed and which shall be preserved in the
custody of the Secretary of the Bourd.

(g) The Board shall, without regard to
the civil service laws, appoint and prescribe
the duties of the Secretary of the Board and
such legal counsel as it deems necessary.
Subject to the civil service laws, the Board
shall appoint such other employees as it
deems necessary in exercising its powers and
duties, The compensation of all employees
appointed by the Board shall be ftxed in
accordance with chapter 53 of tit'e 5, United
States Code,

(h) For the purpose of.carryiflg out its
functions under sections 107 and 111 of this
title, official action can be taken only on
the affirmative vote of at least three regular
members, except that, in any official action
involving mines in which no more than
fourteen individuals are regularly employed
underground, the participation of the small
mine operators' representative and small
mine workers' representative shall be re-
quired, and in any official action involving
mines in which more than fourteen indi-
viduals are regularly employed underground
the participation of the large mine oper-
ators' representative and large mine work-
ers' representative shall be required: but a
special panel composed of one or mOie reg-
lar members, upon order of the Board, shall
Ctonduct any hearing provided for in sections
107 and 111 of this title and submit the
transcript of such hearing to the entire
Board for its action thereon, Such transcript
shall be made available to the parties prior to
any final action of the Board. An oppor-
tunity to appear before the Board or suth
panel shall be afforded the parties prior to
any final action and the Board may afford
the parties an opportunity to submit addi-
tional evidence as may be required for a
full and true disclosure of the facts,

(i) Every official act of the Board shall be
entered of record, and its hearings and rec-
ords thereof shall be open to the public. The
Board shall not make or cause to be made
any inspection of a coal mine for the purpose
of determining any pending application.

(j) The Board is authorized to make such
rules as are necessary for the orderly trans-
action of its proceedings, which shall provide
for adequate notice of hearings to all parties.
The existing rules of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Board of Review shall constitute the
rules of the Board until superseded or modi-
fted by the Board, For purposes of carrying
Out its functions under sections 107 and 111
of this title, three regular members of the
Board shall constitute a quorum, and for
carrying Out' its other functions, ftve mem-
bers o the Board shall constitute a quorum.

(k) Any member of the Board may sign
and issue subpenas for the attendance and
testimony of witnesses and the production of
relevant papers, books, and documents, and
administer oaths, Witnesses summoned be-
fore the Board shall be paid the same fees
and mileage that are paid witnesses in the
courts of the United States,

(I) The Board may order testimony to be
taken by deposition in any proceeding pend-
ing before it at any stage of such proceeding.
Ieasonable notice must ftrst be given in
writing by the party or his attorney of rec-
ord, which notice shall state the name of the
witness and the time and place of the taking
of his deposition. Any person may be com-
pelled to appear and depose, and to produce
books, papers or documents, in the same
manner as witnesses may be compelled to
appear and testily and produce like docu-
mentary evidence before the Board, as pro.
vided in subsection (k) of this section. Wit-
nesses whose deposition.s are taken under this
subsection, and the persons taking such de-
positions, shall be entitled to the same fees
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as are paid for like services in the courts of
the United, State;.

(m) In the case of contumacy by, or re-
fusal to obey a subpena served upon, any
person under this subsection, the Federal
district court for any district in which such
person is found or resides or transacts busi-
ness, upon application by the United States,
and after notice to such person and hear-
ing, shall have jurisdiction to issue an order
requiring such person to appear and give
testimony before the Board or to appear and
produce domumCnts before the Board, or
both; and any Zailure to obey such order of
the court may be punished by such court as
a contempt therecf.

REVw BT BOARD

SEC. 107. (a) Within thirty days after re-
ceipt of an order made pursuant to subsec-
tion (a), (b), (c), (h), or (i) of section 104.
an operator may apply to the Board for
annulment or revision of such order with-
out seeking its annulment or revision under
section 10 of this title, Within thirty days
after the receipt of a decision made by the
Secretary pursuant to section 105 of this title,
an operator may pply to the Board for a re-
view of the decisic)n.

(b) The operator shall be designated as the
applicant in such proceeding. and the appli-
cation filed by him Shall recite the order or
decision complained of and other facts su!-
ficent to ath'ise the Board and the Secretary
of the nature of the proceeding. The Secre-
tary shall be the respondent in such proceed-
ing, and the applicant shall send a copy of
such application by registered or certified
mail to the respondent and to the represen-
tative, if any, of the persons working in the
affected mine. Immediately upon the filing
of such an application, the Board shall fix
the time for a pm'ompt hearing thereof. The
Board shall permit any interested person to
intervene in such proceedings.

(c) (1) If the application is made to the
Board directly from' an Order issued under
section 104 of this title. the Board shall not
be bound by any previous ftndings of fact by
any representative of the Secretary. the bur-
den of proof shall be upon the respondent,
and evidence relating to the making of the
order complained of and other pertinent mat-
ters may be offered by the parties to the
proceeding.

(2) If the application is made to the Board
from a decision issued under section 105 of
this title, the record and the decision of the
Secretary shall be received in evidence and
the ftndings of tbe Secretary included in the
decision sball constitute a prima facie case
for the issuance f the decision complained
of and the burden of rebutting such prima
facie case hall be upon the applicant, but
either party may adduce additional evidence.

(d) Upoil conclusion of the hearing, the
Board shall ftnd, with respect to the order or
decision, whether or not the alleged immi-
nent danger, violation of a mandatory health
or safety standard, or the condition described
in section 104(h) (1) existed at the time of
issuance o such order and whether or not
such danger or such violation existed at the
time of ftling the application, and shall issue
a written decision incorporating such find-
ing therein and affirming, vacating, mOdif y-
ing, or terminating the Order or decision
issued under section 104 or 105 of this title.

(e) Each decision made by the Board shall
show the date on which it is made, and shall
bear the signatures of the members of the
Board who concur therein. Upon issuance of
a decision under this section, the Board shall
cause a true copy thereof to be sent by
registered cr certified mail to all parties and
their attorneys of record. The Board shall
cause each decisic'n to be entered on its offi-
cial record, together with any written Opinion
prepared by any nembers in support of. or
dissenting frem. any such decision.
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(f) Pending the hearing required by this

section for review of an order or decision
issued under section 104 or 105 of this title,
the applicant before the Board may file with
the Board a written request that the Board
grant temporary relief from the order or de-
cision, together with a detailed statement
giving reasons for gtanting such relief. The
Board may issue a decision granting such
relief, under such condition.s as it may pre-
scribe, only after a hearing in which all
parties are given an opportunity to be heard.

(g) In view of the urgent need for prompt
decision of matters submitted to the Board
under this section, all actions wlüch the
Board takes under this section shall be
taken aa promptly aa practicable, consistent
with adequate consideration of the issues
involved.

JUDICIAL REVW
SEc. 108. (a) Any decision issued by the

Board under section 107 of this title shall
be subject to judicial review by the United
States court of appeals for the circuit in
which the affected mine Is located, upon the
filing In such court within thirty days from
the date of such decision of a petition by the
Secretary or by the operator aggrieved by
the decision praying that the action of the
Board be modified or set aside In whole or
In part. A copy of the petition shall forth-
with be sent by registered or certified mail
to the other party and to the Board, and
thereupon the Board shall certify and file
in such court the record upon which the
decision complained of waa issued, aa pro-
vided in section 2112, title 28, United States
Code.

(b) The court shall hea? such appeal on
the record made before the Board. The find-
ings of the Board, if supported by subatan-
tial evidence on the record considered aa a
whole, shall be conclusive. The court may
athrm, vacate, or modify any decision or may
remand the proceedings to the Board for
buch further action aa it directs.

(c) Upon such conditions as may be re-
quired and to the extent necessary to pre-
vent Izreparable injury, the court may, after
due notice to, and hearing of, the parties to
the appeal, issue aU necessary and appro-
priate process grant such other reliet as may
be appropriate pending final determination
of the appeal.

(d) The judgment of the court shall be
subject only to review by the Supreme Court
of the United States upon certiorari or cer-
tification as provided in section 1254 of title
28, United States Code.

(e) The commencement of a proceeding
under this section shall not, unless specil-
ically ordered by the court, operate as a stay
of the Board's decision.

POSTING OF NOTICES AND ORDERS
SEC. 109 (a) At each coal mine there shall

be maintained an office with aêonspicuous
sign designating it as the office of the mine
and a bulletin board at such office or at some
conspicuous place near an entrance of the
mine, in such manner that notices required
by law or regulation to be posted on the
mine bulletin board may be posted thereon,
be easily visible to all persons desiring to
read them, and be protected against damage
by weather and against unauthorized re-
moval. A copy of any notice or order required
by this title to be given to an operator shall
be delivered to the office of the affected mine,
and a copy shall be immediately posted on
the bulletin board of such mine by the op..
erator or his agent.

(b) The Secretary shall cause a copy of any
notice or order required by this title to be
given to an operator to be mailed inimedi-
ately to a duly designated representative of
persons working in the affected mine, and to
the public official or agency of the State
charged with administering State laws, if
any, relating to health or safety in such mine.
Such notice or order shall be available for
public inspection.
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(c) In order to insure prompt compliance
with any notice or order issued under section
104 of this title, the authorized representa-
tive of the Secretary may deliver such notice
or order to an agent of the operator and
such agent shall immediately take appropri-
ate measures tO'insure compliance with such
notice or order.

(d) Each operator of a coal mine shall
file with the Secretary the name and address
of such mine and the name and address of
the person who controls or operates the
mine. Any revisions ii such names or ad-
dresses shall be promptly filed with the
Secretary. Each operator of a coal mine shall
designate a responsible official at such mine
as the principal officer in charge of health
and safety at such mine and such official
sh1l receive a copy of any notice, order, or

• decision issued under this Act affecting such
mine. In any case, where the coal mine is
subject to the control of any person not
directly involved in the daily operations of
the coal mine, there shall be filed with the
Secretary the name and address of such
person and the name and address of a princi-
pal official of such person who shall have
overall responsibility for the conduct of on
effective health and safety program at any
coal mine subject to the control of such
person and such official shail receive a copy
of any notice, order, or decision issued affect-
ing any such mine. The mere designation Of
a health or safety official under this sub-
section shall not be construed as making such
official subject to any penalty under this Act.

INJtNCT1ON5
SEC. 110. The Secretary may request the

Attorney General to institute a civil action
for relief, including a permanent or tem-
porary injunction, restraining order, or any
other appropriate order, in the district court
of the United States for the district in which
a coal mine is located or in which the opera-
tor of such mine has bis principal office,
whenever such operator or his agent (a)
violates or fails or refuses to comply with
any order issued under section 104 of this
title or decision issued under this title. or(b)
interferes with, hinders, or delays the Sec-
retary or his authorized representative in
carrying out the provisions of this Act, or
(c) refuses to admit such representative to
the mine, or (d) refuses to permit the in..
spection of the mine, or an accident, injury,
or occupational disease occurring in, or conS
nected with, such mine, or (e) refuses to
furnish any information or report requested
by the Secretary, or (f) refuses to permit
access to, and copying of, records. ach
court shall have jurisdiction to provide such
relief as may be appropriate: PrOvided, That
no temporary restraining order shall, be is-
sued without notice unless the petition
therefor alleges that substantial and ir-
reparable injury to the miners in such miie
will be unavoidable and such temporazy re-
straining order shall be effective for no
longer than seven days and will become void
at the expiration of such period: Piovzded
further, That any order issued under this
section to enforce an order issued under
section 104, unless set aside or modified prior
thereto by the district court granting such
injunctive relief, shall not be in effect after
the completion or final termination of all
proceedings for review of such order as pro-
vided in this title if such is determined on
such review that such order was invalid.

PENALTIES

SEC. 111. (a) The operator of a coal mine
in which a violation occurs of a mandatory
health or safety standard or who violates any
provision of this Act shall by order be as-
sessed a civil penalty by the Secretary which
penalty shall not be more than $10.000 for
ch such vlolaon. Each occurrence 01 a
violation o a mandatory health or safety
standard may constitute a separate offense.
In deterrntrI?ag the amount of the penalty,
the Secretary shall consider the operator's
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history of previous violations, the appropri-
ateness of such penalty to the Eize or the
business of the operator charged. the effect
on the operator's ability to continue in busi-
ness, the gravity of the violation, and the
demonstrated good faith of the operator
charged in attempting to achieve rapid com-
pliance after notification of a violation. NO
penalty shall be assessed under this sub-
section pending the final termination, ex-
piration, or completion of all proceedings.
administrative or judicial, for review of an
order or decision under this title.

(b) Upon written request made by an op-
erator within thirty days after receipt of n
order assessing a penalty under this section,
the Board shall afford such operator an o-
portunity ror a hearing and, in accordance
with the request determ.ine by decisicn
whether or not a violation did occur or
whether the amount of the penalty is war-
ranted or should be compromised..

(c) Upon any failure of an operator to pay
a penalty assessed under this section. the
Secretary may request the Attorney General
to institute a civil action in a district court
or the United States for any district in which
such person is found or resides or transacts
business to collect the penalty, and such
court shall have jurisdiction to hear and
decide any such action.

(d) Whoever knowingly violates or fails
or refuses to comply with any order issued
under section 104(a) of this title or any final
decision on any other order issued under this
title shall, upon conviction, be punished by a
fine of not more than $10,000. or by im-
prisonnient for not more than six months, or
by both, except that if the conviction is for
a violation committed after the first convic-
tion of such person, punishment shall be by
a fine of not more than $20.000 or by im-
prisonment of not more than one year. or
by both.

(e) Whenever a corporate operator violates
a mandatory health or safety standard of
this Act. or violates any provision of this Act.
any director, officer, or agent of such cor-
poration who authorized. Ordered, or carried
Out such violation shall be subject to the
provisions of subsection (a). Whenever a cor-
porate operator knowingly violates or fails or
refuses to comply with any order issued un-
der section 104(a) of this title or any final
decision or any Other order issued under this
tttle, any director, officer. or agent of such
corporation who authorized. Ordered, or car-
ried Out such violation, failure, or refusal
shall be subject to the provisions of sub-
section (d).

(f) Whoever knowingly makes any false
statements or representations in any appli-
cation, records, reports, plans. or othe:
documents filed or required to be maintained
in accordance with this Act or any manda-
tory health or safety standard of this Act
or any order issued under this Act shall
upon conviction. be punished by a fine of not
more than $10,000. or by imprisonment for
not more than six months. or both.

ENTITLEMENT OF MINERS
SEC. 112. (a) If a mine Or portion of a mine

is elosed by an Order issued under seCttOn
104. all miners working during the shift 'vhen
such order was issued who are idled by suci
order shall be entitled to full compensation
by the operator at their regular rates o pay
for the period they are idled, but for not
more than the balance of such shift. If such
order is not terminated prior o the next
working shift, all miners on that shift who
are idled by such order shall be entitled to
full compensation by the operator at their
regular rates of pay for the period they are
idled, but for not more than four hours o
such shift. Whenever an operator violates or
fails or refuses to comply with an Order
Issued under section 104, all miners employed
at the affected mine who would be withdrawn
or prevented from entering such mine or
portion thereof as a result of such order
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shall be entitled to rull compensation by the
operator at their regular rates oZ pay, in ad-
dition to pay received Zor work performed
after such order was issued, for the period
beginning when such order was issued and
endtng when such order is complied with,
vacated or terminated.

b) (1) Compensation shall be paid under
thts subsection in respect oZ totally dis-
ability of an individual from conplicated
pneumoconiosis wlich arose out of or In the
course of hts employment in a coal mine, and
tr respect of the death oZ any individual
who, at the time cf his death, was suffering
from complicated pneumoconiosls which SO
arose. For purposes of this subsection, ir an
individual who is suffering or suffered from
complicated pneumOconiosis was employed
br ten years Or more in a coal nitne there
shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
compltcated pneumoconiosis arose Out of or
tn the course of such empOvment, but tlis
sentence shall not be deemed to affect the
applicability of the first sentence of this
paragraph in the case of claims under this
subsectton on account of death or total dis-
abiit oZ an individual when such individual
has not worked for as much as ten years in
a coal rntne. For purposes of this subsection.
any tndtvtdual who suffers from complicated
pneumOcOntosis shall be deemed to be totally
disabled.

2) A Subject to the provisions of sub-
paragraph B), compensation shall be paid
under this subsection as follows:

U In the case of total disability, the dis-
abled incivic1ual shall be paid compensation
during the disability at a rate equal to 50
per centum of the mtnimum monthly pa-
ment to which a Federal employee in grade
GS—2. who is totally disab'ed is entitled at
the time of payment under the provisions of
Federal law relating to Federa' employees'
compensatton (sectiOn 8112, title 5. United
States Code).

(ii) In the case of death. c3mpensattOn
shall be paid to the Widow at the rate the
deceased individual wOu'd receive such com-
peusation If he were totally disabled.

(lii In the case of an individual entttled
to compensation under clause (i) or (ii) of
this subparagraph who has one or more de-
pendents. his compensatton shall be in-
creased at the rate of 50 per centum of the
compensation to which he is so entit'ed un-
der clause (i) or (ii) of this subparagraph
if such tndtvidua has one dependent. 75 per
cennim f such ir.dividual has two depend-
ents, and 100 per centum if such indtviuul
has three dependents.

(B) Notwtthstandiug subparagraph (A).
compensation under thts paragraph shall be
reduced by an amount equal to any par-
ment vhich the payee receives under the
workniens compensation, unemployment
cOmpenstcn. or dis$bility insurance laws of
hts State, and the amount by which t:
pament would be reduced on account of
excess earnings Under section 203 (b) through
(Ii of the Social Security Act tf the amount
patd vere a benefit payable under section
202 of such Act.

(3 (A) The Secretary of Labor shall enter
tnto agreements with the Governors of the
States under which the State will receive and
adludtcate claims under thIs subsection from
any restdent of the State and under wlich
cornpensatioxi will be patd as provided by this
subseetioj from grants made to pay corn-
Densatioi under this subsection. Such Gov—
erlor sijctll tmpernent the agreement in such
manlier as he Ehall determine will best effec-
tuate the provisions of this subsection. The
Governor shall make such reports to the
Secretav of Labor, subject to such verifica-
tioii. as nv be necessary to assure that Fed-
e:'l graits under thts subseetton are used
er tieir intended purpose.

(B) The Secretary oZ Labor shall make
grants under this subsection to States with
which he has an agreement under subpara-
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graph (A) in the amount necessary to en-
able them to pay the compensation required
by this subsectton.

(4) If the Secretary oZ Labor is unable to
enter into an agreement under paragraph (3)
or iZ the Governor oZ the State requests him
to do 'so, he shall make payments of com-
pensation directly to residents oZ such State
as required by thL subsection. The adminis-
trative provisions Zor carrying out the Fed-
eral. employees' Compensation programs
which are contained in sections 8121, 8122(b),
and 8123 through 8135, title 5, United States
Code, shall apply with respect to claims under
this paragraph.

(5) No claim under tbJ subsection shall
be considered unless it Is filed (1) within one
year after the date an employed nitner re-
ceived the results of his first chest roent—
genogram provided under section 203 o'f this
Act, or, if he did not receive such a chest
roentgenogram, the date he was first aorded
an opportunity to do so under such section, or
(2) in the case of any other claimant, within
three years from the date of enactment of
this Act, or, in the case of a claimant who is
a widow, within one year after the death of
her lusband or within three years £rom the
date of enactment of this Act, whichever is
the later. Payment oZ compensation under
this subsection shall commence with the date
tle claim is filed.

(6) No compensation shall be paid under
this subsection to the residents oZ any State
which, after the date oZ enactment of this
Act, reduces the benefits payable to persons
eli1ble to receive compensation under this
subsection, under its State laws which are
applicable to its general work Zorce with re-
gard to workmen's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation, or disability insurance.

(7) FOr purposes oZ this subsection—
(A) The term "coal mine" includes only

underground coal mines.
(B) Tle term "complicated pneumoconi-

csis" means an advanced stage of a chronic
coal dust disease of the lung which (i) when
diagnosed by chest roentgenogra.m, yields
one or • more large opacities (greater than
one centimeter in diameter) and would be
class,tfied in category A, B, or C in the Inter-
national Classification of Radiographs oZ the
Pneumoconioses by the International Labor
Organization, (ii) when diagnosed by biopsy
or autopsy, yields massive lesions in the lung,
(iii) wlen diagnosis is made by other means.
would be a condition which could reasonably
be expected to yield results described in
clause (i) or (ii) if diagnosis had been made
in a manner described in clause (i) or (U).

(C) The term "dependent" means a wiZe
or child wlO is a dependent as that term is
defined for puropses of section 8110, title 5,
United States Code.

(D) The term 'widow" means the wiZe
living with or dependent or support on the
decedent at the time of his death, or living
apart for reasonable cause or because of his
desertion, who has not remarried.

REPORTS

SEc. 113. (a) All accidents, including un-
intentional roof falls (except in any aban-
doned panels or in areas whith are inacces-
sible or unsafe for inspections), shall be in-
vestigated by the operator or his agent to
determine the cause and the means oZ pre-
venting a recurrence. Records oZ such acci-
dents, roof Zalls, and investigations shall
be kept and the information shall be made
available to the Secretary or his authorized
representative and the appropriate State
agency. Such records shall be open or in-
spection by interested persons. Such records
shall include man-hours worked and shall
be reported for periods determined by the
Secretary, but at least annually.

(b) Every operator oZ a coal mine and hts
agent shall (1) establish and maintain, in
addition to such records as are specifically
required by this Act, such records, and (2)
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make suth reports and provide such inZor-
mation. as the Secretary may reasonably
require from time to time to enable him to
perform his Zunctions under this Act. The
Secretary is authorized to compile, analyze,
and publish, either in summary or detailed
rorm; such reports or information so ob-
tained. Except to the extent otherwise spe-
cifically provided by this Act, all records
information, reports, findings, notices, orders.
or decisions required or issued pursuant to
or under this Act may be published from
time to time and released to any interested
person. and shall be made available for public
inspection

Mr. PERKINS (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that title I be considered as read, printed
in the RECORD, and open to amendment at
any point. Th2t s to line 12, page 44.

The CHAmJ1AN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?

There was no objection.
AMENDMENTS OFFERED BY MR. PKIN5

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I offer
amendments.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendments offered by Mr. PERKINS: On

page 5, strike Out lines 5 and 6, and insert the
Lollowing:

(m) Panel' means the lilterim Oom-
pliance Panel established by this Act."

On page 5, a:tter line 13, tnsert the Zol-
lowing:

":tNTERIM coMPLIANcE PA
"SEc. 5. (a) There is hereby etabLtshed the

Interim Compliance Panel; which shall be
composed of five members as follows:

'(1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor
Standardz, Department oZ Labor, or his
delegate;

(2) DIrector of the Bureau oZ Standards,
Department of Commerce, or hs delegate:

"(3) Adminisi;rator oZ Consumer Protec-
tion and Environmental Health Service, De-
partment oZ Ielth, Education, and Welfare,
or his delegate;

"(4) Dlrecetor of the Bureau oZ Mines,
Department oZ the Interior, or his delegate;
and

"(5) Director oZ the National Science
Foundation, or ttls delegate.

"(b) Member; of the Panel shall serve
without compensation in addition to that re-
ceived in their regular employment, but thall
be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub-
sistence, and other necessary expenses in-
curred by them in the pcrZormance oZ duties
vested in the Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any Other provision
of law. the Secretary of Health, Education.
and WeLfare, Secretary of Commerce, the Sec-
retary oZ Labor, and the Secretary of the
Interior shall, upon request of the Panel, pro-
vide the Panel such personnel and other as-
ststance as the Panel determines necessary
to enab'e it to carry Out its functions under
this Act.

"(d) Tflree members of the Panel shall
constitute a quorum ZOr doing business. All
decisions or the Panel thall be by majority
vote. The chairman of the Panel shall be se-
lected by the members from among the mem-
bership thereof.

'(e) The Panel is authorized to appoint
as many ]learing examiners as are necessary
LOr proceedings required to be conducted in
accordance with the provisions oZ tlis Act.
The provisions applicable to hearing exam-
iners appointed under section 3105 of tltle 5
oZ the United States Code shall be applica-
ble to hearing examiners appointed pursuant
to this subsection.

'(f) (1) It sh.ll be the function of the
Panel to carry Out the duties imposed on it
pursuant to sections 202 and 305 oZ this Act
and to provide an opportunity for a hearing,
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alter notice, at he request oi an operator
ot the affected mine or the representative oi
the miners ot such mine. Any operator or
representative of miners aggrieved by a final
decision oi the Panel Under this subsection
may file a petition for review oi such deci-
sion under section 106 of thb Act. The pro-
visions ot this section shall ternthiate upon
completion ot the Panel's functions as set
forth under sections 202 and 305 of this Act.

hearing held pursuant to this subsection
shall be ot record and the Panel shall make
findings oi iact and shall issue a written de-
cision Incorporating its findIngs therein In
accordance with section 554 oi title 5 of the
United States Code.

"(2) The Panel shall make an annual re-
porte in writing, to the Secretary for trans-
mittal by him to the Congress concerning the
achievement of its purposes, and any other
relevant tnormation (including any recom-
mendations) which it deems appropriate."

On page 6, line 4, strike "the Board, other".
On page 8, line 3, strike "by the Board".
On page 8, line 7, change the comma to a

period and strike out all thereafter through
the period on line 9.

On page 8, line 10, strike all through page
9, line 6, and substitutethe following:

"(t) Promptly after any such notice is
published in the Federal Register by the
Secretary under subsection (e) of tb.ls sec-
tion, the Secretary, in the case of manda-
tory saZety standada, or the Secretary of
Realth, Education, and Wellare, in the case
of mandatory health standarda, shall issue
notice of, and hold a public heartng ror the
purpose of receiving relevant evidence.
Within sixty days after completion of the
hearings, the Secretary who held the hear-
ing shail make endings of tact which shall
be public. In the case of mandatory safety
standards, the Secretary may promulgate
such standards with such modifications as
he deems appropriate. In the case of manda-
tory health standards, the Secretary of
Realth, £ducation, and Welfare may direct
the Secretary to promulgate the mandatory
health standards with such modifications
as the Secretary of Realth, £ducation, anct
Wellare deems approprtate and the Secretary
shall thereupon promulgate the mandatory
health standards. In the event the Secretary
or the Secretary of Realth, Education, and
Welfare determines that a proposed manda-
tory standard should not be promulgated or
should be modified, he shall within a reason-
able time publish his reasons for his deter-
mination.'

On page 19, line 20, insert "(1)" after
"(a)".

On page 20, after line 10, insert the fol-
lowing:

(2) The operator and the representative
o the miners sha1 be given written notice
of the time and place of the hearing at least
five days prior to the hearing. Any such
hearing shall be of record and shall be sub-
ject to section 554 o title 5 o the United
States Code."

Beginning with line 15 on page 21, strike
out everything down through line 24 on
page 27.

And remember the sections which follow
accordingly.

Begln.ning with line 1 on page 28, strike
out everything down through line. 19 on
page 30.

And remember the sections which follow
accordingly.

Beginning with page 30, line 21, strIke all
through page 31, line 14. and substitute the
following:

"SEc. 108. (a) Any decision Issued by the
Panel under section 5 or the Secretary under
section 105 of this Act shall be subject to ju-
dicial review by the United States court o
appeals for the circuit in which the affected
mine Is located, upon the filing in such court
within thirty days from the date of such de-
cision o a petition by the operator or a rep.
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presentative of the miners aggrieved by the
decision praying that the decision be mcdi-
fled or set aside in whole or in part. A copy
of the petition shall forthwith be sent by
registered or cerfied mail to the other party
and to the Secretary or the Panel as appro-
priate, and thereupon the Secretary or the
Panel, as appropriate, shail certily and .1e
in such court the record upon which the de-
cision oomplaJned of was Issued, u provided
in sectIon 2112, title 28, UnIted States Code.

"(b) The Couit shail hear such petition on
the record made before the Secretary or the
Panel, aa appropriate. The endings of the
Secretary or the Panel, as appropriate, if
supported by substantial evidence on the
record considered aa a whole, shall be con-
clusive. The court may arm, vacate, or mod-
tfy any such decision or may remand the
proceedings to the Secretary or the Panel, as
appropriate, for such further action as it may
direct.'

On page 31, line 18, after "appeal" insert
the following: "from a decision of the Secre-
tary or the Panel, u appropriate, except a
decision from an order issued under section
104(a) of this titie,".

On page 32, line 2, strike out "Board's" and
insert "Secretary's or Panel's".

On page 36, line 3, strIke out "Board" and
insert "Secretary".

On page 44, line 25, strike out "sections
105, 107, and 108 oV'.

On page 46, in lines 13 and 16, strike out
"Secretary" and insert "Panel".

On page 47, in lines 5 and 8, strike out
"Secretary" and insert "Panel".

On page 48, in lines 10 and 14, sike out
"Board" and insert "Secretary of Realth, Edu-
cation, and Wellare".

On page 49, line 9, strike out", the Board.".
On page 51, lines 22 and 23, strike "sec-

tions 105, 107, and 108 of'.
On page 72, line 15, strike out "Secretary"

and insert "Panel".
On page 72, lines 16 and 19, strike out

"he" and insert "it".
On page 73, lines 8, 11, and 23, strike Out

"Secretary" nd insert "Panel".
On page 73, lines 10 and 13, strike Out "he"

and Insert "it".
On page 106, line 5, strike all through line

7, and substitute the following:
"SEc. 401. (a) The Secretary and the Sec-

retary of Realth, Education, and Welfare, as
appropriate, shall conduct such studies, re-
search, experiments, and demonstrations as
may be appropriate."

On page 108, strike out lines 2, 3, 4, and 5
and Insert The o1lowIng: "tion (a). the Sec.
retary shall distribute funds available to
him under this section as equally as practi-
cable between liimselt and the Secretary ot
Realth, Education, and Welfare. Activities
under this sec-".

On page 108, beginning in line 13, strike
out "Such Secretaries shall consult and co-
operate with the Board on specific projects
and programs."

On page 108, line 24, strike Out 'Board"
and insert "Secretary".

On page 109, in line 1, strike out 'Board"
and insert "Secretary", and strike out "it"
and insert "htm'.

On page 109, line 2, after "sufficient" insert
"for the Secretary of Realth, Education, and
WelIare"

On page 109, line 4, strike out "it" and
insert 'he".

On page 109, line 5, strike out "it" and
insert "he"

On page 109, in line 7, strIke out "Board"
and insert "Secretary". and strike out "it"
and insert "him".

On page 109, line 11, strike out "Board"
and insert "Secretary".

On page 109, line 16, strIke out "Board"
and insert Secretary".

On page 109, line 18, strike out "it" and
insert "him and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welae".
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O Page 109, line 20, strike out "Board"
and Insert "Secret.ry", and strike Out
and Insert "him and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare'.

On page 109, line 22, strike Out "Board'
and Insert "SeCreta7'.

On page 114, line 22, strike out "The" and
Insert "Except as otherwise provided in this
Act, the".

On page 117, line 8, strike Out "Board" and
insert "Secretary".

On page 117, line 15, strike out Board"
and insert "Secretary".

On page 117. line 16, strike 'its' and insert
"his".

Mr. PERKflS (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that further reading of the amendments
be dispensed with, that they be considered
as read and printed in the RECORD, arid
that the amendments be considered eli
bloc, they are conforming amendments
that run into other titles of the bill.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, I will be
constrained to object to that unless there
is some explanation about what at least
the first amendment is and at least the
constitution of the panel as read by the
Clerk.

Mr. PERKS. Mr. Chai'.'man, I with-
draw my unanimous-consent l'eques t.
Let the Clerk read the amendments.

The CHAmMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clelk proceeded to read tile

amendments.
Mr. ERLENBORN (during the read-

ing). Mr. Chairman, I ask uxlanlmous
consent that further reading of the
amendments be dispensed with and that
the amendments be considered as read
and printed In the RECORD.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
flilnois?

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, reserving
the right to object, I have had the chance
now to see this particular amendment
and I understand that it has been previ-
ously agreed to.

However, Mr. Chairman. I want to
state that this damages the representa-
tive process when in this body we do as
we did last week and have six amend-
ments that are considered read and
printed in the RECORD and accepted and
passed without time for the individual
Member to know the substance and with
utterly no discussion.

In this case I believe it is all right, but
I should like to serve notice that we can-
not legislate and provide evidence of the
House working its will under such tac-
tics, so in the future I shall object un-
less there is either an explanation or the
amendment is read.

Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my resérva-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?

There was no objection.
Mr. KYL. Mr. Chairman, I make the

point of order that a quorum is not
present.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count.

Sixty-eight Members are present, not
a quorum. The Clerk will call the roll.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee do now rise.

The motion was agreed to.
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AccorIng1y thc arjd

the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. STEED, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bill
(HR. 13950) to provide for the protec-
tion of the health and safety of persons
working in the coal mining industry of
the United States, and for other pur—
pcses. had come to no resolution thereon.

* * * * *



FEDERAL COAL ME HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

Mr. PERKS. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the further con-
sideration of the bill (HR. 13950) to pro-
vide for the protection of the health and
safety of persons working in the coal
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mining industry of the United States,
and for other purposes.

The SPEAKER. The question is on
the motion offered by the gentleman
from Kentucky.

The motion was agreed to.
IN THE COMMITTEE ON THE \VHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the fur-
ther consideration of the bill H.R. 13950.
with Mr. STEED in the chair.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit-

tee rose on yesterday, title I of the bill
was subject to amendment at any point,
and amendments had been offered by
the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. PER-
KINs) and considered as read.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Kentucky for 5 minutes in support
oI his amendments.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman. during
the course of general debate on Mon-
day, specifically as reported on pages
H10031 through H10033 of the CONGRES-
5IONAL RECORD for October 27, 1969. I
submitted the complete text of the
amendments and at that time explained
the effect of the amendments. In es-
sence, these amendments delete the
Board from the bill and substitute in
its place an Interim Compliance Panel
whose sole function would be to review
and act upon requests by miues for
waiver of dust standards and for the
waiver of the use of permissible mining
equipment.

Since 1952, when the Board was
cleated, it has operated as a very effec-
tive administrative mechanism for re-
viewing actions of the Bureau of Mines
in administering the Federal coal mine
safety law. This has been possible be-
cause the Board consisted of representa-
tives of the miners and representatives
of the coal industry who worked to make
the Board effective in carrying out the
objective of the act. Now the committee
has received information to the effect
that one of the interested groups repre-
sented on the Board and directly con-
cerned believes that' the Board is uo
longer necessary. It is obvious that the
Board's ability to effectively operate as
an administrative instrument may he
impaired. Hence this amendment to
delete it.

As I pointed out yesterday tle amend-
ment assures appropriate review pro-
cedures of orders and decisions of the
Secretary in administering the act.

First, an Interim Compliance Panel
is created to review requests by mines
for waiver of dust standards and to re-
view requests for waiver of the use of
permissible—nonspark—mining equip-
ment.

Second, a public hearing will be held
by the Secretary as a matter of right for
any persons objecting to proposed reg-
ulations on health and safety stana-
ards. The standards are further subject
to review in court.

Third, the amendment retaius proce-
dures for appealing any closing orders
issued by a Federal inspector to the Sec-
retary and makes the adjudication pro-
visions of the Administrative Procedures
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Act applicable to the appeal which are,
of course, then reviewable by the courts.

Fourth, the amendment permits, on a
limited basis, temporary relief from any
closing order except those dealing with
imminent danger—while an appeal is
being taken.

Further, powers that were formerly
under the Board with respect to the im-
position of civil penalties for violation of
mandatory standards are now reposed
in the Secretary. He is required by the
terms of the amendment to conduct ap-
propriate hearings on request in con-
nection with his assessment of any civi]
penalties. Appeal to the courts is pro-
vided where the proceedings would be
de novo.

Other functions formerly assigned to
the Board under the amendment with
respect to overseeing the Xray program
would be assigned to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. Those
functions with respect to health and
safety research programs would be as-
signed to both the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Secre-
tary of the Interior.

Mr. Chairman, that is the basis of
the amendment. I have discussed It with
the minority, and, so far as I know,
the minorit.y intends to accept this
amendment. I think the gentleman
from flhinois (Mr. ERLENBORN) should
speak on that point.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. Yes. I yield to the
distinguished gentleman from flhlnois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The statement just
made by the gentleman from Kentucky,
the chairman of the full committee, is
correct. I have gone over this amend-
ment with the chairman, the gentleman
in the well, and I support this amend-
ment. which removes the board of re-
view and places in the legislation the
compliance panel with provision for ex-
tension of the dust standards and ac-
quisition of permissible equipment. I
commend the gentleman for offering
this amendment and I do support it.

Mr. PERKS. And we agree that the
amendments should be considered en
bloc?

Mr. ERLENBORN. That is right.
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, I make

the point of order that a quorum is not
present.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count.

Seventy-two Members are present, not
a quorum. The Clerk will call the roll.

The Clerk called the roll, and the
following Members failed to answer to
their names.

Roll No. 247]
Ashbroo1 Daddarto Monagan
Ashle:: Dawson Moorhead
Baring Foley ONeil1. Mass.
Btrrett 1ord. Ottinger
Bell. Calir. William D. Patman
Binham Garmatz Pepper
Blatni1 Gubser Pirnie
Boland Heckler, Mass. Powell
Brown,Cali. Holifield Preyer. N.C.
Burton Utah Jarinan Pucinski
Byrne. Pa. Kirwan Rees
Cahill
Carey

Lipscomb
Long. Md.

Reid. N.Y.
Robison

Cederberg McClory Rosenthal
Clark McCuUoch Rostenkowski
Clausen. MaUliard Seheuer

Don H. Mikva Skubitz
Colmer Miller Cali(. Stuckey

Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker havthg resumed the chair,
Mr. STEED, Chairman of the Committee of
the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bill
H.R. 13950, and finding Itself without a
quorum, he had directed the roll to be
called, when 374 Members responded to
their names, a quorum, and he submitted
herewith the names of the absentees to
be spread upon the Journal.

The Committee resumed its sitting.
Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.

Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendments.

Mr. Chairman, I desire to commend
the chairman of the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor, the gentleman from
Kentucky, the sponsor of these amend-
ments, and also the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. Drr), the chairman
of the subcommittee. I should like to ask
the gentleman from Kentucky a couple
of questions concerning the amend-
ments.

Does this Interim Compliance Panel,
provided for in these amendments, in-
clude any private citizens?

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield'?

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
yield to the distinguished gentleman
from Kentucky, my neighbor from the
adjoining district to mine.

Mr. PERKINS. It does not include pri-
vate citizens. It includes a group of se-
lect Federal officials or their delegates.

They are: First, the Assistant Secre-
tary of Labor for Labor Standards;
second. the Director of the Bureau of
Standards of the Department of Com-
merce; third, the Administrator of Con-
sumer Protection and Environmental
Health Service. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare; fourth, the Di-
rector of-the Bureau of Mines; and filth,
the Director of the NatiOnal Science
Foundation. There are no private citizens
on the Panel.

Mr. HECIUER of West Virginia. Does
this Panel include any power or author-
ity to veto penalties or mine closures for
safety violations? Can the Panel over-
ride the decisions of members of the
President's Cabinet?

Mr. PERKINS. Thls panel has nothing
to do with vetoing any action of the
Secretary and has no authority in the
areas that the gentleman just men-
tioned..

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
thank the chairman of the full commit-
tee for his clear answers.

Mr. PERKfl'S. This Is an Interim
Panel that goes out of existence when
its duties have been carried out.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
thank the gentleman from Kentucky and
commend him for sponsoring these
amendments.

Mr. Chairman, I support the amend-
ments.

For months I have been calling atten-
tion to the shortcomings of this Board
of Review, which could have become the
real Achilles heel of the new legislation
had it remained in the bill. In the Oc-
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tober 21 RECORD at page H9772, I placed
in the RECORD the texts of five letters
from distinguished experts in adminis-
trative law, ca(ling attention to the un-
sound features of the device of allowing
special-interest repxesentatives to over-
rule the considered decisions of a re-
sponsible member of the Presidents
Cabinet. Since having these letters
printed, [ have received responses from
several other experts, including Prof.
Kenneth Cuip Davis, University of Clii-
cago Law School; Dean Leo A. Nuard of
the School of Law, University of Santa
Clara, Calif.; Prof. Arthur Earl Ben.fleld,
College of Law of the University of Iowa;
and Prof. Walter Gellhorn, Columbia
University School of Law.

Dean Huard in general supports the
concept of the Board, unlike all the rest
of his colleagues. He also makes some
interesting and useful comments con-
cerning the need for incorporating the
practices under the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act. I am very happy to note
that the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
Pwcn.s) has done precisely this in h.is
amendments which tie in the interim
compliance panel with the Administra-
tive Procedures Act.

Professor Gellhorn, in his letter oX
October 24, 1969, generally endorses the
comments of Prof. Fred Davis of the
University of Missouri, a copy of which
I have already had printed in the Octo-
ber 21 RECORD at page H9772, Professor
Gellhorn adds:

A body that is supposed to make dlspa.5-
sionate Jucigments about disputed questions
of Zact shcu1d not be conpo8ed o partisan
representatives. That type oZ tribunal has
progressively ai1n Into disuse because no
matter how detached might be the Judg-
ment of its individual menbers, its decisions
remained suspecb in some quarters and
therefore tailed to carry theforce they
should have.

I most enthusiastically support these
amendments to abolish and finally lay
to rest the Board of Review.

Mr. ERJJENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
rLse in support oi the amendment.

As I said during the time that the gen-
tleman from Kentucky (Mr. PERKINS)
yielded to me, I ;upport this amendment.
I wish to make it clear that it is some-
what reluctant on the basis of removing
the Board of Review, which. has done a
good job, I believe, but I see the realities
of the situation. The gentleman from
Kentucky is including in this amendment
the provisions for a compliance panel
substantially the same as is in the bill in
the other body. This would make our job
in the conference much easier. It is some-
thing that the Secretary of the Interior
has wanted namely, the compliance
panel. As the chairman of the committee
pointed out, this panel will fi'nction in
an area which is separate from what the
Board of Review did. The Board of Re-
view would review orders, and it has done
so in the past. It reviews orders of closure
and other orders issued by the Secretary
based on Inspectors' findings at the
mines. The compliance panel will have
application only to the. areas of exten-
sions of time in compliance with health
and safety standards and extensions of
time in the acquisition of permissible
equipment. This Is something that the
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Secretary of the Interior has wanted, as I
said. I am happy that the gentleman
from Kentucky has seen fit to offer this
amndment and I do support it.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
t:ie amendments offered by the gentle-
man from Kentucky (Mr. PERKINs).

Tile amendments were agreed to.
.MENDMENT OmRED DY MR. SCHERLE

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I qffer
au. amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ScHERLE: Be-

ginn.tng on page 38, lIne 18, through page 43,
line 9, strike all of subsectiOn 112(b).

(Mr. SCHERLE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I rise
to ask support of the House to delete
section 112(b) of the bill under consid-
eration. We all support safety legislation,
however, to inject Federal workmen's
compensation would be wrong.

This section of the bill would establish
a special system of Federal workmen's
compensation payments for a small group
of employees in one industry who are -
affected by one specific disease. For hu-
manitarian reasons alone we are all
sympathetic with any employee who is
afflicted with an occupational disease—
or, for that matter, with any disease,
whatever its origin. Everyone is In agree-
ment that the victims of occupational
diseases should be adequately compen-
sated; however, this historic, far-reach-
ing proposal for disabled miners is the
wrong way to solve this problem.

The great dangers with this bill are
twofold. First, it would undermine our
State workmen's compensation system.
Second, it would begin a new special so-
cial security disability program on top
of our existing Federal system.

The State workmen's compensation
system was our first form of social in-
surance. Every State has its own system
of providing benefits for work-connected
injuries and diseases. Such systems have
been functioning successfully for over 50
years. They are still being refined and
perfected. This is a continuing process.

There is universal agreement that our
State workmen's compensation laws
should provide adequate compensation
for on-the-job diseases as well as on-the-
job injuries. Thirty-eight of our States
have broad occupational disease cover-
age for disabled employees. The remain-
ing States list a schedule of compensable
diseases. Improvements are being made
in these laws by the State legislatures
whenever necessary.

Section 112(b) of this bill would start
a new system Df Federal workmen's com-
pensation payments for retired or active
coal miners with pneumoconiosis. If this
section is not struck. it will be the first
step toward the ultimate federalization
of all workmen's compensation.

This bill offers no incentive or encour-
agement to the States to further improve
their occupational disease laws for coal
miners. In fact, if the Federal Govern-
ment is going to foot the bill, the
States will be encouraged to do nothing.

The payments made would be dis-
criminatory. They would apply only to
workers suffering one specific disease in
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one specific industry. This is a step back-
ward. For 50 years we have been working
in this country for broad occupational
disease or disability benefits. It would be
a mistàkè to begin legislating special
payments for this or that group of em-
ployees, in this or that Industry, for this
or that particular disease.

The other great problem to consider is
whether this type of legislation would
not start a second fragmentary Federal
social security disability program. W
already have a broad disability program
under our social security system. Our
citizens are entitled to payments when
they are totally disabled without regard
to whether the disability arose on or off
the job. Section 112(b) of this bii takes
no recognition of the fact that coal
miners who are totally disabled from
black lung disease can apply for disab-
ity under the Social Security Act. In fact,
a number of the disabled coal miners
who appeared at the hearings stated
they were receiving monthly social se-
curity disability payments.

The great danger here is that we would
be starting a third system of govern-
mental disability Insurance on top of the
already existing State workmen's com-
pensation system and Federal social se-
cürity disability system. We begin with
coal miners with black lung, but where
do you stop? The list of industries and
occupational diseases is endless. If this
legislation is adopted each Congress from
now on will be faced with special pleas
for special workmen's compensation pay-
ments to special categories of employees
in various industries for specific diseases.
Without question, workmen's compensa-
tion should remain the responsibility of
the States.

This section of the bill would set an
unwise precedent. For the reasons cited,
I strongly urge that we not start down
this dangerous road.

Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words.

(Mr. LANDGREBE asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the amendment which
has been offered by the gentleman from
Iowa (Mr. SCHERLE).

Mr. Chairman, I support the Scherle
amendment, not because I am opposed to
the coal miners health and sfety bill,
but because I believe that the compen-
sation measures for our various indus-
tries should remain in the States where
they can best be managed and handled,
perhaps better than we could possibly
handle them at the Federal level.

There are many, many industries in
our land; in fact, there is hardly any in-
dustry that does not have some health
problems related to that industry. Of
course, the industry that I know best
is the motor freight industry. In this
Industry back sprains, back injuries of
a permanent nature, heart disease, kid-
ney and bladder problems, hernias and
ulcers are all health hazards of the truck-
ing industry. Not only that, but the
trucking industry is one of the biggest
industries in the country. I need not
remind the Members of this body of the
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importance of that particular industry.
In many States it Is the largest employer.

We have brown lung in the textile in-
dustry. We have lung problems in the
lime quarries, grain elevators, farms, and
the ammonia industry. Lead poisoning is
a hazard of the gasoline industry, and
of course the dairy workers and slaugh-
terhouse workers are subject to rheu-
matism, a most unpleasant and crippling
disease.

Then there is painters' colic, and on
and on we could go. We couid even
mention bartenders, with that inherent
health hazard of alcoholism.

I fully appreciate the coal miners con-
tribution to the progress and prosperity
of this country, but I do believe that the
Scherle amendment is right. I believe
that compensation for industrial injur-
ies and illnesses should remain with the
States. Therefore, I urge my colleagues
to support the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Iowa 'Mr. SCHERLE

Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman. I niove
to strike the requisite number of words.

I rise in support of the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Iowa Mr.
SCHERLE).

I am not sure that all of the Members
fully realize what is involved, or the par-
ticular thinking concerning this section
of the bill. We are introducing for the
first time the idea of workmen's com-
pensation as a Federal responsibility.
This can run into billions of dollars, and
what we are doing we are doing on a
single-shot basis. This raises the ques-
tion, is thisequity? It is not even equity
to the coal miners themselves, because
it is only the fellows who have black
lung who get workmen's compensation.
In other words, if you lost both arms or
both legs you certainly would deserve
workmen's compensation, but you do not
get this Federal workmen's compensa-
tom. This is only for people with black
lung.

Actually, we are talking about lung
problems, but on only one type—black
lung. That is the whole basis here. We
are all very sympathetic with all lung
situations because today there are prob-
ably as many as 5 million people in
this country who have lung problems in
one way or another.

In our section of the country we are
familiar with people who have been in-
volved with what is known as brown
lung. They do not call it brown lung;
same call it asthraa, others consider it a
chronic cough. Workers in textile mills
may work with cotton, where there is
cotton lint floating through the air all
day. You can walk through a textile mill.
and if you have on a dark suit it will be
flecked all over with that cotton lint.
That cotton lint has been going into the
lungs of these men for years and years,
and we have hundreds of thousands of
men in the South who have this brown
lung.

I want to tell you about another one,
and that is in the asbestos industry.
There are 3.5 million people in the coun-
try who work with asbestos in one form
or another, and they have made X-rays
of these people, and in over half of the
cases of people who work with asbestos
the X-rays show up with lung trouble.
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Take silica. Many of you have been In
some type of open mine in a rock quarry
where they crush stone In one way or
another and see the wind dust blowing
all day long on the men working out
there. These workers are developing in
every case some type of lung problem.

We remember beryllium and when
beryllium was considered all right to be
used in fluorescent lighting. Recently,
it wa found out that it was poisonous.
What about the people who suffered from
use of beryllium?

We talk about coal being a very im-
portant item because it is a valuable
national resource. Yet, take uranium.
Uranium is a very highly sensitive com-
modity and nothing is done to provide
for people involved in uranium.

From every angle this particular bill
is highly partisan, highly prejudiced and
this is a special interest situation. When
the time comes that this country decides
to take on workmen's compensation, it
should take it on fairly, and should take
it on equitably, and should take it on for
everybody in the country who has a luxig
problem.

I recommend we give thorough con-
sideration to the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. SCHERLE).

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word.

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the Scherle amend-
ment.

I agree with most of the arguments
made by the sponsor of the amendment
and those who have so far supported it.
It is a rather difficult thing for me to do
to get up on the floor of the House today
to support this amendment because the
provisions it would strike do have ahu-
manitarian thrust. I am not unaware of
that. I am not insensitive to the fact that
there are people who suffer from this
disease. and who are not compensated
under State law.

The unfortunate thing is that this
particular disease was not identified as
a separate disease until recently. It used
to be called by other names such as an-
thracosis and chronic bronchitis and it
had other designations.

It was not identified as a separate dis-
ease and it did not become compensable
as a separate industrial disease because
of that lack of identification. Many of
tile States have since been hesitant to
move into this field to provide compen-
sation.

I realize, even when they do provide
on1pensation, that many miners who
have already retired will not be covered
because you do not have the reserves to
pay the benefits that would accrue to
those miners who are already retired.

So from a humanitarian standpoint,
this is a good provision in the bill—but
it is a very bad precedent.

I had an interesting discussion in my
office last week with some student lead-
ers from the college commuxiity. One of
the questions they asked me was, "How
do your Christian principles either con-
form with or conflict with some of
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the things that you must do in the legis-
lative process?"

There came to my mind right away
this provision in the bill for compensa-
tion for pneunioconiosis and I told
them—Here is one where my Christian
principles of doing right by my neighbor
and seeing that people are properly com-
pensated for disability and my feeling
that we have to keep the Oovernment
structure right and do not destroy the
values that we have developed in this
country.

I gt an interesting response from one
young lady, a college student, and she
said, "I do not think that Is a very Chris-
tian thing to do, to use somebody else's
tax money to take care of these people.
The Christian thing to do would be to
use your own funds."

I think this was a pretty good observa-
tion made by this young lady.

The problem I see, and this ha$ been
pointed out by some of the other speak-
ers. We are going to establish a prece-
dent. I know that this has been very
carefully drawn to apply to only those
who presently have the disease and is
apparently to be self-liquidating in oper-
ation, within a certain period of time.

I commend the ideas of those speaking
in favor of this provision for keeping it
thus narrowly confined and if it is going
to pass, apparently, it is going to be in
this form. And I think it only can pass
in this form. But still wlmt is to prevent
those who suffer from brown lung, bys-
sinosis, from coming in and saying, "Now
that you have established as a principle
that the Federal Government will give
compensation to those who have indus-
trial diseases, perhaps no longer in an
area of the country where they have this
industry, that therefore the Federal Oov-
ernment will compensate you for these
industrial diseases?" Then there Is the
next step, and the next step down the
line, until we can see the takeover by
the Federal Government of the whole•
system of compensation for industrial
diseases and workmen's compensation.
I fear the precedent established in this
bill, even though I can readily commend
the purposes of those who have drafted
this and support this provision.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment. Of all the sections of the bill, this
Is the one section that by no stretch of
the imagination could be called in any
manner, shape, or form anything but bi-
partisan.

It is intended, as the committee report
so very emphatically and unambiguously
states:

TIiLs payment program is not a Workmen's
Compensation program. It is not intended to
be so. It contains none of the characterLstic
features which mark any Workmen's Com-
pensation plan, and it is clearly not intended
to establish a Federal prerogative or prece-
dent In the area of payments for death, lii-
Jury, or the illness of other workers.

This is what I think most of the mem-
bers of the Committee on Education and
Labor would agree was an honest effort
to have a very narrowly drawn bill, on a
one-shot basis only, the compensation to
be paid only to those miners or their
widows, if their predeceased spouse had
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the disease at the time of death—only
those miners who have complicated
pneunioconiosls that has arisen as the
result of breathing anthracite or bitumi-
nous coal dust.

There as several stages of pneumo-
con.iosis, but when one has complicated
pneumocon.tosis, it means that the dis-
ease has reached its most serious stage.

This amendment has been worked out
with key management leadership, it has
the acceptance of labor, it is a one-shot
effort, and I hope that the pending
amendment is defeated.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is only
fair to note—that during the early, diffi-
cult days when the payment to "black
luxig" miners and widows was in serious
jeopardy—the only person affiliated with
the Mir]te Workers Union that supported
Chairman DErT and myself—in our suc-
cessful ffort to have this vital provision
inserted, in the subcommittee's bill—was
Mr. Joseph Yablonski.

Mr. STGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to
the gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman
from California yielding. I wish simply to
reassert what I said during the general
debate and what the gentleman from
California ha3 just now said so well, and
that is that the provision to which the
amendment refers is not a precedent.
The committee report spells this out.
The gentleman from California has
stated it clearly and without equivoca-
tion. This is not a workmen's compen-
sation provision.

My argument with the distinguished
gentleman from Iowa, who has sponsored
the amendment which I oppose, is that
he Is considering this a compensatibn
plan, and it is not. It has none of the
characteristics of such, and clearly ought
not to be viewed by those who are con-
cerned about this provision as being a
precedent.

Mr. HANS of Idaho. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to
the gentleman from Idaho.

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Chair-
man, I appreciate the gentleman yield-
ing. I associate myself with the remarks
made by the gentleman from California
and add this comment, that the bill has
been worked out over a long period of
time, very painfully, and we have come
up with som limited response to the
problem,. I am aware of the precedent-
setting possibilities of this bill but I
think the history has been such that
those possibilities have been eliminated'
or virtually minimized.

When I view the problem at which this
amendment is aimed, it becomes obvious
that If there is no help in this bill, there
is no help whatever that we can offer to
a limited number of individuals who have
suffered impairment of their health by
reason of pneuinoconiosis.

I am hopeful the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Iowa will be
defeated.

Mr. WAIVLER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
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Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to

the gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Chairman, I

thank the gentleman from California for
yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I rise In opposition to
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Iowa (Mr. SCHERLE).

Mr. Chairman, I support the Intent and
most of the provisions of H.R. 13950. I,
believe that this legislation answers the
mandate which the American people
have given to the Congress to abate the
senseless slaughter which all too often
characterizes the coal mining industry
of America.

The legislation before us Is tough leg-
islation. It will Impose a heavy burden
on the coal mining industry. It will cost
that industry money to comply with Its
provisions.

But, the available alternatives are even
more costly, not oniy to the coal miner
and to his family, but to the coal opera-
tors and the consumers of coal who must
rely upon the productivity of the highly
skilled and highly motivated work force.

This Congress is committed to passing
a strong and effective health and safety
bill. It is committed to including in that
bill needed Innovations in health and
safety matters.

I would be remiss if I did not pay trib-
ute to those people and to those sources
which helped to bring thL bill to the
floor. I offer my congratula.tions to the
members of the House Education and
Labor Committee and the subcommittee
which considered this legislation. I know
full well the long and arduous ta.skthat
was theirs as they took the ideas, the
recommendations and the suggestions of
a great many people and fashioned from
these conflicting views a bill which will
mean safer mines and healthier miners.

Putting this bill together was not an
easy task. The committee deserves the
thanks of this body and the American
people.

I would be remiss if I did not pay trib-
ute also to the ocers and the members
of the United Mine Workers of America.
I particularly want to call to the atten-
tion of this body the efforts on behalf
of the legislation by Mr. W. A. Boyle, the
president of the United Mine Workers of
America; Mr. Louis Evans, the safety
director of the union; and Dr. Loren E.
Kerr, the director of the division of
occupational health. These men and the
staffs which support them have given of
themselves to the ultimate degree to
bring the strongest possible legislation
to the floor of this House where it can be
enacted into a piece of legislation which
ca be approved by the President and
made into law.

Many of the innovations contained in
this bill first came from the United Mine
Workers of America.

It was the United Mine Workers of
America which introduced legislation
calling for the establishment of a dust
level of 3 milligrams of respirable dust
er cubic meter of air. It was the United
Mine Workers of America which urged
the establishment of safety chambers to
which men could go in post disaster pe-
nods. It was the United Mine Workers
of America which argued for penalties on
the operators who violate the law. It was
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the United Mine Workers of America
which established an increase in the ven-
tilation required in mining operation. It
was the United Mine Workers of America
which asked that a Federal mine inspec-
tor be placed at every mine which liber-
ated excess quantities of methane gas.

Finally, the United Mine Workers of
America first suggested that a Federal
compensation program be established to
care for the victims of pneunioconiosis
or black lung, not covered by State law.
This effort was made because the union
realized that many of the victims of black
lung would be ineligible under State laws
and. would thus be denied that which
rightfully should be theirs.

I also want to thank the National Coal
Association, the National Independent
Coal Operator's Association, other rep-
resentatives of the coal industry, and
members and ocers of dIstrict 28 of the
United Mine Workers of America, which
I am privileged to represent. I appre-
ciate their help and advice on this ex-
trem.ely complicated, technical, and con-
troversial legislation.

I want to point out that while all 50
States.. have some sort of a workmen's
compensation law, oniy one of these
States provides retroactive benefits to
individuals disabled by pneumoconlosis,
and not even this State extends the
benefits to the widows of these miners.
Many such people are therefore forced
to go on the welfare rolls. I believe such
facts give evidence that the States are
simply not fulfilling their responsibility
in the area of workmen's compensation
as it applies to pneumoconiosis.

Let me emphasize that I am a firm be-
liever in State's rights, and I think work-
men's compensation is generally a mat-
ter which should be left up to the States.
However, when the States either do not
act at all or do not act adequately in this
area, I believe the Federal Government
has a bound duty and moral obligation
to bridge the gap.

Let me also point out that the pro-
posed program of Federal payments to
miners disabled by pneumoconiosis or
to their widows does indeed bridge the
gap, but it is not a workmen's compensa-
tion plan. As the committee report clear-
ly states, it is not intended to be a work-
men's compensation plan and it contains
none of the characteristic features of any
workmen's compensation plan. Further-
more, it is not intended to establish a
Federal prerogative or precedent in the
area of payments for the death, injury,
or illness of workers.

The plan as reported by the committee
provides payments for retroactive cases
of pneumoconiosis oniy—not for pro-
spective cases. It provides payments for
complicated pneumoconiosis, which is
the fourth stage of this dIsease.

The committee report defines compli-
cated pnewnoconlosis as a serious disease
of the lungs caused by the excessive in-
halation of coal dust. The individual in-
curs progressive massive fibrosis as a
complex reaction to dust and other fac-
tors, which may include tuberculosis and
other infections. The disease in this form
usually produces marked pulmonary ma-

• pairinent and considerable respiratory
disability. This respiratory disability
greatly limits the physical capabilities of
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the person. It can cause death by cardiac
failure, axid it may contribute to other
causes of death as well. Once the disease
is contracted, it is progressive and ir-
reversible.

The Importance of the retroactive Fed-
eral payments and the provisions for
payments to the widows becomes even
more evident when you consider the
uniqueness of pneumoconiosis: it can
take up to 10 years to develop.

Many statistics have already been
given in this debate to prove the impor-
tance of the coal industry to our Nation.
I want to point out that my own State
of Virginia is the fifth largest coal-pro-
ducing State in the country. Coal con-
tributes from $280 to $300 million to the
economy of Virginia. Buchanan County
in my Ninth Congressional District is the
largest coal-producing county in Vir-
ginia, and it has. some of the deepest
shaft mines on the North American
Continent.

The late Charles Evans Hughes, a for-
mer Governor of New York, was the
father of modern labor legislation. He
once said:

We are Zor both the man and the dollar:
but if we must choose between them, we put
the man above the dollar.

Let us begin to repay our debt to those
miners who have helped America prosper
and grow.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield
further?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to
the gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, there is one other point in the
committee report, and I refer the Mem-
bers to the committee report. I think
there is a good statement there on the
question as to responsibility. When we
say this is a State responsibility, it seems
to me we are imposing a requirement on
a State such as Wisconsin, which has no
coal mines at all, to care for those who
have contracted complicated pneu-
moconiosis in Pennsylvania or West Vir-
ginia. I am not at all sure I could recom-
mend to the State of Wisconsin that it
undertake a compensation program for a
disease for which it is not responsible.

It seems to me this is a further reason
for us to be in favor of retaining this pro-
vision of the bill.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man. the gentleman from Wisconsin has
stated it much more aptly than I could
possibly do.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words
and rise in opposition to the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Iowa.

(Mr. SAYLOR asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his ie-
marks.)

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I have
listened with interest to the arguments
advanced by my friends the gentleman
from Iowa, (Mr. SCHERLE) who has of-
fered this amendment, and by the gen-
tleman from Indiana (Mr. LANDCREBE
and the gentleman from Texa5 (Mr. CoL-
LINs) and the gentleman from illinois
(Mr. ERLENBORN). The very arguments
which they have given are the reasons
this amendment should be defeated.
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Those who suffer from this disease
called pneumoconlosis which has been
recognized by the medical profession—
within the past several years—are spread
throughout the 50 States of the Union.
Yet they contracted the disease when
many of them, years ago, worked in the
coal mines, mostly In the Appalachian
fields.

Alter World War II, when there were
approximately 400,000 men working In
the mines, the demand for coal was re-
duced, and the men who were there had
to go elsewhere to find employment. They
went where the job opportunities were
given to them and spread throughout the
length and breadth of this land. They
are in California, Florida, Alaska, Hawaii,
Maine. and in States which have abso-
lutely no coal mining.

I could not as a member of a State
legislature in any one of those States
th all good conscience get up and ask
for a favorable vote to take care of in-
dividuals with a specific disease which
was contracted in the hills of Pennsylva-
nia or West Virginia.

If this bill is passed—and I hope it is—
in the form which has been recommended
by our committee, then this disease will
be attacked at its source and there will
be no more cases of pneumoconiosls, be-
cause this bill provides for annual in-
spection by X-rays, and men who are dis-
covered as having any lung condition
whatsoever are moved out of these jobs.
The dust level which in many mines has
been high is going to be reduced.

The amount of air which is going to
the face of the mine, is going to be
increased.

So this is not a workman's compensa-
tion bill. This is a responsibility of man-
kind—we the Congress represent the
mankind of the country—it is our re-
sponsibility to take care of this in one
operation. We have provided the method
whereby men suffering from this dread
disease and their survivors can get some
benefit. This is our responsibility as a
Congress. I believe it is one of the prices
we have had to pay f or the mistakes of
the past.

I hope that this amendment will be
defeated.

Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I am happy to yield to
my colleague from Michigan.

Mr. ESCH. I thank the gentleman for
yielding.

I wish to associate myself with the re-
marks of the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania and to compliment him on his
leadership on this bill and on this sec-
tion. As one who has a personal interest,
having been born in his district and hav-
ing had a father who served in the mines
at the age of 14 In his district, I am
aware that the gentleman in the well
knows firsthand the problems of the
miners and our responsibility toward
them.

Hopefully this legislation in total will
bring about a new era in the mines, but
this amendment must be defeated so that
we can give recognition to a related prob-
lem; that is, with the miners who are
already afflicted from the past.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
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Mr. SAYLOR, I am happy to yield to
my colleague from Pennsylvania.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I wish
to associate myself with the gentleman.
We represent the two largest active min-
ing areas in the great State of Pennsyl-
vania,

This is not a workman's compensa-
tion act, as it has been described by the
proponents of this amendment. It con-
tains none of the characteristic features
which mark any workman's compen-
sation plan. We are moving in this bifi
toward dust-free mInes. The provisions
in this bill are a limited response in a
form of emergency assistance to the
miners. This is not a permanent proposi-
tion.

I commend the gentleman from
Pennsylvania for his remarks, and I as-
sociate myself with them.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of
H.R. 13950, a bill to provide for the pro-
tection of the health and safety of per-
sons wom'king in the coal mining industry
of the United States.

As a cosponsor of this bill, I find it far
from perfect and I hope that it can be
amended on the floor during the 5-
minute rule. I have read both the major-
ity and the supplemental views. If the
amendments suggested by those who
signed the minority report and the sup-
plemental views are adopted. I feel it
would definitely weaken the bill.

Mi'. Chairman, this bill has many ex-
cellent provisions which regard to safety
standards. I strongly feel, however, that
dust levels should be measured once a
shift. I am opposed to the weaker method
of averaging such dust levels over several
shifts as the present House bill provides.

Mr. Chairmar., I was born In a coal
mining community and have lived there
all of my life. My father was a coal miner
and I served as a coal miner's physician
for ovem' 25 years. During this time I was
very close to the Nation's most danger-
ous occupation. A miner Is constantly
faced with many dangers such as mine
fires, explosions, roof falls and the
dreaded black lung or pneumoconiosis
disease. If you will visit any mining town
in the Nation you will see hundreds of
disabled miners who were forced to stop
wom'k because of the gradual and pro-
gressive shortness of breath.

Mr. Chairman, for years in the medi-
cal profession there has been controversy
as to whether coal dust was the cause
of this progressive disability. I have al-
ways contended that clinical evidence
was pm'esent to cause pneumoconiosis and
that it will increase with the modern
methods of coal mining.

Mr. Chairman, one of the matters of
continuing rnterest in this bill is the
manner in which the "black lung" or
dust problem has been handled. The bill
deals with both aspects of the problem of
coal mthers pneumoconiosis, the pre-
vention of the disease and the compensa-
tion of the victims.

With respect to prevention there is no
question of what is needed. It is a dust-
free mine. The problem is that, given
what we now know about the technology
of dust control, we cannot produce a
dust-free environment in a coal mine. It
will be some years before we can. But we
can reduce the chance of a miner con-
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tracting the disease to tolerable levels
with what we know right now. The only
problem is thi.t It takes a little while to
manufacture and install the necessary
equipment.

H.R. 13950 provides that after 6
months dust atmosphere in mines must
be down to 4.5 milligrams per cubic
meter. After 1 year, it must be down to
3 milligrams. But the bill goes further.
It also :prescribes that as soon as the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare deems it attainable—in other words
as soon as research into dust-control
technology catches up with the prob-
lem—he will require a standard of 2.2
milligrams or lower, a level where there
is no danger of disabling disease.

And we provide in the bill for the
money to finance the necessary research.

Now, what about those whom it is now
too late to save from "black lung." No
one knows the number, but it is esti-
mated that probably 100,000 active and
retired coal miiners have pneumoconiosis
and that about half of that number,
50,000 men, are already disabled from
the disease. There are only about 144,000
active miners presently working in coal
mines so one can readily see, Mr. Chair-
man, that we are dealing with a major
health crisis.

One of the major accomplishments of
the work here in Congress on this bill is
to bring home to an aroused public that
this major health problem actually ex-
isted. Thousands of men in our coal m.tn-
ing States are literally dying slow deaths
from lungs unable to provide enough air
to sustain life. Most of them are unable
to work at all. Few of them are self-
supporting. Many have other diseases,
like tuberculosis and heart disease.

We also have a major problem to pro-
vide support for these victims of this
occupational disease. The States cannot
bear this burden, but H.R. 13950 provides
for such support. The amount Is approx-
imately $136 a month for a disabled
miner or for his widow, with &dditional
amounts for dependents. A sick miner
with thiree dependents would. receive
$272 a month.

The bill makes it very simple for a
miner to establish entitlement for such
disability. If the miner is obviously sick
and disabled, there Is no question if it
can be shown that the disease arises out
of or in the course of his employment in
a coal mine. If the miner has a history
of 10 years of employment in coal min-
ing, it is assumed that the disease arose
out of the cour;e of his work.

Almost all of the older miners suffering
from the disease will experience no diffi-
culty establishing 10 years of employ-
ment, For those with less than 10 years
of employment the bill requires that the
miner dernonst:rate that the disease arose
from his employment in coal mining.
Again, this is not expected to impose any
difficulty for the relatively few cases
contracted in less than 10 years.

Mi'. Chairman, I intend to support
all the amendments which would
strengthen the bill because I feel it is
necessary that we send a strong bill to
conference. The Senate bill passed the
other body unanimously, and a strong
vote for an amended bill will assure the
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coal miners of the Nation the first real
safety biU in the history of coal mining.

(Mr. MORGAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.

Monday afternoon during the debate
I spent a little time on the subject matter
before us today dealing with pneumo-
coniosis, and I tried to give the House
some of the information that we gath-
ered in our research.

I am very happy to be able to present
at this time, and I shall, at the appro-
priate time, ask unanimous consent to
Include the synopsis of the work session
proceedings at the spindle-top confer-
ence, the international conference at-
tended by the best known experts in the
field of dust diseases and respiratory
diseases.

Mr. Chairman, what I wanted to do
was to make sure that every Member of
this Congress, if he so desired, could
spend a few minutes reading the RECORD
tomorrow, so that he will know as much
as is possible to know as a layman at this
point on the matter of this disease.

Its prevalence among the miners Is
about 10 percent of aU working miners,
and it Is a slightly higher percentage of
those who are no longer working in the
mines simply because of the fact that
they worked before there was any kind
of an effort to try to reduce the dust
density in the mines.

I do not want to take the time of the
Members, but I want to compliment the
gentlemen on the minority side who have
all along given, us as much help as it was
possible to do in the face of the great
opposition to this particular feature in
the bill.

I want to reassure the gentleman from
Wisconsin that this is not a compensa-
tion act in any way. It Is a benefit pay-
ment for services rendered in an indus-
try that did not take care of its problem
and in the States that did not take care
of their problem. This is a Federal obli-
gation as this Congress sees it.

I want to compliment those on both
sides of the aisle who have done so much
to have us arrive at this stage where we
can undo a damage that has been done
through neglect to the coal miners of the
United States of America.

Mr. SCIHERLE. Mr. Chairman, wiU the
gentleman yield?

Mr. D1T. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Iowa.

Mr. SCHERLE. It is difficult for me to
comprehend the difference of interpreta-
tion—call it what you want—benefits or
compensation. To me it is compensation
and is for one specific group, for the coal
miners. Do you not think that we owe
the same compensation to aU employees
regardless of disease such as those men-
tioned by my friend from Indian (Mr.
LANDGREBE). This legislation singles out
one specific group and offers compensa-
tion to no one else. This Is highly dis-
criminatory. The door Is now open—
watch what happens next year.

Mr. DENT. I understand your ques-
tion, and I might answer It very simply.
We are not going to restrict this to
miners except that we are restricting it
to a certain disease.
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Mr. SCHERLE. That is the problem.
Mr. DENT. It Is a particular type of

disease. Everybody that has it wIU be
treated.. If you have some corn huskers
out your way and they have developed it,
we will see that they get whatever ibIs
that you call it, whether it is compensa-
tion or something else, If the gentleman
wants to introduce legislation to take
care of brown lung disease or any other
kind of lung disease, I will give him all
of the consideration that he has given to
the miners today.

Mr. PERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. D1T. I yield to the chairman of
the committee. -

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, we
should not lose sight.of the fact that we
are dealing with a special compensa-
tion statute solely because this occupa-
tion is so hazardous. There are 10 times
more fatal accidents in this industry
than in aU other industries. We have a
disease here that may have been con-
tract.ed 10 or 20 years ago, but the in-
dividual will never be compensated for it
because the States will never enact retro-
active laws to provide compensation for
it. It is because of the Insidious nature
of this disease, pneumoconiosis. that we
are enacting this special provision. We
want to see that justice is done so that
we can give these individuals, who have
been denied workmen's compensation for
this disease all through the years, com-
pensation to cover them. They will never
be compensated unless we pass this spe-
cial provision. My only reservations about
the provisions in the bill go to what is
now obvious from the debate and that
is—we have not provided broad enough
coverage for those miners who have seri-
ous respiratory diseases—nor are the
benefits adequate for the miner and his
dependents. I fully Intend that the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee will con-
tinue to study this problem and the ad-
ministration of these provisions to assure
that they are effective in meeting the
needs.

The CHAmMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman has expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. DENT was
aUowed to proceed for 1 additional
minute.)

Mr. KEE. Mr. Chairman, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr. DT. I yield to the gentleman
from West Virginia.

(Mr. KEE asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.) -

Mr. DT. Mr. Chairman. I include
herewith the material which I have pre-
viously referred to:

PNEtTMOCONI05IS
PREFACE

Spindletop Research, a not-for-profit in-
stitution, chartered in the public interest, is
proud of having served as the catalyst In
bringing this group of eminent medical
scientists together to seek new approaches
to eliminating the health problems created
by coal workers pneunioconiosis.

UTRODCTION
This document contains the highlights of

a series of intensive work sessions partici-
pated In by a panel of distinguished medical
scientists I.n preparation for a conlerence on
the medical aspects of coal workers' pneu-
moconiosis (CWP) • to be held at Spindletop
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Research, September 13, 1969. Although the
technical discussions centered around the
medical aspects of CWP, it should be em-
phasized that the often expressed motiva-
tion oZ the participanta was to develop ways
to allow the coal miner to enjoy a career in
the mines without impairment to his health
from dust exposure or other occupational
factors.

The work sessions were attended by emin-
ent medical scientists from the United States,
Great Britain, Canada, and Germany. each
well recognized as a leader in his specialized
field. The work session participants were se-
lected by Drs. R. W. B. Penman and W. H.
Anderson, program co-chairmen, in consul-
tation with an advisory staff composed of
Drs. George W. Wright, Ian T. T. Hlggins,
Eugene P. Pendergrass, Charles E. Andrews.
and Paul Gross. The program advisors and
co-chairmen also participated in the work
sessions. Mr. Murray Jacobson. Acting Chief
of the Pittsburgh Field Health Group. U.S.
Bureau of Mines also Joined the dlscussions.
A specialist in dust physics, he added sub-
stantially to synthesizing the medical aspects
with the problem of the work environment.
Brief biographical sketches of these men as
well as other participants in the work ses-
sions are lncluded in the formal conference
program statement.

The closed work session was held at the
Dupont Lodge in the Cumberland Falls State
Park in Kentucky on September 10, 11, and
12, 1969. I was divided into four sections—
epidemiology, pathology, physiology, and
diagnosis/clinical aspects.

Each section was chaired by an eminent
Scientist who was assisted by a panel o
highly qualified specialists in that discipline.
Each session was begun by btief presenta-
tions by the panelists designed to serve as
baseline for the subsequent discussions. From
these presentations key or critical issues were
identified and discussed by the entire group
in the light oL fundamental questions posed
by the chairman. The resultant multi-dis-
ciplinary considerations provided an addl-
tional dimension to the Work session discus-
sions and the conclusions of the group.

A synopsis of each work session discussion
was drafted, reviewed and debated by each
group. The final drafts were then revised by
all of the participants and modified until
conseisus was reached. Thus, the snopsis
presented berein represents the combined
thinkillg oL the entire work session team.

EPIDEMIOLOGY O' CWP
Synopsi3 of the epidemiology se3sio

Chairman: Philip E. Enterline, Ph. D., Pro-
fessor of Biostatistics, Graduate Schooi o
Public Health, University o Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Panel Members: Ian T. Higgins, M.D., Mrcp.
Proiessor of Epidemiology, Professor of Com-
munity Health Services, Shoo of Public
Health, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

Murray C. Brown, MD.. Deputy Regional
Environmental Control Director, Chicago
Regional Office, United States Public Heaith
Service, Chicago, Illinois.

Professor Dr. Wolfgang T. Ulmer. Chief of
the Department of Medicine, Institute o
Silicosis Research of the Professional Society
of Mining at Bochum, Germany; and Head o
the Institute for Lung Function Research of
the University of Mttnster at Münster, Ger-
many.

Wllliam S. Lainhart. M.D., Deputy Director,
Division oZ Epidemiology and Special Services.
Bureau oL Occupational Safety and Health.
United States Public Health Service, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Reviewed and concurred with by the other
work sesston participants.

Conclusions
Coal workers' pneumoconiosis (CWP) is

caused by the inhalation of coal mine dust.
For epidemiological purposes it can be de-
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tected in life only by means of the chest X.
ray and an occupational history. If X-rays
are of good technical quality they can be
classified fairly reproducibly by experienced
readers into categories of increasing severity.

The classification now used by most au-
thorities is that recommended by the inter-
national Labour Office (1958). This divides
X-rays showing CWP into three categories
(1, 2, and 3) of simple pneumoconlosjs and
three categories (A, B. and C) of progres-
sive massive fibrosis (PMF), Simple pneu-
moconiosis causes little ventilatory impair-
ment and does not appear to reduce life cx-
pecancy, It may, however, lead to the de-
velopment of PM.F which can cause severe
disability and frequently results in prema-
ture death.
The Prevalence of CWP in the Un1ted States

Studies of random samples of coal miners
in the United States have Shown the pre-
valence of CWP among working miners to be
approximately 10%. Of this, one-third is
PMF There is. however, coflziderable geo-
graphic variation in the prevalence of CWP.
This is probably because of variations in
present and past mining conditionz. the age
and work experience of the mining popula-
tion, the rate of labor turnover in the area
under stud-. and the quantity and quality
of coal mined.

The rate at which simple pneumoconiosis
gives rise to P?v' and the rate of progres-
sion of PM.F from its early to later stages
ha,s not been measured in the United States.
In the Only area (Great Britain) where this
has been done, it has been found that about
1 of men with simple pneumoconiosis de-
velop PMF each year and that of those with
PMP about 5% progress. The development of
PMF is much more likely to occur in those
with categories 2 or 3 simple pneumoconiosis
than in those with category 1. Consequently.
preventing a man from developing advanced
stages of simple pneumoconiosis will reduce
the risk of his developing P?Y'.

I is well established that the develop-
melit and progression of simple pneumocon.
iOsxs is due to the dosage of dust a man in-
hAles. This. In turn, depends on the concen-
tration or dust in the air breathed and the
duration Of exposure. There is less certainty
about the cause of P?', Once a certain back-
ground level of simple pneum000niosis is
present. PIt'F may develop irrespective of
further dust exposure, and it has been sug-
gested, that some factor other than dust is
neecied for the development of PMP. In the
past. tuberculous infection ws thought to be
a frequent Other factor, but the general de-
cline in the incidence of tuberculosis has
not been accompanied by a similar decline
in PMF and this, along with other evidence,
suggests that some Other factor or factors
rtre involved.
Oter respiratory conditions related to coal

mining
Coal r.liners are liable to all the other

diseases which affect man, The most Im-
portant of these in the present context are
chronic bronchitis and emphysema. These
diseases probably account for mope disability
among co1 miners in this country than does
C\VP The crucial question, therefore, is to
what extent are they caused or aggravated
by the worl:tng environment of the coal
miier? Many factors, both inborn and en-
ironmental, contribute to the development
0: chronIc bronchitis and emphysema and
it is. therefore, exceedingly difficult to assess
the i!dtridlIal importance of any one of
them.

The importance of coal mining in the de-
velopment of chronic bronchitis and em-
phvsema has been assessed by comparing the
prevalence of respiratory symptoms and of
ventilatorv lung function in representative
samples of miners and ex-miners with that
of men of similar age who live in the same
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area but who have never worked in coal
mining (non-miners).

The great majority of these studies have
shown that miners and ex-miners have a
higher prevalence of respiratory symptoms
of chronic bronchitis than other men. Miners
and ex-miners also have, on the average,
lower ventilatory lung function and defects
in certain other tests. In some geographic
areas the differences are small, while in
others, the prevalence of respiratory symp-
toms has been found to be 2 to 3 times higher
in miners than in non-miners. Curiously,
however, it has not been possible to link
these changes very consistently with the
amount and duration of dust exposure or to
Other factors in the working environment of
the miner. Moreover, it has been shown that
the wives of men who work in mining also
have a higher prevalence of respiratory symp-
toms and. sometimes, a lower ventilatory
lung function than the wives of other men.
To some extent, therefore, the difference be-
tween miners and non-miners in these other
respiratory dl8eases appears to be due to
environmental factors outside of their occu-
pation. It seems unlikely, however, that such
factors can account for all the differences,
The Relation of CWP to Chronic Bronchitis

and Lung Function
There is no close relation between the

prevalence of respiratory symptoms of
chronic bronchitis and emphysema or level
of lung function and the X-ray category of
pneumocontosis. Usually lung function is
reduced in persons with PMF and it may be
severely so in those with the advanced stages.
On the other hand, those with simple pneu-
moconiosis do not differ much either th
symptoms or in lung function from tho°'
with normal X-rays.
The general health of coal miners compared

with that of other workers
The principal studies carried Out in the

United States which bear on this subject
have been studies of mortality rates among
coal miners. These suggest that, in the past,
the risk of death among coal miners has been
nearly twice that of the general population
and higher than that of any other occupa-
tional group in the United States, Contribut-
ing heavily to this excess have been deaths
from accidents and respiratory diseases, The
fact that the excess of respiratory disease
deaths increases sharply with the age of the
miner strongly suggests the importance of
environmental factors. Mortality rates of
coal miners or most other causes are also
high, and the picture obtained from study-
ing mortality data is one of generauy poor
health. Unfortunately, the latest study
available is for the year 1950, and health
levels may have improved considerably since
that time. The mortality rates of United
States coal miners contrast sharply with
mortality rates published for coal miners in
Great Britain. In that country, coal miners'
mortality for all causes is elevated only about
15 above that for the general population,
although special studies of Cohorts in cer-
tain areas of Great Britain do show excesses
Of as much as 509.

The role of cigarette smoking
Surveys have shown that coal miners

smoke cigarettes to about the same extent
as the general population However, smoking
patterns probably differ somewhat, due tO
restrictions on smoking while at work, Ciga-
rette smoking has not been shown to be re-
lated to CWP. Cigarette smoking is highly
related to respiratory symptoms: cough,
phlegm, breathlessness, and pulmonary
function. In one study where a relationship
between duration of dust ecposure and pul-
monary function was shown, division or the
population into smokers and non-smokers
showed that this relationship was strongest
ror smokers. Thus, it appears that cigarette
smoking may potentiate the effects of dust
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on pulzron&ry function. Cigarette smoking
by itsell. however, is mote important in the
production of respiratory disease (other than
CWP) than exposure to coal dust.

Needed research
Many of the statements on CWP and

chronic respiratory diseases in miners, which
have been macic in this report, have been
bMed on research carried Out in other coun-
tries. While extrapolation to the United
States i prob;Ibly often justifiable, it is
clear that it would have been better had it
been possible draw more on Anerlcan
experience. More knowledge about the nat-
ural history of the chronic respiratory and
other dls!aaes in miners in the United States
is urgently needed.

The epl.demioogical research which 8hould
be carried Out ircludes:

1. Further studies of the prevalence of
pneumoconiosls, both simple and P?, in
different eographical regions.

2. Mea.;urement of the factors which af-
fect the rates of development and progression
of both simple pneumoconiosis and PMP.
Here dose-response relations based on ade-
quate dust meaiurements and regular radio-
graphic supervision are essential. But the Im-
portance of other factors both personal and
environmental should also be assessed,

3. Furtkier studies of the relationship of
respiratory symptoms, chronic bronchitis and
lung function changes to X-ray changes and
to dust exposure and other etiological fac-
tors.

4. Further comparisons between miners and
ex-miners and other men living in the same
area 01 nimilar age of the frequency of
chronic respiratory diseases and other dis-
eases for which mortality statistics suggest
miners have an excess. Such studies should
not be confined to a single survey at one point
in time. but should include longitudinal ob-
servations over a considerable period of time
in order to study development. progression
and mortality and the rate of decline in lung
function, and the factors which are related
to these. This should include further obser-
vationz ott the wives of coal miners to iden-
tify reasons for their apparent excess in res-
piratory disease symptoms. Those populations
which have a1redy been adequately studied
in a cross sectional way. such as Mullins and
Richwood, Beckly. and the communities in
Marion County in West Virginia, should be
followed up.

5. Further studies of the mortality of coal
miners or variois causes in different regions
should be carried Out.

We consider the study of dose-response
relationships to be most needed at the
present time. This is currently being started
by the P.E.S. It :an be outlined in more de-
tail as follows:

1, Select a number or coal mines at ran-
dom,

2. Monitor dus: in a standardized and com-
parable manner in all of them.

3. Take pre-employment and periodic chest
X-rays of ll the employees,

4. Include at the time of X-ray brief infor-
mation on respiratory symptoms, chest and
Other illnesses, occupational, residential and
smoking habits.

5. Carry Out tests of lung function.
6. Observe the relationship between dust

and the development of disease and impair
ments,

One research group should be responsible
for organizing and collecting all the data
in different areas, This should ensure that
the work is done comparably and that ade-
quate checks of the instruments and other
methods are made.

An attempt should be made to keep track
of men who leave mining or move to other
mines, Social security records provide some
help in this respect, but cooperation with
the U.MW.A. would also be most helpful.
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It is ot vital importance that this study
should receive adequate long term support.
it should not be impaired by deection of
those involved to other activities which may
appear momentarily to be of greater impor-
tance. The current legislation before the
Rouse and Senate to institute and enforce
dust standards in the coal mines provides a
good opportunity ftrst to carry Out a study
of this kind and also to evaluate the ecacy
of any dust levels which may be attained.

PATBOLOOT O CWP
SynopsiS 0/ the PathoLOgy Session

Chafrmnafl: Averill A. Liebow, M.D., Profes-
sor and Chairman of the Department ot
Pathology, University o California, San
Diego School of Medicine, La Jolla, California.

Panei Members: Paul Gross, M.D., Director
of Izidustrial Ryglene Foundation's Research
Laboratory and Research Professor, Pa-
thology o Indus1al Diseases, University of
Pittsburgh, Ptttsburgh, Pennsylvania.

A. G. RepplestOn, D.Sc., M.D., ProfessOr
and Chairman of the Department o Pathol-
ogy at the University of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, England.

John P. Wyatt, M.D., Professor and Chair-
man o Pathology, University of Man.ttoba
School of Medicine, Winnipeg, Canada.

Philip C. Pratt, M.D., Associate Professor
o Pathology, Duke University School o
Medicine, Dui'ham, North Carolina.

Reviewed and concurred with by the other
work session partictpants

Conclusoni
(1) PneumoconlOais should be dened in

anatom.tcal terms. Pneumoconlosis is the ac
ciimuIation of dust in the lungs and the
tisBue reaction to its presence. In some peo-
ple it may reach a radlographically detect-
able level and in some tt may be sufficient to
cause clinical symptoms.

(2) The inhalation of coal mine dust Is the
cause of coal workers' pnetlmoConlosl8. On
the baais of epidemiological and patolog1cal
evidence, factors in addition to coal dust
may contribute to pulmonary disease in coal
workers. -

(3) In general the extent of pneumoco-
niosis is proportional to the amount o dust
retained. Only particles less than five mi-
crons are of significance in the development
o coal workers' pneunioconlosis.

(4) The geometric mean size of particles in
airborne coal mine dust is slightly less than
one micron. According to U.S. Bureau of
Mtnes data, water spray does not signifi-
cantly decrease respirable size dust once it
is airborne. Wet driling and cutting oper-
ations however, may keep dust from be-
coming airborne.

(5) In coal miners whose lung dust con-
tains 13% or more o quartz, the lesion is
likely to be morphologically that of silicosis.
As the quartz content decreases below 13%
of the total dust content, the morphological
lesion more closely resembles that of coal
workers' pneumoconiosis.

(6) Dust accumulation tends to be greater
in the upper than the lower portions of the
lungs.

(7) The basic lesion of coal workers' pneu-
moconiosis, the coal macule, is essentially
the same irrespective of the geographical
location of the coal field.

(8) The coal macule evolves by the in-
corporation of dust lled macrophages into
the walls of respiratory bronchioles and ad-
jacent alveoli. In this process reticulin fibers
are formed and collagen may be produced.

(9) It is generally believed that the
cleansing mechanisms are 98 to 99% effec-
tive in removing inhaled dusts. Pneumoco-
niosis resulta from the imperfection of these
mechanisms.

(10) While the inhaled particles are rela-
tively widely distributed initially, they soon
tend to aggregate in and around many
respiratory bronchioles Of all orders, by

time.
(11) In many individuals respiratory bron-

chioles invested by dust enmeshed in ne
connective tissue (the macule) can, undergo
dilatation, thus giving rise to the condition
known as tocal emphysema. As the focal em-
physema becomes more severe, disruption
of bronchiolar and alveolar walls may super-
vene. -

(12) In experimental animals, clearance
of dust from peripheral alveoli can occur
within four days.

(13) Other types ot emphysema, as en-
countered in the general population, are also
tound in coal workers. Associated pigmenta-
tion may render dlcult the distinction
from focal emphysema unless serial sections
are studied.

(14) In more severe cases of coal workers'
simple pneumoconlosis, a second manifesta-
tion may develop, progressive massive fi-
brosis. This is characterized by widespread
consolidation composed o large amounta of
dust enmeshed in connective tissue, typically
in the upper parts of the lungs.

(15) There is evidence that in addition to
coal mine dust, other factors such as iii-
tection, for example- by mycobacteria, and
immunological phenomena or both may be
involved in the pathOgenesis of PMF.

(16) Cor pulmonale is common in progres-
sive massive fibrosis, but rare with simple
pneumoconlosis. Severe vascular, lesions are
aasociated with the former but rarely with
simple pneumoconlosis. The presence of such
vascular changes is not necessarily the major
cause o cor pulmonale.

(17) There is no evidence for the existence
of specific extra-pulmonary lesions associated
with coal workers' pneumoconlosis.

Problema
(1) Not only the mixed dust in coal mines

but other potentially injurious factors in the
mining environment require further investi-

• gation. Among these are gaseous atmospheric
contaminanta. The influence of smoking on
the development and course of pulmonary
disea.se in coal workers requires detailed
analysis.

(2) The pathogenesis of the coal macule
is only partly known. More Information is
needed regarding the role of cellular and
extracellular mechanisms in dust transport
and bronchoalveolar clearance. Biochemical
mechanisms of tissue injury by inhaled dusta
remain essentially unknown.() It is questionable whether silica has
been excluded a a possible etiological fac-
tor in progressive massive fibrosis.

(4) The delayed collagenization of pulmo-
nary lesions produced by dus't requires fur-
ther investigation. Possible effects of dusts
on surfactant production and activity should
be studied.

(5) There is need to understand the pos-
sible interrelation between pneumoconiosis
and infections. Does pneumoconiosis inu-
ence the course of infection? Do infec-
tions inuence the course of pneumoconi-
osis?

(6) Host factors have received little con-
sideration. Do genetic factors influence
pneumoconiosis? Are there acquired host•
factors, such as state of nutrition and al-
cohol intake? Can other associated diseases
such as brochitis influence susceptibility
to pneumoconiosis? Are there imnlunologL.
cal factors that inuence the natural his-
tory o coal workers' pneumoconiosis, par
ticularly progressive massive brosis?

(7) There is pressing need for the develop-
ment of studies designed to correlate struc-
tural and functional aspects of the disease
in man, as well as of experimental models.
Electron microscopy has a place in these
investigations. Acceptable criteria for an
anatomical diagnosis of cor pulmonale must
be better dened. The pathogenesis and sig-

sessment.
The establisliflient ot a well nanced re-

search institute situated in the geographic
area ot this major problem and in close
association with a university will provide
the best means of its solution.

PUSXOLOGT OW CWP

Synopsis of the physiology session
Chairman: Jay A. Nadel, M.D., Senior Staff

Member, Caxdlovascular Research Institute;
Associate Professor, School of Medicine, Uni-
versity -of California, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia.

Panel Members: George W. Wright, M.D.,
Head, Department o Medical Rsearch, Di-
vision of Internal Medicine, Saint Lukes
Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

Cohn B. McKerrow, M.D., FRCP, Pneu-
mocon.losis Research Unit of the Medical Re-
search Council, Penarth, Glainorgan, South
Wales,

Robert W. Penman, M.D., Associate Profes-
sor and Director of the Pulmonary Division
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Kentucky. -

Robert E. Hyatt, M.D., Associate Professor
of Physiology, Mayo Graduate School of
Medicine, University of Minnesota, Rochester,
Minnesota.

William K. C. Morgan, M.D., CP, Chief
of the Appalachian Laboratories for Occupa-
tional Respiratory Deases (ALFORD),
United States Public Health Service, and As-
sociate Professor of Medicine, West Virginia
University Medical Center, Morgantowfl, West
Virginia.

Donald L. Rasmussen, M.D., Cardio-
pulmonary Laboratory, Appalachian Regional
Hospital, Beckley, West Virginia.

Reviewed and concurred with by the Other
work session participants.

Recommendations
It is the physiologist's role in this problem

to characterize the functional disorders
found in the diseases of coal workers. After
a consideration of the studies done to date,
we conclude that present data are not ade-
quate to characterize, in sufficient detail, the
changes in cardiorespiratory function in
miners. This is particularly true for the sit-
uation in the United States. The following
are some questions that have been raised at
this conference and need answers:

(I) What are the physiological abnormali-
ties associated with the various roentgeno-
logic findings in miners? For example, are
punctate lesions on roentgenOgrams consist-
ently associated wtth significant anbormali-
ties in respiratory function?

(2) Are these abnormalities present in the
dust exposed miner who has a normal chest
X-ray?

(3) Do the lesions of simple coal workers
pneumoconiosis potentiate the physiological
abnormaUties associated with bronchitis?

(4) Are there significant physiologic ab-
normalities of small airways i.e. bronchi-
oles) and blood vessels in miners?

(5) How do physiologic changes relate tO
total dust exposure?

(6) Are there factors which make some in-
dividuals more susceptible to lung disease
from coal mining? It would be desirable to
characterize bronchial reactivity and lung
clearance mechanisms in men entering the
mines and to study what happens to these
functio with time.

(7) What are the specific effects Of smok-
ing on the physiologic abnormalities in dust
exposed miners?

(8) How do physiologic changes relate to
anatomic changes found in miners?

To answer these and other questions, this
committee recommends that:

(1) Cardiorespiratory laboratories be de-
veloped near mines having contrasting ex-
periences in ternS of lung disease; and that
these laboratories have the capability to
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mechanisms not well understood at this nificance ot vascular lesions require reas-
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measure sophisticated respiratory and car-
diac functions.

(2) They be adequately staffed with phys-
iological and technical per6onnel.

(3) That funds be available Zor ad hoc
consultants.

(4 That projects be panted long term
funds.

(5) That parallel in-depth study of envi-
ronmental factors be undertaken.

(6) That all workers of such mines be
studied and that all parallel studies of non-
miners (i.e. non-dust exposed men) and ex.
miners be undertaken. A particularly impor-
tant group to study is the non-smoking min-
er. Information obtained by such an under-
taking will hopefully form the basis for in-
telligent periodic examinations of miners
and/or further surveys that may be indi-
cated.

We recommend that the following types of
studies be undertaken:

(1) Ventilatory Studies: Pathologic data
indicate that the early lesions of CWP occur
in small bronchioles. Most ventilatory tests
presently used to evaluate function in miners
measure changes in large airways There-
f ore, we recommend the following studies
which are arned primarily at evaluating the
bronchioles (small peripheral airways):

(a) The expiratory flow volume loop, es-
pecially the lower one-third of this curve.

(b) The full RA-TGV curve (includes
ThC, FRC and RV determination), with at-
tention to the lower portion oZ the curve.

(c) Frequency dependence of CL.
(d) Tests of distribution of ventilation,

i.e. N. washout curves and xenon ventila-
tion and perfusion studies.

(e) A-a 0. gradients.
(f) Static P-V curves of the lungs should

be measured to determine the possible pres-
ence of early lung tissue destruction and
to relate recoil pressure to maximal cx-
piratory flow.

(2) Diffusion: Some studies suggest that
In simple CWP there may be a decrease in
diffusing capacity in the absence of demon.
strable airway obstruction. These findings
require confirmation and correlation with
other physiological studies and pathologic
changes,

(3) Gas Transfer: Further detailed stud.
ies of 02 and CO. exchange are needed,
especially during moderate degrees of exer-
cise. The studies should include determina-
tion of Vii', Vo/Vf, blood gases, d heart
rate.

(4) Pulmonary Circulation: Further stud.
ies of the pulmonary circulation are recom-
mended to evaluate: (a) possible changes in
the vascular bed in simple CWP, and (b) the
mechanism of cor pu.Imonale in progressive
massive fibrosis. In selected cases consider:
(1) perfusion scans (iodinated albumin),
and (2) cardiac catheterization including
evaluation of the effect of 0. inhalation.

Structure-/unction relations
There is a glaring lack-of inlormation on

the structural basis of physiologic changes
associated with miner's dust Inhalation. We
recommend: (1) Studies on lungs post
mortem includes as detailed measurements
as possible (such as recomniended in physi-
ology sections). Also measure peripheral air-
way resistance by retrograde catheter tech-
nIque. (2) A means be developed to increase
the availability of post mortem and re-
sected lung specimens.

Contemporary data on energy expenditure
Of working miners need to be obtained..

A impoftant result of the Spindietop
Conference has been the exchange of ideas.
Future-conferenc oZ this type could be very
useful in furthering advances in this Impor-
tant area of endeavor.

DIAGNOSIS/CLXCAL ASPECTS O CWP
Synopsis of the diagonsis/czjncaz session
Chairman: Benjamin V. Branscomb, M.D.,

FACCP, Professor of Medicine and Associate
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Professor of Physiology, Medical College of
the University of Alabama, Birmingham,
Alabama.

Panel Members: Eugene P. Pendergrass,
M.D., Emeritus Professor of Radiology, School
of Medicine and Graduate School of Medi-
cine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.

Charles E. Andrews, M.D., Provost for
Health Sciences, West Virginia University
Medical Center, Morgantown, West Virginia.

William H. Anderson, M.D., Professor of
Medicine, and Chief of the Pulmonary Dis.
eases Section, UnIversity of Louisville School
of Medicine, Louisville, Kentucky.

Reviewed and concurred with by the other
work session participants.

Summary 0/ diagnosis and clinical aspects
(1) Coal workers' pneumoconlosis cannot

be diagnosed in the living In the absence
of radiographic changes. There is no char.
acteristic physiological derangement which
is indicative of dust in the lungs.

(2) In simple pneumoconiosls no correla-
tion has been demonstrated between X-ray
category and either symptoms or physiolog-
ical impairment, except Zor evidence that In
category 3, ventilation may be slightly Im-
paired. Thus in simple pneumoconlosls the
X-ray has no value In predicting the pres-
ence or level of functional impairment In the
individual miner.

(3) PMF is associated with significant
morbidity, functional Impairment and In-
creased mortality In many instances.

(4) For epidemlological and comparative
purposes the UICC-Clnclnnati X-ray classi-
fication should be used. The PHS modifica.
tion of 110, however, is acceptable as an
alternative for clinical purposes.

(5) Macroradiographic techniques do not
contribute signulcantly In the diagnosis of
p1eumoconiosis and are not applicable to
radiographic surveys.

(6) Lung biopsy is not useful in the di-
agnosis of coal workers' pneumoconiosis since
this may not include involved tissue, and
is not necessarily representative of the en.
tire lung. If dust is shown in such a biopsy
specimen, this indicates exposure to dust
and not necessarily disease. Furthermore, the
dust burden of the, lung has not been ade-
quately correlated with Zunctional impair-
ment.

(7) The most desirable Chest radiograph
for the study of pneumoconiosis or other pul-
monary disease is one In which the lung is
shown in greatest detail. While it is helpful
to visualize the mediastinal structures as
well, this Is of secondary importance. Thus
a film in which the vertebral bodies are
faintly visible through the heart shadow will
ordinarily be adequate for the study OZ the
pulmonary detail. The maximum inlorma-
tion can be obtained from radlographs..which
have a broad range of contrasts, that is, a
long, gray scale. high contrast radiographs
should be avoided.

The kilovoltage used ranges from approxi-
mately 110 to 140 kllovolts and exposure time
is comparatively short, 14 to second. With
this technique a grid is required to reduce
secondary radiation.

(a) The Installation and maintenance of
the radiographic equipment is oZ the great-
est importance. The electric power source
should be independent of other users. It must
be of adequate capacity and should be sub.
ject to no more than a 5% fluctuation. The
radiographic unit must be carefully cali-
brated at the time of installation and should
be recalibrated periodically. Preventive main-
tenance at regular intervals is necessary.

(b) The generator should have a minimum
capacity of 300 milliamps at 125 kllovolts. A
generator with a capacity of 150 kllovolts is

Be Published: "Essentials of Chest
Radiography" G. Jacobson, M.D., H. Bohlig,
Dr. Med. and R, 1viluot3, M.D.
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strongly recommended. The generator must
be full wave rectified It should be equipped
with an accurate timer plus or mInus 1%
capable of minftmum exposure of no more
than 10 nil1seconds.

(c) A rotating anode tube is e6sential. It
should have as ma1l a focal spot as feasible
for the anticipated load but In no instance
should this e:cceed two millimeters in
diameter.

(d) The total filtration, added and in-
herent, of the primary X-ray beam should be
the equivalent c two millimeters of alumi-
num.

(e) The radiation should be confined by
means of a collimator to the portion of the
subject to be e:amined. This will not only
decrease radiation hazard but also wiU im-
prove the detail by reducing scattered radia-
tion. The coll1nator should have adjustable
diaphragivs, a light beam for centering and
be designed so the projected field cannot
exceed the size of the film. Evidence of colli-
mation should be visible at the edges of the
film as cone cuts..

(f) Medium speed intensifying screens
should be used. They provide the best com-
promise betweea sharper de1nItion and
short exposure. The cassettes in use must
contain screens of the same speed and they
must be checked periodically for screen
cleanhine&i, contact and defects.

(g) The X-ray film should be of a general
purpose type and of medium sensitivity. High
speed mm is not recommended. To improve
collimation the film should be no larger
than needed to cover both lungs including
the costroplirenic angles.

(h) When using kilovoltages of 80 and
above, reduction of secondary radiation by
a grid or other means is essential. A 10 to
100 line per inch fixed grid or an air gap of
eight inches with an eight foot focal spot
mm distance may be used.

Technique
(a) Correct centering of the X-ray tube

and careful positioning of the subject are
oZ great importance for the proper visual-
ization oZ anatoElic structures and compari-
son of serial examinations. For the PA pro-
jection, the X-ray tube should be centered
to the center of the film and the X-ray beam
directed horizontally. The shoulders should
be positioned so that the scapulae are out-
side the lungs. The exposure should be made
at Zull in:;piration and made immediately
after this has been reached to avoid the
Valasalva effect. It is desirable, but not es-
sential, that all the clothes above the waist
be removed.

(b) The focal spot film distance should
be fixed between 5 and 6 feet (1.5 and 2.0
meters).

(c) For the reasons given above, a ariable
high XV, Constant mAs tethnique is rec-
ommended. Exposure factors employed may
vary somewhat with each generator and
tube. The highest range of XV and shortest
range of mAs obtainable should be used. For
the average subject, with an A.P chest di&m-
eter between 21 and 23 cm., the usual ex-
posure factors will be 5 rnAs at approxi-
xnately 125 KVp. The recommended exposure
time is 1/60 (.011) second. It should not ex-
ceed 1/30 (0.32) second. With larger diam-
eters of the chest, additional exposure is ob-
tained by increasing the kilovoltage. The
mAs is increased only when the kilovoltage
required to give a proper exposure exceeds
the capability o the generator or X-ray
tube. With focal spot-film distances of less
than 6 feet (2.0 meters), the technique
should be adjusted by decreasing the rnAs.

When using a low kilovoltage technique,
the exposu:re factors for an average subject
will be approxim.tely 300 mA, 0.05 second
(15 mAs) at 75 kv. For larger subjects,
greater amounts of radiation are obtained by
Increasing either -the mAs or the kv,

(d) Phot.otimers are inaccurate with ex-
posures of less than .O3 second and are not
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recommended with the technique suggested
above since filmz of variable density and
c3ntrast result. PhOtotiming can be very
useful with exposures of longer duration. The
criteria above apply to both mobile and fixed
installations. The application of this tech-
nique to mobile units will result in a marked
decrease in the number of inadequate films
obtained fr3m such units. No attempt
should be made to evaluate pneumoconiosis
from technically inadequate films.

(8) The conventional chest roentgenogram
has no value in establishing the presence or
severity of chronic bronchitis.

(9) It generally requires an average of 15
years of underground exposure for the de-
velopment of pneumoconiosis; those miners
who have radiographic evidence in a shorter
period of time should be considered for re-
moval from a dusty atmosphere.

(O) No consistent relationship has been
established between carcinoma of the lung
and coal mine dust exposure.

(U) There is no evidence at this time that
forms of emphysema other than focal em-
physema can be attributed to factors encoun-
tered in coal mining.

(12 There Is a geographic variation in the
prevalence o pneumoconiosis among miners.

Recommendations
(1) A mechanism should be developed for

the distribution In the United States of
standard ILO films to any interested physi-
cian, radiology department or investigator in
pneumoconlosls.

(2) It is recommended that ail men in the
coal industry have a pre-employtnent medi-
cal examination including chest radiograpb
and pulmonary function studiee. These ex-
aminations should be repeated at leaat at
five-year intervaLs. Tills material should be
collected in a manner suitable for scientific
examination as well as clinical use.

(3) Radiographic research should be en-
couraged in improved survey techniques, in
pt mortem radiography, and in inhalation
anc& perZusion scanning methods in the vail-
otis radiographic categories o pneumo-
conlosts.

(4) Prospective studiee of the natural bIB-
tory of coal workers' pneumoconloals are
needed and shou'd be correlated with all en-
vironmental factors. One goal of these stud.
ies should be to determine the relationship
between the exposure and the riak of disease,
resulting in a determination of guidelines
for permissible safe exposure for his working
lifetime.

(5) EngineerIng research and action dl-
rected toward improving the enlvronmental
conditions of the coal miner must continue
concurrent with the medical researc1.

(6) Because of our lack o specific knowl-
edge concerning carcinoma of the lung, cor-
onary disease, tuberculosis and other dis-
eases in the miner, we urge that future sur-
veys be directed toward the total health of
the miner in relation to his environment.

(7) Proper correlation of pathological find-
ings with clinical, X-ray ad physiological
studies have been seriously impaired by the
lack of autopsy material. Effective mechan-
isms must be developed which will provide
access to autopsy material in conjunction
with other studies. An adequate central f a-
cility should be available for the study of
that material.

(8) Our concern is the health of the coal
miner. In order to achieve this, there must
be a coordinated effort and support in order
to obtain, train, and utilize personnel and
equipment for dust surveillance and control
as well as medical research. The miner must
have continuing medical care, including
adequate vocationa' and rehabilitative serv-
ices for those who are disabled.

(9) We strongly recommend that funds be
recruited for distribution by an impartial,
responsible research committee to competent
investigators. In addition this committee
should be responsible for periodic review O
progre!s in the understanding and elimina-
tion of pulmonary problems of coal miners.
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Mr. KEE. Mr. Chairman, as the Rep-
resentative of the Fifth Congressional
District of West Virginia, which is the
largest coal-producing congressional dis-
trict in the United States, I take this op-
portunity to highly commend. Mr.
DANIELS of New Jersey, chairman of the
Subcommittee of the House Committee
on Education and Labor, which held
hearings on justly due payments to those
coal miners who are suffering lung dis-
ease. Specificaly lung disease due to the
inhalation of dust because of exposure
to dust by working underground in the
mines. In addition, I commend Chairman
DENT of Pennsylvania, and the most able
and outstanding chairman of the House
Conirnittee on Education and Labor, my
very dear friend, Congressman PERKINS,
of Kentucky, and Mr. BVRTON of Cali-
fornia, for their leadership in guiding
through the committee the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
which we are now considering.

Having been born and raised in a coal-
producing area, it is my humble 'opinion,
based upon experience, that section 112,
subsection B, which provides payments
to miners totally disabled from compli-
cated pneumoconiosls and to widows of
miners who suffered from complicated
pneumoconiosls at the time of death, is
the most Important section of this his-
toric legislation that we are now con-
sidering.

In simple words—this provision merely
states that payments will be made to
those disabled miners who are no longer
physically able to continue working In the
coal mines because of this dread and fatal.
disease. These are the men who are
totally disabled but have been denied
compensation by virtue of the fact that
they are not covered under State work-
men's compensation laws and—as such—
they are denied these justly due benefits.
It is important to note that this provision
provides payments to the widows and eli-
gible children of our coal miners who
have gone to an early grave because their
husbands and fathers contracted this
dreaded disease during the course of their
employment.

Mr. Chairman, this xxteasure provides
not only financial assistance but equally
important, a renewed hope In the hearts
of those who will be eligible for these
benefits upon enactment of this section
of the bill. It is my hope that justice will
prevail and the Members of this House
will vote overwhelmingly to retain this
vital provision of the legislation now be-
fore us.

Not only the coal miners of America—
but all Americans—owe a debt of grati-
tude to the members of the House Com-
rnittee on Education and Labor—who
guided this section through for our favor-
able consideration.. -

Mr. OLSEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Montana.

(Mr. OLSEN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. OLSEN. Mr. Chairman, I subscribe
to the views expressed by the gentleman
in the well and the chairman of the com-
mittee (Mr. PERKINS). I think we should
all be enthusiastically in support of the
committee position and against the
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amendment offered by the gentleman
from Iowa.

Mr. Chairman, we are considering to-
day legislation which meets a long stand-
ing need. H.R. 13950 provides the needed
revision of the Federal coal mine health
and safety bill. It provides for the 1est
time a health standard and provisions
for the regulation of dust exposure by
coal miners.

This legislation is the end product of
the work of a great many men and sev-
eral organizations. Prominent in this ef-
fort was the contribution made by the
United Mine Workers of America and by
its officers and membership.

Of special note is the contribution of
the Union president, Mr. W. A. Boyle. his
safety director, Mr. Louis Evans, and his
director of the department of occupa-
tional health, Dr. Loren E. Kerr.

These men, over the months since
January, have helped to shepherd this
bill through the various stages of the
legislative process. They have made
themselves available to every member for
counsel, for information, for interpreta-
tion, and for the practical experience
which we needed in our deliberations o
the bill before us.

From the long tradition of the union n
the health and safety field, have come
many constructive suggestions which are
now embodied in the legislation. For ex-
ample, some of these are: 3 m.illigram
dust level; the stationing of a Federal
mine inspector at every mine considered
to be liberating excessive quantities of
methane; rescue chambers for post-dis-
aster periods; an increased ventilation
requirement; and Federal compensation
for the victims of black lung.

These suggestions and their legislative
embodiment represent both the concern
of coal miners for health and safety and
the expertise of officials of the United
Mine Workers of America who translated
theory into practical legislative language.

I would also be remiss if I did not pay
tribute to the Committee on Education
and Labor, which considered this legis-
lation. That committee, under the able
leadership of Congressman PERXIN5 and
Congressman DE, has labored long and
diligently to bring out an effective coal
health and safety bill.

The Coal Mine Health and Safety
Board of Review came into being in 1952.
It was intended then to be an appeal
mechanism where operators could go in
the event of closure orders by Federal
mine inspectors.

Under the conditions of that time.
such a mechanism may have been de-
sirable. Federal coal mine inspectors
had no regulatory authority. Their in-
spections were authorized only for ad-
visory purposes and their recommenda-
tions did not have to be accepted. In
1952, the law provided for effective en-
forcement by the inspectors. There was
a fear, a perhaps legitimate fear, that
unreasonable, capricious action on the
part of the Secretary or his designee
would severely injure the economic posi-
tion of coal mining.

The Board was an attempt to fore-
stall such a development.

However, in the years between 1952
and 1969, Federal coal mine inspectors
have gained a great deal of experience
In the enforcement of the Federal law.
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The Bureau of Mines, the Secretary of
Interior, have a great body of practical
knowledge upon which to base their
decisions. No one can successfully argue
that the Secretary or the Chief of the
Bureau has been arbitrary or capricious
in the enforcement of the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. To the contrary,
a great deal of criticism may be leveled
because the Secretary or the Bureau has
not been rigorous enough in enforcing
the law.

In addition, the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Board of Review as initially con-
stituted, was of relatively narrow scope.
tinder the present bill, that scope has
been significantly broadened. It includes
the Board not only in the appeals pro-
cedure, but also in the review of stand-
ards and in the assessment and collec-
tion of money for research and
development. I do not believe that the
original support for the Board encom-
passed such a broad range of responsi-
bilities for it.

The intervention of an appeal board of
this type in administrative procedures
is at best a compromise with effective
law enforcement. Perhaps under some
circumstances it may be necessary. I do
not believe it necessary or desirable at
this time.

The Federal Coal Mine Safety Board
of Review has served its purpose. It has
gotten the coal industry over the initial
shock of Federal regulations, but now
the coal industry must be prepared to
accept Federal regulation in which
neither industry or labor have a signifi-
cant determining factor but rather in
which the Federal Government will as-
sume regulatory responsibilities.

Therefore, Mi. Chairman, I am happy
we have striken the Coal Mine Safety
Board of Review from this bill.

Mr. PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to
the gentleman from Illinois.

(Mr. PRICE of fllinois asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
I strongly support the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act of 1969. As a cosponsor of
this legislation, I am pleased that we
have the bill before us. It reflects my
long standing concern for the health and
safety of our miners and the well being
of their families.

It is gratifying to me that we are
strengthening and improving our mine
safety efforts and that we are focusing
on the health needs of our miners. It
has been 18 years since I introduced
HR. 268 which became the foundation
for the 1952 Coal Mine Safety Act. On
January 3. 1951, the first day of the 82d
Congress, I introduced that bill, which
later served as the basis for the hear-
ings before the House Education and
Labor Committee following the terrible
West Frankfort, fll., disaster in Decem-
ber 1951 and from which evolved legis-
lation which was approved by Congress
and later signed into Public Law 82—522.

But it also concerns me, Mr. Chair-
man, that the legislation we have before
us today is the result of the Farming-
ton, W. Va., mine disaster of last No-
vember when 78 miners loSt their lives.

Why is it that the national conscience
must be stricken before action is taken?
There should be no question about the
obligation of this House to the health
and safety of our coal miners.

As I said in this House Chamber on
July 2, 1952, when we considered the
Federal Coal I4ine Safety Act of 1952, an
outgrowth of my bill H.R. 268;

It is the duty of Congress to provide ade-
quate safeguardz for the lives of those cou-
rageous men who dig the Nation's coal.

It is still our duty to do so and In do-
ing so we must enact into law the strong-
est possible bill; not only from the stand-
point of attempting to prevent the terri-
ble tragedies and disasters that we have
witnessed in the past but also in terms
of preventing the suffering and misery
that comes with the day-to-day acci-
dents and the crippling diseases afflicting
miners.

I shall not go into the provisions of
the bill except to state that I feel it is
imperative that we establish the sound-
est health and safety standards possible
that adequately protect our miners and
that we provide for the capability to
äeal with new types of hazards which
might arise in the future: This biil, I
feel, represents a step In that direction
because It is in the Interest of the coal
miner.

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
chairman of the Select Education Com-
mittee.

(Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, it is not true that this sec-
tion was approved by the full committee
by a vote of 25 to 9?

Mr. DENT. That Is exactly correct.
Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. And is

it not likewise true that the Senate in
its consideration of the miners health
and safety biil adopted on the floor a
provision which is substantially In agree-
ment with section 112(b), the matter
under consideration now?

Mr. DENT. They voted for it in the
Senate. with every Member of the Senate
present, with 91 votes—a unanimous
vote, practically—for the same proposi-
tion that is before us now.

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, I rise hi opposition to the
amendment.

Section 112(b), "Entitlement to min-
ers," is needed to have thousands of
miners, their widows and children from
a life of despair, illness and poverty.

The number of miners employed in
coal mines haS fallen from 650,000 in
the late forties to a current figure of
approximately 150,000.

In the last 20 years, approximately 1
million miners have been exposed to
hazards of coal dust. As a result, some
experts estimate that there are about
100,000 cases of miners' pneumoconiosis
in this country today.

According to the Public Health Serv-
ice, 20 percent of all Inactive and 10
percent of all active miners show X-ray
evidence of the disease, and of these, 9
percent of the inactive—18,000——and 3

percent of the active—4,300-—m.tners
have progressive massive fibrosis—the
complicated form of the disease that
causes severe disability and premature
death.

Coal miner:? pneumoconiosis was rec-
ognized as such in Great Britain as
early as 1943 when it was defined as a
disease separate from silicosis.

Pneuinoconiosis was not generally rec-
ognized as such in the United States un-
til this decade. Prevalence studies by
the Pennsylvania Department of
Health-—195-1961—and by the Public
Health Service—1963—1965-—.conflrmed
the existence of the disease, documented
its prevalence among coals miners and
showed it was a widespread problem.

This Nation's failure to take cogni-
zance of coal miners' pneumoconiosis as
a separate clinical study some 20 years
after this dreaded disease was recognized
by Great Briltain and other European
countries has had five particularly un-
fortunate results:

First, it precluded attempts by private
enterprise to control coal dust in the
mines in order to prevent the effects of
this Insidious disease.

Second, it caused States to neglect the
problem when it was in its inception and
the cost of prevention could still be eco-
nomically borne by State governments
or private enterprise.

Third, it operated to prevent disabled
coal miners from obtaining workmen's
compensation, proper medical care, and
other remedi.l action. Thus, many thou-
sands of miners have died before their
claims were processed or the statute of
lInittations expired which prevenced
many miners from proving their iairns
in time to receive benefits.

Fourth, it is economically impossible
for most States to provide funds for
retroactive claims.

Fifth, it is unconstitutional to make
private employers pay these claims.

Therefore, ;ection 112(b) is an attempt
to do something about a situation which
was created to a major extent by Federal
neglect.

Section 112(b) is an emergency relief
provision to aid thousands of miners and
their widows and children.

For us to fail to provide for the future
health, safety and protection of coal
miners and at the same time to deny to
the worker who has already given up
precious year; of life in this, our Nation's
most hazardous occupation, would be
both ca.Uous and unforgivable on our
part.

We in Congress must concern our-
selves with the unmet needs of the dis-
abled miner and his family when his
State. his employer, and his union have
not met their responsibilities.

Section 112(b) is not intended to es-
tablish a Federal precedent in the area
of payments for the death, injury or
illness of workers. However, coal miners
pneumoconiosis is one of our Nation's
most critical occupational health prob-
lems. It is up to us to act and to act now.

Mr. MINISH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.

(Mr. IrrNISH asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.
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Mr. MINISH. Mr. Chairman, I do not

know how many people in this House
have worked in the mines, but I had the
privilege. if you want to call it that, of
working In the mines. My father worked
in them but died at the very early age of
36.

Mr. Chairman, I doubt that there are
very many Members of Congress who
would work in a mine for a full year's
salary. I doubt if there is any other place
of work where you actually look for rats
for protection. I say this because anyone
who has worked in a mine never hurts
a rat. The rats can be heard moving
around u in the roof of the mine, and
perhaps. 2 or 3 days later you will have
a cave-in. Therefore, when a miner
hears a rat scurrying around in the roof
of the mine, he loses no time in leaving
the mine.

Thereis something else I want to say.
Mr. Chairman, and that is this: Many of
the mines are closed up now and when
the disease develops, they are no longer
in business. These miners, therefore.
wind up on public welfare anyway.

I do not know how anyone in his right
mind—I really do not—could support
this amendment. It is beyond me to talk
about being a Christian as the gentleman
from lilinols does and not be able to sup-
port this provision of the bill. One is
being a good Christian when one takes
care of hi5 brother. We are undertaking
to take care of our brothers through this
bill.

If you support your brother, you sup-
port the children of the miner who has
been injured or disabled from this dis-
ease.

CENRAL LEAVE TO EXTEND

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, I ask unanimous consent that all
Mnmbers may be permitted to extend
their remarks in the RECORD on this sub-
ject of the Scherle amendment at this
point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The ciuestiOfl is On

the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Iowa (Mr. CCHERLE).

The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENTS OFFERED ST Mfl. ERLENSORN

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
offer a series of amendments and ask
unanimous consent that they may be
considered en bloc.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Illi-
nois?

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, reserving
the right to object, I think It is only fair
that the Members on the floor might
know what the amendments are before
the unanimous-consent request is grant-
ed.

May we have the Clerk read them?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will

the gentleman yield?
Mr. HALL. I yield to the gentleman

from Illinois under my reservation of ob-
jection.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Before the amend-
ments are read, I would like to state that
some of the amendments I am asking
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to be considered en bloc would, if adopt-
ed, amend title II which is not yet open
to amendment. I serve notice that should
the amendments be adopted I will move
to amend the sections in title II to
conform to the amendments that are
being considered en bloc if such unani-
mous-consent request Is granted.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re-
port the amendments.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendments offered by Mr. EaLENS0RN:

(Section 101(a))
On page 5, line 18, after the word "safety"

insert 'and health".
On page 5, line 19, after the word "injuries'

insert "and ailments'.
On page 5, line 20, strike the word "shall"

and insert "may".
(Section 101(b))

On page 6, line 3, after the word "salety"
Insert "and health".

On page 6, line 9, after the word "safety"
Insert "and health".

On page 6, line 11, after the word "tech-
nical' insert "and economic".

On page 6, line 13, after the word "safety"
insert "and health".

Beginning on page 6, line 14, section 101(c)
is amended to read as follows:

(C) Mandatory health standards proposed
by the Secretary shall be based upon criteria
developed and urn1shed to the Secretary by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare on the basis oi research, demonstra-
tions, experiments, and such other infor-
mation as may be appropriate and in con-
sultation with appropriate representatives of
the operators and States, advisory commit-
tees, miners, other interested persons, and
where appropriate, foreign countries.'

Beginning on page 7, line 5, section 101(d)
is amended to read as follows:

"(d) The Secretary shall publish proposed
mandatory health and safety standards in
the Federal Register and shall afford in-
terested persons a period of not less than
thirty days after publication to submit
written data or comments. The Secretary
may, upon the expiration oi such period and
after consideration o all relevant matter
presented, except as provided in subsection
(e) of this section, promulgate such stand-
ards with such modifications as he may deem
appropriate."

(Section 101(f))
On page 8, lines 17 and 18, strike the

commas and the words "in the case of man-
datory safety standards".

On page 8, line 20, strike the word 'safety".
Beginning on page 8. line 21 through page

9, line 4, strike the next to the last sentence
beginning with the word "Upon' and ending
with the word "standards."

On page 9, line 5, strike the word either'
and insert the word "the".

(section 202(a)
On page 45, lines 6 and 7, strike the words

'and the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare".

On page 45. line 9. strike the word "Secre-
taries" and insert in lieu thereof "Secretary".

(Section 202(b)
On page 46, lines 8. 9, 24, 25. and page 47.

lines 16 and 17, strike the words "and the
Secretary oi Health. Education, and Welf&e.

On page 47. line 11, strtke the words 'o
Health, Education, and Welfare".

(Section 202(c))
On page 47, lines 20 and 21. strike the

words "and the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Wellare".

(Section 203(b))
Onpage 50, lines 4. 5, 8. 9. strike the words

"and the Secretary o Health., Education, and
Wellare".
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(Section 204)
On page 50, lines 18 and 19. strike the

words 'and the Secretary of Health. Educa-
tion, and Welfare".

(Section 205)
On page 51, line 5, strike the word "pre-

scribe' and insert in lieu thereof "recom-
mend": and, on line 8, strike "shall' and
insert 'may'.

Mr. LBORN (during the read-
ing). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous
consent that further reading of the se-
ries of amendments be dispensed with,
and that they be printed in the RECORD.

I also renew my request that the series
of amendments be considered en bloc.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?

There was no objection.
(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, the
majority on our committee are aware
of what this amendment does, other
Members are not. I have asked unani-
mous consent that further reading be
dispensed with and that these amend-
ments. be considered en bloc because i
is a long series of technical amendments
to accomplish only one point. Only one
thing is sought to be accomplished, and
I will explain that so that the Members
will understand.

In the bill as introduced for the ad-
ministration, and in the bills as intro-
duced for other interested parties, the
Secretary of the Interior was empowered
to establish and promulgate safety and
health standards. During the considera-
tion of the bill that is now before us i'e-
garding health standards, the subcom-
mittee, and again the full committee, saw
fit to change the procedure relating to
health standards. The procedure that is
established in this bill is a very bad pro-
cedu.re in my opinion.

The bill before us would give the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare the authority to carry on health re-
search. Further, it would give to the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare
the authority to develop health stand-
ards, and to direct the Secretary of the
Interior to adopt these standards, and
then the Secretary of the Interior would
be obligated to enforce the standards.

The problem that I see here is one of,
first of all, governmental organization.
I happen to be the ranking minority
member on the Subcommittee on Execu-
tive and Legislative Reorganization of tie
Committee on Government Operations,
and in this capacity I hope that I have
some knowledge of the structure of our
Federal Government, and as far as I am
aware there is no place in the Federal
Government where we have one Cabinet-
level Secretary who can develop a set of
rules and regulations and direct another
Secretary to adopt them and enforce
them, and yet that is what the committee,
in reporting this bill to you, is asking you
to do. It is bad organization. It has built-
in conflict. The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare should not be
able to dictate to the Secretary of the
Interior.
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Now, will the health standards so es-
tablished be workable? I doubt in my
humble opinion that they will be worka-
ble because nowhere in the establish-
ment of the health standafds will we
get any input as to the technology that is
available in the mines.

The Bureau of Mines within the De-
partment of the Interior has the exper-
tise. I know the argument Is made that
health expertise is in HEW. I agree that
it is. But you cannot separate engineer-
ing technology from the control of dust
in the mines. The only way you can con-
trol dust in the mines is through using
existing or future developed technology.

What should be done is what was in
the original bill, and that is what I would
put back in with this amendment. Let
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare conduct studies relating to
pneumoconiosis and the health of the
miners. Let the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare recommend health
standards, but then let there be the input
from the Secretary of the Interior as to
the reasonableness of those standards
that can be obtained.

The argument that I have used in the
supplemental views in the report—sonie
of you may have read them—is carrying
this to the extreme, and that is what, if
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, looking at health only, should
decide that it would be desirable to have
no dust whatsoever in a coal mine, and
he proposed a health standard of zero
concentration of dust In the mine and
directed the Secretary of the Interior to
promulgate and enforce that regulation?
It could not be done. We would close
down every coal mine in this country if
it were attempted. That is the sort of
extreme result that could be accom-
plished through the kind of procedure
that is in this bill, where the Secretary
of the Interior and the Bureau of Mines
have no input whatsoever in the estab-
lishment of health standards.

I would hope that the chairman of my
subcommittee would support me in this
because I think if we are going to get
what we all want, workable health and
safety legislation that can be enforced,
and will do something to protect the
miners, it can only be accomplished in
the field of health if we have the input
from both the HEW and Interior and if
we have the man who is going to enforce
the law being the one primarily respon-
sible.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.

Mr. Chairman. since we are breaking
new ground on this particular bill, it
would be well to now consider the various
arguments pro and con, especially at this
moment when we are establishing the
guide rules that are going to govern this
legislation in the future.

We did not go into this blindly nor did
we do it without a great deal of reserch.
We found only one country in the world
that has a significant program on this
particular subject matter before us to-
day, namely, the question of dust stand-
ards and the question of miner's heaith
on a national basis.

We found that the British do have
what they call a National Coal Board
which would be likened unto our Sec-

retary of the Interior and his Bureau of
Mines. But we also found that they have
an independent body that handles health
standards and promulgates the rules and
regulations dealing with dust standards
and all of the rules and regulations and
standards dealing with pneumoconiosis
and the payments of benefits to miners.

It has everything to do with the health
sector of the mining law of Great Britain.

However, we have a better reason for
doing this. We also discovered that the
result of all of the X-rays not going to a
central body caused the British in the
last 50 years to have chaos in the ad-
ministration of their act.

So they finally brought it all under
this particular heaith department where
every miner's case history is before this
particular group at all times. They have
a laboratory that has 30,000 specimens
of autopsies in it. They have a research
bureau in Edinburgh that does nothing
but research on miners' diseases. This
is all done by tht health department.

If we let our Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare handle this pro-
gram, it will be handled with the idea—
and the only purpose of the act, so far
as the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare is concerned—Is the health
of the miner. The Secretary can look to
the provisions we put in the bill to get
away •from the dangers the gentleman
from fllinois believes may occur. We say
insectionl0l(c)— -

The Secretary of Health Education, and
Welfare shall, in accordance with the pro-
cedures set forth in this section, develop and
revise, as may be appropriate, mandatory
health standards for the protection of life
and the prevention o occupational diseases
o ooai miners. Such development and re-
vision shall be based upon research demon-
strations, experiments, and such other infor-
mation as may be appropriate. In the de.
velcpment of mandtoy health &tanda.rda,
the Serey o Hea.lth, Education, and Wel-
fare may consult with appropriate repesen-
tatives of the operators and mlneTs, other In-
terested persons, the States, dvsoy corn-
niittees, and, where approprtate, foreign
countries.

Mandatory health standards which the
Secretary develops or revises shall be trans-
mitted to the Secretary and shall thereupon
be published by the Secretaryas proposed
mandatory health standards.

Now, they must be published. The Sec-
retary must publish them in the Federai
Register. It will afford interested parties
a period of 30 days in which they can
submit written data or comments.

We are not tying the Secretary's
hands. We are not saying that one mem-
ber of the Cabinet has a whip over the
head of another Cabinet member. 'We
are putting the ducks in a row. We are
rendering to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's and to God the things that are
God's. The Department of Heaith, Edu-
cation, and Welfare handles health mat-
ters; the Secretary of the Interior han-
dles safety.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from fllinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Is it not true that
under the provision you just read the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare would develop the standards; he
would then transmit them to the Secre-

tary of the Interior, who must then pub-
]J.sh theni as mandatory standards?

Mr. DENr. That is correct.
Mr. ERLENBORN. The Secretary of

the Interior, then, would have no au-
thority but to publish them. He would
have no input at that point.

Mr. DENT. The gentleman is correct
but the Secretary certainly has an input
before the proposed standards are pub-
lished, and it is totally unrealistic to be-
lieve the Secretaries will not be com-
municating with each other before the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare proposes a mandatory health
standard.

Mr. ESCH. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment. I recognize
the sincere inte:nt of the distinguished
Chairman of our subcommittee: that is
that this legislation be as strong as pos-
sible. I would, therefore, agree with the
intent of his remarks.

The question that the amendment ad-
dresses itself to,, however, is just this:
Are we or are we not going to have
administratively a bill that Is strong,
that is direct, and places direct responsi-
bility for the health and safety of miners
in one particular office and administra-
tion? That is the essence of the amend-
ment.

If you believe that we should develop
a two-headed monster in regard to health
and safety measures, then you will re-
ject the amendment. If you believe that
we should utilize to the fullest all of the
expertise available in the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare; and
then having given that expertise and
that research and analysis—everything
that our svtbcommittee chairman has in-
dicated sh'uld be done In Health, Edu-
cation, and Wel:fare, the final responsi-
bility should be pinpointed in one par-
ticular man so that the responsibtiity
can be clearly delineated.

If we believe we should have a pin-
pointed re3ponsibility, then we will vote
for this amendment. In essence, then,
this Is a strengthening amendment,
which will strengthen the administration
of this act. It wiu place direct responsi-
bility on one man, yet will in no way
weaken the role of HEW from the stand-
point of provid1ng the necessary exper-
tise. I recommend strongly to this com-
mittee that this amendment be adopted.

Mr. PERKS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment and move
to strike the necessary number of words.

Mr. Chairman, there is no reason to
anticipate conflict in the administration
of this act. By placing the authority to
develop health standards in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
we are bringing to bear on the solution of
a serious national problem all the best
scientific and medical expertise available
in the Government.

The bill merely states that after the
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare developes the standards, he cer-
tifies them to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior, and the Secretary of the Interior
must promulgate those standards as
certified.

But if anybody takes exception to the
standard as unfair or inequitable, he has
the right t file exceptions, and the Sec-
retary after hearings may modify in any
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way he wants to, and there is also the
right to go to court.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKS. I yield to the gentle-
man from Illinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to straighten out that point.
The chairman of the subcommittee read
only a portion of that section. After the
Secretary of the Intertor publishes the
standards, If objections are made, the
Secretary of the Interior may suggest
changes. He must then send those sug-
gested changes back to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
final say on what are the health stand-
ards is by the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, who then again
directs the Secretary of the Interior to
promulgate.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, here Is
the reason for this. We provide in the
House bifi that all mines shall achieve
a 3.0-level in 6 months, with waivers
for an additional 6 months. We feel
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, where the technical assistance
Is available, is In a better position to
develop the health standards and deter-
mine the effect of dust levels for example,
on human health. I feel that there is no
conflict here.

It Is true, the Secretary of the In-
terior, after hearings and after modifi-
cation.s have been made to the standards
is required to promulgate the standards
as modified.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield to the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, is that not
the answer to the criticism of the oppo-
sition, because they say they want to
pinpoint responsibility?

Do we not then say that after the Sec-
retary of the Interior reviews it and he
believes a change ought to be made—
do any of us believe that two Members
working in the same Government and
the same Cabinet would not be on talk-
ing terms?

Mr. PERKINS. I agree with the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DENT. We are pinpointing it.
Mr. PERKThS. We can expect better

results without a diffusion of responsi-
bility. The Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare in arrrving at what are
just and fair health standards Is cer-
tainly going to consult with all interested
parties. He will have resources and facil-
ities not now available to the Secretary
of the Interior.

Mr. ERLENBORN. If the gentleman
will yield, I still contend it is unprece-
dented to have one Secretary dictating to
another.

Mr. PERKINS. This is a workable ar-
rangement that will redound to the ben-
efit of everyone concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. The question s on
the amendments offered by the gentle-
man from flhinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

The question was taken; and on a divi-
sion (demanded by Mr. ERLENBORN) there
were—ayes 26, noes 53.

So the amendments were rejected.
The CHt. The Clerk will read.

* * * * *
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TITLE W—-ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH

Six. 401. (a) The Board shall establish
objectives for the conduct of such studies.
research. ecperiments. and demonstrations
as may be appropriate—

(1) to improve working conditions and
practices. pirevent accidents, and control the
causes of occupational diseases originating
in the coal-Inininig industry;

(2) to develop new or improved methods of
recovering persons in coal mines after an
accident;

(3) to develop new or improved means and
methods of communication from the sur-
face to the underground portion of the mine;

(4) to develop new or improved means and
methods of reducing concentrations of res-
pirable dust; in the mine. Such research shall
consist primarily, but not exclusively, of (I)
studies of the relationship between coal mine
environments and occupational diseases of
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coal mine workers; (U) epidemiological stl-
ies to (i) idçltlly and define positive factors
involved in the diseases of Coal miners, (ii)
provide information on the incidence and
prevalence of pneuinoconiosis and other res-
piratory ailments of coal miners, and (lit)
develop criteria on the basLs of which coal
mine standards can be based; (111) medical
prevention and control of diseases of coal
miners, including tests for hypersusceptibil-
ity and early detection; (IV) evaluation or
bodily impairment in connection wtth occu-
pational disability of coal miners; (V) de-
velopment of methods, techniques, and pro-
grams of effective rehabilitation of coal
miners injured or stricken as a result of their
occupation; and (VI) setting the require-
ments, extent aid specifications for the med-
ical examinations provided in section 203
of this Act, and utilizing and studying the
material, data, and findings of such exami-
nations for the preparation and publication,
from .me to time, of reports on all sig-
nificant aspects of the diseases of coal miners
as well as on the medical aspects of lnuries
Other than diseases, which are revealed by
the research carried on pursuant to this sub-
section;

(5) to study the relationship between coal
mine environments and occupational dis-
eases of coal mine workers; and

(6) for such other purposes at it deems
necessary to carry Out the purposes of this
Act.

(b) To accomplish the objectives estab-
lished in subsection (a), the Board shall dis-
tribute funds available to it after reserving
funds necessary for carrying Out section
203(a) as equally as practicable to the Secre-

— taries of Health, Education, and Welfare and
of Interior. Activities under this section in
the field of coal mine health shall be car-
ried Out by the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, and activities under this
section in the field of coal mine Safety shall
be carried Out by the Secretary of the Inte-
nor. In carrying Out activities under this
section the Secretaries of Health, Education,
and Welfare and of the Interior may enter
into contracts with, and make grants to,
public and private agencies and organiza-
tions and individuals. Such Secretaries shall
consult and cooperate with the Board on
specific projects and programs. No research
shall be carried Out, contracted for, spon-
sored, cosponsored, or authorized under au-
thority of this Act, unless all information,
i.ses, products, processes, patents, and other
developments resulting from such research
will (with such exception and limitation, if
any, as the Secretary Or the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare may find to
be necessary in the interest of national se-
curity) be available to the general public.

(c) (1) Each operator of a mine shall, at
such times as the Board may prescribe, pay
to the United States a royalty equal to 2
cents for each ton of coal he produces for
use or sale. When the Board determines
funds available to it under paragraph (2)
of this subsection are sufficient to carry Out
section 203(a) and the activities under sub-
section (b) of this section, it may reduce the
royalty required in the first sentence of this
paragraph for such periods as it deems appro-
priate. The royalties so paid are hereby ap-
propriated to the Board for use by it in
carrying Out this section. In the event a
operator rails to pay the royalty required by
this section, he shall be liable to the United
States in an amount equal to double the
amount he failed to pay. The Board may
require such reports and shall have such
access to the books aid records of the opera-
tor as may be necessary for the effective en-
forcement Of this paragraph.

(2) In addition to the amount made avail-
able under paragraph (1), there is authorized
to be appropriated to the Board for each
fiscal year an amount equal to 2 cents or
each ton o coal produced for use or sale by
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operators during the preceding fiscal year for
use by It in carrying Out this section. In ad-
dition, theTe is authorized to be appropriated
each fiscal year to the Board for use by It in
carrying Out this section, an anount equal
to any amount granted by any State to the
Board for such fiscal year for carrying out
this section, except that the appropriation
based on the State's grant may not exceed
an, amount equal to 1 cent per ton of coal
produced or use or sale from coal mines in
such State during the preceding fiscal yee.

TRAXNG AND EDUCATION

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall expand pro-
grams for the education and bathing of coal
mine operators, agents thereof, and miners.
tn—

(1) the recogD.ttlon, avoidance, and pre-
vention of accidents or uflsafe or Wthealth-
ful working conditions in coal mines; and

(2) in the use of flame safety lamps, per-
missible methane detectors, and other means
approved by the Secretary for accurately
detecting gases.

ASSISTANCE TO STATES

SEC. 403. (a) The Secretary, in coordina-
tion with the Secretaries of Labor and of
Health, Education, and Welfare, is author-
ized to make grants to any State, in which
Coal mining takes place.—

(1) to conduct research and plaining
studies and to carry Out planS designed to
improve State workmen's compensation and
occupational disease laws and programs, as
they relate to compensation for pneumo-
coniosis and injuries in coal mine employ-
ment; and

(2) to as1st the States in planning and
implementing other programs for the ad-
vancement of hearth and safety in coal
mines.

(b) Grants under this section shall not
extend beyond a period of five years follow-
ing the effective date of this Act.

(c) Federal grants under this section shall
be made to States which have a plan or plans
approved by the Secretary.

(d) The Secretary shall approve any plan
which—

(1) provides that reports will be made to
the Secretary, in such form and Containing
such inform&tion, as may reason&bly be nec-
essary to enable him to review the effective-
ness of the program or programs involved,
and that records will be kept and afford such
access thereto as he finds necessary or appro-
priate to assure the correctness and verifica-
tion of such reports;

(2) provides such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be necessary
to assure proper disbursement and account-
ing for Federal funds paid to the State;

(3) contaIns assurances that the State
will not in any way diminish existing State
programs or benefits with respect to pneu-
moconiosis and related conditions; and

(4) meets any additional conditions which
the Secretary may prescribe by rule in fur-
therance of the provisions of this section.

(e) The Secretary shall not finally disap-
prove any State plan, or modification thereof,
without affording the State reasonable no-
tice and opportunity for a hearing.

(f) The amount granted any State for a
fiscal year under this section may not ex-
ceed 80 per centum of the amount expended
by such State in such year for carrying Out
such programs, studies, and research.

(g) There is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1970, and each of the succeeding fiscal years
for carrying out this paragraph, the sum 01
$1,000,000.

EQUIPMENT

SEC. 404. The Secretary is authorized dur-
ing the period ending five years after the
date of enactment of this Act, to make loans
to operators of coal -mines to enable them to
procure or convert equipment needed by
them to comply with the provisions of this
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Act. Loans made under this section shall
have such maturities as the Secretary may
determine, but not in excess of twenty years.
Suc1 loans shall bear interest at a rate which
the Secretary determines to be adequate to
cover (1) the cost of the funds to the Treas-
ury, taking into consideration the current
average yields of outstanding marketable
obligations of the United States having ma-
turities comparable to the maturities of loans
made by the Secretary under this section,
(2) the cost of administering this section,
and (3) probable losses. In carrying Out this
section, the 6ecretary stall to the extent
feasible use the services o t1e Small Busi-
ness Administration pursuant to agreements
between himself and the Administrator
thereof.

UspEcToRs; QUALIFICATIONs; TBAINING
SEC. 405. The Secretary may, subject to the

civil service laws, appoint such employees as
he deems requisite for the administration of
this Act and prescribe their duties. Persons
appointed as authorized representatives of
the Secretary under the provisions of this
section shall be qualified by practical ex-
perience in the mining of coal or by experi-
ence as a practical mining engineer and by
education. Such persons shall be adequately
trained by the Secretary. The Secretary shall
seek to develop programs with educational
institutions and operators designed to en-
able persons to qualify for positions in the
adminlstrtion of this Act. In selecting per-
sons and training and retraining persons to
carry Out the provisions of this Act, the Sec-
retary shall work with appropriate educa-
tional institutions and operators in develop-
ing and maintaining adequate programs for
the training and continuing education of
persons, particularly inspectors, and, where
appropriate, shall cooperate with such insti-
tutions in the conduct of such programs by
providing financial and technical assistance.

EFFECT OF OTH LAW
SEC. 406. (a) No State law in effectupon

the effective dte of this Act or which may
become effective thereafter, shall be super-
seded by any provision of this Act o order is-
sued or standard promulgated thereunder,
except insfr as such State law is in conflict
with this Act or with any order Issued or
standard promulgated p,1rsnt to this Act.

(b) The provisions 01 any S'tte law or
regulaon in effect upon the effective date
01 this Act, o which may become effective
thereate', which provide for more stringent
health and safety srxdards applicable to
ooal mines than do the provisions or this
Act or any order Issued or standard promul.
gated thereunder sai1 not thereby be con-
strued or held to be in conflict with this Act.
The provIsions of any State law or regu'ation
in effect upon the effeebive date o this Act.
or which may become effective therea!ter,
which provide for heth and safety stand-
ards applicable to coal mines for which no
provision is contained in this Act or any
order issued or standard promulgated
thereunder, shall not be held to be in. con-
fiat with this Act.

ADMSTRATIVE PROCEDVRES
SEC. 407. The provisions of sections 551—559

and sections 701—706 01 title 5 01 the United
States Oode shall not apply to the making of
any order or decision made pursuant to this
Act, or to any proceeding for the review
thereoZ.

REGULATIONS

SEC. 408. The Secretary is authorized to
Issue such administrative regulations as he
deems appropriate to carry Out any provt5ion
of this Act.

OPEt&TVE DATE AD REPEAL
SEC. 409. The provisions of titles I and III Of

this Act shall become operative 90 days alter
enactment. The provisions o title II of this
Act shall become operative six months alter
enactment. The provisions of the Federal
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Coal Mine Safety Act ae amended, are le-
pealed on the operative date of tLti I and
m of th Act expt that such provt3lons
snail oonIue to apply to any order, noce.

fl.ndlng iued under that Act prior to such
operative date and to any proceedin related
to such order. nattce, or ffniHiig. AU other
provLons of this Act shall be effective on the
date of enacent of this Act.

SEPARA8
Sic. 410. It any provision of this Act, or

the appilcation of such provision to any per-
son or drcun,stance, shalt be held invalid, the
remainder of this Act, or the applition of
such provision to persons or c1rcuznznces
other than those as to which it is held In-
vallxL, shall not be affected thereby.

REPORTS

Szc. 411. (a) Within one hundred and
twenty clays following the convening of each
seion of Congress, the Secretary shall sub-
mit through the President to the Congress
and to the Office of Science and Technology
an annual report upon the subject matter
of this Act, the progress concerning the
achievement of its purposes, the needs and
requirements In the field of coal mine health
and safety, the amount and status of each
loan made under section 404, a description
and the anticipated cost of each project and
program he has undertaken under section
401, and any other relevant information, In-
cluding any recommendations he deems ap-
propriate.

(b) Within one hundred and twenty days
following the convening of each session of
Congress, the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare shaU submit through the
President to the Congress, the Secretary, and
to the Office of Science and Technology an
annual report upon the health matters cov-
ered by this Act, including the progress to-
ward the achievement of the health pur-
poses of this Act, the needs and require-
ments in the field of coal mine health, a
description and the anticipated cost of each
project and program he has undertaken
under section 401, and any other relevant
information, including any recommendations
he deems appropriate. The first such report
shaU include the recommendations of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
as to necessary health standards, including
his recommendations as to the maximum
permissible Individual exposure to coal mine
dust during a working shift.

SPECtAL REPORT

Szc. 412. (a) The Board shall make a study
to determine the best manner to coordinate
Federal and State activities in the field of
coal mine health and safety so as to achieve
(1) maximum health and safety protection
Zor miners, (2) an avoidance of duplication
of effort, (3) maximum effectiveness, (4) re-
duce delay to a minimum, and (5) permit
most effective use of Federal inspectors.

(b) The Board shall make a report of the
results of its study to the Congress as soon
as practicable after the date of enactment
of this Act.

Mr. PERKINS (during the reading).
• Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that further reading of title IV be dis-
pensed with and that It be considered
as read, printed in the RECORD, and open
to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?

There was no objection.
AMENDMENT OFFERZD BY MR. ERLENBORN

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Beginning on page 108, line 23, through

page 110, line 2, subsection 401(c) is amended
to read as follows:
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"(c) There is hereby authorized to be
appropriated for. each fiscal year such sums
as may be needed to carry out the purposes
of section 203(a) and of this section."

On page 110, between lines 2 and 3, in-
sert the following new subsections (d) and
(e):

"(d) No payment may be required of any
coal miner in connection with any exami-
nation or test given him pursuant to sub-
section (a) of section 203. Where such ex-
aminations or tests cannot be given due to
the lack of adequate medical or other nec-
essary facilities or personnel In the locality
where the miner resides, arrangements
shall be made to have them conducted in
such locality by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, or by an appropri-
ate and qualified person, ageacy or in.stltu-
tion, public or private, under an agreement
or arrangement between the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare and such
person, agency or institution. Such exami-
nations and tests shall be conducted in ac-
cordance with the provisions of subsection
(a) of section 203. The operator of the coal
mine shall reimburse the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Wellare, or such per-
son, agency or institution, as the case may
be, for the cost of conducting each such
examination or test and shall pay whatever
other costs are necessary to enable the miner
to take such examinations or tests.

"(e) t the death of any active miner oc-
curs in any coal mine, or if the death of any
active or inactive miner occurs in ay other
place, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare is authorized to provide for an
autopsy to be performed on such miner,
with the consent of his surviving widow or,
if he has no such widow, then with the con-
sent of his next ot kin. The results of such
autopsy shall be submitted to the Secretary
o Health, Education, and Welfare and, with
the con.sent of such survivor, to the miner's
physician or other interested person. Such
autopsy shall be paid for the Secretary o
Health, Education, aild Welfare."

Mr. BURTON of California (during
the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unan-
imous consent that further reading of
the amendment be dispensed wish, and
that it be considered as read and printed
In the RECORD.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?

There was no objection.
(Mr. ERLENBORN azked and was

given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to explain the amendment Just
very briefly. In the bill as reported by the
clerk there was a provision for a 2-cent
per ton tax to be levied on every ton of
coal rruned in the United States for the
purpose of financing health and safety
research and to cover the cost of the pe-
riodic X-rays that are required under the
bill to be made by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

This amendment would first of all
strike the provision for the tax. It would,
secondly, insert a provision that the cost
of the X-rays made by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare on a
periodic basis would be reimbursed by the
coal mine operator for each one of the
coal miners employed by him who has an
X-ray taken.

In addition, this provides that HEW
would have the authority, given the con-
sent of the next of kin of a deceased
miner who had pneumoconiosis, to con-
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duct an autopsy for the purpose of fur-
thering their health research.

This aznendmen ha8 been discussed
wfth the chairman of the subcommittee
and the full committee and I understand
it will be agreed to by them.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from California.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, as I understand the autopsy
amendment it is the amendment that
was otherwise to have been offered by the
gentleman from West Virginia (Mr.
HECHLER). Is that correct?

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman's
understarLding is correct.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, the Sen-
ate felt perhap they might be treading
on rather slim constitutional grounds,
and therefore, they removed the require-
ment for payment of any royalty by the
operator. We then challenged in various
sectors whether or not this com.mittee
was out of order in that we were assess-
ing the t.ax, and we do not have the
jurisdiction to assess the tar. So when
the gentleman from Illinois proposed we
remove the 2 cents per ton royalty I took
it up with certain individuals who are
Members of this Congress and who have
had a great deal more eperiece than
I have had on questions of ways and
means an.d prerogatives of our commit-
tee.

They said there was a question as to
whether cr not we had the right.

Therefcre, I went to the gentleman
and we discussed it. One thing was, if
we took out the 2 cents, would the con-
tens of the amendment include that the
operator must pay for all the charges
made by HEW, not alone for the X-rays
and the keeping of the records but in the
instances where the opportunity to have
the X-ray was not available for the
miner at the piace where he resided or
worked that the miner would be reim-
bursed fo:r his travel time and expenses
through the same charge made to the
operator.

Is that right or wrong?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes. I believe the

wording the gentleman refers to is con-
tained in the amendment at the end of
the second paragraph.

Mr. DENT. Yes.
Mr. LENBORN. It is our under-

standing that the coal-mine operators
will pay the cost of the X-rays and other
charges which are necessary costs con-
nected with them.

Mr. DENT. With that understanding,
Mr. Chairman, I accept the amendment.
AMEmMEN'r OFFE3D Y MR. 8TJRTON or CALl.

FORNIA TO THE AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR.
ERLEN8OftN

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, I offer an amendment to the
amendment of the gentleman from Illi-
nois (Mr. ERLENBORN.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment ofl'ered by Mz. BtTRTON of Cali-

fornia to the a.cnendment ofterect by Mr.
ERLEN8ORN: Insert the following:
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'(f) On and after the operative date of
this title, the standards on noise prescribed
under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts
Act, as amended, in effect Oct. 1, 1989, or
any such improved standards as the Secretary
may prescribe shall be applicable to each
coal mine and each operator of such mine
shall comply with them. Beginning six
months after the operative date of this
title, at intervals of at least every six months
thereafter, the operator of each mine shall
conduct, in a manner prescribed by the
Secretary, tests by a qualified person of the
noise level at the mine and certify the results
to the Secretary. U the Secretary determines,
baaed on such tests or any tests conducted
by his authorized representative, that such
standards on noise are exceeded, such oper-
ator shall immediately undertake to install
protective devices or other means of pro-
tection to reduce the noise level In the aZ-
fected area of the mine, except that the
operator shall not require the use of any
protective device or system which the Secre-
tary or his authorized representative ftnds
will be hazardous or cause a hazard to the
miners in such mine."

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, I discussed this amendment with
the full committee chairman and with
the subcomnttee chairman, and they
have Indicated it Is acceptable to them.

This amendment contains the cur-
rent Walsh-Healey requirements set by
this administration In the area of noise
and provides certain minimum test check
and enIorcement machinery. It Is some-
thing which I believe should be done,
and I urge its adoption.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, wifi the
gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield
to my distinguished subcommittee chair-
man.

Mr. DENT. The Senate has a feature
in its biil concerning noise In the mines.
We discussed the matter, and decided
to put something In the bill, so that we
would have a position In the conference.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to
the gentleman from flhinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. As the gentleman
knows, he has explained this amendment
to me. We have discussed it. I have not
agreed to accept it.

Mr. BURTON of California. That is
correct.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I feel that if it is
within the field of health or safety the
Secretary already has the authority to
promulgate standards. One of the prob-
lems I see is that we would be adopting
standards under the Waish-Healey Act
which probably apply to some mines al-
ready, and we will make them applicable
to all mines. If it is truly a matter of
health or safety the Secretary can do
this without the amendment the gentle-
man offers.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to
the gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Was this
subject matter of noise covered in the
hearings?

Mr. BURTON of California. No.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. If the

gentleman will yield further, am I cor-
rect in the belief that If the other body
has adopted a section and this House
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does not, that does not foreclose consid-
eration of that issue in the conference?

Mr. BURTON of California. That is
correct.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.

(Mr. GROSS asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to address a question to the gentle-
man from fllinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

Do I understand that your amendment
provides for an open ended funding au.
thorization?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Will the gentleman
yield?

Mr. GROSS. Of course.
Mr. ERLENBORN. The authorization

contained in my amendment is open
ended in that we have not set a dollar
figure as a maximum. It will allow funds
to be appropriated to the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare to
conduct X-ray examinations which will
then be reimbursed by the mine opera-
tors. It is anticipated that there will be
little or no cost involved to the Federal
Government and it will become a re-
volving fund. We have no estimate as to
how much it will take to get it started.
The moneys appropriated under this au-
thority would be reimbursed by the coal
mine operators.

Mr. GROSS. And you do not anticipate
that there will be a substantial expen-
diture as to the amendment you offered?

Mr. ERLENBORN. If the gentleman
will yield, he is correct. I anticipate no
substantial expenditures.

Mr. GROSS. What about the adxninls-
trative costs of the total bill itself? Do
we have any estimate of the costs of this
legislation and of the increased per-
sonnel, if there is to be any increase in
personnel?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Will the gentleman
yield further?

Mr. GROSS. Yes. Of course.
Mr. ERLENBORN. There is no esti-

mate that I can recall from the hearings.
It is anticipated that there will be addi-
tional personnel to the extent that the
Bureau of Mines will be successful in
having its request for additional mine
Inspectors honored by the Bureau of
the Budget or the administration. How-
ever, others on the committee may have
a better recollection of it than I. I do not
recall any estimate of the cost of addi-
tional inspectors.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. GROSS. Yes. I yield to the gentle-
man.

Mr. DENT. The oniy major costs which
will be assessable against the Govern-
ment, the Treasury, will be for the ad-
ministration of the act, such as for any
additional mine inspectors, and so forth,
for the payments provision, for the
health provisions, and for the research.
However, we have to have an open-end
type of appropriation so that we will
have sufficient money to do the things
we have to do. At this point in time, we
Just do not know the exact cost and we
did not want to preclude any of these
activities from being undertaken by
specifying a dollar authorization as such.
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Mr. GROSS. But the gentleman from
Pennsylvania does not anticipate that
there is going to be any substantial in-
crease in moneys taken from the Fed-
eral Treasury for the administration of
this act. Is that correct?

Mr. DENT. As far as what the actual
administrative expense will be, I frankly
do not know. We have made changes in
the legislation even today, thereby af-
fecting its administrative cost. I hope
whatever is required will be appropriated.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back the balance of my time.

The CHAMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from California (Mi'. BURTON) to
the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from Illinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

The amendment to the amendment
was agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Illinois, as amended.

The amendment, as amended, was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. DENT

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. DENT: On page

112, line 10, strike out paragraph" and iii-
sert "section".

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania.

The amendment was agreed to.
AMEN0MEN'r OFFERED B MR. HECHLZR CF WEST

VmGINIA

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. HECHLZR of

West Virginia: On page 117, after line t7.
insert: Title IV—Judicial Remedy.

'SEc. 501. Any miner in a coal mine sub-
ject to this Act Who shall suffer persona!
Injury in the course of h.ts employment as
a result of the gross negligence of the opera-
tor, may, at his election, maintain an action
for damages at law, with the right of trial by
jury, against the operator of the coal mine.
and in such action all statutes of the United
States modifying or extending the common-
law right or remedy in cases of personal in-
jury to railway employees shall apply: and.
in case of death of any coal miner as a result
of any such personal injury, the personal
representative of such coal miner may main-
tain an action for damages at law, with the
right of trial by jury, agaanst the operator
of the coal mine, and in such action all stat-
utes of the United States conferring or regu-
lating the right of action for death in the
case of railway employees shall be applicable.
Jurisdiction in such actions shall be under
the cGurt of the district in which the opera-
tor resides or in which his principal office Is
located. This section shall not preempt an-
existing State statutes or other provisions
of th.ts Act which provides for compensation
for coal miners. Any recovery obtained under
this section shall be reduced by any amounts
received under such compensation statutes."

Mr. ERLE'NBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
reserve a point of order on this amend-
ment until the gentleman has time to
explain it.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man. will the gentleman yield?

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
yield to the gentleman from California.
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Mr. BURTON of California. Is this the
amendment I offered and, that appeared
in the subcommittee recommendation as
our title V?

Mr. HECKLER of West Virginia. That
is correct.

Mr. BURTON of California. Then, I
would I like to commend the gentleman
from West Virginia for his interest in
this matter. As the author of title V In
the subcommittee deliberations obviously
I thought it was well drafted and needed
and I obviously support it. I am Just not
sure at this stage of the game what we
will do with It, but I would like to com-
mend the gentleman from West Virginia
for highlighting during floor debate this
very important issue as it affects the
rights of those injured in their work.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
thank the gentleman from California,
and I might say that this outburst of
good feeling at the end of the evening Is
greatly appreciated, and so much so that
out of deference to the subcommittee and
its able chairman, the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), who has done
such a fine job with this bill, that I in-
tend in 2 or 3 minutes to ask unanimous
consent to withdraw my amendment.

My amendment would simply author-
Ize suits by miners or their survivors
when a miner Is injured as a result of the
gross negligence of the operator. under
our present State workmen's compensa-
tion laws, the compensation takes away
the right of the miiier to sue. He ought to
have the right to sue with a trial by jury,
which is a right afforded to railroad em-
ployees since 1908. And for over 60 years
railroad workers have been even better
protected because they only need the test
of simple negligence and not gross neg-
ligence, as Is contained in my amend-
ment.

State compensation laws are totally in-
adequate in this area. They provide
short-term payments to the injured to
carry them over the period of disability.
but do not compensate them fully for lost
wages or pam and suffering resulting
from these injuries.

I understand that experience has
shown under other Federal statutes
where this authority is now established
that most cases are settled before they
reach the trial stage. I further under-
stand that where the employees are rep-
resented by a union contracts are gen-
era.lly negotiated with management
whereby payments are made by man-
agement that are far higher than com-
pensation law payments. Thus, the em-
ployee does not have to undergo the ex-
perise of lawyers' fees and the lengthy
trials and appeals which might be ex-
pected to follow.

I would also like to emphasize that
one of the real dimculties in the coal in-
dustry has been that there is a great eco-
nomic incentive for high production. The
economic incentive on the equipment
manufacturers has been to produce
equipment that will take the coal out
faster, but will not necessarily protect
those human beings who work in the coal
mines. In fact the economic incentive is
all agaixst safety. I believe a provision
such as the right to sue would produce a
clear economic incentive on behalf of
safety. It would be far cheaper to make
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and keep a mine safe rather than risk
the expense of suit.

I feel that a provision such as this may
be premature in 1969, but I am looking
toward the future. I am hopeful that
Congress might look with favor on the
type of provision that would make It so
expensive for a coal operator to maintain
an unsafe mine that he would take steps
on his own initiative to maintain rigorous
safety standards for the protection of all
miners.

We talk about workmen's compensa-
tion laws taking care of those who lose
their arms and their legs that are in-
jured in the mines, but these are totally
inadequate in their amount.

The fines and penalties in the bill
bring money into the General Treasury,
but why should not we help directly the
miners who are hurt or killed in the
mines?

I would certainly hope that in the
future this type of amendment could be
considered and adopted.

BENEFXT5 POE PNEVMOCONIOSXS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to use Just
1 minute of my time to establish an in-
telligible, legislative hIstory on that won-
derful provision of this bill that was
written in with the assistance of many
Members concerning beneflts for those
afflicted by pneumoconiosls.

I would like to ask the gentleman from
New Jersey (Mr. DANIELS), the chairman
of the Select Subcommittee on Labor,
two questions. I am sure the gentleman
from New Jersey appreciates the fact
that this measure Is a giant step in the
right direction and one which is fully
justified by the circumstances. On behalf
of thousands of West Virginia coal min-
ers, we thank the gentleman from New
Jersey, the gentleman from California
(Mr. BURTON), the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), the gentle-
man from Kentucky (Mr. PxniS), and
all others who have participated in
bringing this provision out in the bill.

There are some cases which the provi-
sions of this bill do not seem to cover,
and I would like to ask the gentleman
from New Jersey whether in his opinion
It would be justifiable to measure the in-
cidence of pneumoconiosls through pul-
monary function tests as well as simply
and strictly by X-rays?

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. HECfflER of West Virginia. I
yield to the gentleman from New Jersey.

Mr. DANIES of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman
from West Virginia (Mr. HECmER), ask-
Ing that question, and I say to the gen-
tleman that the impact of this legisla-
tion Is that when diagnosis Is made by
means other than X-rays or biopsy that,
under section 112(b) (iii), complicated
pneumoconlosis can be demonstrated by
a substantial loss of pulmonary func-
tional capacity even though there was a
lesser degree of X-ray abnormalities
than that described in section 112(b) (i).
In fact, diagnosis of complicated pneu-
moconiosis should include several fac-
tors:

First, sigrnulcazit exposure to coal dust;
Second, evidence of lung pathology;

and
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Third, symptomatology and impair-
ment of pulmonary functions.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I would further like to ask
the gentleman from New Jersey if it is
not true that there are many coal miners
who may have serious discomfort and
disability caused by pneumoconiosis
whose X-rays for some strange reason
do not clearly indicate the recognition
of that disease?

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. If the
gentleman will yield further, that is very
true. As a matter of fact, we have had
several doctors testify before our com-
mittee, Dr. Raymond Moore of the En-
vlronmerLtal Control Administration of
the Department of Health, Education,
and Weliare, as well as Dr. H. A. Wells,
Dr. Andrew Henderson, Dr. I. E. Buff,
and Dr. Donald Rasmussen, physicians
from coal mining regions with extensive
experience in pulmonary diseases, who
testified to the effect that X-ray is not
the ultixrate. It must be included as part
of the diagnostic test. But the complete
gamut of function tests, good, simple
exercise function tests, can be performed
simply, along with the physical exam-
ination periodically on these men.

Mr. HECm1R of West Vrg1nia. I ap-
preciate the answer of the gentleman
from New Jersey. I would like to quote at
this point the following letter from Dr.
Donald Rasmussen, pulmonary specialist
at the Appalachian Regional Hospital in
Beckley, W. Va., who wrote as follows
to Hon. JOHN DENT:

OCToBER 6, 1969.
Hon. JOHN H. DENT.

DEAR REPEESENTATVE DE: I write this
letter as ii despTate plea on behalf of many
thousands of coal miners disabled from res-
piratory diseaaes of occupational origin
who will be denied rightful benefits under
the present provisions for compensation Lu
the pending coal mine health and safety
bill. The restrictions limiting compensation
only to those miners with "complicated pneu-
moconlosis" are unwarranted. No more than
a minority oZ those severely disabled miners
of this area would qualify for such benefits.

I am aware that most of the testimony and
additional opinion upon which tlis decision
was based supported the concept that dis-
abling pulmonEiry insufficiency is encoun-
tered only In those miners with advanced
X-ray changes. It must be emplasized that
these Opinions were based. almost entirely
upon Eiiropea experience. Occupational
health programs with periodic medical and
X-ray examinations lave been in operation
in coal mines for over 20 years in some
European countries. Miners thowlng early
X-ray evidence of pneumoconlosis have been
removed from dusty areas. In addition, dust
suppression has been employed in most Eu-
ropean coal mines. Thus, the risk to the Eu-
ropean miner has been significantly reduced.

You are aware of the total lack of periodic
examinaions o:t American miners and the
relative lack of dust suppression in coal
mines in this country. Not a single miner
or the more than 4,000 evaluated in this lab-
oratory has lad periodic thest X-rays. These
differences In conditions may be sufficient to
explain the apparent differences between
European miners and miners at least in the
Southern Appalachians in this country. We
lave observed a number of miners wlo were
known to have X-ray evidence of pneu-
moconlosis for 10 to 25 years before our
evaluation. These men continued working
without ymptcnis until perhaps the last 2
to 4 years. Most showed clear-cut evidence
of significant pulmonary insufficiency on
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testing in the laboratory. In only a small
number did the chest x-rays reveal more
than stmple pneumoconloslS. In reviewing
the laboratory studies of large numbers o
miners and excluding all cases with signift-
cant bronchitis it Is apparent that those
miners with complicated pneuniocofllOsis on
the average show somewhat more impair-
ment than miners with only simple pneu-
moconiosls. There are wide variations in both
groups, however. Many miners with minimal
X-ray abnormalities have impairments of
pulmonary functional capacity equal to or
exceeding tbat of miners with advanced
X-ray changes. On what basis. therefore, can
one arbitrarily judge the miner with simple
pneunioconiosls and severe Incapacity to be
ineligible or compensation?

I Armly beileve that in addition to miners
with compilcated pneumoconlosls those with
lesser degrees of X-ray abnormalities but
with substantial 1088 of pulmonary func-
tion1 capacity be considered eligible for
compensation under the new bill.

I urge the Members of the Committee to
give the above suggestions most thoughtful
con3ideratloE.. Without the additional inclu-
sion the bill will provide relief ar short o
its intended goals.

Re8pectfully.
DONALD RASMtTSSEN, M.D.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr, HECHLER of West Virgthia.. I
yield to the gentleman from Missouri.

Mr. HALL. I just rise to a point of
Clarification.

I certainly agree with the answer to
the gentleman from West Virginia's sec-
ond question. But I do not believe he
wants to establish a legislative record
that one can determine pneumoconiosis
or the involvement of the lung solely by
pulmonary function itself?

Mr. HECHLIER of West Virginia. That
was not my Intent, nor was this coiweyed
in the answers of the gentleman from
New Jersey. We have merely established
the fact that one cannot rely precisely
or strictly on X-rays In determining the
degree of disability froni pneumoconi-
osis.

Mr. HALL. With that I agree, but
there are many other things that can
cause lung disease affecting the pul-
monary function tests.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman from West Virginia (Mr. HECH-
LEa) has expired.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
withdraw my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
West Virginia?

There was no objection.
Mrs. MINK. Mr. C1airman. I rise in

support of H.R. 13950, the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969. As
a member of the General Labor Sub-
committee of the House Committee on
Education and Labor, I took part in the
drafting of this long-overdue measure es-
tablishing uniform health and safety
standards for the coal miners of our
Nation.

For the first time under this legisla-
tion we will have mandatory standards
for all underground coal mines in the
amount of respirable dust allowable in
the mine atmosphere.

ApproxImately 100,000 active and
retired coal miners are presently af-
ificted with pneumoconiosis, also known

as black lung, a disease caused by ex-
cessive exposure to coal dust in the air
over a long period of time. About half
of these miners are disabled from the
ailment. For many, existence in this
living death Is the price they must
pay for the long years of hard labor in
the mines.

Complicated pheumocon.tosis causes
progressive massive fibrosis as a complex
reaction to dust and other factors, which
may include tuberculosis and other in-
fections. The disease in this form usually
produces marked pulmonary impairment
and considerable respiratory disability.
This severely lImits the physical capa-
bilities of the individual, and may con-
tribute to other causes of death. Once
hardy and vigorous coal miners become
reduced to invalids gasping for breath
as they sink slowly into physical decay.
When the disease is contracted, it is
progressive and irreversible.

There is no specific therapy for pneu-
moconiosis in either its simple or compli-
cated forms. Prevention of this disease is
the only logical step. Adequate environ-
mental dust controls, use of respirators,
or removing the miners from the dusty
environment as soon as they show mini-
mal evidence of lung damage appear to
be, under present technology, the only
helpful preventive procedures. H.R.
13950 establishes strict environmental
dust control standarcLs an periodic
medical examinations of miners as a
means of combating this dread disease.

The British, after extensive study,
determined that the probability of a
miner contracting pneumoconiosis after
35 years of exposure to a dust concentra-
tion of 3 milligrams per cubic meter
of air, is about 5 percent. This bill estab-
lishes a dust limit of 4.5 mIlligrams
wIthin 6 months of enactment. This level
must be further reduced to 3 milli-
grams 6 months thereafter. The Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and WeLfare
is authorized to reduce this limit further
when reductions become technologically
attainable.

I feel that this new safeguard will
help protect the coal miners' health by
lowering the amount of respirable dust
they must breathe into their lungs while
working in a coal mine, thereby reducing
their susceptibility to contracting pneu-,
moconiosis.

-The bill also requires that respirators
or other approved breathing devices be:
made available to aU persons exposed to
dust concentrations in excess of the limit
established by this bill. However, the bill
expressly prohibits the use of these res-
pirators as a substitute for achieving
environmental controls of the dust con-
centration in the mines.

Under the medical examination pro-
vision, section 203, each miner will have
an opportunity to have a chest roent-
genograni taken without charge at least.
once every• 5 years. Physicians diagnose
pneumoconiosis on the basis of X-ray
evidence of nodules in the lungs. When a
worker begins in the coal mines for the
first time, he will be given a chest X-ray
at the start of his employment and again
3 years later. If the second such X-ray
shows evidence of the development of
pneumoconiosis, the worker shall be
given an additional chest X-ray 2 years
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later. The Secretary of HEW is responsi-
ble for reading, classifying, and record-
ing aU readings for each miner, and may
prescribe such other supplemental tests
as he deems necessary.

Any miner who, in the Secretary's
judgment, shows substantial evidence of
the development of the disease shall, at
the option of the miner, be assigned by
the operator to work in a relatively dust-
free area of the mine, or in any other area
provided he wears respiratory equip-
ment. Any miner so assigted shall not
receive less than his regular pay. This
section of the bill is of equal importance
with the dust-control section, insofar a
prevention of black lung.

To protect miners from explosions such
as the November 20, 1968, tragedy near
Farmington, W. Va., in which 78 miners
lost their lives, the bill codifies Interior
Department safety regulations and es-
tabUshes new requirements for electrical
equipment for gassy mines. After a
phase-in period only electrical junctions.
distribution boxes, and equipment that
the Secretary of the Interior designates
as permissible will be allowed.

The bill provides a delay of up to 6
years in application of these electrical
safety standards to nongassy mines. I
would support an amendment to reduce
this time period or any other amendment
which will bring all mines under this
safety requirement as soon as possible.

Section 103 of the bill authorizes and
requires representatives of the Secretary
of Interior to make frequent inspections
and investigations in coal mines each
year for information gathering and en-
forcement purposes. Each underground
mine is to be inspected at least four times
a year. The Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare is also authorized
entry to coal mines to enable him to
carry out his functions and responsi-
bilities under the act. I believe this joint
control over the health and safety of
our coal miners is an important new—
element.

The bill provides for limited pay guar-
antees to miners idled by a mine closure
due to violation of health and safety
standards. Miners are also entitled to
payments for total disability due to com-
plicated pneumoconiosis, and widows of
such miners are also to receive benefits.

Section 103 empowers the Interior Sec-
retary, in the event of an accident, to
take whatever action he deems appro-
priate to protect the life of any person
and to be consulted regarding any plan
to recover any person in the mine. This
section further provides opportunity for
a miner to request the Secretary to con-
duct a special investigation to determine
if an imminent danger or violation of a
standard exists in a mine, and for the
representative of miners to accompany
an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary—at no loss in pay—on any inspec-
tion. No advance notice of an inspection
neeth to be given.

These are some of the worthy features
in this comprehensive legislation. In
sum, I believe that this bill represents a
long step forward in protecting our
miners from pneumoconiosis or "black
lung" and from explosions of the type
that have taken a steady toll of life and
limb.
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We must not allow these dangers to
continue terrorizing our miners and their
families. Only by the adoption of this
workable and far-reaching legislation
can we assure the American people that
the men who mine our coal shall work in
health and safety.

Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Chairman, I sup-
port HR. 13950, a bill to Insure health
and safety measures for the Nation's
coal miners. Coal mining is crucial to our
economy, providing one-fourth of our
fuel energy. Yet, at the present time, it
is one of our most hazardous industries.

Hundreds of coal workers die every
year from much-publicized disasters;
thousands of others suffer from incurable
pneumoconiosis, which renders them dis-
abled and which significantly shortens
their life expectancy. No act of Congress
can ever compensate for the injury and
loss of life which has already resulted
from coal mine safety inadequacies. This
bill, however, may, if properly amended,
become an insurance policy for present
and future miners who will be spared
from disaster and personal injury.

H.R. 13950 authorizes the Secretary of
the Interior to promulgate appropriate
health and safety standards and develop
safety standards. The Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare is man-
dated to develop health standards. The
Federal Government would have the
power to investigate, set policy, and re-
vise regulations over both large and small
coal operations.

It is my feeling, however, that initial
review of appeals should lie with the
Secretary of the Interior in accordance
with the amendment to be offered by the
committee and the position of the gen-
tleman from West Virginia (Mr. HECH-
LEn) rather than with the proposed Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Board
of Review as outlined in the bill.

The Departments of Interior and
Health, Education, and Welfare should
be empowered to thoroughly and fre-
quently investigate mines, making cer-
tain that such conditions as dust stand-
ards, electrical equipment, ventilation,
roof control and fire protection are meet-
ing minimum standards.

The miner would be further protected
under the provisions of this act by be-
ing provided with examinations for lung
disease and by receiving some income if
he is idled by mine closure under the pro-
visions of this act. Moreover, the miner
and his family would be entitled to emer-
gency assistance if he is afflicted with or
dies from complicated pneumoconiosis.

The Federal Mine Health and Safety
Act is long overdue. It is late in rectify-
ing some of the worst personal injustices
in an impersonal industrial society. We
must not lose sight of our humanitarian
responsibility. We must not forget the
widows and children In countless Farm-
ingtons and the thousands of miners who
suffer physical disability while they are
performing their jobs. H.R. 13950 will
not repair the loss of yesterday's lives,
but it will effectively spare today's and
tomorrow's miners. I therefore urge sup-
port of this bill to express our concern
for a vital and long-neglected member
of our working force—the American coal
miner.
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Mr. REID of New York. Mr..Chafrman,
I am happy that the House is finally act-
ing to revise the mine health and safety
code.

Last year 730 men were electrocuted,
asphyxiated, crushed to death or other-
wise killed In a coal mine somewhere In
the world. Each day 28 coal miners suffer
disabling Injuries, and each disabled
miner loses on the average 144 days of
work a year—more than half a year off
the job.

In the 17 years since the old law was
signed by President Truman, almost a
million miners have been exposed to a
daily dose of coal dust, and a shocking
5,500 miners have been killed.

These facts do not lend a great deal of
credibility to recommend the virtues of
the old bill.

At present, about 100,000 miners of
the 150,000 who work the mines today
suffer from black lung disease, with over
half of these disabled from the disease.
Dust is in their skin and their eyes and
their mouths; they suck it into their
lungs every day of their lives and cough
and strain to breathe. This is a man-
made disease that can and must be pre-
vented. To ignore it is to ignore the No. 1
occupational health problem in U.S. coal
mining, which has been ignored for far
too long already.

For these reasons, I strongly support
the sections of this bill which provide for
payments to miners who are disabled
from pneumoconiosis and to the widows
of miners who suffered from the disease
at the time of their death. These provi-
sions are a limited response in the form
of emergency assistance, included be-
cause of the failure of the States to
assume compensation responsibilities.

Clearly, the hazards of the trade we are
discussing are such that this bill should
include the strongest possible health and
safety provisions. This bill does include
numerous provisions with these alms in
mind, such as those establishing a man-
datory dust standard of 3 milligrams
per cubic meter, requiring medical exam-
inations, calling for frequent inspections
and investigations by qualified persons
and providing realistic penalties for fail-
ure to comply.

There is one section of the bill, how-
ever, which endangers its effectiveness
by entrusting what could become a veto
power to a five-member Board of Review.
These five men could nullify orders by
Federal inspectors for the closing of un-
safe mines, and they could rescind pen-
alties assessed for violations of safety
rules. These powers seriously weaken the
remainder of the bill and indeed seem to
challenge its very purposes. I strongly
support the abolition of this Board, and
hope that my colleagues will consider the
welfare of thousands of miners over the
power of five men.

Finally, in order to make this bill the
strongest and most effective one possible,
I support amendments to do the
following:

To measure coal dust during one shift,
instead of averaging the measurement
over seveial shifts as the bill now pro-
vides. If the averaging method is used, a
"clean-up" shift can be rushed in to
bring the average down;
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To require the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare to set medically
acceptable coal dust standards which
protect the health of the miner, instead
of being forced to raise coal dust stand-
ards to meet pressure from considerations
other than health.

To require that electrical equipment in
gassy mines be made safe and spark-
proof in 15 months instead of the 28
months after enactment of this bill, and
to eliminate the open-ended waiver which
is presently p:ovided in the bill for all
nongassy mines, large and small; and

To protect miners against losing their
jobs or being discriminated against for
reporting health and safety violations.

Mr. Chairman, I urge that the coal
mine health and safety bill be passed with
these amendments, so that in the future
we win know no such disaster as that of
Farmington, W. Va., in November of 1968
where mine No. 9 became the tomb for 78
men for whom no rescue operation could
succeed.

Mr. MOLLOKAN. Mr. Chairman, the
coal mine safety legislation we are to-
day considering constitutes a landmark
for industrial health and safety. For too
many years, those of us who represent
districts with a concentration of coal
mining have seen the death and casualty
tolls mount. Generally, it is an isolated
accident that claims the life of one or
two men, and Little notice has been given
to the overwhelmthg danger of coal min-
ing.

Last year, the tragedy at Farmington
took 78 lives, but the small accidents
whiih receive little notice claimed the
lives of another 230 men in the same
year.

And the toll of black lung is difficult to
gage because it affects almost every min-
er who has worked in the coal mines
for more than. 10 years.

The safety legislation to date Is far
from adequate. The health standards to
d&te are nonexistent, the compensation,
except from the union's pension fund, is
next to iwnexistent. Only this year did
West Virginia pass a comprehensive
workmen's compensation legislation, and
that does not cover anyone who Is pres-
ently disabled because of black lung.

This legislation before us today will be
the landmark for safety and health pro-
tection and it will be the landmark for
compensation of men who have lost their
health to black lung.

I think the House Education and La-
bor Committee is to be congratulated for
their work on this legislation and my
cdlleague, Mr. JOHN DENT, is to be par-
ticularly congratulated on his efforts to
bring to the floor a fair and comprehen-
sive bill to deal with the entire area of
health and safety and its consequences
in the coal mining industry.

I am particularly pleased that the
committee has established In this legis-
lation a basis for continuing research in
health and safety; for that, in my judg-
ment, Is where we will make the real
breakthrough in mine safety.

I think it is altogether proper that we
attempt throiitgh this legislation to give
relief to those miners, or their widows,
for disabilitie; arising from black lung
disease.
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There are some Important amend-

ments to this legislation as weU, and par-
ticularly important, are those which
would protect the individual miner from
intimidation for reporting safety or
health violations. I think the dust meas-
urement amendment is also very Impor-
tant and I hope you will give it fair con-
sideration.

There are other amendments as weU
which should be given 3erlouS considera-
tion here today. But, on the whole, this
legislation is well conceived, it Is compre-
hensive and it will be effective. It repre-
sents the dedication of men who have
intelligently sought better working
zt,andards and health and safety stand-
ards for years.

The passage of this bill will, to no
small degree, usher in a new era of in-
dustrial safety practice.

Mr. HSTOSKI. Mr. Chairman, as a
cosponsor of legislation which would pro-
vide relief for our Nation's miners, I am
pleased that the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor acted with speed to bring
this legislation to the floor.

I am convinced that there is a definite
need for establishing Federal health
standards to protect the health of our
Nation's coal miners. We are aware of
the fact that many of the existing stand-
ards for safety applicable to mine op-
erators and miners are inadequate under
existing Federal laws.

If anyone needs adequate standards
for safety and Improved conditions for
health, it is the coal miners of this Na
tion. The bill will provide them with a
new degree of safety and a healthier
atmosphere in which to work.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point.
out that the whole picture as it relates
to the coal mining industry has brought
forth a national demand that we, right
here and now, enact legislation that will
bring a new and significant measure of
safety to the men who mine the coal in
this country. That is why we are here
today—to provide these safety and
health standards.

As we debate this bill today, hundreds
of miners are risking their lives to re-
open the mine at Farmington, W. Va., to
recover the bodies of the 78 miners who
died in the Consolidation Coal Co.'s No.
9 mIne last November, and to determine
the cause of the tragedy.

Many of our miners who are lucky
enough to escape the violence of death
in a mine, are subject to a peril which
often causes total disability or death.
These miners pay the price of having to
work in an atmosphere often saturated
with coal dust, which is inhaled daily into
their lungs, causing respiratory disabil-
ity and later death. This disease Is re-
ferred to in the press and other news
media as "black lung." The medical proS-
fession call it coal workers' pneumoconi-
osis. But no matter what it is called, the
fact is that the Surgeon General esti-
mates that over 100,000 active and re-
tired miners are afflicted with it.

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the
pending legislation is t,o insure the
miners that they themselves cannot cope
with this problem. In this legislation we
wish to insure that both the industry
and the Government do, in fact, give first
priority to the health and safety of the
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miner; to insure an end to the annual
carnage in our Nation's coal mines; and
to insure that the new generation of coal
miners is not ravaged by "black lung."

We have enough evidence that the
miners themselves are no longer wiiiing
to accept the fatalistic attitude still pre-
vaiJ.ing in the industry—the attitude
which almost accepts with the shrug o
the shoulder that "mining is a hazardous
occupation." The miners know that coal
mining need not be a hazardous occu-
pation if only the operators and the
Government will place as high a priority
on the health and safety of the miner as
is placed upon the economics associated
with the mining industry.

This bill provides the tools for better
health and safety. This Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safetg Act of 1969
makes an across-the-board comprehen-
sive attack on both the health and safety
problems. It not only corrects the defi-
ciencies in the 1952 act, It takes Into ac-
count all that we have learned since
152, and provides for the development
and implementation of safeguards
against hazards which may develop In
the future.

For the first time it covers the health
of the miner, covers surface, as well as
underground coal mines; authorizes
health and safety standards by regula-
tion, not just by statute, and permits
administrative change of the standards
In the bill to improve health and safety;
establis1es an extensive array of interim
mandatory health and safety standards;
provides for injunctions and for civil
and criminal enalt1es for violations; re-
quires an expansion of the sadly defi-
cient Bureau of Mines safety and health
research program and provides for a
health and safety research trust fund;
and expands the coverags of the law to
afford protection against all accidents,
not just those that kill five or more at
one time, as the 1952 act provided.

Periodically, in the past 100 years, the
Nation has responded to mine disasters
with legislation, but the legislation has
always been too timid and ineffective.
Such legislation has frequently left more
undone than was done.

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 13950 is a major
comprehensive measure which offers our
Nation's coal miners the promise of a
lifetime of productive work free from
the hazards that have depleted this work
force. It offers the families of our coal
miners the hope of relief from the daily
fears that permeate their lives.

I believe that the hazards of coal min-
ing can be substantially reduced or elim-
inated. Many are due to bad practices
and a failure on the part of both the in-
dustry and the Government to act vigor-
ously years ago to change them.

We owe this bill as a memorial to the
many thousands who have died in coal
mine tragedies and to those who are dis-
abled because of their hazardous work.

We owe it even more to the living and
the active hard-working mine workers,
and to their families. No longer should
they be forced to bear the cost, In pain
and suffering, of the Nation's coal pro-
duction.

Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, I
earnestly urge passage of H.R. 13950.
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Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Chairman, after
many long weeks of hearings and deli-
berations we now have before us, to vote
up or down, ER. 13950. Does anyone
doubt the outcome?

As one who is familiar with the history
of past efforts to strengthen the role of
the Federal Government in the promo-
tion of coal mine health and safety, one
amazing fact about this bill stands out.
This bill, Mr. Chairman, is one of the
most far-reaching bills in any field to
come before the Congress in many years.
It extends the field of. Federal regulation
of working conditions and the provision
of compensation for accident and dis-
ease far into an area hitherto largely
reserved for State regulation alone. And
yet, despite some marginal opposition to
some of these compensation features of
the bill, the bill is clearly going to pass
the House and pass it in substantially
its present form.

Of course, Mr. Chairman, I recognize
that it is very difficult to be opposed to
any measure to promote health and
safety. No one wants to be on record in
favor of death and disaster or even to
seem to question the wisdom of proposals
to prevent the same. But in the past.
these considerations never prevented op-
position arising to the form the proposed
remedies took, or, a favorite objection,
that "the rights of the States were being
invaded," or that "the legislation was
not needed, the States were doing a good
job, all they needed was a little encour-
agement in the form of a Federal sub-
sidy."

We have heard such objections in re
cent days, Mr. Chairman. But unlike in
the past, they have not been trumpeted
from the house tops. I have had to
strain to hear them. Their voice is
muted, subdued. We live today in a
world where the rights of people are,
at last, considered as more important
than those of institutions.

I note also, Mr. Chairman, another
remarkable change. This matter of
health and safety has never, I think,
been an area of sharp partisan conflict.
Many Members from both sides of the
aisle have favored coal mine safety leg-
islation in years past. But I do find it
utterly amazing that, if I read aright the
report on this bill which came to me
from the committee, not only did every
member of the majority party vote in
support of H.R. 13950, but the minority
was unable to get a majority of it 15
members to join in opposition and wound
up with three additional or separate sets
of views, on no one of which were they
able to muster more than six votes in
support.

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 13950 has my com-
plete support. Congress should move to
complete action on the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act without further
delay.

We all understand that what prompted
the consideration by this Congress of coal
mine safety legislation was the Farming-
ton, W. Va., disaster of last fall. This
made clear to the American people that
the Federal Government, which was then
believed to have the responsibility axd
ability to inspect coal mines to prevent
major disasters, lacked the power to take
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effective action. Since then, although
there has been much work done on leg-
L3lation no change has been made n the
law. The Government has no greater
ability today than it had last fall to pre-
vent another major mine disaster. We
have been talking about action for nearly
a year. We have made progress, But we
have not finished the job. The Senate
has acted. We have not, as yet.

However, in the period of nearly a year
since the Farmington disaster, while
there has not been another major dis-
aster, over 170 coal miners have been
killed in mine accidents. This is well over
two miners killed for each man who died
in Consolidation Coal Co.'s No. 9 mIne
last November. And to prevent these non-
disaster types of accident, the Federal
Government does not now and never has
had any power or responsibility to act.

These figures, in fact, are misleading.
It is not that routine mine accidents are
responsible for two deaths for every oie
killed in a major disaster. Major disasters
account for only about 10 percent of the
deaths and injuries n coal mines. The
Federal law has never, even n its inade-
quate present form, been applicable to
other than measures to prevent major
disasters. And it has been too weak to ac-
complish even this limited objective.

Ninety percent of the accidents which
have resulted in death or Injury in coal
mines are within the scope of State laws
and the Federal Mine Safety Code, which
are either inadequate, or which have not
been or cannot be enforced. Ma2ly stand-
ards, Including the Federal code, are
advisory oriiy and do not have the force
of law.

Mr. Chairman, while we sit here dis-
cussing the details of this bill there is
nothing to prevent another Farmington
disaster. Nothing has been done to change
the law since last November. And while
we sit here men are being injured and
killed by one's and two's in mines in every
coal miming State n the Nation, and Un-
less we act on H.R. 13950 nothing will be
done to prevent such accidents.

H.R. 13950 offers the best hope we have
to do something about coal mine disas-
ters and accidents—all of them, major
disasters and isolated rock falls. It was
the result of weeks of work by a compe-
tent committee acting on the best advice
of authorities here In America and from
abroad. It is a bill to which no major
exception has been taken on either side
of the aisle. Let us act to pass it with no
further delay and stop the slaughter in
the mines.

Mr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman, today's
debate represents a forward step for the
coal miners of America and for the wives
and the children of the men who work In
that industry. It also represents a mile-
stone for the thousands of coal miners
who are now suffering or who are being
exposed to the ravages of coal workers'
pneumoconiosis and other mining re-
lated chest diseases.

I am from Pennsylvania, and thus I
know first hand the great human price
that has been paid for the coal produced
over the years. Pennsylvania is an old
coal producing State. From its mines
comes both anthracite and bituminous
coal. The quality of Pennsylvania coal is
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known world-wide. Much of it goes thto
the steel thdustry where quality is vital.

Over the years, the production, dis-
tribution, and consumption of coal has
meant much to Pennsylvania. In fact,
that thdustry underglrds the economic
health of the Commonwealth and con-
tributes hundreds of millions of dollars
each year to the economic progress of
Pennsylvania.

But, such progress has not come with-
out cost. A part of that cost, a tragic
horrifying part, is seen in the number
of men who have died In the mines of
Pennsylvania.

The records of fatality for the produc-
tion of anthracite in Pennsylvania goes
back to 1870. During the period 1870 to
1968, 31,047 men died n the anthracite
industry. These figures are understated
because fatalities in mines employing
less than five men were not recorded un-
til 1955, when the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Mines and Mineral Industry,
under the leadership of Mr. Joseph Ken-
nedy and Mr. Louis Evans, now the direc-
tor of the UMWA Safety Division, began
to keep a record of small mine fatalities.

In the bituminous industry, the record
goes back to 1877. SInce 1877, 20,071
miners have died in the soft coal mines
in my State. This figure is understated
because of the lack of reporting fatalities
in small mines until 1955.

Thus, a high price in blood has been
paid for the production of Pennsylvania
coal; 51,118 men died for the economic
value that coal has meant to Pennsyl-
vania and to the Nation.

Mr. Chairman, this is a horrifying
record. It Is a dreadful indictment of the
coal mining industry and of the opera-
tors who have owned and managed it
over the years.

Mr. Chairman, today we consider a
bill which will hopefully abate and even-
tually stop the wastage of human life n
coal mines. We are being asked to pass
legislation which will help to protect the
safety of coal mthérs and see to it that
they can live a long and useful life. We
are also being asked, Mr. Chairman, to
enact into legislation provisions which
will begin the long task of preventing
coal workers pneumonconlosis and which
will provide for compensation for those
men who now carry the terrible burden
of that disease.

We can no longer turn a deaf ear to
the demands of coal miners for relief
from the dread burden of death, Injury,
and disease in the mixiing industry.

H.R. 13950 is a good piece of legisla-
tion. It has been drafted by a committee
which has shown its concern for the men
who work in the mines. Its language
represents an acceptance of the moral
obligation of the Congress to do some-
thing in the mine health and safety field.

Through the months that this legisla-
tion was pending, we of the Congress
were fortunate to have the advice and
counsel of the United Mine Workers of
America and their able staff in our
drafting efforts. The coal miner was in-
deed fortunate to have as his representa-
tives here a group of his own, a group of
men who have come from the pits and
who worked ceaselessly to see to it that
the strongest possible legislation was In-
troduced and passed.
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The imprint of the work of the United

Mine Workers of America and its presi-
dent, Mr. W. A. Boyle, is clear in the
legislation you have before you.

The United Mine Workers of America,
n January of this year, suggested a 3
milligram dust level to prevent the n-
creasing thcident of coal workers pneu-
moconlosis.

The bill has a 3 milligram gure in it.
The United Mine Workers of America

suggested the concept of rescue chambers
to which men could go n the event of a
disaster. This, too, is n the bill. The
United Mine Workers of America urged
the thcrease in the ventilation In mines.
We have provided for such an increase.

The United Ivflne Workers of America
suggested that a Federal mine thspector
be placed at every mine, which in the
opinion of the Secretary, liberated ex-
cessive ciuantities of methane. This, too,
is in the legislation.

We are being asked today to vote on
a measure which will mean the saving
of lives, the prevention of injury, and
the reduction of disease. We are being
asked to help to preserve the most valu-
able asset which the coal industry has,
that is its manpower.

If we were to come before the Congress
today and say that men should live
rather than die, there would be no argu-
ments. If we were to say that disease is
an inhe:rently undesirable thing, there
could be no one who would dispute it. If
we were to demand on the grounds of
humanity, that an end be put to the cost
in human lives and suffering inherent in
modern coal mining, we would have
unanimous agieement.

Yet, when we come to the hard prac-
tical task of writing legislation, there are
those who rise th opposition. There are
those who still place priority and profit
above priority of life. There are those
who would sacrifice human beings for
the expediency of production.

This bill, hopefully, will forever put
an end th suth a choice. It will place the
coal operators of this Nation on notice
that their safety and health record must
improve and must improve dramatically.
It will place them on record that unless
they are prepared to undertake the
necessary action to reduce the human
toll, currently a part of the cost of pro-
duction, that they must anticipate the
increasing intervention of the Federal
Government Into their affairs.

Mr. GILBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
n support of H.R. 13950, the coal mine
health and safety bill. As you may know,
I have no coal miners in my district,
but I have Americans who are shocked
at the frequexLcy of mine disasters and
saddened by lethal danger from illness
faced by men who work in the mines.
This legislation has, indeed, been too
long in coming and too many men have
lost their lives while it has been dis-
cussed. I am proud, as an American, to
vote for a strong coal mine safety bill.

I believe the Committee on Education
and Labor has written a fine bill. It
gives authority to the Secretary of the
Interior and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, for the first
time, to investigate and inspect mines
without prior notice. It Improves and
speeds the process for redressing health
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and safety violations. It provides severe
but just penalties for violation of stand-
ards. It assures miners that they will
not be penalized for cooperating with
the authorities on mine safety and guar-
antees them payment whenever mines
are closed for violations.

Mr. Chairman, In 1967 a total of 533
miners died in accidents, and untold
numbers died of "black lung" and other
diseases. Americans cannot in good con-
science permit the hazards in mines to
go undetected and uncorrected any
longer.

I commend the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. DENT), chairman of the
General Labor Subcommittee, for his
efforts in behalf of a strong and effective
coal mine health and safety bill. I be-
lieve H.R. 13950 represents the minimum
necessary for the protection we should
provide miners and I shall vote for pas-
sage of this bill.

Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, strange as it seems, studies
are now being made by Federal agencies
and private industry to use U.S. space
program techniques for mining opera-
tions.

I include in my remarks letter of Oc-
tober 23. 1963, to me from the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency:

NATXONAL AEBONAUTZCS
AND SPACE ADMINXSTaATZON,

WasMngton. D.C., October 23, 1969.
Hon. JAMES G. FULTON,
House of. Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAE Mg. FULTON: This Is tn reply to your
tnqulry regardtng the application of Apollo
Life Support Systems to deep coal mining.

Last February, Mr. James K. Rtce, Prest-
dent. Cyrus W. Rice and Company, wrote to
NASA about a new coal mintng project betng
proposed in Boone County, West Vtrginta.un-
der the dlrectton of the Island Creek Coal
Company, in which the mine would be filled
with gas containing very little oxygen. The
object w to eltmtnate the effects of methane
gas that is released as a by-product of min-
ing coal, to reduce substauttally the acid
mine water pollution, and to eliminate the
"Black Lung" problem. Mr. Rtce was tnter-
ested tn ways NASA mtght be able to help.

On March 13. 1969, a meeting was held with
OtfiCials of our Apollo Test Office, the Island
Creek Coal Company, the Bureau of Mines,
the Federal Water Pollution Control Admin-
istration and the C. W: Rice Company to ex-
plore the ways in which our technology
would be utilized tn the possible solution of
coal mining problems.

As a result of this meeting. NASA was re-
quested. and we agreed, to provide technical
assistance to the C. W. Rice Company and
the Island Creek Coal Company tn connec-
tion wtth lts contract with the Federal Water
Pollutton Control Administration.

Subsequently, we have reviewed and com-
mented on the technological proposals and
made available applicable life support data
and reference matertal. In additton. we have
put personnel from the C. W. Rice Company
in touch with Bendtx people at he Kennedy
Space Center and their NASA counterparts
concerned with Itfe support and protective
equtpment used during hazardous opera-
tions.

We have enclosed addittonal material con-
cerntng the project.

Please let me know if you require any ad-
dittonal tn.formatlon.

Stncerely yours,
ROBERT F. ALLNU7T,
Assistant Administrator

for LeØsLatve Affafrs.
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Mr. Chairman, I am also including in
my remarks an article from the Wash-
ington Evening Star, as follows:
[From the Washington Eventng Star, Aug. 5,

19691
ASTRONAVT-TYP BACKPACKS To BE STDtED

woa MINERS
The Intertor Department has announced a

research project to see if miners—like Mtro-
naut&—can work tn an oxygen-free environ-
ment, relying on backpack breathtng equtp-
ment.

"Ii thLs new approach Is successful," In-
terior Secretary Walter J. Hickel said yes-
terciay, "we will be able to reduce lung dis-
eases among coal mtners, lessen the chances
for explostons and fires tn mines, and, at the
same time, help prevent stream pollutton by
d.ratnage of acids from both acttve and
abandoned mtnes."

The project ts being financed by grants
of $55,178 from the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration and 015.000 from
the Bureau of Mtnes, and a contrtbutton of
030,047 from Island Creek Coal Co. of Holden,
W. Va.

Mr. Chairman, in order to outline the
proposals and programs for use of inert
gases in mines, with space suits and life-
support systems used by mines and mine
personnel. I am including excerpts from
the original application for research and
development grant to the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration, from
Island Creek Coal Co., Holden, W. Va.,
for a demonstration of a new mining
technique to prevent the formation of
mine acid In an active deep coal mine
under date of February 20, 1969:
A DEMONSTRA'rZON OF A NEw MINING TECH

NZQUE To PREVENT THE FORMATION OF
MZNE Acm ZN AN AcTrvz DEEP Co*L MINE

Z. INTRODUCTZON

Much has been wrttteL and spoken re-
cently relattve to the effective control of
wastewater pollution from the coal mintng
tndustry. From the standpoint o health,
safety. and environmental management, tt
is evtdent that every effort must be made
to advance technology on a national basis
to encourage the stabiltty and productivity
of the tndustry. The development of tech-
ntcally feasible and economtcally reasonable
methods to achteve thts end ts the prtme
purpose of thts request to the Federal Wa-
ter Pollutton Control Admintstratton
(FWPCA).

Thts appltcation for a Research and De-
velopment Grant is indtcattve of the p0-
tenttal for the development of new tech-
nologies on a Government-industry coop-
erattve basis. Island Creek Coal Company
(XSLANO. the applicant, recognizes the po-
tential impact of the proposed project to
the coal mtning tndustry tn the areas of
water pollution abatement and personnel
health and safety.

IX. TECHNXCAL BACKGROUND

It has been established that the oxtdatton
of sulfuritic material such as pyrites (FeS.)
leads to the production of ferrous sulfate
and sulfurtc actd accordtng to the follow-
ing equation:

2FeS± 8O± 2H- 2FeSO + 2HSO4
Laboratory tnvestigattons and published

studies by the deceased Dr. S. A. Braley,
while at Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvanta, and more recently the work re-
ported to the FWPCA by Mr. W. E. Bell, Cy-
rus Wm. Rice and Company. Ptttsburgh,
Pennsylvanta, have revealed that the pre-
vention of the entry of oxygen tnto a coal
mine by sealing anc pressurization with an
oxygen-free atmosphere retards the Oxida-
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tton o the pyrtttc material to form mine
actd water.

Cyrus Wm. Rice and Company (RICE) is
proposed by ISLAND aa their technical as-
sociates to serve as the project systems en-
gineers and sctentlsta. A summary descrtp-
tion of two project-related tnvesttgattOns
now being conducted by RXCE follows:

On June 17, 1968, RICE recetved from the
FWPCA Contract No. 14—12—404 covertng
chemical engtneering laboratory tnvestiga-
ttons to determine the effects of vartous gas
atmospheres on the oxtdatton of pyrtte. The
primary objective o the study ts to deter-
mine the effect on actd productton by the
leachtng of pyrttes by water. The tests were
to be conducted in the followtng atmos-
pheres:

Air (controlL
Pure nitrogen.
Nitrogen plus carbon dioxide.
Nttrogen plus ammonia,
Nttrogen plus carbon dtoxide plus am-

monta.
Nttrogen plus chlortne.
The secondary objective is to determine the

effect of the parttcle stze on acid production
while exposed to the above atmospheres. This
FWPCA contract ts tn tts final stages of om-
pletton.

On June 20, 1968, RXCE reeetved a contract
from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. De-
partment of Mines and Mineral Industries.
for a demonstration of the use of inert gas
to eliminate actd pollution from abandoned
deep coal mines. The contract is with the
Coal Research Board and Is tdenttfied by
Project No. WPRD—227. The contract de-
veloped as a result of a grant appltcatton to
the FWPCA by the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania. The object of the program is to
demonstrate the feastbtltty of using inert
gases as an effective deterrent to the chemical
and bacteriological reactton of pyrttes with
air and water wtthtn abandoned deep mines.
Thts program ts now tn progress.

The project proposed herein will extend
the above-mentioned tnvestigations to active
deep coal mines. The project, in general, will
demonstrate the use of an oxygen-free at-
mosphere in a deep mine specifically con-
structed for the project. The proposect proj-
ect, while attacktng the problem of mine
acid formation, requtres a completely new
technique for coal mtning. The proposed tech-
nique tnvOlves the use of life support sys-
tems for the mining personnel. While much
work has been done on the use of life sup-
port systems tn outer space and deep sea
programs. and tn a number of industrtal
Operattons, there has been no significant ap-
pltcation of this to deep coal mining.

XIX. ISLANDS PAR'rXCIPA'rXON

Mr. J. K. Rice, President of Cyrus Wm. Rtce
and Company, tntroduced the concept of
adapttng life support systems to the mining
industry to Mr. Willtam Bellano. President
and Chief Administrattve Otficer, and Mr.
Wtlliam F. DtamOnd. Vice President-Engi-
neering of Island Creek Coal Company.
ISLAND. the thirc largest coal producer in
the Untted States, is well-known for their
constant searching or new and improved
mining methods, safety improvements, and
overall performance in labor relations. mule
planning and development, maintenance of
plant and equtpment, and personnel health.
ISLAND, being htghly enthusiastic about the
project potenttals, agreed to make available
to the project an area of a virgin coal seam
tn a new lease they are opening at Kohlsaat,
Boone County. West Vtrginia. The new mine
is called Pond Fork Mine, and ts located ap-
proximately thirty miles south of Charleston.
West Vtrginia. This mine is located within the
Island Creek DivtsiOn. Project plans were di-
rected by Mr. Stonte Barker. Jr., Prestdent.
Island Creek DtvtsiOn, who is the proposed
project dtrector.
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IV. OT PaETICU'ANTS

The proposed project was introduced to the
FWPCA by RICE during 1967. In recent
months, ISLAND end RICE met with FWPCA
representatives and have discussed the proj-
ect in detail with Mr. Allan Cywtn and his
associates Messrs. E. J. Martin, R. D. Hill,
J. M. Shackellord, and D. J. O'Bryan. Mr.
Cywin suggested a meeting with Mr. J. F.
O'Leary, Director, Bureau of Mines, United
States Department of the Interior On Janu-
ary 31. 1969 a meeting was held in the office
of Mr. O'Leary, to discuss the project. Attend-
ing this meeting were Mr. O'Leary, Mr. H.
Perry, from the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary (Mineral Resources), United States De-
partment of the Interior, Messrs. A. Cywin
and D. O'Bryan from the FWPCA, and
ISLAND and RICE representatives.

The proposed project has been discussed in
detail in meetings with Mr. J. P. Brennan,
Director of Research and Marketing, United
Mine Workers of America (UMW). ISLAND
and RICE representatives have discussed the
project with UMW Director of Safety, Mr.
Lewis Evans.

It is proposed that the project be conducted
with the cooperation of the State of West
Virginia. Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Water Resources, and the Depart-
ment of Mines.

V. NtED FOR PROJECT

The criticalneed for the proposed project
has been clearly stated by United States Sen-
ator Jennings Randolph (West Virginia),
Chairman, Committee on Public Works, at
the hearing on 5. 1870, a Bill to amend the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act in order
to provide for acid pollution control demon-
stration projects. Senator Randolph stated
when discussing the control of acid mine pol-
lution, "We do recognize the seriousness and
the urgency of the problem and we need to
use the techniques now in our possession and
we need to have demonstration programs, I
think, of a very substantial nature in this
field."

Mr. Richard B. Royce, Chief Clerk and
Staff Director, Committee on Public Works.
United States Senate, and Mr. William J.
Van Ness. Special Counsel. Committee on In-
tenor and Insular Affairs, United States Sen-
ate were contacted during March, 1968 to dis-
cuss the need for the inert gas projects.

The completion of the proposed project
could have a world-wide Impact on the coal
industry resulting in major advances in en-
vironmental control, and health and safety.

VI. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The object of the proposed project is to

demonstrate that mining coal in an oxygen-
free atmosphere will prevent the formation
of acid mine water and that all water from
the mine will be acceptable for discharge into
a 'ocal stream without deleterious erect on
the stream. The project will involve the in-
vestigation and demonstration of the adapt-
ability of a life support system to conven-
tional coal mining techniques to determine
the feasibility of mining coal in an oxygen-
free atmosphere.

The aerospace and underwater research
programs in the past few years have proven
that through the use of life support systems
man can be successfully sustained in foreign
environments for extended periods without
detriment to his he1th. This life support
technique has successfully been applied to
several industrial manufacturing processes.

Major benefits may be derived from min-
ing coal in an oxygen-free atmosphere in-
cluding a major reduction in the amount oi
mine acid generated, improved working
conditions from a health and sifety stand-
point. and availability of areas for refuge in
case of emergency.

The life support system will provide dust
Zree air for the miner and will eliminate the
incidents of black iung so prevalent among
the miners of today. It will also insulate
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the miner from the clatter of the mining
equipment and wiU reduce the incidents of
hearing problems. Bearing problems are
rivaling bZack lung as the major health prob-
lem in the mining industry today.

Besides preventing the gen&ation of mtie
acid, the oxygen-free atmosphere will elim-
inate many of the hazards aasociated with
mining. It should prevent the accumulation
of explosive mixtures of methane thereby
eliminating the exploGion hazard. Mine fires
started by electrical spark igniting coal dust
are prevented due to the absence of oxygen
to support combustion.

The greatest killer in the mine todAy is
rooZ fafls caused by the seasonal variation
of the humidity and temperature of the
ventilating air Injected into the mine re-
sulting in spalltng and deterioration, of the
rooZ. The sealing of the mine and the
elimination of large volumes of ventilating
air and the ability to maintain a constant
humidity in the mine will n,InImIe root
deterioration and improve mine safety.

The installation of waystations wlfl pro-
vide areas of refuge in case of accident as
well as a place where miners may remove
their protective clothing. Bore holes directly
into the waystatlon will provide fresh air
for the miners and would serve as a means
oZ supplying emergency food, water, power,
and communications.

VU. PROJECT PLAN
This section will describe in detail the

proposed plan for conducttng the project.
In order to coordinate the construction of
the demonstration mine with the develop-
ment of a new ISLAND Pond Fork Mine, it is
necessary to adhere to a rigid schedule. The
present sc1edule for the Pond Fork Mine calls
for the receipt of all mining equipment by
July, 1970. The development of the Pond
Fork Mine will be in three phases according
to how rapidly the working iaces in the mine
become available. Maximum production from
this mine is planned for July, 1970.

The mining equipment purchased for the
project demonstration mine is equipment re-
quired by ISLAND for completion of the
development of the third phase of their Pond
Fork Mine. This equipment will be required
by July, 1970. Because of the limited 'amount
oi time available, it becomes neoessazy to
strictly adhere to the schedule established
for the demonstration mine so that ISLAND
may be able to complete their Pond Fork
Mine development on schedule. Table I is the
construction schedule for the Pond Fork
Mine. Table II is the project schedule for
the Pond Fork Demonstration Mine.

The demonstration mine project is divided
into three phases: Phase I will include the
engineering studies and construction o the
mine; Phase II w111 be the operation of the
mine; and Phase III wiU be the evaluation
and final report on the project.

The following will describe each of the
phases of the project:
Phase I. Engineering stuthes anci demon-

stration mine construction
This phase involves the evaluation of the

available life support systems, communica-
tion systems, and air lock principles. Alter
selecting those systems most applicable to
the project, engineering specifications will be
drawn and detailed engineering will be com-
pleted to adapt these systems to the project.
The engineering specifications, design, and
construction o the auxiliary facilities at the
mine, and the necessary equipment to sus-
tain the life support systems will be com-
pleted prior to the opening of the mine.

A. Life Support Systeiris Studies
A thorough investigation will be made of

the available life support systems currently
being used by the governmental space agen-
cies and industries to determine if these sys-
tems are applicable to coal mntng opera-
tions. It is the intent of this study to utilize,
wherever possible, existing liie support sys-
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tens, realizing that minor modifications may
be requied.

Due tc the 1..niquene66 of the minhzvg ap-
plication, the type of personxel breathing
equipment reqiLaired Is critical. It is there-
fore necessaly that a complete invtlgat1on
be macic of the various .typ o breathing and
re-breathing apparatus available to deter-
mine their compatibility wtth the he sup-
port system chc€en.

Encapulattn a miner within a "space"
helmet tso1ate him from the Surrounding
noises 01' the mine. An investigation nd
evaluatlcn of various oommunicatlon sys-
tems are necessary to provide the miner with
a means of communication with his 00-
worker in the .Ine, as weU as with a moni-
tortng and control station outside the mine.
A miner is quite sensitive to in-mine noise8
and roof cracking noises. Therefore, it is Im-
perative that his ability to hear within the
"space" buit is as good as it would be nor-
nw.lly. It is anticipated that each miner will
have the capability of communicating d.t-
reetly with the monitoring and control sta-
tion.

Since the miner will be encapsulated with-
in a suit and working in an oxygen-free en-
vfronmert, it becomes necessary to provide
an area (waystEtion) within the mine where
the miner may go for lunch an for relief.
In the wystaton, he will be able to remove
his breathing apparatus, and be supplied
with frezh air from an external source. To
enter the waystatton, it will be necessary for
the miners to through an air lock, the
purpose of which is to prevent the infiltra-
tion of oxygen :rom the waystatlon into the
mine and also to prevent the gaseous mixture
in the mjLne from entering the waystation. A
thorough investigation wiU be made of the
methods of purging the air lock in order to
prevent the infiltration of external gases Into
the air lock.

In order to ev.a.Iunjte the total effect of min-
ing in an oxygen-free atxnophere, it is nec-
essary to intaU gas analyzing equipment at
all the citicaa points within the xnne. A
thorough study will be undertaken in order
to evaluate th best way to continuously
monitor the ga;es within the mine, air lock,
and waystatlon insure ma1mum safety.

Since large volumes of ventilating air will
not be forced iiito the mine, the buildup o
heat within the mine generated by the
motors driving the mine equipment could
become a problem. A thorough study is re-
quired to detezinlne the methods of remov-
ing this heat that adequate cooling will
be provided for the mining equipment.

The development of a new type of per-
sonal ligating system is necessary as the
current method of individual lighting will
not be satIsatory. The present miner's
light turns with the man's head so the light
automatthally points to where he is looking.
When wearing life support clothing, it is
possible for a man to move his head with-
out the light ioving. It is therefore neces-
sary to design a lighting system which will
be satisfactory for the miner's use.

Since the principle of the demonstration
project i9 to operate the mine in an oxy-
gen-free atmosphere, large quantities of in-
ert gas will be required in order to operate'
a waystal;ion, personal air locks, equipment
air looks, etc. A thorough investigation will
be made into the most economical methods
of generating the inert gas, as well as the
most economicEil methods of operating the
waystation and air locks.

B. Dernonstrtion Mine System Studies
After determining the most compatible

life support system for use within the mine,
it is nece$sary to determine what field modi-
fications are necessary for the selected con-
ventiorial mining equipment.

Having investagated the various procedures
for operating tb.e air locks, lLZe support, and
communication systems, the total support
facilities required to sustain these systems
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will be determined. These facilities are those
external to the mine (see Drawing No.
168.12.06.4).

The selected life support and communica-
tion systems will be tested in a ventilated
mine In order to determine the problems
Involved. Should any problems dsvelop, the
operator being trained can remove his breath-
ing apparatus and walk out ot the mine, as Is
cuzrent practice. It Is the Intent to thor-
oughly check all lite support and communi-
cation systems within a ventilated mine
prior to operation ot the demonstration
mine.

Mr. SCHERLLE. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I take this time to alert
the Members of the House that I will
offer a motion to recommit, the bill.

I am not convinced that Federal work-
men's compensation is the responsibility
of this House. I hesitate to establish a
precedent which this will do and one
from which there can be no retreat.

This motion will delete the section be-
ginning on page 38, section 112(b), as I
did In the Committee of the Whole.

Mr. MThL of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
I move to strike out the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I have heard this af-
ternoon, especially from the gentleman
from California, that we were not to re-
write the bill on the floor.

Yet, I was handed title UI, a complete
change, which includes approxImately 63
pages. I am not positive that what we are
doing is correct. I am not sure who made
the changes and why. There are several
points that certainly should be cleared
up and I believe we should have someone,
the chairman of the committee, or who-
ever Is familiar with these points to an-
swer the questions that are necessary be-
f ore we vote on the bill.

On page 82 of the original bill, under
section (e); axtd In the amended title
UI, section (e) (1) it states: "under-
ground high-voltage cables used in
resistance grounded wye-connected sys-
tems shall be equipped with metallic
shields around each power conductor."

My question is: Are you aware that we
may be causing more trouble in the
mines than the good that we may do?

Mr. PERS. I have a letter from the
Secretary, the Director of the Bureau
of Mines, which in substance states that
the overall changes in the interim
standards redound to the benefit of
safety.

Mr. MTT.TR of Ohio. Yes, but that
dooes not answer my question.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield so that I
may make some modest effort to respond
in part to the gentleman?

Mr. 1T.1R of Ohio. I yield to the
gentleman.

Mr. BURTON of California. We found
ourselves with identical provisions in
both the House and Senate versions.
Therefore, rendering unconferenceable
some of the safety standards.

Some of these amendments were made
at the request of an industry that has
electrical wiring setups that are just
somewhat different from those man
dated in the bill. We were not contacted
until after the bill was out of the Sen..
ate and after the bill was out of the full
committee. But any changes made in
this type of change were surrounded with

safeguards and certified by every safety
engineer participating, including afl of
the experts In the Bureau of Mines, that
there wa.5 no sacrifice of safety.

Most Importantly, we sImply had to
see that these matters were subject to'
conference. But even knowing that we
had another look at the matter, we were
determined not to proceed even this
far without the assurance of the safety

• people that there wa.s absolutely no re-
duction in safety afforded mine wdrk-
ers. I am unaware of a single mine ex-
pert in the country who would take any
view other than that expressed by the
Bureau of Mthes today. There Is no sac-
rifice in safety in any of these changes.

Mr. MT.T. of Ohio. Then .the gen-
tleman cannot say whether there is any-
one on the committee that has any back-
ground or any knowledge as to whether
that particular section is correct?

Mr. BURTON of California. Just to
the extent that we had experts from the
industry; we had expertsfrom the De-
partment; we had Mr. Nader's general
counsel; we had the counsel for Con-
gressman HECHLER; we had the subcom-
mittee counsel. We had as many people
fai1 sale", double, and triple check

every one of these suggestions that the
mind of man could contrive. And I re-
spectfully submit that in the first in-
stance we had an absolute obligation to
see to it that this mandate was con-
ferenceable.

Mr. MTTi of Ohio. If the gentle-
man is aware of what is going on, will
he answer one simple question?

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman from Ohio has expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. MILLER
of Ohio was allowed to proceed for 2 ad-
ditional minutes.)

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. I refer to section
(e) (1) that states that metallic shields
should be around each power conductor.
The current would be AC because it f 01-
lows through, that it is a wye-connected
system. With AC current you achieve the
effect of heating when you run each
conductor separately through a solid
metal tubing. With that are we going to
create more problems or solve problems?

Mr. BURTON of California. It is steel
tubing in the first Instance. I for myself,
and I amsure those of us on the confer-
ence committee, if the gentleman has a
fear that some of this may in some way
be creating greater health safety hazard,
would take up those matters. I suggest
that you relay your concern to the De-
partment. Call in the best safety engi-
neers, and we will accept their input.
From our point of view we felt an abso-
lute responsibility, with tens and tens of
millions of additional dollars involved
for safety, that at least these matters in
issue be conferencable, particularly when
they could be made conferencable with
our assurance that there was no sacri-
fice or diminution In terms of safety.

Mr. MThT.R of Ohio. What we are
after is information which would be
helpful in enabling us to determine
whether we should or should not vote for
the bill. Right now we do not have the
answers. We have another area where
you talked about "permissible." I have
heard it all afternoon. What is permis-
sible? What are we talking about? Are
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you acquainted with class 1, group D,
divIsion 1 and dIvision 2? I think we
should have someone on the floor who
would have that information and could
answer our questions.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. I yield to the
gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I believe the only
answer that can be given to the gentle-
man is that we have no electrical engi-
neers on our subcommittee or full com-
mittee that I am aware of. We have had
to rely in this area on experts in the
Bureau of Mines who have been approv-
ing or disapproving actual installations
in the Bureau of Mines. They have
looked at these requirements that they
are going to have to enforce. They have
approved the changes that were made In
title III. We can only rely on their judg-
ment.

If the gentleman knows of some area
in which they have made a mistake, I
wish he would call it to our attention so
we could have them pass judgment on
it, and they may be able to convince the
Bureau of Mines. As the gentleman from
California said, we are now in a position
in which that matter could be adjusted
in conference. We would appreciate your
help.

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. As the gentle-
man said, if we are on a given section
or given language, I would like to know
if we are correct, whether we are in con-
ference or back in the House.

Mr. FLOOD; Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the necessary number of words.
I am advised by the chairman, we are
at the close of this debate on this bill.
I want to say this. I am very grateful
for my people from the anthracite coal
fields to this committee under the dis-
tinguished chairman, the gentleman
from Kentucky (Mr; PERKINs) and to
the chairman of the subcommittee, the.
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
DENT) we are especially grateful.

I knew the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. DENT) many, many years
ago, when he was a fighting, raring,
tearing, bulldog minority leader of the
General Assembly of Pennsylvania. In
those days it was tough—but so was he.

Mr. Chairman, I appeared before two
subcommittees of this distinguished
committee. I appeared before the sub-
committee chaired by the gentleman
from New Jersey on the matter of health,
and I appeared before the subcommittee
chaired by the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. DENT) on the matter, of
safety. I appeared before both subcom-
mittees in the Senate, known as the
other body, for the same purpose.

I was pleased to hear sothe months
ago that the gentleman from New Jer-
sey, in charge of the subcommittee deal-
Ing with health, and the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) in charge of
the subcommittee dealing with safety,
with the approval of their general chair-
man, the gentleman from Kentucky,
were going to merge this bill into the
bill we have today.

I assure the Members that my people
after 50 years, after 100 years, are grate-
fulto all.
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I conclude by saying that without the
commanding insistence of the gentleman
from California (Mr. BmIT0N) that part
of the bill which in my district is per-
haps most vital, the health provisions
relatthg to the health and black lung
payment provisions, would not be in the
bill.

I told Members yesterday when I came
here 25 years ago, I had 35,000 miners.
Today I have 3,500. However, I have
20,000 pensioners and their widows and
the children of these deceased miners
who died from miners' hazards, such as
anthracosilicosis, in the hard coal mines.
Had it not been for this great, big, elo-
quent Californian, who insisted upon the
health and black lung payment provi-
sions, I am advised by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) and the
gentleman from New Jersey, and the
general chairman of the committee, the
health provisions would not be n the
bill. I express our humble gratitude on
the part of my pensioners and their wives
and their children for the insistence of
this great big fellow, the gentleman from
California (Mr. BURTON).

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.

In concluding our work on this legis-
lation, Mr. Chairman, I think that It
would be a serious oversight on my part
if I did not recognize the great contri-
bution that members of the United Mire
Workers of America have made over the
years n insisting that Federal legislation
be developed to effectively deal with pro-
viding greater and greater safety n this
most hazardous of Industries. When I
first came to the Congress In 1949, one
of the first conferences I had was with
the legislative representative of the
United Mine Workers, Mr. Robert Howe.
He and other representatives have been
working diligently since that time In the
interest of Improved safety for miners. I
believe that the legislation that this
House is on the threshold of approving
this afternoon takes another gl&nt step
forward In making this thdustry one
which will attract many young workers
because of the risks that we have taken
from the occupation. The small step for-
ward that we take in this legislation in
assuring adequate leve]s of compensation
to miners suffering from pneumoconiosis
and their dependents and, in the case of
those who have faller.i due to this Insidi-
ous d1seae, their widows, can in large
part be attributed to the insistence by the
members of the United Mine Workers for
adequate compensation for their disabled
members.

Mr. MT1LR of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield to the distin-
guished gentleman from Ohio.

Mr. MTLL of Ohio. I want to say
that I am for a mine safety bill. lam dis-
turbed, frankly, that we have a complete
change in title III, which is the techni-
cal part of the bill, which Includes almost
63 pages.

Mr. PERKINS. The gentleman well
knows that title m contains the interim
standards, and all the effected groups
were consulted with a view to trying to
get the best possible safety standards In
the act temporarily. But I say to you, by
and large, that the amendments that the
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gentleman from Pennsylvania sponsored
today strengthened mine safety and did
not weaken it.

Mr. Chairman, I certainly want to pay
tribute to the distInguished chairman of
the subcommittee for the way he handled
title m with these amendments. Pro-
ceedhig as he has was the only feasible
way that we could get the latest tech-
niques and the latest suggestions of the
Department of Interior, which has been
working on these standards all year, in-
corporated In the bill.

The CHAmMAN. The Unie of the gen-
tleman from Kentucky has expired.

Mr. M1TL1R of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
I ask unanimous consent that the gen-
tleman may be allowed to proceed for 3
additional minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ohio?

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chafrman, I object.
Mr. MTT.TR of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,

I move to strike the last word.
I will not take the 5 mijiutes, Mr.

Chairman. I only want to state thatwe
need to know exactly what we are doIng
here. I feel title rn was brought out
hurriedly. We need to know that we are
on the right track. I am not saying that
tbis section is wrong. There are some
doubts in my mind about certain parts
of it, and I think it is niportant that
they be clarffied. When the chairman
mentioned the volume of methane that
comes from somecoal mines, that is ex-
actly what I am concerned about. When
we find methane in relation to air with a
concentration at a minimum of 5.3 per-
cent and a maximum of 14 percent of
the mixture, then we know that it is ex-
plosive. If then we have an arc or the
proper heat, we find that we have started
a fire in the mine. We are only trying to
protect against this possibility.. I think
it is niportant that we do not have a full
title such as this brought out and rewrit-
ten on the floor, especially after we had
heard that we should not change the
bifi on the floor and then we find that we
have a complete title being changed
here.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, wifi
the gentleman yield?

Mr. VrT.T.1R of Ohio. I yield to the
gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. ERLEBORN. Might I ask the
gentleman if he had read and was famil-
iar with the original provisions of title

Mr. MULER of Ohio. I say that Ihave
title m marked up at almost every page.
I would say that, no, I am not completely
familiar with every word. I do not believe
that there is a person here who is com-
pletely knowledgeable. If someone is
knowledgeable, I have not found any-
one on the committee who would at-
tempt to answer the questions. But I
would say that I have about 25 questions
to ask. -

Mr. ERLBORN. If the gentleman
will yield further?

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. I yield to the
gentleman.

Mr. ERLNBORN. As was pointed out,
title m of this bill and title m of the
other body were identical. If we had
adopted the provisions of that title to-
day, we would not be able to go to con-
ference on the item. As I suggested to
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•the gentleman from Ohio, we welcome
his help and his expertise. If he would
tell us what items are questionable, we
would take it up with the Bureau of
Mines. They have put their stamp of ap-
proval on it. But the gentleman may be
able to show where they are wrong, and
we would like to work with you In the
matter ii we can and get the answers.

Mr. MUL of Ohio. My main pur-
pose in taking the tune is that I am for a
mIne safety bil:L, but I want to know that
what we are do:ing is right.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal-
ance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
Committee rzses.

AccordLngly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. Chairman of the Commit-
tee of the Whole House on the State of
the Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bifi
(H.R. 13950) to provide for the protec-
tion of the health and safety of persons
working. tn the coal mining Industry of
the United States, and for other pur-
poses, pursuant to House ResolutIon 584,
he reported the bifi back to the House
with sundry amendments adopted by the
Committee of the Whole.

The SPEAK]R. Under the nile, the
previous questliDn is ordered. -

Is a separate vote demanded on any
amendment? I not, the Chair will put
them en gros.

The amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the

engrossment and third reading of the bifi.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed

and read a third Unie, and was read the
third UniC.
MOTION TO ZCOMMrr OFFER) BY ME. SCHLE

Mr. SCLE. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
mDtlon to reooaim.it.

The SPEAKER.. Is the gentleman op-
posed to the bill?

Mr. SCRLE. I am, Mr. Speaker—In
its present form.

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report
the motion to recommit.

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. ScHz.E moves to recommit the bill

H.R. 13950 to the Committee on Education
and Labor with ixructions to report the bill
back Zortb.wtth ivith the ZoUowlng amend-
ment: Begtnning on page 38, line 18, through
page 43, line 9, strike all of subsection 112(b).

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the
previous questicn is ordered on the mo-
tion to recommit.

There was no objection..
The SPiIAKER. The question is on the

motion to recommit.
The motion to recommit was rejected.
The SPEAKI.. The question is on

the passage of the bill.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, on

that I demand the as and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there

were—yeas 389, nays 4, not voting 38, as
follows:

IRoll No. 48J
YEAS—389

Alexander
Anderson,

CaIU.
Anderson, fli.
Anderson.

Tenn.

Abbitt
AberneUiy
Adair
Adam8
Addabbo
Albert

Andrews, Ala.
Andrews,

N. Dak.
Annunzio
Arends
As1ey
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Asptnall Ford, MacGregor
Ayres William D. Madden
BeaU, Md. Foreman Mahon
Beicher Fountain Mailuarct
Bennett Fraser Mann
Berry Freltnghuysen Marsh
Bette Frey Martin
Bevill Frledel Mathias
Blaggi Fuiton. Pa. Matsunaga
Bleater Fuiton. Tenn. May
Bingbans Fuqus Mayne
Blackburn Galinanakis Meeds
Blatnik Gallagher Melcher
Boggs Garmatz Meskiil
Boland Gaydos Michel
Boiling Gettys Miller, Calif.
Bow Glalmo Miller, Ohio
Brademas Gibbons Mills
Brasco Gilbert MInish
Bray Goldwater Mink
Brinkley Gonzalez MinshaU
Brock Goodling Mlze
Brooks Gray Mizell
Broomeld Green. Oreg. MoUohan
Brotzman Green. Pa. Montgomery
Brown, Mich. Griffin Moorhead
Brown, Ohio Grlffith Morgan
Broyhill, NC. Gross Morse
Broyblfl, Va, Grover Morton
Burke, Fla. Gubser Mosher
Burke, Gude Moss
Burleson. Tex. Hagan Murphy. fli.
Burllson, Mo. Haley Murphy, N.Y.
Burton, Calif. Hail Myers
Bush Halpern Natcher
Button Hamilton Nedzt
Byrnes, Wis. Hammer- Nelsen
CabeU schmidt Nichols
Caffery Hanley Nix
Camp Hanna Obey
Carey Hansen. Idaho O'Hare
Carter Hansen. Wash. O'KOnski
Casey Harrtngton Olsen
CeUer Haraba O'Neal, Qa,
Chamberlain Harvey Ottinger
Chappell Hastings Passznan
Clancy Hathaway Patmafl
Clausen, Hawkins Patten

Don H. Hays PeUy
Clawson, Del Hébert Perkins
Clay Hechier, W. Va. Pettis
Cleveland Heckler, Mass. Pb.llbln
Cohelan Helstoski Pickle
Corner Henderson Poage
Conable Hicks Poff
Conte Hogan PoUock
Corbett Holifleld Preyer, N.C.
Corman Horton Price, Ill.
Coughlln Hosmer Price, Tex,
Cowger Howard Pryor, Ark,
Cramer Hull Purcell
Culver Hungate Qule
Cunningham Hunt Quiflen
Daniel, Va. Hutchinson Rallsback
Daniels, N.J. Ichord Randall
Davis, Ga. Jacobs Rarick
Davis, Wis. Johnson, Calif. Bees
de la Garza JOhnson. Pa. Reid, Hi.
Delaney Jonas Reid. N.Y.
Dellenback Jones, Ala. Reifel
Denney Jones, N.C. Reuss
Dent Karth Rhodes
Derwinski Kastenmeier Riegle
Devine Kazen Rivers
Dickinson Kee Roberts
Diggs Keith Robison
Dingell King Rodlno
Donohue Kieppe Rogers, Cob.
Dorn Kluczynski Rogers, Fla.
Dowdy Koch Rooney, N.Y.
Downing KuykendaU Rooney, Pa.
Duiski Kyl Rosenthal
Duncan Kyros Rostenkowskl
Eckhardt Landrum Roth
Edmondson Langen Roudebush
Edwards, Ma. Latin Roybal
Edwards, Calif. Leggett Ruppe
Edwards, La. LennOn Ruth
Ellberg Lipscomb Ryan
Erlenborn Lloyd St Gerrnaln
Esch Long, La. St. Onge
Eshleman Lowenstein Sandman
Evans, Cob. Lujan Satterfield
Evifls, Tenn. McCarthy Saylor
Fa}on McCloskey Schadeberg
Farbetejn McClure Scheuer
Fascell McDade Schneebeii
Feighan McDonald. Schwengel
Findley Mich. Scott
Flh MeEwen Sebelius
Fisher McFall Shipley
Flood McKneafly Shriver
Flowers McMUlan Sikes
Flynt Macdonald, Sisk
Ford, Gerald R. Mass. Skubitz
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Teague, Calif. Whitten
Teague, Tex. WidnaU
Thompson. Ga. Wiggins
Thompson. N.J. Williams
Thomson. Win Wilson. Bob
Tiernan Wilson.
Tunney Charles H.
Ullman Wina
Utt Wold
Vander Jagt Wolff
Vanik Wright.
Vigorito Wyatt
Waggonner Wydler
WalcUe Wylie
Wampler Wyman
Watkins Yates
Watson Yatron
Watts Young
Weicker Zablocki
Whalen Zion
White Zwach
Whitehurst

NATS—4
Landgrebe
Scherle

NOT VOTING—38
Colmer Mikva
Conyers Monagan
Daddarlo O'Neill, Mass.
Dawson Pepper
Dwyer Pike-
Foley Pirnie
Jarrnan PodeU
Jones, Tenn. Powell
Kirwan Pucinski
Long, Md. Udall
Lukens Van Deerlin
McClory Whalley
McCulloch

So the bill was passed.
The Clerk announced the following

pairs:
Mr. O'Neill of Massachusetts with Mr.

Cederberg.
Mr. Monagan with Mrs. Dwyer.
Mr Foley with Mr. Pirnie.
Mr. Podeil with Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. Pike with Mr. Ashbrook.
Mr. Byrne of Pennsylvania with Mr. Cahill.
Mr. Barrett with Mr. Whalley;
Mr. Blanton with Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Kirwan with Mr. Bell of California.
Mr. Jones of Tennessee with Mr. Lujan.
Mr. Daddario with Mr. Burton of Utah.
Mr. Pucinskl with Mr. McClory.
Mr. Brown of California with Mr. Dawson.
Mr. Clark with Mr. Jarman.
Mr. Long of Maryland with Mr. Powell.
Mr. Van Deerlin with Mrs. Chlsholm
Mr. UdaU with Mr. Conyers.
Mr. Pepper with Mr. Baring.
Mr. Mtkva with Mr. Colmer.

Mr. ASPThTALL changed his vote from
"nay" to "yea."

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table. * * * * *

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT OF 1969

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
to the provisions of House Resolution 584,
I call up for Immediate consideration the
bill (5. 2917) to improve the health and
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saZet conditions of persons working in
the coal mining Industry of the United
States.

The Clerk read the title of the Senate
bill.

MOTION OFTERID ST MR. PERKINS

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
motion.

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. PEBZXNS moves to strike out all after

the enacting clause of S. 2917 and insert in
lieu thereof the text of H.R. 13950. as passed.
as follows:

That this Act may be cited as the "Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969".

DECLARATION OF PIYRPOSE

SEC. 2. Congress declares that—
(a) the first priority and concern of all

in the coal mining industry must be the
health and safety of its most precious re-
source—the miner;

(b) the occupationally caused death, ill-
ness, or Injury of a miner causes grief and
suffering, and Is a serious impediment to
the future growth of this 'industry;

(c) there is an urgent need to provide
more effective means and measures for Im-
proving the working conditions and prac-
tices In the Nation's coal mines in order
to prevent death and serious physical harm.
and In order to control the causes of oc-
cupational diseases originating in such
mines;

(d) the existence of unsafe and unhealth-
ful conditions and practices in such mines
ariflot be tolerated;

(e) the operators of such mines with the
assistance of the miners have the primary
responsibility to prevent the existence of
such conditions and practices in such mines;

(f) the disruption of production and the
loss of income to operators and miners as a
result of a coal mine accident or occupa-
tionally caused disease unduly impedes and
burdens commerce; and

(g) it is the purpose of this Act to pro-
vide for the establishment of mandatory
health and safety standards and to require
that the operators and the miners comply
with such standards in carrying out their
responsibilities.

DsswrrIoNs
SEC. 3. For the purpose of this Act, the

term—
(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of

the Interior;
(b) "commerce" means trade, traffic, com-

merce. transportation, or communication
among the several States, or between a place
In a State and any place outside thereof, or
within the District of Columbia or a posses-
sion of the United States, or between points
In the same State but through a point out-
side thereof;

(c) "State" includes a State of the United
States, the District of Columbia. the corn-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands.
American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Ter-
ritory of the Pacific Islands;

(d) "operator" means, any owner, lease.
or other person who operates, controls. 'or
supervises a coal mine;

(e) "agent" means any person charged
with responsibility for the operation of all
or part of a coal mine or the supervision of
the employees in a coal mine;

(f) "person" means any Individual, part-
nership, association, corporation, firm, sub-
sidiary of a corporation, or other organiza-
tion;

(g) "miner" means any individual work-
ing in a coal mine;

(h) "coal mine" means an area of land
and all structures, faciUties, machinery,
tools, equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, ex-
cavations, and other property, real or per-
sonal, placed upon, under, or above the sur-

Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Springer
Stafford
Staggers
Stanton
Steed
Steiger, ArIz.
Steiger, Win
Stephens
Stokes
Stratton
Stubblefleld
Stuckey
Sullivan
Symington
Taft.
Talcott
Taylor

ColUns
Dennis

Ashbrook
Baring
Barrett
Bell, Calif.
Blanton
Brown, Calif.
Buchanan
Burton, Utah
Byrne, Pa.
Cahill
Cederberg
Chisholm
Clark
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face of such land by any person, used or to
be used in, or resulting from, the work of
extracting in such area bituminous coal,
lignite, or anthracite from its natural de-.
posits in the earth by any means or meth-
od, and the work of preparing the coal so
extracted, and includes custom coal prepaa.
tion facilities;

(i) "work of preparing the coal" means the
breaking, crushing, sizing, cleaning, wash-
ing, drying, mixing, storing, and loading of
bituminous coal, Ugnite, or anthracite, and
such other work of preparing such coal as
Is usually done by the operator of the coal
mine;

(j) "imminent danger" means the exl5t-
tence of any condition or practice in a coal
mine which could reasonably be expected
to cause death o serious physical harm be-
fore such condition or practice can be
abated;

(k) "accident" includes a mine explo-
sion, mine ignition, mine fire, or mine In-
undation, or injury to, or death of, any
Person;

(I) 'inspection" means the period begin-
ning when a authorized representative of
the Secretary rst enters a coal mine and
ending when he leaves the coal mine during
or after the coal-producing shift in which he
entered; an

(m) "Panel" means the Interim Compli-
ance Panel established by this Act.

MINEs SVBSECT TO ACT
SEc. 4. Each coal mine, the products of

which enter commerce, or the operations or
products of which affect commerce, shall be
subject to this Act, and each operator of
such mine and every person working in such
mine shall comply with the provisions of this
Act and the applicable regulations of the
Secretary promulgated under this Act.

INTERIM COMPLIANCE PAN
SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established the

Interim Compliance Panel, which shall be
composed of five members as follows:

(1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor
Standards, Department of Labor, or his dele-
gate;

(2) Director of the Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce, or his delegate;

(3) Administrator of Consumer Protection
and Environmental Health Service, Depart-
znent of Health, Education, and WeLfare,
or his delegate;

(4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, De-
partment o the Interior, or his delegate;
and

(5) Director of the National Science Foun-
dation, or his delegate.

(b) Members of the Panel shall serve with-
out compensation in addition to that re-
ceived in their regular employment, but 8haU
be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub.
sistence, and other necessary expenses in-
curred by them in the perlormance of duties
vested in the Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Secretary 01 Health, Education, and
Welfare, Secretary of Commerce, the Secre-
tary of Labor, and the Secretary of the In-
terior shall, upon request of the Panel, pro-.
vide the Panel such personnel and other as-
sistance as the Panel determines necessary
to enable tt to carry out its functions under
this Act.

(d) Three members of the Panel shall con-
stttute a quorum for doing business. All de-
cisions of the Panel shall be by majority vote.
The chairman of the Panel shall be selected
by the members from among the member-
ship thereof.

(e) The Panel is authorized to appoint
as many hearing examiners as are necessary
for proceedings required to be conducted in
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
The provtsions applicable to hearing exam-
iners appointed under section 3105 oX title
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5 of the United States Code shall be ap-
pUcable to hearing examiners appointed pur-
suant to this subsection.

(f) (1) It shall be the function of the
Panel to carry out the duties imposed on it
pursuant to sections 202 and 305 of this
Act and to provide an opportunity for a
hearing, after notice, at the request of an
operator of the affected mine or the repre-
sentative of the miners of such mine. Any
operator or representative of miners ag-
grieved by a final decision of the Panel un-
der this subsection may file a petition for re-
view of such decision under section 106 of
this Act. The provisions -of this section shall
terminate upon completion of the Panel's
functions as set forth under sections 202
and 305 of this Act. Any hearing held pur-
suant to this subsection shall be of record
and the Panel shall make findings of fact
and shall issue a written decision incor-
porating its findings therein in accordance
with section 554 of title 5 of the United
States Code.

(2) The Panel shall nake an annual re-
port, in writing, to the Secretary for trans-
mittal by hi to the Congress concerning the
achievement of its purposes, and any other
relevant information (including any recom-
mendations) which it deems appropriate.

TiTLE I—OENAL -

HEALTH AND SAFETY SThRDARDS; B.EVW
SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in ac-

cordance with the procedures set forth in
this section, develop, promulgate, and revise,
as may be appropriate, mandatory safety
standards for the protection of life and the
prevention of injuries in a coal mine, and
shall, in accordance with the procedures
set forth in this section, promulgate the
nandatory health standards transmitted to
him by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and WeLfare. No mandatory health or safety
standard promulgated under this tttle shall
reduce the protection afforded miners below
that afforded by the standards contained
in titles II azid III of this Act.

(b) In the development of such manda-
tory safety standards, the Secretary shall
consult with the Board, other interested
Federal agencies, representatives of States,
appropriate representatives of the coal mine
operators and miners, other interested per-
sons and organizations, and such advisory
committees as he may appoint. In addi-
tion to the attainment of the highest degree
of safety protection for the miner, other
coniderationz shall be the latest available
scientifl.c data in the field, the technical leas-
ibiUty of the standards, and experience gained
under this and other safet? statutes.

(c) The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare shall, in accordance with the
procedures set forth in this section, develop
and revise, as may be appropriate, mandatory
health standards for the protection of life
and the prevention of occupational diseases
of coal miners. Such development and revi--
sion shall be based upon research, demon-
strations, experiments, and such other
inform&tion as maybe appropriate. In the de-
velopment of mandatory health standards,
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare may consult with appropriate repre-
sentatives of the operators and miners,
other interested persons, the States, advisory
committees, and, where appropriate, foreign
countries. Mandatory health standards
which the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare develops or revises shall be
transmitted to the Secretary, and shall
thereupon be published by the Secretary as
proposed mandatory health standards.

(d) The Secretary shall publish proposed
mandatory health and safety standards in
the Federal Register and shall afford in-
terested persons a period of not less than
thirty days after publication to submit writ-
ten data or comments. In the case of man-
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datory safety standards, except as provided
in subsectioE (e) of this section, the Sec-
retary may, upon the expiration of such
period and after consideration of all relevant
matter preseEted, promulgate such standards
with such modications as he may deem ap-
propriate. In the case of mandatory health
standards, except as provided in subsection
(e) of this section, the Secretary of Health,
EducatLon, and Welfare may, upon the ex
piratiola of such period and after considera-
tion of all relevant matter presented to the
Secretary anL transmitted to the Secretary
of Health, Education, ad Welfare, direct the
Secretary to promulgate such standards with
such modifications as the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare may deem
appropriate and the Secretary shall there-
upon piromulgate such standards.

(e) On or before the last day of any period
fixed for the submission of written data or
comrneats under subsection (d) of this sec-
tion, any inteirested person may le with the
Secretay written objecttos to a proposed
standard, stating the grounds therefor and
request:tng a public hearing on such objec-
tions. As soon as practicable after the period
for flUng such objections has expired, the
Secretary shall publish in the Federal Reg-
ister a liotice specifying the proposed stand-
ards to which objections have been pled and
a hearing requested.

(f) Promptly after any such notice is pub-
Ushed i:a the Federal Register by the Secre-
tary under subsection (e) of this section,
the Secretary, in the case of mandatory
safety standards, or the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, in the case of man-
datory health standards, 8hall issue notice of,
and hold a pubUc healing for the purpose
of receiving relevant evidence. Within sixty
days after completion of the hearings, the
Secretazy who held the hearing shall make
findings of fact which shall be public. In
the case of mindatory safety standards, the
Secretary may promulgate such standards
with such modifications as he deems appro-
priate. In the case of mandatory health
standards, the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and WeLrare ay direct the Secretary
to promulgate the mandatory health stand-
ards with such modications as theh Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare deems
appropriate and the Secretary shall there-
upon promulgate the mandatory health
standards. In the event the Secretary or the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
determines that a proposed mandatory stand-
ard should not be promulgated or should be
modified, he shall within a reasonable time
publish his reasons for his determination.

(g) Any mandatory standard promulgated
under t]1s section shall be effective upon
publication in the Federal Register unless the
Secretary specljaes a later date.

(h) Proposed mandatory safety standards
for surlace coal mines shall be- developed
and published by the Secretary not later than
twelve months after the enactment of this
Act.

ADvXSoa COMMITTEES
SEC. 102. (a) The Secretary may appoint

one or Eaore advisory committees to advise'
him in carrying out the provisions of this
Act. The Secretary shall cresignate the chair-
man of each such committee.

(b) Advisory committee members, other
than employees of Federal, State, or local
governments, shall be, for each day (includ-
ing travel time) during which they are per-
Iorming committee business, entitled to re-
ceive compensation at rates fixed by the Sec-
retary but not in excess of the maximum
rate of pay for GS—18 as provided in the
Genera' Schedule under section 5332 01 title
5 of the nited States Code, and shall, not-
withstanding the limitations of sections 5703
and 5704 of title 5 of the United States Code,
be fully retmbtirsed br travel, subsistence,
and relatied expenses.
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tory health or safety standard8, he shall
forthwith i8sue an order requiring the opera-
tor to cause all persoflB in the area affected by
such violatiOn, except those persons referred
to in gub8eCtion (d) of thi3 section, to be
withdrawn from, and to be debarred from
entering, such area until an authorized rep-
resentative of the Secretary determines that
such violation haa been abated.

I a withdrawal order with respect to any
area in a mine has been issued pursuant to
paragraph (1) of this subsection, thereafter
a withdrawal order shall promptly be issued
by a duly authorized representtive of the
Secretary who finds upon any following in-
spection the estence in such mine of vio-
lations similar to those that resulted In the
issuance of the withdrawal order under par-
agraph (1) of this subsecon until such time
as an inspection of such mine disclOse6 no
similar vtolatiOns. Pollowing an Inspection
of such mine which discloses no similar
violations, the provtsions of paragraph (I)
oZ this subsection shall again be applicable
to that mine.

(d) The following persons shall not be
required to be withdrawn from, or prohibited
from entering, any area of the coal mine
subject to an order Issued under this section:

(1) any person whose presence in such
area is necessary, in the judgment of the
operator, to elimthate the conditton described
in the order;

(2) any public official whose official duties
require him to enter such area;

(3) any representative of the employees
of such mine who is, in the judgment of the
operator, qualified to make coal mine exami-
nations or who is accompanied by such a
person and whose presence in such area is
necessary ror the investigation of the condi-
tions described in the order; and

(4) any consultant to any of the foregotng.
(e) Notices and orders issued pursuant to

this section shaU contain a detailed descrip-
tion o the conditions or practice which cause
and constitute an Imminent danger or a
violation of any mandatory health or safety
standard and, where appropriate, a descrip-
tion of the area o the coal mine from which
persona must be withdrawn and prohibited
from entering.

() Each notice or order issued under this
section shall be given promptly to the oper-
ator of the coal mine or his agent by an
authorized representative of the Secretary
issuing such notice or order, and all such
notices and orders shall be in wrtting and
shall be signed by such representative.

(g) A notice or order issued pursuant to
this section may be modified or terminated
by an authorized representative of the
Secretary.

(h) (1) I, upon any inspection of a coal
mine, an authorized representative of the
Secretary finda (A) that conditions exist
therein which have not yet resulted in an
imminent danger, (B) that such conditions
cannot be effectively abated through the use
o existing technology, and (C) that rea-
sonable assurance cannot be provided that
the continuance or mining operations under
such conditions will not result in an tm-
mlnent danger, he shall determine the area
throughout which such conditions exist, and
thereupon issue a notice to the operator
or the mine or his agent of such conditions.
and shall file a copy thereof, tncorporattng
his findings therein, with the Secretary and
with the representative of the miners of such
mine, f any. Upon recetpt of such copy. the
Secretary shafl cause suc1 further investiga-
tion to be made as he deems appropriate.
including an opportunity for the operator or
a representative of the mIners, 11 any. to pre-
sent information relating to such notice.

(2) Upon the conclusion of such investi-
gation and an opportunity for a hearing
upon request by any tnterested party, the
Secretary shaU. make findings of fact, and
shall require that either the notice issued
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PcrtoNS A1D INVST1GAr!oNB any person in the mine or to recover the

SEC. 103. (a) Authorized representatives ot mine or to return affected areas of the mine

the Secretaly. shall make frequent tnspec- to normaL.

tions and investigations 1 coal mines each (g) I a miner or an authOTtZOd repre6en-

year for the purpose of (1) obtatni g, uttllz- tative, 11 any, of the miners believes that a
violation of a mandatory health or salety

ing, and d1aemflattD.g tnZormation relating standard exists, or an Imynlnønt danger
to health and safety conditionL the causes
of accident8, and the causes of diseases and exL5ts. in a mine, he may notify the Secre-
physical lmpairmeflta originating in such tary or his authorized representative of such

mines, (2) gathering tnZormation with
violation or danger. Upon receipt of such

spect to health and safety standards, (3)
notification the Secretary or his authorized

determining whether an tniminent danger
representative may make a special investi-

exists in a coal mine, and (4) determining gation to determine 11 such violation or

whetler or not, there is compliance with the danger exists.

mandatory health and safety standards or (h) At the commencement ot any Inspec-

with any notice or order Issued under this tion of a coal mine by an authorized repre-
title. In carrying out the requirements of sentative of the Secretary. the authorized

clauses (3) and (4) of this subsection, no representative. 11 any, of the miners at the
advance notice of an- inspection shall be mile at the time of such Inspection shall

provided the operator of a mine. In carrying be given an opportunity to accompany the

out the requirements of clauses (3) and (4) authorIzed representative or the Secretary
of this subsection in each underground coal on such inspection.
mine, such representatives shall make in- pumlos, NOIXCES, AND ORDERS

spectiona of the entire mine at least foUr SEC. 104. (a) IL upon any inspection of
tnaes a year. a coal mine, an authorized representative

(b) (1) For the purpose of making any of the Secretary linda that an imminent
inspection or investigation under this Act, danger exists, such representative shall de-
the Secretary or any authorized representa- termine the area throughout which such
tive of the Secretary BbaU have a right or
entry to, upon, or through any coal mine,

danger exists, and thereupon shaU issue
orthwith an order requiring the operator of

(2) The provisions of this Act relating to the mine or his agent to cause immediately
inspections, investigatioflB. and recorda shall all persons, except those re'Zerred to in sub-
be available to the Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation, and Welfare to- enable him to

section (d) ot this section, to be withdrawn

out his ftznctioflB and responsibilities under
from., and to be prohibited from entering,

this Mt.
— such area until an authorized representa-

(c) Por the purpose of carrying out his tive ot the Secretary determines that such

responsibilities under this- Act, including
jmmnmnent danger no longer, exists.

the enforcement thereof, the Secretary may (b) I. upon any inspection of a coal
by agreement utilize with or without re- mine, an authorized representative of the
imbursement the services, personnel, and Secretary finda that there ]aa been a vio-
facilities of any Pederal agency. latlon of any mandatory health or safety

(d) Por the purpose of making any in- standard but the violation has not created
vestigation of any accident or other occur- an.lmininent danger, he shall Issue a notice
rence relating to health or safety in a coal ftxing. a reasonable time for the abatement
mine, the Secretary may, aster notice, hold of the violation. I. uPon. the expiration oZ
public hearings, and may sign and issue the period of time as originally fixed-or sub-

subpenas for the attendance and testimony sequently extended, an authorized repre-
of witnesses and the production of relevant sentative of the Secretary finda that the
papers, books, an documents, and admin- violation has not been totally abated, and
ister oaths. Witnesses summoned shall be if he also finda that the period ot time
paid the same Zees and mileage that are paid should not be further extended, he shaU
witnesses in the courts of the United States, find the extent of the area affected by the
In case of- contumacy or refusal to obey a violation and shall promptly issue an order
subpena served upon any person under this requiring the operator of such mine or his
section, the district court of the United agent to cause immediately aLl persons. ex
States for any district in which such person cept those re'Zerred to in subsection (d) of
is found or resides or transacts business, thiS section, to be withdrawn from., and to
upon application by the United States and be prohibited from entering, such area un-
arter notice to such person, s1all have Jurts- tfl an authorized representative of the Sec-
diction to Issue an order requiring such per- retary determines that the violation has
son to appear and give testimony berore the been abated.
Secretary or to appear and produce docu- (c) (I) I, upon the Inspection of a coal
ments before the Secretary or both, and any mine, an authorized representative of the
failure to obey such order of the court. may Secretary finda that any mandatory health or
be punished by such court a a contempt safety standard is being violated, and 11 he
thereof. also finds that, while the conditions created

(e) In the event o any accident occ1.rring by such violation do not cause Imminent
- in a coal mine, the operator shall notify danger, such violation is of such nature as
the Secretary thereof and shaJl take appro- could significantly and substantially con-
priate measures to prevent, to the greatest tribute to the cause or effect of a mine ac-
extent posatble, the destruction of any evi- cident, and 11 he finda such violation to be
dence which would assist in invstigating the caused by an unwarrantable failure oZ such
cause or causes thereof. In the event or any operator to comply with such mandatory
accident occurring in a coal - mine where health and safety standarda, he shall include
rescue and recovery work is necessary, the such finding in the notice given to the opera-
Secretary or an authorized representative or tor under subsection (b) or this section.
the Secretary shall take whatever action he Within ninety days of the time such notice
deema appropriate to protect the life of any was given to such operator, the Secretary
person, and he may, if he deems it appropri- shall cause such mine to be reinspected to
ate, supervise and direct the rescue an re- determine if any similar such violation cx-
covery activity in such mine. ists in such mine. Such reinspection shaU

(f) In the event of any accident occurring be tn addition to any special inspection re-
in a coal mine, an authorized representative quired under subsection (b) of this section,
of the Secretary, when present, may Issue or section 105. I, during any special Inspec-
such orders as he deema appropriate to insure tion relating to such violation or during such
the safety of any person in the coal mine, relnspection. a representative of the Secre-
and the operator of such mine shall obtain tary finda such similar violation does exL5t,
the approval of such representative, in con- and IL he finda such violation to be caused by
sultation with appropriate State repreenta-- an unwarrantable failure of such operator
tives, when feasible, of any plan to recover to comply with the provisions of th? manda-
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under this subsection be canceled, or that
an order be issued by such authorized rep-
resentative of the Secretary requiring the
operator to cause all persons in the area
affected, except those persons referred to In
subsection (d) of this section, to be with-
drawn from, and be prohibited from entering,
such area until the Secretary, after a hear-
ing affording all interested persons an oppor-
tunity to present their views, determines
that such conditions have been abated.

(i) U, based upon samples taken and ana-
lyzed and recorded pursuant to section 202
(a) of this Act, the applicable health stand-
ard established under section 202(b) of this
Act is exceeded and thereby violated, the
Secretary or his authorized representative
shall find a reasonable period of time within
which to take corrective action to reduce the
average concentration of respirable dust to
the miners in the area of the mine in which
such standard was exceeded, and shall Issue a
notice fixing a reasonable tune for the abate-
ment of the violation. During such time, the
operator of such mine shall cause samples de-
scribed in sectIon 202(a) of this Act to be
taken of the affected area during each pro-
duction shift. U, upon the expiration of the
period of time as originally fixed or subse-
quently extended, the Secretary or his aü-
thorized representative ftas, based upon
such samples or upon an inspection, that the
violation has not been totally abated, he
shall Issue a new notice of violation if he
finds that such period of time should be
further extended. U he finds that such pe-
riod of time should not be further extended,
he shall find the extent of the area affected
by the violation and shall promptly Issue an
order requiring the operator of such mine or
his agent to cause immediately all persons,
except those referred to in. subsection (d)
of this section, to be withdrawn from, and
to be prohibited from entering, such area un-
til the Secretary or his authorized represent-
ative determines through such test proce-
dures conducted in such area as he may re-
quire, including production and sampling
that the violation has been abated.

REVW B THE SECRLTAR
SEC. 105. (a) (1) An operator notified ofan

order issued pursuant to section 104 of this
title, or any representative of miners in any
mine affected by such order or any modiflca-
tion or termination of such order pursuant to
section 104(g), may apply to the Secretary for
review of the order within thirty days of
receipt thereof or within thIrty days of its
modification or termination. The bperator
shall send a copy of such application to the
representative, if any, of persons working in
the affected mine. Upon receipt of such ap-
plication, the Secretary shall cause such in-
vestigation to be made as he deems appro-
priate. Such investigation shall provide an
opportunity or a hearing, at the request of
the applicant or a representative of persons
working in such mine, enable the applicant
and the representatives of persons working
in such mine to present information relat-
ing to the issuance and continuance of such
order. —

(2) The operator and the representative of
the miners shall be given written notice of
the time and place of the hearing at least five
da3's prior to the hearing. Any such hearing
shall be of record and shall be subject to
section 554 of tile 5 of the United States
Code.

(b) Upon receiving the report of such in-
vestigation, the Secretary shall make findings
of fact, and (1), in the case of an order is-
sued under subsection (a) of section 104 of
this title, he shall find whethe? or not the
imminent danger as set out in the order
existed at the time of Issuance of the order
and whether or not the imminent danger
existed at the time of the investigation, and
(2). in the case of an order issued under sub-
section (b), (c), or (1) of section 104 of this
title, he shall find whether or not there was
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a violation of any mandatory health or
saety sdard as described in the ordez and
whether or not such violation had been
abated at the the of Buch investigation, and
upon znakthg such flndthgs he shall Issue a
written decision vacating, affirming, modify-
ing, or terminating the order comp1a1ne of
and incorporate his flndlngs therein.

(c) In view of the urgent need for prompt
decision of matters submitted to the Secre-
tary under this section, all actions which
the Secretary takes under this section shall
be taken as promptly as practicable, con-
sistent with the adequate conzlderatlon of
the issues involved.

(d) PencUn.g completion of the investiga-
tion required by this section, the appUcant
may file with the Secretary a written request
that the Secretary grant temporary relief
from any order Issued under section 104 of
this title, together with a detailed statement
giving reasons for granting such relief. The
Secretary may Issue a decision granting such
relief, under such oondt1ons as he may pre-
scribe, oaly after a hearing in which all
parties are given an opportuxiity to be heard.

JUDICIAL REVmW

SEC. 106. (a) Any decision issued by the
Panel under section 5 or the Secretary under
section 105 of this Act shall be subject to
judicial review by the United States court of
appeals for the circuit in which the affected
mine is located, upon the filing in such court
within thirty days from the date of such
decision of a petition by the operator or a
representative of the miners aggrieved by the
decision praying that the decision be modi-
fied or set aside in whole or in part. A copy
of the petition shall forthwith be sent by
registered or certified mail to the other party
and to the, Secretary or the Panel, as appro-
priate, and thereupon the Secretary or the
Panel, as appropriate, shall certify and file
in such court the record upon which the de-
cision complained of was Issued, as provided
in sectIon 2112, title 28, United States Code.

(b) The Court shall hear such petition
on the record made before the Secretary or
the Panel, as appropriate. The findings of
the Secretary or the Panel, as appropriate,
if supported by substantial evidence on the
record considered as a whole, s1mll be con-.
clusive. The court may affm, vacate, or
modify any such decision or may 'remand
the proceedings to the Secretary or the Panel,
as appropriate, for such further action as it
may direct.

(c) Upon such conditions a may be re
quied and to the extent necessary to prevent
Irreparable injury, the court may, after due
notice to, and heaz'ing of, the partie6 to the
appeal, from a decision of the Secret&y of
the Panel, as appropriate, except a decision
from an order issued under section 104(a) of
this title. Issue all necessary and appropriate
proce and grant such other relief as may
be appropriate pending final determination
of the appeal.

(d) The judgment of the court shall be
subject only to review by the Supreme Court
of the United States upon certiorari or certi-
fication as provided in section 1254 of title
28, United States Code.

(e) The commencement of a proceeding
under this section shall not, unless specifi-
cally ordered by the court, operate as a stay
of the Secretary's or Panel's dec1ion.

POSTING OF NOTICES AND ORDERS
SEC. 107. (a) At each coal mine there shall

be maintained an office with a oonspicuous
sign designating it as the office of the mine
and a bulletin board at such office or at
some conspicuous place - near an entrance
of theY mine, in such manner that notices
• required by law or regulation to be posted on
the mine bulletin board may be posted
thereon, be easily visible to all persona de-
siring to read them, and be protected against
damage by weather and against unauthor-
ized removal. A copy of any noti or.order
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required, by. this title to be given to an op-
erator shall be delivered to the office of the
affeoted mine, and a copy shall be immedi-
ately pO3d oa the bulletin board of such
mine by the operator or his agent.

(b) The Secretary shall cause a copy of
any notice or order required by this title to
be .giver to au operator to be mailed Im-
mediately to a duly d€slgnated representative
of persons working in the affected mine, and
to th public official or agency of the State
charged with administering State laws, if
any, relating bo health or safety in such
mine. Such notice or order shall be available
for public Inspection.

(c) In. order to insure prompt compliance
with any notice or order issued under section
104 of this title, the authorized representa-
tive of the Secretary may deliver such notice

- or order to an agent of the operator and
such agent shall immediately take appro-
priate eMures to insure compliance with
such notice c order.

(d) Eich operator of a coal mine shall file
with the Secretary the name and address of
such mine and the name and address of the
person who co:atrols or operates the mine.
Any revisions tn such names or addresses
shall be promptly filed with the Secretary.
Each operator of a coal mine shall designate
a responsible official at such mine as the
principal officer in charge of health and safety
at such n1ne fld such official shall receive
a copy of any notice, order, or dect8ion issued
uider tb.is Act affecting such mine. In any
case, where the coal mine is subject to the
control of any person not directly involved
in the daily operations of the coal mlne
there shall be filed with the Secretary the
name and address of such person and the
name and address of a principal official of
such peraon. wILO shall have overall respon-
sibility for the conduct of an effective health
and safety proam at any coal mine sub-
sect to the control of such person and such
official siall receive a copy of any notice,
order, ci decision Issued affecting any such
mine. The mere designation of a health or
safety official under this subsection shall not
be construed as making such.Dfficial subject
to any penalty under this Act.

INJUNCTIONS
SEC. 108. The Secretary may request the

Attorney Oener3l to institute a civil action
for relief, including a permanent or tempo-
rary injunction, restraining order, or any
other appropriate order, in the district court
of the United States for the district in which
a coal mi.ne is located or in which the opera-
tor of such mine has his principal office.
whenever such operator or his agent (a)
violates cr fails or refuses to comply with
any order issued under section 104 of this
title or decision issued under this title, or
(b) interferes vtth, hinders, or delays the
Secretary or his authorized representative in
carrying out the provisons of this Act, or (c)
refuses to admit such representative to the
mine, or (d) refuses to permit the inspection
of the mi:ae, or an accident, injury, or occu-
pational disease occurring in, or connected
with, such mine, or (e) refuses to furnish
any inrormation or report requested by the
Secretary, or (f) refuses to permit access to,
and copyiag of, records. Each court shall have
jurisdiction to provide such relief as may be
appropriate: Provided, That no temporary
restraining order shall be issued without no-
tice unless the petition therefor alleges that
substantiiil and Irreparable injury to the
miners in such mine will be unavoidable and
such temporary restraining order shall be ef-
fective fo:r no longer than seven days and
will becoEae void at the expiration of such
period: Provided further, That any order
issued under this section to enrorce an order
issued under section 104, unless set aside or
modified prior ttiereto by the district court
granting such 1junctive relief, shall not be
in effect after the completion or final ter-
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mination of all proceedings for review of such
order as provided in this title If such Is
determined O such review that such order
was invalid. PLT

SEC. 109. (a) The operator of a coal mine in
which a violation occurs of a mandatory
health or safety standard or wbo violates any
provision of this Act shall by order be aa-
sessed a civil penalty by the Secretary which
penalty shall not be more than $10,000 or
each such violation. Each Occurrence of a
violation of a mandatory health or safety
standard may constitute a separate offense.
In determining the amount of the penalty,
the Secretary shall consider the operator'8
history of previous violations, the appro-
priatenesa of 8uch penalty to the size of the
business of the operator charged, the effect
on the operator's ability to continue in
business, the gravity of the violation, and
the demonstrated good faith of the opera-
tor charged in attempting to achieve rapid
compliance after notthcation of a viola-
tion. No penalty shall be assessed under this
subsection pending the na1 termination,
expiration, or completion of all proceed-
ings, administrative or judicial, for review
of an order or decision under this title.

(b) Upon written request made by an op-
erator within thirty days after receipt of
an order asaesaing a penalty under this sec-
tion, the Secretary shall afford auch operator
an opportunity or a hearing and, in accord-
ance with the request, determine by decision
whether or not a violation did occur or
whether the amount of the penalty is
warranted or should be oompromised.

(c) Upon any failure of an operator to
pay a penalty aaseaed under this section,
the Secretary may requeat the Attorney
General to institute a civil action in a dis-
trict court of the United States for any dis-
trict in which such person is found or
resides or transacts business to collect the
penalty, and such court shall have jurisdic-
tion to hear and decide any such action.

(d) Whoever knowingly violates or fails or
refuses to comply with any order, Issued
under section 104(a) of this title or any
ftnal decision on any other order issued un-
der this title shall, upon conviction, be
punished by a .ne of not more than $10,-
000, or by Imprisonment for not more than
six months, or both, except that if the con—
victon 4 for a violation committed after
the first conviction of such person, pun-
ishment shall be by a .në of not more
than. $20,000 or by Imprl8oflment for not
more than one yeax, or by both.

(c) Whenever a corporate operator vio-
lates a mandatory health or safety standard
of this Act, or violates any provision of this
Act, any director, officer, or agent of such
corporation who authorized, ordered, or
carried out such violation shall be subject
to the provisioxs of subsection (a). When-
ever a corporate operator knowthgly violates
or fails or reftsea to comply with any order
issued under section 104(a) of this title or
any ftnal decision on any other order Issued
under this title, any director, officer, or agent
of such corporation who authorized, ordered,
or carried out such violation, failure, or re-
fusal shall be subject to the provisioxs of
subsection (d).

(f) Whoever knowthgly makes any false
statements or representatioxs in any appli-
cation, records, reports, plans, or other docu-
ments ftled or required to be maintained in
accordance with this Act or any xnanda-
tory health or 8afety atandard of this Act
or any ordez Issued under this Act shall,
upon conviction, be puubhed by a .ne of
not more than $10,000, or by Imprisonment
for not more than six months, or both.

ENTITLEMENT OP MINERS
SEC. 110. (a) If a mine .or portion of a

mine is closed by an order Issued under sec-
tion 104, all miners working during the shUt.
when such order was Issued who are idled

by such. order shall be entitled to full com-
pensation by the operator at their regular
rate8 of pay for the period they are idled,
but for not more than the balance of such
shUt. If such order is not terminated prior
to the next working shift, all miners on that
shUt who are idled by such order shall be
entitled to full compensation by the oper-
ator at their regular rates of pay or the pe-
riod they are idled, but for not more than four
hours of such shift. Whenever an operator
violates or fails or refuses to comply with an
order Issued under section 104, all miners
employed at the affected mine who would
be withdrawn or prevented from entering
such mine or portion thereof aa a result of
such order shall be entitled to 'ull compen-
sation by the operator at their regular rates
of pay, in addition to pay received for work
performed after such order waa issued, for
the period beginning when such order was
issued and ending when such order is com-
plied with, vacated, or terminated.

(b) (1) Compensation shall be paid under
this aubsection in respect of total disability
of an individual from complicated pneumo-
coniosis which arose out of or in the course
of his employment in a coamtne, and in re-
spect of the death of any individual who, at
the time of his death, was suffering from
complicated pneunloconlosis which so arose.
For purposes of this subsection, if an indi-
vidual who is áufferlng or suffered from
complicated pneunloconiosis waa employed
for ten years or more in a coal mine there
shall be a rebuttable presumption that bis
complicated pneunioconiosis arose out of
of or in the course of such employment, but
this sentence shall not be deemed to affect
the applicability of the first sentence of this
paragraph in the case of claims under this
subsection on account of death or total dis-
ability of an individual when such individual
haa not worked for as much aa ten years in
a coal mine. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, any Individual who auffers from com-
plicated pneumoconiosis shall be deemed to
be totally di8abled.

(2) (A) Subject to the provisions of sub-
paragraph (B), compensation shall be paid
under this subsection as follows:

(i) In the case of total d.t8abllity, the dis-
abled individual sbafl be paid compensation
during the disability at a rate equal to 50
per centum of the minimum monthly pay-
ment to which a Federal employee in grade
08—2, who is totally disabled is entitled at
the time of payment under the provisions of
Federal law relating to Federal. employees'
compensation (section 8112, title 5, United
States Code).

(Ii) In the case of death, compensation
shall be paid to the widow at the rate the
deceased individual would receive such com-
pensation if he were totally disabled.

(iU) In the case of an individual entitled
to compensation under clause (I) or (ii) of
this subparagraph who haa one or more de-
pendents, his compexsation shail be in-
creased at the rate of 50 per centum of the
compensation to which he is so entitled
under clause (i) or (U) of this subparagraph
if such individual has one dependent, 75 per
centum if such individual has two depend-
ents, and 100 per centum if such individual
has three dependents.

(B) Notwtthstanding subparagraph (A),
compensation under this paragraph shall be
reduced by an amount equal to any payment
which the payee receives under the work-
men's compensation, unenployment com-
pensation, or disability insurance laws of his
State, and the amount by which such pay-
ment would be reduced on account of exce
earnings under section 203 (b) through (1)
of the Social Security Act if the amount paid
were a beneftt payable under section 202 of
such Act.

(3) (A) The Secretary of Labor shall enter
into agreementE with the Governors of the
StateB under which the State will receive and
ad'udicate claims under this subsection
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from any resident of the State and under
which compensation will be paid as provided
by this subsection from grants made to pay
compenaation under this subsection. Such
Governor shall Implement the agreement in
such manner as he shall determine will best
effectuate the prOt3ions of this subsection.
The Governor shall make such reports to the
Secretary of Labor, subject to such verifica-
tion, as may be necessary to assure that Fed-
eral grants under this subsection are used
for their intended purpCe.

(B) The Secretary of Labor shall make
grants under this subsection to States with
which he has an agreement under subpara-
graph (A) in the amount necessary to en-
able them to pay the compensation required
by this subsection.

(4) If the Secretary of Labor is unable
enter into an agreement under paragraph

(3)., or if the Governor of the State requests
bim to do so, he shall make payments of
compexsation directly to residents of such
State as required by this subsection. The ad-
ministrative provisions for carrying out the
Federal employees' compensation programs
which are contained in sectioxs 8121, 8122
(b), and 8123 through 8135, title 5, United
States Code, shall apply . with respect to
claims under this paragraph.

(5) No claim under this subsection shall
be considered unlesa it is ftled (1) within one
year after the date an employed miner re-
ceived the results of his first chest roentgeno-
gram provided under section 203 of this Act;
or, if he did not receive such a chest roen-
genogram, the date he was ftrst afforded an
opportunity to do so under such section, or
(2) in the case of any other claimant, within
three years from the date of enactment of
this Act, or, in the case of a claimant who is
a widow, within one year after the death of
her husband or within three years from the
date of enactment of this Act, whichever
is the later. Payment of compensation under
this subsection shall commence with the
date the claim is ftled.

(6) No compensation shall be paid under
this subsection to the residents of any State
which, alter the date of enactment of this
Act, reduces the beneftts payable to persons
eligible to receive compensation under this
subsection, under its State laws which are
applicable to its general work force with
regaid to workmen's compensation, unem
ployment compensation., or disability
insurance.

(7) F'or purposes of this subsection—
(A) The term "coal mine" includes only

nderground coal mines.
(B) 'The term "complicated pneumo-

conlosis" means. an advanced stage of a
chronic coal dust disea3e of the lung which
(i) when diagnosed by chest roentgenogra.m,
yields one or more large opactties (greater
than one centimeter in diameter) and would
be classifted in category A, B, or C in the
International Cla.saiftcation of Radiograiphs
of the pneumoconloses by the International
Labor Organization, (U) when diagnosed by
biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions in
the lung; (lii) when diagnosis is made by
other means, would be a condition which
could reasonably be expected to yield result.s
described in clause (i) or (U) if diagnosis
had been made in a manner descrtbed in
clause (i) or (ii).

(C) The term "dependent" means a wife
or child who is a dependen.t as that term is
deftned for purposes of section 8110, tttle 5,
United States Code.

(D) The term "widow" means the wife
living with or dependent Zor support on the
decedent at the time of his death, or living
apart for reasonable cause or because of his
desertion, who has not remarried.

REPORTS

SEC. 111. (a) All accidents, including unin-
tentional roof falls (except in any abandoned
panels or in areas which are inaccessible or
unsafe Zor inspectioxs), shali be investigated
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by the operator or his agent to determine
the cause and the means of preventing a
recurrence. Records of such accidents, roof
falls, and investigations shall be kept and
the information shall be made available to,
the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive and the appropriate State agency. Such
records shall be open for inspection by in-
terested persons. Such records shall include
man-hours worked and shall be reported for
periods determined by the Secretary, but at
least annually.

(b) Every operator of a coal mine' and his
agent shall (1) establIsh and maintain, in
addition to such -records as are specifically
required by this Act, such records, and (2)
make such reports and provide such mi or-
mation, as the Secretary may reasonably re-
quire from time to time to enable him to per-
form his functions under this Act. The Secre-
tary Is authorized to compile, analyze, and
publish, either in summary or detailed form,
such reports or information so obtained. Ex-
cept to the extent otherwise specifically pro-
vided by this Act, all records information, re-
ports, findings, notices, orders, or decisions
required or Issued pursuant to or under this
Act may be published from time to time
and released to any interested person, and
shall be made available for,public inspection.
TITLE fl—INTERIM MANDATORY H.EALTH

STANDARDS
covmoz -

SEc. 201. The provisions of sections 202
through 205 of this title shall be interim
mandatory health standards applicable to
all underground coal mines until superseded
in whole or in part by mandatory health
standards promulgated by the Secretary, and
shall be enforced in the same manner and to
the same extent as any mandatory health
standard promulgated under the provisions
of section 101 of title I of this Act. Any
orders issued in the enforcement of the in-
terim standards set forth in this title shall
be subject to review as provided in sections
105, 107 and 108 of title I of this Act.

DUST STANDARD AND RESPIRATORS

SEC. 202. (a) Each operator of a coal mine
shall take accurate samples of the amount of
respirable dust in the mine atmosphere to
which the miners in the active workings of
such mine are exposed. Such samples shall
be taken by any device approved by the Sec-
retary and the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare and in accordance with
such methods, at such locations, at such
intervals, and in such manner as the Secre-
taries shall prescribe in the Federal Register
within sixty days from the date of enactment
of this Act and from time to time there-
after. Such samples shall be transmitted to
the Secretary at his expense in a manner
established by him, and analyzed and record-
ed by him in a manner which will assure
application of the provisions of section 104
(i) when the standard established under sub-
section (b) of this section is exceeded. The
results of such samples shall also be made
available to the operator. Each operator shall
certify to the Secretary at such intervals as
the Secretary may require as to the condition
of the mine atmosphere in the active work-
ings of the mine, including, but not limited
to, the average number of working hours
worked during each shift, the quantity of
air regularly reaching the working places,
the method of mining, the amount and pres-
sure of the water, if any, reaching the work-
ing faces, and the number, location, and type
of sprays, If any, used. -

(b) (1) Effective on the operative date of
this title, each operator shall maintain the
average concentration of reapirable dust in
the mine atmosphere to which each miner In
the active workings of such mine is exposed
at or below 4.5 milligrams per cubic meter
of air (if measured with an ?E instrument
over several shifts) or an equivalent amount
of dust (if measured with any other Instru-
ment approved by the Secretary and the
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DUST PROM DRU,LrNG ROCK

Ssc. 204. The dust resulting from drilling
in rock shall be controlled by the use of per.
misaible dust collectors or by water or wa-
ter witlaa wetting agent, or by any other
method or device approved by the Secretary
which is at least as effective in controlling
such dust. Respiratory equipment approved
by the Secretary and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare shall be provided
persons exposed for short periods to inhala-
tion hazards from gas, dusts, fumes, or
mist. When the exposure is for prolonged
periods, other measures to protect such per-
sons shall be taken.

DUST STANDARD WREN QUARTZ IS PRESENT
SEC. 205. In coal mining operations where

the respirable dist in the mine atmosphere
of any active working place contains more
than 5 Per centum quartz, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall pre-
scribe an appropriate formula for deterxnin-
ing the applicable dust standard under this
title such working place and the Sec-
retary shall apply such formula in carrying
out his duties under this title.
TITLE :aI—ISrrERIM MANDATORY SAFE-

TY STANDARDS FOR UNDERGROUND
COAL MINES

COVERAGE

Szc. 301. (a) The provisions of sections 302
through 317 of this title shall be interim
mandatory safety standards applicable to all
underground coal mines until superseded
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Secretary of Health., Education, and Wel- Education, end Welfare and shall be supple-
fare). In the case of an operator who requesta

- mented by such. other tests as the Secretaryan extension of time beyond the operative of Health, Education, and Welfare deems nec-date of this title in which to reduce such essary. The films shall be read and classified
average concentration of respirable dust to in a manner to be prescribed by the Secre-
or below 4.5 milligrams per cubic meter of tary of Health, Education., and Welfare andair (or its equivalent) and demonstrates to the reaults of each reading on each such per-the satisfaction of the Panel that he is eon and of such tests, shall be submitted
undertaking maximum efforts to so reduce to the Secretary and to the Secretary of
such average concentration but is unable to Health, EducatIond Welfare, and at thedo so because it is not technologically feasi- request of the worker, to his physician. Suchble for him to do so, the Panel may grant specifieations readings, classifications, andsuch operator no more than nInety days for tests shall to the greatest degree possible,such purpose.

- be unirorm for all underground coal mines
- (2) Effective six months after the opera- and coal miners in such mines.tive date of this title, the limit on the level (b) An mlzier, who, in the judgment of theof dust concentration shall be 3.0 milligrams Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfareof respirable dust per cubic meter of air (if based upon such reading, shows substantial'measured with an E instrument over sev- evidence of the development of pneumoconi-cmi shifts) or an equivalent amount of dust. osis shall, at the option of the miner, be(if measured with any other instrument ap- assigned by the operator, for such periodsproved by the Secretary and the Secretary of or periods us may be necessary to preventHealth, Education, and Welfare). In the further development of such disease, to workcase of an operator who requests an exten- either (1) in any active working place in a•sion of time beyond the effective date of thiS mine where the mine atmosphere containsparagraph in which, to reduce the average concentrations of respirable dust of not moreconcentration of respirable dust to or below then 2.0 milligrams per cubic meter of air3.0 milligrams per cubIc meter of air (or Its measured with an MEE instrument or notequivalent) and demonstrates to the satis- more than an. equivalent amount of dust Iffaction of the Panel that he is undertaking measured with any other instrument ap-maximum efforts to so reduce such average pro by the Secretary and the Secretary ofconcentration but is unable to do so because

Health, Education, and Welfare, or (2) in anit is not technologically feasible for hi to area of the mine containing more than suchdo so, the Panel may grant such operator no 2.0 millIgrams, or its equivalent, providedmore than six months for such purpose.
the miners wears respiratory equipment ap-(3) Beginning six months after the opera- proved by the Secretary and the Secretarytive date of this title, -the Secretary of Health, of Health, Efucation, and Welfare. WithinEducation, and Welfare shall reduce the limit one year after the enactment of this Act, anyon the level of dust concentration below 3.0 miner who shows evidence of the develop--milligranas of respirable dust per cubic meter ment oi pneuinoconioslz shall be assigned byof air (if measured with an MRE the operator for such period or periods asment over several shifts) or an equivalent may be necessary to prevent further develop-amount of dust (if measured with any other ment o:r such disease, to work, at the optioninstrument approved by the Secretary and of the miner, in any working section or otherthe Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel- area of the mine, where the average concen-fare) as he determines such reductions be-
tration of respirable dust in the mine atmos-come technologically attainable.
phere to which the miner is exposed during(c) Respirators or other breathing de- each uhift is at or below 1.0 milligrams ofvices approved by-the Secretary and the 8cc- per cubic meter of air or to whateverretsry of Health, Education, and Welfare shall lower level the Secretary of Health, Educa-be made available to all persons whenever cx- tion, and WeLfare determines is necessary toposed to concentrations of dust in excess f prevent any further development of suchconcentrations of dust permitted by. subsec- disease. Any miner so assigned shall receivetion (b). Use of respirators shall not be sub- compensation for such work not less thanstituted for environmental control measures, the regu.lar rate of pay received by 'him im-Each underground mine shall maintain a mediately prior to his assignment.supply of approved respirators or other

breathing devices adequate to deal with oc-
currences of concentrations of respirable dust
in the mine atmosphere in excess of the limit
prescribed in this section.

(d) As -used in this-title, the term 'MRE
instrument" means the gravimetric dust
sampler with four channel horizontal elutri-
ator developed by the Mining Research Estab-
lishment of the National Coal Board, London,
England.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION

SEC. 203. (a) The operator of an under-
ground coal mine shall cooperate with the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
in making available to each miner working in
an underground coal mine an opportunity
to have, at least Once every five years, be-
ginning six months after the operative date
of this title, a chest roentgenograna to be
provided by the Secretary of HealtL, Educa-
tion, and Welfare -with funds derived under
section 401(c) of this Act. Each worker who
begins 'work in a coal mine for the first time
shall be be given, as soon as possible after
commencement of his employment, and again
three years later if he is still engaged in coal
mining, a chest roentgenogram; and in the
event the second such chest roentgenograna
shows evidence of the development of pneu-
moconiosis the worker. shall be given, two
years later if he is still engaged in coal
mining, an additional chest roentgenogram.
Such chest roentgenograms shall be given
in accordance with specifications and to the
extent.prescribed by the Secretary of Health,
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In whole or in part by mandatory safety
standards promulgated by the Secretary un-
der the provisions of section 101 of title I of
this Act, and 8hall be enforced In the same
manner and to the same extent aa any man-
datory safety standard promulgated under
title I o this Act. Any orders Izaued in the
enforcement o the interim standards set
forth in this title shall be subject to review
.s provided In title I of this Act.

b) The Secretary may. upon petition by
the operator waive or modtfy the applition
of any mandatory safety standard to a mine
when he determines such application will
result in a dlmtnutictl o safety to workers
in such mine, but any action taken by the
Secretary under this subsection shall be con-
sistent with the purposes of this Act and
shall not reduce the protection afforded
miners by It.

(c) Upon petition by the operator, the
Secretary may modify the application O
any mandatory safety standard to a mine.
Such petition shall state tha.t an alterila-
tive method o achieving the result of such
standard exists which will at all times guar-
antee no less than, the same measure of pro-
tection afforded miners by such standard.
Upon receipt of such petition the Secretary
shall publish notice thereof and give notice
to the representative, U any, of persons
working in the affected mine and shall cause
such investigation to be made as he deems
appropriate. Such investigation shall pro-
vide an opportunity ror a hearing, at the
request o such representative or other In-
tested party, to enable the applicant and
the representative of persons working In
such mine or other Interested party to pre-
sent information relating to the modlftca-
tion of such standard. The Secretary shall
make findings of fact and publish them in
the Federal Register.

ROOW SVPPORT

SEc. 302. (a) Each operator shall under-
take to carry out on a continuing bast8 a
program to improve the roof control system
o each mine and the means and measures
to accomplt8h such system. The roof and
ribs o all active underground roadways,
travelways, and working places shaU be sup-
ported or otherwise controlled adequately to
protect persons from calls o the roof or ribs.
A roof-control plan and revisions thereof
suitable to the roof conditions and mining
system of each mine and approved by the
Secretary shall be adopted and set out in
printed orxn within sixty days after the op.
erative date of this title. The plan shall show
the type of support and spacing approved
by the Secretary. Such plan shall be reviewed
periodically, at least every six months by the
Secretary, taking into con1deration any a1Is
of root or ribs or inadequacy of support of
root or ribs. No person shall proceed beyond
the last permanent support unless adequate
temporary support is provided or unless such
temporary support is not required under the
approved root control plan. A copy o the
plan shall be urnlshed the Secretary or his
authorized representative and shall be avail.
able to the miners or their authorized repre-
sentatives.

(b) The method of mining followed In any
mine shall not expose the miner to unusual
dangers from roof calls caused by excessive
widths o rooms and entries or faulty pillar
recovery methods.

(c) The operator shall provide at or near
the working race an ample supply o suitable
materials o proper size with which to secure
the root o all working places in a sate man-
ner. Safety posts, jacks, or other approved
devices shall be used to protect the wotkmen
when root material is being taken down,
crossbars are being Installed, roof boltholes
are being drilled, root bolts are being in-
stalled. and In such other circumstances as
may be appropriate. Loose roof and over-
hanging or loose races and ribs shall be
taken down or supported. Supports knocked

out, except in recovery, shaU be replaced
promptly.

(d) When permitted. lnataUed roof bolta
shall be tested In accordance with the ap-
proved roof control plan. Root bolts shall not
be recovered where complete extractions of
pillars are attempted, where adjacent to clay
veins, or at the locations o other frregulari-
ties, whether natural or otherwise that In-
duce abnormal hazards. Where roof bolt re-
covery is permitted. it shall be conducted
only In accordance with methods prescribed
in the approved roof control plan and shall
be conducted by experienced miners and
only where adequate temporary support is
provided.

(e) Wbere miners are exposed to danger
from calls of root, race, and ribs the operator
shall require that examinations and tests
o the roof, face, and ribs be made before
any work or machine is started, and as fre-
quently thereafter aa may be necessary to
insure safety. When dangerous conditions
are sound, they shall be corrected immedi-
ately.

VENTILATION

SEC. 303. (a) All coal mines shall be ven
tilated by mechanical ventilation equipment
installed and operated In a manner approved
by an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary and such equipment shaU be examined
daily and a record shall be kept o such
examination.

(b) Afl active underground workings shaU
be ventilated by a current of air contalflng
not less than 19.5 volume per ntum of
oxygen, not more than 0.5 volume per centum
o carbon diode, and no harmiul quantities
o other noxious or potsonous gaaes; and the
volume and velocity o the current of air
shall be sumcien to dilute, render harmless,
and to carry away, flainmble or harmiul
gases and smoke and fumes. The minimum
quantity of air In any mine reaching the
last open cT068Cflt in any pair or set of de-
veloping entries and the laat open cross-
cut in any pair or set o rooms shall be ntne
thousand cubic feet a minute, and the min-
imum quanttty of air re9chiflg the intake
end o a pilla line shaU be nine thousand
cubic feet a minute. The minimum quantity
of air in any mine reaching each working
race shaU be three thoa1d cubic feet a
minute and, In the case of a mechanized
mine, there shall also be a minimum velocity
o one hundred feet per minute pa8Sing to
within five feet of the working race and over
any miner operating electrical equipment
at the worldng face. The Secretary or his
authorized representative may require in
any coal mine a greater quantity and velocity
of air when he fiud it necessary to protect
the safety of mIners [Incomplete and illegi-
ble copy was received for the amended
language at this point.] In robbing areas o
anthracite mines, where the air currents
cannot be controlled and measurements o
the air cannot be obtained, the air shall
have perceptible movement.

(c) (1) Properly installed and adequately
maintained line brattice or other approved
devices shall be used from the last open
crosscut of an entry or room of each work-
ing section to provide adequate ventilation
to the working races or the miners and to
remove fianimable, explosive, and noxious
gases, dust, and explosive fumes, unless the
Secretary or his authorized representative
permits an exception to thia requirement.
When damaged by alis or otherwise, they
shall be repaired promptly.

(2) The space between the line brattice or
other approved device and the rib stafl be
large enough to permLt the flow of a sum-
cient volume of air to keep the working race
clear o flammable, explosive, and noxious
gases, dust, and explosive fumes.

(3) Brattice cloth used underground shall
be o a flame-resistant material.

(d) (1) Within three hours inlmedi.a.tely
preceding the beginning of a coal-producing
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shift, and before any workmen in such shift
enter the underground aieas o the mine,
cetifled persons designated by the operator
o the mine shall examine a deflnte under-
ground area of the mine. Each such cx-
amlner shall examine every underground
working place in that area and shall make
tests in each such working place or ac-
cumulations o explosive ga.ses with means
approved by the Secretary or protecting ex-
plosive gases and shall make tests for oxygen
deficiency with a permissible flame saIety
lamp or other means approved by the Sec.
retary; examine seals and doors to deter-
mine whether they are functioning properly;
examine and test the roof, race, and rib con-
ditions in the underground working places;
examine active roadways, travelways, and
aU belt conveyors on which men are carried,
approaches to abandoned workings, and ac-
ceseible falls in sections or hazards; ex-
amine by means of an anemometer or other
device approved by the Secretary to deter-
mine whether the air in each split is travel-
ing in Lts proper course and in normal vol-
ume; and examine or such other hazards
and violations o the mandatory health
safety standards, as an authorized repre-
Sen.tive o the SeCretaiy may from time
to time require. Belt conveyors on which
coal is carried shall be examined a(ter each
coal-producing shift has begun. Such mine
examiner shall place his initials and the date
at all places he examines. If such mine
examiner finds a condition which constitutes
a violation o a mandatory health or safety
standard or any condition which is hazard-
ous to persons who may enter or be in
such area, he shall Indicate such hazard-
ous place by posing a "DANGEW' sign con-
spicuously at all points which persons en.
tering such hazardous place would be re-
quired to pass, and shall notify the operator
o the mine. No person, other than an au-
thorized representative o the Secretary or
a State mine iiapecor or persons authorized
by the mine operator to enter such place
or the purpose o eliminating the hazard-
ous condition therein, shall enter such place
while such sign is so pasted. Upon complet-
ing his examination such mine examiner
shall report the results o his examination
to a person, designated by the mine oper-
ator to receive such reports at ,a designated
station on the surface o the mine, before
other persons enter the underground areas
o such mine to work in such coal-producing
shift. Each such mine examiner shall also
record the results o his examination with
ink or indelible pencil in a book approved
by the Secretary or such purpose In an area
on the surface o the mine chosen by the
mine operator to minimize the danger of dc-
struction by fire or other hazard.

(2) No person (other than certified per-
sons designated under this subsection) shall
enter any underground area, except during a
coal-producing shift, unless an examination
o such area as prescribed in this subsection
has been made within eight hours immedi-
ately preceding his entrance into such area.

(c) At least once during each coal-produc-
ing shift, or more often if necessary for sate-
ty. each underground working section shall
be examined or hazardous conditions by cer-
tified persons designatei by the mine oper-
ator to do so. Such exam1nation shall in-
clude tests with means approved by the Sec-
retary or detecting explosive gases and with
a permissible flame safety lamp or other
means approved by the Secretary or detect-
ing oxygen deficiency.

() Examination or hazardous conditiors,
including tests or explosive gases, and or
compliance with the standards established
by, or promulgated pursuant to, this title
shall be made at least once each week, by a
certified person designated by the operator
of the mine, In the return o each split of
air where it enters the main return, on pil-
lar calls, at seals, in the main return, at least
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at once in the ventilation in the mine so men, who are required regularly to enter sUch
that such returning air shall contain less areas in the performance of their duties and
than 1.0 volume per centum Cf explosive gas, who are trained end qualified In the use of
Such tests shall be made at four..hour Inter- means apgroved by the Secretary for detect-
vals during each shift by a qualified person ing explosive gases and in the use of a per-
desgnated by the operator of the mine. In missible flame safety lamp or other means
making such tests, such person shall use for detecting oxygen deficiency are au-
means approved by the Secretary for detect- thorlzedt to make such eTA?n4TRtions for
-ing explosive gases, themselves, and each such person shall be

(j) If a split of air returning from active properly. equipped and shall make such cx-
underground workings contains 1.5 volume aminatlons upon entering any such area.
per centum or more of explosive gas, all per- (o) Immediately before an intentional roof
sons shall be withdrawn from the portion of fall Is made, pillar workings shall be cx-
the mine endangered thereby, and all electric amined by a qualified person designated by
power shall be cut off from such portion of the operator to ascertain whether explosive
the mine, until the air in such split shall gas Is present, such person shall use means
contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of approved by the Secretary for detecting ex-
• explosive gas. In virgin territory, If the ploalve gases. If in such examination explo-
quantity of air In a split ventilating the sive gas is found in amounts of 1.0 volume
active workings in such territory equals or per centum or more, such roof fall shall not
exceeds twice the minimum volume of air be made until changes or adjustments are
prescribed in subsection (b) of this section, made in. the ventilation so that the air shall
if the air in the split returning from such contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of
workings does not pass over trolley or power explosive gas.
feeder wires, and if a certified person desig- (p) A ventilation system and explosive
nated by the mine operator Is continually gas—and dust-control plan and revisions
testing the explosive gas content of the air thereof suitable to the conditions and the
in such split during mining operations in mining system of the mine and approved by
such workings, it shall be necessary to With- the Secretary shall be adopted by the oper-
draw all persons and cut off all electric power ator and set out in printed form within
from the portion of the mine endangered by ninety days after the operative date of this
explosive gases only when the air returning titié. The plan shall show the type and loca-
from such workings contains 2.0 volume per tion of mechanical ventilation equipment
centum or more of explosive gas. Installed, and operated in the mine and such

(k) Air which has passed by an opening other information as the Secretary may re-
of any abandoned area shall not be used to quire. Such plan shall be reviewed by the
ventilate any active working place in the operator and the Secretary at least every six
mine U such air contains 0.25 volume per months.
centum or more of explosive gas. Examlna- (q) Each operator of a coal mine shall
tions of such air shall be made during the provide for the proper maintenance and care
pre-shift examination required by subsec- of the permissible flame safety lamp by a
tion (d) of this section. In making such tests, person trained in such maintenance and be-
a certified person designated by the operator fore each shift care shall be taken to insure
of the mine shall use means approved by the that such lamp Is in a permissible condition.
Secretary for detecting explosive gases. For (r) Where areas are being pillared on the
the purposes of this subsection, an area operative date of this title without bleeder
within a panel shall not be deemed to be entries, or without bleeder systems or an
abandoned until such panel is abandoned equivalent means, pillar reoovery may be

(1) Air that has passed through an aban- completed In the area to the extent approved
doned panel or area which Is inaccessible or by an authorized representative of the 5cc-
unsafe for Inspection shall not be used to retary if the edges of pillar lines adjacent to
ventilate any actjve working place in such active workings are ventilated with sufficient
mine, No air which has been used to ventilate air to keep thi air in open areas along the
an area from which the pillars have been re- pillar lines -below 1.0 volume per centum of
moved shall' be used —to ventilate any active explosive gas.
working place in such mine, except that such (a) Each mechanized mining section shall
air, If It does not contain 0.25 volume per be ventilated with a separate split of intake
centum or more of explosive gases, may be air directed by overcasts, undercasts, or the
used to ventilate enough advancing working equivale:at, except an extension of time, not
places Immediately adjacent to the line of in excess of six months may be permitted by
retreat to maintain an orderly sequence of the Secretary, under such conditions as he
pillar recovery on a set of entries. may prescribe, whenever he determines that

(m) A methane monitor approved by the this subsection, cannot be complied: with on
Secretary shall be Installed and bekept op- the operative date of this title.
erative and in operation on all electric f (t) In all underground areas of a mine,
cutting equipment, continuous miners, long- immediately before firing each shot or group
wall face equipment, and loading machines, of multiple shots and after blasting Is com-
and such other electric face equipment as an pleted, examinations i or explosive gases
authorized representative of the Secretary shall be made by a qualified person with
may require, Such monitor shall be set to means approved by the Secretary for de-
deenergize automatically any electric face tecting explosive gases. - If explosive gas is
equipment on which it Is required when such found,in amounts of 1.0 volume per centum
monitor Is not operating properly. The sens- or more,, changes or adjustments shall be
ing device of any such monitor shall be in- made at once in the ventilation so that
stalled as close to the working face as pos- the air shall contain less than 1.0 volume
sible. An authorized representative of the per centum of explosive gas. No shots shall be
Secretary may require any such monitor to fired until the air contains less than 1.0 vol-
be set to give a warning automatically when ume per centuin of explosive gas.
the concentration of explosive gas reaches 1.0 (u) Each operator of a coal mine shall
volume per centum and automatically to de- adopt a plan within sixty days after the
energize equipment on which It is installed operative date of this title which shall pro-
when such concentration reaches 2.0 volume vide that when any mine fan stops, im-
per centum.

. mediate action shall be taken by the oper-
(n) Idle and abandoned areas shall be in- ator or his agent (1) to withdraw all persons

spected for explosive gases and for oxygen from the working sections, (2) to cut off
deficiency and other dangerous conditions by the power in the mine in a timely manner,
a certified person with means approved by (3) to provide for restoration of power and
the Secretary as soon as possible, but not resumption of work If ventilation is restored
more than three hours, before other em- within a reasonable period as set forth in
ployees are permitted to enter or work in the plan after the working places and other
such areas. However, persons, such as pump- workings where explosive gas Is Ukely to ac-
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one entry of each intake and return aircourse
In its entirety, Idle workings, end, Insofar as
safety considerations permit, abandoned
workings. Such weekly miretion need not
be made during any week in which the mine
is idle for the entire week; except that such
exa.mination shall be made before any-other
miner returns to the mine. The person mak-
ing such examinations and tests shall place
his Initials and the date at the places exam-
ined, and if hazardous conditions are found,
such conditions shall be reported promptly.
Any hazardous conditions shall be corrected
Immediately. If a hazardous condition can-
not be corrected Immediately, the operator
shall withdraw all persons from the area af-
fected by the hazardous condition except
those persons whose presence Is required to
correct the conditions. A record of these ex-
aminations, tests, and actions taken shall be
recorded in ink or indelible pencil ina book
approved by the Secretary kept for such pur-
pose in an area on the surface of the mine
chosen by the mine operator to minimize the
danger of destruction by fire or other hazard,
and the record shall be open for inspection
by interested persons.

(g) At least once each week, a qualified
person shall measure the volume of air en-
tering the main intakes and leaving the main
returns, the volume passing through the last
open crosscut in any pair or set of develop-
ing entries and the last open crosscut in any
pair or set of rooms, the volume being de-
livered to the intake end of each pillar line,
and the volume at the intake and return of
each spUt of air. A record of such measure-
ments shall be recorded in ink or indelible
pencil in a book approved by the Secretary
kept for such purpose in an area on the sur-
face of the mine chosen by the mine operator
to minimize the danger of destruction by fire
or other hazard, and the record shall be open
for inspection by interested persons.

(h) (1) At the start of each coal-producing
shift, tests for explosive gases shall be made
at the face of each working place Immedi-
ately before electrically operated equipment
Is energized. Such tests shall be made by
qualified persons. If 1.0 volume per centum
or more of explosive gas Is detected, electri-
cal equipment shall not be energized. taken
into, or operated in, such working place until
such explosive gas content Is less than 1.0
volume per centum of explosive gas. Exami-
nations for explosive gases shall be made
during such operations at intervals or not
more than twenty minutes during each shift,
unless more frequent examinations are re-
quired by an authorized representative of the
Secretary. In conducting such tests, such
person shall use means approved by the Sec-
retary for detecting explosive gases.

(2) If the air at the underground working
place, when tested at a point not less than
twelve inches from the roof, face, or rib,
contains 1.0 volume per centum or more of
explosive gas, changes or adjustments shall
be made at once in the ventilation in such
mines so that such air shall contain less than
1.0 volume per centum of explosive gas. While
such ventilation improvement is underway
and until it has been achieved, power to face
equipment located in such place shall be cut
off, no other work shall be permitted in such
place, and due precautions will be carried out
under the, direction of the agent of the
operator so as not to endanger other active
workings.

If such air, when tested as outlined- above,
contains 1.5 volume per centum or more of
explosive gas, all persons shall be withdrawn
from the portion of the mine endangered
thereby, and all electric power shall be cut
off from such portion of the mine, until the
air in such working place shall contain less
than 1.0 volume per centum of explosive gas.

(i) If, 'when tested, a split of air returning
from active underground workings contains
1.0 volume per centum or more of explosive
gas, changes or adjustments shall be made
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cumulate are reexamined by a certified person
to determine If explosive gas in amounts
of 1.0 volume per centum or more exists
therein, and (4) to provide for withdrawal of
all persons from the mine if ventilation can-
not be restored within such reasonable time.
The plan and revisions thereof approved by
the Secretary shall be set out in printed
iorm and a copy shall be ftirnlshed to the
Secretary or his authorized representative.

(v) Changes In ventilation which mate-
rially affect the main air current or any
Split thereof and which may affect the safe-
ty of persons in the coal mine shall be made
only when the mine Is idle. Only those per-
sons engaged in making such changes shall
be permitted in the mine during the change.
Power shall be removed from the areas af-
fected by the change before work starts to
make the change and shall not be restored
until the effect of the change has been
ascertained and the affected areas deter-
mined to be safe by a certified person.

(w) The mine foreman shall read and
countersign promptly the daily reports of
the preshlft examiner and assistant mine
foremen, and he shall read and counter-
sign promptly the weekly report covering
the examinations for hazardous conditions.
Where such reports disclose hazardous con-
ditions, the mine foreman shall take prompt
action to have such conditions corrected.
The mine superintendent or assistant su-
perintendent of the mine shall also read
and countersign the daily and weekly re-
ports of such persons.

(x) Each day, the mine ioreman and each
of his assistants shall enter plainly and
sign with ink or indelible pencil in a book
provided for that purpose a report of the
condition or the mine or portion thereof
under his supervision which report shall
state clearly the location and nature of
any hazardous condition observed by them
or reported to them during the day and
wbat action. was taken to remedy such
condition. Such book shall be kept in an
area on the surface of the mine chosen by
the operator to minimize the danger of de-
stniction by fire or other hazard.

(y) Before a mine is reopened after having
been abandoned, the Secretary shall be noti-
fled and an Inspection made of the entire
mine by an authorized representative of the
Secretary before mining operations Com-
mence.

(z) (1) In any coal mine opened after the
operative date of this title, the entries used
as tntake and return air-courses shall be
separated frtn belt haulage entrie8, and
each operator of such mine shall limit the
velocity oi the air coursed through belt haul-
age entries, to the amount necessary to pro-
vide an adequate supply of oxygen in such
entries, and to insure that the air therein
shall contain less than 1.0 volume per centum
of explosive gas, and such air shall not be
used to ventilate active working places.
Whenever an authorized representative of
the Secretary finds, in the case of any, coal
mine opened on or prior to the operative date
of this title which has been developed with
more than two entries, that, the conditions in
the entries, other than belt haulage entries,
ae such as to adequately permit the coursing
of intake or return air through such entries,
(1) the belt haulage entries shall not be used
to ventilate, unless such entries are neces-
sary to ventilate active working places, and
(2) when the belt haulage entries are not
necessary to ventilate the active working
faces, the operator of such mine shall limit
the velocity of the air coursed through the
belt haulage entries to the amount neces-
sary to provide an adequate supply of oxygen
in such entries, and to insure that the air
therein shall contain less than 1.0 volume
per centum of expiosive-gas.

(2) In any coal mine opened on or after
the operative date of this title, or, in the case
of a coal mine opened prior to such date. in
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any new working section oi such mine where
olley haulage systems are naintained and
where trolley or trolley feeder wires are in-
stalled, an authorized representative of the
Secretary shall require a sufficient number
of entries or rooms as intake air courses in
order 'to limit, as prescribed by the Secretary
the velocity of air currents on such haul-
ageways for the purpose of minimizing the
hazards associated with fires and dust ex-
plosions in such haulageways.

COMBUsTIBLE MATERIALS AND ROCK DUsTING

SEc. 304. (a) Coal dust, including float
coal dust deposited on rock-dusted surfaces.
loose coal, and other combustible materials,
shall be cleaned up and not be permitted to
accumulate in active underground workings
or on electric equipment therein.

(b) Where underground mining opera-
tions create or raise excessive amounts of
dust, or water with a wetting agent added to
it, or other effective methods approved by an
authorized representative of the Secretary.
shall be used to abate such dust. In working
places, particularly in distances less than
forty feet from the face,- water, with or with-
out a wetting agent, or other effective
methods approved by an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary, shall be applied
to coal dust on the ribs, roof, and floor to
reduce dispersibility and to minimize the
explosion hazard.

(c) All underground areas oi a mine, except
those areas in which the dust is too wet or
too high in incombustible content to propa-
gate an explosion, shall be rock dusted to
within forty feet oi all iaces, unless such
areas are inaccessible or unsafe. to enter or
unless an authorized representative of the
Secretary permits an exception. All cross cuts
that are less than iorty ieet irom a working
iace shall also be rock dusted.

(d) Where rock dust is required to be ap-
plied it shall be distributed upon the top,
floor, and sides of all underground areas of a
mine and maintained in such quantities that
the incombustible contents of the combined
coal dust, rock dust, and other dust shall be
not less than 85 per centum, but the incom-
bustible content in the return alrcourses
shall be no less than 80 per centum. Where
explosive gas is present in any ventilating
current, the per centum of incombustible
content of such combined dusts shall be in-
creased 1.0 and 0.4 per centum for each 0.1
per centum of explosive gas, where 65 and
80 per centum, respectively, of Incombustibles
are required. - -

(e) Subparagraphs (b) through (d) of this
paragraph shall not apply to underground
anthracite. mines subject to this Act. -

ELECTRXCAL EQVIPMENr'
SEC. 305. (a) One year after'the operative

date of this title—
(1) all electric iace equipment used in a

coal mine shall be permissible and shall be
maintained in a permissible condition, except
that the Secretary may permit, under such
conditions as he may prescribe, nonpermis-
sible or open-type electric face equipment
in ue in such mine on the date of enact-
ment oi this Act, to continue in use ior
such period (not in excess of one yeas) as
be deems necessary to obtain such permis-
sible equipment: Provided, however, That
the provisions, of this paragraph shall not
apply to any mine which is not classified
as gassy: and

(2) only permissible junction or distribu-
tion boxes shall be used for making mtlltiple
power connections inby the last open cross-
cut or in any other place where dangerous
quantities of explosive gases may be present
or may enter the air current.

(b) (1) Four years after the operative date.
of this title all electric face equipment used
in mines exempted from the provision of
section 305(a) (1) of this Act shall be per-
missible and shall be maintained in a per-
missible condition, except that the Secre-
tary may, upon petition, waive the require-
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ments of this paragraph on an individual
mine baSIs ior a period not in excess of two
years if, after investigation, he determines
that such waiver is warranted. The Secre-
tary may also, upon petition, waive the re-
quirements of this paragraph on an indi-
vidual mine basis if he determines that the
permissible equipment or whicI the waiver
is sought is not available to such mine.

(2) One year after the operative date of
this title all replacement equipment acquired
for use in any mine referred to in this subsec-
tion shall be permissible and shall be main-
tained in a permissible condition, and in the
event o any major overhaul of any item ot
equipment in use one year from the oper-
ative date of this title such equipment shall
be put in and thereafter, maintained in a
permissible condition, if, in the opinion of
the Secretary, such equipment or necessary
replacement parts are available.

(3) One year after.the operative date of
this title all hand held electric drills, blow-
ers and exhaust fans, electric pumps, and
other such' low-horsepower electric face
equipment as the Secretary may designate
which are taken into or used inby the last
open crosscut of any coal mine shall be
permissible and thereafter maintained in a
permissible condition. -

(4) During the term of the use of any non-
permissible electric face equipment per-
mitted under this subsection the Secretary
may by regulation provide for use o the
methane monitoring devices, under such
conditions as he shall prescribe, which will
automatically deenergize electrical circuits
providing power to electrical tace equipment
when the concentration of explosive gas
in the atmosphere of the active workings
permits, in the Opinion of the Secretary,
a condition in which an ignition or explo-
sion' may occur.

(c) A copy of any permit granted under
this section shall be mailed immediately to
a duly designated representative of the em-
ployees of the mine to which it pertains, and
to the public official or agency of the State
charged with administering State laws re-
lating to coal mine health and safety in such
mine. Mter the operative date of this title,
whoever knowingly, in the case of a manu-
facturer, distributes, sells, offers for sale,
introduces, or delivers in commerce any new
electrical equipment used in coal mines, in-
cluding, but not limited to components and
accessories of such equipment which fails to
comply with the specifications or regulations
oi the Secretary, or, in the case of any Other
person, removes, alters, modiaes, or renders
inoperative any such equipment prior to its
sale and delivery in commerce to the ulti-
mate purchaser, shall, upon conviction, be
subject to the sanctions in section 109(1) of
this Act.

(d) Any coal mine which prior to the op-
erative date of this title, was classed gassy
and was required to use permissible electric
iace eqiUpment and to maintain such equip-
ment in a permissible condition shall con-
tinue to use such equipment and to maintain
such equipment in such condition.

(e) All power-connection points, except
where permissible power connection units
are used, outby the last Open crosscut shall
be in intalce air.

(f) The location and the electrical rating
of all stationary electric apparatus in con-
nection with the mine electric system in-
cluding permanent cables switchgear. recti-,
fying substations, transformers, permanent
pumps and trolley wires and trolley feeders.
and settings of all direct-current circuit
breakers protecting underground trolley cir-
cuits, shall be shown on a mine map. Any
changes made in a location, electric rating.
or setting shall be promptly shown on the
map when the change is made. Such map
shail be available to an authorized represent-
ative of the Secretary and to the miners n
such mine.
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Methods other than grounding which pro-
vide equivalent protection may be permitted
by the Secretary.

(b) The frames of all offtrack direct cur-
rent machines and the enclosures of related
detached components shall be effectively
grounded or otherwise maintained at safe
voltages by methods approved by an author-
ized re:presentative of the Secretary.

(c) The frames of all stationary high-
voltage equipment receiving power from un-
grounded delta systems shall be grounded by
methods app:roved by an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary.

(d) 1igh-vOltage lines, both on the surface
and underground, sla1l be deenergized and
grounded before work Is performed on them,
except that repairs may be permitted, in the
case of energized surface high-voltage lines,
if such repairs are made by a qualified per-
son in accordance with procedures and safe-
guards, Including, but not limited to, a re-
quirement that the operator of such mine
provide, test, and maintain protective de-
vices ilL makliig such repairs, to be prescribed
by the Secretary prior to the operative date
of this title.

(e) When not in use, power circuits under-
ground shall be deenergized on idle days and
idle shifts,. e,oept that rectifiers and trans-
formezis may remain energized.

NDEEGROND HIGH-vOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION
S. 308. (a) HIgh-vo)tage circuits enter-

ing the underground portion of the mine
shall be protected by suitable circuit break-
ers of adequate interrupting capacity which
are properly tested and naintained as pre-
scribed by this Secretary. Such breakers ahall
be equipped with devices to provide protec-
tion against 2nder-voltage, grounded phase,
short-circuit, and open current.

(b) :algh-oltage circuits extending un-
derground and supplying portable, mobile,
or stationary high-voltage equipment shall
contain eith€r a direct or derived neutral
which shall be grounded through a suit-
able resistor ut the source transformers, and
a grounding circuit, originating at the
grounded sidft of the grounding resistor, shall
extend along with the power conductora and
serve as a grounding conductor for the
frames of all high-voltage equipment sup-
plied power :rrom that circuit, except that
the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive nay permit ungrounded high-voltage
circuits to be extended underground to feed
stationary electrical equipment if such cir-
cuits are either steel armored or installed in
grounded, rigid steel conduit throughout
their øntire length. Within one hundred
feet of the point on the surface where high-
voltage circuits enter the underground por-
tion of the mine, disconnecting devices shall
be installed iind so equipped or designed in
such a manner that it can be determined
by visual observation that the power is dis-
connected, except that the Secretary or his
authorized representative may permit such
devices to be installed at a greater distance
from such portion of 'the mine If he deter-
mines, based on existing physical conditions,
that such installation will be more acces-
sible at a greater distance and will not pose
any hazard to the miners.

(c) The grounding resistor, where required.
shall be of ttie proper ohmic value to limit
the voltage drop in the grounding circuit
external to the resistor to not more than
100 volts under fault conditions. The
grounding resistor shall be rated for ma,d-

GRONDXNO mum fault current continuously and insu-
SEC. 307. (a) All metallic sheaths, armors, lated from ground for a voltage equal to the

and conduits enclosing power conductors phase-to-phase voltage of the system.
shall be electrically continuous throughout (d) High-voltage, resistance grounded
and shall be grounded. Metallic frames, cas- wye-connected systems shall include a fail
ing, and other encloaures of electric equip.. safe ground check circuit to monitor con-
ment that can become "alive" through fail- tinuously the grounding circuit to aasure
tire of Insulation or by contact with ener- oontinulty and the fail safe ground check
gized parts shall be grounded effectively, circuit shall cause the circuit breaker to
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(g) All power circuits and electric equip-

rnent shall be deenergized before work is done
on such circuits and equipment, except when
necessary for trouble shooting or testing.
Energized trolley wires may be repaired only
by a person qualified to perZorm such re-
pairs and the operator of such mine shall
require that such person wear approved and
tested insulated shoes and wiremans gloves.
No work shall be performed on mediuni and
1igh-voltage distribution circuits or equip-
nient except by or under the direct super-
vision of a qualified person. Disconnecting
devices shall be locked out and suitably
tagged by the persons who perform such
work, except that, in cases where locking
out is not possible, such devices shall be
opened and suitably tagged by such persons.
Locks or tags shall be removed only by the
persons who installed them or, if such per-
sons are unavailable, by persons authorized
by an agent of the operator.

(h) All electrical equipment shall be fre-
quently examined, tested, and properly main-
tained by a qualified person to assure safe
operating conditions. When a potentially
dangerous condition is sound on electric
equipment, such equipment shall be removed
from service until such condition is corrected.
A record of such examinations shall be kept
and made available to an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary and to the miners
tn such mine.

(i) AU electric conductors shall be suffi-
cient in size. and have adequate current-car-
rying capacity and be of such construction
that the rise in temperature resulting from
normal operation will not damage the insu-
lating materials.

(j) All electrical connections or splices in
conductors shall be mechanically and elec-
trically efficient and suitable connectors
shall be used. All electrical connections or
splices in insulated wire shall be reinsulated
at least to the same degree of protection as
the remainder oZ the wire.

(k) Cables shall enter metal frames of
motors, splice boxes, and electric compart-
ments only through proper fittings. When
insulated wires other than cables pass
through metal frames the holes shall be sub-
stantially bushed with insulated bushings.

(1) All power wires (except trailing cables
on mobile equipment, specially designed
cables conducting high-voltage power to
underground rectifying equipment or trans-
formers. or bare or insulated ground and
return wires) shall be supported on well-
installed insulators and shall not contact
combustible material, roof, or ribs.

(m) Except trolley wires, trolley feeder
and bare signal wires, power wires and cables
installed shall be insulated adequately and
Iully protected.

• (n) Automatic circuit-breaking devices or
fuses of the correct type and capacity shall
be installed so as to protect all electric
equipment and circuits against short circuit
and overloads. Three-phase motors on all
electric equipment shall be provided with
overload protection that will deenergize all
three phases in the event that any phase is
overloaded.

(0) In all main power circuits disconnect-
ing switches shall be installed underground
within five hundred feet o the bottoms of
shafts and boreholes through which main
power circuits enter the underground portion
of the mine and at all other places where
main power circuits enter the underground
portion oI the mine.

() All electric equipment shall be pro-
vided with switches or other controls that
are safely designed, constructed, and in-
stalled.

q Each ungrounded, exposed power con-
cluctor that leads underground shall be
equipped with suitable lightning arresters
of approved type within one hundred feet of
the point where the circuit enters the mine.

Lightning arresters shall be connected to a
low resistance grounding mediuni on the
surface which shall be separated from neutral
grounds by a distance of not less than twen-
ty-five Zeet,

(r) No device for the purpose of lighting
any underground coal mine or flame which
has not been approved by the Secretary or
his authorized representative shall be per-
mitted in any underground coal mine, except
under the provisions of section 311(d) of
this title.

(s) An authorized representative of the
Secretary may require in any coal mine that
face equipment be provided with devices
that will permit the equipment to be deener-
gized quickly in the event of an emergency.

TRAILING CABLES

SEC. 306. (a) Trailing cables used under-
ground shall meet the requirements estab-
lished by the Secretary for flame-resistant
cables.

(b) Short-circuit protection for trailing
cables shall be provided by an automatic
circuit breaker or other no less effective de-
vice approved by the Secretary of adequate
current interrupting capacity in each un-
grounded conductor. Disconnecting devices
used to disconnect power from trailing cables
shall be plainly marked and identified and
such devices shall be equipped or designed
in such a manner that it can be determined
by visual observation that the power is dis-
connected.

(c) When two or more trailing cables junc-
tion to the same distribution center, means
shall be provided to assure against connect-
ing a trailing cable to the wrong size circuit
breaker.

(d) No mare than two temporary splices
shall be made in any trailing cable, except
that If a third splice is ieeded during a shift
it may be made during such shift, but such
cable shall not be used after that shift until
a permanent splice is made. In any case in
which a temporary splice is made pursuant
to this subsection such splice shall, w1hin
five working days thereaxter, be replaced by
a permanent splice. No temporary splice shall
be made in a trailing cable within twenty-
five feet of the machine, except cable reel
equipment. Temporary splices in trailing
cables shall be made in a workmanlike man-
ncr and shall be mechanically strong and:
well insulated. Trailing cables or hand cables
which have exposed wires or which have
splices that heat or spark under load shall
not be used. As used in this subsection, the
term "splice" means the mechan.lcal joining
of one or more conductors that have been
severed.

(e) When permanent splices in trailing
cables are made, they shall be—

(1) mechanically strong with adequate
electrical conductivity and flexibility;

(2) effectively insulated and sealed so a
to exclude moisture; and

(3) vulcanIzed or otherwise treated with
suitable materials to provide flame-resistant
qualities and good bonding to the outer
jacket.

(f) Trailing cables shall be clampei to
machines in a manner to protect the cables
from damage and to prevent strain on the.
electrical connections. Trailing cableG shall
be adequately protected to prevent damage
by mobile machinery.

(g) Trailing cable and power cable connec-
tions to junction boxes shall not be made or
broken under load.
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open when either the ground or pilot check tage cables attached to such centers and
wire Is broken, transformers may be moved only by a quali-

(c) (1) Underground high.voltage cables fled person and the operator of such mine
used In resistance grounded, wye-connected shall require that such person wear approved
systems shall be equipped with metalUc-and tested insulated wiremaii's gloves.
shields around each power conductor, with
one or more ground conductors having a
total cross-sectional area of not less than
one-half the power conductor, and with an
insulated internal or external conductor not
smaller than No. 8 (AWG) for the ground
continuity check circuit.

(2) Au such cables shall be adequate for
the intended current and voltage. Splices
made in such cables shall provide continuity
of all components.

(f) Couplers that are Used with high-volt-
age power circuits shall be of the three-
phase type with a full metallic shell, except
that the Secretary may permit, under such
guidelines as he may prescribe, couplers
constructed of materials other than metal.
Couplers shall be adequate for the voltage
and current e,cpected. All exposed metal on
the metallic couplers shall be grounded to
the ground conductor in the cable. The
coupler shall be constructed so that the
ground check continuity conductor shall be
broken first and the ground conductors shall
be broken last when the coupler is being
uncoupled.

(g)- Single-phase loads such as trans-
former primaries shall be connected phase to
phase.

(h) All underground high-voltage trans-
mission cables shall be installed only In reg-
ularly inspected aircourses and haulageways,
and shall be Covered, buried, or placed so as
to afford protection against damage, guarded
where men regularly work or pass under them
Unless they are six and one-halt feet or more
above the floor, or rail, securely anchored,
properly insulated, and guarded at ends, and
covered, insulated, or placed to prevent con-
tact with trolley and other low-voltage cir-
cuits.

(i) Disconnecting devices shall be installed
at the beginning of branch lines in high-volt-
age circuits and equipped or designed in such
a manner that it can be determined by visual
observation that the circuit is deenergized
when the switches are open.

(J) Circuit breakers and disconnecting
switches underground shall be marked for
identification.

(k) In the case of high-voltage cables Used
as trailing cables, temporary splices shall not
be used and all permanent spuces saU be
made in accordance with section 306(e) of
this title. Terminations an splices In all
other high-voltage cables shall be made in
accordance with the manufacturer's £pecifica-
tions.

(1) Frames, supporting structures, and en-
closures of portable or mobile underground
high-voltage equipment and all high-voltage
equipment supplying power to such equip-
ment shall be effectively grounded to the
high voltage ground.

(m) Power centers and portable trans-
formers shall be deenergized before they are
moved from one location to another, except
that. when equipment powered by sources
other than such centers or transformers is
not available, the Secretary may permit such
centers and transformers to be moved while
energized, if he determines that another
equivalent or greater hazard may otherwise
be created, and if they are moved under the
supervision of a qualified person, and if
such centers and transformers are ecamined
prior to such movement by such person and
found to be grounded by methods approved
by an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary and otherwise protected from hazards
to the miner. A record shall be kept of such
examinations. High-voltage cables, other
than trailing cables. shall not be moved Or
handled at any time while energized, except
that. when such centers and transformers
are moved while energized as permitted
under this subsection, energized high-vol-

UNDERGROUND LOW- AND MrM-voLTAGE
AX.TEENATINO CUBREN CDCtTrS

SEC. 309. (a) Low.: and Diediufll.voltage
power circuits serving three-phase alternat-
ing current equipment shall be protected by
suitable circuit breakers of adequate inter-
rupting capacity which are properly tested
and maintained as prescribed by the Secre-
tary. Such breakers shall be equipped with
devices to provide protection against under-
voltage, grounded phase, short circuit, and
overcurrent.

(b) Low- and medium-voltage three-phase
alternating-current circuits used under-
ground ha1l contain either a direct or de-
rived neutral which shall be grounded
through a suitable resister at the power cen-
ter, and a grounding circuit, originating at
the grounded side of the grounding resistor,
shall extend along with the power conductors
and serve as a grounding conductor for the
frames of all the electrical equipment sup-
pUed power from that. circuit, except that
the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive ay permit ungrounded low- and
medium-voltage circuits to be used under-
ground to feed such stationary electrical
equipment U such circuit.s are either steel
armored or installed in grounded rigid steel
conduit throughout their entire length. The
grounding resistor, where required, shall be
of the proper ohmic value to limit the
ground fault current to 25 amperes. The
grounding resistor shall be rated for ma'i-
mum fault current continuously and in-
sulated from ground for a voltage equal to
the phase-to-phase voltage of the system.

(c) Six months after the operative date
of this title, low- and medium-voltage re-
sistance grounded, Wye-connected systems
shaU include a fail safe ground check circuit
to monitor continuously the grounding cir-
cuit to a.ssure continuity, and the fall safe
ground check circuit shall cause the circuit
breaker to open when either the ground or
pilot check wire Is broken. Cable couplers
Shall be constructed so that the ground check
continuity conductor shall be broken first and
the pound conductors shall be broken last
when the coupler is being uncoupled.

(d) Disconnecting devices shall be installed
in conjunction with the circuit breaker to
provide visual evidence that the power Is dis-
connected. Trailing cables for 'mobile equip-
ment shall contain one of more ground con-
ductors having a cross sectional area of not
less than one half the power conductor and,
six months after the operative date of this
title, an insulated conductor for the ground
continuity check circuit. Splices made in the
cables shall provide continuity of all compo-
nents.

(e) Single phase loads shall be connected
phase to phase.

(f) Circuit breakers shall be marked for
identification.

(g) Trailing cable for medium voltage cir-
cuits shall include grounding conductors, a
ground check conductor. and ground metallic
shields around each power conductor or a
grounded metallic shield over the assembly;
except that on machines, employing cable
reels, cables without shields may be used if
the insulation is rated 2,000 vOlts or more.

TROLLEY AND' 'IBOLLEY FE WiRES
Sw. 310. (a) Trolley wires and trolley

feeder wires shall be provided with cutout
switches at intervals of not more than 2.000
feet and near the beinnthg of all branch
lInes.

(b) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires
shall be provided with overcurrent protection.

(c) Trolley and trolley feeder wires, high-
voltage cables and transformers shall not be
located inby the last open cro8scut and shall
be kept at least 150 feet from pilla workings.
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(d) Trolley wires, trolley feeder wires. and

bare signal wires shall be insulated ade-
quately where they pass through doors and
stoppings, and where they cross Other power
wires and cables. Trolley wires and trolley
feeder wires shall be guarded adequately (1)
at all points where men are required to
work or pass regularly under the wires; (2)
on both sides of all doors and stoppings.
and (3) at man-trip stations. The Secretary
or his authorized representatives shall spe-
cify other conditions where trolley wires and
trolley feeder wires shall be adequately pro-
tected to prevent contact by any person. or
shall require the Use of improved methods
to prevent such contact. Temporary guards
shall be provided where trackmen and Other
persons work in proximity to trolley wires
and trolley feeder wires.

FflE PROTECTION

SEc. 311. (a) Each coal mine shall be pro-
vided with suitable firefighting equipment
adapted for the size and conditions of the
mine. The Secretary shall establish mini-
mum requirements for the type. quality, and
quantity of 3uch equipment. and the inter-
pretations of the Secretary relating to such
equipment in effect on the operative date
o this title shall continue in effect until
modified or superseded by the Secretary.
After every blasting operation performed on
a shift, an examination shall be made to
determine whether fires have been started.

(b) Underground storage places for lubri-
cating oil and grease shall be of fireproof
construction. Except for specially prepared
materials approved by the Secretary, lubri-
cating oil and grease kept in face areas Or
other underground working places in a mine
shall be in portable, fireproof. closed metal
containers.

(c) Underground transformer stations,
battery-charging stations, substations, com-
pressor stations, shops. and permanent
pumps shall b housed in fireproof structures
or areas. Air currents used to ventilate struc-
tures or areas enclosing electrical installa-
tions shall be coursed directly into the re-
turn. All other underground structures in-
stalled in a mine shall be of fireproof con-
struction.

(d) All welding, cutting, or soldering with
arc or flame in all underground areas of a
mine shall. whenever practicable, be con-
ducted in fireproof enclosures, Welding, cut-
ting, or soldering with arc or flame in other
than a fireproof enclosure shall be done un-
der the supervision of a qualified person who
shall make a diUgent search for tire during
and after such operations and shall immedi-
ately before and during such operations, con-
tinuously test for e,cplosive gas with means
approved by the Secretary for detecting ex-
plosive gas, Welding, cutting, or soldering
shall not be conducted in air that contains
1.0 volume per centum or more of explosive
gaa. Rock dUst or suitable fire extinguishers
shall be immediately available during such
welding, cutting, or soldering.

(e) Within one year after the operative
date of this title. fire suppression devices
meeting specifications prescribed by the Sec-
retary shall be installed on unattended un-
derground equipment and suitable tire-
resistant hydraulic fluids approved by the
Secretary shall be used in the hydraulic
systems of such equipment. Such fluids shall
be used in the hydraulic 'systems of other
underground equipment unless fire suppres-
sion devices meeting specifications pre-
scribed by the Secretary are installed on such
equipment.

(f) Deluge-type water sprays or foam gen-
erators, automatically actuated by rise tn
temperature, or other effective means of con-
trolling fire shall be installed at main and
secondary belt conveyor drives. Such sprays
or foam generators shall be supplied with a
sufficient quantity of water to control tires.

(g) Underground belt conveyors shall be
equipped with slippage and sequence
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switches. The Secretary shall, within sixty
days after the operative date of this title,
reqt1re that devices be installed on all such
belts which will give a warning automatically
when a fire occurs on or near such belt. The
Secretar3 shall prescribe a schedule for in-
stalling fire suppression devices on belt haul.
ageways.

(11 On or after the operative date of this
title, all conveyor belts acquired Zor ue un-
derground shall meet the requirements es-
tablished by the Secretary for flame-resistant
conveyor belts.

MAPs

SEC. 312. (a) The operator of an active
underground coal mine shall have, in a sur-
face location chosen to m1nm1ze the danger
of destruction by fire or other hazard, an
accurate and up-to-date map of such mine
drawn on such scale as the Secretary may
require. Such map shall show the active
workings, all worked out and abandoned
areas. excluding those areas which have been
worked out or abandoned before the effective
date of this paragraph which are inaccessible
or cannot be entered safely and on which no
information is available, entries and air-
courses with the direction of airow indi-
cated bs' arrows, elevation, dip of the coal-
bed, escapeways, adjacenit mine workings
within one thousand feet, mines above or
below, water pools above, aad oil and gas
wells, either producing or abandoned, located
within five hundred feet of such mine, and
such other information as the Secretary may
require. Such map shall be made or certifted
by a registered engineer or a registered sur-
veyor of the State in which the mine is lo-
cated. As the Secretary may by regulation
require. such map shall be kept up to date
by temporary notations, and such map shall
be revised and supplemented at intervals on
the basis of a survey made or certified by
such engineer or 8urveyor.

(b) The coal mine map and any revision
and supplement thereof shall be available
for inspection by the Secretary or his au-
thorized representative, by coal mine Inspec-
tors of the State in which the mine is located,
and by persons working in the mine and
their authorized representatives and by op-
erators of adjacent coal mines. The opera-
tor shall furnish to the Secretary or his
authorized representative, or to the Secre-
tary of Housing and Urban Development,
upon request, one or more copies oZ such map
and any revision and supplement thereof.

(c) Whenever an operator permanently
closes such mine, or temporarily closes such
mine for a period of more than ninety days,
he shall promptly notify the Secretary of
such closure. Within sixty days of the per-
nianent closure of the mine, or, when the
mine is temporarily closed, upon the expira-
tion of a period of ninety days from the date
of closure, the -operator shall file with the
Secretary a copy of the mine map revised
and supplemented to the date of the closure.
Such copy of the mine map shall be cer-
tified as true and correct by a registered sur-
veyor or registered engineer of the State
in which the mine is located and shall be
a'ailable for public inspection.

BLAsTING AND ExpLosivEs
SEC. 313. (a) Black blasting powder shall

not be stored or used underground. Mudcaps
adobes or other unconfined shots shall not

be fired underground.
(b) E.'plosives and detonators shall be

kept rn separate containers until inimedi-
ately before use at the working faces. In
underground anthracite mines, (1) mudcaps
or other open, unconfined shake shot6 may
be fired. if restricted to battery starting when
explosive gas or a re hazard is not present,
and if it is otherwise impracticable to start
the battery; (2) open, unconfined shake
shots in pitching veins may be fired, when
iio explosive gas or a fire hazard is present
if the taking down of loose hanging coal by
other means is too hazardous; and (3) tests
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for explosive gas shall be made tmmediately
before such shots are fired aad if explosive
gas is present when tested in 1.0 volume per
centum, such Bhot Bhall not be made until
the explosive gas content is reduced below
10 per centum.

(c) Except as provided in this subsection,
in all underground areaa of a mine only per-
missible explosive electric detonators of
proper strength, and permissible blasting
devices shall be used and all explosives and
blasting devices shall be used in a permis-
sible manner. Permissible oxplosive shall be
fired only with permissible shot firing units.
Only incombustible materials shall be used
for stemming boreholes. The Secretary may,
under such safeguards as he may prescribe,
permit the firing of more than twenty shots
and allow the use of nonpermissible explo-
sives in sinking shafts and slopes Zrom the
surface in rock. This section shall not pro-
hibit the use of compressed air blasting.

(d) Explosives or detonators carried any-
where underground by any person shall be in
containers constructed of nonconductive
material, maintained in good condition, and
kept closed.

(e) Explosives or detonators 8hafl be trans-
ported in special closed containers (1) in
cars moved by means oZ a locomotive or rope,
(2) on belts, (3) in shuttle cars, or (4) in
equipment designed especially to transport
such explosives or detonators.

(f) When supplies of explosives and deto-
nators for. use in one or more working sec-
tions are stored underground, they shall be
kept in section boxes or magazines of sub-
stantial construction with no metaL exposed
on the inside, located at least twenty-eve
feet from roadways and power wires, and in
a dry, well rock-dusted location protected
Zrom falls of roof, except in pitching beds,
where it is not possible to comply with the
location requirement, such boxes shall be
placed in niches cut into the solid coal or
rock.

(g) Explosives and detonators 8tored in
the worktng places shall be kept in separate
closed containers, which.shall be located out
of the line of blast and not less than fifty
feet from the working face and Zteen Zeet
from any pipeline, powerline, rail, or con-
veyor, except that, it kept in niches in the
rib, the distance Zrom any pipeline, power-
line, rail, or conveyor shall be at least five
feet. Such explosives and detonators, when
stored, shall be separated by a distance of at
least ve feet.

HOIsTING AND MANTRW5
SEC. 314. (a) Every hoist used to transport

persons at an underground coal mine shall be
equipped with ovérspeed, overwind, and au-
tomatic stop controls. Every hoist used to
transport persons 6hall be equipped with
brakes capable of Btopping the fully loaded
platform, cage, or other device used Zor trans-
porting persons, and with hoisting cable ade-
quately strong to sustain the fully loaded
platform, cage, or other device for trans-
porting persons, and have a proper margin of
safety. Cages, platforms, or other devices
which are used to ansport persons in verti-
cal shalts shall be equipped with sazety
catches that act quickly and effectively in
an emergency, and the safety catches shall
be tested at least once every two months.
Hoisting equipment, including automatic ele-
vators, that is used to transport persons shall
be examined daily. Where persons are regu-
larly transported tnto or out of a coal mine
by hoists, a qualified hoisting engineer shall
be on duty while any person is underground,
except that no such engineer shall be re-
qured for automatically operated cages,
platforms, or elevators.

(b) Safeguards adequate,in the judgment
of an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary, to mnlmze hazards with respect to
transportation of men and materials shall be
provided.

(c) Hoists shall have rated capacities con-
sistent with the loads handled and the recom-
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mended safety factors of the ropes used. An
accurate and reliable indicator oZ the position
of the cage, platform, skip, bucket, or cars
shall be provided.

(d) There 8hall be at least two effective
methods approved by the Secretary oZ signal-
ing between each of the Shaft stations and
the hoist room, one of which shall be a tele-
phone or speaking tube.

(c) in order to be capable of stopping with
the proper margin of safety each locomotive
and haulage car used in an underground coal
mine shall be. equipped with automatic
brakes or shall be subject to speed reductions
or other safeguards approved by the
SecretLry.

EMERGENCY SHELTZRS

SEC. 315. The Secretary or an authorized
representative of the Secretary may require
in any coal mine that rescue chambers, prop-
erly sealed and ventilated, be erected at suit-
able locations in the. mine to which men
could go in case or an emergency Zor protec-
tion against hazards. Such chambers shall be
proper]y equipped with first aid materials, an
adequate supply of air and self-contained
breathing equipment, an independent com-
munication system to the surface, and proper
accommodations for the men whfle await-
ing rescue, and Such other equipment as the
Secretary may require. A plan for the erection
maintenance, and revisions of such chambers
shall be submitted by the operators to the
Secretary Zor his approval.

COMMUNICATIONS

SEC. 316. A two-way communication system
approved by the Secretary, shall be provided
between the surface and each landing of
main shafts Lind slopes and between the sur-
face aud eacki working section that .is more
than two hundred Zeet from a portal.

MISCELLANEO5
SEc. 317. (a) (1) WhIle pillars are being

extracted in any area of a mine, such area
shall be ventLiated in a manner approved by
the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive. Within six months after the operative
date of this title, all areaa which are or have
been abandoued in all mines, as determined
by the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive, 8aa11 be ventilated by bleeder entries
or by bleeder systems or equivalent means or
sealed, as determined by the Secretary or
his authorized representative, except that the
Secretary my permit, on a mine-by-mine
basis, an extension of time of not to exceed
six months to complete such work. Ventila-
tion o:r such areas shall be approved only
where the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative is satisfied that such ventilation
can be maintained so as to, continuously,
dilute, rende:r harmless, and carry away ex-
plosive gases within such areas and to pro-
tect the active workings of the mine from
the hazards of Such gases. When sealing is
required, such seals shall be maae in an ap-
proved manner so as to isolate with explo-
sion-proof bulltheads such areas from the
active workings of the mine. In the case of
mines opened on or after the operative date
of this title, or in the case of working sec-
tions opened on or after such date in mines
openedi prior to such date, the mining system
shall be designed, in accordance with a plan
and revisioni thereof approved by the Sec-
retary and adopted by such operator, so that,
as each workiing section of the miie is aban-
doned, it ca: be isolated from the active
workings of the mine, with explosion-proof
seals or bulkheads. For the purpose of this
paragraph, the term "abandoned" as applied
to any area of a mine shall include, but not
be limiLted to, areas of a mine which are not
ventilated and inspected regularly, areas
where mining has been started but not com-
pleted, areas where future mnlng is still
possible, and areas that are deserted.

(2) Each operator of a coal mine shall
take reasonable measures to locate oil and
gas wells penetrating coalbeds or any under-
ground area of a coal mine. When located,
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such operator shall establish and maintain
barriers around such oil and gas wells in ac-
cordance with State laws and regulations, ex-
cept that such barriers shall not be less than
three hundred feet in diameter, unless the
Secretary or his authorized representative
permits a lesser barrier consistent with the.
applicable State laws and regulations where
such lesser barrier will be adequate to pro-
tect against hazards from such wells to the
miners in such mine, or unless the Secretary
or his authorized representative requires a
greater barrier where the depth of the mine,
Other geologic conditions, or other factors
warrant such a greater barrier.

(b) Whenever any working place ap-
proaches within ftfty feet of abandoned
workings in the mine, as shown by surveys
made and certifted by a registered engineer
or surveyor, or within two hundred feet of
any other abandoned workings of the mine
which cannot be inspected and which may
contain dangerous accumulations of water or
gas, or within two hundred feet of any work-
ings of an adjacent mine, a borehole or bore-
holes shall be drilled to a distance Of at least
twenty feet in advance of the face of such
working place and shall be continually main-
tained to a distance of at least- ten feet in
advance of the advancing working face. When
there is more than one borehole, they shall
be drilled sufficiently close to each other to
insure that the advancing face will not acci-
dentpily hole through' into abandoned work-
ings or adjacent mines. Boreholes shall also
be drilled not more than eight feet apart in
the rib of such working place to a distance
of at least twenty fees and at an angle of
forty-ftve degrees. Such rib holes shall -be
drilled in one or both ribs of such working
place as may be necessary for adequate pro-

- tection - of persons working in such place.
(c) Smoking shall not be permitted under-

grounti, nor, shall any person carry smoking
materials, matches, or lighters underground.
Smoking shall be prohibited in or around.
oil houses, explosives magazines, or other
surface areas where such practice may cause
a ftre or explosion. The operator of a coal
mine shall institute a program, approved by
the Secretary, at each mine to insure that
any person entering the underground por-
tion of the mine does no carry smoking
materials, matches, or lighters.

(d) Persons underground shall use only
permissible eleetric lamps approved by the
Secretary for portable illumination. No open
ftame shall be permitted in any underground
mine except as speciftcally authorized by this
Act.

(c) The Seeretary shall prescribe the man-
ner in which all underground working places
in a minb shall be illumthated by permis-
sible Ughting while persons are working in
such places. -

(f) (1) At least two separate and dtstinct
travelable passageways whlch are main-
tained to insure pasaage at all times of any
person, including disabled persons. and
which are to be designated as escapeways, at
least one of which is ventilated with intake
air, shall be provided from each working
section of a mine continuous to the surface
escape drift opening, or continuous to the
escape shaft or slope facilities to the surface,
as appropriate, and shall be maintained in
safe condition and properly marked. Mine
openings shall be adequately protected to
prevent the entrance into the underground
portion of the mine of surface ftres, fumes,
smoke, and ftood water. Adequate and
readily accessible escape facilities approved
by the Secretary or his authorized repre-
!entative, properly maintained, and fre-
quently tested shall be immediately present
at or in each escape shaft or slope to allow
persons, including disabled persons, to escape
quickly to the surface in the event of an
emergency.

2) Not more than twenty miners shall be
allowed at any one time in any mine until
a connection has been made between the
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two- mine openings, and such work shall be
prosecuted with reasonable diligence. -

(3) When oñ.ly one main opening is avafl-
able, owing to ftnal mining of pillars, not
more than twenty miners shall be allowed in
such mine at any one time, except that the
distance between the mine opening and
working face shall not exceed ftve hundred
feet.

(4) In the case of all coal mines opened
on -or after the operative date of this title,
and in the case of all new working sections
opened on or after such nate in coal mines
opened prior to such date, the escapeway
required by this subsection to be ventilated
wtth intake air shall be separated from the
belt and trolly haulage entries of the mine
for the entire length of such entries to the
beginning of each working section, except
that the Secretary or his authoxized repre- -
sentative may permit such separation to be
extended for a greater or lesser distance so
long as the safety o the miners is assured.

(g) Alter the operative date of this title,
all structures erected on the surface within
one hundred feet of any mine opening shaU
be of ftreproof construction. Unless struc-
tures existing on or prtor to such date lo-
cated within one hundred feet of any mine
opening are of such construction, ftre doors
shaU be erected at effective points in mine -
openings to prevent smoke or ftre from Out-
side sources endangering men working un-
derground. These doors shall be tested at
least monthly to insure effective operation.
A record of such tests shaU be kept and
shall be available for imspection by inter-
ested persons.

(h) Adequate measures shall be taken to
prevent explosive gases and coal dust from
accumulating in excessive concentrations in
or on -surface coal-handling facilities, but in
no event shall explosive gases be permitted
to accumulate Ui concentrations in or on
surface coal-handling facilities in excess of
limits established for explosive gases by the
Secretary within one year of the operative
date of this title, and coal dust shall not
accumulate in excess of limits prescribed by
or under this Act. Where coal is dumped
at or near air-intake openings, provisions
shall be made to prevent the dust from en-
tering the mine.

(i) Every operator of a coal mine shall
provide a program, approved by the Secre-
tary, of training and retraining of both qual-
iffed and certifted persons needed to carry
Out functions prescribed in this title.

(j) Whenever the Secretary ftnds that a
mine liberates exce8sive quantities o ex-
plosive gases during its operations, or that
a gas ignition or explosion has occurred in
such mine which resulted in death or serious
injury at any time during the previous ftve
years, or that there exists in such mine other
especially hazardous conditions, he shall
provide a minimum of twenty-six spot in-
spections of all or part of such mine each
year at irregular intervals by his authorized
representative.

(&) An authorized representative of the
Secretary may require in any coal mine where
the height of the coalbed permits that the
face equipment, including shuttle cars, be
provided with substantially constructed
canopies or cabs to protect the operators of
such equipment from roof falls and from
rib and face rolls.

(I) The opening of any mine that is de-
clared inactive by its operator or is aban-
doned for more than ninety days, after the
operative date of this title, shall be sealed
in a manner prescribed by the Secretary.
Openings to all active coal mines shall be
adequately protected to prevent entrance by
unauthorized persons.

(m) Each mine shall provide adequate fa-
ciUties for the miners to change from the
clothes worn underground, to provide the
storing of such clothes from shift to shift,
and to provide sanitary and bathing -facili-
ties. Sanitary toilet facilities shall be pro-
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vlded in the active workings of the mine
when such surface facilities are not readily
accessible to the active workings.

(n) Arrangements shall be made in ad-
vance for obtaining emergency medical as-
sistance and tranaportation for injured per-
sons. Emergency communications shall be
provided to the nearest point of assistance.
Selected agents of the operator shalt be
trained in first aid and first aid training shall
be made available to all miners. Each mine
shall have an adequate supply of ftrst aid
equipment located on the surface, at the
bottom of shafts and slopes, and at other
strategic locations near the working faces-
In fulftlling each of the requirements in this
subsection, the operator shall meet at least
minimum standards established by the Sur-
geon General. Each operator shall ftle with
the Secretary a plan setting forth in such
detail as the Secretary may require the man-
ner in which such operator has fulfilled the
requirements in this section.

(0) A self-rescue device approved by the
Secretary shall be made available to each
miner by the Operator which shall be ade-
quate to protect such miner for one hour or
longer. Each operator shall train each miner
in the use of such device.

(p) The Secretary shall prescribe improved
methods of assuring that miners are not ex-
posed to atmospheres that are deficient in
oxygen.

(q) Each operator of a coal mine shall
establish a check-in and check-out system
which will provide positive identification of
every person underground and and will pro-
vide an accurate record of the mners In the
mine kept on the. surface in a place chosen
to minimize the danger of destructIon by tire
or other hazard. Such record shall bear a
number identical to an identification check
that is securely fastened to the lamp belt
worn by the person underground. The iden-
tiftcation check shall be made of a rust resist-
ant metal of not less than sixteen gauge.

(r) The Secretary shall require. when
technologically, feasible, that devices to sup-
press ignitions be installed on elecuic face
cutting equipment.

(s) Whenever an operator mines coat in
manner that requires the construction. cp-
eration and maintenance tunnels under aiy
river, stream, lake, or Other body of water.
such operator shall obtain a permit from the
Secretary which shall include such terms and
conditions as he deems appropriate to pro-
tect the safety of men working or passing
through such tunnels from cave-ins and
other hazards. Such permits shall require in
accordance with a plan to be approved by
the Secretary, that a safety zone be estab-
lished beneath and adjacent to any such
body of water that is. in the judgment ox
the Secretary, sumciently large to constitute
a hazard. No plan shall be approved unless
there is a minimum of rock cover to be de-
termined by the Secretary based on test holes
drilled by the operator in a manner to be
prescribed by the Secretary.

(t) The Secretary shall require that cIeve-
oped and improved 'devices - and s:t2ms for
the monitoring and detection of mine afey
conditions and for the protection of the iu-
dividual miner be acquired'by each Operator
o a coal mine and that such devices and
systems be used as soon as they become
available.

(u) All haulago equininent acciuLod all
operator of a coal mine on or alter One ::ear
after the operative date of this title shall e
equipped with automatic couplers which
shall couple by impact and uncoupie with-
out the necessity of men going between the
ends of such equipment. All haulage equip.
ment without automatic couplers in use in
a mine on the operative date of this tit
shall also be so equipped within four years
after the operative date of this title.

(v) An adequate supply of potable water
shall be provided for drinking purposes in
the active workings of the mine, and such
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water shall be carried. stored, and otherwise
protected in sanitary faciuties.

(w) The Secretary shall 8end a copy of
every proposed standard or regulation at the
time of publication In the Federal Register
to the operator of each coal mine and the
representative of the miners at such mine
and such copy shall be immediately posted
on the bulletin board of the mine by the
operator or his agent, but failure to receive
such notice shall not relieve anyone of the
obligation to comply with such standard or
regulation.

(x) An employee, the duties of whose posi-
tion are primarily the inspection of coal
mines, including an employee engaged in this
activity and transferred to a supervisory or
administrative position, who attains the age
of fifty years and complete twenty years of
service in the performance of those duties
may. if the Secretary recommends his retire-
ment and the Civil Service Commission ap-
proves, voluntarily retire and be paid an
annuity. Any such employee who attains the
age of sixty years and completes fifteen years
of service may voluntarily retire on an an-
nuity, unless the Secretary determines that
such retirement would not be in the best
interests of the program and, in such case,
the Secretary may extend such employee's
service on an annual basis. An employee who
retires tinder this subsection shall be en-
titled to an annuity of 2% per centum of bis
average pay multplied by his total service.
except that the annuities shall not exceed 80
per centum of his average pay. As used in
this subsection, the term "employee", "aver-
age pay", and "servkce" have the meaning
ascribed to those terms in subchapter III,
chapter 83, title 5. United States Code, and
the provisions of that subchapter respecting
payment and adjustment of annuity, sur-
vivor annuities, and related matters, shall
apply with respect to employees retiring
under this subsection.

(y) (1) No person shall discharge or in any
other way discriminate against or cause to
be discharged or discriminated against any
miner or any authorized representative of
miners by reason of the fact that such miner
or representative (A) has notified the Secre—
ta1y or his authorized representative of any
alleged violation or danger pursuant to sec-
tion l03(g of this title, has filed, in-
stituted. or caused to be instituted any pro-
ceeding under this Act, or (C) has testified
or is about to testify in any proceeding re-
sulting from the administration or enforce-
ment of the provisions of this Act.

(2) Any miner or a representative Of
miners who believes that he has been dis-
charged or otherwise discriminated against
by any person in violation of paragraph (1)
of this subsection may. within thirty days
after such violation occurs, apply to the Sec-
retary Or a review of such alleged discharge
or discrimination. A copy of the application
shall be sent to such person who shall be the
respondent. Upon receipt of such application,
the Secretary shall cause such investigation
to be made as he deems appropriate. Such
investigation shall provide an opportunity
for a public hearing at the request of any
party, to enable the parties to present in-
formation relating to such violation. The
parties shall be given written notice of the
time and place of the hearing at least five
days prior to the hearing. Any such hearing
shall be of record and shall be subject to
section 554 of title 5 0! the United States
Code. Upon receiving the report,of such in-
vestigation, the Secretary shall make findings
of fact. If he finds that such violation did
occur. be shall issue an order requiring the
person committthg such violation to take
such affirmative action to abate the vlolaton
as the Secretary deams apppropriate, includ-
ing. but not limited to. the rehiring or rein-
statement of the miner or representative of
miners to his former position with back pay.
If he finds that there was no such violation,
he shall issue an order denying the appuca-
tion. Such order shall incorporate the Sec-
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retary's findings therein. Any decision is-
sued by the Secretary under this paragraph
shall be subject to judicial review in ac-
cord.ance with the provisions of this Act.
Violations by any person of paragraph (1)
of this subsection thall be subject to the civil
penalties provisions of this Act.

(3) Whenever an order is issued under
this subsection, at the request of the appu-
cant, a sum equal to the aggregate amount
of all costs and expenses (including the at-
torney's fees) as determined by the Secre-
tary to have been reasonably incurred by the
applicant for, or in connection with, the in-
stitution and prosecution of such proceed-
ings, shall be assessed against the person
committing such violation.

DEFINfl'IONs
Ssc. 318. For the purpose of this title and

title II of this Act, the term—
(a certified person" means a person cer-

tified by the State in which the coal mine
is located to perform duties prescribed by
such sections, except that, in a State where
no program of certification is provided or
where the proogram does not meet at least
minimum Federal standards established by
the Secretary, such certifiëation shall be by
the Secretary;

(b) "qualified person" means, as the con-
text requires, an individual deemed qualified
by the Secretary to make tests and exainina-
tions required by this Act; and an individ-
ual deemed, in accordance with minimum
requirements to be established by the Sec-
retary. qualified by training, education, and
experience, to perform electrical work, to
maintain electrical equipment, and to con-
duct examinations and tests of all electrical
equipment.

(c) °permtssible" as applied to—
(1) equipment used in the operation of a

coal mine, means equipment to which an
approved plate, label, or other device is at-
tached as authorized by the Secretary and
which meets specifications which are pre-
scribed by the Secretary for the construc-
tion and maintenance of such equipment
and are designed to assure that such equip-
ment will not cause a mine exploaion or a
mine fire, -

(2) explosives, shot firing units, or blast-
ing devices used in such mine, means ex-
plosives, shot firing units, or blasting devices
which meet specifications which are pre-
scribed by the Secretary, and

(3) the manner of use of equipment or
explosives, shot firing units, and blasting
aevices, means the manner of use prescribed
by the Secretary;

(d) "rock dust" means pulverized lime-
stone, dolomite, gypsum, anhydrite, shale,
talc, adobe. or other inert material, prefer-
ably light colored, 100 per centum of which
will pass through a sieve having twenty
meshes per lInear Inch and 70 per centum
or more of which will pass through a sieve
having two hundred meshes per lInar -Inch;
the particles of which when wetted and dried
will not cohere to form a cake which will
not be dispersed into separate particles by
a light blast of air; and which does not con-
tain more than 5 per centum of combustible
matter or more than a total of 3 per centum
of free and combined silica (SO,) or, where
the Secretary finds that such silica concen-
trations are not available. up to 5 per centum
of free and combined sUica;

(e) "coal mine" includes areas of adjoining
mines connected underground;

(f) "anthracite" means coals with a volatile
ratio equal to 0.12 or less;

(g) "volatile ratio" means volatile matter
content divided by the volatile matter plus
the fixed carbon;

(h) (1) "working face" means any place
in a coal mine in which work of etratcing
coal from its natural deposit in the earth
is done.

(2) 'working place" means the area of a
coal mine inby the last open crosscut,

(3) "working section" means all areas of
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the coal mine from the loading point of the
section to and including the worldng faces,

(4) "active workings" means any place in
a coal mine where miners are normally re-
quired to work or travel;

(i) "abandoned areas" means 8ections,
panels, and other areas that are not ventilated
and examined in the manner required for
active underground worldng places;

(j) "clectrIc face equipment" means elec-
tric equipment that is installed or used inby
the last. open crosscut in an entry or a
room;

(k) "registered engineer" or "registered sur-
veyor" means an engineer or surveyor regis-
tered by the State pursuant to standards
established by the State meeting at least
minimum Federal requirements established
by the Secretarl. or if no such standards are
in effect, registered by. the Secretary;

(1) '10w voltage" means up to and includ-
ing 660 volts; medium voltage" means volt-
ages from 661 to 1,000 volts; and "high volt-
age" means more than 1,000 volts;

(m) "average concentration" means a de-
termination which accurately represents the
atmospheric conditions with regard to respi-
rable dust during a full working shift: such
determination shall be the result of apply-
ing vaud statistical techniques to the mini-
-mum necessary measurements of respirable
dust; and

(n) "respirable dust" means only dust par.
ticulates 5 microns or less in size.

' TITLE IV—ADNISTRATION
RESEARCH

SEC. 401. (a) The Secretary and the Sec-
retary of Realth, Eduoation, and Welfare, as
appropriate, shall conduct such studies, re-
search, experiments, and demonstrationS as
may be appropriate.

(1) to improve working conditions and
practices, prevent accidents, and control the
-causes of occupational diseases origlnatng
n the coal-mining industry;

• (2) to develop new or improved methods
of recovering persons In coal mines after an
accident;

(3) to develop new or improved means and
methods of communication from the sur-
face to the underground portion of the mine;

(4) to develop new or Improved means
and methods àf reducing coneentration of
respirable duet in the mine. Such research
shall consist primarily, but not exclusively,
of (I) studies of the relationship between
coal mine environments and occupational
diseases of coal mine workers; (II) epidemi-
ological studies to (i) identify and define
pOsitive factors involved in the diseases of
coal miners, (U) provide information on the
Incidence and prevalence of pneumoconiosis
and otr respiratory ailments of coal miners,
and (iii) develop criteria on the basis of
which coal mine standards can be based;
(III) medical prevention and control of dis-
eases of coat miners, including tests for
hypersuceptibility and early detection; (IV)
evaluation of bodily impairment in connec-
tion with occupational disability of coal
miners; (V) development of methods. tech-
niques, and programs of effective rehabilita-
tion of coal miners injured or stricken as a
result of their occupation; and (VI) setting
the recluirements, extent and specifications
for the medical examinations provided in sec-
tion 203 of this Act, and utiuzing and
studyitLg the material. data. and findings
of such examinations for the preparation and
publicition, from time to time, of reports
on all signrncant aspects of the diseases of
coal miners a well as on the medical aspects
of injuries other than diseases, which are
revealed by the research carried on pursuant
to this subsection;

(5) to study the relationship between coal
mine environment and occupational diseases
of coal mine workers; and

(6) tor such Other purposes as it deems
necessary to carry. ou the purposes of this
Act.



(b) To accomplish the objectives estab-
ltshed in subsection (a), the Secretary
shall distribute funds available to him under
thIs section as equally as practicable be-
tween himselZ and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, activities under this
section in the field of coal mine health
shall be carried out by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and WelZare, and activi-
ties under this section in the field of coal
mine safety shall be carried out by the Sec-
retary of the Interior. In carrying out ac-
tivities under this section the Secretaries of
Health, Education, and Wellare and df the
Interior may enter into contracts with, and
make grants to, public and private agencies
and organizations and individuals. Such
Secretaries shall cons,.ilt and cooperate with
the Board on specific projects and pro-
grams. No research shall be carried out, con-
tracted for, sponsored, cosponsored, or au-
thorized under authority of this Act, unless
all information, uses, products, processes,
patents, and other developments resulting
from such research will (with such excep-
tion and limttation, U any, as the Secretary
or the Secretary- of Health, Education, and
WelZare may find to be necessary in the in-
terest of national security) be available to
the general public. -

(c) There is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated for each fiscal year such sums
as may be needed to carry out the purposes-
of section 203(a) and of this section.

•

(d) No payment may be required of any
coal miner in connection with any"examina-
tion or test given him pursuant to subsec-
tion (a) tf section 203. Where such examina-
tions or tests cannot be given due to the lack
of adequate medical or other necessary fa-
cilities or personnel in the locality where
the miner resides. afrangements shall be
made to have them conducted in such local-
ity by the Secretary of Healtl, Education,
and Welfare, or by an appropriate and quali-
fled person, agency or institution, public or
private, under an agreement or arrangement
between the Secretary o Health, Education,
and WelZare and such persøn. agency or in-
stitution. Such examinations and tests shall
be conducted in accordance with the pro-
visions of subsection (a) of section 203. The
operator" of the coal mine shall reimburse the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
or such person, agency or institution, as the
case may be, for the cost of conducting each
such examination or test and shall pay what-
ever other co8ts are necessary to enable the
miner to take such examinations or tests.

(e) If the death of any active miner oc-
curs in any coal mine, or i the death o any
active or inactive miner occurs in any other
place, the Secretary of Health. Education.
and WelZare is authorized to provide for. an
autopsy to be performed on such nilner, with
the consent of his surviving widow or, if he
haa. no such widow, then with the consent'.
of his next of kin. The results of such au-
topsy shall be submitted to the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare and, with'
the consent of such-survivor to the miners
phystcian or other interested person. Such
autopsy shall be paid for by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(f) On and after the operative date of this
title. the standards on noise prescribed under
the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, as
amended, in effect Oetober . 1969. or any
such Improved standards as the Secretary
may prescribe shall be applicable to each coal
mine and each operator of such mine shall
comply with them. Beginning six months
after the operative date of this title, at in—
-rvals of at least every six months there-
fter, the operator o each mine shall con-

in a manner prescribed by the Secre-
ttry, tests by a qualified p3rson of the noise
vl at the mine and certify the results to
he Secretary. If the Secretary determines.

)a.ed on such tests or any tests conducted
by his authorized representative, that such
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standards on noise are exceeded, such opera-
tor shall immediately undertake to Install
protective devices or other means o protec-
tión to reduce the noise level in the affected
area of the mine, except that the operator
shall not require the use of any protective de-
vice or system which the Secretary or his au-
thorized representative finds will be haz-
ardous or cause a hazard to the miners in
such mine.

TBA!N!NG AND EDUCATION

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall expand pro-
grams for the education and training of coal
mine operators, agents, thereof, and miners
in—

(1) the recognition, avoidance, and pre-
vention of accidents or unsafe or unhealth-
ful. working conditions in local mines; and

(2) in the use of flame safety lamps,
permissible methane detectors. and other
means approved by the Secretary for ae.
curately detecting gases.

ASSISTANCE TO STATES

SEC. 403. (a) The Secretary in coordina-
tion with the Secretaries of Labor and of
Health, Education, and WelZare, is author-
ized to make grants to any State, in which
coal mining takes place—

(1) to conduct research and planning
studies and to. carry out plaflsdesigned to
improve State workmen's compensation and
occupational disease laws and programs, M
•they relate to compensation for pneu-
moconiosis and injuries in coal mine em-
ployment; and

(2) to assist the States in planning and
implementing other programa for the ad-
vancement- of health and safety in coal
mines.

(b) Grants under this section shall not
extend beyond a period of five years follow-
ing the effective date of thiB Act.

(c) Federal grants under this section shall
be made to States which have a plan or
plans approved by the Secretary.

(d) The Secretary shall approve any plan
which—-

(1)' provides that reports will be made to
the Secretary, in such form and containing
such information, as may reasonably be nec-
essary to enable him to review the effective-
ness of the program or programs involved,
and that records will- be kept and- afford sucfl
access thereto as he finds necessary or ap-
propriate to assure the correctness and veri-
fication of such reports;

(2) provides such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be necessary
to assure proper disbursement and account-
ing for Federal funds paid to the State;

(3) contains assurances that the State
will not in any way diminish existing- State
programs or benefits with respect to pneu-
moconiosis and related conditions; nd

(4) meets any additional conditions which
-the Secretary may prescribe by rule in fur-
therance o the provisions of this section.

(e) The Secretary shalt not finally dis-
approve any State plan. or modification
thereof, without affording the State rea-
sonable notice and opportunity for a lear-
ing.

(f) The amount granted any State for a
fiscal year under this section may not ex-
ceed 80 per centum of the amount ex-
pended by, such State in such year for
carrying out such programs, studies, and
researcl.

(g) There Is hereby authorized to be
appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1970, and each of the succeeding
fiscal years for carrying out this section, the
sum of $1,000,000. -

EQUIPMENT
SEC. 404. The Secretary is authorized. dur-

ing the period ending, five years aster the
date o enactment o this Act. to make loans
to operators of coal mines to enable them
to procure or convert equipment needed by
them to comp'y with the provisions of this
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Act. Loans made under this section shall
have such maturities as the Secretary may
determine, but not in excess of twenty years.
Such loans shall bear interest at a rate which
the Secretary determines to be adequate to
cover (1) the cost of the funds to the
Treasury, taking into consideration the
current average yields of outstanding
marketable obligations of the United States
having maturities comparable to the ma-
turities of loans made by the Secretary tin-
der this section. (2) the cost of administer-
ing this section, and (3) probable losses. In
carrying out this section, the Secretary shafl
to the extent feasible use the services of
the Small Business Administration pur-
suant to agreements between himself and
the Administrator thereof.'

INSPEcTORs; QUALIFIcATIoNS: TRAINtMG
SEC. 405. The Secretary may, subject to

the civil service laws. appoint such employees
as he deems requisite for the administration
of this Act and prescribe their duties. Per-
sons appointed as authorized representatives
of the Secretary under the provisions of this
section shall be qualified by practical experi-
ence in the mining oi coal or by experience
as a practical mining engineer and by educa-
tion. Such persons shall be adequateI' trained
by the Secretary. The Secretary shall seek to
develop programs with educational institu-
tions and operators designed to enab'e per-
sons to qualify for positions in the adininis-
tration of this Act. In selecting persons and
training and retraining persons to carry out
the provisions of this Act, the Secretary shall
work with appropriate educational tnstitti-
tions and Operators in developing and main-
taining adequate programs for the training
and continuing education of persons. par-
ticularly inspectors. and, where appropriate.
shall cooperate with such institutions in the
conduct of such programs by provtdtn
financial and technical assistance.

TECT ON OTHER LAW
SEC. 406. (a) No State law in effect upon

the effective date of this Act or which may
become effective thereafter, shall be super-
seded by any provision of this Act or order
issued or standard promulgated thereunder.
except insofar as such State law ts In confltct
with this Act or with any order issued or
standard promulgated pursuant to this Act.

(b) The provisions of any State aw or
regulation in effect upon the effective date 01
this Act, or which may- become effective
thereafter. which provide for more stringent
health and safety standards' pplicabe to
coal mines than do the provisions of tith-Act
or any order issued or standard .praxnulgatecl
thereunder shall not thereby be construed or
held to be in conflict with this Act. The pro-
visions of any State law or regulation in ef-
fect upon the effective date of this Act. or
which may become effective thereafter. whici
provide for health and safety standards ap-
plicable to coal mines for which no provision
is contained in this Act or any OrUer issued
or standard promulgated thereunder. shaU
not be held to be in conflict with this Act.

ADMINISTRATIvE PROCEDURES

SEC. 407. Except as otherwise provided
this Act. the provisions of sections 55—559
and sections 701—706 of title 5 of the United
States Code shall not apply to the making
of any order or decision made pursuant to
this Act, or to any proceeding for the review
thereof.

REGULATIONS

SEC. 408. The Secretary is authorized to
issue such administrative regulations as he
deems appropriate to carry.out any provision
of this Act. -

OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

SEC. 409. The provisions of titles I and III
of this Act shall become operative 90 days
after enactment. The provisigns of tit'e II
of this Act shall become operative six months
after enactment. The provisions of the Feçi-
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eral Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, are
repealed on the operative date o titles I
and III of this Act, except that Such provi-
sions shall continue to apply to any order,
not4ce, or finding issued under that Act prior
to such operative date and to any proceedings
related to such order, notice, or findingr All
other provisions of this Act Shall be effective
on the date of enactment of this Act.

SEPARAEILUY

SEC. 410. If any provision of this Act, or
the application of such provision to any per-
son or circumstance, shall be held invalid,
the remainder of this Act. or the application
of such provision to persons or circum-
stances other than those as to which it is
held invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

REPORTs

SEC. 411. (a) Within one hundred and
twenty days following the convening of each
session of Congress. the Secretary shall Sub-
mit through the President to the Congress
and to the Office of Science and Technology
an annual report upon the Subject matter
o this Act, the progress concerning the
achievement of its purposes, the needs and
requirements in the field of coal mine health
and safety, the amount and Status of each
loan made under section 404, a description
and the anticipated cost of each project and
program he has undertaken under section
401, and any other relevant information, in-
cludIng any recommendations he deems
appropriate.

(b) With'n one hundred and twenty days
following the convening of each session ot
Congress. the Secretary of Health. Education,
and Welfare shall submit through the Pres-
ident to the Congress, the Secretary, and to
the Office of Science and Technology an an-
nual report upon the health matters covered
by this Act, including the progress toward
the achievement of the health purposes of
this Act, the needs and requirements In the
field of coal mine health, a description and
the anticipated cost of each project and pro-
gram he has undertaken under section 401,
and any other relevant Information, includ-
ing any recommendations he deems appro-
priate. The first such report shall includeS
the recommendations o the Secretary o
Health. Education, and Welfare as to nec-
ommendations as to the maximum per!nissi-
ble individual exposure to coal mine dust
during a working shift.

5PECIAL REPORT

SEC. 412. (a) The Secretary shall make
a study to determine the best manner to co-
ordinate Federal and State activities m the
field of coal mine health and safety so as to
achieve (1) maximum health and safety pro-
tection for miners, (2) an avoidance of du-
plicaion of effort, (3) maxImum effective.
iless, (4) reduce delay to a minimum, and
(5) permit most effective use of Federal
inspectors.

(b) The Secretary shall make a report oI
the results of his study to the Congress as
soon as practicable after the date oi enact-
inent of this Act.

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act
to provide for the protection or the health
and safety of persons working in the coal
mtning industry of the United States, and
for Other purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Senate bill was ordered to be read

a third time, was read the third time and
passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.

A similar House bill (HR. 13950 wa
laid on the table.

* * * * *
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sist on its amendment to the Senate bill
(5. 2911) and request a conference with
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses thereon.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky? The Chair hears none, and ap-
points the following conferees: Messrs.
PERKINS. DENT PUCINSKI, HAWKINS. Mrs.
MINK, Messrs. BURTON of California,
AYRES, ERLENBORN. BELL of California,
and SCHERLE.

APPOINTMENT OF CONFEREES ON
S. 2911

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the House in-
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FEDERAL COAL vflNE HEALTH AND

SAFETY ACT OF 1969

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I ask the Chair to lay before
the Senate a message from the House of
Representatives on S. 2917.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid be-
fore the Senate the amendments of the
House of Representatives to the bill (S.
2917) to improve the health and safety
conditions of persons working in the coal
mining industry of the United States,
which were to strike out all after the en-
acting and insert:

* * * * *
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* * * * *

Mr. WLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I move that the Senate dis-
agree to the amendment of the House
on 5. 2917 and agree to the conference
requested by the House thereon, and that
the Chair be authorized to appoint the
conferees on the part of the Senate.

The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. WIL-
LIAMS of New Jersey, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr.
PELL, Mr. NELSON, Mr. MONDALE, Mr.
EAGLETON, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. JAVITS, Mr.
PR0IJTY, Mr. ScHWEIKER, Mr. SAxBE, and
Mr. SMITH of Illinois conferees on the
part of the Senate.

* * * * *
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91ST CoNaiss ) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES REPORT

1stSeszon 0.91—761

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT

DECEMBER 16, 1969.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. PERKINs, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany S. 2917]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
on the amendments of the Hoizse to the bill (S. 2917) to improve the health
and safety conditions of persons working in the coal mining industry of
the United States, hazing met, after full and free conjerence, have agreed
to recommend and do recommend to their re8pective Houses a&Jollows;

That the Senate recede from it. disagreement to the amendment of the
Hoizse to the text of the bill and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in.serted by the Hoizse amendment
in8ert the following:
That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969".

PIYDINGS 42D PURPO81

SEC. 2. Congress declares that—
(a) the first priorthj and concern, of all in the coal mining industry

must be the health and safet?f of its most preciovs resource—the
miner;

(b) death8 and seriovs injuries from unsafe and unhealthful con-
ditions and practices in the coal mines cause grief and suffering to
the miners and to their families;

(c) there is an urgent need to provide more effective means and
measures for improving the working conditions and practices in the
Nation's coal mines in order to prevent death and serious phys'ical
harm, and in order to prevent occupational düeases originating in
such mines;

(d) the existence of unsafe and unhealthful conditions and prac-
tiies in the Nation's coal mines is a seriovs impediment to the future
growth of the coal mining industry and cannot be tolerated;

87—006——69———i
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(e) the operators of such mine$ with the assistance of the miner6
have the primartj respon8ibilit?/ to prerent the ezstence of 8tlCli
condition8 and practices in svch mines;

(f) the di.sr'uption of prodvction and the loss of income to opera-
tors and miners a.s a result of coal mine accidents or occupaionally
caitsed diseases ti.ndulq impedes and lnLrdens commerce; and

(g) it is the purpose of thi8 Act (1) to establish interim mandatory
health and safety standards and to direct the Secretari, of Health.,
Edvcation, and Welfare and the Secret.ar of the Interior to develop
and prom'ulgate improved mandatori, health or safety standards to
protect the health and safety of the Nation's coal miners; (2) o require
that each operator of a coal mine and every miner in such mine com-
ply with stich standards; (3) o cooperate with, and provide assi stance
to, the States in the development and enforcement of effective State
coal mine health and safety programs; and (4) to improve and expand,
in cooperation with the States and the coal mining industry, research
and development and training programs aimed at preventing coal mine
accidents and occupationally caised disea$es in the indu.tr'y.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. S. For the purpose of lhi.s Act, the term—
(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior or his delegate;
(b) "comm6rce" means trade, traffic, commerce, transportiition, or

communication among the several States, or between a place in a. Slate
and any place outside thereof, or within the District of Columbia or
a possession of the United States, or between points in the same State
but through a point outside thereof;

(c) "State" inclu.de a State of the United States, the Di.str'ict of
columbia, the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the Pacflc
Islands;

(d) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other person who
operates, controls, or supervises a coal mine;

(e) "agent" means any person charged with responibiity for th
operation of all or a. part of a coal mine or the &u.pervision of the
miners in a coal mine;

(J) "person" means any individual, partner.shp, association,
corporation, ftrr4, sabsidiary of a corporation, or other organization;

(g) "miner" means any individual working in a coal mine;
(h) "coal mine" means an area of land and all structures,facWties,

machinery, tools, equipment, s1iaJt, slopes, tunnels, excavation$, and
other property, real or personal, placed upon, under, or above the
svrface of such land by any person, used in, or to be used in, or resvlt—
ing from, the work of extracting in such area bituminous coal, lignite,
or anthracite from its natural deposits in the earth by an?J means
or method, and the work of reparin.g the coal so extracted, and in-
cludes cusiwn coal preparatton facilities;

(1) "work of preparin.g the coal" means the breaking, crushing,
sizing, cleaning, wa.shing, drinq, mixing, storing, and loading of
bitnmnotis coal, lignite, or anthracite, and svch other work of pre-
paring such coal as is u8nally done by the operator of the coal mine;

(i) "imminent danger" means the existence of any condition or
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practice in a coal mne which crnLld reasonably be expected to cause
death or seriol2s physical harm before such condition or practice can
be abated;

(k) "accident" includes a mine explo3ion, mine ignition, mne
fire, or mine inl2ndation, or injury to, or death of, anq person;

(1) "mandatory health or safety standard" means the interim, man-
datory health or safety standards establish€.d by titles II and III of
this Act, and the standards promulgated pursuant to title I of th is
Act; and

(m) "Panel" means the Interim Compliance Panel established by
thüAci.

MINE.g SUBJECT TO 4CT

SEC. 4. Each coal mine, the prodl2cts of which enter commerce, or the
OperWion5 or products of which affect commerce, and each operator of such
mine, and ever' miner in such mine shall be subject to the provisions of

thu Act.
INTERIM COMPLUNCE P4XEL

SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established (he Interim Compliance Panel,
which shall be composed of five members as follows:

(1) A.si8Iant Secrelar!J of Labor for Labor Standards, Department
of Labor, or his d,elegaie;

(2) Director of the Bureau of Slandards, Depariment of ('om-
merce, or hi8 delegate;

(3) Administrator of Con611m,er Protection and Environmental
Health Service, Department of Health, EthLcaiion, and TVelfare, or
his deleqate;

(4) Director of the Bureal2 of Mines, Department of the Interioi,
or hi8 delegate; and

(5) Director of the National Science Foundation, or his (lele gate.
(b) Members of the Panel shall serve wi/hout compensation in addition

to thai received in the'ii regular emplo'yment, but .hall be entitled to re—
imb'ursement for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incl2rred
by them in the performance of duties vested in the Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Secreta'r?J of Commerce, the Secretary of
Labor, and the Secretary shall, ipon reqyest of the Panel, prov'ide the
Panel such personnel and other assi.tance as the Panel determines neces-
sary to enable it to carry out Us fl2nction.s under this Act.

(ci) Three members of the Panel shall constitute a qorim for doing
bijiness. All decisions of h.e Panel shall be by majority vote. The chairman
of the Panel shall be select6d by the members from among the membershp
(hereof.

(e) The Panel is al2thorized to appoint as many hearing examiners a.
are necessary for proceedings reqiiired to be con.thicted in accordance ir'1h
the provisions of this Act. The provisions applicable to hearing examiners
appointed l2nder section 3105 of title 5 of the United States Code shall be
applicable to hearing examiners appointed pursuant to this subsection.

(J(1) It shall be the function of the Panel to carry out the duties im-
posed on it pursu ant to this Act and to provide an opport?Ln1y for a pubGc
hearing, after notice, at the request of an operator of the affected coal mine
or the representative of the miners of such mine. Any operator or repre-
sentative of miners aggrieved by a final decision of the Panel may file a
petit'ion for review of such decision under section 106 of this Act. The
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provisions of this section shall terminate upon completion of the Panel's
functions as set forth under this Act. Any hearing held pursuant to this
subsection shall be of record and the Panel shall ma/ce findings of fact and
shall issue a written decision incorporating its findings therein in ac-
cordance 'with section 554 of title ö of the United States Code.

(2) The Panel shall ma/ce an annual report, in writing, to the Secretary
for transmittal by him to the Congress concerning the achvement of its
purposes, and any other relevant information (including any recommenda-
tions) which 'it deems appropriate.

TITLE I—GENERAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARD.; REVIEW

SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the procedures
set forth in this section, develop, promulgate, and revise, as may be
appropriate, improved mandatoryj safety standards for the protection
of life and the prevention of injuries in a coal mine, and shall, in ac-
cordance with the procedures set forth in this section, promulgate ihe
mandatory health standards transmitted to him by the Secretarij of Health,
Education and Welfare.

(b) No improved mandatory health or safety standard promulgated
under thi8 title shall reduce the protection afforded miners below that
provided by any mandatorij health or safety standard.

(c) In the development and revi8ion, of mandator?] safety standards,
the Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the Secretary of Libor, and with other interested Federal agencies,
appropriate rejresentatives of State agencies, approprkLte representatives
of the coal mine operators and miners, other interested persons and
organizaton.s, and such advisory committees as he mai, appoint. Such
development and revision of mandatory safety standards shall be ba8ed upon
research, demoMtrations, experiments, and such other information as may
be appropriate. In addition to the attainment of the highest degree of safety
protectiort for miners, other considerations shall be the latest available
scientific data in the field, the technical feasibility of the standards, and
experience gained under this and other safety statutes.

(d) The Secretar?] of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, in accord-
ance 'with the procedures set forth in this section, develop and revise, as
may be appropriate, improved mandatory health standards for the protec-
tion of life and the prevention of occupational düea8es of miners. In the
development and revi8ion of mandatory health standards, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall consult with the Secretary, the
Secretary of Labor, and with other interested Federal agencies, appropriate
representatives of Sta1e agencies, appropriate representatives of the coal
mine operators and miners, other interested persons and organizations,
such advisory committees as he may appoint, and, where appropriate,
foreign countries. Such development and revision of mandatory standards
shall be based upon research, demonstrations, experiments, and such other
injormation as may be approprw.te. In addition to the attainment of the
highest degree of health protection for the miner, other con8iderations
shall be the latest available scientific data in the field, the technii.al jea8i-
bility of the standards, and experience gained under this and other health
statutes. Mandiitory health standards whii.h the Secretary of Health,
Education, and T'Velfare develops or revises shall be transmitted to the
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Secretarif, and shall thereupon be published in the Federal Register by the
Secretarg a proposed mandatory health standard8.

(e) The Secretar,j shall p'ublish proposed mandatory health and safety
standards in the Federal Register and shall afford interested persons a
period of not less than thirty days after publication to sibm'it written
data or comment& In the case of mandatory safety standards, except as
provided in sub8ection (f) of this section, the Secretar!J may, ipo'n the
expiration of svch period and after consideration of all relevant 'matter
presented, promulgate svch standards with svch modifications a he may
deem appropriate. In the ca8e of mandatory health standards, except as
provided in subsection (f) of this section, the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, arid Welfare may, upon the expiration of sich period am!. after
con8ideration of all relevant matter presented to the Secretary and tran.-
mitted to the Secretarij of Health, Ediucation, and Welfare. direct the
Secretarj to promnlgate svch standards with svch mothfication. a.' the
Secretar!J of Health, Edvcation, and Welfare may deem appropriate an(l
the Secretary shall thereupon promulgate such standards.

(f) On or before the last day of any period fixed for the submission f
vn'itten data or comments under subsection (e) of this section, any uiterested
person may file with the Secretarj written objections to a proposed manda-
torif health or safety standard, stating the grounds therefor and requestiig
a public hearing on such objections. As soon as practicable after the
period for filing such objection3 has expired, the Secretary shall publish
in the Federal Register a notice specifying the proposed mandatory health
or safety standards to which objections have been filed and a hearing
requested.

(g) Promptly after any such notice is published in the Federal Register
by the Secretar,j under subsection (f) of this section, the Secretary, in the
case of mandator!J safety standards, or the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Weifare, in the case of mandatory health standards, shall issue
notice of, ari4 hold, a public hearing for the purpose of receiving relevant
evidence. Within sixty day8 after completion of the hearings, the Secretary
who held the hearing shall make findings of fwt which shall be public.
In the ca8e of mandatory safety standards, the Secretary may promulgate
such standards with such modications as he deem8 ppropriate. In the
ca8e of mandator!J health standards, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare may direct the Secretary to promulgate the mandatory health
standards with such modifications as the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare deems appropriate and the Secretar!J shall thereupon promul-
gate the mandatory health standards. In the event the Secretary or the
Secretar!J of Health, Education, and Welfare, as the case may be, deter-
mines that a proposed mandatory health or safety standard shoild not be

- promnlgated or shovid be modified, he shall within a reasonable time pub-
lish his reasons for his determination.

(h) Any mandatory health or safety standard promulgated under this
section shall be effective upon publication in the Federal Register unless the
Secretar!J or the Secretar!J of Health, Education, and Welfare, as appro-
priate, specifies a later date.

(i) Proposed mandator?J health and safety standards for surface coal
mines shalt be published by the Secretar,j, in accordance with the provi-
sions of this section, not later than twelve months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act. Proposed mandator!J health and safety standards for sur-
face work area8 of underground coal mines, in addition to those established
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for 8uch area$ under this Act, 8hall be published by the Secretary, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this section, not laser than twelve moflth8
after the date of enactment of this Act.

(j) All interpretation8, regulation8, and in8trlictioms of the Secretary
or th€ Director of th Bureau of Mine8, in effect on the date of enactment
of this Act and not inconsiBtent with any pro?ion of thi8 Act, 8hall be
published in the Federal Regi8t.er and shall continue in tffect until mod fied
or superseded in accordance with the provi8ion8 of this Act.

(k) The Secretary shall send a copy of every propo8ed 8tafldard or
regulation at the time of publication in the Federal Register to the operator
of each coal mine and the representative of the miners at 8uch mine and
such copy, shall be immedialely po8ted on the bulletin board of the mine by
the operator or his agent, but failure to receive such notice 8ha/2 not relieve
anyone of the obligation to comply with 8uch 8tandard or regulation.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

SEC. 102. (a)(1) The Secretary shall appoint an advisory committee on
coal mine .safety research composed of—

(4) the Director of the Office o/ Science and Technology, or his
delegate, with the consent o/ the Director;

(B) th Director of the Iational Bureau of Standard8, Department
of Commerce, or his delegate, with the consent of the Director;

(C) the Director of the National Science Foundation, or his dele-
gate, with the can sent of the Director; and

(D) such other persons as the Secretary may apport who are
knowledgeable in th field of coal mine sajety research.

The Secretarij shall designate the chairman of the committee.
(2) The advisory committee shall con.sult 'with, and make recommenda-

tons to. the Secretary on matters involving or relating to coal mire safety
research. The Secretary shall consiilt with, and consider the recomm6nda-
tions of, such committee n the conduct of such research, the making of

• any jrant, and the entering into of contracts for such rsearch.
• (3) The chairman of the committee and a majority of the person8 ap-

pointed by the Secretary pur8uant to paragraph (1) (D) of thu subsection
shall be individuals who have no economic interests in the coal mining
industry, and who are not operators, miners, or officers or emplo'yee8 of
the Federal Government or any State or local government.

(b) (1) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall appoint
an advisory committee on coal mine health research compo8ed of—

(A) the Director, Bureau of Mines, or his delegate, with the consent
of the Director;

(B) the Director of the National Science Fovndation, or his dele-
gate, with the consent of the Director;

(C) the Director of the National In.stitutes of Health, or hi.s dele-
gate. with the consent of the Director; and

(D) $uch other persons as the Secretarij of Health, Education, and
Welfare ma7,s appoint who are knowledgeable in the field of coal mine
health research.

The Secretari' of Health, Edcation, and Welfare shall designate the
chairman of the committee.

(2) The advisory comm ;,tee shall cort8vlt with, and make reccmraenda-
hrns to, f/u' Secretarj nf Health.. Education, and TT7elfare on rnaters in-
oirisq or relatnq to coal mine health researci. The S'ecretary of Health,
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Ed'ucation, and Welfare shall consult with, and conider the recommenda-
tions of, such committee in the conduct of such research, the making of any
grant, and the emtering into of contracts for 8llch research.

(3) The chairman of the committee and a majority of the persons ap-
pointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare pursLant to
paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection shi.ill be indiiidua1s who have no
economic interests in the coal mining industrij, and who are not operators,
mners, or officer8 or employee8 of the Federal Government or any Slate or
local government.

(c) The Secretary or the Secretary of Health, Education, and IT eltare
may appoint other advisory com.mittee8 a8 he deems appropriate to alvise
him in carrying ott the provisions of thi8 Act. The Secretary or the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, as the case may be, shall appoint
the chairman of each such committee, who shall be an inciivithal who ha.s

no economic interest in the coal mining indu8try, and who is not an. opera-
tor, miner, or an officer or employee oft/i.e Federal Government or any State
or local government. A majority of the members of any 8Uch adtisory coin-
mittee appointed pursuant to this sub8ection shall be composed of indit'-
duals who have no economic interests in the coal mining industry, and
who are not operator8, miners, or officers or employees of the Federal Govern-
ment or any State or local government.

(d) Advisory committee members, other than officer8 or employees of
Federal, State, or local governments, 8h6,ll be, for each day (includtng
traveltime) during which they are performing committee b'usiness, entitled
to receive compenBation at a rate fixed by the appropriate Secretary but not
in excess of the maximum rate of pay for grade GS—18 a provided in the
General Schedule under 8ection 5332 of title 5 of the United States Code,
and shall, notwithstanding the limitations of sections 5703 and 5704 of
title 5 of the United States Codt, bef'ully reimbursed for travel, subsisten.ce,
and related expense8.

INSPECTIONS A.N.D INVESTIGATIONS

SEC. 103. (a) Authorized 'representatwe8 of the Secretary shall make
frequent in8pections and investigation$ in coal mines each year for the
p'nrpose of (1) obtaining, utilizing, and disseminating inforznation re-
lating to health and safety conditions, the causes of accidents, ann the
causes of diseases and physical impairments originating n such mines,
(2) gathering information wth respect to mandatory health or safety
standards, (3) determining whether an imminent danger exists, anl
(4) determining whether or not there is compliance with the mandatory
health or safety standards or with any notice, order, or deci.swn i.sued
wnder thi.s title. In carrying oitt the reqtirements of cia ues (3) and (4)
of this s.bsection, no advance notice of am inspection shall be provided to
an' person. In carrying ott the reqire7nents of clauses' (3) and (4) of (hs
'ubsect ion in each underground coal mine, such representatives shall make
inpection$ of the entire mine at least fow' times a year.

(b) (1) For the purpose of making any inspection or investigation under
this Act, the Secretary or any authorized representative of the Secretary
shall have a right of entry to, upon, or through any coal mine.

(2) For the purpose of developing improved mandatory health stand-
ard8, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or his auth orized
representative shall have a right of entry to, vpo'n, or throigh, any coal
mine.
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(3) The prozion8 of thu Act relating to investigation8 and records
shall be available to the Secrelary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
enable him to carry ott his f'unction8 and respon8ibiities under this Act.

(c) For the purpose of ctzrrying out his respon8ibiities under this
Act, including the enforcement thereof, the Secrelary may by agreement
utilize with or without reimbursement the services, personnel, and facilities
of any Federal agency.

(ci) For the purpose of making any investigatün of any accident or
other occurrence relating to health or safety in a coal mine, the Secretary
may, after notice, hold public hearings, and may sign and issue ubpenas
for the attertdanc and testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant
papers, books, and documents, and administer oaths. Witmcsses sum-
moned shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in
the courts of the United States. in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a
sibpena served upon any person under this section, the district court of
the United States for any district in which such person i jovnd or
resides or transacts business, upon application by the United States and
after not ce to sich person, shall have jurisdiction k issue an order requn'-
ing such person to appear and give testimonp before the Secretary or to
appear and produce documents before the Secretary, or both., and any
failure to obey such order of the court may be pvnished by such court as a
contempt thereof.

(e) In the event of any accident occurring in a coal mine, the operator
shall notify the Secretarj thereof and shall take appropriate measures to
prevent the destruction of any evidence which would assist in investigating
the cause or causes thereof. in the evens of any accident occurring in a coal
mine where rescue and recoverij work is necessa y, the Secretary or an
avthorized representative of th Secretary shall take whatever action he
deems appropriate to protect the life of any person, and he may, if he
deems it appropriate, silpervis6 and direct the rescue and recovery activity
in •uch mine.

(J) In the event of any accident occurDing in a coal niine, an authorized
representative of the Secretary, when present, may issue $uch orders as
he deems appropriate to insure the safety of any person in the coal mine,
and the operator of such mine shall obtain the approval of &uch repre-
sentative, in consultation with appropriate State representatives, when
feasible, of any plan to recover any person in the mine or to recover the
mine or to return affected areas of the mine to normal.

(g) Whenever a representative of the miners has reasonable grounds to
believe that a violation of a mandatory health or safety standard exists,
or an imminent danger exists, such representative shall have a right ic
obtain an immediate inspection by giving notice to the Secretary or
his authorized representative of s'uch violation or danger. An such notice
shall be reduced to writing, signed by the representative of the miners,
and a copy shall be provided the operator or his agent no later than at the
time of inspection, except that, upon the request of the person giving such
notice, his name and the names of individual miners referred to therein,
shall not appear in such copy. Upon receipt of such notification, a 8pecial
inspection shall be made as soon as possible to determine if such violatior
or danger exists in accordance with the provisions of this title.

(h) At the commencement of any nspecion of a coal mine by ar
authorized representative of the Secretary, the authorized representative
of the miner6 at the mine at the time of svch inspection shall be given ar
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opporWnity to accompany the authorized representative of the Secretary on
such inspection.

(i) Whenever the Secretary finds that a mine liberates excesswe qu ant it ies

of methane or other explosive gases during it8 operations, or that a methane
or other gas ignition or explosion has occurred in si.u,h mine which resdted
in death or seriot.s injury at any time during the previous live years, or
that there exi.st.s in si.uh mine other especially hazardous conditions, he
shall provide a minimum of one spot inspection by hi.s authorized repre-
sentative of all or part of such mine during every five working days at
irregular intervals.

FINDINGS. NOTICES, AND ORDERS

SEC. 104. (a) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized
representative of the Secretary finds that an imminent danzer exists such
representative shall determine the area throughciut which 8uch danger
eist.s, and thereupon shall issue forthwith an order reQuiring the operator
of the mine or hü agent to cause immediately all persons, except those
referred to in subsection (d) of thu section, to be un,thdrawn from, and to
be prohibited from entering, such area until an authorized representative
of the Secretary determines that such imminent danger no longer exists.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (i) of thi. section, if, upon any
inspection of a coal mine, an authorized representative of the Secretary
finds that there has been a violation of any mandatory health or safety
standard bit the violation has not created an imminent danger, he shall
i.ss'ue a notice to the operator or hi.s agent fizing a reasonable time for the
abatement of the v'iolation. If, upon the expiration of the period of time as
originally fixed or subsequently extended, an authorized representative
of the Secretary finds that the violation has not been totally abated, and if he
also finds that the period of time should not be further extended, he shall
ind the extent of the area affected by the violation and shall promptly
issue an order reQuiring the operator of such mine or his agent to cause
immediately all persons, except those referred to in subsection (d) of this
section, to be withdrawn from, and to be prohibited from entering, 8uch
area until an authorized representative of the Secretary determines that
the violation has been abated.

(c) (1) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized represent-
ative of the Secretary finds that there has been a violation of any manda-
tory health or safety standard, and if he also finds that, while the condi-
tions created by such violation do not cause imminent danger, such
violation is of such nature as could significantly and substantially
contribute to the cause and effect of a mine safety or health hazard, and
if he finds such violation to be cat.sed by an unwarrantable failure of
such operator to comply with such mandatory health or safety standards,
he shall include such finding in any notice given to the operator under
this Act. If, during the same inspection or any subseQuent inspection of
such mine withn ninety days after the i.ssuince of such notice, an au-
thonzed representative of the Secretary finds another violation of a'ny
mandatory health or safety standard and finds such violation to be also
cat.sed by an unwarrantable failure of such operator to so comply, he
shall forthwith i.ssue an order reg,uirng the operator to cause all persons
n the area affected bjj euch motatwn, except those persons referred to
n subsectwn (d) of thi.s section, to be withdrawn from, and to be pro-
hibited from entering, such area until an authorized representative of
the Secretarg determines that such violation has been abated.
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(2) If a withdrawal order with re8pect to any area in a mine has been
'is'ued pursuint to paragraph (1) of this subsectin, a withdrawal order
s1all promptly be wsned by an authorized repre8entative of the Secre-
tary who finds upon any subsequent in.pection the existence n stch mine
of v'iolation,9 similar to those that resulted in the issuance of the with-
drawal order 'under paragraph (1) of this s'ubsection until such time as an
'in.spection of s'uch mine dvcloses no similar zio1aions. Following an
in.section of such mine which discloses no similar ziolatione, the pro-
vstons of paragraph (1) of this s'ubsection shall again be applicable to
that minR.

(d) The following persons shall not be required to be wthdrawn from,
or prohibited from entering, any area of the coal mine subject to an order
vsued under this section:

(1) any person whose presence in. snch area is nece8sary, in the
judgment of the operator or an a'uthorized repre8entative of the
Secretary, to eliminaie the condition described in the order;

(2) any public offiia2 whose offiia2 dutie8 require him to enter
such area;

(3) any repre8entative of the miners in such mine who i, n the
judgment of the operator or an authorized representative of the
Secretary, qjualfied to make coal mine examinations or who is
accompanied by &uch a person and whose presence in such area is
necessary for the investigatün of the conditins described in the
order; and

(4) any consultant to an.?j of the foregoing.
(e) Not ice8 and orders issued ursuan.t to this section shall contain a

detailed de8cription of the condition. or practice8 which cause and
conitute an imminent danger or a vidation of any maruktory health or
safety standard and, where appropriate, a description of the area of the
coal nine from which persons mu8t be withdrawn and prohibited from
entering.

(f) Each notice or order issued under this section shall be given
promptly to the operator of the coal mine or his agent by an authorized
representative of the Secretary issuing such notice or order, and all•
&uch notices and orders shall be in writing and shall be signed by &uch
representative.

(g) A notice or order issued pursuant to this section, except an order
issued under si.ibsectin (h) of this section, may be modified or terminated
by an anthorized representative of the Secretary.

(h.) (1) If, 'upon any in.pection of a coal mine, an authorized representa.-
tive of the Secretary finds (A) that conditions exist therein which have not
yet resulted in an imminent danger, (B) that s'uch conditions cannot be
effectively abated thro'ugh the 'use of existing technology, and (C) that
reasonable assira'nce cannot be provided that the continuance of mining
operation under svch conditions will not re8vlt in an imminent danger,
he shall determine the area thronghovt which snch conditions exist, and
there upon issue a notice to the operator of the mine or his agent of s'uch
conditions, and shall file a copy thereof, incorporating his findings
(herein, with the Secretary and with the representative of the miners of such
mine. Upon receipt of such copy, the Secretary shall cause such further
investigation to be made as he deems appropriate, inclvding an oppor-
tiinity for the operator or a representative of the miners to present informa-
tion ielating to such notice.
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(2) Upon the conclu8ion of such investigation and an opportun ityfor a
public hearing upon regnest by any intere.s'ted party, the Secretary .9hall
make findings of fact, and shall by decision incorporating snch findings
therein, either cancel the notice issued under this subsection or issne an
order requiring the operator of such mine to can.se all persons in the area
affected, except those persons referred to in siibsection (d) of this secton,
to be withdrawn from. and be prohib iteci from entering, uch area until the
Secretar7j, after a public hearing affording all interested persons an oppor-
tunity to present their v'iews, determines that snch conc1ition.s hare been
abated. Any hearing znder this paragraph shall be of record and shall be
subject to section 554 of title 5 of the Lin2ted States Code.

(i) If, ba8ed upon samples taken and analyzed and recorded pusuant
eo section 202(a) of this Act, or samples taken durinq an inspection by an
anthorized representative of the Secretary, the applicable tim it on the
concentration of respirable dust required to be maintained under thi Act
is exceeded and thereby violated, the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative shall issue a notice fixing a reasonable tme for the abatement of
the violation. During snch tme, the operator of the mine shall cause
samples described in section 202(a) of this Act to be taken of the aftected
area thtring each prodnctzon shift. If, upon the expiration of the period of
time as originally fixed or subsequently extended, the Secretary or his
anthorized representative finds that the period of time should not be further
extended, he shall'find the extent of the area affected by the violaton and
shall promptly isste an order requiring the operator of snch mine or h
agent to cau8e immediately all person8, except those referred to n
section (d) of this section, to be withdraum from, and to be prohibited from
entering, such area until the Secretar,j or his authorized representative has
reason to believe, based on actions taken by the operator, that such limit will
be complied with upon the resvmption of production in such mine. .1s soon
as possible after an order is issned, the Secretary, upon reqvest of the
operator, shall di8patch to the mine involved a person or team of p1'9on.,
to the eztent 8uch persons are available, who are knowledgeable n the
methods and means of controlling and reducing respirable dt. Such
person or team of persons shall remain at the mine involved for s iich t'me
as they shall deem appropriate to assist the operator in red?Jcing resprable
dust concentrations. While at the mine, snch persons may i'eu ;ie the
operator to take szch actions as they deem appropriate to ins,ire the health
of any person in the coal mine.

REVIEW BY THE SECRETARY

SEC. 105. (a) (1) An operator i8sued an order pursuant to the provi-
sions of section 104 of this title, or any representative of minei n aiy
mine affected by such order or by any modflcation or termination of .ich
order, may apply to the Secretary for review of the order within thirty
clays of receipt thereof or within thirty days of its modificatioi or term ma-
tion. An operator issited a notice pvr.itant to section 104 (b) or (i of th&
title, or any repreenta.tive of miners in any mine affected by such. notice,
may, if he believes that the period of timefixeci in vch notice for the abate-
ment of the violation is nnreasonable. apply to the Secretary or ,'ei:iew
qf the notice within thirty days of the receipt thereof. The applicant ha11
end a copy of .such application to the repreentative of miners in the
affected mine, or the operator, as appropriate. Upon receipt of such
application, the Secretary shall cau.ise sich inestigation to be made as he
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'deems appropriate. Such investigation shall provide an opportunity for a
public hearing, at the request of the operator or the representative of miners
n svch mine, to enable the operator and the representative of miners in
such mine to present information relating to the issuance and continuance
of such order or the modification or termination thereof or to the time ji xed in
such notice. The filing of an application for review under this subsection
s/tall not operate as a stay of any order or notice.

(2) The operator and the representative of the miners 8hall be given
written notice of the time and place of the hearing at least five days prior
to the hearing. Any such hearing shall be of record and shall be subject to
section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code.

(b) Upon receiving the report of such investigation, the Secretarj, shall
ma/ce findings of fact, and he shall issue a written decision, incorporating
therein an order vacating, affirming, modifying, or terminating the order,
or the modification or termination of such order, or the notice, complained
of and incorporate his findings therein.

(c) In view of the urgent need for prompt deciswn. of matters submitted
to the Secretary under this section, all action€ whii.h the Secretary ta/ce8
under this section shall be taken as promptly as practicable, consistent
with adequate consideration of the issues involved.

(d) Pending completion of the investigation, required by this section, the
applicant may file with the Secretary a written request that the Secretary
grant temporary relief (1) from any modification or termination of any
order, or (2) from any order issued under section 104 of this title, except an
order sued under section 104(a) of this title, together with a detailed
statement qiving reasons for granting such relief. The Secretary may grant
uch ielief, under such condition€ as he may prescribe, if—

(1) a hearing has been held in which all parties were given an
opportunity to be heard;

(2) the applicant shows that there is substantial lilcelilwod that the
findings of the Secretary will be favorable to the applicant; and

(8) such relief will not adversely affect the hea'th and 8afety of
miners in the coal mine.

No temporary relief shall be granted in the case of a notice issued under
section 104 (b) or (i) of this title.

JUDICIAL REVIEW

SEC. 106. (a.) Any order or decision issued by the Secretary or the Panel
under this Act, except an order or decision. under section. 109(a) of this
Act, shall be subject to judicial review by the United States court of appeals
for the circuit in which the affected mine is located, or the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Jolitmbia Circuit, 'upon. the filing in
such court within thirty days from the date of .s!uch order or decision. of a
petition by any person aggrieved by the order or deci.siort praying that the
order or decision be modified or set aside in whole or in part, except that
the cmti't shall not cons der such petition vnless si.ch person has exhavsted
t! a(inI in i&trative remedies available vnder this Act. A copy of the pe-
tition shall forthwith be sent by registered or cerlified mail to the other
pai ' i and to the Secretary or the Panel, and thereupon. the Secretary
or the Panel shall certify andfile in s'uch court the record 'upon. which the
order or decision complained of was issued, as provided in section. 2112
of title 28, United States Code.

(b) The. court &hall hear such petition. on. the record made bgore the
Secretary or the Panel. The findings of the Secretary or the Panel, f
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supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole,
shall be conclusive. The court may affirm, vacate, or modify any oider or
decision or may remand the proceedings to the Secretary or the Panel for
such f&rther action as it may direct.

(c) (1) In the case of a proceeding to review any order or decision issued
by the Secretary under this Act, except an order or decision pertaining to
an order i.ssued under section 104(a) of this title or an order or decision
pertaining to a notice issued under section 104 (b) or (i) of this title, the
court may, under such conditions as it may prescribe, grant such temporary
relief as it deems appropriate pending final determination of the proceeding
if—

(A) alt parties to the proceeding have been notified and given an
opportunity to be heard on a request for temporary relief;

(B) the person requesting such relief shows that there is a sub-
stantia.t likelihood that he will prevail on the merits of the final
determination of the proceeding; and

(C) 8uch relief will not c4versely affect the health and safety of
miners in the coal mine.

(2) In the case of a proceeding to rev'iew any order or decision issued
by the Panel tinder thi.s Act, the co1rt may, under such conditions as it
may prescribe, grant such temporary relief as it deems appropriate pending
final determination of the proceeding if—

(A) all pdrtie.s to the proceeding have been notified and given an
op port unity to be heard on a request for temporary relief; and

(B) the person requesting such relief shows that there is a sub-
stantial likelihood that he will prevail on the merits of the final deter-
mination of the proceeding.

(d) The judgment of the court shall be subject to review only by the
Supreme Col2rt of the United States upon a writ of certiorari or certifica-
tion as provided in section 154 of title 28, United States Code.

(e) The commencement of a proceeding under this section shall not, un-
less spec'ijically ordered by the court, operate as a stay of the order or deci-
s-ion of the Secretary or the Panel.

(f) Subject to the direction and control of the Attorney General, as pro-
v'ided in section 507(b) of title 28 of the United States Code, attorneys
appointed by the Secretary may appear for and represent him in any
proceeding in8tituted under this section.

POSTING OF NOTICES, ORDERS, AND DECISIONS

SEC. 107. (a) At each coal mine there shall be maintained an office with
a conspicuous sign designating it as the office of the mine, and a bvlletin
board at such office or aL some conspicuol2s place near an entrance of the
mine, in &uch manner that not'ices, orders, and decisions required by law
or regv2ation to be posted on the mine bulletin board may be posted thereon,
be easily visible to all persons desiring to read them, and be protected
against damage by weather and against unauthorized removal. A copy of
any notice, order, or dec'ision requ'ired by this title to be given to an operator
shalt be delivered to the office of the affected mine, and a copy shall be
immediately posted on the bulletin board of such mine by the operaior or
his agent.

(b) The Secretary shall cause a copy of any notice, order, or decision
required by this Act to be giver& to an operator to be mailed immediately to
a representative of the miners in the affected mine, and to the public official
or agency of the State charged i,ith c4ministering State laws, if any,
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relating to health or safety in such mine. Such notice, order, or deci.sion
shall be available for public inspection.

(c) In order to insure prompt compliance with any notice, order, or
decsi.on issued under this Act, the authorized representative of the Secre-
tary may deliver such notice, order, or decision to an agent of the operator
and such agent shall immediitely take appropriate rnea8ures to insure
compliance with svch notice, order, or decision.

(d) Each operator of a coal mine shall file with the Secretary the name
and address of such mine and the name and address of the person who
controls or operates the mine. Any revi.sion.s in such names or addresses
shall be promptly filed with the Secretary. Each operator of a coal mine
shall designate a respon.ible official at such mine as the principal officer
'in charge of health and safety at such mine and such official shall receive
a copy of any notice, order, or deci.sion issued i.nder thi.s Act affecting
such mine. In any case, where the coal mine is subject to the control of
any person not directly involved in the daily operations of the coal mine,
there shall be filed with the Secretary the ruime and address of svch person
and the name and address of a principal official of s'uch person who shall
have overall responsibility for the conthtct of an effective health and safety
pi'o gram at any coal mine subject to the control of such person and such
official shall receive a copy of any notice, order, or decision issued affec.
'ing any such mine. The mere designation of a health and 8afety official
11fl(ler this subsection shall not be construed a.s making such official
subject to any penalty vnder this Act.

INJUNCTIONS

SEC. 108, The Secretary may 'n,stitute a civil action for relief, including
a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or any other
approprtate order in the district court oJ the United States for the district
'iii 'whch a coal mine is located or in which the operator of 8uch mine has
hi. pinpal office, whenever snch operator or hi.s agent (a) violates or jails
or refuses to comply with any order or decision i.ssued under this Act, or
(b) inteifei'e with, hinders, or delays the Secretary or his authorized
iepreentatve. or the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or his
authorized repres.atative, in carrying out the provisions qf this Act, or
(c) ref uses to admit .uch represent atwes to the mine, or (d) ref uses to per-
me1 th inspection of the mine, or the investgation. o.f an accident or occ-
pati&nal disease occuri' inq in, or connected with, such mine, or (e) refu8es
to furnish any information or report requ€sed by the Secretary or the
Secreary of Health, Education, and Welfare in furtherance of the pro-
•jjor of tlis Act, or (f) refuses to permit access to, and copying of, snclt
records as the Secretary or the Secretary of Health, Ethtcation, and Wel-
fare determines necessary in carrying out the provisions of this Act.
Each court shall have jurisdiction to provide such relief as may be appro-
p_nate. Temporary restraining orders shall be issued in accordance with
Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as amended, except that
the time limit in such orders, 'when 'issued withott not ice, 8hall be seren
(lays from the date of entry. Except a..s otherwi.se provided herein, any
relief granted by the court to enforce an order under clause (a) of this
section shall continue in effect until the completion or final termination of
all proceedinqs for review of such order under this title, unless, prior
ihereto. the district coui granting such relief sets it aside or modifies it.
In actioii. under this section, subject to the direction and control o,f the
Attoi'ne.y General, as provided in section 507(b) of title 28 of the Linited
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Stales Code, attorneys appointed by the Secretary may appear for and
represent him. In any action instituted under tMs section to enforce an
order or deci8ion is&ued by the Secretarj after a piblc hearing i'm accord-
ance with section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code, the findings of
the Secretary, if supported bij stthstantial evidence on the record considered
as a whole. shall be conclusive.

PENALTIES

SEC. 109. (a)(1) The operator of a coal mine in whwh a violation
occurs of a mandatory health or safety standard or who violates any other
provision of this Act, except the provisions of title 4, shall be assessed a
civil penalty by the Secretary 'under paragraph (3) of this s'ubsection
which penalty shall not be more than $10,000 for each such violation. Each
occ'urrence of a violation of a mandatory health or safety standard 'may
constitute a separate offense. In determining the amovnt of the penalty, the
Secretary shall consider the operator's history of previous violations, the
appropriateness of stzch penalty to the size of the bvsiness of the operator
charged, whether the operator wa negligent, the effect on the operator's
ability to continue in business, the gravity of the violation, and the demon-
strated good faith of the operator charged in attempting to achieve rapid
compliance after notification of a violation.

(2) Any miner who 1ff illfully violates the mandatorij safety standards
relating to smokinj or th carrying of smoking materials, matches, or
lighters shall be subject to a civil penalty a8sessed by the Secretary 'under
paragraph (3) of this subsection, which penalty shall not be more than $250
for each occurrence of such violation.

(3) A civil yenalty shall be a8sessed bij the Secretary only after the
person charged with a violation under thi8 Act has been given am oppor-
tunity for a public hearing and the Secretary has determined, by decision
incorporating his findings of fact therein, that a violation did occir, and
the amount of the penalty which is warranted, and incorporating, when
appropriate, an order therein requiring that the penalty be paid. Where
appropritUe, the Secretary shall consolidate snch hearings with other pio-
ceedings under section 105 of this title. Any hearing 'under this section
shall be of record and shall be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the United
State8 CodB.

(4) If the person again8t whom a civ'il penalty is assessed fails to pay
the penalty within, the time prescribed in 8uch order, the Secretary shall
file a petition for enforcement of such order in any appropriate district
court of the United States. The petition shall designate the person against
whom the order is sought to be enforced as the respondent. A copy of the
petition sha.llforthwith be sent by registered or certified 'mail to the respofl(l-
ent and to the representative of the miners in the affected mine or the
operator, as the case may be, and thereupon the Secretary shall cert?jfy
and file 'in such court the record upon which such order sought to be
enforced wa issued. The court shall have jl1risdiction to enter a judg-
ment enforcing, modifving, and enforcing a so mothfied, or setting
aside in whole or in part the order and decision of the Secretary or it
may remand the proceedings to the Secretary for such further action as
it may direct. The court shall consider and determine de novo all relevant
issues, except issues of fact which were or could have been litigated
in review proceedings before a court of appeals under section 106 of th IS
Act, and upon the request of the respondent, such issues of fact which are
in dispute shall be submitted to a jury. Om the basis of the jury's find-
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ings, the court shall determine the amount of the penalty to be imposed.
Subject to the direction and control of the Attorney General, a procided in
section 507(b) of title 28 of the United States Code, auorney8 appointed
by the Secretary may appear for and represent him in any action tQ enforce
an order as8essing civil penalties under this paragraph.

(b) Any operator who 'willfully violate8 a mandatorij health or safety
standard, or kno'tuingly violale8 or faiLs or refuses to comply wilh any order
issued under section 104 of this title, or ay order incorporated in afinal
decision issued under this title, except an order incorporated in a decision
under s?Jb8ection (a) of thi8 8ection or section 110(b) (2) of this title, shall,
upon conviction, be pun'i8hed by a fine of not more than $25,000, or by
imprisonment for not more than one year, or by both, except that if the
conviction is for a violation committed after the first conviction of ch
operwor under this Act, punishment shall be by a fine of not more than
$50,000, or by impr'i8onment for not more than five years, or by both.

(c) Whenever a corporate operator violates a mandatorij health or safety
standard or kno'tuingly violates or fails or ref u.se to comply with any order
issued under this Act or any order incorporwed in a final decision 'i8stted
under this Act, except an order incorporwed in a dec'i8ion issted under
subsection (a) of this 8ection or section 110( b)('2) of this title, any director,
officer, or agent of such corporation who knowingly authorized, ordered,
or carried out sl1ch violation, failure, or refusal shall be subject to the same
civil penalties, fines, and imprisonment that may be imposed upon a
person under svbsections (a) and (b) of thi8 section.

(d) Whoever knowingly makes any fake statement, representation, or
certflcation in any application, record, report, plan, or other document

filed or required to be maintained purs'uant to this Act or any order or
deci.s'ion ise'ued under this Act shall, ipon conviction, be punished by a
fine of not more than $10,000, or by impri8onment for not more than six
months, or by both.

(e) Whoever knowingly distributes, sells, offers for 8ale, introduces, or
delivers in commerce any equipment for use in a coal mine, including,
but not limited to, components and accessories of 8?Jch equipment, which is
represented a complying with the provisioiw of this Act, or 'with any
specification or regulation of the Secretary applicable to such equipment,
and which does not so comply, shall, upon conviction, be e'ubject to the
same fine and imprisonment that may be imposed ipon a person under
subsection (ci) of this 8ection.

ZYTIThIMEYT OP MINERS

SEC. 110. (a) If a coal mine or area of a coal mine is closed by an
order issued under section 104 of this title, all miners working dur'ng the
shift when such order was issued who are idled by such order shall be
entitled to full compen8ation by the operator at their regular rates of pay
for the period they are idled, bia for not more than the balance of such shift.
If such order is not terminated prior to the next working shift, all miners
on that shift who are idled by such order shall be enit1ed to full compen$a-
tion by the operator at their regular rates of pay for the period they are
idled, but for not more than Jour hours of such shift. If a coal mine or
area of a coal mine clo8ed by an order i8stied l1nder section 104 of thw
title for an l1nwarrantable failure of the opera1or to comply with any health
or safety standard, all miners who are idled dl1e to 8uch order shall be

fully compen8ated, after all interested parte8 are given an opportunity
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for a public hearing on such compensation and after such order is final,
by the operator for lost time at their regular rates of pay for such. time as the
miners are idled by .si.zch closing, or for one week, whichever is th lesser.
Whenever an operator violates orfail or ref use to comply with any order
issited under section 104 of this Act, all miners employed at the affected
mine who would be withdrawn from, or prevented from entering, such mine
or area the re of as a result of si.zch order shall be entitled to full compensation
by the operator at their regular rates of pay, in addition to pay received for
work performed after such order was i.ssued , for the period beginning when
such order was i.ssued and ending when such order s complied with,
vacated, or terminated.

(b)(1) No person shall discharge or in any other way discriminate
again3t or cauBe to be discharged or discriminated against any m'flei or
any authorized representative of miners by reason of the fact that such
miner or representative (A) has notified the Secretary or Ms authorized
repre.entative of any alleged violation or danger, (B) has filed, 'institu ted,
or cau8ed to be filed or in.stituted any proceeding under this Act, or (C) has
teshfied or is a,bout to testify in any proceeding resl2lting from the adm'inis-
tration or enforcement of the provision3 of thu Act.

(2) Anjj miner or a representative of miners who believes that he has
been discharged or otherwise discriminated against by any person in
t,iolation of paragraph (1) of tMs subsection may, within thirty days
after 8uch violation occitrs, apply to the Secretarij for a review of such
alleged discharge or di.scrimination. A copy of the application shall be

sent to such person who shall be the respondent. Upon receipt of such
application, the Secretary shall cauBe such invest'igatioii to be made as he
deems appropriate. Such investigation 8hall provide an opportunity for
a public hearing at the request of any party to enable the parties to
present information relating to .si.zch violation. The parties shall be given
written notice of the time and place of the hearing at least five days prior
to the hearing. Any si.zch hearing shall be of record and shall be subject
to 8ection 554 of title 5 of the United States Uode. Upoii recieving the
report of 8'uch investigation, the Secretary shall make findings of fact.
If he finds that si2ch violation did occi2r, he shall issue a decision, ncor-
porating an order therein, requiring the person committing such violatwn
to take 8'uch affirmative action to abate the violation as the Secretary
deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, the rehiring or rein-
statement of the miner or representative of miners to his former position
u,ith back pay. If he finds that there was no such violation, he shall
iue an order denying the application. Such order shall incorporate
the Secretary's findings therein. Any order i3sued by the Secretary under
thi.s paragraph shall be subct to judüial review in accordance with
section 106 of thi.s Act. Violations by any person of paragraph (1) of this
sttbsection shall be sttbject to the proiiisions of sections 108 and 109(a)
of thi.s title.

(3) Whenever an order i.s i.ssued under thi.s subsection, at the request of
the applüant, a sttm equal to the aggregate amount of all cost.s and expenses
(including the attorney's fees) as determined by the Secretary to have been
reasonably incirred by the applicant for, or in connection with, the in-
stution and prosecution of such proceedings, shall be assessed against the
person committing such violation.

H. Rept. 91—961—2
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REPORTS

SEC. 111. (a) All accident8, including unintentional roof fall8 (except
n any abandoned panels or in areas which are inaccessible or un.afe for
enspecttoflB), shall be investigated by the operator or his agent to determine
the cause and the means of preventing a recurrence. Records of such
accidents, roof falls, and investigations shall be kept and the information
shall be made available to the Secretarij or his authorized repre8entative
and the appropriate State aqency. Such records shall be open for in8pec-
tion inere.sted persons. 'wh records shall include man-hours worked
and. shall be reported for periods determined bg the Secretary, but at least
annually.

(b) In addition to such records as are specifically required by thi8 Act,
ere.iy operator of a coal mine shall establish and maintain such records,
nake such reports, and provide such information, as the Secretary may
reasonably require from time to time to enable him to perform hi8 functions
under thi.s Act. The Secretary i8 authorized to compile, analyze, and pnb-
li.sh, either in stinmary or detailed form, such reports or information 80
obtained. Except to the extent otherwi.se specifically provided by thi.s Act,
all records, information, reports, findings, notices, orders, or deci8ions
required or iued pursuant to or under thi8 Act may be publi8hed from time
to time, may be released to any interested person, and shall be made avail-
able for public inspection.

* * * * *
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TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A—GEiQER

SEC. 401. Congre8s finds and declare8 that there are a significant
n tmber of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to pneiimo-
conio&is ariing out of employment in one or more of the Nation's under-
ground coal mines; that there are a number of survivor8 of coal miners
who8e deaths were due to this diea.se; and that few States provide benefit8
for death or di8ability due to this disease to coal miners or their 8urviving
dependents. It is, therefore, the purpose of this title to provide beneJit., in
cooperation with the State8, to coal miners who are totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis and to the surviving dependent. of miners whose death
was due to such disease; and to ensure that in the future adequate benefits
are provided to coal miner8 and their dependent. in the event of their death
ur total disability due to pneumoconio8i&

SEC. 40?. For purposes of this title—
(a) The term "dependent" means a 'u4fe or child who is a dependent as

that term iS defined for purpose8 of 8ection 8110 qf title 5, United States
Code.

(b) The term "pneumoconiosi.s" mean8 a chronic dit.st disea8e of the
lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where ved in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and where wsed in jiart C means the
Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who i8 or was employed
in. an underground coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
8upport on the decedent at the time of hi death, or living apart for reason-
able cause or because of hi desertion, who has not remarried.

C,!) Th term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regulations
of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, but such regu.lation8
shall not provide more restrictive criteria i/ian t/io8e applicable under
8ectwn 223(d) of the Social Security Act.

PART B—CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS FILED O!Q' OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
1972

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary 8hall, in accordance with the provi8ion8 of
this part, and the regulations promulgated by him under this part, make
payments of benefit. in. respect of total disability of any miner due to
pne umoconiosis, and in respect of the death of any miner whose death
was due to prteuinoconiosis.

(b) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe standarSs for determin-
ing for purposes of section 411 (a) whether a miner is totally disabled
dne to pneumoconiosis and for determining whether the death. of a miner
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was due to pneumoconiosiS. 1?egulations reqnired by th'is subsection
shall be promulgated and published in the Federal Register at the earliest
practuable date after the date of enactment o/ this title, and in no event
later than the end of the third month following the month in which this
title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified or additional regulations
promv.lgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For pnrposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from pn eumoconiosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more under gro'und coal
mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his pneumoconiosis
arose out of such employment;

(2) if a decea8ed miner wa employed for ten years or more in
one or more undergroi&nd coal mines and died from a respirable
disease, there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was .dne
to pneumoconiosis; and

(8) if a miner i suffering or suffered fram a chronic dnst disease of
the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roentgenogram, 71ields one

or more large opacities (greater than one centimeter in diameter) and
woi4d be c1aosfied in category A, B, or C in the International
Classification of Ro4iograh8 of the Pneumoconioses by the Inter-
natioruil Libor Organization, (B) when diagnosed by biopsy or
autopsy, yields massive lesions in the lung, or (C) when diagnosis is
made bij other means, woi&ld be a conditio'm which conid reasonably
be expected to yield result.s described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis
had been made in the manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then
there shall be an irrebuttabl6 presumption that he is totally disabled
dye to pneumoconiosis or that his death was clue to pnenmoconiosis,
as the case may be.

(d) Nothing in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the applicability
of 'ubsection (a) in the case of a claim where the presl1mptions provided
for therein are inapplicable.

SEC. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of snbsection (b) of this section,
benefit payments shall be made bi the Secretary under this part as follows:

(1) in the case of total disability of a miner due to pneumoconiosis, the
disabled miner shall be paid benefits during the disability at a rate enal
to 50 per centum of the minimum monthly payment to which a Federal
employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entitled at the time of
payment under chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code.

(2) In the case of death of a miner due to pneumoconiosis or of a
miner receiving benefits under this part, benefits shall be paid to his
withnv (if any) a the rate the deceased miner would receive such benefits
f he were totally disabled.

(8) In the case of an individnal entitled to benefit payments under
clave (1) or (2) of this subsection who has one or more dependents, the
benefit payments shall be increased at the rate of 50 per centum of such
benefit payment.s, if such individual has one dependent, 75 per centnm 'f
such individual has two dependents, and 100 per centum f &'uch individual
has threeor more deenclents.

(b) Notivith,stanthng sbsection (a), benefit payments under this section
to a miner or his iviclow shall be reduced, on a rnonthlij or other aJpropriate
basis, by an amoint eqnal to any payment received by sich mner or his
widow under the workmen's compensation, nnemplojment compensation,
or disability insurance laws of his State on account of the disability of
such miner, and the amount by which uch payment would be rednced on
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account of excess earnings of such miner under section 208(b) through (1)
of the Social Security Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable under
section 202 of such Act.

(c) Benefit8 payable under this part shall be deemed not to be income
for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 418. (a) Except a otherwise provided in section 414 of this part,
no payment of benefit. shall be made under this part except purs'uant
to a claim filed therefor on or before December 31, 1972, in such manner,
in such form, and containing such information, a. the Secretary shall by
regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part, the Secretar!,' shall to the
macimum extent feasible (and consistent with the provi&ions of this part)
vtiize the personnel and procedures he uses in determining entit1eme, t to
disability insurance benefit payments under section 223 of the Social
Security Act. Claimant8 under this part shall be re'imbursed for rea8onable
medical expenses incurred by them in establishing their claims. For pur-
poses of determining total disability under this part, the provisions of
subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g) of section 221 of &uch Act shall be
applicable.

(c) No claim for benefits under thi8 section shall be considered unless
the claimant has aLso filed a claim under the applicable State workmen's
compensation. law prior to or at the same time hi8 claim was filed for
benefits under this section; except that the Joregoing provisions of this
paragraph shall not apply in any case in whwh the filing of a claim under
such law would clearly be futile because the period within which such a
claim may be filed thereunder has expired or becave pneumoconiosis is
not compensable under such law, or in any other situation in which, in
the opinion of the Secretary, the filing of a claim would clearly be futile.

SEC. 414. (a) No claim for benefits under this part on account of total
disability of a miner shall be con.sidered urdess it is filed on or before
December 31, 1972, or, in the ca8e of a claimant who is a 'a,idow, within
six months after the death of her husband or by December 31, 197l,
whichever is thee later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under thi,9 part after December 31, 197l, if
the claim therefor was flied after December 81, 1971.

(c) No benefits under this part 8hall be payable for any period prior
to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shalt be paid under this part to the residents of any
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act, reduces the benefits
payable to person.s eligible to receive benefits under this part, under its
State laws which are applicable to its general work force with regard to
workmen's compen.sation, unemployment compen.sation, or disability
in.surance.

(e) No benefits shall be vayable to a v,idow under this part on account
of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this part were being paid
to such mi?er with respect to disability due to pneumoconiosis prior to his
death, or (2) the death of &uch miner occurred prior to January 1, 1.973.

PART C—GLAIMS FOR BENEFITS AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1972

SEC. 421. (a.) On and after January 1, 1973, any claim for benefits
for death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be filed pursuant to
the applicable State workmen's comensation law, except that during any
period when miners or their surviving widows are not covered by a Suite
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workmen's compen8ation law which provides adeu ate coverage for
pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to claim benefits vnder this part.

(b)(1) For purposes of this section, a State workmen's compensatwn
law shall not be deemed to provide wkquate coverage for pneumoconioss
during any period unless it is included in the list of State laws fovnd by
the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage during s'uch period. The
Secretary shall, no later than October 1, 1972, publüh in the Federal
Register a lüt of State workmen's compensation laws which provide
adeqçate coveraie for pneumoconiois and shall rev'ise and. rep'ublish in
the Federal Register sitch li8t from time to time, as may be appropriate to
reflect changes in such State laws dye to legislation or 2wiicial or adminis-
trative iiUerpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's compensation law om
such list dtrng any period only if he finds that dvring such per'iod vnder
such law—

(A) benefits mii.st be paid for total disability or death of a miner due

to pneumoconiosis;
(B) the arno'tnt of such cash benefits is substantially equivaletit to or

greater than the amotnt of benefits prescribed by section 412(a) of
this title;

(C) the standards for determining death or total disability due to
pneumocOniQsis are svbstantially equivalent to those established by
section 411, and by the regulations of the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare promvlgated thereunder;

(D) any claim for benefit8 on accoi.tnt of total disability or death
of a miner due to pneumocon'iosis is deemed to be timely filed if
such claim i8 filed within three years of the discovery of total dis-
a&ility due to pneumoconiosis, or the date of such death, as the case
may Oe;

(E) there are in effect provisions with respect to prior and slic-
cessor operators which are substantially eqvivalent to the provision
contained in section 422(i) of this part; and

(F) there are applicable sizch other provisions, regelations or inter-
pretations, which are consistent with the prov'isions contained in Pvb-
lic Law 808, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved March 4, 1927),
as amended, whiich are applicable under section 422(a), bvt are not
inconsistent with any of the criteria set forth in subparagraph.s
(A) through (E) of this paragraph, as the Secretary, in accordance
with regulations promulgated by him, determines to be necessary or
appropriate to assure adequate compensation. for total dsab'ility or
death due to pneumoconioss.

The action of the Secretarij in including or failing to nclvde any State
workmen's compensation law on such list shall be subject to j'm-iicial re-
v'tew exclusively in the United States coirt of appeals for the c'ircv.it in
whwh the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals for the
Thstrict of Col'iimbia.

SEC. 422. (a) During any period after December 31, 1972, in wh'ich a
State workmen's compensation law is not included on the list pvbl'isheci
by the Secretary under section 421 (b) of this part, the provisions of
Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved March 4, 1927),
as amended (other than the provis'ions contained iii sections 1, 2, 8, 4, 7, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13, 29, 30, 31, 32, 88, 87, 38, 41, 48, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49.
50, and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise provided in thu subsection and
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except as the Secretary shall by regulation otherwise provide), be applicable
to each operator of an underground coal mine in such State with respect to
death or total diability due to pneumoconiosis arising out of employment
n such mine. Im administering this part, the Secretary is a.itkorized to
prescribe .n. the Federal Register such additional provisions, not in-
consistent with those specflcally exclvde.d by this s'ubsec.tion, as he deems
necessary to provide for the pa'jment of benefits by sich operator to
persons entitled thereto as provided in this part and thereafter those
prov'sons shall be applicable, to s'uch operator.

(b) During any such period each such operator shall be liable for and
shall secure the payment of benefits, as provided in this section and section
423 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such operator
under this section o the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the reguloilons of the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health, EthLcation, and Welfare applicable
under this section: Provided, That, except as provided in sub8ection (i)
of this section, no benefits shall be payable by any operator on account of
death or total disabiily du to pneumoconiosis which did not ari8e, at
least in part, out of employment in a min.e during the period when it was
operated by svch operator.

(d) Tenefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and, except as otherwise provided in this 8ection, 8uch payments
shall be equal to the amounts 8pec%fied in section 412(a) of this title.

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this section:
(1) except pursuant to a claim filed therefor in 8uch manner, in

8uch form, and containing 8uch information, as the Secretary shall
by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1, 1973; or
(3) for any period after seven years after the date of enactment of

this Act.
(f) Any claim for benefits under this 8ect'ion 8h021 be filed within

three years of the dicoverij of total disability due to pneumoconio8is or,
in the case of death due to pneumoconio8is, the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this 8ectwn shall be reduced,
on a monthly or other appropriiue basis, by the amount of any compensa-
tion. received under or p'ursuant to any Federal or State workmen's
compensation law because of death or disability due to neumoconiosi.

(h) The regulat'ons of the Secretary of HeGlth, Education, and Welfare
promulgated under 8ection 411 of this title 8hall also be applicable to
claims 'under this section. The Secretary of Iiibor shall by regulation
establish standards, which may include appropriate presumption.s, for
determining whether pneumoconio8is arose out of employment in a par-
tw'ular 'undergro'und coal mine or mines. The Secretarij may a1o, by
regvlation, establish standards for apportioning liability for benefits under
this sibsection among more than one operator, where such apportionment
is appropriate.

(1) (1') During any period 'in which this section is applicable with
respect to a coal mine an operator of &uch mine who, after the date of enact-
inent of this title, acquired sueh mine or svbstan.t.ially all the asset8 thereof
•from a person (hereinafter referred to in this paragraph as a "prior opera-
tor") who was an operator of such mine on or after the operative date of this
title. shall be liable for and shall, in accordance with section 428 of th
part, secure the paymenf of all benefits which would have been payable
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by the prior operator under this section with respect to mineis piecousl.y
employed in such mine f the acquüition had not occurred a.iid (he prior
operator had continiied to operate such. mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall reliere any prior opeitoi of any
liability under this section.

Sec. 423. (a) During any period in which. a State woikn n'. conpev'a-
tio'm law is not included on the list published by the Secretary judei
section 421(b) each operator of an underground coal nihe in ich Satt
shall secure the payment of benefits Jor which he i liable u.iu/ei seet;on
422 by (1) iialjfying a. a self-insurer in accordance with ie'Jvaro?
pre.scribed by the Secretary, or (2) insiiring a.nd keeping insured the pay-
ment of such ber&efit.. with any stock company or miitiial corn pciy or
ciation, or with any other person or fund, inc1udn(J any State fund. while
such company, association, person or fitnd is a'uthorize'l um/e'r the
of any State to insure workmen's compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of
this section, everij policy or contract of in.surance must contain—

(1) a prnsion to pay benefit8 required under section 422, not-
with8tanding the provisions of the State workmen's compensation
law which may provide for lesser payment.9;

(2) a provi8ion that n8olvency or bankruptcy of the operator oi
discharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from liability
for such patlment.9; and

(3) such other provisions a the Secretary, by regulation, may
require.

(c) No policy or contract of insurance i88ued by a carrier to comply
with the requirement.9 of clave (2) of sub8ection (a) of this nbsection
shall be canceled prior to the date spec'ified in .vch policy or cmtract for
its expiration until at lea8t thirty days have elap8ed after notice of cancel-
lation has beers 8ent by regitered or ceriified mail to the Secretary and to
the operator at his last known place of business.

SEC. 4.24. If a totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to benefits
tinder section 422 and (1) an operator liable for s'u.ch benefits has not ob-
tained a policy or contract of insurance, or qualified a. a self-in'urer, as
required b7J section 423, or such operator ha8 not paid such benefits w'ithin
a rea8onable time, or (2) there i.i no operator who was reqnired to secure
the payment of 8uch benefits, the Secretary shall pay such. miner or tch
widow the benefits to which he or she is so entitled. In a case referred to in
clause (1), the operator shall be liable to the United States in a civil action
in an amount equal to the amount paid to such miner or his widow 'nder
this title.

SEc. 425. With the consent and cooperation of State agencies charged
with administration of State workmen's compensation laws, the Secretar'
maj, for the purpose of darrying o'ut hiB functions and dnt'ies vnder
section 422, utilize the services of State and local agencies and their
employees and, notwithstanding any other provision of law, may advance
funds to or reimburse such State and local agencies and their employees
for services rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 46. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations as each
deems appropriate to carry ow! the prov'is'ions of this title. Such regulations
shall be i8sued in conformity with section 553 of title 5 of he United
States Code, 'notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.
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(b) Within. 120 days following the convening of each session o/ Con-
gress the Secretary of Health, Edvcation, and Welfare shell subm'tt to
the Con gres.s' an annual report upon the subject matter of part B of this
title. and, after January 1, 1973, the Secretary of Labor shall aLso sub-
rctjt stch a report iipon the subject matter of part C of this title.

Cc) Nothing in tMs title shall relieve any operator of the duty to com-
ply with any State workmen's compensation law, except in8o,far a8 8Uch
Slate law 'i in conflict with the provisions of this title and the Secre-
tary by regilation, so prescribes. The provisions of any State workmen's
compensation law which provide greater benefits than the benefits payable
vnder this title shall not thereby be construed or held to be in conflict w'&th
the provisions ot this title.

TITLE V—ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCH

SEC. 501. (a) The Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Edvcat ion,
and Welfare. as appropriate, shall condvct such studies, research, experi-
rnents, and demonstrations as may be appropriate—

(1) to improve working conditions and practies in coal mines,
and to prevent accidents and occupational di3eases originating in the
coal-rn ining indvstry;

(2) to develop new or improved methods of recovering person.s in
coat mines after an accident;

(3) to develop new or improved means and methods qf communi-
cation from the surface to the underground area of a coal mine;

(4) to develop new or improved means and methods of reducing
concentrations of respirable dust in the min atmosphere of active
workings of the co& mine;

(ö) to develop epidemiological information to (A) identify and
dne P05 tive factors involved in occupatwna2 di.seases of miners,
(B) provide information on the incidence and preva1nce of pneumo-
con iosi and other respiratory ailments of miners, and (Cl) improve
mandatory health standards;

(6) to develop techniques for the prevention and control of occupa-
tional diseases of miners, including tests for hypersusceptibiity and
early detection;

(7) to evaluate the effect on bodily impairment and occupational
disability of miners afflicted with an occvpational disease;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time, reports on all sig-
ii '/icant a$pect of occupational di3eases of miners as well as on the
medical aspects of injuries, other than diseases, which are revealed by
the research carried on parsuant to this subsection;

(Th to stv4y the relationship between coal mine environments and
0CC upat ion a? disease.s of miners;

(10) to develop new and improved underground equipment and
other .ouices of power for such equipment which will provide greater
afety: and

(11) for svch other purposes as they deem necessary to carry out the
purposes of this Act.

(b) Actirtjes vncler this section in the field of coal mine health shall be
carried out by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and activ-
ities under this section. in the field of coal mine safety shall be carried out
by the Secretary.
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(c) In carrying out the provisions for research, demonstratiois, ex-
periments, stiidies, training, and education ander this section and sections
801 (b) and 502(a) of this Act, the Secretary and the Secretarj of Flealth,
Education, and Welfare may enter into contracts with, aivl make grants
to, public and private agencies and organizations and indieidals. No
research, demon8tration8, or experiments shall be carrieri oqt, contracted
for, 8pon8ored, cospon8ored, or authorized tender authority of this Act,
itnless all information, u.ses, products, processes, patent.. and other
developments resulting from such research, demonstratio s, or eper'rn en ts
will (with such exception and limitaton, if any, a the Secrtaiy or the
Secretarj of Health, Education, and Welfare may find to be meces.sa;y in
the public intere8t) be available to the general public.

(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall also con-
duct stitdies and research into matters involving the protection of life and
the prevention of diseases in connection with persons, who a.ltho'.gh nof
miner8, work with, or around the products of, coal mines in areas oitside
of &uch mines and under conditions which may adversely affect the health
and well-being of 'uch per8on8.

(e) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary such sums
a may be necessary to carry ot his responsibilities under this section
and 8ectn 801(b) of this Act at an annual rate of not to exceed .$20,000,000
for the fi8cal year ending June 30, 1970, $25,000,000 for the. fiscal year
ending June 80,1971, and $80,000 ,000 for the fiscal year ending Jv.ne 30,
1972, and for each .s'ucceeding fiscal year thereafter. There is authorized to
be appropriated annitally to the Secretarj of Health, Edvcation, and
Welfare such sums a may be nece8sary to carry ovt his responsibilitie8
under this Act. Such sums shall remain available until expended.

(1) The Secretary is authorized to grant on a mine-by-mine basis an
exceptn to any mandatory health or safety standard under this Act for
the purpose of permitting, Sunder such terms and conditions as he may
prescribe, accredited educational in8titutions the opportunity for experi-
menting with n.ew and improved techniques and equipment to improve the
health and 8afety oJminers. No such exception shalt be granted vnless the
Secretary finds that the granting of the exception 'will not adversely affect
the health and 8afety of miners and publishes hi findings.

() The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized to
make grants to any public or private agency, institition, or organization,
and operalors or individi.uzls for research and experiment-s to develop
eqective respiratory equipment.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

SEC. 502. (a) The Secretary shalt expand programs for the education
and training of operator8 and agents thereof, and miners in—

(1) th,e recognition, avoidance, and prevention of accidents or
unsafe or unhealfhful working conditions in coal mines; and

(2) in the 'use of flame safety lamp.9, permissible methane detectors,
and other means approved by the Secretary for detecting methane
and other explo.s-ive gae accurately.

(b) The Secret arij shall, to the greatest extent pos8ible, provide technicaL
a88istance to OperatOr8 in meeting the requirements of thi8 Act and in
further improving the health and safety conditions and practices in coal
mine8.
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ASSISTANCE TO STATES -

SEC. 503. (a) The Secretary, in coordination with the Secretary of
Health, Edacation, and Welfare and the Secretary of Labor, is authorized
to make gran.ts in accordance with an application approved under this
section to any State in which coal mining takes place—

(1) to assist such State in developing and enforcing effective coal
mine health and safety laws and regulations consi$tent with the
provisions of section 506 of this Act;

(.2) to improve State workmen's compensation and occupational
disease laws and programs related to coal mine employment; and

(3) to promote Federal-State coordination and cooperation in
improving the health and safety conditions in the coal mines.

(b) The Secretary shall approve any application or any modification
thereof, submitted under this section by a State, through its official coal
mine irl9pection or safety agency, which—

(1) sets forth the programs, policies, and methods to be followed
'n carrying out the application in accordance with the purposes of
subsection (a) of thi$ section;

(2) provides research and planning studies to carry oui plans
designed to improve State workmen's compensation and occupational
disease laws and programs, as they relate to compensation to miners
or occupationally caused diseases and injuries arising out of em-

ployment in any coal mine;
(3) designates such State coal mine inspection or safety agency as

the sole agency responsible for administering grant. under this sectionS
throughout the State, and contains satisfactory evidence thai &uch
agency irill have the authority to carry out the purpoe of this
section;

(4) gives assurances that such agency has or will employ an ade-
quae and competent staff of trained inspector8 qualified under the
law. of such State to make coal mine inspections within such State;

(5) provides for the extension and improvement of the State pro-
gram for the improvement of coal mine health and safety in the State,
and provides that no advance notice of an inspection will be pro-
vded anyone;

(6) provides such fiscal control and fund accointing procedures
as may be appropriate to assure proper disbursement and accounting
of grants made to the States under thi$ section;

(7) provides that the desi9nated agency will make such reports to
the Secretary in such form and containing o-uch information as the
Secretary may from time to time require;

(8) contains assurances that grants provided under this section
will supplement, not svpplant, existing State coal mine health and
safet?,, programs; and

(9) meets additional conditions which the Secretarij may prescribe
in furtherance of, and consistent with, the purposes of this section.

(c) The Secretary shall not finally di$approve any State application or
?nodficatwn thereof without first affording the State agency reasonable
notice and opportunity for a public hearing.

(d) Any State aggrieved by a deci$ion of the Secretarij under sub8ectin
(b) or (c) of this section may file within thirty day8 from the date of
such decision with the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia. a petition praying that such action be modified or set aside
in whole or in part. The court shall hear 8uch appeal on the record made
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before the Secretary. The decision of the Secretary incorporating his

findings of fact therein, if supported by substantial evidence on the

record considered as a whole, shall be conclusive. The court may affirm,

vacate, or remand the proceedings to the Secretarj for such further actwn

as it direct.g. 17e fihng of a petition 'ander this subsection shall not

stay the application of the decision of the Secretary, unless the cotut so
orders. The provisions of section 106 (a), (b), and (c) of thi.s Act shall not

be applicable to this section.
(e) Any Slate application or modification thereof submitted to the

Secretary under this section may include a program to Irain State

inspectors.
(f) The Secretary shall cooperate with such State in carrying mit the

application or modification thereof and shall, as appropriate, develop and.

where appropriate, con.struct facilitic's for, and )!nance a program of,

training of Federal and State inspectors jointly. The Secretary shall also

cooperate with such State in establishing a system by which State and
Federal inspection reports of coal mines located in the State are exchanged
for the purpose of improving health and safety conditions in such mnes.

(g) The amount granted to any coal mining State for afiscal year under

thi8 section shall not exceed 80 per centum of the amount expended by such

State in sw.h year for carrying out such applicatior.
(h) There i atthorized to be appropriated $3,000,000 for fiscal year

1970, and $5,000,000 annually in each succeeding fiscal year to carry out

the provision.s of this section, which shall renuzin available umtil ex-

pended. The Secretary shall provide for an equitable di.stribution of sums
appropriated for grant8 under this section to the States where there is an

approved application.

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

SEC. 504. (a) Section 7(b) of the Small Business Act, as amended, is

amended—
(1) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (4) and

inserting in lieu thereof "; and "; and
(2) by adding after paragraph (4) a new paragraph as follows:
"(.5) to make such loans (either directly or in cooperatian with

banks ar other lendin9 institution8 thrtni.gh agreement8 to participate

on an immediate or deferred basis) as the Administration may deter-

mine to be necessary or appropriate to assist any small b'usiness con-
cern operating a coal mine in affecting c4ditions to or alterations in
the equipment, facilities, or methods of operation. of such mine to
requirement8 imposed by the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, if the Administration determines that svch concern is
hkely to suffer substantial economic injury without a.ssista ace under
this paragraph."

(b) The third sentence of section 7(b) oy such Act is amended by inserting
"or (5)" after "paragraph (3)".

(c) Section 4(c) (1) of the Small Business Act, as amended, is amended
by inserting "7(b)(5)," after "7(b)(4),".

(d) Loans may also be made or guaranteed for the purposes set forth
tn sectwn 7(b) (5) of the Small Business Act, as amended, pursuant to the

promsions of sectwn 202 of the Public Works anxl Econornw Development
Act of 1965, as amended.
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INSPECTORS; QUALIFIcATIONS; TRAINING

SEC. 505. The Secretary may, subject to the civil service laws, appoint
such employees as he deems requisite for the administration of (his 4ct
and prescribe their duties. Persort.s appointed as authorized representa-

ce. of the Secretary shall be qualecl by practical experience in the
niiq of coal or by experience as a practkal minin.q engineer OP by

erlncation. Persons appointed to assist such representatue.s in (he takng
of .amples of resp'irabie d'ust for the purpose of enforcing title II of thü
Act shall be qualified by training, experience, or ed'ucation. The pro-
visions of sectzon 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968
(82 Stat, 251, 270) shall not apply with respect to the appointment of snch
authorized representatives of the Secretarj or to persons appointed to
assist such representatives and to carry out the provision.s of this Act, and,
in applying the provision.s of such section to other agencies under the Secre-
tary and to other agenc'ies of the Government, such appoMted person.s shall
not be taken into account. Such person.s shall be adequately trained by the
Secretarij. The Secretarij shall develop programs with educational in.stitu-
tion.s and operators designed to enable person.s to qualify for positions in
the administration of this Act. In selecting person.s and training and re-
training person.s to carry out the provision.s of this Act, the Secretarij 8hall
work wit/i appropriate educaiional in.stitution.s, operators, and re present a-
tves of miners in developing and maintaining adequate programs for the
trainzng and continuing educaiion ofperson.s, particv2arly in.spectors, and
where appropriate, the Secretarij shall cooperate with such in.stit'utzon.s zn
carryzng out the provision.s of th'is section by providing financial and tech-
nzcal assistance to such in.stitutions.

RPFRCT ON STATR LAWS

SEC. 506. (a) No State lawn effect on the date of enactment of this Act or
which may become effective thereafter shall be superseded by any provision
of this Act or order issued or any mandaorij health or safety standard,
except in.sofar as such State law is in conflict with thi Act or with any
order issued or any mandatorij health or safety standard.

(b) The provision.s of any State law or regulation in effect upon the
operative date of this Act, or which may become effective thereafter, which
provide for more stringent health and safety standards applicable to coal
mines t)uin do the provisions of this Act or any order issued or any
mandatory health or safety standard shall not thereby be construed or
held to be in coniict with this Act. The provision.s of any State law or
regulatzon in effect on the date of enactment of this Act, or which may be-
come effective thereafter, which provide for health and safety standards a-
plicable to coal mines for which no provision is contained in this Act or zn
any order issued or any mandatory health or safety standard, shall not
be held to be 'in conflict with this Act.

ADMINISTRATIvR PROCEDURES

SEC. 507. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the proz'iioM of
section.g 551—559 and sections 701—706 of tdle 5 of the United States
Code shall not apply to the making of any order, notice, or deczszon made
p urs'uant to this Act, or to any proceeding for the review thereof.
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REGULATIONS

SEC. 508. The Secretary, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and the Panel are authorized to iss'ue such regulations as each
deems appropriate to carry out any provision of this Act.

OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

SEC. 509. Except to the extent an earlier date is specfica1ly provided in
this Act, the provisio'ns of titles I and III of this Act shall become op-
erative ninety days after the date of enactment of this Act, and the provi-
sion8 of title II of this Act shall become operative six months after the
date of enactment of this Act. The provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act, a. amended, are repealed on the operative date of titles I and
III of this Act, except that s'uch provisions shall continie to apply to any
order, notice, decision, or finding issued under that Act prior to such
operative date and to any proceedings related to such order, notice,
decision or findings. All other provisions of this Act shall be effective on
the date of enactment of this Act.

SEPARABILITY

SEC. 510. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such provi-
sion to any person or circum.stance shall be held invalid, the remainder
of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons or circumstances
other than those a to which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

REPORTS

SEC. 511. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days following the
convening of each session of Congress, the Secretary shall submit through
the President to the Congress and to the Office of Science and Technology
an annnal report upan the subject matter of this Act, the progress con-
cerning the achievement of its purposes, the needs and requirements in the
field of coal mine health and safety, the amoint and status of each loan
made pursiant to this Act, a description and the anticipated cost of each
project and program he has vndertaken under sections 301(b) and 501,
and any other relevant information, incl'uding any recommendations he
deems appropriate.

(b) Within one hundred and twenty days following the convening of each
session of Congress, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall
submit through the President to the Congress and to the Office of Science and
Technology an annual report upon the health matters covered by this Act,
including the progress toward the achievement of the health purposes of
this Act, the needs and requirements in the field of coal mine health, a
description and the anticipated cost of each project and program he has
undertaken under sections 301(b) and 501, and any other relevant infor-
mation, including any recommendations he deems appropriate. The first
such report shall include the recommendations of the Secretary of Health,
Edvcation, and Welfare as to necessary mandatory health standards,
including his recommendations as to the maximum permissible individual
expos'ure to miners from resp'irable dust during a shift.

SPECIAL REPORT

SEC. 512. (a) The Secretary shall make a study to determine the best
manner to coordinate Federal and State activities in the fieki of coal mine
health and safety so as to acMeve (1) maximum health and safety pro-.
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tection for miners, (2) an avoidance of duplic.ition of effort, (8) maxmum
efectiveness, (4) a reduction of delay to a minimum, and (5) mo8t effec..
twe use of Federal inspectors.

(b) The Secretary 8hdl make a report of the results of hi study to the
Congress as soon a.s practicable after the date of enactment of this Act.

JURISDICTION; LIMITATION

SEC. 518. In any proceeding in which the validity of any interim nuznda.
tory health or safety standard set forth in titles II and III of this Act v
in issue, no justice, judge, or court of the United States shall issue any
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction restraining the
enforcement of 8uch standard pending a determination of 8uch issue on
its lnerlt.9.

And the House agree to the same.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of

the House to the title of the bill, and agree to the same.
CARL D. PERKINS,
JOHN H. DENT,
ROMAN PUCINSKI,
AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS,
PATSY T. MINK,
PHILLIP BURTON,
WILL H. AYRES,
JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
ALPHONZO BELL,
DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
JOHN M. ASHBROOK,

Mancigers on the Part of the House.
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
JENNINGS RANDOLPH,
CLAI PELL,
GAYLORD NELSON,
WALTER F. MONDALE,
THOMAS F. EAGLETON,
ALAN CRANSTON,
J. JAVITS,
WINSTON PROUTY,
RICHARD S. SCH-WEIKER,
WM. B. SAXBE,
RALPH T. SMITH,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.



STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE
HOUSE

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the dis-
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the bill (S. 291T) to improve the
health and safety conditions of persons working in the coal minmg
industry of the United States, submit the following statement and
explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the conferees and
recommended in the accompanying conference report:

The Senate bill and the House amendment were very similar in sub-
stance. However, the arrangement of their provisions differed substan-
tially. The substitute agreed upon in conference adopts, in all nmjor
respects, the organization of the House amendment. Throughout t1ii
statement, references are to the sections and subsections of the confer-
ence substitute. The conference substitute adopts, except as explained
herein, all of the major provisions of the House amendment. This state-
ment will explain the differences between the conference report and the
House amendment, except for differences which are purely technical or
conforming.
Section

The Senate bill and the House amendment each contained statement8
of findings and purposes which were substantially the same. The com-
mittee of conference adopts these provisions with appropriate modifica-
tions to recognize the transfer of functions from the Surgeon General
to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and to incorporate
the more detailed Senate provisions relating to the particular purposes
of the act which emphasize the need to eliminate unsafe and unhealth-
ful conditions and practices in this industry. In adopting these pro-
visions, the managers intend that the act be construed liberally when
improved health or safety to miners will result.
Section 8

The definitions of terms used in the bill are substantially the same in
'both the Senate bill and the House amendment. A new definition of the
term "mandatory 'health or safety standard" has been added. It does
not change the substance of either the Senate bill or the House amend-
ment, but is merely a technical chano-e to avoid repeating the statement
that the standards are those establiselied by titles II and III of the act
and those later promulgated under section 101 of the act as the Senate
bill did. The definition of "inspection" as contained in the House
amen&ment is no longer necessary, since the conference agreement
adopts the lano'uage of the Senate bill in section 104(c) of the act which
provides for ndings of an unwarrantable failure at any time during
the same inspection or during any subsequent inspection without re-
gard to when the particular inspection begins or ends. The conference
agreement adopts the Senate version of the definition of "Secretary"
which specifically mcludes his delegate. The delegate would, of course,

(63)
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be a person designated by him to administer and enforce this act and
would include the Federal inspectors who are referred to throughout
the act. as the Secretary's authorized representatives.
Section 4

The provision of the Senate bill and House amendment describing
the mines which are subject to the act, though different in phraseology,
were the same in substance. The agreement reached in conference
adopts the 1)i'oisions of both the Senate bill and House amendment,
but with a change in phraseology which excludes excess verbiage.
Under this provision, as in the case of both the Senate bill and the
House amendment, the coal mine, the operator of the mine, and every
miner therein is subject to the provisions of the act.
Sect kin .5

Both the Senate bill and House amendment provided for an interim
compliance panel composed of five government officials or their dele-
gates. The Panel can draw staff and other assistance from the Depart-
ments of Interior, Labor, Commerce, and Health, Education, and
Welfare and will also have its own budget for other staff and travel and
other expenses. The. provisions are substantially the same, except
that the House amendment required that hearings held under titles II
and III of the act be of record and required that the provisions of
section 54 of title 5. Inited States Code, former'y known as the ad-
judicatory provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act, be com-
plied with. It also provided for judicial review of the Panel's decisions
under section 106 of t:he act. The conference substitute adopts this
provision in the House amendment.

TITLE I—GENERAL

The Senate bill contained provisions for promulgation of mandatory
standards which separated into two titles the promu}gation of health
standards from the promulgation of safety standards. The House
amendment provided a common procedure for the promulgation of
both types of standards in one section. The conference substitute adopts
the House approach on this point to avoid repetition of many
provisions.
Section 101

1. This section deals with the promu1ation of mandatory health and
safety standards. The conference substitute retained the provisions of
the House amendment which had no counterpart in the Senate bill and
which provided that mandatory health or safety standards promul-
gateci under this title may not reduce the protection afforded miners
below that afforded by the interim mandatory health or safety stand-
ards set forth in tifles II and III or below the standards subsequently
piomulgnted under this section. Also, it provides that when objections
are raised to standards, hearings will be held by the appropriate Secre-
tary, and the Secretary who held the hearing must publish his findings.
These findings are to be published in the Federal Register. All stand-
ards shall be promulgated finally by the Secretary of the Interior. The
health standards promulgated by the Secretary will be those
transmitted to him by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare..
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2. The Senate bill required that proposed mandatory health and
safety standards for surface coal mines, including open-pit and auger
coal mines, aiid surface work areas of underground coal mines nuist be
developed and published by the Secretary within a year after the date
of enactment of the act. the comparable House provision required
that mandatory safety standards for surface coal mines must be devel-
oped and published within one year after such date. The conference
azreement adopts the Senate provision with modifications. It pro-
vides that proposed mandatory health and safety standards for such
surface coal mines must be published within one year after the
date of enactment. Proposed mandatory standards for surface work
areas of underground coal mines, in addition to those interim stand-
ards established by this Act, must also be published within that twelve-
month period. In both cases, such publication and final promulgation
will follow the procedures set forth in this section for all health and
safety standards.

3. The Senate bill provided that all interpretations, regulations, aiicl
instructions of the Secretary which are in effect on the operative date
of the title and which are not inconsistent with any provision of this
act will remain in effect until modified or superseded as provided in
this act. The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference substitute adopts the Senate provision with the require-
ment that the interpretations, regulations, and instructions of the
Director of the Bureau of Mines, who by statute admiiiisters the 19
Act, as well as those of the Secretary, in effect on the date of eiiact-
ment. and not inconsistent with this act, must be published in the Fed-
eral Register as soon as possible after enactment for information pur-
poses and to consolidate them in one place. The managers view this
requirement as a very minimal task for the Department. to undertake
and one that is quite important to both the operators and the miners,
as they must know well in advance of the operative date of titles II
and III what interpretations, regulations, and instructions will coii-
tinue to apply.

4. The House amendment required that a copy of every proposed
standard or regulation must be sent, when published in the Federal
Register, to each operator and the representative of miners at the mine
and a copy posted on the bulletin board. The House amendment also
stipulated that failure to receive the notice, including lateness of
receipt thereof, does not relieve anyone. of the obligation under the act
to comply with them once finally promulgated. The conference agree-
ment adopts this provision with the note that it is intended that falinre
to so receive them or to receive them timely also does not relieve any
mterested person who wants to file written objectionsto do so under
this section within the time afforded therefor in the notice of proposed
standards or regulations.
Sectiom 1O

1. The Senate bill required the Secretary of the Interior to appoint
an Advisory Committee on Coal Mine Safety Research. It would be
eomposed of the Director of the Office of Science and Technology, or
his delegate, the Director of the National Bureau of Standards, or his
delegate. the Director of the National Science Foundation, or his clele-
gate, and such other persons as the Secretary may appoint who are

H. Rept. 91—781—5
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knowledgeable in the field of coal mine safety. it would be the duty of
this committee to consult with, and make recommendations to, the sec-
retarv on matters involving coal mine safety research. The Secretary
would be required to consult with, and to consider the recommenda-
tions of, the Advisory Committee in the making of grants and enter-
ing into of contracts for safety research. The Chairman and a majority
of the members of the Committee must be individuals who have no
economic interest in the coal mining mdustry, and are not operators
miners, or governmental employees. The Senate bill also required the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to appoint an Advisory
Committee on Coal Mine Health Research which would be composed
of the Director of the Bureau of Mines or his delegate, the Director
of the National Science Foundation, or his delegate, the Director of
the National Institutes of Health, or his delegate, and such other
persons as the Secretary may appoint who are knowledgeable in th€
fie'd of coal mine health research. The duties of this Advisory Corn.
mittee and the restrictions on the composition of its membership
parallel those of the Advisory Committee for safet.y. The House
imendment contained no comparable provision. The conference sub••
stitute adopts this provision of the Senate bill.

�. The Senate bill authorized the Secretary or the Surgeon
General to apomt other advisory committees to advise him in carrying
out the provisions of this act. The comparable provision of the House
amendment authorized the Secretary of the Interior to appoint ad..
visory committees for that purpose. The Senate bill restricted the
choice of chairman to persons who have no economic interest in the coa.
mining industry and are not operators, miners, or governmental ein•
ployees. It required that a majority of the members be individuals who
have no such mterest in the coal mining industry. The conference sub•
stitute adopts the provisions of the Senate bill with technical changes.

3. The House amendment provided that nongovernmental advisory
committee members be paid not in excess of the GS—18 rate, while the
Senate bill let the administrators set the rate up to $100 per day. Th
conference adopts the House amendment which is consistent with other
recent statutes on this subject.
Section 108

1. Section 103 relates to inspections and investigations in coal
mines. The provisions of the Senate bill and the House amendment
were largely identical. With respect to the authority of the Secretary
of Hea]th, ducation, and Welfare in this area, the two versions dif-
fered in language but not materially in substance. The conference
substitute in this regard adopts a combination of both provisions.. The Senate bill provided that when a representative of the mineis
has reason to believe that a violation of a mandatory standard exists, or
ihat an imminent danger exists, he has a right to obtain an immediate
inspection of the mine. The notice must be reduced to writing signed by
the representative of the miners giving the notice, and a copy provided
to the openitor. A special inspection was required whenever such
notification was received. The comparable provision of the House
amendment permitted any miner or any authorized representative of
the. miners, when he believed that a violation of a mandatory standard
existed or that an imminent danger existed, to notify the Secretary or
his authorized representative. Upon receipt of the notification, the Sec-
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retary or the authorized representative could make a Sl)ecial investiga-
tion. The conference substitute provides that whenever a representative
of the miners has reasonable grounds to believe that such a viohlt!oil
or imminent danger exists, he may obtain an immediate inspection by
giving notice. It requires that the notice must be reduced to writing,
signed by the representative who is making the cornplamt. and a copy
provided the operator or his agent by tile time the inspection is made.
However, an exception is included under which, upon the request ot
the person giving such notice, his name and the names of the individual
miners referred to therein will not appear on the copy of the notice
provided the operator or his agent. It should be noted tht, as used
here and throughout the act, the term "representative of the minei
includes any individual or organization that represents any group of
miners at a given mine and does not require that the representative be
a recognized representative under other labor laws.

3. The Senate bill authorized the Secretary to enter into agreements
with other Federal agencies and the States to utilize their services, per-
sonnel, and facilities in carrying out his functions under the act. The
House amendment did not extend this authority to State agencies and
personnel. The conference adopts the House provision. The managers
note that section 508 of this act authorizes cooperation with the States
in carrying out Federal responsibilities. The Secretary should utilize
that authority where appropriate, except that the managers intend, in
adopting he House provision here, that the Secretary not delegate his
enforcement authority to State agencies or personnel.

4. The Senate bill provided for the daily stationing of Federal in-
spectors at underground coal mines which liberate excessive quantities
of explosive gases and which are likely to present explosion dangers.
The House amendment provided for a minimum of 26 spot inspections
on an irregular basis at such mines, and at a mine that had a gas igni-
tion or explosion during any 5-year period beginning prior to the
operative date of this title, and at a mine that has other especially
hazardous conditions. The Secretary would make these findings. The
conference agreement adopts the House amendment with the require-
ment that there be, in such cases, a minimum of one spot inspection clur-
ing every 5 working days at. a mine that meets one or all of these
criteria. These mspections are to be conducted at irregular intervals.
Section 104

Both the Senate bill and the House amendment contained similar
nrovisions relating to findings, notices, and orders. The conference
adopts the language of the House amendment in sections 104(a) and
(b) with some tecinica changes. One of these relates to the fact that
there are, as mentioned below, special enforcement provisions relative
to the dust standard only.

1. The Senate bill provided that if an inspection of a coal mine
shows that a mandatory health or safety standard is being violated
bu that no imminent danger is created thereby. though the. viohir ion
could significantly and substantially contribute, to the cause or effe't
of a mine hazard, and if it is found thtit the failure of the operatot to
comply is unwarrantable, that finding shall be included in th notice
given the operator under section 104 (b) or (i). If, during that in-
spection or any subsequent inspection carried out within 90 days after
the issuance of the notice, another violation of any such mandatory
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standard is discovered by the inspector and he finds that the violation
is aIo caused by an unwarrantable failure of the operator to comply,
the inspector is required to issue a withdrawal order and to continue,
under section 104(c) (2) of both the Senate bill and the House amend-
inent, to issue such orders when he finds other unwarrantable violations
until such time as a subsequent inspection discloses the occurrence of
no such similar violation. The comparable provision of the House
imenclinent required the inspector, in such a case, to cause the mine to
be reinspected to determine if any similar violation exists. If such a
similar violation did exist, and was caused by the unwarrantable fail-
iire of the operator to comply, the inspector would then issue a with-
drawal order. The substitut.e agreed upon in conference adopts the
irorision of the Senate version of section 104(c) (1) with technical
luiiiges to make it clear that, if another violation of any mandatory
health or safety standard occurs which is also caused by an unwarrant-
able failiu-e of such operator to comply, then a withdrawal order must
be issied. The managers note that an "unwarrantable failure of the
peL1tor to comply" means flue failure of an operator to abate a viola-
hon he knew or should have known existed, or the failure to abate a
violation because of a lack of due diligence, or because of indifference
or lack of reasonable care, on the operator's part..

2. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment provided that any
notice or order issued hereunder by an inspector could be modified
or terminated by an authorized representative of the Secretary. The
Senate bill also provided that such modification or termination would
be subject to review in the same manner as the order being modified
or terminated. The House amendment did not contain this specific
provision. The conference substitute adopts the language of the House
amendment. It should be noted. however, that the conference substitute
in sections 1O(a) (1) and 106 states. as in the House amendment,
explicitly that modification and termination of any. order 'is subject
to a review by the Secretary and the court at the request of the repre-
entat.ive of miners under the act.

3. The conference substitute, retains the provision in section 104(h)
of the House amendment relating to withdrawal orders in the cases
covered by that section, but it adds an additional provision that the
hearing in these cases will be of record and be subject to section 54 of
title of the United 'States Code, which requires a formal adjudicatory
type hearing since the judicial review 'provisions of section 106 of this
title provide for an appeal onthe record.

4. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment had special pro-
visions with respect to enforcement of the respirable dust standard.
Under the Senate bill, if it is found from dust samples that the con-
centrations of respirable dust exceed the permissible limits, the Secre-
tarv is required to issue a notice fixing a reasonable time to take
corrective action, which could not exceed T2 hours. The operator was
then required to take corrective action immediately to brrng such con-
centrations below the required level. At the end of this period, no work
could be performed except. that needed to sample. The comparable pro-
vision of the House amendment provided that when dust samples
showed a violation of the applicable standard, the Secretary or hm
authorized representative must find a reasonable time within which to
take corrective action and issue a notice fixing the reasonable time for
the abatement of the violation. During that period the operator would
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cause samples to be taken of the affected area during each production
shift. The House amendment required that if, at the expiration of the
period prescribed in the notice or in any extension thereof, the violation
had not been abated, a withdrawal order shall be issued.

The conference agreement adopts the House amendment with some
modifications. Under this provision, if, based on samples taken. ana-
lyzed, and recorded as provided in section 202 (a) or, based upon an
inspection, the respirable dust standard is exceeded, the inspector, dur-
ing an inspection, or some other delegate of the Secretary, without an
inspection, must issue a notice of violation and fix a reasonable time to
abate the violation. The conference agreement does not pace a time
limit here but parallels the procedures followed in the case of notices
for other health or safety violations under section 104(b). Also, it does
provide, in section 105(a), for review solely of the reasonableness of
the time fixed in this notice and other notices issued under section 104
of violations of the health and safety stttndards on application by the
operator or the representative of the miners. The Secretary or the
court cannot sta.y the application of such notice while the time fixed is
being reviewed.

If the operator fails to abate the condition and reduce the dust. con-
centration to the allowable limit within the time fixed or subsequently
extended, a withdrawal order must be issued which shall remain in
effect until the Secretary or his authorized representative has reason to
believe, based on actions taken by the operator, that the applicable dust
standard will be complied with when production is resurne4. The
Senate bill contained a provision, which was retained in the confeuene
substitute, that when an order is issued under this section. the Secre-
tary, if requested, must send to the mine a person or team of persons
(if available) who will remain at the mine for such time as they deem
ippropriate to assist in reducing respirable dust concentrations. While
there, they may require the operator to take such action as they deem
appropriate to insure the health of any person in the coal mine.

Section 105
1. The Senate bill and the House amendment each contained proW

visions under which all withdrawal orders issued under the act niav he
reviewed by the Secretary, except orders issued under section D 4(h)
which provides separate procedures for review. The conference nb-
stitute adopts these provisions with technical changes and with the
modification referred to above under which an operator who is isited a
notice pursuant to section 104 (b) or (i) or the representative of the
miners at the mine may obtain a review of the notice if he believes that
the period of time fixed for t1e abatement of the violation is unre1on-
able. LTnder the substitute, the applicant is required to send a cOj)V of
the application to the representative of the miners in the affected niine.
or the operator, as appropriate, but the filing of an application for
review under this section will not operate as a stay of any otcler or
notice.. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment provided that.
pending the completion of an investigation required by section 1O. an
applicant may get temporary relief from the Secretary. The eite
bill limited this authority to non-imminent dancer orders only. The
House amendment did not so limit it. Cnder the. enate bill theere-
tary could grant such relief on'y if a hearing has been held in which
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all parties were given an opportunity to be heard, the applicant shows
there is a substantial likelihood that the findinos of the Secretary will
be favorable to the applicant, and that the reuief will not adversely
affect the health and safety of miners in the coal mme. The conf ercnce
agreement adopts the language of the Senate bill, but requires that no
such relief may be given in the case of notices issued under section 104
(b) or (i), as well as in the case of appeals from imminent danger
orders.
Sec fio 106

1. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment provided for judi-
cial review of decisions issued by the Panel or the Secretary, except
decisions relative to civil penalties which are subject to review under
section 109. The substantive difference between these provisions lies
in the fact that under the Senate bill the review could be in the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia as well as the court of
aI)peals for the circuit in which the mine is located. The conference
sul)titute adopts the Senate provision with technical changes and
makes it clear that the court cannot entertain an appeal until the per-
son seeking review has exhausted his administrative remedies.

2. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment provided authority
for the court to grant necessary relief pending final determination
of the appeal, except in the case of imminent danger appeals, from a
decision of the Secretary. TJnder the Senate bill, however, such relief
could be given only if (1) all parties have been notified and given an
opl)ortunity to be heard, (2) the person requesting the relief shows
there is a substantial likelihood that lie will prevail on the merits in
the final determination of the proceeding, and (3) that the relief will
not adversely affect the health and safety of miners in the coal mines.
The conference substitute adopts these requirements.

3, The Senate bill and the House amendment also limited the right of
courts to grant temporary relief in proceedings to review decisions
issued by the. Panel. The conference substitute adopts the Senate pro-
visinn which includes the first two restrictions just mentioned.

4. The Senate bill provided that attorneys appointed by the Secre-
tary may appear for, and represent him in, proceedings for judicial
review. The House amendment contained no comparable provision. The
conference substitute adopts this provision with technical changes.
Se"tin. 108

1. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment contained provi-
sions under which injunctions could be obtained for violations of this
act and matters related thereto. Under the Senate bill these civil actions
would be instituted by the Secretary. Lnder the House amendment.
the Secretary must request. the Attorney General to institute them.
Fnder the conference agreement the Secretary may institute the civil.
action, and, in such action, attorneys appointed by the Secretary may'
appear for and represent him.

2. The House amendment, unlike the Senate bill, provided that tem•
poiry restraining orders may not be issued without notice unless the
petition therefor alleges that substantial and irreparable injury to
miners will be unavoidable, and provides that the temporary restrain•
ing order may be effective for no more than 7 days. The conference sub-
stitute modies the provision of the House amendment to provide thai;
the court may issue temporary restraining orders in accordance with
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rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, but provides that the
time limit in the case of a temporary restraining order issued without
notice shall be no more than 7 days, and that, in an action to enforce
an order or decision, the substantial evidence rule vill apply.

Seetion 109
1. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment. provide for the

assessment of civil penalties against the operator for violations. tncler
the Senate bill such a penalty shall not be less than $1, or more than
$25,000, for each occurrence. Under the House amendment the. penalty
shall not be more than $10,000 for each violation with no mini-
mum established. The conference substitute adopts the provisions of
the House amendment in this regard with technical changes.

2. The Senate bill provided that, in determining the amount of the
civil penalty only, the Secretary should consider, among other things.
whether the operator was at fault. The House amendment did not
contain this provision. Since the conference agreement provides ha-
bility for violation of the standards against the operator without
regard to fault, the conference substitute also provides that the Secre-
tary shall apply the more appropriate negligence test, in determining
the amount of the penalty, recognizing that the operator has a high
decree of care to insure the health and safety of persons in the mine.

3. The Senate bill provided that any miner who willfully violates the
safety standards relating to smoking or to carrying of smoking mate-
rials, matches, or lighters shall be su%ject to a civil penalty which shall
not be more than $1,000 for each occurrence. The House amendment
did not contain this provision. The conference substitute retains this
provision, but modifies it to provide that any civil penalty assessed by
the Secretary shall not be more than $250 for each occurrence of the
violation.

4. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment provided an
opportunity for a hearing in assessing such penalties, but the Senate
bill required a record hearing under 5 U.S.C. 554. The conference sub-
stitute adopts the Senate provision with the added provision that.
where appropriate, such as in the case of an appeal from a withclrawil
order, an effort should be made to consolidate the hearings. The coin-
mencement of such proceedings, however, shall not stay any notice or
order invo'ving a violation of a standard.

5. The Senate bill provided that if a person against whom a civil
penalty is assessed fails to pay it, the Secretary must file a petition for
enforcement of the order in the appropriate district court in the tnitecl
States. The petition must designate the person against whom the order
is sought to be enforced. The court is given jurisdiction to enter a jucig-
ment enforcing the order as appropriate. The court would hear the case
on the record made before the Secretary and the findings of the Secre-
tary, if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered ts a

whole. would be conclusive. The corresponding provision of the House
amendment required the Secretary to request the Attorney General te
institute a civil action in a district court of the United States to collect
the penalty. Such proceeding would be de novo.

The conference agreement is similar to the Senate bill. The court
would hear the case de novo and determine all relevant issues, except
issues of fact which were or could have been litigated before a court of
appeals under section 106. This provision recognizes that the facts
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by the court of appeals under section 106 and should not be relitigateci
here. Also, in some cases they could have been so litigated and were
not. Upon the request o the respondent in the de novo proceeding,
issues of fact not litigated under section 106 which are in dispute must
be submitted to a jury and, on the basis of the jury's finding, the court
would determine the amount of the penalty to be imposed. The court
has jurisdiction to enter a judgment enforcing the order, or modifying
it, or setting it aside, or remanding it to the Secretary.

The Senate bill, but not the House amendment, provided that. at-
torneys appointed by the Secret.ary may appear and represent him in
proceedings to enforce civil penalties. The conference agreement
adopts, with a technical ehange, the Senate provision because the man-
agers believe that here and elsewhere in the act where this provision is
found it is most important that the Secretary establish a competent
legal staff with experience and understanding of this legislation to
handle expeditiously litigation not only at the administrative hearing
stage, but also at the i.ppellate and district court st.ge. The highly
technical nature and unique comiditons ind practices that occur in this
industry warrant the conclusion that the healtih and safety of the
miners requires not. only well-trained and experienced inspectors and
administrators, but al . legal staff with experience gained in the
handling of such proceedings.

6. The Senate bill provided that any operator who willfully violates
the health or safety standards or refuses to comply with an order in-
orporated in a decision issued under the title shall be punished by a
ne of not more than $25,000, or imprisoned for not more than 1 year,
or both, except that for a second conviction the maximum punishment
is S50.000, or imprisonment, for 5 years, or. both. The House amendment
provided for punishment in similar cases by a fine of not. more than
iU.flflO or ilfll)risonrflent for not more than 6 month, or by both, and
for a second conviction by a fine of not. more than $20,000 or by irn-
i)rioflment. of not. more than 1 year, or by both. The conference 5UI)-
stitute adopts the provisions of the Senate bill with techniea
modifications.

The House amendment provided criminal penalties against per-
sons who manufacture new electrical equipment for use in coal mines
]i;1t is p'aced in commerce and that is falsely represented as complying
with the. Secretary's specifications or regulations, and against any
other person who removed, altered, modified, or rendered inoperative
such equipment. prior to its sale or delivery to its ultimate purchaser
and who falsely represents such equipment as meeting such specfica-
tions or regrElations. The Senate 'bill does not contain such a provision.
The conference agreement provides that anyone. whether a manii-
facturer or not. who knowingly distributes, sells, offers for sak, intro-

or delivers in commerce such equipment. which is falsely repre-
sented as so complying with this Act or with any speeification or
reu1ation of the Secretary applicable to such equipment, shall be
subject to appropriate saiwtions. The objective, of this provision is tc
insure that manufacturers and 'dealers of such equipment will meet
their safety respoisibi1itie in regard to this equipment.
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Section .1.10
The Senate bill provided that where a withdrawal order is issued for

repeated failures to comply with a health or safety standard, the
Secretary. after giving an opportunity for a hearing to interested per-
sons, shall order all miners who are idled due to the order to be
fully compensated by the operator at their regular rates of pay for the
time they were idled, or for 1 week, whichever is the lesser. These
orders would be subject to judicial review. The corresponding provi-
sion of the House amendment provided that where a withdrawal order
has been issued all miners working during the shift when the order
was issued who are idled by the order will be entitled to full compensa-
tion at their regular rates of pay for the period they are idled, but
not for more than the balance of the shift. If the order is not termi-
nated prior to the next working shift, all miners on that shift who are
idled will be entitled to full compensation for the period they are idled.
but for not more than 4 hours of the shift. The substitute agreed upon
in conference adopts the provisions of the House amendment, except
that where the mine is closed by an order issued on account of an un-
warrantable failure of the operator to comply with a health or safety
standard, the miners who are idled will obtain the benefits described
in the Senate bill.

This section of the House amendment also contained a provision,
which is retained in the conference substitute, under which an operator
who violates or fails or refuses to comply with a section 104 order mist
pay full compensation at regular rates of pay to miners who should
have been withdrawn or prevented from entering the mine or po'tion
thereof as the result of that order, in addition to pay received for
work performed after such order is issued.

Nothing in this section is intended to interfere with or preempt any
collective bargaining agreement.

* * * * *
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TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A

The Senate bill set forth certain findings relative to the need for,
and desirability of, a benefit program for inactive miners, their de-
pendents, and their surviving widows and children where such miners
are disabled or died due to complicated pneumoconiosis. It also
provided that it is the purpose of title V of the Senate bill to provide
interim emergency health benefits to coal miners who are totally
disabled and unable to be gainfully employed due to complicated
pileumoconiosis, to widows and children of such miners, and to
develop further information on the subject. The House amendment
did not have such a statement of purpose. The conference substitute
finds that there are a significant number of living coal miners who
are totally disabled from pneumoconiosis arising out of employment
iii one or more underground coal mines; that there are survivors of
such miners svhose death was due to this disease, and that few States
provide such benefits. It also states that it is the purpose of this title
to provide such benefits and to insure that future adequate benefits
are provided to coal miners and their dependents where disability
or death occurs from such disease.

The House amendment defined the terms coal mine, complicated
pneumocoiuosis, dependent, and widow. The Senate bill had no
similar provision. The conference agreement adopts the House
binguage for widows and dependents. It also defines the terms pneumo-
coniosis, secretary, miner, and total disability.

PART B

The Senate bill directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to develop and promulgate disability benefits standards which
would govern the determination of persons eligible to receive benefits
nd the procedure used in disbursing such benefits. The standards,
among other things, are to take into consideration the length of
employment in coal mines deemed sufficient to establish a claim. The
stindards are effective upon promulgation unless a later date of no
more than 7 months after enactment is prescribed. The House amend-
ment had no similar provision but defined the term complicated
pneunioconiosis. The conference agreement directs the Secretary of
Health, Educwtion, and Welfare to prescribe by regulation, standards
to determine whether a miner is totally disabled due to, or died from,
pneunoconiosis. It provides that the regulations shall not be more
restrictive than the regulations applicable to section 223(d) of the
Social Security Act. It is expected that initially the criteria apphed
by time Secretary will be that now applied under section 223(d) of
that act. Such standards would, among other things, require that the
administrators of this program apply the best medicii means available
for ascertaining the disease in the miner.
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The Senate bill provided for benefit payments to persons determined
to be eligible by a State in accordance with the standards of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare based upon the mimmuni
monthly payment to which a Federal employee in grade GS—2, vho
is totally disabled is entitled. Under the Senate bill, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare would make grants to cover the
entire cost of such payments through June 30, 1971, and to pay
one-half of such costs during the fiscal years ending June 30, 1972 tflCl
1973. It authorized annual appropriations for those 3 fiscal years with
a requirement for a proportionate reduction in grants and payments
if appropriations are not sucient.

The House amendment provided payments to miners totally dis-
abled from complicated pneumoconiosis and to the widows of miners
who suffered from complicated pneumoconiosis at the time of death.
The disease must have arisen out of, or in the course of, the individual's
employment in a coal mine. If he was so employed for 10 years or
more, there is a rebuttable presumption that the disease so aroe; if

he was not, the individual must demonstrate that his disease so arose.
Anyone who suffered from this disease is deemed to be totally disabled
and therefore eligible.

Under the House amendment, payments are based upoii the niiui-
mum monthly payment to which a Federal employee in grade GS—2,

who is totally disabled, is entitled at the time of payment under provi-
sions of Federal law relating to Federal employees (sec. 8112, title 5.
United States Code).In the case of total disability, the disabled individ-
ual is entitled to payment at a rate equal to 50 percent of such mini-
mum monthly amount. The widow of a miner entit'ed to payment
would be eligible to receive the same amourt. The payment would he
increased to allow for up to three dependents. The first dependent
would increase the basic payment by 50 percent; the second dependent
by 75 percent; and the third dependent by 100 percent. The maximum
monthly payment, therefore, to which an eligible individual is entitled
under this subsection is equal to the minimum monthly piyment itch
Federal employee is entitled to.

Under the House amendment, the Secretary of Labor shall ent'r intu
agreements with the Governors of the States under which the State
will receive and adjudicate claims under this subsection from it rei-
dents and under which the payments will be made. Each Goverior will
implement the agreement in any manner he determines will best
effectuate the provisions of this subsection. If the Secretary of Labor
is unable to enter into an agreement with a Governor or if a Governor
requests him to do so the Secretary may make payrneltts directly.
'When the Secretary of Labor has an agreement with a State lie will
make a grant to the State for the. purpose of making the individual
payments.

No claim would be considered unless it is filed (1) within 1 ver after
the date an employed miner received the results of his first chest
roentgenogram as provided under section 203, or, if he did not receive
such a chest roentgenogram, the date he was first afforded an oppor-
turuty to do so under that section, or (2) in the case of any other
claimant, within 3 years from the date of enactment of this act, or, in
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the case of a claimant who is a widow, within 1 year alter the death of
her husband or within 3 years from the date of enactment of this act,
whichever is the later.

The conference substitute provides that the program under part B
would be administered by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare who, based on the heretofore mentioned standards, shall
provide benefit payments to miners for total disability from pneumo-
coniosis and to widows of miners whose death is due to this disease.
If a miner who suffered or is suffering from the disease was or is em-
ployed in one or more underground coal mines for 10 or more years.
there is a rebuttable presumption that his disease arose out of such
employment and if a deceased miner was so employed and died from a
respirable disease, there is also a rebuttable presumption that death
was due to this disease. If a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic
dust disease of the lung based on certain specified medical evidence as
defined in section 411(c) (3), there is an irrebuttable presumption that
he is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis or that his death was due
to this disease. The benefit payments are to be made as provided in
the House amendment; that is, in accordance with the minimum
monthly payment to which a Federal employee in grade GS—2 is
entitled for total disability. Benefits for miners are to be reduced by an
amount equal to any payment which the miner or his widow receives
under State workmen's compensation, unemployment compensation,
or disability insurance laws due to d1sability of such miner, and the
amount by which such payment to the miner would be reduced on
account of excess earnings under the social security laws.

In the case of total disability of a miner, the claims must be filed on
or before December 31, 1972. In the case of a widow, the claim must be
filed within 6 months after death of her husband or by December 31,
1972, whichever is later. Benefits are payable to a widow due to death
of miner under part B if the miner was receiving total disability
benefits prior to his death or if the death of the miner occurred prior
to January 1, .1973. Also, the benefit program provides that no
benefits shall be paid after December 31, 1972, for a miner who
filed his claim after December 31, 1971. The House amendment pro-
vided that no benefit payments shall be made to residents of any
State which, after enactment, reduces to persons eligible under this
program the benefits it pays under its State laws which are applicable
to its general work force with regard to workmen's compensation,
luiempioyrntnt compensation, and disability insurance, and winch are
funded by employer contributions. Benefit payments made under State
programs funded by eneral revenues are not included in the mainte-
nince of effort provisioii in the House amendment for the reason that
they are not considered to be workmen's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation. or disability insurance programs as such programs
are generally understood, and as they are intended to be understood
within the context of this benefit. program. Any changes in such pay-
ments or programs subsequent. to the date of enactment, therefore,
vou1d not nffec.t 1)aymellts to the residents of such State under the
House amendment. The Senate bill prohibited the making of benefit
payments where i State reduced its benefits to an eligible person. The
conference substitute idopts the House amendment without change
and together with the above intent.
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PART C

The conference substitute also provides that on or after January 1,
1973, benefit claims must be filed pursuant to applicable State work-
men's compensation laws, except, in any period when miners or widows
are not covered by- any such law which provides adequate coverage
for pneumoconiosls, they shall be entitled to claim benefits under
this provision of. the act. A State workmen's compensation law shall
not be deemed to provide adequate coverage for pneumocofllosls
during any period unless it is included in a list of State laws found
by the Secretary of Labor and published by him, in accordance with
guidelines set forth in this provision, to be adequate. Durmg any
period after December 31, 1972, in which a State workmen's com-
pensation law is not so included, the applicable provisions of the act
of 'Iarch 4, 1927, as amended, shall be applicable to an operator of

an underground coal mine in such State with respect to death or
disability due to this disease arising out of employment in such mme.
During such period, the operator shall be liable for, and secure the
payment of, benefits to the persons listed in section 412(a) as pro-
vided in part C of this title, except that no benefit payments shall be
required for any such penod. seven years after enactment.

TImE V_AD1rn.nsTRATIoN
Section 501

1. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment contained provi-
sions under which studies, research, experiments, and demonstrations
vill be carried on in the fields related to working conditions, preven-
tion of accidents, and control of causes of occupational diseases in the
óal mining industry. The House amendment contained a number of
specific descriptions of particular matters to be investigated. A number
of these hace been atdoptecl in the conference substitute, as well as one
provision of the Senate bill which required research to develop new
and improved sources of power for use underground which was not
included in the House amendment. The House amendment required the
Secretary of the Interior to distribute or divide the funds available for
carrying out. the section as equally as possible between himself and the
Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare. This provision is not
included in the conference substitute because provision is made for
appropriations directly to both. The House amendment also required
that activities in the field of health be carried out by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the activities in the field of safety
be carried out by. the Secretary. This House provision was included in
the conference substitute.

2. Both the Senate bill and the House amendment authorized con-
tracts and grants to public and private agencies and organizations and
individuals to carry out research, experiments, demonstrations, studies.
training, and education under this section and sections 301(b) and
502 (a) without regard to limitations in other statutes on contnicts and
orants applicable to other programs of the Secretary. In addition. the
senate bill authorized such grants and contracts to carry out. other
education and study activities. The conference substitute adopts the
provisions of the Senate bill in this regard.

3. The House amendment provided that no research can be carried
out under the act unless all developments resulting from such re-
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search would be available to the general public, subject to such ex-
ceptions and limitations as the Secretary or the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare might find necessary in the interests of
national security. The Senate bill did not contain this provision. The
conference adopts the House prcwision bnt substitutes public interest
for national security.

4. The Senate bill contained a provision which had no counterpart
in the House amendment which provided for studies and research of
matters involving the protection of life and the prevention of diseases
in connection with persons, who, although not miners, work with or
around the products of coal mines in areas outside of such mines and
under conditions which might adversely affect their health and well-
being. This provision is retained in the conference substitute.

5. The Senate bill authorized the appropriation to the Secretary of
the Interior of funds to carry out his functions under this section and
section 301(b) at an annual rate not exceeding $20 million for fiscal
year 1970, $25 million for fiscal year 19T1, and $30 million for fiscal
year 1972, and each succeeding scal year thereafter. It also author-
ized a separate appropriation of such sums as may be necessary to the
Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare to carry out the responsi-
bilities imposed upon him by the Act with respect to research in the
field of health. The comparable provision of the House amendment
authorized the appropriation of such sums as might be necessary to
carry out the seetion. The conference substitute adopts the provisions
of the Senate bill with tethnical changes.

6. The senate bill authorized the Secretary to grant. an operator, on a
mine-by-mine basis. exceptions to any of the provisions of the Act for
the purpose. of granting engineering institutions an opportunity to
experiment, with new techniques and equipment to improve the health
and safety of miners where it will not adversely affect their health and
safety. The eonferene substithte adopts this provision with a
modification to insure that its benefits will not be limited to engineerin
institutions but will be available to other accredited educational
institutions. The Secretary, of course, may also conduct such experi-
iiieits directh- tinder his research authority.. The. Senate bill authorized grants to public and private agencies.
institutions, and organizations, and operators or individuals for re-
search and experiments to develop effective respiratory devices and
other devices to carry oit the purposes of the act. The conference sub-
stitute adopts this provision of the Senate bill. bnt limits it to thE
dc-veloDment of respiratory equipment.

502
Tth the Senate bill and the House amendment contain proviion

i-e1t.in to progrims for the educton nd trrnin nf col-rnin oe
aror. a.ents therenf. fulul miners. T1e Senate hill I]so directs the Sec:e.•
tori- to provide technical assistance to mine onerators, but no compara.
hie provision was in the House amendment. The conference agreement:
clopts this provision of the Senate bill.

50.'?

1. The Senat.e bill provided Federal assistance to coal producing
States m developing and enforcing effective health and safety laws andl
reu1ations applicable to mines in the States. and to promote Federal
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State coordination and cooperation in improving health and safety
conditions in the Nation's coal mines. It provided, that, in order to
receiveFederal assistance, the State must submit a plan designating
•the State coal mine inspection or safety agency as the agency for ad-
ministering the plan and containing assurance that it will have author-
ity to carry out the plan, gives assurances that an adequate staff will
be employed, sets forth the plans, policies, and methods to be followed
in carrying out the plan, provides for extension and improvement of
the State's program for coal mine health and safety, and prohibits ad-
vance notices of inspections, contains the usua' common provisions re-
lating to fiscal control and fund accountability and for reports to the
Secretary and meets additional conditions prescribed by the Secretary.
The Secretary is authorized to discontinue the assistance under the
plan if the State fails to comply with it or fails to give reasonabk
cooperation in administering this Act. If the State is aggrieved by
the Secretary's decision to iscontinue assistance under the p'an, an
appeal lies to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The

Senate bill further provided that grants may be made where there

is an approved State plan to carry it out, including the cost of training
inspectors, and to assist States in planning and implementing other

programs for the advancement of health and safety in coal mines. The
Senate bill provided that the Federal grant may not exceed 80 percent
of the cost of the program. It authorized the appropriation of $. mil-
lion for the fiscal year 19T0 and $5 million for each succeeding fiscal
year to carry out the program. It also required an equitable distribu-
tion of these funds among the States and for coordination between
the Secretaries with the Secretary of Labor and Health, Education,
and Welfare in making grants under the section.

The comparable provision of the House amendment provided for
grants to coal mining States to assist them to conduct research and
planning studies to carry out plans designed to improve their work-
mens compensation and occupational disease laws and programs as
they relate to compensation for pneumoconiosis and injuries in coal
mine employment, and to assist the States in planning and implement-

ing other programs for the advancement of 'health and safety in coal

mines. The grants under the House provision would not extend beyond

a period of 5 years following the effective date of the act and would be
made only to States which have an approved State p'an. The Secre-
tary would approve State plans which provide for making reports to

him and for fisca' contro' and fund accounting procedures, and assure
-that the State will not reduce its existing State programs or benefits.

and meets other conditions which he may prescribe. The provision

prevented tl'ie Secretary from disapproving a State plan without giv-
ing the State an opportunity for a hearing. The amount granted under
the House amendment cou'd not exceed 80 percent of the amount ex-
pended by it in carrying out the .p]an. The House amendment author-
ized the appropriation of $1 million for the fiscal year 1910 and each
succeeding fiscal year for carrying out the section.

The conference substitute combines the provisions of both bills, but
the requirement of a State p'an is not included. Instead, the conference
substitute requires the annua' filing of an application for a grant.
The conference substitute does give an opportunity for judicial review
by the CouEt of Appea1s for the District of Columbia of decisions of
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the Secretary when he disapproves a State application. As agreed to
in conference, the amount authorized to be appropriated is $3 mu] ion
for the fiscal year 1970 and $5 million annually thereafter for grants
to be distributed equitably to coal producing States with approved
applications. The amount of the grant to any coal mining State for a
fiscal year is limited to 80 per centum of the sum expended by the State
annually to carry out the grant application. The managers intend that
the Secretary provide grants to States where there is actual cod
production during the previous fiscal year for commerce.

2. The provision in the Senate bill providing for the development
of facilities, as appropriate, to train Federal and State coal mine
inspectors jointly is retained under the conference agreement with a
modification to make it clear that it also provides for the construction
of such facilities where needed.
Section 504

The Senate bill amended the Small Business Act to authorize loans
(either directly or in cooperation with banks or other lending institiL-
tions) to assist small business coal mine operators in effectmg addi-
tions or alterations in the equipment, facilities, or methods of opert-
tion on such mines to meet requirements imposed by this act if tlie
Small Business Administration determines that such concern is likely
to suffer substantial economic injury without such assistance. The
Senate bill also permitted loans to be made or guaranteed under section
202 of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 for
this new purpose. The corresponding provision of the House bill
authorized the Secretary for 5 years after enactment to make
loans to coal mine operators to enable them to procure or convert equip-
ment needed by them to comply with the provisions of this Act. These
loans would have had maturitie.s set by the Secretary but not in excess
of 20 years and would bear interest at a rate which would be adequate
to cover the cost of the funds to the Treasury, the cost of administering
the section, and probable loss. The Secretary would be required to ue
the services of the Small Business Administration. The conference sub-
stitute adopts the provisions of the Senate bill on this matter.
Section 505

Both the Senate bill and the House amendment contained provisions
relating to qualifications and training of inspectors and other person-
nel. The Senate bill, unlike the House amendment, a'so waived the
provision of the Recenue andExpenditure ('ntrol Act of .1968 relat-
ing to the number of employees for this program. Because of the clear
need for more qualified inspectors and other personnel to enforce aiLd
administer this Act., the House amendment, with this provision of the
Senate bill, is retained in the conference substitute.
Section 506

The Senate bill prorided that nothing in the Act would be construed
to supersede or effect workmens compensation laws of the States or to
affect common law rights, duties, or liabilities of employers and em-
ployees under specified State laws. No comparable provision was con-
tained in the House amendment, and no such 1)ro\isioII appears in the
conference substitute.
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&ctio'n 5O9

The Senate bill provided that the operative date of the interim
health and safety standards would be four months after enactment.
The House amendment provided that the safety standards be effective
three months after enactment and that the health standards be effective
six months after enactment. The conference agreement tclopts the
House provision with a modification noting tha, where an earlier
effective date is specified, such date shall control.

Section 511
The Senate bill required an annual report to the Congress by the

Secretary and the Surgeon General. The House amendment also pro-
vided for separate annual reports by the Secretary and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare but specified in greater detail the
matters to be included in the reports. The conference agreement adopts
the House language with teehnical changes. The managers intend that
these reports be as informative as possible about the actions taken and
not taken by the two Secretaries under this Act to achieve its purposes
and, most particularly, to achieve compliance with its provisions.

Section 512
The House amendment provided for a study by the Secretary of the

ways to coordinate Federal and State coal mine health anct safety
activities. The Senate bill had no comparable provisions. The confer-
ence agreement adopts the House provision.

Section 513
The Senate bill provided that in any proceeding invo1vin the

validity of the interim mandatory health and safety standards, no
temporary restraining orders or preliminary injunctions restraining or
enjoining such-standard.shall be issued pending a final determination
of the issue on the merits. There was no comparable House provision..
The conference adopts the Senate provision.

CARL D. PERKINS,
JOHN H. DENT,
ROMAN PUCINSKI,
AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS.
PATSY T. MINK,
PHILLIP BURTON,
WILLIAM H. AYRES,
JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
ALPHONZO BELL,
DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
JONN M. ASHBROOK,

Managers on the Part of the House.
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CONFERENCE REPORT ON S. 2917,
FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I call up
the conference report on the bill (5. 2917)
to improve the health and saIey condi-
tions of persons working in the coal min-
ing industry of the united States, and
ask unnnirnous consent that the state-
ment of the managers on the part of the
House be read in lieu of the report.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, re-
serving the right to object, I would like to
make a parliamentary inquiry.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
state his parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. ERLENBORN. It is my intention
to make a point of order against the con-
ference report. I understand that this
must be made before the statement on
the part of the managers is read. Am I
correct?

The SPEAKER. In response to the
parliamentary inquiry, the gentleman's
understanding is also the understanding
of the Chair. The gentleman is correct.

Mr. ERLENBORN. If I do not object to
the unanimous-consent request for dis-
pensing with the reading of the report,
will I be protected in my poixit of order
before the statement of the managers is
read?

The SPEAKER. The gentleman could
reserve a point of order, and he could
exercise it at the conclusion of the read-
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ing oI the statement of the managers on
the part o:f the House.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I re-
serve the point of order against the re-
port and withdraw my reservation of
objection.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentlenran from Ken-
tucky?

There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
(For conference report and statement,

see proceedings of the House of De-
cember 16,1969.)

Mr. PERKINS (during the reading).
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that further reading of the statement of
the managers on the part of the House
be dispensed with.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

There wa: no objection.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I

renew my point of order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will

state his point of order.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I

made a point of order against the con-
ference report in that in several in-
stances matters not In disagreement be-
tween the House and the Senate were
amended in the conference report, and
the confereace report includes matters
that were iot included In either the
House or the Senate version of the bill.
I would like to be heard on that ipoint of
order.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear
the gentleman.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLEBORN, I cannot yield at
this time.

Mr. BURTON of California. It would
be a little easier if those of us on this
side of the aisle could get a copy of the
gentleman's objections.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am sorry, I do
not have additional copies.

Mr. Speaker, section 401, part B, of
the conferenie report refers to total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis from
working in coal mines as a disease that
would come under the terms of this
measure. The term "pneumoconiosis" Is
defined as a chronic dust disease of the
lung. Both tie House and Senate bills
make only complicated pneumoconiosis
as the basis for payments.

The SPEAECER. Will the gentleman
state again tie section of the report to
which he mak:es reference?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Section 401 of the
conference report. All of title IV of the
conference report, section 401 and the
other sections in title IV.

Mr. Speaker, there was no disagree-
ment between the House and the Senate
as to complicated pneumoconiosis being
the sole basis that is compensable under
both the Hoth;e and the Senate versions
of the bill. This matter was not in dis-
agreement. But in the report of the con-
ference, simple pneumoconiosis was
made compensable. This not only vio-
lates the provision that matters in dis-
agreement ca:not be amended, but i
brings in coverage for an additional dis-
ease that was :aot contemplated, or stage
of the disease that was not contemplated
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in either the House or the Senate ver-
sion.

Moreover, title IV itself, of which sec-
tion 401 is a part, carries the caption
'Black Lung Benefits," a designation
which is applicable only to coal dust
pneumoconiosiS and not to other forms
of the disease, such as silicosis.

Thus the conference report goes be-
:ond bQth bills in providing compensa-
tion for every kind of pneumoconiosis,
a1id thus a number of diseases other
than those attributable to black lung or
complicated pneuxnoconiosis, which is
coal.dust-complicated pneumoconlOSls.
Consequently by referring to diseases of
the lung caused by dust, other diseases
such as silicosis, which were not covered
in either the House or the Senate ver-
sion, are now being made compensable.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, section 412(c)
provides that benefit payments under
title IV shall not be deemed income under
the Internal Revenue Code. This
provision was in neither bill nor in any
provision similar In substance. Neither
bill addressed itselZ to the taxability of
the compensation paid under those bills.
This section 412(c) is entirely new mat-
ter that was not contained in either bill
in any fashion whatsoever.

Third, Mr. Speaker, section 413(c) re-
qu.tres the miner to file a claim under
the applicable State workmen's compen-
sation law subject to certain conditions
prior to filing a claim under this section.
No such requirement was contained in
either bill.

Fourth, Mr. Speaker, section 421(a)
provides that after January 1, 1973,
claims for benefits shall be ified pursu-
ant to applicable State workmen's com-
pensation laws. Similarly the other pro-
visions of section 421(a) are tied to this
prior application by the applicant un-
der State workmen's compensation laws.
No such requirements were contained in
either bill. This is entirely new mat-
ter.

Fifth, Mr. Speaker, section 422(a) of
the conference report provides that cer-
tain provisions of the Longshoremen and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act
shall be applicable to coal mine opera-
tors in a State whose workmen's com-
pensation law has not been approved by
the Secretary of Labor.- Subsections
422 (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and
(i) are related to subsection (a). None
of these are in either bill. No reference
was made in either bill to the Longshore-
men and Harbor Workers' Compensa-
tion Act. This s entirely new matter.

Sixth, Mr. Speaker, section 423 of the
conference report requires the coal mine
operator to pay disability benefits in a
State which has no workmen's compen-
sation or whose law is not on the ap-
proved list of the Secretary of Labor.
This, by the way, imposes new duties on
the Secretary of Labor to approve or
disapprove the provisions of State work-
men's compensation laws. It, in effect,
requires the Secretary of Labor to black-
list or make a list of States who do not
iave State workmen's compensation
laws that he feels grant sufficient com-
pensation. This is an entirely new duty
on the Secretary of Labor that was not
contemplated or provided for by either

bill. It also requires the operator if he
is selZ-insured to comply with regula-
tions of the Secretary of Labor. No such
provision was contained In either bill. It
sets forth certain mandatory provisions
that must be in the contract of the op-
erator if he has a policy from an insur-
ance company providing for payment of
such benefits. No such provision was in
either bill. This section imposes an obli-
gation to pay workmen's compensation
and industrial disease compensation, im-
poses these conditions on a mine opera-
tor, and no such imposition was made by
either bill.

Seventh, Mr. Speaker, section 424 of
the conference report requires that if the
operator is neither self-insured nor
covered by a policy or has not paid bene-
fits in a reasonable time or there is no
operator who was required to pay such
benefits, the Secretary of Labor shall pay
these benefits to the claimant who is eli-
gible, and the operator shall be liable to
the United States in a civil action for the
amount so paid by the United States.

None of these provisions was in either
bill. It provides a new cause of action to
the United States against the operators
that was not contemplated in either bill.

Mr. Speaker, there are many prece-
dents holding that matters not hi dis-
agreement between the House and the
Senate cannot be amended by the con-
ference committee. There are many prec-
edents for that.

In addition, the precedents are clear
that the conference committee's juris-
diction is limited to those matters that
were in disagreement, and the confer-
ence committee may not draw provisions
that go outside those that were con-
templated by either bill.

When a bill is sent to conference, mat-
ters in disagreement between the Houses,
and only matters in disagreement be-
tween the Houses, are before the con-
ferees. I cite volume 8, section 3253 of
Hinds' Precedents. This rule has always
been very strictly construed.

Conferees are restricted to the literal
difference between the two Houses. The
insertion of any extraneous matter, even
though germane, is subject to a point of
order. I cite volume 8, sections 3254 and
3258 of Hinds' Precedents.

It is clear, Mr. Speaker, from this short
statement of only a few of many pre-
cedents—and I have others here and I
am prepared to present them—that if
any matter is placed in the conference
report which goes beyond the literal dif-
ferences between the two versions of the
bill, which imposes new duties upon
agencies or departments of Government,
or grants new causes of action or new
compensation not contemplated by either
bill as passed by the two Houses, even
though germane, these matters render
the conference report subject to a point
of order if the managers have exceeded
their authority.

I am prepared, Mr. Speaker, if it is
desired, to cite additional precedents.

The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman
from Kentucky desire to be heard on
the point of order?

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I cer-
tainly desire to be heard.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear
the gentleman.
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Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, we feel
that we are clearly within the rules of
the House. The word "pneumoconiosis"
is not limited in the Senate bill. The
Senate bill embraces the provisions to
which the gentleman from fllinois ob-
jects.

In this regard, the Senate bill, in sec-
tion 502, gave broad grant of authority
to the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to "develop and promulgate
interim disability standards governing
the determination of, among other
things"—and I am quoting—'the
methods and procedures to be used in
disbursing such benefits, and such other
matters as the Secretary deems appro-
priate."

What the conference report does is
i'estrict and nail down what the Senate
left to the Secretary's discretion.

I yield to the distinguished gentleman
from Michigan, Mr. O'HARA.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, may I be
heard on the point of order?

The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear
the gentleman.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker. I wish to
emphasize the point made by the chair-
man of the Committee on Education and
Labor that the language of the confer-
ence report objected to represents a def-
inition of terms that is consistent with
the differences betwen, the House and
Senate versions. In section 502. as the
distinguished chairman has pointed out.
the Senate left to administrative discre-
tion the definition of the terms with re-
spect to which the gentleman from Illi-
nois has raised some question. The con-
ference report by defining such terms
has not gone beyond the Senate bill
which on that point was entirely open-
ended. I would like to point out as well,
Mr. Speaker, that the House bill is a
complete substitute for the Senate bill:
that the bill went to conference after the
House had stricken all after the enacting
clause; and that in such conferences all
matters in either bill are at issue.

In the Rules and Practices of the House
of Representatives, in section 913, it is
stated that:

Where one House strikes out of a btll of
the Other all after the enacting clause and
inserts a new text, conferees may discard
language occurring both in the bill and the
substitute, and exercise a wide discretion in
the incorporation of germane aniendinents
and may even report a new bLil germane to
the subject.

Mr. Speaker, the point of order to the
conference report should be overruled.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to be heard on the
point of order.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman is
recognized.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, lnlt.tally one of the objections
is clearly out of order for the reasons
stated by the gentleman from Michi-
gan (Mr. O'HAI); I refer to section
412(c) as to whether or not the benefits
should be subject to the Internal Rev-
enue Code. This is clear because we have
long since agreed that we were going to
write a clear history that for the House
portion of this bill these payments were
not to be workmen's compensation pay-
ments. It was also inferentially clear
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that the benefits received under this bill
were to be recognized as payments for
disability such as are payments given
in the traditional workmen's compensa-
tion area and therefore not Income as
made clear by section 412(c). Although
this Is not the proper point—and I shall
deal with this more at length later in
the debate—I would hope everyone on
the floor would not gather by the dis-
tinguished gentleman from flflnols re.
marks that the bulk of the amendments
suggested that render this bill subject
to some question in the mind of the
gentleman from flhlnoiz—I would hope
there would be no impression of any kind
whatsoever that it was the majority that
in any instance except by receding to de-
mands of the other side to clarify pro-
cedures—

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, a
point of order.

Mr. BURTON of California. I would
hope that no one within the hearing
range of any one of us would think
it was the majority that Imposed these
sections.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, a
point of order.

Mr. BURTON of California. Rather it
was the majority that acceded to the
minority's demands.

Mr. LENBORN. Mr. Speaker, a
point of order.

Mr. BURTON of CaUfornia. But be-
cause this is not the time to state such
matters, I will simply not pursue that
vein.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
fllinois.

Mr. ERLEN'BORN. Mr. Speaker, I had
Intended to make a point of order that
the gentleman was out of order and was
not addressing himself to the point of
order that was raised. I would like an
opportunity to respond to the state-
ments of the gentleman on the other
side concerning the point of order.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will state
to the gentleman that at this tixne the
Chair declines to cut off discussion of
the point of order.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
would like to be heard.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I would like
to be heard on some points made by the
gentleman from fllinois.

First of all, the gentleman will recall
that the day of the conference was the
20th day of November. It was a matter
of urgency—

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, a
point of order. The gentleman Is not
addressing himself to the point of order.

The SPEAKER. The Chair suggests
that anyone who speaks address himself
to the point of order. The gentleman
from Pennsylvania will confine his re-
marks to the point of order.

Mr. DENT. I am coc'Jng to that, sir,
but it takes the background in order to
bring the point of order into focus.

The SPEAKER. The Chair has stated
that the gentleman may be heard and
at this point the gentleman's remarks
should be addressed to the point of
order.

Mr. DT. I thank the Chair very
kindly for his indulgence cnd I would
like a little indulgence from the gentle-
man from flhlnois.
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In the Instructions of the conferees,
well known to- the gentleman from
Illinois and every other member of the
conference, there was thstructlon by the
spokesmen for the minority on the other
side of the Hill in which the staffs were
given explicit orders to delve within the
confines of the understanding we had
come to, and write the total disability
clauses that were discussed.

If you will note In the manager's re-
port, the language contained In the de-
scription of complicated pneumoconlosis
of total disability both descriptions and
words and language appear in the House
version on page 31 which is as follows:

Compensation shall be paid undex this
subsection in respect of total disability of
and individual from complicated pneumoco..
niosis which arose out of ox in the cour8e
of hs employment in a coal mine—

And then we go over to the next page
in the House bill and restate it in re-
verse so that there would be no misun-
derstanding of what was Intended in the
House bill, and we say:

Fax' purposes 01 this subsection, any n-
divldual who suffers from complicated pneu.
moconiosis shall be deemed to be totally dis-
abled.

The gentleman from the Senate de-
cided that In their version there was an
opportunity to pay compensation where
there was total disability caused by com-
plicated pneumoconjosls.

We do not necessarily pay for phase 1
of pneumoconjosis to which the gentle-
man alluded. We may not pay for phases
2 or 3. Neither one of these phases of
pneumoconjosls or black lung or what-
ever you want to call it, necessai-lJy crip-
pled a man to the extent of destroying a
man's ability to earn a living In any
other occupation. So, the language In thL
act is directed toward making sure that
a person entitled to the compensation
shall be paid and a person who Is totally
disabled or has chronic and advanced
pneumoconjosls deprives him of the abil-
ity to work In some job where his
breathing Is so badly disturbed by this
respiratory disease that he cannot per-
form his duties to the best of his ability
and to earn a full living.

I say to the gentlemen of the House
we gave wide latitude to the staffs of the
Senate and House members.

We gave a great deal of latitude par-
ticularly to the minority views, and I
have always believed that the minority
has every right that a majority has, and
in some cases more. And most every word
that Is written Into this title IV came
from the minority.

Now, if It was the intent, Mr. Speaker,
of the minority staff representatives to
write language that later could be chal-
lenged on a point of order, if that was
the purpose then the purpose has been
served wefl by those who served that
purpose, but it was not the purpose of
the majority.

The majority came before the House
and offered a piece of legislation de-
signed to do exactly what 391 Members
of the C3ngress approved. This bill does
represent then what the conferees want-
ed to do, and I do not believe that the
point of order is well taken.
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The SPEAKER. The Chair is prepared
to rule.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, could
I be heard further?

The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman
from flhincis desire to be heard further?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I do very briefly,
Mr. Speakr.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear
the gentleman from fllinols.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, my

good colleagues addressed themselves
only to the first of my several points of
order agairst the conference report, and
have alluded to language in the Senate
bill. I would like to read some of the
language o:r the Senate bill, section 501:

It Is, thex'efox'e, the purpoae of this title
to provide, on a temporary and limited basis,
intex'lm emex'gency health disability bene-
fits, in coop(!ration with the States, to any
coal mmcx' who is totally disabled and un-
able to be ain1ully employed on the date
of enacthien of this Act due to complicated
pneumoconicsis.

Now, that is the clear statement of
the purpose of the Senate bill, to give
compensation only for complicated
pneumoconi osls.

The gentleman from Michigan alluded
to section 502 of the Senate bill where
the Secretary was given authority to de-
velop and promulgate interim disability
benefit standards.

Mr. Speaker, I submit this does not
widen the coverage of the bill to any
disease other than complicated pneu-
moconiosis, and the conference report
In extendIng benefits to simple pneu-
moconlosls, silicosls, and other diseases
goes beyond the scope of either bill.

The SPEAKER. The Chair i5 prepared
to rule.

The Chair will state that the Chair had
advance notice that the points of order
would be raised, and had an opportunity
to investigate the matter of the points
of order involved therein.

The Chair has had the opportunity to
examine the Senate bill and the House
amendment thereto, as well as the pro-
visions of th conference report.

The gentleman from fllinois (Mr.
ERLENBORN) has raised a point of order
against the conference report on 5. 2917
and has cited several instances wherein
'he contends the conferees have exceeded
their authority by either Including mat-
ter that was not in controversy or going
beyond the differences betwn the pro-
visions of the Senate bill or the House
amendment.

The Chair notes that the overall prob-
lem of pneurnoconiosis and the benefits
payable to pe-sons totally disabled there-
by is certain1: within the matters is dis-
agreement which the conferees could act
upon.
The provLion appearing in section

412(c) of the conference report is In
neither the Senate bill nor the House
amendment thereto, but the chair notes
that the subject of benefits Is certainly
included in both bills. As well as how
those benefit are to be treated. While
the provision cited by the gentleman
from fllthois i new language, it is never-
theless germane to the subject of dis-
ability compensation which is before the
conferees and does not enlarge the sub-
ject matter ccznniitted to them.
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Another argument raised by the gen-

tleman has received the close attention
of the chair. As. pointed out by the gen-
tleman, part C of title IV of the confer-
ence report sets up a new Federal work-
men's compensation program for disabil-
ity payments after December 31, 1972,
where State programs are not adequate
under State workmen's compensation
laws, under a mechanism by which the
mine operator would become liable for
the payment of disability benefits.

The Chair finds that the subject of fi-
nancing of disability benefits was a mat-
ter before the conferees.

The Chair has studied the precedents
and finds them to be consistent that
where one House has stricken all after
the enacting clause of a billand Inserted
an entire substitute theref or, the entire
subject matter is committed to the con-
ferees who may report any provision ger-
mane thereto providing that it remains
within the broad outlines of the matter
committed to conference.

The Chair believes that the controlling
precendents are found in Hinds Prece-
dents, V, sectIon 6421 and Canons Prec-
edents, volume Viii, section 3248.

The Chair is of the opinion that the
conference report is germane and that
the conferees have not exceeded their
authority. Therefore, the Chair over-
rules the point of order.

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
PERKINS).

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself 5 minutes.

(Mr. PERKINS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, the con-
ference report that we submit to the
House today on 5. 2917, Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act, is the great-
est step forward taken in any industry
to assure safe working conditions. I
think that it is fitting that in this most
hazardous occupation that we have taken
such great care throughout the congres-
sional deliberations through the com-
mittee action and the action of the House
and the action of the conference commit-
tee to make certain that the require-
ments for industry practice will most ef-
fectively assure healthy and safe work-
ing conditions in mines consistent with
current technology. I believe the con-
ferees have been successful in retaining
those provisions of the bill which passed
the House on October 29 by 389 years to
only four negative votes—which assure
those objectives.

The conference establishes a 3-0mg
dust standard effective 6 months after
its enactment: retains provisions permit-
ting miners to transfer from a position
in the mine to another position where
physical examination discloses evidence
of pneumoconiosis so as to eliminate his
exposure; retains those provisions with
respect to the X-ray program; retains
those provisions with respect to the pro-
mulgation of mandatory health and
safety standards; and in general retains
the comprehensive health and safety
features approved by this body on Octo-
ber29.

With respect to the compensation of
miners who have become disabled be-

cause of black lung disease the confer-
ence substitute provides for the payment
of benefits for the death of a miner or
for his total disability due to this dread
disease and intends that its provisions
be construed liberally in providing bene-
fits to these people.

Coal miners and former coal miners
who are totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis will receive benefits at a rate
equal to 50 percent of the minimum
monthly payment to which a disabled
federal employee in grade GS—2 would be
entitled at the time of payment.

Widows of coal miners and former coal
miners whose deaths are due to pneu-
moconiosis or whose death occurred while
receiving benefits under this part shall
receive benefits at the rate prescribed
for totally disabled miners.

The rates prescribed above are in-
crease for dependents at the rate of 50
percent for one dependent—widow or
child—IS percent for two dependents,
and 100 percent for three or more de-
pendents.

The following presumptions will be
used in establishing entitlement:

First. 1.1 a miner who Is suffering from
pneumoconlosis was employed for 10
years or more in an underground coal
mine, there will be a rebuttable presump-
tion that the pneumoconlosis arose out
of such employment.

Second. If a miner worked 10 years in
such a mine and died of a respirable dis-
ease, there will be a rebuttable presump-
tion that his death was due to pneumo-
conlosls.

Third. If a miner is suffering from or
dies from an advanced irreversible stage
of pneumoconiosis it will be Irrebuttably
presumed his death or total disabiltty was
due to pneumoconlosis.

Claims filed before December 31, 1972,
will be processed by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare in a
manner similar to that he uses for proc-
essing claims for disability under the
Social Security Act. If the claim is filed
after December 31, 1971, benefits under
that claim may be paid only until Jan-
uary 1, 1973.

Claims filed on or after January 1,
1973, will be processed under the appro-
priate State workmen's compensation
law if the Secretary of Labor has deter-
mined it has adequate coverage for pneu-
moconlosis. He will, generally speaking.
determine a State law to have adequate
coverage for pneumoconiosis if the bene-
fits under such law and the criteria for
determining eligibility are not less favor-
able to the claimantr than those appli-
cable to claims filed before January 1,
1973.

Where the applicable State workmen's
compensation law does not provide ade-
quate coverage for pneumoconiosis, the
persons entitled to benefits will be paid—
so far as applicable—.under the terms of
the Longshoremen's and Harbor Work-
ers' Compensation Act and provided un-
der part C of title IV of the bill.

Mr. Speaker, in his letter of today, the
Secretary of Labor quoted a portion of
his remarks before the Select Subcom-
mittee on Labor on June 3, 1969. I would
like at this time to quote an additional
paragraph of those remarks o the Sec-
retary:

As to the subject of black lung disease,
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that ts a matter of tremendous concern to us
all. We have done some things about that.
We have other ideas, and we will be bring-
ing them forward shortly.

It Is now December 17, 1969, or nearly
6 months later, and the Secretary has not
brought any "ideas" to us. Instead of
coming up with ideas of how to help
those poor miners, widows, and children,
they tell us to abandon title IV of the
bill and to abandon these poor people
who are trying to eck out a living with
the meager amount of money they are
able to scrape together. In the interim.
the House passed the 1969 Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act with a very
broad Federal benefits provision section
for miners a±icted with black lung. That
was on October 29, 1969. Earlier that
month, the Senate also passed a broad
Federal benefits provisions.

That was 2 months ago. Since then, we
did not hear from the administration un-
til late last week when Secretary Hickel
gave us a cost range of this program of
between $154 million. This is typical of
Interior's estimates of costs. When we
were concerned with the cost of replac-
ing electrical equipment in mines, we
were given an initial estimate of $150
to $300 million. That range, however,
after a few weeks of pencil sharperuflg.
was reduced to less than $50 million. I
can only wonder what Interior would do
if we gave them a few more days on their
most recent guesses.

Still, he does not give us his" ideas"
for helping the miner afflicted with this
terrible disease and his poor widow.
Rather, he now tells us 2 months after
passage by both Houses, and on the day
the conference report is filed, the ad-
ministration tells us that a Federal ben-
efits program for poor people "is inap-
propriate for the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969." Mr.
Speaker, I say we must meet the needs
of these disabled miners regardless of
the cost.

I cannot idly sit by and allow miners
who walk a few steps and must stop
and bend over to catch their breath be-
cause they have black lung. We must
provide some relief. These miners and
their widows cannot wait for the States
to act., In many States this wait would
be forever.

Even more importantly this legisla-
tion transcends petty arguments over
costs. What is at stake here is the health
and safety of the coal miners of this
country who have been waiting for pas-
sage of this bill since that terrible trag-
edy at Farmington W- Va.. over a year
ago. If the provisions of this bill are
properly administered, we should greatly
reduce and, hopefully, eliminate future
black lung claims with the control pro-
vided here o the cause of this disease—
coal dust.

Let us pass this bill today for the
miners of the past, present, and those
of tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker, I want, at this time, to
comment on remarks made about my
handling of this conference report with-
in the last 24 hours. I had considerable
discussions with both majority and
minority members of my committee yes-
terday, including the gentleman from
fllinois (Mr. ERLENBORN). and Members
of the Senate. It was my intention to file
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this report and to have the other body
Consider it just as would be the normal
case. I found out later that the gentle-
man from Illinois (Mr. Ex.Ewoai) was
well aware of the fact that the Senate
would not act first at least 11/2 hours
earlier than myself. Further, when I
asked unanimous consent to file the re-
port by midnight of last night, one of
the members of the minority on my com-
mittee, the gentleman from California
(Mr. BELL) who has shown a keen In-
terest in this legislation and contributed
to making it the landmark legiz)ation it
is, was on the floor when I made my
motion and raised no objection.

Th'js, I feel that those who contend
that the minority was not consulted In
this matter, particularly the gentleman
from fllinois Mr, ERLENEORN), either
did not state the facts accurately or were
not fully appraised of the participation
of other members of the minority. I also
want to make it abundantly clear that
I did not take advantage of any member
of the minority in this matter, but, on
the contrary, I believe if the gentleman
from Illinois (Mr. ERLENBORN) had ap-
prised me of the decision of 'the Mem-
bers of the other body when he knew of
it, much unnecessary work could have
been avoided.

At this point, I believe we should em-
phaize how much this landmark Health
and Safety Act for workers was the
product of long and hard work of the
Congress, In September of 1968 and
again in January and March of this year,
the Interior Department recommended
proposals to protect coal miners, but we
quickly found that thcse were not ade-
øuate given the health and z3afety record
of this industry over the past 17 years.
The hearings held in both Houses clearly
demonstrated to all of us that a far
more comprelensje measure was needed
for our miners and their families than
anything the agencies. downtown were
proposing or even dreamed of. To illus-
trate how much this legislation Is the
product of the Congress, I will list some
of its principal features that were not
included in any Interior proposal as
follows:

RL.LrH STANDARDS

The Congress determined very early
in fls consideration of this measure that
a 3-inUligram i'e.p.irable dust. standard
for mldei'ground coal mines was not only
necessary for the miners, but also attain-
able v.'ithin a short time. The Interior De-
partment, last January, first proposed a
3 standard, but left it up to the Secretary
to prescribe the schedule for achieving it.
Later in Mai'ch, the Department pro-
posed a 4.5-rnilflgram stand.rd effective
6 months after enactment, but provided
an enforcement procedure that would
'o!:h1v reSult in most rniies maintain-
ing the dust level at 5.5 milligrams,

Congress, on the other hand, prescribes
1: this 1egslatjcn a 3 standard effective
6 mouths after enactment with meaning-
ful enforcement procedures that parallel
thoSe applicable t.o safety standards. At
tIie same time, we vere not satisfied that
this dust level would protect the health
of miners and established a 2-milligram
standard effective 3 Years after enact-
ment. We also directed the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare to begin
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almost Immediately to establish lower
dust levels which could accelerate even
the 3- and 2-milligram standard time-
table.

Also, the Department provided that if
a miner shows substantial evidence of
black lung, he shall be tranzferred to an-
other area of the mine where the dust
level is 2 milligrams or less, The confer-
ence report before us today provides for
such a transfer where there Is any evi-
dence of this disease, after the operative
date of title II. to an area where the level
Is 2 millgrams or less, and, effective 3
years after enactment, to an area where
the level is 1 or lower.

The Department's proposal would have
permitted multiple shift measurements
of respirable dust indefinitely, The con-
ference reported bill requires single shift
measurements 18 months after enact-
ment.

The conference report, unlike the De-
partment's proposal, would establish the
noise standard under the Waish-Healey
Public Contracts Act and direct that it
be improved further.

SAPETY STANDARDS

The conference reported bill, unlike
the Department's proposals, would:

• Require a minimum quantity of air to
the working face;

Require the Secretary to prescribe the
minimum velocity and quantity of air
reaching the working face to control
methane;

Require that the Secretary prescribe
the maximum respirable dust level for
intake aircourses;

Require preshift examinations for all
shifts, not just production shifts;

Provide for the proper installation of
roof bolts;

Provide for the control of one of the
most dangerous sources of methane,
namely methane coming from the gob
areas; -

Require ventilation system and meth-
ane and dust control plans;

Provide for the separation of intake
and return aircourses from belt haulage-
ways;

Provide for expanded protection in
the use and maintenance of electrical
equipment and high, medium, and low
voltage circuits;

Limit the number of temporary splices
to one;

Provide that mine maps be available to
the Department of Housing and Urban
Development and to surface owners and
leasees;

Provide for the use of automatic coup-
lers or haulage equipment;

Provide against inundatiozs in mines
located under bodies of water;

Provide for self-rescue devices ade-
quate to protect mines for 1 hour or
more;

Prescribe improved methods of assur-
ing adequate oxygen undergrowid;

Provide for a check-In and check-out
system;

Provide for the prevention and sup-
pression of ignitions on electric face
equipment;

Provide for standards to control ex-
plosive gases, other than methane; and
Provide an adequate supply of potable
water for the miners.
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

Here, as I have said, is one of the most
significant provisions of the bill that was
Initiated in the Congress to help poor
miners suffering from this dread disease
and the widows and children of these
miners. As a matter of fact, as I have
stated, tIe administration, for the first
time, today sent a letter from Secretary
Shultz opposing these black lung bene-
fit payments for miners affected with
this disease, their widows and their chil-
dren. Ixnagthe, 2 months after this bene-
fits provision passed overwhelmingly in
both Houses, the administration on the
day of final passage opposes one of its
most important provs1ons and even
threatens veto. Where have they been for
the last 4 nonths?

In summary, these are just a few of the
examples of what the Congress has done
to protect; and help miners and their
faxn.ffles. We can all be proud of our ef-
forts to save lives and to bring some ben-
efits to those people who have been for-
gotten in the past.

Finally, I want to admonish both the
Secretary of the Interior and the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare
that they must begin now to carry out
the mandates of this legislation in a
manner that will provide the greatest
health and safety possible to miners and
the greatest benefits po6sible to miners
with pneulnoconoiosis who are totally
disabled and the widows of miners with
this disease. I can assure both Secretaries
that hearfrigs will be held on the progress
of this legislation and its achievements
before the end of July 1970 by my com-
mittee.

A sumry follows:
8VMMtRY OP MAJOR PRovIsIor5

TITLE I—GENERAL

(1) Grant3 authority for the promulgation
of maxidatory health and sa!ety standards to
the Secretai'y of the Interior (hereinafter
referred to a; the Secretary"). The Secretary
promulgates all mandatory standards, but is
responsible for developing and revising only
mandatory safety standards. The Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare (NEW) is
responsible for deveooing and revising man-
datory health st3ndards. No standard pro-
mulgated by the Secretary shall reduce the
protection aiorded miners below that pro-
vided by the interim mandatory health and
safety standards contained in titles II andI. respectively.

(2) Provides opportunity for a representa-
tive of miners, whenever he has reasonable
grounds to believe that a violation of a man-
datory hea1tl. or safety standard exists or an
imminent daager exists in a mine, to obtain
an mmedJat inspection of Such t1ue.

(8) Provides a m.Initnuin of at least four
annual inEpe:tions of each mine. Also pro-
vides a mintztum of one spot inspection dur-
ing every vv working clays of a mine (A)
that liberates excessive quantities o methane
or other explosive gases during its operations.
(B) in which a methane or other gas ignition
of explosion has occurred which resulted in
death or serlc)uz injury at any time during
the preious live years, or (C) the Secretary
believes has especially hazardous conditions,

(4) EstabliEhes the procedural mechanism
for finding dangerous conditions or violations
of standards in mines, and for the issuance of
notices and orlers—including withdrawal or-
ders—relative to such.

(5) Provides administrative and Judcal
review procedures,

(6) Estabuthes civil penalties o up to
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$10,000 for operator violations of a standard
or any other provision of the Act. Estab-
Ushes a civil penalty oZ up to $250 to a miner
who violates specified provisions of the Act
(smoking, carrying oZ matches, etc.). Es-
tablishes criminal penalties to any cperator
who willfully violates a standard or know-
ingly violates or fails or refuses to comply
with orders. Upon conviction, such operator
shall be punished by a fine of not more than
$25,000 and/or Imprisonment for not more
than one year for the rst conviction, and
for subsequent convictions, by a fine of not
more than $50,000 and/or imprisonment for
not more than five years. Also. establishes
similar civil and criminal penalties to any
director, offtcer, or agent of a corporate oper-
ator for like violatiofl, failures, or refusa1s.
Criminal penalties are also established for
false 8tatements, representatiofl, or certifi-
cations relative to the Act, and for the intro-
duction and delivery in commerce of any
equipment Zor use in a coal mine which Is
falsely represented to be in compliance with
the provisions of the Act.

(7) Provides for limited pay guarantees
to miners idled by a withdrawal order.

(8) Prohibits the discharge or other dis-
crimination a€aiflt a miner for exercising
lights under the Act.

* * * * *

TITLE v—AD4IN1STRATIoN
(1) Provides authorization for appropria-

tions for health and safety research to be
carried Out by the Secretary of Het1th. Edu-
cation, and Welfare and the Secretary.
respectively.

(2) Requires the Secretary to expand pro-
grams for the education and training of op-
erators, agents, thereof, and miners in acci-
dent-control, healthful working conditions.
and in the use of coal mining equipment
and techniques.

(3) Provides for economic assistance to
any small business concern operatIng a coal
mine to meet the requirements imposed by
the Act. Such assistance shall be given by
the Small Business Administration.

(4) Specthes qua1ications and training
requirements for employees of tle Secretary
particularly inspectors.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield to the distin-
guished gentleman from California.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, it would be fair to state, on be-
half of the House conferees on both sides,
we had had, up to and through the
conference committee, a very construc-
tive relationship, and It is further the
case that it is the fault of no Member of
this House on either side that we were
informed last night about 93O the.t the
other body, in their infinite wiem.
handed us an "either or eL'e" ct of pro-
cedures t follow; and is it no f'nt!er
the fact that the gentleman Lrn flhinois
(Mr. ERLENBORN), our distinguished sub-
committee chairman, the gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), and my-
self, learned of this about 9:30 or so last
night, even before the distinguished
chairman of the full committee learned
of it, and that the only way to cut our
way through this situation, because we
were not able to come to grips with any
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kind of dialog or comzntmication with the
other body, was to accede to the gentle
nudge_although some stronger language
was communicated to us from the gentle-
men working on the other side of the
Capitol—and so, lamentably for all of
us who have worked so long and con-
structively together, we find ourselves at
this rather late hour of the evening, due
to other procedural difficulties. in a good
deal more disagreement than any of us
had as we walked out of the conference
committee room at the conclusion of
the conference.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman from Kentucky yield?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield to the gentle-
man from fllinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, wifi
the gentleman yield me time to address
myself to the conference report?

Mr. PERKINS. Yes. I yield the gen-
tleman now 7 minutes.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Is that all the time
the gentleman intends to yield?

Mr. PERKINS. No. I may yield more.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from fllinois is recognized for 7
minutes.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I agree with the
gentleman from California (Mr. BUR-
TON) that we have had a constructive
relationship among the members of the
subcommittee. I regret that the events
subsequent to the conference have dis-
turbed that relationship and forced me
to take the action I have today. No good
purpose will be served in assessing blame
on any individual, but I will assert that
this whole matter has been badly han-
dled in the last few dayz.

Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to reviEe and extend his
remarks.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I am
opposed to this conference report for one
simple reason. The conferees met and
reached agreement, and the broad out-
lines of that agreement as to what should
be in this conference report, title IV,
has been violated. There are matters in
this which were never discussed by the
conferees. There are new matters brought
in. new obligations on the part of the
Secretary of Labor, new causes of action
against the mine operator, new duties
on the Secretary of Labor never con-
tairied in either bill, never discussed by
the conferees, and never agreed to by the
gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. Speaker, to reinforce the fact that
I did not know what was in this report,
the only time I was delivered a copy—
actually delivered to my counsel—of title
IV cr1 this report was last night, at about
4 o'clock in the afternoon. That was not
an accurate copy of what was in title IV
of the report as filed about 11:30 last
night. That report would not have been
filed at 11:30 last night had not the
gentleman from Kentucky gotten unani-
mous consent to file the report without
first asking any Member of the minority
if he had objection to the unanimous-
consent request.

Again to reinforce what apparently is
the attempt to push through something
ha was never contemplated by the con-
irees and to foreclose an opportunity

tills House to work its will, the gen-
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tlexnan from Kentucky came on the floor
of this House this afternoon intending
to call up this conference report earlier
In the afternoon, and had never informed
me nor any other Member of the minority
that it was his intention to call up the
report for consideration. Every attempt
has been made by the gentleman from
Kentucky to preclude an opportunity for
the minority to know what was In the
report and to have an opportunity to in-
form this Houze of the provisions that
have been put In this report.

Mr. Speaker, I am opposed, as is this
administration opposed, to the provi-
sions of title IV of this report. A copy
of the letter from the Secretary of Labor
Shultz was delivered to me and to the
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. AYRES) and
to the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
PERXXN5 outlining the position of the
administration,

I am also authorized to say that if
this conference report is approved and
this bill becomes law with the provisions
that are now in title IV, with the cost
implications to the Treasury of the
United States. that the President may
be required to veto the bill.

I warned the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania and the gentleman from Kentucky
when we had this matter in subcommit-
tee that to include pneumoconiosis com-
pensation in the mine health and safety
bill was endangering the passage of this
bill, and I think what I have just in-
formed the Members concerning a pos-
sible veto of the bill is confirmation of
what I said many months ago.

Mr. Speaker, I think the largest figure
as to the possible cost that was ever
given as an estimate, prior to the draft-
ing of this new title IV in the conference
report, was in the neighborhood of $30
million or $40 million. Some of my col-
leagues estimated it might be as high
as $50 million to $60 million. Now the
Bureau of Mines estimates it to be as high
as $385 million annuai cost to the Treas-
ury, and the minimum figure they now
estimate the cost of this to be is $150
million to the U.S. Treasury.

Beyond this, additional impositions
are put on the State unemployment com-
pensation systems. It was made very
clear in this House when this bill was
passed that this was not intended to
be a workmen's compensation provision.
This was special temporary relief for
pneumoconiosis compensation, but now
we are going to have this new provision
and the Secretary of Labor wifi be re-
quired to pass upon the adequacy of State
workmen's compensation provisions, and
issue, in effect, a blacklist of those which
in his Judgment do not have sufficient
compensation for the workers, and re-
quire that even after this program ex-
pires—.-as was contemplated in both bills
that it would expire because it was to be
temporary only—that the State work-
men's compensation laws cover pneumo-
coniosis, or in the event they do not, that
the mine operator has a new obligation,
never contemplated, to pay workmen's
compensation benefits to the miners.

It crea.tes a new cause of action by the
United States against coal mine opera-
tors if they do not pay this compensa-
tion, something never contemplated by
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the draftsman of this bill In the ftrst
place, if he was being honest with the
Members of this House and with the
members of our committee—if he was
honest with the Members of this House
when they explaIned the terms of this
bill and carefully told us this was not to
be a compensation provision.

This will be the first intrusion into
the State operated workmen's compen-
sation laws, not by implication, as I
claimed when the bill was under con-
sideration ot the floor of the House, but
now as drafted by the staff and by a few
of the Members outside of the scope of
the agreement of the conferees, expressly
an Intrusion into all workmen's compen-
sation laws,

I am distrossed my point of order was
-overruled. I am going to make a motion
to recommit this bill for the purpose of
reconsidering title IV, I make it clear
that neither this administration nor I
nor any Member of the minority is op-
posed to coal mine health and safety;
but we are opposed not only to the pro-
visions of title IV but we also are op-
posed to the kind of underhanded, be-
hind the scenes, dealings that have
brought us to the point where this is
beIng considered today. where it almost
passed earlier today without the minority
having an opportunity to be heard on the
floor of the House,

I hope you will support my motion to
recommit not because of your political
considerations, not because of your
political philosophy—

Mr. BURTON of California, Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLEBORN, I will not yield t0
the gentlemaia.

Not because of your lack of concern
or great interest In the coal miners and
in this problom of pneuniocon.tosis, but
so that you an sustain the dignity of
this House and the legislative process.
This is a travesty upon the legislative
process. Unless my motion to recommit is
agreed to ancL we send this bill back to
the conference where the conferees can
work their wifi, this will have been a
very black day for the House of Repre-
sentatives and the legislative process.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10
minutes to the distinguished chairman
of the subcommittee, who is an authority
in this area, the gentleman- from Penn.
sylvania (Mr. DENT),

(Mr. DENT asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I should first
like to say to the gentleman from fllinois
that there were no cloak and dagger epi-
sodes in this whole deal. There was noth-
ing underhanded. If there was, the un-
derhandednes; came from your side of
the table, because I did not attend any
of the markup sessions, because the
instructions of the conferees were to the
staff of both sides to write within the
confines of the undeistandings of the
conferees. So :t did not commingle with
the conferees' staff at any time. They
wrote the language that they felt wa
jusiti.fied and cleared it with their own
Senators and Congressmen,

Mr. BROWN of Michigan, Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?
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Mr. DEIT. Wait until I am through.

I want to get this off my mind.
I am sure this opposition, the reason

for it, to this legislation Is probably best
explained by the very letter the gentle-
man failed to read, the letter I have just
been handed, written by Mr. Shultz, the
Secretary of Labor.

It Is not a question of language. It
is not a question of misunderstanding.
It is not a question of whether or not
there were any transgressions on the part
of the conferees or their staffs. It Is
simply a question of a firm, philosophical
belief—I hate to put this down so plainly
and bluntly—of those who are now di-
récting the administration.

We believe—

Says Secretary Shultz—
that the solution to this problem Is through
any necessary Improvement in the system
of State work.men's compensation laws. • • •

(mel "know-how (is in the hands of the
Statesi in the worlmen's compensation field.
It Is our present Judgment that reliance
should oontlnue to be placed on that system
of State laws." We continue to support that
position.

Early in the days when this legisla-
tion was before the subcommittee we
heard witnesses from all over these
United States and the one deplorable fact
that was brought out time after time was
that the States had not done anything
to relieve the situation that former mill-
ers find themselves in in Iowa, Michigan,
California, New York, and in every State
of the Union. There was a drop of from
600,000 to 135,000 miners in this coun-
try. These miners from the anthracite
and bituminous regions of our great coal-
mining States are scattered aU over
these 50 States, There Is no responsibility
on the part of Georgia and Mississippi
to pass a compensation law to pay for a
miner's lung disease contracted in one
of the mining States. There is no way
that we can deprive a man of his prop-
erty without due process of law by easily
trying to assess the cost of pneumoconio-
sls payments to an operator who has a
miner who has worked for 10 or 12 or
15 o'r 20 years for different operators In
different States or in different sections
of States. You cannot do that, We found
that out in our State, and we passed
the last workable law and the only law
that has taken care of its miners and
those of neighboring States. We paid for
it out of the general fund because we
knew that these men were crippled and
totally disabled. In many States they
have no relief whatsoever.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I deny that this is
an open compensation law and defy any-
body to point out where it is. After 7
years no person who contracts pneumo-
coniosis and then files a claim can be
paid by the Federal Government. We give
7 years because of the time lag in order
that the people who might have the dis-
ease would have an opportunity to come
in and be examined. We tightened it up
so that there could be only one agency
of the Government to read the findings
of the X-rays in order that all would
be treated alike.

Mr. Speaker, I have told this House—
and I want you to know this—that I
never deliberately mislead anybody. I

would not do that and I have not done
it in 39 years of being a legislator, and
I will not start now.

I told this House time aster time that
this is a one-shot compensation deal,
dealing with a subject matter that is the
whole lifeblood of the coal industry.
There are 15,000 coal miners needed in
this country in the next 18 months. Are
you going to work in the coal mines?
Are you going to recruit these miners
in these great United States to meet
the need for fuel in this country in the
future? No, you are not. And you will
not get any new miners—or old miners,
either—to go into the mines unless you
give them some security against death
by explosion, death by roof falls, and
death from the complications of the most
dreadful of all diseases. Have you ever
heard a coughing coal miner in the still-
ness of the night hacking away with
blood coming out of his mouth and nos-
tills and with no care? Some have spent
$180 a month for oxygen, and with no-
where to get it and depending on the
charity of a charitable organization such
as the Red Cross and the Salvation
Army, and a man goes begging who was
giving his substance to this country to
make it what it Is today, to build for
those of us who have luxuries which we
enjoy.

Yes. I know your philosophy. It is
spelled out in the letter of your Secre-
tary of Labor, who does not say the
things said by the ranking minority
members that sections were nongermane
to the intent. Oh, no. No such language
is in this letter. The plain coldblooded
statement of fact is there that we op-
pose payment, the payment of compen-
sation to the distressed miners of this
country unless their State passes a law
on it. How do you force the States to
pass a law? By a statement? You can-
not force them and no one else cin.

These men are suffering and they are
dying, and I want to give you another
little bit of information that might ease
your cold hearts. Eighty-five percent of
all the deactivated miners in the Ap-
palachia region are over 65 years of age,
and you are worrying about what mil-
lions it Is going to cost you. Their funeral
services will cost more than you pay for
compensation.

Let me give you some figures. These
figures come from the Secretary of
Health of this great Nation of ours after
the only study ever made—and I have
given you these figures and you know you
have heard them; I gave them to the con-
ference and they have heard them; there
is nothing secret about them and you can
get them. At one point a Senator came
before us and told us that the cost would
be as much as $180 million a year.

Gentlemen, if you took every miner in
these United States and if you paid him
$5,000 a year and bought his wife a chin-
chilla coat, you would not spend that
much money.

Finally, after a little bit of fact flridthg,
he came down to $154 million and yes-
terday he came down to $124 million.
And, let me tell you the truth and when
the truth is known to you, our Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, in a
Public Health Service survey made in
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1963 and carried through to 1965, the
only authentic survey made in the field
of pneumoconiosls in this great country
of ours, and it was made by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
and it was found that 3 percent of all
the active coal miners throughout the
Appalachian region where the heart of
black lung exists, only 3 percent of th
active coal miners have the chronic and
advanced stage of pneumoconiosis. That
Is one category paid under our provision.

If you take the 110.000 miners work-
Ing underground in this country, and the
only ones susceptible to the disease, the
figure would go to 3,300 miners. We have
a total top figure in this bill of $272 a
month. Arid, if you count everyone of
these 85 years of age or 65 years of age
or 75 years-year-old mine1' and gave
them credit for a wife and two children
and if you paid them the top payment of
$272 a month, you would be paying out
something over $32.3 million for that
part of the provision.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
FLOOD). The time of the gentleman from
Pennsylvania has expired.

Mr. PERKflqS. Mr. Speaker, I y&d the
gentleman 3 additional minutes.

Mr. DENT. I do not know what the
total cost of this provision will be, but I
do know the costs being thrown around
here are outrageous and unsubstantiated.
We have proven that, and evidence of
that proof will appear at the conclusion
of my remarks.

Now, let us go a little further. It has
been said on this floor that this i an
invasion of States' rights, that we are
injuring the State systems. You do not
have any State systems. You do not have
any State programs. If you did. we would
not have to have this legislation. But
what do we do?

Dr. Monroe Berkowitz of Rutgers Uni-
versity, a renowned expert in the field ap-
peared before the committee and said:

ThIs would constitute an endorsement by
Congress of the State system. Some induce-
ment of this sort is vital to the coninuin
health of our State system of workmen s
compensation. It wo.ild express a Judgment
by Congress that the system is worth preserv-
ing and that it is good enough to cover all.
Only iI States do not act would Obviously
second-best solutions be brought into play.
If this legislation were completely successful.
not one person would ever be added to the
coverage of the Longshoremen and Haroi'
Workers' Act.

Certainly it is a second-best solution.
because if it was a first-best solutio:
these miners would have had their com-
penation payments during these last
years of degradation, disease and despair.
No, it is not the best we can give, but I
say that any opposition to this bill to-
day is an opposition to paying some lit-
tle recompense to the nen who go down
into the bowels of the earth, if you will,
and give us the fuel that makes and has
made this Nation what it is—that bulit
its farms and its mills, and made mil-
lionaires out of many of the people—
these same men who today are pcverty
stricken.

Come with me, will you, hand in hand.
come and take a walk through the back
valleys of Pennsylvania and of West
Virginia, and I will show you what a coal
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mine looks like, and I defy any of you
to stand up in the face of a small, degra-
dated coal town and a little coal mining
family in a shanty like the one I was
born in. and tell me you would vote
against this becatise your philosophy says
it is not the business of the Federal
Government.

The Federal Government was consti-
tuted to do for the States and the people
of the States that which the States do
not do for themselves.

And in that context I will leave you
with this admonition, and I leave it with
you because I know it to be true, and I
know it Is true because I know our coal
miners and I know their fiber and I know
their being—you defeat this bill and
there will not be a coal miner in the
mines of this country within 15 days.

Mr. Speaker. I will now be brief in dis-
cussing this conference report. The
House passed the coal mine health and
safety bill October 29, and the conference
committee met and agreed on November
20—the anniversary of the Farmington
tragedy. The conference committee de-
bated the provisions of the House amend-
ment to the bill passed in the other body
with one consistent objective: the high-
est degree of health and safety protection
to the miner. I am proud of our agree-
ment and satisfied that it represents the
best we could have even hoped for. I be-
lieve we can all take pride in this prod-
uct with the knowledge that its ramifica-
tions will extend to every coal mining
community in the Nation, and will afford
a greater measure of security and relief
to miners and their families.

Mr. Speaker, the major provisions of
tue oill may be summarized rather suc-
cinctly. They follow:

TITLE I—GENERAL

First. Grants authority for the promul-
gation of mandatoi7 health and safety
standards to the Secretary of the In-
terior—hereinafter referred to as the
• Secretar." The Secretary promulgates
all mandatory standards, but is responsi-
ble foi' developing and revising only man-
datory safety standards. The Secretary
of Health. Education, and Welfare is re-
sponsible for developing and revising
inaiidatoiv health standards. No stand-
aid promulgated by the Secretary shall
reduce the protection afforded miners be-
low that provided by the interim manda-
tory health and safety standards con-
tained in titles II and XII, respectively.

Second. Proides opportunity for a
representative of miners, whenever he
has reasonable grounds to believe that
a violation of a mandatory health or
safety standard exists or an imminent
danger exists in a mine, to obtain an im-
mediate inspection of such niine.

Third. Provides a minimum of at least
four annual inspections of each mine.
Also provides a minimum of one spot in-
spection during every 5 working days
of a nilne that liberates excessive quanti-
ties of methane or other explosive gases
during its operations, in which a meth-
ane or other gas ignition or explosion has
occurred which resulted in death or seri-
ous injury at any time during the previ-
ous 5 years. or the Secretary believes has
especially hazardous conditions.
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Fourth. Establishes the procedural
mechanism for finding dangerous condi-
tions or violations of standards in mines,
and for the issuance of notices and or-
ders—Including withdrawal orders—rel-
ative to such.

Fifth. Provides administrative and ju-
dicial review procedures.

Sixth. Establishes civil penalties of up
to $10,000 for operator violations of a
standard or any other provision of the
act. Establishes a civil penalty of up to
S250 to a miner who violates specified
provisions of the act—smoking, carry-
ing of matches. and so forth. Establishes
criminal penalties to any operator who
willfully violates a standard or know-
ingly violates or fails or refuses to com-
ply with orders. Upon conviction, such
operator shall be punished by a fine of
not more than $25,000 and/or imprison-
ment for not more than 1 year for the
first conviction, and for subsequent con-
victions, by a fine of not more than
$50,000 and/or imprisonment for not
more than 5 years. Also establishes sim-
ilar civil and criminal penalties to any
director, officer, or agent of a corporate
operator for like violations, failures, or
refusals. Criminal penalties are also es-
tablished for false statements, represen-
tations, or certifications relative to the
act, and for the Introduction and deliv-
ery in conimerce of any equipment for
use in a coal mine which s falsely rep-
resented to be in compliance with the
provisions of the act.

Seventh. Provides for limited pay guar-
antees to miners idled by a withdrawal
order.

Eighth. Prohibits the discharge or other
discrimination against a miner for exer-
cising rights under the act.

TITLE It—INTERIM MANDATORY HEALTH
STANDARDS

First. Establishes intethn mandatory
health standards effective 6 months after
the date of enactment of the act.

Second. Requires each operator to take
accurate samples of the amount of respi-
rable dust in the mine atmosphere. The
samples are transmitted to the Secretary
and analyzed and recorded by him

Third. Establishes a 3.0 mIlligram per
cubic meter of air—nig./ni.3—dust stand-
ard effective 6 months after enactment.
Extensions of time to comply with the
standard—permits for noncompliance—
may be granted by the Panel—est,ab-
lished by section 5—for a period not to
exceed 12 months from the effective date
of the standard.

Fourth. Establishes a 2.0 mg./m. dust
standard effective 3 years after enact-
ment, but the Panel may grant permits
for noncompliance to an operator for a
period not to exceed 3 additional years
from the effective date of the standard.

Fifth. The Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare has the continuing au-
thority, beginning 1 year after enact-
ment, to further reduce the dust stand-
ard below the levels established by the
act to levels which will prevent new mci-
dences of respiratory disease and the fur-
ther development of such disease in any
person.

Sixth. Each operator shall cooperate
with the Secretary of Health, Education,
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and Welfare in making a chest X-ray
avall&be to each miner withIn 18 months
after enactment, again 3 years later, and
at such subsequent intervals determined
by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare but not to exceed every 5
years. Each worker who begins work in
a coal mine for the first time shall be
given a chest X-ray at the commence-
ment o. his employment and again 3
years later. If the second X-ray shows
evidence of the development of pneuino-
cofliosis, the worker shall be given an
additional X..ray 2 years later. The X-
rays may be supplemented by other tests
deemed necessary by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare
is also responsible for reading, classi-
fying, and recording all results of X-rays
and other medical tests.

Seventh, Any miner who shows evi-
dence of the development of pneumoco-
niosis shall be afforded the option of
transferring from his position to another
position in any area of the mine where
the respirable dust concentration is not
more than 2.0 mg/m3. Effective 3 years
after enactment, the option of transfer
shall be to aii area of the mine where
such concentration is not more than 1.0
mg/ms, or if such level of concentration
is not attaixiaile in the mine, to an area
where the concentration is the lowest at-
tainable below 2.0 mg/ms. Any miner so
transferred shall not receive less than
the regu'ar rate of pay received by him
immediately prior to transfer.

Eighth. Incorporates the noise stand-
ard prescribed under the Walsh-Healey
Public Contracts Act, and provides au-
thority to the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare to improve upon
such standard,
TrLE III.—XNTERIM MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-

ARDS FOR NDEAGLOND COAL MXNZ8

First. Establishes interim mandatory
safety standards effective 3 months
after the date of enactment of the act.

Second. Establishes detailed require-
ments to provide for safer workiz condi-
tions in underground coal mines. These
include requirements with regard to roof
support, ventilation, combustible ma-
terials and rockdusting, electrical equip-
ment, trailing cables, grouncjing under-
ground high-voltage distribution, under-
ground low- and medium-voltage alter-
nating current circuits, trolley and trol-
ley feeder wires, fire protection, maps,
blasting and explosives, hoisting and
mantrips, emergency shelters, coniniuni-
cations, escapeways, and other miscel-
laneous matters.

Third. Establishes requirements for
the use of permissible equipment in all
underground coal mines. Requires that
all electric face equipment at gassy mines
and all such small equipment at all mines
be permissible wIthin 15 months after
enactment. It is also required that, in
the case of mines not previously classi-
fied as gassy which are below the water-
table, such larg! equipment must be per-
missible in 15 months, but the Panel may
grant extensions of time—permits for
noncompliance—of not to exceed in the
aggregate an additional 33 months if the
Panel determines, based on specified cri-
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teria, that the operator is unable to
comply with the permissibility require-
ments because of unavailability of per-
missible equipment. In the case of such
mnes which are located entirely above
the watertable, it is required that such
large equipment be permissible within
51 months after enactment but the
Panel may grant extensions of not to
exceed 2 addItional years on a mine-by-
mine basis because of unavailability of
such equipment.

TrrLs rv—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

First. Provides for the payment of
benefits for death or total disability due
to pneumocontosls.

Second. Coal miners and former coal
miners who are totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosls will receive benefits at
a rate equal to 50 percent of the minimum
monthly payment to which a disabled
Federal employee in grade OS-2 would
be entitled atthe time of payment. This
represents approximately $136 per
month. Widows of coal miners and for-
mer coal miners whose deaths are due
to pneuniocontosls or whose deaths oc-
curred while receiving total disability
benefits, receive benefits at the rate pre-
scribed for totally disabled miners. The
rates prescribed above are increased for
dependents at the rate of 50 percent for
one dependent, widow or child, 75 per-
cent for two dependents, and 100 per-
cent for three or more dependents. The
benefits for miners and widows will be
reduced on account of payments under
the workmen's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation, or disability insur-
ance laws of the State and, in the case
of miners only, on account of excess
earnings, as provided under the Social
Security Act for benefits payable under
that act.

• Third. The following presumptions
are used in determining entitlement:

A. If a miner who Is suffering from
pneumoconiosis was employed for 10
years or more in an underground coal
mine, there will be a rebuttable presump-
tion that the pneumoconiosis arose out
of such employment.

B. If a miner worked 10 years in such
a mine and died of a respirable disease,
there will be a rebuttable presumption
that his death was due to pneumocoiiio-
S's.

C. If a miner is suffering from or dies
from an advanced irreversible stage of
pneumoconiosis, it will be Irrebuttably
presumed his death or total disability
was due to pneumoconiosis.

Fourth. Claims filed before December
31. 1972. will be processed by the Secre-
tary of Health. Education, and Welfare
in a manner similar to that he uses for
processing claims for disability under
the Social Security Act. If the claim is
filed after December 31, 1971, benefits
under that claim may be paid only until
January 1, 1973. Claims filed on or after
January 1, 1973, will be processed under
the appropriate State workmen's com-
peisation law if the Secretary of Labor
ha determined it has adequate coverage
for pneumoconiosis. He will, generally
speaking, determine a State law to have
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis if
the cash benefits under such law and the
criteria for determining eligibility are
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not less favorable to the c1amant than
those applicable to claims filed before
January 1, 1973. Where the applicable
State workmen's compensation law does
not provide adequate coverage for pneu-
moconiosis, the persons entitled to bene-
fits wIil have their claims processed, so
far as applicable, under the terms of the
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act.

Fifth. In the case of claims filed on or
alter January 1, 1973, no payments of
benefits may be made after 7 years after
the date of enactment of the act.

TITLE V—ADMUXSTP.ATXON

First. Provides authorization for ap-
propriations for health and safety re-
search to be carried out by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare and
the Secretary, respectively.

Second. Requires the Secretary to ex-
pand programs for the education and
training of operators, agents, thereof,
and miners in accident control, health-
ful working conditions, and in the use of
coal mining equipment and techniques.

Third. Provides for economic assist-
ance to any small business concern oper-
ating a coal mine to meet the require-
ments imposed by the act. Such assist-
ance shall be given by the Small Business
Administration.

Fourth. Specifies qualifications and
training requirements for employees of
the Secretary; particularly inspectors.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to take an
additional minute to discuss title IV of
the conference report—the title provid-
ing for black lung benefits. When we be-
gan considering a coal mine health and
saftey proposal early this year, I think
it fair to say that this provision was not
generally thought of as likely to be in-
cluded in the final bill. A similar provi-
sion was in fact included in the bill
passed by the House and it was done be-
cause of the tremendous effort and te-
nacity put forth by the gentleman from
New Jersey (Mr. DANIs) and the gen-
tleman from California (Mr. BURTON).
The gentleman from New Jersey gave
this provision life when he led it through
his subcommittee and was gracious
enough and concerned enough about the
ultimate claimants to ask that it be in-
corporated into the health and safety
package. The gentleman from California
was absolutely uncompromising in his
determination to fight the battle for the
provision beyond that, and existence of
the provision in the conference report is
a testimony to his success.

Mr. Speaker, there is only one State
that now provides an assistance program
of any significant scope, and that Is the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The
citizens of that State, through their tax-
es, provide the general revenues for the
program. It is my understanding that
Pennsylvania's program is the only one
funded through general revenues. Other
such programs are funded by employer
contributions and are essentially work-
men's compensation programs. The con-
ference report contains a maintenance
of effort provision which provides that no
benefits shall be paid under this provi-
sion to the residents of any State which,
after the date of enactmemt, reduces the
benefits payable to persons eligible to re-
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ceive benefits under this provision, under
its State laws which are applicablE
to its general work force with regard to
its State laws which are applicable
workmen's compensation, unemployment
compensation, or disability insurance.

Mr. Speaker, we are talking about laws
which apply to a State's general work
force and not laws for a segment of the
work force. We are also talking about
programs that are, in fact, workrnens
compensation, unemployment compen-
sation, or disability insurance. This
literal interpretation is also intended to
apply to sections 412(b) and 422(g)—
the offsetting provisions. We are not talk-
ing about State programs funded
through general revenues. Any State that
has such programs could reduce benefits
payable to persons eligible to receive
them under this provision. If the State
did not so reduce the benefits, such beiie-
fits could not be offset or deducted from
payments under this provision.

This should be made unmistakab1
clear. The language of the conference re-
port and the appropriate amplification
of that language in the statement of the
managers on the part of the House says
as much.

Mr. Speaker, it is time to act on t.hi
bill. Its provisions are long overdue and
our miners have waited and suffe:ed long
enough.

Mr. Speaker, if I may pay one finai
tribute, the gentleman in the Chair. the
gentleman from Pennsylvania I Mr.
FLOOD), has labored over this bill with
a concern for miners and their fami1ie
that can only come from living among
them. Before the thought of a new coal
mine health and safety law gained pop-
ular support, DAN FLOOD was the most
persistent and tenacious advocate of a
better law. He rccognized the shortcom-
ings of the existing law, and overcame
every obstacle in fighting for a proposal
that provided meaningful protection o
the miner.

His Imprint is indelibly inscribed on
this bill. Even though he is not a nem-
ber of the Committee on Education anu
Labor, he managed to put provisions m
the bill that are solely his. The entie-
man testified before our committee and
before the Senate committee in 4Uj)PO1t
of strong coal mine health and safety
legislation, and also for the provisions
granting benefits to miners disaed due
to pneurnoconiosis and to th widows of
those who died from the disea.e. I can
well. recall his imoassioned piea for these
miners and vidGws. and I think t is lair
to say that DAN FLOOD should cerrainl
enjoy this Christmas with the knovIed
that his role in this effort va.s ;r.aior in
every respect.

Mr. Speaker. I now nciude in REC-
ORD our response to Secretary XCEth.
estimate of the costs of the i1a lun
benefit provision. They follow:

RESPONSE TO HICKEL Lzn
T1e following comments are directed to the

letter of December 12, 1969, from Secretary
of the Interior Walter J. Hicicel to Senat,r
Jacob K. Javits regarding the estimated cost
of Title IV of the conference report on the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.
They are particularly directed to the esti-
mates contained in "P'an I" of the letter—
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the estimated Cost of a program similar to
that provided in title IV.

The assumptions made in estimating the
Cost of the program are inaccurate in the
light of available and relevant information.

(1) The ftrst and basic assumption in the
Hickel estimate is that the experience of title
IV will be similar to the Pennsylvania law.
Although the criteria for determining eligi-
bility for receiving total disabilIty benefits
under title IV and the Pennsylvania statute
are stmilar. the actual implementation of the
two provisions may not be identical. For in-
stance, as of December 1. some 25579 miners
were on Pennsylvania's benefit rolls. Presum-
ably, they were all totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis. Presumably also, they were
totally disabled according to the Social Secu-
rity ACt definition (the qualiftcation in title
IV). And yet. the fact is that only a fraction
of those miners were receiving Social Secu-
rizv disability insurance, and there are pies-
entlc onl'.' about 20,000 indivIduals through-
out the tinited States receiving such dis-
ability insurance for all respiratory diseases.

(2 The Hickel estiniate then progresses
from that first assumption to expand the
Pennsylvania experience to all potential
claimants in the United States. It begins
with the 25.579 Pennsylvania miners. Two
thousand additional miners are arbitrarily
added to that figure with the statement that
2.000 miners will be transferred within the
r.exc 18 months from Pennsylvania's work-
men's compensation program to its pneu-
rnoconiosis benefit program. The reason for
the 18 mOnths is never explained. The more
relevant date is the present and not 18
months from now, or July 17, 1971. In any
eent—in the interest of fairness—if the
2.000 miners should be added to the pres-
ent benefit total, then an appropriate num-
ber should be subtracted from that total on
account of the death of miners now on the
rolls. The Pennsylvania experience is 187
deaths per month of miners receiving such
benefits. Over 18 months then, some 3,366
miners could be expected to be dropped
from the Pennsylvania rolls because of their
death.

The Hickel estimate is exaggçrate on
this point then, by 5.366 miners.

(31 The Hickel estimate then takes the
inflated figure of 27,579 miners and expands
it nationwide. It do so by taking that pro-
portion who are bituminous miners (38%).—
thereby arriving at a figure of 10.500 miners—
and multiplying that figure by a multiple
of 4. The multiple was determined by stating
that Pennsylvania has approxim3.tely 25 of
the Nation's 1lnderground bituminous miners.
This Is quite correct, but irrelevant. The
appropriate muitiple should be derived by
projecting the man-years of exposure or
disabled Pennsylvania miners to the man-
sears of exposure in the coal-producing
stntes. During the period 1930—1950. these
figures were 1.940.441 and 6.828.725. respec-
tielv. The correct multiple then, should be
bout 3.5.

Using the Hickel multiple of 4, the tota
number of bituminous miners in the inactive
p3pulation who meet the Pen.nsylvania en-
reri is estimated at 42.000. tJsing the more
appropriae multiple of 3.5. that figure would
b 36.750. It is ob'ious that the error is be-
c'ming more aggravated with each such in-
:.Urate assumption or statistica' technique.

The Hickel estimate then adds 2400
miners to the total. That number supposedly
preents those active miners who have
r .rn,iicnted or advanoe1 pneum000niosis.
The assumption must be that all 2,400 mi-
ners will leave their Jobs if offered benefits
under this program, because the miners
earnings would offset his benet allowances

he continued to work. It is higtily u.nlI.kely
that all 2.400 miners will do so. A more real-
i.stic assumption is tJiat about 10%, or 240
ot the 2.400 active miners, presently afflicted
with complicated pneuni000ntosls—would
ret:re.
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(5) After anthracite miners are added to

the escalating Hickel total, it is 61.400 bi-
tumInous and anthracite miners eligible for
benefits. Some 7,000 miners are then sub-
tracted from that total. The 7,000 represent
those who are on or will qualify for State
workmen's compensation, thereby offsetting
Federal cost. The actual figure Is nearer 10.-
000—according to State figures—than 7.000.

(6) A multiple or dependents of eligible
miners is then applied to the 54,000 tot1.
The assumption Is made that each miner
has 1.5 dependents. According to informa-
tion from the United Mine Workers retire-
ment fund, the figure or multiple should
be 1.2 dependents for each miner. This in-
accurate multiple, when applied to the total,
represents an error of 16.320 individuals.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
minutes to the distinguished gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. SAYLOR).

(Mr. SAYLOR asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his rç-
marks.)

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, I rise In
support of this conference report, and
I do so because it is a good report and
I too, like my colleague, the gentleman
from Pennsylvania, JOHN DENT, come
from an area of coal mines, coal miners,
and coal towns.

This bill is the price being paid by
the Congress of the United States on be-
half of the American conscience. It is a
part of the price that we the present
citizens of this country must pay for
crimes of the past. It is a little effort to
square accounts for what the country
did not do before. Heretofore, Mr.
Speaker, we followed the practice of get-
ting the most out of our miners and our
coal—get it out—get paid and to
with all thought of tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker, it is our privilege to sit
here in the Halls of the Congress tonight.
The lights are bright, not only here in
the Halls of Congress, on Capitol Hill,
b u t throughout Washington an d
throughout our land, not cognizant of
the fact that about 80 percent of those
lights are generated by coal. Whether
you folks realize it or not, this country
is today short 15,000 coal miners.

Companies will give you a college edu-
cation, if you will just promise to come
back and tell them you will work for the
coal mines aterwards, and you cannot
get the young people to accept this offer
or without a college education to go into
the coal mines.

I have lived in communities where the
people have said, "Look, I work In the
coal mines, and I have just one desire,
and that is I do not want my children
to work in the coal mines."

If we expect to have the kind of econ-
omy that we have developed. -and if we
expect to have electricity throughout the
length and breadth of our land if we ex-
pect to have the good things of this
country and our world, then we had bet-
ter pass this conference report. If we do
not, I can tell you it will be less than 15
days until every miner in this country
walk out of the mines and their newly
elected president, their national ocers,
the President of the United States, the
Congress of the United States, ye the.
Supreme Court of the United States will
not get them to go back into the mines.

And you just try and get somebody
else to go down In a mine and mine coal.

There is not one of you in this room,
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except maybe a, half dozen who have ever
been down in a mine and who know what
it is to operate the complex machine of a
modern-day mine. That is what we, the
Congress, are faced with if we fail to
adopt this oor.Lference report.

Mr. BRAY, Mr. Speaker, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentle-
man.

Mr. BRAY. Mr. Speaker, I certainly
intend to support this conference report.
I do not have my mIne within 50 miles
of my present district, but 15 years ago
I did represent many of the mines In the
State of Indiana and, in fact, I was very
active on the nilne safety bill of 1953, I
believe it was.

I am going along with this conference
report, and I think it would be fine if
we all did so.

Mr. McDADE. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to my colleague,
the gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. McDADE. I thank my distin-
guished colleague for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, :c want to associate myself
with the remarks the gentleman has
made and to express my unequivocal
support of this conference report. I urge
all of my colleagues to recognize the
enormous debt that we owe to the coal
miners of this Nation and to pass this
most important and humane piece of leg-
islation.

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I am happy to yield to
my colleague from Virginia.

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of this conference report.

I think this is very Important legisla-
tion. It is designed to meet one of the
real needs of ozr time. We have heard
some talk this evening about States'
rights. I think there Is also such a thing
as States' responsibilities, and when a
State cannot or will not do those things
which it should do, I think we here in the
Congress have the responsibility of act-
ing accordingly.

Mr. Speaker, I urge the adoption of
this conference report.

Mr. REID of New York. Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I am happy to yield to
the gentleman from New York.

Mr. REID of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I commend the gentleman most warmly
for his excellent statement and for his
initiative in thi; regard along with the
gentleman from West Virginia (Mr.
HECHLER), the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. DENT) and other Membeis on
both sides.

Mr. Speaker, this bill is a vital bill. It
has been far too long delayed. I think it
is absolutely essential that this confer-
ence report be supported.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, let me say
to you unless you have been in a coal town
and unless you have seen a miner come
out of a mine—b:lack, yes, black from the
dirt of the coal—and see him try to walk
home from the tpple to his house which
may be only a couple of hundred yards
away, and to see him stagger along, fight-
ing for his breath, hang on to a telephone
post or some kind of post along the way,
and cough and spit, and sit down all out
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of breath and fight to get his breath,
wave off the efforts of his fellow miners,
telling them this is his problem, to leave
him alone—wondering if he will gain
enough strength to get home—yes, that
is what we have done to human beings In
this country in coal mines in the past.

What this conference report does is to
try to compensate a little bit for the ills
of the past.

I think it is rather fortunate that this
conference report Is brought up during
the advent season. Let me remind you of
the words of our Master who said:

If you have done it to these my children,
you have done It unto Me.

I hope we have as big a vote in support
of this conference report as we did on
the origmal bill.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from flhlnols
(Mr. Puciwsxx).

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, I wish
to associate myself with the remarks of
the distinguished chairman of my sub-
committee, the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. DE), who has worked so
hard and tirelessly to bring this legisla-
tion to a fruitful conclusion.

I suggest that this bill, when finally
passed by Congress, will be a monument
to his compassion for his fellow men.
This country owes him a great debt of
gratitude.

Mr. Speaker, I reject completely the
threat of a Presidential veto. With ali
due respect to my colleague, the gentle-
man from Illinois, I think any suggestion
that the President may veto this bill Is
an unfortunate Intimidation of the leg-
Islative branch of Congress. We have
our responsibility and the President has
his. If the President wishes to veto this
bill when the time comes, he has his
rights and he can exercise those rights
at the proper time. But I believe it is
an Intrusion on the right of the legis-
lative to threaten a veto even before
Congress has had an opportunity to use
its own judgment and work its will. I
will tell you this—you study this bill and
you will see what it does and you are
going to find that this is landmark leg-
islation. I was proud to sign the con-
ference report on this bill and I might
sar to my colleagues that at no point
did anybody come to me and say there
were provisions in this conference re-
port that went outside of the scope of
discussion in the conference.

I doubt very much if the President
will veto this bill after he familiarizes
himself with all of its provisions. And
If he does, he will have to make every
effort to override the veto.

I think this is a good bill. I congrat-
ulate the chairman of the subcommittee
Mr. DENT) and I congratulate the chair-

man of the full committee (Mr. PERKINS)
for bringing this bill before us today.
Once we get this bill through this House,
I think all of us can be proud of the con-
tribution we made. I am not surprised
that some of the conglomerates that are
buying up coal mines might be opposed
to some of this legislation, but as my
friend said here a moment ago, unless
we bring some meaningful safety stand-
ards into the coal mines of America, we
will not have a.ny coal mines. I am proud
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of the fact that I insisted on bringing
the Public Health Service into these coal
mines for the first time to establish
safety standards for the American coal
miner. We can now look forward-to some
decent standard to protect the health
of our miners.

I will tell you that this is a bill that
every one of us can vote for and can sup-
port with pride, because it Is meaningful
legislation for the health of this coun-
try and the future growth of this couxi-
try. I urge adoption of the conference
report. -

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Michi-
gan (Mr. Escx).

Mr. ESCU. Mr. Speaker, I think the
first point should be to establish my
credibility and to recognize that there is
more emotionalism then factual evidence
being presented in the conference re-
port today. I came from a coal mining
town. My father's health was directly
Impaired by the black lung disease. So
the intent of my remarks should be taken
with that in mind.

I also favored the provisions of the
House• bill provision concerning black
lung compensation. But I stand opposed
to title IV as it now is, and I think those
Mem-bers, especially those from coal min-
ing districts, should be aware of what we
are attemptthg to do here today. and that
is to instruct the conferees to go back and
to provide that they bring back in title
IV the same language that left the House.

I make that statement for this par-
ticular reason: When this bill passed the
House, and as stated in the committee
report, there was no indication that there
should be a broad base involvement of
workmen's compensation acts in every
State in the Union under this. title. As
it now stands, under title IV, we are
opening the door to Federal intrusion
into the total workmen's compensation
program in the country.

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ESCH. I will not yield at this time;
instead of yielding to the gentleman
from California, I would like to read the
gentleman's remarks on October 29 Gf
this year on the floor of this House when
he rose in opposition to cutting out the
compensatiDn feature of title IV. At that
time he quoted from the committee re-
port—

Mr. BVWr0N. It is intended, as the commit-
tee report so very emphatically and unam-
biguously states:

This payment program Is not a Workmen's
Compensation program. It is not intended to
be so. It contains none of the characteristic
reatures which mark any Workmen's Corn-
pensation plan, and it Is clearly not intended
to establish a Federal perOgative or precedent
in the area of payments or death. injury, or
the illness 01 other workers.

I stand ready to support a coal mine
safety bill. I stand ready to support a
strong compensation bill for people who
have been affected by black lung disease.
But let us instruct the conferees to come
back, not with an open-door provision on
workmen's compensation, but with a very
limited and well drawn provision that
will allow us to pass this bill and see it
enacted into law.
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Mr. STEIG of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ESCH. I yield to the gentleman
from Wisconsin. -

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, I commend the gentleman from
Michigan for his statement and wish to
associate myself with his remarks. I was
one of those on this floor who opposed
the amendment at the time it was offered
by the gentleman from Iowa 4 Mr.
SCHERLE) and supported the pneumocon-
iosis conference provision. I am dis-
tressed by the action of the conference -
I believe the position of the House on this
question should be upheld.

The SPEAKER pro tempore Mr.
FLOOD). The time of the gentleman has
expired.

Mr. PERKnqS. Mr. Speaker, does the
gentleman from Michigan wish more
time?

Mr. ESCH. Yes. I do.
Mr. PERKINS. I yield the geutiema

2 additional minutes.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.

Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ESCH. I yield to the gentleman

from California.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.

Speaker, I wanted the gentleman from
Michigan to yield during his statement
because for those who read the RECORD.
there s no difficulty in finding this ger-
tleman's observations. In my opinion the
gentleman in the well, the gentleman
from Michigan (Mr. Escx) has stated
in all accuracy that he had previously
established his credentials and his con-
cern for the black lung victims. There
can be no challenge on any account oil
that question. It was for that purpose I
sought to have the gentleman from
Michigan yield to me, because I am very
much aware not only of the most con-
structive contribution the gentleman
from Michigan made, but similarly the
contribution made by the gentleman
from Wisconsin (Mr. STEIGER). If they
have changed their attitude on this por-
tion, one can clearly know it is precisely
for the grounds they state and not be-
cause of their indifference t the plight
of these black lung miners ad their
widows.

Mr. ESCH. Mr. Speaker. will the gc-n-
tleman not concur that it would be ver'
possible for the conferees to go back.
before we finish this session—as \ve have
many other conferences going on also—
and week come back with the piovision
that title IV, part C be stricken, so that
we can assure that we get an adequate
black lung compensation provision
without opening up the questIon of Statc
workmen compensation? Would the gén-
tienian not concur that would be Iossi-
ble?

Mr. BURTON of California. The gen-
tleman from Michigan quoted me earlier
in his remarks and quoted me accurately.
Those sentiments were mine in the con-
ference, as I hope would have been at-
tested to by now. They are still my senti-
ments, but in any conference we have to
accept and to give and take with the
other body. We did that, upholding, I be-
lieve, the bulk of the thrust of the House
bill. We simply did not win all. I wish we
could have.
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Mr. ESCH. Mr. Speaker, I appreciate
the gentleman's remarks. I hope he will
support the motion to recommit.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. ESCH. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois (Mr. ERLENBORR).

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
wish to explain that when I offer my
motion to recommit, it will be to In-
struct the conference to insist upon sec-
tion 110(b of the bill as it passed the
House which is the pneumoconiosis com-
pensation provision.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the distinguished Speaker of
the House (Mr. McCoRrcIc).

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, I am
very happy to be a Member of this House
today while this bill is In its final passage
through this body. I am confident that
the clear majority of the Members of
the House will reject the motion to re-
commit with instructions.

I can remember when I first came here
the situation that confronted millions of
human beings just like ourselves, those
who came from other parts of the United
S:ates and who worked in the mines. Be-
hind those human beings were their wives
and their families.

I can remember as a member of the
Ways and Means Commlt.tee in the early
1930s the legislation coming before that
committee, legislation that was then on
its way through the long journey of prog-
ress for those who worked In the mines,
to which the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. SAyi.oR) has so graphically
referred today. My heart was with them
then, and my heart is with them now.

I saw them occupying a position of
what I called economic s'avery. They
worked in the mines, they lived in com-
pany-ovned houses. they bought in com-
pany-owned stores, and they were denied,
through economic pressure and black-
listing ai many other conditions, the
right to organize.

I can remember the legislation that
came out of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee by a vote of 13 to 12 in the 1930's,
and I am very glad that I was one of
those constituting the 13 in the Ways and
Means Committee who voted for the early
legislation in those years.

That was a painful journey. Today we
have before us the culmination of the
long, hard journey in the effort to bring
justice to those who work in the mines,
and in bringing justice to those who work
in the mines, also bringing justIce to the
wives and to the families.

I am very glad to be a Member today,
then this bill is up. I congratulate the
cnairman of the committee and the
members of the committee, and the mem-
bers oI the conference committee. I hope
that this bill will pass the House by an
overwhelming vote, conveying to the
miners of today a message from this
body that we realize the problems which
confront them and that we are doing
everything possible to try to bring justice
to them.

So. Mr. Speaker, I join with my col-
leagues in sending a message to those
who work in the mines that we from all
parts of the United States have extreme
and favorable consideration for them.
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Aga1r I congratulate the committee,
and I congratulate the Members of the
House, when this conference report will
be adopted, because it s another step In
the cause of justice. It Is another step In
the consideration of human beings.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the distinguished gentleman
from Iowa (Mr. SCHERLE).

(Mr. SCHERLE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, I was one
of the four who voted against this bill
when it first came to the House floor.
That was not because I am against
safety; not at all. But I am totally and
unequivocally opposed to Federal work-
men's compensation.

I was pleased tonight to hear my col-
league from Illinois (Mr. ERLENBORR)
confirm those fears I expressed when the
bill was on the floor. Up until today the
proponents of this bill carefully avoided
using the term "Federal workmen's com-
pensation" for fear of States' rights
usurpation, and perhaps even the possi-
ble total defeat of the bill.

One can call it anything he wants, it
Is still Federal workmen's compensation.
It Is benefits that will be paid for by the
Federal Government.

This foot-In-the-door approach will
relegate the jurisdiction of the States
in the field of workmen's compensation
to purely administrative functions. This
Is only the beginning.

No other disease, no injury, nothing
at all is covered in this bifi other than
°black lung" or pneumoconlosis wider
the provision of Federal workmen's
compensation. That term alone should
frighten the Members. Much less should
they vote for it.

When thIs bill was on the House floor
it was sold on the premise that it was a
coal mine safety bill. No one In this body
is against coal mine safety. We all voted
for that. But the Inclusion of Federal
workmen's compensation was not men-
tioned. Many Members voted for it with-
out ever knowing that it was a provision
of the bill.

Once again, the total estimate of this
measure was given at $40 million. We
have had varying figures, from $40 mil-
lion to as high as $400 million. This, I
believe, would exceed any type of support
we could give this bill.

The statement was made a short time
ago that we cannot get men to work in
the mines. We cannot get men to work
on the farms in Iowa. This bill is not a
handicap.

There are three States, Virginia, West
Virginia. and Pennsylvania, that have
developed laws as far as pneumoconio-
sis is concerned.

I believe it Is the responsibility of the
States to take care of their own. I am
not asking anybody in this Chamber to
take care of my people back in Iowa
who are incapacitated by inhaling dust
from working in grain elevators, or any
other disease.

We do have sympathy and compassion
for the coal miners and are making pro-
visions for a safety bill. However. I be-
lieve we defeat our purpose if we vote for
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this measure based on renumeration to
be paid by Federal workmen's compen-
sation, a resi Pandoras box.

Mr. PERKiNS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
minutes to tte distinguished gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. FLOoD).

Mr. FtOO]). Well, Mr. Speaker, I hear
the wolves howling. I fly In the face of
the gods evela for 2 mInutes. I take thIs
2 minutes, Mr. Speaker, because I am
from the ha:rd coal fields—the anthra-
cite fields. Now, you have heard about
black lung and pneumoconlosls. Well, I
speak for the anthracite miner's asthma.
Did you ever hear of that? Anthracosis.
Just as deadly and just as disastrous. I
would not attempt to gild the lily and
approach the speech of my friend from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT). I knew him
in Harrisburg, I knew him when. The
right man In the right place at the right
time as chathnan of this subcommittee—
DENT of Pennsylvania.

I just want to tell you soft coal people
that there is still hard coal, Maybe we
can only use it to make dress shirt studs
any more, but when I first came here 25
years ago I had 30,000 men In my dis-
trict in the h&rd coal fields. Today I have
3,500. But I have 25,000 retired miners
spitting out tieir guts and their lungs In
the coal buckets all through my district
from miner's asthma. Now put that In
your pipe and smoke it. Do you think
FLOOD, with my reputation In this House,
would be particeps crlmthis to an In-
dictment thai; has been laid against this
committee? I do not think you do, or I
would not be standing here.

Mr. PERKThTS, Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
minutes to the distinguished gentleman
from California (Mr. BURTON).

The SPEAPER. The gentleman is rec-
ogrnzed for 5 minutes.

Mr. BURTON of California. The
mine workers do not want this bill
to go back to conference. I am led
to believe on good information that the
local operators do not want this bill to
go back to corIerence. I hope the major-
ity of my colleagues do not want it to
go to conference, and I hope we turn
down the motion to recommit.

I am particularly gratified that the
black lung benefit provision—a lonely
orphan several months ago—will be the
law of the land, if the recommit motion
is defeated.

An explanation of the bill summary
will be inserted at this place in the
RECORD, along with cost estimates pre-
sented by Secretary of Interior, Mr.
Hickel.

Time will tell whether these last-
minute estimates were straight for-
ward—or whether they were—as is my
opinion—-politically motivated and
White House dictated. This ignoble ef-
fort to deny any meaningful help to
black lung widows and miners deserves
our flat rejection.

The House payment provisions have
been arouiid for 5 months-is not it
suspicious that the administration
waited until the last 5 days-more than 1
month after the conference concluded—
to come up with their estimates.

The material referred to follows:
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U.S. DaaTMENT 07 TBE INTSSUOR,

Washington, D.C., December .12, 1969.
HOn. JACOB . Javi'rs.
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dnaa SENATOR Javrrs: In response to your
request, estimates of the Federal costs of
the benefit provisions of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 have
been developed. These estimates were devel-
oped after consultation between this De-
partment and the Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare; the Department of
Labor, and the Bureau of the Budget.

Several major problems in preparing cost
estimates developed. The language of the
draft provision of the bill does not define
the term "total disability due to pneumconl-
oats". It simply provides that the Secretary
of Health. Education, and Welfare, shall, by
regulation, prescribe standards for determin-
ing whether a miner is totally disabled due
to pneunioconiosls. The standards estab-
lished by Health. Education, and Welfare for
such determination are an essential element
in determining the cost of tb.ls program.
From conversations with the Committee stafi,
it is not clear just what the intention is with
respect to the establishment of criteria for
determining eligibility due to total disabil-
ity from pneumoooniosis. If the standards
established by Health, Education, and Wel-
fare allow those miners to qualify under this
program who do not otherwise qualify for
disability benefits under the social security
program, the cost to the Federal Government
could be in the neighborhood of $300 million
or more during the first year. If, on the other
hand, the standards established by Health,
Education, and Welfare are similar to the
standards established under the social secu-
rity program, based on the Pennsylvania ex-
perience which is administered under com-
parable standards, the cost to the Federal
Government could be in the neighborhood of
$150 million or more during the first year.
It the standards established by Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare are to be somewhere in
between, the cost of course could range be-
tween these two figures.

The figures attached to this letter have
been computed on the basis of both assump-
tions set out above. Any attempt to offset
these costs by benefits otherwise payable for
total disability under the social security pro-
gram is extremely difficult. No exact figures
are available Indicating the number of min-
ers presently receiving total disability bene-
fits due to pneunloconiosis. Also various as-
sumptions were made regarding the age of
the potential beneficiaries, the number of
dependents. mortality rates and other influ-
encing factors. It must be understood that
the assumptions underlying the attached
figures may have introduced a margin of
error into the estimates, the magnitude of
which is unknown.

The estimates do not reflect State costs,
which in future years would be considerable,
nor do they consider Federal administrative
costs of determining eligibility and making
payments. It may cost $8,000,000 or more,
including the cost of medical services, to
make initial determinations of disability due
to pneumoconiosis. In addition, there would
be a continuing cost of preparing and issuing
benefit checks.

Sincerely,
WALTER J. HXCKEL.

Secretary of the Interior.

ESTIMATED FEDERAL CosT OF BENEFIT
PATMEN'rS

PLAN I
Assume:
1. The Federal benefit provision will be

similar in experience to the Pennsylvania
Pneumocontosis Benefit Law. The criteria for
benefits are:

(1) The miner must have X-ray evidence
Of pneumoconiosis.
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(2) The miner must be completely dis-
abled—not able to engage in any gainful
employment.

A. On 10/1/69, 25.579 miners were on
Pennsylvania's benefit rolls. Two thousand
will be transferred in the next 18 months
from workmen's compensation to benefit pay-
ment by virtue of having exhausted benefits
under workmen's compensation. Total on
benefits 7/17/71: 27,579.

B. Based on workmen's compensation data,
62 percent of those compensated are anthra-
cite miners. and 38 percent are bituminous
minors. 27,579X38%=i0,500 bituminous.
27.579X62% =17,079 anthracite,

C. In 1952 and 1969 Pennsylvania had ap-
proximately 25 percent of the underground
bituminous-coal miners. 10,500 X 4=42,000.
Total number of bituminous miners in the
inactive population who meet the Pennsyl-
vania criteria.

Anthracite miners (see plan I for basic
data):

Employed In 1952—120,000. All are no long-
er in anthracite mines. Assume 60 percent
mortality. Number of survivors in 1960—
48,000.

Assume 75 percent are over 61 and
eligible for benefits 36, 000

Assume 50 percent of those less than
61 are eligible for benefits 6, 000

Assume 95% of surviving men in
1952 work force now over 61 are
eligible for benefits 75. 000

Assume of the surviving men in the
52/61 age group in the 1952 work
force, 10,000 are still in the work
force and that 25% of the remain-
ing group are eligible for benefits.. 21, 000

94,000—10,000
=21,000

Assume ibM in the present work
force the number of eligibles is
the same as the number with
pneumoconiOsis

80,000x .10=8,000
Total bituminous miners presently

on State workmen's compensation
plan

D. In active miners, the Public
Health Service found 3 percent with X-ray
evidence of advanced pneumoconiosis. 80,-
000X .03=2.400.

E. Total bituminous miners eligible for
benefits. 42,000+2,400=44,400.

F. There are no anthracite mines in any
State other than Pennsylvania.

Number of anthracite miners on the Penn-
sylvania benefit roll: 17,079.

0. Total number of bituminous miners
and anthracite miners eligible for benefits.
44,400+ 17.000=61,400.

H. Assume 7,000 men (4,500 bituminous
miners and 2,500 anthracite, miners) are on
or will qualify for State workmen's compen-
sation. 61400—7,000=54,400 Total eligible
miners.

I. Assume each miner has 1.5 dependents.
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Assume of the 6,000 presently in the

anthracite workforce, 20 percent
would qualify 1,200

Total 43, 200
Presently receiving State workmen's

compensation 2,500

Total 40, 700

Total bituminous miners 99, 500
Total anthracite miners 40, 700

Total 140, 200

Assume each case has 1.5 dependents. Fed-
eral payment is $2,657.

Total cost of miner benefits: 140,200x
$2,657= $374,000,000.

Widow cost—$9 650,000.
Total $383,650,000 ($374,000,000 ± 9,650,-

000).
PLAN U

Criteria for total disability:
1. X-ray evidence of pneumoconiosis.
2. Evidence of physical impairment.
3. Age.
Population at risk in 1952:
1. Bituminous-coal miners 400, 000
2. Anthracite miners 120, 000

Total 520,000
Mine population in 1952 and 1969:

Federal payment is $2,657. 54,400 X $2,657=
$145,000,000.

J. Widows benefits $9,650,000.
Total: $154,650,000 ($145,000,000 +$9,650, -

000)
SVMMART

Plan I
The Federal benefit provision will be simi-

lar in experience to the Pennsylvania Pneu-
moconiosis Benefit Law.

The criteria for disability are:
1. The miner must have X-ray evidence

of pneum000niosis.
8, 000 2. The miner must be completely disabled

—not able to engage in any gainful employ-
108, 000 ment.

First year cost without offsets: $154,650.-
000.

Twenty-year cost without offsets: 11200.-
000,000.

Plan II
Criteria for disability:
1. X-ray evidence of pneumoconiosis.
2. Evidence of physical impairment.
3. Age.
First year cost without offsets: $383,650.-

000.
Twenty-year cost without offsets $2,980.-

000,000.

StIMMIU1T Op Marca PRcvIsIo::s
TITLE I—GENERAl.

(1) Grants authority for the promulgation
of mandatory health and safety standards to
the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter
referred to as the "Secretary"). The Secretary
promulgates all mandatory standards, but is
responsible for developing and revising only
mandatory safety standards. The Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare (BW) is
responsible for developing and revising man-

1952 work force 1969 Work force

Age
group

Number of
men

Surviving
in 1969

Age
1969

Number of
men

Age
group

20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64

48, 000
60. 000
56,000

104. 000
76,000
36,000
20, 000

47, 000
57, 000
52,000
94, 000
56,000
17,000
6, 000

37 to 41
42 to 46
47 to 51
52 to 61
62 to 71
72 to 76
77

9,600
12.600
11,200
20. 800
15.200
7,200
4,006

80. 000

20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64

•Total 400. 000 329. 000

4, 500

99, 500
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datory health standards, No standard pro-
mulgated by the Secretary shall reduce the
protection afforded miners below that pro-
vided by the Lnterim mandatory health ar&d
safety standards contained In titles II and
UI, respectively.

(2) Provides opportunity for a representa-
tive of miners, whenever he has reasonable
grounds to believe that a violation of a man-
datory health or safety standard exists or an
Imminent danger exists Ln a mine, to obtain
z immediate inspection of such mine.

3 Provides a minimum of at least four
annual inspections of each mine. Mso pro-
'ides a minimum of one spot Inspection dur-
in every ft'e workIng days oZ a mine (A)
that liberates excessive quantittes of methane
or other explosive gases during its operations.

B in which a methane or other gas ignition
or explosion has occurred which resulted in
death or serious injury at any time dUring
the previous five years. or (C) the Secretary
believes has especially hazardous Conditions.

Establishes the prooedural mechanism
for nnding dangerous conditions or violations
of standards In mines, and for the issuance
of notices and orders—including withdrawal
orders—relative to such.

5 Provides administrative and Judicial
re view procedures.

6 Establishes civil penalties of up to
$10000 for operator violations of a standard
or any other provision of the Act. &b-
lishes a civil penalty of up to $250 to a miner
wlQ violates specified provisions oZ the Act
smoking, carrying of matches, etc.). tab-

lishes criminal penalties t.o any operator who
willfully violates a standard or knowingly
vicl.tes or fils or refuses to comply with
or(?r5. Upon conviction, such operator shall
h punished by a fine of not more than $25.-
000 and or imprisonment for not more than
one year for the .rst conviction, and for sub-
sequent con'ictions, by a fine of not more
than $50,000 and/or Imprisonment for not
more than five years. Also establishes similar
chiI and criminal penalties to any director,
Ofcer, or agent of a corporate operator for
like violations, failures, or ref uals. Criminal
penalties are also established or false state-
ments. representations, or certifications rela-
ti'e to the A(t, and for the introduction and
delivery In cnuneree of any equipment for
use in a coal mine which is falsely represented
to be in cor.p1iance with the provisions of
the Act.

7 Provides for limited pay guarantees to
miners idied by a withdrawal order.

81 Prohibits the discharge Or other cUs-
crirntnation against a miner for exercising
rits under the Act.

IIr:.E fl—INTERIM MANDATORY HEALTH
STANDARDS

Esutblishs interim mandatory health
trciards erec1ve su months after the date
of ei.ctnent c the Act.

2 Requtre& each operator to take accu-
rate samples of the amount of respirable dust
in the mine atmosphere. The samples are
tran.snitted to the Secretary and analyzed
aic !ecorded by him.

.3 Establishes a 3.0 milligram per cubic
niete- of air (mg/m3) dust standard effective
six months after enactment. Extensions of
rime to comply with the standard (permits
for iloncompliance) may be granted by the
Panei estab1ished by section 5) for a period
not to exceed twelve months from the effec-
tive date of the standard.

(4 Establishes 2.0 mg/ma dust standard
effective three years after enactment, but the
Pel may grant permits for noncompliance
:o an operator for a period not to exceed
three additional years from the effective date
o the standard,

(5 The Secretary of Realth, Education,
and Welfare has the continuing authority,
begiiin.ing one year after enactment, to fur-
ther reduce the dust standard below the
levels established by the Act to levels which
will prevent new incidence of respiratory
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disease and the further development of such
disease In any person.

(6) Each operator shall cooperate with the
Secretazy of Realth, Educatton, and Welfare
In making a cae6t x-ray available to each
miner withIn eighteen months after enact-
ment, again three years later, and at such
subsequent intervals determtned by the. Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare but
not to exceed every five years. Each worker
who begins work in a ooal mine for the first
time shaU be given a chest x-ray at the com-
mencement of his employment and agatn
three years later. If the Second x-ray shows
evidence of the development of pneumo-
coniosts, the worker shall be given an addi-
tional x-ray two years later. The x-rays may
be supplemented by other tests deemed nec-
essary by the Secretary of Health. Education.
and Welfare. The Secretary of Realth, Edu-
cation, and Welfare is also responsible for
reading, classifying, and recording all results
of x-rays and other medical tests.

(7) Any miner who shows evidence of the
development of pneumoconiosis shall be af-
forded the option of transferring from his
position to another position in any area of
the mine where the respirable dust concen-
tration is not more than 2.0 mg/m3. Effective
three years after enactment, the optton of
transfer shall be to an area of the mine where
such concentration is not more than 1.0
mg/m, or if such level of concentration is
not attainable Ln the mine, to an area where
the concentration is the lowest attainable
below 2.0 mg/m3. Any miner so transferred
shall not receive less than the regular rate of
pay received by him immediately prior to
transfer.

(8) Incorporates the noise standard pre-
scribed under the Walsh-Healey Public Con-
tracts Act, and provides authority to the
Secretary of Realth, Education, and Welfare
to improve upon such standard.
TITLE IXI—INTEZUM MANDATORY SAFETY sTAND-

ARDs FOR UNDERGROUND COAL MINES
(1) Establishes interim mandatory safety

standards effective three months after the
date of enactment of the Act.

(2) Establishes detailed requirements to
provide for safer working conditions in un-
derground coal mines. These include require-
ments with regard to roof support, ventila-
tion, combustible materials and rock dust-
ing, electrical equipment, trailing cables,
grounding, underground high-voltage dis-
tribution, underground low- and medium-
voltage alternating current circuits, trolley
and trolley feeder wires, fire protection, maps,
blasting and explosives, hoisting and man-
trips, emergency shelters, communications,
escapeways, and other miscellaneous matters.

(3) Establishes requirements for the use
of permissible equipment in all under-
ground coal mines. Requires that all electric
face equipment at gassy mines and all such
small equipment at all mines be permissible
within 15 months after enactment. It is also
required that, In the case of mines not pre-
viously classified as gassy which are below
the watertable, such large equipment must
be permissible in 15 months, but the Panel
may grant exteusions of time (permits for
noncompliance) of not to exceed in the ag-
gregate an additional 33 months if the Panel
determines, based on specified crtteria, that
the operator is unable to comply with the
permissibility requirements because of un-
availability of permissible equipment. In the
case of such mines which are located entirely
above the watertable, it is required that such
large equipment be permissible within 51
months after enactment but the Panel may
grant extensions of not to exceed 2 addi-
tional years on a mine-by-mine basis because
of unavailability of such equipment.

TITLE TV—BLACK LUNG BENEPTrS
(1) Provides for the payment of benefits

for death or total disability due to pneu-
moconiosis.
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(2) Coal rainers and former coal miners

who are totally diaabled due to pneumoco-
niosls will rcceive benefits at a rate equal
to 50 percent of the minimum monthly pay-
ment to which a disabled F'ederal employee
in Grade GS—2 would be entitled at the time
of payEaent. This represents approximately
$136 pe month. Widows of coal miners and
former coal miners whose deaths are due to
pneumoconio3is or whose deaths occurred
while receiving total disability benefite, re-
ceive benefit; at the rate prescribed for
totally disablld miners. The rates prescribed
above are in(reased for dependents at the
rate of b0 perient for one dependent (widow
or child), 75 percent for two dependents, and
100 percent for three or more dependents.
The benefits or miners and widows will be
reduced on account of payments under the
workmen's compensation. unemployment
compensation, or disability insurance laws
of the State and, in the case of miners only,
on account oi excess earnings, as provided
under the Social Security Act for benefits
payable under that Act.

(3) The following presumptions are used
in determining entitlement

A. If a miner who is suffering from pneu-
moconiosis ws employed for 10 years or
more in an tlnderground coal mine, there
will be a rebuttable presumption that the
pneumcconios:Ls arose out of such employ-
ment.

B. If a minor worked ten years in such a
mine and died of a respirable disease, there
will be a rebuttable presumption that his
death ws due to pneumoconiosis,

C. If a mlne:r is suffering from or dies from
an advaiced irreversible stage of pneumoco-
niosis, it will be irrebutably presumed his
death or total disability was due to pneu-
moconiosis.

(4) Claims filed before December 31. 1972,
will he pocesd by the Secretary of Realth,
Educatioi, and, Welfare in a manner similar
to that he USe for processing claims or dis-
ability under the Social Security Act. If the
claim is filed after December 31. 1971. bene-
fits under that claim may be paid only until
January 1, 1973. Claims filed on or after
January 1, 1973, will be processed under the
appropriate State workm'ens compensation
law if the Secretary of Labor has determined
it has adequate coverage icr pneumoconiosls,
Re wlU, generally speaking, determine a State
law to to have adequate coverage for pneu-
mOconloss if the cash benets under such
law and the criteria for determining eligi-
bility are not less favorable to the claimant
than those applicable to claims filed before
January 1, 197 Where the applicable State
workmen's compensation law does not pro-
vid adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis,
the persons entitled to benefite will have
their claims prccessed (so far as applicab'e)
under the terms of the Longshoremens and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.

(5) In the case of claims filed on or after
January 1, 1973, no payments of benefits may,
be made after seven years after the dtte
of enactment of the Act.

TITLE v—ADMINIsTR,TIoN
(1) Provides authorization for apprpria-

tions for health and safety research o be
carried Out by the Secretary of Realth. Edu-
cation. and Welfare and the Secretary. r-
spetively,

(2) Requires the Secretary to eKpand pro-
grams for the etucation and training of op-
erators, agents thereof, and miners in acci-
dent-control healthful working Conditions.
and in the use of coal mining equipment
and techniques,

(3) Provides for economic assistance to any
small business concern operating a coal mine
to meet the requirements imposed by the
Act. Such assistance shall be given by the
Small Business Administration.

(4) Specifies qualifications and training
requirements for employees of the Secretary;
particularly inspectors.
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The SPEAKER. The gentleman yields

back 4 minutes.
Mr. PERKThS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3

minutes to the distinguished gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. HAYS).

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I have not
sp.ken on this bill before although I
represent most of the coal mining area
in Ohio and practically all of the deep
coal mining area. I was born in a little
town that became a coal mining center
about the time that I was in kinder-
garten. The first funeral that I ever at-
tended was a double funeral, you might
say—a Catholic mass in the morning and
a Protestant funeral in the afternoon
when the teacher took the whole first
grade to the funerals of the fathers of
two of our classmates. I have lived with
that kind of a danger to the people who
are my neighbors and friends all of my
life.

Now, Ohio has a pretty fair mine safety
law. I had something to do with the first
one when I was in the State senate, but I
do not believe the argument of the gen-
tleman from Iowa that if the States do
not do it, we should not do it, which he
seems to Imply. I think we ought to do
this and I think this bill ought to pass.
I do not think it ought to be recommitted
and I think that not only the coal
miners and their families do not think
so, but I do not think anyone in Ohio
thinks so.

Mr. Speaker, I want to congratulate
the chairman (Mr. PERKINS) and the
chairman of the subcommittee (Mr.
DErr) as well as the members of the
subcommittee and the conference com-
mittee. I think they have done the bt
job they could in a very difficult situation.
I think it is a job that will be good for
people and good for all Americans. I hope
we pass this bill here tonight.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the dis-
tinguished gentleman from West Virginia
(Mr. STAGGERS).

(Mr. STAGGERS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. STAGGERS. I thank the gentle-
man from Kentucky for yielding to me.

Mr. Speaker, as one of the cosponsors
of a bill which was considered—and I
think all of my colleagues from the State
of West Virginia introduced similar bills
because they knew the Importance of this
subject—I remember in 1952 when we
had this bill on the floor, the mine safety
bill, I made the remark that the time for
dilly-dallying was strictly past And, Mr.
Speaker, I say that tonight, the time for
dilly-dallying about this bill is now over.

This bill should not be recommitted
because it is fraught with danger if it is
recommitted. It may not come back to
this floor. Further, I believe exactly what
has been said here to the effect that if it
is not passed before we go home, you are
not going to find many coal miners work-
ing in this Nation by next week.

Mr. Speaker, I wish to take this oppor-
tunity to congratulate the distinguished
gentleman from Kentucky, the chairman
of the full committee, the distinguished
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
DENT), chairman of the subcommittee
and all members of the Committee on
Education and Labor and others who
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have had a .part in bringing this legis-
lation to the floor.

Mr. Speaker. I am speaking for all
MemberS of the West Virginia delega-
tion when I say thiS.

That we hope that this bill will not be
recommitted but will be passed over-
wheinlingly.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
minute to the distinguished gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. HECHLER).

(Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia
asked and was given permission to re-
vise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, this is a magnificent piece of
legislation. It is strong and effective In
its terms. It is a tribute to the initiative
and hard work of Congress, and particul-
larly my good friends the gentleman
from Kentucky (Mr. PERKINS) who so
ably chairs the full committee, the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. DExrr)
who chairs the subcommittee and so
eloquently addressed the House earlier
this evening, and the gentleman from
California (Mr. BURTON), who played a
major role in fashioning the compensa-
tion features of the bill along with the
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr.
DANIELS).

This bill was drafted in Congress, it
originated in CongresS, it was perfected
in Congress, and the tougher provisions
of the bill all came as a result of the in-
sistence of Congress. Had the Congress
followed the advice of the executive
branch, this would have been a milk and
water piece of legislation Instead of a
brick and mortar piece of legislation.
Had the Congress followed the advice of
the executive branch, there would have
been little protection for the health and
safety of the coal mines of this Nation.

That is why it is passing strange that
we should suddenly at the 11th hour,
at 1 minute before midnight, have un-
veiled to us a letter of opposition to this
bill from the Secretary of Labor. Even
more startling is the threat of a Presi-
dential veto which has emanated from
the minority side. The White House had
no part in initiating or framing this
landmark legislation. Every action taken
by the White House during the corisld-
eratlon of this legislation was in the
form of trying to weaken, delay or elimi-
nate provisions for the protection of the
coal miners. Now it ill behooves the Presi-
dent and a member of the President's
Cabinet to send messages here at the
last minute in an effort to stall or kill
this legislation.

The major drive for this legislation be-
gan Immediately after the tragic fire and
exiosions at Consol No. 9 Mine in Farm-
ington, W. Va., resulting in the deaths
of 78 miners on November 20, 1968. Pas-
sage of this legislation is a fitting mon-
ument to the memory of the 78 miners
who lost their lives at Farmlngton. Their
widows have waited 13 months since
Farmlngton for the passage of this leg-
islation. Everyone would acknowledge
that without that tragic accident, we
would not even be considering mine
health and safety legislatioi this year.
Therefore, in tribute to these men, I
hope the President will invite to the sign-
ing of this landmark legislation the wid-
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ows of the 78 coal miners who died at
Farmington.

We have heard many references to-
night to the dignity of the House of
Representatives. We have also heard
references to the rights of the States.
But what about the dignity and rights
of the coal miners working in the pits,
the thousands who are suffering from
black lung, the thousands who have be?n
crippled in mine accidents, tle wdaws
and families left behind when the bread-
winner is killed in the most lazardcus
occupation in the world? The last com-
prehensive mine safety law was passed in
1952. The miners have waited for 17
years. Let us not nitpick any further.
I say this because I agree with those who
state that if Congress does not act before
Christmas, there will be a major strike in
the coal fields.

There is a major challenge ahead in
the manner in which this legislation is
administered and enforced. Congress
has provided a sturdy framework fcr
action, but if the administrative agencies
charged with administering this law are
timid in their approach toward enforce-
ment, the dangers to the health and
safety of coal miners will increase. I am
frank to state that one of the major
reasons I became disenchanted with the
top leadership of the United Mine
Workers of America was the fact that
down through the years they have
exerted very little initiative and pressure
toward Improving the safety laws or reg-
ulations. Furthermore, even after the
Farmlngton disaster, the top leadership
of the United Mine Workes of America
bluntly stated that in their judgment it
would not be possible to enact any
health protection or coal dust standard
for the miners this year. Later, they took
the same timid approach toward the en-
actment of compensation for victims of
black lung. For a long time, they clung
to the obviously gaping loophole pro-
vided by the Federal Coal Mine Safety
Board of Review. These facts are a
matter of record. It took the pressure of
the candidacy of Joseph A. Yabloski to
awaken the leadership of the United
Mine Workers of America to their legis-
lative responsbilities to the coal miners,
and then the old leadership began to
wake up and become more active.

Now that the election of Deeember 9
is a thing of the past, the real question
is whether President W. A. Boyle and the
leadership of the United Mine Workers
of America intend to insist on a strict
enforcement of this law for the benefit
of the coal miners, or whether they will
in a self-satisfied fashion lapse back into
their cozy relationship with the coal op-
erators and interpret the election results
as a mandate for inaction. I honestly
feel that the strength of the pending leg-
islation will depend not only on the vigor
with which the administrative agencies
proceed with enforcement, but aLso on
the degree to which the United Mine
Workers of America from top to bottom
keeps a vigilant watch on the manner in
which this legislation is administered.
They must beef up their safety staff, they
must beef up their legal staff, and in-
sure that the health and safety of every
coal miner receives maximum protec-
tion under the law.
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Mr. BUR.TON of Utah. Mr. Speaker,

the health and safety of over 144,000
Americans Is riding with us on the vote
we are about to take. These Americans

Clancy Hammer-
Clawson, Del schmidt
Collier Hutchinson
Collins - King
Conable Kleppe

aie coal miners—citizens who live with
danger each day of their lives. They are
oadly in need of help—help which we

Cramer Kuykendall
Crane Kyl
Davis, Wis. Landgrebe
Dennis Langen

.

can give them through the legislation
we are debating new.

In addition to detailed safety stand-

Derwlnski Lloyd
Devine Lukens
Dickinson McClory
Edwards, Ala. McClure

ards, this legislation prescribes health
standards which place limits on the
amount of coal dust permitted In the
mine atmosphere—something that will
curb what Is known as black lung dis-
ease.

This legislation will provide payments

Erlenborn NcCulloch
Each McDonald.
Ford, Gerald R. Mich.
Foreman MacGregor
Frelinghuysen Mailliard
Frey Mann
Goldwater Matbias
000dling May
Gross Mayne

for retired and active miners who now
have an advanced stage of this horrible

Grover Meskill
Gubser Michel

disease; and will provide benefits to sur- NAYS—258
viving dependents of miners whose death
was due to such a disease. Abernethv Fountain Mize

Addabbo Fraser Mollohan
The mines in my State of Utah—as

well as mines anywhere in the United
States—would be inspected by a Federal
Irune inspector at least four times a year;
and if any of these mines are found to be
in a dangerous condition, the inspector
would have the authority to order the
mine workers withdrawn until the dan-
ger is eliminated.

Millers in my district have been dis-

Albert Friedel Monagan
Alexander Fulton. Pa. Montgomery
Anderson, Fuqua Moorhead

Calif. Galiftanakis Morgan
Andrews, Garznatz Morse

N. Debt. Gaydos Murphy, Ill.
Annunzio Gettys Murphy, N.Y.
Ashley Giatmo Myers
Aspinall Gibbons Natcher
Beall, Md. Gilbert Nedzi
Bell, Calif. Gonzalez Nichols
Bennett Gray Nix
Bevifl Green. Pa. Obey

couiaged by the lack of legislation in
previous years. and while this bill does
not contain all the provisions I would
hope it would, still it is the best that our
mining experts have been able to come
up with to enable this House and the
other body to form some sort of agree-
ment.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I move
the previous question on the conference
report. '

The previous question was ordered. .

The SPEAKER. The question is on the
conference report.

!'IOTIOI To RECOMMIT OmRED
ME. ERLENBORN

Mr. ERLE.NBORN. Mr. Speaker, I offer
a motion to recommit.

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman op-
posed to the conference report?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report

the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. ERLENBORN moves to recommit the

conferences report on the bill 8. 2917 to the
committee On conference with instructions
to the managers on the part of the Ho
to insist upon the position of the House with
respect to sectiOn 110(B) of the bill as passed
by the House of Representatives.

Blaggi Grlthn O'Hara
Biester GrtStths O'Konskl
Blngham Gude Olsen
Blatnik Hagan O'Neal. Ga.
Boland Haley O'Neill. Mass.
Brademas Halpern Ottinger
Brasco Hamilton Passnian
Bray Hanley Patten
Broomfield Hansen, Idaho Pepper
Brotzman Hansen, Wash. Perkins
Brown, Calif. Harrington Pettis
Broyhill, N.C. Harsha Philbin
Burke, Fla. Harvey Pickle
Burke, Mass. Hathaway Pike
Burleson, Tex. Hawkins Pirnie
Burlison, Mo. Hays PollOck
Burton, Calif. Hechler. W. Va. Preyer, NC.
Burton, Utah Helsioski Price, Ill.
Button Henderson Pryor, Ark.
Byrne. Pa. Hicks Pucinskl
Cabell Hogan ' Purcell
Caff cry Holifleld Quillen
Camp Horton Randall
Carey Howard Rarick
Carter Hull Reid, Ill.
Casey Hungate Reid, N.Y.
Chamberlain Hunt Reifel
Clark Jacobs Reuss
Clay Jarman Rhodes
Cleveland Johnson, Calif. Riegle
Cobelan Johnson, Pa. Rodino
Colmer Jones, Ma. Roe
Conte Jones. N.C. Rogers, Fla.
Corbett Jones. Tenn. Rooney, Pa.
Culver Karth Rosenthal
Daddario Kastenmeier Rostenkowskl
Daniel, Va. Kazen Rouclebush
Daniels, N.J. Kee Roybal
Davis. Ga. Keith Ruppe
de la Grza Kluczvjiskl Ryan

So the motion to recommit was re-
jected.

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

Mr. Sisk with Mr. Smith of California.
Mrs. Green of Oregon with Mrs. Dwyer.
Mr. Delaney with Mr. Widnall.
Mr. Rooney cf New York with Mr. Bob

Wilson.
Mr. Mills with Mr. Jonas.
Mr. Ichord with Mr. Cederberg.
Mr. Rivers wits Mr. Hall.
Mr. Bogga with Mr. Martin.
Mr. Barrett wi1h Mr. Moeher.
Mr. Rogers of Colorado with Mr. Cahill.
Mr. Blanton with Mr. Taft.
Mr. Turilley with Mr. Utt.
Mr. Fallon with Mr. Weicker.
Mr. Htbert with Mr. Williams.
Mr. Poage with Mr. Denney.
Mr. Moss with Mr. Cowger.
Mr. Abbitt with Mr. Pelly.
Mr. Comma with Mr. Lipsconsb.
Mrs. Suflivan with Mrs. Heckler of Massa-

chusetts.
Mr. Sikes with Mr. Smith of New York.
Mr. Steed with Mr. Cunningham.
Mr. Fascell with Mr. Coughun.
Mr. Evins of Tennessee with Mr. Broyhill

Of Virginia.
Mr. Adams witn Mr. Hosmer.
Mr. McMlllan with Mr. Don it. Clausen.
Mr. Andrews with Mr. Whitehurst.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I move
the previous question on the motion to
recommit.

Tile previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the

lnotion to recommit.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,

on that I demand the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken: and there

were—yeas 83, nays 258, not voting 92, as
follows:
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YEA —.83
Adair Belcher rock
Anderson. Ill. Betts rown, Mich.
Arends Blackburn Brown, Ohio
Ashbrook Bow Bush
Ayres Brinkley Byrnes. Wis.

Dent Koch St Germain
Diggs Kyros St. Onge
Dingell Latta Sandman
Donohue Leggett Satterfield
Dorn Long. Md. Saylor
Dowdy Lowenstein Schadeberg
Downing Lilian Scheuer
Duleki McCarthy Schneebeli
Duncan McDade Schwengel
Eckhardt McEwen Shipley
Edinondson McFall Shriver
Edwards, La. McKneally Skubitz
Eilberg Macdonald, Slack
Eshleman Mass. Smith. Iowa
Evans. Cob. Madden - Snyder
Farbstein Mahon Springer
Feighan Marsh Stafford
Findley Matsunaga Staggers
Fish Meeds Steiger, Artz.
Fisher Melcher Stephens
Flood Mlkva Stokes
Flowers Miller. Calif. Stratton
Foley Miller. Ohio Stubblefleld
Ford. Miniah Stuckey

William D. Slink Symington

Mr. Anderson cf Tennessee with Mr. Winn.
Mr. Brooks with Mr. Stanton.
Mr. Baring with Mr. Berry.
Mr. Cellel with Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. Flynt with Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Podell with Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. Chappell with Mr. Whalley.
Mr. Edwards of California with Mr. Con-

yers.
Mr. Fulton of Tennessee with Mr. Rees.
Mr. Yates with Mrs. Chisholm.
Mr. Hanna with Mr. Dawson.
Mr. Landrum with Mr. Lennon.
Mr. Long of Louisiana with Mr. Patman.
Mr. Roberts with Mr. Whi'tten.
Mr. Wright with Mr. Ullman.
Mr. Watts with Mr. Van Deerlin.
Mr. Kirwan with Mr. Darn.

Messrs. MADDEN, CABELL, and
STEPHS changed their votes from
"yea" to "nay."
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NAYS—12
Dennis Laiidgrebe
Erlenborn Scherle
Each Scott
Gross Wiggins

NOT VOTING—88
Dora Podell
Dwyer Powell
Edwards. Calif. Rees
Evins, Tenn. Rivers
Pallon Roberts
Fascell Rogers, Cob.
Flynt Rooney, N.Y.
Fulton, Tenn. Slices
Green, Oreg. Slsk
Hall Smith, Calif.
Hanna Smith, N.Y.
Hébert Stanton
Heckler, Mass. Steed
Hosmer Sullivan
Ichord Taft
Jonas Tunney
Kirwan Uflman
Landrum Utt
Lennon Van Deerlin
Lipscomb Watts
Long, La. Weicker
McCloekey Whalley
McMillan Wbitehurst
Martin Whitten
Mills Widnall
Mosher Williams
Moss Wilson. Bob
Patman Wlnn
Pelly Wright
Poage Yates

So the conference report was agreed
to.

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

Mr. Sisk with Mr. Smith of California.
Mrs. Green of Oregon with Mrs. Dwyer.
Mr. Delaney with Mr. Widnall.
Mr. Rooney of New York with Mr. Bob

Wilson.
Mr. Mills with Mr. Jonas.
Mr. Ichord with Mr. Cederberg.
Mr. Rivers with Mr. Hall.
Mr. Boggs with Mr. Martin.
Mr. Barrett with Mr. Mosher.
Mr. Rogers of Colorado with Mr. Cahill.
Mr. Blanton with Mr. Taft.
Mr. Tunney with Mr. Utt.
Mr Pallon with Mr. Weicker.
Mr. Hébert with Mr. Williams.
Mr. Poage with Mr. Denney.
Mr. Moss with Mr. Cowger.
Mr. Abbitt with Mr. Pelly.
Mr. Corman with Mr. Lipscomb.
Mrs. Sullivan with Mrs. Heckler of

Massachusetts.
Mr. Slices with Mr. Smith of New York.
Mr. Steed with Mr. Cunningham.
Mr. Pascell with Mr. Coughlin.
Mr. Evins of Tennessee with Mr. Broyhill

of Virginia.
Mr. Adams with Mr. Hosmer.
Mr. McMillan with Mr. Don H. Clausen.
Mr. Andrews with Mr. Whttehurst.

• Mr, Anderson of Tennessee with Mr. Winfl.
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Mr. Brooks with Mr. Stanton.
Mr. Baring with Mr. Berry.
Mr. Celler with Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. Plynt with Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Podell with Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. Chappell with Mr. Whalley.
Mr. Edwards of California with

Conyers.
Mr. Pulton of Tennessee with Mr. Rees.
Mr. Yates with Mrs. Chisholm.
Mr. Hanna with Mr. Teague of Texas.
Mr. Landrum with Mr. Lennon.
Mr. Long of Louisiana with Mr. Patman.
Mr. Roberts with Mr. Whitten.
Mr. Wright with Mr. Ullman.
Mr. Watts with Mr. Van Deerlin.
Mr. Kirwan with Mr. Hastings.
Mr. Gallagher with Mr. Sebelius.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
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The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

The SPEAKER. The question Is on the
conference report.

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
on that I demand the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there

were—yeas 333, nays 12, not voting 88,
as follows:

Shriver Vander Jagt
Skubitz Vanik
Slack Vigorito
Smith, Iowa Waggonner
Snyder Waldie
Springer Wampler
Stafford Watkins
Staggers Watson
Stelger, Arts. Whalen
Steiger, Wis. White
Stephens Wilson,
Stokes Charles H.
Stratton Wold
Stubblefleld Wolff
Stuckey Wyatt
Symlngton Wydler
Talcott Wylie
Taylor Wyman
Teague, Calif. Yatron
Teague, Tex. Young
Thompson, Ga. Zablocki
Thompson N.J. Zion
Thomson, Wis. Zwftch
Tiernan
Udall

Mr.

Riegle
Robison
Rodino
Roe
Rogers, Fla.
Rooney, Pa.
Rosenthal
RostenkoWSki
Roth
Roudebush
Roybal
Ruppe
Ruth
Ryan
St Germain
St. Onge
Sandman
Satterfield
Saylor
Scbadeberg
Scheuer
Schneebeli
Schwengel
Sebelius
Shipley

Ashbrook
Brock
Collins
Davis, Wis.

Abbitt
Adams
Anderson,

Tenn.
Andrews, Ala.
Baring
Barrett
Berry
Blanton
Boggs
Boiling
Brooks
Broyhill, Va.
Buchanan
Cahill
Cederberg
Celler
Chappell
Chialloim
Clausen,

Don H.
Conyers
Corman
Coughlln
Cowger
Cunningham
Dawson
Delaney
Dellenback
Denney

GERAL LEAVE
Mi'. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I a.ik

unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days in which
to extend their remarks and include
extraneous matter in connection with
the conference report on mine safety.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?

There was no objection.

Abernethy
Adair
Addabbo
Albert
Alexander
Anderson,

Calif.
Anderson, In.
Andrews,

N. Dak.
Annunzio
Mends
Ashley
Aspinall
Ayres
Beau, Md.
Belcher
Bell, Calif.
Bennett
Betts
Bevili
Biaggi
Biester
Blngham
Blackburn
Blatnik
Boland
Bow
Brademas
Brasco
Bray.
Brinkley
Broomfield
Brotzman
Brown, Calif.
Brown, Mich.
Brown,. Ohio
Broyhlil. NC.
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Burton, Calif.
Burton, Utah
Bush
Button
Byrne, Pa.
Byrnes, Wis.
Cobell
Caff cry
Camp
Carey
Carter
Casey
Chamberlain
Clancy
Clark
Clawson, Del
Clay
Cleveland
Cohelan
Collier
Colmer
Conable
Conte
Corbett
Crsmer
Crsne
Culver
Dddario
Daniel, Va.
Daniels, N.J.
Davis, Ga.
de la Garza
Dent
Derwinski
Devine
Dickinson
Diggs
Dingell
Donohue
Dowdy
Downing
Dulski
Duncan
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Ala,
Edwards, La.

tRoll No. 3381
YEAS—333

Eilberg Leggett
Eshleman Lloyd
Evans, Cob. Long, Md.
Farbsteln Lowenstein
Feighan Lujan
Findley Lukena
Fish McCarthy
Fisher McCbory
Flood McClure
Flowers McCulboch
Foley McDade
Ford, Gerald R. McDonald,
Ford, Mich.

William D. McEwen
Foreman McFall
Fountain McKneally
Fraser Macdonald,
Frelinghuysen Mass.
Frey MacGregor
Friedel Madden
Fulton,pa. Mahon
Fuqua ?viailllard
Galifianakis Mann
Gallagher Marsh
Garmatz Mathias
Gaydos ?viatsunaga
Gettys May
Gialmo Mayne
Gibbons Meeds
Gilbert Melcher
Goldwater Meskill
Gonzalez Michel
Goodling Mikva
Gray Miller, Calif.
Green, Pa. Miller, Ohio
Griffin Minish
Grifflths Mink
Grover Minshall
Gubser MiSc
Gude Mlzell
Hagan Molbohan
Haley Monagan
Halpern Montgomery
Hamilton Moorhead
Hammer- Morgan

schmidt Morse
Hanley Morton
Hansen, Idaho Murphy, nu.
Hansen. Wash. Murphy, N.Y.
Harrington Myers
Harsha Natcher
Harvey Nedzi
Hastings Nelsen
Hathaway Nichols
Hawkins Nix
Hays Obey
Hecliler, W. Va. O'Hare
Helstoski O'Konski
Hendersgn Olsen
Hicks O'Neal, Ga.
Hogan O'Neill, Mass.
HoliSeld Ottinger
Horton Passman
Howard Fatten
Hull Pepper
Hungate Perkins
Hunt Pettis
Hutchinson Philbin
Jacobs Pickle
Jarman Pike
Johnson, Calif. Pirnie
Johnson, Pa. Poff
Jones, Ala. Pollock
Jones, NC. Preyer, NC.
Jones, Tenn. Price, ni.
Karth Price, Tex.
Kastenmeier Pryor, Ark.
Karen Puclnski
Kee Purcell
Keith Quie
King Quillen
Kieppe Railsback
Kluczynskl Randall
Koch Rarick
Kuykendall Reid, ni.
Kyl Reid, N.Y.
Kyros Reifel
Langen Reuse
Latta Rhodes





FEDERAL COAL IV!DE HEALTH AND
SAFETY ACT_CONFERENCE RE-
PORT
Mr. WU3LIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.

President, I submit a report of the corn-
zn.tttee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amend-
ments of the House to the bill (S. 2917)
to Improve the health and safety con-
ditions of persons working In the coal-
mining industry of the United States. I
ask unanimous consent for the present
consideration of the report

The PRESIDING OFFICER., The re-
port will be read for the Information of
the Senate.

The legislative clerk read the report.
(For conference report, see House

proceedings of December 16, 1969,
pp. H12553—H12572, CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
obection to the present consideration of
the report?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the report

Mr. WUJJIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, on October 2, 1969, thIs body
passed a coal mine health and safety
law by a record unanimous vote of 74 to
zero. Less than 1 month later, the House
passed the coal mine bill by a vote of
389 to 4. Last night, at 10:30 p.m., our
colleagues on .the House side accepted
the conference report by a vote of 333
to 12. Today, I submit to this body, the
report of the committee of conference
so that we may send this bill without
any delay on to the President for signa-
ture and final enactment into law.

Mr. President, all 12 Senate conferees
have signed the report which Is in the
nature of a substItute.

Before I proceed, I wish to bring to the
attention of my colleagues the most
gratifying complete cooperation I have
received on this bill from all Senate con-
ferees. The ranking majority member
(Mr. RANDOLPH) and the ranlring mi-
nority member (Mr. JAVITS) have worked

with me In the development of this bill
and In Its passage many long hours. My
colleague from West Virginia has brought
to this legislation his special knowledge
of the health and safety problems in the
coal mining industry and the special
concerns of his constituents. My col-
league from New York has brought to
this bill his bipartisan desire for ef-
fective health and safety legislation.
Both the majority and minority staffs
have given of themselves unselfishly.
They are to be commended.

The Senate conferees were successful
in Insisting on all provisions in the Sen-
ate bill which provided more effective
protection to the coal miners. The con-
ference report reflects an effect by the
conferees of both Houses to blend the
best of the Senate bill with the best of
the House amendments. I firmly believe
the conferees have achieved the most
effective coal mine health and safety law
ever considered by Congress.

Briefly, the conference report re-
flects the Senate conferees' Insistence
on the Senate's lower coal dust standard,
and on the Senate's closed end conver-
sion period for explosion-proof equip-
ment. In addition, your conferees suc-
ceeded In retaining the Senate's more
stringent penalties for criminal viola-
tions of the act.

At this point I ask unanimous consent
to Include a summary of the major pro-
visions of the bill.

There being no objection, the summary
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD,
as follows:

SUMMARY o, lvkJoa PROVISIONS
TITLE X—OENmAL

(1) Grants authority for the promulgation
of mandatory health and safety standards
to the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter
referred to as the "Secretary"). The Secre-
tary promulgates all mandatory standards,
but is responsible for developing and revising
only mandatory safety standards. The Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) Is responsible for developing and
revising mandatory health standards. No
standard promulgated by the Secretary shall
reduce the protection afforded miners below
that provided by the interim mandatory
health and safety standards contained In
titles II and III, respectively.

(2) Provides opportunity for a representa-
tive of miners, whenever he has reasonable
grounds to believe that a violation of a man-
datory health or safety standard exists or an
Imminent danger exists in a mine, to obtain
an Immediate inspection of such mine.

(3) Provides a minimum of at least four
annual inspections of each mine. Also pro-
vides a minimum of one spot inspection dur-
ing every five working days of a mine (A)
that liberates excessive quantities of methane
or other explosive gases during its opera-
tions, (B) in which a methane or other gas
ignition or explosion has occurred which re
suIted in death or serious injury at any
time during the previous five years, or (C)
the Secretary believes has especially hazard-
ous conditions.

(4) Establishes the procedural mechanism
for finding dangerous conditions or viola-
tions of standards in mines, and for the is-
suance of notices and orders—including
withdrawal orders—relative to such.

(5) Provides administrative and judicial
review procedures.

(6) Establishes mandatory civil penalties
of up to $10,000 for operator violations of
a standard or any other provision of the Act.
Establishes a civil penalty of up to $250 to
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a miner who wilfully violates specified pro-
visions of the Act (smoking, carrying of
matches, etc.). Provides criminal penalties
for any operator who willfully violates a
standard or knowingly violates or fails or
refuses to comply with orders. Upon convic-
tion, such operator shall be punished by a
fine of not more than $25,000 and/or impris-
onment for not more than one year for the
first conviction, and for subsequent convic-
tions, by a fine of not more than $50000
and/or imprisonment for not more than
five years. Also establishes similar civil and
criminal penalties to any director, officer, or
agent of a corporate operator for like viola-
tions, failures, or refusals. Criminal penalties
are also provided for false statements, repre-
sentations, or certifications relative to the
Act, and for the introduction and delivery in
commerce of any equipment for use in a
coal mine which is falsely represented to be
in compliance with the provisions of the Act.

(7) Provides tor pay guarantees to miners
Idled by a withdrawal order.

(8) Prohibim the discharge or other dis-
crimination against a miner tor exercising
ribts under, the Act.

* * * * *
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TITLE IV—ELACK LUNG BENEFITS
(1) Provides for the payment of benefits

for death or total disability due to pneumo.
coniosis.

(2) Coal miners and former coal miners
who are totally disabled due to pneumo-
coniosis will receive.beneñts at a rate equal
to 50 percent of the minimum monthly pay-
ment to which a disabled ?'ederal employee
in grade GS—2 would be entitled at the time
of payment. This represents approximately
$136 per month. Widows of coal miners and
former coal miners whose deaths are due to
pneumoconiosis or whose deaths occurred
while receiving total disability benefits, re-
ceive benefits at the rate prescribed for
totally disabled miners. The rates prescribed
above are increased for dependents at the
rate of 50 percent for one dependent (widow
or child). 75 percent for two dependents, and
100 percent for three or more dependents.
The beneñts Zor miners and widows will be
reduced on account of payments under the
workmen's compensation, unemployment
compensation, or disability insurance laws of
t.ie State and, in the case of miners o.1y, on
ccouut of excess earnings, as provided under
t1e Sccial Security Act for beneñts payable
wider that Ac;.

3 Tie following presumpticns are used
i dezerinlng entitlement:

:'.. If a miner who Is suffering from pneu-
moconiosis was employed for 10 years or more
ft an underground coal mine, there haU
be a rebuttable presumption that the pneu-
nioconiosis arose out of such employment.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
B. Il a miner worked ten years in such a

nine and died ot a respirable disease, there
will be a rebuttable presumption that his
death was due to pneumoconiosis.

C. If a miner Is suffering from, or dies from,
an advanced frreversible stage of pneumo-
cOnio8ls, It will e Irrebutably presumed his
death o total disability was due to pneumo-
coniosis.

(4) ClaIms filed before December 31, 1972.
will be processed by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in a manner similar
to that he ases for processing claims for dis-
ability under the Social Secw'lty Act. Il the
claim Is filed after December 31, 1971, bene-
fits under that claim may be paid oE.ly until
January 1, 1973. Claims filed on or after
January 1, 1973, wIll be processed under the
appropriate State workmen's compensation
law tf the Secretary of Labor has determined
it has adequate coverage for pneumoconiosls.
He will, generally Speaking, determine a State
law to have adequate coverage or pneumo-
coniosis if the cash beneñts unde? such law
and the criteria Zor determining eligibility
are not less favorable to the claimant than
those applicable to claims ñled before Jan-
uary 1, 1973. W1ere the applicable State work-
men's comepflsation law does not provide
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosls, the
persons enUtled to benefits will save their
claims processed (so far as applicable) under
the terms of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers' CompensaUon Act.

(5) In the case of clthns filed on or azter
January 1, 1973, no payment6 of benefits may
be made aZ.ter seven years after the date of
enactment of the Act.

TITLE v—ADMDnSmTI0N
(1) ProvIdes authorization for appropria-

tions for health and safety research to be
carried out by the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Wellare and the Secretary, re-
spectively.

(2) RequIres the Secretary to expand pro-
grams for the education SXid training of op-
erators, agents, thereof, and miners in acci-
dent-control, healthful working conditions,
and in the use of coal mining equipment and
techniques.

(3) Provides for economic assIstance to any
small business concern operating a coal mine
to meet the requirements imposed by the Act.
Such assistance shall be given by the Small
Business Adminiztratton.

(4) Specifies qualifications and training re-
quirements for employees of the Secretary;
particularly inspectors.

TIMETABLE O' AcIoNs BY SECRETARY OF TEE
Xriuoa AND SEeRrwT OF REALTE, Elnvc*-
TION, AND Wnr
lAcuon and due date aZter enactment]
1. PubU8h proposed health and Balety

standards for surface coal wines (Sec. 101
(i)), Secretary of InterIor, 15 months aZter
enactment.

2. PubU8h proposed health and sarety
standards for surface areas of underground
coal mtnes. (Sec. 101(i)), Secretary of Inte-
rior, 15 months after enactment.

3. Publish all interpretations; regulations,
and instructions not Inconsistent with this
Act (Sec. 101(1)). Secretary of Interior,
immediately.

4. Appoint separate advisory committee on
coal mine health and safety research (Sec.
102), both secretaries, 3 months after
enactment.

5. PrescrIbe methods, locations, Intervals
and manner of sampling respirable dust (Sec.
202(a)), both secretaries, jointly, 2 months
after enactment.

6. Establish time schedule for reducing
respirable dust concentrations below estab-
lished levels, Secretary of Health, Education,
and Wellare, beginning 12 months aZter
enactment.

7. Prescribe specifications for taking chest
roentgenograms (Sec. 203(a)), Secretary of
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Health, EducaUon, and Wellare, within 6
months aZter enactment.

8. tablisbi and publish proposed man-
datory health standards re: noise (Sec. 206),
both 8eetaries, wlthn 6 montls aZter
enactment.

9. Prescribe manner br testing noise level
at a coal mine (Sec. 206), Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, within 6
months arter enactment.

10. IxaiUal approval of roof-control plans
(Sec. 302(a)) Secetary oZ Interior, S months
aZter ena.ctmnt.

11 Prescribe minimum ar quantity snd
velocity reacbing working Zace (Sec. 303(b)),
Secretary of Interiot wltbin 6 montbs after
enactment.

12. PTescrlbe maximum respirable dust
level for inta1e aircourses (Sec. 303(b)),
Secretary of Interior, wlthtn 15 months after
enactment.

13. Initial approval of ventilation and
methane and dust control plan (Sec. 303(o)),
Secretary of Interior, within 6 months after
enactment.

14, InItial approval of plan of emergency
action when nine fan stops (Sec. 303(t)),
Secretary of Interior, wlthtn 5 months after
enactment.

15. Conduct survey of availability of per-
missible electric lace equipment and pubUsh
sanie (Sec. 308(a) (5)), Secretary of Interior,
within 12 months aZter enactment.

18. Prescribe procedures and sareguards for
making repairs on high-voltage lines (Sec.
307(d)), Secretary of Interior, withIn 3
montls after enactment.

17. EstabllJ3h TnIrmum requirements for
firefighting equipment (Sec. 311(a)), Secre-
tary of Interior, 3 months after enactment.

18. Prescr1be specifications for fire suppres-
sion devices (Sec. 311(e)), Secretary of In-
terior, withIn. 15 months aZter enaetment.

19. Requir that devlce8 for warning of
fires be .nsta1ied on belt conveyors. (Sec.
311(g)); Secretary of Interior, wltbin 5
months aZter enactment.

20. Prescribe schedule Zor monthly fire sup-
pression devices on belt haulageways (Sec.
311(g)), Secretary of Interior, 3 months
after enactment.

21. Prescribe Illumtnation standards (Sec.
317(e)), Secretary of Interior, within 12
months after enactment.

22. tablibh methane limits in or on stir-
face coal handling facilities (Sec. 317(h)).
Secretary of Interior, within 15 months after
enactment.

23. Prescribe minxnum standards for
emergeicy nethcal aid, Secretary of Health,
EducatLon, txid Welfare, within 3 months
alter enactment.

24. Prescr1be improved methods re: provid-
tng adequate oxygen (Sec. 317(o)), Secretary
of Interior, &fter operaUve date of Title UI.

25. stabUsh procedures for issuing per-
mits re: hazards from cave-ins of tunnels
under water (Sec. 317(r)), Secretary of In-
terior, prior to operative date of title III.

26. Propose staDdards for preventing ex-
plosion from gases other than methane and
for testing such gases (Sec. 317(t)), Secre-
tary o Int(,rlor, within 15 months after
enactient.

27. Prescribe minimum Federal standards
for 'certifiec" or "registered" persons (Sec.
318(a)), Secretary of Interior, prior to opera-
tive date of title III.

28. EstablIsh requirements for persons
qualified as lectric1ns (Sec. 318(b)), Secre-
tary of Interior, prior to operative date of
title.

29. Establish specifications re permissible
(Sec. 318(c)), Secretary of Interior, prior to
operative date of title.

30. PrescrIbe procedures for field testing
and approval of electhc face equipment (Sec.
318(i)), Secretary of Interior, prior to opera-
tive date oZ title.

31. Study of ways to coordinate Federal and
State activIties in the field of coal mine
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health and safety (Sec. 512), Secretary of
Interior, as soon as practicable after enact-
ment.

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President. one of the major issues In
conference concerned the program of
disability benefits to victims of black
lung and their widows. As I am sure my
colleagues will recall, during the debates
on this bill, the Senate, by a unanimous
rolicall vote of 91 to 0. added to the
health and safety bill a temporary black
lung benefits program.. It was a program
which called for an initIal 1-year period
of full Federal funding, and 2 years of
Federal-State matching, under stand-
ards established by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The
House version was drastically different
In that it authorized benefits to be paid
to any eligible clalmnnt who filed his
claim within, the next 7 years. All these
payments were to be funded from the
Federal Treasury.

The bills had one major concept in
common. They both recognized that the
States, with rare exception such as
Pennsylvania, had sorely neglected to
rovlde any effective benefit program for
the ruined victims of this dreadful dis-
ease.

Furthermore, both bills to correct this
neglect, provided that Federal standards
would apply to determination of eligi-
bility for benefits.

The Senate conferees has some degree
of success in getting the House to recede
from the full Federal funding and com-
plete State exclusion from a disability
benefits program. I say some degree of
success, Under the House amendment
the Federal Treasury would have borne
the responsibility for claims filed within
7 years, Although the House would not
completely recede to the Senate provi-
sion, It did agree to a program under
which the Federal Government would ac-
cept the financial burden for the 50,000
miners who have already been disabled
and are no longer employed, or should
be no longer forced to struggle through
another day's work In the mines. Miners
or widows filing claims within the first
2 years, would be paid benfit,s by the Fed-
eral Government at an average of less
than $50 a week, For persons disabled
thereafter, the burden would fall on the
State workmen's compensation program
unless the State refused to accept the
responsibility, If the State chooses not
to fulfill this obligation to the disabled
coal miners, the employers would be re-
quired to accept the obligation In ac-
cordaaice with the procedures of the
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act,

I believe that this Is a fair and re-
sponsible provision.. I believe that this
bill is a most effective and responsible
piece of legislation offering promise and
hope to our Nation's coal miners.

I urge my colleagues to adopt the con-
fetence report-,

For the benefit of my colleagues, I ask
unanimous consent to include at this
point a complete section-by-section anal-
ysis of the conference report.

There being no objection, the analysis
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows;

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT—
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS AND EX-
PLANATION
The following analysis and explanation

discusses all the provisions of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 as
agreed to by the Conference Committee.

Section 1
This section cites the act as the "Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969."
Section 2. FindingS and purpose

This section makes certain congressional
findings relative to the need for, and desir-
ability of, legislation to Improve the health
and safety of the Nation's coal miners. It
emphasizes the fact that the operators of
coal mines, with the assistance of the miners,
have the primary responsibility to prevent
accidents and occupational disease. It de-
clares that the purpose of the act is to estab-
lish immediately comprehensive interim
mandatory health and safety standards, to
require that improved standards be devel-
oped, to require compliance by the operators
and the miners, to aid the States in develop-
ing State health and safety programs, and to
improve present research and training pro-
grams in this field. Thus, the overall objec-
tive of the Act is to eliminate unsafe and un-
healthful conditions and practices and to
provide benefits for miners and dependents
afflicted by occupationally caused respiratory
disease and, in accomplishing this objective,
it Is the intention of the conferees that it be
construed liberally.

Section 3. Deftnf.tioflS
This section defines various terms used in

the act.
The term "Secretary" means the Secretary

of the Interior or his delegate.
The definition of an "operator" Is designed

to be as broad as possible to include any in-
dividual, organization, or agency, whether
owner, lessee or otherwise. that operates, con-
trols, or supervises a coal mine, either di-
rectly or indirectly. It does not, however, in-
clude persons whose primary responsibility
Is to run the mine or supervise employees
such as a superintendent or foreman unless
such persons meet the statutory definition of
operator. These are the agents of the
operator.

The definition of a "coal mine" is broad
and intended to cover all areas and facilities
of underground and surface, Including auger,
coal mines.

The definition of an "Imminent danger"
Is broadened from that in the 1952 act in
recognition of the need to be concerned
with any condition or practice, naturally 01'
otherwise caused, which may lead to sudden
death or injury before the danger can be
abated. It is not limited to just disastrous
type accidents, as in the past, but all acci-
dents which could be fatal or nonfatal to one
or more persons before abatement of the
condition or practice can be achieved.

The definition of an "accident" includes,
but is not limited to, such occurrences as
mine fires, ignitions, explosions, roof faUs, or
inundations. It also includes any other oc-
currence which causes injury, whether or not
lost time results, or death to one or more
persons.

Section 4. Mines sublect to act
This section establishes that all coal mines

the operations or products of which affect.
commerce and each operator and every miner
of such mine are subject to this act. It ap-
plies to surface, as well as underground coal
mines which affect comerce, including those
coal mines which provide coal to the United
States under contract or other agreement
and to coal mines located on Federal lands.

Section 5. Interim compliance panel
This section establishes a five-member

Government panel to consider applications
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for noncompliance permits under sections
202 and 305 of the act. The section author-
izes the Panel to utilize the services, per-
sonnel and other assistance of the nepart-
ment.s of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Interior, Commerce, and Labor in carrying
out its functions without regard to any lim-
itations in other statutes relative to provid-
ing such services, personnel, or other assist-
ance or the funding of such assistance and
to appoint hearing examiners to carry out
hearings under those sections in accordance
with section 554 of title 5 of the United
States Code. necisions of the Panel shall be
subject to review under section 106. The
Panel will continue in existence until com-
pletion of its functions under those two sec-
tions and then will terminate automatically.
The Panel shall make annual reports to the
Secretary for the Congress.

TITLE 5.—GENERAL

Section ioi. Health and safety standards;
review

Subsection (a) of this section requIres the
Secretary, in the manner described later, to
develop, promulgate, and revise Improved
mandatory safety standards for the protec-
tion of life and the prevention of injuries in
coal mines subject to the act. He is also re-
quired to promulgate the mandatory health
standards which are transmitted to him by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, as hereafter described. It is noted that
responsibility for establishing any health
standard under this Act rests with the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Subsection (b) provides that no manda-
tory health or safety standard may be so pro-
mulgated which reduces the protection af-
forded miners below that afforded by the in-
terim standards contained in titles Ii and
III of this Aot or below standards subse-
quently promulgated under this section.

Subsection (c) provides that when he de-
velops mandatory safety standards, the Sec-
retary must consult with other Federal agen-
cies, representatives of States, appropriate
representatives of coal mine operators and
minors, advisory committees appointed for
that purpose, and other interested persons.
In developing safety standards, in addition
to the attainment of the highest degree of
safety protection for the miners, other con-
siderations should be the latest available
scientific data in the field, technical feasibil-
ity of the standards, and experience gained
under this and other safety statutes.

Subsection (d) of this section directs the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to develop and revise improved mandatory
health standards for the protection of Life
and the prevention of occupational diseases
of coal miners in the same manner as safety
standards proposed by the Secretary of the
Interior. When he has developed or revised a
mandatory health standard, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare will trans-
mit it to the Secretary of the Interior who
will publish it in the Federal Register as a
proposed mandatory health standard.

Subsection (e) requires the Secretary to
publish proposed mandatory health and
safety standards in the Federal Register and
to allow interested persons at least 30 days
to submit written data or comments. There-
after, unless an objection is filed as provided
in subsection (f), the Secretary may, in the
case of a safety standard, after consideration
of all the data and comments which have
been submitted, promulgate the standard
with any modifications he deems appropriate.
In the case of a health standard, unless an
objection is filed, the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare may, upon the ex-
piration of such 30-day period, and after
consideration of all relevant data and com-
ments transmitted to him, direct the Secre-
tary to promulgate the standard with such
modification as the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare may deem appropriate.
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.Sctf on 5. Interim compisance panel
This section establishes a five-rneiiber Oov-

ernment panel to consider applications for
noncompliance permits under sections 202
and 305 of the act. The section autho?lzes
the Panel to utilize the services, personnel
and other assistance of the Departments of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Interior,
Commerce, and Labor in carrying out its
functions without regard to any limitations
in other statutes relative to providing such
services, personnel, or other assistance or the
funding of such assistance and to appoint
hearing exaniners to carry out hearings
under those sections in accordance with sec-
tion 554 of title 5 of the United States Code.
Decisions ot the Panel shall be subject to
review under section 106. The Panel will
continue in existence until completion of its
functions under those two sections and then
will terminate automatically. The Panel shall
make annual reports to the Secretary Zor
transmission to the Congress.

TITLE I—GENERAL
Section 101. Health and safety standards;

review
Subsection (a) of t11s section requIres the

Secretary, In the manner described later, to
develop, promulgate, and revise improved
mandatory safety standards for the protec-
tion of llle and the prevention of injuries In
coal mines subject to the act. He is also re-
qwred to promulgate the mandatory health.
standards which are transmitted to him by
the Secretary ot Health. Education, and Wel-
fare, as hereafter described.

Subsection (b) provides that no manda-
tory health or safety standard mty be BO
promulgated which reduces the protection
afforded miners below that afforded by the
staiadards contained in titles XI and III of
the act. It is noted that responaibility fo?
establishing any health standard under this
Act rests with the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare.

Subsection (c) provides that when he de-
velops mandatory satety standards, the Sec-
retary must consult with other Federal agen-
cies, representatives of States, appropriate
representatives of coal mine operators and
miners, advisory committees appointed fo?
that purpose, and other interested persons.
In developing safety standards, In addition
to the attainment of the highest degree of
safety protection for the miners, other con-
siderations should be the latest available
scientific data in the field, teclnical leasi-
bility of the standards, and experience gained
tinder this and ot.her safety statutes.

Subsection (d) of this section dIrects the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfaie
to develop and revise improved mandatory
health standards for the protection of life
and the prevention o occupational diseases
Of cOal miners in the same manner as salety
standards proposed by the Secretary oZ the
Interior under subsection (c). Wien he ha
developed or rerevised a mandatory heaith
standard, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare will transmit it to the Secre-
Tary of the Interior who shall publish it in
the Federal Register as a proposed manda-
tory health standard. This subsection clearly
delineates the health responsibility of the
Seretary o Health, Education, and Welfare
from the safety responsibilities ot the Secre-
tary of the Interior.

SubsectLon (e) requires the Secretary to
publish proposed mandatory health and
safety standards Lu the Federal Register and
0 allow interested persons at least 30 days to

submit written data or, comments. There-
after, unless an objection is filed as pro—
;ided in subsection (f), the Secretary may,
in the ca.se of a safety standard, alter con-
siieration of all the data and comments
which ha'e been submitted, promulgate the
standard with any modifications he deems
appropriate. In the case ol a health standard,
unless an objection Is filed, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare may, upon

'the expiration of such 30-day period, and
after cosderft'ton of all relevant data and
conmenta transmitted to him, direct the
Secretary to promulgate the etandard with
such moclificaUon a8 the Secretary ol Health,
Education, and We1are may deem appropri-
ate.

Subsection (f) providea that during the
period fixed br submission oZ written data
and comments as de5cribed in the preceding
subsection any ititerested person may file
written objection to the proposed standards
stating the ground therefore and requesting
a public hearing. The Secretary wili then pub-
lish In the Federal Register a notice speci-
fying the proposed standaid to which objec-
tions have been filed and hearing requested.

Subsection (g) provides that the appro-
priate Secretary will promptly hold a public
hearing. Within 60 days alter the hearing,
the appropriate Secretary will make public his
findings of lact in the Federal Register. The
Secretary may promulgate the mandatory
safety standard with such modJcations as
he deems appropriate. The Secretary of
ca.1th, Education, and Welfae may direct
the Secretary t,o promulgate the health stand-
ard with any modifications the Secretary 01
Health, EducaUozi, and Welfare deems app.
propriate. If either Secretary determines alter
hearings that a proposed standard should not
be promulgated or should be modified, he
must publish his reasons therefor In the
Federal Register.

The requirem_ent of publication under this
subsection serves to emphasize the point that
it is the objective of this Act that both
Secretaries 'take appropriate steps to insure
that actions taken under this Act wili be
as public as possible.

Subsection (h) provides that mandatory
standards promulgated as de8crlbed above
will be effective upon publication in the
Federal Register Irniess the appropriate Sec-
retary specifies a later date.

Subsection (i) requires the Secretary to
publish proposed mandatory health and
safety standaids for surlaco coal mines and
additional standards f surface work areas
of undergroui coal mines within 12 months
alter the enactment of the act.

Subsection (fl provldez that existing inter-
pretations, regulations, and instructions of
the Secretary and the Director of the Bu-
reau oZ Mines under the 1962 act and other
statutes would continue in effect untU
changed or modified, so long as they are not
in conflict with this act. These relate to ad-
min1straive Instructions, Interpretations,
an regulations, some oZ which are now con-
tained in the Eederal eg1ster. Also, there are
some regulations, such as those relating to
permissibility ot equipment, that must con-
thiue until changed to avoid administrative
problems. Zn some cases, items on perniis-
aibility and fire protection would be modied
or superseded under this act. These instruc-
tions, interpretations, and regulations are
to be published for purposes of consolidat-
Ing them in one place and for information to
the miners and operators.

Subsection (k) requires that copies of
proposed standards and regulations be pro-
s'ided to the operators and the miners.

Sectf on 102. Advisory committees
This section directs the Secretary and the

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to appoint two separate mandatory advisory
committees in the field of coal mine health
and safety research. Both committees would
have Government, as well as non-Govern-
ment members. It would also authorize the
appointment of other advisory committees
on other matters. Members of advisory 0cm-
mittees who are not governmental employees
will be paid on a per diem basis at a rate
not in excess of that prescribed for grade
03-18 in the general schedule. The chair-
man and the majority of non-Government
members must have no interests in the in-
dustry.
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.SecUon 103. inspectIons and fnvestigations

SubsecUo:n (a) of tble iection provides
that there thafl be frequent inspections and
lnvestigatio:os in coal m1ne by authorized
representatives of the Secretary. These in-
spections aJad investitlons shall be made
for the following purposes:

(1) ObtainIng, utilizing, and dieminat-
Ing inIorat1on relating to health and
safety oond1tlon, causes of accidents and
Causes oZ dise&ses and physical Impairments
originating in al mines;

(2) Gathering infoTmation with respect to
mandatory health and saety standards;

(3) Determn1ng whether an imminent
danger exists in a coal mine; and

(4) Determining whether or not there is
compliance with the mandatory health and
safety standards or with any notice, order or
decision issued under this title.

For purposes 01 determIning whether an
imminent danger exizts in a mine and de-
termining whether or not there is com-
pliance with a mandatory health and safety
standard or with a notice, order or decision
issued under the title, no advance notice of
the inspection shall be provided to any per-
son. and the representativ of the Secre-
tary are required to make inspections of each
underground coal mine throughout its en-
tirety at le2st four times a year.

Subsectioa (b) of this aection provides
that the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentatives sliali have a right of entry to a coal
mine Zor the purpose of making inspections
or 1nvestigatonE. It provides the same au-
thority for the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion. and Welfare, or hi authorized repre-
sentative for the purpose of developing Im-
proved uadatory eaith 8thidards. It also
provides thE.t the provisions of the act relat-
ing to investigations and records shall be
available to the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, tn carrying out his
functions wider the act.

Subsection (c) authorizes the Seeretary.
by agreement, to utilize the 8ervioes, per-
aonnel, and facilities of any Pederal agency
in carrying out the act. This provision does
nøt poh1b1t the Secretary from contracting
for the services of State agencies. However,
the Secetaxy may not delegate his enforce-
metit respnsibiltttes to State agencies and
peeonnel.

Sub€ectiozi (d) provides the Secretary with
vatou procedures and powers necessary in
oonneetion wltb the investigation of acci-
dents or other natter relating to health
and sJetv onditlcrns at a mine.

Subsection (e) requires the operator of a
coal mine in which a accident occurs to no-
tify the Secretary and to prevent the destruc-
tion of evidence relating to the cause there-
oZ. The Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative is required to take approprl2te ac-
tton to protect the life of any person where
an accident occurs In a coal nine and rescue
and rcover work is necessary. In such a
caae he may, i he deems it o.ppropriate, su-
pervise a direct rescue and recovery actv-
ity.

Subsection (f) authorizes representatives
of the Secretiry to ls3ue appropriate orders
to insure the safety of persons in a coal mine
in whici an accident has occurred. The op-
eraor of suh a mine must obtain the ap-
proval of sueh representative of any plan to
recover ay pezsn in the mine or to re-
cove: the mine or to retirn aected areas of
the nine to normal.

Sub3ectioi (g makes it clear that if the
nAners in a m.ue have reasonable grounds
to believe that a standard is being violated
or an imminent danger exists, their repre-
sentative has a right to an Immediate spe-
cial inspection by notifying the Secretary or
his delegate in the quickest fashion pos$ible,
either orally or in 'writing. Such notification,
if oral, must, however, be reduced to writing
and sent to the Secretary and a copy pro-
vided the operator, ezcept that such copy
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shall not contain the names of the miners
or their representative if the person giving
the notice so requests. The inspector need
not await the receipt of such written notice.
As used here and throughout the Act, the
term "representative of the miners" includes
any individual or organization that repre-
sents any group of miners at a given mine
and does not require that the representative
be a recognized representative under other
labor laws. A lawyer for the miners could
also be a representative.

• Subsection (h) authorizes representatives
of the miners to accompany the authorized
representatives of the Secretary on his In-
spection of a coal mine. This provision shall
not, however, conflict with the prohibition
against advance notice of inspections.

Subsection (i) requires Irregular spot In-
spections every five working days at mines
where the Secretary finds certain hazards.

Section 104. Findings, notices, and orders
•

Subsection (a) provides that if an Inspector
finds the existence of an Imminent danger
in any mine, underground or otherwise, he
must immediately issue a withdrawal order
to the operator requiring him to withdraw
the men from the mine or area thereof af-
fected and prevent entrance by anyone to
that mine or area, except those miners nec-
essary to abate the hazard. Withdrawal must
be to a safe area. The order rmft4nR in effect
until an Inspector determines that there Is
no danger. The Imminent danger may be
due to a violation of a mandatory safety
standard or acme other cause not covered
by a standard, including natural causes. It
should be emphasized at this point that the
operator has a duty under the Act to with-
draw persons from a mine or area thereof
affected by an Imminent danger without
waitifl for an inspector to order it.

Subsection (b) provides authority for an
inspector to issue notices of viointions of.
standards, providing time to abate the vio-
lation. Where abatement is not completed
within the time prescribed, the inspector
must issue a withdrawal order to. continue
in effect until the violation Is abated. as
determined by the inspector. Notices should•
be issued as promptly as possible after the
violation Is observed whether or not the vio-
lation is connected before the notice is issued.

Subsection (c) provides that if an in-
spector finds a violation of a health or safety
standard that does not cause an imminent
danger, but Is of such a ntaure as could sig-
nicantly and substantially contribute to
any mine safety or health hazard; and if
•he finds that the violation is due to an un-
warrantable failure to comply with the
standard, he includes the finding in the
notice issued by him under subsections (b)
or (I) of this section. If the inspector finds.
at any time within 90 days after that notice
is issued, another violation which is also
due to an unwarrantable failure of the oper-
ator to comply, he must issue a withdrawal
order for the affected area. Once such order
is issued and an inspector finds other un-
warrantable failure violations, he must con-
tinue to issue such orders until an inspec-
tion finds no similar violations.

The term "unwarrantable failure" means
the failure of an operator to abate a violation
he knew or should have known existed.

Subsection (d) enumerates the persons
permitted in an area subject to a withdrawal
order.

Subsections (e) and (f) prescribe the con-
tents of a notice or order issued by an in-
spector and require that it be given to the
operator or his agent.

Subsection (g) authorizes an inspector to
modify or terminate a notice or order except
• an order Issued under subsection (h).

Subsection (h) provides that if an in-
spector finds that health or safety conditions'
exist in a mine which, while they do not
create a problem of an imminent danger.
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are of such serious nature that it is reason-
able to assume that an imminent danger will
result soon, and that such conditions can-
not be satisfactorily corrected because of a
lack of available technology, he must notify
the operator of the mine or his agent of these
conditions and file a copy thereof, including
his findings, with the Secretary and with
the representatives of the miners in that
mine. On receipt of this notice, the Secre-
tary must cause a special investigation to
be made which could Include another inspec-
tion and which would include an opportun-
ity for a hearing. Once the investigation is
completed, the Secretary then would make
findings of fact and issue a decision either
canceling the notice or ordering a with-
drawal of persons from the areas affected
and that such withdrawal continue until
such time as the Secretary, after a hearing,
determines that the conditions have been
abated. The hearings under this subsection
are stibject to section 554 of title 5 of the
United States Code and decisions of the See-
retnry aresubject to Judicial review.

This provision is designed to meet situa-
tions that may arise in the future where a
particular mine or section of a mine is being
operated under conditions that are consid-
ered hazardous to the health or safety of
the miner, but not of the type that would
require the issuance of an imminent danger
order. There may be, for example, mines or
areas thereof where such situations may exist
or will exist as mining continues deeper and
deeper below the earth's surface. Such deep
mining may present considerable health or
safety hazards for which there Is no avail-
able technology to overcome them.

Subsection (i) provides . that when the
samples of respirable dust taken and analyzed
as required by section 202(a) show that the
dust level exceeds the applicable health
standards, the Secretary or his delegate with-
out an inspection, or an inspector during an
inspection, must find, a reasonable time with-
in which to take corrective action to reduce
the concentration of respirable dust to the
miners in the area of the mine in which such
standard was exceeded and must Issue a no-
tice fixing such time for the abatement of
the- violation. During that time, the op-
erator of the mine is required to cause sam-
ples of respirable dust to be taken as de-
scribed in section 202(a) in the affected area
during each production shift. If, upon the
expiration of the prescribed, period of time,
or an extension thereof, the violation has not
been abated, the miners shall be withdrawn
from the affected area until there is reason
to believe, based on actions taken by the op-
erator, that the applicable dust standard will
be complied with when production is re-
sumed. Once a withdrawal order is issued, the
Secretary, on request of the operator, must
dispatch knowledgeable employees of the De-
partment of the Interior to assist the opera-
tor in reducing the dust level, if such knowl-
edgeable persons are available. Such persons
may require the operator to take such ac-
tions as they deem appropriate to reach the
objective of controlling the dust.

Section 105. Review bV the Secret at
Subsections (a), (b), and (c) establish

a procedure for reviewing administratively
withdrawal orders issued by an .inspector,
modifications or terminations of such orders
by an inspector and the reasonableness of
the time limits in notices, upon request
made by an operator or representative of
the miners. Upon making the request, the
Secretary must undertake a special investi-
gation to ascertain the facts which must in-
clude an opportunity for a public hearing
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 554. Once completed,
the Secretary must make findings of fact
and issue a decision promptly. The filing of
an application for such review cannot oper-
ate as a stay of any order or notice.

Subsection (d) authorizes the Secretary
to grant temporary stays of orders, but not
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notices, in nonimminent danger cases after
a hearing and a finding that there is sub-
stantial likelihood that the applicant will
be successful and most importantly upon a
finding that such relief will not adversely
affect the miners health and safety.

Section 106. JudiciaL review
This section provides for review of any

order or decision of the Secretary or the In-
terim Compliance Panel, except an order or
decision under section 109(a), by the court
of appeals for the circuit where the mine Is
located or the Court of Appeals of the Dis-
trict of Columbia by petition filed by the
aggrieved operator or representative of the
miner within 30 days from the date of is-
suance of the decision. Such review can only
be obtained after the appellant exhausts all
available admiinstrative remedies. The court
must hear the petition on the record before
the Secretary or Panel and their findings,
under the substantial evidence rule, will be
conclusive. The court's decision may be ap-
pealed to the Supreme Court.

Subsection (c) authorizes the court to
grant stays in the case of any appeal from a
decision of the Secretary, except one involv-
ing an imminent danger order, and in the
case of any decision of the Panel after a
hearing and the making of findings relative
to the likelihood of the appellant prevailing
and, in the case of a decision by the Secre-
tary, findings relative to the health and
safety of the miners.

Subsections (e) and (f) authorize the De-
partment of the Interior to use its attorneys
in connection with such appeals. The com-
mencement of proceedings for judicial re-
view will not unless so ordered by the court
operate as a stay of the decision by the Sec-
retary of the Panel.
Section 107. Posting o/ notices and orders

Subsection (a) of this section requires
that there be maintained at each coal mine
an office and a bulletin board near the en-
trance of the mine where notices may be
posted which are required by law. Any notice,
order or decision required by the act to be
given to an operator may be delivered to the
office of the mine and a copy shall then
be Immediately posted on the bulletin board
by the operator.

Subsection (b) requires the Secretary to
cause a copy of any notice, order or decision
required by this title to be given to the
operator to be mailed immediately to the
representative of miners in the affected mine
and to the public official or agency of the
State concerned.

Subsection (c) of this section permits the
Secretary to deliver any notice, order or de-
cision to an agent of the operator of a mine.
and the agent is required to take appropri-
ate measures to insure the compliance with
the notice, order or decision.

Subsection (ci) requires each mine oper-
ator to file with the Secretary, and keep cur-
rent, the name and address of the mine and
the name and address of the person who
controls or operates the mine. Each operator
is required to designate an official at such
mine as the principal officer in charge of
health and safety at the mine. Where the
mine is subject to control of a person not
directly involved with its daily operation,
there shall be filed with the Secretary the
name and address of both the person who
controls the mine and of the person having
overall responsibility for the health and
safety program at the mine.

Section 108. Injunctions
This section authorizes the Secretary using

attorneys appointed by him to institute civil
action for relief, including permanent or
temporary injunctions, restraining orders, or
other appropriate orders, in the U.S. district.
court in which a coal mine Is located or in
which the operator has hIs principal office,
in a number of specified instances. These
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civil actions will be brought whenever such
operator or his agent— -

(1) Violates an order or decision issued
under this Act;

(2) Interferes with, hinders, or delays the
Secretary or his authorized representative or
the Secretary of Health. Educatton, and Wel-
fare, or his authorized representative, from
carrying out the act; -

(3) Refuses to admit such representative
to the mine:

4) Refuses to permit inspection of the
mine;

(5) Refuses to furnish information re-
quested by the Secretary or the Secretary
of Health. Education, and Welfare; and

(6; Refuses to permit access to and copy-
ng of records.

It is provided that temporary restraining
orders may be issued only in accordance with
Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure. except that the time limit in such
orders, when issued without notice, shall be
no more than seven days. In any action to
enforce an order or decision, the substantial
evidence rule will apply.

Section 109. Penalties
Subsection (a) of this section provides

that the operator o a coal mine in which a
violation occurs of a mandatory health or
safety standard, or who violates any provi-
sion of this act, shall be assessed a civil pen-
alty by the Secretary of not more than $10,-
000 for each violation. Each occurrence of a
violation of a mandatory health or safety
standard may constitute a separate offense.
In fixing the amount of the penalty, the
Secretary is required to consider the opera-
tors history of previous violations, the ap-
propriateness of the penalty to the size of
the business, its effect on the operator's abil-
ity to continue in business, the gravity of the
violation, whether the operator wa negligent,
and the demonstrated good faith in rapidly
complying after notification of violation.
The penalties will not be finally assessed
pending the termination of all opportunities
for review under this section. This subsection
aso makes a miner subac.t to a civil penalty
of up to $250 for any wIlJlul violation of any
stanthrd relating to smoking underground
or the carrying of smoking materials, match-
es. or lighters underground.

The person must be gtven an opportunity
to obtain a public hearing before an order
assessing a penalty is issued. The commence-
ment of any proceeding under this subsec-
tion, however, shall not stay any notice or
order involving a violation.

The subsection also provides that where
a person fails to pay a civil penalty, the Sec-
retary may institute a civil action in a dis-
trict court to collect the penalty. The court
would hear the case de novo and determine
all relevant issues, except issues of fact which
were, or could have been litigated before a
court of appeals under section 106. This pro-
vision recognizes that the facts involved in
the civil penalty may already have been fully
litigated by the court of appeals under sec-
tion 106 and should not be relitigated here.
Also, in some cases, they could have been SO
litigated and were not. Upon the request of
the respondent in the de novo proceeding.
issues of fact not litigated under section 106
which are in dispute must be submitted to
a jury and, on the basis of the jury's finding,
the court would determine the amount of
the penalty to be imposed. The court has
jurisdiction to enter a judgment enforcing
the order, or modifying it, or setting it aside,
or remanding it to the Secretary,

Subsection (b) provides criminal penalties
against an operator who wIlIIully violates
a standard or knowingly fails or refuses to
comply with or violates an order or an order
Incorporated in a final decision issued under
this act except decisions under subsection (a)
of this section or section 110(b) (2) of this
title. Upon conviction, the operator is subject
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to a $25,000 fine and 1 year imprisonment
for a firat violation, and a $50,000 fine and 5
years Imprisonment for subsequent viola-
tions.

Subsection (c) provides that when a cor-
porate operato? violatea a standard or know-
ingly violates or fafl or refuse6 to comply
with an order or an order incorporated in a
final decision this section would subject
any director, omcer, or agent of the corpo-
ration who knowingly authorized, ordered,
or carried out such violation, failure or re-
fusal to the above civil and criminal sanc-
tions.

Subsection (d) provides that any person
who knowingly makes a false statement or
representation in any document filed or
maintained in accordance with the provisions
of this act or any mandatory health or 'safety
standard of this act or any order or decision
issued under the act shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than
6 months,or both.

Subsection (e) provides penalties against
any person who knowingly distributes, sells,
offers for sale, Introduces, or deUvers in
commerce any equipment which is mis-
represented as complying with this Act or
with the Secretary's specifications or regu-
lations.

Section 110. EntUlement o/ miners
Subsection (a) provides that, If a mine

or a portion of a mine is closed by an order
Issued under section 104, the operator must
pay all miners working during the shift
when the order was issued who are idled by
the order full compensation for the period
they are idled but not for more than the
balance of the shift. If the order is not
terminated prior to the next working shift,
all miners on that shift who are idled by
the order will receive full compensation for
the period they are idled but not for more
than 4 hours of the shift. The section also
provides a procedure for compensating
miners idled due to withdrawal orders Issued
for unwarrantable failures to comply with
a health or safety standard, In such. cases,
the Secretary would, after a hearing. Issue
an order requiring that all miners idled by
such order be compensated by the operator
at their pay scale 'for such idle time, or for
seven days, whichever is less. The order is
lubject to judicial review. Whenever an
operator violates or refuses to comply with
an order Issued under section 104. all miners
at the affected mine who would be with-
drawn or prevented from entering the mine
as a result of such order shall be paid full
compensation, in addition to pay received
for work performed after the order was is-
sued. for the period beginning when the
order was issued and ending when the order
is compiled with, vacated, or terminated.

Subsection (b) prohibits discrimination
against miners for having exercised their
rights under this Act or for having parti-
cipated, in any way, in the enforcement of
the Act. The subsection provides procedures
for obtaining reinstatement and back pay
for miners discharged by operators and other
remedies for miners discriminated against.

Section 111. Reports
All accidents in coal mines. including un-

intentional roof falls, except in abandoned
panels or inaccessible or unsafe areM must
be investigated by the Operator or his agent
to determine the cause and the means of pre-
venting a recurrence. Records will be kept
and the information shall be made available
to the Secretary and the appropriate State
agency. These records will be open for inspec-
tion and include manhours worked and cover
periods determined by the Secretary

Every operator is required to establish and
maintain such records and to make such re-
ports and to provide such inlormation a the
Secretary may reasonably require to permit
him to perform his functions under the Act.
The Secretary is authorized to compile, ana-
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lyze, publish reports oz information so ob-
tained. It is also provided that all records
required under the Act will be available for
pubUc inspecbion, except as otherwt8e pro-
vided. This prDvision is not intended to abro-
gate any medical privilege which may exist
regarding X-1ay or ther medical examina-
tions under tbis Act.

* * * * *
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TiTLE tv—BLACK LVNG BENETITS
PAET A—OENEP.L

Sectl.on 401
This section flnds that there axe a signift-

cant number of living coal miners who are
totally disabled from pneunloconloals arising
out of employment in one or more under-
ground coal mines that there are a number
of survivors of such miners whose death
was due to this diseaee; and that few states
provide benefits to such miners or survivors.
it also provides that it Is the purpose of this
title to provide such benefits and to ensure
that future adequate benefits are provided
to coal miners an their dependents where
disability or death occurs from such dlseaae.
It Is Intended that thL3 title be construed In
a manner that will assure accompllsiment of
this purpose and will provide benefit pay-
ments to the greatest number of eligible
persons possible.

Section 402

This section defines vaious terms used
in this title. "Pneumoconiosis" Is de.ned to
mean any chronic dust disease, whether in
its advanced stages or not, of the lung, aris-
ing out of employment in one or more un:
derground coal mines. It is anticipated that
the disease will be determined y the best
medical evidence possible, primsrtly x-rays.
But pulmonary function tests, and other
medical means may be used for diagnosis,
as determined by the Secretary of W. The
definition of a miner" limits the applica-

tion of this tle to miners who aire or were
employed in underground coal m1nea. The
parameters of the term tota1 disability"
will be established from time-to-time by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, but he must not establish more re-
strictive criteria for determining disability
than the criteria applicable under section
223(d) of the Social Security Act, as amend-
ed, for purposes of disability under that
Act. It is expected th&t initially this cr1—
terla will be followed. As time goes on, the
Secretary may develop more liberal criteria
consistent with the purpose of this title.

Part B—C1ain for Benefita Plied on 0?
Before December 31, 1972.

Section 411

Subsection (a) directe the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to pay bene-
fits under this part to miners totally dis-
abled due to pneunloconIo6Is and to widows
of deceaed mine whoee death w due to
this disease, in accordance with regulations
promulgated by the Secretary.

Subsection (b) directs the Secretary to
prescribe by regulation standardn for de-
teimlnlng under subsection (a) whether a
miner i5 totally disabled due to this disease
and whether hs death was due to it. Such
regulations must be promulgated ftnally in
the Federal Register as soon as possible
after enactment, but no late? than 3 months
after enactment. Such regulations shall be
revtsed as needed.

Subsection (C) establishe8 certain pre-
8umptions in connection with subeectlon (a).
If a miner who is suffering from pneunio-
conlo1s was employed for 10 yen or more
in one or more underground coal mines, there
will be a rebuttable presumption .that the
pnumoconloe1s aro out of such employ-
ment. If a miner or former miner worked ten
years in such mines and died oX a resptrable
disease, there will be a rebuttable presump-
on that his death w due to pneumo-
conlosis. If a miner or former miner is
suffering from, or dies from, an advance4
1rreveible 8tage of pneumonconlo6is, tt is
irrebuttably presumed that he is totafly dis-
abled and the total d1abiIity 0? death was
due to pneunloconlosis.

Subsection (d) makes it clear that, in the
event a person does not meet the require-
ments for any of the above presumptions,
such person may still obtain benefit pay-
ments under subsection (a).

Section 412.
Under subsection (a), miners who axe

totally disabled due to pneumoconlosis will
receive benefits at a rate equal to 50 percent
of the minimum monthly payment to which
a disabled Federal employee in the first step
of grade 08—2 would be entitled at the me
of payment. Widows oX miners whose deaths
are due to pneumoconlois or whose death
occurred while receiving benefits under this
part receive benefits at the rate prescribed
for totally disabled miners. The rates pre-
scribed above are increa8ed for dependents at
the rate of 50 percent for one dependent
(widow or child). 75 percent for two depend-
ents. and 100 percent for three or more de-
pendents.

Under subsection (b), the benefits for
miners or their widows, will be reduced by
an amount equal to payulentB under any
workmen's compensation, unemployment
compensation, or State disability insurance
laws. The amount of such payment would
a1o be reduced on account of excess earn-
ings of a miner, but not hs widow, aa pro-
vided under section 203 (b) through (e)
of the Social Security Act of the amount patd
were a benefit payable under section 202 o
such act.

Subsection (c) provides that such ben.-
fits payable shall not be deemed to be In-
come for purposes of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954.
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Section 413

Subsection (a) requires that, except s
provided in Section 414, benefit clama under
this part must be filed on or before December
31, 1972, to be eligible for payulent& Once
benefits are paid, however, on account of
total disability and the miner dies, the
widow will continue to receive such bene-
fits.

Subsection (b) provides that the Secre-
tary shall utilize, to the greatest extent
possible and consistent with the purposes of
this part, the personnel and procedures u.sed
to determine total disability under Section
223 of the Social Security Act, as amended.
All other eligibility factors, such as, but not
Uinlted to age, required earnings shall be
ignored. The purpose of this subsection Is to
use established machinery for the deterini-
n&tion of total disability but in no way to
be construed as imposing requirements as to
quarters of earnings, age limitations, etc.
Claimants under this part shall be reim-
bursed for reasonable medical expenses in-
curred by them in establishing their claims.

Subsection (c) requires that claimants
a1o file under the applicable State work-
men's compensation law before, or simul-
taneous with, filings under this part. This
requirement, however, shall not apply in
case8 where the Secretary finds that 8uch
filing would be futile because the period
within which a claim under the State law
may be filed has expired or because pneu-
mOCOflIO6is is not compensable under the
State law or in any other case in which, he
finds, such filing to be futile.

Section 414
Subsection (a) provides that benefit

clalma under this part for total disability
must be filed on or before December 31, 1972,
and death claims must be filed within 6
months after death of the miner, or by De-
cember 31, 1972, whichever is later. Thus,
where a miner who is totally disabled due to
pneUUlOconiOSis and eligible for benefits
later dies, his widow continues to receive
such benefits as provided in section 412 even
though death occurred after December 31,
1972.

Subsection (b) requires that if a claim is
filed after December 31, 1971, but before De-
cember 31, 1972, the claimant can receive
benefits through to December 31, 1972, under
this part.

Subsection (c) provides that benefits
under this part shall not be paid for any
period of disability occurring prior to the
date a claim is filed. However benefits accrue
from the date the claim is filed—not the
date it is approved.

Under subsection (d), no benefit payments
shall be made to residents of any State
which, after enactment, reduces to persons
eligible under this program the benefits it
pays under the laws of the State which are
applicable to its general work force with re-
gard to wor1men's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation, and disability insur-
ance, and which are funded in whole or in
part by employer contributions. Benefit pay-
ments made under State programs funded by
general revenues are not . included in the
mathitenance of effort provision for the reason
that they are not considered to be work-
men's compensation, unemployment com-
pensation, and disability insurance programs
as such programs are generally understood.
Any changes by a State in such payments
or programs, including, but not limited to,
the termination of such payulents or pro-
grams in the case of persons eligible for
benefits under this title, that are funded by
general revenues subsequent to the date of
enactment of this title shall not affect in any
way payments under this title to eligible
miners who are residents of such State.

Subsection (e) requires that benefits fo?
widows under this part on account 01 deat
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of a miner shall be paid 11 benefits under
part B were being paid prior to his death
to the deceased miner because of total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosls, or If the
miner died prior to January 1, 1973.

Part C—Clatma for Benefits After Decem-
ber 31, 1972.

3ecton 421
Subsection (a) requires that on and after

January 1, 1973, pneumoconiosls disability
and death claims must be filed under the
applicable State workmen's compensation
law, except that, during any period when
miners or their widows are found not to be
covered by a State's workmen'6 compensation
law which provides adequate coverage for
this disease, they shall be entitled to claim
benets under this part.

Subsection (b) provides for the listing by
the Secretary of Labor of such State laws
that provide adequate coverage for pneu-
moconiosis. Ee shall publish such list by Oc-
tober 1, 1972, in the Federal Regiater and
from time to time thereafter. During any
period such State law is not so listed, it
shall not be deemed to provide such cover-
age. Generally &peaklng, the Secretary will
determine a State law to have adequate
coverage for pneumoconlosi6 11 the cash
benefits under &uch law and the criteria for
deterrn1ning eligibility are not less favorable
to the claimant than those applicable to
claims ftled before January 1, 1973, under
part B that the claim br benefits as filed
within 3 years of discovery of disease, there
are in effect provisions with respect to prior
and successor operators which are substan..
tially equivalent to provisions contained in
section 422(i). and there are other provisions
as required by paragraph (F). The inclusion
or failure .to list a State's workmen's com-
pensatión law is subject to review in the
U.S. court of appeals or the circuit in
which the State is located or in the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia,

Section 422
Under sub.ection (a), during any period

after December 31, 1972, when a State's
workmen's compensation law is not so listed,
the provisions of the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, as
amended, except certain specified sections
thereof, shall be applicable to each opera-
tor of an underground coal mine in that
State. to the extent the Secretary determines
them applicable, relative to claims for death
or total disability benefits due to pneumo..
coniosis arising Out of employment in such
mine. The Secretary of Labor is also au-
thorized to publish additional provisions by
regulation, together with all or part of the
applicable provisions o said Act other than
those specically excluded, when he believes
such publication will facilitate the admin-
istration of this part and will insure that
each such operator shall be liable for, and
secure the payment of, benefits to eligible
persons. The objective of this provision is to
provide adequate flexibility in the Secre-
rarv of I,abor in carrying out this provision.

Under subsection (b), the operator of an
underground coal mine is made liable or
benefit payments under this part in those
States in which a State workmen's com-
pensation law is not included on the list
pubhsned by the Secretary of Labor,

Subsection (c) requires that during such
period benefits must be paid by the opera-
tor to those persons eligible under section
412(a) of tha title in accordance with the
regulations promulgated by both Secretaries.
However, except aa prov&ded under subsec-
tion 422(i), no such benefits are payable by
suci operator unless 11 the death or total
disability due to pneuxn000njosis arO6e in
whole or in part while the miner was em-
ployed in a coal mine of the operator. It
should be noted here that the term opera-
tor" is defined in section 3 of the Act and
that definition applieG to this part.

Subsection (d) provtde that benefits paid
by a operator under this Bection must be
paid monthly n the same amount specified
in 8ectlon 412(a).

Subsection (e) limits payments to claims
for benefits during any period after JAn-
uary 1, 1973, but, in no event, for any period
after 7 years after the enacthent of thia Act.

Subsection (f) provides that claims for
benefits under this section must be Aled
wIthin 3 years a.ter discovery of total ctis-
abi].tty due to the disease, or in the case of
death due to the disease, within 3 yeazs from
the date of death.

Subsection (g) requires that the benefits
must be reduced by the amount of any com-
pensation received under any Pederal or
State workmen's compensation law because
of death or disability due to this disease, but
does not affect medical benefits and related
care as provided under such law.

Subsection (h) provides that the regula-
tions of Health, Education, and Welfare pro-
mulgated under section 411 of this title will
apply to claims ftled under this aection. In
addition, this sub6eotion directs the Secre-
tary of Labor to establish standards by regu-
lation, which may include appropriMe pre-
sumptions, for determining whether pneu-
moconiosis aZo6e out of employment in a
particular mine or mlne6, and he may estab-
lish standards for apportioning, where ap-
propriate, liability or benefit payments
under this section among more than one
operator.

Subsection (i) provlde8 that, during any
period in wh1ch this section is applicable
to a coal mine, an operator who acquired it
or substantially all of its assets from a per-
son who was its operator on and after the
opez'ative date of this title 6hall be liable
for, and secure the payment of, the benefits
which would have been payable by the prior
operator under this section with respect to
miners previously employed in the mine 11
i had not been acquired by auch later op-
erator. At the aame time, however, this sub-
section would not relieve the prlo operwtor
of any liability under this section. Meo, it
would not affect whatever rights the later
opera'tor might have against the prior op-
erator. The intent of this provision is to
insure that operatora cannot escape liability
under this section or State workmen's corn-
penaation laws to pay benefits to miners
previously employed by them by the device
of transferring their mines and going out of
business.

Section 423
Subsection (a) requires that, during any

period when a State workmen's compensa-
tion law is not listed by the Secretary of
Labor as provided in this part, the operator
of an underground coal mine therein must
secure payment of benefits or which he is
liable under this part by quailfylng as a
self-insurer, or providing insurance of such
benefits.

Subsections b & c set forth what every
policy or contract of insurance must con-
tain to meet the requirements of subsection
(a) (2), and require that they cannot be can-
celled prior to the date specified in the p01-
icy or contract for its expiration without at
least a minimum of 30 days notice to the
Secretary of Labor and to the operator.

Section 424
Under this section, if benefits are due tin-

der section 422 and an operator liable for
them has no obtained security or has not
paid the benefits within a reasonable period
of time, the Secretary shall pay them to the
eligible person and such operator shall be
liable to the United States for any pay-
ment under this title. It is specifically in-
tended that the right of subrogation estab-
lished by this section includes both active
and inactive miners and to widows to whom
benefits are paid under either this section
or part B of this title, to the extent such
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miners and idowa are entitled to bentfttB
from axiy operator under aectlon 422. If
benefits are due under 8ectlon 422 and there
is no operato:r who wa8 required to secure
such payment, the Secretary shall pay them
to the eligible person.

Section 425
Under this aeV1on the Seoietary may

utthe the arv1cee of Bvate and local agen-
oles in connection with the administration
of aection 422.

Section 426
Under this aectioi1 the 8ecrerie6 of

Ibor and Eealth. Education, and Welf&e
are auhorlzed to issue regulations to carry
out Vhii3 tFt1. Aleo, both Secretaries must
ubxnt annttal repoDt6 to the OongTes6.
Finally, tbs iection makes it clear that 11 a
Stste's workmen's compensation law pm-
vtd greater benefits than thoee payable
under this trble, such law shall nat be con-
strued or he1d to be in con1ct with thistle

TZT.E v—ADMINIsTRATIoN
Section 501. Research.

Subsection (a) directs the Secretary and
• the Seoretal7 of Eealth, Education, and
Welfare to conduct comprehensive studies,
experiments, and demonstrations in their
respective arcas of expertise in the field of
coal mine health and 8aety.

Subsection (b) provides that activities
under this action in the field of coal mine
health will be carried out by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare ,hile activi-
ties in the field o coal mine safety wUl be
carried out by the Secretary of the Interior.

Subsection (c) provides that in carrying
out thL section and the research under sec-
tions 301(b) and 502(a) the Secretaries may
use the services of public and private agen-
cies and individuals. All in!ormation devel-
oped under he authority of this act must
be made avaflable to the general public, un-
less an exception or limitation is made by
the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary
of HEW in the public interest.

Subsection (d) directs the Secretary of
Eealth, Education, and Welfare to oonduct
research and studiee on the health condi-
tions 01 nonininers working with or around
coal productn in areas outside coal mines.

Subsection (e) authorizes separate appro-
prlation8 for health and safety refearch to
both Secretates.

Subsection (g) authorizes grant by the
Secretary of Health, Education * act to
experiment with new techniqueG axid equip-
ment to impxove health and safety on a find-
ing by the Secretary that ranting the ex-
ception will not adversely affect the health
and safety of the miners. Subsection (g) au-
thorize grants by the Secretary oI Eealth,
Education, aad Welfare for research and ex-
periments on respiratory equipment.
Section 502. Training and education

This seoticin directs the Secretary to ex-
pand programs to educate and train opera-
tors and itiners relative to health and
safety, and it would direct that the Secre-
tary provide technical assistance to coal
mine operators in meeting the requirements
of this act.

Sect on .502. Training and education
This section dIrects the Secretary, in co-

ordination with the Secretaries of Libor and
Eealth, Education, and Welfare, to make
grants to Stites to conduct studies and to
carry out plans designed, to improve State
workmen's compensation and occupational
disease laws as they relate to compensation
for pneumoconiosis and injuries in coal mine
employment, to assist the States in develop-
ing and enforcing effective health and safety
laws and regulations applicable to mines in
the States, and to promote Federal-State co-
ordination and cooperation in improving
health and safety conditions in the Nations
coal mines.
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It provides that in order to receive the

Federal assistance the State must submit an
application setting forth it8 plans to improve
State workmen's compensation laws, desig-
nating the State coal mining inspection or
safety ageney ai the agency for adm1n1ser-
lug the grant an containing assurance that
it will have authority to carry out the pur-
poses of the assistance, gives assurances that
a adequate staff wiU be employed, sets forth
the plans,. policies, and methods to be fol-
lowed in carrying out the grant, provtde for
extension and Improvement of the State's
program for coal mine health and safety, and
prohibit8 advance notices of inspections,
contains the usual cOmmon provisions relat-
ing to fiscal control and fund accountability
and for reports to the Secretary, and meet8
additional conditions prescribed by the Sec-
retary. The Secretary canhlot disapprove an
application without affording the State an
opportunity for a hearing. If the State is
aggrieved by the Secretary's decision, an ap-
peal lies to the Court of Appeals for the IDIs-
ict of Columbia. The section further pro-
vides that granta may be made to carry out
the cost of a1D.ing inspectors, an to assist
States in planning and implementing other
programs for the advancement of health and
safety in coal mines. The Federal grant may
not exceed 80 percent of the cost of the pro-
gram. It authortzes the appropriation of $3
million for the fiscal year 1970 and $5 million
for each succeeding fiscal year to carry out
the program.

Section' 504. EcononUc a3sistance
This section amenda section 7(b) oZ the

Small Business Mt, as amended (15 U.S.C.
636(b)) to permit loans to assist coal mine
operator8 who qualify under that act aa small
buaine$e concerfl8 in the purchasing, re-
building, or conversion of equipment. and
other facilities to comply with the standards
established or promulgated under thi8 act.
Loanz may also be made or gnaranteed for
such purpoe under section 202 of the Public
Work8 and conomic Development Act of
1965, as amended.

Section 505. Inspectors; qualifications;
training

This section gives the Secretary authority
to appoint qualified people as inspectors.
They mustY in general, have practical experi-
ence in. the mining of coal or as a practical
mining engineer, or a good educational back-
ground. The details of the person's qulIñca-
tions would be developed by the Secretary
in an effort to get the most qualified peo-
ple. It would authorize the Secretary to work
with educational Institutions and the op-
erators and. the States in developing and fi-
nancing cooperative programs to train se-
lected persons aa Inspectors and to train
others for posaible selection as inspectors.
Becauae of the immediate need to hire quali-
ed persons aa inspectors, the statutory and
other limitations on personnel would not
apply to Inspectors and other persons needed
to carry out the provisions of thJ.a act. The
Congress is aware that this Act cannot be
effective without sound and vigoroua ad-
ministration by weu-qualified and dedicated
personnel. It wiU require a great number of
well trained personnel in the next several
months to insure that the Act will be prop-
erly administered rrom the beginning. The
history and record of health and safety in
this indu8try requires no less than such ef-
fective administration. Coal mine health and
safety enforcement and research no 'onger
can be the stepchild to mineral production
or to other programs of the Department of
the Interior. They must be substantially ex-
panded and Improved.

Section 506. Effect on State laws
This section provIdes that only State laws

less stringent than this act or those in con-
ifict with this act shall be superseded.

Section 507. Administrative procedures
This section provides that certain pro-

cedures in title 5 of the United States Code
would not apply to notices, orders or deci-
sions lsued under this act because the act
prescribes the procedures to be followed.

Section 508. Regulation.9
This section authorIzes the issuance of

regulations to carry out the act.
Section 509. Operative date and repeal
This section establishes the operative date

-of the varioua titles of the act and provides
for the repeal of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act, as amended. In some cases, earlier
dates In a particular title and prescribed
and it is the purpose of this section that
those dates be made.

Section 510. Separability
This section assures the continued effec-

tiveness of the remainder of the act in the
event any of itB provisions are held invalid.

Section 511. Reports
This section provides for separate annual

reports and recommendations to the Con-
gress by the Secretary and the Secretary of
ealth, Education, and Welfare.

This title clearly delineates the areas of
responsibility in the field of health and
safety research by both Secretaries. The de-
lineation Is consistent with title6 I through
Ifl of the act which also establish the roles
of both Secretaries and It is the intent of the
Congrea that this delineation be fouowed.
It is alsO intended that both Secretaries take
the initiative and use the broad mandates
set forth in this act to Improve the health
and safety of miners rapidly. The annual
reports required by this section muat pro-
vide detailed Information of the actions taken
and not taken by both Secretaries in meet-
ing these responsibilities in order that the
Congres8 may annually aasesa how effective
they have been.

SectIon 512. Special report
This 8ection requires a special report from

the Secretary on Federal-State cooperation.
Section 513. JurL,dfction; limftaton

This section prohibits the temporary en-
joining of any statutor7 health or safety
standard in any proceeding in which the
standard's validity is in Issue.

There follows a brief summary of a time-
table of actions the Congress established by
this bill which Congress intends must be met
with the urging and cooperation of the
miners and their representatives and the
operators:
TIMETABLE op ACTIONS BY SEcIE'rAa OP THZ

INERXOR AND SEcE'r*Iir OP HEALTH, DU-
CATtON, AND W.7ARE.

tAction and Due Date After Znactmentl
1. Publish propoGed health and safety

standards for surface coal mines (Sec. 101
(i)), Secretary of Interior, 15 months atter
enactment.

2. Publish proposed health and safety
standards for surface areas of underground
coal mines (Sec. 101(i)), Secretiiry of In-
terior. 15 months after enactment.

3. Publish all Interpretations; regnlations,
and Instructions not Inconsistent with this
Act (Sec. 101(J)), Secretary of Interior, Im-
mediately.

4. Appoint separate advisory committee on
coal mine health and safety research (Sec.
102), both Secretaries, 3 months after en-
actment.

5. Prescribe methods, locations, intervals
and mantier of sampling respirable dust (Sec.
202(a)), both Secretary, Jointly, 2 months
after enactment.

6. Eatablksh time schedule for reducing
respirable dust concentrations be1ow estab-
lished levels, Secretary of Health, Education.
and Welfare, beginning 12 months after en-
actment.
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7. Prescribe specifications for taking chest
roentgenograns (Sec. 203(a)), Secretary of
Health, ducat1on, and Welfare, within 6
months after enactment.

8. Establish and publish proposed manda-
tory heatth standards re: noise (Sec. 206),
both Secretaries, within 6 months alter en-
actment.

9. Prescribe manner for testing noise level
at a coal mine (Sec. 206), Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, wlthiii 6

months after enactment.
10. Initial approval of roof-control p1cns

(Sec. 302(a)), Secretary of Interior, 5

months after enactment.
Il. Prescribe minimum air quantity and

velocity reaching working face (Sec. 303
tb)), Secretary of Interior, within 6 months
after enactment.

12. Prescribe maximum respirable dust
level for intake alrcou.rses (Sec. 303b)),
Secretary of Interior, wIthin 15 months after
enactment.

13. Initial approval of ventilation and
methane and dust control plan (Sec. 303
(0)), Secretary of Interior, within 6 months
after enactment.

14. Initial approval of plan of emergency
action when nine fan stops (Sec. 303(t)),
Secretary of Interior, within 5 months after
enactment.

15. Conduct survey of availability of per-
missible electric face equipment and publish
same (Sec. 305(a) (5)), Secretary of Interior,
within 12 months after enactment.

16. Prescribes procedures and safeguards for
making repairs on high-voltage lines (Sec.
307(d)), Secretary of Interior, within 3

months after enactment.
17. Establish minimum requirements fore

firefighting equipment (Sec. 311(a)), Sec-
retary of Interior, 3 months after enact-
ment.

18. Prescribe specifications for fire suppres-
sion devices (Sec. 311(e)), Secretary of In-
terior, within 15 months after enactment.

19. ftequire that devices for warning-Of
fixes be instaued on belt conveyors. Sec. 311
(g)), Secretary of Interior, within 5 months
alter enactment.

20. Prescribe schedule for monthly fire sup-
pression devices on belt haulageways (Sec.
311 (g)), Secretary of Interior, 3 months aItcr
enactment.

21. Prescribe illumination standards (Sec.
317(e)), Secretary of Interior, within 12
months after enactment.

22. Establish methane limits in or on sur-
face of coal handling facilities (Sec. 317(h)),
Secretary of Interior, within 15 months after
enactment.

23. P.rescrrbe minimum standards for emer-
gency medical aid, Secretary of Health, du-
cation, and Welfare, within 3 months after
enactment.

24. Prescribe improved methods re: provith
ing adequate oxygen (Sec. 317(0)), Secre
tary of Interior, after operative date of Title
Ix'.

25. Establish procedures ror issuing per-
mits re: hazards from cave-ins of tunnels
under water (Sec. 317(r)), Secretary. of In-
terior, prior to operative date of title Ill.

26. Propose standards for preventing ex-
plosions from gases other than methane and
for testing such gases (Sec. 317(t) ) • Secre-
tary of Interior, within 15 months after
enactment.

27. Prescribe minimum Federal standards
for "certiaed" or "registered" persons (Sec.
318(a)), Secretary of Interior, prior to op-
erative date of title III.

28. stabllsh requirements for persons
qualified as electricians (Sec. 318(b)), Secre-
tary of Interior, prior to operative date of
title.

29. Establish specifications re: permissible
(Sec. 318(c)), Secretary of Interior, prior to
operative date of title.

30. Prescribe procedures for field testing
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and approval of electric face equipment (Sec.
318(1)), Secretary of Interior, prior to opera-
tive date of title.

31. Study of ways to coordinate Federal
and State activities in the field of coal
mine health and safety (Sec. 512), Secretary
of Interior, as soon as practicable after en-
actment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the conference
report.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wanted
to very briefly renew the concern I ex-
pressed earlier in connection with the
amendment of the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) about the cost
that will be involved in this final con-
ference report. I wish it were as reason-
able as described by the distinguished
Senator from New Jersey. It is a matter
of serious concern.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, last
December the Members of the Congress;
in effect, said that we would pass effec-
tive, strong legislation for coal mine
health and safety. That has been the
commitment of Congress. It is now being
completed.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the coal
mine health and safety bifi reported by
the conference is the product of months
and months of work by the members of
our Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare and the House Committee on
Education and Labor, and their staffs.
The bill now before us represents, with-
out question, the most comprehensive
health and safety legislation ever brought
before the Congress. The bill is, in a true
sense, a landmark: one which repre-
sents a real turning point on our attitude
toward health and safety of workers in
this country and particularly the years
of neglect of the workers in the most
dangerous industry in America: coal
mining.

Equally important, for the first time,
this bill recognizes the Federal responsi-
bility toward workers who have become
the victims of occupational disease, in
this case one of the deadliest of all occu-
pational diseases, coal workers' pneu-
noconiosis or "black lung." -

Mr. President. I would like to compli-
ment the distinguished Senator from New
Jei'sey. who as the chairman of the Sub-
committee on Labor, has given of him-
self unsparingly in managing the Senate
bill during a period of over 9 months.
I also want to pay tribute to the Senator
from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH)
whose spirit and knowledge of the coal
industry were of such help to all of us
on the Senate side.

Mr. President, for the widows of the
hiiners who died so tragically last year
at Farmington, W. Va., and for the many
miners who have died in past years, in-
cluding the 13 months which have
elapsed since the Farmington tragedy,
this bill is too late. It also comes too late
to help those thousands of miners who,
as a result of exposure to coal dust over a
period of many years, have contracted
pneumoconiosis, thus being condemned
to spend their declining years enfeebled
and gasping for every breath.

We cannot restore the gift of life to
those who have been killed, nor is there
any medical process known which would
•restore to normalcy lungs ravaged by
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years and years of exposure to respir-
able coal dust. We 'can, however, do all
that is possible to reduce this awful toll
of life, limb, and breath in the future;
furthermore, we can ensure that those
unfortunate miners who have been to-
tal]y disabled by black lung receive some
minimal amount of benefits which would
enable them and their widows and chil-
then to live with some small amount of
economic security. That, in essence, is
what has been done in this report.

I know that the health and safety pro-
visions of this bill will cost money. Op-
erators will be required to change exist-
ing practices and install new types of
equipment, sometimes at considerable
cost. We have attempted to moderate
that cost to the extent that we could,
through appropriate extensions o time,
and through help in the form of small
business loans, but we have not sacrificed
principle. In this bill health and safety
come first, and economics follow.

The health and safety provisions con-
tained in the bifi are, In general, a merger
of the strongest provisions of both the
House and the Senate bills. That is par-
ticularly true with respect to the dust
standards. They are not controversial
and are covered in the conference report
and the statement of the House manag-
ers, as well as the section-by-section
analysis which has been prepared.

I do want to discuss, in some detail,
title IV of the bifi relating to compensa-
tion for black lung victims and their
widows, because it is the part of the bifi
which is the most controversial. I per-
sonally have had a great deal to do with
some of its provisions. At my request the
Secretary of Interior submitted cost es-
timates of the benefit program under title
IV of approximately $150 million to $383
million. Furthermore, yesterday the ad-
ministration, through the Secretary of
Labor, announced its opposition to title
IV on the basis of its cost and the fact
that it represented an intrusion by the
Federal Government into State work-
men's compensation programs.

I do not believe that this program will
cost what Secretary Hickel has estimated
it will.

In particular, the estimate should be
adjusted to reflect an average number of
dependents of one rather than 1.5, at
least 2,000 or 3,000 more workers than
assumed in the estimate as presently re-
ceiving workmen's compensation pay-
ments, and the amounts which will be
offered or recovered under section 424.
With these adjustments, the actual an-
nual cost of this bifi during the first years
after enactment is estimated by my staff
at $80 to $100 million and certainly no
more than $120 million, per year.

Furthermore, I believe that title IV
should not be condemned as an invasion
of States rights, but rather praised as a
step to insure that the victims of this
tragic occupational disease receive some
bare minimum of compensation, with the
cost to be borne by the Federal Govern-
ment, insofar as workers for whom no
employer liability can be established un-
der traditional workmen's compensation
criteria, and by the employers insofar as
their responsibility can be established
under such traditional criteria.

The provisions relating to benefits for
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victims of black lung in the House and
Senate bills differed considerably. How-
ever in adopting the compensation pro-
visions contained in their respective bills,
both the House and the Senate explicitly
based their action on the incontestable
fact that, with the possible exception of
Pennsylvania, the workmens compensa-
tion programs of the States had utterly
failed thousands of coal miners through-
out the country who have become totally
disabled or who have died from black
lung. The Senate, by an extraordinary
91 to 0 vote, agreed to establish an in-
terim emergency program, with the
States paying half the cost in the third
and fourth years, pending a study and
recomniendt ions by the Secretary of
Health, Edvication, and Welfare of a
permaxent solution. That study was to
include the desirability of employer fi-
nancing, among other things.

It will also be recalled that the com-
pensation program originally proposed
to the Senate would have been paid for, in
part, with hsUf the proceeds of the assess-
ment which would have been Imposed on
operators under the bill as reported by
the committee. The assessment was de-
leted from the bifi, but only because of
the point of order raised by the Senator
from Vermont.

The House, by an overwhelming vote,
approved what amounted to a per-
manent, federally financed program.
Under the House bill, benefits were pay-
able to totally disabled miners for life
and to the widows of miners who died
from pneurnoconiosis, with a time limit
of 7 years for claims to be filed by
miners and no time limit at all for wid-
ows. The House program clearly would
have cost nore to the Federal Oovern-
ment than the Federal payments part of
title IV of the bifi reported by the confer-
ence committee.

Now, though the administration did
not actively oppose the House bill, it op-
poses the conference bill. Previously, the
admlnistraUon did not indicate that it
preferred t1ie Senate to the House ver-
sion of the bifi.

The Secretary of Labor urges that we
should encourage the States to improve
their laws. But, and this is the crux of
the matter, he says that in the last analy-
sis we must continue to rely on State
laws. In essence, the adxnlnistration view
is that Congress must refrain from doing
anything to insure that disabled workers
receive even a bare minimum of benefits
even though under most State laws they
have no entitlement to benefits.

A few months ago, the administration
sent to the Congress proposed occupa-
tional health and safety legislation,
which I wa privileged to sponsor in the
Senate. The President's message and the
testimony Cl the Secretary on the bill
made it absolutely clear that the reason
this legislal;ion is necessary is because
the States and private industry are sim-
ply not doing a good enough job. The
proposed occupational health and safety
bifi recogni.zes, quite properly, that where
the States are now doing a good job they
ought to be permitted to continue, but
where they are not, the Federal Govern-
ment ought to step in. Furthermore, all
the States siould meet Federal minimum
standards.
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If the Federal Government has a

proper role to play in preventing occupa-
tional diseases and Injuries from occur-
ring, does it not have an equally proper
role to play in endeavoring to see that
•the unfortunate victims of occupational
diseases and Injuries receive minimum
adequate compensation?

Now let me be clear on one matter:
I a certainly not an advocate of fed-
eralization of workmen's compensation
law, either generally or with respect to
black lung In particular; and the con-
ference report does no such thing. That
would have been an Indefensible waste
of the administrative apparatus and ex-
pertise that presently does exist In the
States. Nor do I deny for a moment that
the States themselves deserve full credit
for the development of the workmen's
compensation concept, truly one of the
pioneering social reforms of this century.
But we can and we should require State
workmen's compensation programs to
meet bare minimum standards of de-
cency. What is involved, in the last anal-
ysis, is the principle that industry
should bear the cost o benefits for its
injured and diseased workers. It is on
that principle that I offered the compro-
mise adopted by the conference which
reduced the 7-year fully federally
funded program of the House bill to a
3-year federal program, followed by a
program based on minimum workmen's
compensation benefits payable by em-
ployers under State laws, or, if the State
law did not require the payment of ade-
quate benefits, under Federal law. That
is what title IV does In the case of death
or total disability due to black lung.

The proposal which is embodied in
title IV of the bill is, In fact, much less of
an Intrusion on the general principles
of workmen's compensation than was the
House bill, which would have covered,
under a completely Federal program, ac-
tive miners as well as inactive miners
who ified claims within a madmum pe-
riod of 7 years and widows who ified
claims at any time.

Under title IV of the conference bill
there is a general cutoff date of Decem-
ber 31, 1971, on the filing of claims for
permanent Federal benefits—with cer-
tain exceptions for widows. In the case
of claims ified anytime in 1972, benefits
are payable under the Federal program
only until December 31, 1972. Commenc-
ing January 1. 1973, claims must be ified
under State workmen's compensation
laws unless the applicable State law has
failed to meet certain minimum criteria
for adequate coverage of pneumoconiosis.
If the State law fails to meet these cri-
teria, operators win be liable to pay bene-
fits under Federal law. The criteria which
State laws must meet include payment
of benefits for total disability or death
due to pneumocomosis arising out of
employment substantially equivalent to
or greater than the benefits payable un-
der the federally financed part of the
program; that is, $136 per month for
a miner or widow with no dependents,
$204 if there is one dependent, $238 if
there are two dependents, and $272 for
three or more dependents

These amounts, it should be noted, are
far below the 66% percent of the average
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miner's monthly pay, the percentage
recommended by the U.S. Labor Depart-
ment for workmen's compensation pay-
ments in the case of total disability.

Another criterion which the State law
must meet is that the standards for de-
termrning total disability or death due to
pneumoconiosis must be equivalent to
those established by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and WeLfare under
the Federal benefits program. This is
articu1arly important since It is because
black lung has simply not been recog-
nized as an occupational disease until
very recently that most workmen's com-
pensation laws have failed to provide
adequate coverage to coal miners. The
standards for determining total disabil-
ity will, at least initally, be those ap-
plied under the OASDI program. They
generally require that a person be unable
to pursue gainful employment for at
least 1 year before he is considered
totally disabled.

Another important criterion is a stat-
ute of limitations on the filing of claims
of 3 years from the discovery and it is
discovery, not occurrence, of total dis-
ability due to 1neumoconiosis or death
due to the disease, whichever is later.
This criterion is designed to Insure that,
to the extent possible to do so consis-
tently with traditional workmen's com-
pensation criteria, after December 31,
1972, the cost of benefits for at least some
of the active and inactive miners and
widows elegible for benefits under the
I ederaUy thianoed program will be borne
by the operators of the mines in which
such miners were employed and whose
pneumoconiosis arose out of their em-
ployment in such mines.

The cost of any Federal benefits to
such miners and widows will be reduced
either through the operation of the off-
set provisions applicable with respect to
workmen's compensation payments un-
der part A or, In case the miner or widow
for some reason does not ifie a claim for
such benefits, through payments by the
operator liable for the benefits to the
Federal Government, as subrogee, under
section 424.

State laws will also have to contain
provisions governing the liability of suc-
cessor operators included in section 423,
which are designed to prevent any oper-
ator from escaping liability to pay com-
pensation by the simple expedient of
transferring ownership of the mine prior
to - January 1, 1973. Just such transfers
have occurred, on a wholesale basis, to
escape liability under the laws of at least
one State.

Finally, State laws will have to meet
other minimum criteria, based on pro-
visions of the Longshoremen's and Har-
bor Worker's Compensation Act as the
Secretary of Labor specifies In order to
ensure that adequate coverage for total
disability or death due to pneumoconiosis
is provided, but these may not be incon-
sistent with the criteria I have previously
mentioned. Thus, the Secretary could
not require any State to raise its level of
benefits above those specified in section
412.

If a State law meets these criteria, that
Is the end of the matter, so long as It con-
tinues to do so. If, however, the State law
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does not meet these criteria, then oper-
ators of mines in such States are made
liable to pay and secure benefits under
Federal law itself. The benefit levels are
the same as those provided under the
federally financed program; the stand-
ards for determining death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis are the
same as those applicable under the Fed-
eral program; provisions governing the
liability of successor operators apply as
described above, and the appropriate sec -
tions of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers Compensation Act are made
applicable. The Secretary of Labor is
also given the power to prescribe addi-
tional provisions, not inconsistent with
the provisions of the bill, as necessary
to carry out the purpose of this part.

The result of this compromise Is to sub-
stantially reduce the Federal cost of the
program from the House bill through
the application of traditional workmen's
compensation principles.

The PRESIDING OFFICEIL The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the conference
report

The report was agreed to.





Public Law 91- 173
91st Congress, S. 2917

December 30, 1969

nct
To provide for the proteition of the hea'th and safety of peroiis working in the

eoal miffing iudutry uf th United States. an(I for otIir inrios.

lie it enacted y the Senate and Holl.e o 1?ep.eesentative.5 of tite
1ited Statcs of .1merea in (on gre8. w,8ernMed. Tllftt this Act nv Federal oa1
l) cited is the Fet1e.raI Coul Mine Health mci Safety Att of 1Ot9". Mine {ealth and

Safety . of
FINDINGS .ND lUflroSE 1g69.

SEC. . Congress declares that—
(a) the 1irst priority and concern o all in the coil inining_83 STAT. 742

iiidustry must be the health and safety of its most precious 33 ST.T. 743
resource—the miner;

(b) deaths and serious injuries from unsafe and unhelthftil
conciiti)ns and prwtices in the eol mines cause grief nci suffer-
ing to the miners and to their families:

(c) there is in urgent iieed to pvovide more effective means md
measures fr improving the vorkin condihons an(i practices in
the Nation's coal mines in order to prevent death and serious
physical harm, and in order to prevent occupational diseases origi-
tinting in such mines:

(d) t.he existence of unsafe and unhealthful conditions an(i
practices in the N;ttion's eoil rniies is a serious iinpeciinient o
the future growth of th coal mining industry and cannot b&
tolerated:

(e) die operators of imcli mines with the tssitnce of the
miners have the primary responsibility to prevent he existence
of such conditions and practices in such mines;

(f) the disription of production mnci the loss of income to
operators and miners as a result of coal mine accidents or occupa-
tiontlly caused diseases unduly impedes and burdens commerce:
and

(g) it is the purpose of this Act (1) to establish intelilu manth-
tory health and safety standards mnd to direct time Secretmry of
Health. Education, and Welfare and the Secretary of the Interior
to develop and promulgate improved mandatory health or safety
standards to protect the health and safety of the Nations coil
miners; (2) to require that each operator of a coal mine and
ecery nhlner in such mine comply with such standards; (3) to
eooperate with, and pros-ide as.sstince to. the States in the (level—
opment and enforcement of effective State coal mine health and
safety programs; and (4) to improve and expand. in coopela-
tion with the States ind the coal mining industry, reseah and
development and training programs aimed at preventing coal
mine accidents and occupationally caused diseases in the industry.

DEFINITIONs

SEC. 3. For the purpose of this Act. the term—
(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior or his

delegate;
(b) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce, transporta-

tion, or communication among the several States, or between a
place in a State and any place outside thereof. or within the Dis-
trict of Columbia or a possession of the United States, or between
points in the same State but through a point outside thereof;
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(c "State" includes a State of the United States, the District
of Lolumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, t;he Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands;

(d) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other lerson who
operates, controls, or supervises a coal mine;

(e) "agent" means any person charged with responsibility for
the operation of all or a part of a coal mine or the supervision of
the miners in a coal mine;

(f) "person" means any individual, partnership, association,
corporation, firm, subsidiary of a corporation, or other organiza-
tion;

(g) "miner" means any individual working in a coal mine;
(h) "coal mine" means an area of land and all structures, facil-

ities, machinery, tools, equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, excava-
tions, and other property, real or personal, placed upon, under, or
above the surface of such land by any person, used in, or to be used
in, or resulting from, the work of extracting in such area bitumi-
nous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural deposits ia the
earth by any means or method, and the work of preparing the
coal so extracted, and includes custom coal preparation facilities;

(i) "work of preparing the coal" means the breaking, crushing,
sizing, cleaning, washing, drying, mixing, storing, and toading of
bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite, and such othe:r work of
preparing such coal as is usually done by the operator of the coal
mine;

(j) "imminent danger" means the existence of any condition or
practice in a coal mine which could reasonably be e:pected to
cause death or serious physical harm before such condition or
practice can be abated;

(k) "accident" includes a mine explosion, mine ignition, mine
fire, or mine inundation, or injury to, or death of, any person;

(1) "mandatory health or safety standard" means the interim
mandatory health or safety standards established by tit:Ies II and
III of this Act, and the standards promulgated pursuant to title
I of this Act; and

(rn) "Panel" means the Interim Compliance Panel established
by this Act.

MINES SUBJECT TO ACT

SEC. 4. Each coal mine, the products of which enter commerce, or
the operations or products of which affect commerce, and each opera-
(or of such mine, and every miner in such mine shall be subject to the
provisions of this Act.

INTERIM COMPLIANCE PANEL

sai' s'.rer.t SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established the Interim Compliance
:e...e 'si ' Panel, which shall be composetiof five members as follows:

(1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Standards, Depart-
rnent of Labor, or his delegate;

(2) Director of the Bureau of Standards, Department of Com-
merce, or his delegate;

(3) Administrator of Consumer Protection and Environ-
mental Health Service, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, or his delegate;

(4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, Department of the
Interior, or his delegate; and
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(5) Director of the National Science Foundation, or his dele-
gate.

(b) Members of the Panel shall serve without compensation in ul(li-
tion to that received in their reoular employment, but shall be entitled
to reimbursement for traveI, subsistence, and other necessary
expenses incurred by them in the performance of duties vested in the
Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the ecretuv of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the Secietiry of COnimeice, the
Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary shall, upon request of the
Panel, provide the Panel such personnel and other assistIiice a Lie
Panel determines necessary to eiiible it to carry Out its tunctioii
under this Act.

(d) Three members of the Panel shall constitute a quorum for
doing business. All decisions of the Panel sImIl be by n1ijoiitv vote.
The chairman of the Panel shall be selected by the members front
among the membership thereof.

(e) The Panel is authorized to appoint as many hearing examiners
as are necessary for proceedings required to be conducted in ccoril-
ance with the provisions of this Act. The pmvisjons al)p1icWle to
hearing examiners appointed under section 3105 of title 3 of the
United States Code shall be applicable to hearing examiners appointed
pursuant to this subsection.

(f) (1) It shall be the function of the Panel to carry out the duties
imposed on it pursuant to this Act and to provide an opportunitY for
a public hearing, after notice, at the request of an operatur of the
affected coal mine or the representative of the minels of suh mine.
Any operator or representative of miners aggrieved by a final (leciioll
of the Panel may file a petition for review of such decision under sec-
tion 106 of this Act. The provisions of this section shall terniinte
upon completion of the Panel's functions as set forth under this ct.
Any hearing held pursuant to this subsection shall be of record and
the Panel shall make findings of fact and shall issue i written decision
incorporating its findings therein in accordance with section 534 of
title 5 of the United States Code.

(2) The Panel shall make an annual report, in writing, to the Secre-
tary for transmittal by him to the Congress concerning the achieve-
ment of its purposes, and any other relevant information (including
any recommendations) which it deems appropriate.

TITLE I—GENERAL

HEALTH AND sAFETY STANDARDS REVI}W

SEc. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the procedures
set forth in this section, develop, promulgate, and revise, as may be
appropriate, improved mandatory safety standards for the protection
of life and the prevention of injuries in a coal mine, rind sliIl. in
accordance with the procedures set forth in this section, promulgate the
mandatory health standards transmitted to him by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

(b) No improved mandatory health or safety standard promulgated
under this title shall reduce the protection afforded miners below that
provided by any mandatory health or safety standard.

(c) In the development and revision of mandatory safety standards,
the Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of Health, Education,
and 'Welfare, the Secretary of Labor, and with other interested Federal
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agencies, appropriate representatives of State agencies, appropriate
representatives of tile coat mine openitors and miners, other nlteIste(l
persons and ol'ganizatiolls, and such ;dvisorv comnlittee as he may
appoint. Such development and revision of mandatory safety ui1KI-
ards shall be based 111)011 research, demonstrations. expelililent. and
such other infoimtion as may be appropriate. 1 addition to the
attainment of the highest degree of .satetv proteeflon for nuineis. other
considerations shall be the latest aviluble scientifir data in the field,
tile technical feasibility of the standard.s, and experience g;ined under
this aild other safety statutes.

((1) The Secretary of Heakh. Education. awl Welfare shall. in
accordance with the procedures set forth in this section, develop and
revise, as may be appropriate, inlproved mandatory health st alld:l rds
for the protection of life and tile PFe\'elflion of ocupatioil dise;ises
of miners. In tile development and revision of nianditorv lie;ilth tamid-
;trds, the secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare sh;ill consult
with the Secretary, the Secretary of Labor, aild with otller interested
Federal agencies, appropriate representatives of State agencies, appro-
l)riate representatives of the coal mine operators and millers, other
interested irso and organizations, such advisory committees IS lIe
may appoillt, and, where appropriate, foreign countries. Such develop.
iiient and revision of mandatory standards slIall 1 based upomi research,
demonstrations, experiments, and such other information as may be
appropriate. In addition to tile attainment of the highest degree of
health protection for the miner, other considerations shall be the latest
lvailable scientific data in the field, the technical feasibility of tile
standards, and experience gained under this and other health statutes.?: ! at on .\Iniidatorv health standards which the Secretary of Health. Education,Ye1 nd Welfare develops or revises shall 1 tm'ansnutted to the Secretary,eiter. nd shall thereupon be publislled in the Federal Register by the Scre-
tary as proposed mandatory health standards.

uicaton in (e) Tile Secretary shall publish proposed mandatory health ander1 afetv staudards in the Federal Register and slIall afford interestedPIster. iersons a period of not less than thirty days after publication to sub-
mit. written data or conuflents. In tile case of mandatory safety stand-
ards, except. as provided in subsection (f) of.this section, the Secretary
may. IlpOll tile expiration of such period aild after consideration of all
relevant. matter pi'esemlted, promulgate such staildards with such modi-
ficat ions as he ma deenl appropriate. Ill tile case of mandatory health
taIl(lamds. except as provided in subsection (f) of this section, the
Recretarv of Healtll, Education, and Welfare may, upon the expira-
tiOl of such period and after consideration of all relevant matter pre-
.entecl to tile Secretarv and transmitted to the Secretary of Healtll,
Education, and Welfare, direct the Secretary to pronllllgate such
stamldal'ds with sucll modifications as tile Secretary of Healtll, Educa-
tioll, and Welfare may deem appropriate and the Secretary slIall there-
U Ofl promulgate such staudards.jc::os. (f) On or before tile last day of any period fixed for tile submission
of written data or comments under subsection (e) of tilis section, any
jiltelesteci person may file with the Secretary written objections to a
proposed mandatory health or safety standard, stating th grounds
therefor and requesting a public llearing on such objections. As soon
as practicable after the period for filing such objections ha3 expired,

e::ser. the Secretary slIall publish in the Federal Register a notice specifying
the proposed mandatory health or safety standards to which objecfions
have been filed and a Ilearing requested.
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(g) Proniptlv after any such notice is published in the Federal Hearings.
1egister by the ecretaiv under subsection (f) of this tection. the
ecretarv, in t lie case of niaiidatory safety standards, or the ecieta ry
of Health, Education, and Welfare, in the case of niandaiv health
standards, shall issue notice of, and hold, a public hen Ui ig for t he

uro.se of receiving relevant evidence. Within sixty days a tter coin—
piet ion of t lie hea iii is, t lie ecre t a iv w Ito Ii el (1 the hen ri ii si ia Ii make
findings of fact which shall be public. In the case of mandatory sa fetv
statida rds, t lie Secreta rv may l)io11i1 Igate such statidards wit Ii such
niodificat ions as he deems appropriate. In t lie c;ise of mnamnla tory hen It Ii
standards, the- Secieta iv of Healt Ii, Educa t loll, U iìd Wel fare may
direct the Secretary to promulgate tile mllnn(latorv health taiidards
with such inodificationsas the Secretary of Healt Ii, Ediicat ion, and
Welfare deems appropriate and t he Secretary shall thereupon 1)10111111

—

gate the mandatory health standards. In the event tlìe Secretary or the
Secretary of Health, Education. atid Welfare, as the case may be.
determines that a proposed mnamidntorv health or safety standard
should iìot. he promulgated or should be modified, lie sun Ii with iii a
reasonable time pui)liSll his reasons for his determination.

(Ii) Aiiv mandator health or safety standard l)rolliulgate(l nudei' Effect ive
this section shall be effective upon publication in the Federal Register date.
utiless the Secretary or the Secretary of Health. Edi.icat ion, and \Vel-
fare, as appropriate, specifies a later date.

(i ) Proposed mandatory health and safety stan(la rds for Sn rfaic
coal mines shall be published l)v the Secretary. in accordance .itli the
provisions of this section, not later thait twelve iliolIt lis after the (late
of enactment of this Act. Proposed mandatory health and safety
standards for surface work areas of underground coal mines, in addi-
tion to those established for such areas under this Act. shall be pub-
lished by the Secretary, in accordance with the provisions of this
section. not later than twelve months after the date of enactment of
this Act.

(j) All interpretations, regulations, and instructions of the Secre— b1ication
tary or the Director of tlìe Bureau of Mines, in effect rio the (late of in Fede rl
enactment of this Act and not inconsistent with ill% of this Pegiste r.
Act, shall he 1)111)1 ished ill the Federal Register and shah ((flit ill lie III
effect until nlo(lified or superseded in accordance with the provisions
of this Act.

(k) The Secretary shall send a copy of every proposed standard or Copies.
regulation at tlìe time of publication in the Federal Register to the
operator of each coal mine and the representative of the miners at
Ui me and such copy shall he in)nie(liately posted OIl tli 1)11 liet Ill hoari I
of tlìe mine by the operator or his agent, hut failure to receive such
not ice shall not relieve anyone of the ohl igation to coniI)1 V vith such
standard or regulation.

ADVISORY COMMFfl'EES

SEC. 1O. (a) (1) Tlìe Secretary shall appoint an advisory committee Conmittee on
on coal mine safety research composed of— coal rnir.e

(A) the Director of the Office of Science and Technology, or sacety
his delegate. with the consent of t lie Director' res earch,

(B) the Director of the National Bureau of Staiidards. Depart- rernbexhip.
nient of Commerce, or his delegate, with the consent of the
Director;
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(C) the Director of the Nutioiial Science Foundation, or his
delegate, with the consent of the Director and

(L)) such other peisons as the Secretary nmv appoint who are
knowledgeable in the field of coal mine safet research.

'Ilie. Secrettrv shall (lesignate the cliairmtn of the committee.) The ;ulvisorv committee slinlI consult with, and make irecom-
iiieiicbt ions to, the Secretary on imttters involving or relatmg to coal
nilne safety research. The Secretrv shall consult with. and consider
lie recoiiiiiienclations of such committee in the conduct of such

iese;t reli. the intking of tiiv grant, uid the entering ilito of contracts
top iirhi reetrch.f1it of (3) 'I'lie chairman of the committee and a majority of the persons1te rest. 8ppoi!ited by the Secretar pIllsIlaiit to l)ragipli (1) (D) of this
'iihection shall he iiuIiidiials who luive no economic interests in the
oal minilig industry, and who are not operators, miners, or offi—

reps r employees of the Federal Gorerument or mv State or local
govern inent.

:oittee (h) (1) 'I'lie Secretary of Heidtli, Education. nd Welfare shall
coal r.:rIe :Il)I)Oiiit an tdvisorv committee on coal mine health research composedhealth
research, (A.) the Director, Bureau of Mines, or his delegate, with thererbehjp. consent. of the Director;

(B) the. Director of the National Science Foundation, or his
deIegte, with the consent of the Director;

(C) the i)irector of the National Institutes of health, or his
delegtte. with the conseilt of the I)irector; and

(1)) such other persotis as the Secretary of Health, Education,
an(l Welfare. may appoint who are knowledgeable ii the field
of eoil mine health research.

The Secretary of Hedtli, Education, and 'Welfare shall designate
the cliair,ntn of the committee.

() The ilviorv eonmiittee hnll consult with, and nake recorn—
iiiendtioiis to. the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare on
iiiatters involving oi relating to coal mine health research. The Secre-
tary of Health. Educntion. atid 'Welfare shall consult with, and con-(ler the reconi1nen(bttiou of, such committee in the, conduct of such
iisenrch. the making of nv grant, and the entering into o1 contrtctsfor meli research.

conflict of (3) 'I'he. cliairmmui of the committee and a majority of the personsnte rest. appointed by the Secretary of Health. Education, and 'Welfare pur-
n;int to paragraph (1) (I)) of this subsection shall be individuals who
li;LVe no eeonomie interests in the coal mining industry, and who are
not operators. iiiiiiers. or officers or employees of the Federal Govern-ilemit o any State or local government.

r) 'h Serret;irv or the ecretarv of health. Education, and lVel-fare w:iv ;%lpoint other advisory committees is he deems appropriateIi) ;L(lVj hjii in r;trrviflg out the provisions of this Act. The Secre—
t:i m•v or the Serretn rv of Hea Itli, Eclimeatioii. and Wel fnre, i s the caseIV I I Ii ;I )poi i t t } ie eli a irma it of each su cli eom mit tee, who slrn II
I e n individual who 1i;i no economic interest iii the coih mm 1n' indus-try. ;uid will) IS not an operator. mnhiiem, or in officer or employee of the
Feleinl Government or aimv State or 1ocd govermirnent. A rnajorit ofthe niembers of nv tich advisory committee appointed pursimamt tothis uheetion 1inhl he composed of iI1(livi(llials who have no economic
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interests in the coal niining industry, and who are not operators,
miners, or officers or employees of the Federal Government or any
State or local government.

(d) Advisory committee members, other than officers or employees
of Federal, State. or locil governments, shall be, for eadi (lay (includ-
ing traveltime) during which they are performing committee btisiiiess,
entitled to receive compensation at a rate fixed by the appropruite
Secretary but not in excess of the maximum rate of pay for grade
GS—18 as provided in the General Schedule under section 3332 of title
5 of the Fnited States Code, ind shall. notwitlistatidnig the limita-
tions of sections 5T03 and 5104 of title 5 of the United States Code,
be fully reimbursed for travel. ubsisteiice, and related expenses.

INsPECTIONS AND INVESTIGATXON5

SEC. 1u3. (a') Ant.1iorized repreeiitatives of the Secretiry 1iall
niuke frequent inspections and investigations n coal Iiiines each year
for the purpose of (1) obtaining, utIizing, and (lisseminating iifor-
mat ion relating to health aiicl safety conditions, the causes of accidents
and the causes of diseases and physical impairments originating in
such mines, () gatlieriiig information with respect to inaiidatory
health or safety standards, (3) determining whether an imminent
danger exists, and (4) determining whether or not there is eonipliniice
with the rnniidntorv henlth or safety standards or with any notice,
order, or decision issued under this title. In carrying out the require-
ments of clauses (3) and (4) of this subsection, no ulvance notice of
an inspection shall be provided to any person. In currying out the
requirements of clauses (:3) and (4) of this subsection iii each under-
ground coal mine, such represeiitatives shall make inspections of the
entire mine at least four times a year.

(b) (1) For the purpose of making any inspection or iivestignt ion
under this Act, the Secretary or any authorized represenative f tiu
Secretary shall hive a right of entry to, upon. or through any coal
mine.

() For the purpose of developing improved mumidatory health
standards, the Secretary of Health, Education, aiid Welfire or his
authorized representative shall have a right of entry to, upon. or
through. any coal mine.

(3) The provisions of this Act relating to investigations and rec-
ords shall be available to the Secretary of Health, Education. and
Welfare to enable him to carry out his functions and responsibilities
under this Act.

(c) For the purpose of carrying out his respouslbUities under this
Act. including the enforcement thereof, the Secretary ma' by igree-
nieiit utilize with or without reimbursement the services, personnel,
and facllites of any Federa' agency.

(d') For the purpose of making any investigation of any accident
or other occurrence relithng to health or safety in a coal mine, the Sec-
returv may. aftei notice. 1101(1 public hearings, and may sign and issue
subpenas for the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the pro-
duction of relevant papers. books, and docinnents, uiid administer
oaths. Witnesses summoned shall be paid the same fees and mileage
that are paid witnesses in the courts of the United States. In case of
contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena served upon any person under
this sechon, the district court of the Lnited States for aity district
n whIch such person s found or resides or transacts business, upon
application by the United States and after notice to such person, shall
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have juiisdiction to issue an order requiring such person to appear
nd give testimony before the Secretary or to appear and produce
1cuinents before the Secretary, or both. and any failure to obey such
Ider of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt
hereof.

e ) Iii the event of ally accident occurring in a coal mine, the oper—
;ttor linll notify the Secretary thereof and shall take appropriate
measures to l)1'eent the destruetion of any evidence vh:ch would
assist in iilvestizutiiig the cause or causes thereof. In the event of any
;IcCi(lent occurring in a coal mine where rescue and recovery work is
necesnrv, the Secretary or an authorized representative of the Secre-
arv shall take whatever action he deems appropriate to protect the

life of any person, and he iiiav, if he deems it appropriate, supervise
and direct the rescue and recovery activity in such mine.

(f) In the event of any accident occurring in a coal mine, an iuthor—
ize(1 l'epresentative of the Secretary, when pi'eseiit, may issue such
oideis as he (teems ;Lppropriate to insure the safety of any l)1SO1l in
the coith iiiine, nn(l the operator of such mine s1ilh obtain the approval
of such representative, in (on.ultation with Lppropnate State repre—
itutives. when feasible, of any l)hamI to recoverimv pel:soll in the
mine, or to recover the mine or to return affected areas of tle mine to
normal.

(g) Whenever a. representative of the mimiers has reasonable grounds
tO l)elieVe that a violation of a nianclatorv health or safety standard
(Xists, or an inumninent (tanger exists, such representitive .shahh have a
right to obtain an immediate inspection by giving notice to the Sec-
retary or his tutliorized representative of such violation Or danger.
Any snch notice shall be reduced to writing, signed by the represent-
ative of the miners, und a copy shall be provided the operator or his
agent no later than at the time of inspection, except that, upon the
request of the l)eO11 giving such notice, his liarne and the names of
individunl miners referred to therein shall not appenr in such copy.
l)OI1 receipt. of such notification, a special inspection shall be made
us soon as possil)le to determine if such violation or danger exists in
;tC('or(lflflce vith the 1)rovis'ions of this title.

h) Xt the commencement of amiy inspection of a coal mine by an
;iUthIoriZe(l rel)resentative of the Secretary, the authorized representa-
tive of the miners at the mine at the time of such inspection shall be
i yen a ii opport unity to accompany the. authorized represeiitatmve of
the Secretary on such inspection.

(i) Whenever the Se'i'etarv finds that. a mine liberates excessive
qunntities of methane or other explosive gases during its operations, or
that a methane or other gas ignition or explosion has occurred in such
iiuine which resulted in death or serious injury at any time during the
previous five veurs, or that there exists in such mine other especiilly
hazardous conditions, he shall provide a minimum of one spot inspec-
tion by his tutlioiized representative of all or part of such mine during
every five working days at irregular intervals.

I'LxorN(;s. NOTI('IS ..\NL) ()iU)Ifl5

SEc. 14. (a) If upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized
repl'esentative of the Secretary finds that an imminent (hlngem exists,
nch representative shinlI determine. the ;n'el throughout which such
bnger exists. and thereupon shall issue forthwith an order requiring

the operntor of the mine or his agent to cause immediately all persons,
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except those referred to in subsection (d) of this eut ion, to be wit Ii—

tlttwn fioni, nhi(l to be prohibited from enteiin, such n ret until an
authorized iepresentativeof the ectetary determines that uc1i inuni—
lient dtnger no longer exists.

b) Except as 1)ro\i(le(l iii sul)section ( i) of this ettioii, if. upon
t itv inspect ion of n cou I in me, ;t ii tut I ioried le present ;t t i ye of t ie
secretary finds that there has been a viohit ion at any inniidntory
I ieal t Ii or safety St u ii da rd I )U t t lie viol t t ion lius Hot eien ted t ii i iii in i iiei it
danger, lie shall issue a notice to the o1)eittor or his agent fixing a
retsonable time for lie abatenient of the violation. If, upon the expira-
tion of the peiio(I of tinie ns originally fixed or subsequently extended.
au authorized representative of the Secretary finds that the violation
has hot been tottlly tbatecI, and if lie ulso finds that the 1)eiiod of t iune

should not be further extended, he shall find the extent of the area
tfiected by the violation anti lialI proiiiptly issue tit order requiring
the operator of such mine or his agent to ctuse iiiiiiieditrelv all per-
sons, except those referred to iii subsection (d) of this section, to be
witlidrivn from, and to be pi'oliibited from entering, sueli nren until
an authorized representative of the Secretrv determines lmt the
violation has 1)een abated.

(c ) (1) If. upon aiiy inspection of a coal wine, an autltoried rp[e—
entative of the Secretury finds t hat there lius beeii a violnt IOu of any
mandatory health or safety staitdnrd, and if lie also finds that. wli
the conditions created by such violation (10 not catse ininiinent danger.
such violation is of such nature as could significantly tiid substantially
contribute to the cnuse anTI effect of a mine safety or lietItli litztid.
and if he finds such violation to be caused by an UnWariaiital)le failure
of such operator to comply with such niandttory lietltli or safeiy
staitclarcls, lie shall include such finding in any notice given to the Opel—
ator under this Act. If, during the same inspection or aiiy ubseiutnt
inspection of such mine within ninety clays after the issunnce of iich
notice, an authorized representative of the Secretary finds tnotlier vio-
lation of any inundatory health or safety staiidtrd aiicl fiiiil sutli
violation to be also caused by an tiiiwarrnntuble failure of .ucli ol)era—
tor to so comply, lie shall forthwith issue order iequ i ri n lie oper-
ator to ctuse tll persouis iii the tret affected by ucli violat iou, except
tlioe lersoiis referred to in ubection (iI) of this sectioii. to be vitIi-
drawn froiii, auid to be prohibited from eiiteriiig. such u e;t tint ii tn
tttthorized representative of the Secretary deternnne.s that such yb—
hition has been abated.

(2) If a wtthdrtval order with respect to uiv tret in a wine has
been issued pursuant to pnigr;pli (1) of this ttbsectiou, a withdrawal
order shall promptly be issued by tn anthotized represeiitative of die
Secretary who hnds upon any subsequent inspection the existence
in such mine of violations siniilar to those that resulted iii the isIiance
of die withdrawal order uiider paragrupli (1) of this subsection
until such time as au iiispection of such miiie discloses iio siiiiilar viola-
tiomis. Following an inspection of such rniiie vIiicli discloses un similar
violattoiis, the provisioiis of )aragrapli (1) of this subsection shall
again be applicable to that ntiiie.

(d) The following persoiis shall iiot he required to be vitIidravii
from, or prohibited from entering, aiiv aret of the coul iiiiite subject
to an order issued under this seetioi

(1) any person vliose presence in such area is iiecessary, in the
judgment of the operator or an nithorizeci representative of the
Secretary, to eliminate the condition described in the order;

38—672 0 - 70 - 2
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('2) any public official whose official duties require him to enter
such area;

(3) any representative of the miners in such mine who is, in the
judgment of the operator or an authorized representative of the
Secretary, qualified to make coal mine exanunations or who is
accompanied by such a person and whose presence in such area is
necessary for the investigation of the conditions described Lfl the
order; and

(4) any consultant to any of the foregoing.
(e) Notices and orders issued pursuant to this section shall contain

a. detailed description of the conditions or practices which cause and
constitute an imminent danger or a violation of any mandatory health
or safety standard and, where appropriate, a description of the area
of the coal mine from which persons must be withdrawn and pro-
hibited from entering.

(f) Each notice or order issued under this section shall be given
promptly to the operator of the coal mine or his agent by an authorized
representative of the Secretary issuing such notice or ordler, and all
such notices and orders shall be in writing and shall be signed by such
representative.

(g) A notice or order issued pursuant to this section, except an order
issued under subsection (h) of this section, may be modified or
terminated by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(Ii) (1) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized repre-
piititive of the Secretary finds (A) that conditions exist therein
which have not yet resulted in an imminent danger, (B) that such
conditions cannot be effectively abated through the use of existing
technology, and (C) that reasonable assurance cannot b provided
that the continuance of mining operations under such conditions will
not result in an imminent daner, he shall determine the area through-
our vliich such conditions exist, and thereupon issue a notice to the
operator of the mine or his agent of such conditions, and shall file a
copy thereof, incorporating his findings therein, with the Secretary
and with the representative of the miners of such mine. Upon receipt
of such copy, the Secretary shall cause such further investigation to
he made as he deems appropriate, including an opportunity foir the
operator or a representative of the miners to present information
relating to such notice.

('2) Upon the conclusion of such investigation and an opportunity
for a public hearing upon request by any interested party, the Secre-
tary shall make findings of fact, and shall by decision incorporating
such findings therein, either cancel the notice issued under this sub-
section or issue an order requiring the operator of such mine to cause
all persons in the area affected, except those persons referred to in
subsection (d) of this section, to be withdrawn from, and be pro.
hibited from entering, such area until the Secretary, after a public
henring affording all interested persons an opportunity to present
their views, determines that such conditions have been abated. Any
hearing under this paragraph shall be of record and shall be subject

90 Stat. 384. to section 554 of title 5 of the Tjnited States Code.
(i) If, based upon samples taken and analyzed and recorded pur-

Post, p.760. suant to section 202(a) of this Act, or samples taken during an inspec-
tion by an authorized representative of the Secretary, the applicable
hmit on the concentration of respirable dust required to be maintained
under this Act is exceeded and thereby violated, the Secretary or his
authorized representative shall issue a notice fixing a reasonable time
for the abatement of the violation. During such time, the operator of
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the mine shall ciuse simples described in section O(a) of this Act Post, 760.

to be taken of the affected area during eicli production liift. If, UOfl
the expiration of the period of time as originally tlxe(l or subsequently
extended. the Secrettrv or his nutliorized representltive huds thnt
the period of time should not be further exten(le(l. lie shall find the
extent of the a1'et uffected by the viohition and shall proniptiv issue
ui order requiring the operator of such mine or his agent to cause
immediately all persons, except those referLed to insubectiou (d) ot
this section, to be withdiiwn from, and to be prohibited troin enter-
ing, such aret until the Secretary or his iuthorized representative has
ie;inIi to l)elu'-e. h;ied on ietuiis taken by the operator. that ucli
limit will be coniplied with upon the resiunptiofl of pLoduction iii
such mine. As soon is possible after an order is issued, the Secretary.
upon request of the operator, shil1 dispitch to the mimme involved a
person or teim of persons, to the extent such persons are avimhible.
who are knowledgeable in the methods and nle;tns of controlling mnd
reducing respirable dust. Such person or team of persons shitll remain
at the mine involved for such time as they shall cleeiii appropriate to
assist the operator in reducing respirahle dust concentrations. While
at the mine, such persons may require the operator to take sudi actions
as they deem tpproprilte to insure the health of in person iii the
coal mine.

REVIEW BY TUE sECRETARY

E(•. 1O. ( t ) (1) _mi oper;ttoL issued an order rsu;int to the l)l'o—
vioii of section 104 of this title, or inv Lepreseutitive of miners
ii any mine t teete(l by such order or by uiv rnodificitioii or tennina—
oi of s uli order, Iiifl V fl P11 v to t I u' e( me hi rv for te ie w of the o r I e i

vitliiu tliiitv (laws of receipt thereof or within thirty days of its inodi—
hcation or te rimi itiatioli. ii operator issued 1 not ice pil1sli nt to seet ion
10-1(b) OL (I) of this title, or anY Lep resentitive of miners iii mnv
mine a iTected by such not ice, ni;iy, if lie helieves tli;it the period of
time fixed in sueR imtice for the ihnteinent of the iohitiun i IInre;ion—
able, applY to the ecretaL' for reviev of the notice within thirty
days of the receipt thereof. 'l'lie a pplic; lit shall send a eopy of such
it)t)IiefltiOIi to the re!)relit;tive of miners iii the. affected mine. or the
oper;itor, as ap)ropimte. Upou receipt of such i)plieatim. the ere—
t a rv si ia Il (t ise sii(li iii vest i gi t ion to be i ;ide is lie lee ins i ppm Lii te
Such itivest igtt m .lHi II piov ide an opportiin itv for :i public lie;i ring. ea ring.
at the request of the operutor or the •represeut;tive of miners in such
Iii ille, to en u I )le t lie operator ; id the rp resentat ive of iii iiue rs iii such
iii me to IIeseut I nfornt i on rel i t i ti tothe I siui iice and oiit I iuuua nee of
such order the mod ificat ion or trrnination thereof or to the time
fixed iii such iuotiee. The filing of an upplicntion for review iIn(ler this
ubsectioui sh;uIl not opeutte as u stay of ny order or notice.

2) The operntor auid the r)resent;utive of the miners luaIl he gien
\vritteui iuotiee of the time ;uud place of the hearing it least five days
prior to the he;u Liiug. A.iuv uuch lue;iriiig shall be of record and sluill be
subject to seetion 4 of title 5 of the Lnited. States Code. 80 Stat. 384.

(I)) Jpoii reeeIvng the report of such iiivestiatiomi. the Secretary
shall make findings of fact, and lie shali issii :i ivritten decisioti.
iicorporating tliei'eiii an order vacating, affirming, modifying, or
terminating the order, or the modificition or termination of such order,
or the notice, complained of and incorporate his findings therein.

(c) In view of the urgent ieed for pronipt decision of matters sub-
mitted to the Secretary under this section. t11 actions vliic.h the Secre—
t;ir takes nuder this setioii shu11 be taken is pronipt!v as practicable.
oiisisteiit with ;leqii;it eonsider;itioii of the issue.s iivolved.
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(d) Pending completion of the investigation required by this sec-
tion, the applicnnt Inly file with the Secrethry a written request that
the secretary grant. temporary relief (1) from uiy modificatton or
termination of iiy order, or (2) from any order issued under section
11)4 of this title, except mn order issued under section 104(a) of this
title, together with a detuled stntenieiit giving reasons for rantin
iicli relief. The Secrethry may grant such relief, under such codition
as he miiv prescribe, if—

(1) a hearing lis been held in which l1 parties were given mn
opportunity to be lierd

() the upplic;int shows that. there is substanti likelihood
that the hndings of the Secretu will be fivorble to the ippli-
cant and

(3) sach relief will not dverselv affect the he1tli and safety
of miners in the coal mine.

No temportirv relief shall be giuiited in the cise of a nDtice issued
un(ler .ection 104 (b) or (i) of this title.

JUDICIAL REVIEW

Si.r. lOfi. (a) Any order or decision issued by the Secretary or the
P:neT nuder this Act, except. an order or decision under section 109(a)
of tIns Xct, slill be subject to judiciu1 review by the United States
court of appeals for the circuit in which the affected mine is located,

the United States Court of Appeals for the District of ('oliunbia
Circuit, upon the filing in such court within thirty days from the (late
of iicIi order or decision of a petition by mny person nggrieved by
the oider or decision prlying that the order or decision be modified
or set aside in whole or in 1)art, except thut the court shall not consider
iicht petitioli unless such person has exhausted the administrative
remedies nvtilable under this Act. A copy of the petition shall forth-
it1i be sent by registered or certified mail to the other party nd to
the Secretary or the Panel, and thereupon the Secretary or the Panel
.kall certify and file iii such court the record upon which the order or
decision complained of was issued, as provided in section 2112 of title

72 Stat. p41; 2S. United States Code.
?O 3tat. 1323. (b) The court shall hear such petition on the record made before

lie eeretarv or the Panel. The findings of the Secretary or the Panel,
if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a
whole. shtll be conclusive. The court may affirm, vacate, or modify
any rdet or decision or may remand the proceedings to the Secretary
r the Panel for such further action as it may direct.
ic) (1) In the cae of a rocee1imig to review any order or decision

iiie(I liv the Seietamy under this Act, except mn oider 01: decision
mtnimiin to ui ()r(ler iued under section 104(a) of this title or mn
oider or decision pertaining to a notice issued under section 104 (b)
or ( i) of this title, the court may, tinder such conditions as it may
precrihe, grflnt. such temporary relief as it. deems appropriate pend-
ug hiiul (leterminnat ion of the proceeding if—

.\.) all lmrties to the proceeding hare been notified and gien
UI oI)portuhiitv to he hentd on a request for temporary relief;

(B) the requesting such relief shows that there is a sub-
tnntinl likelihood that lie will prevail on the merits of the fiuial
determination of the proceeding: and

(C) such relief will not adversely affect the health tncl safety
of nil hers in t he. coal niu ne.

() Iii the cnse of i proceeding to review any order or decision
iue(l by tile Puuiel 1111(1ev this Act, the court miv, under such condi—
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tious as it may prescribe, grant such temporary relief as it deems
appropriate pending final deterininition of the proceeding if—

(A) all parties to the proceeding have been notified and given
porty to be heard ot a request for temporary relief; and
(B) the person reqnesting siidi relief shows that there is a sub-

stantial likelihood that he will previil on the merits of the final
determination of the proceeding.

(d) The judgment of the court suiall be subject to review only by
the upieuie Court of the United States upon a writ of certiorari or
certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United States
Code. 52 Stat. 28.

(e) The commencement of a proceeding under this section shall not,
iinlss specific:lly ordered by the court, operate is a stay of the order
or decision of the Secretary or the Panel.

(f) Subject to the direction and control of the Attorney General,
as provided in section 507(b) of title 2S of the United States Code, 80 Stat. ôö 3.
attoinevs appointed by the Secretary may appeir for antI represent
him in any proceeding instituted under this section.

POSTING OF NOTICES. ORDEflS. AND oEcrs:roNs

SEC. lOT. (a) At each coal iiiine there shall be nlaintainel an othee
with a consptcuous sign designating it as the office of the mine, ind a
bulletin board at such office or at some conspicuous plaee near an
entrance of the mine, in such inn liner that notices, ortler ind decisions
required by lw or regulation to be i osted on t lie mi iie u I let in boa 1(1
nuiv be posted thereon, be easily visible to all persons desiring to read
them, antI be protected ;igaiimst damage b weather and against unau—
thorizetl ieinoval. A copy of any notice, order, or decision required by
this title to be given to an operator hiall be delivered to the office ot
the affected mine, and a copy shall be immiieditelv posted on the bul-
letin board of such mine by the operator or his agent.

(b) The Secretary shall ciuse a copy of any notice, order, or deci-
sion required by this Act to be given to in operator to be mailed imnme-
cliately to a reiresentitive of the miners in the affected mine, and to
the public official or agency of the State charged with administering
State laws, if any, ielatiig to health or safety in such mine. Such
notice, order, or decision .hall be available for public iimpeetmon.

(c) In order to insure prompt compliance with any notice, order, or
decision issued under this Act, the authorized representative of the
Secretary may deliver such not-ice, order, or decision to an agent of
the opelator and such agent shall immediately take appropriate meas-
ures to insure compliance with such notice, order, or decision.

(ci) Each operator of a coal mine shall file with the Secretary the
name and address of such mine and the name and address of the per-
son who controls or operntes the mine. Any revisions in such names
or addresses shall be promptly flied with the Secretary. Each operator
of a coal mine shafi clesigmite a responsible official at such mine as
the principal officer in charge of health and safety at such mine and
such official shall receive a copy of any notice, order, or decision issued
under this Act affecting such mine. In any case, where the coal mine
is subject to the control of any person not directly involved in the
daily operations of the coal mine, there shall be filed with the Secre-
tary the name and address of such person and the name and address
of a principal official of such person wbo shall have overall responsi-
l)ility for the conduct of an effective health and safety program at any
coal mine snbject to the control of such person and ucli official sharl
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receive a copy of nnv notice, order, or decision issued affecting
iuIi mine. The mere deigniition of a hie:tlth and safety official under
this subsection shall not be contrtied us making such official subject
to uiv penal iv tinder this Act.

I YJUNCTI0NS

Sic. 108. The Setietni'v may institute a civil action for relief,
ilI(:ln(l ii a permanent or temporary injunction, restrtinmg order, or
uiv other appropriate oidei in the district court of the F:nited States
for t I e district in wli ichi i (oah mine is located or in which the operator
of such liiine has his piiiicipal office, whenever such operutor or his
agent () vio1tes or fails or refuses to comply with any order orki.ion iued under this Act, or (b) interferes with, hinders. or
dl;iys tl ecietniy or his autl1oriz(i represent8tive, or the Secretary
)f IlenItli. E(luention. and Welfare or his authorized representative,
iii niiviuig out the proviioiis of this Act, or (c) refuses to admit such
1&pIe1itatives to the mine, or (d) refuses to peimit the inspection
of the niiiie, oi the investigation of an a'cideuit or occupational disease
o(cIImng in, or (olillected with, such mine, or (e) refuses to furnish
iiiv infmination or report iequested hv the Secretary or the Secretaryt I Ieiltli. Eliition, and Welfare iii furthetance of the provisions
f tl k Act, m (f) refuses to l)elmit nccess to, and opyiig of, suchrN)Icl ns the Secietnrv or the Secretary of health. Education, and

1Vlfiie. determines necessary in carrying out. the provisions of this.ct. Enli ouirt shall linve jurisdiction to provide siwh relief is may1 :(pp1opi'i;te. enipor;11V restraining ordeis shall he issued in
;ecoI(lnn(e with Rule 65 of the Federul Rules of Civil Procedure, as

28 USC aop. ;lmelliled, except that. the time limit. in such orders, when issued with-
out. ilotice. slia1l he seven (lays front the date of entiT. Except. as other—'vise provided lieieiii, aiv relief grunted by the court. to enforce an
order under clnuse (a) of this section shall continue in effect nntil
the completion or fiuial teiniiiittion of all pioceedings for review of
s;wli oirler under this title, unless, prior thereto, the distiict court
granting such relief sets it aside or modifies it. In actions under this
e(tion, subject to the direction and control of the Attorn€v General,C Etat. 563. ;IS provided in section 50T(b) of title 28 of the Inited States ('ode,
ittoflievs al)l)oiilted by the Secretary may appenr for 111(1 represent
him. In any action instituted under this section to enforce an order
w' decision issued by the Seeretrv aftei' a l)ublic hearing iii accord—

90 Stat. 384. ;Inre with section 4 of title 5 of the I nited States ('ode, the findings
of the ee1'etai'y, if supl)orted by substaiitial evidence on the record

iisicleied a whole. shnll he conclusive.

PENALTIES

SEe. 109. (a) (1) The operator of a coal mine in which a violation
IMcnr.s of a iiiandatory health or safety standard or who violates any

Fost, . 792. other provision of this Act, except. the provisions of title 4, shall be— assessed a civil penalty by the Secretary under paragraph (3) of this
subsection which penalty shall not be more than 1O,OO() for each
such violation. Each occnrrence of a violation of a mandatbry health
or s;ifetv stniidaid may constitute a separate offense. In determining
the nnount. of the penalty, the Secretary shall consider the operator's
history of previous violations, the appropriateness of such penalty to
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the size of the business of the operator charged, whether the operator
was negligent, the effect on the operator's ability to continue in busi-
ness, the gravity of the violation, and the demonstrated good faith of
the operator charged in attempting to achieve rapid compliance after
notification of a violation.

(2) Any miner who willfully violates the mandatory safety stand-
ards relating to smoking or the carrying of smoking materials,
matches, or lighters shall be subject to a civil penalty assessed by the
Secretary under paragraph (3) of this subsection, which penalty
shall not be more than $5O for each occurrence of such violation.

(3) A civil penalty shall be assessed by the Secretary only after the
person charged with a violation under this Act has been given an
opportunity for a public heiring and the Secretary has determined,
by decision incorporating his findings of fact therein, that a viola-
tion did occur, and the amount of the penalty which is warranted,
and incorporating, when appropriate, an order therein requiring that
the penalty be paid. Where appropriate, the Secretary shall consoli-
date such hearings with other proceedings under section 105 of this
title. Any hearing under this section shall be of record and shall be
subject to section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code. c at. 4.

(4) If the person against whom a civil penalty is issessed fat1 to
pay the penalty within the time prescribed i:n such order, the Secretary
shall file a petition for enforcement of such order in ally appropriate
district court of the United States. The petition shall designtte the
person against whom the oider is sought to be enforced as the respond-
ent. A copy of the petition shall forthwith he sent by registered or
certified mail to the respondent and to the representative of the ininer
in the affected mine or the operator, as the case may be, and thereupon
the Secretary shall certify and file in such court the record upon which
such order sought to be enforced 'was issued. The court shall have
jurisdiction to enter a judgment enforcing, modifying, and enforeiiig
as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order and
decision of the Secretary or it. may remand the proceedings to the
Secretary for such further action as it may direct. The court shall con-
sider and determine de novo all relevant issues, except issues of fact
which were or could have been litigated in review proceedings before
a court of appeals under section 106 of this Act, tnd upon the request
of the respondent, such issues of fact which are in dispute shall he
submitted to a jury. On the basis of the jury's findings, the court shall
determine the amount of the penalty to be imposed. Subject to the
direction and control of the Attorney General, as provided in sec-
tion 507(b) of title 8 of the United States Code. attorneys appointed 30 Stat. 663.
by the Secretary may appear for and represent him in lny action to
enforce an order assessing civil penalties under this pugraph.

(b) Any operator who willfully violates a mandatory health or
safety standard, or knowingly vio'ates or fails or refuses to comply
with any order issued under section 104 of this title, or any order
incorporated in a final decision issued under this title, except an order
incorporated in a decision under subsection (a) of this section or
section 110(b) () of this title, shall, upon conviction, be punislie(l by
a fine of not more than $25,000, or by imprisonment for not more thai
one year. or by both, except that if the conviction is for a violation
committed after the first conviction of such operator under this Act,
punishment shall be by a fine of not more than 50,00O, or by imprison-
ment for not more than five years, or by both.
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(c) Whenever a corporate operator violates a mandatory health or
safety standard or knowingly violates or fails or L:efuses to comply
with aiiv order issued under this Act or any order incorporated. ma
final decision issued under this Act., except an order mcorporated m
a decision issued under subsection (a) of this section or section 110
(b) () of this title, any director, officer, or agent of such corporation
who knowingly authorized, ordered, or carried out such violation, fail-
Lire, or refusal shall be subject to the same civil penalties, fInes, and
imprisonment, that mtiy be imposed upon a person under subsections
(a) and (b) of this section.

(d) Whoever knowingly makes any false statemeiit, representition,
or certification in any application, record, report, plan, or other docu-
ineiit filed or required to be maintained pimsuaiit to this Act. or any
order or decision issued under this Act shall, upon conviction, be ptrn—
ished by a tine of not more than $10,000, or by imprisonment for not
more than six months, or by both.

(e) Whoever knowingly distributes, sells. offers for sale, introduces,
or dIivers in commerce imiv equipment for use in a coal mine, includ-
ing, hit not limited to, components and accessories of such equip
inent, which is represented as complying with the provisions of this
Act, or with tny specification or regulation of the Secretary applicable
to such equipment. and which does not so comply, shall, upon convic-
don, be subject t.o the same fine and imprisonment that may be imposed
111)0)1 l)1OI1 inider subsection (ci) of this section.

ENTITLEMENT OF MINERS

Corpensation. SEC. 110. (a) If a coal iiiine or area of a coal mine is closed by an
order issued under section 104 of this title, all miners working during
the shift when such order was issued who are idled by such order shall
be entitled t.o full compensation by the operator at their regular rates
of pay for the period they time idled, but for not more than the balance
of such shift. If such order is not terminated prior to the next working
shift, ;tll inineis on that shift who are idled b such order shall be
entitled to full conljwnsation by the operator at their regulnr rates of
pay for the period they are idled, but fr not more than four hours of
.uch shift. If a coal niine or area of a coal mine is closed by an order
issued under section 104 of this title for an unwarrantable failure of
the operator to comply with any health or safety standard, all miners
who ar idled due to such order shall be fully compensated, after all
iiitipsted jmrties are given an opportunity for a public, hearing on such
compensation and after such order is final, by the operator for lost
time at their regular rates of pay for such time as the miners are idled
hv such closing, or for one week, whichever is the lesser. When'Bver
an operator violates or fails or refuses to comply with any order is;ued
under section 104 of this Act, all miners employed at the affected mine
who would be withdrawn from, or prevented from entering, such mine
or area thereof as a result of such order shall be entitled to full corn-
pensatmoii by the operator at their regular rates of pay, in addition to
pay rece red for woik performed after such order was issued, for the
period begmiiiing when such order was issued and ending when such
irder is coiiiphed with, vacated, or terminated.

Jjsorjra ion. (b)(1) No person shall discharge or in any other way discriminate
gamnst. or cause to be discliared or discriminated against ny miner
or any authorized representative of miners by reason of the fact that
siudi miner or representative (A) has notified the Secretary or his
authorized representative of any alleged violation or danger,(B) has
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filed, instituted, or caused to be filed or instituted any proceeding
under this ct, or (C) has testified or is about to tetify in any pro-
ceeding resulting from the administration or enforcenient of the pio-
visions of this Act.

() Any miner or a representative of miners who l)elieves thiit. lie
has been di.charged or otherwise discriininted against by any pei011
in violation of paragraph (1) of this subsection may, within thirty
(lays after such viol:ition occurs, apply to the Secretary for a review
of such alleged discharge or discrimination. A copy of the applicatioii
hull be enr. to such person who shall be the respondent. Upon receil)t.
of such applicution, the Seeretary shall cause such investigation to he
inude a he deems appropriate. Such investigation shall prv ide LII

opportunity for a public lieiring at the request of any p rty to enable
the parties to pi'esent information relating to such violation. The
lmrties shall be given written notice of the time and ilice of the heur-
lug at least five days l)1ior to the heuring. iiy such hearing shall be
of record and shall be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the Fiiited
states Code. 'Upon receiving the report of such investigatioi. the 80 Stat. 384.

Secretary shall make. findings of fact. If he finds that such violation
did occur, he slitll issue a decision, incorpotat ing an or(1et therein.
requiring the person committing such viohition to take such Lifirma—
tive action to abate the violation as the Secretary deems al)1)rol)riate.
including, but not limited to, the i.ehirnir or reiiistatenient of the
miner or representative of miners to his onner position with bark
pay. If he finds that thei'e was no such violation, lie shall issue ui otder
denying the application. Such order shall incorporate the Seteturys
findings therein. Any order issued by the Secretary under this para-
graph shall be subject to judicial review in accorthince with ectioi1
106 of this Act. Violations by any person of parigrapl1 (1) of this
subsection shall be subject to the provisions of sections 108 and 109(a)
of this title.

(3) Whenever an order is issued under this siibsect ion, at the request.
of the ipp1icuit. a .suni equal to the aggiegnte amount of all costS and
expenses (iiichuding the ittorney's fees) as determined by the Secre-
tary to have been reusoiLably incurred by the applicnnt fot. or in con-
iiection with, the institution and prosectition of such proceedings. halh
be asseSSe(l agiinst the person committing such violation.

REPORTS

SF.C. 111. (a) AU iccideuts, inclutling uniiitentional roof falls
(except in aiLv abandoned panels or in areis which re iiiaceesibhe
or unsafe for nspect.ions), shall be investigated by the operator or his
agent to cletermiuie the cause and the means of preventmg a recurrence.
Records of such accidents, roof falls, and. investigations shall be kept
and the information shall be made available to the Secretary or his
authorized representative and the appropriate State agency. Such
records shall be open for inspection by interested persons. Such rec-
ords shall include man-hours worked and shall be reported for periods
determined by the Secretary, but at least annually.

(b) In addition to such records as are specifically required by this
Act., every operator of a coal mine shall establish and maintain such
records, make such reports, and provide such information, as the
Secretary may reasonably require from time to time to enable him to
perform his functions under this Act. The Secretary is authorized to
compile, analyze, and publish, either in summary or detailed form,
such reports or information so obtained. Except to the extent other-

38—672 0 - 70 — 3
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wise specifically provided by this Act, all records, information,
reports, findings, notices, orders, or decisions required or issued pur-
sualit to or under this Act may be published from time to time. inn

Secrs, be released to any interested person, and shall be made available for
a;a±1ai1it'. public inspection.

TITLE IT—INTERIM MANDATORY HEALTH STAN:DAR.DS

COVERAGE

SEc. 201. (a) The provisions of sections 202 through 206 of this title
791. and the applicable proisions of section 318 of title III shall be

interim mandatoiv health standards applicable to all underground
coal mines until superseded in w-hole or in part by improved manda-
tory health standards promulgated by the Secretary under the pro-

745.. visions of section 101 of this Act, and shall be enforced in the same
manner and to the same extent as any mandatory health standard
promulgated under the provisions of section 101 of this Act. Any
orders issued in the enforcement of the interim standards set forth
in this title shall be subject to review as provided in title I of this Act.

(b) Among other things. it is the purp9se of this title to l)rOvide, to
the grentest. extent. possible. that the working conditions in each under-
ground coal mine are sufficiently free of respirable dust concentra-
tions in the mine atmosphere to permit each miner the opportunity
to work uiidergrouncl during the period of his entire adult working
life without incurring any disability from pneuinoconiosis or any
other occupation-related disease during or at the end of such period.

DtST ST.XD.IU) .ND RESPIRATORY EQrIr3rET

SEC. 202. (a) Each operator of a coal mine shall take accurate sam-
ples of the amount of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere to which
e;c1i miner in the active workings of such mine is exposed. Such
s;iiuples shall be taken by any device approved by the Secretary and
the Secretury of Health, Education, and Welfare and in accordance
wit-h such methods, at such locations, at such. intervals, and in such
mn;inner ns the Secretaries shall prescribe in the Federal Register with-
ii ixtv clays from the date of enactment of this Act and from time to

time thereafter. Such samples shall be transmitted to the Secretary in
ni;inner established by hun, and analyzed and recorded by him in a

m:inner that will assure application of the provisions of sectioi 104(i)
f this Act. when the aI)pIIcable limit on the eomicemitrntiomi of vespir-
l)le dust required to be maintained under this section is exceeded. The
results of such samples shall also be made available to the operator.
Each operator shall report and certify to the Secretary at such inter-
vals as the Secretary may require as to the conditions in the active
w-orkings of the coal mine, including, but not limited to, the iverage
number of working holrs worked during each shift, the quantity and
velocity of air regularly reaching the working faces, the method of
mining, the amount and pressure of the water, if any, reaching the
working faces, and the number, location, and type of sprays if any,
used.

(b) Except. as otherwise proided in this subsection—
(1) Effective on the operative date of this title, each operator

shall continuously maintain the average concentration of respirt-
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ble du't in the niiiie ltrnos1)here duiinz each shift to which eic1i
miner in the active workings of such mine is exposed at or below
3.1) milligrams of respirable dust per cubic meter of air.

() Effective three years after the date of enactment of this Act,
each operator shall continuously maintain the average concentra-
tion of respirable dust in the mine atmosplieie during each shift
to which each miner in the active workings of such mine is exposed
at or be'ow .O 2nilligrams of respirable dust per cubic meter of
air.

(3) Any operator who determines that he will be unable, usin ?Jonconicliance
available technology, to comply with the provisiolis of panigiapli peit.
(1) of this subsection, or the provisions of paragraph () of tIii

subsection, as appropriate, may file with the Paiiel, no later than
sixty clays prior to the effective late of the applicable ieSl)irtl)le
dust standard established by such paragraphs, an application for
a permit for noncompliance. If, iii the case of an application for
a perni it for noncompl i;ince with t lie :;.O mill igia in st uda r(l
established by paragraph (1) of this subsection, the appIiridoii
satisfies the requirements of subsection (c) of this section, the
Panel shall issue a permit for noiicoiiiplince to the operitor. If,
in the case of an application for a permit for noiicomplince. with
the .() milligram staiiclard established by paragripli () of tlii
snhsection, the application satisfies the requireineiits of subsec-
tion (c) of this section and the Panel cleteiinines that the ippli—
amit will he unable to comply vitli such standard, the Piiiel slnll

ssne to the operator a permit for noncompliance.
(4) In any case in which in operator, who has heeti iSIie(I t Peit

permit (inc'uding a renewal permit) for noncompliance iiiider renewal.
this section, determines, not more than ninety chiys prior to the
expiration date of such permit, that, he still is unable to comply
with the tndard established by piragraph (1) of this subsection
or the standard established by paragr;iph () of this subsection,
as appropriate, he may file with the Panel an application for
iemiewal of the permit. Upon receipt of such applicitioii the
Panel, if it determines, after all interested persons have beeii
notified and given an opportunity for a public hearing niuler sec-
tion of thi.s Act, th;it the application is in compliance wtli the nte, 744.
provisions of subsection (c) of this section, and tli;it the applicaiit
will be unaMe to comply with such standard, may renew th
pernl it.

() Aimy such permit. or reimewnl thereof so issued sliill be in Peit
effect for a period not to exceed one year and shall entitle the teinatior..
permittee during such period to maintain continuously the aver-
ge concentr;ition of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere dur-
in each shift n the workiiig places of such mine to which the
lemit applie.s at a level specified by the Pinel, which shall he at
the lowest level which the application shows the conditions, tech-
nology applicable to such mine, and other available and effective
control techniques and methods will permit, hut in no event 1ia1l

such eveI exceed 4.5 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air

during the period when the 3.0 milligram standard is in effect

or 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air during the period

when the 2.0 milligram standard is in effect.

(6) No permit or renewal thereof for noncompliance shall
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entitle any operator to an extension of time beyond eighteen
months from the date of enactment of this Act to comply with
the 3.0 milligram standard established by paragraph (1) of this
subsection, or beyond seventy-two months from the date of enact-
ment of this Act to comply with the 2.0 milligram standard
established by paragraph (2) of this subsection.

(c) Any application for an rntal or renewal pernit made pur-
uant to this section shall contain—

(1) a representation by the applicant and the engmeer con-
ducting the survey referred to in paragraph (2) of this subsec-
tion that the applicant is unable to comply with the standard
applicable under subsection (b) (1) or (b) (2) of tlus section at
specified working places because the technology for reducing the
concentration of respirable dust at such places is not available,
or because of the lack of other effective control techniques or
methods, or because of any combination of such reasons;

(2) an identification of the working places in such mine far
which the permit is requested: the results of an engineering sur-
vey by a certified engineer of the respirable dust conditions of
each working place of the mine with respect to which such appli-
cation is filed and the ability to reduce such dust to the level
required to be maintained rn such place under this section; a
description of the ventilation system of the mine and its capacity;
the quantity and velocity of air regularly reaching the working
faces; the method of mining; the amount and pressure of the
water, if any, reaching the working faces; the number, location,
and type of sprays, if any; action taken to reduce such dust; and
such ot1er information as the Panel may require; and

(3) statements by the applicant and the engineer conducting
such survey, of the means and methods to be employed t achieve
compliance with the applicable standard, the progress made
toward achieving comphance, and an estimate of when compli-
ance can be achieved.

ethctor (d) Beginning six months after the operative date of this title andschedule, from time to time thereafter, the Secretary o Health, Education, andestablishrert. Welfare shall establish, in accordance with the provisions of sectionr.te, . 745. 101 of this Act, a schedule reducing the average concentration of
respirable (lust. in the mine atmosphere during each shift to which
each miner in the actwe workings is exposed below the levels estab-
lished in this section toa level of personal exposure which vill prevent
nev mcidences of res1)ratorv disease and the further development ofsuch disease m any person. ucli schedule shall specify the minimum
time necessary to aclueve such levels taking into consideratiort present
and future advancements in technology to reach these levels.

(e) References to concentrations of respirable dust in this titlemeans the average concentration of respirable dust if measured withan MRE instrument or such equwalent concentratrnns if measured
with another device approved by the Secretary and the Secretary ofHealth, Education, and Welfare. As used in thrs title, the term "MREirstruent. instrument" means the gravimetric dust sampler with four channel
horizontal elutriator developed by the Mining Research Establishmentof the National Coal Board, London, England.

"Avere (f) For the purpose of this title, the term "average concentration"
corcentrtior." means a determinatrnn which accurately represents the atmospheric

conditions with regard to respirable dust to which each miner in the
active workrngs of a mine is exposed (1) as measured, during the 18
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month period following the date of enactnient of this Act, over a nuin—
ber of continuous pio(luction shifts to be deternitned by tue Secreta ty
and the ecretlrv of Flealth, Eclucatioti, and Welfare, iiid ) as iiiea—
ured thereafter, over a .iinzle shift univ. unless the Seuretarv and tIit
Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare find. in aceo(lan(e wit Ii
the of sectton 101 of this Act, thit such single shift ineas- P. .45.
urement will not, after applying valid statisticil techniques to nci
nieasurenient, accurately represent such itinosplieiic conditions dni-
iiig such shift.

(g) The Secretaiv shall cause to be made such frequent spot ilispee- spot
tions as he deenis aipproptiate of the active workings of coal mines fo I rs'e:
the purpose of obtaining complialice with the provisions of this title.

(Ii) Respiratory equipment approved by the ecretarv and the et-
retlry of Health, Education, and Welfare sliill be niade availal)le to
all persons whenever exposed to concentrations of respitable. dust in
excess of the levels required to be maintained under this Act. Fse of
respirators shall Hot be substituted for envitouniental control measures
in the active workings. Each operator shall niaintain a upplv of epi.
tatoty equipment adequate to deal with oecutteI1(es ot u()neetlttat()its
of resl)llal.1e (lust. in the mine atmosphere in exes ot the leveLs
requ i red to be ma inta med under this Act.

MEDICAL EX.MIN.-TIUNS

SEC. O3 (a) The operator of a coal mine shaH cooperate with the
Secretary of Heiltli, Fiducnt ion, ind Welfare in making available
to each miner working in a coal nhine the opportiuiitv to have a chest
roentenogrm within eighteen months after the date of enactment
of this Act, a second chest roentgenograrn within three veais there-
after, and subsequent chest. roentgenogranis at such intervals there-
after of not to exceed five years as the Secretary of Health, Education.
ind Welfare prescribes. Each worker who begins work in a coal mine
for the first time shill be given, as soon as possible after commence-
ment of his employment, and again three yenr later if he is still
engaged in coal mining, a chest roentgenogrnni and in the event the
second such chest roentgenograni shows evidence of the development
of pneuinoconiosis the worker shall be given, two years later if lie is
still engaged in coal mining, an additiomil chest roentgenogram. ll
chest roentgenograms shall be. given in accordance with specifications
prescribed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and
shall be supplemented by such other tests as the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare deems necessary. The films shall be retid
ind chissified in a manner to be prescribed by the Secretirv of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and tile results of each reading on eich such
person and of such tests shall be submitted to the Secretary iiid to
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, iiicl. at. the request
of the niiner. to his physician. Tile Secretary shall also submit such
results to such miner iiid advise him of his rights under this At
related thereto. Such speciticatmon, readings, chissLticatious. ucl tests
shall, to the greitest degree possible, he uniforni for all coal mines
ind miiirs in such mines.

(b) (1) On and after tile operative (late of this title, aiiv nuiier
who, ill the judgment of the Secretary of Health. Educatioii, and Wel-
fare based upon such reading or other medical exiniinitions, shows
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evidence of the development of pneumoconiosis shall be afforded the
option of transferring from his position to another position in any
area of the mine, for such period or' periods as may be necessary to
prevent further development of such disease, where the concentration
of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere is not more than 2.0 milli-
grams of dust per cubic meter of air.

(2) Effective three years after the date of enactment of this Act,
any miner who, in the judgment of the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare based upon such reading or other medical examina-
tions. shows evidence of the development of pneilinoconiosis shall be
afforded the option of transferring from his position to another posi-
tion in any area of the mine, for such period or periods as may be
necessary to prevent further development, of such disease, where the
concentration of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere is not more
than 1.0 millorams of dust per cubic meter of air, or if such level is
not attainable in such mine, to a position in such mine where the con-
centration of respirable dust. is the lowest attainable below .0 milli-
grams per cubic meter of air.

(3) Any miner so transferred shall receive compensation for such
vork at not less than the regular rate of pay' received by him immedi-
ately prior to his transfer.

(c) No payment may be required of any miner in connection with
any examination or test given him pursuant to this title. Where such
examinations or tests cannot be given, due to the lack of adequate med-
ical or other necessary facilities or personnel, iii the locality where the
miner resides, arrangements shall be made to have them conducted, in
accordance with the provisions of this title, in such locality by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, or by an appropriate
person, agency, or institution, public or private, under an agreement
or arrangement between the Secretary of Health, Education, ud
Welfare and such person, agency, or institution. The operator of the
mine shall reimburse the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfa:re,
or such agency, or institution, as the case may be, for the cost
of conducting each examination or test made, in tccordance with this
title, and shall pay whatever other costs are necessary to enable the
miner to take such examinations or tests.

AutoPsy. (d) If the death of any active miner occurs in any coal mine, or if
the death of any active or inactive miner occurs in any other place, the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized to provide
for an autopsy to be performed on such miner, with the consei:t of his
surviving widow or. if he has no such widow, then with the consent
of his surviving next. of kin. The results of such autopsy shall be sub-
initted to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and, with
the consent of such survivor, to the miner's physician or other inter-
ested person. Such autopsy shall be paid for by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

DUST FROM DRILLING ROCK

SEC. 204. The dust resulting from drilling in rock shall be controlled
by the use of permissible dust collectors, or by water or water with a
wetting aent, or by ventilation, or by any other method or device
approved by the Secretary which is at least as effective in controlling
such dust. espmratory equipment approved by the Secretary and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall be provided per-
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sons exposed for short periods to inhalation hazards from gas, dusts,
fumes, or mist. When the exposure is for prolonged periods, other
measures to protect such persons or to reduce the hazard shall be
taken.

D5T 5TANDARD WHEN QUARTZ Is PRESENT
SEC. 205. In coal minhg operations where the concentration of

respirable dust in the mine atmosphere of any working place con-
tains more than 5 per centum quartz, the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and 'Welfare shall prescribe an appropriate formula for
determining the applicable respirable dUst standard under this title
for such working place and the Secretary shall apply such formula
in carrying out his duties under this title.

NOISE STANDARD

SEC. 206. On and after the operative date of this title, the standards
on noise prescribed under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, as
amended, in effect October 1, 1969, shall be applicable to each coal 49 Sat. 2035.
mine and each operator of such mine sha:ll comply with them. Within 41

six months after the date of enactment Of this Act, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall establish, and the Secretary
shall publish, as provided in section 101 Of this Act, proposed manda- Ae, p. 745.
tory health standards establishing maximum noise exposure levels for
all underground coal mines. Beginning six months after the opera-
tive date of this title, and at intervals of at least every six months
thereafter, the operator of each coal mine shall conduct, in a manner
prescribed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, tests
by a qualified person of the noise level at the mine and report and
certify the results to the Secretary and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In meeting such standard under this sec
tion, the operator shall not require the use of any rotective device
or system, including personal devices, which the Secretary or his
authorized representative finds to be hazardous or cause a hazard
to the miners in such mine.

TITLE Ill—INTERIM MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS
FOR UNDERGROUND COAL MINES

COVERAGE

SEC. 301. (a) The provisions of sections 3O2 through 318 of this
title shall be interim mandatory safety standards applicable to all
underground coal mines until superseded in whole or in part by
improved mandatory safety standards promulgated by the Secretary
under the provisions of section 101 of this Act, and shall be enforced in
the same manner and to the same extent as any mandatory safety
standard promulgated under section 101 of this Act. Any orders issued
in t.he enforcement of the interim standards set forth in this title shall
be subject to review as provided in title I of this Act..

(b) The purpose of this title is to provide for the immediate applica-
tion of mandatory safety standards developed on the basis of experi-
ence and advances in technology and to prevent newly created hazards
resulting from new technology in coal mining. The Secretary shall
immediately initiate studies, investigations, and resenrch to further
upgrade such standards and to develop and promulgate new and
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improved .standnrd ironiptly thnt will provide incrense(I protection
to the miners, particularly in connection with hazards fron,i trolley
wires, trolley feeder wires, and signal wires, the splicing and use of
trailing cables, and in connection with improvements in vulcanizing of
electric conductors, improvement in roof control measures, methane
dtainage iii advance of mining, improved methods of measuring met;h.
nne. and other explosive gnse and oxygen concentrations, find the use
of improved underground equipment and other sources of power for
sueh equipment.

odifications. () IpOn petition by the operator orthe representative of mme:rs,
the Secretary iiiiv modify the application of nnv mandatory snfety
4tnn(lard to n mine if the Secretary determines that an alternative
izietliod of acliie'imig the result of such standard exists which will at
;ll times guarnntee no ]ess than the same measure of protection
ttorde.d the millers of such mine by such standard, or that the appl ica—

lion of such standard to such mine will re.suilt. in a dirnimmution of safety
to the miners in such mine. Upon receipt of such petition the Secretary
shall publish notice thereof and gie notice to the operator or the epre
sentative of miners in the nfiected mine, as appropriate, and shall
cause such investigation to be made as he deems appropriate. Suth
nvestigntioii lull Provide an opportunity for a public hearing, at the

lequest of such operator or representative or other interested party,
to ennI)Ie the operntoi and the repre.sentative of miners in such mine
or other interested l)alty to pmesemit information relating to the modifi—
v1tl)n of suehi standard. The Secretary shall issue a decision incorpo-
ratmg his fimlLngs of faet therein, and send a copy thereof to the
)I)emato1 or the representative of the miners, as nppropriate. Any such
henring shall he. of reeord and shall be subject to section 554 of title

BC Stat. 384. 5 of the I nited States Code.
(d) In any case where the provisions of sections 302 to 318, inchi-

ive, of this title provide that certain actions, conditions, or require-
ment.s shall be cirried out a prescribed by the Secretary, or the
Secretnry of Health, Education, and Welfare, as approprinte, the
l)1o\lsiois of seetion 1 of title i of the [nited States Code shall
;ipplv unless either Secmetamv otherwise provides. Before grmting any
exeeptmoti to a mnandntor safet standard as authorized by this title,
the hiidings of the Secretary or his authorized representative shall be
made public and shall be availnhle to the representative of the miners
tt the ;iilected eoal mine.

flOOF SUPPORT

SEC. 3O. (a) Each operator shall undertake to carry out on a
(ontiInung basis a program to improve the roof control system of
each eoal mine and the mnenns and measures to accomplish such sys—
teni. The roof imid ribs of all nctive underground roadways, travel-
Ways, :iiid working places shall he supported or otherwise controlled
8(lqu18telV to protect persons from falls of the roof or ribs. A roof
eontrol plnn and revisions thereof suitable to the roof conditions and
milling system of each coal mine and approved by the Secretary shall
he ado1)ted ;und set out in printed form within sixty days after the
operitiv date of this title. The plan shall show the type of support
and spacing approved by the Secretary. Such plan shall be reviewed
l)erioclically, at least every six months by the Secretary, taking into
ronsideration any falls of roof or ribs or inadequacy of support of
roof or ribs. No peon shall proceed beyond the last permanent sup-
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port iiiiles ndeqiiate teiiIportiy ii[)l)Ort is [)io(le(l or iinles ucii
tempora iv ti1)J)OVt is Hot ieqtilre(l tinder t lie 11)pioved root corn vol
pln and the absence of such uppoit. vill not pose t liaza 1(1 to the
miners. A Copy of the plan shall be furnished the Secretni ni uk
ttithorizel representative nnd shall be available to the iti inei and

their re1)resentaties.
b) The method of muing followed in tny emil mine hiahl uit

expose the niiner to unusual dangers from roof falls ciiised by exce-
sive widths of rooms and entries or faulty pilhir recover nir Rods. -

(c ) The operator, in iccorda nce wit Ii t lie apl)iovecl I han. hiahl pru—
vide at or near each working face and a Such! other locations Iii the
coal mine ns the Secrettrv may piesciibe a ii iiiiple ul)l)lv of uitl!)Ie
materials ot piopei size with w-hich to secure the roof of all working
places in a safe manner. Safety posts, jacks, or other apl)rove(l deviue
shall be used to protect the workmen when roof niterial is being tl!Ii
clown, crossbars are being installed, roof boltholes are beiii drilled.
roof bolts are being installed, and in such other circiinistnllees as iiiiy
he appropriate. Loose roof ind overhanging or loose ficeui'l rih
hiall he taken down or supported. Eeept in the cie of reuei vorIc
ll!)pnrts knocked out shall be replaced promptly.

(d) When iiistahlatioii of roof bolts is perniittecL suchi iof boIN
ha1l be tested in accordance with the approved roof control h)hahi.

(e) Roof bolts shall not be recovered where complete extratioii of
pillars are attempted, where adjaceit to clay veiii, or at the hoitiuii
of other irregularities,, whether natural or othiervise that iiidiice
tbnormal hazards. Where roof bolt recovery is permitted, it hiaIl l
rouducteci only in tccordance w-ih iuethods l)iesci'iI)ecl in the approved
roof control plan. and shall be conducted by experienced miners liid
only where ndequate temporary support is provided.

(f) Where miners are exposed to danger from falls of roof. fae.
and ribs the operator shall examine and test the roof face, and ril
before any work or machine is started, and as frequently thereafter
may be necessary o insure safety. When dniigerous conditions ate
found, they shall be corrected immediately.

VENTILTION

SEc. 303. (a) All coal mines shall be ventilated by niecIitii ical veit—
tilation equipment installed and operated in a manner approved by iii
authorizea representative of the Secretary and such equiplilelit hmll
1 e examined daily and a record II be kept of such exa ml urn t ion.

(b) All active workings shall be ventilated by a current of air eu-
taming not less than 19.5 volume l)e1 cenum of oxygen not more lttii
0.5 volume per centum of ca iboii (liOX ide, and no harmful quantities of
other noxious or 1)oisonoUs gases and the volume and velocity of the
current. of air tha1l be sufficient to dilute, render haiunless, and to carry
away, flammable, explosive, noxiots, and harmful gases, and dust. tn(l
smoke and explosive fumes. The minimum qlutlitity of tir rearhin the
last open crosscut in any pair or set ot developng entries and the last.
pei crosscut in any ur or se of rooms sun II he nine thousand cul >ic
feet a minute, and the minimum quantity of air recliing the intnke
end of a Pillar line shall be nine thousand cubic feet a ninute. The
minimum quantity of air in any coal mine reaching each working face
shall be three thousand cubic feet a minute. Within three months after
the operahve (late of this title, the Secretary shall prescribe the nitni—
mum velocity and quantity of air reaching each working face of each
coal mine in order to render harmless and carry away methane and

38—672 0 - 70 - 4
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other explosive gases and to reduce the level of respirable dust to the
lowest attainable level. The authorized representative of the Secretary
niav require in any coal mine a grenter qu;uititv and velocity of ;lir
when he finds it necessary to protect the health or safety of miners.
Within one year after the operative date of this title, the Secretary or
his authorized representative shall prescribe the maximum respirable
dust level in the intake aircourses in each coal mine in order to reduce
such level to the lowest, attainable level. In robbing areas of anthracite
mines, where the air currents cannot be controlled and measurements
of the air cannot be obtained, the air shall have perceptible movement.

c) (1) Properly installed and adequately mainta!ned line brattice
or other approved devices shall be continuously used from the last
open crosscut of an entry or room of each working section to provide
adequate ventilation to the working faces for the miners and to remove
flanmiable, explosive, and noxious gases, dust, and explosive fumes,
unless the Secretary or his authorized represeiitative permits an excel?-
tion to this requirement, where such exception will not pose a hazard
to the miners, When damaged by falls or otherwise, such line brattice
or other devices shall be repaired immediately.

() The space between the line brattce or other approved device
and the rib shall be large enough to permit the flow of a sufficient vol-
uine and velocity of air to keel) the working face clear of flammable,
explosive, and noxious gases, dust, and explosive fumes.

(3) Brttice cloth used underground shall be of flame-resistant
material.

?re—shift ((1) (1) Within three hours immediately preceding the beginning
exaninations. of aiiy shift, and before any miner in such shift. enters the active work-

ings of a coal mine, certified persons desig]lated by the operator of the
mine shall examine such workings and any other underground area
of the mine designated by the Secretary or hs authorized representa-
tive. Each such examiner shall examine every working section in such
workings and shall make tests in each such working section for
:cciiniu1ntions of methane with means approved by the Secretary for
detecting methane and shall make tests for oxygen deficiency with a
l)ei'nussihle flame safety lamp or other means approved by the Secre-
trv: exnmine seals and doors to determine whether they are functiorL-
ing Prol)erly: examine and test the roof, face, and rib conditions in
such working section; examine active roadways, travelwavs, and belt
c)nvevors on which men are carried, approaches to abandoned areas,
and accessible falls in such section for hazards test by means of an
aieinonwter or other device approved by the Secretary to determine
whether the iir in each split is traveling in its proper course and in
notimil volume and velocity: and examine for such other hazards and
viol;itiojis of the mandatory henith or safety standards, as an uthoi'—
ized representative of the Secretary may from time to time require.
Belt convevors on which coal is carried shall be examined aftr each
coal-producing shift has begun. Such mine examiner shall place hs
initials and the date and time at all places he examines. If such mine
examiner finds a condition which constitutes a violation of a manda.—
tory health or safety standard or any condition which is hazardous to
p• who may enter or be in such area, he shall indicate such
hazai'douis place b posting a "DANGER" sign conspiiouslv at all
points which persons entering such hazardous place would be requirec
to pass, and shall notify the operator of the mine. No person, other
than an authorized representative of the Secretary or a State mine
inspector or persons authorized by the operator to enter such place
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for the purpose of eliminating the hizarclous conclitioii therein, shall
enter such place while such sign is so posted. Upon completing his
examiiiation, such mine examiner shall report the results of his
examination to a person, designated by the operator to receive such
reports at a designated station on the surface of the mine, before other
persoils enter the underground areas of such mine to work in such
shift., Each such mine examiner shall also record the results of his ecos.
examination with ink or indelible pencil in a book approved by the
secretary kept for such purpose in an area on the surface of the
mine chosen by the operator to minimize the danger of destruct ion by
fire or other hazard, and the record shall be open for inspection by
interested persons.

('2) No person (other than certified persons designated under tlii
subsection) shall enter any underground arel, except during any hft.
unless an examination of such area as prescribed in this subsection
has been made within eight hours immediately preceding his entrance
into such area.

(e) At least once during each coal-prothcin shift, or more often
if necessary for safety, each working section shall be exiniined for
hazardous conditions by certified persons designated by the operator
to do so. Any such coiiditioii shnll be corrected inimediatelv, If iicli
condition creates an imminent danger, the operator shuhl withdniw
all persons from the area affected by snch condition to a safe area,
except those persons referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, until the Ante, . 751.
danger is abated. Such examination shall include tests for inethiine
with a nieans approved by the Secretary for detecting iiiethine :ind
for oxygen deficiency with a permissible flame safety lamp or other
means approved by the Secretary.

(f) In addition to the pre-shift and daily examinations required by Weekly
this section, examinations for hazardous conditions, including tests exainations
for methane, and for compliance with the. muiidatorv health or stfety for hazaous
standards, shall be made at least once each week by a certified person conditor.s.
designated by the operator in the return of each split of ar where it
enters the main return, on pillar falls, at seals, in the main return, at
least one entry of each intake and return aircourse in its entirety, idle
workings, and, insofar as safety considerations permit, abandoned
areas. Such weekly examination need not be made during any veek iii
which the mine is idle for the entire week, except that such eamina-
tion shall be made before any other miner returns to the mine, The
person making such examinatiolis incl tests shall place Iii iii itia1 and
the dute ind time at the places examined, and if ally 1iiz:rdous I'Ofl-
(lition is found, such condition shall he reported to the opei'ntor
promptly. Any hazurdous coiidition shall be corrected immediately.
If such condition creates an imminent danger, the operator shall with-
draw all persons from the area affected by such condition to a safe
area, except those persons referred to in sectioii 104(d) of this Act,
until such danger is abated. A record of these examinations, tests, and ecos.
actions taken shall be recorded in ink or indelible pencil in a book
approved by. the Secretary kept for such purpose in n area on the
surface of tie mine chosen by the mine operator to minimize time dun-
ger of destruction by fire or other hazard, and the record shall be open
for inspection by interested persons.

(g) At least once each week, a qualified person shall nieaure the Wee:1y
volume of air entering the main intakes and leaving the main returns. vent ±1aion
the vo'ume passing through the last open crosscut in any pair or set of exanuinations.
deve'oping entries and the last open crosscut in any pair or set of
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rooms. die volume and, when the Secretary so prescribes, the velocity
reaching each working face, the volume being delivered to the intake
end of each pillar line, and the volunie at the intake and return of each?ecrds. split of air. A record of such measurements shall be recorded in ink or
indelible pencil in a book approved by the Secretary kept for such
ppose in an area on the surface of the coal mine chosen by the opera-
tor to minimize the danger of destruction by fire or other hazard, and
the record shall be open for inspection by interested persons.

(1k) (1) At the start of each shift. tests for methane shall be madeexnations. at. each working place immediately before electrically operated equip-
nient is energized. Such tests shall be made by qualified persons.
If 1.u volume p' cennun or more of methane is detected, electrical
equipment shall not be energized. taken into, or operated in, such
working place until the air therein contains less than 1.1) volume pe.r
centum of methtne. Examinations for methane shall be made during
the operation of such equipment at intervals of not more than twenty
minutes during each shift, unless more frequent examinations ire
required by an authorized representative of the Secretary. In con-
ducting such tests, such person shall use means approved by the
Secretary for detecting methane.

(2) If at any time the air at tiny working place. when tested at a
point not less than twelve inches from the roof. face, or rib, contains
1.0 volume per centum or more of methane, changes or adjustments
shall h made at once in the ventilation in such mine so that such air
shall contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of methane. While such
changes or adjustments are underway and until they have been
achieved, power to electric face equipment located in such place shall
be cut off, no other work shall be permitted in such place, and due
precautions shall be carried out under the direction of the operator
or his agent so as not to endanger other areas of the mine. I:f at any
time such air contains 1.5 volume per centum or more of methane,

Ante, . 751. all peI'sos, except those referred to in section 104(d) of this Act. shall— be w-ithdrawii from the area of the mine endangered thereby to a safe
area, and all electric power shall be cut off from the endangered area
of the mine, until the air in such working place shall contain less than
1.0 volume per cent uni of methane.

(i) (1) If. hen tested, a split of air returning from any working
section contains 1.0 volume per ceiitum or more of methane, changes
or adjuistmnent.s shall be made at once in the ventilation in the mine so
that such returning air shall contain less than 1.0 volume per centum
of methane. Tests under this paragraph and paragraph (2) of this
subsection shall be made at four-hour intervals during each shift by
a (ILmalified person designated by the operator of the mine. In makingsuch tests. such person shall use means approved by the Secretary
for detecting methane.

(2) If, when tested, a split of air returning from any working
Section contains 1. volume per centum or more of methane, all persons,
except. those persons referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, shall
be withdrawn from the area of the mine endangered thereby to a safe
area and all electric power shall be cut off from the endangered area
of the mine, until the air in such split shall contain less than 1.0 vol-ume per centurn of methane.

(3) In virgin territory, if the quantity of air in a split ventilating
the active workings in such territory equals or exceeds twice the mini-
mum volume of air prescribed in subsection (b) of this section for thelast open crosscut, if the air in the split returning from such workings
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does not ptss over trolley wires or trolley feeder wires, and if a certi-
fied deSigllnte(l by the operator is continua liv testing the
methane content of the air in such split (luring mining operations in
such workings, it shall be necessary to withdraw all I)eisons, except-
those referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, from the area of the Ante, o. 751.
mine endangered thereby to a safe area and all electric power shall
be cut off from the endangered area only when the air returning from
iich workings contains .() volume per centuin or more of methane.

(j) Air which has pnsed by an opening of ally abuinloned area
shall not be used to ventilate any working place in the coal mine if
iich air coutnins O.5 volume per centiini or more of mnerliamie. Exami-
nations of such air 1iall he iiiade (luring the 1)1e—htt examination
required by subsection (ci) of this section. In niakiii- such tests, a
eertified person designated by the operator shall use means approved
by the Secretary for (letecting methane. br the purposes of tlii sub-
ecion, an area within a pel shall not be deemed to be ;ib;uidoiied
until such panel is abandoned.

(k) Air that has passed through in abandoned a yea or a ii area
which is inaccessible or uiiafe for inspection shall not be used to venti-
late any working place in any mine. No air vhich has been used to
ventilate an area. from which the pillars have been removed shall be
iied to ventilate any working place in a mine, except that such air, if
it does not contain 0.25 volume per centum or more of methane. mmiv be
used to ventilate enough advancing working places inunecliatehv adju-
rent to the line of retreat to mintaiii an orderly sequence of pillar
!ecoverv on a set of entries.

(1) The Secretary or his authorized representative shall require, ethane
as an additiouttl device for detecting concentrations of methane, that or.1to r.
a methnne monitor,. approved as reliable by the Secretary after the
operative (bLte of this title, be installed, 'lien avuiliLbie. on any electric
face cutting equipment, continuous miner. longwnll face equipment.
;Lnd loadmig ninc.hine, except that no monitor shall be required to be
installed on an such equipment. prior to the clttte on which such
equipment. is required to be perniisib1e under section :O5(a) of this
title. When installed on any such eqiiipnient, such monitor shall be ?os-t, p. 775.
kept operative and propeihy maintaine(l antI frequently tested as pre-
scribed by the Secretary. The sensing (levice of such monitor 1ial] be
installed is rhose to the working face as prtct1(ble. Sieli monitor
shall be set to deenergize autoniatinllv such equipment when such
monitor is not operating properly and togive a warning antoimiticall
when the concentration of niethune renclies a nmxirnum percentage
determined by an iiithovized representative of the Secretary which
shall not be more than 1.0 volume per centnin of inetha ne. ii i uthor—
izetl representntive of tile Secretary shall require such monitor to
(leenergize ;mtontirahhy equipment on v1ih t is iiistalhed when the
concentration of muethauie reaches a maximum percentage determined
by such representnt lye vhi i(ll shall not 1e more- than .O volume per
centuiii of ine,tlinne.

(m) Idle ;Ln(l ah inloned areas shi:tlI be inspected for methane and
for oxygen deficiency md other dangerous conditions by a certified
person with iue;ns Lppro\-ed by the Secrefary as onn s possible but
not, more than three hours before other persons are permitted to enter
or work in sil lLnreus. Persons, iich as m1np111efl, who are required
regularly to enter such areas in the performance of their duties, and
who are trained itid qiia1ied in the-use of means approved by the
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Secretary for detecting methane and in the use of a permissible flame
safety lamp or other means approved by the Secretary for detectmg
oxygen deficiency are authorized to make such examinations for them-
selves, and each such person shall be properly equipped and shall
make such examinations upon entering any such atea.

n) Immediately before an intentional roof fall is made, pillar
workiiigs shall he e.'amiiiiied by a qualified person designated by the
operator to ascertain whether methane is present. Such person slial use
neans approved by the Secretary for detecting methane. If in such
examination methane is found in amounts of 1.0 volume per centum
or more, such roof fall shall not be made until chaiges or adjustments
:re made in the ventilation so that the air shall contain less than 1.0
volume per centuin of methane.

(o) .\. ventilation system and metlmne and dust control plan and
revisions thereof suitable to the conditions and the mining system of
the roal mine and aPPIo\ed by the Secretary shall be adopted by the
operator nd set out in printed form within ninety days tfter the
l)perMlve date of this title. The plan shall shov the type and location
u iuuechanicl ventilation equipment installed and operated in the
mine, such additional or improved equipment as the Secretary may
require. the quunntity and velocity of air reaching each working face,
:iiul such other information as the Secretary may require. Such plan
shall he reviewed by the operator and the Secretary at least. every six
11 ( )fl ths.

(p) Each operator shall provide for the proper maintennce and
mire of the. perlulissil)le flame safety lamp or any other approved device

detei-ting metlmne and oxygen deficiency by a person trained in
such maintenance, and, before each shift, care shall be taken to insure
that .siuch lamp or other device is in a permissible condition.

(q) Where. areas are being l)illared on the operative date of this title
without. bleeder entries, or without. bleeder systems or an equivalent
menus, 1)illuI recovery nuiy be completed in the area, to the extent
;ul)l)roved liv au authorized representati'e of the Secretary, if the
*(lres of pillar lines tdjacent. to active workings are ventilated with
sufficient air to keep the air n open areas along the pillar lines below
IM volume per centnm of methane.

(r) Each mechanized miniug section shall be ventilated with a sep-
;rnte split of intake air directed by overcasts, undercasts., or the
t(IIuiv;lent. excel)t an extension of time, not. in excess of nine months,
nuu'v he l)ermtttP(1 liv the Secretary, nnder such conditions as lie may
l)IscIl)e. whenever lie determines that this subsection cannot be
roInplie(1 with ouu the operative date of this title.

(s) In all underground areas of a coal mine. immediately before
ring each shot. or group of multiple shots and after blasting is corn-
pleted, examinations for methane shall be made by a qualified person
with means al)l)roved by the Secretary for detecting methane. [f meth-
liue is found in amounts of 1.0 volume per centum or more, changes
or adjustments shall be made at once in the ventilation so that the air
shall contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of methane. No shots
shall be fired until the air contains less than 1.0 volume per centum
of methane.

(t) Each operator shall adopt. a phin within sixty days after the
operative date of this title which shall provide that when any mine
fan stops, iinmdiate action shall be taken by the operator or his agent
(1) to withdraw all piis from the workng sections, (2) to cut off
the pveI in the mine in a timely manner, (3) to provide for restora-
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tion of power and resumption of work if ventilation is restored within
a reasonable period as set forth in the plan after the vorkm places
and other active worknws where methane is hkeh to accumulate are
nexaniined by a certifie person to determine if methane in amounts
f 1.0 volume ler centum or more exists therein, and (4) to provnle
ior witIidrnw! of lI l)eisois from the miie if venti]ntion cannot be
restored within such reasonable time. The plan and revsmons thereof
l)l)1ove(I liv the Seciet;trv shall be set out in printed form and a copy
1ia1I he furmiislied to the Secretary or his authorized representative.

il ) Cliamige. in ventilation which materially affect the main air
IIUVeIIt 1jIit hereof and wluc]i may affect the safety of persons

ii F lie Ca i ii inc shall be iiiacle only when the mine is idle. Only those
ersn. engaged in iiitkiiw such changes shall be permitted in the

iiiiit. during the cliuige. I'ower shnhl be removed from the areas
a ffectl by the change before work starts to make the change aid shall
not be restored until the effect of the change has been ascertained and
the affected areas determined to he safe by a certified person.

(v ) The iiiine foreman shnlh read and countersign promptly the Reports.
(iflhl rpmts of the Pie-shift exaiiiiner and nssistuit mine foremen,

id 1i liil read and countersign promptly the weekly report covering
the xaiiiiiiations for hazardous conditions. Where such reports disclose
h;tzatlous conditions, they shall be corrected promptly. If such condi—
tion ieate LII imminent danger. the operator shall withdraw all

from. or prevent any peion from entering, a.s the ease maw be,
the tr;i :iflected liv such conditions, except those persons referred to
iii t on 1U4( d) of this 4ct. until such danger is abated. The mine Ante, p. 751.
.Il)eIiIItIiIIIt or assistant superintendent of the iiiine shall also read
aiul conuteiigii the daily and weekly reports of such persons.

w ) inIi cIa-. the mine foreman aiid each of his assistants shall Daily reports.
t9tter liltinly utd sign with ink or indelible peieil in a book approved
liv t lie tcretarv provided for that purpose a report of the condition
of the iiihw or portinli thereof under his supervision, which report
Iit II st te cla nv the location tiid nature of inv hazardous condition
ol)eived liv him or iepoited to him curing the dy aid what action
va taken to iiiwdv such condition. Such 1)00k shall be kept in an
area on 1w uifaee of the mine chosen by the operator to iiiinmiz
tIns Iaitgi of lerrucr ion liv lire or other liuzard, and shall be open
tor i flsJfl(t ion liv iiiteiesred persons.

(x) Befoie a eo;il Inimie is reopened after having been abandoned or
kdaied inactive by the operutor, the Secretary shall be notified, and

an iI1sl)erttolI shall be mide of the entire mine by an authorized repre—
tntitiv of the Secretary before mining operations commence.

(v' (1 Iii any coal iltine opened after the operatire date of this
itle, lie iitiies used as intake and return aircourses shall be separated

fioiii belt liaiilae eiitries, and each operator of such mine shall limit
tlw v1o(itv of the :iir coursed through belt haulage entries •to the
amount )leeessary to provide an adequate supply of oxygen in such
entries and to insire. that the air therein shall contain less than 1.0
volume per ntum of methane, and such air shall not be used to venti-
late active working places. Whenever an authorized representative of
the Secittai finds, in the case of any coal mine opened on or prior to
tlw operative date of this title which has been developed with more
than two entries, that the conditions in the entries, other than belt
hanlae entries are such as to permit adequately the coursing of intake
or return air tltrou&i such entries, (1) the bet haulage entries shall
not be used to ventilate, unless such entries are necessai to ventilate,
active woikiiir Places, and () when the belt haulage etries are not
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necessary to ventilate tIle ict ive working p1ace, the opeIltor o IRlt
mine shall limit the velocity of the air coursed throughthe belt haul-
age entries to the amount neeestry to 1)Io ide a ii uleqimte iipply 1

oxygen in such entries, tuid to insure that the air therein lal coiit;I In
1es than 1.0 volume p centitni of iiiet1ituie.

() In any coal mine opened on or t fter t lie o1)ert lye date of ri is

title, or, in the case of a coal mine opened prior to tili date, in any
nev working section of such mine, where trolley humiliwe sivtenIs ar
niainta med and where trolley wires or trolle feeder w i iesfle
installed, an authorized me1)resentl tire of the eeuetam lit II reqii Ire a
mmfficient number of entries or rooms ts intake ii rcouie.s in order to
limit, as 1)l'esclibecl by the Secrettrv, the velocity of air curieut Un

such liiuhtgevays for the l)L111)ose of mininmiiI1g the hnza rd aso,I—
ated with fires and dust explosions in such 1iaulagevays.

(z) (1) While pillars ate being extracted in ny aret of t coal in ne.
such area shall be ventilated in the manner pIes(r hed liv t1is er on.

() IVithin nine months ifter the operat ye date of rliis title. ii
areas from which pill;tis have been vho1Iv or ' 1Y cx: Im(te( 1 a
abandoned treas, as deterniined by time Seieramv or h aittlmouize
represeuitutive, shall be ventihtted by bleeder eiitres oi hv lleedei y-
rems or equivtlemit nietiis, or be sealed, us deteiniined hv rue ietarv
or his authorized represeiititive. Whe!! ventilar ion of SIRIl I IetS i
required, such ventilittioii shall be nmintained so (oL1tinuouly rI)

dilute, render harnless, and clrry away methane inl other exploi"
aes vithin such areas and to protect the active vorkings of the unitie
from the hazards of such methane and other explosive Air
coursed through underground arets from vhili pi I laus Ii ye I ccii
wholly or partially extracted which enters aimorher split of air sIid I
not. contain more thin .O volume Per centum ot methane, vIieii tesred
at the point it enters such other split. When sealing k requited, siih
seals shall be made in an approved manner so s to isolate wir
explosion-proof bulkheads such areas from the active workings of tIi
mine.

(3) In the case of niiiie opened on cr tfter th OI)Efl1ti vi lit& 01
this title, or in the case of working sections ot)eiied nu r aftet iiiIi
(late in mines opened prior to such date, the miii hg vstem haI1
(lesinecl in accordance with a plan and revisions thereof approv&(l li
the Secretary and adopted by such operator so that. ts eteIi wor[it1g
section of the. mine is thtiicloned. it can he iolitted from the atv
vorkiwis of the mine with explcsioi—proof seals or 1)111 khieuhs.

COMIWSTTBLF. MTERI.LS .\NT) flOCK DLTTXG

SEc. 304. (a) Coal dust, including float coal clusr deposired on rnI—
dusted surfaces, loose cotl, md other eomhustihle niaterial. 1iall be
Ieaned up and not be permitted to accumulate iii ctive workings. or
on electric equipment thereiti.

(b) Where mmderrouini ni in iiig opera t ioims In trt i ye work i iigs
create or raise excessive amounts of dust. ater or viter with wet-
ting agent added to it. or other no hess effective unetlrnds approve(l by
the Secretary or his authorized representative. shall he llse(1 to i1lt
such dust. Tn working pbtces. narticuih nv in dktiiwe less rhin forty
feet from the face, vtter, with or without a vettug agent, or other
no less effective methods approved by the Secretary or his authorized
representative, shall be applied to coal dust on the ribs, roof, and floor
to reduce dispersibility and to minimize the explosion lia'ard.
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(c) All underground areas of a coal mine, except those areas in
which the dust is too wet or too high in incombustible content to propa-
gate an explosion, shall be rock dusted to within forty feet of all
working faces, unless such areas are inaccessible or unsafe to enter or
unless tne Secretary or his authorized representative permits an excep-
tion upon his finding that such exception will not pose a hazard to the
miners. All crosscuts that are less than forty feet from a working face
shall also be rock dusted.

(d) 'Where rock dust is required to be applied, it shall be distributed
upon the top, floor, and sides of all underground areas of a coal mine
and maintained in such quantities that the incombustible content of
the combined coal dust, rock dust, and other dust shall be not less than
65 per centum, but the incombustible content in the return aircourses
shall be no less than 80 per centum. Where methane is present in an
ventilating current, the per centum of incombustible content of suc
combined dusts shall be increased 1.0 and 0.4 per centum for each 0.1
per centum of methane where 65 and SO per ceritum, respectively, of
incombustibles are required.

(e) Subsections (b) through (d) of this section shall not apply to !or.app1icabi1—
underground anthracite mines. ity.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT—GENERAL

SEC. 305. (a:)(1) Effective one year after the operative date of this
title— ..

(A) all junction or distribution boxes used for making mul-
tiple power connections inby the last open crosscut shLll be
permissible;

(B) all handheld electric drills, blower and exhaust fans, elec-
tric pumps, and such other low horsepower electric face equip-
ment as the Secretary may designate within two mont.hs after the
operative date of this title which are taken into or used inby the
last open crosscut of any coal min* shall be permissible;

(C) all electric face equipment which is taken into or used
inby the last open crosscut of any coal mine classified under any
provision of law as gassy prior to the operative date of this title
shall be permissible; and

(D) all other electric face equipment which is taken into or
used inby the last crosscut of any coal mine, except a coal mine
referred to in paragraph (2) of this subsection, which has not
been classified under any provision of law as a gassy mine prior
to the operative date of this title shall be permissible.

(2) Effective four years ifter the operative date of this title, all ?erit for
electric face equipment, other than equipment referred to in pam- oncomp11arce.
graph (1) (B) of this subsection, which is taken into or used inby
the last open crosscut of any coal mine which is operated entirely in
coal seams located above the watertable and which has not been classi-
fied under any provision of law as a gassy mine prior to the operative
date of this title and in which one or more openings were made prior
to the date of enactment of this Act, shall be permissible, except that
any operator of such mine who is unable to comply with the provisions
of this paragraph on such effective date may file with the Panel an
application for a permit for noncompliance ninety days prior to such
date. If the Panel determines, after notice to all interested persons
and an opportunity for a public hearing under section 5 of this Act, Ante, p. 744.
that such application satishes the provisions of paragraph (10) of this
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subsection and that such operator, despite his diligent efforts, will be
unable to comply with such provisions, the Panel may issue to such
operator such a permit. Such permit shall entitle the permittee to an
additional extension of time to comply with the provisions of this
paragraph of not to exceed twenty-four months, as determined by the
Panel, from such effective date.

(3) The operator of each coal mine shall maintain in permissible
condition all electric face equipment required by this subsection to be
permissible which is taken into or used inby the last open crosscut of
any such mine.

(4) Each operator of a coal miiie shall, within two months after
the operative date of this title, file with the Secretary a statement
listing all electric face equipment by type and manufacturer being
used by such operator in connection with mining operations in such
iniiie as of the (late of such filing, and stating whether such equip-
ment is permissible and maintained in permissible condition or is
noiiperrnissible on such date of filing, and, if nonpermissible, whether
such nonl)ernussible equipment has ever been rated as permissible,
and such other information as the Secretary may require.urv'z, (5) The Secretary shall promptly conduct a survey as to the total:uc'11caion. availability of new or rebuilt permissible electric face equipment and
replacemeiit. parts for such equipment and, within six months after
the operative date of this title, publish the results of such survey.erit for (6) Any operator of a coal mine who is unable to comply with ther.oncorrpliarlce. provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection within one year
after the operative (late of this title may file with the Panel an appli-
cation for a permit for noncompliance. If the Panel determines that
such application satisfies the provisions of paragraph (10) of this
subsection, the Panel shall issue to such operator a permit for non-
compliance. Such permit shall entitle the permittee to an extension
of time to comply with such provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of not
to exceed twelve mouths, as determined by the ?anel, from the datethat compliance with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of this
subsection is required.

(7) Any operator of a coal mine issued a permit under paraaphreewa1. (6) of this subsection who, ninety days prior to the termination of
such permit, or renewal thereof, determines that he will be unable to
comply with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection
upon the expiration of such permit. may file with the Panel an applica-
tion for renewal thereof. TTpon receipt of such application, the Panel,
if it (leteriniiies, after notice to all interested persons and an oppor-.744. tunitv for a public hearing under section 5 of this Act, that such appli-
cation satisfies the provisions of paragraph (10) of this subsection
and that such operator, despite his diligent efforts, will be unable to
comply with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D), may renew the
permit for a period not exceeding twelve months.

(8) Any permit or renewal thereof issued pursuant. to this subsec-
tion shall entitle the permittee to use such nonpermissible electric face
equipment specified in the permit during the term of such permit.

(9) Permits for noncompliance issued under paragraphs (6) or (7)
of this subsection shall, in the aggregate, not extend tle period of
noncompliance more than forty-eight months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act.

:n±ens. (10) Any application for a permit of noncompliance filed undev
this subsection shall contain a statement by the operator—
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(A) that he is unable to comply with paragraph (1) (D) ot
paragraph () of this subsection, as appropriate, within the time
prescribed;

(B) listing the nonpermissible electric face equipment being
used by such operator in connection with mining operations in
such mine on the operative date of this title and the date of the
application by type and manufacturer for which a noncomplhince
permit is requested and whether such equipment had ever been
rated as permissible;

(C) setting forth the actions taken from and after the opera-
tive dat.e of this title to comply with paragraph (1) (D or para-
graph (2) of this subsection, as appropriate, together with a plan
setting forth a schedule of compliance with said paragraphs for
each such equipment referred to in such paragraphs and being
used by the operator in connection with mining operations in such
mine with respect to which such permit. is requested and the
means and measures to be employed to achieve compliance; and

(D) including such other information as the Panel may require.
(11) No permit for noncompliance shall be issued under this sub-

section for any nonpermissible electric face equipment, unless such
equipment was being used by an operator in connection with the
ininmg operations in a coal mine on the operative date of this title.

(12) Effective one year after the operative date of this title, all
replacement equipment. acquired for use iii any mine referred to in
this subsection shall be permissible and shall be maintained in a
permissible condition, and in the event of any major overhiul of any
item of equipment in use one year from the operative date of this title
such equipment shall be put in, and thereafter maintained in. a per-
missible condition, unless, in the opinion of the Secretary, such equip-
ment or necessarY replacement parts are not available.

(b) A copy o any permit granted under this section shall be mailed
immediately to a representative of the miners of the mine to which it
pertains, and to the public official or agency of the State charged with
administering State laws relating to coal mine health and safety in
such mine.

(c) Any coal mine which, prior to the operative date of this title.
was classed gassy under any provision of law' and was required to use
permissible electric face equipment and to maintain such equipment
in a permissible condition shall continue to use such equipment and
to maintain such equipment in such condition.

(d) All power-connection points, except where permissible power
connection units are used, outby the last open crosscut shall be in
intake air.

(e) The location and the electrical rating of all stationary electric 1ine map.
apparatus in connection with the mine electric system, including
permanent cables, switchgear, rectifying substations, transformers,
permanent pumps and trolley wires and trolley feeder wires, and set-
tings of all direct-current circuit breakers protect.ing underground
trolley circuits, shall be shown on a mine map. Any changes made in
a location, electric rating, or setting shall be promptly shovn on the
map when the change is made. Such map shall be available to an
authorized representative of the Secretary and to the miners in such
mme.

(f) All power circuits and electric equipment shall be deenergized
before vork is done on such circuits and equipment, except when
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liecessal for trouble shooting Or testing. In addition, energized tiol—
icy wire., niav be rel)nired only by a pelson troined to perform electri—

I work and to inn intain electrical equipnieiit and the ol)erator of such
iiiine shall require that such peison wear approved and tested insulated
lioes ijiel \vireinaii's loves. \o electrical work shall be performed on
lov—, iiiediuin—, or high—voltage distribution C. rctnts Or equipment.
except 1\ a qualified persu or by a peison trained to l)erfolni electri—
(al work mud to iiiaiiitaiii electrical eqnipinenr luii(ler the direct Sul)er—
vmsiomi of a qualified pemsoil. Discoiniecting devices shall be locked out
mud suitably tagged b the who perforiiied such work. excel)r
liar, iii caSes vliere locking out is iiot possible. such devices shall be

pemie(l and suitably tagged by such pe1so. Locks or tags shall be
icinoved ommlv by the pemsoiis who installed them 01,, if such pemso
are unavailable, by pemsoims authorized by the operator or his aemit.

(g) All electric equipment shall be frequently eximnined, tested, amid
pioperly nmaimitained by a qualified person to assure safe opemmmtimm
oiuuljtjoum, Whmemm mm potemmtially dmimerous condition is found on electric

C In m 1)1mm ei it. sucl m equ i pmmmemmt sI tall he. memmmo ced from se iv ice u mit i I su cli
comidit on is corrected. A 1eCOr(l of stmclm exaimminut ions shall be kept and
ummadeav ailable to tim authorized representative of time Secretary a mmd to
the, in iners iii such mmmimme.

(Ii) All electric conductors shall be sufficient in size and have ode—
(luate curreimt—cnrrviitg capacity amid be of such coimsi ruction that a rise
mm teniperature resulting from normal operation will hot (lamage time
instil atiiig materials.

(i) All electrical comimiections or splices in conductors shall be
iiiecltniiicallvmuid electrically efficient, aiid suitable connectors shall be
used. All electrical comimiections or splices in insulated wire shall be
ieiiisulated at least to the same (legree of protection as the reinaiiider
of time wire.

() Cables shall enter iiietal frames of motors, splice boxes, amid elec-
tric coinpaitnieiirs only through proper fittings. When insulated wires
other ilimimi cables l)SS through metal frames the holes shall be substan—
tinily bushed with insulated bushings.

k) All po\vei wires (except trimliitg cables on muiohiile equipment,
specially desigiied cables coiiducriiig high—voltage power to uiidei—
iouiid rectifying eqUipment oi tcnisforiiiers. or bare or insulated
zmoumid and return wires) shall be Sul)ported on well—insulated insu—
humors and shill not contact combustible material, roof, or ribs.

I ) Power wiles and cables, excel)t trolley wires. trolley feeder
wiles, and hare signal wires, shall be insulated adequately and fully

r tied ed
iii) _\utonmatic circuit-breakimmg devices or fuses of the correct type

amid cal)aeitv shall be installed so as to l)rotect all electric e1umipmnent
and ci men its aga I imsi short (1 rCtmit mm n(l overhom (Is. Tlnee—phmase motors
on all electric equipment shall be piovided with overload protection
t lint will deenergize all tlmiee I)hases iii t lie event that aiiy l)hmase is
overloaded.

(ii) Iii all imm iii power circuits. (liscoimiiectiumg switches shall be
installed uimdergrouimd within five hundred feet of tIme bottoms of
shafts mmmd borehohes through which main poem circuits eimtem the
uimdergrouiid amen of the mine and withimm five hundred feet of all
other h)iIceS where mmiii po\ver circuits emmter the underground area of
time maine,
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(o) All electric equipment shall be provided with switches or other
controls that are safely designed, constructed, and installed.

(p) Each ungrounded, exposed power conductor that leads under-
ground shall be equipped with suitable lightning arresters of approved
type within one hundred feet of the point where the circuit enters the
mine. Lightning trresters shall be connected to ;l low resisttnce ground-
ing medium on the surface which shall be separated from neutral
grounds by a distance of not less than twenty-five feet.

(q) No device or the purpose of lighting any coal mine )vliIch hats
not been approved by the Secretary or his autfiorized representative
shall be permitted in such mine.

(r) Antuthorized representative of the Secretary may require in
any mine that electric face equipment be provided with devices that
will permit the equipment to be deenergized quickly in the event of
an emergency.

TRA1LTO CABLZ5

SEc. 306. (a) Trailing cables used in coal mines sh;tll meet the
requirements established by the Secretary for flame-resistant cables.

(b) Short-circuit protection for trailing cab'es shall be provided by
an automatic circuit breaker or other no less effective device appioved
by the Secretary of adequate• current-interrupting capacity in each
ungrounded conductor. Disconnecting devices used to disconnect
power from trailing cables shall be plain'y marked and identified and
such devices shall be equipped or designed in such a manner that it
can be determined by visual observation that the power is disconnected.

(c) 'When two or more trailing cables junction to the same distribu-
tion center, means shall be provided to assure against connecting a
trailing cable to t.he wrong size circuit breaker.

(d) One temporary splice may be made in any tniiling cable. Such
trailing cable may only be used for the next twenty-four hour period.
No temporttry splice shall be made in a trailing cable within tventy-
live feet of the inncliiiie, except cable reel equipment. Temporary
splices in trailing cables shall be made in a workmanlike manner and
shall be rnechamcally strong and well insulated. Trailing cables or
hand cables which have exposed wires or which have splices that hett
or spark under load shall not be used. As used in this subsection, the 'Splice."
term "splice" means the mechanical joining of one or more conductors
that have been sevred.

(e) When permanent splices in trailing cables are made, they shall
be—

(1) mechanically strong with adequate electrical conductivity
and flexibility;

(2) effectively insulated and sealed so as to exclude moisture;
and

(3) vulcanized or otherwise treated with suitable materials to
provide flame-resistant qualities and good bonding to the outer
i acket.

(f) Trailing cables shall be clamped to machines in a rnnnner to
protect t.he cables from damage and to prevent strain on the electrical
connections. Trailing cables shall be adequately protected to prevent
damage by mobile equipment.

(g) Trailing cable and power cable connections to junction boxes
shall not be made or broken under load.
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OROUDINO

SEC. 307. (a) All metallic sheaths, armors, and conduits enclosing
nower conductors shall be electrically continuous throughout and shall
be grounded by methods approved by an authorized representative of
the Secretary. Metallic frames, casings, and other enclosures of electric
equipment that can become "alive" through failure of insulation or by
contact with energized parts shall be grounded by methods approved
by an authorized representative of the Secretary. Methods other than
grounding which provide no less effective protection may be permitted
by the Secretary or his authorized representative.

(b) The frames of all offtrack direct current machines and the
enclosures of related detached components shall be effectively
grounded, or otherwise maintained at no less safe voltages, by methods
approved iy an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(c) The frames of all stationary high-voltage equipment receiving
power from ungrounded delta systems shall be grounded by methods
approved by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(d) High-voltage lines, both on the surface. and underground. shall
be denerized and grounded before work is performed on them, except
that repairs may be permitted, in the case of energized surface high-
voltage lines, if such repairs are made by a qualified person in accord-
ance with procedures and safeguards, including, but not limited to, a
requirement that the operator of such mine provide, test, and maintain
protective devices in making such repairs, to be prescribed by the
Secretary prior to the operative date of this title.

(e) When not in use, power circuits underground shall be deener-
gized on idle days and idle shifts, except that rectifiers and trans-
formers may remain energized.

UNDEEGROUND HIGH-VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

SEC. 308. (a) High-voltage circuits entering the underground area
of any coal mine shall be protected by suitable circuit breakers of ade-
quate interrupting capacity which are properly tested and maintained
as prescribed by the Secretary. Such breakers shall be equipped with
devices to provide protection against under-voltage, grounded phase,
short circuit, and oVercurrent.

(b) High-voltage circuits extending underground and supplying
portable, mobile, or stationary high-voltage equipment shall contain
either a direct or derived neutral which shall be grounded through a
suitable resistor at the source transformers, and a grounding circuit,
originating at the grounded side of the grounding resistor, shall (
extend along with the power conductors and serve as a grounding con-
ductor for the frames of all high-voltage equipment. supplied power
from that circuit, except that the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative may permit ungrounded high-voltage circuits to be extended
underground to feed stationary electrical equipment. if such circuits
are eifher steel armored or installed in grounded, rigid steel conduit
throuohout their entire length, and upon his finding that such excep-
tion does not pose a hazard to the miners. Within one hundred feet of
the point on the surface where high-voltage circuits enter the under-
ground portion of the mine, disconnecting devices shall be installed
and so equipped or designed in such a manner that it can be deter-
mined by visual observation that the power is disconnected, except that
the Secretary or his authorized representative may permit. such devices
to be installed at a greater distance from such area of the mine if he
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(leternunes, based on existing piiysic1 conditions, that such insta ha-
non will be more accessible at a gre:Iter (Iistnnce iiid vll not pose any
hazard to the miners.

(c) The grounding resistor, where required, shall be of the proper
hnuc value to I iniit the voltage (hop 111 the gronnding circuit externil
to the resistor to not more than 100 volts under fault con(litlons. The
iriounding resistor shihl he rated for niaxinium fault current continu-
tisly and insulated froni ground for a voltige equal to the phe.to-
phase voltage of the system.

(d) Si months after the operitive dare of this title, high—voltage,
resistance giOtln(le(l sstenis shall include a fail safe ground check cir-
uit. to monitor continuously the grounding circuit to assure continuity
niid the fail safe ground check circuit shall ciuse the circuit breaker
to open when either the ground or pilot check wire is broken, or other
no less effective (levice approved by the Secretary or his iuthorized
representative to issure ucli continuity, except that an extension of
time, not in excess of twelve months, niav be permitted by the Secie-
tary on a mine-by-mine basis if lie determines that such equipment, is
not ivailable.

(e) (1) TTnderground high-voltage cables used in resistance grounded
systems shall be equipped with mehtllic shields around each power
conductor, with one or more ground conductors having toril cross-
sectional area of iuot less than one-half the power conductor, and with
in insulated iuternal or external conductor not smaller than No. S
(AWG) for the ground continuity check circuit.

(2) All such cables shatll be adequate for the intended cnrrent uiid
voltage. Splices made in such cables shall provide continuity of all
components.

(f) Couplers that ire used with nue(linluu—voltage or higlu—voltige
power circuits shall be of the three—phase type with a full nietallli
shell, except that the Secretiry may permit, under such gui(lehines is
he may prescribe, no less effective couplers constructed of materials
other than metal. Couplers shall he :udequiate for the voltage und cur-
rent expected. All exposed metal on the iiietillic coiipler shill be
grounded to the ground conductor in the cable. The coupler shall he
constructed so tliait the ground check continuity conductor lmll he
broken first and the ground conductors shall be broken list when the
coupler is being uncoupled.

(g) Single-phase loads, such as trnnformer primiries. shall he.
connected phase to phase.

(Ii) All underground high-voltage trinsnuission eibles shnll be
installed only in regularly inspected airconrses incl hauulagewnvs, and
shall be covered, buried, or placed so as to afford protection Lgiint
damige, gtlair(led where men riilatrly work or pass under thenu
unless they nre six ind one-half feet or more above the floor or rail.
securely anchored, properly insulated, and guarded at ends, and cov-
ered, insulated, or placed to prevent contict with trolley wires and
other low-voltage circuits.

(i) Disconnecting devices shall he installed it the beginning of
branch lines in high-voltage circuits and equipped or designed in such
a manner that it can be determined by visuil ohservition that the cii-
cuit is deenergized when the switches tire open.

(j) Circuit breakers ind disconnecting switches underground simlI
be marked for identification.

(k) In the case of high-voltage cables used is trailing cables, tem-
porary splices shall not be used and ill permanent splices sluill he
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made in accordance with section 306(e) of this title. Terminations and
splices in all other high-voltage cables shall be made in accordance
with the manufacturers specifications.

(I) Frames, supporting structures, and enclosures of stationarY,
portable, or mobile underground high-voltage equipment and all hif-
voltage equipment supplying po'vei to such equipment receivm
pover from resistance grounded systems shall be effectively grounde
to the high-voltage ground.

(m) Power centers and portaMe transformers shall be deenergized
before they are moved from one location to another, except that, when
equipment powered by sources other than such centers or transformers
is not aailable, the Secretary may permit such centers and trans-
foimers to be moved while energized. if he determines that. another
equivalent or greater hazard may otherwise be created, and if they are
moved under the supervision of a qualified person, and if such centers
and transformers are examined prior to such movement by such per-
son and found to be grounded by methods approved by an authorized
representative of the Secretary and otherwise protected from hazards

Ros. to the miner. A record shall be kept of such examinations. High-volt-
:ge cables. other than trailing cables, shall not be moved or handled
at any time vhile energized, except that, when such centers and trans-
formers are moved while energized as permitted under this subsection,
energized high-voltage cables attached to such centers and trans-
formers may be moved only by a qualified person and the operator of
such mine shall require that such person wear approved and tested
insulated wireman's gloves.

rXDERGROrND LOW- AXD MEDIUM-VOLTAGE ALTERNATING CtRRENT
CIRCtITS

SEc. 309. (a) Low- and medium-voltage l)eI circuits serving three-
phase alternating current equipment shall be protected by suitable
circuit breakers of ndequate interrupting capacity which are properly
tested and maintained as prescribed by the Secretiry. Such breakers
shall be equipped with devices to provide protection against. under-
voltage. grounded phase, short circuit, and over-current.

(b) Low- and niediuni-voltage three-phase aliernating-current cir-
uits used underground shall contain either a direct or derived neutral
which sIthIl be grounded through a suitable resistor at the power
renter, md a grounding circuit, originatiig at the grounded side of
the rnindin resistor, shall extend along with the power conductors
and serve as a grounding conductor for the frames of aU the electrical
equipment supplied pwer from that circuit, except that the Secretary
or his authorized representative may permit ungrounded low- and
medium-voltage circuits to be used underground to feed such sta-
tionary electrical equipment f such circuits are either steel armored
or installed in grounded rigid stee' conduit throughout their entire
length. The grounding resistor, where required, shaH be of the proper
ohmic value to limit, the ground fault current to 25 amperes. The
grounding resistor shall be rated for maximum fai.ilt current con-
tmuously aud insulated from ground for a voltage equal to the phase-
to-phase voltage of the system.

(c.) Six months after the operative date of this tifle, low- and
medium-voltage resistance grounded systems shall include a fail safe
grouund check circuit to monitor continuously the grounding circuit
to assure- continuity which ground check circuit shall cause the circuit
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breaker to open when either the ground or pilot check wire is broken,
or other no less etfective device approved by the Secretary or his
authorized representative to assure such continuity, except that an
extension of time, not in excess of twelve months, may be permitted
by the Secretary on a mine-by-mine basis if he determines that such
equipment is not available. Cable couplers shall be constructed so that
the ground check continuity conductor shall be broken first and the
ground conductors shall be broken last when the coupler is being
uncoupled.

(d) Disconnecting devices shall be installed in conjunction with the
circuit breaker to provide visual evidence that the power s discon-
nected. Trailing cables for mobile equipment shall contain one or
more ground conductors having a cross sectional area of not less than
one-half the power conductor, and, six months after the operative date
of this title, an insulated conductor for the ground continuity check
circuit or other no less effective device approved by the Secretary or
his authorized representative to assure such continuity, except that an
extension of time, not, in excess of twelve nionths may be permitted by
the Secretary on a mine-by-mine basis if he determines that such
equipment is not available. Splices made in the cables shall l)lovidle
continuity of all components.

(e) Single phase loads shall be connected phase to phase.
(f) Circuit breakers shall be marked for identification.
(g) Trailing cables for medium voltage circuits shall include

grounding conductors, a ground check conductor, and ground metallic
'hields around each power conductor or a grounded metallic shield
over the assembly, except that on equipment employing cable reels,
:ables without shields may be used if the insulation is rated ,000 volts
or more.

TROLLEY WIRES .ND TROLLEY FEEDERWIRES

SEc. 310. (a) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be pro-
vided with cutout switches at intervals of not more than 2,000 feet and
near the beginning of all branch lines.

(b) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be provided with
overcurrent protection.

(c) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires, high-voltage cables and
transformers shall not be located inby the last open crosscut and shall
be kept at least 150 feet from pillar workings.

(cI) Trolley wires, trolley feeder wires, and bare signal wires shall
he insulated adequately where they pass through doors and stoppings,
and where they cross other power wires and cables. Trolley wires and
trolley feeder wires shall be guarded adequately (1) at all points
where men are required to work or pass regularly under the wires;
(2) on both sides of all doors and stoppings; and (3) at man-trip sta-

tions. The Secretary or his authorized representatives shall specify
other conditions where trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be
adequately protected to prevent contact by any person, or shall require
the use of improved methods to prevent such contact. Temporary
guards shall be provided where trackmen and other persons work in
proximity to trolley wires and trolley feeder wires.

FXRE PROTECTION

SEC. 311. (a) Each coal mine shall be provided with suitable fire-
fighting equipment adapted for the size and conditions of the mine.
The Secretary shall establish minimum requirements for the type,
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(1iuility, and quantity of such equipment, and the interpretations of the
ecietary or the 1)rector of the Bureau of Mines rehiring to such
equ1)ment in effect. on the operative date of this title shall continue in
etlect until nlo(Iiflecl or supeiseclecl by the Secretary. After every blast-
ing openitioii. an exaininition sliill be niacle to determine whether flies
have been started.

(b) Underground storage places for lubricating oil and grease shall
be of fireproof construction. Except for sPe(iilly l)repnred nmterials
tpl)roved by the Secretary, lubricating oil and grense kept in all
underground ireas in a coal mine shall be in hrel)roof, closed met;il
containers or other no. less effective containers i1)1)ioved by the
Secretary.

(c) TTnclerground transformer stations, battery-charging stations,
substations, compressor stations, shops, and pernianeiit PUiflP5 shall
he housed in hreproof structures or areas. Air currents used to venti-
hLte structures or areas enclosing electrical instalbutions shall be couisl
(lirectlv into the return. Other underground structures iiistullecI in a
coal mine as the Secretrv nay prescribe shall be of hreprof
oiistruct ion.

d ) All vehling, cuuttimn.r, or soldering with arc or fhuine in ill
uiilerground uieas of a eon I mine sliill, whenever prart icnhle. be coii—
ducteci in hreproof enclosures. Welding, cutting or soldering with arc
or flame in other than a fireproof enclosure sli;ill be (lone under the
tiperVision of i qu;iliuied person who shall make a dihgent search
for tire (luring and after such operations and shall, inmnedmately
before and durimig such operations, continuously test for methane
with means ;lpl)roved by the Secretary for detecting methane. Weld-
ing, cutting, or soldeiin shall not be conducted in air that contains
1.0 volume Per centum or mome of methane. Rock dust or suitable fire
extiuguisliers shall be imnmedi;itely ivailabe during such welding.
cutting, or soldering.

(e) Within one year after the operative- dite of this title, fire sup-
l)1iOli (Ievi(es nleetimz specific;itions l)rescrit)e(l by the ecretnry
1ul 1 be installed on unattended un(lerground equipnieflt and suntable
hme-iei.tnnt Imlrnul ic fluids approved by the Secretary linll be use(1
Iii h livduaulic vstenis of such equipment. Such fluids li;ull be used
in the 1 diuuli: svstenis of other underground equipment miless fire
sl)1)ressou devices meeting specifications prescribed by the Secretury
u re iiitalled on such equmipnent.

f) 1)eluge-tvpe vnter Sprays or foam generators automntically
utui;utel 1)v rise in teml)emlture. or other no less effective meuns
approved by the Secretary of controlling tire, sluill be imu.talled t
main and secondnry belt-conveyor drives. Where sprays or foam gen-
erntors ire used they shall supply a sufficient quulntmty of v;uter or
fon iii to coult r( )l tires.

t) lnclergrouund belt eonveyors shall be eqump1)ed nth s1i)pnge
uiud sequence switches. The Secietniy s1uu11, witluimu sixty duys ufter the
peIut1e (late of this title, require that (levices be installed on all such
belts which vi11 give a wnrning automatically yhen a fire occurs
oh or neur such belt. The Secretary shall Prescribe a schedule for
imustl1iuu fire suppression devices on belt hauhugevays.

(Ii) (i and after the operative date of this ntle, all conveyou belts
ucc1uiimed for use underground shall meet. tlue requirements to be estab—
lihed by the Secretary for flame-resistant conveyor belts.
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3LPS

SEC. 31. (a) 'lie operator of a coal mine shall have in a fireproof
repository located in nn ret ou the suife of the nine cIioeu by the
mine operator to minimize the danger of destruction hr fire o other
hazard, an accurLte and up-to-(lute iq) uE uclt iniiie dru wii on scale.
Such map shall show the active workuuz, 1l pillared, worked out, and
abandoued ireas, except as provide(1 in this section, entrieS ail(1 air—
couises with the (lireCtiolt of auflov illiuicflte(1 by arrows, Coiitour
lines of all elevations, elevtioiis of all maul uiid cross or side entries,
dip of the coalbeci, escupeways, ac1jiceiit mine vorkinrs within one
thousand feet, mines above m• below, vLter pools bov. :tnd either
producing or ubandoned oil and gus vells locuted witlilmi live hundred
feet of such niine ind any underground area of sudi in itie, and ucht
other informution us the Secretury intly require. Such map shall
identify those aieas of the mine which have beeti pillaied, worked
out, or abandoned vhicli are inaccessible oi e;utnot be entered safely
and on which no iiiformition is avaihible. Such map shall be made
or certified by a registered engineer or a regi.tere(1 survevoi of the
State in which the mine is located. Such map shall be kept up to clnte
by temporary notations and such map shiII be ievised and supple-
inented at intervals pmescribe(1 by the secretary ni the hnsis of a
survey made or certified by such engineer or surveyor.

(b) The coal mine map and any revision and supplement thereof .Wailability.
shall be available for inspectioii by the Secretary or his authorized
representative, by coal mine inspectors of the State in which the
mine is located, by mninems in the mine and their representatives and
by operators of adjacent coal mines and by persons owning, leasing,
or residing on surface amens of such mines or areas adjacent to such
mines. The operntor shall furnish to the Secretary 'r his authorized
mepresentative and to the Secretnry of Housiug an(1 rrban Develop-
ment, upon request, one or more copies of such map aIICI any revision
and supplement thereof. Such map or revision and supplement thereof
shall be kept comifidenthil and its contents shall not be divulged to any
other person, except to the extent necessary to carry ont the provisions
of this Act and in connection with the functions and responsibilities
of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

(c) Whenever an operator permanently closes or abandons a coil Mine 1osure.
mine, or temporarily closes a coal mine for a period of more than
ninety days, he shall promptly notify the Seeretary of such closure.
Within sixty (lays of the permanent closure or abandonment, of the
mine, or, when the mine is temporarily closed, upon the expiration
of a period of ninety days from the date of closure, the operator shall
file with the Secretary a copy of the mine map revised md supple-
mented to the (late of the closure. Such copy of the mine map shall be
certified by a registered surveyor or registered engineer of the State
in which the mine is located and shall be available for public inspection.

IUASTING AND EXPLOSIvEs

SEC. 313. (a) Black blasting powder shall not be stored or nsed
underground. Mudcaps (adobes) or other unconlined shots shall not
be fired underground.

(b) Explosives and detonators shall be kept in separate containers
until immediately before blasting. In underground anthracite mines.
(1) mudcaps or other open, unconfined shake shots may be fired, if
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restricted to battery starting when methane or a fire hazard is not
present, and if it is otherwise impracticable to start the battery; ()
open, unconfined shake shots in pitching veins may be fired, when no
methane or fire hazard is present. if the taking down of loose hanging
coal by other means is too hazardous; and (3) tests for methane shall
be made immediately before such shots are fired and if 1.0 volume
)er centum or more of methane is present, when tested, such shot
shall not. be made until the methane content is reduced below 1.0
volume per centum.

(c) Except as provided in this subsection, in all underground areas
of a coal mine only permissible explosives, electric detonators of
pioper strength, and permissible blasting devices shall be used and all
explosives and blasting devices shall be used in a permissible manner.
Permissible explosives shall be fired only with permissible shot firing
units. Only incombustible materials shall be used for stemming boie-
holes. The Secretary may, under such safeguards as he may prescribe,
peimit the firing of more than twenty shots and allow- the use of non-
permissible explosives in sinking shafts and slopes from the surface
in rock. Nothing in this sectiQn shall prohibit the use of compressed
air blasting.

(d) Explosives or detonators carried anywhere underground in a
coal mine by any person shall be in containers constructed of non-
conductive material, maintained in good condition, and kept closed.

(e) Explosives or detonators shall be transported ill special closed
containers (1) in cars moved by means of a locomotive or rope, ()
on belts, (3) in shuttle cars, or (4) in equipnieut designed especially
to transport such explosives or detonators.

(f) When supplies of explosives and detonatoFs for use in one or
more working sections are stored underground, they shall be kept in
section boxes or magazines of substantial construction with no metal
exposed on the inside, located at least twenty-five feet from roadways
and power wires, and in a dry, well rock-dusted location protected
from falls of roof, except in pitching beds, where it is not possible to
comply with the location requirement, such boxes shall be placed in
niches cut into the sofld coal or rock.

(g) Explosives and detonators stored i the working places shall be
kept. in separate closed conaners which shall be located out of the line
of blast ad not. less than fifty feet. from the working face and fifteen
feet. from any pipeline, powerline, rail, or conveyor, except that, if
kept in niches in the rib, the distance from any pipeline, powerline,
rail, or conveyor shall be at least five feet. Such explosives and deto-
nators, when stored, shall be separated by a distance of at least five
feet.

HOISTING AND MANTRIPS

SEc. 314 (a) Every hoist used to transport persons at a coal mine
shall be equipped with overspeed, overwind, and automatic stop con-
trols. Every hoist handling platforms, cages, or other devices used to
transport persons shall be equipped vith brakes capable of stopping
the fully loaded platform, cage, or other device with hoisting cable
adequately strong to sustain the fully loaded platform, cage, or other
device; and have a proper margin of safety. Cages, platforms, or other
devices which are used to transport persons in shafts and slopes shall
be equipped nth safety catches or other no less effective devices
approved by the Secretary that act quickly and effectively in an
emergency, and such catches shall be tested at least once every two
months. Hoisting equipment, including automatic elevators, that is
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used to tiansport persons s1ill be examined duilv. Where peions are
tran.sportecl into, or out of, a coal nine by hoists, qualified hoisting
engineer shall be on duty while inv person is underground, except
tlitt no such engineer shall be ieqiiired for uitomntica]lv opeiated
cages, platforms, or elevators.

(b) Othei' safeguards clequte, in the judgment of an utliorized
representutire of the Secretuy, to minimize liazaLds wit.!1 respect to
transportntion of men and rnateritls shall be proricled.

(c) Hoists shall liive rated cpcities consistent with the loads
handled md the recommeticled safety factors of the ropes used. Art
accurate iimd telinble indicitor of the position of the cage, plitfoiin.
skip, bucket, or cars shall be l)10\idled.

ci) There shall be at least to effective immetlmds a ppioved by the
Secretm ir of signil ilig bet weeii ewlm of the shift stat ions intl the lmoit
loom, one of which suIt be i telephone oi speaking t tibe.

(e) Each licomot ire ;ndl hnnlge i• used in in uncleriouncj coal
mine shall he equipped with a utoniat ic bimkes, where space peimits.
Where spnce clues imot permit automat ic brakes, loeoiimot ives1n(l ha ul—
age cars shall be subject to speed reduction renr. or otliei similar
(levices mpproved by the Secvetaiv which ;1Ie (lesiglied to stop the
locomotives aimcl liamilnge cirs with the I)1oPer nmigin of &.afetv.

f) All Imnulnge equipment acqureil by au pelator of m coil mine
on ol' after oue yeai iifter the opevitive date of this title shall he
equipped with antoum tic co1LpleI which couple l npact a imcl uncou-
ple without the necessity of 1)CVSOfl5 going bet ween the ends of such
equipment. All liimihige equipment, without i mitoum;t Ic coti p1els in ue
in i mine on time operative (late of this title sImlI ;dso he so equipped
within four years after the opeiiitive date of this title.

EMF.RGF.NCy SIIF.LTF.RS

SEC. 815. The Secretury UL' in authorized representative of the
Secretirv mnv presciibe in any coal mine that rescue chambers, prop—
ei1y senleci :incl ventihited, be eiected it suitable locations in the mine
to which persons immmv go in ca.se of n emergency for pi'otetiuim against
hazards. Such clm;inihers slmn Il be l)ropelly eqii ipped with first. iitlmateriftls, ;n adequn te supply of nir and elf—uuta med hteith in
equipment, an independent tolnlnutmicatioii system to the surtce. nl
proper accommodations for the persons while ;witing rescue, and
such other equipment as the Secietnry nuiv requiie. A plan for time
eiect ion, ma intennimce. inil 1evi.sions of such chambers md time rainingof the nmineis in their l)IOpeI' use shill be siibnitted hr the operitorto the Secretniy for his approval.

COM(UNIc..r1oNs

S:c. 16. Telephone .setvice or equivilent two-way cornmnnicntiomi
f;icilities, apoved by the Secrehiry or his authorized representative,
shall be provided between the surface nd eich landing of nmin sluifts
and slopes ind between the surface and eicli working section of inv
conl mine that is more than one hundred feet from a portaL

MISCELLA EOUS

SEC. 317, (a) Each operator of a coal mine shall take reasonable Oil ad asmeasures to locate oil nd gas wells penetrating coalbeds or :mv under- we lis.
ground irea of a conl mine. When located, such operator slmi1l estab-
lish and maintain birriers around such oil and gas wells in accordance
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with State laws and regulations, except that such birriers shall hot be
less thafl three himdred feet ii diameter, unless the Secretary or his
authorized representative penmts a lesser barrier coisistent with the
1)I)1i(:ib1e tte hiws and regulatioii where such lesser hairir xviiI
he idequate to p() agnilist hazards from such wells to the miners
in such mine, or unless the Secretary or his authorized represefltative
requires a greater birrer where the depth of the mire, other geologic
coi(ht1ons, or other factors \varrant such a greater barrier.

creho1es. (b) Whenever an working place approaches within fifty feet of
dmndoned areas iii the mine is shown by surveys made and certified
by a registered eflgineer or surveyor, or withii two lilihi(lred feet of
;i liv other abandoned areas of the mifle which cannot he inspected and
wlijeli may colitnili daflgerous accumulatiofls of water or gns, or
within two hundred feet. of any workings of an adjacent mine, a bore-
hole or boreholes shall be drilled to a distance of it least twenty feet
iii ulvaiwe of the working face of such working l)Iice and slinll he
rout iiiuiIl v imintained to a d stance of at least tell feet in idvaiice
of the advancing voi'kiiig face. When there is hiiore than oue borehole.
they shall be drilled sufficiently close to each ether to ilisiire that the
advanciflg working face vilI not accidentally hole tIirouhi into :ibaii—
doned areas or adjacent mires. Boreholes .shaU il.so be drilled not mote
i han eight feet n P i't in t lie rib of such working 1 lice to a (list fl lice of
it least twenty feet aiid at an mgle of forty-five degrees. Such rib
holes shall be (hilled i one or both ribs of such workiflg place as rn;ly
be necessary for adequate protection of miners ii such place.

okir, (c) No persofl shall smoke, carry smoking mtterials, matches. or
prohibItion, lighters imdergrouwL or smoke in or at'oimd oil houses. explosives

iiiagazies, or other surface areas where such practice may cause a
fire or explosion. The operator shall iflstitute a program, approved by
the Secretary. to insure that any person entering the undergrouw
area of the mie• does iot. carry sinokig materials, matches, or
1 igliters.

Portable (d) Persons underground shall use only permissible electric limp
electric 1aps. ;upl)roved by the ecretnry for portable illunniuuatuon. Xo opefl flame

shall be permit ted iu the uuiidergrounud area of any coal mine, except
peruu ted under sect io $1 1(d) of th js tt1e:
(e) Withh iiine montlu.s after the operative (late of tli is title. the

e(retarv ha11 l)ropoe the standards under which all workmc' lnces
iii a !IilIe hu1l be illuuinimuted by pet'nuissih>le hghtiiur. witlun eighteen
moiut1i after ti e promulgution of such standirds, while l)esois ue

ik iii iii Sn cli 1)1 iceS.
(f) (1) Except l)rn\1(1e(l in 1)l izraphs () and (3) of this sub—

ectio1i. it 1e;it two sel)arate and (listmct travelulile p;issage\\iyS
'li Id 1 are iiua I nt;uined to insure passage it all t hues of aiuy pes011•
hiluid iug d subled pei and which are to be desiguited a eScal)e—
'vnc. at letist one of v?hkli k vefltilated with intnke air, shall be pro-
\'i(le(l from each wGikiig sectloii conthiiiioiis to the siirfice escape (irift
pei or cniutliuuuous to the escape shaft or slope f;icil ities to tlic
iurfnre. as nppropiiite and shall be maintahied in safe (oidit ion aid

marked. Mine openings shall be idequiatelv 1)rotecte(1 to pre—
eiIt the entrance uto the nnderromd area of the mine of surface
fires. fiiiiie. snioke. and flood water. Escape facilities approved by
lie Secietnrv or Ii i authorized represetative properly niaint al iied
11(1 frequently tested. shall be presem at or u each escupe shaft or

1ope to allow ll persoI. iiicliiding disabled to esc;lpe quickly
to the iirface iii the event of a emergeflcy.

() When iew coal iiiiie. are opefled. iot more tlia twenty miflers
shi II be ;iI 1 owed at a nv one nnie in aiv mire imt ii a comect ion hia
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been made between the two mine openings, and such connections shall
be made as soon as possible.

(3) When only one mine opening is available, owing to hnal mining
of pillars, not more than twenty miners shall be allowed in such mine
at any one time, and the distance between the mine opening and vork-
ing face shall not exceed five hundred feet.

(4) In the case of all coal mines opened on or after the operanve
date of this title, and in the case of all new working sections opened on
or after such date in mines opened prior to such date, the escapeway
required by this section to be ventilated with intake air shall be sepa-
rated from the belt and trolley haulage entries of the mine for the
entire length of such entries to the beginning of each working section,
except that the Secretary or his authorized representative may eifli
such separation to be extended for a greater or lesser distance so long
is such extension does not pose a hazard to the miners.

(g) After the operative date of this title, all structures erected on Surface
the surface within one hundred feet of any mine opening shall be of stic:ures,
fireproof construction. Unless structures existing on or prior to such rireprcofi.
date which are located within one hundred feet of any mine opening
are of such construction, fire doors shall be erected at effective points
in mine openings to prevent smoke or fire from outside sources enclan-
gering miners underground. These doors shall be tested at least
monthly to insure effective operation. A record of such tests shall be
kept in an area on the surface of the mine chosen by the operarm
to minimize the danger of destruction by fire or other lmnzarcl and
shall be available for inspection by interested persons.

(h) Adequate measures shall be taken to prevent methane and coil
dust from accumulating in excessive concentrations in or on LIrface
coal-handling facilities, but in no event shall methane be permitted
to accumulate in concentrations in or on surface coal-handling facil-
ities in excess of limits established for methane by the Secretary
within one year after the operative date of this title. WTliere coal is
dumped at or near air-intake openings, provisions shall be made to
avoid dust from entering the mine.

(i) Every operator of a coal mine shall provide a program, ajr
approved by the Secretary, of training and retraining of both quail- prors,
lied and certified persons needed to carry out functions prescribed in
this Act.

(j) An authorized representative of the Secretary may require in
any coal mine where the height of the coalbed permits that electric
face equipment, including shuttle cars, be provided with substntial1v
constructed canopies or cabs to protect the miners opeiatiug. such
equipment from roof falls and from rib and face rolls.

(k) On and after the operative date of this title, the opening of
any coal mine that is declared inactive by its operator or is perma-
nently closed or abandoned for more than ninety days, shall be se;iied
by the operator in a manner prescribed by the Secretary. Openings of
all other mines shall be adequately protected in i manner prescribed
by the Secretary to prevent entrance by unauthorized persons.

(I) The Secretary may require any operator to provide adequate
facilities for the miners to change from the clothes worn underground,
to provide for the storing of such clothes from shift to shift. and to
provide sanitary and bathing facilities. Sanitary toilet facilities shtll
be provided in the active workings of the mine when such surface
facilities are not readily accessible to the active workings.

(m) Each operator shall make arrangements in advance for obtain- erger.y
ing emergency medical assistance and transportation for injured edjca1

as istanc e.
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persons. Emergency communications shall be 1)ro\ided to the nearest
point, of assistance. Selected agents of the operator shall be trained in
first. aid and hrst- aid training shall be made available to all miners.
Each coal mine shall have an adequate supply of first aid equipment
located on the surface, at the bottom of shafts an(l slopes, and at other
strategic locations near the working faces. In fulfilling each of the
requirements of this subsection, the operator shall meet at least mini-
mum requirements preiibedl by the Secretary of Nenlth, Eductioii,
and Welfare. Within two months after the operative date of this title.
each operator shall file with the Secretary a plan setting forth in such
detail n s the Secietarv may require the manner in wh id such opera tol
has fulfilled the requirements in this subsection.

e1f—rescue (n) A self-rescue Ievice approved by the Secretary shall be made
dvce. available to each miner by the operator which shall be adequate to

protect such miner for one hour or longer. Each operator shall train
each miner in the use of such device.

(o) The Secretary shall prescribe improved methods of assuring
that miners are not exposed to atmospheres that are deficient in
oxygen.

Identification (p) Each operator of a coal mine shall establish a check-in and
check systei. check-out system which will provide positive identification of every

person underground, and will provide an accurate record of the persons
in the mine kept on the surface in a place chosen to minimize the danger
of destruction by fire or other hazard. Such record shall bear a numer
identical to an identification check that is securely fastened to the lamp
belt worn by the person underground. The identification check shall
be mide of a rust resistant meta' of not less thtn sixteen gauge.

(q) The Secretary shall require, when technologically feasible, that
devices to l)re\e1t and suppress ignitions be installed on electric face
cutting equipment.

Tunnels under (r) Whenever an operator mines coal from a coal mine opened
water, after the operative date of this ttle, or from any new working section.

of a mine opened prior to such date, in a manner that requires the
construction, operation, and maintenance of tunnels under any river,
stream, lake, or other body of water, that is, in the judgment of the
Secretary, sufficiently large to constitute a hazard to miners, such oper-
ator shall obtain a permit from the Secretary which shall include such
terms and conditions as he deems appropriate to protect the safety of
miners w'orkin or passing through such tunnels from cave-ins and
other hazards. uch permits shall require, in accordance with a plan
to be approved by the Secretary, that a safety zone be established
beneath and adjacent to such body of water. No plan shall be approved
unless there is a minimum of cover to be determned by the Secretary,
based on test holes drilled by the operator in a manner to be prescribed
by the Secretary. No such permit shall be required in the case of any
new working section of a mine vhich is located under any water
resource reservoir being constructed by a Federal agency oii the date
of enactment of this Act, the operator of which is required by such
agency to operate in a manner that adequately protects the safety of
miners working in such section from cave-ins and other hazards.

Dr1nkin water. (s) An adequate supply of potable water shall be provided for
drinking purposes in the active workings of the mine, and such water
shall be carried, stored, and otherwise protected in sanitary containers.

(t) Within one year after the operative date of this title, the Secre-
tary shall propose standards for preventing explosions from explosive
gases other than methane and for testing for accumulations of such
gases.
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DEIINITI0NS

SEC. 318. For the purpose of this tit'e and title II of this Act, the
term—

(a) "certified" or "registered" as applied to any person meins
a person certified or registered by the Stite in which the coal mine
is located to perform duties presciibed by such titles, except that,
in a State where no program of certificitrnn or registration is
provided or where the program does not meet at least minimum
Federal standards established by the Secretary, such certificition
or registration shall be by the Secretary;

(b) "qualified person means, as the context requires,
(1) an individual deemed qualified by the Secretary and

designated by the operator to make tests and exaininatrnns
required by this Act;

(2) an individual deemed, in accordance with ntiniiuuiu
requirements to be established by the Secretary, qualified by
training, education, and experience, to perform electrical
work, to maintain electrical equipment, and to conduct exam-
inations and tests of all electrical equipment;

(c) "permissible" as applied to—
(1) equipment used in the operation of a coal mine, means

equipment, other than permissible electric face equipment, to
which an approval plate, label, or other device is attached as
authorized by the Secretary ind which meets specifications
which are prescribed by the Secretary for the construction
and maintenance of such equipment and are designed to
assure that such equipment will not cause a mine explosion or
a mine fire,

(2) explosives, shot firing units, or blasting devices used
in such mine, means explosives, shot. firing units, or blasting
devices which meet specifications which are prescribed by the
Secretary, and

(3) the manner of use of equipineiit or explosives, shot
firing units, and blasting devices, means the manner of use
prescribed by the Secretary;

(d) "rock dust" means pulverized limestone, dolomite, gypsum,
anhydrite, shale, adobe, or other inert material, preferably li&tt
colored, 100 per centum of which will pass through a sieve laving
twenty meshes per linear inch and TO per centum or more of
which will pass through a sieve having two hundred meshes per
linear inch; the particles of which when wetted and dried will
not cohere to form a cake which will not be dispersed into separate
parflcles by a light blast of air; and which does not contain more
than 5 per centum of combustible matter or more than a total of
4 per centum of free and combined silica (5i02), or, where the
Secretary finds that such silica concentrations are not available,
which does not contain more than 5 per centum of free and
combined silica;

(e) "anthracite" means coals with a volatile ratio equal to 0.12
or less;

(f) "volatile ratio" means volatile matter content divided by
the volatile matter plus the fixed carbon;

() (1) "working face" means any place in a coal mine in which
work of extracting coal from its natural deposit in the earth is
performed during the mining cycle,
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(2) "working l)lace means the area of a coal mine mb the
last open cmoscut.

:; ) vomk j n seit ion ii ieans all areas of t lie coal ii me fr n
the loading point of the section to and nclucliiig the work lug
faces.

(4) act ive workings" menus auuv plte iii t coal mine where
miners tre nornially iequird to work or travel

(h ) "abandoned areas" ineuus sect ions. lMtmuels iiucl ot her res
that are not ventilated and exnintmied in the manner required for
worIijig l)1n(es under section 3)3 of this title:

I) "permissible as applied to electric face. eqinpineiit menus
all electric:i]Iy operated equipment taken into or used iiibv the
last open crosscut of an entry or a room of any coal mine the
electrical parts of which, including, but not limited to, assoenited
electrical equipment. crnnponeiuts. and accessories, ;lre designed,
constructed, and installed, iii accordance with the specifications
of the Secretary, to assure that such equipment will not cause a
nuimie explosion or iniiue fire, and the other features of which are
(lesiliec1 and collstructe(l. in aceordnnce with the speific;it ions
of the Secretirv, to to the reitest extent. possible., other
;t(lIeIuts iii the use of such equipment: and the. regulations of
the Secretary or the Director of the Bureau of Mines in effect
on the operative date of this title relating to the requirements for
investigation, testing, al)l)roval, certification, and acceptance of
such eciuiplnemlt as Permissible shall eontinue in effect until
modified or superseded hi the. Secretiry. except that the Sec-
retary shall provide l)rO(eclllres, including, where feasible, test-
ilug. approval. cemtificat ion, and ncceptaiiee in the field by un
authorized representative of the Secretary, to fieilitnte com-
pliance by an operator witli the requirements of section 305(a)

775. of this title within the Periods Prescribed therein:
— (j) "low voltage" means Up t.o and including 660 volts;

"medium voltage" means voltages from 661 to 1,000 volts; and
"high voltage" means more than 1,000 volts;

I ) 'respirnl)le (lust means only dust. p11t!c1Il1tes 5 microns
or less in size; and

(I) "coal mine" includes areas, of adjoining niines connected
underground.

TITLE Ill—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A—GEERAL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
miumber of coal niiners living today who are totally disabled due to
pneunioconiosis arising out of employment in one or more of the
Nation's underground coal mines; that there are a nunTher of survi-
vors of coal mmnems whose deaths were due to this disease; and that
few States provide benefits for death or disability due to this disease
o coal niiners or their surviving dependents. It is. therefore, the pur-
1ose of this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the States,
to coal miners who are totally disabled due to pneumoconiosms and to
the surviving dependents of miners whose death was due to such
disease; and to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are pro-
vicled to coal miners and their dependents in the event of their death
or total disability due to pneumoconiosis.:i:ics. SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—
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(a) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a depend-
ent as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title 5,
United States Code. 53;

(b) The term pneun1oconiosis" means a chronic dust cliseae i 210.
of the lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and where used in part C means
t.he Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was employed
in an underground coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death, or living tpirt fm
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.

(f) The term "total disability9 has the meaning given it Iw reguia-
tions of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, but such
regulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those
applicable under section 23(d) of the Social Security Act. 81 stat. .

42 423.
PART B—CII3Is FOR BNF1T5 FILED ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1O7

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this part, and the regulations promulgated by him under this part,
make payments of benefits in respect of total disability of aiv miner
due to pneumoconiosis, and in respect of the death of any miner whose
death was due to pneumoconiosis.

(h) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe sttiidard.s for
determining for purposes of section 411 (a) whether a miner is tohtlly
disabled due to pneumoconiosis and for determining whether the death
of a miner was due to pneunloconiosis. Regulations required by this Publica:ion
subsection shall be promulgated and published in the Federal Register in Tederal
at the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title. .eter.
and in no event later than the end of the third mouth following the
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified
or additional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumoconiosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more undergound
coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment;

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more underground coal mines and died from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption th:it his cleitli wa
due to pneumoconiosis; and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roent-
genogram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one
centimeter in diameter) and would be classified in category A,
B, or C in the International Classification of Radiographs of the
Pneumocoriioses by the International Labor Organization. (B)
when diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions in
the lung or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would
be a condition which could reasonably be expected to yield results
described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that he is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis, as the
case may be.
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(d) "othing in subsection (c) shall be cleenie(l to affect the applica—
hilitv of subsection (;) in tile case of a claim where the presuinption
provi(le(l for tlier H are iIlflpi)iicflble.

SEC. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
—ttion. benefit shall be inutle liv the Secretary under this
pn rt ns follows

(1) Tn the ne of tot;il (llsabilitv of a miner due to p1eiiinoconiosi.
t lie dialll milier shnll be paid benefits during the (libilitV at a rate
i11;1I to ;t) per centiiin of the niiniinnni nionthlv payment to which a

34 . . 9C5. Federal ttipIove in giade GS—2. who is totally disabled. is entitled at
SO 5332 the thue of !)Iy1ileilt under chapter 81 of title 5, Lnitd States Code.

( ) Iii tln ease of lnrli of a miner due to pneunloconiosis or of a8CSa. 532. nr i?(PirnIg heiiefit un(ler this pai't, benefits slinli Paid to lii
8101— widow (if any) ;lt the rate the, (lecensed miner would receive such

1,eiiefit if lie were totally (Itsabled.
(8) Iii the c;1e of an ili(livi(lual entitled to benefit Paynients under

laiie (1) or () of this subsection who has one or more dependents.
rite hiiefit P;1Y11i1ts shall be increased at the rate of 50 per centuin of
ticlL benefit payilients. if ucli indivdnal has one dependent, Th per
l1tuuI if ncli iidividua1 has two dependents, aiid 100 pe ceiitum if

'cwli individual has t.1 ree or more dependents.
(li) Notwithstanding subsection (a). benefit payments under this

—tctioii to a miner or his Vi(loW shall be reduced, on a iiionthlv or
ppropriate basis. liv an amount equal to any payment received

hv huller or his widow under the workinens compensation,
iiiwniploviinit ouiupensntion, or (lisability in.surihiee laws of his State
Ii Irrflhh1I1 of the disability of such iiiiner, and the amount by wluch
iuli pivhiiiir would be re(lilced on account of excess e;IrhIings of such

4? 3C 403. iuiiuer niidei ectioui O3(b) through (I) of the Social Security Act if
42 3O 402. the amount p;iid were a benefit pvable under section 202 of such Act.

(c) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
stat. 3. lIlconle for l)11iP0S of the Tiirernnl Revenue Code of 1954.

2C L'C 1 et SEc. 413. (u) Except 8S otlieiwise provided in section 414 of this
)a :1. 110 }myuIIthI1 of hiieIit shall be ma(le under this part except piI

uaiit to i claitit Iild tlierefor on or before December 31, 1972, in such
in ult foiin. ahI(1 coutailling such iiiformtion, as the Secre—

I n rv shii II 1 v regu I fl tioui 1)Ie( ri be.
h) lit (I IrVhlig out the pro\i5ionS of this part, the Secreta iv shall

0 the hIluXIhulifihl extent frasibhe (aiicl consistent with the provisionsof
rhi part) ti1iz the l)ersouiIleh antI procedures lie uses in deterhninIII!
eiitirleuunnr to (liibihjtv ihiurance benefit payments under section 22:1

7C hat. E15. of t1u Soenl Security Act. (1lainiants under this part shall be reim-
423. hulrst(l fur i ;tohiiI)he medical expenses incurred by them in establish-

ng tliir (lIiull. For purposes of deterniining total disability under
I lii pi rt, the 1 )rOViSIofl of subsections (a), (b) , (c) , (d) , an(t (g) of

8 Stat. 1081. e(tu)l1 1 of such Act shall be applicable.
us' 421. (e) Yo eltiin for benefits under this section shall be considered

iiiile the cl;iiinaiit has also filed a claim under the applicable State
workuiituis coiiipehiation ltw prior to or at the same t inie his claimwi filed for benefits under this section: except that the foregoing pro-
iions of this jarngiapli shall not apply in any case in which the filing
of a lniiit •mider uchi law would clearly be futile because the period
within wInch ucli a claim may be filed thereunder has epirecl 01
1)eenuse 1)1le1h1nocoI11o1 is not compensable under such law, or in any
other ituatioii in which, in the opinion of the Secretary, the filing f
:i e1i mi would den rlv be. futile.
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SEC. 414. (a) Xo claim for benefits under this part on account of
total disability of a muter shall be considered uiiles it i tiled 1)11 or
1)etoie December 31, 1972, or, in the case of a chuiiiiant vlio a vidov,
within six months after the death of her hu&mnd or by December 31,
1972, whichever is the later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December 31,
1972, if the claim therefor was filed after December :31. 19T1.

(c) No benefits under this part shall be ptyable for any period
prior to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of any
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act, reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive benefits under this part,
under its State laws which are applictble to its geiieil work force
with regard to workme&s compensation, unemplovmeiit conipeitsa-
tion, or disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widov under this part on
account of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this part
were being paid to such miner with respect to disability due ° PUeu
moconiosis prior to his death, or () the death of such miner n'ciirrecl
prior to January 1, 1973.

PART C—CL.UMS FOR BENEFITS AFTER DECEMBER 1, 192

SEC. 41. (a) On and after January 1, 173, ally claim for benefits
for death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be filed pur-
suant to the applicable State workmen?s compensation law, except
that during any period when miners or their surviving widows ire
not covered by a State workrnens compensation law which Provides
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to claim
benefits under this part.

(b) (1) For purposes of this section, a state workmens compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverage tor pneu-
unoconiosis during any period unless it is included in the list of State
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adeqmtte coverage during
such period. The Secretary shall, no later than October 1. 1O7, pub- h1a
lish in the Federal Register a list of State workmens compensation Federa1
laws which provide adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis and shall egsr.
revise and republish in the Federal Register such list from inie to
time, as may be appropriate to reflect changes in .uch State laws due
to legislation or judicial or administrative interpretat ion.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmens (otnpetIsatIon
law on such list during any period only if lie finds tlia during such
Period under such law—

(A) benefits must be pti(l for total (1iSWlitV or death of a
miner due to pneumoconiosis

(B) the amount of such ctsh benefits is siibstaiitiallv equivalent
to or greater than the amount of benefits PiescIihed by section
412(a) of this title:

(C) the standards for cletei'mhiing (lettII or tnral (liSahIlItv elite
to pneurnoconiosis ale siibstnntiallv equivalent to those esrahlisliecl
by section 411, and by the reguladoits of rite Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welftre promulgated thereunder:

(D) any claim for benefits on account of total disability or
death of a miner due to pneumoconiosis is deemed to he timely
filed if such claim is filed within three yetrs of the discovery f
total disability due to pneumoconiosis. or the date of such death,
as the case may be;
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(E) there are in effect provisions with respect to prior and sue—
cessor operators which are substnntially equivalent to the pro-
ViSiOflS oiitnined iii Section 4 ( i) of this part; and

(F) there are applicable such other proviSions, regulations or
iilterl)retatiolls, vhjcli iire consistent with the provisioii can—
tamed iii Public Lav (;)tli (.nh11ess (44 Stut. 144. ippioved
March 4. 19T ) , as amended, which are applic;ilile under sct ion
42 (a). but are hot iliconsistelit dth any of the criteria Set forth
in subprigraphs (A) through ( E) of this paragr;iph. as the
Serretarv, in accorchince with reLrulatiolls promulgated by him.
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure idequate corn-
pensition for total disabUit or death due to pneumoconiosis.

The action of the Secretiiy in including or failing to include any Stite
vurkiiieiis compensation law on such list shall e subject to judicial
review exclusively in the United Stites court of appeals for the circuit
in vliicli the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals for
t1i I )ir net of Columbia.

SF:c. 4. (a) 1)uring any period after Deceniber 31, 19T. in which
i State vorknien's coinpensaton lav is not included on the list 1)11b
]islied liv the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part, theproisions
of Public Law 803. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved March 4,

ISO GI— 1921), as amended (other than the provisions contained in sectionsc. 1. 2, 3. 4. T, 8, 9, 10. 12, 13, 20, 30, 31, 3Q, 33. 31, 38, 41, 43, 44. 45, 46,
47. 48. 49, 50, kind 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise provided in
this subsection and except as the Secretary shall by regul;ition other-
rie provide), l)e applicable to each operator of an underground coal
mine in skIrll Stnte with respect to deutli or total disahility due to

arising out of employment in such mine. Iii ucliuiinis—
terimug this part, the Secretiiv is uutluorized to prescribe in the Federal
1egter such additioiual l)roYisiolIs, flot inconsistent with those specifi—
cully excluded by this subsection, as lie deems necessary to provide for
the l)ay1u1e1t of benefits b such operator to persons euutitled thereto as
provided in this part and thereafter those provisions shall be applicable
to IICli operator.

(li) I)uriiig any such period each such operator shall be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits, as provided in this section and
section 43 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such operator
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the regulations of the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare a -

plicable under this section Provided, That, except as provided in su -

section (i) of this seetion. no benefit shall be payable by any operator
on account of death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis which
did not arise, at least in part, out of employment in a mine (luring the
period when it was operated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and, except as otherwise provided in this section, such payments
shall be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this title.

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this section
(1) except puirsuant to a claim filed therefor in such manner, in

such form, and containing such information, as the Secretary shall
by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1, 1973 or
(3) for any period after seven years after the date of enactment

of this Act.
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(f) Any claim for beiiefits under this section shall be filed within
three years of the discovery of total disability due to plieurnocouiosis
or, in he case of death due to pneuinocouiosis, the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits parable uuder this section shall be
reduced, on a monthly r other appropriate basis, by the amount ot
any compensation received under or pursuaiit to rnv Fecleitl or state
workmen's compensation law because of death or diabilitv clue to
l)ikeum°C°ni°s1s.

(h) The regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare promulgated uiider section 411 of this title shall also be
applic;ible to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall
by regulation establish stnu(larcls, which may include al)ptopriate
presumptions, for determining whet her pneurnocoiiiosis a lose out of
employment in a I iticular iindergtouud coal mine or mines. The
Secretary may also, by regulation, establish stamidards for appor-
tioning liability for benefits under this subsectiou among more than
one operator, where such apportionment is ppropriate.

(i) (1) During aiiy period in which this seetiou is applicahle with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who, after the date
of enactment of this title, acquired such mine or SuI)Stantially all the
assets thereof from a person (hereirnifter referred to in this para-
graph as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine
on or after the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall.
in accordance with section 43 of this part, secure the PaYmflemit of
all benefits which would have been pa able by the prior operator
under this section with respect to miners previously employed ii
such mine if the acquisition had not occurred and the prior operator
had continued to operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior operator of
ally liability under this section.

SEc. 423. (a) Durimig any period in which a Shite workmen's coin—
pensation law is not, included on the list published by the Secretary
under section 421(b) each operator of an uudergronmid coal mine iii
snch State shall seeure the pnvmeimt of benefits for which he is liable
under section 42 by (1) (jualifvilmg as a e1f-insuier in iccordamice
with regulatiomis prescribed by the Secretary, or (2) insuring and
keeping insured the payment of such benefits with any stoc.k company
or mutual company or associrtion, or with any other person or fund.
including any State fund, while such eonianv, association, persolm
or fund is authorized ilmider the hiws of inv state to insure woikniens
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause () of subsection(a) of this sectmou, every policy or coutr;ict of insurance must con-t Ill—
(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 4. not-

vitlistanding the provisions of the State workmen's conipensa-
tion law which may provide for lesser payments;() a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the operator
or (bscharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier fromliability for such paylnents: and

(3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, may
require.

(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply
with the requirements of clause () of subsection (a) of this subse-
tioii shall be canceled prior to the (late specified in such policy or con-trace for its expiration until at least thirty days have elapecI after
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notice of cancellation has been sent by i'egistered or certified mail to
the Secretary and to the operator at his last known place of business.

SEc. 44. If a totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to bene-
fits under section 42 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has
not obtained a poliv or contract of insurance, or qualified as a self-
insurer. as require(l by section 43, or such operator has not paid such
benefits within a reasonable time, or (2) thei'e is no operatoi' who was
i'equired to se.cui'e the payment of such benefits, the Secretary shall
piv such miner oi such widow the benefits to which he or she is so
entitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator shall be liable
to the [nited States in a civil action in an amount equal to the amount
paid to such miner or his widow under this title.

SEC. 425. WTitli the consent and cooperation of State agencies
charged with administration of State workinens compensation laws,
the Secretary may, foi' the purpose of carrying out his functions and
duties under section 422, utilize the services of State and local agen-
cies and their employees and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law, may advance funds to or reimburse such State and local agencies
and their employees foi' sei'vices rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 46. (a) The Secretai'y of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations as
each deems appropriate to cai'r out the provisions of this title. Such
i'egulations shall be issued in conformity with section 553 of title 5 of

80 stat. 383. the United Slates Code, notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.
repo (b) Within 120 days following the convening of each session of

tc Ccngres. Congress the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall sub-
mit. to the Congress an animal report upon the subject matter of part
B of this title, and, after January 1, 1973, the Secretary of Labor
shall also submit such a repoi't upon the subject matter of part C of
this title.

(c) Nothing in this title shall relieve any operator of the duty to
comply with any State workmen's compensation law, except insofar
as such State law is in conflict, with the. provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation, so prescribes. The provisions of any State
workmen's compensation law which provide greater benefits than the
benefits payable under this title shall not. thereby be construed or held
to be in conflict with the provisions of this title.

TITLE V—ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCH

SEC. 501. (a) The Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, as appropriate, shall conduct such studies, research,
experiments, and demonstrations as may be appropriate—

(1) to improve working conditions and practices in coal mines,
and to prevent accidents and occupational diseases originating
in the coal-mining industry;

(2) to develop new or improved methods of recovering persons
in coal mines after an accident;

(3) to develop new or improved means and methods of com-
munication from the surface to the underground area of a coal
mine;

(4) to develop new or improved means and methods of reduc-
ing concentrations of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere of
active workings of the coal mine;
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(5) to develop epidemiological information to (A) identify
and define positive factors involved in occupationnl dt.seases of
miners, (B) provide infornmtioii on the incidence and 11evalence
of pneumoconiosis and other respiratory ailments of miners, tiicI
(C) improve mandatory health standards:

(6) to develop techniques for the prevention and control of
occupational diseases of miners, including tests tor hpersuscep-
tibility and early detection;

(7) to evaluate the effect on bodily impairment and occupa-
ttonal disability of miners tfflicted wtth an occupational disease

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time, reports on all
significant aspects of occupational diseases of miners as well as
on the medical aspects of injuries, other than diseases, which are
revealed by the research carried on pursuaiit. to tlii nbsect tott

(9) to study the relationship between conl mine environments
and occupational diseases of miners;

(10) to develop new and improved underground equipiiient and
other sources of power for such equipment which will provide
greater safety; and

(11) for such other purposes as they deem necessary to carry
out the purposes of this Act.

(b) Activities under this section in the field of coal mine health
shall be carried out by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, and activities under this section in the field of coal, mine safety
shall be carried out by the Secretary.

(c) In carrying out the provisions for research dernonstratioits. Availability of
experiments, studies, training, and education under this section and infonnatioi.
sections 301(b) and 52(a) of this Act, the Secretary and the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare may enter into contracts with,
and make grants to, public and private agencies and organizat ions
and individuals. No research, demonstrations, or experiment.s shall be
carried out, contracted for, sponsored, cosponsored, or authorized
under authority of this Act, unless all information, uses, products.
processes, patents, and other developments resulting from such
research, demonstrattons, or experiments will (with such exception and
limitation, if any, as the Secretary or the Secretary of Hedtli. Edu-
c:ttion, and 'Welfare may find to be necessary in the public interest)
be available to the general public.

(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare shall also Studies.
conduct studies and research into matters involving the protection of
life and the prevention of diseases in connection with persons, who
although not miners, work with, or around the products of, coal mines
in areas outside of such mines and under conditions which miv
adversely affect the health and well-being of such persons.

(e) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary such Appropriation.
sums as may be necessary to carry out his responsibilities under this
section and section 301(b) of this Act at an annual rate of not tn
exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $25,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and $30.000.000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1972, and for each succeeding fiscal year there-
after. There is authorized to be appropriated annually to the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare such sums as may he
necessary to carry out his responsibilities under this Act. Such sums
shall remain available until expended.

(f) The Secretary is authorized to grant on a mine-by-mine basis 2xceotjons.
an exception to any mandatory health or safety standard under this
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Act for the pnrpose of permitting, under such terms tnd conditions as
lie may prescribe, accredited educational institutions the Opportunity
for experimenting with new and improved techniques and equipment
to improve the henltli and safety of miners. No such exception shall be
ginnted unless the eci'etnrv fiuids tlmt the grtiiting of the exception
will not nlverelv nfl'ect the health nnd safety of miners mid publishes
Iii s fin (1 imig.

(g') The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is iuthorized
to iu;tke grailts to aiiy luibhic or 1)rite lgency, institution, or organi-
zation, and operators or individuals for resarch and experiments to
eve1op etkrt ive respi iitorv equipment.

TRAINING .ND EDUCATIoN

:c. 50. (a) The Secretaiv shall expand programs for the ecltmca—
lion nnd trrtining of operators nnd agents thereof, and miners in—

(1) the recogilition, nvoithtnce. tnd prevention of accidents or
untfe or unhiehthful working conditions in coal mines; and

() in the use of flame safety lamps, peiiiissible mnethnne (letec—
tots. aII(l other iians approred by the Secretary for detecting
methane and other explosive gases accurately.

(1,) The Serettrv hia1l, to the greatest extent possible, provide
te(hIm1i(al is'istance to c)perItors in ineetmig the requirements of tlii
Xct. and iii further improving the lietltlm and safety conditions tnc1
P[;u.t1eS in coal mines.

ASSISTANCE TO STATES

SEC. 5O. (ii) The Secretary, in eoor(liIlntioII with the Secretnn of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the Secretary of Labor, is
authorized to make grants in accordance with an application approved
under this section to any State in which coal mining takes place—

(1) to assist such Sthte in developing and enforcing effective
coat mine health tnd safety laws and regulations consistent with
the provisions of section 506 of this Act;

(2) to improve State workmen's compensation and occupa-
tional disease laws and programs related to coal mine employ-
ment; and

(?,) to promote Fe(lern-State coordination an(1 cooperation
in improving the health and safety conditions in the coal mines.

ft) Tln Seeretnry linll approve any application or any modification
thereof. submitted under this section by a State, through its official
coal mine inspection or safety agency, which—

(1) sets forth the programs, policies, and methods to be fol-
lowed in carrying out the application in accordance with the pur-
poses of subsection (a) of this section;

(2) provides research and planning studies to carry out plans
designed to improve State workmen's compensahon and occupa-
tional disease laws and programs, as they relate to compensation
to miners for occupationally caused diseases and injuries arising
out. of employment in any coal mine;

(3) designates such State coal mine inspection or safety agency
as the so'e agenc responsible for administering grants under
this section throughout the State, and contains satisfactory e'i-
clence that such agency will have the authority to carry out the
Pt111)oes of this section
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(4) gives assurances that such agency has or will employ an
adequate and competent sttff of traiuecl inspectors qualthed under
the laws of such State to mike cotI mine inspections within
such State;

(5) provides for the extension tmd Improvement ot the Sttte
program for the improvement of coal mine health and safety in
the State, and provides that no advance notice of an inspection
will be provided anyone;

(6) provides such fiscal control and fund tcconnt111g l)rce(luie
as may be appropriate to assure proper disbursement and accouiit-
ing of grants made to the States under this section;

(7) provides that the designated agency will make stidi reports
to the Secretary in such form and containing such information i.s
the Secretary may from time to time require;

(8) contains assurances that grants provided under this section
will supplement. not supplant, existing State coal mine health and
safety programs; and

(9) meets additional conditions which the Secretary may pie-
scribe in furtherance of, and consistent with, the purposes of this
section.

(c) The Secretary shall not finally disapprove any State applicu-
tion or modification thereof without first affording the State tgency
reasonable notice and opportunity for a public heaving.

(d) Any State aggrieved by a decision of the Secretirv under iih-
section (b) or (c) of this section may file within thirty (htvs fmnn the
date of such decision with the United Stites Court of A1)1)euI5 for the
District of Columbia a petition l)raying that such wtion be modihed
or set aside in whole or in part. The court shall lieir iichi appeal oh
the record made before the Secretary. The decision of the 4ecrettmv
incorporating his findings of fact therein, if supported by substantinl
evidence on the record considered as a whole, shtll be conclusive. The
court may affirm, vacate, or remand tire proceedings to the Secrethiv
for such further action as it directs. The filinv of a petition under this
subsection shall noi stay the application of t?ie decision of the Secre-
tary, unless the court so orders. The provisions of section 106 (a), (b),
and (c) of this Act shall not be applicable to this section.

(e) Any State application or modificntion thereof submitted to the
Secretary under this section may include a program to train State
inspectors.

(f) The Secretary shail cooperate with such State in rarrving out.
the application or modification thereof and shall, a.s ujipropriate,
develop and, where appropriate, construct facilities for, and finaiwei
program of, training of Federal and State inspectors jointly: The
Secretary shall also cooperate with such State in establishing n system
by which State and Federal inspection reports of coil mines loc;ttecl
in the State are exchanged for the purpose of improving heilth and
safety conditions in such mines.

(g) The amount granted to any coal mining State for a fiscal year
under this section shall not exceed 80 per centum of the amount
expended by such State in such year for carrying rntt such npplicatirn.

(h) There is authorized to be appropriated $3.000,000 for fIscal .ppropr±at ion.
year 1970, and $5.000,000 annually in each succeeding fiscal year to
carry out the provisions of this sectlin, which shall remain tailabIe
until expended. The Secretary shall provide for an equitable distrihit-
tion of sums appropriated for grants under this section to the States
where there is an approved application.
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ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

72 Stat. 387. SEC. 504. (a) Section 7(b) of the Small Business Act, as amended,
15 USC 636. is amended—

(1) 1w striking out the period at the end of paragraph (4)
and inserting in lieu thereof and and

(?) by acldiiig iifter paragraph (4) a new paragraph as follows:
"(5) to make such loans (either directly or in cooperation with

banks or other lending institutions through agreements to par-
ticipate on an immediate or deferred basis) as the Administration
may determine to be necessary or appropriate to assist any small
business concern operating a coal mine in affecting additions to
or alterations in the equipment, facilities, or methods of opera-
tion of such mine to requirements mposed b the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 19G9, if the Administration deter-
Illines i hut such .oiicern is I ikelv to suffer substantial economic
injury without assistance under this paragraph."

(b) The thrc sentence of section 7(h) of such Act is amended by
inserting 'or (5)" after "parigraph (3)".

(c) S&tion 4(e) (1) of the Small Busnes Act, as nmended, is
uuen(ed liv insertiig "7(h) (5) " after "7(b' (4),".

() Loans may aIs he made or guaranteed for the purposes set
forth in seci ion 7(b) (5) of the Small Business Act, as amended pur-
siiant to the provisions of sectioii of the Public Works and Eco-

79 Stat. 556. flO1fli( Development .tt of 19(5. s nnended..
42 USC 3142.

INSPECTORS QUAL1FICATIOXS TRAINING

SEC. 505. The Secretnry may, subject to the civil service laws,
appoint siieli ernployee as he deems reqnisite for the administration
of this Act and prescrihe their duties. Persons appointed as author-
w.ed representltives of the Secretary shall be qualified by practical
xperience in the mining of coal or by experience as a practical mm-
lug engineer or hr educatrolL Persons appointed to assist such repre-
sentatives in the taking of samples of respirable d't'tst for the purpose
of enforcing title. TI of this Act shall be qnalified by training, experi-
ence, or edncition. The p1os'1sions of section 201 of the Res-enue and

Ante, . 83. Expenditure Control 4tct of 1968 (82 Stat. 251. 270) shall not apply
3101 with respect to the appointment of such authorized representatives of

note, the. Secretary or to persons appointed to assist such representatives
ind to crr out the provisions of this Act, and, in applying the pro-
visions of such section to other agencies under the Secretary and to
other agencies of the Government, such appointed persons shall not. be
taken into account. Such persons shall be adequately trained by ti'te
Secretary. The Secretary shall ceve1op programs with educational
institutions and operators designed to enable persons to qnalifv for
positions in the. administration of this Act., in selecting persons and
training and retraining persoiis to carry out the provisions of this Act,
the. Secretary shall work with appropriate educational institutions.
operators, and representatives of miners in developing and maintain-
ing adequate programs for the training and contin't'ting edrtcation of
persons, particularly inspectors, and where appropriate, the Secre-
tary shall cooperate with such institutions In carrying out the provi-
sions of this section by providing finan'ial and te'hnical assistance
to such institutions.
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EFFEcT ON STATE LAWS

SEc. 506. (a) No Stitte law in effect. on the date of eimctment of this
Act or whicli may become effective thereafter shall be superseded by
any provision of this Act or order issued or any mandatory hetltli or
stfety shtndarcl, except insofar is such State law is in conflict with this
Act or vitli any order issued or any nntntlutory health or ifery

i ndard.
(b) The provisions of any State law or regulation in effect upon the

operative date of this Act, or which may become effective thereafter.
which provide for more 8tringent health and safety standards applica-
ble to coal mines than do the provisions of this Act or any order issued
or tny niundatorv health or stfety standard shall no thereby be con—
tttiea or held to he in conflict with this Act. The provisions of any
state law or reulat ion in effect on the date of enactment of this \c
r which may ecome effective thereafter, which provide for health
and safety standards applicable to coal mines for which no provision
is contained in this Act or in any order issued or iiiv inan(laorv health
ut safety standard, shall not be held to be in conflict with this Act.

ADEIISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

SEC. 507. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the provisions
of sections 551—559 and sections T01—T06 of title 5 of the United States
Code shall not apply to the making of :Lnv order, notice. or decision 80 stat. 331,
iiinde pursuant o this Act, otto any proceeding for the review thereof. 392.

REGULATIONS

SEC. 508. The Secretary, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and the Panel are authorized to issue such regulations as each
deems appropriate to carry out any provision of this Act.

OPERATIVE DATE AND REPEAL

SEC. 509. Except to the extent an earlier (late is specifically pro-
vided in this Act, the provisions of titles I and III of this Act. shall
become operative ninety (lays after the (late of enactment of this Act.
and the pronisions of title II of this Act shall become operative six
months after the date of enactment of this Act. The provisions of the e:ea1.Federal Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, are repeuled on the opera- 55 tat. U7.t.ive date of titles I and Ill of this Act, except that such provisions 30 51shall continue to apply to any order, notice, decision, or finding issued note.
under that Act prior to such operatire date and to any proceedings
related to such order, notice, decision or findings. All other provisions
of tins Ace. shall be effective on the date of enictinent of this Act.

5EP.flBILITy

SEC. 510. If any provision of this Act, or he application of such
provision to ny person or circumstance shall be held invalid, theremiinder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shallnot be affected thereby.

1EPORT5

Sr. 511. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days following theconvening of each session of Congress the Secretirv shall suhrnithrough the President to the Congress ;ind to the Offlceof Science andTechnology an annual report upon the subject matter of this Act, the
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progress concerning the achievement of its purposes, the needs and
requirements in the flekl of coal mine health and safety, the amount
and status of each 'oan made pursuant to this Act, a description and
the anticipated cost of each project and program he has undertaken
under sections 301(b) and 501, and any other relevant, information,
including any recommendations he deems appropriate.

(b) Within one hundred aiicl twenty days following the convenin
of each session of Congress, the Secretary of Health, Education, an
Welfare shaH submit through the President to the Congress and to the
Office of Science and Techn&ogv an annual report upon the health
m;utter covered 1w this Act, including the Progless toward the achiee.
ment of the health l)hllposes of this Act, the needs and requirements
in the field of coal mine health, a description and the anticipated cost
of each project and l)iogram he has undertaken under sections 301(b)
and 501, and any other relevant, information, inchiding any recom-
mendations he deems appropriate. The first such report shall include
the recommendations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare as to necessary mandatory health standards, including his
recommendations as to the maximum permissible individua' exposure
to miners from iespirabe dust during a shift.

SPECIAL REPORT

eder1 and SEC. 512. (a) The Secretary shall make a study to determine the
Sat€ best mannei to coordinate Federal and State activities in the field of
coordination. coal mine health and safety so as to achieve (1) maximum health and

safety protection for miners, (2) an avoidance of duplication of effort,
(3) maximum effectiveness, (4) a reduction of delay to a minimum,
and (5) most effective use of Federal inspectors.

(b) The Secretary shall make a report of the results of his study
to the Congress as soon as practicable after the date of enactment of
this Act.

JURISDICTION: LIMITATION

SEC. 513. In any proceeding in which the validity of any interim
mandatory health or safety standard set forth in titles II and III of
this Act is in issue, no justice. judge, or court of the United States shall
issue any temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction
restraining the enforcement of such standard pending a determination
of such issue on its merits.

Approved December 30, 1969.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

HOUSE REPORTS: No. 91—563 accomparing 9.R. 13950 (Comm. on
Education & Labor) and No. 91—761 (Comm. of
Confe renc e).

SENATE REPO NO. 91—411 (Corrni. on Ibor & Public Welfare).
CONGRSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 115 (1969)

Sept. 25, 26, 29, 30, Oct. 1, 2 Considered and passed
Senate.

Oct. 27—29 Considered and passed House, amended, in
lieu of 13950.

Dec. l7 House agreed to conference report.
Dec. 18: Senae agreed to conference report.
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Number 99 January 2, 1970

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT

To Administrative, Supervisory,
and Technical Employees

On December 30, 1969, President Nixon signed 5. 2917 (Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, P. L. 91-173), which is primarily designed
to establish nationwide health and safety standards for the coal-mining
industry. Of particular interest to the Social Security Administration is
title IV of the new law, under which cash benefits are provided for coal
miners (and their dependents) who are "totally di.bled" due to pneumoco-
niosis ("black lung" disease) and for survivors of coal miners who died
from the disease.

Under P. L. 91-173, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
responsible, for years before 1973, for the payment and administration of
these benefits, using standards which the Secretary will prescribe for
determining whether a miner is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis and
whether the death of a miner was due to pneumoconiosis. The law provides
that to the extent possible, personnel and procedures used in making social
security disability determinations will be used in the administration of
these benefit provisions. "Pneumoconiosis," for the purpose of these
benefits, is defined as a chronic dust disease of the lung arising out of
employment in an underground coal mine.

For benefit claims filed before 1973, the monthly benefits for a miner
disabled by the disease or for the widow of a miner who died from it will
be a flat amount- -about $136. (The amount of the benefit will be equal to
50 percent of the minimum monthly payment under the Federal Employees'
Compensation Act to a totally disabled Federal employee in the first step
of grade G5-2.) An additional 50 percent of this benefit will be payable for
one dependent, 75 percent for two dependents, and 100 percent for three or
more dependents. The benefits are not retroactive- -that is, no benefits
will be paid for any period prior to the date on which a claim for them is
filed.
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Benefit payments to a miner or his widow will be reduced by the amount of
State workmen?s compensation, unemployment compensation, or State dis-
ability insurance payments (provided under temporary disability programs
in California, Hawaii, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Puerto
Rico). Benefits to miners will also be subject to an earnings test, the pro-
visions of which will be the same as the social security retirement test
provisions.

For benefit claims filed after 1972, the over-all responsibility will shift to
the Secretary of Labor. Such claims will be filed under State workmen's
compensation laws in those States which have such laws that are approved
by the Secretary of Labor as providing adequate coverage for pneumoco-
niosis. Where a State workmen's compensation law does not have this
approval, coal mine operators will be required to pay benefits to mirrs
totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis, and to survivors of miners who
died from the disease. Such payments will be made under conditions and
in the amounts which would be applicable if the claim were subject to the
provisions of the Longshoremen?s and Harbor Workers' Act. They will be
paable up to a period of 7 years after enactment. Benefit payments by a
coal mine operator will be reduced by the amount of workmen's compensation
payments. Where payment from a coal mine operator or his insurer cannot
be obtained, the Secretary of Labor will make the payments to which a totally
disabled miner or his widow is entitled under P. L. 91-173.

It appears at this time that the benefits payable under P. L. 91-173 will be
considered to be in the nature of workmen's compensation payments, so
that any social security disability benefits to which a miner and his dependents
(but not his survivors) are also entitled will be subject to the workmen's
compensation offset provisions of section 224 of the Social Security Act.

As the benefit provisions of title IV of P. L. 91-173 were developed by a
House-Senate conference committee, apparently not long before the conference
committee bill was reported to the Congress and passed, we had no opportunity
to prepare and transmit advance instructions for administering the benefits.
Interim instructions for taking applications have been forwarded to all con-
cerned offices. Final instructions and forms will be distributed as soon as
possible.

Enclosed is a statement by the President on signing P. L. 91-173.

Robert M. Ball
Commissioner

Enclosure
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE DECEMB 30, 1969

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE

ST&TE}IENT BY THE PRESIDENT
ON SIGNING OF THE FEDERAL
COAL !.IINE HEALTH AND SAFETY
ACT OF 1969

The health and safety of American workers is a pri]rary concern of this
Administration. With this concern in mind, one of my very early legislative
recoimuendations vas in the area of coal mine health and safety. This has
culminated today in my signing of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. The health and safety provisions of this Act represent an histori
advance in industrial practices.

However, I do have reservations about certain serious issues raised by the Act.
In signing it I wish to bring to the attention of the Congress and the nation
three points I consider to be of t.jor importancer

First, worlwsn's compensation has been and should be a State responsibility.
Title IV of this Act gives the Federal Government responsibility in this area.
I want to emphasize very strongly that Title IV is temporary, limited and
unique and in no way should it be considered a precedent for future Federal
adiinistration of wor1n's compensation programs. With the exception of
continuing benefit payments to c1ainnts establishing eligibility during the
period prior to ]cember 31, 1972, all Federal responsibility in this area
will expire within seven years.

Next, this Act creates confusion about the consistency of standards in
Federally administered disability programs. I have therefore instructed
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare in administering this program
to apply wherever possible standards consistent with those under the existing
Social Security Act disability program.

Finally, the Act y present problems of administration that require
legislative changes. If such problems arise, I will propose corrective
legislation.

While I have these concerns about the problems presented by the Act, I have
great pride in this historic legislation. It represents a crucially-needed
step forward in the protection of America 's coal miners.

# # #
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92D CONGRESS 1
HOtSE OF REPRESENTATIVES j REPORT

1st Session f No. 92-460

BLACK L[NG BENEFITS

AUGCST 3, 1971.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole Htuse 01' tht
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. PERKINS. from the Committee on Education and Labor.
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

MINORITY AND SEPARATE VIEWS

[To accompany H.R. 9212)

The Committee on Education and Labor. to whom was referred the
bill (H.R. 9212) to amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes. having
considered the same report favorably thereon, with amendment. and
eoinrnend that the bill do pass.
The amendment is as follows: Strike, all after the enacting clause

and insert the matter that appears in the reported bill in italic type.

PURPOSE OF LEGISLATION

The basic purpose of H.R. 9212 is to amend the provisions of Title
IV (Black Lung Benefits) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Stfecy Act of 196 to extend black lung benefits to orphtin vIios
fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and to make adjustments in the Act
deemed desirable in the light of 11/i years experience in its adminis-
tration.

BACKGROtND OF LEGISLATION

The payment of benefits to coal miners totally disabled clue to Ineu
moconiosis, and to the widows of those who died with such disability.
or from the disease. had its origin in a section of the House version of
the. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969. In eporriw!
that bill—H.R. 135O—the Committee on Education and Labor said:

One of the compelling reasons the committee found it nec-
essary to include this program in the bill was the failure

65—006



of the States to assume compensation responsibilities for the
miners covered by this program. State laws are oenerally
remiss in providing compensation for individuals wio sufferfrom an occupational disease as it is. and only one State—
Pennsylvania_provides retroactive benefits to individuals
disabled by pneumoconiosis.

Also, it is understandable that States which are not coal-
producing have no wish to assume responsibility for residents
who may have contracted the ailment mining coal in an-
other State. The substantial reduction in the number of nun-
ers actually employed in mines following World War IIcaused a dispersal of men throughout the country—many
into States which have few, if any, mines. These men took
with them an irreversible disease, but because of their pres-
ent location are denied benefits.

The committee also recognized the problems inherent in
requiring employers to assume the cost of compensating in-
dividuals for occupational diseases contracted in years past.

The resolution of this dilemma, consistent with the des-
perate financial need of individuals eligible to receive pay-
ments under this bill, was the inevitable inclusion of section
112(b), and the requirement that the payments be made from
general revenues.

I is hoped that the. health standards prescribed in title II
will eliminate conditions in mines which cause the disease.
Also, it is expected that the States will assume responsibility
in their respective compensation plans for miners who con-
tract the disease in the future.

Coal workers' pneumoconiosis is caused by the inhalation of coal
mine dust. Total disability may arise due to either simple or compli-
cated pneumoconiosis. For purposes of the benefit program, there is
an irrebutable presumption that complicated pneumoconiosisis is to-
tally disabling. A miner with complicated pneumoconiosis incurs pro-
gressive massive fibrosis as a complex reaction to dust and other fac-
tors, which may include tuberculosis and other infections. The diseasein this form usually produces marked pulmonary impairment and con-siderable respiratory disability.

Such respiratory disability severely limits the physical capabilities
of the individual, can induce death by cardiac failure, and may con-tribute to other causes of death. Once the disease is contracted, it is
progressive and irreversible.

Simple pneumoconiosis may also be totally disabling, though the
law does not contain a presumption that a miner is totally disabled
if he has it. Rather, the present test is the ability of the miner to
engage in "any substantial gainful activity."

Comment on the generaf health of coal miners compared with t.hat
of other workers, taken from the digest of the most recent interna-
tional conference on the subject, is appropriate at this point:

The principal studies carried out in the United States
which bear on this subject have been studies of mortality
rates among coal miners. These suggest that, in the past, the
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risk of death among coal miners has been nearly twice that
of the general population and higher than that of any other
occupational group in the United States. Contributing heav-
ily to this excess have been deaths from accidents and res-
piratory diseases. The fact that the excess of respiratory dis-
ease deaths increases sharply with the age of the miner
strongly suggests the importance of environmental factors.
Mortality rates of coal miners for most other causes are also
high, and the picture obtained from studying mortality data
is one of oenerally poor health. Unfortunately, the latest
study available is for the year 1950, and health levels my
have improved considerably since that time. The mortality
rates of United States coal miners contrast sharply with
mortality rates published for coal miners in Great Britain.
In that country, coal miners' mortality for all causes is ele-
vated only about 15% above that for the general population,
although special studies of cohorts in certain areas of Great
Britain do show excesses of as much as 50%.

COMMITTEE AcnoN

The General Subcommittee on Labor received testimony on b'ack
lung legislation during its oversight hearings into the Hvdeii, Kim-
tucky, coal mine disaster. The hearings were conducted Maicli t)—13.
The Subcommittee received additional testimony oi. i\tt 1. md the
fill Committee on .June 2. The Subcommittee mnuiiiIiously ordered
the bill reported and the full Committee, on .Tune . oidtrcd tii 11l

reported by t vote of —1.

SuMMARY OF MAJOR PRovIsIo's

H.R. 9212 embodies the concepts of several bills designed to improve
the administration of the black lung benefits program, nd to in:iIe
it more e([UitabIt.

Section 1 provides for the payment of black lung benefits to "double
orphans." Title IV of the Act now provides that benefits may be paid
only to miners or their widows. 'When both the miner and his spouse
are deceased, the dependent surviving children (referred to ciouble
orphans") are not entitled to benefits. The Act permits augmc'nted
benefits to a miner or his widow for the support of their dependent
children. but witlicira'vs that support when both the miner md widow
have died. Section 1 of the bill corrects tillS ine11itv.

"Child" is defined in accordance with the Federal Employees Com-
pensation Act, and would mean: "an individual who is unmarried and
(1) under iS years of age, or (2) incapab'e of e]f-uppoit be::iuse
of physical or mental disability which arose before he ieached IS
years of age or, in the case of t tuclent. before le eeaed ro he a tu-
dent, or () a student." "Student" is aiFo (lefled to mein —n mdi-
vidual under 3 yeai of age who h5 not completed 4 years of educa-
tion beyond the high schoo' level and who is regularly pursuing a
full—time course of study or training it tn institutic,n.

If the claim of a child is filed within 6 months ifter the month in

which the bill is enacted, benefit payments—assuming the child meets
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the eligibility requirements—will be made to the child retroactively
to December 30, 1969 (the date of enactment of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act), except that payments cannot be made
for a period before the date a child actually met the eligibility re-
quireinents. If the child is not eligible for benefits at the time of filing,
bin wa eligible during a period since December 30, 1969, he is en-
titled to benefit payments for that period of eligibility.

If the claim of a child is filed after 6 montiis following the month
in "hid1 the bill i enacted, benefit payments——assuming the child
meets the eligibility requirements—will be made retroactively to
a date 1 months preceding the date the claim is filed, except that
payments cannot be made for a period before the date a cluld actually
met the eligibility requirements. If the child is not eligible for bene-
fits at the time of fihin. but was eligible during the twelve-month
ieriod preceding, he i entitled to benefit paynlents for that period
or el igibil izv.

The bill was amended in committee to insure that benefit paymes
to a child shall only be paid for so long as the child meets the eligi-
bility criteria. The bill was also amended to permit the payment of
beiiefits to a child claimant if the claim is filed within six months
after the death of his father or mother (whichever last occurred) or
by I)ecenìber 31. 19i, whichever is the later. This provision was in-
c1iidc1 notwithstanding the requirements of any other provision,
thereby establishing the "double orphans" provision as a total Federal
responsibility. The committee does not intend that the requirements
of part C of Title IV of the Act include a "double orphans" provision.

The committee is not aware of many cases of "double orphans" who
would be eligible for benefits under the bill, but those few cases
brought to the attention of the committee are truly heart-rending.
Ii Presenting testimony on the subject, Mr. Bernard Popick, Director
of the Bureau of Disability Insurance in the Social Security Admm-
istration. supported the inclusion of "double orphans" within the coy-
rae of the black lung benefits program.

Section 1 also permits the Secretary of Health, Education. and
Welfare to prescribe regulations consistent with provisions of the
Social Security Act relating to overpavments and underpavments,
jiayl ueiits to incompetents, and claimant representation.

Section 2 states that the esting black lung benefits program "shall
no he considered a workmen's compensation law or plan for purposes
of" the disability insurance provisions of the Social Security Act.
tinder those provisions, Social Security disability benefits to a worker
and his family must be reduced under certain specified circumstances
if he is also entitled to workmen's compensation, and if the combined
benefits exceed SO percent of the worker's average pre-disabilit.y
earnuis.

Thi section of the bill merely proposes to affirm by statute what
was stated repeatedly during Congressional consideration of the orig-
inal legislation. and what was clearly intended. Under an erroneous
interpretation some miners, who were receiving disability insurance
benefits and who were eligible for and awarded black lung benefits,
have suffered an actual reduction in total benefits received. They have
found themselves in the position of receiving less in benefits once their
black lung claims were approved, than they had been receiving prior
to such approval.
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The Social Security Administration estimates that less than 5 of
black lung applicants are affected by this provision.

To support this provision and to demonstrate the clear intent of
the Congress, the following legislative history is presented at this
point:

1. The House Report on the bill (H.R. 13)5O) states:
This program of payments—maintained in the bill by a commit-

tee vote of 25 to 9—is not a workmens compensation plan. It is not
intended to be so and it contains none of the characteristic features
which mark any workmen's compensation plan. .

•2. The following excerpts are from the House debate on the bill:

Mr. SaTrG. of Wisconsin. It (the committee report) states:
This program of payments—maintained in the bill by a

committee vote of 2 to 9—is not a workmen's compensation
plan.

I am sure that the chairman would clearly agree with that
statement.

Mr. PErNs. It is not a workmen's compensation plan even
though it is included in the bill because the committee found
workmen's compensation statutes in various States totally
inadequate to compensate the victims of black lung. It is a
special compensation plan because of the hazardous nature
of the employment of coal miners.

v1r. STErnER of Wisconsin. I understand.

*

Mr. DENT. This program of payments—maintained in the
bill by a committee vote of 25 to 9—is not a workmens corn
pensation plan. It is not intended to be so and it contains none
of the characteristic features which mark any workmens com-
pensation plan. Moreover, it is clearly not intended to estab-
lish a Federal prerogative or precedent in the area of pay-
inents for the death, injury, or illness of workers.

* * * * *

Mr. BURTON of California. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposi-
tion to the amendment. Of all the sections of the bill. this
is the one section that by no stretch of the imagination could
be called in any manner, shape, or form anything but biparti-
san.•

It is intended, as the committee report so very emphatically
and unambiguously states:

This payment program is not a Work-men's Compensation
program. It is not intended to be so. It contains none of the
characteristic features which mark any 'Workmen's Compen-
sation plan, and it is clearly not intended to establish a Fed
eral prerogative or precedent in the area of payments for
death. injury, or the illness of other workers.

* *

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the
gentleman from California yielding. I wish simply to reassert
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what I said during the general debate and what the gentle-
man from California has just now said so well. and that is
that the provision to which the amendment refers is not a
precedent. The committee report spells this out. The gentle-
man from California has stated it clearly and with equivoca-
tion. This is not a workmen's compensation provision.

M argument. with the distingiushed gentleman from iowa,
who has sponsored the amendment which I oppose, is that he
is considering this a compensation plan, and it is not. It has
none of the characteristics of such, and clearly ought not to be
viewed by those who are concerned about this provision as
being a precedent.

Mr. HANsEN of Idaho. Mr. Chairman will the gentleman
yield?

Mr. BURTON of California. I yield to the gentleman from
Idaho.

Mr. I-IAN5EX of Idaho. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the gen-
tleman yielding. I associate myself with the remarks made by
the gentleman from California and add this comment, that
the bill has been worked out over a long period of time very
painfully, and we have come up with some limited response to
the problem. I am aware of the precedent-setting possibili-
ties of this bill, but I think the history has been such that those
possibilities have been eliminated or virtually minimized.

* * * * *

Mr. SAYLOR. So this is not a workmen's compensation bill.
This is a responsibility of mankind—we the Congress rep-
resent the mankind of the country—it is our responsibility to
take care of this iii one operation. We have provided the meth-
od whereby men suffering from this dread disease and their
survivors can get some benefit. This is our responsibility as a
Congress. I believe it is one of the prices we have had to
pay for the mistakes of the past. I hope that this amend-
ment will be defeated.

Mr. EscH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SAI-LOR. I am happy to yield to my colleague from

Michigan.
Mr. ESCH. I thank the gentleman for yielding. I wish to

associate myself with the remarks of the entTeman from
Pennsylvania and to compliment him on his leadership on
this bill and on this section. As one who has a personal inter-
est, having been born in his district, and having had a father
who served in the mines at the age of 14 in his district, I am
aware that the gentleman in the well ows firsthand the
problems of the miners and our responsibility toward them.

Hopefully this legislation in total will bring about a new
era in the mines, but this amendment must be defeated so that
we can give recognition to a related problem; that is, with
the miners who are already afflicted from the past.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SATL0R. I am happy to yield to my colleague from

Pennsylvania,



Mr. Monc;AN. Mr. Chairman, I wish to associate myself
with the gentleman. We represent the two largeEt active mm-
ing areas in the great State of Pennsylvania.

This is not a workrnens compensation act. as it has been
described by the proponents of this amendment. It comitain
none of the characteristic features which mark any work-
muens compensation plan. We are moving in this bill toward
dust-free mines. The provisions in this bill are a limited ie-
sponse in a form of emergency assistance to the mimiers. This
is not a permanent proposition.

I commend the gentleman from Pennsylvania for his
remarks, and I associate myself with them.

Mr. DENT. I want to reassure the gentleman from IViscon-
sin that this is not a compensation act in any way. It is abene-
fit payment for services rendered in an industry that did not
take care of its problem and in the States that did not take
care of their problem. This is a Federal obligation as this
Congress sees it..

3. The following excerpts are from the House debate oii the Con-
ference Report:

Mr. BURTON of California. * * we have long since
agreed that we were going to write a clear history that for the
House portion of this bill these payments were not to be
workmen's compensation payments.

* *

Mr. ERr NBORN. * * * It was made very clear in this
House when this bill was passed that this was not intencLed
to be a workmen's compensation provision.

4. The following excerpt is from the Senate debate on the Cnn for-
ence Report:

Mr. JAVITS. * * Now let me be clear on one matter: I
am certainly not an advocate of federalization of workmen's
compensation law, either generally or with respect to black
lung in particular; and the conference report does no such
thing. * * *

The proposal which is embodied in Title IV of the bill is.
in fact, much less of an intrusion on the general principles of
workmen's compensation than was in the House bill. * ' *

Section 3 of the bill extends. for two years. the existing program for
payment of black lun benefits. Under the Act, the program will be
modified by 1973 to shift responsibility from the Federal Government
to the States and mine operators. Although some States appear to have
modified their workmen's compensation laws as necessary to provide
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis. and several others have bills
pending in their legislatures to do so, the great majority have not vet
acted. Moreover, as of June 23. only 18 State legislatures were meet-
ing in regular session. This section will Permit a reasonable and neces-
sary additional period of time for the States to prepare to assume
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responsibilities for the payment of black lung benefits, thereby reliev-
ma- the Federal Government of future responsibilities.

Section 4 prohibits the use of chest X-rays as the sole basis for
cleiiird of claims under part B of Title IV of the Act, and is included
to carifv congressional intent with respect to the determination of
tota' disability due to pneumoconiosis. Though the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare has authority to prescribe standards
for determining whether a miner is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis. there are legislative guidelines within which such standards
are to be set. The enumeration of the guidelines in section 41]. (c) (3)
of the Act, for instance, did not establish a mutual exclusivity of
diagnoses. That enunieration was an explicit direction to the Secre-
tarv. that the Congress recognized the desirability of utilizing a com-
l)iflation of diagnostic methods. The Committee Report is specific on
this point of Congreseional concern:

The committee heard testimony 1 to the effect that X-ray
examinations alone could not always establish the existence
of pneumoconiosis. As the Surgeon General testified, fre-
quently miners who have shown no X-ray evidence of. the
disease are found, in an autopsy, to have contracted the
disease. Therefore, the committee is authorizing the Surgeon
General to require any medical examinations which, in his
judgment, are necessary to establish the extent and severity
of the disease and otherwise to promote the health of miners.

Following are pertinent excerpts from the testimony to which thereport refers:
Ece'pts front the written statenenf of the iSu'geon Gen-

ei'al of the United States: * * * Coal miners' pneulnoconiosis
is a distinct clinical entity. resulting from inhalation of coal
dust. Physicians dia.gnose it on the basis of X-ray evidence
of nodules in the lungs of a patient with a history of long
exposure to coal dust. However, it should be pointed out that
data from postmortem examinations indicate a higher preva-
/ehce of the cli8ease t/iam can be diagno8ed from i—ray eami-
iations. [Emphasis supplied.]

Te$ti?nony of Dr. Donald L. Rasrnu8sen, Chief, Pul-
inonary Section, Beckley Applachian Regional Ho8pital,
b'ec/cley, W. Va.: Of interest is the fact that those miners who
have worked primarily at the face in mechanized operations
become impaired on an average of 5 years earlier than men
engaged in all other mining jobs. These face workers also
show somewhat more X-ray abnormality, although there ii
little relationship between. impairment and i-ray category
pneurnoconio&i * * * (emphasis supplied)

Testimony of D. H. A. Wells, Director, Pulmonariy Re-
$eorch Laboratorij. Cone?nav.gh Valley Meniovia.l Hospital,
Jo/in.gtown, Pa.: But I would hasten to interject here that
X-ray alone without being coupled with functional testing
is going to be a. poor indicator of the disease (pneurnoconi.
osis) * *

Hearings of the General Subcommittee on Labor. p.5. House of Representatives, onHR. 4047 HR. 4295 : and H.R. 976. 91st Cong., 1st Sess.
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Testirnon' of Dr. Jethro Gough, Professor and Head. De-
pa.rtme7t ol Pathology and Bacteriology, Welsh Nationa
Schoo' of 1iedicine, Cardiff, 1Vaes. * * Now, since t.hen

it has been. as I answered your question, how do we go about
saying who gets it (pneumoconioSiS) and how long does it
take We do this survey which runs about every 5 yeai's
* ' * That is, it is going to test out the function of breath-
in, how well a man can breathe. every 5 years, to see whether
this matches up with the X-ray change. If he is not getting
X-ray changes, maybe he is getting a disturbance in his
breathing capacity, and this is being tested out as well * * *

Excerpts from the Annual Report 1967—88. Medical Serv-
ice and MedicaZ Re8earch, National Coal Board, Great
Britain: * * * Secondly, it was also rapidly apparent t.hat
the X-ray film was not, by itself, a reasonable measure of
disability * * *

From the Briti8h Goveriirnent Pithication "Pneum.o-

coniosis and Allied Occupational Chest Diseases", If ini.st'rij
of Social Seczirit.', Loidon, Englaid:

* * * The disease (pneuxnoconiosis) is difficult to diag-
nose, especially in the early stages, and accurate diagnosis
depends on three essentials—a high quality full size radio-
graph of the chest, a full clinical examination (including
lung function tests) and complete industrial history * * *

* * * The radiograph remains the most important single

factor in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. as defined * * *

o the other hand the opacitie8 seen i the radiograph are
not i them3elve8 diaqno8tic and m,u.gt be interpreted in the
light of a detailed occupational history a'nd cUnical exarni-
natiois * * * (emphasis supplied)

Similar testimony 2 before the Senate Labor Subcommittee enabled

ready concurrence by both Houses of the Congress that exclusive

reliability on X-rays is not sufficient to establish total disability due
to pneumoconiosis. A very compelling statement was made on this

point by Dr. Werner A. aquerur, Director of Laboratories, Appa-
lachian Regional Hospital. Beckley. West Virginia:

* * * Although I am very happy to say that some of the
great pathologists concur with tMs point, every technique
which we are using in determining disease has its limitation
of precision and accuracy. 'Unfortunately the tool of X-ray
* * * is a rather crude tool. and all, it does is show evidence
* * * So the fact that we do not have positive X-ray evi-
dence does not rule out that a patient or a miner does not
have a coal worker's pneumoconiosis * *

It is to be noted that the committee does not intend that the preced-
irig, in any way, disparage the use of x-ray in detecting pneumoconio-

sis. Rather, the committee is of the belief that no single test is present-
ly superior to x-ray; but. that x-ray should not act as the sole deter-
minant in denying a claim when other evidence may establish pneumo-
coniosis to the extent of total disability.

Hearings of the Subcommittee on Labor. United States Seüate. oü S. 355. S. 47. S.
1094. S. 1178, 5. 1300, 5. 1907, 5. 211S and 5. 22S4, 91st Cong., 1st Ses.s.

H. Rept. 92—460—-——2
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The. American College of Radiology has been of considerable andgenerous assistance in the irnplementatjoi of the program. and inadvising the committee with respect. to the instant subject. In a letter tothe chairman of the Subcommittee Dr. Sevrnoir F. Ochsner. Chairmanof the Board of Chancellors of the American College of Radiology. sug-gesteci "language which would direct the Secretary (of Health. Edu-cation. and Welfare) to take into consideration any and all clinicalfindings which would be provided by the miner or his physicians—in-cluding the x-ray findings." The committee anticipates the eventualdevelopment of improved medical techniques even more precise in de-tectmn and categorizing pneumoconiosis.
Section 4 of the bill applies only with respect to part B of TitleIV of the Act. notwithstanding any other possible implication to thecontrary. The committee does not intend that section 4 be a requirementof part C.

ESTIMATE OF CosTs

Piiisnant to the reouirenwnts of clause T of rule XIII of the Rulesnf the House of Representatives. the following committee estirnilre ofthe cost of the legislation is Presented
FROM GENERAL REVENUES

tin millions of dolIars

Fiscal yea,—

________

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Double Orphans
1. 5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8Disabiiity Insurance offset

None None None None None NoneExtend Federal responsibility
None 44.0 143.0 171.0 148.0 140.0X-ray requirement
10.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 6.0

No Goi-ernrnent agency has submitted to the committee any cost esti-mate bi- which a comparison can be made with the above committee
estimate of the cost of this legislation. The estimates are based uponinformation supplied from several sources. The estirnate on doubleorphans are based upon a total of 500 eligible beneficiaries for eachfiscal 1-ear. The increased cost for fiscal year 1972 is a result of the1Pt1o;itjve fafnr of the provision. Social Sciiritv disability henht
l)ayrnents have been reduced to black hung beneficiaries as a result oftI ei;! 1 ct1Iit\- Adiniiisfjitjon' 1pphicaf 101) of offset lmvjsions.I Itii.. th foil pp'iibiiitv of tli offset provision to tii l)hc•k liinI flflij );IvJIlp1Itcv)j(.) is ni;icle l islatjvelv clear in tll rpoited billwill result in an stiinated cost to the disability insurance trust fundu iuij]ion in fiscal veai T. and Sin million in each of the swceecI-V;iiS. hut viu1 not result in ani- cost fiom geneah Ivenues.Tile line in the above table dealing with the extension of Feieialre.l)nhIiI),hil\ is Iiised upon information informalli- supplied 1)1- theoiiI ecI1rit- Adminjst1atjo) and i adopted by the committee a its(tjIIt( iii the absence of any other infoimation to the commltrc\VlIill would eithlersuppoit or negate it.

Thus (stinfllt( oil ilie X-ray iequiimenr 1)Iovisions ale bnsed 111)011the' pJ.1iii. that ;Ipp1oximatel- 5.O)O mineis and widow-5 have beenwroifufllv denied the benefits as a result of a negative X-ray findingand that each claimant would receive an average of S2.000 in benefitsduring the year wit.h declining amounts needed in succeeding fiscal
1e:tis because of fewer eligible applicants and beneficiaries.



SECrI0N-BY-SECTI0N ANALYSIS
Section 1.

Subsection (a) of this section amends section 412(a) of the Act to
add a new paragraph dealing with the payment of benefits to chil-
dren who become entitled to such benefits under the bill. These are
children of miners whose deaths are due to neumoconiosis or who were
receiving benefits at the time of t.he miners death, and leave no wtdow,
and children of widows who vere receiving benefits at the time ot
the widows' death. The amount of such benefits. if tlieie is one cliiid,
shail be the rate provided in the Act for miners who ar disabled cliw
to pneurnoconiosis. If there is more tliaii one eltikL each iiai1 b eli-
titled to his pro rata share of an amouit equal to the aggregate of rite
rate provided for disabled miners plus O PetceIlt of such iatt v1nie
there are two children Th percent of such rate vhere tlieie ate thite
children, and 100 percent of such iate where there are more than three

children.
Subsection (b) (1) of this section amends section 412(b) of the

Act. which provides for reduction of benefit pty111ents on ac-
count of receipt of State workmens compensation, unempioyineiit coni-
pensation, or disability insurance, and for reductions on tccount of
excess earnings, to provide for a reduction of benefits to children iii the
same manner as for other beneficiaries under the Act.

Subsection (b) (2) of this section amends section 412 to provide a
definition of the term "child" The term is defined to include only un-
married children, and only those who are (1) under eighteen. or ()
incapable of seif-support because of a disability arising before they
reach eighteen or cease to be students (as defined), or (3) students
Stepchildren, adopted children and posthumous children are inciucled.
For purposes of this definition, a student is considered to be a person
under 23 who has not completed four years of education beyond high
school and is in fuil-time attendance at a school or an institution of
higher education which is pubiic or recognized as accredited by the
bill, or at some other type of educational or training institution as
defined by the Secretary of Heaith, Educat1on and Welfare. Appro-
priate provisions are included to insure that students do not lose their
benefits during certain vacation periods or whiie they are prevented
from attending by factors beyond their control.

Subsection rb) (3) of this section amends section 413(b) of the Act
to permit the Secretary to prescribe reguiations consistent with the
provisiois of sections 204, 205(j). 205(k), and 206 of the Socii1 Se-
curity Act. These sections deal with the treatment of overpayments
and underpayments, payments in the case of beneficiaries who are
incompetent., and ciaimant representation.

Subsection (b) (4) of this section amends section 414 of the Act by
inserting a new paragraph (s), which deais with time limitations in
the case of claims by chiidren The provisions of the new paragraph
wiil be applicabie notwithstanding any other provisions of the part.

(11)
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LTncler it. if a claim is filed within six months after the month of theenactment of the bill, benefit payments under the claim will be maderetioa:ive]v to December 30, 1969 (the date of enactment of theoriginal Act). or from the date the child first. would have been eligiblefor benefits, whichever is the shorter period. If the claimant is notehgiL for benefits at the time he files his claim, but was eligibleduring the period between December 30, 1969. and the date the caimis filed, the benefit payments will be made for that period. Where aclaim is filed by a child more than six months after the month of theenactment of the bill, benefit payments made under the claim shall
be re1ouctive for the twelve-month period preceding the filing of theclaim or from the dat.e the child first became eligible for such pay-ments. whichever is the ]esser period. Where a claim is filed by aclaimant who is not eligib]e for benefits but was eligible for someperiod during the twelve-month period before the claim was filed,benefit pameiits will be made for the duration of that period. Claimsfor benefits under the amendments made by the bill will not be con-siderecl unless filed within six months after the death of the father ormother (whichever last occurred). or by December 31, 1972, which-ever is the later.

Section 2.
Subsection (a) of this section amends section 412(b) of the Act toprovide that part B of the Act will not be considered a workmenscompensation law or plan for purposes of section 224 of the SocialSecurity Act. This provision is included to emphasize the originalintent, of the Congress that the black-lung benefits program shouldnot serve as a precedent for Federal workmen's compensation, andshou]d not. be represented as a workmen's compensation law or plan.This amendment will be effective from December 30, 1969, the originaldate of the enactment. of the Act.

Section .
This section continues the timetable under the Act for two additionalyears. This provision will permit an additional period for the Statesto prepare to assume responsibilities for providing black-lung benefits

to beneficiaries under the Act. thereby re]ieving the Federal Govern-ment of future responsibilities.
Section 4.

This section amends the first sentence of section 413(b) of the Act,which deals with Procedures to be used in determining entitlement.
under the Act, to Provide that claims for benefits may not be deniedoIe1v on the basis of th resu1t of a chest X-ray.

CHANGEs ix Exisuxo LAW MADE BY TRE BILL, A5 REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bilL as re-ported. are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law
in which no change is proposed is shown in roman)
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TITLE IV OF THE FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969

TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BEXEFITS

PART A—GENERAL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
number of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in one or more of the
Nation?s underground coal mines; that there are a number of survivors
of coal miners whose deaths were due to this disease; and that few
States provide benefits for death or disability due to this disease to coal
miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore. the purpose of
this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the States, to coal
miners who are totally disabled due to pneimoconiosis and to the sur-
viving dependents of miners whose death was due to such disease; and
to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are provided to coal
miners and their dependents in the event of their death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis.

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—
(a) The term 'dependent" means a wife or child who is a dependent

as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title 5, United
States Code.

(b) The term "pneumoconiosis" means a chronic dust disease of the
lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B mea.ns the Secretary
of Health, Education, and 'Welfare, and where used in Part C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was employed
in an inderground coal mine.

(e) Th term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death. or living apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion. who has not remarried.

(f) The term "total disability" has the menin iven it by reii1a
tions of the Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare. but s'.rh
ngulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those appli-
'able under section 23 (d) of the Social Seciirit Act.

() The term "child" meams an individuai who i. unmarrwd tuwl I

under eighteen 'ears of age. or () incapable of self-support bec'i,.ce of
physical or mental disabilit?j which arose before he reached eighfeei
?,'erjrR of age or. in he ease of ii .tuie'nf. before hp ,erl to 1e a
or (3) a student. Such term includes stepchildren. adopted ch?7dre:.
and posthumous children. For the purpose of thia subsection the term
"student" means an individual under twenty-three years of age who
has not completed four 'ears of education beyond the high .ichüôl
level and who is regularly pursuing a full-time course of study 0?
training at an institution which i—

(1) a school or college or university operated or directly sup-
ported by the United States, or b71 a State or local gover'nrne'iu
or political subdivision thereof;
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() a BchooZ or college or Ufliver8ity which ha8 been accredited
by a State or by a State—recognied or nationally recognised ac-
crediting agency or body;

(8) a 8chool or college or Univer8ity not 80 accredited bnt
who$e credit8 are accepted, on transfer. by at least three in.stitv-
tions which are o accredited, for credit on the same ba8i8 as 'if
tran.gferred from an institution o accredited; or

(4) art additional type of educational or training i'n.stitution as
(lefined by the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare.

uc/i. an indeidual i deemed not to have ea5ed to be a 8tudent during() Hte,Pim letween. 8chool years if the interim i8 not more than fow
months iind if he 8how8 to the 8ati8 faction of the Secretary that he

a bona fide intention of continuing to purve a full-time cour8e of
oi training during the 8eme8ter or other enrollment period

mmed?ateiy after the interim or during period8 of reasonable dura-
t?oh in which. in the judgment of the Secretary. he is prevented b1ifactos beyond /ii$ control from pur8uing hi8 education. A 8tudentwhose twenty-third birthday occurs during a 8eme8ter or other enroll-
ne,.t eviod i deemed a 8tvdent until the end of the 8erme8ter or other
enrollment period.

PART B—CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS FIL ON OR BEFORE DEcEER
31, (1972] 1974

Si•:c. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this part and the regulations promulgated by him, under this part.
make payments of benefits in respect of total disability of any miner
ci hr to 1I1ei111oeoniok. und iii respect of the death of any miner whose
death was due to pneurnoconiosis.

(b) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe standards for
determining for purposes of section 411 (a) whether a miner is totally
disal)Ied due to penumoconiosis and for determining whether the deat.r
of miner was due to penumoconiosis. Regulations required by this
subsection shall be promulgated and published in the Federal Register
at. the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title.
and in no event later than the end of the third month following th
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified
or :idditional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumoconiosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more undergroimd
coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment;

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more underground coal mines and died from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was
due to pneurnoconiosis; and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roent-
genogram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one
centimeter in diameter) and would be classified in Category A,
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B, or C in the International Classification of Radiographs of the
Pneumoconioses by the International Labor Organization, (B)
when diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions in
the lung, or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would
be a condition which could reasonably be expected to yield ieults
described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that he is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis, as the
case may be.

(d) Nothmg in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the applica-
bility of subsection (a) in the case of a claim where the presumptions
provided for therein are inapplicable.

SEC. 41. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
section, benefit payments shall be made by the Secretary under this
part as follows:

(1) In the case of total disability of a miner due to pneumoconiosis,
the disabled miner shall be paid benefits during the disability at a rate
equal to O per centum of the minimum monthly payment to which a
Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entitled at
the time of payment under chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code.

(2) In the case of death of a miner due to pneumoconiosis or of a
miner receiving benefits under this part, benefits shall be paid to his
widow (if any) at the rate the deceased miner would receive such bene-
fits if he were totally disabled.

(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner whose death is due
to pneumocofliosi8 or a miner who is receiving benefita under this part
at the time of hi.s death, and who leaves no widow, and in the case of
the child or children of a widow who i8 receiving benefits under this
part at the time of her death, bene fits shial be paid to such child oi
children, as follows: If there i8 one such child, he shall be paid bene-
fits at the rate specified in paragraph (1) . If there is more than oie
auch child, the benefits paid shall be divided equalii among t/te?n cmii
8/tall be paid at a rate equal to the rate specified in paragraph (1).
oreaBed bj 50 per centum of such, rate if there are two such c/iildi'en.
bj 75 per cenutm of such rate if there are three such childien. and
by 100 per centum of such rate if there are more than th?'ee such chil-
dren: Provided, That benefits shall onZ' be paid to a child for .so lo'n,i
as he meets the criteria for t/e term "child" contained iii section
402(g).

((3)](4) In the case of an individual entitled to benefit j)avmeuts
under clause (1) or (_) of this subsection who has one or more cle-
pendents, the benefit payments shall be increased at the rate of 50
per centum of such benefit payments, if such individual has one de-
pendent, 75 per centum if such individual has two dependents. and
100 per centum if such individual has three or more dependents.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), benefit payments under this
section to a miner or his widow or child shall be reduced, on a monthly
or other appropriate basis. by an amount equal to any payment re-
ceived by such miner or his widow or child under the workmens
compensation, unemployment compensation, or disability insurance
laws of his State on account of the disability of such miner, and the
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amoirnt by which such payment would be reduced oi accoirnt of excess
earnings of such miner under section 203(b) through (1) of the Social
Security Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable under section
202 of such Act. This part shall not be considered a workm,en's cony-
pen.sat ion law or plan for purposes of section. p224 of stwlj Act.

(c) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
income for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Sn'. 41:L in) Except as otherwise provided in sect.ion 414 of this

part. no payment of benefits shall be made under this part except pur-
uatt to a cluim flied therefor on or before December 31, [192] 1974.
in such manner, in such form, and containing such information, as the
Secietarv shall by regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part, the Secretary shall
to the maximum extent feasible (and consistent with the provisions of
this part) utilize the personnel and procedures he uses in determining
entitlement to disability insurance benefit payments under section 223
of the Social Security Act, but no claim, for be'nefit& wiader this pai't
shaiZ he denied solely on the ba.i of the 'results of a chest 'roe'ntgeno-
gram. Claimants under this part shall be reimbursed for reasonable
medical expenses incurred by them in establishing their claims. For
purposes of determining total disability under this part, the pro-
visions of subsections (a), (b). (c), (d), and (g) of section 221 of such
Act shall be applicable. In oarrying out liis respon&ibiUties under this
part, the Secretary may prescribe regulations con.si.stent with the pro-
visioi of section8 204. 905(). 205(k), and 206 of t/e Social Security
Aci.

(c) No claim for benefits under this section shall be considered
unless the claimant has also filed a claim under the applicable State
vorkmens compensation law prior to or at the same time his claim
was filed for benefits under this section; except that the foregoing pro-
visions of this paragraph shall not apply in any ease in which the film
of a claim under such law would clearly be ftile. because t.he perio
within which such a claim may be filed thereunder has epirec1 or
because rneumoconiosis is not compensable under such law, or in any
other situation in which, at the opinion of t.he Secretary, the filing of

claim would clearly be futile.
SEC. 414. (a) (1) No claim for benefits under this part on account of

total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it is filed on or
before December 31. (107] 1974. or. in the case of a claimant who
is a widow, within ix months after the c1eatl of her husband or by
December 31. (19T] 1974. whichever is the later.

(2) In the cc.se of a clan??. by a. child. ti i paragraph &haU apply. not-
)?tlata1u-l'irg any other provi$ion of thi. part.

(A) If such claim, is filed within six months kliowing the moit/a in
i:hieh this paragraph is eiacted. a'nd if beefit payments are made
su.mt to $uch claimS. such 7e'ie fit payments 8ha17 be made retroactveZj
irony December 30. 1969, or from the date such child would have been
fir.t e7iqilie for such herefi.t paijnent. had section. 41(a) (3) been ap-
plicable siiwe December 30, 1969. whichever is the lesser period. If onthe date s?wh. claim iR flied the eiaima'nt i8 not eligible for be'refl.t paj-
meats. but •wa eligible during the period fvom. December .O, 1969. to
t/e. (late such. ciai'ny i filed, benefit payments shall be made for the dulY?-
lion, of e7igibthty dv.rinq sue/i period.
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(B) If such claim is filed after siv mont/is following the month in
which this paragraph is e'nacted and if benefit payments are made
pursuart to such c7aiim .5uch benefit payments shall be made retroac-
tiely from a date twelve months preceding the date such clairm is fl7ed
or horn the date such child would have been ft'i'st eligible for such bene-
fit payme'nts had section 41(a) (3) been appl.icb7e .'ince December
30, 196.9. whichever is the lesser period. Ii on the dite .9uch cl'im i.9
filed the ciaimaiit is not eligible for benefit payments. bit eligible
durng the period from a date twelve month.i precednrj the i"te .ich
cl.am i flied, to the date such. claim id filed. beie fit p(y1net.. htll be
be made for the duration of eligibility during such period.

(C) Vo claim for benefits under this part. ii the ca$e of cicnin',nt
who i a child, shall be considered unless it is filed within si.' Inonth$
afte1 the death of his father or mother (vhicheee? lust oc''ied) or
l)y December 31. /972. whichever s the l'ter.

(b' No benefits shall be paid under this part. after DeceiiIr 1.

[19] 1974, if the claim therefor was filed after December l.
(19fl] %!?7.

(c No benefits under this part shall bc'. piyable for ny period
prior to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this l)art t.o the resI(leflts of an
State which. after the date of enactment of this Act. reduces the hen-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive benefits imder this pair.
under its State laws which are. applicable to its enil work torc
wih regtid to vorkmen's compensttioii. unemployment compe!-
tion or disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widow under this part
ac'ount of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this parc
were being paid t.o such miner with respect to disability clue to pneu-
moconiosis prior to his death, or (2) the death of such miner occurred
prior to January 1, (1973] 1975.

PART C—ChuMs FOR BENEFITS AFrER DECEMBER 31. (1T2] 1fl74

SEC. 41. (a) On and after January 1, (1973] 1975, any claim for
beneflts for death or total disability clue to pneumoconiosis shall b
filed 1trsntnt to the applicable State woikrnens compeilsation law.
except that during any period when mineis or their surviving widows
are not covered by a State workmens compensation iiw whidi rrU-
vicle c1euate coverage for pneurnoconiosis they sliiI b 'ntit1ed t'
claim benefits under this part.

(b' (1) For purposes of this section, a State vorkmen compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverage for pneu-
moconiosis during any period unless it is included in the list of State
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage during
such period. The Secretary shall, no later than October 1, (12] 1974.
publish in the Federal Register a list of State workmen's compensation
laws which provide adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis and shall
revise and republish in the Federal Register such list from time to
time, as may be appropriate to reflect changes in such State laws clue
to legislation or judicial or administrative interpretation.

H. Rept. 92—460—-——3
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(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's compensation
law on such list during any period only if he finds that durmg such
period under such law—

(A) benefits must be paid for total disability or death of a
miner due to pneumoconiosis:

(B) the amount of such cash benefits is substantially equivalent
to or greater than the amount of benets prescribed by section
412(a) of this title;

(C) the standards for deteruining death or total disability due
to pneuinoconiosis are subtant.iallv equivalent, to those estab-
lished by section 411, and by the regulations of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare promulgated thereunder:

(D) any claim for benefits on account. of total disability or
death of a miner due to pneumoconiosjs is deemed to be timely
filed if such claim is filed within three years of the discovery of
total disability due to pneumoconiosis. or the date of such death,
as the case may be:

(E) there are in effect provisiois wit.h respect to prior.and suc-cessor operators which are suistantially equivalent to 'the pro-
visions contaiied in section 422(i) of this part: and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions, regulations orinterpretations, which are consistent with the proviions con-tained in Public Law 803. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4, 197), as amended, which are applicable under section
42(a). but are not. inconsistent with any of the criteria set forth
in subpararaphs (A) through (E) of this paragraph, as the
Secretary, rn accordance with regulations promulgated by him,
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure adequate corn-
I)eisation for total disability or death due to pneumoconiosis.

The action of the Secretary in including or failing to include any Stateworkmens compensation law on such list shall be subject to judicial
review exclusively in the United States court of appeals for the circuit
in which the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals forthe District of Columbia.

SEC. 42. (a) During any period after December 31, [1972] 1.974.
in which a State workmen's compensation law is not included on the
list l)lb1ished by the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part, the
j)rovi;ioils of Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4. ll)2fl, as amended (other than the provisions contained insections 1, . 3. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10. 12, 13, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38. 41, 43,
44. 4. 40. 4T. 48, 49. 50. and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise

rovided in this subsection and except as the Secretary shall b reu-
lation otherwise provide), be applicable to each operator of an under-
rrounc1 coal mine in such State with respect to death or total disability
due. to pneumocoriiosis arising out of employment in such mine. In
adminisering this part, the Secretary is authorized to prescribe in the
Federal Register such additional provisions, not inconsistent with
those specifically excluded by this subsection, as he deems necer.iv
1O p1ovice for the navnient of benefits by such operator to persons
:'iirir1d tiireto as Pi0Vided in this part and thereafter those provi-:1fl h:ifl be p 1inb1e to such operator.
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(b) During any such period each such operator shall be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits, as provided in this e'tirm
and section 423 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such opertrnr
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits uuder
section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the regulations of Ehe
Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfue ap-
plicable under this section: Provided, rrlat, except as provided in iib-
section (i) o± this section, no benefit shall be payable by aiiy operator
on account of death or total disability due to pneumoconioEls which
did not arise, at least in part, out of employment in a mine clutin he
periii vlieii it was operated by such operator.

(ci) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a inourhlv
basis and, except as otherwise provided in this section, such pnv:
shall be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this tide

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this sect tern:
(1) except pursuant to a claim field therefor in such inamiel. in

such form, and containing such information, as the Secretary iil
by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1, [1973] 1975: nr
(3) for any period after [seven] i'ne years after the of

enact ment of this Act.
(f) Any claim for benefits under this section hall be fieci witiin

three years of the discovery of total disability clue to pneurnoconiosi
or, in the case of death clue to pneumocouioSs the date n such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this section shall b
reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis, by the amount of
any compensation received under or pursuant to ay Federal or State
workmen's compensation law because of death or disability clue to
pneumocolliosis. -

(h) The rrulatioiis of rhe Secrettry of JTalth. EcIuetrnn. intl
Welfare promulgated under section 411 of this title shall aLso be tip-
plicabe tn cla.in; under this section. The Secretary of Labor hi11
by regulatiGn establish standards, which may include appropriare
presumptions, for determining whether pneiirnoconi0si arose oiit nf
employment in a particular underground coal mine or rnine. Th
Secretary may also, by regulation. eshiblish standards for appor-
tioning liability for benefits under this snbction amoI rnoi than
on operator, -liere 5uCh apportionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is p11'abe vith
respect to a coi.i mine in operator of aci mine who. after the nate
of enactment of this title, acquired such mule or subtrntiliv all the
assets thereof from a persn (hereinafter referrci to in this pCrn!aph
as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine on or fter
th operative clat of this titi shall be 1iabe for iici ha1l, n ccor.l-
ance with section 423 of this part. secure tiie payment of aU benefits
vhih would have been payable by the prior operator under this .ec-
tion with respect to miners previously employed in such mine if the
acquisition had not occurred and th prior operator had c)ntmued to
operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve ny prior operator of
any liability under this section.
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Ec. 423. (a) During any period in which a &ate worien's com-pensation law is not included on the list published by the Secretary
under section 421 (b) each operator of an underground coal mine msuch State shall secure the payment of benefits for which he is liableunder section 422 by (1) qualifying as a self-insurer in accordancewith regulatioiis prescribed by the Secretary, or (2) insuring andkeeping insured the payment of such benefits with any stock companyor mutual company or association, or with any other person or fund,
incJuding any State fund, while such comany. association, personor fund is authorized under the laws of any State in insure woren'sCompensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection(a) of this section, every policy or contract of insurance must con-tain—
(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422, not-withstanding the provisions of the State wornen's compensa-tion law- which may provide for lesser pavnients;
(2) a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the operator

or dischare therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for such payments; and

(3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, mayrequire.
(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to complywith the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of this subsec-tioii shall be canceled prior to the date specified in such policy or con-tict for its expiration until at least thirty days have elapsed afternotice of cancellation has been sent by registered or certified mail tothe Secretary and to the operator at his last Imown place of business.
SEC. 424. If a totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to bene-fits under section 422 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has

not obtained a policy or contract of insurance, or qualified as a self-iJ1ht.:'. flS ti±quiied by section 43. oi such Operator has not paid such
benefits within a reasonable time, or (2) there is no operator who wasrequired to secure the payment of such benefits, the Secretary shallpay such miner or such widow the benefits to which he or she is soentitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator shall be liableto the United States in a civil action in an amount equal to the amountpaid to such miner or his widow under this title.

Stc. 425. 'With the. consent and cooperation of State agencies
chaiec.l with administration of State workmen's compensation laws,tiit 'ecretary may, for the Purpose of carrying out his functions andduties under section 422, utilize the services of State and local agen-cie and their employees and, not withstanding any other provision ofhv. miiv advance funds to or reimburse such State and local agenciesand their employees for services rendered for such purposes.SE':. 126. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health,Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations aseach deems appropriate to carry out the provisions of this tiible. Such
i'ulations shall be issued in conformity with section 553 of title 5 ofdii' Fnited States Code. notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.
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(b) Within 120 clays following the convening of each session of
Congress the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare shall sub-
mit to the Congress an annml report upon the subject matter of pair
B of this title, and. after January 1. E197] 197.5. the Secretary of
Labor shall also submit such a report tpon the subject matter of part
C of this title.

(c) Nothing in this title shall relieve any operator of the thity to
comply with any State workmeii's compensation law. except insofar
as such State law is in conflict with the provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation, so prescribes. The provisions of any State
workmens compensation law which piovicle greater benefits than t!i
benefits payable under this title shall not thereby be construed or held
to be in conflict with the provisions of this title.



JIIA7ORIT1' VIEWS ON ES. 9212
In its pi'eseit fonn we are oj)posed to the bill H.R. 912 as reported

by the committee. The bill consists of four sections all of which amend
title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 andis designated in the act as "Black Lung Benefits". We object to sec-tions . :3. and 4 of the bill but approve of the principle embodied in
section 1. We feel that in view of the broad and bipartisan support
among our committee members for the principle and goal of section 1it iiould have been treated as a measure separate and distinct from
the changes which would be made in title IV by sections 2. 3. and 4.We find tliee changes objectionable and, as a practical matter. un-related and unnecessary to achieve the purposes and goal of section 1.
T1rt only reason we have heard for lumping together all four of these
amendments is a public statement by the chairman of the committeeto the effect that section 1 will carry section 2, 3. and 4 with it; in other
words, that the strong support for the principle of section 1 will help
assure the approval of the quite controversial provisions in sections 2,. and 4 of the committee bill. Our efforts to achieve this desirable
se m rat ion in committee were fruitless.

.SUJLJJAI?J' OF TITLE IF—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
Federal benefits under title IV are to be paid only for total dis-

ability of underground coal miners aristhg out of the ailment general-
ly known as "black lung" which is pneumoconiosis caused by the in-luilat ion of coal dust. Benefits are also provided for the widows of
such miners and where there is a survivma widow along with other
dependents. the widow's benefit is substantially increased.

Title IV consists of three parts. Part A includes the definitions of
the terms used in title IV and a statement of purpose. It finds that
there are a significant number of miners who are totally disabled from
pneumoconiosis. there are dependent survivors of such miners, and
that few States provide benefits for either. It then declares that the
purpose of title IV is to provide such benefits.

Part B in relevant part, deals with claims for benefits flied on orbefore December 31, 1972, by eligible miners or their widows. Bene-
fits mar be paid to widow-s only if such benefits were actually being
paid to the miner prior to his death, or the miner died prior to Janu-
an- 1. 1973. No benefits are to be paid under this part after Decem-ber 31. 19T. if the claim therefor was filed after December 31. 1971.
except in the case of a widow who filed her claim prior to Decem-ber :31. 197g. or within U months after the death of the miner which-ever is later. Any other claim filed thereafter is governed by theprovisions of part C except that benefits mar be received under partB but only up to December 31. 107th by such other clainmnts who filedd niinLr rh1 cnlendar year 1fl7.

(22)
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Part C, in relevant part, shifts the Federal benefit program, as et
forth in part B, to the workmen's compensation programs of the ev-
eral States. It provides that. on and after January 1, 19T3. claimants
for benefits because of coal-dust pneumoconiosis shall file their claims
pursuant to the applicable Sttte workmen's compensation law.

If the applicable State law fails to meet the staiidird prescLibed
by the Secretary of Labor or has no provision of law providing for
compensation in connection with coal-dust pneumoconiosis. the oper-
ator of an underground coal mine must pay benefits to those of his
miners who become disabled or who died because of coal-dust pneu-
moconiosis arising out of their employment in his mine. FIovever.
such benefits are not required to be paid under part C by any state or
operator for any period_prior to January 1. 19T3, or for any period
after T years following December 30, 1969, the date of enactment of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, that is. after Decem-
ber 30. 19T6. If a coal mine operator fails to pay benefits as requiied by
part C, or there is no operator who was required to pay such bane fits, the
Secretary of Labor shall pay them to the eligible claimant. and the
operator shall be liable to the United States in a civil suit- for an
equal amount.

PROPOSED LEVGTHEVJ.VG OF THE TIJJE PEZUO1)
FOR FEDERAL BEYEFJTS AYD REGUTATJOX.

The purpose of title lIT was to establish a temporary Federal pt-
gram of black lung benefits which it was felt would no longer be
needed after the expiration of the program because (1) the niinibe
of potential beneficiaries would decline both rapidly and substan-
tially as a consequence of t.he extremely low maximum coal dust den-
sit.ies prescribed by the act. and hence the resulting decretse in the in-
ciclence of coal-dust pneumoconiosis: and () the several States vould
establish and develop their own progruns of compensation for tIioc
afflicted with the disease, ptrticularly with the assistance provided
to the States, financially and otherwise, as provided iii sect iou ()t

the act. precisely for that piipose.
Within 1 week of enactment. 18.000 claims had been 1-ileci: by the

end of the first month the number had risen to almost 100.000. nçI
continued to grow rapidly thereafter. It is not surprising that the all-
out eort on the part of the agency to protect tll the rights of poten-
tial beneficiaries, coupled wit.h the lack of comprehension of the
complex and technical requirements for eligibility to receive benefits.
resulted in applications from a very substantial number who were even-
tually found not to meet the eligibility requirements of the law.

Currelitly. total claims filed since enactment approximate 290.000
with about 10.000 new claims being received each month. Decisions
have already been completed in about 250.000 of the total claims fiId.
which in our opinion constitutes some sort of a peak record for speed
on the part of an administ.rati'e agency handling a new and compli-
cttedl program during a period of less than a year mci t half from the
program's inception.

Of t.he 250.000 decisions made. almost half (10.000) represent pay-
ment awards—TO.000 to miners and 50.000 to widows, with the nurn-
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ber of both types of awards increasing each week as additional claims
a'e I)ioceSSed.

Taking into account miners, and widows and dependents covered.
Qvei UU.UU0 people are currently beneficiaries of the program. Bene-
fit chsI)ursements to date have been almost $2 million and current
itiontlil payments total about S22 million (an annual rate of about
4 million). The Office of the Actuary of the Social Security Ad-
ministiation now estimates that by the end of the fiscal year (July
i9i). biiefit disbursements are expected to be $375 million annually
and total beneficiaries at that time will be about 260.000.

These tatistics are particularly illuminating in several respects. In
the course of the consideration during 1969 of the bills which eventu-
ally became the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, the pro-
Puflents of the black-lung benefits (title IV) program asserted that the
annual cost of the program would be in the neighborhood of $40 niil-
lion annually. Critics of the proposal declared that it would range
anywhere from $20 million to $500 million. Apart from the fact that
these critics were far more accurate in their estimates and that the
ProPonents apparently hadn't even the flimsiest evidence on which to
base their belief concerning the size and scope of the program, the
contrast between these estimates of the proponents and the current
statistics completely confound their accusation that the Social Security
Xdmiiinisti.ation is improperly denying an enormous number of claims.'

On the basis of the 120,000 claims approved at an annual total cost
of about $264 million currently, we find that the individual benefits
thus average about S2,200 annually per award. Applying th:is rate to
the S40 million estimate made in 1969 by the proponents of the pro-
gram, it follows as a matter of simple arithmetic that they must have
eiivisaged the number of awards at about 18,180. The actual number as
descrilieci above is currently 120,000 and steadily increasing. In the
faee of this contrast, how can they seriously maintain that the Social
ecuritv Administration is iniproperly denying a huge number of
eliwuis

There is one factor which contributes substantially to the huge nurn-
her of claims which have been thus far approved, and this factor itself
is a direct refutation of the charge that the agency seeks to deny is
wuiv as possible of the claims which have been filed.

The Social Security Administration has in all important phases of
t lie act, aclniinistered it as liberally as possible. It has resolved virtually
iii doubts and tatutorv ambiguities or contradictions in favor of the
claimant to the extreme limits beyond which it would clearly ie failing

adhere to the express requirements of the law and t.he discernible
congressional intent.

It was even charged during the recent hearings on the committee bill that the SocialIirity Administ:iton was under orders from 'higher up' in the executire branch of the(;vt.ruulent to deny s many Claims as possible. This was not only Categorically denied bth ngeney. hut not a shred of evidence was adduced to support the charge. Its absurdityObviOnj in the face of the statistical record of the number of claims approved thatit tirt no further attention.
Ditrrig legisladve consideration of the bills in 1969. the Secretary of the Interior eti•rnattl that the number of claims payable by next month (July 1971 Would be 61.401p.AItIiouli 1ii fiurc was far lilore realistic than that of the proponents it nevertheliiiidt'rriiiiared the present situation by O percent.
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The following are a few of many significant manifestations of this
agency policy:

1. Xlthough title IV can be construed, on the basis o its language in
several provisions, to require an ad-erse decision against a widow who
fails to file her claim prior to January 1, 173. the igency lius chosen
to interpret, the statute, admittedly ornewhat ambiguous in this re-
spect. as validating certain of such claims if filed not ltc'r than fl
months following the date of her lmsbancFs death, even though the
filing occurs after January 1, 19T3.. Title IV can reasonably be construed as denying the claim of a
widow whose husband's death is not clue to pneumoconiosis. The
statute, however, is sufficiently ambiguous, to permit a contrary inter-
pret.ation more favorable to the claimant. and again the agency has
chosen to apply the latter. Thus, if the miner was receiving black-
lung" benefits prior to his death, the widow's claim is virtually alwa
approved. If the miner had not been receiving such benefits but a mecli-
cal examination shortly before his death or after it. (autopsy, biopsy)
discloses what would have been compensable pneumoconiosis, and his
death was not clearly from some totally imreatecl cause (an automo-
bile accident, for example), the widow's claim, generally, is approved.

3. Although the weight of medical opinion holds that pneumoconi-
osis is seldom the cause of disabling impairment until and if it reaches
the complicated stage, the agency approves the claim of a miner where
the X-ray evidence discloses only first-stage (simple) pneumoconiosis
accompanied by severe impairment of breathing. This policy is based
on the statutory provisions which create rebuttable presumptions in
favor of results such as this—but in virtually every such case the pre-
sumption is accepted.

Liberal interpretations of the statute such as the foregoing. and
many others as well, have obviously been a significant factor in the
large number of favorable decisions on claims for back-ung benefits.
More restricted statutory construction would undoubtedly have re-
sulted in a substantial increase in the number of claims denied. The
inference is almost inescapable that the overwhelming majority of
the claims rejected had unmistakably failed to meet the requirements
of the aw under even the most liberal interpretation.

And finally, the contention of the proponents of the committee bill
that a -year extension of all and each of the provisions of title IV
(as provided in section 3 of the bill) is essentia' to furnish unsucces-
ful claimants an opportunity to ask for and receive reconsideration
of their rejected claims is similarly without foundation. The Social
Security Administration has already created and is already fully
operating the machinery for such reconsideration.

The report points out that the backlog of initial claims filed in the
first year's operations has now been virtually eliminated. With a
nearly normal workload of pending initial claims the delays encoun
tered in handling such claims in the first year no longer exist. For
c'aims presently being filed, processing time appears to be in line vith
experience in processing regular social security disability claims. i.e.,
on the average, about 10—12 weeks from filing to completion.
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There has arisen. however. an increasing number of claims iii which
the denied claimant is exercising his right to request reconsideration
of the adverse decision. The agency is making every effort to insure
that any additional evidence having a bearing on the case is obtained
and carefully considered as a part of a new and independent, review of
the claim. Following the decision on reconsideration, a dissatisfied
applicant may request. a hearing before an agency hearing examiner.
The examiner's decision may be appealed to the Appeals Council of
the Social Security Administration, and there are further appeal
rights to the Federal courts. Action is well under way to gear up the
hearing li'ocess to expedite the handlino of this new workload.

During consideration of section 3 of te bill in executive session of
the committee. the proponents asserted in support of the amendment,
that the time extension the amendment would provide was needed in
order to permit reconsideration of rejected claims. This contention, on
its face. is entirely without merit. If a claim has been filed and re-
jected. the review and appeals procedures described above are ap-
Plicable. If the rejection is reversed and the claim is approved, the
claimant receives exactly the same treatment as if the claim had been
approved in the first place, even if the decision of reversal is not
handed down until long after the statutory time period had expired.
The Social Security Administration opposed extending the time limits
of the existing law when it appeared before subcommittee. We join in
theiv opposition to the enactment. of section 3 of the committee bill.

BLACK-LUNG" BEXEFJTS AS OFF-SETS TO SOC/AL
SECURJTY DiSABiLiTY BEYEFZT5

Section of the committee bill provides that Federal "black-lung"
benefit 1)1yiflents under part B of title IV of the act "shall not be con-
siclered a workmen's compensation law or plan for purposes of section
224" of the Social Security Act.
• Section 24 of the Social Security Act was enacted in 1965 and con-

stitutes v1m;it is common! called a "workmen's compensation offset"
pioviioii. For l)eoPIe who become disabled after June 1. 1965, aiicl
are under ae 62. section 24 limits t.he amount of combined income
from social security disability benefits and State or Federal workmen's
eoitmpcusation benefits. The agency regards "black-lung" benefits as
ixmelits under a workinens compensation law or plan." and hence
tieuts them is it does benefits received under State workmen's corn-
pe11tio1 laws.

Thus. 1ie anmoumit of the limitation on social security disability bene-
fits for aim individual who also receives black-huig benefits is either
O Pci•cent of time worker's average current earnings before he became

bled. 01 100 Percemmt of the amount of total family benefits under
the social security disability benefits progianm whichever is the higher.
If the combined benefits would exceed this amount, the social secu-
iitv disability benefits are reduced by the amount of the excess.

Section would require the Social Security Administration to ap-
ply s((tion 4 so as to eliminate any reduction in the social security
Leneflts of an individual who was also receiving b1ack-1uni benefits
who would tlmer(1)v receive the full amount of each benefit.
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The Social Security Administration opposed the enactment of see-
tion 2 of the committee bill and we join in such opposition tot the
following reasons:

1. The proponents of the amendment contend that the leislativt'
history of title IV of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act iitdicate
that it wxs the intent of Congress that black-lung" bettetir uut e
regarded as a workmen's compensation law or plan. To the coutral'y.
the congressional deliberations in 1969 which led to the act indicate
that. the foregoing contention is quite immccurate. Wlmt was actually
discussed and emphasized was that the •black-lung beietirs plo-
gram was not to be regarded as a precedent for further intrusion by
the Federal Government into the field of workmeiis conhpena-
tion," a legislative area traditionally occupied by and reserved to the
States. This was in answer to fears expressed by Iembers of Congress
that enactment of the benefits program would have precisely that
effect.

As a matter of ñtct, the •black-lung" benefits program 1tov a coil-
gressional intent that it be deemed a teniporuy workini,tl cflhu1I)elIa-
tion plan designed to apply for iii interim period iii otder to give t1
States an opportunity to amend or establish their own woiknien
conipensation laws to provide occupational disability benefits for
black-lung victims.

Iii effectuation of this purpose, part C of title IV provides that
beginning with January 1, 1973, the responsibility to grant black-lung
benefits shall pass, permanently, from the Federal Government to the
States; that claims thereafter shall be filed pursuant to the applicable
State workmen's compensation law, not with the Federal Governineitt.
Even the time extension of 2 years proposed in section 3 of the com-
mittee bill does not in any way modify this purpose—it merely post-
pones its achievement for 2 years—irntil January 1, 19T3.

The language of several provisions of title IV strongly indicates i
recognition that title IV is a workmen's compensation law even if only
a temporary one at the Federal level.

Thus, section 412(b) of the act provides that benefits to a miner or
his widow shall be reduced by an amount equal to any payment le-
ceived under the workmen's compensation law of his State. tnd section
412(c) forbids the consideration of any claim for benefits under part
B of title IV unless the claimant has also filed a claim under the
applicable State workmen's compensation law prior to or at the same
time his claim was filed for the Fecleril benefits. This provision clearly
indicates that even before responsibility for black-lung l)ene!its passes
to the States beginning in 1913, they are regarded as the kind of chuims
which properly fall into the domain of State workmen compensation
laws.

3. The principle behind the workmen's cornpemsation offset pi'OViSiOll
in the Social Security Act (and in section 412(b) of the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act referred to above as well) is to prevent clupli-
cation of benefits to the extent that combined benefits eual ot eveti
exceed the workers earnings before he became disabled. The iational
is to tvoid creating a situation where it is more profitable to collect
benefits than to attempt to become rehabilitated and return to work.
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4. Eliminating black-lung benefits as offsets to social security dis-
ability benefits may well result in beneficiaries receiving a larger total
of beneñts in States where workmen's compensation laws apply to
Wack-lung disability than in States where the laws do not provide
b1ackltinr disability benefits.

Thus. let us take as a hypothetical example, a coal miner with a wife
and one child whose applicable average earnings prior to black-lung
disability are $390 per month. When disabled he will receive monthly,
S244 in social security disability benefits, and in a State with an applic-
aLle woikrnens compensation law, 200. He will receive no Federal
black-lung benefits because the $200 State payment exceeds th.e Federal
black-lung benefit he would otherwise be entitled to and therefore off-
sets the latter in full. The Social Security Administration would then
calculate 80 percent of his average prior earnings as $312 and give him
a social security disability payment of $112 which added to his $200
workmen's compensation benefit would give a combined benefit of
312 monthly.

In a State with no workmens compensation. program applicable to
black lung, the same miner would receive $244 in social security dis-
ability benefits and $153 in Federal black-lung benefits. There being
no o1iset of any kind under the committee bill he would receive a com-
bined monthly payment of $397. This is not only greater than the
benefit he would receive in the State which had a black lung work-
mens compensation law but would exceed his average earnings prior
to his disability. It is difficult to imagine a more inequitable and in
fact more discriminatory treatment of a State doing an excellent job
in providnig for its miners disabled by black lung and in favor of
States which have done nothing to compensate such minors.

5. As pontec1 out above, section 2 of the committee bill prohibits
the Social Security Administration from using black-lung benefits as
an offset against social security disability benefits. It does this by im-
posing a limitation on the application of section 224 of the Social
Security Act. We are of the opinion therefore, that section 2 in fact
constitutes an amendment of the Social Security Act over which this
conmiittee has no jurisdiction and is therefore out of order in the
committee bill.

In any event, the present policy of reducing social security disability
benefits because of receipt of blank lung benefits is neither drastic in
the degree to which total benefits are actually reduced nor is it appli-
tI1e to more than a very small percentage of dual benefit. recipients,
actual or potential.

The offset under section 2I of the Social Security Act is not. a dollar-
for-dollar ofiset. as we have pointed out earlier in these views. Recipi-
ents entitled to dual benefits are assured of automatic benefit increases.
Thus, every social security benefit increase enacted by Congress is
autoniatieallv added in full to the benefits paid by the Social ecurity
Administration regardless of the 80 percent limitation. Moreover, the
]aw requires that the average current earnings upon which the 80 per-
cent figure rests be redetermined periodicalry to insure that the base
of the beneficiary's combined benefits is updated to the level of current
earnings. And finally, the pending social security bill, House Resolu—
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tion 1, if enacted into law, will apply a new formula for determining
the average earnings which will raise that average and as a result will

increase the total of combined benefits a dual beneficiary may receive.
As a final consideration on section 2 of the committee bill it should

be pointed out that most minor applicants for black lung benefits are
men in their sixties, disabling black lung generally being the end result
of many years of exposure to high coat dust levels in underground
coal mines. Hence, because the offset provision in the Social Security
Act is applicable only to claimants who are under the age of 62. the
provision has resulted in a reduction of social security benefits for
only a small percentage of those awarded black-lung benefits. The
agency's data show that less than 5 percent of black lung applicants
have been affected by the offset.

MEDiCAL TESTS FOR DETERJIJ.VLVG TOTAL DISABIL-
iTY FROM COAL MiNERS PNEUJIOCOzVIO'S'LS

Section 4 of the committee bill would amend title IV of the Co;d
Mine Health and Safety Act by adding a provision that no claim lur
benefits under part B of said title 'shall be denied solely on the bi
of the results of a chest roentgenogram (X-ray) ."

In testifying against that amendment the social Security Admiii-
tration pointed out that diagnostic X-ray evidence i the iftiin1ry
source in determining if a miner has pneumoconioSis. If positive X-ray
evidence of "complicated pneurnoconiosis" is found. no further evi-
dence is required and the claim is allowed. If negative X-ray evidence
is ascertained, the claim is denied. If positive X-ray evidence reve;il
"simple pneurnoconiosis," other medical tests are needed te cleteiniiue
the level of severity of the impairment.

The technical and medical elernent involved in dealing vith cc;d-
miner's pneumoconiosis are extremely complex and require a profes-
sional expertise which, it is safe to say, none of us on the conimitte
possess. SVe think it appropriate therefore, to quote in exteiis' frnin

that portion of the Social Security Aclministration' report whirh

deals with these extremely difficult problems and issues recognizing
that the agency has access to and has utilized the best existing profe-
sional knowledge and skill in its administration of the black lnng
benefit provisions of the act. The quotations read as fo11ov:

The basic program principle embodied in the law requiring
an occupational or causal connection between diabiiity or
death and pneumoconiosis has posed a very difficult problem
from a medical standpoint. At the same time. this occupa-
tional concept has also resulted in substantial chuiinant nii-
understanding of program requirements and decisiou resnits.

Dia.gno.si.s of pneu.mocofliosiS
Under part B of title IV. a miner is entitled to benefits if

he is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis. In line with this
requirement, the regulations specify that. regardless of other
impairments, total disability must be found to be caused by
pneumoconiosis which is defined in the statute a a chronie
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dust disease of the lungs which has arisen out of employment
in underground coal nunes.

To establish the casual or occupational connection with coal
worker's pneumoconiosis. the regulations provide that there
must be X-ray evidence of pneumoconiosis in the living ap-
plicant (in a rare case, a biopsy). This is based on the pre-
vailing medical judgment that in the absence of positie )-
ray evidence, the disease does not exist or exists to a degree
that would have no significant. effect on the claimant's func-
tional capacity.

There is some minority medical opinion to the effect that
disabling pneurnoconiosis may exist in the absence of "posi-
tive" X-ray evidence thereof. However, this issue was thor-
oughly considered by the Social Security Administration.
through extensive consultation with a wide range of medical
speca1ists. and the requirement was included in the regula-
tions as reflecting the overwhelming consensus of medical
judgment on the issue.

Regulations require X-rays to be taken iii conformance
with acceptable medical standards and to be classified in
accordance with the ILO and ITICC classification system for
pneumoconiosis. X-rays of good diagnostic quality can be
classified reliably according to these systenis.

Where existing X-ray evidence is not available for a proper
determination, State agencies are responsible through special
a1eenient for makino arrangements with qualifie radiolo-
gists locally to provicTe X-rays of claimants at program ex-
pense. Most of these radiologists have participated in the
special training courses (workshops) sponsored by the Public
Health Service in cooperation with the American College of
Ridiologv and the American College of Chest Physicians,
to improve techniques for taking X-rays and skills in classi-
fying them according to the IJICC and ILO systems.

To reinforce the accuracy and consistency of X-ray read-
ings under the black-htng program, the Social Security
Administration is utilizing the services of a group of eniinent
radiologists with outstanding experience and skill in X-ray
classification under the approved systems.

Standards of di8abiity determinations

In line with congressional intent and the direction given
by the President, every effort has been made to establish dis-
ati1it- evaluation criteria consistent with those under the
regular social security disability insurance prooram. How-
ever. some problems existed in implementing te statutory
requirement, of total disability due to pneumoconiosis.

An individual's ventilatorv ability may be compromised
liv many diseases other than coal worker's pneumoc.oniosis.
Emphysema commonly affects this ability: neurological, mus-
u1ai. infectious. or degenerative disease may do so also.
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From a medical standpoint, it is imposthble in most situa-
tions to determine what portion of an individual's reduced
ventilatory capacity is clue to coal worker's pneiinioconiosiS
and what portion is due to one or more other diseases he irns.
Nevertheless, to assure ftillest equity to claimants under
these circumstances, favorable disability determinations have
been made where a claimant, has a serious breathing impair-
ment and has pneumoconiosis.

However, some miners have emphysema or chronic bron-
chitis, and may be severely disabled as a result, but do not
have pneumoconiosis. IJncler the law, claims from such mineis
must be denied.

Claimants frequently find it difficult to understand the
basis for the distinction between these allowed and denied
claims, particularly if the miner denied because he does not
have pneumoconiosis is severely disabled and worked long
years in underground coal mine employment.
from the fact

Some misunderstanding among applicants also results
from the fact that it is possible for a miner to have "compli-
cated" pneumoconiosis and therefore meet the statutory pre-
su.mption of disability, even though he does not have a severe
breathing impairment.

Death due to pneumoconiosi8

Widows' claims under the act presented two special kinds
of problems. First, obtaining evidence of the presence of
pneumoconiosis in claims where the miner may have died
many years in the past and second, the requirement for estab-
lishing a causal relationship between the disease and death.
unless the miner was entitled to benefits under the act or
had the "complicated" stage of the disease.

Claims which have been denied consist largely of those in
which either (1) there is no evidence that the miner had
chronic luno disease, or () the miner died as the result of
trauma or c1early from an acute disease unrelated to pnet-
moconiosis and there is no evidence that he had the "compli-
cated" stage of the disease.

The Social Security Administration is making every effort
to assist widows in locating any evidence of probative value
to support their claims. However, in the absence of any evi-
dence that the miner died of chronic lung disease, or where
there is clearly compelling evidence to the contrary. there
is no basis under the law for finding that death was clue to
pneumoconiosis.
Public v.nderstavding of blaclc-7ung benefit program

As with the regular social security program. it has been
the policy of the Social Security Administration to take posi-
tive steps t.o assure that members of the potentially affected
public have knowledge of their rights under the black-lung
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benefits provisions and understand the requirements for en-
titlement. The volume of applications received attests to the
extent to which the public has been made aware of the poten-
tial benefits under the law. However, efforts to cornmurncate
effectively the requirements of the law have been less
successful.

In some areas, there has been a high degree of misunder-
standing of the intent and requirements of the law and reg-
ulat ions among the coal mining population. Some of the rea-
soiis for this have been discussed in previous sections of this
chapter. However, even beyond this, and despite sustained
efforts by the Social Security Administration and others to
clarify the qualifying provisions, many claimants contrnue to
have the strong view that the program is designed to provide
supplementary benefits to underground coal miners solely
on the basis of long-term mine work or, if simple pneurnocom-
osis is present, irrespective of the requirement of total dis-
ability due to the disease.

The foregoing exposition is in all fundamental respects consistent.
with the experience of the British Government and the British coal-
mine industry which may rightly claim to be the pioneers in the in-
vestigation, study, methods of diagnosis, and recogiition of coal
workers? pneumoconiosis.

Section 4 of the committee bill would require the Social Security
Administration to abandon the position that coal worker's pneumoconi-
osis can be diagnosed in the living person only by chest X-ray, is
The consensus of expert medical judgment, as has been indicated, is
that no means other than chest X-ray, is presently available to diag-
nose coal workers' pneumoconiosis, as distinguished from other res-
piiatorv ailments, in the living person. The symptoms of these other
ailments are virtually identical with those of coal workers' pneu-
moconiosis. Thus the proposed amendment could include as compara-
ble under the law, disability due to other lung diseases, such as emphy-
sena and chronic bronchitis.

To extend benefits under the law to nonoccupational diseases such
as emphysema and chronic bronchitis is inconsistent with the concept
of occupational causality which is basic to title IV of the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act as it is to all workmen's compensation laws
without exception. For these reasons we join with the Social Security
Administration in opposing the enactment of section 4 of the commit-
tee bill.

The general Subcommittee on Labor received a thorough briefing on the subject of blacilung by the British National Coal Board during its visit to London for that purpose aboutyears ago. 11 anything the agency is administering our black-lung provisions as liberallyl)robabv more SO) than the British.
Occupational causality is not required for social security disability benefits. Total Ws-ahiltt. regardle8s of the eaue, is suthelent to procure these benefits to an otherwise quail-claimant. Hence, the social security disability benefits program is not itseli' a V,r-uieri eolnpensntiun law or plan.
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CONCLUSION

Section 1 of the committee bill provides benefits for surviving de-
pendent children of deceased miners who were afflicted with compelis-
able pneumoconiosis and whose mothers have also died. The present
law provides no benefits for such surviving dependent children. We
support the principle of granting benefits to sich surviving dependent
children who are commonly referred to as "double orphans." Hence.
we feel that section 1 should have been presented in a separate bill and
with a few minor changes it would have been acceptable on a biparti-
san basis. The remaining three sections of the bill are highly contro-
versial and as we have shown, are both unnecessary and undesirable.
Therefore, like the Social Security Administration we are strongly
opposed to their enactment.

ALBERT H. Qi.
JOUN N. ERLEXB0RX.
EDWIN D. ESHLEMAX.
WILLIAM A. S1xaEu.
EtBI.. F. LANOGREBE.
EDWIN B. FORSYTHE.
JACK F. KEMP.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF CONGRESSMAN REID
OF NEW YORK

The black-lung payments provision in title IV of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 was a bold step forward by
the Congress, and it is important that the intent of the Congress be
carried out even more effectively. The pending amendments do repre-
sent marked improvements in the current law, but above all, far more
must be done to administer this law more equitably.

Coal miners, their widows. and their families, have suffered in
silence for too many years while medical doctors blindly overlooked
or denied the existence of the deadly "black-lung" disease. The Social
Security Administration must not rely for me1ical advice on those
doctors and their medical associations whohave failed to take the mi-
tiative to correct a deep injustice. Rather, the Social Security Acirnin-
istration must give the full benefit of the doubt to those pioneer physi-
cians who have demonstrated their capacity to recognize pneurnoco-
niosis, and know how difficult it is to prove through simple and ancient
methods.

Testimony indicates that only 28 percent of the black-lung applica-
tions have been approved in Kentucky, 44 percent in Wrest Virginia
and 69 percent in Pennsylvania. Just because Pennsylvania has had an
effective State black-lung compensation law, and better medical facili-
ties for examinations, the approval rate for applications under Fed
eral law has been higher. In my view, it is unfair to penalize a coal
miner or his widow m Kentucky or West Virginia just because the
medical facilities or records are unavailable. The Department of
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Health. Education. and Weif are must take positive steps to insure that
all coal miners be treated fairly, wherever they mioht live. This means,
of course. that better examining facilities must e provided, and it
necessary. mobile clinics should be provided for miners in isolated areas
who cannot travel to better hospitals.

it is evident that the claims of thousands of miners and widows are
being turned down because they cannot produce sufficient evidence.
Iii my view, it is not the responsibility of a coal miners widow, who
knows her husband had disabling shortness of breath and black-lung
tiease, to assemble and produce huge sets of records. Furthermore,
when a death certificate, the only item a widow possesses, records
beart failure" as the cause of death, the Social Security Administra-
tioii should understand that many coal conipany doctors filling out
these certificates did not recognize pneumoconiosis as a disease, or
fiiled to record the fact that back lung put an additional burden on
a coal miner's heart. The burden of proof should not be on the widow;
rather. the Social Securit.y Administratioii niust take the initiative to
seek out the facts froni personal testimony by the widow, family, and
friends of the deceased miner.

Basically. the Social Security Administration must greatly human-
ize its entire operation in administering title IV of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act. Xo matter how many detailed provisions
we write into law. justice vill not be forthcoming unless those who
administer the law at the grass roots understand the problem. Coal
miners and their widows are simply not equipped to deal with a vast
computerized bureaucracy. Miners have risked their lives digging
coal. not assembling elaborate records. Xow the bureaucracy must
spend a little of their time helping the niiners and widows assemble
the evidence to prove what an autopsy will conclusively prove; the
existence of coal dust in the lungs to a disabling degree.

There is no siniple way to nieasiire this deadly and coniplicated dis-
ease. But the iiitent of the Congress ii this area must be crystal clear:
the law and the amendments are for the coal miners, and if it takes a
little extra effort to insure that the law is fairly and sympathetically
administered, then the Social Security Administration must go the
extra mile or so to do so.

Finally, let me commend the subcommittee for their work on this
legishition. In addition, I wish to commend the man who has done
more for the coal miner, both within the Congress and without, over
recent 'rears than anyone else I Imow. I refer to my colleague and
friend i'om WTest Virginia, Representative Ken Hechler, to whomll miners and their families should be deeply indebted.

OGDEN R. REID.
0
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BLACK LUNG BENEFiTS

SEprExBE 14, 1971.—Committed to the Coiiiiiiittee of the Whole 1-1uus ull (lI,
State of the Union and ordered to be iriiited

Mr. PERKINS, from the Committee on Eduuation and Labor.
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accotupally H.R. 9212 Pt. 11]

Since the filing of Report No. 9—46O on August 5. 19T1. to ccoui-
p' H.R. it has been noted that the report mmmeimtioimect does nor
accurately describe the committee uniendrneitt. The comirniittee amend—

mnent should be described as follows:
Strike out the first section uicl insert in lieu thereof the imiutter vIiich

in the reported bill in italic type.
Authority for the supplemental report is coiitaiuecl in itile XI.

clause 27, paragraph (d) (ii), which reads:
'rIus subparagraph does not preclude—

* * * * * *

"(ii) the filing by any such coinmuittee of iiiy stipplenietal report
upon any measure or matter which may he re(juirecl fou' t1i orrctioii
of auy technical error in a previous ieport inude by that coiuiiiittee
upon that measute or matter."
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Union Ca!endar No. 212

92D CONGRESS
1ST SEssioN ic. 921 2

[Report No. 92—460]

IN THE HOTJSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 1C, 1971

Mr. PERKINS (for himself, Mr. DENT, Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey, Mr. I-lAw-

KINS, Mrs. MINK, Mr. Mr. GAi'nos, Mr. 1VniIAI D. Foiw, Mr. BrA;I,
Mr. MAZZOLI, Mr. PtcINsI, and Mr. BRADEMAS) introduced the following

bill; which was referred to the Committee on Education and Labor

AUGUST 5, 1971

Reported with an amendment, committed to the Committee of the 'Whole house
on the State of the Union, and ordered to be printed

(Omit the part struck through and insert the lart printed in italici

A BILL
To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans

whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

1 Be,it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That -(-a,3- scction 412 (-a)- e e Fcdcral Ge1 Mine Health

4 an4 Safcty et of 1969 s amcndcd b rcdc3ignating para

5 graph -(-3.)- as paragraph (1), aRd by incrting after pa-

6 graph -(-2-)- the following *ew paragraph-:

7 (3) he ease ef the child ei cliildrcn e1 e miner

S whoc dcath is 4ue e pndumoconiosh3 e a rnincr whe is

9 iccciving bcnefit undcr h4s pt a the time of 1 dcath, an4

I
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I Iea n widow, &n4 in the ease ef the child ei ehildrcn
2 ef a wi4e-w whe is receiving bene&s under this p&i4 at the

thi*e ef her 4eath benefits thal4 be paid te eaeh ehi4d er

110w eesuch ehildhe shall bepaid
benefits at the te specified in paragraph -(-1-)- f there is

more then ene such ehild the beiets paid shall be di4dd

eqwill-y among them and shell he paid at a rate eqnal te the
S rate specified in paragraph - inercased by per eentum

ef sueb rate if there are t-we sueb ehildren by & per centum

ef siieh rate if there are three such ehildren, and by 4-00 per

centiu-u ef su*4* rate if 4t'ere are more than three sueh
12 children."

-fb) (-I-)- Section 442 (-h-)- ef sueh Aet is amended by

iuscrting after widew!. each .tie it appcare the following:
13

______

-(- Seetien 40 ef sneb et is amended by adding at

the end thereof the follewin.g new oubocction-
18

'-(g)- The term 1eh11d means an individuaj whe
19

is unmarried and -(4-)- under eighteen years Sf age er
20

-f2-)- ieeapable ef self-support because Sf ph?iea4 er
mental 4iabiIity wl$eh arose before he reached eighteen

- years Sf ee er in the ease ef a studcnt before he ceased te

be a ste4ent or -(-- a studenh Such term includes
24

children, adopted ehuldrcn, end posthumous ehi14re or
25

the piupose of tlis subsection the terth studcnt! an
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1 iAividua'I under vcny three ycnr e4 &ge 'h 1s

2 eompietcd em years $ e4iicat.ion 1eyo'id the b4g1i sehe1

3 1e.veI &d wke fegniarly ptwsuing Pc u41-e course e 4y

4 ei tiaining &t a intAtution wh4eh is—

5 ±1+1-)- & chooI of eollcge of vcrzity operated e

6 directly upported by the U'nite4 S&tes7 ei State

7 of loetbi government Of pelitief4 thdiviion heef-

8 ±f2-)- & 9ehoI of e11cgc Of u-nivcrlty wheh has

9 been ercdi-tet by a Se &i by tt Se-feeeged e

10 illy enizcd eee4if agdney &P body-f

11 & ehoo ei eoge 4ey ie
12 aecrcditcd 1i whese eedits a e tanfcr,

13 1eat 4ee mtitiitions which ae

14 er eicdi e the same ba thS i trnnfcrrcd from

15 jntitution o aec.rcdited Of

1(3 1' (4)- 44jpflt4 type 4 e+&at0flftI

17 institution 4ened by the geeiea 4e4t 4ii-

18 etion- arn4 we
19 Such a ivd4 s 4eerncd 3t o he eese4 t he

20 etuden duth in1errn hMwe el1 the kier

21 nt more 4e' m&nths ai+4 4 €Ie-w e the ic-

22 faction e he Seectary 4h&t he h&s & hona 4e i-ntcntion

eeiiththg ll tiim eoure e4 &tudy e train—

24 g rhg the semctcr e eke eirollmciit pe4e& rniei-
25 ately aei tvhe Ief*P Of dring p€i4ed ef echie
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1 dnration in which in the udgmcnt of the Secretary1 he is
2 prevcntcd by faetors beyond his control from pursithig his

educatiorn 4 student whose twenty third birthday oeeucs

1 during a seincster or other enrollment period is deemed a
5 studcnt until the e'nd of the semester or other enrollment
6 period."

7 -fg3- Section 443 fb- of such 4et is amended by adding
8 the end thereof the following i€?W sen tcnce- In earrying
9 out his rcsponsibilitie iuider this part1 the Secretary fflH

10 prescribe r-egulations consistent with the provisions of see-

1 tione 2O4 205 (j)- -fli3- and 06 of the Social Security
12

_____

-(4) Section 414(a) of such 4et is amended by insert-
1

paragraph at the end thereof:

li "-(2)- n the ease of a claim by a ehild, this paragraph
17 shall app1y notwithstanding any ether provision of this part
IS "(A)- f such claim is filed within si months
19 ing the month in which this paragraph is cnaete4 and if
20 benefit payments are made pursuant to such elaim. such

I 1)cncfit payments shall be made retroactively from 1)eeember

1969 or from the date such child would have been first

eligible far sueh benefit payments lied section 44-2-(-a) (3-)-
24 been applicable since Dcccmber 1-96Q whichezer is the
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1 ksscr period 14 e the date such elnim is filed the claimant

2 is Het eligible fe bcncfit paymcnts hat was eligible during

3 the period from December 4-969, te the date sueh claim

4 is Med-i benefit paymcntis shall be made fe the duration of

5 eligibility during such period.

6 "(B-)- 14 such claim is filed after si months follong the

7 month iii which this paragraph is enaetcd an4 if benefit

8 payments eie made pursuant to such elaim such benefi-t pay—

9 mcnts shall he made etroactiveIy from a date twelve months

10 preceding the date such claim is. fl1ed ei from the date such

11 child would have hee st eligible fef seh benefit pay

12 ments had section 4 () (3) beeii applicable since

13 hei 4-96w, whichever is the lessef pcrio& 14 e the date

14 such claim is filed the claimant is aet eligible 4ei benefit

15 paymcnts hat was eligible during the period from a date

16 twelve months preceding the date such claim is filed to the

17 date oath claim is filed benefit payments shall be made 4ei

18 the duration of eligibility during such

19 (C) e claim fe benefits under this part, in the ease

20 of a claimant who is a ehi-ld- shall be considered unless it is

21 filed within si months after the death of his father ef mother

22 -(-whiche last occurred-)- ei by December &1 1D7't •which-

23 e-veristhelater

24 "-(D) No benefits shall be paid uwkr this at to a

H.R.9212— 2
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1 ehild after Dccornbcr M- 1974 f he claim heieei wae

2 fi4ed after Dcccmbe M- 1973."

3 That (a) section 412(a) of the Federal Coal Mine Health

4 and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignating para-

5 graph (3) as paragraph (4), and by inserting after para-
6 graph (2) the following new paragraph:

7 "(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner
8 whose death is due to pneimoconiosi.s or of a miner who is
9 receiving benefits under this part at the time of hiss death, and

10 who leaves no widow, and in the case of the child or children

11 of a widow who is receiving benefits under this part at the
12 time of her death, benefits shall be paid to such child or chil-
13 dren as follows.• If there is one such child, he shall be paid
14 benefits at the rate specified .in paragraph (1). If there is
15 more than one such child, the benefits paid shall be divided

16 equally among them and shall be paid at a rate equal to the
17 rate specified in paragraph (1), increased by 50 per centum
18 of such rate if there are two such children, by 75 per centum
19 of such rate if there are three such children, and by 100 per
20 centum of such rate if there are more than three such
21 ch i1dren: Provided, That benefits shall only be paid to a
22 child for so long as he meets the criteria for the term

'child' contained in section 4O2(g) ."

(h) (1) Secfion 412(b) of such Act is amended by
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1 inserting after "widow" each time it appears the following:

2 "or child".

3 (2) Section 402 of such Act is amended by adding at

4 the end thereof the following new subsection:

5 "(g) The term 'child' means an individual who

6 is unmarried and (1) under eighteen years of age, or

7 (2) incapable of self-support because of physical or

8 mental disability which arose before he reached eighteen

9 years of age or, in the case of a student, before he ceased to

10 be a student, or (3) a student. Such term includes step-

11 children, adopted child'ren, and po.9thumous children. For

12 the pur pose of this subsection the term 'student' means an

13 individual under twenty-three years of age who has not

14 completed four years of education beyond the high school

15 level artcl who is regularly pursuing a full-tirre course of stvdy

16 or training at an institution which is—

17 "(1) a school or college or university operated or

18 directly supported by the United St.ate. or by a State

19 or local government or political subdivision thereof;

20 "(2) a school or college or univer.sity 'which has

21 been accredited by a State or by a State-recognized or

22 nationally recogiized accredtiny agency or body;

23 "(3) a school or college or university not so ac-

24 credited &i,t whose credits are accepted, on transfer, by
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1 at least three institutiois which are so accredited, for

2 credit on the same basis as if traits furred from an institu-

3 tion so accredited; or

4 "(4) an additional type of educational or training

5 institution as defined by the Secretary of Hea it/i., Edu-

6 cation, and Welfare.

7 Such an individual is deemed iot to have ceased to be a

8 student during an interim betwce school years if the interim
9 is not more than four mont/is aid if he shows to the satis—

10 factioii of the Secretary that he has a bona fide intention
11 of continuing to pursue a fvll-time course of study or train-
12 jug during the semester or other eniolirnent period irninedi-

13 ately after the interim or during periods of reasonable

14 duration in which, in the judgment of the Secretary, he is
15 pievented by factors beyond his control from pursuing hi.s

16 education. A student whose twenty-third birthday occurs
17 during a semester or other enrollment period is deemed a
18 student until the end of the semester or her enroilment
19 period."

20 (3) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended by addinq
21 at the end thereof the following new sentence: "in carrying
22 out his responsibilities under this part, the Secretary may
23 prescribe regulations consistent with the provisions of sec—

24 tions 204, 205(j), 205(k), and 206 of the Social Security
25 Act."
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1 (4) Section 414 (a) of such Act is amended b' inert—

2 ing "(1)'' after "(a)" and by acldii1j the following ucv

3 paragraph at (lie end thereof:

"(2) In the case of a claim by a cbild, this paragraph

5 shall apply, notwithstanding any oilier provision of this part.

6 "(A) If such claim is filed within six months follow-

7 ing the month in u'hich this paragraph is enacted, and if

S benefit payments are made pursuant to such claim, such

9 benefit payments shall be made retroactively from December

10 30, 1969, or from the date such child would have been first

11 eligible for such benefit payments had sectiOn 412 (a) (3)

12 been applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is the

13 lesser period. If on the date such claim is filed the claimant

14 i.s not eligible for benefit payments, but was eligible during

13 the period from December 30, 1969, to the date such claim

16 i.s filed, benefit payments shall be made for the duration of

17 eligibility durnq such period.

1.8 "(B) If such claim is filcd after six months following the

19 month in which this paragraph is eimcted, awl if beiie fit

20 payments are made pursuant to .uch claim, snch benefit pay—

21 ments shall be made retroactively from a date twelve months

22 preceding the date such claim is flied, or from the date such

child would have been first eligible for such benefit pay-

24 m.ents had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since Decem-

25 ber 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on the date
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1 such claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for benefit

2 payments, but was eligible during the period from a date

3 twelve mont/is preceding the date such claim is filed, to the

4 date sitch claim is filed, benefit payments shall be made for

5 the duration of eligibility during such period.

6 "(C) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case

' of a claimant who is a child, shall be considered unless it is

8 filed within, six months after the death of his father or mother

9 (whichever last occurred) or by December 31, 1972, which-

10 ei,er is the later."

11 SEC. 2. (a) Section 412 (b) of hhe Federal Coal Mine

12 Realth and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by adding at the

13 end thereof the following: "This part 'shall not be considered

14 a workmen's compensation law or plan for purpose's of

15 section 224 of such Act."

16 (b) The amendment made by this secti&n shall be
17 effective as of December 30, 1969.

iS SEC. 3. Title IV of lhe Federal Coal Mine Health and

19 Safety Act of 199 is amended—

20 (1) by striking out "1971" where it appeai in
21 section 414 (b), and inserting in lieu thereof "1973",

2 (2) by striking out "1972" each plane it appears

and inserting in lieu thereof "1974",

24 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

23 and insertingin lieu thereof "1975", and
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1 (4) by striking oat "seven" where it appears in

2 sectkn 422 (e) and inserting in lieu thereof "nine".

SEC. 4. The first sentence of section 413 (b) of such

4 Act is amended by inserting before the period at the end

5 thereof the following: ", bat no claim for benefits under

' this part shall be denied solely on the basis 'of the results

7 of a ohest roentgenogram".
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I move to

suspend the rules and pass the bill (H.R.
9212) to amend the provisions of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits
to orphans whose fathers die of pneumo-
coniosis, and for other purposes, as
amended.

The Clerk read as follows:
HR. 9212

A bill to amend the provisions of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and
for other purposes
Be ft enacted by the Senate and Hou.se of

Representatives of. the United States 01
America in Congress assembled, That (a) sec-
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tIon 412(a) of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Salety Act of 1969 Is amended by redesig-
nating paragraph (3) as paragraph (4 and
by inaerttng alter paragraph (2) the following
new paragraph:

"(3) In the case of the child or children of
a miner who Is receiving benefits under this
part at the time or his death, and who leaves
no widow, and in the case o the child or
children of a widow who is receivirg
benefits under this part at the time o
her dea.th, benefits shall be paid to suc1
child or children as follows: If there is one
such child, he shall be paid benefits at the
rate specified ti paragraph (1). U there is
more than one such child, the benefits paid
shall be divided equally among them and
shall be paid at a rate equal to the rate speci-
fied in paragraph (.1), increased by 50 per
centum of such rate 11 there are two such
children, by 75 per centum of such rate if
there are two such children, by 70 per centun
of such rate ir there are three such children,
and by 100 per centum or such rate if there
are more than three such children: Prodded.
That benefits shall only be paid to a child for
so long as he meets the criteria for the term
child' contained in section 402(g)

(b) (1) Section 412(b) of such Act is
amended by inserting after 'widow each
time it appears the rollowing: 'or child".

(2) Section 402 of such Act is anie.ided by
adding at the end thereof the fotlov.in
new subsection:

(g) The term child means an indLvtdual
who Is unmarried and (1) under eighteen
years of age, or (2) incapable of sell-support
because o physical or mental disabilit'
which arose berore he reached eighteen years
of age or, in the ce o a student.. before be
ceased to be a student, or (3) a studeilt. Such
term includes stepchildren, adonted chiidren.
and posthumous children. For the purpose o
this subsection the term student' means an
individual mder tweity-three years of age
who has not completed four years of educa-
tion beyond the high school level and who is
regularly pursuing a full-time course of
study or training at an institution which is—

'(1) a scbool oi college or university op-
erated or directly supported by the United
States, or by a State or local government o
political subd.1visioi thereof;

"(2) a school or college or university vhich
has beei accredited by a State or by a State-
recognized or nationaily recognized acced-
iting agency or body;

"(3) a school or college or university no;
so accredited but whose credits are accepted.
on transfer, by at least three institutions
which are so accredited, for credit on the
same basis as LI transferred from an insti-
tution so accred.tted: or

'(4) an ø4ditional type of educationai r
training institution as efired by the Sec'e-
ary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Such an individual Is deemed not to have
ceased to be a student durirg an interim be-
iween school years LI the interim Is not more
than four months and I! he snows to the
satisfaction of the Secretary that he has a
bona fide Lntention of contiruing to pursue
a full-time course of study or training dur.
ing the semester or other enrollment period
immediately after the interim or during
periods o reasonable duration in whtch, in
the Judgment of the Secretary. he is pre-
vented by factors beyond his control rrom
pursuing his education. A student whose
twenty-third birthday ocurs during a semes-
ter or other enrollmeit period is deemed a
student until the end of the semester or
other enrolthient period.."

(3) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new seitence: "In carrying out his respon-
sIbilities under this part, the Secretary may
prescribe regulations consistent with the
provisiona oi secttona 204, 205(J), 205(k).
and 206 0! the Socia' Security Act."

(4) Section 414(a) of such Act Is amended
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by inserting "(1)" ater "(a)" and by adding
the following new paragraph at the end
thereof

"(2) In the case of a claim by a child, this
paragraph sball apply. notw1thstad.1ng any
other provision of tbis part.

°(A) I such claim Is filed within sx
months following the month in which this
paragraph is enacted, and if benefit paymenta
are made pursuant to such claim. s1ch ben-
eftt payment shall be made retroactively
from December 30, 1969, or from the date
such child would have been first eligible for
such beneftt payments had section 412(a) (3)
been applicable since December 30. 1969.
whichever Is the lesser period. I on the date
such claim is filed the claImant Is not eli-
gible for beneftt payments. but was eligible
during the period from December 30. 1969. to
the date such claim is filed, beneftt payments
shall be made for the duration of eligibility
during such period.

(B) If such claim is filed ater six months
following the month in which this paragraph
Is enacted, and If beneftt payments are made
pursuant to such claim, such beneftt pay-
ments shall be made retroactively from a
date twelve months preceding the date such
claim Is filed, or from the date such child
would have been ftrst eligible for such benefit
payments had section 412(a) (3) been appli-
cable since December 30. 1969. whichever Is
the lesser period. I on the date such claim
Is filed the claimant is not eligible for beneftt
payments, but was eligible during the period
from a date twelve months preceding the
date such claim is filed. to the date such
claim Is filed, beneftt paymenth shall be made
for the duration of eligibility during such
period.

"(C) No claim or beneftts under tbis part,
in the case of a claimant who is a child.
a1a1l be considered un1e it is filed within
SIX months after the death of his father or
mother (whichever last occurred) or by Do-
ceTnber 31. 1972. whIchever Is the later."

SEC. 2. (a) Section 412(b) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 Ii
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following "Tbis part shall not be considered

workmen's compensation law or plan for
purposes of section 224 of such Act..,

(b) The amendment made by this section
shall be effective as of December 30, 1969.

SEC. 3. Title IV of the Federa' Coal Mine
Health and 8afety Act of 1969 Is amended—

(1) by striking out "1971" where Is appeaz,
in section 414(b). and inserting in lieu
thereof "1973";

(2) by striking out "1972" each place It
appears and Lnaerting in lieu thereof "1974".

(3) by striking out 1973" each time It
appears and Inserting in lieu thereof 1975",
and

(4) by striking out 'seven" where It ap-
pears insection 422(e) and Inserting in lieu
thereof "nine".

SEC. 4. The first sentence of sectIon 413(b)
of such Act Is amended by Inserting before
the period at the end thereof the following:
'. but no claim for beneftts under this part
shall be denied Bolely on the basis of the
results of a chest roentgenogrsm".

The SPEAKER. Is a second de-
manded?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I de-
mand a second.

The SPEAKER. Without objection, a
second will be considered as ordered.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from

Kentucky will be recognized for 20 mIn-
utes. and the gentleman from Illinois will
be recognized for 20 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Kentucky.

(Mr. PERKDiS asked and was given
permission ot revise and extend his re-
marks.)
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Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I urge
speedy House passage of the bill H.R.
9212, the Black Lung Benefits measure
which was approved by the Committee
on Educaton and L&bor last June 23 by
the virtually unanimous vote of 22 to 1.

This bill, I am happy to say, has the
overwhelming support of the mine work-
ers' unions as well as of the coal pro-
ducers and their associations.

For the most part, the bill completes
what we thought we were accomplishing
2 years ago when the original act was
before Congre$s. The experience gained
through these months of operation has
pointed up a few shortcomings, and we
want to see that the necessary adjust-
ments are made.

Simple justice requires that we do no
less.

The bill sets out to accomplish four
major purposes, which I shall briefly dis-,
cuss.

EXTENSION 0? TI3a

The bill extends for 2 years—until
January 1, 1975—the timeable for trans-
ferring from the Federal Government to
the various States the responsibility for
providing benefits to those unfortunate
miners who have contracted the disease
pneumoconioss—black lung—or to their
surviving widows and dependent children.

As orignaUy passed, the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act cohtem-
plated a shift In responsibility for the
program from the Federal Government
to the States and the mine operators In
1973. That grace period was allowed so
that the States, through their legisla-
tures, could make the necessary mod!-
fications of their compensation laws to
include black luig among the compen-
sable diseases.

It would appear that some States have
made the necessary modifications, and
others have made plans to do so. But the
majority of States have not yet acted.
Since some legislatures meet only bien-
nially—as In the case of my own State—
the committee feels that this additional
grace period is appropriate.

DOVBLZ oRPAN$
The bill extends to an estImated 2,000

"double orphans" benefits under the act.
These are the dependent children of a
miner who died of black lung, and his
widow who is also deceased.

As passed in 1969, the act provides
benefits only to coal miners and to their
widows, with supplemental sums being
added for the care of dependent chil-
dren. Inadvertedly, no provision was
made to care for dependent children in
the event both parents were deceased.

Simple justice and decency require
that we extend coverage to them forth-
with.

TEE OFFSET PROVISION

The bill clarifies language in the pres-
ent act which the Social Security Ad-
ministration has misconstrued with re-
spect to an offset against payments re-
ceived from the Social Security DsabiUty
Trust Fund.

It simply declares that the black lung
benefits program "shall not be consid-
ered a workmen's compensation law or
plan for purposes of" the disability pro-
visions of the Social Security Act. Those
provisions require that social security
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disability benefits to a worker and his
Zamily be reduced if he is entitled to
workmen's compensation, and if the com-
bined benefits exceed 80 percent of the
worker's average earrungs before disa-
bility.

The legislative history of the 1969 act
shows that time and again that it was
the Intention of the committee and of
the Congress that the black lung bene-
fits program was not to be considered a
workmen's compensation plan.

The committee report stated that Zact
flatly. Debate on the act in the Octo-
ber 29, 1969, C0NGRE5sI0NM. RECORD
shows instance after instance in which
that fact Is categorically aMrmed. It
•never was intended by the Congress that
the black lung benefits, program be con-
sidered workmen's compensation.

Unfortunately, the Social Security Ad-
ministration has decreed otherwise. Un-
der that agency's interpretation, miners
who were drawing disability insurance
benefits before the 1969 act and who sub-
sequenty were awarded black lung bene-
fits, have had their social security pay-
ments reduced. In numerous cases, black
lung victims or their widows are receiv-
ing less money now than they were before
they applied for black lung benefits.

The Social Security Ainitrictration
estimates that 5 percent of black lung
applicants are caught in this situation.
but I submit that this is 5 percent too•
many. We ought to act now to change it.

It l estimated that some 7,000 coal
miner victims of black lung would be af-
fected by language In this bill which
affirms by statute what was clearly In-
tended at passage of the 1969. act.

sm'n.zMárra TO TU X-RAY THNIQUZ
Finally, Mr. Speaker, the bW before

the House today authorizes the use of
other diagnostic techntques in addition
to X-ray_in determthing a coal miner's
eligibility for benefits.

According to figures I have received
from the Social Security Administration.
this would pernlit 35,000 coal miners
suffering from the disease to qualify for
benefits.

To me, this is an absolutely intoler-
able situation. It is well known that X-
ray alone is not always successflLl in de-
tecting black lung. Medical evidence
available to the committee clearly es-
tablishes that.

If Justice is to be done, therefore, it is
necessary that we employ other tools.
other techntques. This is not a move to
replace X-ray, but to supplement it.

In the social security estimate, there
Is a tacit admission that 35.000 coal
miners whose claims have been denied
on the basis of negative X-ray reaUy
are eligible to receive benefits.

If the physical disability of these 35.-
000 miners can be verified by other tech-
niques, then what are we waiting for?
We should make those other techniques
available to these miners now.

A coal miner whose disability is not
detectable by X-ray is just as sick, su!-
fers just as much, as the one whose Ill-
ness was established by the X-ray tech-
nique. The widow of a black lung victim
Is just as bereaved, just as destitute,
when her husband's condition was not
detected by X-ray, as the widow of the
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miner whose X-ray showed a positive
finding.

.PLAINING THE OPPO5rrION

Mr. Speaker, I and other Members of
this House who come from coal mining
districts, have great difficulty In explain-
ing to our people back home why there
should be any opposition to this bill at all.

An answer does not come easily—in
fact, it does not come at all—when the
question is asked by a disabled coal miner,
coughing and gasping for breath, know-
ng that he will never be able to work
again and support his family.

If this bill falls short of the required
majority today—and I do not see how it
can—then I hope the opponents can tell
us how- to explain it to these men who
have been in the mines all of their work-
ing lives.

THE CO5T ow JUSTTCZ

The opposition to this bill seems to
center upon the cost. They say it is too
expensive. They say we ought to be able
to amend this bill and to strip out pro-
visions favorable to 35,000 miners whose
claims could be established by the use of
other techniques In addition to X-ray.
They say we ought to amend it and strike
out provisions favorable to the 7,000
miners whose disability benefits have
been reduced. So far, no one to my knowl-
edge has complained of Inability to
amend the bill to knock out the "double
orphans."

Mr. Speaker, the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor believes and those of us
who represent coal mining regions
through the Nation believe that justice
to 42,000 vIctim miners and to 2,000 or-
phaii children is more Important than
the price tag.

I urge an overwhelming vote in sup-
port of H.R. 9212.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. ERLENSORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from California briefly.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, first I
should like to confirm the representation
of the gentleman from Illinois as being
for the Implementation of the double
orphan provision and the record should
be very clear on that.

However, with reference to some of the
other portions of the bill, the gentleman

• from Illinois essentially misses the point.
As the author of the basic black lung
legislation, I think I have some under-
standing of its provisions.

The provisions state that In order to be
entitled to the black lung payment, you
must be totally disabled, as is Imple-
mented under the disability provisions of
the Social security Act.

The provisions that the gentleman
from Illinois cited as being so expensive
merely state that you cannot automati-
cally be disqualified solely by X-ray ex-
amination.

In other words, if this bill passes, the
ultimate determination as to disability is
the same. All that this bill provides In the
section that is being criticized L that no

claim can be automatically denied solely
on the basis of the X-ray evidence.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
thank the gentleman.Ior his contribu-
tion and, particularly, when he arms
that I have consthtently been for. extend-
ng benefits to the double orphans.

Let me point this out. The provision
that the gentleman just referred to is an
exclusion of the use of X-ray diagnosis
as the sole basis for denying a claim.

Our subcommittee when we considered
the bill took the time to go to England
for study as to what they have done over
the past 25 years on research in pneu-
moconiosis. They are way ahead of us on
this.

It is clear from all of their medical re-
search that there Is only one way to dis-
tinguish coal workers pneumoconiosis
from emphysema or chronic diseases of
the lungs. There is on]y one way and that
way is by the use of a diagnostic X-ray.
If the X-ray is excluded as a means of
determining whether or not a miner has
pneumoconiosls, we will then in effect be
extending the benefits to those who may
have emphysema or chronic bronchitis or
other Impairments of the lungs.

That is the real purpose of this pro-
vision In the bill. It is not a matter of
simple justice. It is a matter of extend-
Ing benefits and giving them to people
who are disabled for reasons other than
the fact that they have coal Workers
pnetinioconiosis.

There s no social justification for do-
ing that. There is no medical justifica-
tion.

I will read at this point from a recent
report issued by the BriUsh Ministry of
Social Security:

They say that "from a radiograph it
is possible to say that a worker is not
suffering from the disease."

It Is just as simple as that. It is pos-
sible to look at an X-ray and say that
although the man has lung hnpairrnent,
he does not have coal workers' pneumo-
coniosis.

If he is disabled because of emphy-
sema, he should not receive any benefits
under this bill.

I reiterate—this is a very bad misuse
of the rules of the House to bring this
billup in such a fashion that it cannot
be properly debated and so that amend-
ments cannot be offered.

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am happy to yield
to the gentleman from Colorado.

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. lam informed
that autopsies have been performed on
miners and the miners have been found
to havefl had black lung disease, even
though their X-rays showed them to be
negative. Can you explain that?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes, it is possible
for a man to have evidence of pneumo-
conioss as well as other impairments
such as emphysema, Impairments of the
lung. That may be due to excessive smok-
ing, or hereditary difficulties with the
lungs. It is possible to distinguish be-
tween coal workers' pneumoconlosis and
other Impairments of the lung only by
the use of the X-ray.

You must also recognize that pneumo-
coniosis has three stages. Simple pneu-
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moconiosis should-.. not be compensated
because it causes no impairment. As a
matter of fact, when we considered this
bill it was only complicated pneumoconi-
osis that would give rise to benefits. That
was true in both bills, the House bill and
the Senate bill. It was after the bill went
to conference that the word "compli-
cated" was taken out—I think contrary
to the rules of the House, even though
the Speaker ruled against me. We have
since changed the rules so that cannot
happen. Both the House bill and the Sen-
ate bill extended the benefits of the bill
only to those with complicated pneumo-
coniosis. In the conference we took out
the word "complicated," which made it
possible to give compensation for pneu-
noconiosis even of a simple nature
which all the medical evidence shows is
not disabling.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
self as much time as I may consume.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
Pennsylvania is recognized.

Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Alabama.

(Mr. BEVILL asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. BEVILT. Mr. Speaker, the bill
which we are now about to consider.
H.R. 9212, a bill to amend the provisions
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, is one more step
toward the resolution of an enormous
debt which the people of this Nation
owe to coal miners. As our understanding
of energy relationships in the environ-
ment Improved, we recognized that, as
pointed out by Dr. Barry Commoner in
his First Law of Ecology, "Everything is
Connected to Everything Else." In the
case of coal mining, we have involved a
number of our citizens In the hazardous
task of extracting coal under conditions
which we now consider unacceptable in
order to use this coal 1or the production
of energy to benefit us all. The conditions
of coal mining were so hazardous that
many o these miners became disabled
or died as a result of preventable ac-
cidents or diseases, with the dread
disease pneumoconiosis, or as it is more
commonly known, black lung disease, be-
ing one of the most frequently encoun-
tered diseases. The ecological connection
is obvious—one form of energy has been
expended for another form. We had
traded human energy and life for fossil
fuel for our industries. What we had to
learn in our consideration of the prob-
lem Is that a worker's life and health
are not expendable items which we, as a
nation, can dispose of without cost. There
was a cost to society, one way or another,
and the cost could not be ignored in-
definitely. Although the debt was post-
poned for a long time, the time for col-
lection arrived when the dilemma of the
miner and hs family was brought to
the attention o the public and the Con-
gress.The Congress responded by en-
acting what has been hailed as one of
the most sig1flcant pieces of occupa-
tional health legislation in modern
times—Public Law 91—173, the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.
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As with a lot of legislation, however,
our work in Congress was not completed
with the enactment of the law. Experi-
ence with this law thus far has revealed
a number of imperfections which have
introduced obstacles or slowed progress
toward implementation. In the act of
1969, the Congress attempted to define
the responsibilities of the Federal Gov-
ernment for assisting the disabled coal
miner and his family. One aspect in par-
ticular, the rights of the orphaned chil-
dren of miners who had died from black
lung disease, requires additional atten-
tion. HR. 9212 provides for clarification
and change of those aspects of Public Law
9 1—173 which have not been clear In re-
gard to benefits for the care and sup-
port of such orphaned children. Although
the law provides benefits for the miner
or his widow, the children of the family
remained destitute In those relatively
few instances where both parenth had
died. It was certainly not the Intent of
the Congress to ignore our obligation to
the children. Section 412(a) will be re-
vised by the proposed amendment to pro-
vide such changes as are necessary to In-
sure benefits for orphaned children.

The amendments proposed within H.R.
9212 also provide for clarification of the
relationship between social security,
State compensation laws, and the pay-
ment of black lung benefits In order to
insure that benefits are not reduced as a
result of eligibility for benefits under
Public Law 91—173. Section 3 of the
amendment extends the timetable of the
act for:2 additional years to permit ad-
ditional time for the States to assume
their responsibilities for providing black
lung benefits.

As has been noted, title IV of the act of
1969 provides for the payment of benefits
to miners identified as having black lung
disease. One step of critical importance
in the overall assessment of the right of
a miner to these benefits is the inter-
pretation and emphasis being placed up-
on the X-ray evaluation. It appears that
this aspect of the medicai examination
has been introducing some undesirable
Inequities in the awarding of benefits.
The assessment of damage to health is,
under many circumstances, an Imperfect
art. Physicians learn to recognize the
clinical signs of a disease as the disease
occurs within most Individuals. Gen-
erally, little difficulty ensues in diagnosis
if the disease follows a course which ex-
perience has shown to be a classic pat-
tern. But individuals respond in different
ways to an attack by a disease and the
dust of a mine affects individuals in dif-
ferent ways. We have all heard of the
many cases where diagnosis is confirmed
"after the fact" In those instances where
the signs and symptoms of disease have
been typical azid confused. The evidence
for black lung disease ca be obscured
In a similar fashion. This is a disease of
the respiratory tract. We have to keep in
mind that there was a time when phy-
sicians could not even agree on a defini-
tion for black lung disease. In the world
today there are still some nations where
the disease has no official recognition.
The point of Importance .ere is that
there are some very serious disagree-
ments about the degree of confidence
which should be placed in the chest ra-
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diograph in arriving at a decision on the
extent and nature of black lung disease.
The physician has several tools available.
for the estimation of both the presence
of black lung disease and the extent of its
effect. One of these tools, and an Impor-
tant one, is the chest X-ray.

But this is not the only tool. With
experience, the radiograph is valuable as
an indicator of the presence of the dis-
ease and to support an estimate of dis-
ability but it should not be the sole de-
termining criteria. By the time that pneu-
moconlosis is visible on a radiograph,
the first step has been taken toward dis-
ability. While continuing exposure to coal
dust may frequently be required to com-
plete the destruction of the lung, it is not
possible at the present time to determine
the ultimate influence of the disease on
any disability which is present. When
other factors are present simultaneously,
many associated with the respiratory
system such as bronchitis and emphyse-
ma, the task of determining the contribu-
tions to disability of such diseases in the
presence of black lung disease is not sim-
ple. For this reason, H.R. 9212 provides
that no claim shall be denied solely on the
basis of a chest X-ray. This change
should Insure that all diagnostic tools,
such as pulmonary function tests and
other tests which may reveal individual
differences in disease effects, shall also
be a part of the determinations for the
award or denial of benefits. This amend-
ment will help make the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Salety Act more re-
sponsive to the needs of our miners, their
widows, and dependent children. I urge
your wholehearted support and favorable
consideration.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, sponsoring
and managing the coal mine health and
safety bill—which later became the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Uealth and Salety Act of
1969—was one of the great moments In
my 40 years as a legislator. .1 grew up in
a coal mining town; my father was a
miner, as were many in my family, and
I was associated with mining in both a
laboring and operating capacity. I was
well aware of the dangers of that occu-
pation when I spoke on this floor 2 years
ago in support of the bill and cognizant
of the .f act that it could—U properly and
intelligently administered—be the pana-
cea to the mounting toll of life, limb, and
lung in the mines. Subsequent events
have not borne out that belief, but I do
suspect that a new and positive attitude
is beginning to permeate the Bureau of
Mines. And an attitude which could lead
to an enlightened administration of that
landmark legislation.

But we are here today to discuss and
consider amendments to only one seg-
ment of the law; that dealing with black
lung benefits—title IV.

Mr. Speaker, the bill H.R. 9212 em-
bodies the concepts of several bills de-
signed to improve the administration of
the black lung benefits program, and to
make it more equitable.

Section 1 provides for the payment of
black lung benefits to "double orphans."
Title IV of the act now provides that
benefits may be paid only to miners or
their widows. When both the miner, and
his spouse are deceased, the dependent
surviving children—referred to as "dou-
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ble orphans"—are not entitled to bene-
fits. The act permits augmented benefits
to a miner or his widow for the support
of their dependent children, but with-
draws that support when both the miner
and widow have died, section 1 of the bill
corrects this inequity.

"Child" is defined in accordance with
the Federal Employees Compensation
Act, and would mean: "An individual
who is unmarried and, first, under 18
years of age, or, second, incapable of
self-support because of physical or men-
tai disability which arose before he
reached 18 years of age or, in the case of
a student, before he ceased to be a stu-
dent, or, three, a student." "Student" is
also defined to mean "an individual un-
der 23 years of age who has. not com-
pleted 4 years of education beyond the
high school level and who is regularly
purswng a full-time course of study or
training at an institution."

If the claim of a child is flied witthn 6
months after the month in which the
bill is enacted, benefit payments—assum-
ing the child meets the eligibility re-
quirements—will be made to the child
retroactively to December 30, 1969—the
date of enactment of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act—except
that payments cannot be made for a pe-
riod before the :da a child actually met
the eligibility requirements. If the child
is not eligible for benefits at the time of•
filing, but was eligible during a period
since December 30, 1969, he is entitled to
benefit payments for that period of eli-
gibility.

If the claim of a child is filed after 6
months following the month in which the
bill is enacted, benefit payments—assum-
Ing the child meets the eligibility re-
quirenients—will be made retroactively
to a date 12 months preceding the date
the ciam is filed, except that payments
cannot be made for a period before the
date a child actually met the eligibility
requirements. If the child is not eligible
for benefits at the time of filing, but was
eligible dining the 12-month period pre-
ceding, he is entitled to benefit paymenta
for that period of eligibility.

The bill was amended in committee to
thsure that benefit payments to a child
shall only be paid for so long as the child
meets the eligibility criteria. The bill was
also amended to permit the payment of
benefits to a child claimant if the claim
is filed withIn 6 months after the death
of his father or mother—whichever last
occurred—or by December 31, 1972,
whichever is the later. This provision was
Included notwithstanding the require--
ments of any other provision, thereby
establishing the "double orphans" pro-
vision as a total Federal responsibility.
The committee does not intend that the
requirements of part C of title IV of the
act include a "double orphans" provi-
sion.

The committee is not aware of many
cases of "double orphans" who would be
eligible for benefits under the bill, but
those few cases brought to the attention
of the committee are truly heart-rend-
ing. In presenting testimony on the sub-
ject, Mr. Bernard Popick, Director of the
Bureau of Disability Insurance In the
Social Security Administration, sup-
ported the inclusion of "double orphans"
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within the coverage of the black lung
benefits program.

Section 1 also permits the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to pre-
scribe regulations consistent with pro-
visions of the Social Security Act relat-
ing to overpayments and underpayments,
payments to incompetents, and claimant
representation.

Section 2 states that the existing black
lung benefits program "shall not be con-
sidered a workmen's compensation law
or plan for purposes of" the disability in-
surance provisions of the Social Security
Act. Under those provisions, social secu-
rity disability benefits to a worker and
his family must be reduced under cer-
tain specifled circumstances if he is also
entitled to workmen's compensation, and
if the combined benefits exceed 80 per-
cent of the worker's average predisability
earnings.

This section of the bill merely pro-
poses to affirm by statute what was stated
repeatedly during congressional consid-
eration of the original legislation, and
what was clearly intended. Under an
erroneous Interpretation some miners,
who were receiving disability insurance
benefits and who were eligible for and
awarded black lung benefits, have suf-
fered an actual reduction in total bene-
fits received. They have found them-
selves in the position of receiving less in
benefits once their black lung claims
were approved, than they had been
receiving prior to such approval.

The Social Security Administration es-
timates that less than 5 percent of black
lung applicants are affected by this pro-
vision.

To support this provision and to dem-
onstrte the clear intent of the Congress,
the following legislative history is pre-
sented at this point:

The House report on the bill (H.R.
13950) states:

This program of payments—maLntained in
the bill by a committee vote of 25 to 9—-is
not a workmen's cOlflpen5atiOn plan. It is not
intended to be so and it contains none of
the characteristic features which mark any
workmen's compensation plan.

The following excerpts are from the
House debate on the bill:

Mr. SIGzR of Wisconsin. It (the commit-
tee report) states:

"This program of payments—maintained
In the bill by a committee vote of 25 to 9—
is not a workmen's compensation plan."

I am sure that the chairman would clearly
agree with that statement.

Mr. PEEX.INs. It is not a workmen's com-
pensation plan even though it is included
in the bill because the committee found
workmen's compensation statutes In various
States totally inadequate to compensate the
victims of black lung. It is a Special com-
pensation plan because of the hazardous
nature of the employment of coal miners.

Mr. S'rzion of Wisconsin. I understand.
S S S S S

Mr. DENT. This program of' payments—
maintained tn the bill by a committee vote
oZ 25 to 9—is not a wOmen'8 compensation
plan. It is not intended to be so and it con-
tatna none of the charactct1c features
which mart any workmen's compensation
plan. Moreover, it is clearly not Intended to
establish a FederaZ prerogative or precedent
in the azea of payments for the death, in..
jury, or lllnes8 of workers.
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Mr. BURTO! of California. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in oppositton to the amendment. Of all
the sectionB of the bill, thts ta the one sec-
tion that by no stretch of the imagination
could be called in any manner, shape, or
form anything but bipartisan.

It is Intended, aa the óoiinittèe report so
very emphatically and unambiguously states:

This payment program is not a Workmen's
Compensation program. It is not intended
to be so. it contains none of the character-
istic features which mark any Workmen's
Compensation plan, and it is clearly not in-
tended to establish a Federal prerogative or
precedent in the area of payments for death
injury, or the Illness of Other workers.

S 5 S *

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I
&pprectate the gentleman from California
ytelding. I wish simply to reassert what I
said during the general debate and What
the gentleman from California has just now
said so well, and that is that the provision
to hich the amendment refers is not a prec-
edent. The committee report spells this out.
The gentleman from California has stated it
clearly and with equivocation. This is not a
workmen's compensation provision.

My argument with the distinguished gen-
tleman from Iowa, who has sponsored the
amendment which I oppose, is that he is
considering this a compensation plan, and it
is not. It has nome of the characteristics of
such, and clearly ought not to be viewed by
those who are concerned about this provi-
sion as being a precedent.

Mr. HaisEN of Idaho. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. BtnvroN of California. I yield to the
gentleman from Idaho..

Mr. HANSEN of idaho. Mr. Chairman, I ap-
preciate the gentleman yielding. i associate
myself with the remarks made by the gentle-
man from California and add this comment,
that the bill has been worked out over a
long period of time, very painfully, and we
have come up with some limited response to
the problem. i am aware of the precedent-
:setting possibilities of this bill, but i think
the h1tory has been such that those possi-
bilities have been eliminated or virtually
minimized.

S S 5 S S

Mr. SAYLOR. So this is not a workmen's
compensation bill. This is a responsibility
of mankind—we the Congress represent the
mankind of the country—it is our responsi-
bility to take care o this in one operation.
We have provided the method whereby men
suffering from this dread disease and their
survivors can get some benefit. This is our
responsibility &8 a Congress. i believe it is
one of the prices we have had to pay for
the mistakes of the past. i hope that this
amendment will be defeated.

Mr. Escn. Mr. Chairman, will the gentle-
man yteld?

Mr. SAmoa. i am happy to yield to my col-
league from Michigan.

Mr. Escn. i thank the gentleman for yield-
ing. i wish to associate myself with the re-
marks of the gentleman from Pennsylvania
and to compliment him on his leadership on
this bill and on this section. As one who has
a personal interest, having been born in his
district, and having had a father who served
In the mines at the age of 14 in his district,
i am aware that the gentleman in the well
knows firsthand the problems of the min-
ers and or responsibility toward them.

Hopefully this legislation in total will
bring about a new era in the mines, but this
amendment must be defeated so that we can
give recognition to a related problem; that
is, with the miners who are already af-
flicted from the past.

Mr. MoaG. Mr. Chairman, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr. SAmoa. i am happy to yield to my col-
league from Pennsylvania.

• Mr. Moa. Mr. Chairman, i wish to
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associate myself with the gentleman. We
represent the two largest active mining areas
In the great State of Pennsylvania.

This is not a workmen's compensation act,
as it has been described by the proponents
of this amendment. it contains none of the
characteristic features which mark any
workmen's compensation plan. We are mov-
ing in this bill toward dust-free mines. The
provisions in this bill are a limited response
in a form of emergency assistance to the
miners. This is not a permanent proposi-
tion.

i commend the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania for his remarks, and i associate niv-
self with them.

S S • • .

Mr. DENT. I want to reassure the gen-
tleman from Wisconsin that this is not a
compensation act in any way. it is a benefit
payment for services rendered in an indus-
try that did not take care of its problem and
in the States that did not take care of their
problem. This is a Federal obligation as this
Congress sees it.

The following excerpts are from the
House debate on the conference report:

Mr. BURToN of California. • we have
long since agreed that we were going to
write a clear history that for the House por-
tion of this bill these payments were not to
be workmen's compensation payments.

Mr. ERLENBOEN. * it was made very
clear in this House when this bill was passed
that this waa not intended to be a work-
men's compensation provision.

The followiig excerpt is from the Seri-
ate debate on the conference report:

Mr. JAvrrs. $ Now let me be clear on
one matter: .i am certainly not an advocate
of federalization of workmen's compensation
law, either generally or with respect to bLack
lung in particular; and the conference re-
port does no such thing.

The proposal which is embodied in Title
IV of the bill is, in fact, much less of an
intrusion on the general principles of work-
men's compensation than was in the House
bill.

Section 3 of the bill extends, for 2
years, the existing program for payment
of black lung benefits. Under the act, the
program will be modified by 1973 to shift
responsibility from the Federal Govern-
ment to the States and mine operators.
Although some States appear to have
modified their workmen's compensation
laws as necessary to provide adequate
coverage for pneumoconiosis, and several
others have bills pending in their legis-
latures to do so, the great majority have
not yet acted. Moreover, as of June 23,
only 18 State legislatures were meeting
in regular session. This section will per-
mit a reasonable and necessary addi-
tional period of time for the States to
prepare to assume responsibilities for the
payment of black lung benefits, thereby
relieving the Federal Government of f u-
ture responsibilities.

Section 4 prohibits the use of chest X-
rays as the sole basis for denial of claims
under part B of title IV of the act, and is
included to clarify congressional intent
with respect to the determination of total
disability due to pneumoconiosls. Though
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare has authority to prescribe stand-
ards for determining whether a miner is
totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis.
there are legislative guidelines within
which such standards are to be set. The

S
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enumeration of the guidelines in section
411(c) (3) of the act, for instance, did
not establlsh a mutual exclusivity of
diagnosis. That enumeration was a ex-
plicit direction to the Secretary, that the
Congress recognized the desirability of
utilizing a combination of diagnostic
methods. The committee report is spe-
cific on this point of congressional con-
cern:

The committee beard testimony to the
effect that Xray examinations alone couid
not always establish the existence of pneu-
moconiosis. As the Surgeon General tet1-
fled, Zrequently miners who have shown no
X-ray evidence or the disease are round, in
an autopsy, to have contracted the disease.
Therefore, the committee is authorizing the
Surgeon General to require any medical
examinations which, in his Judgment, are
necessary to establish the exter.t and severity
or the disease and otherwise to promote the
health or miners.

Following are pertinent excerpts from
the testimony to which the report refers:

Excerpts from the written statement 0/ the
Surgeon General of the United States:
Coal miners' pneumoconiosis is a distinct
clinical entity, resuiting Zrom inhalation of
coal dust. Physicians diagnose it on the basis
of X-ray evidence or noduies in the lungs of
a patient with a history of long exposure to
coal dust. However, it should be pointed Out
that data from postmortem examinations
indicate a higher prevalence of the disea3e
than can be diagnosed /rom X-ray examina-
tions. (Emphasis supplied.)

Testimony o/ Dr. Donald L. Rasmu3sen,
Chief, Pulmonary Section, Beckley Appa-
lachian Regional Hospital, Beckley, W. Va.:
Of interest is the ract that those miners who
have worked primarily at the face in mecha-
nized operations become impaired on an
average or 5 years earlier than men engaged
in all other mining. jobs. These Zace workers
also show somewhat more X-ray abnormality,
although there is little relationship between
impairment and X-ray category pneu-
moconiosis • (emphasis supplied).

Testimony of Dr. H. A. We Us, Director, Pul-
monary Research Laboratory, Conemaugh
Valley Memorial Hospital, Johnstown, Pa.:
But I wouid hasten to interJet here that X-
ray alone without being coupled with Zunc-
tional testing is going to be a poor indicator
of the disease (pneumonociosls) * *

Testimony of Dr. Jethro Gough, Professor
and Head, Department 0/ Pathology and
Bacteriology, Wezsh National School 0/ Medi-
cine, Cardiff, Wales: • Now, since then
it has been, as I answered your question, how
do we go about saying who gets it (pneumo-
coniosis) and how long does it take? We do
this survey which runs about every 5 yeaxs
• • * That is, it is going to test Out the
functiOn or breathing, how well a man can
breathe, every 5 years, to see whether ti1s
matches up with the X-ray change. If he is
not getting X-ray changes, maybe he is get-
ting a disturbance in his breathing capacity,
and this is being tested Out as well * *

Excerpts from the Annual Report 1967—68,
Medical Service and Medical Research, Na-
tional Coal Board, Great Britain: * * * Sec-
ondls-, it was also rapidly apparent that the
X-ray film was not, by itself, a reasonable
measure ot disability * * *

From the British Government Publication
'Pneumoeoniosis and Allied Qcc%LpatiOnaj
Chest Diseases", Ministrij of Social Secunty,
London, England:

The disease (pneuxnoconiosis) is difficult to
d.iagno€e, especially in the early stages, and

1 Hearings of the General Subcommittee
on Labor, U.S. House or Representatives, on
HR. 4047; HR. 4295; and HR. 7976. 91st
Cong., 1st Sess.
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accurate diagnosis depends on three essen-
tials—a high quality run size radiograph of
the chest, a run clinical examnson (in-
cluding. lung function tests) and complete
Industrial history * * *

The radiograph remains the most linpor-
tait single factor in the diagnosis or pneu.
moconiosis, M defined • on the other
hand the opacities seen in the radiograph are
not in themselves diagnostic and must be
interpreted in the light 0/ a detafled occupa.
tonal history and clinical examina-
tiOns • (emphasis supplied)

Similar testimony before the Senate
Labor Subcommittee enabled ready con-
currence by both Houses of the Congress
that exclusive reliability on X-rays is not
sufficient to establish total disability due
to pneumoconlosis. A very compelling
statement was made on this point by Dr.
Werner A. Laquerur, director of Labora-
tories, Appalachian Regional Hospital,
Beckley, W. Va.:

Although I am very happy to say that scme
oZ the great pathologists concur with this
point, every technique which we are using In
determining disease has its Umitatlon or
precision and accuracy. Un!ortunately the
tool or X-ray * ' is a rather crude tool,
and all it does is show evidence • So the
ract that we do not have positive X-ray evi-
dence does not ruie out that a patient or a
miner does not have a coal worker's pneumo-
coniosis

It is to be noted that the committee
does not intend that the preceding, In
any way, disparage the use of X-ray in
detecting pneumoconiosis. Rather, the
committee is of the belief that no single
test is presently superior to X-ray; but,
that X-ray should not act as the sole de-
terminant in denying, a claim when other
evidence may establish pneumoconlosls
to the extent of total disability.

The American College of Radiology
has been of considerable and generous
assistance In the irnplenientation of the
program, and in advisrng the committee
with respect to the instant subject. In a
letter to the charinan of the subcommit-
tee, Dr. Seymour F. Othsner, chairman
of the Board of Chancellors of the Amer-
ican College of Radiology, suggested
"language which would direct the Secre-
tary—of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare—to take Into consideration any and
all clinical findings which would be pro-
vided by the miner or his physicians—
including the X-ray findings." The com-
mittee anticipates the eventual develop..
ment of Improved medical techniques
even more precise in detecting and cate-
gorizing pneumoconiosis.

Section 4 of the bill applies only with
respect to part B of title IV of the act.
notwithstanding any other possible im-
plication to the contrary. The commit-
tee does not intend that section 4 be a
requirement of part C.

Mr. Speaker, I read the minority views
attached to the committee report on this
bth with great interest. I was immedi-
ately struck with two reactions. One was
that the views went to great lengths to
defend the liberality of the Social Se-
curity In interpreting and administering
title IV. The Other reaction was that the
views, while carefully discussing the
issue, could not adequately conceal the
primary and only sincere reason for op-
posing this legislation; that reason being
the cost of the program.
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Mr. Speaker, with respect to the first

'reaction. I do not and have never crit-
Icized the Social Security Administra-
tion in its administration of the program.
I think they did an incredible job in ini-
tially implementing the program, and I
sunply do not believe they are determined
to deny benefits to any eligible claimant.
But I hasten to add, that we would not
be here today debating sections 2 and 4
of the bill if social security had been
diligent in following congressional intent.
Those sections, although amendments to
title IV, are really legislative mandates
to do nothing more than our original In-
tent in passing the 1969 law.

Now, let us talk about cost. The mi-
nority views are endless in describing the
cost of the black lung benefits program.
Moreover, they state:

The proponents or the black lung benefits
(title IV) pograrn asserted that the annual
cost oZ the program would be in the neigh-
borhood of $40 million.

They go on to demonstrate the dis-
parity between those estimates and the
actual cost.

Mr. Speaker, I have researched the
legislative history of the program—the
committee reports; floor debates, con-
ference report and debates, and so on.
And I ndfew, If any, references to cost.
During House debate on the bill, the
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. DAN-
IELS) made reference to an estimated
22,300 coal miners In the Nation who
had co]nplicated pneumocornosls. That
figure was based upon a U.S. Public
Health Service survey. Assuming tho6e
miners would receive benefits, and as-
sumjng further that they each had one
dependent, the total benefit cost would
be about $50 million annually. This was
the only mention made of the scope of
the program during House debate on the
bill, and it was not even a direct refer-
ence.

Yet, the minority views point to a $40
million annual estimate of cost by "pro-
ponents" of the program. Although such
estimates were not made, they would not
In fact, have been inaccurate. Because—
and this Is what the minority views do
not say-—the House bill provided benefits
only to miners suffering from compli-
cated pneumocon.tosls and the widows of
those who died with the disease. The Ul-
timate law provides benefits beyond that.
and differs from the House bill in that
respect. So it is a deliberate distortion to
tie a $40 million estimate to the actual
final cost, and point to the disparity be-
tween the two. If ever there was a case
of talking about "apples and oranges,"
surely this Is it.

Even during debate on the conference
report, proponents of the compromise
version refrained from making positive
statements about the actual cost of the
program. The chairman of the commit-
tee, Mr. PERKINS, stated then:

This legislation transcends petty argu-
ment8 over C08t8.

At that time, I said:
I do not know what the total co8t o this

provision wilt be...

In my only specific reference to cost,
I was speaking of complicated pneumo-
coniosis. The gentleman from California
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(Mr. BURTON), the virtual father of this
provision, stated, with respect to cc6t.
that only "time will tell."

In actual fact, Mr. Speaker, the only
cost estimates made on the floor at that
time were made by opponents of the con-
ference report—including the gentleman
from flhlnois (Mr. ERLENBORN) —who put
before us estimates made by the then
Secretary of the Interior, Hickel. In re-
sponse to that estimate, I Inserted In
the RECORD a rejoinder which pointed to
several fallacies In the assumptions made
by Secretary Hickel in making his esti-
mate; I did not, I repeat, I did not offer
or even suggest a counterstimate.

Mr. Speaker, I did not intend to dwell
so long on the subject of who made what
cost estimate and when. I am not an
actuary and would not presume to act
in that capacity. We must rely on the
best Information we can get at the time
we can get it; The committee report on
this bill contains a section entitled "Esti-
mate of Costs," and most of the Inhorma-
tion contained therein was provided by
the Social Security Administration.

But I am growing weary of the con-
tinuous carping by some opponents of
this legislation, whose concern with the
cost of the black lung benefits program
is emphasized by constant references to
fictitious estimates. These individuals
are against the program, because it costs
money. Theirs is a philosophy which
permits them to vote for subsidies, tax
concessions to industries, Federal relief
for bankrupt companies, and piecemeal
approaches to the serious and human
misery in our country. At the same time,
they wring, their hands over the token
cost of providing some recompense to
spitting, coughing, wheezing miners, and
their widows and orphaned children.
When they sit in the air-conditioned
com!ort of their all-electric homes, they
could never sense the hopelessness of the
bedfast miner or lonely widow or fright-
ened orphan m Pentsylvania or Ken-
tucky or Virginia or any of the other
dozen coal-mining States, all of whom
paid dearly for the energy enjoyed by us
all.

Mr. Speaker, we are talking about
"double orphans" today: children who
have lost both of their parents. Axd we
are trying to provide some small measure
of assistance to them, because nobody
else does, and because their fathers gave
so much for so little. We are also trying
to conform the black lung benefits pro-
gram to that which we intended in ap-
proving it 2 years ago. That is all; noth-
ing more. So let us at least be honest in
our support or opposition, and not cloud
up these simple questions with tired and
heartless rhetoric. Axd, if this bill is de-
feated, let the message be clear: That the
Government of the United States,
through its duly elected representatives,
Is unwilling to acknowledge the destitu-
tion of an orphaned child.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to speak
again with special reference to the X-ray
provision in the bifi. I call your attention
to page 8 of the report, and this is in
answer to the gentleman from Illinois.
The Surgeon General, during our sub-
committee hearings, said—

However, it should be pointed out that
data from postmorten examination mdi-
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cate a higher prevalence of the disease than
can be diagnosed from X-ray examinations.

The British, whom the gentleman also
called attention to and used as an ex-
ample, said this—

The radiograph remains that most Impor-
tant single factor in the diagnosis o pneu-
moconiosis, as defined on the other
hand the opacities seen In the radiograph
are not In themselves diagnostic and must
be interpreted in the light o a detailed oc-
cupational history and clinical examina-
tion

Mr. Speaker, 60 percent of the ex-
amined miners have been turned down
so far, and nearly 63 percent solely on
the basis of X-ray.

In Beckley, W. Va., a large delegation
of eminent lung specialists from all over
the United States, and particularly from
the Appalachian region, made a report
stating that it was necessary to have
other than X-ray or radiological exam!-
nation. Their names and their findings
will be mcluded m the RECORD, and fol-
low my remarks at this point:
STATEMEN'r CONCERNING CRrrERXA oa EVALU-

ATING COAL MINERS COMP1N8A8LE RESPIRA-
TORY DISEASE, BECKLEY, W. VA., SEPTEMBER
12, 1971
Consideration o existing criteria for com-

pensable respiratory disease of coal miners
forces us to conclude that:

(a) There is•a diversity o pulmonary dis-
eases and conditloz2a aaociated with coal
mining for which the rigid definition of
"pneumocofllosls" (possessIng as its sine qua
non a radiologic lesion) is not tenable:

(b) That disability resulting from work-
associated respiratory disea8e after appropri-
ate review be cornpezaated;

(c) That criteria or eligibility for all work-
associated pulmonary disease be based upon
functionaL impa2rment rather than solely
upon anatomic or radiologic criteria;

(d) That eligibility be based upon either
total or partial disability and compensation
graduated accordingly;

(e) In assessing disability consideration
must be given the nature of the coal work-
ers experience in which nitning is often the
only work or which these men are prepared.

We believe that the present regulations
and administrative policies are unduly and
unnecessarily restrictive.

(1) In limiting the initia qualifying diag-
nostic criteria to x-rays, biopsy, and autopsy
evidence;

(2) In denying consideration o the data
concerning the applicants respiratory func-
tonal status including history, physical cx-
am.tnation and laboratory ftndings;

(3) By recognizing primarily spirometry as
a measure o disability while excluding
equally valid functional measures of dis-
ability;

(4) By failing to provide a comprehensive
medical evaluation as part of the reconsider-
ation and aj5ellate process.

FROM CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Dr. Carl Lyle, former OEO consultant in
Appalachia Executive Secretary of Health
Care Committee o Appalachian Regional
Commission Associate in internal medicine
in Charlotte.

Dr. William C. Sugg, Internalist specialized
in lung d1sese Co-director o pulmonary
clinic at Charlotte Memorial Ho6pital.

Dr. William Porter, Internalist specialized
in hematology.

Dr. Edward Landis. Jr.. Pulmonary spe-
cialist Co-director of pulmonary clinic o
Charlotte Memorial HoGpital.

FROM MORGANTOWN, W. VA.

Dr. Robert Nolan, Proeesor o medicine
and Cilairman of WVU School of Medicine,
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Dtvlsion of Public Health & Preventive Medi-
cine.

Dr. Walter Morgan, WVU School of Medi-
cine Associate Professor, Public Health and
Preventive Medicine.

FROM HOUSTON. 'rEx.

Dr. Harry Lipseomb. Professor of Physrnl-
ogy and Director of the Xerox Center for
Health Care Research at Baylor College of
Medicine.

FROM MADiSON, WXS.

Dr. John Rankin. Professor of Medicine
and Chairman of the Department of Pre-
ventive Medicine, University of Wisconsin.

FROM CHICAGO, ILL.

Dr. Harold Levine, Director of Chest Serv-
ice, Cook County Hospital Associate Profes-
sor o Medicine. Abraham Lincoln College of
Medicine, University of Illinois.

Dr. Berazn Carnow, ChieZ of Division of
Environmental Health, Abraham Lincoln
School oZ Medicine at the University of Illi-
nois, Medical Director oZ the TubercuiOsis
Institute of Chicago, Cook County, Chest
Consultant and Director of The RespiratOry
Clinic.

Dr. Milton Levine, Medical Director of
Miles Square Medical Center, an OEO-a.ssO-
ciated elinic, Professor at Rush Medical
School o Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical
Center.

FROM BOSTON, A55.
Dr. Gordon Harper. pediatric feilow in psv-

chiatrlcs at the Children's Hospital Medical
Centerin BoGton.

(From the Appalachian Research and De-
fense Fund. Inc., Charleston W. VaJ I

LUNG SPECIALISTS FIND FAULT WITH BLACK
LUNG STANDARDS

BECKLEY, September 12.—A statement is-
sued this morning by a team of 12 doctors,
most of whom are lung specialists, severely
criticizes the medical evaluation procedures
used by the Social Security Administration to
evaluate most of the applicants for the con-
troversial federal black lung benefit pro-
gram.

Most of the more than 200.000 coal miners
who have applied for federal black lung
beneftts are currently evaluated with a single
chest x-ray and a simple breathing test.
The statement by the specialists labled these
tests as "unduly and unnecessartly retrtc-
tive" and caued for more thorough medtc4i
evaluation of black lung applicants.

The statement stressed the need for medi-
cal evaluation of the ability of the miners
to "function" (to actually work), rather than
the simple evaluation o hL5 ability to
breathe gases in and out of his lungs whie
11s body Is at rest.

Dr. John Rankin. chairman of the De-
partment o Preventive Medicine at the Uiii-
versity o Wisconsin and a specialist in lung
diseases satd the simple breathing test em-
ployed by the SSA often fails to measure
black lung disability.

The test measures the ability of a person
to breathe air in and out. Rankin added that
black lung interferes with the lungs abiltty
to transfer oxygen to the blood, an impair-
ment that does not show up in the simple
breathing test. "A man can have a perfectly
normal breat1.Ing test and be severely dis-
abled," Ranicin said.

Pointing to the inadequacy of the chest
x-ray, one 0Z the doctors said, 'It seems
medically unjustified to reetrict disability
benefits to these coal miners who happen
to have acquired a certain kind of abnormaL
chest fllm along with whatever other pul-
monary diseases they have.

"Solely on the basis o a chest ftlm—wlth-
out even a history being taken or a physical
examination performed—such men ae ew-
rently being denied, by the hundrda and
thousanda, the black lung beneftt w11ch
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Congress voted for them. Such -practice
should offend us all as doctors. The denial
of benefits to men too short of breath to
walk half a flight of stairs should .oend us
all as citizens."

Dr. Bertram Carnow, professor of medicine
and chairman of the Division of Environ-
mental Health at the Abraham Lincoln
School of Medicine at the University of Il-
linois, In criticizing the medical procedures,
said, "You're talking about an x-ray and a
number. The sick man gets lost In the shuf-
fle." He added. "There is no single test that
will show you anything about large groups
of people."

"If a man's whole future life is affected by
the outcome, you have to take time to con-
sider the total person." He continued, that
the denial of claimants of the basis of a
single X-ray is "ridiculous" and said, "I
teach medicine and If a student of mine
made a judgment on the basis of a single
test, I'd knock him in the head."

The findings of the team Is likely to add
additional weight to critics of the black
lung program who charge that high denial
rates are due to overly restrictive medical
criteria set by the SSA. In West Virginia,
62 per cent of the coal miners who have ap-
plied for benefits have been denied. The
figure is 78 per cent in Kentucky and 72
per cent in Virginia.

The team of doctors traveled to Beckley
Saturday from Chicago, ill., Charlotte, N.C.,
Boston, Mass., Madison, Wis., Houston,- Tex.,
and Morgantown, W. Va., to examine the
miners. Several of the doctors are going on
to New York for a week-long conference
sponsored by the New York Academy of
Sciences concerning coal miners pneumo-
conlosis. They will discuss their findings of
their Beckiey examinations with fellow spe-
cialists from the United States and Europe.

Congress is scheduled to vote Sept. 20 on
amendments to the federal black lung law,
one of which would abolish the practice of
denying coat miner applicants on the basis
of x-ray evidence alone. In a report issued
recently, the House of Representatives Com-
mittee on Education and Labor stated that
the law as originally enacted never intended
that coal miners be evaluated with such
restrictive tests.

The Appalachian Research and Defense
Fund (ARDF) is currently preparing a suit
to challenge the x-ray requirement.

The Doctors' trip to Beckley was spon-
sored by ARDF under the auspices of the
Field Foundation in New York.

We also have for the record an answer
to the question of cost, which the gen-
tleman is holding back as his trump card.
He says it will cost $1.2 billion. He does
not know any more about that than I do.
In fact, the Lord will have more to do
about what it will cost than he, I, or any-
body else, simply because this is a declin-
ing group of people. All of these, you tin-
derstand, are old cases of pneumoconi-
osis.

They are from among the miners who
have long ago worked in the mines. We
have said on this floor, and I made a sol-
emn promise to this House, that if we
could not achieve the goal this law in-
tended to achieve in respect to the min-
ers with black lung disease, I would be
the first to come to the floor and tell the
House about it.

We have achieved that goal in major
part. We have aimed for a 2-milligram
dust content. The British, with all their
years of ecperience, have said pneumo-
coniosis Is not probable if there isa dust
content of less than 3.0 milligrams. We
are achieving this goal, and have achieved
it in many instances.
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We are on our way to achieving 2 mil-
ligrams, and in many instances where
the conditions have allowed it, we have
reached a virtual zero point of dust in the
mines. This is what we wanted to achieve.
There will be no new cases of pneumo-
coniosis after we achieve this great
breakthrough in dust control.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from California for just one comment,
please.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, as I un-
derstand it, the gentleman from Illinois
stated this Is a windfall for the coal op-
erators. The fact of the matter Is that,
under the law, the Secretary of Labor
had. the responsibility to contact all the
States to have them Implement the vari-
ous State workmen's compensation
statutes. Is it not a fact that only three
of the smallest States of the country,
and none of the major coal mining States,
have Implemented this law? And if we do
not pass this bill by the end of thIs year,
the Secretary of Labor Is going to inter-
vene against every coal operator in the
country, because there is no State leg-
islation for them to follow?

This Is not a windfall to the coal
operators. The facts of life are that the
laws have not been Implemented at our
State levels, and they have only some
2 months to comply with the statutory
obligations. This Is just a recognition of
the real state of the facts, and that Is
why they need a period of time for the
State bodies to enact their legislation.

And I would be remiss, Mr. Speaker,
if I did not recognize the fantastic con-
tributions of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. Dzwr) in bringing desper-
ate relief to thousands of grateful and
suffering miners and widows across this
land. His concern for their plight has
been his singular motivation and he de-
serves the plaudits of us all.

Mr. DENT. I thank the gentleman. If
I might continue at this point, the state-
ment was made that proponents stated
it was going to cost $40 million in the
first year. I have looked through the
legislative record and all I can find is a
statement of the gentleman from New
Jersey (Mr. DmEI.s) making reference
to an estimate of 22,300 coal miners in
the Nation who had complicated pneu-
moconiosis. These were not the facts of
Mr. DANIELS, the gentleman from New
Jersey. They were provided by the same
authority the gentleman from Illinois
(Mr. ERLENBORN) now quotes.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. No. The gentleman has not
been yielding tirno to people on our side
of the aisle.

Mr. ERLENORJ', If the gentleman
will yield, later on if I have any time left,
I will be glad to yield to the gentleman.

Mr. DENT. And later on I will be glad
to yield to the gentleman. I will let him
have all the time he needs.

Mr. Chairman, they say that this Is a
bad way to take up the legislation. They
say it ought to go through the route of
the Rules Committee. The gentleman
knows the difficulty we are having with
the Rules Committee, with the shutdown
date to get rules.
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The gentleman said he had no time to

offer amendments. He had time in the
committee to offer amendments, He of-
fered them, they were defeated. The bill
was reported by the subcommittee unani-
mously, and it came out of the full com-
nüttee by a vote of 22 to 1. The only
thing Is, the gentleman from IllinoIs
wants to confuse the Members and to try
to confuse me. I know Members will not
be confused.

The Issue Is very -simple. The biggest
change in this Is the fact that we are
going to compensate for the double
orphan. The gentleman professes to love
and pity the double orphan. The Repub-
licans all do. And they all want to do
this, except that the gentleman says al-
thoughhe wants to pay them, this is not
the vehicle he wants to use. But if the
gentleman will show me any other ve-
hicle that can be used, I will be glad to
go along with it.

The gentleman has said that the legis-
lation does not deal with the situation
correctly. At no time until now has any-
body questioned the technical aspects of
the bill. If they are wrong, we will cor-
rect them. That Is not what we are fight-
ing for. We are fighting for simple jus-
tice. Simple justice is that no other clam
of Americans at this time has been recog-
nized by the Congress—as the coal min-
ers have been for the problems the coal
miners have.

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr. DENT. May I make one other
statement?

Mr. FLOOD. The gentleman certainly
may.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, the miners
are ineligible for any of the job training
programs.

Let them march up to the centers for
job training. Let them ask for an oppor-
tunity to -be trained for another job. They
do not have a prayer, because they are
not able to do any kind of work for which
they could be trained. The jobs do not
exist in their part of the world.

Thousands upon thousands of them
live in the desolate, bleak towns still left
in Pennsylvania.

Many of us do not realize that this is
nothing new. It should have been taken
care of many years ago.

I say that in my 40 years as a legis-
lator, the proudest moment I had was
serving with this body, which almost
unanimously accepted a responsible cost
to the Government of the United States
for these citizens who have contributed
more than any other single group to the
welfare and building of this Nation..
There is no other job in the entire United
States of America which is less reward-
ing financially or physically than the
digging and mining of coal.

There is not a man In this room who
would go down In a coal mine and work
for the wages paid, even if they paid him
three times those wages.

Unless one has been in a coal mine as
a miner—such as the gentleman from
Lucerne County now standing, who
worked in the mines, and some of the
rest of us, one cannot understand. Even
on visits, I have had committee members
of my committee stay outside, and only
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got thefr pictures taken with a miner's
lamp on, to show they had been there.

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, I presided
in this House when the bill was debated,
as the chairman of the Committee of the
Whole.

I heard these proposals of my friend.
They were mostly withdrawn. A great
disaster in West Virginia silenced oppo-
sition, by 78 deaths.

Now you are not opposed to orphans.
Well, well, well—what a gesture. What a
gesture.

The best argument today, Mr. Speaker,
would be If I could bring in one of the
35,000 miners denied the right to take
a look because of his illness.

This Is a sham, a disaster. The great
place is Germany for this, and the X-ray
is not a sole test. It cannot be done.

I was born and raised in the hard coal
area. How nice for my orphans. What a
gesture. This X-ray' Is a mistake. It is
an error.

I am the chairman of the Appropria-
tions Subcommittee for this matter. Do
Members believe I would not back my
friend when we talk about mere dollars,
mere dollars when our hearts bleed for
orphans?

This is here as an emergency, as a
necessity. You know I would not be for
it otherwise.

The SPEAKER. The proponents have
consumed 15 minutes.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
I additional minute to the distinguished
gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I just want
to read why Pennsylvania happens to be
the leading State in claims.

You will hear about the cost. The
total cost to this moment, for almost 2
years of operation of this legislation,
after having considered claims of over
323000 miners, which far and above
might be 90 percent of all claims which
will ever be considered, shows claims
paid of 147,000 to date, and a total
cumulative cost of $405 million.

Let me give the figure which I think
might be a little more enlightening. Of
a sample. of 743 black lung deaths, 93.8
percent came from the State of Penn-
sylvania. There were 697 deaths in
Pennsylvania out of the 743 black lung
deaths. That is also why there are so
many orphans, and that is why we are
fighting for them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
flhinois (Mr. MICHEL).

Mr. MICHEL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker and Mem-
bers o.t the House, I supported this bill
in its original form for Its original In-
tent and purpose. However, we are now
moving out to broaden the scope of the
legislation without proper safeguards and
it concerns me. Mention has been made
o what the bill would cost. I hesitate
to talk about life itself in terms of dol-
]ars and cen, but let us not delude our-
Lelves by thinking theflgure the gen-

tleman -just mentioned is the total cost
of this program.

For the past week we held hearings
bef ore our Labor-HEW Subcommittee
on Appropriations on, several supple-
mental items Including one for this pro-
gram. In the fiscal year 19'? 1 it will cost
$29'? million; in 1972 $548 million; in
1973 $538 million; in 1974, $515 million,
in 1975 $491 million. Then it tails off
slightly over a period of years. But that
is half a billion dollars a year without
liberalizing it. If you are going to ex-
tend It for another 2 years, we will be
paying until the year 2000 to the extent
of about half a billion dollars a year.

Mr. PERKINS. Wifi the gentleman
yield to me?

Mr. MICHEL. In one moment I will.
Mr. PERKINS. I would like to make

a statement—
Mr. MICHEL. I did not yield to the

gentleman.
Mr. PERKINS. While you are making

this statement to the Chamber.
Mr. MICHEL. The reason why this bill

ought to be debated under the regular
procedure is because it ought to be
modified.

I have strip miners in my district.
There are some who have worked at the
tipple or crusher for years above ground
inhaling this very same dust. Should
they be discriminated against simply be-
cause they work above ground instead of
under ground? There is a serious question
about their eligibility and I would like
to have this cleared up with an amend-
ment to the legislation. I have been told
there may be 400 of them throughout
the country.

I support the arguments of the gen-
tleman from Illinois that we ought to be
debating this bill under the regular pro-
cedures where we can offer amendments
and have them debated fully under an
open rule. Then justice and equity will
prevail. I thank the gentleman for yield-
ing.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
New York (Mr. R).

Mr. REID of New York. I thank the
distinguished gentleman from Illinois
for yielding to me.

I think it is clear that simple justice
requires that we support this bill partly
because it extends benefits to double or-
phans, the 2,000 children whose fathers
have died of pneumoconiosis, whose
mothers are also deceased, and who
clearly are entitled to justice.

Equally Important, however, is section
4 of this bill which prohibits the use of
X-rays as the sole basis for the denial of
benefits under title IV. umerous doc-
tors have indicated as they practice med-
icine near the coal mines of West Vir-
ginia or Pennsylvania, that chest X-rays
simply do not show up many cases of
advanced pneumoconiosis.

This is a deadly disease. Our commit-
tee has hear medical evidence time and
time again that X-rays simply do not al-
ways record black lung. Those of you
who watched NBC's evening news on Fri-
day or Saturday saw a coal miner who
could not even walk to his front side-
walk because his breathing .had been so

impaired, and yet he was denied benefits
because X-rays registered negatively.

New tests are being developed, There is
one pioneer doctor, Ronald Rasmussen,
who draws blood samples to determine
the amount of oxygen a man inhales be-
fore and after the patient walks or runs
on a treadmill.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. REID o New York. To facilitate a
check on this disease, I wrote the Secre-
tary of HEW to request Information on
this matter. Although the report he sent
me from the Social Security Administra-
tion says that there is, and I quote "some
minority medical opinion to the effect
that the disabling pneumoconiosis may
exist in the absence of positive X-ray evi-
dence thereof," the Social Security Ad-
ministration objects to the test referred
to above because they think it is too com-
plicated, requiring too much medical ex-
pertise to be widely used. Arid yet the fact
is that whether or not it is complicated it
is being used in various parts of the
country and it is showing the existence
of black lung where X-ray failed to do so.

Apparently the Social Security Admin-
istration objects to new tests simply be-
cause they might be too complicated, or
more complicated than their present
practice of just taking a picture.

I might add that in Pennsylvania,
where decent medical facilities for exam-
inations are available, 69 percent of the
applications for benefits have been ap-
proved. On the contrary, only 28 percent
have been approved in Kentucky and
only 44 percent in West Virginia. In sum,
it is unfair to penalize a coal miner or
his widow in Kentucky or West Virginia
simply because medical facilities and
detailed records are unavailable.

I say that coal miners, who risk their
lives almost daily, are entitled to the best
In medical tests, not the cheapest or
easiest.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Will the gentleman
yield?

Mr. REID of New York. I yield to the
gentleman from Illinois. and then I will
yield to the gentleman from West
Virginia.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I appreciate the
gentleman yielding to me.

The gentleman expressed support of
one section of the bill. Will he not agree
with me that this bill should not be
heard on the floor under suspension of
the rules but should be here under a rule
where amendments can be offered to it?

Mr. REID of New York. I agree with
the gentleman. I think it is far preferable
to have it on the floor where amendments
can be offered to it. Nonetheless, however,
I am supporting the bill as it stands and
I very strongly urge my colleagues to do
the same.

The SPEAKER. The time of the gen-
tleman has expired.

Mr. REID of New York. May I have an
adidtional 30 seconds so I can yield to the
gentleman from West Virginia (Mr.
HEcHLER) who has done more br the
coal miner, both within Congress and
without over recent years than anyone
else I know, and a man to whom all
miners and their families should be
deeply indebted.
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Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, how
much time do I have remaining?

The SPEAKER. Each side has 4 mIn-
utes ren1aining.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from Mis-
souri (Mr. HALL).

(Mr. HALL asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, I know not
about the portents of this bill, or equity
as far as cost per lost soft-coal miner is
concerned, nor about the double orphans,
or even the virtues of the bill as a whole;
but, I would like to straighten out some-
thing In the minds of Members here who
have not had the privilege of ever per-
forming postmortem examinations on
cases of pneumocon1oss, and/or cases of
anthracosis, silicosis, and asbestosis, and
others. I come from an area of lead, zinc,
and lime- calcinosjs—mines.

Mr. Speaker, the term "black lung" is
an appealing and catchy label, but it 15
not an encoded disease entity. So-called
black lung is nothing but the arresting in
the filterrng process of soft coal, which is
not abrasive to the lung, in the lymph and
glandular process. It is quite different
from that of anthracosis, silicosis, or
others which do not produce black lung,
but are more severe in point of lung
porenchyma distribution.

The breathing cells, the resting wan-
dering cells of the body known as the
histocytes and reticulo—endothebjol
cells—take care of this.

Mr. Speaker, the X-ray should not be
considered in either direction. There is
great evidence that one can have a com-
pletely black lung upon the performance
of an autopsy and not have it show on
X-ray. All should remember that the X-
ray mchine is just another diagnostic
aid.

Conversely, X-ray does not exclude
pneumoconiosis, and this proves the leg-
islation before us should not deal with
an aid, but a total professional diagnosis
based on all aids, skills, and experience.
Anthracosis is death dealing. Pneu-
moconiosis is not.

In strict pathological interpretation
based on biopsy and surgical pathology,
and diagnosis as a result of such determ.t-
nations; the question fhially evolves as to
whether or not this bill is going to make
presumptive total and permanent ds-
ability predicted upon appealing pack-
aged, but not scientific data; and, second,
whether or not we are going to make all
such respiratory diseases come under this
bill.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself
1 minute.

(Mr. DENT asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I would like
to point out something else in relation
to the figures which we heard from the
gentlemen from fllinois (Mr. MICHEL) as
to cost. And, incidentally, I do not know
where the gentleman got his figures, but
the figures which I have obtained show
that in 1972 the cost will be $190 million,
in 1973 $135 million, in 1974, $231 rn.Il-
lion, and, up to 1977, $219 million, pre-
suming that we do pass this legislation
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today. These flgures are Social Security
Administration estimates and are dated
August 20, 1971.

The SPEAKER. The time of the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania has expired.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield my-
self an additional 30 seconds.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
Pennsylvania is recoginzed for an addi-
tional 30 seconds.

Mr. DENT. I might say that when you
are talking about costs, I voted in this
Chamber, along with every other coal-
mining State Member, over a period of
many years, for much legislation that
was expensive to the Treasury.

Let us see what some programs have
cost us down through the years.

Federal aid to State and local govern-
ments for public assistance is $5.4 bil-
lion; highways, $4.2 billion; extension
work in research, $3 billion, and I would
like to call to your attention the fact
that we spend $4.4 billion for the De-
partment of Agriculture as the cost to
the Federal Government in 1971.

Federal budget outlays for national de-
fense in 1971 are about $73.6 billion; for
veterans benefits and services, about $8.5
billion; and for military assistance, about
$500 million.

In 1965, disbursements for public as-
sistance approached $12 billion; the Fed-
eral share was one-half, or $6 billion.

In 1970, price support and related pro-
grams administered by the Department
of Agriculture cost the Federal Govern-
ment $3.5 billion; in 1971, the estimated
cost is $4.4 billion. The removal of surplus
agricultural commodities in 1970 cost
nearly $500 million.

Federal aid to State and local govern-
ments for public assistance in 1968 to-
taled $5.4 billion; for highways, $4.2 bil-
lion; and agricultural conservation, ex-
tension work, and research, $3.2 billion.

Corporate profits in mining exceeded
$800 million in 1968; those for electric
power companies approached $5 billion
in 1969.

Federal expenditures for research and
development in 1969 exceeded $15.5 bil-
lion; for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, over $4.1 billion;
and for the Department of Defense, near-
ly $8 billion.

Federal funding for the performance of
industrial research and development ex-
ceeded $4.5 billion in 1968 for the air-
craft and missile industry alone, and
exceeded $8.5 billion for all industries.

Federal outlays for international af-
fairs and finance were $4.1 billion in
1970; and totaled $2.7 billion for eco-
nomic and fhiancial assistance alone.

Mr. Speaker, there have been over
80,000 recorded fatalities in coal mining
since 1910. This does not include the
thousands more who have died from
black lung.

We have been told the estimated cost
of H.R. 9212 is $1.2 billion for the next 6
fiscal years. On the other hand, the value
of coal production over the past 6 years
has been $16.3 billion; and the value of
coal production for last year—1970—
alone was $3.8 billloü—or more than 3
times what the bill is expected to cost for
the next 6 years, and almost 10 times
more than the program has cost thus far.
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The total value of coal production

since 1890 is nearly $100 billion. This is
the recorded figure, and cannot possibly
include the production of the thousands
of "dog holes" in existence over time.

Throughout history, no one has been
able to put a price tag on human life.

And I do not think we should be per-
suaded by the argwnents of those who
try.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission, to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, let me
set the record straight.

The gentleman from Pennsylvania ap-
parently is confused. The gentleman
from Illinois (Mr. MICHEL) read figures
that represent the estimated cost of the
present law, running about $500 million
a year. The figures which the gentleman
from Pennsylvania read by comparison
are not comparisons at all. Those figures
are the additional costs that would be
occasioned by the passage of this bill.

The Social Security Administration
has estimated the additional cost of this
bill over the next 6 years will be $1.2
billion.

I reiterate, as I have done each time in
the letters that I have written to the
Members—and the gentleman from Ken-
tucky has pointed out that I have written
to the Members quite often. And I should
explain that, and the reason for that is
because he put the bill on and then he
took the bill off, and then he put the bill
on and then he took the bill off, and
then he put the bill on and then he took
the bill off, and it has been on and off
the calendar half a dozen times. Each
time the gentleman put the bill back on
the calendar I wrote to the Members and
told them that this would cost $1.2 billion
additionally, and with the price tag of
that size, regardless of the controversy
surrounding this bill, one would think
that the gentleman would have shown
courtesy to the House by going to the
Committee on Rules and getting a rule so
that we could debate the bill and offer
amendments in a proper way.

Mr. PERKINS. If the gentleman will
yield, the gentleman, I am sure, knows
one instance there was a Jewish holiday
that I had no control over this bill. In
the day it was to be called up under a
suspension.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I will accept that
explanation from the gentleman. But I
would like the gentleman also to under-
stand that I have no control over the
fact that I have to continually bother the
membership of this House to point out to
them that the bill is again on the calen-
dar. I just wanted the membership to
know that this was a bill that ought to
be considered in the usual process.

The SPEAKER. The time of the gentle.
man from flhinois has expired.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
the remainder of my time to the dis-
tinguished gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. SAYLOR).

(Mr. SAYLOR asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)
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Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, will the

gentleman yield?
Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman

from Virginia.
Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in

support of this legislation.
(Mr. WAMPLER asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speakej, the life
of a coal miner is a hard one, involving
back-breaking work and hazardous
working conditions, resulting in many a
death and disability. Not the least of
these is the dread black lung disease,
which of tens ends In paraplegia and a
wheezing death.

Two years ago, Congress, with wisdom
and compassion, passed the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act. The purpose
of the act was to help eliminate the
hazards in the coal mines and to com-
pensate those miners who had fallen
victim to the damaging accumulation of
coal dust In their lungs as a result of
their service in the underground mines.

The act has been a good one and many
have benefited. In the Commonwealth
of Virginia. 11,671 miners, their widows
and dependents are receiving monthly
benefits totaling $1,263,5OO. I am grate-
ful for this obvious accomplishment. But,
18,949 VIrginia miners have ified claims
f or black lung benefits No doubt, some
of the approximately 7,000 whose claims
have been disallowed are really ineligible.
But others are the victims of inequities
in the law.

As with any new program, misinterpre-
tation of intent, oversight, and the need
f or Improvement has become apparent
through trial and error. HR. 9212. which
you are asked to consider today, would
bring greater equity and stability to the
black lung program.

Briefly, it would: First, extend bene-
fits to "double orphans", children of de-
ceased parents who had been drawnig
compensation. Second, clarify language
of the present law relating to social se-
curity disability benefits so there can be
no reduction in total disability benefits
which a miner might be drawing when
he qualified for black lung compensation.

Third. Extend for 2 years the time-
table for transferring from the Fed-
eral Ooverument to the States the re-
sponsibility for providing black lung
benefits to beneficiaries. This additional
time Is urgently needed to enable the
States to pass necessary legislation and
establish administrative machinery to
take on this new and complex task.
Fourth. Authorize the use of diagnostic
techniques in addition to X-ray in de-
termining eligibility for benefits.

Mr. Speaker, I urge the House to sus-
pend the rules and pass H.R. 9212.

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker, will the gen-
tleman yield?

Mr SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman
from flhlnols.

(Mr. GRAY asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker, I thank my
distinguished colleague for yielding this
time. I first want to thank the distin-
guished gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
PERKINS), the chairman of the full com-

mittee, and the distinguished gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), the sub-
committee chairman, for their outstand-
lng work on this important legislation.

Mr; Speaker4 I rise in support of H.R.
9212, the so-called black lung legislation
amendments. I stand here filled with
mixed emotions. I am delighted that
Congress saw the need o helping black
lung sufferers, their widows and orphans
and I am very pleased that the Demo-
cratic-controlled Congress is trying to
correct some very severe inequities in the
previously passed legislation, but I am
extremely distressed that one of my good.
friends and Illinois colleagues (Mr.
ERLENEORN), would lead a fight against
this bill. I am sure if he could come to
southern Illinois, his native State, and
see and talk to our coal miners and their
families who have been enduring hard-
ships because of physical disabilities and
death due to black lung, he would have
a completely different outlook on this
bill.

Mr. Speaker, In my district alone, over
4,000 needy persons have received bene-
fits under this legislation and are now
drawing approximately $15 per year;
however, an almost equal amount or
more than 3.000 claims have been
turned down. Many of these per-
sons are more needy than some who have
received approval prevlously because
they were not able to. obtain X-ray re-
ports or the X-ray reports did not show
a progressive stage of black lung disease.
In many Instances, the family physician
had passed away and all records had
been destroyed of a deceased, miner who
leaves the widow without enough proof
to receive approval even though her hus-
band died of black lung disease or a con-
tributary factor to death was black lung.
Also, many miners who have retired are
unable to get X-ray data for the. same
reasons that the medical X-rays and
other data are not available.

This bill would correct these inequi-
ties and others. I cannot conceive of the
Republican side of the aisle opposing
this legislation. I realize it wiil cost ad-
ditional money, but, in many 1ntances,
Federal welfare dollars are now being
paid to these same people. Others are
receiving food stamps paid for by the
Federal Govertiment. All we are trying to
do is to recognize the coal miner and his
family as a great contributing factor to
an Industry that has brought victory in
war and peacetime progress and is now
supplying fuel that generates our vital
electricity that keeps America humming.
If my colleagues on the Republican side
of the aisle who are speaking against this
bill would go down in the bowels of the
earth and dig coal for $30 or $40 a
day, never knowing at what time a
catastrophic explosion might snuff out
his life or that of his fellow workers, he
would change his mind.

Mr. Speaker, 3 years before I came to
Congress, my home town of West Frank-
fort, fll., experienced the worst coal mine
disaster in the history of the country at
that time. One hundred twenty miners
lost their lives In the Orient No. 2 Mine
explosion. I drove an ambulance hauling
charred and twisted bodies to a make-
shift morgue in the Central Junior High
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School gymnasium at West Fra.nkfort,
fll. This was an experience I shall never
forget. In many instances, the entire
manhood of a family was wiped out—f a-
thers, sons, brothers, uncles, and cousins.
I wish my Republican colleagues who are
opposing this bill today would talk to
some of those families and they would be
glad to tell them that black lung benefits
are needed, a small remuneration for
those who labor in this hazardous
occupation.

Knowing of the Nixon administra-
tions opposition to this bill, it may not
receive the required two-thirds vote for
passage today;if this be the case, I hope
the American people will know who up-
holds the banner for the worklngmafl
and who is consistently in opposition. If
the bill does not pass by two-thirds ma-
jority as required under the rules, I am
indeed hopeful the legislation ctn be
considered very quickiy under a rule
which would permit passage by a simple
majority. To do less will be denying
equity to those who are deserving of
these benefits but, under the present law
are being denied.

I strongly urge all of my colleagues to
support this legislation. Thank you.

Mr. McDADE. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania.

(Mr. McDADE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. McDADE. Mr. Speaker, the legis-
lation before us today is a signtficant
and positive contribution to a better
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, with
specific reference to title 4 of that act.

It would, in the first place, correct an
obvious inequity in granting benefits to
those who should receive benefits under
the black lung program. It was certainly
never the intent of those of us who
sponsored the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act, nor of Congress as a whole.
to take any action which would deprive
orphans of benefits under the Act.
Through a legislative oversight, how-
ever, the language of the act does not
provide for such benefits for orphans.
My own bill, H.R. 4236, was placed be-
fore Congress this year, and the provi-
sions of that bill have been incorpo-
rated here as part of the black lung
amendments.

In the second place, the legislation
before us would extend for 1 year the
timetable for transferring the black
lung program from the Federal Gov-
ernment to the States. My own bill, H.R.
9130, which I placed before Congress
this year, proposed to do precisely that,
and I am pleased to see it included in
the black lung amendments presently
before us. This seems to me to be a very
responsible proposal. In the creation of
the black lung program, with its even-.
tual transfer to each of the States which
might be involved, we were well aware
that the transfer could be accomplished
only alter the States had mnodified their
own workman's compensation laws,
had established administrative proce-
dures for handling, the working of the
act, and had provided sufficient funding
for the not insubstantial payments
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which would have to be made. All of from the largest coal producing congres-
us are aware of the great financial bur- sionai district in the United States I havedens which many of our States bear felt for some thne that some of the pro-today, and it does not seem unreasonable visions of the Federal Coal Mine Healthto give them one addItional year to pre- and Safety Act of 1969 needed clarifica-pare for this increased caseload and tion to make it more equitable. There-the additional disbursal of money: lore, I do want to take this opportunity toAs a third provision, the legislation
would exempt the benefits from black commend the distinguished chairman 0!
lung payments from the computation the House Committee on Education and
of income for the purpose of drawiiig Labor and those other members of the
social security benefits. The action of committee who have worked so diligently
Congress in creating title 4 of the Coal toward making substantial improve-
Mine Health and Safety Act seems to ments in this legislation. In my judg-
me to be a clear expression of Congres- ment, this bill that is before us today,
sional intent to make black lung bene- H.R. 9212, does correct some of the in-
fits a very special case. To permit the equities that we have found in this act.
reduction of social security disability I rise to express my profound hope
benefits when a minor is qualified for that my colleagues in the House will join
black lung payments would, in my me in supporting this meritorious
opinion, negate the intent of Congress measure.
in writing the original act. This section, With the passage of the Federal Coal
too, is worthy of support by my col- Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, a
leagues. measure which I supported enthusiasti-

Finally, the legislation removes the re- cally, it was my hope that the disabled
quirement that X-ray evidence, or the miner would at last get relief from the
lack of it, be the sole determining re- rigors of his hazardous employment. This
qu.irement in the affirmation or the denial is the reason I introduced H.R. 9850 in
of black lung benefits. Testimony was April 1969. The very frst bill introduced
heard by the committee to the effect that in the Congress for those suffering from
experts In the field of disabling pueumo- black lung and their families. However,
coniosis judge that this situation may from what we have learned about the
indeed be present in a miner even in the black lung disease benefit program estab-
absence of positive X-rays. Studies in lished by title IV, we know that many
Germany, where mining is also a major coal miners with the disease are not re-
industry, have been publicized in a ceiving the benefits to which they are en-
cent magazine article, and the experts titled. In some instances, this injustice is
in that country agree with our own caused by the fact that far too much em-
American authorities on the subject. phasis Is placed on X-rays. To deny

Because of this, I placed before the claims for black lung benefits solely on
House this year H.R. 5472, which would an X-ray examination was never in-
grant a presumption of the existence of tended by the Congress, and is a most un-
disabling pneumoconiosis in any miner fortunate situation insofar as justice is
who had worked a specific number of concerned to the coal miners in this
years In the mines. The present legisla- country.
tion does not go that far, but I believe In May 1971, at the time that I testified
this amendment to title 4 is a desirable during the hearings on this legislation,
change, and will reecive my support as stated that in my own State of West
it deserves the support of my colleagues Virginia, there were claims filed amount-
here In the House. ing to 58,300. According to the latest

hi summary, therefore, I would urge black lung statistics that figure has now
the passage of this legislation by the risen to 59,234; 32,981 of these claims
House today. The great industrial empire were made in my district. Claims paid for
which we know as America today has the entire State of West Virginia are
been fueled by the product of the work of 24,491. The claims paid in my district
countless of thousands of miners. We amount to 14,501.
have taken the fruit of their Industry, On the other hand, the statistics show
the hard and soft coal of America, and that there were 15,513 denials. There Is
we have translated it Into the greatest no way of knowing whether or not all of
industrial nation on the face of the earth. these denials would be approved, but I do
But in producing the coal that gave us' state that under this new legislation
the energy needs we required, many of which prohibits the use of chest X-rays
those miners suffered a disease known as as the sole basis for denial of claims,.
pneumoconiosis. quite a few of them will.

It seems to me that America has a real A third of the black lung benefitsdebt which we owe these miners. The claims which have been turned down to
legislation before the House today Is a date have been disallowed because the
just payment of that debt, and I urge miner was not totally disabled. In fact,
its passage. what the Federal Government Is saying

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentle- to these miners Is that they do not qual-
man yield? if y because they are not totally dead.

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman I have contended from the very begin-
from West Virginia. ning that the requirements for deter-

(Mr. KEE a5ked and was given permis- minirg" total disability" should be made
slon to revise and extend his remarks.) more realistic. It seems to me that any

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, i rise in support miner who is rendered incapable of per-
of this legislation, and wish to associate forming his usual mining job should be

considered "disabled" under the Federalmyself with the remarks of the gentle- black lung compensation provision. Andman in the well (Mr. SAYLOR). this bill recognizes this phase of the
Mr. Speaker, as the Representative matter.
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I am also pleased that the Federal Coal

Mine Health and Safety Act will be
amended to extend black lung benefits
to orphans whose fathers died of pneu-
moconiosls. Likewise, the bill states that
the existing black lung program shall
not be considered a workmen's compen-
sation law or plan for purposes of the
disability insurance provisions of the So-
cial Security Act. And this bill asks for
an extension for 2 years of the existing
program for payment of black lung bene-
fits.

With the passage of this bill some of
the inequities that have arisen over the
past 2 years will be rectified, which Is of
tremendous importance to many, many
deserving people.

I am glad to have had a part in devel-
oping this legislation and it has my
wholehearted support.

Mr. SKtJBITZ. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman
from Kansas.

Mr. SKtJBrI'Z. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of this legislation.

(Mr. SKUBITZ asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

[Mr. SKUBITZ addressed the House.
His remarks will appear hereafter in the
Extensions of Remarks.]

Mr. BIESTER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

SAYLiOR. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. BIPSTER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of this legislation, and ask to
associate myself with the remarks of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania.

(Mr. BIESTER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

[Mr. BIESTER addressed the House.
His remarks will appear hereafter in the
Extensions of Remarks.)

Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. BYRZE of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I rise in support oZ this legis-
lation.

(Mr. BYRZE oZ Pennsylvania asked.
and was given permission to revise and
extent his remarks.)

[Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania ad-
dressed the House. HIs remarks will ap-
pear hereafter in the Extensions of Re-
marks.]

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to the gentleman
from Kentucky.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the legislation, and wish to as-
sociate myself with the remarks of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania.

(Mr. MAZZOLI asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to speak briefly in support of the
provision in this legislation which would
prohibit the denial of black lung disease
benefits solely on the basis of negative
X-ray &idlngs.
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I think I can offer my colleagues a most
concrete example of the problems in-
herent In relying on chest X-rays to de-
termine the presence of this disabling
disease.

Within the last week, I received from
one of my constituents the report of an
autopsy performed on his father, a re-
tired coal miner from Pike County, Ky.

The father had been dented black lung
disability benefits on the basis of X-ray
examinations. Yet when the autopsy
examination was performed after his
death, the pathologists found extensive
lung damage associated with large
amounts of.coal dust in his lungs.

In the technical language of the au-
topsy report, the condition was described
as "extensive areas of fibrosis containing
large amounts of anthracitic pigment."

The conclusion of the pathologist was
that the victim, who had been denied
benefits while still alive, had Indeed been
suffering from "coal miner's pneumo-
conlosis," more commonly known as
black lung disease.

There are other diagnostic tschnlques,
including pulmonary function tests,
which can and should be used in addition
to chest X-rays in diagnosing disabling
black lung disease. I do not believe the
men who labor in our mines should be
forced to wait until there has been an
autopsy before their disability claim is
established.

Mr. SAYLSOR. Mr. Speaker, and Mem-
bers of the House, I rise in support of
this legislation. I do so because after,the
legislation was reported I went to see
some doctors practicing in mining towns
who take care of and live with people
whose cases have been turned down be-
cause the X-rays did not 'show' the vic-
tims had complicated pneumoconiosls.
These doctors were convinced that men
whom they treated for the disease for
years who later died, dic indeed have the
disease. Autopsies were performed upon
those former patients. The autopsies
proved conclusively that they had com-
plicated pneumoconlosis.

The single most important part of the
legislation before us today Is H.R. 9212's,
provision to eliminate a negative X-ray
as the sole basis for the dental of a vic-
tim miner's claim.

It is well known that X-ray is not al-
ways effective in determining whether a
person has the black lung disease. Ac-
cording to medical evidence presented to
the Committee on Education and Labor
and my Independent conversations with
medical practitioners, it is clear that the
X-ray Is but a single tool in the discovery
of the existence of black lung. H.R. 9212
provides for the use of diagnostic tech-
niques In addition to X-ray in determin-
ing a miner's eligibility.

The medical testimony shows us that
black lung Is more prevalent in miner's
than previously believed. We must not
allow those miner's so afflicted to suffer
the disease without proper compensation
as received by their fellow sufferers be-
cause of a technical legislative oversight
in the original act. Equity demands this
technical and humanitarian change in
existing law.

Mr. Speaker, I urge all the Members
of the House to support this bill.

Mr. ANDERSON of flhlnois. Mr.
Speaker, I rise to urge defeat of the mo-
tion to suspend the rules and pass HR.
9211, the black lung benefits amend-
ments to the 1969 Coal Mine Safety Act.
I do so, not because I oppose the bill in
its entirety; indeed, there are portions of
this bill which in my opinion should be
enacted into law. But rather, I do so
because I object to the manner in which
this legislation is brought before us to-
day—under a suspension of the rules
which allows no opportunity for amend-
ing the bill.

The chairman of the committee knows
full well that the suspension procedure
was designed specifically to deal expedi-
tiously with bills of a noncontroversial
nature. And yet, we have before us today
a bill which is surrounded with substan-
tial controversy; a bill to which no less
than seven members of the committee
have ified dissenting views; and a bill to
which the administration has raised sub-
stantive objections. It is therefore my
considered opinion that this bill Is too
important and too controversial to be
considered under a suspension of the
rules.

As a member of the Rules Committee,
I would urge my colleagues to defeat the
motion to suspend SG that this can be
given a rule and brought to the floor for
the full and open consideration it de-
serves. And in case there are any doubts
that this will be done, let me assure my
colleagues that' this bill has been placed
on the Rules Committee agenda for to-
morrow in the event the motion to sus-
pend is defeated today; and at this time
I would like to pledge my support for
reporting this to the floor under an open
rule.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, having received unanimous con-
sent to extend my remarks in the RECORD,
I would like to indicate that I am not
really speaking these words. Try as I
might, I could not get the floor to deliver
my plea on behalf of the coal miners dis-
abled by pneumoconlosis. I do not want
to kid anyone into thinking that I am
now on my feet delivering a stirring ora-
tion. As a matter of fact, I am back in
my office typing this out on my own hot
little typewriter, far from the maddening
crowd, and somewhat removed from the
House Chamber. Such is the pretense of
the House that it would have been easy
to just quietly include these remarks in
the RECORD, issue a brave press release,
and convince thousands of cheering con-
stituents that I was in there fighting
every step of the way, Influencing the
course of history ii the heat of debate.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker, I
have been more than slightly interested
in legislation to compensate those coal
miners and their families disabled by
pneumoconiosis. There was a major re-
bellion in West Virginia in 1969 which
led to the enactment of this legislation
and the inclusion of "black lung" bene-
fits in the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. This landmark law
needs the clarifying amendments which
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the Congress is considering today. All we
are doing is perfecting the 1969 law in
order to insure that the principles of jus-
tice and humanity are extended to the
coal miners of this Nation.

Today, some 60 coal miners from West
Virginia and Virginia, many of whom
are my constituents, visited the Capitol
and called on. a number of Congressmen.
I have been with these miners much of
the day, and appreciate their efforts in
bringing home to the Congress the in-
equities in carryg out the provisions of
the law. They know from experience in
the coal mines that there are many doc-
tors who have down through the years'
denied the existence of pneumoconiosis.
They know from experience that there
are many miners in the coal fields who
have been denied the benefits justly due
them, by reason of 'negative X-rays.
Since pneumoconiosis interferes with the
ability of the coal miner to transfer oxy-
gen into the blood, what is really needed
is to measure how 'much oxygen is ac-
tually getting into the blood. This neces-
sitates an arterial blood gas test with
exercise, to measure the oxygenation of
the blood—and these tests are being per-
formed daily at such places as the Ap-
palachian Regional Hospital in Beckley
W. Va., by Dr. Donald Rasmussen and
his associates. -

The X-ray may possibly pick up posi-
tively lumped coal dust in one section of
the lung, but frequently overlook very
fine coal dust which is spread out in the
lung in such a way as to severely imp air
the ability of the lungs to transfer oxygen
into the blood. This is why it is so im-
portant to supplement the X-ray with
other tools like the arterial blood gas test
with exercise in order to prove conclu-
sively whether a miner is disabled by
pnewnocomosis.

On September 12, 1971, a statement by
12 doctors assembled in Beckley, W. Va.,
indicated that the Social Security Ad-
ministration use of a single chest X-ray
and simple breathing test was "unduly
and unnecessarily restrictive." Dr. John
Rankin, chairman of the department of
preventive medicine at the University of
Wisconsin and a specialist in lung disease
said the simple breathing test employed
by the Social Security Administration
often fails to measure black lung disabil-
ity. The New York Academy of Sciences
sponsored an international conference on
coal workers' pneumoconiosis on Septem-
ber 13 through 17, and lung specialists
from all over the world presented their
analyses of how to test and measure
pneumoconlosis. These papers conclu-
sively demonstrate that you cannot rely
on a simple X-ray .to determine either
the presence of pneumoconiosis, or the
extent of disability resulting from it.

I refer to the October 5, 1971, RECORD,
at pages H9181 to H9208 for a more com-
plete account of these matters which I
ha\'e included for the information of
Members.

I would also like to include a table
prepared by 'the Social Security Adminis-
tration which sets forth the most recent
figures on black lung claims ified, proc-
essed, and paid in various States:
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(BLACK LUNG STATSTICS CUMULATED TO OCT. 8, 1971)

October 18, 1971

National Illinois Kentucky PennsylvanIa Virginia West Virginia

Claims tiled
C'aims processed
Claims paid:

M!ners
Widows
Terminations

Additiona' dependents paid
Total beneficiaries paid (miners, widows, and dependents)._
Total monthly amount
Total cumulative amount
Denials:

Miners
Widows
Disallowance

Tota'

AiIo:ancedeniaI ratio:
Total
Miners
Widows

328, 278
305, 944

71, 274
64, 721
8,319

86, 401
228. 402

$26. 516, 000
5435, 510, 000

118, 288
34. 865

2,391

19, 493
18, 204

4, 248
3,648

350
3,612

11,568
$1, 415, 000
19, 143, 000

6,493
3,369

96

35, 610
33, 132

5.689
4,385

528
9,040

19, 114
$1961000

S33. 313, 000

18, 661
3,624

245

103, 860
91, 759

32, 923
29, 581
4,608

29, 174
92. 218

$11. 231, 000
190, 111,000

19, 873
9844

930

18, 680
11, 18

3, 566
2,812

291
5,511

11.895
$1, 289, 000
22, 205, 000

9,289
1,643

11

62, 391
58, 066

15.081
9.913
1205

21, 210
46. 210

$4, 988. 000
85, 068, 000

25. 602
5,844

414

155, 544 9,958 22, 530 . 30, 647 11,003 31. 861

Allowed Den,ed Allowed Denied Allowed Denied Allowed Denied Allowed Denied

-

AVowed Denied

49.0 51.0
40.0 60.0
35.0 65.0

45.0 55.0
40.0 60.0
52.0 48.0

32.0
23.0 11.0
55.0 45.0

68.0 32.0
62.0 - 38.0
15.0 25.0

38.0 62.0
28.0 12.0
63.0 31.0

45.0 55.0
31.0 63.0
63.0 31.0

Mr. Speaker, it is unfortunate that so
much misinformation has been circulated
concerning this legislation. During the

The question was taken; and there
were—yeas 227, nays 124, not voting 78,
as follows:

Schneebeli Stratton Widnall
Schwengel Stubblefield Williams
Seiberling Sullivan Wilson.

debate. I tried and tried to get the gen-
tieman from Illinois (Mr. ERLENBORN) to
yield to me for a brief question on his
statistics, and he made it abundantly
clear that he did not desire to recognize
I was on my feet to try and clarify the
rather misleading statistics emanating

AbzugAds
Addabbo
Alexander
Anderson.

Calif.

[Roll No. 3021
YEAS—227

Edmondson Mcflade
Edwards, Calif. McDonald,
Eilberg Mich.
Eshleman McFall
Eva, Cob. McKay
Evins. Tenn. McMiilan

Tiernan Charles H.
Sisk Udall Wright
Skubitz Vanik Yates
Slack Vigorito Yatron
Smith, Iowa Waldie Young, Tex.
Snyder Wampler Zion
Stanton. Ware Zwach

James V. Whalen
Steed Wballey
Stokes Wbite

from his office. Just to give one brief ex-
ample: A letter circulated from Mr.
ERLENSORN dated October 14. 1971, stated
unequivocally:

I do want to remind you, however, that
H.R. 9212 carries a price tag or more than $1.2
billion.

Then on October 15, 1971, came a sub-
sequent letter from Mr. ERLENSORN which
included a letter to him from the Corn
missioner of Social Security, Robert M.
Ball. Mr. Ball's letter discusses both H.R.
9212 and H.R. 5702, despite the fact that
H.R. 5702 is not being considered on the
House floor. Mr. Ball then states:

Taken together, these two measures alone
could add as much as $300 million per year
to the total cost of the black lung program.

How can the gentleman from fllinois
contend the price tag of HR. 9212 s $1.2
billion, when the Social Security Com-
missioner himself says that both HR.
9212 plus H.R. 5702 "could" add "as
much as $300 million per year"?

It is difficult to follow either the logic
or arithmetic of this argument. In any
event, justice and humanity dictates that
HR. 9212 should be passed.

Mr. Speaker, I enjoyed writing Up this
argument almost as much as I would
have appreciated the chance to deliver it
personally. It is refreshing to contem-
plate the fact that coal miners as a class
are far above average in their abillcy to
recognize sham or pretense. I know I
can rely on their respect for candor tO
counterbalance their disappointment
the fact that I did not speak this piece.

The SPEAKER. The question is on the
motion offered by the gentleman from
Kentucky (Mr. PEP.KIN5) that the House
suspend the rules and pass the bill H.R.
9212. as amended.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, on
that I demand the yeas and nays.

Anderson,
Tenn.

Andrews. Ala.
Andrews.

N. flak.
Annunzio
Aspin
Aspinail
Baker
Barrett
Begich
Bennett
Bevill
Biaggi
Biester
Bingbain
Blanton
Boggs
Boland
Boiling
Brademas
Brasco
Bray
Brinkley
Brooks
Broomfleld
Brown. Oblo
Broyhill. Va.
Buchanan
Burke, Fla.
Burke. Mass.
Burlison, Mo.
Burton
Byrne, Pa.
Byron
Cabell
Carey, N.Y.
Carney
Casey. Tex.
Celler
Chisholm
Clancy
Clark
Clausen.

Don H.
Clay
Colins, Ui.
Corman -
Coughlin
Daniels, N.J.
Davis, Ga.
Deilums
Denhoim
Dent
Dingeil
Donohue
Dora
Drjnan
DUIZkt
Duncan

P'ascell Macdonald,
Findley Mass.
Flood Madden
Flowers Mahon
Foley Mailliard
Ford. Matsunaga

William D. Mazzoli
Fraser Meeds
Fulton, Tenn. Melcher
Gallagher Metcalfe
Garmatz Mlkva
Gaydos Miller. Oblo
Oettys Minish
Giaimo Mink
Gibbons Mollohan
Gonzalez Monagan
Grasso Moorhead
Gray Morgan
Green, Oreg. Mosher -
Green, Pa, Moss
Griffiths Murphy, Xl.
Gude Myers
Hamilton Natcher
Hammer- Nedzi

Schmidt Nichols
Hanley Nix
Hansen. Wash. OHara
Harrlngton O'Konski
Harsha Patten
Harvey. Pepper
Hathaway Perkins
Hays Pickle
Hechier, W. Va. Pike
Heistoski Podell
Hicks. Wash. Preyer, N.C.
Hogan Price. Ill
Houfield Pryor, Ark.
Howard Pucinski
Hull Purcell
Hungate Quiflen
Hunt - Randall
Jacobs Rangel
Jobnson, Calif. Rees
Johnson, Pa. Reid. N.Y.
Jones, Ala. Reuss
Jones, Tenn. Riegle
garth Rodino
Kastennieier Roe
Kazen Rogersee Roncalio
Kluczynski Rooney. N.Y.
Koch Rooney, Pa.
gyros Rosenthal
Landrum Rostenkowskl
Latta Roush
Leggett Roy
Link Ruppe
Long, Md. Ryan
Lujan St Germain
McCorznack Sarbanes

-

NAYS—124
Aberneth Frenzel Pirnie
Anderson, Ill. Frey Po
Archer Goldwater Powell
Arends 000dling Quie
Aahbrook Griffin Rarick
Belcher Grosa Roberts
Bell Grover Robinson. Va.
Betts Haley Robison. N.Y.
Blackburn Hall Runnels
Bow liansen, Idaho Ruth
Brotzman Hastings Sattereld
Brown, Mich. Hebert Scherle
Burleson, Tex. Heckler, Maas. Schmitz
Caffery Henderson 8cott
Camp Horton Sebelius
Cederberg Hosmer Shoup
Chamberlain Hutchinson Shriver
Chappeil Jaman Sikes
Clawson. Del Jonas Smith. Calif.
Cleveland Jones, N.C. Smith, N.Y.
Collier eatlng Spence
Collins, Tex. Keith Springer
Colmer kemp Stanton.
Conable King J. William
Conte yl -Steiger, Ariz.
Daniel, Va. Lennon Steiger, Wis.
Davis. Wis. Lloyd Talcott
Delenback McClory Taylor
Dennis Mcclure Teague, Tex.
Devine McCollister Terry
Dickinson McKevitt Thompson, Ga.
Dowdy Martin Thomson. Wis.
Downing Mathias, Calif. Thone
du Pont Michel Veysey
Edwards, Ala. Minshall Waggonner
Erlenborn Mlzell Whitehurst
Each Morse Wiggins
Fish Nelsen Winn
Fisher Passman Wylie
Ford. Gerald R. Pelly Wyman
Forsythe Pettis Young. Fla.
Fountain Peyser

NOT VOTING—78
Abbitt Davis. S.C. Hanna
Abourezk de Ia Garza Hawkins
Ashley Delaney Hicks, Mass.
Badillo Derwtnskj Hilis
Baring Diggs Ichord
Bergland Dow Kuykendall
Blatnik Eckhardt Landgrebe
Broyhill, N.C. Edwards, La. Lent
Byrnes, WiB. -Flynt Long, La.
Carter Frelinghuysen McCloskey
Conyers Fuqua McEwen
Cotter Galifianak1 Mciniiey
Crane Gubser Mann
CulverThe yeas and nays were ordered. Dwyer McCuiloch Saylor

Hagan Mathis,
Danielson Halpern
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Miller, Calif. Rafisback Teague, Calif.
Mills. Ark. Rhodes Thompson, N.J.
Mi118, Md.. Rousselot Unman
Mitchell Roybal Van Deerlln
Montgomery Sandman Vander Jagt
Murphy, N.Y. Scheuer Whitten
Obey Staggers Wilson, Bob
O'Neill Steele Wolff
Patman Stephens Wyatt
Poage Stuckey Wydler
Price. Tex. Symington Zablocki

So (two-thirds not having voted in
favor thereof) the motion was rejected.

• The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

Mr. O'Neill with Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. Thompson of New Jersey with Mr.

Prelinghuysen.
Mr. Staggers with Mr. Broyhill of North

Carolina.
Mr. de la Oarza with Mr. Carter.
Mr. Miller of California with Mr. Bob

Wilson.
Mr. Banns with Mr. Crane.
Mr. Van Deerlin with Mr. Gubser.
Mr. Wolff with Mr. Halpern.
Mr. Bergland with Mr. Derwinskl.
Mr. Blatnik with Mr. Hillis.
Mr. Zablocki with Mr. Byrnes of Wisconsin.
Mr. Mathie of Georgia with Mr. Kuykendall.
Mr. Mann with Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Conyers with Mr. Murphy of New York.
Mr. Hawkins with Mrs. Hicks of Massa-

chusetts.
Mr. Digga with Mr. Dow.
Mr. Mitchell with Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. Ashley with Mr. Lent.
Mr. Abourezk with Mr. McCloakey.
Mr. Stephens with Mr. Mayne.
Mr. Culver with Mr. Steele.
Mr. Danielson with Mr. Wydler.
Mr. Davis o South Carolina with Mr.

Wyatt.
Mr. Galifianakis with Mr. Teague of Call-

fornia.
Mr. Fuqua with Mr. McEwen.
Mr. Mills of Arkansas with Mr. Sandman.
Mr. Montgomery with Mr. McKlnney.
Mr. Ichord with Mr. Price of Texas.
Mr. Cotter with Mr. Mills of Maryland.
Mr. Delaney with Mr. Railsback.
Mr. Flynt with Mr. Rousselot.
Mr. Baring with Mr. Vander Jagt.
Mr. Abbitt with Mr. Hagan.
Mr. Roybal with Mr. Badillo.
Mr. Stuckey with Mr. Symlngton.
Mr. Dilman with Mr. Whitten.
M1. Eckhardt with Mr. Edwards of Lou-

isiana.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

* * * * *
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PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION
OF H.R. 9212. BLACK LtNG BENE-
FITS
Mi. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, I call up

House Resolution 658 and ask for its Im-
mediate consideration.

The Clerk read the resolution as fol-
lows:

H. Rzs. 658
Resolved. That upon the adoption oZ this

resolution it shall be in order to move that
the House resolved itseLf into the Commit-
tee of the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration oZ the bili (H.R.

November 9, 1971
9212) to amend the provisions of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act oZ 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphans whose
Zathers d.te oZ pnetWloconioSLS. and for other
purposes. After general debate, which shall
be confined to the bill and shall continue not
to exceed one hour, to be equally divided and
controlled by the chairman and ranking mi-
nority member o the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, the bill shall be read or
amendment under the five-minute rule. At
the conclusion of the consideration of the
bill for amendment, the Committee shall rise
and report the bill to the House with such
amendments as may have been adopted, and
the previous question shall be considered as
ordered on the bill and amendments thereto
to final passage without intervening motion
except one motion to recommit.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman fi'om
Missouri is recognized for 1 hour.

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 30
minutes to the gentleman from Califor
nia (Mr. SMITH). Pending that I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, the bill that would be
made In order by this 1-hour open rule
is controversial. I kiiow of no great con-
troversy over the rule.

Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman
from West Virginia.

Mr. HEC}UER of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker. I strongly support this resolu-
tion.

(Mr. HECHLER •of West Virginia
asked and was given permission to revise
and extend his remarks.)

Mr. KECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, I strongly support this resolu-
tion, and also express the hope that the
bill will receive overwhelming support
in the House. The bill will furnish much-
necded clarification of certain provisions
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act which cover benefits for pneu-
moconiosis. Even so, there are other im-
provements which are needed in the bill
and when the occasion arises I intend
to offer two amendments to the commit-
tee bill, as follows:
AMENDMENT A TO H.R. 9212, As REPORTED.,

OTEftED DY Ma. HECELER OF VEST VIRGINIA
Page 1, line 3, insert '(1)" alter "Tha

(a)".
Page 2, after line 14, insert the tollowin

new paragraph:
(2) Section 412(a) of such Act s Zurthei

amended by adding at the end thereof th
oUowing new paragraph:

(5) If an ind.tvidual's benefits would b
increased under clause (4) of this subsec
ton because he or she ha one or more de
pendents, and it appears to the Secretar
that it would be in the interest of any suck
dependent to have the amount of such In
crease in benefits (to the extent attributabl(
to such dependent) certified to a persol
other than such ind.tvidual, then the Secre•
ta.ry may, under regulations prescribet b3
him, cert1y the amount of such Lncrease ir
benefits (to the extent so attributable) nol
to such ind.tvidua.1 but directly to such de.
pendent O to another pern for the us
and benefit oZ such dependent; and any pay.
ment made under this clause, 11 otherwi&c
valid mdeT this title, shall be a cGmplet
settlement and 8aUsaction of a1 claJm
rights, and interests in and to such pay-
ment."

AMZNDMEN1! B TO H.R. 9212, As REPORTED
OPrEa BY Ma. liECHL Or WLST VmGINIA
Page 7, ter line 11, Insert the oUow1nl

new 8ubect1on (and redesignate the suc
ceeding subsection acooding1y):

(Z) The third sentence of section 413(b)



1 Rounded to nearest thousandth.

Mr. SMITH of Caflforn1a Mr. Speak-
er. I yield myself such time as I may use.

(Mr. SFH of California asked and.
was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speak-
er, House Resolution 658 does provide an
open rule with 1 hour of consideration of
the bill H.R. 9212. As I understand it, the
purpose of the bill Is to extend to a new
class of beneficiaries—Orphans whose
fathers died of pneumoconlosiS—the
Federal cash benefits payments provided
for by the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act. Further, the bill provides that
no cash-benefit recipient under the act
shall have his social security payments
reduced because of his receipt of such
benefits, and prohibits the use of chest
X-rays as the sole basis for a denial of
claim for dlsabfflty due to pneumoconlo-
sis. Finally, the bill postpones for a 2-year
period, until 1975, the- time when the
States and mine operators will be re-
quired to assume the responsibility for
future cash benefit payments under the
program created by the act.

The bill extends for 2 years the exist-
ing program for payment of black lung
benefits by the Federal Government.
Under the act, in 1973 and thereafter,
the burden of making payments to dis-
abled miners and their dependents was
to be borne by the States and mine opera-
tors. Most States are not moving quickly
enough to have their own programs op-
erational by the end of next year. The
bill postpones until 1975 this respon-
sibility.

Cost estimates for the 5-year period
1972—77 are as follows:
Payments to orphans 55,500,000
Payment of claims now denied

solely on X-ray evldence........ 50, 000,000
Extend Federal payment respon-

sibility 646,000, 000

Total 701.500.000

No departmental letters are contained
In the report. I understand the admini-
stration opposes the bill, except for the
provisions making orphans eligible for
benefits.

Mr. Quix and six other members have
filed minority views. They support the
benefits for orphans but oppose the re-
mainder of the bill.

As stated by the gentleman from Mis-
souri, I know of no objection to the rule,
though there is some objection to the
bill itselj.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 mInutes to the
gentleman from fllinois (Mr. ERLEN-
BORN).

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks and to include extraneous mat-j
ter.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I do
not oppose this rule. I am happy that
the bill is now out on the floor under a
rule where amendments will be in order,
rather than the procedure that was at-
tempted before to try to pass it under
suspension of the rules where amend-
ments are not in order.

As the gentleman from California has
stated, a portion of this bill Is not op-
posed by this admlflictration. The De-
partment of Health. Education, and Wel-
f are, Social Security Admlnictration, has
made it clear that they support the prin-
ciple of the extension of benefits to the
so-called double orphans. However, as
far as eliminating the use of the X-ray
as a diagnostic tool in the denial of
claims, the administration does oppose
this provision. I have put matters in the
record concerning this in the past.

The administration opposes the elim-
ination of the social security disability
offset because such action would treat
one group of workers receiving industrial
disease compensation differently from all
other workers under social security dis-
ability who are receiving industrial or
workmen's compensation benefits. In
addition, the extension of the obligations
of the Federal Government for an add!-
tional 2 years is objected to by the ad-
ministration.

General debate will show that this has
nothing to do with resolving those claims
that have been filed and are unresolved
at this point, but merely will extend as a
full-time obligation of the Federal Gov-
ernment such claims as may be filed
within the next 2 years rather than put-
ting the burden on the States and the
coal mine operators, as was contem-
plated in the original passage of the act.

Mr. Speaker., I have received a letter
today from Robert M. Ball, Commissioner
of Social Security, in which he again ex-
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Mr. Speaker, I also Include a table
which indicates the status of black lung
applications and payments through Go-
tober 22, 1971:

presses the opposition of the Social
Security Administration, backed by
HEW, which I will place in the RECORD.

The letter follows:
DEPARTMENT OF HZALTH.

EDUCATiON. AND WELFARE.
SOCIAL SECVRTrT ADMnIIsTItATI0N,

Washington, D.C., November 8, 1971.
Hon. Josre N. ERLENBORN,
House of Representatives.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. ERLENBORN: You have asked for
the comments of the Social Security Adinin-
Istratlon on certain statements that have
been made concerning H.H. 9212 and the ad-
ministration of the black lung benefit pro-
gram.

The point has been made that a miner
whose social security disability benefits are
reduced because of simultaneous entitlement
to black lung benefits may get less than he

- would otherwise receive in social security
benefits alone. There were a few cases where
the rounding of the figures In the computa-
tion process resulted In a reduction of few
cents in total income. This has been cor-
rected so that, as a result of eligibility to
black lung benefits, no one gets less in com-
bined benefits than he previously received.

Actuaily, this provision for reducing social
security benefits when the combined benefits
exceed 80 percent of the individual's usual
earnings has resulted in a reduction in so-
cial security benefits In less than 5 percent
of the cases where black lung benefits are
paid. Moreover, H.R. 1. which passed the
House of Representatives some time ago and
Is now pending before the Senate Finance
Committee, contains a provision that would
liberalize this rule so that the combined
benefits could be somewhat higher than they
are under present law. This liberalization
would apply also to the black lung cases.

There is considerable doubt whether it is
desirable to have an offset apply to all other
social security disability beneficiaries who re-
ceive workmen's compensation payments
from a State or Federal program, but not
have It apply to social security disability
beneficiaries who receive payments under
the black lung program, particularly since
H.H. 9212 does not continue this exemption
when the payment of claims for black lung
becomes the responsibility of the States and
the mine operators.

You have also asked for the Social Secu-
rity Administration's reaction to the pro-
vision of H.H. 9212 which prohibits the de-
nial of black lung benefits solely on the basis
of a negative x-ray. Dr. DuVal has written
you a letter on this point which reflects the
position being followed by the Social Secu-
rity Administration. It Is quite clear that
the overwhelming consensus of expert med-
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of such Act Is amended by Inserting before records that reasonably establls the cause
the period at the end thereof the foUowlng: of death, determination as to entitlement of

Provided, That where a decreased miner his wiW shall take account of InformatiOn
had been employed in a mine for ten on' more obtained from any persona who had a close
years and there are no available medical relationship to him during his life".

4th Con.
Pennsyl- West gressional

National Kentucky vania Virginia District

. 4th Coin'
Pennsyl- West gressuonal

National Kentucky vania Virginia District

Claims tiled 331, 203 35, 994 104. 780 62, 937 10. 390 Denials 157, 429 22, 791 31. 131 32. 325 6, 710

Claims processed 309,371 33, 525 98. 714 58. 811 9.709 Miners 120, 559 18, 968 20.578 26, 096 5,432

Claims paid 151,948 10,734 67, 643 26,486 2.999 Widows 36, 870 3, 823 10, 553 6, 229 1, 278

Miners 84, 238 6, 154 36, 551 16. 137 1.971 Percentage tigures:

Widows 67. 710 4, 580 31. 092 10. 349 1, 028 Claims allowed:

Additional dependents paid,, 88, 263 9, 132 30,033 21, 414 2,996 Miners 39. 5 23. 4 62. 1 37 26. 7

Total beneticiaries paid
Widows 65 54. 8 75 62. 7 44.6

(miners, widows and
. Overall 48. 1 31. 3 67.6 44. 2 30.9

dependents) 231,812 19,338 93, 068 46, 695 5,895 Claims denied:

Total monthly payment
Miners 60.5 76.6 37.9 63 73.3

amount' $28, 864 $1, 987 $11,326 $5, 042 $584 Widows 35 45.2 25 37.3 55.4

Total cumulative payment
Overall 51.9 68.8 32.4 55. 8 69. 1

amount I $437, 137 $33, 567 $190, 620 185. 413 $10, 436
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ical Opinion is that there le no medlcafly-
acceptable means other than x-ray (ezoept
lung biopsy in very unusual casee) for dag-
nosing coal workers pneumoconioeis in the
living miner.

If the agency is prohibited by H.R. 9212
trom denying claims on the basis of a nega-
tive x-ray, there would be no sound medical
way to tell which miners have breathing
trouble due to black lung d which have
similar trouble arising from some other lung
condition. Numbers of people in every part
of the country have breathing trouble due
to emphysema, chronic bronchitis, or other
respiratory disorders not peculiar to coal
miners.

To pay black lung benefits on the basis
of such non-occupational diseases would be
altogether inconsistent with the expressed
purpose of the law. At least of equal impor-
tance, it would be inequitable to provide the
special payments to miners on the basis of
non-occupational kinds of impairment—pay-
ments over and above social security dis-
ability benefits—when no such additional
payments would be available to the great
many nonminers suffering from similar
problems.

Paying the black lung benefits on this non-
occupational disease basis would give ben-
eftts to about 35,000 additional claimants.
The estimated first-year cost is $182 million,
and the total over the next 6 years could run
to more than $800 million.

Let me repeat again that the Administra-
tion fully supports those provisions of H.B..
9212 which would extend benefits of the pro-
gram to 2.000 orphaned children, the so-
called double orphans.

Sincerely yours,
oaEET M. BALI.,

Commissioner of SociaZ Security.
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, the following

statement answers quite adequately the
arguments of the gentleman from flit-
nois:

THE CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENm,

Boston, Mass., September 24, 1971.
epresentative JOHN H. aENT.
House Office Buflding
Washington, D.C.

aEAR Sn: I have recently seen a copy of
HR9213 and of eport No. 92—460 concerning
proposed amendments to the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

The extension of benefits to "double
orphans" of fathers who died with pneumo-
coniosis can only be applauded. The exXen-
siOn of the period during which federal bene-
fits will be given also deserves support.

I writM with particular reference to the
medical criterla for determining the preS-
ence of pneumoconioSis. As the enclosed arti-
cle indicates, this issue has been of some con-
cern to me and to a number of other doctors.

As testimony led your committee to con-
clude, the use of rigid xray criteria to deter-
mine pulmonary disability in coal miners
cannot be Supported medically, and has pre-
vented large numbers of disabled miners
from receiving benefits to which Congress
!elt they were entitled by virtue of decades
of hard work in the mines.

Accordingly, Section 4 oZ H.R9212, baiting
the denial of benefits solely on the basis of a
chest roentgenog'ran, deserves full support,
and the Committee deserves credit for bring-
ig this important reform before the whole
Congress.

There is a further problem with the ad-
ministration of the 1969 law, however, which
HR9212, as reported out by the Committee,
will not rectify.

Many miners and Zormer miners have dis-
abltng pul.ixionary Impairment which cannot
properly be called "coal-dust pneumoconi-
osis." They are presently being denied bene-
fits under the same thrifty but narrow Inter-
pretation of the law which ve rise to the
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y requfrement. Theee hundreds and thou-
and_8 of n are too hOTt of breath to get
.bout, 1t alone work, but they will tffl be
turned down fc federal bene, even 32
KRS212 is enacted, unless Congress spells out
that It intends this legislation to benefit aR
miners with work-related pulmonary Im-
pa4rment, not just those with the more spec-
tacular "b1ack-lung' pneumoconioais. Th13
Is not just a medical word gQme, nor is It
as oomplicated as it seems at filBt.

Many physicians who have cared for and
studied coal miners have found them sus-
ceptible to a vaiiety of lung conditions which
a single term like "pneumoconiosis" does not
encompass. Some of these have been recog-
nized for decades, like silicosis; others, like
difficulty in moving oxygen from the lungs
to the bloodstream, have on'y been de-
scribed more recently. They are not so
uniquely related to coal-m3.nng as is the
characteristic "black-lung," proverbially (and
often literally) full of coal dust, but they
occur in coal miners in proportion to the
years they spend underground, and so are a
work-related condition. Their causes, too,
involve other factors besides ooal dust, like
silica dust from sand, and harmful gases
from cable and motor fires; these affect the
miners' lungs in ways still to be precisely
defined. Medical science still has many un-
answered questions in this area.

One former miner, who grew short of
breath Just standing and talking and who
has been denied black lung benefits, ex-
pressed bis ow bewilderment in terms many
doctors would agree with, when he told me,
"I don't know where it came from, but I
know what I've got."

The point is simply tiat many such breath-
less men are presently incapacitated by pul-
monary tnsuciency which is just as dis-
abling and Just as related to their exposure
underground as is the specifLc entity coal-
dust pneumoconiosis, but they will still be
excluded from benefite under HR9212 unless
Congress instructs those administering the
law to include them.

I prepared the enclosed review of .this topic
as background for a group of doctors who
traveled to Beckley, West Virginia, two weeks
ago to examine such men. The group re-
leased the enclosed statement. The names
oZ the members of the group are attached.
Rather than try to establish a list of specific
diseases for which miners should be com-
pensated, the group avoided that morass and
concluded that benefits 8hOuld reflect how
much a man is Impaired, not what diagnosis
we can fit him into. Otherwise, he (and his
family) would be paying for the incomplete-
ness of our knowledge. What we do know
now, without further study, is that many
men are too short of breath to work alter
decades in the mines; medical advice hardly
seems necessary to decide that they deserve
beneftts.

The Black Lung program, we feel, will re-
main both medicauy unJustified and cruel
and arbitrary to the nation's miners until it
makes benefits go to men according to how
limited their lungs are, and not according
to the presence of that one of the several
kinds of pulmonary impairment which miñ-
ers acquire underground which we decide is
the "right" one.

Yours truly,
GORDON HARPER, M..

Mr. PERIaNS. Mr. Speaker, debate on
H.R. 9212, the black lung benefits bill
amending the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, provIdes for the
payment of benefits to so-called double
orphans—the orphans of a miner who
has died of pneumoconiosis, whose spouse
has pre-deceased him or has died after
establishing her entitlement to benefits,
When both the miner and his spouse have
died, dependent surviving children are
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not presently entitled to benefits. This Is
in spite of the fact that the act permits
augmented benefits to the miner or his
widow for the support of such dependent
children.

Section 2 of the act provides that the
black lung benefits program shall not be
considered a workmen's compensation
law or plan for purposes "of the disability
insurance provisions of the Social Secu-
rity Act,"

If there is anything that was estab-
lished in the legislative history of the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, it was
that we did not intend the black lung
benefits program to be a workmen's com-
pensation program.

Section 3 of the bill extends for 2 years
the existing program for payment of
black lung benefits. Under the act, the
program responsibility is to be shifted
from the Federal Government to the
States and mine operators in 1973. No
State at this ponit has modified their
workmen's compensation law to provide
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis.
Several have bills pending in their legis-
lature but it is evident that the vast ma-
jority will not have time to legislate on
this p:roblem.

Section 4 of the bill prohibits the use
of chest X-rays as the sole basis for denial
of claims under the act. This is apparent-
ly necessary to clarify the congressional
nitent with respect to the determination
of total disability due to pneumoconlosis.
This act was passed and expressly nitend-
ed by the Congress to be liberally and
generously interpreted. The administra-
tion has not so interpreted it, and it is
necessary for the Congress again to act,

To show you the extent of the default
of the Social Security Administration, I
am inserting in my remarks a copy of a
letter from Dr. Roy Neal Calhoun of Hop-
kinsvilie, Ky., which he directed to FRANK
A. STBBLEFIELD, our colleague. It shows
the utterly heartless and unconscionable
extremes to which the administration has
gone to deny benefits to black lung suf-
ferers. I am inserting also in the RECORD
an article by Dr. Donald L. Rasmussen,
the director of the Pulmonary Labora-
tory of the Beckley Appalachian Re.
glonal Hospital in West Virginia entitled
"Breathiessness of Appalachian Coal
Miners." My colleagues will be able to
learn about black lung, about its rehabil-
itating character, and about the diffi-
culty of diagnosis which motivated the
Congress to leave flexibility to those who
were to interpret the law and administer
it in the hope that they could ue that
flexibility to the benefit of the black lung
sufferer.

The letter follows:
OCTOBER 9, 1971.

Hon. FILANK A. STtTBBLEFIELD,
House of Representatives,
Wash1ngton, D.C.

aEAR Fi ALBERT: I called you yesterday
about Wesley Fox of Mortons Gap, Kentucky,
We discussed the fact that I recently pre-
pared his application, which in essence is ft
first-appeal application, for "Black Lung
benefits. Mr. Fox's Social Security number is
400-09-4440. In my Opinion, Mr. Fox certainly
has chronic lung disease that was caused by
his occupation as a coal miner for 51 years.
ecently, every application that we have sent
to the SQcial Security Administration for
Black Lung Beneftts h8s been turned dow
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I believe that I can explain to you why this
is true, arid this Is certainly not fair, arid If
this procedure Is going to continue. I think
that Congress should repeal the Coal Miners
Health and Safety Act that was passed In
1969.

Mr. Fox is 73 years old. He worked under-
ground in the coal mines for 51 years. and
.at the present time, he is practically dead
with chronic lung disease. By chronic lung
disease, I mean asthma, emphysema, pul-
monary fibrosis, atelectasis, bronchiectasis,
and pneumoconiosis. The Social Security
Administration, however, refuses to grant
these people their pneumoconiosis benefits
unless they have drastic reduction of their
pulmonary function and typical findings of
pneumoconiosis on the chest x-ray. This is
perfectly ridiculous and insulting to anyone
who has seen and worked with these patients.

Your not being a doctor, let me explain
some of the terms that we are using. Pneii-
ln000fliOSi3 means scarring of the lungs be-
cause impurities which.could not be excreted
or coughed out while the applicant was
working in the coal mines, and scar tissue
was laid down by the body around this for-
eign particle. The lung further goes on to try
to compensate for this injury, and it tries to
compensate by enlargement of the chest.
Instead of improving itself, it damages the
pulmonary system by forming emphysema.
which in lay terms means that the small
cavities of the lung that you breathe with
have been replaced by scar tissue and large
cavities which Cannot exchange oxygen well.
The patient will get air into these cavities,
and it does not get out qulckly, and a small
surface is exposed to the air which he inhales.
Consequently, the patient cannot obtain
enough oxygen in order to continue doing
work other than very light work.

Charles Howell of wson Springs, Ken-
tuCky, whose Social Security number is 401—
14—9031 A, was turned down twice for his
Bisck Lung Benefits while he was alive. He
died on my service here at Jennle Stuart Hos-
pital recently, and at autopsy, the patient
was found to have pneumonconiosls.

Finis Johnson of St. Charles. Kentucky,
had been turned down twice by the Social
Security Administration for Black Lung Ben-
efits. By doing an open lung biopsy, it was
found that the patient had pneumonconioeis,
and then the Social Security Administration
grudgingly gave him his benefits. His Social
Security number is 406—30-8447.

Now we are being faced with a large num-
ber of appUcants who have worked "at the
face of the coal," who have been cutters and
pinners, and worked in the mines years be-
fore there was any control of the dust parti-
cles. Only common sense dictates that these
patients have breathed in particles, of sand,
limestone rook, carbon, which is the main
element of coal, and this has produced sili-
cosis, pneumonconiosis with its scarring, de-
creased ability to exchange air, and of course,
making the patient "a sitting duck" for re-
current 11mg infections.

These people, to describe them more fully,
have a barrel-shaped chest, which is nature's
way of trying to increase their breathing ca-
pacity. They have widened ribs; whereas, a
man like you can expand his chest approxi-
mately three inches with inspiration, these
poor individuals do well togo anywhere from
11/2" to ', ". Therefore, they Literally are
"gasping for breath." They are forever de-
veloping pneumonia, attacks of asthma. They
develop heart disease as a result of the in-
creased resistance, where the heart has to
pump blood through the lungs. and they de-
velop bronchi ectast,, which is a complete
change and distortion of the bronchi in the
lungs, which fills with mucous, pus, and
Other materials that are infected and cause
the individual to be a "pulmonary crippie.

The Social Security Administration refusea
to accept the clinical impression of the pa-
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tient's family physician: they refuse to ac-
cept anything except drastic reduction of
pulmonary functions and pneumoconioels
on the chest X-ray, or autopsy findings, or
biopsy findings. This preventa thousands of
people from obtaining their benefits which
are justly due them. I have several patients
who have such poor pulmonary functions
that they cannot undergo open lung biopsy
because they would die with pneumonia
from such a minor procedure. The people in
the Social Security Administration know
this, and consequently they feel safe in re-
jecting these individuals, knowing that their
physician will not jeopardize their lives in
order to obtain their benefits. Therefore, we,
the practicing physicians, and the patients
are forced to wait until he dies and get an
autopsy.

It is my opinion and the opinion of numer-
ous other physicians that the "Black Lung
Law" of the Social Security Ain.4stration
should be repealed unless Congress takes a
new look at it and changes some of the meth-
ods of its administration and allow the
benefits that are due the patient to reach
the patient who qualifies for the benets.

At the present time, it Is only keeping a
horde of bureaucrats on the payroll, and only
a few individuals are receiving any benefits.
Of course, the people who are administering
this program can furnish you all kinds of
statistics showing how many people they
have processed and how many people who
have gained benefits after processing, and
how they are so short of help that they can-
not possibly process these applicants' bene-
fits any faster.

Your being an old Western Kentucky boy,
remember the saying in our area: "Figures
don't lie, but Uars do figure."

In slirnYsery, I believe Congress should in-
tervene in the Black Lung situation. Appli-
cents have scarred lungs, decreased breath-
ing capacity, foreign bodies Infiltrated into
their lunge that precipitated this decreased
breathing capacity, but this cannot be
proven until the patient dies because of the
rigid standards the Social Security Admin-
istration has placed upon the applicant and
the medical profession. If this cannot be
changed or modified, the law should be abol-
ished, because no one except those who have
open lung biopsies, autopsies at death, and
only a very few who happen to be lucky
enough to show pneumnnconioeis on their
chest X-rays and marked decreased pulmo-
nary function studies, can obtain these bene-
fits.

It would be only reasonable and appro-
priate to evaluate the history and physical of
the individual who is applying; to evaluate
the pulmonary function studies, or breathing
studies, which gives the figures on what per
cent of normal a patient can still breathe.
and the chest x-ray interpretation with com-
ments from the physician should be insti-
tuted in place of the rigid standards that
are now enforced.

Mr. Fox, who I have mentioned previously,
has chronic lung disease, only one kidney.
and it has a stone and cyst on it, diverticu-
losis of the colon, arteriosclerotic heart dis-
ease, and he is grossly underweight and ex-
tremely frail. An open-lung biopsy, in my
opinion, would cause this patient to develop
pneumonia and die. If it is necessary to die
in order to obtain Black Lung benefits, the
tax payers should be relieved of this unreS-
sonable burden.

I am asking you to intervene with the So-
cial Security Administration for Mr. Fox.
I will be in contact with you about others.
The present program and the rejection of the
applicants is not in' keeping with the pur-
pose of the act passed by Congress in 1969,
and something has to be done.

Your consideration of this is highly ap-
preciated, and I hope that you will talk to
your friends in Congress who win activate
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some type of movement that will bring sense
and stability out of chaos.

We look forward to seeing you the next
time you are at home and Congress is in
recess. We appreciate all that you have done
for us in the past.

Sincerely and gratefully yours,
NEAL CALHOUN. M.D.

(From Appalachia Medicine, September,
19691

BREATHLEssNEss IN SOu'rHERN APPALACHIAN
COAL MINERs

(By Donald L. Rasmussen, M.D.)
Most authorities on occupational respira-

tory diseases believe disabling pulmonary im-
pairment among bituminous coal workers La
limited to cases of complicated pneumoconio-
sis ("Progressive Massive Fibrosis or
or to those miners who develop chronic, non-
specific, obstructive, bronchop ulmonary dis-
ease. In either case, significant obstructive
ventilatory insufficiency is felt to be a major
factor leading to disabling symptoms. The
simple nodular forms of coal workers pneu-
moconiosis are thought to be responsible for
dyspnea only rarely. Simple pneumoconioSis
Is considered significant only as a precursor
to PMF, by many. Our experience in perform.
ing physiologic studies in• 4.087 bituminous
miners from southern West Virginia and ad-
jacent areas of Virginia and Kentucky, leads
us to differ in some respects with these con-
clusions.

BACKGROIIND

Since our observations began in 1962 and
1963, we have regularly encountered miners
who complained of effort dyspnea of varying
degrees, whose roentgenograms revealed only
minimal abnormalities and whose ventilatory
capacities were normal. In the majority of
such cases, no evidence for non-pulmonary
causes of dyspnea could be found. It seemed
unlikely that anxiety or, other functional
causes could be responsible for the symptoms
in the majority. For these reasons, we en-
deavored to evaluate more thoroughly addi-
tional parameters of respiratory function. In
addition to the routine pulmonary function
testing (ventilatory capacity) and lung vol.
ume determinations, we have investigated
the mixing of inspired gas, the mechanical
properties of the lung, alveolar gas exchange.
blood gases, diffusion and the response to ex-
ercise. The complete studies have been per-
formed on all patients referred for evaluation.
regardless of roentgen findings, severity of
complaints, ventilatory capacity or reasons
for referral.

sUBJECTs
The more than 4,000 miners evaluated in

this laboratory were referred mainly from
southern West Virginia, eastern Kentucky
and southwestern Virginia. Approximately 10
per cent denied effort dyspnea. Some of these
were referred because of the incidental find-
ing of pneumoconiosis on a chest roentgeno-
gram alarmed the patient or his .physician. A
few subjects sought medical evidence of good
health in an effort to obtain re-employment
in the mines, since this had been denied them
because of X-ray abnormaUties. Other
asymptomatic men were curious about the
status of their lungs. Many men with mini-
mal effort dyspnea were referred for the'
same reasons.

More than one-half were referred in con-
nection with claims for -disability or com-
pensation benefits.

SUghtly more than 60% were currently
employed in the mining industry. Almoet all
were ambulatory out-patients.

One outstanding characteristic of the en-
tire group was the high level of cooperation
shown.

The subjects studied are not a representa-
tive sample of miners in this region. They
have, however, provided us with the oppos'-
tunity to observe a wide range of symptom-
atology of all degrees of severity.
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Roentgenographlc evidence of definite
pneumoconiOsis was present In four-fifths of
the subjects. Abnormally increased linear
marlings ("nonspecific fibrosis") were noted
in most of the remaining cases. Complicated
pneumoconlosls (P') was noted in fewer
than 10%.

Ventilatory insufficiency was detected In
fewer than 45% of the total patients studied.
In no more than one-fourth of these could
the ventilatory abnormalities be classified
as severe. It should be noted, however, that
many physicians and agencies refrained from
patients with obvious severe obstructive dis-
ease.

We have consistently observed a lack of
correlation between ventilatory function and
x-ray Categories of pneumOconlosis.

While abnormalities of gas exchange, on
the average, are slightly greater in men with
advanced x-ray categories, severe gas ex-
change impairment may occur in the pres-
ence of only minimal roentgen abnormalities.

Among those men who denied effort dy-
spnea, impaired oxygen transfer, slight hy-
poxia and reduced diffusing capacities were
noted in nearly one-half. Ventilatory func-
tion and response to moderate to moderately
heavy exercise were usually normal, how-
ever. We consider these findings evidence of
precltnical pulmonary insufficiency. Serial
studies have yet been too few for conclu-
sions, but we suggest that evidence of im-
paired oxygen transfer may be the earliest
detectable physiologic abnormality in our
miners.

In those patients who complain of mod-
erate to severe dyspnea in the presence of
normal ventilatory function, impaired oxygen
transfer and increased dead space ventila-
tion are almost always more marked than
in the asymptomatic group. Inappropriately
increased ventilatory response to exercise is
almost invariably noted as well. There is a
poor correlation between oxygen tension
values per Be and dyspnea or exercise intoler-
ance. The hyperventilation is often sufficient
to maintain oxygen tension at only nilnlmjI..
ly to moderately reduced levels. Alveolar-
arterial oxygen tension gradients are sigal-
Scantly abnormal, however. The degree of
hyperventilation is variable, and no doubt
affected by conditions other than pulmonary
disease. Apprehension, lack of familiarity
with exercise apparatus, poor physical con-
ditioning, and possibly musculoskeletal ab-
normalities may contribute to the increased
ventilatory response. Efforts to reduce or
eliminate some of these extraneous factors
often result in a considerable reduction in
ventilation in our subjects. This is invariably
followed by a decline in arterial oxygen ten-
sion, not infrequently to very low levels.

Somewhat greater impairment in oxygen
transfer Is observed in those subjects with
impaired ventilatory capacity. There is, how-
ever, a poor correlation between the degree
of impairment in oxygen transfer and yen-
tilatory dysfunction.

Significant physiologic abnormality can
be demonstrated in the majority of our
miners who complain of effort dyspnea. Tests
of ventilatory capacity alone fail to detect
abnormalities in many of our subjects. The
poor correlation between functional impair-
ment and x-ray category leads us to con-
clude, that while the roentgenogram Is an
essential part of the evaluation of each case,
i is of little value in determining the de-
gree of incapacity. It is of interest, however,
that the roentgenogram Is abnormal in al-
most all of our impaired subjects. In those
subjects who are severely disabled, but whose
roentgenograms fail to reveal diffuse abnor-
malities, obstructive bronchopulmonary dis-
ease Is usually present.

We regard the respiratory diseases of coal
miners as falling into two major categories.
One is characterized predominantly by ob-
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atructive airway disease, indistinguishable
from the chronic nonspecific obstructive
respiratory disease which affects many men
and women in all areas. At the opposite end
of the spectrum are those patients without
ventilatory insufficiency, but who exhibit im-
paired oxygen transfer, increased dead space
ventilation and inappropriately increased
ventilation with exercise. Encountered be-
tween these major groups are cases showing
varying degrees of ventilatory disturbances
plus impairment in gas exchange. Most of ten
increased dead space ventilation and im-
paired oxygen transfer are out of proportion
to the degree of ventilatory impairment.

In serial studies of a limited number of
cases, we have noted the appearance of mild
obstructive ventilatory Impairment. in cases
originally presenting with disturbances in
gas exchange only. We have no information
to indicate the ultimate course of these pa-
tients, however.

DCUS&ON
Our data does not allow us to predict the

incidence of respiratory impairment in coal
miners in this region, nor does it allow us to
predlct the relative predominance of primary
gas exchange versus ventilatory impairment.
Judging by the constant flow of cases with
significant symptoms, the incidence of res-
piratory impairment in general must be very
high.

The question of etiology cannot be an-
swered from our.data. However, the average
age and years of employment among our im-
paLred subjects are about five years lower
among face workers in mechanized mining
operations than all other workers. In addi-
tion, those miners who smoke show greater
impairment than nonsmokers. This distinc-
tion is very clear with regard to impairment
of oxygen transfer even in those subjects with
normal ventilatory functions. There can be
no doubt that cigarette Smoking is very'
deleterious to men who engage in coal min-
ing.

flat our observations do not support some.
of the generally held concepts regarding pul-
monary impairment among coal workers is
obvious from the above. Others have also
taken exception to these conclusions, point-
ing out that neither roentgen findings nor
tests of ventilatory capacity alone are ade-
quale for assessment of disability among coal
workers. Impairment in oxygen transfer and
impaired diffusion have been reported by a
number of European observers among pa-
tients with only simple forms of pneuxno-
coniosis of coal workers.

This single definitive study, from which
most authorities derive the presently held
concepts, is that of Gilson and Hugh-Jones.
This monograph is a classic in terms of the
physiologic investigations performed. There
is a grave and readily recognized error in
sample selection, however, which throws seri-
ous doubt as to the validity of the conclusion
of these authors regarding the relationship
between X-ray abnormality and impaired
function. The cases selected for study were
obtained from two entirely different popu-
lations. Those subjects with no pneumoco-
niosis and those with simple pneumoconiosls
were drawn from the largely non-symptom-
atic miners activity working. Their sub-
jects with complicated pneumoconiosis
(PMF), on the other hand, were selected
from men attending a clinic and from men
hospitalized because of respiratory symp-
toms. It is not surprising that their cases
of PMF resembled patients with chronic
bronchitis. Their failure to encounter sig-
nificantly impaired men from the active
working force may have been the result of
selective removal of symptomatic men from
the mining industry.

It is recognized that many miners with
simple pneumoconiosis may continue work-
ing for years before symptoms occur or ab-
normalities of function can be detected. The
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time of earliest x-ray appearance of diffuse
abnormality Is unknown in our miners. In
our very limited experience with miners
whose x-ray were diagnostic of pneumoconi-
asIa 15 to 25 years earlier, we have not been
impressed with a marked change in x-ray
corresponding to the onset or progression
of symptoms.

Efforts to reduce dust levels in European
coal mines contrasted sharply with the situ-
ation in coal mines of Southern Appalachia.
We believe this factor, along with the failure
to examine our miners at intervals, can
largely account for any difference in func-
tional capacities between European and
American miners.

There Is no reason to conclude that coal
miners are less subject to nonspecific ob-
structive respiratory diseases than are other
segments of the population. Whether occu-
patlonal exposure in the mines causes or
aggravates these conditions Is unsettled. It Is
not unreasonable to presume that both are
true. It must be concluded, however, that
other mechanisms are operational in the
causation of impairment in gas exchange.

We have previously suggested that the pen-
arterial pigment mantles around the smallest
muscular arteries of our miners may be re-
sponsiblefor the impaired function which we
observe. Further evidence for this concept
has recently been reported by Naeye, Laqueur
and Wells. They have demonstrated signifi-
cant pathologic changes in small muscular
arteries in cases of uncomplicated, simple,
coal workers pneumoconiosls. The lesions are
localized to the segments surrounded by pig-
ment mantles. These lesions are believed cap-
able of causing the physiologic disturbances
in our miners. The physiologic findings in our
breathless miners are very similar to those
reported by Nadel and others in dyspneic
patients with pulmonary vascular lesions.

BVMMAI1T

Studies of more than 4,000 bituminous coal
miners in the laboratory lead us to conclude
that disabling pulmonary Insufficiency is
common among bituminous coal miners.
Chronic nonspecific obstructive broncho-
pulmonary disease, similar to that seen in the
general population, is encountered frequent-
ly. Breathlessness is also often associated
with abnormalities of oxygen -transfer, in-
creased dead space ventilation, and inappro-
priately increased ventilation with exercise,
in the absence of reduced ventilatory capac-
ity. We believe the latter disturbances may
be the result of primary vascular damage.

There is a poor correlation between roent-
gen categories of pneumOconiosls and func-
tional loss. Disabling impairment is a fre-
quentfindlng in miners with only minimal
x-ray abnormalities. Roentgenographic. ab-
normalities may exist for many years in
working miners before symptoms or abnormal
function tests are manifest. Impaired oxygen
transfer may be demonstrated in some
miners, prior to the Onset Of. symptoms.

Definite abnormalities of function can
usually be detected in dyspneic miners pro-
viding appropriate methods of study are
employed.

* * * * *
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BLACK LUNG BENTS
Mr. PERNS. Mr. Speaker, I move

that the House resolve ite1f into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 9212), to amend the pro-
visions of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 to extend black
lung beuefit to orphans whose fathers
die of pneumoconiosis, and for other
purposes.

* * * * *
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Under the disability insurance provi-

sions of the Social Security Act disabil-
ity benefits to a worker and his family
must be reduced under certain circum-
stances if he Is also entitled to work-
men's compensation and if the com-
bined benefits exceed 80 percent of the
worker's average predlsability earnings.
Let me be more specific as to the effect of
this application of the black lung benefit
provisions. The Social Security Adnlin-
lstration is setting off black lung benefits
against social security disability pay-
ments even though the law states that
the payments are not to be treated as
workmen's c.,mrntlon. The effect in
many cases reported to me Is that a
miner receivtng social security benefit
disability before he filed a black lung
claim received less total funds after his
black lung claim was aUowed than he re-
ceived before. Let me give you an actual
example of one miner. Pilor to black
lung, he was drawing $257 a_month in
social security disability payments. He
filed a claim for black lung benefits which
the Social Security Administration
found he was eligible to receive black
lung disability payments of $98.30 a
n.onth. The Social Security Administra-
tion deducted his black lung benefits
from his social security disability entitle-
ment and he actually wound up with 50
cents less than he had when he got his
social security benefits.

By setting off black lung benefits
against dlsabfflty paymentsthe Admin-
istration is taking away with the left
hand what Congress granted with the
right. H.R. 9212 would remedy this.

Thirdly, despite a wealth of medical
evtdence to the contrary, the Administra-
tion is denying pneumoconiosis claims
solely on the basis of negattve X-ray
examinations. Let me recite some of the
testimony on this point.
ExcuFrs Faoi WRnrEN SArMl'r OP THE

SURGEON GENERAL or TUE UNrrED STATES

Coal miners' pneumoconioth Is a distinct
clinical entity, resulting from inhalation of
coal du3t. Physicians diagnose it on the basis
of X-ray evidence of nodules In the lungs of
a patient with a history of long exposure to
coal dust. However, it should be pointed out
that data from postmorten examinatfons in.
dicate a higher prevalence o/ the dfsease than
can be dfagnosed /rom X-ray examination3.
(italic supplfed).

TEsTIMONY OF Da. DONALD L. RASMUSSEN,
CHIEP, PULMONARY SECTION, BECKLEY AP-
PALACHIAN REGIONAL H0SPrrAL, BECKLEY,
W. Vat.
Of interest is the fact that those miners

who have worked prInarily at the face In
mechanized Operations become Impaired on
an average of 5 years earlier than men en-
gaged in all other mining jobs. These face
workers also show somewhat more X-ray ab-
normality, although there Is lfttle relatfon-
ship between impairment and X-ray cate-
gory pneumoconiosi3 ' ' ' (Italic supplied).

TESTIMONY OF DR. H. A. WELLS, DIRECTOR,
PULMONARY RESRCE LABORATORY, CoNE-
MAGH VALLEY Mtoaw HOSPrrAL, JOHNS-
TOWN. PA.
But I would hasten to interject here that

X-ray alone without beIng coupled with
functional testing Is going to be a poor In-
dicator of the disease (pneumoconIos) S
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EXCERPTS FROM THE ANNEAL REPORT 1967—68,
MEDICAL SERVICE AND MEDICAL RESEARCH, NA-

TIONAL COAL BOARD, GREAT BRITAIN

• Secondly, it was also rapidly appar-
ent that the X-ray ftlm was not, by itselZ, a
reasonable measure of disability

• * The disease (pneumoconiOsls) Is dif-
ftcult to diagnose, especially In the early
stages, and accurate diagnosis depends on
three essentials—a high quality full size
radiograph of the chest, a full clinical exam-
ination (including lung function tests) and
complete industrial history The radio-
graph remains the most Important single
factor in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosls, as
deftned * on the other hand the opaci-
ties seen in the radiograph are not in them-
selves diagnostic and must be interpreted in
the light of a detailed occupational history
and clInical examinations (emphasis
supplied)

HR. 9212 in this regard provides that
claims for benefits may not be denied
solely on the basis of the results of a chest
X-ray.

And, Mr. Chairman, H.R. 9212 would
continue the timetable under the act for
2 additional years, permitting an addi-
tional period for the States to prepare.to
assume responsibility for providing black
lung benefits to beneficiaries under the
act.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I ask leave to
have printed In the body of the RECORD
an article by Estie StoU from the August-
September 1917, issue of The Sciences,
published by the New York Academy of
Sciences.

This article, entitled "Coal Mining:
The Way to Dusty Death," deals with the
major problem of coal workers' pneumo-
coniosts, or black lung, as it is commonly
called.

One of the features of this blU would
eliminate a negative X-ray as the sole
basis for denial of a victim miner's claim
for benefits. As this article so clearly
demonstrates, X-ray is not effective In
detecting the disease until it is far ad-
vanced. To quote:

Unfortunately, by the time lung pathology
becomes visible on X-ray CWP (coal workers'
pneumoconiosis) may be Irreversible.

COAL MINING: THE WAY TO DsrT DEATH
(By Estle Stoll)

In 1661. John Evelyn wrote that coal
"causeth consumptions, phthisicka and the
indisposition of the lungs . . . speedily de-
stroy(ingj those who dig it in the mines
After coal was ftrst used to generate elec-
tricity in 1880. the demand for carbonaceous
fuel increased sharply and mines were deep.
ened; later, continuous-mining machines
added to respirable dust concentrations. By
1950, the U.S. Public Health Service had
found that coal miners were ftve times more
prone to fatal respiratory disease than other
workers. Some current estimates suggest that
125,000 active and former U.S. miners have
X-ray evidence of coal workerW pneumoconl.
osis, or black lung disease, and more than
a third of them may be severely disabled.

CLINICAL PATTERNS
Coal workers develop pneumoconiosls from

prolonged inhalation of coal dust particle3
that saturate mine air. They cough up coal-
stained sputum, may have chest pain and
dyspnea, or shortness of breath; if dust ex-
posure continues, symptons can become in-
capacitating.

After ten years' exposure, simple pneu-
moconiosis, the ftrst stage of diseaae, may
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show up on X-ray, generally as widely scat-
tered fine nodules. They represent coal-dust
aggregates around bronchioles whose associ-
ated air spaces are usually dilated. Clinical
symptoms and lung-function abnormalities
usually appear later, but in West Virginia—
with one of the highest rates of coal workers'
pneumoconiosis (CWP) in the U.S.—many
men with "simple, nodular pneumoconi-
osis . . . were signlftcantly disabled." says
Dr. Donald L. Rasmussen. Dtrector of the
Pulmonary Research Laboratory. Appalachian
Regional Hospital. Beckley. West Virginia.
(Med. Tribune, Mar. 13. 1969)

More advanced or complicated pneumo-
coniosis develops in about three per cent of
active soft-coal miners and in up to 25 per
cent of hard-coal miners, usually appearing
radiographically alter 20 years of work un-
derground. As fibrosis of coal-dust nodules
progresses. the nodules grow and coalesce,
destroying large portions of lung tissue. Via-
ble tissue is distorted by scarring and con-
traction. and there are changes in pulmonary
function. Impaired oxygen transport in-
creases disability; destruction of small pui-
monary blood vessels often leads to right-
side heart strain and enlargement—Cor pul-
monale—and death from cardiac failure.

THE PROGRESSION OF x-RAY CHANGES

•
CWP is diagnosed by X-ray abnormalities

and a history of coal-dust exposure. The
International Classiftcation of Radiographs
of Pneumoconioses—a standard description
of X-ray changes—was formulated at an ILO
conference 20 years ago and revised most re-
cently in 1968. The Classification divides
CWP into seven categories of progessive dust
opacity. Though significant ventilatory
changes almost never occur before grade 3
simple pneumoconiosis, initial X-ray signs
are infallible precursors of later disability,
says Dr. Lorin E. Kerr. Director of Occupa-
tional Health for the United Mine Workers
of America. (industrial Med. and Surgery,
Aug., 1956) If their exposure to mine dust
is stopped, wrkers with grade 1 simple pneu-
moconiosis are rarely disabled: once more
massive X-ray shadows have appeared, de-
terioration continues even after the worker
leaves the mine.

DISCREPANT SThZPTOMS AND SIGNS

Unfortunately, by the time lung pathology
becomes visible on X-ray, CWP may be ir-
reversible, and radiologic category does not
always correlate with disability. 'Some
miners with massive pulmonary ftbrosis are
doing their full eight-hour shift, while others
with seemingly early pneumoconiosis are on
their deathbeds." Dr. Kerr says. (Medical
World News, Mar. 27, 1970.) The disparity
between disability and objective signs of Ill-
ness was highlighted in a study of 16.000
soft-coal miners from Central and Western
Pennsylvania. Conducted ten years ago by
Dr. Jan Lieben and his associates at the
Pennsylvania Department of Health, it re-
vealed that nearly a third of Central Penn-
sylvania miners with coalescent lesions de-
nied shortness of breath, but nearly half the
miners without X-ray signs complained of it.
Among the Western Pennsylvania miners
with advanced lesions, nearly two-thirds de-
nied breathlessless.

Dr. R. Krémer of the Universitié Catholique
de Louvain. Belgium. has investigated the
relationships between obstruction. X-ray
ftndlngs and prognosis in 100 CWP patients.
He found that clinical health is closely re-
lated to pulmonary obstruction as determined
by the amount of air that can be forcibly
expelled in one second, the FEV10. Forty per
cent of the men unable to expel more than
1,000 ml of air in one second were dead
within a year; 80 per cent were dead
within ftve years. Pulmonary arterial hyper-
tension, caused by increased pulmonary
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vascular resistance, was also a poor prog-
nostic sign; 70 per cent of the CWP patients
whose mean pulmonary arterial pressure ex-
ceeded 30 mm/Hg at rest died within a year.
When pressure was 15 mm/Hg or less, pa-
tients were likely to do weU regardless of the
X.ray stage of pneumoconiosis, Dr. Krémer
reported. Thus, measurements of pulmonary
function are often more accurate than X-rays
in evaluating CWP. (Apport de L'Hërno-
dynamique Puimonaire a L'Etude de la Pncu-
moconosis des Houiileurs, 1969.)

In the U.S., autopsy studies confirm that
right heart hypertrophy, rather than the
amount of pulmonary coal dust seen on
X-ray, is critical in evaluating CWP. Dr.
Richard L. Naeye, Chairman oZ Pathology at
Pennsylvania State University, recently per-
formed autopsies on 175 Appalachian soft-
coal miners. Half of the men who'd been
dyspnea.free had nearly twice as much tis-
sue containing coal dust macules as dyspneic
miners. But breathless miners had thicker
heart walls, more abnormal air spaces, and a
higher ratio of bronchiolar goblet cells to
non-goblet cells than the non-dyspneics.
These results "weaken the value of X-rays as
an evaluating tool and strengthen the case
for lung function studies," according to Dr.
Xerr.

COAL DU5T: A COMPLEX PATHOGEN

Although simple pneumoconiosis is appar-
ently caused by accumulation of coal-dust
particles smaller than 5 microns in diameter,
the pathogenesis of complicated pneumo-
conjosis is uncertain. Massive coal-dust ac-
cumulation appears to alter tissue response
so that the disease progresses independently
of dust inhalation. But CWP's initial stages
are directly related to both quantity and du-
ration of exposure to mine dust. The Lteben
study revealed that in Central Pennsylvania,
16 per cent of soft-coal miners under the age
of 45, 41.per cent aged 45-64, and 55 per cent
of retired miners had X-ray signs of pneumo-
coniosis; in Western Pennsylvania, incidence
rose from four to 15 to 29 per cent, respec-
tively, for these same age groups. Mine
workers with the dustiest jobs also face the
highest risk. A U.S. Public Health Service
study by Dr. William S. Lainhart, of nearly
4,000 bituminous coal miners from Utah, Ap-
palachia. Southern fllinois and Indiana, re-
vealed that cutting and loading machine op-
erators were twice as vulerable as other coal.
face workers; motorrnen and brakemen were
four times more disease-prone than other
transportation workers. (J. of 0cc, Med., Aug.,
1969)

Geographic differences also contribute to
CWP risk. A four-year study of nearly hail a
million British miners showed that preva-
lence varies regionally from 5.8 to 25.3 per
cent; regardless of mine dustiness, South
Wales' CWP rate is consistently higher than
England's. Central Pennsylvania's rate is al-
most 2.5 times higher than Western Penn-
sylvamas CWP affects oniy four per cent of
Utah miners compared to 10 per cent of
those in Appalachia.

COMPLEXITY OF COAL COMPONENTS

Type of coal mined affects coal dust po-
tency and, therefore, CWP incidence. The
higher a coal's rank the "greater the preva-
lence of disease," according to Dr. WiUiam K.
C. Morgan, Director of the USPHS laboratory
in Morgantown, West Virginia. (Am. Rev.
.ReSp. DiS. Vol. 98, 1968) Anthracite, a high-
rnnk coal is older, less volatile, contains more
carbon and releases more heat when burned
than lignite, a low-rank coal. CWP incidence
rates may jump from ten per cent, for men
who have worked low-grade coal for twenty
years, to nearly 50 per cent for men who have
worked high-rank coal for the same length of
time.

Because in one form or another, coal con.
tains nearly half the known elements, its
contituent8 have clouded the picture OZ
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CWP. Silica, a major coal component, was
once held exclusively responsible for all
coal miners' respiratory disease. Anthracite,
higher in silica content than bituminous
coal, causes more severe and extensive CWP.
Progressive massive fibrosis appears earlier,
afflIcting 25 per cent of hard-coal miners
compared with oniy three per cent of bitu-
minous miners, Dr. Charles E. Myers, Direc-tor o the Anthracosilicosis Treatment
Project, Wilkes-Barre General Hospital,
Pennsylvania, told The Sciences. After World
War I, anthracite was largely replaced by
such cheaper ftels as soft coal, gas and oil;
today anthracite mining is a dying industry,
virtually limited to five Northeastern Penn-
sylvania counties. But the hazard of CWP
in anthracite mines is still staggering: in
one Pennsylvania anthracite county, miners
spent 23,000 patient days in the hospital in
1969, at a Cost to the county of $1.25 mil-
lion. Dr. Myers fears that extensive anthra-
cite mining may be revived when other fuel
reserves are depleted.

Although silica contributes heavily to pul-
monary pathology in anthracite workers,
CWP also strikes carbon-electrode workers,
coal-loading longshoremen and others ex-
posed to virtually silica-free Coal dust. Sili-
cosis and CWP are now recognized as clini-
Cally separate diseases which may co-exist
and interact in the same individual; on
autopsy, they are usually distinguishable.

Miners, too, vary in their response to ap-
parently identical mining conditions, lead-
ing some investigators to speculate about
the possible roles played by individual sus-
ceptibility and auto-immunity. Nearly 20
years ago, Dr. A. Caplan discovered a pre.
disposition to rheumatoid arthritis in Welsh
miners with CWP. Caplan's syndrome has
since been reported in patients with other
pneumoconioses. In the mid-sixties, Swedish
researchers found that individuals lacking
serum alpha-sub-one antitl7pein factor,
which prevent8 trypsin from digesting pro-
tein, are more prone to chronic respiratory
illness than those with adequate antitrypsin
factor; they may also be more susceptible to
CWP. Miners speak of "Coal fever," a re-
sponse in some men new to the mines who
are apparently sensitized to coal dust. Dr.
Warfield Grson, of the UMWA Welfare and
Retirement Fund, reports a response resem-
bling coal fever in test animals; the reaction
may indicate a predisposition to CWP.

The role of ar pollution and smoking in
CWP pathogenesis is ambiguous. In 1963,
the USPHS compared respiratory disease
rates in miners and non-miners in two West
Virginia coal towns with high dust poUutlon
levels. In one town, 15 per cent of 200
miners had X-ray evidence of CWP, com-
pared to less than one per cent of 200 non-
miners in the same town. (Mining Congress
J., Aug. 1965) Other studies indicate that
coal-dust expo8ure for nonminers may be
much less benign. "In hundreds of autopsy
reports, not of miners but their families, I
noted a high degree o lung involvement

(suggestingi a community problem,"
says pathologist Richard Naeye. (Medical
World News, Mar. 27. 1970) Soft-coal miners
who smoke have more bronchitis, emphysema
and cor pulmonale than non-smoking
miners. Because miners cannot smoke at
work, their smoklxig time is more conpressed
than that of smoking non-miners, perhaps
with greater adverse effects, says Dr. Morgan.
(Va. Med. Monthly. Dec., 1969)

"Although coal dust may be the specific
cause, the expression of disease is the sum-
mation of all of the physical, emotional and
social stresses [fatigue, heat and humidity,
noise, isolation, etc.1 to which the miner is
exposed," stated Dr. Irving R. Tabershaw,
Professor of Occupational Medicine at the
University of California, Berkeley. (National
Conlerence on Medicine and the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
Washington, D.C., June 1970) High on the
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list of stresses are respiratory infections,
which may co-exist with, contribute to, or
occur more often because of CWP. Minor
respiratory infecticns often precipitate
dyspnea in miners afflicted with CWP, re-
sulting in serious acute illness.

EUROPE's LEADERSHIP

Although the U.S. has been very slow to
acknowledge CWP as a distinct disease entity.
Western Europe and Great Britain have been
working on CWP for decades. In 1937. ti.e
British Medical Research Council initiated a
comprehensive CWP study; six years later.
the British government declared CWP a com•
pensable disea5e. distinct from silicosis.
From 1955 to 1965, preventive medicine—
diligent X-ray check-ups and early transfer
of affected miners from hazardous dust
areas—reduced the number of new compen.
sation awards in Britain by four-fifths. When
the Europiean Coal and Steel Commtnitv
was established 20 years ago, financing and
co-ordination of CWP research took a great
leap forward. Nine million dollars went for
CWP research in Europe in 1963, in 5hrp
contrast to the $100000 granted to the
USPHS that same year for a single CWP
study. By 1966, when cumulative United
States appropriations had just passed $1
million, the annual research budget in
Europe was nearly $20 million.

RESISTANT U.S. PHYSICIANS

"The attitude of the medical profession in
the U.S. to the problem of CWP has been...
characterized by obscuratism and a persist-
ent refusal to face the facts," Dr. Morgan
asserts, and history bears him out. Coal dust
was recognized as a health hazard in Amer-
ican mthes early in the twentieth century,
but the solution was seen as improved venti-
lation. Britain's CWP incidence was attri-
buted to English climate and urbanization,
both umnatched in rural U.S. coal towns.
Public attention was also directed away from
coal dwt to silica, and silicceis was soon
considered"the oniy important dust disease,"
writes Dr. Kerr. (Arch. Env. Health, Apr.,
1968) State and Federal compensation laws
covered silicosis but excluded other indus-
trial dui3t diseases. Until its tenth edition
in 1959, Cecil's influential Textbook of Medi-
cine dented the danger of "anthracosis," and
stated that coal dust benefited the miner by
modifying silica's effect and slowing the
progression of silicosis. Mine_employed phy-
sicians failed to appreciate the occurrence
of CWP; in one state, the chairman of the
silicosis board threatened to resign if CWP
became compensable. Death certificates were
often incomplete or misleading; heart dis
ease was listed as the cause of death, with:
Out mention of CWP as the cause of cardiac
failure.

MINE ACCIDENTS-—TRIGGER FOR ACTTON
Eventually, mine accidents rather than

dust disease aroused public ire and forced
Congressional action. Coal mining is the
most dangerous Occupation in the U.S.; a
man who enters the mines at 20 runs a 25
per cent risk of death from lung disease or
mine accident. On any day of the year, 28
miners suffer disabling injuries; each month..
100 miners die of accidents, a total of 120,000
fatalities in the past century.

In one West Virginia county, there were
11 major mine disasters in 20 years. Three
years ago, after 78 men died in a coal-mine
explosion at FarmingtOn, West Virginia.
Congress began to act. Supposedly safe, the
FarmingtOn mine spewed Out 8 million cubic
feet of methane a day—enough to supply
the cooking and heating needs of a small
city!

BELArED FEDERAL LAW

The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 sets mandatory health and safety
standards for underground mines, appro-
priates aid to the States to help establish
or improve local programs for protection and
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compensation, and provides tor Federal
funding of CWP research, The Act limits
average concentrations of respirable dust in
the mines to 3.0 mg per cubic meter of air:
in 1973, it drops to 2.0 mg per cubic meter.
Unless adequate respirators are provided,
mechanical ventilators must remove harm-
ful gases from the mine and maintain an
atmospheric content ot at lea8t 19.5 per cent
oxygen and no more than .5 per cent carbon
dioxide. Mine operators must submit dust
samples for government analysis, Interior
Department officials must make at leaat four
unscheduled mine inspections annually, and
penalties are established for offenses.

Mine owners, especially the marginal op-
erators, claim that they cannot comply with
the Act and remain in business. "We believe
that moat mines can comply with the 3.0
standard with presently available technol-
ogy," Henry P. Wheeler, Jr., Acting Deputy
Director of Health and Safety, Bureau of
Mines, told the Washington Conference in
June, 1910. To facilitate compliance, the
Bureau is Investigating the use of electro-
static devices to collect dust, foaming agents
or steam and water sprays with wetting
agents to suppress it, and chemicals to re-
duce the surface hardness and friability of
coal. Dust-producing factors related to mine-
machine design are being evaluated. The
Bureau is also investigating such innova-
tions as a high-powered waterjet to replace
the saw-wheel, transport methods that scat-
ter less dust, effective respirators and life
support systems. But "ventilation is the sin-
gle most Important factor affecting the con-
centrations of dust in coat mines," Mr.
Wheeler stresses. Mine owners pump fresh
air in to avoid methane buildup but the air
etiher dilutes coal-dust concentrations or
stirs up settled particles, Dr. Welby G. Court-
ney, of the Bureau's Safety Research Center,
told The Sciences. In fiscal 1972, the Federal
government wiU spend about $6 million on
dust control.

-The new law also entitles miners to free,
periodic chest X-rays and gives those with
radiologic signs of pneumoconlosis the option
ot transferring to less du8ty work without re.
duction in pay. At the end of 1970 the
USPHS, the American College of Radiology
and the American College of Chest Physicians
co-sponsord briei teach-ins on CWP X-ray
diagnosis for physicians in several cities.

COMPENSATION FO CWP
The Black Lung Benefits section of the Act

guarantees compensation to miners disabled
by pneumoconlosis or to their widows, If the
disease waa definitely caused by underground
mining. Disability is established by evidnce
of complicated pneumoconiosis on chest
X-ray, biopsy or atuopsy. A miner with X-ray
signs of simple pneumoconiosis is also con-
sidered disabled if demonstrable lung func-
tion impairment rules out continued mine
work, and if age, work experience or educa-
tional limitations preclude other employ-
ment. Within a month after the law was
passed, the Social Security Administration,
which will administer compensation claims
until 1973, received 100,000 compensation ap-
plications. By June of this year. SSA had
received 297,162 claims and processed 267.042
of them: disability payments to the 126,396
miners or their widows whose claims were
approved range from $153 to $306 per month.
SSA's cumulative total of payments is more
than $313 million, but 102,000 miners' claims
have been disallowed, nearly haLf because
CWP did not appear on X-ray. After 1973,
administrative responsibility shifts to the
Department of Labor and to state compensa-
tion agencies; only eight oi the 23 coal-
mining states offer compensation for CWP,

OBSTACLES TO ACTION

But law and implementation are still far
apart. °The men for whom this statute was
enacted are even more outraged today by
what they consider inadequate administra-

tion ot the law than they were months ago
before the new law was enacted," Mr. Gerald
M. Feder, Associate Council for the Senate
Subcommittee on Labor, told the Washing-
ton Conference in June, 1970. The Appala-
chian Research and Defense Fund,. a public
service law firm in Barbourville, Kentucky,
accused the Social Security Administration
of dealing inequitably with CWP disability
payments. The Fund asserted at a mock trial
that only 20 per cent of claims were refused
nationally, but 32 per cent were disallowed
in West Virginia and 57 per cent in Eastern
Kentucky, regions that account for one third
of all claims. The Bureau of Mines has been
under ftre for having too few inspectors, for
permitting mines to continue operating with
known violations and for excessive identi-
fication with the owners.

INHERENT WEAKNESSES IN T1 I.AW

President Nixon described the Black Lung
Benefits section of the law as "temporary,
limited and unique, and In no way should it
be considered a precedent for future federal
administration to workmen's compensation
programs . , all federal responsibility in
this area will expire in seven years." Con-
tinued miner protection, therefore, depends
on state programs—traditionally weak in the
past—or on new Congressional legislation.
Significantly, the current law applies only to
underground mines; strip or surface mining,
the fastest-growing branch of the coal in-
dustry, goes unregulated.

Because miners who have inadequate X-ray
evidence of CWP but are severely disabled by
obstructive airway or cardiac disease are ex-
cluded from compensation, the "law must
already be judged a failure," says Dr. William
H. Anderson, Chief of the Pulmonary Dis-
eases Section, University of Louisville School
of Medicine. Faced with a mine shut-down,
-he points out, a miner untrained for other
work may be virtually unhirable because of
early pneumoconiosis signs on a pre-employ-
ment X-ray. He is also ineligible for CWP
compensation and may be too young for so-
cial security or a miner's pension. Because
many physicians are still unconvinced that
CWP exists, "to make this law work... (you
must I gain the interest and the cooperation
of physicians who are actually out in the
field," Dr. Naeye told the Conference.

Despite these problems, the Act has been
hailed as the most comprehensive health and
safety law in U.S. history. Because of coop-
eration between several Government agencies
and departments—including HEW, Interior
and Labor—it may serve as a problem-solving
model in such other areas as Medicare and
Medicaid, says Dr. George James; President
and Dean of the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine.
New York. "Federal law has, for the first time.
focused national attention on pollution of the
working environment of a major industry in
so clear a way that it becomes Imperative
that all major industries, and, eventually.
all cities, improve the quality of their en.
vironments."

Because better health and sa!ety may be
the only way to attract new miners to an in-
dustry already faced with severe manpower
shortages. both miner and owner may benefit
from the Act. Though improved technology
has steadily reduced labor requirements—
one-fifth the number of miners produced the
same amount of coal in 1969 as in 1920—
workers will always be needed to run in.
creasingly complex machinery. By the mid-
1970s, 50,000 new mine jobs will be available:
by the turn of the century—when coal de-
mand Is expected to be four times current
annual coal production—manpower needs will
be much higher.

The U.S. has about a third oi the world's
supply oi recoverable coal; each U.S. miner
produces about 20 tons oi coal per day, com-
pared with three tons in West Germany and
Britain, and two tons in the U.S.S.a Greater
productivity has led to more dust and higher
health risk. CWP disability, once rare in men
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under fifty, now strikes 35-year-old miners.
"The time has come to replace ... fatalism
with hope by substituting action for words."
President Nixon told Congress in March, 1969.
"Catastrophes in the coal mines are not In-
evitable. They can be prevented and they
must be prevented"

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Ml'. Chairman. I
yield myself 10 minutes.

The benefit program we are talking
abouthere—the black lung benefit pro-
gram—was presented and passed in 1969
as a sort of small residual program. It
was designed to let Federal general reve-
nues pay monthly checks to a relatively
small group of ex-mixiers and their
widows who had generally been by-
passed by other benefit programs. The
point made was that in some coal-mining
States the workmen compensation laws
had failed to recognize in an adequate
way the lung and related problems that
miners can develop from coal dust.

Of course, compensation for disease
and injury caused workers by their em-
ployment in private industry has been
handled by the respective States usually
through their workmen compensation
programs. But in this instance. It was
argued that there wa,s an unmet need
that the Federal Government should
take care of temporarily. Under the law
as passed, the Federal Government would
take care of black lung claims filed dur-
ing the first 2 or 3 years. Then the whole
thing would revert to the States. The
whole Federal cost of the benefits was
said to be around $40 or $50 miilion a
year.

Now let us see what has happened
since the bill was enacted in 1969.

First. We are already paying out of
general revenues over $300 million a year
In the black lung benefits. The total out-
lay under existing law will have reached
close to $1 billion by the end of 1972.

Second. About three out of every four
of the people drawing these benefits also
get social security benefits. Many get a
monthly check from the union pension
fund. Some get a veteran's payment. or a
railroad retirement payment. So, for the
greatest part this has been an add-on
benefit that goes to one particular group.
For the quarry workers, the ore miners,
the textile workers, the grain elevator
people, the farmers—along with count-
less other groups who do work involv-
ing risk—for none of these is there a
special add-on Federal benefit program
on top of social security.

Third.Despite the claims being pushed
by special-interest groups—and despite
the news stories—the administering Fed-
eral agency has taken a rather liberal
approach in carrying out the law. Bear ill
mind that the benefit payments are al-
ready running 5 or 6 times what was sup-
posed to be the cost of the program.

Notwithstanding these facts—which
come as a big surprise to those who had
not looked Into the situation thor-
oughly—we now have before us Mr. PER-
icns' bill to greatly expand this payment
of benefits to one special group in the
country. Let me point out briefly what it
would do.
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First. It would say—I think rather n-
credibly—that the Social Security Ad-
ministration is forbidden to deny claims
on the basis that the X-ray of the miner's
chest shows no black lung disease. Re-
member that the law on the books says
the miner—to get the money—must be
totally disabled due to black lung, or
pneumoconiosis as it is termed. Now, if
the claims—still coming n, incidentally,
at a great rate—cannot be denied where
the X-ray as interpreted by highly com-
petent radiologists shows no black lung
problem, on what can a denial be based?
How could the agency tell which person

is disabled of black lung and who is not?
Remember that to quiify under the law
the applicant must be totally disabled
due to black lung. Il he is disabled from
other causes, he is no doubt getting bene-
fits under the regular social security pro-
gram like other disabled people.

The backers of the Perkins bill say
there is medical opinion that maybe a
miner could have black lung that would
not show on the X-ray. But the question
is not whether a person has black lung in
some minute degree, but whether he has
it to a fully disabling degree. The black
lung starts like everything else from
nothing, and it may go from a hint of
something in the lung, then a barely
perceptible degree, and so on. Until it
reaches at least the point that it shows
up on the X-ray, there is no accepted
medical basis for finding that the Indi-
vidual is really suffering from black lung,
let alone being disabled from it. A great
many people who have never seen a mine
have some degree of something In the
lung that should not be there—from
smoking, from emphysema, and so on—
and they are not treated as disabled.

But the Perkins bill would say the man
may be totally disabled—due to black
lung, remember—even when the radiol-
ogists say they see no black lung problem
and n Tact there may be nothing at all
unusual in his lung X-ray. What would
be the practical effect of this? The back-
ers of the bill say, well, you would have to
give him other tests before you conclude
he is not disabled of black lung. What
tests? You could give him exercise toler-
ance tests or various others—at heavy ex-
pense and a lot of trouble or even danger
to the applicant. But what would they
prove as to whether the man is or is not
totally disabled due to black lung—when
you start from the knowledge that an
X-ray of his chest shows no black lung?
You might get a doctor's report from the
difficult tests that the man has this or
that problem. But the same kind of prob-
lems could be found in all kinds of peo-
ple who would not know a coal mine If
they sav one. So, how could you make
a finding that this ex-miner with no
black lung showing on his X-ray is dis-
abled of black lung because he has some
physical problem similar to what non-
miners often have? The simple fact is the
overwhelming consensus of medical au-
thority holds that, in the absence of an
X-ray showing of black lung in the living
miner, there is no sound medical basis for
determining what the law requires to be
determined—namely, that the miner is
disabled due to pneumocomosis.

You can see from this what the direc-
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tion of the bill actually is. It is to greatly
broaden the program by making tens of
thousands of people eligible for benefits
who have aiIxnent not peculiar to min-
ers. In other words, these people, the
great majority of whom are already elig-
ible for social security benefits, would be
paid a special extra benefit whereas large
numbers of people throughout the coun-
try with the same kinds of physical prob-
lems get social security only. Where is
the justice or reason in that?

The proponents of the bill say "Oh, no,
we can show you doctors who assert they
can take a man with a clear chest X-ray,
give him some exams, and if a physical
problem is found—a problem like those
found in nonminers—tell you whether
that problem is due to black lung." But
let us see what the weight of medical
authority is. In 1970, a group of physi-
cians eminent in the field assembled at
Spindletop, Ky., to explore this and re-
lated matters. Among them were Dr.
Benjamin Branscomb, professor of med-
icine, University of Alabama; Dr. Charles
E. Andrews, provost for health sciences,
University Medical Centers W. Va.; and
Dr. William H. Anderson, professor of
medicine, University of Louisville. I wlfl
quote from their findings:

"Coal worker's pneumoconiosis cannot be
diagnosed in the living in the absence of
radiographic changes." Also, the British have
been in the black lung matter for over a
generation. Their official publication con-
tains this wording: "From a radiograph it is
posstble to say that a worker is not suffer-
ing from the disease."

No, the Perkins bill would not, as It
is claimed, correct error n the adxnin-
istration of the law. It would tnstead
open up the special benefit program to
many thousands of additional persons
whose claim to added tax-free payments
cannot be greater than would be the
claims of hundreds of thousands of non-
miners all across the country. The extra
outgo would be well over $1 billion
through the next 6 years alone.

One part of the bill would change the
whole set of ground rules on how long
the Federal Government Is to conUnue
to receive and handle these claims for
black lung benefits. As I ndlcated, the
law is that the Federal Government is
to be responsible for conUnuing pay-
ment of all claims made through 1971.
For these, the responsibility for Federai
payment continues for the lifetime of
the miner, of course. But for claims
made after 1971, the States and the em-
ployers are liable for long-term pay-
ment. This bill would make the Federal
Treasury responsible for continuing
payment on all claims made in 2
additional years—through 1973.

You have no doubt seen a letter from
coal mine operators on this feature of
the bill. They endorse it, and you can
readily see why. It shifts a financial bur-
den to the Federal Government involv-
ing many millions of dollars.

A third part of the bill would even tap
the social security trust funds. At pres-
ent, in some cases, If a miner is getUng
social security disability payments and
then qualifies for black lung, the total
of the two benefits paid him may not
be more than 80 percent of his usual
earnings when he worked. This rule,
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which is in the social security law, has
limited application but it says—where
it does apply—that a person, whether
or not he has ever been near a coal
mine—cannot get a comthned amount
n workmen's compensation and social
security disability checks that would be
unduly large n relation to his usual
earnings. This bill would give the miners
an advantage over everyone else, so that
many miners could get considerably
more per month in comthned social se-
curity disability benefits.and black lung
payments than they earned by working
full time. I do not see how people from
all other walks of life—with their own
financial prob]ems—can view that as
fair or reasonable. They will surely ask
why they have to pay taxes for this
special treatment of a particular group.
And, as I indicated, the provision would
have a cost to the social security trust
funds. Why? Because at present If a
miner's social security disability bene-
fits plus his black lung benefits are more
than 80 percent of his usual earnings,
the social security part is reduced in
some cases to bring the total down to
80 percent. Under the Perkins bill, the
full social security disability benefit
would have to be paid regardless. This
would cost the trust funds $20 million in
the first year.

Let me conclude this by making a few
special observations:

One. What this bill brings into sharp
play is a major public policy question—
not a minor question of paying some
added miners. By providing these pay-
ments to the additional people who can-
not be shown by any of the accepted rules
to. have become disabled by black lung,
what we would do is actually to provide
extra payments pretty much on the basis
that everyone who has worked in the
mines and who has problems like the
common ones of emphysema, asthma,
and so. forth, is eligible. This is to say
that, we would provide a double layer of
benefits to a selected group largely be-
cause they are members of that group
and not because they have problems dif-
ferent from those of other people across
the country. The question, then, Is how
far can we go n providing an extra bene-
fit beyond the social security benefits?
Can you expect people n all the non-
mining areas—people who have health
problems similar to the ones on which
the extra benefits to miners would be
paid—to do other than demand equal
treatment? What of the ore miners,
sulphur miners, grain elevator workers,
textile workers, and all the other groups
I have mentioned? As a matter of fact,
are there not even white-collar workers
who could get medical testimony that
the stress conditions of their jobs had a
bad effect on their health? So, I say to
you that the bill involves much more
than appears on its face.

Two. The section of the Perkins bill
dealing with so-called double orphans is
one that the administration supported
in hearings on the bill. I support it and I
know of no one who does not. It has never
been in çuestion. It merely corrects what
must have been an oversight in the bill.
We can take care of this quickly by
another approach. The strategy to add
on three very undesirable and major
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changes In the program and to get them
through on the back of the widely-ac-
cepted double orphan correction ought
to be defeated.

I ask that you join In an effort to do
justice by insuring that we turn down
this unfair, costly, and dangerously im-
plicated bill.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
sel! 5 mInutes.

(Mr. DENT asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, we have
very limited time on this piece of legis-
lation. However, we have hashed it out
pretty well on this floor on previous
occasions.

If I sum up the statement of the gen-
tleman who preceded me on the floor, it
comes down to dollars. Regardless of
how you might disguise it or try to make
out some logical reasoning for his opin-
ions and for the amendments that he is
going to offer, it just comes down to
dollars.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to clear
up one thing for the record. In order
that there be no mistake about what I
might have said while debating this bill
before the House on its first go-around
about the cost being estimated at $40
million a year, I researched the whole
legislative history of the program, going
through the committee reports, confer-
ence reports, debates and hearings in the
Senate, and so forth. Very few refer-
ences were made to cost, but this much
of a reference was made.

During the House debate on• the bill
the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr.
DANIELS), who had held hearings before
his subcommittee on this legislation, got
an estimate from the Public Health
Service through a survey that they made
that there would be 22,300 coal miners
in the Nation who would and could pos-
sibly be candidates for these payments.
That was because at that time no State
except Pennsylvania had legislation that
was enacted. Moreover, we were only
discussing miners suffering from com-
plicated pneumoconlosis.

And, so, therefore the Health Depart-
ment could not get a more accurate esti-
mate of the number of persons, and we
said at that time that it would go to
$40 million and possibly $50 million a
year.

I would say that based upon the esti-
mates we had, we do have to come down
to the fact that 323,000 claims have been
processed under this act. That is 14 times
as many miners as we estimated. So,
when come up with the figure of $400
million-plus the cost, we are only deal-
ing with the original estimate.

But, Mr. Chairman, who in this House
or who in this Nation had any idea that
that many miners were suffering from
black lung.

Certainly, it is a matter of conscience
more than It Is a matter of dollars.

I have stood on this floor and I have
voted repeatedly for farm subsidies, and
what is the cost of farm subsidies for
thIs year

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield to
me at that point?

Mr. DENT. I shall be glad to yield to
the gentleman later under the 5-minute
rule.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. On this
question of, the numbers?

Mr. DENT. Of what?
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. On this

numbers question.
Mr. D2T. Go ahead.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. You have

indicated a total of 323,000 miners would
be eligible; am I correct.

Mr. DENT. Yes; I said 323,000 claims
were filed but 147,000 were receiving
compensation when this figure was given
to us, and that was in September.

Now, what of the rest of the hundred-
and-some-odd thousand who are still to
be reprocessed because of the fact that
science has come up now with the state-
ment that the examination by X-ray
alone is not conclusive and should not be
used to deny the right of a coal miner
who Is suffexlng from black lung to be
paid if he indeed has black lung that is
discovered through a number of other
e.minAtion5?

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield further?

Mr. DENT. Now, let me finish my
statement.

Let me give you some figures. For in-
stance, you are interested in figures.

Mr. PERKDiS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the chairman of
the full committee.

Mr. PERflS. First, I wish to compli-
ment the subcommittee chairman on his
statement and ask the gentleman in the
well if it is not a fact that we have had
millions of people working in the coal
mines over a period of years. When I
first came to the House in 1949 we had
more than 800,0OOpeople working in the
coal mines, is that not correct?

Mr. DENT. It is correct. But, when you
are talking about numbers, and espe-
cially when It comes to dollars, we can-
not aford to talk in terms of dollars when
it comes to human beings.

One additional matler, and let me just
read a statement from the Secretary of
Agriculture, Secretary Clifford Hardin,
when he said that the 1972 farm program
would coet $2 billion, I voted for that and
yet it comes out of the Treasury of the
United States. It is paid for by the coal
miners and every taxpayer in the con-
fines of this country through taxes be-
cause we think it is essential to the wel-
fare of the farming communities of this
great country.

Therefore, can we do any less for the
coal mining community?

The gentleman scoffs at the idea of
continuing this legislation for 2 more
years so that the States can pass a State
plan. Of course, the mine operators would
be happy because it shifts the burden. Do
you believe that any person, any group
of examiners, any Member of Congress
could have determined that 323,000
miners and widows who have now applied
and another 150,000 who may well apply,
that we can allow the responsibility for
the payment of these black lung pay-
ments to any individual to the State
government. We have had miners who
have worked 15 or 20 years In different
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mines. You will find very few who have
worked their entire time in one mine
or have worked in one mine all of their
lives, because coal mines have a habit of
running out of coal.

So they moved to another vein, or they
moved to another location, and your
people either move with you or they move
to another operation. This is not a ques-
tion of dollars, but simple justice, and
it is the responsibility of the people of
the United States just as much, or even
more so, as it is the responsibility of the
people of the United States to pay farm
subsidies or any other subsidy.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
'tleman from Pennsylvania has again
expired.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman. I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Ohio (Mr. ASHBROOK).

(Mr. ASHBROOK asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman. it is
with deep and sincere concern that I
must express my dissatisfaction with cer-
tain provisions of H.R. 9212—the bill to
amend the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. Title IV of this act
provides for payment of cash benefits to
coal miners—and their dependents—Who
were found to be "totally disabled" due
to pneumoconlosis—black lung disease—
and for survivors of coal miners who died
from this disease. While I find consider-
able equity and humanitarian justifica-
tion in one provision of this bill—the one
which permits payment of black lung
benefits to dependent surviving miner's
children who have lost both parents—this
redeeming provision does not favorably
alter my opinion that the bill should not
be approved. I would strongly urge that
we consider this particular provision in-
dependently so that it may be singularly
and positively acted upon.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I make the
point of order that a quorum is not
present.

The CHAIRMAN. Evidently a quorum
is not present. The Clerk will call the roll.

The Clerk called the roll, and the 101-
lowing Members failed to answer to their

(Roll No. 3741
Abourezk Gettys Pryor. Ark.
Ashley
Barrett
Blackburn
Blanton
Brown. Mich.
Buchanan

Goldwater
GoocUing
Gubser
Halpern
Hansen, Wash.
Horton

Ranget
Rees
Riegle
Satterfield
Scheuer
Schwenel

Camp
Carey, N.Y.
Clancy

Jones, Ala.
garthee

Smith, Calif.
Stanton.

J. Williani
Clark Keith Stanton.
Clawson, Del
Clay
Collier

Landgrebe
Link
Lloyd

James ¶7
Stokes
Stuckey

Derwinski
Dickinson

Long, La.
McKinney

Uliman
Vander Jagt

Diggs Madden Veysey
Dorn
Dowdy
Dwyer

Mann
Melcher
Mills, Ark.

Vigorito
Whitten
Wilson.

Eckhardt Morse Charles H.
Edwards, La. Mosher Wydler
Evins, Tenn. Oonski
Frellnghuysen Patman
Gailagher Pelly

Wyman
.

Accordingly the Committee rose: and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. STD, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
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Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bill
H.R. 9212, and finding itself without a
quorum, he had directed the roll to be
called, when 360 Members responded to
their names, a quorum, and he submitted
herewith the names of the absentees
to be spread upon the Journal.

The Committee resumed its sitting.
The CHAIRMAN. When the point of

order was made that a quorum was not
present, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
ASHBROOK) had the floor; and the gen-
tleman has 4 minutes remaining.

Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, the
first provision to which I offer strong ob-
jection permits exemption of black lung
benefits from the existing provision of the
Social Security Act that requires offset
of workmen's compensation payments.
This change is entirely inappropriate
since the black lung program is, by de-
sign, a workmen's compensation benefit
program. To exempt black lung benefits
from offset when they are paid by the
Federal Government but offset them
when paid by a State would be most In-
equitable. I fully believe that this provi-
sion serves as an unjustified duplication
of workmen's compensation benefits. In
addition, this same offset exists for those
receiving social security disability
benefits and this provision would be prej-
udicial to these beneficiaries.

Second, this bill provides that a find-
ing of pneumoconiosis may be made even
though X-ray evidence does not demon-
strate the presence of the disease. Pre-
sumption that the disease exists would
be an unusually precarious conclusion
since the majority of medical author-
ities accept X-ray evidence as the only
valid means of verifying the presence of
pneumoconiosis. While further testing
would be nesessary to establish the de-
gree of respiratory impairment, the
cause of this impairment could be due
to emphysema, asthma, chronic bron-
chitis, or a combination of any condi-
tions other than pneumoconiosis. To per-
mit a finding of this disease In the face
of negative X-ray evidence would alter
the specialized nature of the original
act and, in fact, would permit payment
for pulmonary conditions other than
pneumoconiosis. This represents unrea-
sonable and unjustified permissiveness
which would defeat the purpose of the
black lung benefit program and would
greatly increase its costs. It is virtually
impossible for any miner to have pneu-
moconiosis to the degree necessary to
qualify him for benefits under this bill—
disabling black lung, but just some trace
of black lung—and not have it detected
by X-ray.

Finally, the bill permits an extension
of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare administration of the black
lung program by 2 years. It would delay
transfer of responsibility for this pro-
gram to the States, under the adminis-
trative guidance of the Department of
Labor. Federal administration of this
program by DHEW was intentionally
temporary in order to permit States an
opportunity to take appropriate legis-
lative action for the proper and justified
improvement of workmen's compensa-
t1on programs to cover pneumoconiosis.
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Many States have taken or are taking
this legislative action -and to further
defer transfer of this responsibility to
States would be entirely unwarranted.

This bill is an undue subsidy to coal-
mine operators. By bypassing workmen's
compensation laws and paying these
benefits out of the Federal Treasury,
they go scotfree—an unequitable bo-
nanza for them.

I fully recogmze the fine Intent of this
bill. However, it unduly delays the ac-
ceptance by the States of responsibifity
for workmen's compensation programs.
The merits of this bill are extremely
questionable and I am, therefore, defi-
nitely opposed to its passage.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
self 1 mInute In order to make a quick
response to the gentleman from Ohio.

I might say that if a State elects to
take the action that would save the State
money In off setting the State compensa-
tion, all you are doing In the State is
saving money for the operators who pay
the workmen's compensation on the ba-
sis of hourly payments, and on the basis
of hourly earnings, because the coal
miners who are suffering from pneumo-
coniosis are goIng to be asked to pay or
give money to the rest of the workers in
the State In other industries. That Is all
you are doing, you are not saving one
red cent from the State treasury. All you
are doIng is taking that out of the coal
miner's pocket who Is injured.

Secondly, medical evidence has proven
that it requires more than X-rays to de-
termine the full impact of pneumoconl-
osis, or miners' asthma. The record is
clear on that point.

Why are you worried about another
examination for a determination of dis-
ability if that examination would show
proof that the miner has pneumoconiosis
to the exteit of totai disability? He Is
then entitled to benefits. If you are con-
fident that X-ray examination Is ab-
solutely accurate in every case, why are
you fighting another supplementary
test? If the X-ray Is all that you say it
is, then the additional testing will also
correlate with the X-ray findings. We are
not proposing to pay benefits to ineligible
miners. We just want them to have the
benefit of the doubt, and the benefit of
the thvsion of medical opinion on this
subject.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Minnesota (Mr. QUTE).

(Mr. QUIE asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. QUIE. Mr. Chairman, I recognize
and appreciate that there have been
many considerations that have gone into
the preparation of this bill and at this
time I want especially to commend the
gentleman from IllInois (Mr. ERLENBORN)
for the efforts he has made to write
sound legislation affectIng black lung. A
bill assisting people who are ill and who
contracted this disease because of their
employment In the coal mines is difficult
to oppose because you want to help the
men who suffer from pneumoconlosis and
their families.

However, the gentleman from flhinols
ha pointed out some shortcomings in the
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legislation, and I support his position.
However, before I go into that I do want
to express definite Interest in and support
of one provision in the bill.

As ou know, the existing act does not
permit benefit payment to surviving de-
pendent children of a deceased miner
whose widow is also deceased. In fact, if
a widow and a child or children of a
deceased miner are receiving black lung
benefits and the widow dies, the surviv-
Ing child or children can no longer re-
ceive benefits. This is an unusually harsh
and 1iequItable position. For that reason,
I woi44 fully support this relief provi-
sion which would recognize the extended
and continuing dependency needs of a
miner's surviving children.

My opposition to H.R. 9212 is in con-
nection with the other provisions in the
bill—exemption of black lung benefits
from workmen's compensation offset,
prohibition of denial of black lung claims
based on negative X-ray evidence, and
extension of Federal administration for
2 additional years.

I particularly object to the 2-year ex-
tension of Federal administration by
HEW and their Social Security Adminis-
tration. The original purpose of per-
mitting Federal administration of this
benefit program was to give States an
opportunity to modify their workmen's
compensation laws and programs so that
adequate coverage for disablement due
to pneumoconiosls could be developed. By
1973, when transfer of responsibility to
States is scheduled to occur, the States
will have had 3 years to develop and
modify their workmen's compensation
laws. I consider this ample time for
States to take appropriate and needed
action. To delay this transfer would defy
the recognized principle of State admin-
Istratlon of workmen's compensation
programs. In addition, this provision
would further encourage Federal involve-
mint in an administrative area which
has traditionally belonged to the State.

Again I strongly object to this partic-
ular provision, and then to the bill in
general the way it is written and, there-
f ore, recommend that we adopt the
amendments that are going to be offered
by the gentleman from Illinois and the
geitleman from Wisconsin. If these
amendments are accepted I would surely
support the bill.

Mr. QrJIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield back
the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Minnesota has consumed 3 minutes.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. FLOOD).

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, on a sub-
ject like this, because of the House
rules—in 2 minutes—it is almost pre-
sumptuous and impertinent for me to
even appear on this subject.

I could take the time of this Committee
and the time of the House ad infinitum on
this. I was born and raised in the hard
coal fields. My family on both sides for
three generations worked in the hard coal
fields—and now I come here.

I first appeared in this well in 1945,
and year after year since then In defense
of the farmer and his appropriations and
laws—and in deZene oZ cotton growers,
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in defense of wheat, in defense of rice, in
defense of rivers,, in defense of harbors,
in defense of all these interests because
you, my colleagues, told me it was essen-
tial for the welfare of your people and of
your district—and I believed you; because
I know that you knew more than I did.

So today my reputation, my integrity
in this House, since the 79th Congress is
on the line. I have IOU's through this
House without number—blue chips—and
today I collect them for this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman has expired.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yIeld 3
minutes to the gentleman from New Jer-
sey Mr. MINtSH).

(Mr. MINISH asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. MINISH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of HR. 9212. As I indicated at
the time H.R. 13950 was debated here on
the floor, I worked in a coal mine. My
father before me and his Lather before
him worked in the anthracite region in
eastern Pennsylvania. I do not know of
any more hazardous job, unless it is as
a member of the combat forces in our
Armed Forces.

I can tell you that in eastern Pennsyl-
vania where I spent part of my life, if a
man wanted to get out of the mines, he
was not able to get a Job in any other in-
dustry because of an unwritten law un-
der which they would not hire anyone
who worked in the mines. My father
worked there, starting at the age of 9,
and he died at the age of 35. During the
last 4 or 5 years of his life he never slept
in bed, because if he did he would choke
from the dust that he had inhaled since
he was 9 years old.

I heard the gentleman from Illinois
(Mr. ERLEWBORN) say that the cost of the
program went five or six times over what
was intended. That only goes to show
that the committee did not do an effec-
tive job. ThY underestimated the prob-
lem. We have had cost overruns before.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. MINISH. I am happy to yield to
the gentleman from fllinoi3.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I would point out
to the gentleman that the estimate of
cost of $40 or $50 million came from the
other side of the aisle, the proponents of
the bill. I must also point out that at that
time HEW estimated it would run $300 to
$400 million, which merely proves that
their estimate was correct and false esti-
mates were given to the House to help
pass the bill.

Mr. NISH. I do not know that I
would agree that false estimates were
given. Possibly, it was the best available
information they had at the time.

As I said, we have had cost overruns
bef ore. The one that comes to mind, of
course, is the C—5A.

If this legislation is passed, I do not
see that it is going to increase the cost
beyond $700 million, because if we do
a job and police the mines the way they
should be policed under this law then
this ought to diminish the need for work-
ers to get black lung benefits.

So far as this legislation is concerned,
anyone, I am sure, who has worked in
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a mine or who has seen people who have
worked in the xnlnes—and I recall what
the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
SAYL0R) said, that many of his friends
who worked in the mines would have
to take a rest before they got home—
I have seen that happen a thousand
times in the anthracite region.

Mr. Chairman, this is legislation that
any Member here could support. As the
previous speakers have said, we support
appropriations for farm subsidies, and
since 1964, they have amounted to $19
billion. We have provided foreign aid in
a total of $149 billion from the year 1945
to 1971. We have loaned Lockheed $250
million. -

I hope we can support this legisla-
tion and do something for the men who
made their tax money available for farm
and business subsidies.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
yIeld 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Wisconsin (Mr. SrEIGER).

(Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, it is exceedingly difficult to
have to come to the well of the House
this afternoon and talk about this bill.
Frankly, the Committee on Education
and Labor ought to. take a rest from its
labors for a period of time, and I hesitate
to enter into the continuing saga of con-
troversy surrounding every bill that we
report to the floor.. There are some who
have argued that once a week the House
ought to have the privilege of having a
bill from the Edscation and Labor Com-
xnlttee just so that Members might have
a greater sense of participation in the
legislative process. I am as yet unper-
suaded that that would be in the best in-
terests of the Congress or the country.

The bill that is before us today, H.R.
9212, makes various amendments to the
black lung benefit provtsions of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969. I wholeheartedly believe in the
purpose of the provisions; namely, to
recompense, at least in some small meas-
ure, those brave and industrious men
who toil underground to provide this
Nation with sinews of our industrial
progress, and many of whom pay with
their health or their lives for this prog-
ress.

At the same time I recognize that the
black lung disease Is an industrial haz-
ard peculiar to the coal mining industry
and that, in the long run, compensation
costs arising out of employment in a spe-
cific industry should be borne by that
industry.

Beyond that, Mr. Chairman, I am one
of those who, at the time we argued
about the Scherle amendment at the
time the Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act was passed, disagreed about remov-
ing the pneumoconiosls provisions from
that bill. One of the reasons I did was I
did have confidence that the integrity of
that program would not be undermined.

Clearly those on the majority side of
the aisle were not being fair with the
Members of this House at the time this
bill was being considered.. Some of us
did raise the question about the potential
cost of the program. That cost analysis
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is being borne out by the $500 million
that has thus far been paid, and the ef-
fort of this bill to expand and modify
the black lung benefit provisions so as to
make them available to people on other
than strictly a pneumoconiosis basis
would Je a serious mistake.

The black lung benefit provisions, as
President Nixon pointed out when he
signed the act on December 30, 1969. are
of a temporary nature. As Members
know, they are designed to bridge a time
period of 3 years so that those States
whose workmen compensation programs
do not now adequately cover pneumoco-
niosis will have an opportunity to mi-
prove their programs accordingly. Mr.
Chairman, the very temporary nature of
the black lung benefits provisions sug-
gest that it would be unwise to attempt
to make more than the most needed
changes in them.

A most desirable change in this, of
course, is the provision in H.R. 9212 un-
der which "double orphans" would be-
come eligible for benefits. I am happy to
applaud the distinguished chairman and
the members of the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor for the bipartisan sup-
port they have given to this provision.
and I wholeheartedly join them in urging
its passage, with technical amendments
to be offered by the gentleman from
flhlnois.

On the other hand. I am chagrined
that the majority of the committee ha.s
seen fit to support the remaining pro-
visions of the bill. Let me elaborate on
one specific provision: The bill would
enjoin the Social Security Administra-
tion from denying claims for black lung
benefits solely on the basis of a negative
X-ray. Mr. Chairman, the Social Secu-
rity Administration's first annual re-
port on the black lung benefits program
gives not only an impressive account of
the Agency's efforts to get the program
off to a quick start and to handle expe-
ditiously the unexpectedly large volume
of claims, but it also describes signifi-
cant problems and issues that have come
to the fore in the administration of the
program. The report states clearly that
the Agency's regulations which require
X-ray evidence of pneuxnoconiosis be-
fore a claim can be allowed are based on
"the prevailing medical judgment that
in the absence of positive X-ray evi-
dence, the disease does not exist or exists
to a degree that would have no signifi-
cant effect on the claimants functional
capacity."

Mr. Chairman, I submit that in its
zeal to get the black lung program off to
a qtuck start the Social Security• Ad-
ministration may have alerted not only
miners and their widows rightfully en-
titled to benefits but may have also un-
fortunately raised the hopes of a dis-
proportionately large number of persons
who just could not qualify for benefits
under the law. No matter where we draw
the line in any law, there will always be
people who fall just short of meeting the
requirements. But it seems absurd to me
to deprive the Agency of the one tool
which in prevailing medical judgment
enables it to effectively administer the
black lung program. Without the screen-
Ing and diagnostic device of an X-ray
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we can expect to see the Social Security
Administration award black lung bene-
fits to many people who have lung prob-
lems not connected with pneumoconio-
sis. Let us not make the mistake of
blowing apart a limited program de-
signed to temporarily alleviate a spe-
cific inequity.

Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, another
section deserves modification. Under the
workmen's compensation offset pro-
visions, the social security disability
benefits of a worker and his family must
be reduced under certain specified cir-
cumstances if the worker is also entitled
to workmen's compensation, and if the
combined benefits to him and his family
exceed 80 percent of the worker's average
predisability earnings. The principle be-
hind the workmen's compensation offset
provisions is to prevent duplication of
benefits to the extent that combined
benefits equal or even exceed the work-
er's earnings before he became disabled.
The rationale is, of course, to avoid cre-
ating a situation where it is more profit-
able to collect benefits than to attempt to
become rehabilitated and return to work.
Because the offset provision Is limited to
applicants under age 62 who became dis-
abled after June 1965, it has resulted In
a reduction of social security benefits for
only a small percentage of those awarded
black limg benefits. Data from the Social
Security Administration show that le
than 5 percent of black lung benefits
have been affected. However, even
though the impact is limited, I believe
that the principle involved is sound and
should apply to black lung benefits. H.R.
9212 would eliminate the workmen's
compensation offset for black lung bene-
fits and should be modified.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia (Mr. BURTON).

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the legislation reported out
by the Committee on Education and
Labor. As the author of this basic section
of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act,
I must commend again the chairman of
the subcommittee, the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT), for his cour-
ageous leadership on this question when
the matter was dealt with in the last
Congress as well as the distinguished
chairman of our full committee for pro-
posing a number of needed strengthen-
mg and improving amendments this
year.

Mr. Chairman, there are one or two
amendments that have been suggested
from the other side that I would hope
the House would adopt. One would be a
clarification by the gentleman from lilt-
nois on the or.phans' section and a sec-
ond is the suggestion by the gentleman
from Illinois (Mr. MICHEL) that we ex-
tend equity to the surface as well as the
underground miners.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
self 2 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say Just
in passing that there seems to be a pen-
chant around this House always to kick
the Committee on Education and Labor
around.

In my 40 years of being a legislator I
have never seen a piece o legilatlon

come to the House or the Senate, to a
congressional floor, from the Committee
on Education and Labor, or from Agricul-
ture, that did notinvite everybody to be-
come an expert and get In on it.

We have come In with a Clean bill. If
there is this disturbance, it Is a disturb-
ance of the poor people over there who
do not understand it. They put amend-
ment after amendment before the sub-
committee and were defeated decisively.
The trouble Is, they do not know when
they are licked. 1.1 they would only find
out there is a limit to where they can go
with futile attempts to do what they want
to impose on the majority, the Committee
on Education and Labor would go as
smoothly as the Committee on Ways and
Means. -

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Iowa.

Mr. GROSS. Has the gentleman so
soon forgotten the 2:30 In the morning
session, when we wound up rewriting a
bill out of the House Comnittee on Ed-
ucation and Labor?

Mr. DENT. Yes, and I can remember
when we stayed all day on a little thing
called insecticides. Everybody knows
what insecticide is. It is not hard to un-
derstand.

Mr. GROSS. We did not go until 2:30
in the morning.

Mr. DENT. If the gentleman will look
up the RECORD, he will find that more
time was spent answering useless quorum
calls than there was In debate.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?,

Mr. -DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I appre-
ciate the gentleman's comment. I might
remind the gentleman that this bill as it
comes to the fidor is an example of the
way the committee works.

The CHAIRMAN. The time yielded by
the gentleman from Pennsylvania has
expired.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
self 2 additIonal minutes.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. What

started out to be a simple bill to insure
equity for double orphans suddenly
blossomed Into a wholesale rewriting of
the black lung provisions of the Health
and Safety Act.

It seems to me if the gentleman from
Pennsylvania had been willing to stay
with that portion readily agreeable, in-
stead of attempting to goof up the works
by adding In this bill extraneous matter
which makes it so much more difficult,
we would all get along.

Mr. DENT. I want to say to the gen-
tleman that what makes a horserace in
that no two fellows agree which horse is
going to win. When you have lost the
horserace you cannot respend that
money. You fellows keep trying to spend
the same money at-the same window all
the time.

There never has been a bill dealing
with Justice and equity for the little peo-
ple ever acceptable to the minority in

our committee. Somewhere along the
line there has to be a lobby for those
who cannot lobby for themselves, so we
are here as a lobby for the poor people,
the downtrodden, the sick, the halt, and
the weary. -

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Iowa.

Mr. GROSS. I cannot think of a com-
mittee that more richly deserves the
reputation of being the most rewritten
committee In the House of Represent-
atives.

Mr. DENT. I think it does good, be-
cause In the end we get all of the ideas
and come out with good legislation. That
is why today we have aid to education
for general and higher education. That
is why today we have the best social
legislation on the face of the earth in
this country, because the Committee on
Education and Labor had the courage
to bring it out.

Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Michigan.

Mr. ESCH. I appreciate the gentle-
man's yielding.

I strenuously personally object to the
chairman of the subcommittee even
facetiously suggesting that there is a
difference between sides of the aisle
when it comes to humanitarian causes.

I will not support this legislation—
The CHAIRMAN. The time yielded by

the gentleman from Pennsylvania has
expired.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 minute, so that the gentleman
may proceed.

Mr. CH. I will not support this leg-
islation even though my father was a
coal miner at the age of 14 and con-
ti-acted the disease that this legislation
dJs with.

I seriously object to the subcommit-
tee chairman's suggesting this even f a-
cetlously, or questioning the motives of
Members of the committee and Members
of this body, the House.

Mr. Chairman, it is with some reluc-
tance that I must speak against H.R.
9212, a bill to amend the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. I recognize that
Chafrman PERKINS and our committee
have worked long and hard to bring out
a bill which would be of aid to the coal
miners. Unfortunately this bill does not
do this, although it has some excellent
features. My father was a cl miner at
the age of fourteen, so I have a personal
Interest in this matter.

The coal miner who spends his life be-
low the surface of the earth, who faces
dangers every day of his working life,
whose earnings are often insufficient to
sustain his family and who may have his
work life cut short by the horrors of
black lung disease deserves our most
ser1ow consideration. Although the well-
meaning Sponsors of this bill feel they
are aiding the coal miners I believe they
are misleading themselves, the miners,
and the public by promising too much.

Under present law, benefits are pay-
able to a miner only if he is totally dis-
abled due to pneumoconiosis, that is, if
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he has pneumoconiois and such func
tional breathing limitation, or other im-
pairment due to pneumoconloels, as to
prevent him from engaging in any type
of substantial gainful activity.

Diagnostic X-ray evidence Is the pri-
mary source In determining if a miner
has pneumoconlosis. If positive X-ray
evidence of complicated pneumoconlosis
is found, no further evidence Is required
and the claim Is allowed. If negative X-
ray evidence Is ascertained, the individ-
ual's claim is denied. If positive X-ray
evidence reveals, simple pneumoconiosls,
other medical tests are needed to deter
mine the level of severity of the impair-
ment.

If H.R. 9212 Is enacted the Social Se-
curity Adml!thtratlon, in administering
its program, would be required to aban-
don the position that coal worker's pneu-
moconiosls can be diagnosed in the liv-
mg person only by chest X-ray. The con-
sensus of expert medical Judgment Is that
no means, other than chest X-ray, is
presently available to diagnose coal
worker's pneumoconiosis, as distin-
guished from other respiratory ailments.
Thus the bill would Include other lung
diseases not related to the coal mining
occupation. This clearly is not the pur-
pose of the legislation, it would be costly
and would compensate coal miners for
impairments not-at all related or caused
by coal mining: In addition, there are
other Ill-conceived and poorly thought
out provisions which makes this bill
clearly undesirable and I, therefore, re-
quest my colleagues to reject it.

(Mr. ESCE asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re
marks.)

Mr. DENT. I might say to the gentle
man there Is no other way to determine
how a man feels about an issue in a legis-
lative body except to look at the books. I
stand on the record of the votes on any
statement I have ever made.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 mInutes to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Mc.
DADE).

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. MCDADE).

(Mr. McDADE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. McDADE. Mr. Chairman I rise in
enthusiastic support of this bill as it has
been reported by the committee.

It seems to me that the time has long
since passed when we can argue whether
or not the Federal Government has a re-
sponsibility for trying to make right some
of the wrongs that have occurred in the
past.

One of these wrongs which did occur
and which has occurred is whether or not
people suffering from pneumoconlosis or
black lung ought to be compensated in a
special Federal program. It seems to me
there cannot• be any argument on that
point.

I have talked to people in my State,
which is a major coal producer in the
United States, and whether you talk to
the producers or whether you talk to the
men who mine the coal or to those in the
State government, all of them favor ex-
tending this program for an additional
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2 years, until the end of 1974, before
the State responsibility reasserts itself to
take over the program.

The men we are talking about are
mostly aged. I see them in my office every
time I go back to my district. They are
60 or 65 or 70 years of age and are barely
able to walk up a ifight of steps because
they mined the coal that made this Na-
tion great in its very beginnings. It seems
to me only just and responsible that we
should pass• this bill today without
amendment by an overwhelming vote.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before
us today is a significant and positive con-
tribution to a better Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act, with specific reference to
title 4 of that act.

It would, in the first place, correct an
obvious inequity in granting benefits to
those who should receive benefits under
the black lung program. It was certainly
never the intent of those of us who spon-
sored the Coal Mine Health and Safe-
ty Act, nor of Congress as a whole, to
take any action which would deprive
orphans of benefits under the act.
Through a legislative oversight, however,
the language of the act does not pro-
vide for such benefits for orphans. My
own bill, E.R. 4236, was placed before
Congress this year, and the provisions
of that bill have been incorporated here
as part of the black lung amendments.

In the second place, the legislation be.
fore us would extend for 2 years the
timetable for transferring the black lung
program from the Federal Government
to the States. My own bill, E.R. 9130,
which I placed before Congress thIs year,
proposed to do precisely that, and I am
pleased to see it included in the black
lung amendments presently before us.
This seems to me to be a very responsi-
ble proposal. In the creation of the black
lung program, with its eventual transfer
to each of the States which might be In-
volved, we were well aware that the
transfer could be accomplished only after
the States had modified their own work-
man's compensation laws, had estab-
lished administrative procedures for
handling the working of the act, and had
provided sufficient funding for the not
msubstantial payments which would
have to be made. All of us are aware of
the great financial burdens which many
of our States bear today, and it does not
seem unreasonable to give them addi-
tional time to prepare for this increased
caseload and the additional disbursal of
money.

As a third provision, the legislation
would exempt the benefits from black
lung payments from the computation of
income for the purpose of drawing social
security benefits. The action of Con-
gress in creating title 4 of the Coal Mine
Eealth and Safety Act-seems to me to be
a clear expression of congressional in-
tent to make black lung benefits a very
special case: To permit the reduction of
social securthy disability benefits when a
miner is qualified for black lung pay-
ments would, in my opinion, negate the
Intent of Congress in writing the original
act. This section, too, is worthy of sup-
port by my colleagues.

Finally, the legislation removes the
requirement that x-ray evidence, or the
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lack of it, be the sole determining re
quirement in the affirmation or the
denial of black lung benefits. Testimony
was heard by the committee to the effect
that experts in the field of disabling
pneumoconiosis judge that this situation
may indeed be present in a miner even
in the absence of positive X-rays.
Studies in Geimany, where mining is
also a major industry, have been pub-
licized in a recent magazine article, and
the experts in that country agree with
our own American authorities on the
subject.

Because of this. I placed before the
House this year HR. 5472, which would
grant a presumption of the existence of
disabling pneumoconiosis in any nner
who had worked a specific number of
years in the mines. The present legisla-
tion does not go that far, but I believe
this amendment to title 4 is a desirable
change, and will receive my support as
It deserves the support of my colleagues
here In the House.

In summary, therefore, I would urge
the passage of this legislation by the
House today. The great industrial em-
pire which we know as America today
has been fueled by the product of the
work of countless of thousands of miners.
We have taken the fruit of their industry,
the hard and soft coal of America, and we
have translated it into the greatest in-
dustrial nation on the face of the earth.
But in producing the coal that gave us
the energy needs we required, many of
those miners suffered disease known as
pneumoconiosis.

It seems to me that America has a real
debt which we owe these miners. The
legislation before the House today is a
just payment of that debt, and I urge
its passage.

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield to me?

Mr. McDADE. I am delighted to yield
to my colleague from Virginia.

(Mr. WAMPLER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in enthusiastic support of this legislation
as it was reported by the committee, and
I also desire to associate myself with the
remarks of my friend and colleague from
Pennsylvania.

Mr. McDADE. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Chairman, I wish

to call the attention of the Members to
H.R. 9212 that would extend Federal
benefits to black lung victims in the coal
industry under the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 for 2 years.

The problem, simply stated, Is that
very few coal mining States have so far
enacted necessary State legislation to
take over benefit payments. The possi-
bility is that thousands of black lung vic-
tims may be deprived of benefits unless
this Congress acts.

When the Congress enacted the health
and safety law for coal miners, we di-
rected that the Federal Government
would pick up the great backlog of black
lung victims and pay them disability ben-
efits for the fact that they are no longer
able to work because of their ravaged
lungs. The job of paying such benefits
was gradually to be assumed by the sev-
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eral coai mining States. I must report to
you that the States, so far, are not as-
suming their responsibilities.

H.R. 9212 also makes other changes
and improvements in the law as it af-
fects black lung victims so that, for ex-
ample, the 2,000 children who are double
orphans and whose fathers died of black
lung may receive benefits.

Mr. Chairman, m the course of work-
ing in behalf of this vitally needed legis-
lation I have been in continual contact
with representatives of the coal miiiers
of this country, including James Krnetz,
a legislative representative for the United
Mine Workers of America. I am con-
vinced on the basis of my discussions with
these representatives that the amend-
ments to the black lung section of the
health and safety law are necessary to
protect the victims and their famiiles
of this dread occupational disease of our
coal industry. I am told, for example, that
Dr. Lorm E. Kerr, director of the union's
department of occupational health, has
conservatively estimated that as many
as 4,000 coal miners a year are dying as
the result of this illness.

It has come to my attention that some
misinformed reporter has published a re-
port that Mr. Krnetz has not been work-
ing for the passage of H.R. 9212 because
he felt that if the bill did not pass his un-
ion would be blamed. This i a com-
pletely fallacious report because I know
personally that Mr. Krnetz has worked
and continues to work most diligently in
behalf of H.R. 9212—and I might say all
similar legislation for the benefit of the
coal miners he represents.

As a part of my remarks, I include the
following news release from the United
Mine Workers of America:

UMWA NEWS
The United Mine Workers of America today

Called upon the U. S. House of Representa-
tives to enact H.R. 9212 as quickly as pos-
sible without crippling amendments as "a
matter Of social justice and humanity for the
nation's black lung victims."

The Union's call came in the wake of an
uusucessful effort several days ago to win
adoption of the legislation under a suspen-
sion of the rules. The effort failed to obtain
the required two-thirds majority by eight
votes. The legislation is expected to be re-
turned to the floor under an open rule in
the next several days.

HR. 9212 would extend federal benefits to
black lung victims under the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act for two years.
Few states have so far enacted necessary
legislation and the benets of thousands of
black lung victims will soon be endangered
unless Congress acts.

Despite the legislative history of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, the
Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare has insisted upon interpreting black
lung benefits as wormens compensation.
As a result. benefits due disabled miners
under the Social Security Act are deducted
from black lung payments. H.R. 9212 specif-
icall would provide that black lung benefits
shall not be considered workmen's compen-
sation for purposes of the disability provi-
sions of the Social Security Act.

H.R. 9212 would also authorize the use of
techniques Other than X-rays to determine
the presence or black lung. Under the exist-
ing provisions of the law, thousands of black
lung victims are denied benefits because X-
ray tests are not conclusive. The U. S. Surgeon
General has testified that miners who have
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shown no evidence of the disease with the
use o X-rays were frequently found to have
contracted it upon autopsy.

The proposed legislation would provide
black lung benefits to some 2,000 chudren
who are 'double orphans" as a result o the
deadly affliction. The present law continues
benefits to Widows when black lung victims
die, but denies them to the children when
both parents become deceased.

'The provisions contained In H.R. 9212 are
overdue. Thej would provide essential direc-
tives to EW which has used all kinds o
technicalities to refuse black lung benefits,
and which has ignored the history of the
law in denying social security disability
benefits due black lung victims. Zn estab-
lishing payments for minor children, the leg-
islation would make some amends for the
death of the family bread-winner as a result
of black lung. i'1na1ly, the need to continue
the federal progra.rn at this time is Impera-
tive to Insure continued benefits to thou-
sands who have ontracted terminal black
lung and who can no longer hold gainful
employment," W. A. (Tony) Boyle, V?!W
president said.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3 muiutes to the gentleman from
New York (Mr. REID).

Mr. REID of New York. Mr. Chairman,
I thank the distinguished Eentleman
from flhlnois for yielding to me.

I would like to rise m support of this
bill and particularlyto discuss title IV.
I will endeavor to try to bring a little
clarity to a subject that I think has got-
ten somewhat confused.

Earlier this year I wrote to the Secre-
tary of HEW, Mr. Richardson, specifi-
cally on this legislation. He replied un-
der date of September 29, referring with
his letter a report from the Director of
the Bureau of Disability Insurance In the
Social Security Administration. This re-
port iii turn said several things. This re-
lates to title IV.

First it acknowledged that—
In estabUshlng criteria for evaluating total

disability due to pneumoconlosis we were
d1recte by Oongress to use the best medi-
cal means available.

Second, it indicated that the regula-
tions as published provide that there
must be X-ray evidence of pneumoconi-
osis, thus refiectiiig a prevailing medical
judgment that pneumoconiosis can be
diagnosed In a living person only by use
of the X-ray. But then it added this:

There is some minority medical opinion
to the effect that disabling pneumoconiosls
may exist in the absence of positive X-ray
evidence thereof.

The report pointed out that the de-
partment was trying to carry out a pilot
project in conjunction with the Public
Health Service In order to determine
"the effectiveness and feasibility of de-
veloping a simplified exercise test," and
th&t Dr. Rasmussen had agreed to par-
ticipate in this pilot project. The project
the report notes, "is expected to lead the
way to establishing additional methods
and criteria for evaluating total disabil-
ity under the black lung program, as
well as to the availability of more ade-
quate medical facilities in the coal
mining areas to perform this testing."

I in turn have been in touch on the
phone and in writing with Dr. Rasmus-
sen. He points out very explicitly that—

No objective, inLformed member o the
medical profession would suggest that the
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chest x-ray has greater validity In diagnosing
occupational lung disease than the GI x-ray
In diagnoGing peptic ulcer, the ECG in cliag-
nosing myocard.ial infarction or the sputum
examination In diagnosing tuberculceis. The
point which, in my opinion is crucial, is that
the tenacious clinging to x-ray evidence of
pneunioconlosis is medico-legal, not medical.
It is . . . not Scientific medical judgment.

He goes on to say:
I challenge the statement that the prey.

alent medical judgment places this reliance
on the chest X-ray, regardless o its prac.
ticalty . . . I have been anxious to begin
a study suggested by HEW and I Will do so
eagerly when the first patient has been
referred to our facility.

Unfortunately, Dr. Rasmussen points
out, the SSA has not awaited the results
of this study before continuing the prac-
tice of denying requests for reconsidera-
tion without additional Information. Ho
notes that there are a number of fac
tors that can lead to an overall diagnosis
and that the X-ray Is one, but definitely•
not the only one.

H believes in an overall professional
diagnosis before making the judgment.

I think, accordingly, that section 4 is
simple justice.

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
West Virginia (Mr. HECHLER) has pointed
this out time and time again and the
subcommittee has pointed it out, that to
permit the X-ray to be the sole basis is an
injustice.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1
minute to the gentleman from West Vir-
grnia (Mr. HECHLZR).

(Mr. }LECHLER of West Virginia asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. }LECIUER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, the gentleman from New
York (Mr. REID) has made a very sig-
nificant statement. I also subscribe to
the sentiments of the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. MCDADE) and the
gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WAMP-
LER).

I do not understand why there Is such
lavish devotion exclusively to X-rays in
diagnosing pneumoconlosls; X-rays are
helpful but not conclusive, and they are
only one tool in the diagnosis. Pneumo-
coniosis simply interferes with the abil-
ity of the lungs to transfer oxygen into
the bloodstream. I know of totally dis-
abled living miners whose X-rays do not
show up any evidence of pneumoconiosis.
Subsequently, these miners have had a
few ribs removed by surgery—a painful
operation—and then they have had
biopsies, where pieces of their lungs were
taken out. The biopsies have then con-
clusively proven that these totally dis-
abled miners have pneumoconiosis.

Obviously, Mr. Chairman, we cannot
force every living miner to have a biopsy.
Yet Dr. Donald Rasmussen has indicated
conclusively that the use of the arterial
blood gas test with exercise is frequently
the most reliable means of measuring
whether or not a miner has pneumo-
coniosis, because such a test measures the
oxygenation of the blood.

Mr. Chairman, section 4 of this bill
is sound. This entire bill is sound. It will
bring justice to the coal miners and to
the families of the coal miners of this
Nation.
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Of course, I would like to see addi-

tional improvements which would enable
widows to utilize testimony of friends
and relatives where medical records have
been destroyed. The Social Security Ad-
ministration should be domg this already
under the existing law.

But I feel that the many crippling
amendments proposed should be de-
feated.

Therefore, I urge that this bill be
adopted without amendment.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. ERLENBOtN asked and was giv-
en permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
have no desire to go over ground al-
ready covered. However, let me make just
one or two additional pomts.

The gentleman from West Virginia
(Mr. HECHLER) points out the fact that
there is another alternative test in the
living person to the X-ray and that is a
biopsy. I would hope that they would look
at this problem iii this fashion: If you
outlawed the use of the X-ray, you would
be mandating the use of the biopsy. Do
you want every coal miner to have a bi-
opsy in order to determine whether or not
he has this disease?

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I cannot yield to
the gentleman fronl Kentucky at this
point.

Secondly, if you are going to expand
these benefits and give them, iii effect, to
those with emphysema and with other
lung-related diseases because you cannot
use the X-ray any longer, you will in-
crease the burden on the States when
they ultimately take over.

Third, this legislation contemplates the
benefit bemg paid in the future through
workmen's compensation laws. If you
limit the workmen's compensation setoff,
then the men who are getting Federal
benefits will get greater benefits than the
man w'ho is getting the State workmen's
compensation benefits. The man who
qualifies in the third year or fifth year,
which is the year in which the claims are
determined by the Federal Government
would ultimately affect the obligation of
the State government in having the bur-
den to meet matching payments without
the offset, and then when the State work-
men's compensation takes over and the
offset applies, he will have his pension
reduced.

Mr. Chairman, in my opinion this
points up the fact as to how ridiculous
is the approach contained in the bill be-
fore us.

I submit there are really one or two
things bemg attempted here. First of all,
to extend benefits to those who are dis-
abled from something other than pneu-
monoconiosis by denying the diagnostic
tool, the X-ray, and, secondly, to ex-
pand the benefits to the pomt where it
would be unfeasible for the State to take
it over under workmen's compensation.
I believe if this passes, the States will
never take it over.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise m
strong support of H.R. 9212. Those of us
who represent coal mining areas have
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too long been aware of the meaning of
black lung not only to the miners who
suffer it, but also to their families.

There are few who disagree with the
provision the bill makes for taking care
of the double orphans. This is a situation
which obviously requires new legislation.

I believe that the Congress should
make clear that we do not want black
lung benefits to be considered as a work-
man's compensation plan. Coal miners
are subject to this danger, and most
other workers are not. This Is a special
hazard, and we should make special pro-
vision for those who suffer from black
lung.

I urge particularly that we provide for
some flexibility in the Social Security
Administration's requirements with re-
gard to X-rays. The purpose of this bill
and of legislation previously passed is to
take care of the people who in the nor-
mal course of their work have contracted
this disease. The Important thing is to
take care of those who have black lung,
not to establish diagnostic procedures by
Government regulation or by legislation.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me say a
word about the cost of doing what should
be done and has to be done for the vic-
tims of black lung.

As long as those who mine coal are
threatened with black lung, society
ought to pay as much of the cost as it
Can.

The heaviest cost will always rest on
the mmers and their families. Men
whose lives are shortened and who are
physically unable to earn a living will al-
ways bear most of the cost.

Every man, woman, and child in the
United States benefits from coal even
though most of us have no occasion to
buy It, Just as we benefit indirectly from
coal as a source of power, light, and
manufactured products, we ought tà
share the indirect cost of mining coal,
such as the care of the miners who con-
tract black lung and their dependents.

Mr. Chairman, I urge passage of this
bill.

Mr. PRICE of fllinols. Mr. Chairman,
we are iii the midst of an emergency,
The inequities that face thousands of
coal miners and their dependents have
not been alleviated adequately by the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
the bill that was designed to help these
people live with the debilitating reality
of pneumoconlosis or black lung disease.

I do not mean to say that the act of
1969 was totally ineffective. On the con-
trary, I am merely saying that we now
can see from subsequent medical evi-
dence that black lung disease symptoms
are not so easily detected by the use of
a simple X-ray. Too many times have
autopsies shown what X-ray did not.

The legislation we are considering to--
day—H.R. 9212—is designed to mod-
ernize the 1969 act, bring it up to date in
the light of its workings over the past 2
years. H.R. 9212 would prohibit auto-
matic denial of benefits solely on the
basis of chest X-ray results. Other addi-
tional methods, such as the arterial blood
gas test, would have to be used to prove
more conclusively whether or not the
miner has the disease. The Congress
must clarify its original intention by re-
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ducing the power of the X-ray in final
determination of physical condition,
thereby restoring just administration of
benefits to black lung victims formerly
barred from relief by unfortunate inter-
pretation of the law.

Mr. Chairman, I have been aware of
the problem of inequitable administra-
tion in my home State of Illinois. Accord-
ing to the Social Security Administra-
tion, which handles the claims, the fol-
lowing figures have been cumulated to
October 8, 1971. I think they may serve
to shed light on the problem. Of the 19.-
493 claims filed and 18,204 claims proc-
essed in the State of Illinois, only 4.248
have been paid to miners, 3,648 to miners'
widows, and 3,672 to additional depend-
ents; 6,493 miners' claims and 3,369
widows' claims were denied. The total al-
lowance/denial ratio was 45/55; for
widows the ratio was 52/48: and for the
miners themselves, the ratio was 40/60.
These figures indicate the tragic insuffi
ciency of the X-ray determination, for
as the program has thus far been admin-
istered, a black lung victim too often has
to be dead before he can receive any
benefits. Mr. Chairman, I think my point
is clear enough.

Furthermore, today's bill extends bene-
fits to approximately 2,000 so-called
"doube orphans," the dependent children
of a miner who died of black lung disease
and his widow who is also deceased. The
1969 act provided that benefits be paid
only to the minor or his widow. with sup-
plemental sums allowed for the care of
dependent children. But experience has
shown the hardships resulting from the
lack of any provision for the care of dou-
ble orphans.

In the interest of justice to sufferers of
black lung disease—the miners and their
families—I urge my colleagues to lend
this legislation their enthusiastic sup-
port.

Mr. HELSTOSKI. Mr. Chairman, the
legislation before us today goes a long
way toward clearing up many of the ad-
ministrative difficulties and inequities
contathed in the original black lung ben-
efits program adopted by Congress in
1969. A much more compassionate ap-
proach to this problem should result from
passage of H.R. 9212.

However, I would also like to associate
myself with the separate view's expressed
by my colleague (Mr. REXD) of New York
iii the committee report. As he points
out, the Social Security Administration
must recognize the human problems in-
volved here and compassionately assist
miners and their families in trying to
prove their eligibility for black lung
benefits.

After decades of neglect by coal mine
operators, company doctors, and lax
State officials, it is no surprise to find
that miners in States such as Kentucky
and West Virginia have difficulty in prov-
ing their eligibility for the benefits pro-
gram. Testing facilities usually did not
exist and medical records have often
been scanty or misleading. The Social
Security Administration must, therefore,
bend over backwards and give the benefit
of the doubt to the miner or his survivors.
It would be most Inequitable to deny
benefits to eligible persons simply be-
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cause, through no fault of their own, they
have been the victims of neglect on the
part of the coal bosses and State
authorities.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before us
today is needed and overdue. Congress
has done its part; now it is up to the
Social Security Administration to exer-
cise the maximum compassion In carry-
ing out the provisions of this bill and the
1969 legislation. If that agency is not
fully responsive to the needs of black
lung disease victims and their survivors,
then we must be prepared for further
legislative action.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, this bill was
before the House on October 18. At that
time, it was considered under suspen-
sion-of -the-rules and did not receive the
required two-thirds vote.

Although 227 Members voted "aye,"
124 voted "nay." Most o the "nay" votes
were inspired, I am certain, by the cost
estimates thrown around on that day.
We were told that the bill would cost
S1.2 billion over the next 6 years; that
comes to S200 million a year, or an aver-
age of $16.6 million a month. Even
though we disagree with those estimates,
and consider them deliberately Inflated,
we are not troubled by them. After all,
we are talking about compensating or-
phans of coal miners who have died from
black lung, or who suffered from the
ravages of that dread disease. We are
talking about modifying the existing law
with respect to their tragic plight, and
that of their widows.

In ny event, the bill—although re-
ceiving a substantial majority—was not
approved at that time because two-thirds
of us apparently did not agree on the
priority of recognizing and reacting to
destitution, despair, and human misery.

It was coiucidental but flttthg, Mr.
Chairman, that the edition of the Wash-
ington Post on the morning following our
action carried two stories of particular
relevance to that action.

On page 3 of that edition, an article
entitled "Farm Aid In '72 May Hit $2
Billion" appeared. The entire article will
appear at the conclusion of my remarks,
but a few excerpts are quite appropriate
at this point. In fact, the first two para-
graphs tell enough:

Candid'y acknowledging he hoped it would
he'p President Nixon's re-election, Agricul-
ture Secretary CliTord M. Hardin yesterday
announced a 1972 farm program designed to
slash feed grain surpluses and boost their
sagging prices.

Hardin, who has been under heavy politi-
cal fire because record-breaking 1971 grain
production has depressed prices, told a news
conference that next year's program of sup.
ports and production control for corn and
other feed grains may cost $1.8 billion and
perhaps as much as $2 billion. This com-
pares with this years estimated cost of $1.2
billion.

Mr. Chairman, I can appreciate the
fact that the expenditure of $2 billion
next year on supports and production
control for corn and other feed grains
might enhance President Nixon's re-
election possibilities, as Secretary Hardin
has acknowledged; but when I compare
that $2 billion for crops, with the $135
million this bill will provide desperate
people th fiscal 1973, I cannot help but be
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concerned about the lack of compassion
and wisdom in this Congress.

The second story th the Post I referred
to, which appeared on the back pages of
that day's edition, was entitled, "Miners
Work To Keep Children From Mines." It
was datelined, Grundy, Va.

Mr. Chairman, I could not find
Grundy, Va., on a map, but I know where
it is and what it is like because I have
seen a hundred little coal towns just like
it.

Grundy is the home of -Virginia Poca-
hontas Mine No. 1, and near six other
mines just like it. And the Dismal
River—quite appropriately named, I
might add, for the benefit of those of you
who have never seen a coal town—winds
its way by.

Grundy is also the home of Robert
Musick, a coal miner for more than 20
years.

I've got five c1fldren, two oX them in col-
lege,

The article quotes Mr. Musick as say-
ing.

I can't make ends meet,

He continues:
I've got everything I own in hock to get

them an education so they won't have to
go through in the mines what I went
through.

If I can get these two through, they might
help me with the other three. That's what
I'm hoping.

Mr. Musick earns $7,500 to $8,500 a
year—average for a miner—depending on
overtime and how many days he can not
work. And when he leaves for work each
day during the twilight hours—unlike the
farmer on the other end of a Federal
subsidy—he is not sure he will be coming
home that night.

The article also quotes Ray Thompson,
a coal miner for 27 years:

You need some things right away. Then
it grows on you. And you have to eat. It you
were to eat, you had to go to work in the
mines.

Mr. Thompson is out of work waiting
for the coal strike to be settled. He Is
hoping for a contract, as he says:

Will help you pay all your bills—provided
the people that run the stores don't raise
their prices and eat it all up.

About two weeks before a new contract,
the stores raise their prices.

He said, and also added that it costs
him $12.37 just to go to work each day—
his car, lunch, clothes, and taxes.

Maybe it was Chris Deel, however, who
summed it up the best. Chris is 46 years
of age, and first went into the mines at
18. He said:

A coal miner's got the most dangerous job
in the world.

The younger generation don't want to go
into the mines. They've heard about black
lung. It's slow, but it's a killer.

Mr. Chairman, I have no no eloquence
beyond that simple statement of truth.
[From the Washington Poet, Oct. 19. 1971]

FARM Am iN 1972 M*Y HIT $2 BLION
Candidly acknowledging he hoped it would

help President Nixon's re-election, Agricul-
ture Secretary Clifford M. Hardin yesterday
announced a 1972 rarm program designed
to slash teed grain surpluses and boost their
sagging prices.
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RarLin, who has been under heavy politi-

cal fire because record-breakIng 1971 grain
production has depressed prices, told a news
conleronce that next year's program oX sup-
ports nd production control for corn and
other feed grains may cost $1.8 billion and
perhaps as much as $2 billion. This com-
pares with this year's estimated cost oX $1.2
bUlion,

But Hardin said the new plan—which
calls for a sharp increase in land retire-
ment plus higher direct payment to farm-
ers—would bring higher market prices for
feed grain by next Xall.

Hardin also an2onced that the 1972 gov-
ernment support plan Xor cotton will be
basically unchanged Xrom this years pro-
gram and that soy bean supports will be
kept unchanged at the 1971 level.

Under the 1972 Zeed gratii program, Hardin
said he hoped to get producers of corn, sor-
ghums and barley to idle a total oX at least
30 million acres oX crop land—more than
double thIs year's retirement of 18.2 million
acres by corn and sorghum growers.

[From the Washington Post, Oct. 19 19711
Mns WORK To CHUDREN FRoM

Mns—8,500 Ovr IN SOVTEWEST Via-
GINIA

(By William Nye Curry)
GRVNDY, VA.—Except for the whine oX the

ventilators still drawing the deadly Xumes
Xrom the mine shafts, Virginia Pocahontas
Mine No. 1, like aix other mines near here,
is closed, shut down by the n.1ted Mine
Workers.

Along the Dismal River. threading through
Buchanan County, long lines of empty coal
cars stand idle, for the biggest industry in
Southwest Virginia has been halted by 8500
striking miners who say, "No contract, no
work."

Aniong the reasons for a new contract cited
by the miners are rising prices, making
enough to give their children a chance to
escape the mines, and obtaining better bene-
fits for those who stay and brtxg up coal
from the earth.

New talks begin Tuesday between the
United Mineworkers Union and the coal
mine operators, who have been accused of
staling by UMW president W. A. (Tony)
Boyle. Negotiations t the 18-day-old strike
broke off last Thursday.

"I've got five children, two of them in col-
lege," said Robert Musick, 40, a miner since
he finished high school, who was sitting in
the John L. Lewis aniOn Buudtxg near here.

"I can't make ends meet. I've got every-
thing I own in hock to get them an educa-
tion so they won't have to go through in the
mines what I went through.

"If I can get these two through, they might
help me with the other three. That's what
I'm hoping."

Earning $37 a day under the old contract.
Musick makes $7,500 to $8,500 a year—aver-
age fo a miner—depending on overtime and
how many days he can't work.

He, along with 8,500 striking miners in
Southwest Virginia and 72.000 others natjon-..
wide. want higher pay and more money to
fatten the union's welfare fund for men
stricken wi-th various mining Uls, and for
their widows. The UM'.V has proposed a $50-
a-day wage and a doubling of the 40-cents-a.
ton royalty the mine owners pay to the
union's pension and welfare fund.

The miners get no strike benefits from
the VMW until they have been Out four
weeks; until then, they dig txto their sav-
ings and stretch their credit.

It is unknown what eect, if any. Presi-
dent Nixon's Phase II economy controls would
have on a new contract. When the men talk
or it here, they talk only ot equitable con-
trols—ones that txc1ude profit and interest
rates. -
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Tehcnically, the men are not on strike;

they Just don't have a Contract under which
to work, and are operating under the prin-
ciple of "no contract, no work."

Musick works In Buchanan County, one
of 4,200 miners In the county situated 350
miles sou'theaat of WashIngton. Buchanan Ia
the biggest producer of coal in the state, but
getting at that coal is considered the most
dangerous occupation in the country.

"You need some things right away,' mused
51-year-old Ray Thompson a he reflected on
the day 27 years ago that he started mining.
"Then it grows on you. And you have to eat.
U you were to eat, you had to go to work in
the mines. There were no Jobs in the city
then."

"They had the key to your belly," said
Arthur Welch of the coal companies. He ha
been a miner for 33 of hIs 50 years. and he
says that °1Z I were to choo6o to leave here
with no more skill than I have, I'd be a low-
paid man at a factory." Even that would
mean retraining, he said, and another miner
observed to hUn that 'nobody would retrain
you at your age."

So they stayed with the mines, and now
theyre waiting for a new contract to be ne-
gotiated.

Some passed their days watching the
World Series. Others went fishing or hunting
in the rocky streams and mountain wood-
lands. This is rugged but scenic land—ex-
cept for the great, black slag heaps of coal-
mine wastes dumped over the years in the
hollowe among the hills.

A group of miners killing time in the Lewis
Building talked of what they would do with
money won under a new contract. Thomp-
BOfl, who has helped one son through college
and hopes to do the same for three others,
said it "will help you pay all your bills—pro-
vided the people that run the stores don't
raise their prices and eat it all up."

"About two weeks before a new contract,
the stores raise their prices," Thompson said.
He added that it costs hUn $12.37 ju8t to go
to work each day—his car, lunch, clothes and
taxes.

'We've come a long way," said Welch, 'but
we've got a long way to go."

The men talked of black lung—coal dust
in the lung8—and the general hazards of
working in the nation's most dangerous in-
dustry. As they spoke, a miner who lost an
eye to coal chip a year ago haggled in a little
office with a 0MW attorney over what com-
pen8ation he would get for the inJury, 1! any.

Pour men sitting together—Thompson,
Musick, Welch and Beecher Elswick—are all
ocs of miners: among them they have 15
children, and so far only one has become a
miner. Others have grown up and left the
area; the men hope the boys remaining at
home will not have to work in the mines,
and that means moving away.

From 1960 to 1970 Buchanan County re.
corded a 17 per cent drop in its population,
rrom 36,724 to 30,490. The state's five other
major coal-producing counties also sustathed
population lo8ses.

All told, the six counties lost 32.520 peo-
ple in the 10 years between censuses.

A coal miner's got the most dangerous
job in the world," says Cbrts Deel, 46, who
first went into the mines at 18. Of his siz
children, three have moved to Michigan for
factory work.

The younger generation don't want to go
into the mines. They've heard about black
lung. It's slow, but it's a killer." said Deel.

Elswick, 45, who started work as a miner
In 1948. said. There's nothixig else for them
to do, but leave to get a job. And I don't
want to ace our kida get cut up. butchered
up (in the mines)." He ha8 a Bon in the
Navy and a married daughter.

'That's the rea8on I'm in hock." Musick
aid. "So I dont have to send my children

to the mines."
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Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, it Is most
unfortunate that our distinguished col-
league, JiM KE, is absent on official busi-
ness, on the authority of the House Pub-
lic Works Committee, and cannot vote
for the black lung bill. JiM fought long
and hard for this bill, which Is of great
consequence to the people of West Vir-
ginia, and to coal miners everywhere.

Several weeks ago, before we had any
idea this legislation had been scheduled
for this week, I, as chairman of the
House Public Works Committee, ap-
proved a series of important out-of-town
hearings on watershed development, by
the Conservation and Watershed Devel-
opment Subcommittee, of which JIM KEE
is chairman.

Up until the very last moment, we
were juggling the timing of the trip
around the bill's possible scheduling.
When, at last, we were advised on sound
authority that the bill would be delayed
until later, we went ahead with the plan
for the subcommittee's trip.

After the hearing had been scheduled
•aiid announced, the black lung legisla-
• tion was brought to the floor this after-
noon.

But for these pressing and long-prom-
Ised hearings, JIM would have been here
to vote on this extremely important leg-
islation.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, may I In-
quire how much time I have remaining?

The CHAMAN. The Chair will state
that the gentleman has 2 minutes re-
maining.

Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Alabama.

Mr. BEVUL. Mr. Chairman, Frise in
support of this legislation.

(Mr. BEVU.L asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re
marks.)

Mr. BEVU.L. Mr. Chairman, the pur-
pose of H.R. 9212 Is to correct certain
detects in the administration of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 and to provide for the extension of
benefits in that act to the orphans of
workers who die of pneumoconiosls.

If the act ha8 not been imperfectly ad-
ministered. It has at least not accom-
plished the intent of Congress when it
was passed; What we are trying to accom-
pUsh here Is a clarification of intent by
certain amendments to title IV of the
original act. For example, we did not in-
tend the desperate need of individuals
eligible for' benefits under the act be set
off against social security disability pay-
ments, thus neutralizing or decreasing
one of the prime purposes of the act. It
was our intent that "black lung" benefits
be over and above those provided under
workmen's compensation payments,
otherwise the provision for special dis-
ability benefits would not have been writ-
ten into the legislation in the first place.

In another amendment porposed un
der H.R. 9212, we are simply but import-
antly extending the timetable for cer-
tain provisions under section 3 for 2
additIonal years in order to permit the
States an additional working period to
assume their responsibilities under the
act. While this will extend the time of
Federal responsibility, we recognize the
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problems inherent in some States in com-
ing to grips with the benefit provisions
o the program. We hope the States will
use this additional period for resolve
rather than delay.

The amendment to the firct sentence
of section 413b that "no claims for
benefits under this part shall be denied
on the basis of the results of a chest
roentgenogram' iz absolutely necessary.
The fact that the Social Security Admin-
istration utilizes the services of a group
of eminent radiologists in X-ray classi-
fication to reifcrce the accuracy and
consistency o X-ray readings under the
bla@k lung program is good but beside the
point. They are still X-rays with their
controversial and time-proven lim.ita-
tions in diagnosis for pneumoconiosis.
As Dr. May Mayers states in his book on
Occupational Health William and Wil-
kins, 1969)

Phystcians in ge:eral tend to place too
grt reliaice upon the x-ray picture alone,
and give too little weight to the clinical ptc-
ture . . . That extent of medical disability
can only be determined, wtth any degree of
accuracy, by cardiorespiratorY function tests.
with which some physicians are still un-
familiar.

The amendment does not deny the use-
fulness, nor does it call for the elimina-
tion, of X-rays in the adjudication of
claims for benefits: it calls by implication
for an accurate medical diagnosis based
upon all relevant medical tests in the
disposil.ion of claims.

Finally, while the original act permits
augmented benefits to a miner or his
widow for the support of their depend-
ent children, there is no provision for
support of the children should the father
and mother die. While I am not now
aware of a large number of such "double
orphans," there is a great disadvantage
created in such youngsters and the na-
tional responsibility• for them as defined
in the paragraphs in H.R. 9212 related
to this problem. From a social con-
sequence point of view the detailed pro-
visions on this matter are clearly the
most Important components of the foui-
amendment legislative package.

If the health standards prescribed in
title U of the Federal Coal Mine Health
Safety Act are effective in eliminating
the cause of lung disease, the personal
burden of incapacitation as well as the
burden of benefit payments will be re-
duced in the future. However, irrevers-
ible damage has already been done to
miners, and we mean to correct that so
far as it affects their deper.dent chil-
dren. We should not allow conditions
which have disabled the miner to also
disable his children, either with respect
to the necessities of life or educational
opportunity. H.R. 9212 provides the nec-
essary prescription and guidelines for
preventing the conversion of occupa-
tional disease of the miner into socio-
economic disease" for his children. This
spirit of this amendment is the spirit of
the entire bill: I strongly urge the pas-
sage of H.R. 9212.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
8elf the remaining time.

Mr. Chairman, it has been said, and
repeatedly said throughout history, that
ii a person lies that it Is not bad 1! it is
not believed, but when you get to be-
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lieving a lie, then it becomes wrong, and
everybody comes to think that it is right,

We are not lii any sense or by any
means even advocating the outlawing
of the X-ray exammation, We are adding
to that, new scienitflc, medical, and sci-
ence improvements.

The second lie which Is deliberate, in
my opinion, and ought not to be brought
back time after time mto this contro-
versy, is that there Ls no such thing—

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I do not yield to the gen-
tleman because I have only about 1 min-
ute remaining.

Mr. ERLENBORN. If the gentleman
refuses to yield, then, Mr. Chairman, I
demand that the gentleman's words to
be taken down.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
insist upon his request?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes, I do, Mr.
Chairman, where the gentleman said
that it is a deliberate lie.

Mr. DENT. You do not know what the
lie is yet, I have not repeated it. Read the
RECORD, and let him get the words from
the RECORD.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
demand that the gentleman's words be
taken down.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re-
port the words objected to.

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. DENT. The second lie which Is delib-

erate, in my opinion, and ought not to be
brought back time after time into this con-
roversy, Is that there Is no sucb thing—

The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will
rise.

Accordingly, the Committee rose; and
the Speaker havrng resumed the chair,
Mr. STEED, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee
having had under consideration the bill
(H.R. 9212) to amend the provisions of
the Federal Coal Mme Health and Safe-
ty Act of 1969 to extend black lwig.bene-
fits to orphans whose fathers die of pneu-
moconiosis, and for other purposes, cer-
tain words used in debate were objected
to and on request were taken down and
read at the Clerk's desk, and he herewith
reported the same to the House.

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report
the words objected to.

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. DENT. The second lie which Is delib-

erate, in my opinion, and ought not to be
brought back time after time Into this con-
tro'ersy, Is that there Is no such thing—

The SPEAKER. The Chair will state
that the words "second lie" are not par-
liamentary, and without objection will be
stricken from the record.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, what part of
that was being stricken?

The SPEAKER. The Chair will state
that the words are "the second lie."

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I have not
said what the second lie is. How can you
strike It?

The SPEAKER. The manner in which
the gentlenian referred to the words in
the following statement; "the second lie
which gs deliberate." Without objection,
the gentleman may explain his state-
ment.
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Mr. DENT. But I have not said what
the lie Ls. I have not accused anybody
here of lying. I have accused the second
lie of being propagandlzed all over the
State, and through different lndlvlduais,
and the third lie and the fourth lie. I
have not accused the gentleman.. There
have been many persons on this floor—
not many on the floor—but many per-
sons who have put out the word that this
deliberately wipes out X-rays as a means
of determining pneumoconiosLs, and the
bill does not do that. And if It does not
do that it iS all untrue.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will request
the gentleman from Penxsylvania to
state whether the gentleman was ref er-
ring to any Member of the Congress.

Mr. DENT. Absolutely not, Mr. Speak-
er. I will be glad to have that cleared u.
But I have not said or named a Member's
name yet. -

The SPEAKER. If the gentleman was
not referring to a Member of the
House—

Mr. DENT. I was not. I was referring
to two lies, and they are lies, and they
have been put out all over the State In
letters and newspaper items.

The SPEAKER. But the gentleman
from Pennsylvaaa states that he was
not referring to a Member of the House?

Mr. DENT. The RECORD will show that
I did not refer to a Member of the House.

The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman
state again that he was not referring to
a Member of the House?

Mr. DENT. Yes; if I said it, it would
have been in the RECORD,

The SPEAK. Then the Chafr will
state that the gentleman's words are not
unparliamentary, and the•Committeewlll
resume its sitting.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, a point of
order. I make the point of order that a
quorum is not present.

The SPEAK. The Chair is of the
opinion that the point of order cannot
be made at this point.

The Committee will resume its sitting.
Accordingly, the House resolved itself

Into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill, H.R. 9212, with
Mr. STEED in the Chair.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman fro'm
Pennsylvania (Mr. D) has 1 minute
remaining.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, in order
that there be no mistake about what we
are doing here, what I intended to refer
to Ls a second lie that has been put in all
the newspapers by the facts and figures
that have gone out—I was going to say
that there is no such thing as doing too
much for a victim of pneumoconioss by
way of payments. That is all I was going
to say. If that is something that is objec-
tionable to anybody, I am sorry for that.
But that is the way I feel about it. You
cannot do too much for a man who is
suffering after working for the benefit of
this great Nation, with a disease that
leaves no measure for relief whatsoever.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance
of my time.

• The CHAIRMAN. All time has expired.
The Clerk will read.

The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House

of Representatives of the. United States of
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Americu In Congreas a3sembied, That (a)
section 412(a) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended
by redesignating paragraph (3) as para-
graph (4), and by Inserting after para-
graph (2) the followtng new paragraph:

'(3) In the case of the child or children of
a mine:r whose death is due to pneumoconio-
sis or of a miner who is receiving benefits
under this part at the time of his death,
and who leaves no wtdow, .and in the case
of the child or children of a wtdow who is
receiving benefits under this part at the time
of her death, benefits shall be paid to such
child or children as foUows: If there is one
such child, he shall be paid benefits at the
rate specified in paragraph (1). If there is
more than one such child, the benefits patd
shall be divided equally among them and
shall be paid at a rate equal to the rate
specified in paragraph (1), increased by 50
per centum of such rate if there are two
such children, by 75 per centum of such rate
if there are three such children, and by 100
per centum of such rate if there are more
than three such children."

(b) (1) Section 412(b) of such Act is
amended by Inserting after 'wtdow" each
time it appears the followtng: "or child".

(2) Section 402 of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the followtng
new subsection:

(g) The term 'child' means an individual
who is unmarried and (1) under eighteen
years of age, or (2) incapable of self-support
because of physical or mental disability
which axose before he reached eighteen years
of age, or in the case of a student, before he
ceased to be a student, or (3) a student.
Such term Includes stepchildren, adopted
children, and posthumous children. For the
purpose of this subsection the term 'student'
means an individual under twenty-three
years of age who has not completed four
years of education beyond the high school
level nd who is regularly pursuing a full
time course of study or training at an insti-
tution which Is—

"(1) a school or college or university oper-
ated or directly Bupported by the United
States, or by a State or local government or
political subdivision thereof;

a school or college or university which
has been accredited by a State or by a State-
recognized or nationally recognized accredit-
ing agency or body:

"(3) a school or college or university not
so accredited but whose credits are accepted,
on transfer, by at least three institutions
which are so accredited, for credit on the
same basis us if transferred from an inati-
tution so accredited: or

"(4) an additional type of educational or
training inatitution as defined by the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Such an Individual is deemed not to have
ceased to be a student during an interim
between school years if the Interim is not
more than four montbs and U he shows to
the satisfaction of the Secretary that he has
a bona fide Intention of contInuing to pur-
sue a full-time course of study or training
during the semester or other enrollment
period immediately after the Interim or dur-
ing periods of reasonable duration in which,
In the judgment of the Secretary, he is pre-
vented by factors beyond his control. from
pursuing his education. student whose
twenty-third birthday occurs during a semes-
ter or other enrollment period is deemed a
student until the end of the semester or
other enrollment period."

(3) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new sentence: "In carrying Out his respon-
sibilities under this part, the Secretary may
prescribe regulations consistent wtth the
provlsiona of sectiona 204, 205(j), 205(k).
and 208 of the Social Security Act."

(4) Section 414(a) of such Act is amended
by inserting '(1)" after "(s)" and by adding
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the following new paragraph at the end
thereof: -

(2) In the case of a claim by a child;
this paragraph shall apply, notwtthstafldi
any other provision of this part.

(A) If such claim Is filed within six
months following the month In which this
paragraph Is enacted, and If benefit pay-
ments are made pursuant to such claim, such
benefit payments shall be made retroactively
from December 30, 1969, or from the date
such child would have been first eligible for
such benefit payments had section 412(a)
(3) been applicable since December 30, 1969,
whichever Is the lesser period. If on the date
such claim Is flied the claimant Is not eligible
for benefit payments, but was eligible during
the period from December 30, 1969, to the
date such claim Is flied, benefit payments
shall be made for the duration of eugibiiity
during such period.

"(B) If such claim Is flied after six months
following the month In which this pars.-
graph Is enacted, and If benefit payments
are made pursuant to such claim, such bene-
fit payments shall be made retroactively
from a date twelve months preceding the
date such claim Is filed, or from the date
such child would have been first eugible for
such benefit payments had sectIon 412(a)
(3) been applicable since December 30, 1969,
whichever Is the lesser period. If on the date
such claim Is filed the claimant Is not eligible
br benefit payments, but wee eligible dur-
ing the period from a date twelve months
preceding the date such claim Is flied, to
the date such claim Is flied, benefit pay-
ments shall be made for the duration ol
eligibility during such period.

"(C) No claim for benefits under, this part,
In the case of a claimant who Is a child,
shall be considered unless It Is flied within
six months after the death of his father Or
mother (whichever last occurred) or by De-
cember 31, 1974, whichever is the later.

"(1)) No benefits shall be paid under this
part to a child after December 31, 1974, if
the claim therefor was flied after Decem-
ber 31, 1973."

Mr. DENT (during the reading). Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
this section be considered as read,
printed In the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania?

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re-

port the committee amendment.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, I was on

my feet to reserve the right to object
My sole purpose Is to know whether the
entire bill Is to be considered as read
and printed In the RECORD and open to
amendment, or just the first section?

The CHAIRMAN. Just the first section.
Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

COMMFI'TEE AMENDMENT

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re-
port the committee amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: strike out the

language beginning online 3, page 1, through
line 2. page 6, and insert in Ueu thereof the
following:
That (a) section 412(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 Is amend-
ed by redesignating paragraph (3) as pars-
graph (4), and by Inserting after paragraph
(2) the following new paragraph:

(3) In the case of the child or children
of a miner whose death Is due to pneumo-
coniosls or of a miner who Is receiving bene-
fits Under this part at the time of his death,
and who leaves no widow, and in the case of
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the child or children of a widow who Is re-
ceiving benefits under this part at the time

of her death, benefits shall be paid to such
child or children as follows: If there is one
such child, he shall be paid benefits at the
rate specified in paragraph (1). If there is
more than one such child, the benefits paid
shall be divided equally among them and
shall be paid at a rate equal to the rate speci-
fied in paragraph (1), increased by 50 per
centum of such rate if there are two such
children, by 75 per centum of such rate if
there are three such children, and by 100
per centum of such rate if there are more
than three such children:. Provided, That
benefits shall only be paid to a child for so
long as he meets the criteria for the term
'child' contained in section 402(g)."

(b) (1) Section 412(b) of such Act is

amended by Inserting after "widow" each
time it appears the following: "or child".

(2) Section 402 of such Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(g) The term 'child' means an individual
who is unmarried and (1) under eighteen
years of age, or (2) incapable of self-support
because of physical or mental disability which
arose before he reached eighteen years of
age or, in the case of a student, before he
ceased to be a student, or (3) a student. Such
term includes stepchildren, adopted children,
and posthumous children. For the purpose
of this subsection the term 'student' means
an individual under twenty-three years of age
who has not completed four years of educa-
tion beyond the high school level and who
is regularly pursuing a full-time course of
study or training at an institution which Is—

(1) a school or college or university op-
erated or directly supported by the United
States, or by a State or local government or
political subdivision thereof;

"(2) a school or college or university which
has been accredited by a State or by a State-
recognized or nationally recognized accredit-
ing agency or body;

"(3) a school or college or university not so
accredited but whose credits are accepted, on
transfer, by at least three institutions which
are so accredited, for credit on the same basis
as if transferred from an institution so ac-
credited; or

(4) an additional type of educational or
training institution as defined by the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Such an individual is deemed not to have
ceased to be a student during an Interim
between school years if the interim is not
more than fQur months and if he shows to
the satisfaction of the Secretary that he
has a bone fide intention of continuing to
pursue a full-time course of study or training
during the semester or other enrollment
period Immediately after the interim or dur-
ing periods of reasonable duration in which,
in the judgment of the Secretary, he is pre-
vented by factors beyond his control from
pursuing his education. A student whose
twenty-third birthday occurs during a
semester or other enrollment period is
deemed a student until the end of the
semester or other enrollment period."

(3) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new sentence: "In carrying Out his responsi-
bilities under this part, the Secretary may
prescribe regulations consistent with the
provisions of sections 204, 205(j), 205(k), and
206 of the Social Security Act."

(4) SectIon 414(a) of such Act is amended
by insertIng "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding
the following new paragraph at the end
thereof:

"(2) In the case of a claim by a child, this
paragraph shall apply, notwithstanding any
other provision of this part.

"(A) If such claim Is flied within six
months following the month In which this
paragraph is enacted, and if benefit payments
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are made pursuant to such claim, such bene-
fit payments shall be made retroactively from
December 30, 1969, or from the date such
child would have been first eligible for such
benefit payments had section 412(a) (3) been
applicable since December 30, 1969, which-
ever is the lesser period. If on the date such
claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for
benefit payments, but was eligible during the
period from December 30. 1969. to the date
such claim is filed, benefit payments shall be
made for the duration of eligibility during
such period.

(B) If such claim is filed after six months
following the month in which this paragraph
is enacted, and if benefit payments are made
pursuant to such claim, such benefit pay-
ments shall be made retroactively from a date
twelve months preceding the date such claim
is flied, or from the date such child would
have been first eiigible for such benefit pay-
ments had section 412(a) (3) been applicable
since December 30. 1969. whichever is the
lesser period. If on the date such claim is filed
the claimant is not eligible for benefit pay-
ments. but was eligible during the period
IPom a date twelve months preceding the date
such claim is filed, to the date such claim is
filed, benefit payments shall be made for the
duration of eligibility during such period.

(C) No claim for benefits under this part.
in the case of a claimant who is a child, shah
be considered unless It Is flied within sIt
months after the death of his father or
mother (whichever last occurred) or by De-
cember 31, 1972, whichever is the later."

Mr. DENT (during the reading). Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the committee amendment be consid-
ered as read and printed in the RECORD.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania?

There was no objection.
AMENDMENT OTTERED B'S MR. ERLENBORN To

THE COMMITrEE AMENDMENT

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I,
offer an amendment to the committee
amendment.

The Clerk reai as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ERLEusor:.

to the committee amendment: Beginning at
page 9, line 6. strike the language through
page 10, line 10, and in lieu thereof substitute
the following language:

"(A) If such claim is filed within eIx
months following the month in which this
paragraph is enacted, and If entitlement to
benefits is established pursuant to such
claim, such entitlement shall be effective
retroactively from December 30. 1969, or from
the date such child would have been first
eligible for such benefit payments had sec-
tion 412(a) (31 been applicable since Decem-
ber 30. 1969 whichever Is the lesser period.
If on the date such claim is filed the claimant
Is not eligible for benefit payments, but was
eligible during the period from December 30.
1969. to the date such claim is filed, entitle-
ment shall be effective for the duration cf
eligibility during such period. -

"(B) If such claim is filed after six mOn:1s
following the month in which this paragraph
Is enacted, and 11 entitlement to benefits Is
established pursuant to such claim, such en-
titlement shall be effective retroactively from
a date twelve months preceding the date
such claim is filed, or from the date such
child would have been first eligible for such
benefit payments had section 412(a) (3) been
applicable since December 30. 1969, whIchever
is the lesser period. If on the date such claim
is filed the claimant Is not eligible for bene-
fit payments, but was eligible during the
period from a date twelve months preceding
the date such claim is filed, to the date such
clalm is filed, entitlement shall be effective
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for the duration of eligibility during such
period.

"(C) Any benet under subparagraph (A)
or (B) for a month prior to the month in
which a claim is filed shall be reduced, to any
extent that may be necessary, so that it will
not render erroneous any benet which, be-
fore the cling of such claim, the Secretary
has certified for payment for such prior
month.

(D) No claim for benets under this part,
in the case of a claimant who is a child of
a mtner or widow (as described in section
412(a) (3)) shall be considered unless it is
filed within sx months after the death of
such miner or widow (whichever last oc-
curred) or by December 31, 1972, whichever
is the later.

'(5) Subsections 422 (c) and (d) of such
Act are amended by striking out 'section 412
(a i' wherever it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof section 412(a) (1), (2), and (4)'."

Mr. ERLSENBORN (during the read-
ing). Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact
that I have made a copy of the amend-
ment available to the other side, I sk
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with and
that the amendment be printed in the
RECORD.

The CHAIRMAN. I there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?

Mr. BURTON. Reserving the right to
object, is this the 2page amendment
that, in the last paragraph of page 2,
states:

(5) Subsections 422(c) and (d) of such
Act are amended by striking out "section 412
(a)" wherever it appears and inserting in
lieu thereof section 412(a)(1), (2), and
(4).

Is this the amendment that the gen-
tleman left at the Clerk's desk, and con-
forms in all respects with the amendment
that he previously gave to our side?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, Will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. BURTON. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gentle-
man for yielding. The gentleman is cor-
rect. It is identical with the amendment
that I gave to the staff of the subcom-
mittee some days ago. It is identical to
the amendment that I gave to the gen-
tleman today.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, as for
this one Member, I think the amendment
clarifies the double orphans section and
eliminates any ambiguities that the com-
mittee amendment may have contained.
I withdraw my reservation.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?

There was no objection.
Mr. ERIENBORN asked and was giv-

en permission to revise arid extend his
remarks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DT. We have looked the amend-
ment over, understand it perfectly, and
we will accept it.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I do
not desire to take any more of the time
of the House in debate. I ask that the
amendment be agreed to.
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The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from flhinois (Mr. ERLENBORN) to the
committee amendment..

The amendment to the committee
amendment was agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further
amendments to the committee amend-
ment?
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. CHLEE OP WEST

V1RGIIA TO THE COMMTTTEE AMENDMENT

Mr. HECKLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman; I offer an amendment to the
committee amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. EECHLER of

West Virginia o the committee amendment:
Page 6, line 3, insert "(1)" ater "That

(a)".
Page 6, after line 23, insert the following

new paragraph:
(2) Section 412(a) of such Act is lurther

amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph:

(5) If an individual's benefits would be
increased under clause (4) of this subsection
because he or she has one or more depend-
ents, and it appears to the Secretay that
it would be n the interest of any such de-
pendent to have the amount of such increase
in benets (to the extent attrtbutable to
such dependent) certified to a person other
than such individual, then the Secretary may,
under regulations prescribed by him, certify
the amount of such increase in benefits (to
the extent so attributable) not to such in-
dividual but directly to such dependent or
to another person for the use and benefit of
such dependent; and any payment made un-
der this clause, If otherwise valid under this
title, shall be a complete settlement and satis-
faction of all claims, rightd, and interests in
and to such payment."

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
West Virginia is recognized in support of
his amendment.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. HECHLIER of West Virginia. I
yield to the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I under-
stand the amendment. However, if I am
not mistaken, apparently there Is an
error in the draft.

Mr. HECHLIER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I beg the gentleman's pardon,
but that has been corrected in the of-
ficial copy.

Mr. DEINT. It has been corrected in
the gentleman's copy? The copy I have is
not so corrected.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. The
copy as read by the Clerk was correct, I
will advise the gentleman.

Mr. DEINT. Mr. Chairman, if I may
address the gentleman from flhinos, does
the gentleman have a copy of the amend-
ment?

Mr. ERIENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. I
yield to the gentleman from flJinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman I
thank the gentleman for ytelding.

Mr. Chairman, I am advised by the
Social Security Administration that they
are well aware of this language and in-
deed I believe gave the gentleman in the
well help in drafting the language. It
accomplishes a good purpose, which is
to protect the rights of the dependent
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minor children where there is some past
disability on the part of the main recip-
ient of the fund, be it the retired coal
miner with the disease or the widow of
the retired coal miner, and the Social
Security Administration has no objec-
tion to this language and believes it will
be helpful.

Mr. HECIU..ER of.West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, the gentleman from flhinois
has described my amendment much bet-
ter than I could.

Actually, as the gentleman from Ill!-
nois indicated, it merely provides that
the entire benefit should not be paid to
the coal miner where dependents may
•be separated from the coal miner, or
where it would be in the interest of de-
pendents to have payments made in such
a way to benefit the dependents. For ex-
ample, if a coal miner s incompetent
to care for his dependents, it is logical
that he should not receive the increases
the law now gives him by reason of
additional dependents.

This amendment does not raise the
total cost of the program, but merely
brings Justice into its administration.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. HECKLER of West Virginia. I
yield to the gentleman from California.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I think
it is a good amendment and I think we
ought to accept it.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chainnan, if the gen-
tleman will yield, the gentleman from
California has said we should accept it,.
and we accept it.

Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I quit while I am ahead.

(Mr. H.ECIU1ER of West Virginia
asked and was given permission to re-
vise and extend his remarks.)

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from West Virginfa (Mr. HECHLER)
to the committee amendment.

The amendment to the committee
amendment was agreed to.

PARLIAMENTARY NQU1RIES

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, a parliamentary inquiry.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, I have an amendment to page 10,
lines 11 through 17. Is that to be pre-
sentect at this time?

The CHAIRMAN. No.
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Then, the

committee amendment has to be acted on
first?

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
correct.

Are there any further amendments to.-
the committee amendment to section 1?

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, another parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will

state it.
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr.

Chairman, is my understanding correct
that the committee amendment is one
whole amendment to the whole of the
bill, or are there several committee
amendments pending?

The CHAIRMAN. This is the commit-
tee amendment to sectIon 1.
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Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I thank

the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The question ts on

the committee amendment, s amended,
The committee amendment, as amend-

ed, was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as foUows:
SEC. 2. (a) Section 412(b) of the Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 I
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following: "This part shall not be consid-
ered a workmen's compensation law or plan
for purposes of section 224 of such Act."

(b) The amendment made by this section
shall be effective as of December 30, 1969.

AMENDMENT OTPRZD BY MR. BYRNES
0? WISCONSIN

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man,1 offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. BYRIES of Wia-

conain:
Page 10, strIke out lInes 11 through 17 and

insert in lieu thereof the following:
SEC. 2. (a) Section 412(b) of the Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following: "In applying sectIon 224 of such
Act wtth respect to benets payable to an
individual under this part, such individual's
average current earnings' shall be consid-

ered to mean the larger oZ (1) his average
current earnings a deter'nhlned under the
next to last sentence oZ subeectlon (a) of
such section, -or (2) one-twelfth of the total
of his wages and self-employment income
(computed under title Lt of such Act with-
out regard to the lim.ttatlon specified in
sections 209(a) and 211(b) (1) thereoZ) for
the ca1enda year in which he had the high-
est such wages and self-employment income
during the period consstlng of the calendar
year in which he became disabled (a8 de-
ftned in section 223(d) of such Act) and
the ftve years preceding that year and the
reZerence to 'clause (B) of the preceding
sentence' in tile last sentence of such subsec-
tion (a) 8haU be considered to include a reZ-
erence to this sentence."

(Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin asked and
was given permission to revise aIid ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, it is with some trepidation that I
involve myself in a matter brought to
the floor by the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor. However, my amend-
ment relates not so much to the black
lung disease or to the legislation which
is currently before us as to the SociaL
Seeurity Act

Let me say at the outset that neither
the language to be stricken, nor the re-
placement language, would in any way
affect the amount of black lung com-
pensation. That amount is going to be
paid regardless of the addition I would
make.

Recipients of black lung compensa-
tion can apply, as can other people who
have injuries and are receiving com-
pensation from other source, for disabil-
ity benefits under social security. And
it is only the benefit payable under the
Social Security Act that I would affect
in any way with this amendment.

The Committee on Education and
Labor, in acting in thl&area, has affected
the law as it exists under the Social
Secunty Act. Therefore, I believe that is
justification for injecting myself into
this debate and suggesting what I con-
sider to. be an improvement - in the bill
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as it relates to our treatment of people
who are beneficiaries under disability
provisions of the Social Security Act
and other State or Federal acts as well.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I yield to
the gentleman from C1ifornia.

Mr. BURTON. I am constrained not to
express my own view on the gentleman's
amendment, but I should like to. applaud
and note that the gentleman from Wis-
consin most accurately stated that under
the basic black lung benefit bill we would
change the law as it affects social se-
curity. The Social Security Administra-
tion has not been recognizing that
change, and that hence gave rise to
the proposed amendment of the distin-
guished chairman of our full committee.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, it seems to me that section 2 could
be subject to a point of order because it
does affect payments made under the
disability provisions of the Social Se-
curity Act. I did not pursue that course
because I believe, first, that the mat-
ter should be faced on its own merits
here in the House, and second, that the
situation as it relates to the so-called
disability offset provision can and should
be improved.

This House passed H.R. 1, which pro-
vides a liberalization in that offset pro-
vision, and I think we have now a real
opportunity to update that liberaliza-
tion, m enacting this particular pro-
vision.

Mr. BURTON. WiU the gentleman
yield?

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I yield to
the gentleman from California.

Mr. BURTON. As I understand the ef-
fect of the amendment, in virtually all
cases, by bringing this act in conformity
with the social security amendments that
were sent to the other body, this would
result in almost all cases in some increase
in the social security disability payments
and in no- way would it in any possible
respect result in any diminution of total
benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman from Wisconsin has expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. BYRNES
of Wisconsin was allowed to proceed for 5
additional minutes.)

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Let me ex-
plain the situation in this way. As I do so,
bear in lthd that this amendment in no
way affects the amount of the check for
black lung, or the eligibility for black
lung payments. The amendment relates
only to the social security disability
benefit payments which individuals
might be otherwise entitled to.

Under present law—and this has been
the case ever since the social security
disability benefit program was in-
stituted—the social security disability
payment is limited in cases where the
recipient is receiving additional disability
payments of some kind under another
Federal or State program..

In these cases, the social security
disability payments are reduced by the
amount that total monthly benefits un-
der the two programs exceed 80 percent
of the individual's average current earn-
ings before he became disabled.
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There have been two ways of deter-
mining an individual's average current
earnings: By using the average monthly
earnings for purposes of social security
benefit computation; or by using his
average monthly earnings over his 5

highest earnings years.
In H.R. 1, we liberalized this provision

by adding a third alternative, under
which an individual's average earnings
could be based upon his highest year's
earnings in a period consisting of the
year in which he became disabled and
the 5 preceding years.

This is a definite improvement, and
my amendment would insure that this
liberalization would apply in the case of
black lung benefits regardless of what
is done in connection with H.R. 1.

Let me suggest that by approving the
bill before us without also approving this
amendment, we would be saying that a

•person with black lung disease is in a
different, and a more favored, situation.
as far as social security disability pay -
ments are concerned, than any other in-
dividual in the country, no matter how
disabled he may be. The "basket case
in an industrial accident, who is getting
compensation under a State law and who
is getting social security disability pay-
ment because he is totally and perma-
nently disabled, would have a stricter
rule applied to him.

We would put him in a less favored
position than the black lung victim.

I have the greatest sympathy for black
lung victims, but I wonder if we want
to carve out a special treatment niche
for them as far as the Social Security
Act is concernd. Should not disability
payments be on the same basis?

My amendment would provide for
equalized treatment under the law, and
I do not know, Mr. Chairman. what could
be fairer, both to black lung victims and
to other people in this Nation who are
disabled and who are receiving benefits
in addition to social security benefits.

Mr. Chairman, I hope this amendment
is adopted.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.

(Mr. PERKINS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. PERK:INS. Mr. Chairman. I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for 5 ad-
ditional minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. Is thei'e objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, reserving
the right to object, I wish the gentleman
would withhold that until the comple-
tion of his first 5 minutes: otherwise. I
will be constrained to object.

Mr. PERKINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from

Kentucky is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, when

we enacted the so-called pneumoconiosis
statute in 1969 we spelled out clearly in
the report the fact that this statute, or
the so-called black lung statute was not
workmen's compensation.

H.R. 9212 establishes again in even
stronger terms what the House said on
December 17, 1969. That is all we ai'e
trying to do.
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In the report back in 1969, on page 13,
let me read this language:

This program of payments—maintained In
the bill by a committee vote of 25 to 9—lB
not a workmen's compensation plan. It is
not intended to be so and it contains none
o the characteristic features which mark any
workmen's compensation plan. Moreover, it
is clearly not Intended to e8tablish a Fed-
ezal prerogative or precedent In the area of
payments or the death, Injury, or Illness of
workers.

Mr. Chairman, it was not until the
President signed the bill that the Social
Security Administration could find
something to hang its hat on Insofar as
construing the black lung statute to be
a workmen's compensation act so that it
could reduce social security benefits in
conformity with section 224 of the Social
Security Act. I am sure you will see what
a difficult task the Social Security Ad-
ministration had in finding a legisla-
tive intent that black lung benefits were
workmen's compensation, and to get
down to it here is what they say—

DEPARDMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCA-
TION, AND WELFARE. SocIAL SE-
cup.xry ADMINISTRATION.

BaZtimore, Md., August 4, 1970.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PERKINs: This is in ftrther ref-
erence to your letter of July 6 concerning the
reduction in social security disability bene-
fit payments in some cases when the bene-
ficiary also zeceives federal black lung bene-
fits.

I appreciate having the benefit of your
point of view on this subject, and can aesure
you that careful consideration was given to
the legal issues Involved. .A copy of our nil-
ing being published on this matter is en-
clcsed fo your information.

As you know, the reduction provision doee
not apply where the miner has reached age
62 or where his disability began before June
1965. We estimate that only about five per-
cent Of black lung beneficiaries will be af-
fected by this zeduction provision, and many
of these will have theiz social security dis-
ability benefits only partially reduced.

Hugh Johnson and Bernie Popick have
told me o their recent meetings with you.
I undezstand that it was agreed that In the
near future they will meet again with you
th discuss in more detail our experience in
the payment of black lung claims in Ken-
tuc1y. as well as the extent to which reduc-
tion in disability benefits ha occurred In
these claims.

I -ifl be following closely these develop-
ments of special intezest to you and will
review with them fully the results of your
furtler discussions.

SinceIely yours.
RODT M. BALL,

Corn 7nssioner of SociaZ Security.

SEC-nON 224(a) .—DISABfl,XT INsURANcE Bvt-
FiT5—REDCTiON FOR WORKMEN'S COMPEN-
SATION—BLACK Lmcc BENEFrT5 (PNEUMO-
coNtosts) 20 CFR 404.408
Held. Black lung payments under Title IV,

Part B, or the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 constitute 'perlodic bene-
fits,, under a Federal wozkmen's compensa-
tion law, thus zequiring the application of
the reduction provision of section 224 (per-
tainIng to disability insurance benefits) of
the Social Security Act.

Advice has been requested as to whethei'
payment of Federal Black Lung benefits'

Footnotes at end of article.
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under Title IV, Part B, of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969' con-
stitutes payment of benefits under a work-
men's compensation law or plan or the pur-
pose o offset under 8eCtion 224 of the So-
ctal Security Act.3

Section 224(a) o the Social Security Act
provides for reduction o an individual's dis-
ability insurance benefits (aad other bene-
fits based on the Individual's earnings), In
accordance with a 8tatUtory formula, for
months for which the individual is entitled
to periodic benefits (or their equivalent) for
a dia.bility "under a workmen's compensa-
tion law or plan oZ the United States or a
State S * S" 4

That Federal black lung benefits are per-
iodic benefits or a disability requires no
dlscussion. Whether they are paid under a
"workmen's compensation law or plan of the
United States" i8 not wholly clear from the
legislative history. Neither the committee
reports on the bill (5. 2917) that was finally
enacted, nor the debates In the Senate on
the bill, offez an authoritative basis for de-
termining the congressional intent regarding
the nature of black lung benefits. In the
debates in the House of Representatives,
theze are expressions both ways.

The question, however, appears to be clar-
ICed in some. measure by the following ex-
cerpt from the statement by the President
on December 30, 1969, when he signed the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act:

"First, workmen's compensation haa been
and ahould be a State responsibility. Title IV
of this Act gives the Federal Oovernment
responsibility in this area. I want to em-
phasize very strongly that Title IV is tem-
porary, limited and unique and in no way
should it be considered a precedent for future
Fedezal administration of workmen's com-
pensation programs. With the exception of
continuing benefit payments to claimants
establishing eligibility during the period
prior to December 31, 1972, an Federal respon-
sibility in this area will expire within seven
years.

"Next, this Act creates confusion about the
consistency of standards In Federallyadmin-
istered disability programs. I have therefore
instructed the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare in admlnLterlng this pro-
gram to apply wherever possible 8tandards
consistent with those under the existing
Social Security Act disability program."

The quoted passages in the President's
statement give direction for the treatment
of black lung benefits for purposes of the
disability program, strongly indicating that
such benefits should be viewed to be Com-
parable to benefits for other occupational
diseases for offset purposes under Title U
of the Social Security Act. The Administra-
tion's regulations treat injury and occupa-
tional disease both a bases or workmen's
compensation offset. See Social Security Ad-
ministration Regulations No. 4. 8ection
404.408(d).' Next, it is clear from the legis-
tive history of section 224 that the basic pur-
poses of the enactment of that section were
twofold: one, to prevent erosion of State
workmen's compensation programs, the other,
to prevent duplication of benefits to the ex-
tent that it would be more profitable for a
beneficiary not to work than to work. Neither
of these purposes would be served by differ-
entiating Out occupational diseases.

Also bearing on the cla.sstfication of black
lung benefits for purposes of section 224 of
the Social Security Act is the characteriza-
tion given like diseases under other Federal
statutes providing benefits which would be
offset agaInst Title U disability benefits.
Thus, in Ure v, Thompson, 337 U.S. 163
(1949), the Supreme Court Considered whe-
ther an occupational disease—ilicosis——was a
compensable injury under the Federal Em-
ployer's Liability Act, or whether only acci-
dentally caused injuries were covered. The
court held (pp. 186—7):
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'While no decision of this Court involving

the Federal Employers' Liabiflty Act .haa
dealt specIcafly with siflco8is, the New York
Court of Apa1s, as we have indicated above,
has sustained recovery under the Act for
that disease when resulting from the car-
rier'8 negligence. • Moreover, other state
and fedezal decisions have authorized re-
covery under the Act for Injuries not caused
by accidental or violent means. 0 0 Not
an o these decisions could be 8ustained U
the statutory term 'injury' were held to re-
quite that the harm 8Uffered from the em-
ployer'8 negligence must be confined to that
thfilctod by 'external, violent and accidental'
means or be an 'accidental Injury,' as re-
spondent's narrow view of the statute's cov-
erage eenis to contemplate.

"We would be most hesitant to adopt a
construction of injury' as used in this Act
which would overrule the decisions last cited
or serli)usly Impair their authority. We think
they were made in the 8ptrlt the 8tatute con-
templaited or its adn1IntttiOn and applica-
tion, That spirit is one not In conformity
with ImportIng nice distInctions In applying

- the Act's broad and general terms or cutting
down their full scope by inference or Im-
plication.

'1n our view, when the employer's negli-
gence Impairs or destroys an employee's
health by requiring hIm to work under con-
ditions likely to bring about such harmlul
consequences, the Injury to the employee is
just as great as when it follows, often in-
evitably, froa a carrier's negligent course
pursued over an extended period of time as
when it comes with the suddenness of light-
ning. Silicosis is as much 'injury,' leading in
time as certainly to permanent disability, as
scalding from a boiler's explosion. We do not
think the mere difference In the time re-
quired for different acts of negilgence to take
effect and dlsclo8e their harmlul, Isabling
conseq'Llences would justtty excluding the one
type of Injury from the Act's coverage or
that such an exclusion would be consistent
with ia language, purposes, or unvarying
standairda of construction."

See also A. 2'. and S. F. Ry Co. v. Preston
257 F.2d 933 (lOCir,, 1958).

The designation of the Federal black lung
benefits as workmen's compensation would
appear to be consonant with the pattern of
Title rv in its entirety. The purpose of this
title is to provide a benefit program, In co-
operation with the States, for miners totally
disabled due to pneumoconlosis and their
surviving dependents (section 401 of the
Act). Part B is an interim and short-term
part 0 this program. The longez-term pro-
gram Is contained In Part C. This part pro-
vides that, beginning January 1, 1973, claims
for benefits based on total disability or
death due to pneumoconiogl shall be filed
pursuant to the applicable State workmen's
compensation law; but that U and when the
State law does not provide adequate cover-
age (as defined by the statute), each opera-'
tor of an underground coal mine in the State
shall be liable under the Federal Longshore-
men's and Harbor Workers' Compensation
Act, and shall secure the payment of the
benefits by either obtaining insurance or -
qualifying as a self-insurer, The Fedezal
Government's involvement in this program
is to set the 8tandards for adequate cov-
erage under th State workmen's compensa-
tion laws, and to pay benefits in cases in
which the mine operator has failed to pay
them or provide insurance to pay them (in
which cases the Government may recoup
the payments from the opezator) or the
is no operator required to secure the pay-
ment 01' the benefits,

The benefits provided by Part C clearly
are workmen's compensation, payable under
either s State or a Federal workmen's com-
pensation law, The benefits aae payable to
the same cla8a of beneficiaries 88, an In
amOunt8 the same as or greater than, thoGe
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specified In Part B (for a period of 4 years),
for the same causes (sections 421(b) (2).
42).

Parts B and C thus seem to be comple-
mentary parts of a single program to pro-
vide compensation to miners and their de-
pendents for the consequences of occupa-
tional disease sustained in the course of

-- their employment.
Accordingly, it Is held that the black lung

benefit provisions in Title IV, Part B, con-
stitute a Federal workmen's compensation
law within the meaning of section 224 of
the Social Security Act.

FOOTNOTES
These benefits are designated Fed erai

Black Lung benefits to distinguish them from
those authorized by Part C of Title IV, which
are designed in the main as State benefits.

3The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, hereinafter "the Act," was en-
acted as Public Law 91—173 On December 30,
1969, 83 Stat. 742 ff. Title IV of the Act Is to
be codified beginning at section 901 of title
30, United States Code.

42 U.S.C. 424(a)
4 Section 224 of the Act, as pertinent here,

provides that social security disability bene-
fits must be reduced where the total of the
applicant's benefits from sources specified in
the statute would otherwise exceed the
greater of either 80 percent of his "average
current earnings," or the total social security
benefits payable to the beneficiary and his de-
pendents based on his disability. This pro-
vision does not apply where the beneficiary
has reached the age of 62, or where his dis-
ability began before June 2, 1965. About 90
percent of black lung beneficiaries will not be
affected at all by this reduction provision.
The social security disability benefit of those
who are affected will ushaUy be only partially
reduced.

'Title IV, Part B, Section 412(a) (P.L. 91—
173) Drovides that: "(a) Subject to the pro-
visions of subsection (b) of this section,
benefit payments shall be made by the Secre-
tary under this part as follows:

(1) In the case of total disability of a miner
due to pneumoconiosis, the disabled miner
shall be paid benefits during the disability
at a rate equal to 50 per centum of the mini-
mum monthly payment to which a Federal
employee in grade GS-2, who is totally dis-
abled, Is entitled at the time of payment un-
der chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code
* * The latter constitutes the Federal Em-
ployees' Compensation Act."

'20 CFR 404.408(d).
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-

man, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PERKINS. Wait just a moment

and then I shall yield to the gentleman.
But, Mr. Chairman, here we have as

many as 7,000 miners adversely affected
by this erroneous interpretation.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman now yield to me?

Mr. PERKINS. I yield briefly: yes.
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I think the

gentleman recognizes the fact that when
I addressed the committee I Intentionally
tried to avoid the use of the word "com-
pensation." I did so because I knew It
was a sensitive word.

But I would call the gentleman's at-
tention to the fact that the offset provi-
sion under the Social Security Act is not
called Into play only under workmen's
compensation cases, because—and let me
read to you section 281—

Mr. PERKINS. I am well acquainted
with that.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. If the gen-
tleman will just let me finish this.

Mr. PERKINS. Certainly.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. It says that
a workmen's compensation—and this is
the important part—plan of the United
States or a State for the payment of
periodic benefits for a total of partial dis-
ability—and It seems to me that that cer-
tainly indicates a plan for black lung, for
the payment of periodic payments for a
total or partial disability, and that is
what the law says when the offset provi-
sion is triggered, and that is what you
have In the Social Security Act by sec-
tion 2.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me say to my dis-
tinguished colleague, the gentleman from
Wisconsin, that we held a conference re-
port up some 3 weeks in 1969 to make
sure that this offse. provision was not ap-
plicable to people receiving disability
payments under the Social Security Act.

Now, I am well aware—
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the

gentleman from Kentucky has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. PERKm5

was allowed to proceed for 5 additional
minutes.)

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, we have
7,000 miners affected here, and If a miner
qualifies for black lung benefits, and
earns more than $1,680 a year, his month-
ly benefits under this statute will be re-
duced $1 for every two earned between
$1,680 and $2,880.

The benefits are further reduced by $1
for every $1 earned over $2,880. To be
more direct to the point, It is wrong to
offset workthan's compensation against
social security benefits. Workmen's com-
pensation Is a payment to a worker In
lieu of his common law right to sue in
court for his Injury, a right which he
surrenders under workmen's compensa-
tion coverage. Social security disability
compensation is insurance for which the
recipient has paid a premium.

Mr. Chairman, I hold In my hand here
letters—

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PERKINS. Please let me continue.
I have only a short time remaining.

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. But the
gentleman is referring to the Social Se-
curity Act.

Mr. PERKINS. That is correct, cer-
tainly I .am referring to the Social Se-
curity Disability Act because it Is social
security dlsabilty checks that are re-
duced, it is not the black lung checks
that are reduced. Certainly I am refer-
ring to the social security disability
checks.

Now, It was intended that the indi-
vidual entitled to black lung benefits,
because of that relationship of coal min-
ers working In the mines and contracting
this disease, that they would be paid these
benefits In addition to the social secu-
rity disability benefits, and never was It
intended that the social security dis-
ability benefits would be reduced.

But as the Black Lung Law is being
administered, these payments are being
reduced. This legislation will stop the
reduction.

In numerous cases in my congressional
district, and I think It is the same all
over the Nation, where a coal miner is
disabled and receives the benefits under
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the disability statute of the Social Se-
curity Act, and is entitled to black lung
benefits, after he becomes entitled to
black lung benefits he is receiving even
less today from both laws than he was
receiving before he became entitled to
the black lung benefits. I will cite some
random cases, and will put them in the
RECORD. -

For example, here is the case of Gulf
Newsome of Dema, Ky., and here is what
he writes to me:

This was the way I was receiving social
security checks before I got my black lung:—

And I am quoting from his letter, and
Mr. Newsome states under that before his
black lung claim was approved he was
getting under social security:

Gulf, $178.20; my wife, $30.30, children.
$90.90.

A total of $299.40, in social security.
He says:
I now receive a total of $299.10 a month.

I have not received fair treatment.
Thirty cents less.
And there are numerous cases of injus-

tice where the Social Security Admini-
stration is simply not carrying out con-
gressional intent.

I can read on here about cases of this
type. I think it is terribly unfair to let the
Social Security Administration itself
rewrite a law so as to reach a result never
intended by the Congress.

We made our intention clear In plain
language In this report that I have read.
All we are trying to do here, Mr. Chair-
man, Is to clarify this situation and give
justice to some 7,000 coal miners. It is not
a big item—but there is a big principle
involved.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the amend-
ment of the gentleman from Wisconsin
be defeated.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word.

(Mr. ERLENEORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, the
chairman of our committee continually
makes the point that the present pneu-
moconiosis benefits were not intended to
be workmen's compensation. He continu-
ally points to statements in the RECORD
when we were considering the bill in the
last Congress. As the gentleman from
Wisconsin has so aptly pointed out, that
is completely Inunaterial. It makes no
difference whether workmen's compen-
sation or any other plans for compensa-
tion on a periodic basis for disability—if
it is such a plan for periodic benefits, the
Social Security disability offset should
and does apply under the present law.

What the gentleman from Kentucky
is trying to do is to get a special benefit
for one particular class. Those who are
getting pneumoconiosis compensation
will be able to also get full social secu-
rity disability payments, without offset,
a dual benefit that is not available to
anyone getting workmen's compensation
or disability compensation under any
other type of plan.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I will be happy to
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yield to the gentleman, if the gentleman
from Kentucky can say that this is going
to treat these men the same as all other
workers who are getting disability com-
pexsation.

Mr. PERKINS. I will say to the gentle-
man, you should understand the statute
as we wrote it 2 years ago, 1969.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
will not yield to the gentleman unless he
is going to address himself to that par-
ticular point.

Mr. PERKflS. I am going to address
myself to your question—and this is, In
general, we are saying that these bene-
fits were not treated as workmen's com-
pensation benefits legislatively In 1969
and the administration should not ad-
minister it so as to reduce Social Secu-
rity benefits. That is what th.is argument
is about—and everyone so understands It.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Cha]rman, I
refuse to yield to the gentleman any
further.

I have already pointed out that that
is completely immaterial.

Any periodic benefits whether they are
called workmen's compensation or not
are subject to the disability offset. The
gentleman continually drags a red her-
ring in front of the House; Ithink the
gentleman, and I do not think there i.s
any question about it, is attempting to
get a special benefit for a certain class of
workers.

When we were considering this In com-
mittee 2 years ago, what the cost of this
program would be, one of the things the
people on the other side of the aisle
pointed out was that the actual cost oX
black lung benefits should be reduced
because there was going to be an offset
of savings in the social security funds
because of the disability offset provi-
sion.

Now they come here and say that this
was unintended. How did this happen?
They computed that when they were de-
termining the cost on the original bilL

This is going to have the ridiculous
effect of saying that a man who is In-
jured and is drawing State workmen's
compensation is subject to a disability
offset and a man who is drawing pneu-
moconiosis compensation is not.

Think of two coal miners who are
working together side by side. One man
is injured by a roof fall and has both legs
cut off—he gets State workmen's com-
pensation. He gets disability compensa-
tion from social security and the offset
applies to him.

But the other man working alongside
of him who has pneumoconiosis—or
maybe under this bill has emphysema
from smoking too much, and because
we cannot use the X-ray for diagnosis
he gets pne-umoconiosis benefits—he gets
more than the worker alongside of him
who had two legs cut off. How ridiculous
n you get? I think that points out how
foolish this provision is.

Mr. Chairman, this is a good amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
Wisconsin.. It treats everyone equally
and fairly. I hope that it is adopted.

Mr. D'T. Mr. Chairman. I rise in op-
position to the amendment.

(Mr. DT asked and was given per-

mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I think It is
a question that this House has to deter-
mine, and maybe at some future date it
may have to go Into the broader ques-
tion of disability benefits under compen-
sation laws and their relationship to so-
cial security. Soclai security in reality is
an Insurance plan. There is a specified
amount of return for a specified amount
of payment Into the fund. Your benefits
depend upon how much you have to your
credit in social security. There is nothing
anywhere in that fund that says because
you happen to be tnjured somewhere
along the line under another act, which
is in essence a property right, because
while an individual receives compensa-
tion payments under workmen's com-
pensation, he has given away his rights
in court by agreeing to come under the
act, so therefore it develops Into a prop-
erty right. How can we in good con-
science cut a man's Insurance rights and
benefits away, because he is receiving
something that is a property right to
him? This is a question of whether or
not we understand what we are saying
and doing here.

Besdes, the gentleman talks about the
Indlviduai who has workmen's compensa-
tion and gets periodic payments. Under
this particular act every miner receives
exactly the same amount for the same
injury. There is no such thing as being
paid like, in some States, a total of 8
years limitation for any crippling injury
under the Compensation Act or payment
for life on eith& partial or total dis-
ability, as it is In my State of Pennsyl-
vania. There are differing laws In dif-
fering States.

A person under social security re-
ceives a certain amount according to
what he has paid In. We have payments
under social security, because an mdi-
vidual has paid In for a number of years.
In higher salaried positions he may re-
ceive a considerable amount. But then
we have others who have worked In low
income brackets and who receive $70 a
month. I checked recently and I found
that in a year or so I shall be eligible
for $70.40 a month, because I have not
been under the coverage of social secu-
rity for a great number of years, hav-
ing served in legislative bodies most of
my life. However, a miner receives a
minimum of $306.10 if he has 3 children
or 10 dependents. He receives the same
amount, and that i.s the top limit under
the law.

So then you say to this miner, For
your disability compensation you receive
a certain amount, but it will be cut if
you receive $306.10 a month, and you get
so much off the top here." I applaud the
action of the gentleman from Wisconsin
in moving to the single-year base. I think
it i.s a step in the right direction. I think
the bill that passed the House deservedly
should be credited with that reform. But
I do not agree with it in this specific
legislation dealing with a permanent
total injury that has only one ending,
and that ending is In death.

The CHAm.MAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Wisconsin (Mr. BYazEs).

TELlER VOTE WI'DH CLXS
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I

demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I

demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and

the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. BYRNES of Wisconsin, DENT, Pzi-
KIN5, and ERLENBORN.

The Committee divided, and the tellers
reporl;ed that there were—ayes 158,
noes 224, not voting 49, as follows:

IRoll No. 3751
fRecored Teller Votej

AYES—l58
Abbitt Frey
Abernethy Gettys

Nelsen
Nichols

A1exancer Gross Pettis
Andrews, Grover

N. Oak. Haley
Peyser
Pirnie

Archer Hall
Arends Hamilton

Poage
Poff

Ashbrook Hammer-
Baker schmidt
Belcher Hansen, Idaho
Bell Harve7

Powell
Preyer. N.C.
Price. Tex.
Purcell

Betts Hastings
Bow Heckler. Mass.

Qule
Railsback

Brinkley Hendez'son
Broomeld Hiflis
Brotzman Hogan

Rarick
RelcL N.Y.
Rhodes

Brown. Mich. Hosnier Roberta
Brown. Ohio Hutchlnson
Broyhill, N.C. Jarman
BroyhUl. Va. Jonaa
Burke. Pla. Jones, N.C.
Burleson. Tex. Jones. Tenn.

Robthon. Va.
Robison, N.Y.
Rogerl
Rouelot
Runnets

BYTUeS, Wis. Keating
Cabell Keith

Ruppe
Ruth

Caffrr Kemp
Cederberg King

Satterfield
Scherle

C1amber1aln uykencaU
Chappeli Kyl
Clausen, Latta

Schniitz
Scott
Sebeliu5

Don H. Lent
Cleveland Lujan

Shoup
Shriver

CoUlnJ3, Tex. McClory
Conable McClure
Conte McColllster
Crane McCuUoc
Danei, Va. MCDOXIajCI
Davis. Wls. Mich.
DeUenbac McEwen
Dennis Mcev1tt
Devine McKlnney
Dickinson Mahon
cu Pont Malliiazd
Edwards, A1&. Mann
Erlenborn Martin

Smith, Calif.
Smith, N.Y.
Spence
Springer
Steiger, Wls.
Stuckey
Talcott
Taylor
Teague, Calif.
Terry
Thompson, Ga.
Thomson. Wa.
Thone

Esch Mathiaa, CaIIZ.
Findley Mathts.Oa.
Fish Mayne
Fisher Michel
P'lynt Mil1, Md.

Vancer Jagt
Wbtehurst
Wiggins
WUson, Bob
WInn

Ford, Gerald R. MInshall
Forsyl;he Mizell
Fountain Montgomery
Frelinghu7een Morse

Wyatt
Wylie
Young, Pla.
Zion

Frenzet Mosher Zwach
NOES—224

Abourezk Boiling
Abzug Bracemaa

Culver
Daniels. N.J.

Adamis BraSCO Daflelson
Acdabbo Bray Davis. Ga.
Albert Brooks Davis. S.C.
Anderson. Buchanan de la Garza

Calif. Burke, Mama. Delaney
Ancerson, fli. Burlison, Mo. DeUums
Andrews, Ala. Burton Denhoim
Annun.zio Byrne, Pa. Dent
Ash1er Byron
Aspin Carey. N.Y.

Dingell
Donohue

Aspinall Caniey Dorn
BacUllo Carter Dow
Begich Casey. TeL
Bennett Celler

Downing
Drinan

Bergland Chishoim DulskI
Bevlfl Clark Duncan
Biaggi C1a7
Biegter Collins, nl.

Dwyer
Eckbardt

Bingham Colmer Edmondson
Blanton Conyers
BlatnL Corman

Edwards, Calif.
Eilberg

Boggs Cotter Eh1eman
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Evins, Tenn. Koch Rooney, Pa.
Fasceil Kyros Rosenthal
Flood Leggett RostenkoWakl
Flowers Long, Md. Roush
Foley McCloskey Roy
Ford, McCorniack Roybal

William D. McDade Ryan
Fraser McFa11 St Germain
Fulton, TenD. McKay Sarbanes
Fuqna McMUlan Saylor
Galifianakis Matsunaga Scheuer
Gallagher Maoli Scbneebeli
Garmat Meeds Seiberllng
Gaydos Meicher Sikes
Gialmo Metcalfe Sisk
Gibbons Mikva Skubitz
Gonzalez Miller, Calif. Slack
Grasso Miller, Ohio Smith, Iowa
Gray Minim Snyder
Green, Oreg. Mink Staggers
Green. Pa. Mitchell Stanton,
GrIn Moilohan James V.
Griffitha Monagan Steed
Gude Moorhes4 Steele
Hagan Morgan Stokes
Hanley Murphy, fli. Stratton
Hanna Myers Stubblefield
Hansen. Wash. Natcher Sullivan
Harrington Nedzi Symington
Harsha Nix Teague, Tel.
Hathaway Obey Tiernan
Hays O'Hara Udall
Hechler, W. Va. O'Neill Van Deerlin
Heinz Pasaman Vanik
Helstoskl Patten Waggonner
Hicks. Mass. Pepper Waldie
Hicks. Wash. Perkins Wampler
Holifleld Pickle Ware
Horton Pike Whalen
Howard Podell Whalley
Hull Price, Ill. White
Hungate Pucinaki Widnail
Hunt Quillen Williams
Ichord Randall Wilson,
Jacobs Rees Charles H.
Johnson, Calif. Reuse Wolff
Johnson, Pa. p.legle Wright
Karth Rodino Yates
Kastenmeler. Roe Yatron
Kazen Roncalio Young, Tel.
Kluczynskl Rooney, N.Y. Zablocki

NOT VOTING—49
Anderson, Hébert Pryor. Ark.

Tenn. Jones, Ala. Raflgel
Baring Kee Sandman
Barrett Landgrebe Schwengel
Blackburn Landrum Shipley
Camp Lennon Stanton.
Clancy Link J. William
Clawson. Del Lloyd Stelger, Arlz.
Collier Long, La. Stephens
Derwinaki Macdonald, Thompson, N.J.
Diggs Mass. Ulinian
Dowdy Madden Veysey
Edwards, La. Mills, Ark. Vigorito
Goldwater Moss Whitten
Goodiling Murphy. N.Y. Wydler
Gubser O'KOnski Wyman
Halpern Patman
Hawkins Pelly

So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. MICHEL

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. MICHEL: Page

10, after line 17, Insert the following new
section:

SEC. 3. (a) Sections 401, 411(c) (1), 411(c)
(2), and 422(h) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 are each
amended by striking Out "underground".

(b) Sections 402(b). 402(d), 422(a), and
423(a) of Such Act are each amended by
striking Out "an underground" and inserting
"a" in lieu thereof,

(C) The amendments made by this sec-
tion shall be effective as of December 30,
1969.

And renumber the succeeding sections
accordingly.

(Mr. MICHEL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. MIC. Mr Chairman, the pro-
visions of the Federal Coal Mine Health
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and Safety Act relating to the black lung
progrum currently limit the program to
underground miners. This means that
those who have worked exclusively In
surface mines—the strip miners—are
presently ineligible for program benefits.

Now, this would be fair if we knew that
strip miners cannot be afflicted with
pneumoconiOsls_Dew_mOCOne-eOsas—
but the fact of the matter Is that we have
no idea whether or not those who work
only in surface mines can contract this
disabling disease.

While the very limited prevalence
studies conducted by the Public Health
Service have shown little incidence of
pneunioconioseis among surface miners
generally, and no evidence of It among
those miners who had worked exclusively
above ground, no one has ventured to
contend that strip miners are not subject
to the disease.

On the contrary, it would seem reason-
able to assume that those strip miners
who have worked in extremely dusty sit-
uations—at the tipple, for example—for
long periods of time, might be subjected
to conditions similar to those which re-'
stilt in the development of black lung
among underground miners.

In any case, where the possibility of
the disease exists, a miner should not be
denied the benefits of the black lung pro-
gram because of circumstance—simply
because he has always worked above the
ground rather than below it. The amend-
ment I am offering would correct this In-
equity by striking the word "under-
ground" from the present law, so that
the program would apply to all coal min-
ers, regardless of the physical character-
istics of the mine.

This does not mean, of course, that all
strip miners would automatically become
eligible for black lung benefits. Like all
other coal miners, they would have to
undergo the same tests, the same exam-
inations, and would be diagnosed on the
same criteria applicable to other coal
miners.

The Public Health Service prevalence
studies I mentioned• indicate that we
could expect few, if any, strip miners to
qualify for benefits under. the- program.
But, If even one coal miner has been
excluded from the program because he
worked only above the ground, then I
believe equity demands that we change
the law to include him. Following, Mr.
Chairman, are excerpts from the memo
I referred to:
MEMO IN RE PREVALENCE OS'. COAL WORKERS'

PNEUMOCONIOSI5 AMONG U.S. STRW MINERS
Data were Obtained from the Public Health

Service and from Pulmonary Reactions to
Coal Dust (Academic Press, 1971), edIted by
Dr. Marcus M. Key. Director, Bureau of Occu-
pational Safety and Health, U.S. Department
of Health. Education and Welfare, and Lorln
E. Kerr, United Mine Workers of America, and
Merle Bundy, U.S. Steel Corp.

In the above publication, the editors cited
prevalence studies conducted between 1963
and 1965 on 3,602 coal miners In the U.S. Of
these, some 617 were surface miners, Includ-
ing 67 strIp miners. Radiological andingS in-
dicated deanite pneumoconiOsls in 11 of the
617 surface mlners—1.8%--compared with
positive andings in 287 or almost 10% of the
2,978 underground miners tested (see at-
tached tables).
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Prevalence studies conducted thIs year by

the Public Health Service found no evidence
of pneumocOniosls among excluSively surface
miners. Miners were ranked on a scale of 0
to 4, with category 3 Indicating simple
pneumoconioels.

A. Of 523 Pennsylvania anthracite miners,
53, or 10.1% had worked only above ground.
None of these were Included in CategorIes 3
or 4.

B. Of 1,461 PennsylvanIa bituminous min-
ers, 94, or 6.4% had worked only on the sur-
face. None were included In categories 3

or 4.
C. Of 2,216 West Virginia bituminous min-

ers, 211 had worked only on the surface. None
were included in categories 3 or 4.

The data indicates, therefore, that the Inci-
dence of pneumoconlosls among surface min-
ers could range up to 1.8%. UsIng the rough
estimate of 25.000 surface miners In the U.S.,
the number affected could range as high as
450 IndIvIduals. Since only a portion of sur-
face miners are strip miners, the number of
strip miners affected would probably be con-
siderably less.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. DENT. I will say to the gentleman
that we do not intend in any manner to
change the criteria for payments.

Mr. MICHEL. Excuse me?
Mr. DENT. We do not intend to In any

way change the criteria for payments. In
other words, a man must have pneumo-
coniosis in order to qualify under the
act.

Mr. MICHEL. I have no intention to
change the criteria for eligibility in any
way whatsoever.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, the gentle-
man's amendment is satisfactory to me
and I am sure the committee on our side
will accept it.

Mr. MICHEL. I thank the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. RAILSBACK. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. MICHEL. I shall be happy to yield
to my colleague from fllinois (Mr. RAILs-
BACK).

(Mr. RAILSBACK asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. RAfl..SBACK. I thank the gentle-
man for yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I simply wish to com-
mend my colleague for his amendment.
There are many people who would not
otherwise be covered by legislation were
it not for this amendment. I know that
the gentleman has many strip miners in
the district which he represents. There
are also many in the 19th Congressional
District, which I represent and which
happens to be contiguous to that of the
gentleman from Illinois (Mr. MrcHzL).
Such strip miners deserve to be protected.
I want to congratulate the gentleman
from fllinois for his much-needed
amendment.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentleman
from funds.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding.

I believe the amendment offered by the
gentleman from fllinols (Mr. MICHEL)
Is good. I woul.d point out that in
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England. for instance, they refer to the
disease not as coal miners' pneumoconl-
osis; but coal workers' pneumocontosis,
because they work with coal whether un-
derground, or in a ship being loaded with
coal, or at the tipple, as the gentleman
referred to, and are subject to the same
disease, pneumoconiosis.

I commend the gentleman for this
amendment.

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. MICIL. I yield to the gentleman
from Iowa.

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

(Mr. SCRLE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of this amendment.

We all support safety legislation; how-
ever, to Inject Federal workmen's com-
pensation would be wrong.

This section of the bill would establish
a special system of Federal workmen's
compensation payments for a small group
of employees in one industry who are
affected by one specific disease. For hu-
marutarian reasons alone we are all
sympathetic with any employee who is
afflicted with an occupational disease—
or, for that matter, with any disease,
whatever its origin. Everyone is in agree-
nient that the victims of occupational
diseases should be adequately compen-
sated; however, this historic, far-reach-
ing proposal for disabled miners is the
wrong way to solve this problem.

The great dangers with this bill are
twofold. First, it would undermine our
State workmen's compensation system.
Second, it would begin a new special so-
cial security disability program on top
of our existing Federal system.

The State workmen's compensation
system was our first form of social in-
surance. Every State has its own system
o(providing benefits for work-connected
injuries and diseases. Such systems have
been functioning successfully for over 50
years. They are still being refined and
perfected. This is a continuing process.

There is universal agreement that our
State workmen's compensation laws
should provide adequate compensation
for on-the-job diseases as well as on-the-
job injuries. Thirty-eight of our States
have broad occupational disease cover-
age for disabled employees. The remain-
ing States list a schedule of compensable
diseases. Improvements are being made
in these laws by the State legislatures
whenever necessary.

Section 112(b) of this bill would start
a new system of Federal workmen's com-
pensation payments for retired or active
coal miners with pneumocoruosis. If this
section is not struck, it wilj be the first
step toward the ultimate federalization
of all workmen's compensation.

This bill offers no incentive or encour-
agement to the States to further improve
their occupational disease laws for coal
miners. In fact, if the Federal Govern-
ment is going to foot the bill, the States
will be encouraged to do nothing.

The payments made would be dis-
criminatory. They would apply only to
workers suffering one specific disease in
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one specific industry. This Is a step back-
ward. For 50 years we have been working
in this country for broad occupational
disea.e or disabifity benefits. It would be
a mistake to begin legislating special
payments for this or that group of em-
ploye, in this or that Industry, for this
or- that particular disease.

The other great problem to consider is
whether this type of legislation would
not start a second fragmentary Federal
social security disability program. We
already have a broad dlsabfflty program
under our social security system. Our
citizens are entitled to payments when
they are totafly disabled without regard
to whether the disability arose on or off
the job. Section 112(b) of this bill takes
no recognition of the fact that coal
miners who are totally disabled from
black lung disease can apply for disab-
Ity under the Social Security Act. In fact,
a number of the disabled coal miners
who appeared at the hearings stated
they were receiving monthly social se-
curity disability payments.

The great danger here is that we would
be starting a third system of govern-
mental disability insurance on top of the
alrear existing State workmen's com-
pensation system and Federal social se-
curity disability system. We begin with
coal miners with black lung, but where
do you stop? The list of industries and
occupational diseases is endless. If this
legislation is adopted each Congrs from
now on will be faced with special pleas
for special workmen's compensation pay-
ments to special categories of employees
in various industries for specific diseases.
Without question, workmen's compensa-
tion should remain the responsibifity of
the States.

This section of the bill would set an
uxlwise precedent. For the reasons cited,
I strongly urge that we not start down
this dangerous road.

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I ask for
a favorable vote on my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Illinois (Mr. MICHEL).

The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAmMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as tollows:
SEC. 3. Title IV oZ the Federal Coal Mine

Health and Safety Act oZ 1969 Is amended—
(1) by striking out '1971" where it appears

in sectioi 414(b), and inserting in lieu there-
of "1973",

(2) by striking out '1972" each place it
appears and inserting In lieu thereot "1974",

(3) by striking out "1973" each time it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "1975",
and

<4) by striking out "seven" where it ap-
pears in section 422(e) and inserting In lieu
thereof "nine'.

Mr. ERLENBORN (during the read-
thg). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous
consent that section 3 be considered as
read, printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.

TheCHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from flU-
noLs?

There was no objection.
AMENDMENT OFFEBZD BY ME. LENBORN

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.
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The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr.ERLENBoaN: Be.

ginning at page 10, line 18, atrlke the lan-
guage through page 11. line 2, and renum-
ber the aubsequent sections accordingly.

(Mr. ERLBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remaaks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in opposition to section 3, nd in
support of my amendment to delete this
section from the So-called double-
orphans bill. My reasons are three-fold,
ut before enumerating them let us care-
fully examine what section 3 would do.

It would extend Federal participation
in the black lung program an additional
2 years. Under present law the program
will be shifted from the Social Security
Administration and Federal responsibil-
ity to the States and to the mine op-
erators for claims that are filed after
January 1 of 1973.

This extension called for in section 3
shouid be rejected because there is no
evidence in the RECORD or the hearings,
or elsewhere, that such an extension is
needed.

This extension represented in section
3 of the bill represents a backward step,
since the program was inaugurated with
the view that the States would take it
over, In my view an extension of Fed-
eral participation of this program is the
first step in federalizing the entire pro-
gram. It is an indication that we never
intend to turn it over to the States, even
though it has cost so far some $500 mil-
lion, and will be extended at a much
greater expense, an annual expense to
the general funds of the U.S. Treasury.

There is no separate fund involved
here. There are no payments by the
States, no payments by the coal mine
operators.

On January 22 of this year the chair-
man of the fuil committee, the gentle-
man from Kentucky (Mr. PERKINS) in-
troduced H.R. 18 to extend for an addi-
tional year the existing program for
black lung benefits. This has already
been supplanted by requests for this 2-
year extension.

You do not need a crystal bail to pre-
dict 2 years from now the gentleman
will be back asking for still another ex-
tension. It is about time that Congress
got out of the workmen's compensati'-n
program.

No one disputes that both the pro-
ponents and opponents of the original
program understood that Federal par-
ticipation was to be an interim measure,
and the payments for work-related in-
juries fall properly within the realm of
State workmen's compensation laws.

Finally, it should be noted that the
failure to grant this extension does not
mean that payments to black lung suf-
ferers will cease.

They will continue. If the State does
not have a comparable workmen's com-
pensation benefit for black lung. the vic-
tims will then still be entitled to have
Federal participation to the extent of
having their claims adjudicated and pay-
ments made on their behalf if the States
do not have a program and the cost then
would be borne by assessments by the
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Federal Government against the coal
mine operators.

With the Federal Government's deficit
running as large as it Is, I see absolutely.
no reason why we should extend pay-
ments from our general revenue funds.
These benefits are occupationally related
and ought to be treated the same as all
other workmen's compensation benefits.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield for a ques-
tion?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Does the
gentleman have a breakdown as to what
this would mean for the States finan-
cially? We are experiencing, as the gen-
tleman well knows, in our own State of
flhlnols at the present time something of
a financial crisis. Welfare cuts have had
to be made and other cuts have had to be
made.

What would this add to the State's fi-
nancial burden if we were to turn it back
to the States?

Mr. ERLENBORN. My understanding,
I ould say In response to the gentleman,
is that workmen's compensation Is not
paid Zor out of the State's general fund
but Is paid for through premiums paid for
by the employer.

So, In my opthlon, this would not be
an expense to the State.

Mr. ANDERSON of flflnois. It would
not exacerbate the financial crisis that
is faced by many States?

Mr. ERLENBORN. That is exactly
right. What this provision really does Is
grant relief Zor the coal mine operators
who would otherwise be paying the cost
of the workmen's compensation program,
at a time when the coal mines are oper-
ating at maximum capacity. The cost of
coal has been Increased and there has
been an ever-increasing demand for coal
and I see no reason to ball out the coal
mine operators In this fashion by the uti-
Uzation of the taxpayers' funds from
the general treasury.

Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman.

Mr. ASHBROOK. I am particularly
glad that the gentleman from Illinois
made this point because In the previous
colloquy, I should say, the rebuttal that
the gentleman from Pennsylvania made
to my remarks, he talked In teruis of sav-
ings of money. I never at any time men-
tioned savings. I talked in terns of where
the burden should properly be. If the
gentleman recalls correctly, I stated that
this approach would remove the burden
from the coal mine operators.

Mr. ERLNBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
am glad the gentleman from Ohio has
set the record straight in that regard.

An awful lot of debate here today has
entailed answering comments that were
never made or questions that were never
asked. I would not accuse the gentleman
from Pennsylvania of purposefully twist-
ing the remarks of the gentleman from
Ohio or deliberately In any fashion doing
that, but I am afraid that he has not
been listening as carefully as he might
and he is only too ready to assign' mo-
t4ves to other people.
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Mr. DT. Mr. Chairman, I rise In
opposition to the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I would say to the gen-
tleman from Illinois that if what you ac-
cuse me of are faults—I deny them. If
they are credits—I accept them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I do not yield at this time.
Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee, apparently the amendments
that have been defeated in committee
time and again are to be repeated here
so we can look forward to at least 2 or
3 or more amendments on this subject.

I only intend to say to the House that
the committee has reviewed this amend-
ment. We know that not one single State
In the Union has been able to swing their
legislative operation into gear since
March when the record contained the
criteria set up for compliance by the
States.

We are meeting here today—right on
Capitol Hill—with a committee of Penn-
sylvania legislators and those who are
involved in this particular division of the
Pennsylvania State government, for the
4th tIme, trying to work out some kind
of plan so that Pennsylvania, which is
the most advanced State in the Union
In the matter of payments for black lung,
can work its laws and change its legis-
lative enactments in order to comply
with and come under the Federal act

No matter when the responsibility is
turned over to the States, all of those

- who are included in the Federal list will
continue to be paid out of the Federal
Treasury. The only new payments that
will be made by the States will be those
that come after the Federal obligation
expires.

The House in its wisdom accepted the
responsibility for that great population

• of miners who drifted from State to
State but were eligible for payments, and
we are paying it out of the Federal Treas-
ury. The payments, when the program
reverts to the States, will come, yes, In
some instances, from a payment of em-
ployer to employee, but in our own
State, when we started the act in Penn-
sylvania, we paid it out of the public
treasury of Pennsylvania until we were
able to ascertain the responsibility per
miner, per operator, per employer. We
could not do it in any other way. That
is the only manner in which you can do
it. In 2 years we fully expect that every
State in the Union will be able to im-
plement their laws in complying with
the mandate that the States takes over
all new claims.

There is a bright side of this thing.
This is a disease that will die out with
the present victims of pneumoconiosis.
We have reached the 3 mIlligrams of
dust level in most of the mines of the
United States. We have reached 2 mIni-
grams, which the English said could
never be reached. We have reached a
virtual zero point in dust in some of the
mines In this great country of ours.

There is only one way a person can
get black lung and that is from dust,
and we are eliminating the dust. There
will not be any big load on the States
when eventually the States comply with
the law. Right now it is lmposible. They
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do not have the law or the machinery
to do so. They need time. I beg of you
to defeat the amendment.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Will the
Federal Government continue to pay the
claims filed in 1972, and through what
department, since the responsibility of
the Department of HEW ends on Decem-
ber 31, 1972?

Mr. DENT. Yes. The Department of
HEW, under current law, is responsible
for those claims filed only during 1972,
and the Labor Department is ultimately
responsible for all those filed after 1972.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Will the
U.S. Department of Labor accept claims
filed after January 1, 1973, from claim-
ants who are disabled but were employed
years ago and have no current employer
to hold responsible?

Mr. DENT. Yes.
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Will the

U.S. Secretary of Labor, in approving a
State plan, require total funding by em-
ployers or can funding be shared by the
employer and the State?

Mr. DENT. The Secretary will require
total funding. If a State makes payments
as well as an employer, the State share
can reduce the operator's obligation that
amounts to joint funding.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Will the
Federal Government continue payments
after 7 years if, first, a State has an ap-
proved plan. and, second, if a State does
not have an improved plan?

Mr. DENT. Yes, in either situation,
provided the claim was filed during the
eligible period.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. On and
after January 1, 1973, must a State that
has a statutory slack lung program pro-
vide benefits equal to Federal paymeIts
f or claimants rejected or terminated
under the Federal program but eligible
under a State program?

Mr. DENT. No. If a State wants to pro-
vide benefits for claimants other than
those in the Federal law, the State is not
obligated to provide equal benefits for
those other claimants as well.

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. I than!:
the gentleman.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, viil the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from California, if I have any time re-
maining.

Mr. BURTON. Is it not a fact that if
this provision as reported out by the
committee is not sustained, that startr.g
January 1 the Secretary of Labor will
have to directly go to every coal opera-
tor individually In the country to enforce
the provision which will require those
coal operators to comply with the terms
of the bill and work .out payment ar-
rangements for direct workmen's com-
pensation premiums through the Sec-
retary o Labor? Those who operate the
coal mines state there has not been a
single large coal mining State legisla-
ture that has been able to comply with
the terms of the bill, and they are asking
for only enough time for the State leg-
islatures to enact wise legislation.
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Mr. DENT. The gentleman is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-

tleman from Pennsylvania has expired.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, I move to

strike the requisite number of words.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from

Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, I did not intend to

do this, but I would like to talk to my
friends on the other side of the aisle. I
have a right to. I have both nominations.
Everybody in a sense is really trying to
draw blood here, and so will I. I have
a very long fuse, after nearly 30 years
here. I do not get mad much about any-
thing any more, except when Mrs. Flood
says, when she gets mad at me, she is
going to cut off half of my mustache.
That would be a dirty trick—cut off half.
But let me show how far some of these
people have gone in their deadpan, sanc-
timonious, glib presentation. Hold your
watch, boys, and if you have gold in
your teeth, keep your mouth shut.

The gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Mi-
CHEL)—and it is 'Mishel" and not
"Mikel"—is the ranking Republican on
the Appropriations Subcommittee that
handles this bill, and I am the chair-
man. If the gentleman from Kentucky
(Mr. PERKINS) and the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT)—and the
Members are going to defeat this amend-
ment and pass their bill—come back to
MICHEL and FLOOD and we are here, with
the help of God, 2 years from now, and
they think they are going to get any more
extension of time to file under the Fed-
eral funds section at the end of that
period, they are out of thefr Individual
and collective heads, I am telling the
Members that now. So scratch that. This
will not be extended. It was never In-
tended to be, and it is not going to be.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, I have
something more to say, and then, of
course. I will yield. I will get the time to
do it. The gentleman is all right. He is
n3w the new conscience of the House,
an'i I understand my friend, the gentle-
man from Michigan (Mr. FORD) approves
It. The gentleman is all right. He is get-
ting in on the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. HALL) and the gent1man from Iowa
(Mr. GRoss) here, but that Is all right.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. FLOOD. Just a minute.
Now there is a second point, and the

gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
DENT) did not mention this. Now hear
this.

My friend, the gentleman from fl-
linois, is a conservative Republican at
heart, and he is bleeding now for the
taxpayer, but the coal companies—al, yl,
yi. The Republican coal companies are
going to benefit, and he Is going to break
down and cry when they do? He is going
to have to see the priest if he says that
out loud.

The coal companies. Can the Members
imagine Jon FRANCIS ALOYSIUS FLOOD
in the well of this House defending the
coal companies and in favor of the coal
companies? Do not be ridiculous. And go
back to my district and say that. Why,
the coal companies have held meetings
since 1924, when I had 66,000 men—of
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course, I have no great interest in this
fight. In 1924 I had 66,400 men in the
hard coal working underground in my
county. Today I have got 1,200. And yet
I vot2 for the gas people and I vote for
the oil people for 25 years. I have no great
ax t,c' grind here, as the soft coal people
do. But the coal companies held meet-
ings every morning before elections for
25 years and called in their fine boys and
their mine boys to beat FLOOD in a Rep-
ublican district, and they could not do
it. And I am for the coal companies?
No. That is the second "truism" that the
Members have heard today. We cannot
say "lie," because somebody will take
down my words.

No, there are other things, my friend
says.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. FLOOD. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gentle-
man for yielding.

Mr. FLOOD. I was sure the gentleman
would.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman has
said after next year he would not appro-
priate funds.

Mr. FLOOD. After this bill Is passed
there are 2 years more.

Mr. ERLENBORN. If the gentleman
will yield, I wonder if the gentleman will
tell this House about it.

Mr. FLOOD. I am telling the gentle-
man, and next year he can back me
up on it.

Mr. Chairman, I am doing a mono-
log here.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chafrnian, will the
gentleman yield?.

Mr. FLOOD. Oh, yes, all right, I yield
to the gentleman from California (Mr.
BtIRTON).

Mr. BURTON. As I understood the
gentleman, he was not saying he was go-
ing to cut off those clftimftnts whose
claims were filed or approved under the
law.

Mr. FLOOD. Of course, the gentleman
knows that.

As a matter of fact my friend from
Illinois came down here when we were
on suspension and had me in tears. His
heart was bleeding for the double or-
phans. Sacre bleu, mon Dieu. He is going
to hell for it. Well, imagine.

Mr. QUIE. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman
from fllinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding.

Let me say I enjoyed the performance
of the gentleman who preceded me in the
well, a minute ago. I believe the Shake-
spearean stage has been the loser and the
House the gainer by having his presence
here.

Let me make clear to the Members of
the House what this provision will do. In
the law today those who qualify for Fed-
eral benefits continue to be the responsi-
bility of the Federal Government. For a
period of 2 years we were to pick up the
backlog of all those who contacted this
dlsea,se over the past 40 or 50 years. Then,
having taken care of the great bulk of
those who suffer from the disease, the
law was designed to say that in the future
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those who contact this disease should
be compensated under State workmen's
compensation law; if the State has no
appropriate compensation law, however,
the Federal Governnient will continue to
adjudicate and pay legitimate claims.

What the existing law does is create
a cause of action by the Federal Oovern-
ment against the coal mine operator.

There can be only one result of the
extension of Federal responsibility; that
is, to wipe out for that 2-year period
the cause of action against the coal mine
operator.

There can be only one result of the
extension of Federal responsibility; that
is, to wipe out for that two-year period
the cause of action against the coal mine
operator.

If the States adopt the program the
coal mine operators will pay for It
through workmen's compensation insur-
ance premiums.

If we do not extend this and there Is
no State workmen's compensation law
governing it, the Federal Ooverninent
will sue the coal mine operator to
cover.

In no event does It costs the miner.
The State does not bear a hare of the
cost as the bill Is. So extending theFed-
eral responsibifity saves nothing for the
States and simply Imposes the costs on
the ederal Government. It spares the
coal mine operators and puts the burden
operators this cost, they should vote
general funds.

Members should understand that when
they vote on this. If they believe we need
a greater drain on our Federal general
funds so that we can save the coal mine
operators this cost, they should vote
agatnst the amendment. If they believe
it Is fair for the coal mine operators to
pay for this type of workmen's conipen-
sation, as other employers do pay for it,
they should vote for my amendment.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.

Mr. Chairman, first let me state that
I will take only 1 mInute.

We are talking about legislating for
the welfare of human beings here, not
for cold and Impersonal statistics. It Is
a matter of justice to extend this act
from January 1, 1973, to January 1, 1975;
to strengthen the legislative mandate to
the administration to assure benefits to
thousands of people who have been
denied them; to let the State legislatures
have time to enact appropriate statutes
providing pneumocoriiosls benefits.

The 2-year extension Is the minimum
time that should be provided.

The CHAmMAN. The question Is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from illinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the noes ap-
peared to have it'

rExt.n voTE wrri ciKs
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I

demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I

demand tellers with Clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and

the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. ERLENBORN, DEWr, QtrxE, and
PERKINS.
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The Committee divided, and the tellers

reported that there were—ayes 133,
noes 245, not voting 53, as follows:

lRoU No. 376]
LRecorded Teuer Votel

AYES—133
Abbitt Gross
Abernethy Grover
Anderson, Dl. - Haley -

Andrews, Hall
N. Dak. Hammer—

Archer schmidt
Mends Hansen, Idaho
Ashbrook Harvey
Beicher Hastings
BeU Henderson
Bett5 Hosmer

— Bow Hunt
Brinkley Hutchinson
Broomfield Jarman
Brown, Ohio Jonas
Broyhill. N.C. Jones. N.C.
Burke, Pie. Jones, Tenn.
Burleson, Tex. Keith
Byrnee, wis. Kemp
Cabeli King
Cederberg Kuykendall
Chamberlain Kyl
Cleveland Latta
CoUlns, TeL Lennon
Colmer Lent
Conable McClOry
Conte McCoulster
Crane McCullOch
DaviS. Win McDonald,
Dellenback Mich.
Dennis McEwen
Devine McKevltt
Dickinson Mahon
du Pont Mailliard
Dwyer Mann
Edwards. Ala. Martin
Erlenborn Matbias. Calif.
Each Mathis, Ga.
Fish Mayne
Flynt Michel
Ford, Gerald R. Mills. Md.
Forsythe MlnshaU
Fountain Mizell
Frellnghuysen Montgomery
Frenzel Morse
Prey Nelsen

NOES—245
Clay
Collins, Ill.
Conyers
Cotter
Coughlln
Culver
Daniel. Va.
Daniels, N.J.
Danielson
Davis, Ga.
Davis. S.C.
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellums
Denholm
Dent
Dingeli
Donohue
Dora
Dow
Downing
Drinan
DuIski
Duncan
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Calif.
Ellberg
Eshleman
Evans, Cob.
Evins, Tenn.
FasceU
Findley
Fisher
Flood
Flowers
Foley
Ford.

william D.
Fraser
Fulton, Tenn.
Fuqua
Gallfianakls
Gauagher
Garmatz
Gaydos
Gettys
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Podeli Stanton,
Poff rames V.
Preyer, NC. Steed
Price, Ill. Steele
Pucinaki Stelger, MIs.
Quiflen Stephens
Randall Stokes
Rees Stratton
Reid. N.Y. Stubblefield
Reuss. Stuckey
Riegle Sullivan
Rodino Symlngton
Roe Teague. Tex.
Rogers Tiernau
Roncallo Udall
Rooney, N.Y. Ullman
Rooney, Pa. Van Deerlin
Rosenthal Vanik
R,ostenkowski waggonner
Roush Waldie
Roy wampler
Roybal ware
Ruppe Whalen
Ryan Whalley
St Germain White
Sarbanes Whitehurst
Saylor Wiliiams
Scheuer Wilson.
Schneebeli Charles H.
Seiberllng Wolff
Sisk Wright
Skubitz Yates
Slack Yatron
Smith. Iowa Young. Tax.
Snyder Zablocki
Staggers Zion

NOT VOTING—53
Good.llng Mosher
Gubser Murphy. N.Y.
Halpern OKonaki
Hanna Patman
Hébert Pelly
Ichord Pettis
Jones. Ala. Pryor. Ark.
Keeling Rangel
Kee Schwengel
Landgrebe Shipley
Landrum Stanton.
Link .1. wiUiani
Lloyd Thompson, N.J.
Long, La. Veysey
McClure Vigorito
Macdonald. Whitten

Mass. wydler
Madden wyman
MIU5, Ark. Zwach

McFaU
McKay
McKlnney
McMiUan
Matsunaga
Mazzoli
Meeds
Melcher
Metcslfe
Mikva
Miller, Calif.
MlUer, Ohio
Minish
Mink
Mitchell
Molloban
Monagan
Moorhead
Morgan
Moss
Murphy, Ill.
Myers
Natcher
Nedzi
NicholS
Nix
Obey
O'Hare
O'Neill
Passman
Patten
Pepper
Perkins
Peyser
Pickle
Pike

Anderson,
Tenn.

Baring
Barrett
Blackburn
Boggs
Camp
Chappell
Clancy
Clausen.

Don H.
Clawson. Del
Collier
Corman
Derwlnski
Diggs
Dowdy
Edwards. La.
Goldwater

Pirnie
Poage
Powell
Price, TeL
Purcell
Qule
Railsback
Rarick
Rhodes
Roberts
Robinson, Va.
Robison, N.Y.
Rousselot
Runnels
Ruth
Sandman
Satterfield
Scherle
Schmitz
Scott
Sebelius
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Smith. Calif,
Smith, N.Y.
Spence
Springer
Steiger, wis.
Talcott
Taylor
Teague, Calif.
Terry
Thompson, Ga.
Thomson, wis.
Thone
Vander Jagt
widnafl
wiggins
wilson, Bob
winn
wyatt
wylie
Young, Fla.

Gialmo
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Grasso
Gray
Green. Oreg.
Green. Pa.
Grlmn
Grtmths
Gude
Hagan
Hamilton
Hanley
Hansen, wash.
Harrlngton
Haraha
Hathaway
Hawkins
Hays
Hechier, w. Va.
Heckler. Mass.
Heinz
Helstoski
Hicks, Mass.
Hicks. wash.
HUllS
Hogan
Holifield
Horton
Howard
Hull
Hungate
Jacobs
Johnson, Calif.
Johnson, Pa.
Karth
Kastenmeler
Kazen
Kluczynaki
Koch
Kyros
Leggett
Long. Md.
Lujan
McCloskey
McCormack
McDade
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But a more thorough analysis of the ef-
fect of such language discloses a far dif-
ferent result. It Is Important to keep in
proper prospective the original purpose
of the benefit program. It was to provide
benefits for miners who were totally dis-
abled due to black lung as a result of
many years of exposure in the coal
mines. The program was not designed
or Intended to give benefits to miners
who become totally disabled from other
causes. Thus, a miner who develops
emphysema, a lung disease that is con-
tracted by people irrespective of their
particular occupation, or bronchitis or
pneumonia or any of an innumerable list
of other ailments would not be eligible
for benefits under this program even if
they became totally disabled as the re-
sult of such a disease, and even though
he may have worked in the coal mines
for 20 years. In effect, just being a coal
miner for a long period of time does not
qualify an individual for benefits under
this program.

If a chest X-ray discloses black lungs.
benefits can be paid solely on the basis
of such an X-ray. If the X-ray discloses
some evidence of black lung, additional
tests are made to determine its severity
and its- degree of disability. If an X-ray
discloses no evidence of black lung,
claims have been denied.

The Social Security Administration re-
port explains the use of the X-ray in this
way—this establishment of claims by X-
ray Is based on the prevailing medical
judgment that in the absence of positive
X-ray evidence, the disease does or does
not exist to a degree that would have a
significant effect on the claimant's func-
tional capacity.

Moreover, where other diseases exist
like emphysema or chronic bronchitis
which have some similarity to black lung,
a consensus of medical expert judgment
Is that there is no other means than the
X-ray presently available to diagnose
and distinguish black lung from other
respiratory diseases in a living person
with the exception of a biopsy.

Now there Is a great misunderstanding
due to a great deal of publicity that has
been given on this subject, that some
people who have lung troubles have been
denied pneumoconiosis compensation.
and where such claimant later died and
an autopsy shows that there was evi-
dence of pneumoconiosis. However, none
of this evidence shows there these cases
involved pneumoconiosis that was totally
disabling—and that is the basis that is
established in the legislation for com-
pensation. Eliminating the X-ray will ex-
tend benefits to those who were never
meant to becovered. Again that will put
a greater burden on those who are sup-
posed to take over this program If it
ever becomes anything other than a Fed-
eral program.

Contrary to what some would have you
believe, social security has been admin-
Isterlng this program in a vel'y fair and
liberal way. Many claims have been de-
nied. All this means is not everyone who
has filed a claim Is totally disabled due
to pneumoconlosis. Approximately half
of the claims have been allowed. A
greater number of them have been al-
lowed In Pennsylvania where a great

Abouresk
Abzug
Adams
Addabbo
Albert
Alexander
Anderson,

Calif.
Andrews. Ala.
Annunzio
Ashley
Aspin
Aspinali
adiUo
Baker
Begich
Bennett
Bergland
BevUl
Biaggi
Biester
Bingham
Blanton
Blatnik
Boland
BoUlng
Brademas
Brasco
Bray
Brooks
Brotzman
Brown. Mich.
Broyhlll. Va.
Buchanan
Burke. Mass.
Burlison. Mo.
Burton
Byrne, Pa.
Byron
Caffery
Carey. N.Y.
Carney
Carter
Casey. Tax.
CeUer
Chisholm
Clark

So the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 4. The first sentence of section 413(b)

of such Act is amended by inserting before
the period sit the end thereof the foUowlng:
",but no claim for benefits under this part
shall be denied solely On te basis of the
results of a chest rOentgenOgraxn".

AqDMErrr OFPERS yf MR. ERLENB0RN

Mr. ERL1BORN. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ERLENBORN:

Beginning at page 11, line 3, sadke the lan-
guage through line 7.

(Mr. E2LBORN asked and - was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, let
me first of all announce, because I know
It will please the membership, that this
Is the last amendment I have to offer
today. As far as I know It may be the last
one that Is offered on the bill.

This would strike the last section of
the bill. section 4 relative to the prohibi-
tion of the use of,the X-ray.

On Initial examination the insertion
of this language that "no claim for bene-
fits under this part shall be denied sole-
ly on the basis of the results of a chest
roentgenogram," seems Innocuous and
an attempt to give fair and just evalua-
tion of a claim for black lung benefits.
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number of coal miners have reUred who
have worked many years in the anthra-
cite fie'ds. The elimination of the X-ray
as a means for diagnosis and a reason for
denial of the claim will do nothing to
improve this program. It will only extend
benefits to those who are suffering from
diseases that are not and should not be
compensable.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in op-
position to the amendment.

(Mr. DENT asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman and Mem-
bers, I will not read the entire corre-
spondence from the American CoUege
of Radiology, but I will read what they
recommended to the committee—and
the committee foUowed their recom-
mendations. I believe it is important to
know that these are the top experts in
the entire United States on the diagnosis
of the disease through the use of X-rays,
radiology. They recommended to this
committee—and I quote from their cor-
respondence—

Rather, we would suggest language which
would direct the Secretary to take into con-
sideration any and afl clinical findings which
would be provided by the n3iner or his physi-
cians—including the X-ray findings.

I include the entire letter in the
RECORD.

The letter is as follows:
AMERICAN COLLEGE OP RADTOLOGY,

Chicago, Ill., June 30, 1971.
Hon. JOHN H. Dr,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Labor,

House Committee on Education and La-
bor, Rayburn House Office Buflding,
Wa.ihzngton, D.C.

DEAR Mit. CHAIRMAN: Thank you ror the
opportunity to comment upon the language
in H.R. 9212 which is now pending before
your committee. As the representative body
of the nation's medical specialists In the
uses of s-rays for diagnosis o diseases, we
are most concerned with the implications in
Section 4. This current language would have
the effect or d.tsqualirying the one objective
medical examination now available to phy-
sicians and government ofcia1s in determJ.n-
ing the condition or a miner or rormer miner
with regard to his status under the law.

It is axiomaUc in good medical practice
that x•rav examinatbns are requested ad
performed as part or a clinical procesa which
leads to a diagnoeis and possible treatment
of a patients hea.Ith problem. Por some con-
ditions. the x-ray finding is the definitive
evidence for the physician managing the
case. In others it is contributory to his con-
clusion and in still others it provides little
or no helpful injormation. In perhaps a
niajoritv of all x.ray ecam1nations, a nega-
tive finding (i.e.. the cart examined appears
to be normal) can be vital in ruling out a
mriad of possible causes of a Patient's com-
plaint.

In the instance Of coal workers' pneumo-
coniosis, the patterns of dust retention in
the lung make ectremely difcult a poGitive
diagnosis of the disease in its early stages.
In the later stages, the accumulation of for-
eign matter usually becomes more evident on
well executed x-ray examinations. However,
not all persons exposed to concentrations of
coal dust respond in the same way. It ha
been demonstrated that n3iners with x-ray
evidence or advanced pneumoconioss are
still functional and seemingly have unim-
paired lung runction. Conversely, other min-
ers with no x-ray evidence or pneumoconio..
sis are by any clinical standa'ds disabled
There is a further problem in that miners
cith emphysema, bronchitis, lung tumors
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and other respiratory ailmenta will suffer
m'e from an accumulation oZ coal duet in
their lungs than will their colleagues who do
not bve theee basic problems

In addition to x-ray examinations, physl-
clans attempting a medical diagnosis of
pneumocdniosis would ordinarily rely upon
a patient history, a physical examination
and, where available, a pu1mona7 function
study. Unlortunately, faci1itie for puiDlo-
nary function studie8 and physicians skilled
in making them are not available to the ex-
tent that these can be utilized as a routine
procedure in most mining communities. In
most cases, reliable efforts to determine the
cause of the respiratory disability demon-
strated by the minor is still dependent upon
the findings of the chest x-ray examination.

There is a further problem in that the pro-
duction of a roentgenogram which can
demonstrate pneumoconiotic lesions requires
a level of skill which was not always round
in the persons performing such duties in.
mining communities. Likewise, physicians
not specially trained in radiology or chest
disease may fail to appreciate the subtle
markings which distinguish pneumoconiosis
from other lung conditions. Thus, while the
x-ray examination is an essential part oZ the
diagnosis of pneumoconiosla, its contribution
and reliability could be enhanced by greater
attention to the inherent problems in the
procedure.

During the months since the passage of
PL 91—173, this organization has been work-
ing with the National Institute of Occupa-
tional Safety and Health of the Public
Health Service and the Bureau of Disability
Insurance and the Bureau oZ Hearings and
Appeals of the Social Security Administra-
tion on an Intensive program to acquaint
physicians in the mining areas with the spe-
cial responsibilities und the act. Through
this program, more than 850 physicians in
the mining aeaa have become qualifled by
the PES for participation in ite program
and most or these doctors bve participated
in SSA efforts as well. The training, in
seminars and home study materials, has
stressed the need for good films and for an
apprecation of the type of pathology seen in
black lung problems plus the use of the
standardized system of reporting findings.
In addition, special efforts have been made to
improve film quality by instructing the x-
ray technologists and other physicians as-
sistants who m&ke the exposures. These ef-
forts not only contribute to the effectiveness
of the act but also provide a solid base Zor
better x-ray exan3lnations in the communi-
ties served by these physicians.

Thus, we would argue tbt the language
or Section 4 would be detrimental to the
purpose or the amendment and of the basic
act. Rather, we would suggest language which
would direct the Secretary to take into Oi-
sideration any and afl clinical findings which
would be provided by the miner or his physi-
cians—including the x-ray findings. Where
a miner is decreased, the existing x-ray ex-
amination may be the only objective evidence
subject to review by the Secretary. The lan-
guage might more appropriately read, "but
a clali ror benefits under this part shall
be denied solely on the basis oZ a chest ro-
entgenogram only when no other clinical
findings are available or can be provided to
the Secretary."

You can appreciate that this brief discus-
sion is necessarily general. It cannot reflect
the total subject or the differences of inter-
pretation and opinion held by physicians and
others concerned with the black lung prob-
lem We do hope that it has been responsive
to your request and that you will feel free.
to use this material in any way o to call
upon us for additional assistance.

Sincerely,
SEYMOUR P. OCHSNER, M.D.,
Chairman, Board of. C1ancelZors.
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Mr. Chairman, that is exactly what the

legislation before you does. We do not In
any way prohibit the use of X-ray, nor
do we curafl the use of it. We merely say
that there are other examIntlons that
can be conducted to make a complete and
honest diagnosis of the case and they can
be used. We simply do not want a claim
denied solely on the basis of an X-ray.

This is a peculiar thing. Here we are
In the tTnlted States arguing about a con-
dition that has been known to us for
years and which we have done little
about. But In Germany, In 1929, they
passed the first law on black lung as an
occupational disease, and they have been
operating under it ever since. It is prob-
ably the most advanced egslation In the
fie'd of occupational disease In the entire
word

Hopefully, this bill will enable us to
Imve the best piece of legislation in the
entire world for the unfortunate victims
of black lung.

Let me read what the Oermans have
said.

The Germans say that X-rays often
fafl to show the presence of black lung
disease. Even without reliable X-rays,
German doctors can detect black lung
disease in its early stages. That is one
of the d1cu1ties with X-ray. One of the
d1fficultles with the X-ray is tlmt it will
not, in many cases, detect the disease In
its early stages, and it is imperative not
only to the health of the miner but to
the workings of this legislation that the
early stages be detected, because when
we detect the early stages, we prohibit
the man from working in a place where
there is dust. He must be put Into a posi-
tion where there is relatively little dust
in order that no further damage will be
done to his lungs, and therefore he can-
not become a victim of black lung.

So they can use other clinical tests,
such as re'iable b'ood tests. They can
discover by breathing tests early stages
of the disease. Somet1in by their treat-
ment they can prevent further stages of
the disease which bring a man to a fatal
end.

We have here the testimony of our own
Surgeon General before our committee.
The Surgeon General said—

u Coal niners' pneumocomlosis is a
distinct clinical entity, resulting from inha-
lation of ooi dust. Physicians diagnose it
on the basis of X-ray evidence of nodules
in the lungs oZ a p.t4ent with a history o
}ong exposure to coal dust. However, it should
be pointed out that data from postmortem
examinitons indicate a higher prevalence of
the disea3e than can be diagnosed from X-
ray examinations.

I woiijd much rather take the opinion
of the Surgeon General of the United
States than some bureaucrat working in
some section of the social security group.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. ERL4BORN. I thank the gentle-
man. That does not say "complicated
pneunioconlosis" that is totally dis-
abling. The only thing that is compen-
sable under this law is complicated pneu-
moconiosis which is totally disabling.
There is no medical opinion that says
this Cannot be seen by X-ray. The gen-
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tieman is talking about the early stag
which are not compensable.

Mr. DENT. I thank the gentleman, for
that points up what I said. We do not
want to wait until the later stages to
make it compenzable. We want to dis-
cover it In its early stages.

Moreover, the law provides benefits to
miners who are totaily disabled due to
pneunioconioSiS without regard to wheth-
er the disease has yet reached the com-
plicated stage.

Mr. REID of New York. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise In opposition to the amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in oppoeitlon to
the amendment and state at the outset
that there is a difference of opinion on
this question. I have sought both through
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Elliot Richardson, and the Bu-
reau of Disability Insurance, to try to
get to the truth of the matter. Let me
report to the Members from the report
the Secretary sent to me, and I will
read Just one section.

This report stated:
There Is some minority medical opinion to

the effect that disabling pneumocOniosls
may exist in the absence of positive X-ray
evidence thereof.

Further, the Secretary, in this report
he has sent to me, pointed out:

We are cuffently carrying Out a pilot proj-
ect in conjunction with the Public Health
Service to -determine the effectiveness and
feasibility of developing a simplified exer-
cise teat for individuals who have "simple"
pneumoconiosls but whose ventilatory ca-
pacity does not demonstrate total disability
on the baals of conventional pulmonary
function tests. The project Is expected to
lead the way to establishing additional
methods and criteria thr evaluating total
disability.

The doctor they have selected to par-
ticipate In this test Is Dr. Rasmussen,
whom I have been In touch with both
on the phone and In 'Writing. He says
there are tests that can detect total dis-
ability, that is complicated pneunaoconi-
osis, that is serious, that does not show
up on X-rays—that can be made by
drawing blood samples and determhihig
the amount of oxygen In the blood of
an Individual as he runs on a treadmill.
Dr. Rasmussen strongly feels that using
X-rays alone is a mistake and a grave
Injustice, and that while X-rays will
show some black lung, it has been proven
that they do not always register the ex-
istence of black lung.

Therefore, I am urging that other pro-
fessional diagnostic techniques and ap-
proaches be aUowed by the Federal Gov-
ernxnent In order to determIne these
benefits.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, wiU the
gentleman yield?

Mr. REID of New York. I yield to the
chairman of the committee.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, first let
me compliment the gentleman from New
York for opposing this amendment. We
are only proposing that negative X-rays
shaU not be the sole basis for denial?

Mr. REID of New York. That is correct.
Mr. PERKINS. And if we did not pro-

tect the individual to that extent, since
we have had several millions of mdi-

vidual coal miners in this country who
have worked in the mines, and the ma-
jority of denials, or over 150,000 have
been solely on the basis of X-rays, if we
let a condition like that exist in the law, I
personaUy feel we would be doing a great
injustice. If the gentleman who has ex-
pressed it so clearly will permit me to
read one paragraph of a letter from Dr.
Neal Calhoun of HopklnsvlUe, Ky., to the•
Honorable FRANK STUBBLEFIEZD, he says:

The Social Security Administration refuses
to accept the clinical Impression of the pa-
tient's family physician; they refuse to ac-
cept anything except drastic reduction of
pulmonary function and pneumoconiosls on
the chest X-ray, or autopsy findings, or bi-
opsy findings. This prevents thousands of
people from obtaining their benefits who are
justly due them. I have several patients who
have such poor pulmonary ftmctions that
they cannot undergo open lung biopsy be-
cause they would die with pneumonia from
such a minor procedure. The people in the
Social Security Administration know this,
and consequently they feel safe in rejecting
these individuals, knowing that the physician
wifl not jeopardize their lives in order to
obtain their benefits. Therefore we, the prac-
ticing physicians, and the patient are forced
to wait until he does and get an autopsy.

Mr. Chairman, I compliment the
gentleman.

The CHAmMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. REU of
New York was allowed to proceed for 3
additional minutes.) -

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, will
tleman for yielding.

Mr. REID of New York. I yield to the
gentleman from flhlnois.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thazik the gen-
tleman for yielding.

First of au, the gentleman read from
the report of W only one sentence of
a paragraph. I should like to have the
balance of that paragraph In the REC-
oaD. It says:

However, this issue was thoroughly con-
sidered by the Social Security Administra-
tion, through extensive consultation with a
wide range of medical specialists, and the
requirement was included in the regulations
aa reflecting the overwhelming consensus
of medical judgment on the Issue.

The gentleman in the well, as well as
the gentleman from Peniisylvania, has
spoken in terms of aUowing- the Social
Security Administration to use other
diagnostic techniques. There is nothing
in the act which requires them to use
an X-ray or any other type of diagnos-
tic technique. They can use-any that are,
within current medical usage according
to the conzensus of medical judgment,
proper ones.

The first step we are going -to take
toward dictating to social security how
they are to engage in these medical tests
is the one propoGed in this bill; that is
to say, against the greater weight of med-
ical evidence we are going to supplant
our judgment aiid say that the X-ray
cannot be used as the sole basis for deny-
ing a clMin. This is the first intrusion
into the Social Security Administration's
ability to determine how to administer
this law.

Mr. REID of- New York. I appreciate
the gentleman's comment, but he did
not have in his possession the ana1yss of
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the Secretary's document from Dr. Ras-
mussen, who had been asked by the De-
partment to be part of the study. He said
n this analysis that:

The continuing reference to majority med-
ical Opinion" or "prevailing medical judg-
ment impunes the integrity of the medical
profession and Implies gross incompetence
among specialists in pulmonary disea,ses.

It might be well to offer some parallels
in the pseudoscience of medicine which
could impart some degree of understanding
into the problems of diagnosis of occup-
tional lung diseases.

In the diagnosis of, for example, peptic
ulcer of the duodenum, it is fully recognized
by virtually every member of the medical
profession that an absolute diagnosis may
not be made in the absence of x-ray evidence
or anatomic evidence. However, it is known
that in perhaps 20% of patients suffering
from severe peptic ulcer, the x-ray may not
be diagnostic. Few qualified physicians.
would, on the basis of negative x-ray evi-
dence, fail to (a) diagnose the disease and
(b) treat the patient a though he had a
peptic ulcer in light of the patients
symptoms.

In the same light, In a patient whose
symptoms strongly suggest a heart attack
the electrocardiograni may not be diagnostic.
The electrocardiogram may not reveal evi-
dence of a definite heart attack in perhaps
5 to 10% of affected subjects. No qualified
physician would dismiss the patient or fall
to treat hIm as if he had suffered a heart
attack. until additional studies were per-
formed.

In establishing a diagnosis of active
tuberculosis o the lung. no physician in the
entire world would be willing to say the
disease did not exist 11 one, two or three
examinations of the patient's sputum failed
to reveal mycobacterium tuberculosis. Ix
tact, the diagnosis might well be made and
the patient given therapy. in spite of the
tact that an absolute diagnosis was not
proven;

These departures from the subject of
"black lung" are made in order to attempt
to understand the peculiar emphasis placed
on the diagnosis of occupational lung disease
in the United States. The same medical pro-
fession which makes diagnoses of peptic
ulcer, myocardial infarction and pulmonary
tuberculosis, makes diagnoses of occupa-
tional lung disease. No objective, informed
member of the medical profession would sug-
gest that the chest x-ray has greater validit
in diagnosing occupational lung disease than
the 01 x-ray in diagnosing peptic ulcer. te
ECG in diagnosing myocardial infarction or
the sputum examination in diagnosing
tuberculosis. The point which. in my Opinion.
is crucial, is that the tenacious clinging to
x-ray evidence o pneumoconiosis Is medico-
Legal, not medical. It is a conditioned reflex,
resulting from the impact of judicial and
legalistic actions, not scientific medical Judg-
ment.

The fact that the United States Public
Health Service currently uses x-ra\'s 'to es-
tablish the presence of pneumoconiosis"—is
hardly a valid argument, and hardly portrays
that agency as anything more than a rubber
stamp or a regressive Administration.

The statement in paragraph 1 on page 2 is
totally without foundation in any published
or unpublished medical report. It implies,
in fact, that x-ray evidence of CWP identi-
fies a miners occupation as being responsible
or his "bronchitis, emphysema. and a va-
riety of neurological. infectious, muscular
and degenerative diseases". I challenge the
statement that the prevalent medical judg-
ment places this reliance on the chest x-ray.

In other words, one of the experth
called in differs as to making the X-ray
the sole basis for the judgment.
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Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, wifi
the gentleman yield?

Mr. R of New York. I yield to the
disthiguished chairman.

Mr. STAGGERS. I want to congratu..
late the gentleman from New York on
the statement he has made and the posi-
tion he has taken.

The gentleman mentioned the name of
Dr. Rasmussen. I should like to say to
him that my son-In-law, Dr. We1s, along
with him, first started the study of
pneumoconiosis. Those two were sent
out by the Public Health Service to study
pneumoconiosis among miners in West
Virginia. I have heard him say one can-
not tell this disease solely from an X-ray.
For that reason, the amendment should
be defeated.

I should like to say further that while
my son-in-law was on that study $1
million was granted by HEW, and never
got to the laboratories in West Virginia
where it was supposed to be used, so they
were not funded too much.

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.

The purpose o.H.R. 9212 Is to correct
certam defects fn the administration of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 and to provide for
the extension of benefits in that act to
the orphans of workers who die of pneu-
moconiosis, better known as black lung.

The act has not fully accomplished the
intent of Congress when it was passed.
What we are trying to rccompUsh here
is a clarification of intent by certain
amendments to title IV of the original
act. For example, we did not intend the
desperate need of individuals eligible for
benefits under the act be set off against
social security disability payments, thus
neutralizing or decreasing one of the
prime purposes of the act. It was our in-
tent that 'black lung" benefits be over
and above those provided under work-
men's compensation payments, otherwise
the provision for special disability bene-
fits would not have been written into the
legislation in the first place.

In another amendment proposed un-
der H.R. 9212 we are simply but im-
portantly extending the timetable for
certain provisions under section 3 for 2
additional years in order to permit the
States an additional working period to
assume their responsibilities under the
act. While this will extend the time of
Federal responsibility, we recognize the
problems inherent in some States In
coming to grips with the benefit provl-
sions of the program. We hope the States
will use this additional period for re-
solve rather than delay.

The amendment to the first sentence
of section 413(b) that "n claims for
benefits under this part shall be denied
on the basis of the results of a chest
roentgenogram" is absolutely necessary.
The fact that the Social 3ecurlty Admin-
istration utilizes the services of a group
of eminent radiologists in X-ray classi-
fication to reinforce the accuracy and
consistency of X-ray readings under the
black lung program Is good but beside the
point They are still X-rays with their
controversial and time-proven limita-
tions In diagnosis for black lung. As Dr.
May Mayers states In the book on "Oc-

cupatlonal Health," Williams & Wilkins,
1969:

Physicians In general tend to place too
great reliance upon the X-ray picture alone,
and give too little weight to the clinical pic-
ture. . . The extent of medical disability
can only be determined, with any degree of
accuracy, by cardiorespiratory function test8,
with which some physicians are still un.
fa11tar.

The amendment does not deny the use-
fu]ness, nor does it call for the eHn1inn-
tion. of X-rays In the adjudication of
claims for benefits; it calls by Implica-
tion for an accurate medical diagnosis
based upon all relevant medical tests In
the disposition of claims. Many southern
flhinots miners and widows are being
denied benefits because of the present
law. From a social point of view the de-
tailed provisions of this-matter are clear-
ly the most important components of the
four-amendment legislative package be-
fore us.

If the health standards prescribed In
title U of the Federal Coal Mine Health
Safety Act are effective In eliminating
the cause of lung disease, the personal
burden of Incapacitation as well as the
burden of benefit payments will be re-
duced In the future. However, irreversible
damage has already been done to miners,
and we propose to correct that so far
as it affects their dependent children. We
should not allow conditions which have
disabled the miner to also disable his chil-
dren, either with respect to the necessities
of life or educational opportunities. H.R.
9212 provides the necessary prescription
and guidelines for preventing the con-
version of occupational disease of the
miner into socioeconomic "disease" for
his hiidren. The spirit of this amend-
ment Is the spirit of the entire bill; I
strongly urge the passage of H.R. 9212
and the defeat of all the rlenborn
amendments that are designed to gut the
bill. If the bill Is passed and signed Into
law in its present form, thousands o
southern illinois coal miners and their
widows will receive justice.

(Mr. GRAY asked and was given per
mission to revise and extend his re.
marks.)

The CHAIRMAN. The question Is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from flhinois (Mr. ERLENBORN).

The question was taken; and on a di-
vision (demanded by Mr. EiuENsoRN)
there were—ayes 38, noes 131.

So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. THOMPSON OP

GEORGIa

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. THOMPSON O

Oeorgla: (A) 'Pneunioconlosis" as used n
this act means any respiratory deficiency
caused by the repeated Inhalation of coal
dust, marble dust, rock dust, other quarry
dust or man made or natural textile fibers.

(B) "Miner" as used in this act Includes
any individual who as a result of the work-
ing conditions related to his employment in
any industry contracts pneumoconiosts as
Is defined In (A) above.

(Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.) -
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Mr. ThOSON of Georgia. Mr.

CIaia what I am attempting to do
by tht amendment Is, by means of de-
fining pneumoconiosis in a broad term, to
include those workers in other industries
who suffer a similar fate as do coal
miners.

Pneumoconiosls as I am denJng it
would Include quarry workers, men who
work in granite and marble quarries,
asbestos workers, and indeed textile
workers.

I know many of my colleagues from
the South have seen textile workers as
they come out of the textile mills com-
pletely covered with lint. They have in-
haled the lint and it becomes imbedded in
their lungs. It Is not soluble and it does
not go out of their lungs. Indeed it has
the same symptoms and problems and
in time death Is caused by the inhalation
of it just as it is by the inhalation of coal
dust.

I am also defining 'miner' so as to in-
dude an employee in any industry who Is
affected by the working conditions so as
to cause pneumoconiosls as defined In
the broad term of this amendment.

Granted it Is a sweeping amendment,
but it Is certan.1y one that deserves the
consideration of the House, and I hope
that the House will adopt it.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise to
oppose the amendment.

As much as I would like to assist the
gentleman in what he Is trying to do, I
would suggest that it Is not a proper part
of the legislative process here. He can
pinpoint exactly what he wants done,
and if he comes to our committee, I will
guarantee him that I will give him hear-
Ing and give him every opportunity to
make his point. However, at this stage
of the game it Is completely wrong to
suggest that we should include textile
workers and workers in these other In-
dustries in a bill which Is designed for
relief of coaa mining occupational dis
ease. I prefer to keep it that way.

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, as we
close the debate on. this legislation, I
would like to first express my apprecia-
tion to members of the Education and
Labor Committee on both sides of the
aisle for acceptIng my amendment that
would wipe out the requirement that a
minor be engaged In work underground
as a condition precedent to eligibility for
benefits under this program. I am glad
to see .that Members were In general ac-
cord in recognizing the equity of all types
or miners being treated the same,
whetIer they work above or below
ground and suffer from pneumoconiosls.

I do regret, Mr. Chairman, that several
very, significant amendments offered by
Mr. ERLENBORN and Mr. BYRNES of Wis-
consIn were not adopted, for I believe
they were good amendments, and I am
afraid because they were not adopted, I
will be forced to vote against the bill on
final passage.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, to clear up
some of the confusion that might reign as
a result of an earlier exchange in the de-
bate, relative to what Chairman FLooD
and I might do when the time comes for
us to appropriate funds for this legisla-
tion, may I make it quite clear that
pa.ssage of the original act supplemented
by these amendments will require vast
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expenditures of Federal funds for many
years to come.

Members should know that while time
for filing Is being extended for 2 years.
we are going to be obliged to pay for
many years to come, and I would like to
give you just a little bit o an idea of
the best estimates of costs given to us
in a recent hearing before our Labor-
HEW Subcommittee on Appropriations.
They are as follows:

BENEFIT PAYMENT DISBURSEMENTS FOR SPECIAL

BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS -

Fiscal year

•

Benefit
payments
(millions)

Number of miners and widows
(and their dependents) at end

ol year (thousands)

Miners Widows Dependents I

1970 actual
1971 actuaL,...
1972 estimate.__.

*7
297
548

12 1 10
68 57 73

109 89 117

1973 estimate.. --
1974 etimate___.
1975 estimate. - --
1976 eztimate_ -

538
515
491
468

101 105 112
92 106 107
84 107 103
76 108 99

1977 estimate_ - -. 447 69 109 95

I Represents dependents for whom additional payments are
made to the miner or widow.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Georgia.

The amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the

Committee uses.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and

the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. Si, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee
having had under consideration the bill
(H.R. 9212) to amend the provisions of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung bene-
ftt to orphans whose fathers die of
pneumoconioGls, and for other purposes,
pursuant to House ResolutIon 658, he re-
ported the bill back to the House with
sundry amendments adopted by the
Committee of the Whole.

The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the
previous question is ordered.

Is a separate vote demanded on any
amendment? If not, the Chair will them
ei gros.

The amendments were agrd to.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on the

engrossment and third reading of the
bill.

The bill was ordered to be ngrosséd
and read a third time, and was read the
third time.

MOTtON TO RECOMMIT OFTERED BY
MR. ERLENBORN

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I of-
fer a motion to recommit.

The SPEAR. Is the gentleman op-
posed to the bill?

Mr. ERLBORN. I am. Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report

the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. EaLEmoaN moves to recommit the bill

(.R. 9212) to the Committee on Education
and Labor.

The SPEAKER. Without objection.
the previous question Is ordered on the
motion to recommit

There was no objectioL

Archer
Arends
Ashbrook
Beicher
Brinkley
Brown. Mich.
Burleson. TeL
Byrnes, Wti.
Cabell
Cleveland
Collizm. Tex.
Colxner
Conable
Conte
Crane
Davis. Wis.
DeUenback
Dennis
Devine
Dickinson
du Pont
Edwards, Ala.
Erlenborn
Each
Ford, Qrald R.
Frenzel

Alexander.
Barrett
Blackburn
Camp
Chappell
Clancy
Clausen,

Don H.
Clawson, Del
Collter
Derwtnskt
Diggs
Dowdy
Edwards. La.
Goldwater
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Staggers Waggonfler
Stanton, Waldie

James V. Wampler
Steed Ware
Steele Whalen
Stelger, Ariz. Whalley
Stephens WhIte
Stokes Whitehurst
Stratton Widnall
Stubblefteld Williams
Stuckey Wilson.
Sullivan Charles H.
Symington Wolf!
Teague, Tex. Wright
Thompson. N.J. Wyatt
Thomson, Wis. Yates
Tiernan Yatron
Uclall Young. TeL
Ullman Zahocki
Van Deerli& Zion
Vander Jagt ZWrtch
Vanik

NAYS—78
Frey Rarick
Gross Rhodes
Grover Robinson. Va.
Haley Robison. N.Y.
Hall Rousselot
Hosmer Runnels
Hutchinson Ruth
Jonas Satterfield
Keith Scherle
Kemp Scott
KIng Sebelius
Kyl Shriver
Lennon Smith. Calif.
Lent Spence
McClure Steiger. Wis.
McCollister Talcott
McEwen Taylor
Mann Teague. Calif.
Martin Terry
Mathia.. Calif. Thompson, Ga.
Mathis, Ga. Thone
Mayne WIggins
Michel Wilson. Bob
MIzell Wlnn
Montgomery Wylle
Quie Young, Fla.

NOT VOTING—40
Goodllng Mills, Ark.
Gubser Murphy. N.Y.
Halpern Patman
Jones, Ala. Pelly
Jones. NC. Pryor. Ark.
Kazen Schwengel
Kee Stanton.
Lancigrebe J. William
Link Veysey
Lloyd Vigorito
Long, La. Whitten
Long. Md. Wydler
Macdonald, Wyman

Mass.
Madden

So the bill was passed.
The Clerk announced the following

pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Kee ror. with Mr. Chappell against.
Mr. Link Xor, with Mr. Jones oX North

Carolina agatnst.
Mr. Dtggs ror, with Mr. Dowdy agaInst.
Mr. alpern for, wtth Mr. Goldwater

against.
Mr. Goodllng for, with M:r. Collier agtnst.
Mr. Murphy or New York for, with Mr.

Veysey agatnst.
Mr. Kazen for, with Mr. WycUer against.

Until further notice:
Mr. Whitten with Mr. Camp.
Mr. Barrett wtth Mr. Clancy.
Mr. Madden with Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Macdonald of Massachusetts with Mr.

Don . Clausen.
Mr. Pryor oX Arkansas with Mr. Derwtnskl.
Mr. Alexander with Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Jones oX Alabama with Mr. Lloyd.
Mr. Mills of Arkansas with Mr. Del

Clawson..
Mr. Vigortto with Mr. PeUy.
Mr. Patman with Mr. Gubser.
Mr. Long of Maryland wlth'Mr. Schwexigel.
Mr. J. Wtlltam Stanton with Mr. Wyman.
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The SPEAR. The question is on the
motion to recommit.

The motion to recommit was rejected.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the

passage of the bill.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, on

that I demand the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question wa taken; and there

were—yeas 312, nays 78, not voting 40,

Roy
Roybal
Ruppe
Ryan
St Gernatn
Sandman
Sarbanes
Saylor
Scheuer
Schmitz
SchneebeU
Seiberling
Shipley
Shoup
Sikes
Sisk
Skubitz
Slack
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Springer

as follows:

Abbitt
Abernethy
Abourezk
Abzug
Adams
Adctabbo
Anderson,

Calif.
Anderson, IU.
Anderson,

Tenn.
Andrews, Ala.
Andrews,

N. Dak.
Annunzio
Ashley
Aspin
Aspinall
BadUlo
Baker
Baring
Begich
Bell -

Bennett
Bergland
Betts
BevUl
Biaggt
Biester
Btngbam
Blanton
Blatntk
Boggs
Boland
Bolling
Bow
Brademas
Brasco
Bray
Brooks
Broomfield
Brotzman
Brown, Ob.!o
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhfll, Va.
Buchanan
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burlison. Mo.
Burton
Byrne. Pa.
BytoD.
Cáffery
Carey, N.Y.
Carney
Carter
Caaey, Tex.
Cederberg
Celler
Chamberlain
Chtsholm
Clark
Clay
Collizm, m.
Conyers
Corman -

Cotter
Coughltn
Culver
Daniel, Va.
Daniels, N.J.
Danielson
Davis, Ga.
DaviB, S.C.
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellumi
Denhoim
Dent
Dingefl
Donohue
Dorn -

Dow
Downing
Drlnan

[Roll No. 377j
YEAS.—312

Dulskt Landrum
Duncan Latta
Dwyer Leggett
Eckhardt Lujan
Edniondaon McClory
Edwards, Ca1IX. McCloskey
Ellberg McCortnack
Eshleman McCulloch
Evw.s, Cob. McDade
Evlfls, Tenn. McDonald,
Fascell Mich.
Findley .t'Fall
Fish Mcay
Fisher McKevttt
Flood McKiziney
Flowers McMUlan
Flynt Mahon
Foley Mailflaxd
Ford. Matsunaga

Wllltam D. Mazzolt
Forsythe Meeds
Fountain Melcher
Fraser Metcalfe
Frellnghuysen Mtkva
Fulton Tenn. Miller, Ca1IX.

- Fuqua Miller, Ohio
Gaflfianaklz MWs. Md.
Gallagher Minis1
Garmatz Mink
Gaydos Minahall
Gettys Mttchell
Gtaimo Molloban
Gibbons Monagan
Gonzalez Moorhead
Gra8so Morgan
Gray Morse
Green. Oreg. Mosher
Green, Pa. Moss
Griffin Murphy, Ill.
Griffitb Myers
Gude Natche?
Hagan Nedzt
Hamilton Nelsen
Hammer- NIchols

schmtdt Nix
Hanley Obey
Hanna O'Hara
Hansen, Idaho O'Konkt
Hansen. Wasi. O'NetU
Harrtngton Passman
Harsha Patten
Harvey Pepper
Hastings Perkins
Hathaway Pettis
Hawkfl8 Peyser
Hays PtcI1e
Hébert Puce
Heckler, W. Va. Plrn.je
Heckle?, Mau. Poage
Hetnz Podell
Heistoski Poff
Henderson Powell
Htcka, Mass. Preyer. N.C.
Htcks, Was1. Prtce, B!.
Htllls Prtce, Tex.
Hogan Puctnski
Holifleld Purcell
Horton QuUlen
Howard Railsback
Hull Randall
Hungate Range
Hunt Rees
Ichord Retd, N.Y.
Jacobs Reuss
Jarinan Rtegle
John8on, Calif. Robert3
John8on. Pa. Rodtno
Jones. Tenn. Roe
Karth Roger8
Kastenmele.r Roncalto
Keating Rooney, N.Y.
.1uczyns Rooney, Pa.
Koch Rosenthal
Kuykendall Rostenkowski
Kyro Rouz
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The restijt of the vote was announced as

above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the

table.

GENERAL LEAVE
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani-

mous consent that au Members of the
House may have 5 legislative days in
which to revise and extend their re-
marks and include extraneous matter on
the bill just passed.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania?

There was no objection.

* * * * *
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

SPEECU OP

HON. JAMES. KEE
OP WEST VIRGINIA -

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday. November 10, 1971

The House iii Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union had under
consideration the bill (H.R. 9212), to amend
the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend
black lung benefits to orphans whose fathers
die of pneumonconiosis, and for other pur-
poses.

Mr. KEE. Mr. Chairman, as a repre-
sentative in this great legislative body,
and as a member of the House Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs, our hon-
orable chairman some time ago, and
before H.R. 9212 was scheduled for con-
sideration on the floor at this time, ex-
tended an invitation for me to represent
the majority at a Lead and Zinc Con-
ference in Malaga, Spain, beginning Oc-
tober 28, 1971, and ending November 5,
1971. I accepted this invitation and hon-
ored my commitment.

When H.R. 9212, now under discus-
sion, was brought up under suspension
of the rules on October 18, 1971. I rose
on the floor of the House and strongly
urged my colleagues tosupport it. When
the roll was called, I voted for its pas-
sage. The vote was 227 ayes and 124
nays. Under the parliamentary rules a
two-thirds majority was required, there-
fore, the bill failed of passage by seven
votes.

Once again it is before the House for
consideration. This time the Rules Com-
mittee has recommeided an open rule.
with 1 hour of debate. Once again I
strongly urge my colleagues to support
this badly needed legislation.

In my remarks on October 18, 1971, I
stated that as the Representative from
the largest coal-producing congressional
district in the United States I had felt
for some time that some of the provi-
sions of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 needed clarifica-
tion to make it more equitable. In my
judgment, H.R. 9212 does correct some
of the inequities that we have found
inthis act.

I supported enthusiastically the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969, which is now Public Law 91—173.
I had long been an advocate of legis-
lation to give the disabled miner relief
from the rigors of his hazardous em-
ployment and it was for this reason that
I introduced H.R. 9850, the very first bill
introduced in the Congress for those suf-
fering from black lung, and their fami-
lies.

We have since learned that the black
lung disease benefit program as estab-
lished by title IV, does not always give
the coal miners with this disease the
benefits to which they are entitled. In
some instances it is found that this in-
justice Is caused by placing too much

emphasis on X-rays. It seems to me
that to deny claims for black lung bene-
fits solely on an X-ray examination was
never intended by the Congress, and is
a most unfortunate situation Insofar as
justice is concerned to the coal miners
in this country.

At the time I testified during the
hearings on this legislation in May 1971,
I stated that in my own State of West
Virginia, there were claims filed amount-
ing to 58,300. According to the latest
black lung statistics that figure has now
risen to 59,234. About 32,981 of these
claims were made In my district. Claims
paid for the entire State of West Vir-
ginia are 24,491. The claims paid In my
district amount to 14,501.

On the other hand, the statistics show
that there were 15,513 denials. I have
no way of knowing whether or not all of
these denials would be approved, but I
do state that under this new legislation
which prohibits the use of chest X-rays
as the sole basis for denial of claims,
I am reasonably sure that quite a few
of them would.

Likewise, a third of the black lung
benefit claims which have been turned
down to date have been disallowed, be-
cause the miner was not totally disabled.
In fact, what the Federal Government
is saying to these miners is that they do
not qualify, because they are not totally
dead. I have contended from the very
beginning that the requirements for de-
terrnlning "total disability" should be
made more realistic. It seems to me that
any miner who is rendered incapable of
performing his usual mining job should
be considered "disabled" under the Fed-
eral black lung compensation provision.
I feel that this bill recognizes this phase.

I am also pleased that under this leg-
islation the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act will be amended to ex-
tend black lung benefits to orphans whose
fathers died of pneumoconiosis; that the
existing black lung program shall not
be considered a workmen's compensa-
tion law or plan for purposes of the dis-
ability insurance provisions of the So-
cial Security Act; and, that the exist-
ing program for payment of black lung
-benefits will be extended for 2 years.

With these thoughts in mind, and on
behalf of the deserving coal miners, I
strongly endorse the passage of this bill,
which will rectify some of the inequities
that have arisen over the past 2 years.

I am glad to have had a part in de-
veloping this legislation.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBER 11,1971

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

AN ACT
To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 19G9 to extend black lung benefits to orphans

whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Con gres.s as.embled,

3 That (a) (1) section 412 (a) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignating

5 paragraph (3) as paragraph (4), and by inserting after para-

6 graph (2) the following new paragraph:

7 "(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner

8 whose death is due to pneumoconiosis or of a miner who is

9 receiving benefits under this part at the time of his death, and

10 who leaves no widow, and in the case of the child or children

II



US

1 of a widow who is receiving lieneflis under this part at the

2 timeofherdeath,bneflftthRbepudtosuchslde
3 dren as follows: If there is one, such child, he .bsll be piid

4 benefits at the rate specified in paragraph (1). If there is

5 more than one such child, the benefits paid dm11 be divided

6 equallyamongthemiwddm11bepaidataeequalt.othe

7 rate specified in paragraph (1), increased by 50 per centum

8 of uchrateiftherearetwosuchchildren,by7opercentum

9 ofsuchrateiftherearethreesuchchildren,andbylooper

10 centum of such rate if there are more than three such chile

11 dren: Provided, That benefits dm11 only be paid to a child

is for so long as he meets the criteria for 'the term 'child' con-

13 Mined in section 402 (g) ."

14 (2) Section 412 (a) of such Act is further, amended by

15 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph;,

16. "(5) If an individual's benefits woujd be increased

17 under clause (4) of this subsection bpcause he or she has one

18 or more dependents, and it appears to the Secretary that it

19 would be in the interest of any such dependent to have the

20 amount of such increase in benefits (to the extent attributable

21 to sueh dependent) certified to a person other than such mdi-

22 vidual, then the Secretary may, under regulations prescribed

23 by him, certify the amount of such increase in benefits (to

24 die extent so attributable) not to such individual but directly

25 to such dependent or to another person for the use and bene-
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1 fit of such depciitlciit ; nd atiy piviiiciit inuk Utidc) ti i
2 clause, if otherwise valid iutdei' tins titic. 1.uii1 be a iiupIctc

3, set tlement and satisfactioii of all claims, rights, and interests in

4 and to such payment.'

5 (b) (1) Section 412 (U) ot Stiull Act is alllCUtl('d 1v

6 inserting after widow' each tinie it ppears the foUo'viiig:

7 "or child".

8 (2) Section 402 of itc1i Act is uiietidetl by aILliu

9 the end thereof the follovig new subscetioti

10 " (g) The term 'child' means au iiidividtiul will) is in—

11 married and (1) under eighteen years of age, or (2) inca-

12 pable of self-support because of physical or mental disability

13 which arose before he reached eighteen years of age or. in

14 the case of a student, before lie ceased to be a stwient. or

15 (3) a student. Such terni includes stepeIiil(lrdu. ad p

16 ehihiren, auid posthumous (lltldrCil. For the pu ipi e if I I is

17 subscctioii the terumu 'stiudeuit uiicauis an itulivbhual uwhr

18 tWeIitV—thlTe vcais of iic \Vll() luas Ui t iiipIi'I ed ( r :
19 01 edticttioii Iicvotid (tic iuiIi 1iiiiiI I('VCI anil \V1I(i iS 11!.!1t—

20 larlv pursuiuig a tuhl—uiiic roiit ii —Ill(l,\' O1 llilIi1l. at ;iiu

21 jifj()i which is—

22 "(1) a school or college or uuiiversity opera ted or

23 directly supported by the TJnitecl States, or 1w a State

24 or lOcal government or pufitiril sul)(liv oil I

''(2) a siluool or college or luniveNily v1iieh has
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1 beeii accredited by a State or by a State-recognized or

2 iiationally recognized accrediting agency or body;

3 "(.) a school or college or university not so ac-

4 credite(l but whose credits are accepted, on transfer, by

5 at least three institutions which are so accredited, for

6 credit on the saiiie basis as if traiisferred from an institu—

7 tion so accredited; or

S "(4) an additional type of educational or training

9 institution as defined liv the Secretaiy of Health, Edu—

10 cation, aiid Welfare.

ii Such an individual is (Teemed hot to have ceased to be a.
12 student during all interim between school years if the interim

1:; is not more than four months and if he shows to the satis—

14 faction of the Secretary that he has a bona fide intention

15 of continuing to pursue a full—time course of study or train—

1(i ing during the semester or other enrollment period immedi—

17 ntelv after the interim or during periods of reasonable

18 duration in which, in the judgment of the Secretaiy, he is
19 prevented by factors beyond his eoiitrol from pursuing his

2() educatioii. A student whose twenty—third birthday occurs

21 during a semester or other enrollment period is deemed a

22 student until the end of the semester or other enrollment

period."

24 (3) Section 413 (1)) of such Act is amended by adding

25 at the end thereof tile following new sentence: "In carrying
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1 out his responsibilities wader this part, the Secretary may

2 prescribe regulations consisteiit with the provisions of see-

3 t.ions 204, 205 (j), 405 (k), and 20G of the Social Security

4 Act."

5 (4) Section 414 (a) of such Act is amended by insert—

6 ing " (1)" after "(a) " and by adding the following new

7 paragraph at the end thereof:

S " (2) In the case of a claim by i child, this pLlragrtlpll

9 shall apply, notwithstanding any other provisioli of this part..

10 "(A) If such claim is filed within six months following

11 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

12 ment to 1)ellefits is estabhslicd pursuint to such chum, swl

13 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from Decem-

14 ber 30, 1969, or from the date such child would have been

13 first eligible for such benefit payments had section 412 (a)

16 (3) been applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is

17 the lesscr period. If on the date such claim is filed the claim-

18 ant is iiot eligible for benefit payriieiits, but was eligible during

19 the period from December 30, 19(39, to the tiate swh claiiii

20 is filed, eiit.itleiiieiit shall he effective for the (ltI1tti4)II

21 eligil)ility during sticli period.

2 " (B) If such chuiui is filed after sL' months following

23 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

24 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such

H.R.9212 2
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1 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from a date twelve

2 months preceding the date such clahn is filed, or from the
3 date such child would have been first eligible for such benefit

4 payments had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since

5 December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on

6 the date such claim is filed the clnimnnt is not eligible for

7 benefit payments, but was eligible during the period from

a date twelve months preceding the date such claim is filed,

to the date such claim is filed, entitlement slut11 be effective

10 for the duration of eligibility during such period.

ii "(C) Any benefit under subparagraph (A) or (B) for
12 a month prior to the month in which a claim is filed shall be

13 reduced, to any extent that may be necessary, so that it will

14 not render erroneous any benefit which, before the filing of

15 such claim, the Secretary has certified for payment for such

16 prior month.

17 "(1')) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case

18 of a claimant who is a child of a miner or widow (as do-

19 scrthed in section 412 (a) (3)). shall 5e considered unless it

20 is filed within six months after the death of such miner or
21 widow (whichever last occurred) or by December 31, 1972,

22 whichcver is the later.

23 "(5) Subsections 422 (c) and (d) of such Act are

24 amended by striking out 'section 412 (a)' wherever it ap-
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1 pears and inserting in lieu thereof 'section 412 (a.) (1), (2),

2 and (4) '."

3 SEc. 2. (a) Section 412 (b) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health a.nd Safety Act of 1969 is amended by adding at the

5 end thereof the following: "This part shall not be considered

6 a. workmen's compensation law or phin for purposes of see—

7 tion 224 of such Act.."

8 (b) The amendment made by this section shall be

9 effective as of December 30, 1969.

10 SEc. 3. (a) Sections 401, 411(c) (1), 411(c) (2),

11 and 422 (h) of the Federal Coal N:ine Health and Safety Act

12 of 1969 are each amended by striking out "underground".

13 (b) Sections 402(1)), 402(d), 422(a), and 423(a)

14 of such Act are each amended 1)y striking out "an under-

15 ground" and inserting "a" in lieu thereof.

16 (c) The amendments made by this section shall be

17 effective as of December 30, 1969.

iS SEC. 4. rritle 1V of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

19 Safety Act of 1969 is amended—

20 (1) by striking ou "1971" where it appears in

section 414 (b) , aiid inserting in lieu thereof "1973",

(9) by striking out "1972" each place it appears

23 and inserting in lieu thereof "1974",
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1 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

2 and inserting in lieu thereof "1975", and

3 (4) by striking out "seven" where it appears in

4 section 422 (e) and inserting in lieu thereof "nine".

0 SEC. 5. The first sentence of section 413 (b) of such

6 Act is amended by inserting before the period at the end

7 thereof the following: ", but no claim for benefits under

S this part shall be denied solely on the basis of the results

9 of a chest roent.genogram".

Passed the House of Representatives November 10, 1971.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,
Clerk.
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AN ACT
To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal

Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to cx-
tend black lung benefits to orphans whose
fathers die of pneumocoiiiosis, and for other
purposes.

NoyEMug 11, 1971
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor

and Public Welfare
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The Committee amendments, and the retained provisions of the
House-passed bill, would:

• Extend fully the Federal parts of the program for one year;
• Make Federal and noii-federal aspects of the Federal Black Lung

Proiam permanent so that all claimants ftnd beneficiaries now and
in the future will be eligible for, or entitled to, life-time benefits;

• Provide benefits to orphans of deceased miners, along with de-
pendent parents, brothers and sisters:

• Increase the amount of benefits payable to one who is receiving
both Social Sec%irity disability and black lung benefits by limiting
the combination of those benefits to 100 per cent of "average current
earnings;

• Relax the often insurmountable burden of proving eligibility by
prohibiting a denial of claims based sole'y on a negative chest roent-
enogram and by presuming that. miners with 15 years experience
wh( are disabled by a respiratory or pulmonary impairment. are dis-
li)lecl by pneumoconiosis;

• Permit. benefits to be paid in specified circumstances to surface,
a.s well as underground. miners;

• Alter the definition of total disability to permit claims based upon
an inability to work at a mining ob in which the miner was gainfully
nul regularly employed over a substantal period of time;

• Allow a widow to claim benefits if her husband was totally dis-
al)lecl by pneumocofliosis when he died, and make available to widows
other means of establishing claims by. for example, providing affi-
(lavits of the. husband's disability:

• Provide that additional tests, medical and lay evidence be utilized,
where relevant, to establish eligibility for benefits;

• Authorize the construction of clinical treatment facilities for
mirers with lung impairments:

• Permit the Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare to cer-
tifv directly to a dependent any increase in benefits attributed to such
dependent and accept applications for benefits from dependents in
their own right

• Authorize the initiation of research to develop tests to be used
in the analysis of pulmonary and respiratory diseases and

i ii)a i nnents:
Prohibit discrimination against any miner solely because he has

j)net1mocon1osi or other resniratory ailments: ncl
• Reciuire notification of prior claimants that their claims are be-

iI1 (onsideredl with respect to the new amendments.

BACEGR0rND

The Federa' Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 recognizecL
for the first time in Federal legislation. the iadequacy of compensa-
tion to miners totally dmsabed by coal workers' pneumonconiosis, 01.
a it i conimony called. "black lirng." As the Senate Report on the
ovi!.rina Act stated. this irreversible disease was "believe to have
ticted 1OOOOO of the Nation's active and retired miners." President
Nixon. in his March 1969 message which called for a new coal mine
health nd safety actS said. "Death in the mines can be as sudden as an
explosion or a collapse of a roof and ribs, or it comes insidiously from
pneumoconiosis. or black lung disease".
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At the time the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act was signed into
law. only two and one-half yeirs ago. it was generally thought that
coal miners' occupational breathing disabilities were encompissed by
the term pneunioconiosi&'. Members of Congress. the ki iow 1edgeabl
press, and many physicians believed this to be the case. It wis gener-
ally believed that title IV of the Act. relatimig to black lung benefits.
would be a satisfactory means of compensating miners who were in-
capacitatecl by respirable diseases. is vell as the itrviviiig vdows ;incl
children of miners who had died from the dread black ]un.

Since the passage of that basic. necessary. desirable Act howr,
experience has taught us that all is not as we expected. As f Mairli .
19T. 356,85T claims had been filed since the effective date of the ct.
December 30. 1969. According to the Social Security Adniinistratioii
91.784 disabled miners and 74.809 widows have received betiefits. foi a
total of 166.3 claims, while 169.999 claims have been denied.

Not only have the number of claims fir ecee&d those earlier X-
pectations of Congress. indicating a more widespread iiicl more serious
problem than they anticipated. bitt also the rate of deniaIs—nior than
fifty percent nationwide, and as high as T percent in some states—
suggests strongly that the solution has not beeti iieirly as coniplet a—
Congress believed and expected it would b.

The Committee has learned in six days of clay-long hearings tliirni&i
the extensive testimony of sixty witnesses—some pulmonary experts,
some widows and mny miners—that as provided by Congress in 1069
and as interpreted by the Social Security Administratioii. tlw provi-
sions iut.horizing benefits for total disability clue to pneunloconiosis do
not in fact benefit countless miners and their survivors who were the
intended beneficiaries of the Black Lung program.

Comprehensive hearings were held in the Subconiniitte on Lnbor
of the. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on till pending lerisl-
tion to amend title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Heiltli nnd Snftv
Act of 1969. The bills included S. 26Th. iiitrodncecl by Senator Ran-
dolph and cospoiisorecl by Senators Byrd of West Virginii. }Ttutke,
Williams. and Schweiker; S. 289. introduced by Senator JJartk:
and H.R. .921g. the measure passed by the I-louse of Represmtatives
on November 10. 1971.

Hearings began on December 1. 1971. in Wa.sliington. and confiniid
the following day. December 2. The Committee then moved to thc ti.1d
to obtain the testimony of the people directly affected by the lcrisla-
tion. On .January 6. 1972. a full day of hearings was held in Becklev.
West Virginia. in the heart of the Southern West Virginia hitnminou
coal mining area. On January 10. 19T2 the Committee traveled to
Scanton, Pennsylvania to hear from anthracite coal miners and tliii
widows. Each of these field hearings produced upward of 400 specta-
tors. The deep interest in the subject matter by the people vho live awl
vork in these areas was clearly evident.

On the two final clays of hearings the Committee received testimony
from Administration witnesses. The first of these, January 2S. 1)T2,
consisted mainly in the presentation of formal statements, while on the
last day, February 9, 1972, Administration spokesmen answered qiles-
tions on their written statements and other matters of interest to he
Committee.

Several members of Congress presented testimony in support of S.
2675, including Senator Robert C. Byrd, Senatr John Sherman
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Cooper, Senator Vance Hartke, Senator William B. Spong, Jr., Rep-
resentative Ken Hechier, Representative James Kee, and Representa-
tive Joseph M. McDacle. Senators Schweiker and Randolph, members
of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, also made statements
favoring the legislation. Representative .John Erlenborn testified in
opposition to most provisions of 5. 2675 and H.R. 9212.

A number of legislators from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvama
also preseiited testimony in support of improved black lung benefits, in-
cluding Hon. John Wansacz, Hon. Paul Crowley, Hon. James Usty-
nowski, Hon. Frank O'Connell, Hon. Raphael Musto, and Hon.
Michael Needham. Also, on behalf of the Governor of West Virginia,
Mr. Edgar Heiskellq Commissioner of Workmen's Compensation, sup-
ported extension of the black lung benefits program.

Representatives of various organizations who testified in support of
S. 6T5 and H.R. 921 included Dr. Lorin E. Kerr, Director, Depart-
ment of Occupational Health, United Mine Workers of America; Mr.
Arnold Miller, President, Black Lung Association; Mr. Paul Kauf-
man. Director, Appalachian Regional Defense Fund, Inc.: Mrs. Willia
Omc1uinski a]d Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Cody, Association of Disabled
Miners and Widows, Inc.; Mr. Fred Carter, Disabled Miners and
Widows of Southern West Virginia; Mr. Ray Slabinski, President,
Silieosis National League: Mr. Michael J. Davitt, President. Lacka-
wanna County Chapter, Anthracosilicosis Leaaue of Pennsylvania;
and Mr. James P. Carney, President, Minooka 6hapter, Anthracosili-
cosms League of Pennsylvania.

Expert medical testimony was presented ii support of S. 2675 by
Dr. Donald Rasmussen2 Director of the Cardio-Pulmonary Labora-
tory, Appalachian Regional Hospital, Beckley, West Virginia; Dr.
Gordon Harper, Children's Hospital Medical Center, Boston, Massa-
chusetts: Dr. Harold Levine, Director of Chest Service, Cook County
Hospital, Oak Park, Illinois; Dr. Harry Lipscomb, Professor of Phvs-
iolngy and Director of the Xerox Center for Heakh Care Research,
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas; Dr. Milton D. Levine,
Associate Professor of Medicine, Rush Medical School of Presbyte-
rian. St. Luke's Meclica Center. Chicago, Illinois; and Dr. John
Rn nkin, Professor of Medicine and Chairman. Department of Pre-
vent lye Medicine, Lniversity of 'Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

I )isaliled miners who have been denied benefits under title IV of
the F'cleia Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 and who testi-
fled before the Committee in support o 5. 2615 included Mr. Bud
Movgami Jones. Mr. Earmiie IV. Morris, Mr. Houston Richardson, Mr.
\Villhun lliuv McConnell, Mr. Clyde Phillips, Mr. Earl Stafford, Mr.
Victor Powers, Mr. Vencil Maggard. Mr. Paul Elmer Stiliwell. Mr.
Lawn'nce IV. Stiliwell Mr. Louie Omechinski, Mr. Albert Barlow,
Mr. John Mabe, Mrs. hil1ip Stanley (for her husband), Mr. James
Abbott, Mrs. Michael Perechms (for her husband), Mr. Leo
Pi8secki, Mr. James Cost, Mr. Richard Finnegan, Mr. Frank Denese-
vicli. Mr. Leo Chiavacci, and Mr. William Barnes.

A. iiumber of widows who have been denied benefits under title 1ST
also testified. They included Mrs. Martha O'Dell, Mrs. Shelma Mae
Russell. Mrs. Beulah Johnson, Mrs. Helen Groom, Mrs. Mary
Czainecki. Mrs. Kathryn Parise, Mrs. Mary Pasdon, and Mrs. Alvina
Durkish.



.%..dininistration witnesses presented testimony in opposition to most
provisions of H.R. .912 and S. 6T5, supporting only the exteiiioti of
l)enefitS to orphans and certain technical amendments. Witnesses for
the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare imiclucled Mr.
Stephen ICurzrnmn, Assistant Secretary for Legislation: Mr. Robert
M. Ball, Conunissioner of Social Security; Dr. Marcus M. Key, Di-
rector, National Institute of Occupationul Safety and Health : Mr.
Bernard Popick. Director. Bureau of Disibility Insurance. Social
Security Administration: Dr. Willitim Roemnniich. Chief Medical
Officer. Bureau of Disability Insui'tince, Social Seciu'ity Admiiinisti'a-
tion: and Mr. Riclitird Verville, Deputy Assistant Seci'etauy for Con-
gressional Liaison.

Other testimony presented or submitted by Federtil agencies. iii-
cluded that of Mr. Donald W. Whitehead, Federal Co-Chairman, Ap-
palachian Regional Commission, and Ir. Alvin Arnett, Executive
Director. Appalachian Regional Commission. These vitmiesse de-
sc.ribed the work of the Commission in respect of the need for moue
adequate medical facilities tucl health tind safety programs for the
coal mining population in Appalachia.

The Secretary of Labor. Hon. .Tame D. Hodgson. submitted a
statement for the record which essemitia.fly supported the position of
the Department of Hetilth. Education, and Welfare concerning the
pending legislation. The Office of )Janagemnent and Budget submitted
a report strongly opposing the major provisions of H.R. S. (iT),
and 5. 2289.

The American Insurance Association and the Americtut Mutual In-
surance Alliance submitted statements for the record which supported
the Administration's position on the pending bills.

SUM3ARY o' CtRRENT L.w

On November O, 1968, a mine explosion at Consolidation Coal Coni-
panys No. 9 mine at Firmington, West Virginia. killed 78 nun. Pro-
viding proof to the tidage that "dead miners have tilways beeii the
most powerful influence in securing mining legislation," Congress Mi-
acted. and the President signed into law, the Federal Coal Mine
Health kind Safety Act of 1969. With this legishition, however, Con-
gress responded to more than just the imineditite disaster. For, in that
legislation Congress (1) laid the groundwork for eliminating from
the lives of the nation's coal miners the threat of the dread disease,
coal workers' pneumoconiosis. commonly known as black lung. and
() provided a system of benefit payments tind minimum eomupens-
tion standards for miners and the widows of miners who had been
totally disabled by that disease.

As sttited by the then Surgeon General and reprinted in the Coni-
nuttee's Report on the 1969 kgisltition:

Coal miners' pneunioconiosis is ti chronic chest disease, caused
1w the accumuhition of fine coal dust paiticles in the human lung.
In its tidvanced form. it leads to severe clistibility and premature
deit h.

* * *

Coal miners is ti distinct clinictil entity. rsu]t-
ing from inhalation of coal dust.
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"Physicians classify coal miners' pneumoconiosis as simple or
complicated, depending on the degree of evidence in the X-ray
picture. The physician decides the so-called radiological category
of simple pneumoconiosis on the basis of the extent of the opacities.

Theie are no specific symptoms and pulmonary function tests
seldom enable the physician to say whether or not the patient
has the disease. It is generally accepted by physicians that simple
pneumocoliiosis seldom produces significant ventilatory impair-
ment, but. the piipoint type may reduce the diffusing capacity,
the ability to transfer oxygen from the lung into the blood.

CompJicnted pneun1ocomiosis is a niore serious disease. The
jMitient incurs p1ogmessie massive fibrosis as a complex reaction
to dust and other factors. which may include tuberculosis and
other infections. The disease in this form usually produces marked
l)uhIuonal'y iinpairinnt and considerable respiratory disability.
Such respiratory disability severely limits the physical capabili-
ties of the individual, caii induce death by cardiac failure, and
may cotitribnte to other causes of death.

'Medical researchers in both Britain and the United States
have repeatedly shown that coal miiers suffer from more respira-
tory impairment and respiratory disabilty than does the general
popilatiom.
* * * * * *

There is no specific therapy for neumocoiiiosis in either its
simple or complicated form."

Title IV generally provides benefits for miners totally disabled by
pneumocomiiosis. chronic dust disease of the lung, and for widows
of such miners. Only underground coal miners are eligible for benefits.
A vidows benefit (as well as that. of the miner) may be augmented
where there are dependent children. Orphaned children are not eligi-
ble for benefits under existing law. A miner with "complicated" pneu-
nioconiosis is irrebuttably presumed to be totally disabled, and a de-
(Ld coal miner who worked ten or more years in the mine who dies
fiom a respirable disease is presumed to have died due to pneumo-
con iosis.

In dividing th financial responsibility between the Federal Govern-
mnt and the coal mdustrv. title IV provided two separate and distinct
piograins.

Unclem Part B of title IV. admiiistered by the Secretary of Health,
Eiiucation and Welfare, the Federal Government pays benefits for
Iifi to successful claimants who ified on or prior to December 31, 1971,
and up to one ears worth of benefits to claimant who filed during the
ca1iidar year 19T. tnder Part. C of title IV. administered either by
a state workmens compensation ageilcy meeting minimum Federal
randards or the U.S. Secretary of Labor. in the absence of an accept-
able state logiim the appropriate employer pays the benefits as in
traditional workinens compensation. The industry is financially liable
lwginning January 1, 1913 for all claims filed after that date and for
hiilits payments beginning January 1. 1973 for claims filed with the
tcretarv of Health. Education arid Welfare during calendar year
19T.

Although claimants who file oi or prior to December 31, 1971 are
eligible for liftimne benefits from the Federal government, the indus-



try?s liability for claims filed, 1rs1a1t to title IV. tetminates on

December 30. 1976.
The purpose of this two part structure was to assume tedeiiil r-

sponsibility for the backlog of diseased miners and their viclows and
to give, impetus to a permanent improved state workrnens COfl1)e11Sa-
tion without enacting permanent federal legislation.

Summary of Major Provisions

PRovIsIoNs FUR CLu3Is Br OflpHANS

Title IV of the Act now piovicles that benefits niay be paid only to
miners or their widows. If a miner and his spouse are both deceased.
surviving children now have no basis for claiming benefits. Beiieht
paid to a miner or his widow may be augmented where there are ck-

1)ei1cle1t children, but entitlement stops when both inine and widow
die.

'l'his is an anomaly which was not intended by the authors of t1
1969 Act. and it is. in fact. a tragic oversight. Both the House-passed
bill and the measure reported herein correct this deficiency.

Both versions of H.R. 9212 are intended to meet any situation that
arises with respect to claims by orphans. Both bills prode retroactive
benefits (to December 30. 1969) for children who file within six months
after the bill's enactment. A. child is entitled to benefits for any period
during which he was eligible for such benefits. Claims filed by a child
after six months following the month in which the bill is enacted will
be retroactively honored but only to a date twelve months preceding
the date the claim is filed.

The language of the Senate bill is different from that iii the Houst'-
passed meisure. Though the results will be the same in most cases.
Committee provided language which parallels flint of the Social Sc-
curitv Act in order to insure the most favorable treatment of clairnant
in doubtful cases. This should ease. any administrative 1)1midns o Coil-
fusion which might result from the processing of claims unckr two
separate Acts.

The Committee added a provision, not in the House bill. which ppm'-
mits dependent parents. brothers and sisters of a deceased miner to
succeed to his benefits where no widow or child survives him. The
language includes a provision which requires state intestacy laws to b
considered in determining who is a legal parent. brother or sister. so
that. for example. if state law deems a half-brother to be a brother
for intestitcy purposes. such persons could be eligible for benefits under
this provision. The Committee also adopted a provision which was
added to the House bill during debate to permit the Secretary of
Health. Education and Welfare to certify the augmentation portion
of benefit payments directly to t dependent. or to a third party in his
behalf, where he determines it voulcl he in the dependent's best inter-
est to do so. In addition. the Senate measure permits application for
such benefits to be filed by a dependent in his own right, where suIi
action is necessary to assure rightful payment to. and receipt of bene-
fits by. such dependent.

This provision recognizes a potential situation in which a miner or
widow files a claim for benefits and does not submit evidence to establish
augmentation of benefits on behalf of his or her dependents. or
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where a miner or widow simply does not file for benefits. Iii such cases awife, for herself and for her children, or a child individually. may
file for such benefits in his or her owli rioht..

The eligibility of dependent parents brothers and sisters to file
claims for benefits is intended to be determined as of the date of the
miner's death. For example. if a miner left a widow and no child andthe widow dies one year after the miner, parents, brothers or sisters
would not succeed to the benefits for which the widow was eligible.
imilarlv. where the miner was survived at the time of his death by
a dependent parent (and not by a widow or child) the dependent
brothers and sisters may not succeed to the benefits for which the
1)areit was eligible.

It is possible that a miner now or in the future may be a female. It
is intended that in such cases such a fema'e miner's benefits would
devolve to her spouse. and that the terms "wife" and "widow" shall be
construed to include "husband" and "widower".

Wmows' Cxmis

'Under present law. if a miner dies from a cause totally unrelated
to pneurnoconiosis. and he is not receiving benefit payments at the
time of his death and he does not have an application under considera-
t]on. his widow and surviving children may be precluded from re-
cevm benefits even though medical records show conclusively that
lie was suffering from black lung and would have been receiving pay-
ments at the time of his death, if present law had been in effect when
he was living.

The Committee bill adds at the end of Section 411(a) of title IV
the phrase "or who at the time of his death was totally disabled by
pnenmoconiosis". This phrase would have the effect of relaxing the
requirements now imposed upon widows in claiming benefits under
title IV. By the terms of the provision a widow would only have to
establish that her miner husband was totally disabled by pneumoconio-
sis at the time of his death.

Under the operation of the law as it now exists. a widow is at the
mercy of circumstance. Although her husband clearly had totally
disabling pneumoconiosis, and would have been eligible were he alive,
he may have died in a rock fall, an accident, or even a heart attack
which may not be established medically to be causally related to
pneumoconiosis. 'Under t.hese circumstances his widow would not be
e1iib1e. However. t.he widow's neighbor, whose husband died of nat-
ural causes after receiving title IV benefits, is entitled to the widows
benefits of title IV. Such a result would seem to be unduly harsh with
respect to widows whose husbands gave their health. and m many
cases their lives, in the service of the nation's critical coal needs.

Expxrnx flF
Existiiitr law- limits benets to those whose claims are based on

totally disablui piwnmoconiosis a progressive chronic dust disease
of the liiii'. Aithon'li title IV of the 19 Act is couched in terms of
pnmmocoiliosis. it has become g1ariny apparent that the Act is not
bentina inaiiv of the nations disabled cotd nl]neis who Conress
inttnclid to 1R]wflt. Testinionv ha indicated that miners with die—
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abling I)reting inipairinents who connot be diagtiocTni'dn11y a
suffering from pnetmoconto515. because of the state f tin' itt. ;r'
being denied benefits though they are as severely inc1 often tiiw mrn'
severely impaired than miners whose cairns have been giantc'd.

The reasons for these denials are many. The great mtjority f
denials tre tttributecl to the inability of the miiwr to present X-ray
evidence of the disease. Some have been denied because the Sttlll)h'
breathing test. which measures only venti1tory capacity. my not
adequately detect disabling respiratory or pumotiary inipaittiwnt.
Some have been denied because of the failure to recognize the sp'(Ial
p robleins encounte red by dlisal)l ccl miners in obtaining gainful empl oV-
ment outside of coal mining in Appalachia.

Over a hundred years age. Emile Zola wrote his non-medical clecrip-
tioii of the coal miner in Genthial:

'Have you been working long at tln mine ?'
He flung open both arms.
"Long? I should think so. I was not eight vlieti I went clown

and I am fifty-eight. They tell me to rest. but Fin not going to:
I'm not sueh a fool. I can get on for two years longer, to my
sixtieth. so as to get. the pension."

A spasm of coughing iiiterruptecl him agiii.
never used to cough :.now I cant get rid of t. And the qiw&r

thing is that I spit."
The rasping was again heard in this throat. followed by a

black expectoration.
"Is it blood?"
1-le slowly vipecl hi mouth with the back of his hand.
"No, it's coal. I've got enough in my caicass to virm mc' till

I die. And it's five years since I put a foot clown lx'low. I stotl
it up. it seems. without knowing it."

Suffice it to say that this miner?s widow, were she ilive today, would
have great. difficulty in obtaining benefits.

The. reality of this pioectioii has been borne out by t!w ran of
denials to black lung chuimants and their widows. In some st8tes S
many as TO percent. of the applicants have been tiriiid dowii. The
national average is a 50 percent denial rate.

Congress intended, through the 1969 Act. to recomp'ne the clis-
ableci miner for his mine—related disease. It was b'lievecl that titk
IV vou1cl provide benefits to those who ver so disabled.

Congress recognized when the Act was being considered, however.
that the chest X-ray, or roentgenogram. was an imperfect. means of
ascertainiiig the existence of pneumoconiosis incoal miners. Testi-
mony to that. effect was pro'idecl br the Surgeon General. vIto p'-
cluceci a Public Health Service study showing the existence of Imell-
moconiosis from autopsies performed on deceased coal miners who
had, while. living, been diagnosed by means of X-ray examination to
be free of pneurnoconiosis. For this reason the Senate Committee re-
port on the 1969 Act. specifically referred to the need to require meclictl
tests other than the X-ray to "establish the extent and severity of the
disease." Many cases have come to the Committee's attention in which
i miner is uering from a severely clisablin reEpira.tory or pulmo-
nary ini1)alrnient, and vet. lie has no -rav evicTence of pneuiuoconiosis.

S. Rept. 92—74—2
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Because of the continuing recognition of the fact that X-ray evi-
dence is not always satisfactory. the Committee retained a provision
of the House bill which l)rohibits the denial of a claim solely on the
iais of the results of a chest roentgenogram. It was anticipated by
(onrress in 1969 that other tests to establish pneurnoconiosis would be
developed through research. This has not been done, and the Social
e(uritV Adnunitration continues to rely exclusive'y on the results
of X-rv evidence.

Tetimonv has further iiiclicatecl that a negntive X—ray is not proof
J)Oitive of the absence of l)neumoco1os. Studies in addition to that
of the Public I-Telth service confirm the existence of the disease by
nutopv where a chest X-ray was negative, indicating an error of 5
pel(ent ii diagnosis.

In ;uldition. many believe that coal miners hi;ve a greater than aver—
:Uie i1(idence of repiratorv and l)ulnonary impairments other than
1.IWltlDOcofliO5iS. Con.siderable testimony was devoted to this premise.
Even in 1909 the Siirgeoi General had stated that 'medica' re-
eti'r1ier in both Britain and the United states have. repeatedly shown
rhnt (0a1 miners suffer from more respiratory impairment and respira—
toiv disa bi I itv than does the general popiilat ion."

iinilarIv. noted 1)u1ii01larY experts Dis. William S. Lainhart and
Keith (1. Morgan have stated that it is fairv well accepted that coal
iiihiei' have a higher prevalence of lung disease than does the general
male population," and that "Several respiratory diseases occur more
frequently in miners."

Other testimony iiidicites that an X-iiv may often be clouded by
the lieselice of eml)hvsenla so that pI1eumo(oniosis does not show on
the X-iav. In some cases it mis been alleged that the X-ray was of poor
(!1llity, and for that reason did not hov the existence of b'ack hung.

senator Robert ('. Byrd. in testimony before the Subcommittee on
LnI)or on the pending black lung benefits legislation, spoke eloquently
of this urgent problem. He said :

•Let us stop quibbling with dying men as.to. whether their
lungs are riddled with black lung or whetherthey are affected
with asthma. or silicosis, or chronic bronchitis."

An acknowledged expert in the field of pulmonary impairments of
coal workers, Dr. Donald Rasmussen. Direc.tor of the Cardio-Pulmo-
nar Laboratory at the Appalachian Regional Hospital. Beckley, 'West
Virginia, testified as follows:

'The * * * assumption that coal workers' pneumoconiosis per
e is the only disease process related to coal mining is not medi-
cally justified. Other conditions of tle lung, in addition to pnem
inoconiosis, are commonly encountered among coal miners.

"While the exact causes of these conditions are not complete'y
understood and while other nonoccupational factors may be in
I)lrt responsible. no medical authority can prove these conditions
to he unassociated with the mining exposure.

"Current medical concepts incude viewing the lung diseases
associated with coal rninin as a broad spectrum of disease con-
dtions. Often these conditions coexist with either coal workers
pneumoconiosis or silicosis. Some are in reality, sequelae. to pneu-
moconiosis per se."
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" * * In general, the rewording of the definition of the pneu-
moconiosis, and other respiratory or pulmonary impairments
brings a very needed measure of reality into the situation. By
that, I mean, in terms of what is pneumoconiosis, there is a moie
reasonable approach than simply referring to the disease of coal
miners in terms of pneumoconiosis.

"Since we do not know all of the specific disease entities wInch
can arise as a consequence of the minin industry, we do not even
know for that matter all of the specific causes of these impair-
ments, and so for this reason. a broadening of the definition. and
broadening of the scope makes this a much more realistic situa-
tion, and so much more in keeping with the present state of mecim-
cal knowledge."

Representatives of the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare who testified before the Committee this year asserted that there
is no medical evidence to verify that coal miners as a class suffer from
a greater incidence of respiratory or pulmonary impairment. other
than pneumoconiosis. than the rest of the male population. 1-lowever.
they also testified that there is no medical evidence to rebut the pie-
viously quoted testimony. That there is this apparent difference of
view is unfortunate. For the miner and his survivors it is calamitous

For at least the past decade Congress has appropriated funds spe-
cifically for research into the diseases of coal miners. And yet. the
Executive Branch of Government does not have the answers.

The Black• Lung Benefits Act of 1972 is intended to be a remedial
law—•to improve upon the 1969 provisions so that the cases which
should be compensated, will be compensated. In the absence of defini-
tive medical conclusions there is a clear need to resolve doubts in favor
of the disabled miner or his survivors.

The Committee bill gives the benefit of the doubt to chtiniaiits by
prohibiting denial of a claim solely on the basis of an X-ray. by
providing a presumption of pneumoconiosis for miners with respirt-
tory or pulmonary disability where they have worked 15 years or niure
in a coal mine, and by requiring the Social Security Aclministitioim
to use tests other than the X-ray to establish the basis for a udgnieut
that. a miner is or is not totally disabled clue to pneumocoiiisi.

Following is a dmscussiomi of these provisions, and some of tlip reti-
monv which supports their inclusion in the bill

DENLL OF CLIrs B.sEn ox X-Thr

A. provi5ion of the Senate bill, also contained in the House-nas€L
measure. would eliminate the heavy dependence on tlw X-ray iinw
exercised by the Social Security Administration in th pI'ocessin of
benefit. claims under title IV.

The current Social Security procedure requires that if an X-i;tv
does not show totally disabling pneumoconiosis, no further pioein
of a claim is allowed. Thus, any further evidence of disability is nt
ullowed if the X-ray shows negative.

As Paul Kaufman, of the Appalachian Research and I)efense Fund.
stated in his testimony to the Subcommittee on Labor:

"The Social Security Administratrnn is currently using three
tests to determine the existence of pneumoconiosis: X-ray, au-
topsy, and lung biopsy.
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Autopsy, of course, can only be used after death. Lung biopsy
is both painful and risky and is rarely used.

That leaves the X-ray
[I]n the past X-ray examination has not been sufficient to even

pro\e the existence of pneumoconiosis.
"Research done b ARDF in cooperation with the Appalachian

Regional Hospital at Becklev, West Virginia, indicates that. X-ray
misses the mark in at least 25 percent of the cases.

"It. was found that approximately 25 percent of a random sam-
ple of some 200 coal miners whose medical records based upon
X-ray findings showed no coalworker?s pneurnoconiosis were
found on Post mortem examination to have the disease."

Sixty-two percent of the denial of benefits issued by Social Security
aie based upon the claimant's failure to demonstrate the presence of
coal workers' pneumoconiosis by X-ray evidence. In facL there is
strong 'viclence that. emphysema may cloud an X-ray to such an extent
that the X-ray shows no concentrations of coal dusL and is therefore
r('ad is negative. All medical witnesses before the Committee, save
those of the Administration, urged less reliance on the X-ray.

The publication "Pneumoconiosis and Allied Occupational Chest.
)iises". issued by the British Ministry of Social Security, states that

the disease (pneumoconiosis) is difficult to diagnoseS especially in
tli early stages. and accurate diagiosis depends on three essentials—
a liu.rli jualitv full-size radiograph of the chesL a full clinical examina-
tion (including lung function tests) and complete industrial history."

Dr. Donald Rasrnussen a witness previously cited in this report,
said this about sole reliance on the X-ray:

No one is advocating that the X-ray not be employed, because
the X-ray is a vital part of every medical evaluation, but the idea
it can be used as a means of determining the presence of occupa-
tional lung disease is not tenable under the present state of Imowl—
('cle not only because all of the conditions which affect the miner
may not. be shown on the X-ray, the technical requirements of the

are realli too great.. and the X-ray too unreliable; even for
tlw purpose of cetecting one entity. pneuinoconiosis."

REBrTTABLE PnEsr1Pnox

The bill reported to the Senate. H.R. 9212 as amended, establishes
a rei)uttabk presumption that a totally disabled coal miner who
worked in an underground mine for 15 years or a surface miner who
was 'inploved under environmental conditions similar to those experi-
(i1cIcl by underground miners, is totally disabled by pueumoconiosis if
1w has a totally disabling respiratory or Pulmonary impairment, even
if he has an X-ray which cannot be interpreted as positive for com-
l)licated Pneumnoconiosis. The Secretary of Health, Education and
Th'lfare may rebut the presumption if (1) he establishes that the miner
dois not, or did not. have pneumoconiosis. or (2) that the miner's dis-
ibilitv did not arise out of. or in connection with. his work in a coal
mine. Lay evidence alone will not be sufficient. to raise the presump-
tion of pneumoconiosis.

For 1mlposes of new section 411 (c) (4). the term "totally disabling
respiratory of Pulmonary impairment" means an impairment which
1)1ev1nts the miner from engaging in gainful mining employment re-
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quiring the skills and abilities comparable to those of any eniploynwnt
in a mine or mines in which he previously engaged with some regula lity
and over a substantial period of time.

The Committee intends that the burden will be placed oti the claim-
ant to prove the existence of pnenmoconiosis in cases where the miner
worked fewer than fifteen years in a coal mine, but that juclinent will
be allowed t.o be exercised in determining the validity of claims in such
cases including the determination that the miner's disability is not
due to pneumoconiosis or that it is not related to his employment in a
coal mine. A miner's work history reflecting many ears of mining
work, though short of fifteen, and the severity of his impairment. shall
also be considered. It is further intended that a mere showing of a
respiratory or pulmonary impairmeit will not be sufficient to establish
a claim for benefits.

It must be made clear by the Committee. however, that it expects
and intends that miners with fewer than fifteen years in the mines
who are totally disabled and who have X-ray evidence of pneurno-
coniosis other than complicated pneumoconiosis. who are now eligible
for benefits, will remain so under the Committee amendments.

The fifteen year period is not intended to be ai inflexibTe standard
serving as a bar to successful claims. It merely reflects the testimony
of the Surgeon General in 1969, who stated:

"For work periods less than 15 years underground. the occur-
rence of pneumoconiosis among inners appears to be spotty and
showed no particular t.rend. For work periods greater than 15
years underground there was a linear increase in the prevalence
of the disease with years spent underground."

Though there may be no particular trend, there will be worthy cases
and the committee intends that these cases will be decided consistent
with the remedial nature of these amendments.

OriizR TESTS To ESTABLISH PxErMocoxIosIs

The Committee amendment provides that claims for benefits on the
basis of pneumoconiosis may be established through one or more of a
number of tests. The provision is a logical extension of the section in
both the House-passed bill and the Senate measure which stipulate
that a claim for benefits shall not be denied solely on the basis on an
X-ray examination.

In connection with testimony on the use of the X-ray as the sole
basis for denial of a claim, witnesses throughout the hearings urged
that provisions be made for more comprehensive evaluation and testino
of the miner's physical condition as it relates to respiratory and puI
monary impairments. This provision, taken in con)unction with the
X-ray provision, would help achieve that objective, without strictly
enumerating which tests shall be used or defining the limitations or
extent of such tests. Witnesses who urged pcovisions for more thorough
testino and evaluation were also careful to recommend that Congress
should not rigidly define the types of testinO', but that flexibility to
make such decisions should remain with the Social Security Adminis-
tration. The Committee's provision will achieve that objective.

During testimony miners, numerou' physicians, a public interest
legal organization, and the medical officer for the 'United Mine Work-
ers stressed the urgent need for more thorough examinations of appli-
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cants for black lung benefits. Additionally, the entire thrust of the tes-
timony of the Federal Co-chairman of the Appalachian Regional Corn-
IilissIOii. J)oiiald W. Wliiteheacl. was directed toward the need for
more clinical facilities throuli which comprehensive testing and eval—
nation could be achieved. Iiicuclecl in this J?resentation was a summary
outline of a plan on which the Commission is presently working to
establish a series of fixed-site clinics and mobile testing vans.

It is important also that. medical histories, eridence submitted by a
miiiei physician, affidavits, and other supporting evidence on theflhiII• condition as it relates to pueumoconiosis and its se-
quea(S Ie conideied h tlw Social Seruiitv Administration. There shall
Iie deemed compentent evidence in determIning benefits, although lay
videiice, other than a wife's, will be considered competent only in the
case of a deceased miicr.

Throughout. the bearings. part.icularl with regard to the cases of
widows, there were descriptions of the difficulties in securing complete
rnclical records amid other evidence of a miner's disability, while Social
eeIIritv cuiieiitlv lta autlioiitv to consider affidavits and supporting
miateiials from versons who have knowledge of the miner's physica
coiiclitioim, the overvlielrning weight of the testimony received by our
uicoinmittee indicates that this was not being done to the extent the
committee believes desirable. This amendment will be particularly
helpful to widows whose husbands most recently were inactive miners
kind who do not have extensive medical records, or at least records
of respiratory impairmel its.

Dr. Donald Rasmussen, who has probably made more intensive ex-
aminations of miners thaii any other physician, said with regard to
this issue

"1 would like also to urge the people who administer the provi-
sions of the black lung compensation to perhaps make more use of
the opinion of the miner's family doctor in terms of the existence
of significant lung disease.

"1 think very little attention is paid to the opinion of the doc-
tor who has cared for a coal miner for 10 orlö years.

"I think very little attention is paid to the fact that the doctor
may well know his patient suffers one of the general respiratory
diseases.

I Iiiv en iiiany problems that die widows have faced. I have
Llrhecl the iiieclicnl records to try to come up with some sort of
cvidenuc. to support the claim for the compensation benefits. I
must say, it is exceedingly difficult in many cases to find existing
iiwdici1 information that. can help. and when the requirements for
comIiI)ensatioli are ts rigid as, the are. it is sometimes totally
iiiipoib1.

'For example. I can recall a widow. who told me that her hus-
Ij;nd lind quit his job in the mines after some 50 years employ-
iiuiit hecan it became too cliffic1t for him, breathing was too
sIl()It. aiicl he could no loiier contimiue to mine coal. He lived for
pei]iips 10 years after this time. and he did very little, he was
iimtlle to work at anything.

I-k 1iid a medlical chart. that. must have been an inch and a half
tuRk. Ifldl in the chart were many records of many different medli—
I1 piOl)]efl1 t1iit. the man had, but nowhere in the chart did it say
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anything about the fact that the man had such severe shortness of
breath. that he could not walk one-half flight, of st•urs. \o one Iiid
bothered to concern himself with this. The miner ilever went to
see the doctor about those complaints, because this is the way lie
wis all the time.

"Now, he did come to see the doctor when he had paiii in his
abdomen. and when he had pains in his chest.

"To make a long story short, throughout the entire chart. thev'
is nothing to indicate the severity of this man's lung disease. 'let
here is the widow who through the years knows her husband. tliei'e
were friends who knew this man. and knew thit lie had tlis mitch
difficulty.

The X-ray examination in the man's chart tied ot iial iiot
of pneimocoiiiosis. but then nobody was - v'uhIy hooking fn'
pnetmoco1iosis.

"In fact. his chest might have been considered i iiovmal coal
miner's chest. if that. might. mean anything.

I would like to urge the Committee to bring ahout some kind
of change in terms of administering that particular ispect tuu-
ceriiing widows, to liberilize the requiremeilts. iid allow for ;ith
davits of friends and acquaintances who knew the min.t• iii

question."
The art of medical diagnosis of coal miners' respiratory jut pal

is not so )reCiSe that a miner's benefit should stand or fall on the b;isis
of i sin!e test. Every available medical tool should be used to aSit
a miner in successfully pursuing his chum for benefits. Tlii prov -
sion seeks to expand the number of medical tools available fo that
pirpose.

Section 3(g) of the Committee bill provides, among otliev tlthir.
that all relevant medical tests shall be considered in determining the
vaidity of chums for benefits. The Committee understands that mtn
of the tests described in this provision are now given unclev reuh1ti!
of the Social Security Administration. The Comrnittet' intends uni
expects that such tests will contimie to be performed in any 'nse
vhch such tests are relevant to the establishment of the basis foi a

ciaim for benefits. It might not be appropriate to give certain tests iii
certain circumstances. however. For example. a claimant -ho is oh-
viouslv so disabled that he can barely walk should not be required to
take test that would be so strenuous and taxin2 to him as ro mp(.rll
his heilth stifl further. In such a case. alternative tests should be iVPfl.
Further. inadequacy or unavailability of testing facilities at a particu-
lar location shall not diminish the relevamicv of such tests to
claim. If a test. is needed or desirable in estab1ishin the -alidi-- n
claim, it should be provided, even if it involves some discoinmolarinn
to the Social Security Administration.

Some of the medical tests now being used to ascertain puulmoiunv
and respiratory impairments include the following:

1. T7enti7ato'y Study (airway obstruction).—Test requires suihi''r
to inhale, and exhale as hard as he can. Extent of obstruction a
iired by maximum breathing capacity (MVV or MBC) and foiecI
expiration volume (FEV) is recorded by needle on raph (Spiro-
rim). Measurement is determined on a time factor f one c'rflij.
Normative, tables are used to determine ability to do work.
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2. Total Vitae Capacity.—same mechanism as (1) above, but time
factor is 3 to 4 seconds, measuring total volume inhaled and exhaled.
Values obtained under (1) and (2) are correlated. Less useful than
(1).

:3. Diffuthig Capacity.—subject inhales a measured amount of car-
bon monoxide, then exhales forcibly into a machine. The less content
of carbon monoxide exhaled, the better the lungs. This is known as a
single breath diffusing capacity test. There are oter types.

4. Ateia7 Oxjgei. Saturation.—(oxygen transfer test or blood gas
studv)—Bloocl sample is taken from subject and oxygen content is
measured. The greater the prevalence of oxygen. the greater the oxy-
en piessure eertecl on the blood. Higher readings mean better oxygen
transfer ability. At rest. and especialv during exercise, need to meas-
ure sirnu]taneouslv uptake of oxygen and caron dioxide output.

The mine environment produces a variety of hazards to the miner's
health. Not only is he exposed to coal dust, but also sand and rock dust
containing harmful amounts of silica, fine enough to reach the inner-
most 1)oitlons of the lungs. Few miners have not experienced repeated
resp]iatorv insults associated with the inhalation of fumes from cable
tii. hatinr. or burning h draulic fluid. I)r. Harold Levine. one of

I( iI;ionarv siwriaiists who testified before the Committee stated
"We did not see any miners who did not have a history of being hauled
out. of the mines unconscious."

The Committee contemplated the inclusion of an amendment which
would require the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to pay
the cost of medical tests and X-rays used to establish a claim for bene-
fits rather than merely reimburse the claimant for such expenses. It
was believed that there could be a. number of cases in which a claimant
would not be able to accept the financial burden of paying the initial
fees for such tests. IJpon assurances by the Social Security Adminis-
tratioi that it. was in fact doing as the amendment would require. and
also that it is paying for additional tests required for reconsideration
of claims. however, it was decided that such an amendment would not
be wcessarv.

Men are being disabled by their work in the mines. As it stands now,
their success in collecting benefits rests solely on the artific of exhibit-
ing on an X-ray picture one or more black spots of a certain dimension.
This contrived procedure does not reach the problem. Therefore. the
Committee is expanding coverage by providing that miners with pu]-
monarv or respiratory impairments will, in some cases, be presumed to
hnve pneiirnoconiosis.

DEFINITION OF TOTAL DISABrUTY

l'lie Committee believes that experience in the administration of
the black Inii benefit provisions to date. reflects t.he need to modify
die definition of disability applied in the adjudication of claims under
thest provisions. The Committee makes no judgment on whether the
rest iii title II of the Social Security Act. "inability to engage in any
ubtantial gainful activity," is an appropriate denition of applica-
don to the tota' universe of workers in the Nation. But. it is unreal-
istic when applied to coal miners, if it results in the denial of claims of
miiiers who for medical reasons can no longer be expected to work in
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the mines and for whom there is no, too often, other realistic employ-
ment opportunity. or for whom the only opportunity for ernpoyrnent
may be at wages far less than the would have earned lmd they been
abl' to continue to work in their usual jobs.

The Committee substituted for the definition of disability which
has been followed to date. the test that a miner will be considered
totally disabled when pneumoconiosis "prevents him from engaging in
guinful emp'oyment in a mine or mines in which he previous'y en-
gaged with some regularity and over a substant.inl period of time".
This change will clearly establish the puncipe that i. coal miner who
is prevented from engaging in his usual mining occupation will be

considered to be totally disabled. By providing that criteria estab-
lished under this definition shall not be more restrictive than those
applicab'e under Section 223(d) of the Social Security Act, this sec-
tion assures that due weight shall be given to such factors as age,
education and previous work experience in the application of the ie-
vised definition of total disability, in order to insure as broad coverage
as possib'e.

In the section-by-section analysis of the conference Report on the
1069 legislation, the followiig appears:

"The parameters of the term 'total disability' will be established
from time-to-time by the Secretary of Health. Education, and
Wrelfare, but he must not establish more restrictive criteria for
determining disability than the criteria applicab'e under section
223(d) of the Social Security Act, as amended, for purposes of
disability under that Act. It is expected that initially this cri-
teria will be followed. As time goes on, the Secretary may deve'op
more liberal criteria consistent with the purpose of this title."

A much clearer intent could not be stated, and is restñted now as the
intent and expectation of the Committee.

SUDLARY OF EXPANSION FETt1US

The Committee has been informed that it is the policy of the Social
Security Administration to consider all relevL'ult evidence submitted
by the applicant and to secure such additional medical or other evi-
dence as may be relevant to the adjudicating of claims. However, the
Committee believes this is such an important consideration that. in
light of past history, it must be reinforced by the weight of statutory
authority. Thus the Committee has not only included the provision of
the House bill that "no claim for benefits under this part shall be
denied solely on the basis of the results of a chest roentgenogram" but
has added the following 1anuage: "In determining the validity of
claims under this part, all re1evant evidence shall be considered. in-
cluding, where relevant, medical tests such as blood gas studies, X-ray
examination, electrocardiogram, pulmonary function studies, or physi-
cal performance tests, and any medical history, evidence submitted
by the claimant's physician, or his wife's affidavits, and in the case
of a deceased miner, other appropriate affidavits of persons with knowl-
edge of the miner's physical condition, and other supportive mate-
rials." This provision is applicable to both the determination of pneu-
moconiosis as well as the determination of tota' disability.

S. Rept. 92—743—3
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It is not the Cornniittees intention that all of these types of evi-
dence be secured in every claim, but that such evidence be sought in
those claims as is necessary to assure a decision on the claim consistent
with the remedial nature of this legislation. The Committee recog-
nizes that there are practical considerations involving the volume of
the workload and the limited medical resources for performing cer-
tam types of tests, as evidenced by the following statement in the
first annual report on the administration of the black lung benefit
provisions made by the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare:
•Breathiiig impairment may also result from reduction in an mdi-
viduaPs capacity to transfer oxygen from his lungs into his blood
stream where it is needed to provide energy for working. Tests for
this type of impairment are more difficult to conduct and less widely
used, involve greater physical exertion on the part of the subject, and
require more extensive equipment and highly trained professional
personnel to administer them with satisfactory results and safeguards
to the individual being tested. Medical resources to perform these tests
are in extremely short supply in most of the areas in which black lungclaimants are concentrated."

"The Social Security Administration and the Public Health Service
are collaborating in a pilot project to evaluate the effectiveness andfeasibility of providing testing of this type for black lung benefit
claimants. The project will assess results and identify any problems
encountered in such exercise testing on a relatively large scale for
claimants under this program. This is expected to lead the way to the
establishment of additional methods and criteria for evaluating total
disability due to pneumoconiosis under this program, as well as to
the availability of more adequate medical facilities in the coal mine
areas to perform this testing."

The Committee endorses the efforts being made by the Department
to develop new tests and facilities to evaluate disability due to pneu-
moconiosms, but believes a much more intensive effort needs to be made
if results are to be achieved within a reasonable period of time. The
bill reported by the Committee deals with this problem for the future
by authorizing grants for the construction, purchase and operation
of clinical facilities for the analysis, examination and treatment of
respiratory and pulmonary impairments in active and inactive coal
miners, and for the purpose of devising simple and effective tests to
measure. detect and treat respiratory and pulmonary impairments in
such miners. However, the backlog of claims which have been filed
under these provisions cannot await the establishment of new facilities
or the development of new medical procedures. They must be handled
under present circumstances in the light of limited medical resources
and techniques.

Accordingly, the Committee expects the Secretary to adopt such
interim evidentiary rules and disability evaluation criteria as will
peiiiit 1)rompt and vigorous processing of the large backlog of claims
consistent with the language and intent of these amendments. Such
interim rules and criteria shall give full consideration to the com-
bined employment handicap of disease and age and provide for the
icljudicntion of claim on the basis of medical evidence other than
breathing tests when it is not feasible or praticable to provide physi-
cal performance tests of the type described in the above cited section
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from the Secretary's annual report. For example, an older miner who

has developed pneumoconiosis, or another respiratory or pulmonary
disease which is presumed to be pneulnoconiosis, and who is no longer
working as a miner, would be prevented from returning to or continu-
ing in his usual work as a miner due to the combined employment
handicaps of advancing age and respiratory or pulmonary disease,
even though the disease may have produced relatively little functional
loss. On the other hand. a yonuger miner might not be so severely
handicapped unless the disease has produced sufficient functional limi-
tation that he is unable to meet the work demands of coal mine em-
ployment, as determined by medical evaluation.

The amended bill may result in a finding of total disability for some
miners who are prevented by pneumoconiosis from working in the
mines even though they still may be able to do other kinds of work.
However, in these cases the amount of benefits would be reduced ac-
cording to the formula applied to retired social security beneficiaries
who work. Thus, if a miner qualiffies for black lung benefits but
earns more than $1,680 a year, his benefit checks will be reduced (un-
less he is age 72 or older) by $1 for every $2 earned between 1.GSO
and $2.880. Benefits are further reduced by $1 for every $1 earned
wer $2.880.

Extension of Program

5u&iuNG OF RESPON5IBILITY

T.Tnder existing law the responsibility for payment of new claims
for benefits under Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 would shift from the Federal government to the
coal operators under workmen's compensation on January 1, 1973.
A. transition provision specifies that claims flied during 1972 will be
paid by the Federal government for that year only, but that after
December 31, 1972 such claims are to be paid by the industry either
under a State workmen's compensation law or under the procedures
of the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers Compensation Act.

Both H.R. 9212, as passed by the House of Representatives, and
S. 2675. as introduced, would require the extension of the program's
shift of responsibility provisions for two years, so that the industry
would assume new claims for black lung benefits on .January 1, i9T.

As amended by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare the
transfer provisions would be extended by one year. Thus, generally,
the Federal government would not process or pay new claims aftr
December 31, 1973. Reconsideration of any claims filed after Decem-
ber 30, 1969, including refiling of claims which were finally denied
prior to the enactment of the Black Lung Benefits Amendments Act
of 1972, but which may under such amendments now demonstrate
entitlement to benefits, shall be a Federal responsibility, whenever
they are reconsidered, and if entitlement of such claims is established.
the Federal government will pay lifetime benefits. Lifetime benefits
will also be paid by the Federal government for all new claims filed
prior to December 31, 1972. For claims flied during calendar year 1913
the Federal government pays benefits only during that year, and fo
subsequent years claims are to be paid by the industry. Claims filed
on or after January 1, 1974 will be paid for by the employer.
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The Committee bill provides for the sharing of responsibility for
disabled miners and their dependents between the Federal govern-
ment and the coal industry. This concept was established m the orig-
inal legislation. Those cases which form the backlog of claims—both
those which have been denied previously and those which are newly
covered under these amendments to the law—will be the responsibility
of the Federal government. All future claims will be the responsibility
of the coal industry.

Over and above the cost factor, an extension of the program is
iieeded if Congress is to give the State workmen's compensation sys-
tem an opportunity to meet. the dire needs of the disabled miners and
their survivors.

Under the existing law, it was contemplated that States would be
given a sufficient period of time to meet the Federal standards estab-
lislieci in regulations of the Secretary of Labor consistent with the
Act. Unfortunately. the Secretary of Labor failed to promulgate his
regulations under March of 1971. By then it was too late for many
State legislators to act prior to January 1, 1972.

It is, therefore, essential that the program be extended so that. the
States can have an additional necessary and reasonable period of time
to come into compliance with title IV. Under the existing law, the Sec-
retary of Labor has the responsibility of insuring that State woren's
compensation laws provide adequate benefit coverage for miners and
widows of deceased miners. The present circumstances indicate the need
for an additional year for the States to enact legislation and develop
program to handle black lung claims.

To insure that the States are given adequate notice of the new stand-
ards. the Secretary of Labor is required. under the Committee amend-
ments, to promulgate final regulations within four months after
enactment.

Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.
Section 422(e) (3) specifies that. no payment of benefits shall be re-
quired under part C (relating to workmen's compensation) for any
period later than seven years after the date of enactment. Thus, for
those miiiers and widows whose claims are not. filed under part B. the
F'deral program. lifetime benefits are not required.

The. Federal coal mine health and safety bill passed by the House
in 1969. H.R. 13940, provided a federally financed program of life-
time benefits for disabled miners and surviving widows. If a claimant
filed during the required period, he or she would be paid benefits for
life by the Federal government. It was contemplated that the program
would reach all existing cases of black lung, and that in the future.
iiiines wonld he cleaned up to the point where no pneuxnoconiosis would
develop. In the interim, it was expected t.hat State compensation laws
would provide for miners who contract. the disease in the future.

The Senate measure at. that time provided that the Federal govern-
ment make full disability payments t.hrough June 30, 1971. with the
states providing 50 percent of the funds in the third and fourth years.
Existing law came about through a conference compromise on this
issue.

The. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare has determined that
the black lung benefits programs must be made permanent. H.R. 9219.
as amended. so provides. To do otherwise would not only work a hard-
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ship on many disabled miners, widows and children. but it would re-
siilt in an injustice of tile worst kind. Under existing law. chumants
who filed on December 31. 19T1. would be eligib'e for 1iftime beiiehts.
while one who made the mistake of filing 011 January 1. 19T. would
be paid that year by the Federal government; until December O. 1T(.
inder workmens compensation; and thereafter ilot be paid at. all. tin-
less the States enacted satisfactory, permanent progranls. The Com-
mittee amendment is intended to provide a stimulus to the States to
move in this direction while protecting the disab'ed miiier and hIS sur-
vivors should the states fail to fulfill this responsibility.

APPLICATION OF PAWF B TO PART C

New section 430 requires that amendments to part B be applied.
wherever appropriate, to part C. Existing law reqmres that State
wor1nen's compensation laws conform substantially to the 1.969 Act
as interpreted by regulations of the Secretary of Flealth. Eclucatioii.
and Welfare. This provision would further strengtheil the intent ex-
pressed in existing law.

Questions were raised during the Committee deliberations over
whether the amendments to part B would automatically be applicable,
where appropriate, to part C.

Under the language of the existing law, the standards to be applied
by the Secretary of. abor in administering part C or by a State work-
men's compensation agency in adopting a program "which provides
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis," must not only be "substan-
tially eQuivalent to or greater than the amount of benefits prescribed"
in part B, but also "The standards for determining death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis" must be "substantially equivalent" to
those under the Federal part of the program.

Although it would appear clear that the same standards are to gov-
ern, the Committee concluded that it would be best to so specify.

It is contemplated by the Committee that the applicable portions of
following sections of part B, as amended, would apply to part C: sec-
tion 411, section 412 (except the last sentence of subsection (b) there-
of), section 413, and section 414.

SOcIAL SEcuRrrr OsET

The Senate and House versions of H.R. 912 have provisions which
limit and eliminate, respectively, the policy of the Social Security
Administration of treating black lung benefits as workmen's compen-
sation.

Currently, Social Security is interpreting the black lung benefits
program as workmen's compensation, thus subject. to offsetting, or re-
duction, where a claimant also receives social security disability pay-
ments. Section 24 of the Social Security Act requires that if the com-
bination of social security disability benefits and workmen's compen-
sation benefits exceeds 80 percent of "average current earnings" (the
larger of the average monthly wage used for computing social security
benefits or the average monthly wage for the five consecutive yeirs of
highest income), such social security disability payments are to be
reduced by the excess amount.

Under the House provision, benefit payments under the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act could not be taken into account by
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the Secretary in offsetting Social Security disability payments. The
House Committee report on H.R. 9212 says of this provision that it
meiely proposes to affirm by statute what was stated repeatedly dur-
ing Congressional consideration of the original legislation".

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare modified the language
in the House bill and 5. 2675 by limiting the offset against social
security disability payments to not less than 100 percent of "average
current earnings". This is a slight narrowing of the House provision.
It assures that no claimant will receive more in benefits than he earned
while employed immediately prior to his disability. It has been argued
that offset avoids a situation in which it is more profitable to collect
benefits than to attempt to become rehabilitated and return to work.
But there is little opportunity for a disabled miner to return to work
when he is afflicted by progressive, irreversible lung disease. There is
no sound reason to limit benefits to a level below a miner's predisabil-
ity earnings where, in the case of social security, workers have already
paid for whatever benefits they receive, and where, in the case of the
title IV program, miners have paid terribly with their health and
Eves in extracting a vital national resource.

Surface Miners

Both the House and Senate versions of H.R. 9212 would make
miners working on surface or strip mine operations eligible for black
lung payments, but would not change the requirements of proof of
black lung. The House adopted the provision, sponsored by Rep.
Michel. during consideration of H.R. 9212 by that body.

Existing law limits the program to underground miners. This means
that those who have worked exclusively in surface mines—the strip
miners—are presently ineligible for program benefits. This would be
reasonable if it were positively ascertainable that strip miners cannot
be afflicted with pneumoconiosis—but the fact of.the matter is that
there. is no evidence that those who work only in surface mines may not
contract this disabling disease.

It would seem reasonable to assume that those strip miners who have
worked in extremely dusty situations—at the tipple, for example—for
long periods of time. would be subject to conditions similar to those
which result in the development of black lung among underground
miners.

Inder the current law, the miners who have worked their entire
achilt lives at above round facilities of an underground coal mine are
dligibe for benefits if they are totally disabled by coal miners pneu-
moconiosis but those who may have worked their entire adult lives at
even dustier above ground facilities of surface mines are not eligible,
even if they have complicated pneumoconiosis. This is grossly unfair
and was not intended by the legislation passed by the Senate in 1969.
The first Black Lung Benefits legislation, approved by a roll call vote
of )O—0 in the Senate would have applied to all coal miners. IJnfor-
tunatelv, that provision was lost in the conference of the two Houses.
The Committee amendment remedies this unfair treatment.

Where the possibility of the disease exists. a miner should not be
denied the benefits of the black lung program because of circumstance—
simply because he has awavs worked above the ground rather than
below it. This provision would correct the inequity by striking the
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word "underground" from the present law, so that the program would
apply to all coal miners, regardless of the physical characteristics of
the mine.

Clinical Facilities and Research

This provision of H.R. 912, as amended would add a new section
to Title IV which would (1) authorize the Secretary of HEW through
grant and contract, to build new facilities for the analysis, exanuna-
tion and treatment of pulmonary and respiratory impairments in coal
miners, and (2) direct the Secretary to initiate research within the Na-
tional Institute of Occupational Sifety and Health and authorize him
to make grants for the purpose of developing simple and effective tests
and devices to measure, detect and treat such impairments.

During the recent hearings, witness after witness emphasized the
need for additional clinical facilities, doctors testified as to the need
for research on test devices and mechanisms which would simplify
what is now a complex, physically exerting, and time consuming series
of examinations to ascertain the existence aiid degree of pulmonary
and respiratory impairments in coal miners.

The Federal Co-chairman of the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion, Donald W. Whitehead, stated in testimony that:

"There is an urgent need for more and improved medical facilities
in the coal regions, to provide a variety of diagnostic and health care
services. Particularly needed are more facilities with adequate aiid
proper equipment and staff to diagnose the health problems of miners
and to perform the battery of tests needed to diagnose black lung and
other respiratory diseases and the extent of the resultant disability.
For example, there are currently only fifteen fully equipped pulmo-
nary labs accessible to the coal regions of Appalachia, not all of which
are fully staffed or operational, or conveniently located for large num-
bers of coal miners. Good health facilities generally are not locited in
areas with heavy concentrations of coal miners. Of the counties sur-
veyed in our health inventory, those with the greatest dearth of health
facilities were those with the greatest concentration of working miners:
* * * This means that miners seeldng health care must travel consider-
able distances—often in poor health—to obtain adequate treatment. In
eight counties in Kentucky which have 6,860 working miners, we have
identified only two labs with good X-ray equipment (i.e., which has
at least a generator current of 500MA, voltage of 15OKVs is full wave
rectified and single or 3-phase) and only one full-time radiologist; no
pulmonary specialists; and no complete pal nionary function labs.

"In the four counties in West Virginia. with 16,31 orking miners,
there are only three pulmonary specialists, none of whom perform
sophisticated lung function tests; there are no complete function tests;
there are no complete functioning pulmonary labs and no good X-
ray facilities.

"Furthermore, since we counted only active miners in the survey, the
size of the population to be served is greatly underestimated. We know
that the number of retired and former miners who need diagnostic and
then some continuing care is also very great. So the real need for such
facilities is far greater than indicated above, particularly when one
considers that the average age in many Appalachian coal counties is
far higher than in the Nation and that the evidence of respiratory ail-
ments among coal miners is higher than for other groups."
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The reasonable expectation associated with this provision is better
care and treatment facilities for disabled coal miners, who now may
be forced to travel hundreds of miles for adequate medical assst.ance,
and a dramatic reduction in the need for elaborate testing mechanisms.
The benefits accruing from the research conteinpated by this proposal
would not, of course, be limited to disabled coal miners, but should be of
value throughout the world in the diagnosis and treatment of pul-
Inonary and respiratory diseases and impairments of all kinds.

Discrimination in Employment

A IliW section is proposed to be acldd to title IV of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act which would prohibit any cbs-
crimination against a. miner because such miner is afflicted with
pnu moconiosis or oti vr pulmonary or respiratory impairment.

Tlw problem to be corrected by t.his provision is one voiced by many
working and disabfrd mineis. If a coal mining employer finds that.
an enlJ)loyee miner is developing black lirng. silicosis, emphysema or
othr breathing impairment, it may be afi too likely that the miner
will not be retained to avoid paying baek limg benefits in the future.
Sitdi mineis may be consid(red to be bad risks and not worth lunng
or keeping. If they ale fully productive now, it is certain that they
will not be in the fiitiu'. At the time of Permanent closing of a mine
for aiv reason. the opportunity exists for an operator to refuse a
miners request for transfrr to a new mine because of the miners
nwdica diagnosis and the possibility of expenses for his care and
treatment, if and when his condition worsens. This is a potentia'
situat on which demands the closest scrutiny. The temptation to thin
the ranks of workers will be greatest when a mine is closed.

Fntil a miner is totally disabled and therefore eligibk for benefits,
thtw is no justice in. nor excuse for, denying him his livelihood. This
provision is particularly intended to reach the case in which a coat
(oInl)anv fires a miner with the result that such miner may not in the
fiitm be able to collict black lung benefits.

Tndr scction 203(b) (2) of the. Federa' Coat Mine Health and
tfty Act. a miner who shows evidence of development of piienmo-
coinosis has the option of traiisft'rring to positions in less dusty areas
at a r:tt of pay not less than that inirnecliately prior to his transfer.
This provisioii would strengthvn. and to some extent expand. that
I)rovision of the hiw. The 1.970 Annua' Report to Congress by HEW
on tIu Coal Mine }ka]th and Safrtv Act rcomrnended such an amend-
flli9lt to the law.

As used in this new spctioii. also true of other provisions in the
Fi'deral Coal Mine Health and Snfetv Act of 1969. the term "repre—
Spnt:itive of such minei'" includes any inclividua or organization that
t1l)I(s(nts aiiv miner at a given miie uicl does not require that the
i&piesentatvt be a i'eeomized representative under other labor laws.
A lawyer for tiw mini'r. for example. could also be a representative.

Application of Social Security Act Procedures

etion 1(c' (5) of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 makes
cvitaiti provisions of the Social Security Act applicable to part B of
title IV. These provisions, some of which are to be retroactively
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applied to December 30. 1969, include most of section 205. ielating
to hearing rights and procedures, subpena authority and enforcement.
judicial reviewability of all issues, and other judicial and quasi judi-
cial matters. Also included are sections dealing with overl)aym('nt
and underpayment of claims, limitation on attorneys fees. antigar-
nishment or attachment provisions, and criminal penalties for fraud.
Those provisions which are retroactive relate to hearing rights and
procedures. and judicial review of issues. The House-passed vtion
of H.R. 9212 adopts only those provisions of the Social Sectiiitv Act
dealing with overpayment and underpayment. representative payment
and departmental responsibility therefor. and limitation on attoriiev
fees. The Committee believes that the application of tht otlwi pro-
visions is important to the equitable processing and adjudication ot
claims under title IV.

Notice to Claimants of Amendments

It is the responsibility of the Secretary to clearly indicate to every
claimant who has been denied benefits or whose claim is being recon-
sidered or under appeal that the new law provides for a iew con-
sideration of claims and that the claimant has the rirIit to this con-
sideration even though his claim was denied or is currently otherwise
under consideration under the 1969 Act.

It is clear that all claims pending or denied as of the date of enact-
ment of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 will be evaluated on the
basis of Federal responsibility therefor, and that all such cases, re-
gardless of when they are ultimately decided, will be the aciministra-
tive and financial responsibthtv of the Federal government.

The Committee expects the social Security Administration, in meet-
ing the requirements of this section, to notity all black lung claimants
generally through the various communications media of these amend-
ments to title IV, to individually notify by mail each claimant who
has been denied benefits, or whose claim is still pending, or who may be
entitled to retroactive benefits through the liberalized social security
disability offset provision, of the provisions of the Black Lung Bene-
fits Act of 1972. It is anticipated that the Social Security Administra-
tion will inform those who are given notification by mail that his or
her claim is being automatically considered and reviewed by Social
Security, and that there is no requirement that the claimant file an
application for review.

Administration in Transition Year

A new provision in the Senate bill, section 415, amends title IV of
the Act to assure a smoother, more logical transition from the program
under part B, administered and paid for by the Federal government,
to part C, to be administered by State workmen's compensation
agencies or by the Secretary of Labor.

Under existing provisions in part B (Section 414(b)) the Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare accepts the filing of new claims for
the year 197 (1973 in the Senate bill and 1974 in the House-passed
measure), to be paid by the Federal government for the months in that
year only. This means that in the following year the affected claimant

S. Rept. 92—743-—-4
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would be required to file his claim again with the relevant state work-
mens compensation agency or with the Secretary of Labor.

In the view of the Committee this double filing places an unneces-
arv burden on the claimant. acids unnecessarily to the administrative
workload of the Federal government, and may lead to an unwarranted
hiatus in the payment of benefits.

Therefore, new section 415 provides that new claims filed during
rue transition year shall be administered by the Secretary of Labor
rather than the Secretary of Heilth. Education and 'Welfare. The two
departments are to consult and issue joint regulations as to the manner
and place of fi]ing these claims, including a provision that claims may
le tiled with Social Security Administration district offices, as is the
existm practice with respect to claims filed under part B. Coal mine
rperntois are to be notified of the penclencv of. and allowed to partici-
1)flte in the adjudication of such claims, and the determination of the
ererarv of Labor with respect to such claims will bind operators who
:ieive such notice, as if the laims were fi]ed under part C.

Limitation on Filing Certain Claims
The Committee bill amends section 422(f), relating to a time limita-

trnn on the filing of claims under part C, by adding a new paragraph
thereto.

Existing subsection (f) provides that a claimant, under section 422
of part C must file for benefits within three years after the discovery
of total disability due to pneurnoconiosjs, The new provision requires
flint, such claims, in the case of a living miner, the validity of whose
claim depends on the rebuttable presumption of section 411(c) (4) as
ndapted to part C under new section 430, be filed within three years
after the mlner?s last exposed employment in a mine (that is, within
three years after working in an environment which might expose him
to a pulmonar or respiratory impairment). In the case of a deceased
miner, the claimant, the validity of whose claim depends on section
411(c) (4) must fi]e within fifteen years after such last exposed
employment.

Tabulation of Votes in Committee
Pursuant to section 133(b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act

of 1946. as amended, the following is a tabulation of rollcall votes in
Cnnimittee

Motion by Mr. Randolph that the Committee report favorably to
the. Senate. H.R. 912, as amended by the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare. Agreed to: 17 yeas, 0 nays.

[veas—17]
i\Ir. Williams Mr. Javits
Mr. R:mdolph Mr. Dominick
Mr. Pill Mr. Schweiker
Mr. Kennedy Mr. Packwood
Mr. Nelson Mr. Taft.
Mr. Mondale Mr. Beall
\Ir. Eagleton Mr. Stafford
Mr. Cranston

Ir. Hughes
Stevenson
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Cost Estimates

In accordance with section 252 (a) of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1970 (P.L. 91—510) the costs which would be incurred by the
Federal Government in carrying out the provisions of this bill aie
estimated to be as follows: 1IIiliOn.

Combined fiscal years 1972 and 1973—retroactive payments- 571
New Claims:

Fiscal year:
19'3 4S
1974

441

1975
S9

1976
1977

:3S4





SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION 1

The first section displays the short title, amends various provisions
of title IV of the Act to allow claims by orphaned children and other
dependent survivors, defines "widow," "child," and dependent", and
provides procedural safeguards for claimants.

(a)(1)
This paragraph provides that the arnendments to the basic Act may

be cited as the "Black Limg Benefits Act of 1972."

(b)(1)
Section 412(a) of the Act is amended by inserting a new para-

graph (3) to provide for payment of benefits to children where both
the miner and his spouse are deceased. Surviving children are en-
titled to the full amount of benefits paid, or due, to the miner or his
widow. If there is more than one surving child all children equally
share the amount payable; benefits are are increased by 50 per centum
where there are two children. by 75 per centurn where there are three
children, and by 100 per centum if there are more than three such
children.
(b)()

New paragraphs (5) and (6) are added to section 4t2(a). Para-
graph (5) provides for payment of a deceased miners benefits to stir-
vivi.ng dependent parents where at the time of the miner's death there
is no surviving widow or child, and where there are no such parents.
to surviving dependent brothers or sisters. Such a clepeiident must have
been receiving from the miner at least one-half of his support for at
least one year immediately prior to the miner's death. The paragraph
also established a requirement of proof of such support.

Paragraph (6) permits the Secretary of Health, Education and
'Welfare to accept, where necessary, an application for benefits from a
dependent in his own right, and authorizes him to certify augmented
benefits directly to the dependent, or one standing in his place, where
the Secretary believes it would be in the dependent's interest to do so.

(c)(1)
This paragraph provides for the inclusion of children. parents.

brothers, and sisters in addition to the existino provision in section
412b for miners and widows, with respect to reductions on account of
State compensation and disability programs. in section 414(e) with
respect to filings requirements for payment of benefits, and in section
42 with respect to operator liability.
(

)
(t)\

term "dependent" in section 402(a) is redefined to add the
Social Security Act definition to the existing definition, with a minor
exception for the age at which a child's disability must have begun.

(29)
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(c)(3)
The term "widow" in section 402(e) is likewise redefined to conform

to the Social Security Act definition.
(c)(4)

The term "child" is defined in the Act for the first time as section
4O2(g), with language conforming to the Social Security Act.
(c) (5)

This paragraph amends section 413(b) of the Act to apply certain
procedural safeguards and other provisions of the Social Security Act
to claimants under title IV, including judicial review, attorney's fee
limitations, notice and hearing requirements, criminal fraud provi-
sions, and others.
(c)(C)

This provision deals with claims for benefits by children and
widows. It requires payment of benefits retroactive to December 30,
1969 where a child or widow files within six months following the
month of enactment of the paragraph. If a claim is filed more than
six months following such month, benefits are retroactive to one year
prior to the date the claim was filed. Claims by a child must, in any
event, be filed within six months after the death of the father or
mother, whichever last occurred, or by December 31, 19?3 whichever
is later. A provision similar to the last described imposes like require-
ments on dependent parents, brothers, and sisters who file claims.
(d)

Subsection (d) applies the provisions of section 1 of the bill retro-
actively to December 30, 1969 except as otherwise provided therein.

SEcTIoN 2
(a)

This subsection limits the application of the benefit payment offset
j)rovision of the Social Security Act (section 224(a)) to benefits un-
der part B of title IV. Section 224(a) requires that if the combination
of social security disability benefits and workmen's compensation bene-
fits exceeds an amount equal to 80 per centum of "average current
earnins" (the larger of the average monthly wage or the highest
computed monthly wage for the five consecutive years of highet in-
come). such disability benefits are to be reduced by the excess amount.
Title. IV benefits are deemed by the Social Security Administ.ration
to be workmen's compensation benefits for purposes of Section 224(a).
The new provision prohibits a reduction in social security disability
benefits where the combined benefits do not exceed 100 per centurn of
"average current earnings".
(b)

Subsection (b) provides that the amendment made by section 2(a)
is to be effective as of December 30, 1969.

SECTION 3

This section of the bill amends various provisions of title IV to
broaden its coverage, to requir new implementing regulations, and
to assure more thorough and adequate testing of miner claimants.
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(a)
The term "pneumoconiosis" in section 40 (b) is amended to acid the

sequelae of the disease to its definition.

(b)
The term "total disability" in section 40(f) is aniencied to require

tl1at regulations of the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare
provide that a miner shall be considered totally disabled when piieuio
coniosis prevents him from mining work which requires skills zind
abilities comparable to those used regularly in the mines mcl over a
substantial period of time.
(c)

This subsection also requires payment of benefits undei part B
wehe a miner was, at the time of his death totally disabled by pneu-
moconiosis, regardless of the actual cause to which his death was
attributed.
(d)

Section 411(c), dealing with presumptions, is amended by adding a
new paragraph (4) which provides that if a miner was employed fm
15 years or more in an underground mine or in a mine with conclitioiis
comparable to those in an underground mine, if his chest X-ray is neg-
tive, and if he has or had a totally disabling breathing impairment, a
rebuttable presumption of pneumoconiosis is established. The Secie-
tary may rebut the presumption only by establishing the absence of
pneumoconiosis or the absence of a casual connection between the im-
pairment and the miner's work in a mine.
(e)

This provision requires that regulations concerniig amendments to
title IV be promulgated within four months after such amendments
become law.

(f)
This provision amends section 421(b) () (C) to require for the list-

ing of a conforming State workmen's compensation law that such law
include total disability standards substantially similar to section
402(f), and those established under part B.
(g)

This subsection amends section 413(b) of the Act by adding two
major provisions at the end of the first sentence. The first is a clause
which prohibits the denial of a claim for benefits solely on the basis
of the results of a chest X-ray. The second sets forth some of the medi-
cal tests and other evidence which are to be considered. where relevant,
in determining the validity of claims.
(h)

Subsection (h) provides that the amendments made by section 3 of
the bill are to be effective as of December 30, 1969.

SEc'rIoN 4

Section 4 amends title IV of the Act by advancing certain operative
dates thereof by one year, by requiring the promulgation of regula-
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tions, by clarifying procedures to be followed in issuing regulations,
by adding several new sections to the act for various purposes.
(1)

This paragraph extends from December 31. 19T1, to December 31.
19T the deadline for filing permanent claims under section 414(b) of
Part B of title IV.
()

The second paragraph changes all 1972 dates in title IV to 1973,
with the exception of that in section 421(b) (1), relating to publica-
tion of a list of State wor1nen's compensation laws. The dates relate
to the extension for one year for the filing of claims during the "tran-
sition year" from part B to part C, to other deadlines for filing claims,
including those with respect to widows, children, and dependents, and
to the termination date for new claims filed under part B.
(.3)

This paragraph changes all 1973 dates to 1974, which dates relate
to responsibility for new claims filed under part C, and to the date of
a niiners death for purposes of claims filed by surviving widows,
children and dependents.
(4)

The fourth paragraph of section 4 requires the Secretary of Labor
to pub]ish regulations to implement the amendments made by the
B'ack Lung Benefits Act of 1972 within four months after the date of
enactment of such amendments.
(5)

Paragraph (5) amends section 426(a) to clarify the language of
that subsection relating to procedural rules governing the issuance of
regulations by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and
the. Secretary of Labor. The provision makes no substantive changes.
(C)

This paragraph adds a new section 427 to title IV to authorize the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to enter into contracts
and grants for the construction and operation of clinical facilities for
the analysis, exanuination, and treatment of coal miner's respiratory
and pulmonary inIpairments. Appropriations of $10 million for each
of the. three fiscal years 1973, 1974, and 1975 are authorized. The pro-
vision also directs the Secretary to initiate research to devise simpli-
fied tests concerning respiratory and pulmonary impairments in coal
miners, and authorizes to be appropriated such sums as are necessary
foi the purpose.
(7)

Paragraph (1) adds a new section 428 to title IV which prohibits
discrimination in employnient against any miner because of pneumo-
COIIiO51S or other respiratory or pulmonary impairment, and provides
fm investigation of violations and enforcement against such viola-
tions.
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(8)
This paragraph adds a new section 429 to title IV authorizing to be

appropriated to the Secretary of Labor such sums as are necessary to
carry out his responsibilities under title IV.
(9)

The final paragraph of section 4 of the bill adds a new section 430
to title IV which assures that all amendments to part B imicle by the
Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 shall, where appropriate, be applied
to part C.

SECTIoN 5
(a),(b)

These subsections amend various provisions in title IV to strike out
the words "underground" or "an underground" so as to apply the bene-
fits under title IV to all coal miners.
(c)

Subsection (c) makes section 5 of the bill effective as of December
30, 1969.

SEcTION 6

This section technically amends paragraphs (1) and () of section
422(e) and strikes out paragraph (3) thereof. Under existing law 110
benefits under part C are required to be paid for any period after seven
years following the enactment of the original Act. This section strikes
that provisions, thus making all of the part C program permnamient.

SEc'rIox 7

Section 7 of the bill adds a new section 431 to title IV which requires
that notification of all amendments to title IV be sent to all persons
whose claims are pending or were denied prior to enactment of the
amendments. It requires the Secretary of Health. Education. and Wel-
fare to notify all prior claimants of the provisions of the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972, and to inform them of their right to review of
their claims with respect to such amendments.

SEcTION 8

This provision adds a new section 415 to part B ofThle IV which
eases the transition from part B to part C by givingadministrative re-
sponsibility in the transition year (1973 under the Senate amend-
ments) to the Secretary of Labor. Claims may be filed in district offices
of the Social Security Admiiiistration. The Secretaries of Health.
Education and Welfare. and Labor are to issue joint regulations on the
manner and place of filing. Notice of the pendence of claims is to be
furnished to operators who may be affected thereby. with an oppor-
tunity afforded them to be heard, since they will be bound b the de-
termination of t.he Secretary of Labor with respect thereto.

SEcTION 9

This final section of the bill amendments section 422(f' of title IV
by adding a new paragraph thereto. The new provision requires claim-
ants under part. C who file for benefits on the basis of the rebuttable
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presumption of new section 411 (c) (4) to file within three years after
the ininers last exposed employment in a mine, or in case of a deceased
rnmer. within fifteen years from such employment.



CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in
black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law in which
nochange is proposed is shown in roman):

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PAET A—GENERAL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
number of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in one or more of the
Nation's (underground] coal mines; that there are a number of survi-
vors of coal miners whose deaths were due to this (disease;] disease
or who were totally disabled by this di8ease at the time of their deaths; and
that few States provide benefits for death or disability due to this
disease to coal miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore,
the purpose of this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the
States, to coal miners who are totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis
and to the surviving dependents of miners whose death was due to such
(disease;] di8ea8e or who were totally disabled by this di8ease at the time
of their deaths; and to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are
provided to coal miners and their dependents in the event of their death
or total disability due to pneumoconiosis.

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—
(a) (The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a depend-

ent as that term is defined for purposes of section SilO of titLe 5,
United States Code.] The term "dependent" means—

(1) a. chil4 a. dein.ed in sub8ection (g) without regard to subpara-
graph (2) (B) (ii) t1ereo.f; or

(2) a wife who i a member of the same household as the miner, o
is receiving regular contrthutions from the miner for her support,
or whose husband i.s a miner who has been ordered by a court to
contribute to her spport, or who meets the reqitirements of section
p16(b) (1) or (2) of the Social Security Act. The deeiminatwn of
an indivdual's status as the 'twife" of a miner shall be made in
accordance ith ection 216(h) (1) oj the Socal Security Act a.c

•
if sueh miner were the "ins ared nr1'tvduai" referred o therein. Tibe
term "wife" al_so inclitdes a "divorced wife" as defined in section
216(d) (1) of the Social Security Act who is receiving at least oni-ha1f
of hei sup port, as determined vm accordance w?h regniations pre-
scribed by the Secretary, .from the miner, or s receiving substantial
contri but ions from the miner (pursuant to a written agreement),

(35)
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or there is in effect a court order for substantial contributions to her
support from iich miner.

(b) The term "pneumoconiosis" means a chronic dust disease of the
[lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine] lung,
ncldi.ng its seqelae, ari.sing out of employment in a coal mine.

(c.) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and where used in part C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was employed
in a [an underground] coal mine.

(e) (The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the deiedent at the time of his death, or living apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.]
The term "widow" i7wldes the wife living with or dependei.t for support
on the nner at the time of his death, or living apart for rea8onable cause or
becau.se of hs desertion, or who meets the requirements of section 216(c),
(1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), aid section 216(k) of the Social Security Act,
who s 'not married. The determination of an indivithial's status a tile
"widow" of a miner s/tall be made in accordance with section 216(h) (1)
of the Social Secirity Act as if sueh miner were the "tn8ured individval"
referred to therein. Sich term also includes a "surviving divorced wjfe"
as defined in, 8ect tort 216(d) (2) of the Social Security Act w'ho for the month
precedirtg the month in which the miner died, wa receiving at lea8t one-
half of her support, a determined in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary, from the miner, or wa receiving substantial
contrb uton.s from the miner (pursuant to a written agreement) or there
wa in effect a court order for substantial contributions to her support
from the miner at the time of hi.g death.

(f) [The term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regula-
tions of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, but such
regulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those
applicable under section 223(d) of the Social Security Act.] The term
"total disab ilit,i" ha3 the meaning given it by regulation of the Secretary
of Health, Edwation, and Welfare, except that such regulations shall
provide that a miner shall be considered totally disabled when pneumo-
coniosis prevents him from engaging in gainful employment requiring the
skills and abilities comparable to those of any employment in a mine or
mines in which he previously engaged with some regularity and over a
stbstantial period of time. Such regulatwns shaU not provide more
iestrictive criteria than those applicable under section 223(d) of the Social
Security Act.

(Sq) The term "child" means a child or a step-child who i—
(1) unmarried; and
(2) (A) under eighteen years of a9e, or
(B) (i) 'under a disability a defined in section 223(d) of the

Social Security Act,
(ii) which began before the age specfied in section 202 (d)(1)(B) (ii)

of the Social Security Act, or, in the case of a student, before he
cea8ed to be a student; or

(8) a student.
The term "student" means a "full-time student" a defined in 8ection
202(d) (7) of the Social Security Act, ar a "student" a defined in 8ection
8101(17) of title 5, United States Code. The determination of an in-
dit'idual's status a the "child" of the miner or widow, a the case may be,
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shall be made in. accordance with section 216(h) (2) or (3) of the Social
Security Act a. if such miner or widow were the 'insuIeI i,lrid?ia1"
referred to therein.

PART B—CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS FILED ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
(1972], 1978

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this part, and the regulations prornUlgate(1 by him under tlui part.
make payments of benefits in respect of total disability of any miner
due to pneumoconiosis, and in respect of the death of any miner whose
death was due to (pneumoconiosis.] pneinoconiosis oi u/u at the
time qf his death wa totally disabled by pneurnoconiosis.

(b) The Secretary shall by regulation Prescribe tandard for
determining for purposes of section 411(ti) whether i miner is totally
disabled due to pneumoconiosis ind for (leterlmning whether the
death of a miner was due to pneumoconiosis. Regulations required by
this subsection shall be promulgated and published in the Fedeiil
Register at the earliest practicable date iifter the cute of enactment
of this title, and in no event later then the end of the third month
following the month in which this title is enacted. Final iegilatm
required for implementation of any amendment.9 to thi.s ttie .hal1 be pro—
mulgated and pblished in th Federal Register at the eathest piacticabie
date after the date of enactment of such amendments, and n m event
later then the end of the Joirth month following the month ;n whJch .uch
amendments are enacted. Such regulations may be modified or iddi-
tional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.
(C) For purposes of this section—

(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from )neumoconio,is
was employed for ten years or more in one or more underground]
coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment;

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten ye1rs or niore in
one or more (underground] coal mines and died from t resl)iral)le
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death wus
due to pneumoconiosis; (and]

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from i chronir (lust disea€'
of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roentenognm,
yields one or more large opacities (greater than one centimeter in
diameter) and would be classified in category A, B, oi C in the
International Classification of Rtdiographs of the Pneurno-
conioses by the International Labor Oranization, (B) when
diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields rnasive lesioii in the lung,
or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would be a condi-
tion which could reasonably be expected to yield results (lescribed
in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis htul been nutde in the manner
prescribed in clause (A) or B), then there shall be n irrebuttable
presumption that he is totally disabled due to pneunoconiosis or
that his death was due to pneurnoconiosis, o' that at the time h
death he was totally disabled by p'ne1imocoi ioss, as the case rmiv
(be.] be; and

(4) if a miner was employed for fifteen years or more in one or moie
undergro'und coal mines, and if there is a chest roentgenogram sub-
mitted in connection with such miner's, h'is widow's, his child's, his
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parent's, his brother's, hs sister's or hi, dependent's claim vnder this
title and t i.s diagnosed as negative with respect to the requirement of
paragraph (3) of this subsection., and 'if other evidence demonstrates
the existence of a totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary impair-
ment, then there shall be a rebitable presmpton that such miner is
totally disabled (he ot pneumoconiosis, that his death was due to
peirfioconioss, or that at the time of his death he was totally disabled
by pneimoconiosis. in the. case of a living miner, a wife's affidavit may
not be. used by itself to e8tablish the presmption.. T1e Secretarij shall
not apply all or a. portion of the reqnirement that. the miner work in an
undergronnd coal mine wiere he determines that condition,s of a
m;ner ernp?oyrnent in a. coal mine other than an underground mine
were .,bstantial1y similar to conditions in an underground mine. The
Secretary may rebut svch presumption only by establishing that (.4)
sch mner does not, or dd not, have pnemoconosis, or that (B) his
1esp'rator?J or pulmonary 'inparment did not arise out of, or in con-
nection with, employment in. a coal mine.

d) Nothing in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the applica—
hi1ii- of ibsection (a) in the case of a claim where the prestmpt.ions
ro 'i led for therein are inapplicable.
c. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of stbsect.ion (b) of this

sction. benefit 1)ay1uent. shall be made by the Secretary under this
a follows:

(1) In the case of total disbilit- of a miner clue to pileumoconiosis,
lie (liabled miner shall be puid benefits during the disability at a rate

equal to .50 per centum of the minimum monthly payment to which a
Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entitled at
the time of payment under chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code.

(2) in the case of death of a miner due to pneumoconjosis or of a.
miner receiring benefits under this 1)art, benefits shall be paid to his
widow (if any) at the rute the deceased miner would receive such
I)enefits if he were t.otal!- disabled.

(3) I, the case of the child or children of a miner whose death is due to
01 of a miner who i receiving benefits i.nder ths part at

//e tinc of hi.s death., or who was totally dsabled by pneumoconiosis at th.e
t;,i 'f h (leath, an(/ jj the ca.se of the child or children of a. widow who is
1c.eeig be.itefts under thi.9 part at the time. of her death, benefits shall be

chil'i Or cli ldrn afollows: if there one such child, he. shall
b ])a(l beneñts at the iate pecfiedn paragraph (1). if there is more thai
wie icI child, the benefits paid shall be divide4 equally among them and
•haI! be paid at a ia.te eqval to the rate specified in paragraph (1), in-
ciea.d by .50 per centuir of 8uch ,ale if there are. two such children, by 75
ei cfflt'n of .sfch. iate if ekere aie. three such children, aid by 100 per
eei,/'m f 'ch iate f there are more than three children: Provided, 71at
beiufi /al1 i)nly bf paed to a child for so long as he meets the criteria for
t/u frl.ifl child' contaaed in section 4O2(g);Andproride/furthe.r, That no
eiiti7lement to benefits as a child shall be established vndei this paragraph
(3)for aiy month for which entitlement to benefits as a widow is est.abi•ihedi(lrI paiagraph (2).

(3] (4 In the case of an individual entitled to benefit payments
undi rlztue (1) or (2) of this subsection who has one or more depend—
(ut. th benefit 1)yments shi!l be increased at the rate of O per
('(tnt urn of such benefit 1)ayments. if such individuil has one dependent.
T5 per centum if such individual has two dependents. and 100 per
(entum if such individual ha three or more dependents.
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(5) In the case of the dependent parent or parents of a muier who.e
'leath i de to pneumoconwsis or qf a miner who is rece?r?nf/ benefit.
under this part at the trne of his death, or of a miner wh( wa. (&(allii
disabled by pneumoconio.s.s at (he time of his death.. and who flOt

s'rvivecl by a widow 0?. a child. or n the case of the. dependn( ?r"rinq
brother(s) or sister(s) f such. a mner who is iw( siirrreil b1 a wi1ow.
child, or parent, benefit. shall be pad u mder this pa't to sich paren ((fl.
or to sich brother(s) ors'ster(s), at the rate specified in paragrapb3)
(as f such parent(s) or sich brother(s) or sister(s), were the ch.ilhien of
such miner); Provided, That iw benefits 8hall be paid to any parent fm
any month for which a wdow or child has' e.tablhed em(,(le,nen( (u
berteflt.9 and that no benefits shall be padl to any brother(s) or •.(crL) fi'm
any month for which a wklow, child, or parent ha e.ablIl ."cb
entitlement. In determining whether a claimant a. parent, brv/m.
.9ister of a miner for purposes f thi.s paragraph., the Secretary .hall apply
such law as would be applied •n (1ete?niinnfj the (lerolutwn f pteta
personal propert?J by the courts of the State in wh.ch. .sich mner wa.
domiciled at the time of his death. or, JI .such mniner was nit ." ilv)m!c'lff I

in any State, by the courts of the District of Columbia. C'Ia.'mamit. wh
according to .uch law would have the same tatu. re1ativ v takn'i
intestate personal property as a parent, brother, or si.ster. .ha!i b ileemnI
ch. Any benefit under this paragraph for a ;nonth prior t (/e mvnth.
which a claim for such benefit flled shall be reduced to any etent that
may be necessary, so that it will not render erroneo's any ben flit wh ch
before the filing of such claimant, the. Secretary ha certfied fur pay?fltHt
•for such prior months. As u.e.d in this paragraph. "depei 1ent' ,nea,•
that such parent, brother, or ster was receiving at least one-1alf f h
support from such miner, as determined in accordance with ieijiilatiwi.'
prescribed by the Secretary, foi at least one year ininedately prece(l;nII
the miner's death. Proof of such support shall be filed by .ch c/a 'mail
within two years after the month in which this amendment enactel. m
within two years after the miner'.s death, whicheveri. the later. Any 'icl
proof which is filed after the expiration of sach period shall be deem cii to
have been filed within such peiod f it is shown to the sat faction. of

Secretary that there was good cause for failare to file .stch proof wthn. d'lch.
period. The determination of what constitutes good cause for prposc. f
this paragraph shall be made in accordance with reglafion. of tl
Secretary.

(6) If an individllal's benefits would be increased under pamaqraph (.
of this svbsectian becavse he OP she has one or more (iepern1ert.. arid it
appears to the Secretary that it would be in. the interest of any .sich vIe-

pendent to have the amonnt of such ncrease "n benefits to the e,vt
attribitable to such dependent) certified to a perso1 the, thai .'ic/
individual, then th.e Secretary may, 'idei' regnlatiois piescrbfd by h
accept an applcation thereforfroin such dependent. where mece.aiy. aiil
certjy the amount of svch ncrease in benefits (to the extent o a'trbsdabIf
not t) such individual bit d'rectly to s?ch ilependent or to another
fo, the use and benefit of .sch dependent; and aiy payment made 'mIr
this clause, otherwise valid vder thi title, shall be a coin plete •ettlE-
m.eiit and satisfaction of all claims. rights? and interests in and to •''ch
payment.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), benefit payments under this
section to a miner or his (widow] WldlOW, chld, parent, brothei. or
sister, shall be reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis. by
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an amount equal to an' payment received by such miner or his
[widow-] widow, child, parent, brother, or sister, under the workmen's
compensation, unempIoyment compensation, or disability insurance
laws of his State on account of the disability of such miner, and the
amount. by which such payment would be reduced on account of
excess earnings of such miner under section 203(b) through (1) of
the Social Security Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable
irnder section 202 of such Act. In applyiig the provisions of section
224 (a) of the Soc al Security Act to benefits vnde.r this part, paragraph (.5)
theiof shall be deemed to read "100 per centvm of his average cvrrent
pai'i ng.s".

(c) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
iiwome for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 413. (a) Except as otherwise provided in section 414 of this
part. no payment. of benefits shall be made under this part exc.e t pur-
uant to a claim filed therefor on or before December 31, 1972.]
1!'73. in such manner, in such form, and containing such information.
as the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part, the Secretary shall
to the maximum extent feasible (and consistent with the provisions of
this part.) utilize the personnel and procedures he uses in determining
entitlenient to disability insurance benefit payments under section 223
of the Social Security [Act.] Act, but no claim for benefits under this
part .shall be denied solely on the ba8is of the resdts of a chest roentgeno-
gram. In determining the validity of claims mder this part, all relevant
evidence .shall be considered, including, where relevant, medical tests such
as blood gas studies, X-ray examination, electrocardiogram, pnlmonarij
fuict ion studies, or physical performance tests, and any medical h'istorij,
erdence svbm.itted by the claimant's physician, or Ms wife's affidavits,
and in the case of a decea8ed miner, other appropriate affidavits of persons
with k'nowledqe of the miner's physical condition, and other svpport've
inateraLs. Claimants under this part shall be reimbursed for reasonable
medical expenses incurred by them in establishing their claims. For
purposes of determining total disability under this part, the provi-
ions of subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g) of section 221 of such
Act shall be applicable. The prov'isiois of secto,s 204, 205 (a), (b),
(d), (e), (.1), (g), (h), (j), (k), aid (1), 206, 207, aid 208 of the Social
&eirty Act shall be applable vider this part with respect to a m'iier,
widow. child. pareit, brother, $ter, or depeident, as if beiefits vider this
2)aIt were beiffits inder title II of svch Act.

(c) No claim for benefits under this section shall be considered
unless the claimant has also filed a claim under the applicable State
workmen's compensation law prior to or at the same time his claim
was filed for benefits under this section; except that the foregoing pro-
viions of this paragraph shall not apply in any case in which the filing
of il claim under such law would clearly be futile because the perioa
within which such a claim may be filed thereunder has expired or
because pneumoconiosis is not compensable under such law, or in any
other situation in which, in the opinion of the Secretary, the filing of
a claim would clearly be futile.

SEC. 414. (a) (1) No claim for benefits under this part on account of
total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it is filed on or
before December 31, [1972,] 1973, or, in the case of a claimant who is
a widow, vithin six months after the death of her husband or by
December 31, [1972,] 1973, whichever is the later.
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(2) In the case of a claim by a child or widow, this paragraph shall
apply, notwithstanding any other procision of this part.

(A) If such claim is filed within six months following the month n which
this paragraph i8 enacted, amd if entitlement to benefits is establishel
pursiant to sach claim, such entitlement shall be effective ietroactireiy
from December 30, 1969, in the case of a widow, and in the case of a ch.ilf 1.
from December 30, 196.9, or from the (late such child would have been fiì'.t
eligible for sueh benefit payments hwl section 412(a) (3) been applicable
.ince December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on the. date
such claim ü filed the claimant is not eligible for benefit payInent.s. but
was eligible at any period of time during the period from Decern be" 30.
1969, to the date such claim is filed, entitlement shall be effective foi' the
duration of eligibility (luring such period.

(B) If such claim i8 filed after six months following the month in which
this paragraph i, enacted, and if entitlement to benefits is establi.sh•ef 1
pursuant to such claim, such entitlement shall be effectiie retroactirely
from a date twelve months preceding the (late such claim is filed, in the
case of a widow, and in the case of a child, from a date twelve months
preceding the date such claim is filed or from the date such child woi1il
have been first eligible for such benefit payments had section 412(a) (3) been
applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is the le.sser period.. If on
the (late such claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for benefit payments,
b'ut was eligible at any per'iod of time during the period from a date
twelve month. preceding the (late such claim is filed., to the date such claim
8 filed, entitlement shall be effective for the duration of eligibility during
sich period.

(C) No claim for benefits nnder this part, in the case of a claimant who
is a child shall be considered unless it s filed within six months after the
death of hi8 father or mother (whichever last occnrred) or by December 31,
1973, whichever is the later.

(D) Any benefit under subparagraph (A) or (B) for a month prior to
the month in which a claim is filed shall be reduced, to any extent that
may be necessary, so that it will not render erroneous any benefit which.,
before the filing of such claim, the Secretary has certified for payment for
such prior month.

(3) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case qf a claimant who
is a parent, brother, or sister shall be considered unless it is filed wthn
six month.s after the death of the miner or by December 31, 1973, whicherer
i, the later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December 31,
(1972,] 1973, if the claim therefor vas filed after December 31,
(1971.] 1972.

(c) No benefits under this part shall be payable for any period prior
to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of nv
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act, reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive benefits under this part,
under its State laws which are applicable to its general work force
with regard to workmen's compensation, unemployment compensa-
tion, or disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a (widow] widow, child, parent,
brother, or si8ter under this part on account of the death of a miner
unless (1) benefits under this part were being paid to such miner with
respect to disability due to pneumoconiosis prior to his death, or (2) t.he
death of such miner occurred prior to January 1, (1973.] 1974.
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SEC. 415. (a) Notwith.startding any other provi.sion in this title, for the
purpo.e of assuring the itninterrupted receipt of benefits by claimants at
sueh t'me as respon.sibility for administration of the benefits program i€
assnze(i by either a State workmen's compensation agency or the Secretary
of Labor, any claim for benefit.9 under ths part filed during the period from
Jan?Ja?y 1, 1973, to December 31, 1973, shall be comsidered and determined
in accordance with the procedure.9 of th section. With respect to any .uch
clam—

(1) S',ch claim shall be determined and, where appropriate nnder
ths part or section 424 of this title, benefits shall be paid with respect
to .snch c1am by the Secretary of Labor.

(2) The manner and place of fiuinq such claim shall be in accord-
aiwe with regulations issued jointly by the Secretary of Health, Ed'-
cation. and Welfare and the Secretari of Labor, which regulations shall
provtde, among other things, that sch claim.s may be filed in. district
offices of the Social Security Admnistration and thereafter trans-
ferred to the jurisdiction of the Department of Labor for further
con.deratjon.

(3) The Secretar?j of Labor shall promptly no4fy any operator who
/ believes, on the basis of information contained in the claim, or any
othir information available to him, may be !iable to pay benefits to the
claimant under tart C of this title on. or after January 1., 1974.

(4) In (ieterrnn.ng such cia'm, the Secretary of Labor shall, to the
fei.t apprfpIate,foiiow the proce(l?res descr bed in sections 19 (b),

c). arul (d) of Public Law 803, 69th congress 44 Stat. 1424.
appro"eil 'Iiarch 4, 1927), as amended.

(5) .-lny operator who has been notied of the pendency of a claim
"iuler paragraph 4 of this subsecton .hall b bo?md by the deterinina—
t;i? of the Secretarij of Labor on such claim as if the claim had betn
!eil pursuant to part ('of ths title and .9ection 422 therqf had ben
apj.Gcable to sutch operator. Nothng in th'i. paragraph hal1 require
'tu operator to pay any benefits pror to January 1, 1974.

cb) Tb Secre/ai'y of 1_abor. after con."1taton with the SferetarI of
Health. &!ucat,,t, and Welfare, may s,ie .s"ch. regulation.s a. areani ni appiopr;ate to cam•ry oit the purpose of this secton.

PART C—CLw1s FOR BENEFiTS AFTER DECEMBER 31, (1972] 1.973

SEC. 421. (a) On atid after January 1, (1973] 1974 trnv claim for
beiieflt for death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be
filed ptn'sunnt to the applicable State workmen's compensation law,
ex(eI)t that. during nv period when miners or their surviving \ri(lO\vS
e'1ow.. children., parents, brothers, or &ters, as the case may be, are
not covered by a State workmen's compensation law which provides
adeqtute .overage for pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to claim
bneflt under this part.

(bHl) For purposes of this section. a State workmeii's coin pensa—
tion hiw shall not be deemed to provide adequate. coverage for Imell—
uoco1iiosi during any period unless it is included in the Iist of State
htvs found b the Secretary to provide such adequate. coverage during
uh 1kriod. The Secretary shall, no hitei' than October 1 1972, pub—
lih in the Federal Register a list of State workmen's compensation
hiws vhieh provide adequate coverage. for pneumoconiosis and shall
revise iid republish in the Federal Register such list from time to
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time, as may be appropriate to reflect cluinges in such State hiw due
to legislation or judicial or administrative interpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's compensation
law on such list during any period only if he finds thit during tuh
period under such law—

(A) benefits must be paid for total disability or denth ..f t
miner due to pneunioconiosis;

(B) the amount of such cash benefits is siibtanthiL!y equivn lent
to or greater than the amount of benefits prescribed by ectiou
412(a) of this title;

(C) the standards for determining death or total disibilit due
to pneumoconiosis are substantially equivi1ent to (those] •sectifn
4O( ) of this title and to those standard.s' estiblished (by section
411 , under part B of this title, and by the regulations of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare proiuu1gtted
thereunder;

(D) any claim for benefits on ;wcount of total (1idbi1itv or
death of a miner due to pneunxooniosi is deemed to be timely
filed if such claim is filed within three veirs of the di-coverv of
total disability due to pneumoconiosi, or the thite of tich death.
as the ca.e may be;

(E) there are in effect provision. with respect to prior and tu-
cessor operators which are substantially equivilent to the plo-
visions contained in section 422(i) of this purt; and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions, reguLution or
interpretations, which are consistent with the provisions con-
tained in Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424. approved
March 4, 1927), as amended, which are upplicable under etioii
522(a), but are not inconsistent with any of the criterit et forth
in ubparagraphs (A) through (E) of this paragriph. a the
Secretary, in accordance vith regulations promulgated by hini.
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure adequite coin-
pensation for total disability or death due to pneumoeonioi.

The action of the Secretary in inc'uding or failing to incLude uriv Sttte
workmen's compensation law on such List shull be subject to judiritl
review exclusively in the United States court of appeu1 for the cirenit
in which the State is located or the United States Court of Appeuk ror
the District of Columbia.

(c) Final regulations required for implementation of anij am endmei1.s
to thi& part &ha.ll be pramu.lgated and published in the Federal Register at
the earliest prticable date after the date of enactment of such arne?f1—
ments, an(1 in et'ent later than the end of t1ieforth month fo/lowinj the
month in wh , sch amendments are enacted.

SEC. 422. 4 During any period after December 31, 1972. in whiuli
a State workmen's compensation law is not included on the list pub-
hshed by the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part. the pro viion
of Pubffc Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, ipproved March 4.
1927), as amended (other than the provisions contained in ection
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 41, 43, 44, 45. 4G.
47, 48, 49, 50, and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise prodecE in
this subsection and except as the Secretary shall b regulation other-
wise provide), be applicable to each operator of (an underground] a
coal mine in such State with respect to death or total disability due to
pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in such mine. In admin-
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istering this part, the Secretary is authorized to prescribe in the
Federaj Register such additional provisions, not inconsistent with
those specifically excluded by this subsection, as he deems necessary
to provide for the pament of benefits by such operator to Iersons
entitled thereto as provided in this part and thereafter those provi-
sions shall be applicable to such operator.

(b) During any such period each such operator shall be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits. as provided in this section and
section 423 of this part.

(C) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such operat.or
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the regulations of the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare ap-
1)licable under this section: Provided, That, except as provided in sub-

(i) of this section, no benefit shall be payable by any operator
on account of death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis which
did not irise, at least in part, out of employment, in a mine during the
Period when it was o1)erated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and, except as otherwise provided i this section, such payments
htII be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this title.

(e) \o 1)ayrnent of benefits shall be required under this section:
(1) except Pursuant to a claim filed therefor in such manner, in

such form, and containing such information, as t.he Secretary shall
by regulation prescribe; or

(2) for any period prior to January 1, (1973; or] 1974.
((3) for any period after seven years after the date of enactment

of this Act.]
(f) (1) Any claim for benefits under this section shail be filed within

three years of the discovery of total disability due to pneumoconiosis
or. in the case of death due to pneumoconiosis, the date of such death.

(2) Any claim for benefits under this section in the ca.se of a living
m inei flied on the ba.sis of eligibility under section 411(c) (4) of this title,
shall be fl/ed within three years from take date of last exposed employment
ifl a coa.l rni1e or, j the case of death.:jrom a respiratory or pulmonar,
npaiiment for which benefits would e payable under section 411(c) (4)
of th;. title, incuired as the result of mployment in. a coal mine, shall be

flied w;th in fifteen. years from the date of last exposed emplo/ment in a
coal mnc.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this section shall be
reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis, by the amount of
L11V compensation received under or pursuant to any Federal or State
workmen's compensation law because of death or disability due to
)fleUruoeoniosls.

(h The regulutions of the. Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare promulgated under section 411 of this title thai! also be
aj)p1ic1i)1e to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall
by regulation establish standards, which may include appropriate
presumptions, for determining whether pneumoconiosis arose out of
employment in a particular (underground coal mine or mines. The
Secretary niv also, by regulation, estab ish standards for appor-
tioning ha.biht. for benefits under this subsection among more than
one operator, where such a)portionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is applicable with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who, after the date
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of enactment of this title, acquired such mine or substantiilly tll the
assets thereof from a person (hereinafter referred to in this para-
graph as a "prior operator") who was n oper:tor of such mine
on or after the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall.
in accordance with section 423 of this part, secure the I)yrnent of
all benefits which would have been payable by the priot openttor
under this section with respect to miners previously emj)loyed in
such mine if the acquisition had not occurred and the prior operutor
had continued to operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior operLtcr of
any liability under this section.

SEC. 423. (a) During any period in which a State vorkmen (om—
pensation law is not included on the list 1)llbislle(E by the c(retuy
under section 421(b) each operator of (an un(lergroun(l] a eoul mine in
such State shall secure the paynleilt. of beuets for which he i 1iLbE('
under section 422 by (1) qualifying as i self—insurer in arorduiiei'
with regulations I)rescflbei by the Secretary. or (2) intlring uE
keeping insured the payment of such benefits with any tock cotnptny
or mutual company or association, or with. any other pet soIL or fund,
including any State fund, while such corneany. tssoehttioii. peroii
or fund is authorized under the laws of any state to insure vorkmei'.
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of ehuse (2) of sub.cctiou
(a) of this section, every policy or contract of insurance must contain—

(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422. not-
withstanding the provisions of the State workmen's corn pcflsLtiofl
law which may provide for lesser payments;

(2) a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the op(rLtor
or discharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for such payments; and

(3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, uuiv
require.

(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply
with the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of this subsec-
tion shall be canceled prior to the date sI)eclfied in such policy or con-
tract for its expiration until at least thirty days have ehipec1 after
notice of cancellation has been sent by registered or certified mail to
the Secretary and to the. operator at his last known place of business.

SEC. 424. If a totally disabled miner or a [vdow] widow, child,
parent, brother, or sister is entitled to benefits tinder sec tion 422 and
(1) an operator liable for such benefits has not obtained t policy or
contract of insurance, or qualified as a self-insurer, as required by
section 423, or such operator has not paid such benefits within a
reasonable time, or (2) there is no operator who was required to secure
the payment of such benefits, the Secretary shall pay such miner or
such widow, child, parent, brother, or sister the benefits to which he
or she isso entitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator
shall be liable to the United States in a civil action in an amount equal
to the amount paid to such miner or his [widow] widow, child, parent,
brother, or sister under this title.

SEC. 425. With the consent and cooperation of State agencies
charged with administration of State workmen's compensation laws,
the Secretary may, for the purpose of carrying out his functions and
duties under section 422, utilize the services of State and locitl tgen-
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cies and their employees and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law-, may advance funds to or reimburse such State and local agencies
and their employees for services rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 426. (a) ETlie Secretary of Labor and the Secretaty of Health,
Eduration. and Wefare are authorized to issue such regulations as
each deen appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title. Such
regulations shall be issued in (tonformit.v with section 553 of title 5 of
tll( tTnited States Code. notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.]
The. &cretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Tel-
1ar are a'dh.or,zed to issue such requiatio'ns as are appropriate o carry
,iI fhe provis'on.s of thi$ titk. Such regniatons shall be 'issued in. con-
form ty with oubsecton.c (h). (c), (d), and (e) of section 553 of title 5 of the
t n /A States code.

(b Within 120 days following the convening of each session of
('oures the Secretirv of Health. Education, and Welfare shall sub-
Hilt to tile Congress an am)ual report U1)Ofl the subject matter of part
B of this title, and, after ,lanuarv 1. 1973, the Secretary of Labor
Iinli iio submit such a report 111)011 the subject matter of ptirt C of
this tit!e.

r) Nothiii iii this title shall relieve any operator of the duty to
iui vith ai- Sttte vorknien's coml)eflsalion law, cc.e1)t insofar

tite law is in conflict with the provisions of this title and
lie by regulation, so prescribes. The pr.visions of any State
vorkmeis cornl)ensation law which 1)roVlde greater benefits than the
I)(neflts !)lvable uiitier this title shall not thereby be construed or
lud o he in conflict with the provisions of this title.

SEC. 427. (a) The Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare is
a 'ith.or 1 to enter into coniracts with, anti make gravts to, public anti
jnl'a.rE aipnc'es and organ iaion8 and indivklual.s •for the construction,
putc1a.. unil o'pe.rat;oP of fi.ted—.ste an4 mobile ci.'mical facilities for the
aiiaIy.. efam'nation, and treatment of respiratory and pulmonary 'im—
)a;l?n?t. i1 actie and 'i,active coal mn.ers. The Secretary &hall coord'i—
i,at f/ic iaking of uch contracts and grants with the Appalachian. Re-
iwna1 (.'o,n'rnission.

cb) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall initiate
,Tarch wit h.in. the National Inst it.nte for Occupational Safety and Health,
am! 's atho,ized to make research grants to public and private agencies
(md orgainzations and individuals for the purpose of devising simple and
diect lee te.t to mea.sur. detect., and treat respiratory and p'ulmonar'
imj,aii'inents n active and inactive coal miners. Any grant made pursuant
to f/i ' $ulb.section shall be conditioned upon all informaton, uses, products,
Jn'nee.se., patents, and other developments resulting from such research
being avalab1 to the general public, except to the extent of such exceptions
a,I limitations as the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare may
il.em n.eces.aiy in the public interest.

c) Tlieie hereby authorized to be appropriated for he purpose of
b.eclioi (a) of this section .S1O,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

eiuGng June 30, 1973, Jane 30, 1974, and June 30, 1975. There are
/in'by (lilt hoitzed t.o be appropriated for the purposes of subsection (b) of
fh;. ecto, 'ich sums a.s are necessary.

SEC. 428. (a) No operator shall discharge or in any other way
(i,.C,',rn;flate against any miner employed by him by reason. of the fact
that .s'ch. ,nner 'is suf/ering from pneumoconiosis or other respiratory or
pll?noI?ary impairment. No person shall cause or attempt to cause an
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operator to violate this section. For the purposes of this sb.sect ion the
term "miner" shall not include any person. who has been fo',nd to be
totally thsabled.

(b) Any miner who believes that he has been hscharge(l or otherwi'e
discriminated against by any person in violation of subsection (a) f
this section. or any representative of such miner may, within ninety days'
after such ,io1ation occurs, apply to the Secretary for a renew' of suc/
alleged discharge or discrimination. A copy of the application .aiI be
sent to such person who shall be the respondent. Upon. receipt of such
application, the Secretary shall cause such investigation to be made as
he deem8 appropriate. Sich investigation shall provide an opportunity
for a piblic hearing at the request of any party to enable the parties to
present information relating to such violation. The pa.rtes shall be given
written notice of the time and place of the hearing at least fire days prio,
to the hearing. Any such hearing shall be of record and shall be s'ibject
to section 5ö4 of title 5 of the United States Code. Up)fl receiring the
report of such investigation, the Secretary shall make findings of fact.
if he fincLs' that si..ch violation did occ"r, he shall iss'e a decison. ;ncoi-
porating an order therein, reqiiring the person cminitting sich. rota.tion
to take such affirmative action as the Secretary deein appropriate.
nclu.ding, but not limited to. the rehiring or reinstatemeit of the ininei
to his former position with back pay. If he finds that there was no s"ch
violation, he shall issue an order denying the application. Such order
shall incorporate the Secretary's findings therein.

(c) W'henever an order i. issued under this subsecton grantn(J re1f
to a miner, at the request of such miner a snrn. equal to the aggregate amount
of all costs and expenses (including the attorney's fees) as cletermned by
the Secretary to have been reasonably incnrred by such miner for. or n
connection with, the insttition and prosecution of sich procee(l;fl(J. ha1l
be assessed againt the person committing the violation.

SEC. 429. There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary 1
Labor such sum8 as may be necessary to carr,i out his respon.Jbilit'e
under this title. Such sums shall remain available until expended.

SEC. 430. The amendments made by the Black Ling Benefits Act f
1972 to part B of this title shall, to the extent appropriate, also apply to
part C of this title.

SEC. 451. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, .'poi
enactment of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972, generally disseminate
to all persons who filed claims under this title prior to the date of enactment
of such Act, the changes in the law created by such Act, and forthwith
aclvie all person8 who.se claims have been denied for any reason or wh.o.
claims are pending, that their claims will be reviewed with respect to the

provisions of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972.



INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. JAVITS AND TAFT

rhe l)llrpose of title 4 of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 was to make UI) for the almost total failure of State workmen's
compensation programs to recognize coal workers' pneumoconiosis—
black lung—as a compensable disease, notwithstanding its recognition
as a vork-relat.ed disease in many European countries, starting as
long ago as the early 1940's. As a result of the failure of most American
vorkmen's compensation programs to recognize black lung as corn-
l)eflsable, thousands of coal miners and their families reaped as their
sole revard for long years of service in the most dangerous occupation
in the country, total respiratory disability with no remotely adequate
recompense.

The purpose of this bill is to remedy certain deficiencies in the title 4
)rogran as originally enacted. Of particular concern to us are the
provisions of the bill which extend the date upon which coal mine
operators are to assume liability for payment of benefits on new claims
filed under this 1)rogram.

Under present law, commencing on January 1, 1973, all new claims
tire to be the responsibility of the operator—under State workmen's
compensation laws if they meet the criteria set out in title 4, or under
the Federal lav if the State law does not meet the criteria of title 4.
These 1)roVlsions represent a deliberate compromise on the question of
who should bear the cost of paying the benefits under this program.
Under normally accepted principles of workmen's compensation,
benefits for disbiity due to black lung should have been made the
responsibility of the operators under workmen's compensation long
ago; under the compromise agreed to in 1969, however, the law pro-
-ided thtt the Federal Government would bear the lifetime cost of
claims filed prior to January 1, 1972. The Federal Government also
was to pz7 the cost during 1972 of claims filed in that year. What
the compromise really amounted to was that. the Federal Government
would pick U the lifetime cost of the huge backlog of claims that had
accumulated over decades, while the industry would l)ick up the burden
of paying the claims of those still working.

When the conference report of the 1969 act was considered, various
estimates of t.he cost of t.he program were made in the range of $40
million to $100 million per year. Actual experience under the program
hs demonstrated the inaccuracy of even the highest of these estimates.
The fLetual cost of the program under present law is running close to
8500 million ler year. Clearly, this shows that the problem of dis-
ability due to black lung is even more widespread than anybody
realized in 1969. But. it also raises acutely the 1)roblem of who should
bear the cost of making further improvements in the program.

in the form 1)sed by the Rouse, and as originally considered by
i1ii Committee, the bifi would have extended Eederil responsibility
to pay lifetime benefits on claims filed during an additional two-year

The Sochil Security Administrition estimates such a two—year
(48)
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extension would add an additional $1.2 billion to the FederaL cost of

the program, in addition to $1.5 billion in additional costs to the
Federal government titt.ributable to substantive itnprovenients in the
program made by the bill. It seems to us that this exoneratiou of
industry from a liability which they would have been bearing aLl
along is much too high a price to pily to enact the necessary improve-
ments in the existing program.

Accordingly, we offered an amendment in Commit tee, which va
accepted, under which the extension of Federtil reponsibiLit.y \VLS
limited to one year.

In addition, our compromise amendment extended eligibility for
benefits to surface miners with positive X-rnys showing pneulnocouiO-
sis, and to both underground and surface miners vith tit Least 15 yenr
working experience in underground mines or con'I1)arlble positions ui

surface mines, by creating a rebuttable presumption that such niineN
were totally disabled from pneumoconiosis if, notvithstunditig the fact
they did not have a positive X-ray showing of pnenfl1oconioiS. they

were totilly disabled due to i respiratory or 1 itmoiniry impairment.
Under this compromise. benefits may no longer be denied soLeLy on the
basis of a negative X-ray, one of the aspects of the present ogt11
which has received the harshest criticism.

Under this compromise, benefits will be extended to those miners
whose respiratory difficulty can reasonably be assumed to have becn
caused or aggravated by their employment in coal mines. At the same
time, the cost of the improvements in the program will be borne
appronately 50% by the industry and 50% by the government.
Finally, the States vill be given additional time to amend their vork-
men's compensation laws to qualify as adequite under the revised

criteria of Title 4.
While we would have preferred to have deleted the two—yeur xten—

sion entirely, we believe that the compromise adpted in the Commit-

tee is quite reasonable, both as to extension of etLerzul responsibility
and as to the establishment of a presumption in cases of millers with

at least 15 years of experience. Accordingly, we shall support the biLl
reported. However, because we strongly believe that a oiic-yenv exten-
sion of Federal responsibility is the most thit can be justified, do

intend to ask for a septirtite vote on the Committee amendment
which reduces the two-year extension of Federal responsibility to one
year, in order to make the position of the Senate as cleur as possibLe

on this issue. JACOB K. .JAVITS,
ROBERT TAFT, Jr.

0
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 1912

APRU. 10. 1972.—Ordered to be pr1ntel

Mr. RANDOLPH, from the Committee on Labor and Public 'Welfare.
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 9212

together with

INDIVIDUAL VIEWS

The Committee on Labor and Public Weif are, to which was referred
the bill (H.R. 9212) to amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Miiie
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes, having
considered the same, reports favorably thereon with amendment (s)
and recommends that the bill (as amended) do pass.

SU3IMARY

The principal purpose of H.R. 9212, both as passed by the House of
Representatives and as reported by the Committee on Labor and Pub-
lic Welfare, is to compensate the miners and the widows and chilciremi
of miners, whose lives and health have been sacrificed in the prothic-
tion of that critical energy source—coal.

The Committee fully intends and expects that H.R. 9212, as
amended. will more adequately meet the objectives originally sought.
in Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
than either the basic law or H.R. 9212 as adopted in the House of
Representatives.

To this end, the Committee made a number of significant changes in
the legislation. It is anticipated that these changes, if enacted into
law. will bring to the disabled coal miner and his family a greater
measure of justice than they have known heretofore.

65—O1O——72—1
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBER 11, 1971

Reul twice tnd referred to the Committee on Labor ind Public We'fare

APRIL 10, 19
Reported by Mr. RxDoL1'I r, with tiu&inlineiits

(Omit the part struck through and insert the part pr(nted in italic]

AN ACT
To amend the provsons of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans

whose fathers die of pneumoconiosiS, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and llonse of Repeseta-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That -(-a-)-(1-)- cctien 41:2 (ft)- e the FcdcIftl 4t4 M
4 That (a) this Act may 1)e cited as the "Blue/c Luiuj fleiu—

5 fit, Act of 1972".

6 (b) (1) Section 412(a) of the Federal Coal Mine

7 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignatirig

8 paragraph (3) as paragraph (4), and by inserting after

9 paragraph (2) the following new paragraph:

it) " (3) In the case of the child or children of a miner

II
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1 whose death is due to pneumocouiosis or of a miner who is

2 receiving benefits under this part at the time of his death, a4

3 w.he Icves i+e widow, or who was totally disabled by pneumo—

4 coniosis at the time of 1ils death,, and in the case of the child or

5 eliildreii of a widow who is reeeiviiig benefits under this part
6 at tile time of her death, henefits shall be paid to such child
7 or elii]dren as follows: If there is one such child, lie shall he
8 pa 1(1 herwflts at the nte specified iii paragraph (1) . If

there is more tliaii one su(li child, the benefits paid shall be
10 divided equally among them and shall he paid at a rate
11 equal to the rate specified ill paragraph (1), increased by
12 50 pe centuirn of such rate if there are two such children,
13 by 75 centiun of such rate if there are three such chil—

14 and ]iv 100 per centimi of such rate if there are more
13 than three such chii1drcn : Pocidee1, That benefits shall oiily
1Q be 11;li(l to a child for so long as he meets the criteria for
17 the term 'child' coitainecl in section 4ø-g) ." 4O2(y) : And
18 proeidev'l fiif1i, That io ciitillcine,t to i)enef7fs a's a child
19 1 (4(fl)1if/l('(/ llhl(/(1, I/i i JI(f)'(UJ/(fJ)/i (3) fo i,nj 1110 ft/I

20 o /1111(11 e)IIiIl(1,le),I to li1('//i. (1 (I irith,r ,. Iulf,./,('(f II//(/er

— p(11'cUJI(fJ)/I. (2).'

(2) Section 412 (a) of sudi Act is fuiiher amended

J)V add,ii it the end tlieref the following new

J)(I )'afJIoj)/l.:

2.) "(:5) 1)1 I/ui e(f•e of the (lJ,),d(),t p(fIe,,i or
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1 of a miner whose cleat/i is clue to pneumoconio.ss, oi of a

2 miner who is receiriny benefits under this part at the time

3 of his deaf/i, or of ci in iner who was totally c1,.ableil bii

4 pneuiiweon iosis cit the tiiiie of hi. deal/i. ((ml will) i. not

survived by ci wulo,r or ci c/ill, or in f/ic cas of I/ic cli—

6 penclent U1TiriJ1fJ brother(.) or .ixter(.) of .sucl, a wiilei'

wiw i. not .9U ITWC(l lnJ (I II'illD?r, cli juT. JHH'uIl/. 1eiiefiI.

8 shall be j.ciiil under f/u u. pan (I) .iw/i ju,iiuI (9 . iii' i .suich

brother (.s) or sister (.) , at the rate •pecifieil un. pai'aql'ap/s

10 (3) (as if snch pciieiiti) or such bio/ier(9 oi' iler(.).

were the children of such in iner) Proru]ed, 7/ia! 110 beiii—

12 fits shcill be pciul to ciiiy pureiit for. ilny mon/h br which a

13 widow oi' child has e$tc,blisheci ejititleinent to .91W/u beiufi/

14 and that no benefits shall 1e paul to any i)1ot/IeI' (.) w

15 sister (.s) for ciny mouth jor which ci wulow, c/i ill, ou pai'—

16 emit has establi.hed such eiit,tleiiunt In (kterlnininq w/iet/se,

17 a clciimcint is ci parent, hiothei', or si.te'r of ci in n Jor

18 jiiir poses of thi. Juiragraj)/1, the ece!ary ./(ill (iJ)/)/// x?u1?

19 l(ni' ((.9 IrOIil(i be (i[)/)/ftYl iI (lefrI'iiI 1JHI1!J the (1(ro/uitu)I,

20 O/iultv_4(1tC p!i."(fllal /)J'i)/)(rt/J b!/ I/ic COIl rt, 0/ I/se Iii!

21 ,j w/ilc/t .such iiuucr ,ra. iloni icilil (it (lie /,,ne of is i.

9') . . .
.

clecith, Or, f sue/i nuner wa5 not so cloimncilecl Hi ((fly .tate,

by tile cvvit. of the District of Columbia. Claimuau! i,ht

24 aCcOJ(l1JfJ t() such law would bare the .cmne .Ii,tui. ielatri

2;) to !a/1/I[J Hl!e4(ite )J(1O1l(ii /)I'l)J)(Jt!/ pam'eiit, bi'o!/iei', 01,
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1 sister, shall be deemed such. Any benefit under this para-

2 graph for a month prior to the month in which a claim for

3 such benefit is filed shall be reduced to any extent that may

4 be iieccssary, so that it will not render erroneous any benefit

5 which, before the filing of such claimant, the Secretary has

6 'certified for payment for snch pnor mont/is. As used in

7 this paragraph 'dependent' means thOt such parent, brother,

8 or si.cter was receiving at least one-half of his support from

9 sue/i miner, as determined in accordance with regulations

10 prescribed by the Secretary, for at least one year immediately

11 preceding the miner's death. Proof of such support shall be

12 filed by such claimant within two years after the month in

13 which thi.s amenthnen;t i enacted, or within Iwo years after the

14 miner's death., whichever is the later. Any such proof which is

15 filed after the expiration of such period shall be deemed to have

16 been filed within such period if it is shown to the satisfaction

17 of the Seeretary that there was good cause for failure o
18 file .uch pioof within such period. 4 The determination of
19 i'/u-it con.cfiinfes qood ca'ue for iioses of t/is pi r (1—

20 JlJih. .s/,nll le made in (M'cord,nce wit/i reqnlaiion.c of the

21 Secietary.

22 "-f)- (6) If an lidividua1's benefits would be increased
23 under e1uc paragraph(4) of this subsection because he or

24 she has one or more dependents, and it appears to the

Secretary that it would be in the interest of any such de—



1 pendent to have the amount of such increase in benefits (to

2 the extent. attributable to sueh dependent) certified to a

3 person other than such individual, then the Secretary may,

4 under regulations prescribed by him, accept an applica-

5 tion there for from siwh dependent, where nece&ary, am!

6 certify the amount of such increase in benefits (to the

7 extent so attributable) not to such iiidividutl but di—

8 rectly to such dependent or to another person for the ust

9 and benefit of such dependent; and any payment nuule

10 under this clause, if otherwise valid under this title, shall

11 be a complete settlement and satisfaction of all claini,

12 rights, and interests in and. to such paymeiit.."

13 -fb.)- (c) (1) cction Sections 412 (b), 414(e), and 424

14 of such Act i are amended by insertiiig after "widow" each

15 time it appears the following: " child", child, parent,

16 brother, or sister", and section 421 (a) is amended by insert-

17 ing after "widow8" the following: ", children, parent.,

18 brothers, or sisters, as the case may be,".

19 -f23- Section 4ø ef such 4e# i.s arncntled 1y adding t
20 he ettd thereof the following l'zew sRbscctioE-1-

"(g)- The term 'child' mcan &f intllvkliui.1 wh is

22 marricci ft14 -(-1-3- under eightccn ycur3 4 age7 e -(-2-)- inca-

23 pable 4 scif 3upport bccaue e4 hysiea1 e mcntal disability

24 '1eI+ aree before Ie readied eightccn ycir ef ge e

25 he ease a tudcnt, 1cforc he ecacd e e t stiident, e
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1 43-)- a Seb e+ n1udc +iM*e adef)ted

2 ebhe ai4 petIiumons ehiIdren FeI the purposc ef this

3 stlse€4e the 'eei 'tudct- 1ee+s ai i4*bt4 ++ndei
4 enty three e age rnp1ctcd £e years

the hi'1i school ]eel a+4 whe is

6 1tt4 pirsuing a full-th+e course tudv ei tth*ig &t
7 inwhleliis—
S i(4) ei ce11*'e ftl O1)CriltCd w

9 tbrcctly iu)portctl by the 4+ifed Statci ei by a State
10 tw Ioet4 govcImnci-t t+i poli-tieal ubdivisitm thereof;

11 ftSollegesif'wl1jc1
12 be acerc4ie4 by a State & State rccogicd e
13 ationa-ll rccoge4 &eerediting agdney e body;
14 "(3)- a choel ei e11ege e± university te so

credited bi+t whoe ercfli-ts aie atceptcd, ei4 transfer b
It) t4 leti4 three institutions whk'h aie so itecrcdite4 fei
17 (fe4+- 1++ the e t i-f paefejrcd fei-*+ t
18 seaeereditecl;e
19 43- a+ 44eiia4 type 4 e eational ei tf41th+
20 iftsjt+-jtft at de44i-ed be the t4ai ef 4th E+h+-
21 cation, ai4 Welfare.

22 Such at+ ind-4d4 is deemed iet -e have ceased be a
- sfudcn-t during ai+ interim betwee+ se4+eol years if the interi-i+i

24 tot foi +,i.Ths afid if be shows a the
f,+t4.is++ af the etnriv that be has a hs++a 144e i+tent ion
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1 *4 tftiflg t I-i41 time 44 study ei

2 kg 4ffl4+g t4ie est #1ef ei*.oI-liiieiit jeil
3 he 4i4ig pcriod €4 i*l
4 4+-ct
5 preveiite4 1 4 ht?yoii4 k et-±I ±i

6 -44 4t wti#44 l44t fi1f4
7 4wh-g erneter * e4iei iirol1rne4 •twi4e 4i1 t
8 f4udeflt m4I 1i eii4 e the €i or-her I4ei+

9 period."

10 (2) Section 402(a) of .uch Act i. irneiuled to rad:

11 ''(a) The term 'flepe1ilent mecws—

12 "(1) a child as i1efined in subsection (!j) i'j1Iiout

13 regard to siibparagiiph (2) (B) (ii) thereof; or

14 "(2) a wife who is a member of the 'a.me house—

15 hold as the miner, or i. receiviny regular contiibu1ion

16 fro'm the miner for hem' support. or whose husband is a

17 miner who hw been orthreci by a court to contmihi/e to

18 her ul)1)oi't, Oi r/EO meet.s' the m'equ irement. of .ecf jon

19 216(b) (1) om' (2) of the Social Security Act. The

20 deti,niiwtwn of an i,sditiilual' s/atu a the 'wife' (.f a

21 in iium shall be in adc in ,ccorila lice with .ection 216 (ii)

22 (1) of the Social SedllrilyAct a if such miner wei f/se

23 'insured nilividnai' mefem'med to them'ei. The term 'ufe'

24 also ncinde. a 'Mworcedwife' i. defined in section 216

25 (d) (1) of the Social Security Act who s receiving at
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1 least one-half of hcr uppovt, as determined in accordance

2 with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from the

3 miner, or is receivin.g substantial contributions from the

4 niner (pursuant to a written agreement), or there is in

5 effect a court order for substantial ooniribu lions to lici'

6 support from such miner.".

7 (3) Section 402(e) of such Act is amended to read.

8 "(e) The term 'widow' includes the wife living with

9 or dependent for 511 pport on the miner at the time of his

10 death, or living apart for reasonable cause or because of

his desertion, or who meets the requirements of section
12 216(c) (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), and section 216(k) of
13 the Social Security Act, who is not married. The deter-

14 rninat'ion of an individual's status as the 'widow' of a
13 miner shall be made in accordance with section 216(h) (1)
16 of the Social Security Act as if such miner were the 'insured

17 individuar referred to therein. Such term also includes a

18 'Hrririiiy (lit'OI'ced Wife (1.8 defviied in section 216(d) (2)
19 of the Social Security Act who for the mouth preceding f/ic

20 month in which the miner (lied, wus receivhiy at least one—

21 half of 11cr support, (18 dtci'mined in accordance with rcyu—

!2 latioi,s presci'ibed by Ike Secretary, from the miner, or was

- receiving substantial contributions from the miner (pursuant

24 to a written agreement) or there was in effect a court order
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1 for substantial contribution3 to her support from the miner

2 at the time of his death."

3 (4) Section 402 of such Act is amended by adding at

4 the end thereof the following ncw subsection:

5 "(g) The term 'child' means a child oi' a ste p—child who

6js_
7 "(1) unmarried; and

8 "(2) (A) under eighteen years of age, or

9 "(B) (i) under a disability as defined in .section

10 223(d) of the Social Security Act,

11 "(ii) which began before the age specified ni sect irni

12 202(d) (1) (B) (ii) of the Social Security Act, or,

13 in the case of a student, before he ceased to be a student;

14 or

15 "(3) a student.

16 The term 'student' means a 'full-time student' as defined in

17 section 202(d) (7) of the Social Security Act, or a siwlenf'

18 as defined in section 8101 (17) of title .5, United States Code.

19 The determination of an individual's statis as the 'child' of

20 the miner or widow, as the case may be, shall be made in

21 accordance with section 216(h) (2) or (3) of the Social

22 Security Act as if such miner or widow were the 'in.sured

23 individual' referred to therein."

24 -(-3-)- (5) (A) Section 413 (b) of such Act is amended 1w

H.R.9212 2
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1 a&ling at the end thereof the following new sentence:

2 carrying eii4 h4s rc3pon3ibilitics undcr 14s part, the Sccrctary

3 may prc3oribc rcgulation3 contcnt with he prOvIiOfl €4

4 cction 204, 205 (j), 205 (k), 4 246 of he Sooial Security

5 Act." "The provisions of sections 204, 205 (a), (b), (d),

6 (e), (f), (g), (h), (j), (Ic), and (1), 206, 207, and 208

7 of the Social Security Act shall be applicable under this

8 part with respect to a miner, widow, child, parent, brother,

sister, or dependent, as if benefits under this part were benefits

° under title II of such Act."

(B) Only section 205 (b), (g), and (h) of those sec-

12 tions of the Social Security Act reüited in subparagraph (A)

13 of this paragraph shall be effective as of the date provided in

14 subsection (ci) of this section.

15 -(4)- (6) Section 414 (a) of such Act is amended by in-

16 serting "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding the following new

17 paragraph paragraphs at the end thereof:

18 "(2) In the case of a claim by a child, child this para—

19 graph shall apply, notwithstanding any other provision of

20 this part.

21 "(A) If such claim is filed within six months following

22 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

23 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such

24 entitlement shnll be effective retroactively from Decem-
25 ber 30, 1969. or from the date such child would have been
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1 first eligible for such benefit payments had section 412 (a.)

2 (3) been applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is

3 the lesser period. If on the date such claim is filed the claim-

4 ant is not eligible for benefit payments, but was eligible at

5 any period of time during the period from December 30,

6 1969, to the date such claim is filed, entitlement shall be

7 effective for the duration of eligibility during such period.

8 "(B) If such claim is filed, after six months following

9 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

10 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such

11 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from a. date twelve

12 months preceding the date such claim is filed, or from the

13 date such child would have been first eligible for such henefit

14 payments had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since

15 December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If •on

16 the date such c'aim is filed the claimant is not eligible for

17 benefit payments, but was eligible at any period of time dur-

18 ing the period from a date twelve months preceding the date

19 such clahp is filed, to the date such claim is filed, entitlement

20 shall be effective for the diiration of eligibility during such

21 period.

22 "(0) Any hencfit under subparagraph (A) -(TB) e1

23

24 ieduee& e y tent that may be nccciu, o w41

25 nø rcndcr crroncon y bene- which iwforc the flUng e4
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1 such e1ain the Sccrctar l+t ertifi-e4 w payment w such

2 prior month

3 "-(-D-)- (C) No claim for benefits under this part, in

4 the case of a c'aimant who is a child øf & e widow
5 -fs 4ecHbcd cction 412 (a) (3) )- shall be considered

6 unkss it is ified within six months after the death of his

7 father or mother such mncr e widow (whichever 'ast. oc-
8 curreci) or by December 31, }97, 1973, whichever is the

at.er. -

10 "(D) Any benefit under subparagraph (A) or (B) for

a month prior to the month in which a claim is flied shall be
12 reduced, to any extent that may be necessary, so that it will
13 not render erroneous amj benefit which, before the filing of

14 such claim, the Secretary has certifle(l for payment for such

15 prior month.

16 "(3) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case of

17 a claimant who is a parent, brother, or sister shall be con-

18 sidered unless it is filed within six months after the death of

19 the miner or by December 31, 1973, whichever is the later."

20 (d) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the

21 amendments made by this section shall be effective as of

22 December 30, 1969.

23 "(6) S&ections 4 -fe3- 4 -(43- f such ae
24 amended by trikirig 'cction +12 (a)' wherever
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1 pcar &ftd inGcrting if heft thereof ction 412 (it)- (1), (2),

2 (-4)'."

3 SEc. 2. (a) Section 412 (b) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health aiid Safety Act of 1969 is amended by adding at the

5 end thereof the following: This irnll i e eeidcre4

6 workrncn's ee pdnGatieR ftW pltm 04

7 ft 2-4 ø I* Ct7 "Ifl applying the prorLiO)l of .ecfwi

8 224(a) of the Social Security Act to benefits uiider this part,

9 paragraph (5) thereof shall be deemed to ,eacl '100 per

10 centum of hi8 "average current earnings" ', or."

ii (b) The amendment made by this section shall 1e

12 effective as of December 30, 19G9.

13 SEC- & -(-a,3- Sections 4O1- 414(c) (1-)- 44-1(c)Th

14 d 42 {h-)- e4 the FedeiaI Getui Minc IcftWn 4 Stky 4
15 e 4-969 te each amended y 4kii+g ø --tiiitlcrgroind'

16 -* ee4ee 4O (b-)- 49 (ci), 42 (t- t4 43ftt-

17 e4 si*eh &ie th tmende4 1 striking 4 "p.n under

18 ground" &ii4 incrting t- 1e thercof

19 -(4 The ffidndrnehts made by 44 eetien 4t11 1-fe

20 Qffcctie s Dcccinbei'

21 SEc. 3. (a) Section 402(b) of the Federal Coal Mine

22 Health a'nd Safety Act of 1969 is amended by striking out

23 all after the word "lung" and inserting the following new

H.R.. 9212 —3
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1 phrase: ", including its scquelae, arisin.g out of employment

2 in a coal mine."

3 (b) Section 402(f) is amended to read as follows.•

4 "(f) The term 'total disability' has the meaning given

5 it by regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
6 Welfare, except that such regulations shall provide that a

miner shall be considered totally disabled when pneumo-

8 con.iosis prevents him from engaging in gainful employment
9 requiring the skills and abilities comparable to those of any

10 employment in a mine or mines in which he previiusly en-
1 gaged with some regularity and over a substantial period of
12 time. Such regulations shall not provide more restrictive cri-
13 teria than those applicable under section 223 (d) of the Social
14 Security Act."

15 (c) (1) Section 411 (a) of such Act is further amended
16 by addin.y at the end thereof the following: "or who at the
17 time of his death was totally disabled by pneumoconiosi.s."

18 (2) Section 401 is amended by inserting after the word
19 "disease" each place it appears the following: "or who were
20 totally disabled by this disease at the time of their deaths"
21 (3) Section 411 (c) (3) is amended by inserting after

"pn.eumoconiosis," t/e following: "or that at the time of his
,'— deat/ he was totally disabled by pneumoconios.

24 (d) Section 411 (c) of such Act is amended by striking
25 the word "and" at the end of paragraph (2), by striking
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1 the period at the end of paragraph (3), inserting "; ann",

2 and by adding at the end thereof the following new pora-

3 graph:

4 "(4) if a miner was employed for fifteen years or

5 more in one or more underground coal mines, a'nd if

6 there is a chest roentgenogram submitted in connection

7 with such miner's, his widow's, his child's, his paients,

S his brother's, his sister's, or his dep'ndent's claim under

9 this title and it is interpreted as negative with respect to

10 the requirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection, and

11 if other evidence demonstrates the existence of a totally

12 disabling respiratory or pulmonary impairment, then

13 there shall be a rebuttable presumption that such miner

14 i.s totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis, that his death

15 wa. due to pneumoconiosis, or that at the time of his

16 death he was totully disabled by pneumoconiosis. In the

17 case of a living miner, a wife's affidavit may not he used

18 by itself to establish the presumption. The Secretary $hulll

19 not apply all or a portion of the requirement of this para-

20 graph that the miner work in an underground mine where

21 he determines that conditions of a miner's employment

22 in a coal mine other than an undeiyrovnd mine were

23 substantially similar to conditions n an underground

24 mine. The Secretary may rebut such presumption only

25 by establishing that (A) such miner does not, or did not,
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1 have pneumocoliiosis, or that (B) his respiratory or

pulmonary impairment did not arise out of, or in con—

3 nection with., employment in a coal mine."

4 (e) Section 411 (b) is amended by iiisrting immedi-

(Itely after the penultimate sentence thereof the following

nw seitece: ''Final regulations requ iied for implementation

7 of any amendments to this title shall be promulgated and

S published in the Federal Register at the earliest practicable

9 date after the date of enactment of suck aniendments, and in

JO n event later than the end of the fourth month followino the

11 month in. which svc/1 amendments are enacted."

12 (f) Section 421 (b) (2) (C) of such Act is amended

13 by striking the word "those" and inserting in lieu thereof

LI "section 402(f) of this title and to those standards", and by

15 substitutimj for the words "by section 411" the words "nnler

I U part B of this title".

17 (g) The first sentence of section 413(b) of such Act

i i. amended by insertinq before the peiiod at the end thereof

19 the following: ", but no claim for b.nefits under this part

20 shut!! be thitied solely on the basis of the results of a chest

21 PoenIyeiw'jrarn. in deterniininy the validity of claims under

Iii i. m ,/, all relct'a,,t evklcncc hiall be coiside,ed, including,

23 where reietant, medical tests such as blood gas studies, X-ray

24 exam.inatwn, electrocardioqam, pulmonary ftnctio studies,

or physical performance tests, and any medical history, evi-
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1 dence submitted by the claimant's physician, or his wifes

2 affidavits, and in the case of a deceased miner, other approp'ri-

3 ate affidavits of persons with knowledge of the miner's physi-

4 cal condition and other supportive materials."

5 (h) The amendments made by this section shall be

6 effective as of December 30, 1969.

7 Sec. 4. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

8 Safety Act of 1969 is amended—

9 (1) by striking out "1971" where it appears in

10 section 414 (b), and inserting in lieu thereof 4-973",

11 "1972",

12 (2) by striking out "1972" each place it appears

13 and inserting in lieu thereof "1O7", "1973", other than

14 in section 421 (b) (1),

15 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

16 and inserting in lieu thereof "1975", "1974", &n4

17 -(4)- b ti4king ei± "seven" whcrc i appcar i
18 scction 422 (c) id incrting i li.e thcrcof "nine".

19 (4) by adding a new subsection (c) to section 421

20 thereof as follows:

21 "(c) Final regulations required for implementation of

22 any amendments to this part shall be promulgated acl pvb-

23 lished in the Federal Register at the earliest practicable date

24 after the date of enactment of such amendments, and in no
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1 event later than the end of the fourth month followinq the

2 month in 'which such amendments are enacted.",

3 (5) by amending section 426(a) of such Act to read

4 as follows:

5 "SEc. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Sec-

6 retary of Health, Education, and Welfare are authorized to

7 issue such regulations as are appropriate to carry out the

8 provisions of this title. Such regulations shall be issued in

9 conformity with subsections (b), (c), (d), and (e) of

10 section 553 of title 5 of the United States Code.",

11 (6) by inserting immediately after section 426 there-

12 of, the following new sectiin:

13 "SEc. 427. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, an4

14 Welfare i$ authorized to enter into contracts wi2h, and make

15 grants to, public and private agencies and organizations and

16 individuals for the• construction, purchase, and operation of

17 fixed-site and mobile clinical facilities for the analysis, ex-

18 amination, and treatment of respiratory and pulmonary imp-

19 pairnients in active and inactive coal miners. The Secretary

20 shall coordinate the making of such contracts and grant3

21 with the Appalachian Regional Commiion.

22 "-(b) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

23 shall initiate research within the National Institute for Occu-

24 pational Safety and health, and is authorized to make re-

25 search grants to public and private agencies and organiza-
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1 tions and individuals for the purpose of devisiig simple and

2 effective tests to measure, detect, and treat respiratory and

3 pulmonary impairments in active and inactive coal miners.

4 Arty grant made pursuant to this subsection shall be condi-

5 tioned upon all information, uses, products, processes, patents,

6 and other developments resulting from such research being

7 available to the general public, except to the extent of such

8 exception.s and liihitalions as the Secretary of Health, Educa-

9 tion, and Welfare may deem necessary in the public interest.

10 "(c) There is hereby avtharized to be appropriated for

11 th.e purpose of subsection (a) of this section $1 0,000,000 for

12 each of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1973, June 30, 1974,

13 and June 30, 1975. There are hereby authorized to be ap-

14 pro pri ated for the purposes of subsection (b) of this section

15 such sums as are necessary.",

16 (7) by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 section:

18 "SEC. 428. (a) No operator shall discharge or in any

19 other way discriminate against any miner employed by him

20 by reason of the fact that such miner is suffering from

21 pneumoconoSiS or other respiratory or pulmonary impair-

22 ment. No person shall cause or attempt to case an operator

23 to violate this section. For the purposes of this subsection the

term 'miner' shall not include any person who has been found

to be totally disabled.
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1 "(b) Any miner who believes that he has been dis-
2 charged or otherwise discriminated against by any person

in violation of subsection (a) of thi.s section, or any repre-
4 sent ative of such miner may, within ninety days after
5 such violation occurs, apply to the Secretary for a review
6 of such alleged discharge or di.scrimination. A copy of the
7 application shall be sent to such person who shall be the
8 respondent. Upon receipt of such application, the Secre-
9 tary shall cause such investigation to be made as he deems

10 appropriate. Such inve3tigation shall provide an oppor-

tunity for a public hearing at the request of any party to

12 enable the parties to present information relating to such
13 violation. The parties shall be given• written notice of the
14 time and place of the hearing at least five days prior to
15 the hearing. Any such hearing shall be of record and shall
16 be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code.

17 Upon receiving the report of such investigation, the Secre-
18 tary shall make findings of fact. If he finds that such vio-
19 lation did occur, he shall issue a decision, incorporating
20 an order therein, requiring the person committing such viola-

21 tion. to take such affirmative action as the Secretary deems
2 appropriate, includiitq, but not limited to, the rehiring or re-
23 instatement of the miner to his former position with back pay.
24 If he finds that there was no such violation, he shall issue an
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1 order denying the applwation. Such order shall incorporate

2 the Secretarys findings therein.

3 "(c) TJ7henever an order is issued tinder this stbcc1ion

4 granting relief to a miner at the request of such miner, a sum

5 equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (in—

6 cluding the attorney's fees) as determined by the Secretary to

7 have been reasonably incurred by such miner for, or in con-

8 nection with, the institution and prosecution of such proceed-

9 ings, shall be assessed against the person committing the

10 violation.",

11 (8) by adding at the end thereof the following new

12 section:

13 "SEC. 429. There is authorized to be appropriated to the

14 Secretary of Labor such sums as may be necessary to carry

15 out his responsibilities under this title. Such sums shall re-

16 main available until expended.", and

17 (9) b?J adding at the end thereof the following new

18 section:

19 "SEC. 430. The amendments 'made by the Black Lung

20 Benefits Act of 1972 to part B of this title shall, to the extcnt

21 appro'rtate, also apply to part C of this title."

22 Se The ths 9entdnce e ocction 41 (b) f such

23 re is aende4 b inicrting before the period & the e4

24 thereof the following-f b iø elaim bcncfit under
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41+i pt 'ih-14 le 4ied solely m he bai ef the results
2 e4 a chest rodntgciiogram".

SEC. . (a) Sections 401, 411(c) (1), 411(c) (2), and

4 422(h) of the Fede'al Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1961) are each amended by striking out "udei'ground."

6 (b) Sections 402(b), 402(d), 422(a), and 423(a) of
' such Act are each amended by striking out "an underground"

8 aiui inserting ''a" in lieu thereof.

(c) The cnnenclmenf.s made by this section shall be

10 effective as of December 30, 1.96.9.

SEC. 6. Title IF of the Fed'ral Coal Mine Health and

Safely Act of 1.969 is amended by adding "or" at the end
13 of section 422(e) (1) thereof, by striking "; or" at the end

of section (e) (, t ereof. and wserfing a peno , and y
10 sti'ikhy section 422(e) (3) thereof.
16

SEC. 7. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safely Act. of 1969 is amended by adding at the end thereof
18

the following new section:
19

"SEC. 431. The Secretary of He&th, Educa'ion, and
20

Welfare shall, flO) e)mclrnenl of the Black Lung Benefits
21

Act of 1972, geneally disseminate to all per8ofl who filed
22

clailfl$ nuder this title prior to the date of enactment of such
23

Act the changes in the law created by such Act, and forthwith

advise all persons whose claim.c have been denied for any yea-

on or who' ckum.s are pendwg, that their c1ann. will be re—
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1 viewed with respect to the provisions of the Black Lung

2 Benefits Act of 1972?'

3 Ssc. 8. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

4 Safety Act of 1969 is amended by adding at the end of part

5 B thereof the following new section:

6 "Ssc. 415. (a) Notwithstanding any other proriisioia in

7 this title, for the purpose of assuring the uninterrupted n-

8 ceipt of benefits by claimants at such time as responsibility

9 for administration of the benefits program is assumed by

10 either a State workmen's coin pensation agency or the Secre-

11 tary of Labor, any claim for benefits under this part filed

12 during the period from January 1, 1978 to December .51,

13 ins, shall be considered and determined in accordance with

14 the procedures of this section. With respect to any such

15 claim—

16 "(1) Such claim shall be determined and, where

17 appropriate under this part or section 424 of this title,

18 benefits shall be paid with respect to such claim by the

19 Secretary of Labor.

20 "(2) The manner and place of filing such claim

21 shall be in accordance with regulations issued jointly by

22 the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the

Secretary of Labor, which regulations shall provide,

among other things, that such claims may be filed in

25 district offices of the Social Security Administration awl
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1 thereafter transferred to thc jurisdiction of the Depart-

2 ment ofLabor for further consideration.

"(8) The Secretary of Labor shall promptly notify

4 any operator who he believes, on the basis of infoi'

5 motion contained in the claim, or any other information

6 availabletohim,maybeliablewpaybenefltsbthe
7 claimant under partCof this 4il1e for any month.after

8 December 81,1978.

"(4) In determining such claims, the Secretary of

10 Labor shall, to the extent appropriate, follow the proce-

dures described in sections 19 (b), (c), and (d) of

Public Law 808, 69th Congress (44 Stat 1424, ap-

proved March4,1927), as amended.

14 '15) Any operator irho has been notified of the
15 pendency of a claim water paragraph 4 of this subsection

shall be bound by the determination of the Secretary of

17 Labor on such claim as if the claim had been filed pair-

18 suant to part C of this title and section 422 thereof had
19 been applicable 'to such operator. Nothing in this para-
20 graph shall require any operator to pay any benefits for
21 any month prior to January 1, 1974.

"(b) The Secretary of Labor, after consultation with

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, may issue

such regulations as are necessary or appropriate io carry out
25 the purpose of this section."
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1 SEc. 9. Section 422(f) of title iT7 of the Federal Goal

2 Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by inserting

3 "(1)" after "(f)" and by adding a new paragraph (2) as

4 follows:

5 "(2) Any claim for benefits under this section in the case

6 of a living miner filed on the basis of eligibility under section

7 411 (c) (4) of this title, shall be filed within three years fiom

8 the (late of last exposed employment in a coal mine or, in f/ic

9 case of. death from a respiratory or pulmonary impairment

10 for which benefits would be payable under section 411 (c) (4)

11 of this title, incurred as the result of employment in a coal

12 mine, shall be filed within fifteen years from the date of last

13 exposed employment in a coal mine."

Pa.ssed the House of Representatives November 10, 1971.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,
Clerk.
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 1972
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of calendar
No. 712, H.R. 922, and that it be made
the pending business for consideration on
Monday next.

The PRESNG OFFICER. The Clerk
will report the bill.

The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

Calendar No. 712, H.fl. 9212, a bill to amend
tl1e provisions of the Federsi Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend
black lung beneftts to orphans whose gathers
die of pneumocofliOSiS, and for other pur-
poses.

The PRESNG OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from West Virginia? The Chair hears
none, and it is so ordered.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill which iad been reported by the Com-
m.tttee on Labor and Public Welfare with
amendments.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREE-
MENT—TIME LIMITATION ON H.R.
9212

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I have consulted with the distinguished
manager of the black lung bill, my
senior colleague from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDoLPH) and consultations have also
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been had with the chairman of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare, the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIt-
LIAMs) • with the distinguished ranking
minority member of that committee, the
Senator from New York (Mr. JAvITs),
and with other Senators, and I am ad-
vised by the distinguished majority leader
to propound the following unanimous-
consent request which has been dis-
cussed with the very able assistant Re-
publican leader:

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that time for debate on H.R. 9212 be lim-
Ited to 3 hours, to be equally divided be-
tween and controlled by the distinguished
manager of the bill, the Senator from
West Virgin1a (Mr. RANDOLPH) and the
distinguished ranking minority member
of the committee, the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAvrrs); providing further
that time on any committee amendment
be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided
between the aforesaid Senators; provided
further that time on any other amend-
ment be limited to 30 minutes, to be
equally divided and controlled by the
mover of such amendment and the dis-
tinguished manager of the bill, and in
any case in which the manager of the bill
may favor such amendment, that the
time in opposition thereto be under the
control of the distinguished a.ssisant Re-
publian leader or his designee, that time
on any motion or appeal, with the excep-
tion of nondebatable motions, be limited
to 30 minutes, to be equally divided be-
tween the mover of such motion or appeal
and the manager of the bill, imiess the
manager of the bill favors such motion or
appeal, In which case the time would be
controlled by the mover of the motion
and the distinguished assistant Repub-
lican leader, or his designee; provided
further, that no nongermane amend-
ments ma be in order; provided finally,
that Senators in control of time on the
bill may yield therefrom to any Senator
on any amendment, appeal, or motion,
except nondebatable motions.

The PRESING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. QRIFFIN. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I shall not object,
I want to indicate, as the distinguished
acting majority leader has said, that
this matter has been cleared with all
Senators on both sides who might have a
particular interest so far as we know. In
my own case, I have cleared the matter
with the distinguished ranking minority
member of the committee, with the dis-
tinguished Senator from Colorado. (Mr.
DorNxcK), the distinguished Senator
from Ohio (Mr. TArr) • who has taken
particular interest in this matter in com-
mittee. and also with the distinguished
Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL). So
ar as I know, there Is no objection to the
measure.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
distinguished Republican whip.

The PRESING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The unanimous-consent agreement
reads as follows:

Ordered, That, effective on April 17, 1972,
during the further consideration of the bill
H.fl. 9212. An act to ametd the prOvtSiOXi of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to
orphans whose Zathers die of pneumoco-
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niosis, and Zor other purposes, debate on any
amendment (except committee amendments
which shall be limited to one hour each),
motion, or appeal, except non-debatable
motions, shall be limited to 30 minuteS, to
be equally divided and controlled by the
mover oZ any such amended or motion and
the Senator from W. Va. (Mr. RANoou'H):
Provided, That, in the event Mr. Randolph is
in favor oZ any such amendment or motion.
the time In opposition thereto shall be con-
trolled by the assistant minority leader or
some Senator designated by him.

Ordered further, That, on the question of
the final passage of the said bill, debate shall
be limited to 3 hours, to be equally divided
and controlled, respectively, by the Senator
from West Virginia (Mr Randolph) and the
Senator from New York (Mr. JAvrrs). Pro-
vided, That the said Senators, or either oZ
them. may, from the time under their control
on the passage of the said bUl, allot addt-
tional time to any Senator during the con-
sideration oZ any amendment, motion or
appeal: Provided further, That no amend-
-ment that is Tiot germane to the provisions
oZ the said bill shall be received.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objectIon, it is so ordered.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
will my distinguished senioL colleague
yield for two unanimous-consent requests
before he begins his opening remarks?

Mr. RANDOLPH. I am happy to yield.

BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 19'72
The PRESIDING OFFICER. At this

tnie, In accordance with the previous or-
der, the Chair lays before the Senate
the unfinished business, H.R. 9212, which
the clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows
Calendar No.112, H.R. 9212, a bill to amend

the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend black
lung benefits to orphans whose fathers die
of pneumoconlosls, and for other purposes.

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Debate on
the bill is controlled and limited. Three
hours has been specified, the time to be
equally divided between the Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) and the
Senator from New York (Mr. JAvrrs).
Who yields time?

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum and
ask unanimous consent that the time be
equally charged against both sides on
the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum can be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. -

Who yields time?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I

yield myself such time as I may desire.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from West Virginia is recog-
nized.

PBXVILEGE OF rHF FLOOR

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Gerald M.
Feder, Eugene Mittelman, Richard
Siegel, and Robert R. Humphreys of the
staff of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, and Philip V. McGa,nce,
my legislative assistant, be permitted on
the floor during the consideration of and
voting on H.R. 9212.

BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 19'72
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill (H.R. 9212) to
amend the provision of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and
or other purposes.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. Prident, we

begin in this Chamber a discussion, and
later today a determination, of important
legislation that concerns itself with the
further commitment of the Members of
this body to justice and equity. We shall
make such a commitment if we approve
today what we call the Black Lung Bene-
fits Act of 1912. "Pneumoconiosis" is a
rather long word and, indeed, for some
persons difficult to pronounce, but pneu-
moconiosis or black lung is a dread dis-
ease which has stricken tens and tens
and tens of thousands of the miners of
this country who go beneath the earth
to bring forth coal which has been neces-
sary for fuel to energize this Nation and
to provide for our people.

I think we have an overdue debt that
we are going to be able to pay in part
with the passage of this legislation. It
will be paid to a vital working popula-
tion in our country. I believe my col-
leagues agree it is a debt which our so-
ciety as a whole—not one segment, not
one section, but society as a whole—owes
to the coal miners who for so many years
worked in the underground mines to
bring forth millions and millions of tons
of coal to, as I have said, energize this
Nation.
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The stark realization of the total in-
adequacy of Government policy and pro-
grams to protect the health and safety
of the coal miner came to us—the dis-
tinguished Presiding Officer in this
Chamber will recall—once again with a
tragic and sorrowful period after No-
vember 20, 1968. That was a day of
tragedy and of disaster. I hope we shall
never forget the violent explosion that
occurred on that date near Farmlngton,
W. Va. The lives of 78 mIners were lost
in that disaster.

In a sense, in this country we so often
act after the fact. That is human nature.
But what took place then was the tin-
petus for the Congress to enact the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, giving proof to the adage
that "dead miners have always been the
most powerful Influence in securing
mining legislation." Under the leader-
ship of the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. WILLIAMS)—the Senator from New
Jersey is chairman of the Labor and
Public Welfare Committee at the pres-
ent time, at that time he was chairman
of our Subcommittee on Labor—and the
leadership of the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAvITs), we worked within
the Subcommittee on Labor and we
brought here to the Senate Chamber a
strong and effective and a fair measure.

That was the way I characterized the
legislation at the time it was considered.
It was to protect the lives of miners and
to improve their working conditions. If
ever we had a milestone In this type of
legislation, that was it. This was an
effort—a very real effort at the national
level—to insure the safe working condi-
tions for a large segment of the working
men and women of this country.

No longer, I believe, do officials of
Government tend to dismiss Incidents
of unhealthful or unsafe conditions as
being isolated. Rather, there has been
generated by the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 a real
responsiveness to possible dangers In the
lives of the working men and women in
all industries—not only in this type of
industry but, later, in other industries
through the Occupational Health and
Safety Act. It is right that we should
not falter or relax until we have pro-
vided, not just the minimum, not even
the median, but the maximum degree
of safety and health protection for the
workers in industry throughout this
Nation.

With this specific legislation, Congress
has responded to more than just the im-
mediate disaster which caused the death
of 78 miners, for in that legislation Con-
gress laid the groundwork for eliminat-
ing from the lives of the Nation's coal
miners the threat of the dread disease
called coal workers' pneumoconiosls,
commonly known as black lung, and we
have provided, under title IV of the Act,
a system of benefit payments and mini-
mum compensation standards for
miners and the widows of miners who
had been totally disabled by that
disease.

It was my responsibility and privilege
to sponsor with the cosponsorship of
my colleague from West Virginia (Mr.
ROBERT C. BYRD) and Senators WIL-
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LIAMS, PROUTY, JAvrrs, COOPER, Scorr,
CooK, SCHWEIKER, and SAXBE, the
amendment accepted unanimously on
the Senate floor to provide a program of
payments to miners totally disabled by
black lung.

I remember the support, the response
of the Senators here to the challenge to
do what was right, and to do it then.

This was the first time, Mr. President,
that Federal legislation recognized the
inadequacy of compensation for this
dread disease which afflicts coal miners.
I want to be very fair: Not all coal miners,
but it afflicts many, many coal miners.

As the Senate report on the original act
stated, this irreversible disease was "be-
lieved to have afflicted 100,000 of the Na-
tion's active and retired miners." Presi-
dent Nixon, in his March 1969 message
which called for a new coal mine health
and safety act, said:

Death in the mines can be as sudden as an
explosion or a collapse of a roof and ribs, or
it comes Insidiously from pneumoconio6is, or
black lung dseaae.

Mr. President, this Is a disease which
creeps into the body progressively and
leads to that period, sometimes several
years away, somethnes in years near at
hand, when the miner becomes incapac-
itated, even though many, may times
he is a relatively young man.

At the time the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act wa signed into law, only 2,
years ago, it was generally thought that
coal miners' occupational breathing dis-
abilities were encompassed by the term
"pneumoconiosls." I so thought, Mr.
President, and most Members of Con-
gress, I believe, so understood the situ-
ation. The knowledgeable press—.nd
there was close attention to this legisla-
tion—and many physicians believed that
that was the case. It was generally be-
lieved that title IV of the act relating to
black lung benefits would be a satisfac-
tory means of compensaUng miners who
were incapacitated by respiratory dis-
eases, as well as the surviving widows and
children of miners who had died from the
dread black lung.

Since the passage of that basic, nec-
essary, desirable, urgent act, however, ex-
perience has taught us that all Is not as
we expected. As of March 3, 1972, 356,857
claims had been ified since the effective
date of the act, December 30, 1969. Ac-
cording to the Social Security Adminis-
tration, 91,784 disabled miners and
74,809 widows have received benefits, for
a total of 166,593 claims, while 169,999
claims h&ve been denied.

The total of those receiving benefits, I
repeat, is 166,593.

Not only have the number of claims far
exceeded those earlier expectations of
Congress, indicating a more widespread
and more serious problem than they an-
ticipated, but also the rate of deniaLs—
more than 50 percent nationwide, and
as high as 72 percent In some States—
suggests strongly that the solution has
not been nearly as complete as we in
Congress had believed and expected it
would be.

Clearly the implementation of the
black lung benefits of the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act is not—I repeat, is
not—reaching and aiding the large num-
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ber of miners and survivors who urgently
need assistance and whom Congress in
1969, I think, Intended to aid.

The approval or denial of black lung
benefits—the determination of disabil-
ity—for a miner in many instances con-
stitutes a matter of life and death. It very
often determines whether a miner and
survivors will be able to maintain a half-
way decent standard of living. Black lung
benefits can mean the difference between
adequate or substandard housing; suffi-
cient diet or undernourishment; and
minimal medical care or no medical care
for a miner and his family. An Issue hay-
mg such a bearing on the lives of people—
thousands of people—demands thorough
and timely attention of Congress and
affirmative action.

Mr. President, may I ask the Chair
how much time I have consumed?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator has 62 minutes remaining.

Mr. RANDOLPH. How much time
have I consumed?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Nineteen
minutes in all, and the quorum call con-
sumed 9 mInutes of the Senator's time.
62 minutes remain.

Mr. RANDOLPH. That the Congress
intended a significantly more substantial
degree of aid under black lung benefits
Is, I believe, entirely clr. As chief
sponsor of the amendment, title IV, I
believe I know what the thinking of the
sponsors of the amendment was and
what was intended. We did not antic-
ipate the circumstances of the existing
program under which so many disabled
miners and survivors are unable to
secure assistance.

At the time of the enactment of the
black lung benefits program, the Con-
gress was required to make a medical
decision based on a limited amount of
what we call hard information and
under severe time limitations. That deci-
sion to base a program on the deterrnl-
nation of "complicated pneumoconlosis"
was thought to take into consideration
the unique and extensive hea'th prob-
lems created by the frequency of pul-
monary or respiratory diseases among
coal miners—these impairments work-
ing their way to the final result, pneu-
moconlosis or black lung disease—and
the resultant inability of miners to con-
tinue working due to these thseases. This
record Is open and well known.

We know today that the legislation as
written did not encompa the complexity
or scope of respiratory diseases among
miners. It did not recognize the unusual
and dramatic problem so well described
by the ranking minority member of our
subcommittee, Senator JAvrrs, when he
called attention to "our sublime insensi-
tivity to what Is. probably the worst oc-
cupational disease in the country—black
lung" and stressed that "there exist to-
day in the United States literally thou-
sands of former coal miners who have
reaped, as their sole reward for long
and faithful service underground, rav-
aged lungs, enlarged hearts, and retire-
ment years spent as semi or complete in-
valids, slowly choking to death. All be-
cause of coal dust."

We know today in far greater detail
the case histories of miners whose work
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In the mines has resulted in totally dis-
abling respiratory diseases. I have us-
tened to these case histories. I have re-
viewed them carefully. I have attempted
to document them with the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER). We
have gone Into the field, into West Vir-
ginia and Pennsylvania. We have heard
the testimony, and we have talked with
these people.

These respiratory Impairments not
only prevent miners from engaging in
gainful employment but also cause a
continued physical deterioration which
makes normal daily activity extremely
painful, if not Impossible.

We know today, based on extensive
hearings in Washington and in the coal
fields of West Virginia, the terrible bur-
den being borne by disabled miners
whose claims are being denied after 35
and 40 years in the mines. When you
meet and talk to these men, you know
without doubt that they are 4isabled by
respiratory diseases. Many of them—
and this is not an exaggeration—do not
have the breathing capacity to carry on
a normal conversation.

The degree of suffering of these men
is attested to by the following statement
of a miner the Subcommittee on Labor
interviewed in Beckley, W. Va. He said:

I have worked in the coal mInes 37 years.
I started In there when I was 16 years old. I
ran motors for. about 37 years, and In the
last work I had done, I worked about 8 years.
My lungs went bad on me. and I had to go
into the hospital. I did not know what was
the matter with me. I could not get no
breath, I would get tired, I would work a
half a clay, and that is ali I could stand, I
would have to go home.

I had to crawl to work, and with the smoke,
the bad air, I then went into the hospital,
and they told me, they said your lungs were
peeling off. so I said all right. They made me
stay there in the hospital, I expect for 10
days. and I got a little better, and they went
down in me, and they found inside a growth.

For about. 6 weeks, they could not take it
Out, and I come to Beckley Hospital to have
it taken Out, and they told me In Beckley,
they saId, "You know what is the matter
with you, you say you worked 37 years In
the coal mines, you know what is wrong with
you." I said, "Yes, I know," and I aIn't never
been able to do a thing since.

I signed up on this, an&1 did not think
I would have any trouble at all, getting my
black lung. I then signed up for 2 years. I
have been turned down twice.

I cannot eat, I cannot sleep. I have got to
prop up in the bed. I cought that stuff up
all night long. Sometimes I get full of it, and
it is that it shuts my wind off. I have got to
get up.

1 sleep 2 hours a night, Just about on the
average. Sometimes not that much. If I get a
little bit of cold, I have to sit up and put a
qufit around me. When I lay down, I just
rasp, and there is nobody around me that can
sleep. I cannot sleep either. Sometimes
around in the morning, I will get coughed
Out, and maybe I will doze off and sleep a
little bit. When I get up, I aint got enough
wind left.

I spit coal dust up for about 5 years, aiia
now it Just looks like cQtton, big balls of
stuff, Just looks like white cotton.

Mr. President, I want to be fair. I said
at the outset that not all miners become
afflicted with black lung. I want to make
that very clear. But what I do say with
emphasis today is that when a miner has
contracted the dread disease, black lung,
pneumoconi'osis—and Congress has pro-
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vided in the 1969 act, title IV, benefits for
that miner and the widow—we have a
right to expect that he will not be denied
benefits by the Social Security Admin-
istration. In the pending legislation, we
provide that a miner will not be denied
black lung benefits solely upon the basis
of an X-ray. We want other matters to
be considered. Many, many people can
help in the determination of whether he
has or does not have black lung.

Mr. President, what I have just said
about one miner is not an isolated case.
I wish there were fewer stories such as
that, but they are over and over again,
the case histories we have heard.

The miners of this country and their
families have paid a terribly high price
to provide us with the fuel and energy
which our industrial society has demand-
ed. I believe it our responsibility as a Na-
tion to insure that they receive deserved
and urgently needed compensation for
their labors.

I think we should remember today that
about 54 percent of all the thermal power
in th1s country used to fuel and energize
our industrial society comes from coal.

All over America, in every State, the
results of what the miners have done rel-
ative to the production of coal has been
vital to the well-being of this country
and its people—even to the security and
the safety of its men and women.

An estimated 10 percent of each in-
dividual personal income expenditure
goes for energy either directly or in the
production of consumer goods or the fur-
nishing of consumer services. Coal rep-
resents as I stated, some 54 percent of
this energy or 600 million tons each
year—3 tons for each person. Approxi-
mately 28 percent of the increased house-
hold use of electricity in the last 10 years
was due to new air conditioning and space
heating, and this demand has been most
difficult to satisfy in such large urban
areas as New York City. Whereas early

Source: General Accounting Office.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, we
attempt to cope here, however, with the
heartbeat of a human being rather than
the hard facts of physical hardware of
one kind or another.

This legislation is very important to
people in all parts of our Nation, and I
know that it is considered so in this
body.

I have said that It is not sectional. It
is not. I would point out that we have co-
sponsors other than the original cospon-
sors and the members of the committee
who joined in reporting this measure to
the Senate. I recall the cosponsorship of
the Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN),
the Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH),
and the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUMPHREY).

Now, Mr. President, I should like very
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man consumed about 2,000 calories per
day, the average U.S. citizen today uses
more than 200,000 calories per day to
feed himself and to account for the con-
sumption by various industries that sup-
port him. We have increased our energy
consumption by a factor of at least 100
in providing the machinery, so to speak,
that relieves us of physical burden.

This fantastic increase in our stand-
ard of living has been accomplished
through abundant sources of low cost
and reliable energy with more than half
of today's energy being derived from
coal.

Miners are absolutely essential to the
production of this energy. They and their
families have suffered agony in satisf y-
ing the energy needs of our industrial
society. The miner will be absolutely es-
sential to meeting future energy needs.

But the miners will not be there tn
the future unless the Congress and our
Nation continue to take affirmative ac-
tion to minimize the risks of this dan-
gerous occupation and to lessen the suf-
fering and anguish when injury and dis-
ease strike.

Mr. President. we must remember that
today we have a strong country because
of the strength of these men that I have
mentioned.

I shall talk about it a little more later
on, but someone might say the black lung
program is costing more than was antici-
pated. Early today, I heard the distin-
guished Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
PROXMIRE) talk about some of the phys-
ical hardware of this country where the
costs are above what was anticipated. We
know that this takes place time and time
again. For example, the "cost growth'
of many defense contracts is well known.
I would like, at this point in the RECORD,
to place a chart of some cost overruns.

There being no objection, the chart
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

quickly to state the scope of this pro-
gram and have placed in the RECORD as I
have the opportunity to do so, some
charts, graphs, figures, and statistics re-
lating to this measure. I should say now
that we have a table showing the State-
by-State breakdown on current bene-
ficiaries. This table also includes counties
in the various States.

Are the claims being paid only in the
Appalachian region? Is it in Ohio? Is
it in Pennsylvania? Is it in West Virginia
or Kentucky? Yes, it is all of these areas.
But they are also being paid in New
York. They are being paid in New Jersey.
In New Jersey 1,900 were paid. So we
know that the benefits, based upon the
determination of black lung, the dread
disease, are being paid throughout the
50 States; 62 in Manhattan alone. We

"COST GROWTH' IN CERTAIN GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

tin millionSi

Defense Department
Navy 53A

aircraft
C5A

aircratt
F—Ui

aircraft
DD963

destroyer
Improved

Hawk missi'e
Soavan
2 and 9

Planning estimate
Current estimate through comple•

tion

$1, 763.8

3,138.8

$3, 423.0

4,555.2

$4,686.6

6.667. 9

$, 784.4

2,715.2

335. 5

752.1

$946.5

1.233. 8
'Cost growth' or overrun 1,375.0 1,132.2 , 981.3 903.8 4t6. 6 287.3
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emphasize, of course, that this legisla-
tion is to help those who need help, those Claims paymen cumulative Claims paymen cumuta?who have given of themselves in the State and county allowed amount amount state and county allowed amount amount
production of the necessary fuel, aJmost
to the point of life and death, Kentucky 10, 789 $2, 094, 994 $41, 370, 293 Bedtord 249 $46, 715 $850, 950

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- d 8 1 22, 591

sent to have printed in the RECORD these Breathitt 62 13035 264 905 Bucks 252 44 789 827 628statistics Clay 160 35, 277 695, 779 Butler 143 25,675 455, 497

There being no objection, the table 10 ::::::::::::
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Hailan 1,453 283, 015 6,290,206 Centre 206 38, 611 '697:657

11 . Hopkins 600 117, 118 1,987,637 Chester 81 13, 569 254 043as vows, Jefferson 93 16, 373 254, 041 Clarion 218 41, 622 688,781
NUMBER OF BLACK LUNG CLAIMS ALLOWED, TOTAL CUMU-

265 51.323 3 1,113 206;966 3,729,892

LATIVE PAYMENTS SINCE ENACTMENT ANO TOTAL Knox 244 47, 839 939, 007 Cumberland 78 13. 908 240. 648
MONTHLY PAYMENTS, BY STATE OF CURRENT BENE- Laurel 127 25, 509 476, 359 Oauphin 550 92, 985 1,839. 865
FICIARY RESIDENCE, AND COUNTIES, WITH 50 OR MORE '
CLAIMS ALLOWED—AS OF OEC. 31, 1971 Letcher 692 134. 052 2.567,475 Erie 83 14, 579 256, 959

______________________________________________

McCreaiy 293 58,297 1,201,277 Fayette 3,215 594,970 11,114,235Martin 108 21,524 460,539 Green 739 136 014 2 528 238
Monthly Total Muhlenberg_ 521 100, 004 1,612,540 Huntingdon 220 41: 192 '775 459

Claims payment cumulative Ohio 80 15, 318 218, 493 Indiana 1,436 262, 579 5,005,371State and county aliowed amount amount Perry 588 117,, 361 2,382,965 jefferson 450 85. 349 1,508,380

_____________________________________________________

Pike 1,627 311, 618 6,547,849 Lackawanna 8,517 1:528, 068 29, 085, 071
Union O2 19, 504 264, 600 Lancaster 79 13, 957 252, 807Alabama 6,301 $1, 237, 762 $24, 503, 194 Webster 223 41, 972 695, 256 Lebanon 70 11,989 220. 463Bibb 207 40, 886 842, 503 Whitley 366 71, 899 1,410,857 Lehigh 115 19, 587 342 212Cuilman 61 12, 776 215, 707 Louisiana 23 4,012 64, 789 Luzerne 17, 883 3.184,221 64,567144Etowa 56 11,280 159, 300 Maine -1 123 5,756 Mercer 64 12,137 217, 704Jefferson 3,581 701, 474 14, 387, 897 Maryland 1,708 281, 530 4,666,496 Montomery 210 36. 735 - 645. 568Marion 162 32, 549 625, 974 Alleghany 846 131, 545 2, 164, 858 Montour 59 9, 963 189. 461St. Clair 82 17, 247 269, 929 Anne Arundel 69 11,572 186, 280 Northampton 118 21, 073 398. 652Shelby 179 36, 232 675, 436 Baltimore 113 19, 022 314,886 Northumberland 2,893 520. 168 10, 314, 090Tuscaloosa 158 32, 439 618, 748 Baltimore City 124 20, 743 348, 138 Philadelphia 430 77, 796 1,399,381Walker 1,463 284, 284 5,714,670 Garrett 222 38, 706 628, 207 Schuylkill 8,228 1,447,322 30, 332, 164Alaska 5 918 19, 834- Montgomery ' 73 12, 710 223, 156 Somerset 2,016 380, 126 7,563,380Arizona 241 46, 445 764, 618 Piince George 142 25, 006 404, 291 Sullivan 69 12, 025 197. 940Maricopa 153 29, 461 484, 169 Massachusetts 54 9, 806 150, 153 Susquehanna , 287 51, 382 990, 403Arkansas 659 126, 055 2,455,765 Michigan 1,264 226, 882 3,593,511 Tioga 97 16,788 330, 585Franklin 88 16, 874 307, 772 Genesee 54 10, 034 146 565 Washington 2,410 433, 580 8,542,534

Johnson 146 28, 024 549, 238 Macomb 88 15, 832 255, 246 Wayne 164 30, 610 558, 362Logan 121 24, 398 520, 687 Oakland 133 24, 519 275, 376 Wtmoreland 1,927 351, 294 6,152,291Sebastian 219 41, 091 799, 953 Wayne 750 133, 258 2,084, 895 Wyoming 150 27,686 498, 478California 765 137, 495 2,277,267 Minnesota 11 2,284 44, 814 Puerto Rico 3 535 9,926
Los Angeles 302 53, 850 877, 837 Mississippi 26 4, 539 68, 702 Rhode Island 10 1,682 25, 484Orange 61 11,054 191,690 Missouri 212 38 524 494,616 South Carolina 54 10,462 177, 072Colocado 582 106, 949 1,895,568 Montana 109 18, 110 269,997 South Oakota 4 917 16, 094Bou'der 86 15, 684 308, 658 Nebraska 10 1 835 15, 705 Tennessee 4,205 834,904 15, 659, 545Denver 72 13, 500 219, 721 Nevada 30 5:382 77, 331 Anderson 554 110,699 2,250,030Huertano 65 12, 619 205, 905 New Hampshire 7 1,147 11, 115 Campbell 783 156,676 3,238,018Los Animas 134 25. 235 461, 456 New Jersey 1,891 337, 234 5,841,844 Clairborne 183 36, 506 768, 054Connecticut 426 75, 120 1,327,734 Bergen 112 18 858 ' 323 025 Cumberland 74 13, 993 213, 555Fairfield 200 35, 613 638, 455 Camden 112 20' 521 374' 430 Fentress 77 14, 831 236, 542Harttord 76 12, 879 228, 593 Essex 328 60888 1,038, 100 Grundy 280 56,378 1,083,635New Haven 121 21, 072 377, 283 Hudson 127 22 422 391 775 Hamilton 197 37, 534 550,635Oelaware 141 24, 803 470, 152 Mercer 94 16: 552 303; 549 Knox 191 39, 710 718, 907New Castle 120 20, 749 385,841 Middlesex 209 35 929 653 421 Marion 262 53, 104 984, 086District of Columbia 77 13, 875 231, 692 Morris . 70 11 865 228' 172 Morgan 104 20, 585 394, 550FIoriUa 1.313 23.270 ,3',997 Passaic_ 128 22'381 387:118 Putnam 63 13, 314 274,335Brevard 77 14, 055 229. 514 Somerset 118 20; 194 363, 426 Roane 394 78, 050 1,444,242Broward 101 18,824 321, 121 Union 273 50,340 821, 109 Scott 112 23,683 493, 469Dade 96 17, 366 290. 241 New Mexico 232 44 954 788 041 Sullivan 216 40, 931 722, 549Hilisborough 130 25,496 442,276 Coltax 79 15 335 247:636 Washington 52 10, 439 176, 100Orange 102 19, 591 341, 143 McKinley 68 12.665 270 315 White 188 35, 308 513, 399Pinellas 168 32. 808 606, 779 New York 1,263 223, 70 3,793:005 Texas 116 22,387 353, 434Volusra 64 12, 484 223,645 Broome 144 25,449 430, 801 Utah 479 91, 855 1,423,400Georgia 117 21, 007 349, 720 Erie 176 31, 210 509 805 Carbon 293 56,741 885,306Hawaii 3 473 10, 393 KIngs. — - 126 22. 578 377, 169 salt Lake 72 13, 475 192, 623Idaho 20 3.746 69, 561 Monroe 65 11702 204 035 Vermont 3 535 8,144IllInois 8 533 1591 468 25 437 026 Nassau 50 8 752 154 676 Virginia 6 727 1 358 528 27 055 936Christian 274 48. 606 831,870

- New York. 62 10; 863 178 831 Alexandria City 55 9,753 174,499CIinon 73 13. 383 139, 939 Niagra 68 11,949 182, 033 Bristol City 80 15, 952 309.300Cook 266 45. 753 718,787 Queens . 117 - 21. 933 386,944 Buchanan. 566 124, 388 2,448,168Franklin 2,119 399, 454 7.339.462 Westchester. . 60 10556 181 477 Dickenson 442 91, 525 1.897.099Fulton 162 29. 531 445. 365 North Carolina 321 58 737 1 081' 897 Lee 633 129, 928 2,830,822Jackson 186 34,698 575. 113 North Dakota - 10 1' 863 ' 24 390 Montgomery 6 11.206 167,950Jefferson 52 10, 248 172, 230 Ohio - 5392 993' 019 15714' 114 Norton City 228 43, 357 873, 967acoupin 362 63342 892 573 Athens 356 65623 941 942 Roanoke City 75 13 904 248 615Madison 171 30 331 369 730 Belmont 6o3 118 438 1772 266 Russell 457 94 337 1 881 805Maron 109 20,688 256. 880 Butler 83 16 064 243 926 Scott 90 17, 343 390, 280Montgomery ItO 20 154 248 289 Cuyahoga 769 139 588 2 224 755 Smyth 88 17 909 326 494Peoria 75 12, 964 188. 097 Franklin
--

-. 445 83, 079 1503. 831 Tazewell 1,404 286,368 5,950,792Perry 376 69,612 1,107,175 Gallia 110 20 686 '348 567 Washington 96 20. 058 377,685Randolph 173 31, 947 475, 677 Hamilton -: 220 40 046 663 926 Wise 1,347 266, 021 5,455, 258
St. Clair 152 28, 592 358,116 Harrison 65 11 845 181, 484 Wythe 166 33, 255 487,061
Saitne 817 157. 224 2,502623 Jackson 59 11366 183,884 Washington 200 35,729 511, 706
Sangamon 349 62. 899 - 904, 383 Jefferson: 295 53, 616 769. 807 King 50 8,377 12C, 272
Iazewell 51 9.330 134. 689 Lawrence 61 12, 160 200, 506 Kiftitas 76 13, 742 170. 325
Vermilion 430 80. 848 1.091.267 Lorrain 103 18, 234 291. 365 West Virginia 26, 365 5.251,455 103. 894, 646
Wdliamson 1,579 303.621 4.945,549 Lucas 96 17. 750 295, 299 Barbour 304 57, 602 1,003,068

Indiana 2,058 372. 463 6,187,114 Mahoning 67 11.819 191, 563 Boone 867 173, 065 3,363.137
Clay 73 13. 454 210, 304 Meigs 93 19, 271 295, 083 Braxton 66 - 13. 589 269, 879
Gibson 100 18. 165 335. 151 Montgomery 308 54, 948 883, 857 Brooke 78 15,568 289, 137
Gleen 160 27, 783 489, 919 Muskingum 73 14, 864 230, 912 CabelI 152 28, 578 527, 489
Knox 250 44,460 802.604 Perry 123 21, 826 307, 263 Clay 149 30, 720 556. 278
lake 63 11,473 193. 560 Stark: 125 24, 471 373, 596 Fayette. 2,902 566. 406 11.698,026
Marion 96 17. 323 286. 318 5ummit 159 27, 632 445, 562 Greenbrier 397 77, 038 1.451,449
Sulhvan 206 36. 481 587, 008 Trumbull 74 13, 960 222, 826 Harrison 691 133, 764 2,324,227
Vanderburgh 51 8.834 130.634 Tuscaraas 72 12,620 228. 349 Kanawha 1,686 319,579 5,980,266
VermIjon 159 28, 424 449. 401 Oklahoma 506 93, 195 1,598,396 Lincoln 190 39, 442 763, 562
Vigo 288 51, 590 857, 539 LeFlore 105 20, 157 364647 Lotan 2,362 483, 579 10, 410, 224

Iowa 849 158, 410 2,202,012 Okmulgee 86 15, 454 273, 869 McDowell 3,090 629, 969 13,732,967
Appanoose 299 57,160 813, 320 Pittsburgh 146 27, 164 475, 837 Marion 1,177 225,202 3,804,988
Manon 82 14, 799 196, 203 Oregon 41 7,353 117, 714 Mason 53 9,950 155, 008
Monioe 113 21, 152 284. 196 Pennsylvania 64, 587 11,612, 898 228, 400, 826 Marshall 121 23, 042 366, 583
Polk 107 19, 432 250. 657 Allegheny 1,809 324, 173 6,098,613 Mercer 1,575 317, 894 6,184,294

Kansas 61 27, 448 396. 811 Armstrong 475 89, 629 1,671,239 Mineral 101 19,849 316, 454
Crawtord 77 2, 928 208. 667 Beaver 59 10,625 159, 880 Mingo 1,713 364, 611 7,599,089
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Claims
State and county allowed

Monthly
payment
amount

Total
cumulative

amount

Total claims
allowed 149, 595 27, 995, 037 532, 609, 728

Mr. President, I cannot overstress the
great urgency in securing the enactment
of this responsible legislation. This sense
of urgency is something I share with
you and thousands of miners, their wid-
ows, and children who are anxiously
awaiting what we are doing Where. Those
of us who went into the coalfields to
hold hearings on improvements to the
black lung benefits program know the
anxiety felt by the coal miners and their
families. Those of us who were in Beck-
ley, W. Va., or Scranton, Pa., came away
heartsick after hearing the quiet, an-
guished, but proud pleas for -help from
miners and wives and widows and chil-
then. They came to us not seeking a
handout; they came seeking a helping
haild. They came with the high purpose
of the widow whose husband worked 28
years in the mines, and since his death
she. had raised seven children on her
own. I call this woman gallant. I shall
never forget what she said:

I have been denied. and. I am testifying
not to help myself, perhaps, but to help the
miners of the future and, their families.

Mr. President, when you hear such a
story and you know what the expendi-
tures for our physical hardware are in
this country, you realize that we in Con-
gress have a responsibility, as we have
never had It before, to do now, without
delay, what should be done to help these
persons.

Our subcommittee returned from those
hearings with a deep determination to
assist the miners and families who now
wait for the results of our action here in
the Senate. We cannot and must not dis-
appoint them.

We cannot and must not ignore the
needs of thousands of persons who have
been shocked when they are advised that
they do not qualify for benefits under the
black lung program. Many of these per-
sons have spent 20 and 30 and sometimes
40 and 50 years working underground in
the dark and damp atmosphere bringing
forth coal which has enabled the people
of this country to achieve a per capita
energy consumption rate six times higher
than the world average.

Mr. President, day in and day out,
under the threat of roof falls, electrical
fires, rock falls, poison gas, penetrating
moisture, and always the ever-present
coal dust, these men have performed
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loyal and faithful service. Although the
mines have been improved—and I com-
mend those companies and their officials
who have worked so diligently for im-
provement—these same conditions con-
tinue to exist in many areas. We cannot

- ignore the needs of these men.
So now we earnestly desire to help

those that need our help, those who
form the mining population of this
country. We will not ignore in this body
the health and well-being of these
people. I do not believe, when we can so
easily turn on light, press the tele-
vision button, or adjust the air condi-
tioner, that we will not realize the ter-
rific flow of power for all Americans.
which has been coming from the miners
of this country through the production
of coal—a production which will neces-
sarily have to be increased in order to
meet the future energy requirements of
this country.

Mr. President, I said at the beginning
that I think society—not a part of so-
ciety but all of society—has a real debt
to those thousands of miners who have
been fueling the Nation. H.R. 9212, as
reported by the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare—given very careful at-
tention by the subcommittee and the
committee, given attention by the dis-
tinguished member of the committee
who is now presiding over this-Chamber,
the distinguished Senator from Iowa
(Mr. HUGHES), given the attention of
men regardless of party, and reported
unanimously to this Chamber—is the
legislation on which I hope in a few
hours we will have a positive determina-
tion.

I urge the passage of the bill.
Mr. President.. although the estimates

of cost are eminently fair, certain of the
coal associations have expressed dis-
pleasure with the committee bill through
telegrams to Members of the Senate. I
would like at this point to insert in the
RECORD a copy of that telegram, along
with a telegram which I have sent to
all Members of the Senate.

WA5RUGTON, D.C.,
April 17, 1972.

Hon. JENNINGS EANDOLPH.
Senate Labor and Public Wel/are Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The undersigned. associations, represent-
ing more than 80 percent o US. bituminous
coal production, respectfully request the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare to reconsider its amend.ments to H.E.
9212. the so-called. black lung extension bill.
for the following reasons:

1. To secure and give careful consid.era-
tion to the estimates of additional costs to
both government and. ind.ustry of liberaliza-
tion of the present prograzn as provided. in
the senate amend.ments. At present we are
advised only that the projected. costs would
be a staggering 12 to 15 billion over the next
10 years, with a large but undetermined por-
tion of that to be borne by the coal indus-
try, the total volume of coal sales in 1971
amounted. to less than $4 bilUon.

2. To ascertain the effect of such increased
co3ts of the thousands of small companies
that prod.uce almost half the nation's coal.
The 20 largest coal companies proiuce al-
most half the nation's coal. The 20 largest
coal, companies prod.uce 55 percent of the
annual ca tonnage from 350 mines. The
remainIng 45 percent is prod.uced in 5.200
mines most of them run by small ind.epend.-
ent coat producers. Thus, a major share of
the cost of Uberahized. program would fall
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on the small and. medium-sized producers.
3. To reevaluate the proposed standards for

diagnosing black lung. The expauded stand-
ards of the House bill. HE. 9212. are ade-
quate to take care of those applications al-
ready rejected. by what is regarded to be an
overly restrictive interpretatton of the 1969
law by the Social Security Adrninistratofl.

4. To reexamine enlargement of the pro-
gram to cover respiration and pulmonary
diseases, such as chronic bronchitIs and
emphysema.

5. To give fur:her consideration :0 ch
proposed extension of this program O
brother3. sisters, parents, and oier coiilterL
re1attes. The number of beieficartes Under
the present program alradv exceeds 240.000
Including l,000 mines and '74.000 widows.
To put this is per5pective, ft must he noted
that only about 120,000 miners are Citrrefl:1V
ernoloyed in the coal industry.

6. To give carefui thought to ,vlither
disaster-type program originally concevec1 .is
a temporary neasure to terminate i 1Y76
should. be converted into a pernmnei pro-
gram under what amounts to r federuized
workmea's cDmpellsatiofl plan. The Senate
bill would give the Sr.te only ne ddiUdn
year to adjust their compensazoa 1wS :o
provide for assumption of this comp: and
costly program.

To fully assess the effects o hs pro
on the continued econorntc v.ibfl!uv o
coal industry. on the na1onal ocoiorny.v.d
the cDnsumer who, In the ead. .vould l':e to
pay the bill in the form of igher rates ror
electricity and other essential goods and
services.

We again respectrully request :he com-
mittee to recousider its amendrnefl: o HR.
9Z2. The coal industry generally is on record
as supporting the House bill. Bii cle Senate
amendments not only could be disaszrous br
the coal industry—they vould have a pro-
found effect on tle U.S. economy.

Joseph E. Moody, President, BitumiroU
Coal Operator. Assf. Inc.. Carl gge.
President. National Coal Assoc.. Louis
H. Hunter, Executive Secretary, a-
tional Independent Coal Ocerators
Assn., Allen Overton, Jr.. Executie
Vice President. American Mi1ing Con-
gress.

TELEGRMI

I am very, very deeply disappointed that
the coal industry associations are opposing
the black lung benefits bill that '.viil he
brought to decision in the Senate on m-
day. I refer to Senate Labor and Public \VeL-
fire Committee amendments :0 H. j212.
Four associations representing the bltum-
nous coal industry have circu'ated a t1e-
gram to Senators decrying the costs oft he
black lung benefits program. and in doing
so they have gross'y overestimated the
costs.

Both the Federal government and the coat
operators will pay for the benefits provided
and proposed to be provided for those per-
sons and. their dependents who have drec
ly and indirectly mined the coat which ias
fueled. and energize this country. In 1070
alone 54 percent of all the thermal power
generated was from coal. I belleve that coal's
cpposition to an equitable payment of the
costs of this program is unwarranted.

JENNINGS EANDOLPH.
U.S. Senator.

Mr. President, the committee bill re-
flects a fair and equitable distribution of
cost responsibility for the program, both
as to Government and industry.

The cost estimates for both the Federal
and the industry portions of the program
so reflect. I ask unanimous consent that
cost figures provided by the Social Secu-
rity Administration be inserted at this
point in the RECORD.

Monongalia
Monroe
Nicholas
Ohio
Preston
Putnam
Raleigh
Randolph
Summers
Taylor
Tucker
Upshur
Wayne
Webster
Wyoming

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Lincoln
Sweetwater

738 $141, 349 $2, 503. 725
69 13, 447 257, 266

322 64, 321 1, 138, 568
217 42,114 688,450
285 59, 532 969, 750
107 20,550 315,015

3.887 764, 973 16. 377, 341
215 42,332 811.202

73 14.675 275,749
124 24,219 421,030
125 23,546 456. 903
125 25,707 426,463
136 28, 262 524, 545
208 43,931 853,453

1,771 355, 716 6.083,637
51 8.992 145,000

525 97, 590 1, 828, 792
54 10, 104 200. 419

378 71, 062 1,359,875
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There being no obection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the REc-
ORD, as follows:
CosT EFFECTS OF HR. 9212 AS RORT BY

THE SENATE C0MMIIrEE ON LABOR AND PUB-
LIC WEL.FARE

Memorandum from Lawrence Alpern,
Deputy Chief Actuary. Social Security Ad
ministration)
The table below shows estimates of addi-

tional benefit payments under Title IV of
P.L. 91—173, over and above expenditures un-
der present law, that would result from en-
actment of HR. 9212 as reported by the Sen-
ate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
by lurisdiction of source of payments, fiscal
years 1972-8 1 (in millions).

Additional
Additional benefit payments I benefit pay•
under title IV of Public Law ments from
91—173. resulting from H.R. the Federal

9212 as reponed disability
insurance

FzcaI year Pt. B Pt. C trust fund

l72 1C
985 —$14 $7
441 —47 3

389 30 396 369 79 2
354 206 2
340 407 2

326 ?9 2

313 547 2

TOaL

300 609 2

1972—81. 3.831 2.296 25

ESTIMATES OF BLACK LUNG BENEFIT PAYMENTS
UND PRESENT LAw

Memorandum from Lawrence Alpern, Dep-
uty Chief Actuary, Social Security Athnin-
istration)
Current estimates of benefit payments un-

der present Title IV of P.L. 91—173 (black
lung), by jurisdictton of source of payment,
are shown below in millions.
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ESTIMATED NUMBER O PERsONS WHO BECOME

IMMEDIATELY ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
PROVISIONS OF H.R. 9212 AS REPORTED BY
SENATE C0MMrI-rEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC
WELFARE

(Memorandum from Lawrence Apern,
Deputy Chiel Actuary)

The number of persons who become im-
mediately eligible for benefits as a result of
the proposed changes in present law that are
contained in H.R. 9212 are shown below, by
category:• -

Survivors of deceased miners who were dis-
abled at time of death:

Orphans 2. 000
Widows, based on relaxed eligibility

requirements 10, 000
Dependent parents, brothers, sis-

ters 3,000
Children, where widow ha remar-

ried 8. 000
Liberalized requirements for estab-

lishirig pneumOconiosis 35, 000
Expanded deflnition of disability_.. 71. 000
Surface miners and their widows 20, 000

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
yield myself such time as I may consume.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, as a
Senator from Pennsylvania and as the
sponsor of this legislation in its original
stage and as a member of the Subcom-
mittee on Labor which drafted this legis-
lation, I strongly urge that the Senate
adopt H.R. 9212, the Black Lung Benefits
Act of 1972. This bill, s the Senator from
West Virginia, my good friend, so ably
outlined, is of vital importance to the
coal miners of this Nation, their widows,
and their children.

It moves to correct the shortcomings
of the original black lung compensation
program enacted as part of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.
That legislation has proved to be an ex-
cellent 1rst step in paying this Nation's
enormous obligation to the men who have
mined the coal. But it is only a first step,
for under the law as Congress wrote it in
1969, the coal miners and their widows
have had only a 50—50 chance nationwide
of having their claims approved

As of March 3, 1972, out of 336,592
claims filed and processed, 166,593 have
been approved, and 169,999 have been
denied.

In my State of Pennsylvania alone, 24,-
579 coal miners and 11,071 widows have
been denied benefits under this program.
Fortunately, another 71,999 coal miners
and their widows in Pennsylvania have
been awarded their benefits.

Pennsylvania does have the highest
rate of approval of claims—67 percent—
among all major coal producing States.
There is some reason for this, and it re-
lates to the nature of coal mining in
Pennsylvania. In Pennsylvania we have
deposits of anthracite, hard coal, as well
as bituminous, soft coal. In fact, the
hard coal causes more cases and more
serious cases of black lung than does soft
coal. The anthracite coal areas in Penn
sylvania have a higher incidence of the
disease and have a higher rate of claims
approved because the smaller size of the
hard coal particles makes these particles
easier to be inhaled into a miner's lungs.
These particles literally cover the lungs
with a black coating. Hence, we have the
name black lung. That is really the cause
of this disease that so tragically brings

-

Fiscal year

8lack lung benefit payments I
title IV, by jurisdiction of
source of payment

Pt. B Pt. C

1572 $401
1973 470 $14
1974 457 75
1975 413 124
1976 393 166
1977 375 123
1978 358
1979 342
1980 327
1981 312

Total — 3, 848 502
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havoc and ruin to the lives of those who
have mined the coal for our Nation. But
the fact that Pennsylvania does have a
67 percent approval rate, the highest
among the coal-producing States, does
not help the 35,650 miners and widows
in Peiinsylvania who are going without
their black lung benefits today.

In most cases that is because of the
deficiencies and inequities of the present
law. And it is certainly no comfort to the
many who have been denied their claims
for black lung benefits in the other States
that also have extensive coal mining op-
erations.

Mr. President, that is why I joined with
my subcommittee and committee in rec-
ommending beneficial changes in the
black lung program. Our subcommittee
was headed ably and with such strong
dedication by my friend, the distin-
guished Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RAroLPH).

This version of HR. 9212 is the result.
The subcommittee held several days of
hearings in different locations, two of
them in the coal fields themselves—in
Beckley, W. Va., on january 6, and in
Scranton, Pa., on January 10.

I regret, I point out to my friend, the
Senator from West Virginia, that our
colleagues could not have been in some
of those hearing rooms to see and hear
the individuals who testified. The first
thing that one noticed about the hear-
ing rooms was that everyone in the hear-
ing room was coughing because they
have some degree of the disease of coal
miners—miner's asthma, pneumoconlo-
sis, black lung, or whatever one chooses
to call it, that is an impingement on the
heart-lung process. One could not help
noticing that the people in the room
were different from average Americans.
They have already paid the price for
mining our coal. As pointed out so ably
by the Senator from West Virginia, 54
percent of our Nation's fuel supply is
produced from coal. When we flick that
switch to turn on the disposal or go to
the refrigerator, we should all realize
that someone had to go into the coal
mines for 20 or 30 years and breathe the
coal dust and get the black lung disease
and have his life cycle and that of his
family disrtpted in order to produce that
power.

I get a little bit short of patience with
those people who say that this is a bill
for West Virginia, Pennsylvania, or Ken-
tucky, because those States happen to
have coal mines located in them. I point
out to those individuals that when one
leaves the Pennsylvania borders, there is
no Berlin Wall to stop the power that has
been made possible in Pennsylvania from
going to other States where it is utilized
to the benefit c people in other States.
There is no Berlin Wall across the rail-
road tracks to stop coal produced in
Pennsylvania from leaving the borders
and being of benefit to the people in
other States.

We all benefit from the labor of those
people who have sacrificed so much Vo
give us that power. Only belatedly is the
Nation having its conscience awakened
to what these people have been doing for
the Nation and what they have been suf-
fering for all these years.

I get a little concerned when I hear

Th estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits
ha: results trom the 5.5-percent increase n the annual salary

re o Federal Government employees at step I ot GS—2, etfec-
ir, January 1972 and are based on the assumption that

there will be no tuture increases in black lung benefit rates
atte January 1972. It is recognized that Federal salaries may
n:reae in the future. It is not possible, however, to predict
ei;ner the rate ot increase or the timing when such increases
,'ouId be reflected in sa'ary scales and hence in benefit rates.

recognized that there may be Federal jurisdiction over
some payments under pI. C, It is not possible, however, to
separate these expenditures from the total expenditures under
p. C. Negative amounts represent reductions in costs that
reSuI Irom the I-year extension ot Federal jurisdiction over
n::ial claims under pt. B.

The estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits that
results from the 5.5-percent increase in the annual salary rate
of Federal Government employees at step I of GS—2, etfective
in January 1972 and are based on the assumption that there will
be no tuture increases n black lung benetit rates after January
1972. It is recognized that Federal salaries may increase in
the luture. It is not possibte. however, to predict either the rate
of increase or the timing when such increases would be re-
flected in salary scales and hence in benefit rates.

Under sec. 422(eX3) of present law, no payment of bene•
fits shall be required for any period after 7 years after the date
of enactment (Dec. 30. 1969). It s recognized that there may be
Federal jurisdiction over some payments under pt. C. It s not
possible, however, to separate these expenditures from the
total expenditures under pt. C.



people say that this is a bill that benefits
only a few coal-producing States, when
the truth is that if those people had not
been willing to mine coal and to sacrifIce
their limbs and their lives—and that is
the plain truth—we never would have
had the great industrial progress that
this country has enjoyed. Certainly to
say that this is a sectional bill is the
furthest thing from the truth.

Today, the electricity made possible by
the coal miners affects everyone who
turns on an electric switch, everyone wlio
enjoys the benefits of the modern tech-
nology in which we live.

There are no boundaries to stop the
power produced by the coal that is mined
from going out to the other States. The
people in the other States enjoy the
product for which the coal miners have
paid such a tragic price. It is our de-
sire to make sure that we afford some
compensation, if not to those who can-
not survive, at least to their survivors.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. SCHWEIXER. I would be de-
lighted to yield to the distinguished
Senator from West Virginia.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
think that the distinguished Senator
from Pennsylvania might be charged
with speaking emotionally. However, it
would be a charge which should be one
of honor. Here there are not only the
humanitarian questions involved, but
there are also the facts which make him
speak out as he has.

One should think not only of turning
the switch on the television, but he
should also think of the willing hands of
surgeons who operate under intense
lights in thousands of hospitals all over
the country in an attempt to ease pain
and sustain life for literally thousands
and thousands of people every 24 hours
of the day in this country.

We should get closer to home where
we turn on the power to realize what the
power produced by these miners is used
for.

It Is a matter of IlIe and death and the
strength of the Republic and the well
being of all our people.

I thank the distinguished Senator
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished. Senator.

I am reminded very much of one
hearing we held in Washington that was
not a very pleasant heaxing. Perhaps
that is why I did raise my voice a mo-
ment ago. One cannot have a hearing
on a disease that is the largest occupa-
tional killer in the world today without
it having some impact on him.

I remember Dr. I. E Buff, who was
from the Senator's home State, when he
came before our committee in 1969. He
came in a rather unorthodox way—a
way tl?at I am sure put us all on the
edges of our chairs—when he very dra-
matically brought out a lung from one
of the latest autopsies he had to per-
form.

He placed it before us. It was com-
pletely colored blaek, to the point that
If one had not been advised what it
was he would not even be able to under-
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stand what it was that he was trying to
tell us. He was trying to tell us he was
getting tired of being the sole spokes-
man, the sole leader in this field. He
told of autopsy after autopsy being per-
formed that showed a lung so covered
with coal it had become black, and had
stopped the vital function of life to
the point where it could not pump blood,
It was a sensational way to relate a mes-
sage to the coznflLittee. One cannot at-
tend committee hearings, see the pic-
tures, and hear the witnesses, including
millers themselves, without getting the
message that these Americans have been
neglected for years. Only belatedly are
we beginning to realize that we all have
a responsibility, the industry, the un-
ions, and most Important of all, the
country.

Mr. President, that is what this bill
is about and what it tries to do. It is
a national bill; it is not a sectional bill,
it is not a regional bill; it is a national
bill. I hope we keep that in mind.

In our field hearings this year, we
heard the miners and the widows tell
their stories directly to us, while hun-
dreds of other miners and widows sat
as spect&tors, but no doubt with similar
stories to tell if time had permitted.

In Scranton, for example, we heard
testimony from miners who have
worked 40 to 50 years in anthracite
mines, who cough and wheeze continu-
ally, who cannot climb the stairs at
night because their breathing is so im-
paired. They have to sleep in their
living rooms because they cannot go up-
stafrs to their bedrooms at night; it is
too hard on their lungs.

This is a forgotton side of America.
It is a problem we have forgotten and
pushed under the rug. They have to
bring their beds downstairs to the living
room because they cannot climb the
stairs to go to th bedroom at night.
That is the kind of story we heard at
the hearings, and it is the kind of story
the Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH) and I are tryIng to tell to
our colleagues today, and it is why we
get somewhat emotionally involved in
telling the story.

Those people cannot climb the stairs
at night because their breathing is so
impaired. They need to go to clinics
three times a week for oxygen, and for
one technical reason or another they
have been unable to collect b'ack lung
benefits under the present law. They
have to go to the clinic to get a concen-
tration of oxygen because their black
lungs filter out the normal oxygen we
use; they cannot get by with normal
oxygen and they have to get a high
concentration of oxygen to get it past
the imbedded particles of black dust in
their lungs. That is why they need this
treatment.

Just as Impressive, If not more so, was
the testimony in Scranton of several
widows of miners. Their husbands had
displayed afl the same symptoms during
their lifetime. Yet the widows, because
of the way existing law is written, were
barred from receiving benefits they
justly deserve under the intent of the
original law.
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In H.R. 9212, then, we have made
several key changes to existing law to
make it more equitable.

t. MORE tNDtVIDUALS COVEP.ED

First of all, we have extended the law
to many more individuals who were
overlooked when the 1969 law was
written.

Surface—or strip—miners and their
families will be covered by the program
for the first time. Under present law,
only underground coal miners and their
families are eligible thr benefits.

Children of coal miners who have
neither their father nor mother living
will be eligible to receive benefits for the
first time. Up to now, benefits have gone
only to a living parent and these beiie-
fits were increased on behalf of the
children.

And finally, in an amendmem I intro-
duced in the committee, a niiner sur-
viving parents, brothers or sisters 'viii
be eligible for benefits if, when the
miner dies, he leaves no surviving ve
or children and ii his parents. ü:
brothers or sisters were depetcicut
him for support.

A number of cases in
came to my attention in
miner had died leaving no wi
dren, but was survived by a deje'.de::
sister who lived with him and kep: ilouse
for him. I felt that in such c:se, for
example, this dependent sier houki
not be disqualified irom recetving bene-
fits.

U. 8L'CK UG" AND TOT.L DIS,'.BILITY'
CRITERtA LIBERALIZED

Second, we have liberalized the cri-
teria for determining whether a miner
has black lung and whether he is totally
disabled from it.

No miner applying for benefits will be
turned down solely because of a negacive
X-ray. Other tests for pneumoconiosis
will have to be employed. Under present
law, as administered by the Social Se-
curity Administration, the principal cest
used has been the X-ray, even though
medical opinion is divided on how reli-
able the X-ray is as a test for black
lung. So in H.R. 9212, ;'e have given
miners the benefit of the doubt.

In addition, if a miner has worked 15
years in the mines and is disabled from
emphysema, chronic bronchitis or an-
other respiratory ailment, he will be pre-
sumed to have black lung, even if he can-
not show a positive X-ray. This will allow
many more veteran miners, thus far
turned down because of negative X-rays,
to qualify for black-lung benefits.

The distinguished Senator from West
Virginia was most helpful in sponsoring
this amendment which I shared with
him as a cosponsor, because it is rather
ironic the way we operate now. A Social
Security examiner can find that a person
has a pulmonary disfunction and is en-
titled to pulmonary disability benefits
and has an excellent case and can prove
it; his heart and lungs are not working
correctly. However, simply because those
black specks do not show up on an
X-ray—and they may only show up on
an autopsy—the worker is not eligible
for benefits. A man by our standards
fails the pulmonary test but he Is dis-
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qualified simply because the X-ray does
not show these particles. Fortunately,
this bill will rectify that problem, and
the Senator from West Virginia played
a very important role in connection with
the .neasure.

Finally, the bill takes a new look at
the criteria for "total disability" as ap-
plied to coal miners. The bill provides
that a coal miner with black lung will be
deemed totally disabled, and thus eligible
for black lung benefits, if he is unable to
do work similar to his work in the mines.
Up to now the rule has been that a dis-
abled miner who could still do 'any sub-
stantial gainful activity" on some other
job could not qualify for benefits. This
may be a fair rule nationally, but coal
miners, in their 40s and SOs, simply do
not find many alternative jobs outside
coal mining in their home areas. So we
felt it was only fair to simplify the dis-
ability test for coal miners with black
lung.

III. SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR WXDOWS
Third, we have made two important

changes in the law to eliminate techn.ical
and procedural roadblocks that have
kept thousands of Pennsylvania widows
from receiving their rightful black lung
benefits.

In the bill, widows will have to estab-
lish only that their husbands were totally
disabled from pneumoconiosis at the time
of his death. Under present law, the
widow has to show that the miner has
actually died from pneumocornosis or the
widow receives no black lung benefIts.
This unnecessarily onerous test alone has
kept thousands of widows in Pennsylva-
nia from qualifying. As the committee re-
port states at page 8:

Uider the operation of the law as it now
exists, a widow is at the mercy of circum-
stance. Although her husband clearly had
totally disabling pneumoconiosis, and would
have been eligible were he alive, he may have
died In a rock la1, an accident, or even a
heart attack which may not be established
medically to be causally related to pneu.mo-
coniosis. Under these circumstances his
widow would not be eligible. However, the
widows neighbor, whose husband died of
natural causes alter receiving title IV bene-
fits, is entitled to the widow's benefits of title
IV. Such a result would seem to be unduly
harsh with respect to widows whose hus-
bands gave their health, and in many cases
their lives, in the service of the nation's
critical coal needs.

Another provision of importance to
widows is the guarantee of a widoWs
right to submit lay medical evidence on
her husband's condition when she applies
for black lung benefits. Many widows in
Pennsylvania and elsewhere have been
simply unable to produce physicians'
documents in support of their claim.

Pneumoconiosis, although it has been
with us for years, has not been known by
that terminology until recently, and still
the medical experts cannot agree on just
how it can be diagnosed and what tools
are needed. Yet we have put the burden
on widows to go back 5 or 10 years and
try to prove medically what happened
before, when in fact we are just learning
at this time what the medical implica-
tions of this dread disease are—a rather
inequitable provision of the law.

There are many reasons why widows
are unable to produce physicians' rec-
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ords. In the case of miners deceased
for several years, there is a-good chance
that the doctors they went to are also
deceased and their office records are not
intact. Even in cases where physicians'
records may be retrievable, they may be
of little value. After all, for decades black
lung was not recognized by any physi-
cians as either an illness or a contributing
cause of death.

Thus I felt it essential, and pressed for
appropriate language in the bill, to guar-
antee a widow a right to file affidavits
from herself, from fellow workers of her
husband, neighbors—anyone, in short,
with knowledge of the husband's condi-
tion that would have some bearing on
whether or not he was disabled.

IV. AID TO NEW AND EXISTING BLACK LUNG
cLINIcs

Fourth one of the most important
findings our subcommittee made in its
hearings was of the need for additional
funds for examination and treatment
clinics for miners with black lung and
other pulmonary and respiratory dis-
eases.

On February 10.1 made a personal visit
to the Anthracosilicosis Treatment proj-
ect at Wilkes-Barre General Hospital, in
the heart of the Pennsylvania anthracite
region. This clinic Is headed by Dr.
Charles Myers, a dedicated and widely-
respected lung and chest specialist.

As an indication of the community
support for this clinic, the Anthraco-
silicosis League of Pennsylvania; a grass-
roots organization of black lung victims,
has collected funds from its members in
25 cents and 50 cents contributions and
has donated over $25,000 to the project
since it began in 1966.

In this clinic the visitor sees patient
after patient taking dosages of pure
oxygen on a several-times-a-week basis.—
the aftermath of all the years these men
have spent toiling underground in an-
thracite mines, where the dust comes in
smaller particles thin in soft coal mines,
and thus is more lethal to the miner.

Dr. Myers has done pioneer work at
Wilkes-Barre, often in spite of meager
resources. It is our aim In the bill to
make it a direct Federal commitment to
bring clinical services such as these to all
the black lung victims who need them,
both by helping existing projects go on
and by expanding services to outlymg
areas not now being served.

Dr. Myers himself, in a statement con-
tained as part of our subcommittee's
hearing record, proposes new satellite
clinics for black lung examination and
treatment, using established centers such
as his project as a central point of refer-
ence. He points out that many of hIs 400
current patients at the clinic have trans-
portation problems reaching the clinic
for their routine visits. Furthermore,
there are certainly thousands of addi-
tional patients who need such care but
are not getting it either because of trans-
portation problems or the limitations of
the size of the project.

Seeing this clinic in operation in
Wilkes-Barre convinced me all the more
of the importance of direct Federal aid
to black lung clinics, and I was pleased
to support inclusion of this section in our
bill.
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V. FEDERAL PHASE OF PROGRAM EXTENDED 1

YEAR—WhOLE PROGRAM MADE PERMANENT

Fifth, and finally, this bill extends, for
1 year, the Federal Government's full
liability for all new black lung claims
filed and approved. This means that
through the end of 1972, claims filed
will, if approved, be paid for life by the
Federal Government. For claims filed
during 1973, the Federal Government
will pay benefits only during that year.
and for later years, the coal industry em-
ployers will be liable for these 1973 claims.
After January 1, 1974, all claims will be
paid by the coal industry employers.

I favor this additional extension of
Federal responsibility, and in fact, co-
sponsored, with the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) his bill 5. 2675,
which included a 2-year, rather than a
1-year, extension of the Federal Govern-
ment's liability for black lung claims.
The committee, however, adopted only a
1-year extension. State governments
need additional time to gear up their
workmen's compensation systems for this
additional caseload and financial bur-
den. This is the position of my own State
of Pennsylvania, which, Incidentally, has
done more than any other State thus far
to compensate black lung victims, out of
general taxpayer funds as well as through
the regular workmen's compensation
system, which relies on employer con-
tributions.

This program also becomes, by action
of this bill, a permanent program, in-
stead of expinng in 1976. This will assure
all future applicants for benefits that
their benefits, like the ones already
awarded under the program, will be for
the miner's or widow's lifetime. It elim-
inates the possibility that If there is no
suitable State action by the end of 1976,
benefits being drawn by that time would
be cut off.

Mr. President, in summary I feel that
this bill Is a worthwhile one, as a fur-
ther response to our obligation, as a Na-
tion, toward the coal miner and his f am-
ily, who have sacrificed so much in life
and limb, in this most hazardous of oc-
cupations, so that all of us in this Nation
could have heat and energy for our daily
needs.

In 1969, Mr. President, Congress saw
the need to take direct Federal action to
compensate the victims of black lung. By
this legislation, Mr. President, we con-
tinue in that spirit to improve and make
the Federal Black lung benefits program
fairer to all. I urge that the Senate act
promptly to pass H.R. 9212.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
yield such time as he may consume to the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Ohio.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I am pleased
today to rise in support of H.R. 9212, the
Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972. This
measure will eliminate inequities that
have arisen under title IV of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

The bill now before the Senate repre-
sents a compromise which I helped to
fashion out of the original bill introduced
by the distinguished Senator .from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH).
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There are basically two issues under

this bill-The first goes to the question of
ihat benefits shall be available and the
second goes to the question of who shall
pay the cost of this program.

None of us in this Chamber would do
anything other then to subscribe to the
very strong and very appropriate re-
marks already made by the distinguished
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RAN-
DoLPH) and my distinguished coUeague
from Pennsylvania (Mr. ScHwEIKER) as
to the need for this biu, as to the justifi-
cation for it, and as to the equities that
are involved.

As to benefits, the existing law pro-
vides that benefits shall be paid only to
miners or their widows. Under this law
if a miner and his spouse are both de-
ceased, the surviving children are not
able to claim any benefits. I do not be-
lieve that this problem was foreseen by
the drafters of the 1969 act, and there
has been no question on the part of corn-
rnlttee members about extending the
act in this regard.

The bill also expands the ability of
widows to secure benefIts under the act.
Under this bill, if a coal miner was totaUT
disabled by pneumoconiosis at the tune
of his death, his widow may obtain bne-
fits, notwithstanding the fact that his
death was from a cause unrelated to
pneumoconiosis and notwithstanding the
fact that he was not receiving benefits.
at the time of his death. In effect, what
this law says is, If a miner was totally
disabled and could have been receiving
benefits if the present law had been in
effect during his lifetime, then his widow
shall be entitled to benefits under this
act.

It seems to me that the present rule
to deny benefits to a widow whose hus-
band had not applied under the act but
to allow benefits or a comparable widow
whose husband had made application
for benefits Is very harsh and arbitrary.
The mere fact that a coal miner totally
disabled by pneumoconiosis failed to
make an application for benefits, perhaps
not even knowing of them or of his con-
dition, should not of itself deny his widow
the benefits to which she would have
otherwise been entitled.

The most important feature of this
bill is the provision that benefits can
no longer be denied solely on the basis
of a negative X-ray. This X-ray rule has
also proven to be a harsh and unfair re-
quirement under the existing law. Testi-
mony is clear that a negative X-ray does
not establish the absence of pneumo-
coniosis. Autopsies of coal miners indi-
cate that pneumoconiosis does exist in a
great numer of cases where the chest
X-ray was negative. Testimony has in-
dicated that there is an error factor of
approximately 25 percent in diagnosis
when the X-ray alone is used.

The distinguished Senator from West
Virginia has already mentioned that we
have had a turndown of a]most 50 per-
cent of the claims nationwide, with 160,-
000 claims being turned down. U you take
25 percent of that figure, you can see we
are dealing with a not insubstantial num-

ber of claims which have been denied on
the basis of the X-ray.

On the other hand the evidence is also
clear that there is no medical test, oth-
er than an autopsy or biopsy that will
determine the presence of pneumoconio-
sis with certainty. If we are to recog-
nize that the X-ray alone wiU not reveal
aU cases of pneumoconiosls and if we
are to go beyond X-ray evidence, then
we must honestly admit that we cannot
differentiate with precision between
pneumoconiosis and other respiratory
and pulmonary a]ments.

The comxnittee was faced with a seem-
ihgly difficult dilemma. On one hand we
could continue to rely on the X-ray
knowing that we would not be providing
benefits for aU miners who were dis-
abled with pneinnoconiosis. On the oth-
er hand we could utilize other tests of
respiratory and pulmonary disability
knowing that we would be thereby pro-
viding benefits for some miners who were
suffering from disabilities other than
pneuinoconlosls.

I developed and secured Senator RAN-
DoLPH's agreement to a compromise ap-
proach which is largely embodied in this
bill. This compromise in general terms is
as foUows. Under this bill benefits are to
be paid to those who are suffering from
pneumoconiosis and its sequelae. Sec-
ond, benefits will be paid to aU miners
with a positiveX-ray whether they have
worked underground or in strip mines.

I might say I feel this to be particular-
ly Important in my own area of Ohio,
where a great many strip mining opera-
tions have been carried on, and where,
due to high coal dust concentrations and
for other reasons, some of the jobs create
conditions very similar to those created
in underground mines. Third, if miners
have a negative X-ray, If they have
worked for a period of 15 years or more
In an underground mine or above ground
at a job with a high coal dust level and
if they can establish other evidence that
they are suffering from pulmonary
and respiratory disability, there shaU be
a rebuttable presumption that they are
disabled, because of pneumoconiosls.
This presumption can be rebutted upon
showing either that they do not have
pneumoconiosls or that their disability
is not occupationally related. Lay evi-
dence alone will not be sufficient to raise
the presumption of pneumoconiosis. As
the committee report states on page 13,
as to miners who have worked fewer than
15 years in a coal mine, "a mere showing
of a respiratory or pulmonary impair-
ment will not be sufficient to establish a
claim for benefits." Miners with less than
15 years' service in the mines may receive
benefits but only If they establish the
• burden of proof that' they are totally dis-
abled from pneumoconiosls. They shall
not have the benefit of the rebuttable
presumption that the miners with 15
years of service will enjoy. This compro-
mise is based upon the testimony of the
Surgeon General in 1?69, who stated:

For work periods less than 15 years under-
ground, the occurrence of pneumoconioGts
among miners appears to be spotty and
showed no particular trend. For work pen-
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ods greater than 15 years underground, there
was a linear increase in the prevalence of
the disease with years spent underground.

With respect to the definition of total
disability, the committee has determined
that a miner shall be considered totally
disabled when he is unable to engage in
gainful employment in the mines, be-
cause of pneumoconiosis. We recognize
that some former minerE may now be
employed In other occupations and agree
that this shall not preclude, them from
obtaining benefits under this act. They
will, however, be subject to the earnings
offset which will reduce their benefits to
the point where a former miner, other-
wise eligible, earning $6,000 a year, vi11
obtain only $164 in benefits 'under this
act.

The second major issue under this bill
is the question of who should pay how
much of the cost of the program. Under
the present law beginning on January 1,
1973, aU claims were to be the respon-
sibility of the coal operators. This re-
sponsibility was to be undertaken
through States' workmen's compensa-
tion laws if they meet the criteria es-
tablished in title fT or under Federal
law if such criteria are not met. As the
distinguished Senator from New York
(Mr. JAvIIs) and I stated in our individ-
ual views:

Under normally accepted principles of
workmen's compensation, benefits for dis-
ability due to black lung should have been
made the responsibility of the operators un.
der workmen's compensation long ago; un-
der the compromise agreed to in 1969, how-

- ever, the law provided that the Federal gov-
eminent would bear the lifetime cost of
claims filed prior to January 1, 1972. The
Federal government also was to pay the cost
during 1972 of clans bled in that year.
What the compromise really amounted to
was that the Federal government wou,ld
pick up the lifetinie cost of the huge back-
log of clalnas that had accumulated over
decades, while the industry would pick up
the burden of paying the claims of those still
working.

The bill introduced by the distin-
guished Senator from West Virginia 'Mr.
RANDOLPH), however, would have extend-
ed the Federal program for 2 years. The
effect of this would be to bail out the
large coal operating . companies from
what should be their financial responsi-
bilities and throw the cost of the pro-
gram on to the Federal taxpayers. I be-
lieve that such an extension would have
been indefensible.

What American corporations would be
the principal beneficiaries of such a bail
out? The Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare has furnished me with
a list of the largest bituminous coal pro-
ducers In the United States for the year
1970. I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD at this point a re-
production of that chart showing the
eight largest bituminous coal companies.
the names of the parent corporations,
the annual sales of the parent corpora-
tions, and the number of employees.

There being no objection, the chart
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as foUows:
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Mr. TAFT. Preferably the cost of this
program should have been carried by the
industry all along, but the knowledge of
the disease was not sufficient to bring
it about. The 1969 law was a compro-
mise that quite frankly recognized the
flxiancial burden that would be imposed
upon the industry in picking up the back-
log of claims that had arisen from dec-
ade of injury. Even if we pass no exten-
sion at all the Federal Government will
still pay lifetime benefits to all those
whose claims have been med prior to
January 1, 1972, and would pay during
1972 the cost of benefits to those whose
claims had been med durmg that year.

These amounts certainly are not insub-
stantial. I think it is important that the
Senate have before it some estimate of
the costs under this bill, the costs under
the present law, and the costs under the
House version of the bill as it came to
the Senate from the other body.

I ask unanimous consent to have
printed at this point in the REcORD three
tables provided by the Deputy Chief Ac-
tuary of the Social Security Administra-
tion, Mr. Lawrence Alpern, which set out
these figures in detail.

There being no objection, the tables
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
ESTIMATES OF BLACK LUNG BENEFIT PAYMEN'IS

UNDER PRESENT L*w
Current estimates of benefit payments un-

der present Title IV of Pi. 91—173 (black
lung), by jurisdiction o source o payment,
are shown below in millions:

Black lung benefit payments I
under title IV, by jurisdic-
tiori of source of payment

Fiscal year Pt. 8 Pt. C 3

1972 $401
1973 470 $14
1574 457 75
1975 413 124
1976 393 166
1977 375 123
1978 358
1979 342
1980 327
1981 312

Total 3848 502

BENEFIT PAYMENTS UNDER PUBLIC L*w 91—
173, Moazpza BY HR. 9212 As PASSED BY
THE HOTJSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The table below shows estimates of total
benefit payments that would result if Title

IV. o P.L. 91—173 were modified by the en-
actment of H.R. 9212 as passed by the House
of Representatives. The estimates are pre-
sented by cal year o payment and by
Jurisdiction o source o payment (in mil-
lions):

Additional
benefit

Total benefit payments I payments
under title IV of Public from the
Law 91—173, as modified Federal
by House-passed HR. 9212 disability

— insurance
FiSCal year pt. B Pt. C2 trust fund

1972
1973
1974

$411
921 $15
734 6

1975
1976
1977
1978

736 $15 6
674 80 5
640 132 5
612 176 5

1979 584 128 4
1980 558 4
1981

total

532 4

6,402 531 54

The table below shows estimates of addi-
tional benefit paymen.ts under title IV o
P.L. 91—173, over and above expenditures un-
der present law, that would resuJ,t from en-
actment of H.R. 9212 as reported by the
Sete Contmittee o Labor and Public Wel-
fare, by Jurisdiction o source of payments,
ftscal years 1972—81 (in millions):

• Additional

Additional benefit payments'
under Title IV of Public
Law 91—173, resulting from
HR. 9212 as reported

Fiscal year Pt. B Pt. C 2

benefit
payments
from the

Federal
disability
insurance
trust fund

1972 $10
1973 989 —$14 $7
1974 441 —47 3
1975 389 30 3
1976 369 79 2
1977 354 206 2
1978 340 407 2
1979 326 479 2
1980 313 547 2
1981 300 609 2

Total,
l972—8l. .3,831 2,296 25

I The estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits
that results from the 5.5-percent increale in the annual salary
rate of Federal Government employees at step 1 of GS—2, effec.
tive in January 1972 and are based on the assumption that
there wili be no future increases n black lung benefit rates
after January 1972. It is recognized that Federal salaries mar
increase n the future, It is riot possible, however, to predict
either the rate of increase or the timing when such Increases
would be reflected in salary scales and hence in benefit rates.

3 It is recognized that there may bi Federal jurisdiction over
some payments under pt. C. t is not possible, however, to
separate these expenditures from the total expenditures under
Pt. C.

Mr. TAFT. I will outlifie these tables
briefly for the Senate.

As for the present law, under part B
of title 4, the total estimated cost is
$3,848 million. Under part C, this would
be an additional $502 million, of which
it is estimated that one-third probably
would be picked up by the Federal Gov-
ernment for companies that have gone
out of business.

As to the House bill, the total cost we
are ta1I.ng about, as outlined in this
estimated table would be as follows:
Under part B, the total cost under the
House bill woUld be $6,402 million. Under
part C, it would be $531 million, of which
it is estimated that approximately one-
third would be picked up by the Fed-
eral Government.

As to the Senate bill—the one before
us at this time, without changes—the
table prepared by Mr. Alpern estimates
that the additional benefit under title
IV, part B, picked up by the Federal Gov-
ernment, would be $3,831 million. For
part C, that amount would be $2,296 bil-
lion, of which it is estimated that ap-
proximately one-third would be picked
up by the Federal Government.

O the changes being made in this bill,
by far the heaivest load is being picked
up by the Federal Government, as com-
pared to 'the private carriers or the work-
men's compensation coverage, the ratio
being approximately $3.8 to $2.2 billion.

The compromise reached in the com-
mittee, to which I subscribed, if anything
goes too far in the direcUon of bailing
out the coal industry from the responsi-
bilities which it has under the present
law and which ft should have had all
along. The agreement, reached on this
issue, was part of an overall compromise
on the bill, and consequently I support
this 1-year extension as now comtained
in the committee bill. I would, however,
vigorously oppose any effort to have the
American taxpayers relieve this industry
of any more of its obligations than is
done under the present law.

Finally, let me outline very briefly the
modifications agreed to by the distin-
guished Senator from West Virginia In
working on the compromise under this
bill. I commend him for his cooperation
and his statesmanship in working out
these details. I think he has done so with
a great deal of diligence and knowledge
that he obviously has accumulated over
many years of service and many years of
concern in this very dicult area.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I feel

that within the committee there was an
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Parent annual Parent total
Name of coal company Parent corporation sales (millions) employees

Parent annual Parent total
Name of coal company Parent corporation sales (millions) employees

U.S. Steel Corp (U.S. Steel Corp.) Over 4,000 200730(5290 miners
in 1968).

Bethlehem Miners Corp. - Bethlehem Steel Corp.... $2,900 130,000 (4,090 mIners
in 1968).

General Dynamics Group General Dynamics Corp Over $2,000 85000.
Pittsburgh & Midway Coal Gulf Oil Corp Over $3,000 54200.

Republic Steel Corp (Republic Steel Corp.). Over $1 000 47,726 (1505 miners in
1968).

Island Creek Coal Co Occidental Petroleum Over $2,000 33,000.
Corp.

Peabody Coal Co Kennecott Copper Co... $1,000 to $1,200. 25,000.
Ayshire American Metal Climax. - $600 to $850.. 17,000.

Mining Co. .

I The estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits that
results from the 5.5-percent increase in the annual salary rate of
Federal Government employees at step I of GS—2, effective in
January 1972 and are based on the assumption that there will be
no future increases in black lung benefit rates after January 1972.
It is recognized that Federal salaries may increase in the future.
It is not possible, however, to predict either the rate of Increale
or the timing when such increases wou'd be reflected in salary
scales and hence in benefit rates.

U nder sec. 422(eX3) of present 'aw, as modified, no payment
of benefits shall be required for any period after 9 years after the
date of enactment (Dec.30, 1969). It is recognized that there may
be Federal jurisdiction over some payments under pt. C. It is not
possible, however, to separate these expenditures from the total.
COST EFFECTS OF H.R. 9212 AS REPORTED BY

Tw SENATE CMM1TTEE ON LABOR AND
Puauc WELFARE

The estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits
that results from the 5.5-percent increase in the annual sala
rate of Federal Government employees at step I of GS—
effective in January 1972 and are based on the assumption that
there will be no tuture increases in black lung benefit rates
after January 1972. It is recognized that Federal salaries may
increase in the luture. It is not possible, however, to predict
either the rate ot increase or the timing when such increases
would be reflected in salary scales and hence in benefit rates.

Under sec. 422(e)(3) ot present law, no payment ot benefits
shall be required (or any period after 7 years atter the date of
enactment (Dec. 30. 1969). It is recognized that there may be
Federal jurisdiction over some payments under pt. C. It is not
possible, however to seQarate these expenditures trom the total
expenditures under Pt. C.
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understanding by the members of the
need for careful consideration of the pro-
posed legislation. There also was an un-
derstanding of the need, where it was
necessary, for accommodation of view-
points. I think it has been done in a well-
reasoned way in this bill. I thank the
Senator from Ohio for having made his
contribution within the committee, and
I thank him for his very gracious words
directed toward me at this time.

Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator from
West Virginia.

I should like to review briefly what
those modifications were.

First, we have limited the extent to
which coverage will be applicable to sur-
face miners. Unlike the bill as intro-
duced, this compromise will be applicable
to surface miners oniy if they have a
positive X-ray, or if they have worked In
an underground mine or surface occupa-
tion with a high concentration of coal
dust for a period of 15 years and have
other evidence of pulmonary and respira-
tory disability. Under this compromise
such surface miners will be afforded the
same presumption of pneumoconiosis as
underground miners. The bill will not,
however, apply to truck drivers, power
shovel operators, and other strip mine
employees who do not have a positive
X-ray or who do not meet the require-
ments for the presumption,. I believe that
this limitation is very Important. If we
were to have a benefit program for all
respiratory and pulmonary impairments
of truck drivers working at strip mines,
there is no reason why the same benefits
should not apply to all truck drivers
everywhere In America. What this com-
promise is attempting to do is to provide
benefits for pneumoconiosls which is oc-
cupationally related to coal mine employ-
ment.

Second, the bill is on its face, limited
to pneumoconiosis and its sequelae. Un-
like the original Senate bill as drawn,
this bill does not cover all pulmonary
and respiratory disabilities. To have done
so would have been grossly unfair to
other industrial employees, such as
foundry workers, textile workers, and
beryllium workers who have respiratory
ailments associated with their, employ-
merit. By limiting this bill to pneumo-
comosis we have made a conscious ef-
fort to protect the State workmen's com-
pensation concept.

Third, we have limited the Federal pro-
gram extension to 1 year instead of 2,
as I have indicated. I am Informed by
HEW that this will involve a saving of
approximately $620 million to the Ameri-
can taxpayers.

Fourth, we have succeeded in obtain-
ing a 100-percent offset for social secu-
rity disability benefits when, combined
with benefits under this act, they would
exceed average hourly earnings.

Filth, we have stricken the provision
that would have prohibited the denial of
benefits solely on the basis of breathing
tests.

Stxth, we have limited the use of lay
evidence and prohibited the use of a.
wife's affidavit to create a presumption
In the case of living miners.

These limitations which have been ac-
cepted as a part of the compromise, in

my judgment, do not restrict the ability
of coal miners to obtain benefits for
pneumoconiOsis and its sequelae. We have
sought to reach to the fullest extent the
particular medical problems of coal mine
employees. But we have done so in a way
that will not cover ailments which are
not occupationally related.

I believe that this bill, with these modi-.
fications, should be accepted by the Sen-
ate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. TAFr. Mr. President I suggest the
absence of a quorum.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask uxiafliinous consent that the time
be charged equally against both sides on
the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call

the roll.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Trw-
NEY). Without objection, it is so ordered.

BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 1972
The Senate continued with the consid-

eration of the bill (H.R. 9212) to amend
the provision of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend
black lung benefits to orphans whose
fathers die of pneumoconiosis. and far
other purposes.

Mr. JAVITS. May I check on t.he time.
Mr. President? Who has the time and
how much is it?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TUN-
NEY). The time is divided between the
distinguished Senator from West Vir-
ginia (Mr. RAotPH), who has 37 min
utes, and the distinguished Senator from
New York (Mr. JAvIT5) who has 30 min-
utes.

Who yields time?
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I yield

myself 10 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York is recognized for
10 minutes.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I support
this bill as amended by the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare. It makes
highly desirable changes in the provi-
sions of title IV which will enable thou-
sands of totally disabled miners who have
heretofore been denied benefits, to re-
ceive benefits under the black lung pro-
gram. At the same time, the bill is con-
sistent with the compromise embodied in
the 1969 law under which new claims
for benefits after a certain date were
made the responsibility of the coal mine
operators.

As many of those who were here when
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, was enacted may remember. the
issue of who should bear the cost of the
black lung program was one of the most
difficult to resolve in the conference on
the bill.

Under a compromise which I offered.
and which was embodied in the confer-
ence bill which became law, the Federal
Government was made responsible to pay
lifetime benefits to those whose claims
were filed before January 1, 1972, and the
cost during 1972 of claims filed during
that year. Commencing January 1, 1973,
the responsibility for payment of bene-
fits was placed on the operators under
State workmen's compensation laws or.
if State laws did not meet the criteria of
title 4, under Federal law. If no solvent
operator liable for benefits could be
found, then the claims were to be paid
by the Secretary of Labor.

Under a proposal offered by myself and
Senator TAFT, which was accepted by the
committee, the date for this assumption
of liability on the part of the operators
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is extended for on]y 1 year, rather than
2 years proposed in the House bill.

At the sametime, a rebuttable pre-
sumption of disability due to pneumo-
coniosis is created in favor of the miner
who is totally disabled as a result of a
respiratory or pulmonary Imparment,
and who has had 15 years experience in.
underground mining, or comparable ex-
perience in surface mining, notwith-
standing the absence of a pasitive X-ray
showing of pneumoconiosls.

Now, Mr. President, the industry has
come in—and that is the heavy and im-
portant factor in this bill—and asked for
a 2-year extension. I will discuss this 2-
year extension in greater detail later. We
have made it fc'r 1 year.

I wish to make it crystal clear that on
this 1-year proposition, we are, and I
am sure the Senator will agree with me,
absolutely firmly fixed. We will do our ut-
most, iI this bill goes to conference, to
sustain the 1-year proposition. We be-
lieve that otherwise there is grave danger
of a most unconscionable overreaching of
the U.S. Government and the taxpayers
of the United States. We shall do our ut-
most to fight against it and prevent it.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator from New York yield?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Senator from

New York correctly states the situation
within the committee as to the under-
standing and the compromise. When the
bill would conceivably go to conference,
as reported from the committee and
passed by the Senate, I will stand with
the Senator from New York and the Sen-
ator from Ohio, as I know others will
stand with him who are conferees, to
work diligently for the Senate version.

Mr. JAVITS. On the 1 year?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Yes.
Mr. JAVITS. That is very helpful and

I am deeply obliged to the Senator from
West Virgima for having said it so early
In this debate.

Mr. President, I know that the Sen-
ator from West Virginia has resisted.
the pressure now being brought by the
industry to gain another year's de-
lay in assuming responsibility for pay-
ing their claims, and I commend him for
the statement he issued yesterday In re-
ply to the industry's telegram. I ask
unanimous consent that Senator RAN-
DOLPR'S release of Apr11 16, 1972, be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the release
was ordered to be printed In the REC-
ORD, as follows

WASHINGTON April 16.—'I am very, very
deeply disappointed that the coal industry
associations are opposing the black lung bill
that wIll be brought to decision in the Sen-
ate or Monday, Senator Jennings Randolph
(D-W. Va.) said here Sunday.

Four associations representing the bitu-
minous coal producers, Randolph revealed,
have circulated a telegram to Senators de-

crying the cts of the black lung benefits
program, and they have grossly overesti-
mated those costs.

"This legislation is fair and equitable 1.n
its distribution of responsibilities." the Sen-
ator remarked, and added:

'Both the Federal government and the
coal operators will pay for the benefits to be
provided those persons and their dependents
who have directly and indirectly mined the

coal which has fueled and energized th.ts
country. In 1970 alone, 54 percent of all the
thennal power generated was from coal.

"I believe that coal's opposition to an equi-
table payment of the costs of this program
is unwarranted."

JENNINGS RANDOLPH.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, though
this is a very good bill, even the 1year
extension Is not so hot for the U.S. Gov-
ernment.

The committee report on the House
bill Indicated that such was not the in-
tent of the House bill.

According to the Social Security Ad-
ministration's original estimates, the cost
of the changes in existing law which
would be made by the committee bill
would have been shared approximately
50—50 between the Federal Government
and the operators over the next 10 years.
However, the Social Security Administra-
tion has recently submitted revised cost
estimates which indicate that the Incre-
mental cost of the committee bill will
amount to $3.83 1 billion for the Federal
Government, and $2.296 billion for the
operators over the next 10 years.

Mr. President, I emph&size that be-
cause the original cost as estimated to
us by the Social Security Administration
was $3,412,000,000 for the Federal Gov-
ernment and $3,479,000,000 for the op-
erators. So already there has been an
adverse development here of about $400
million so far as the Federal Government
is concerned; but, nonetheless, we- ha.ve
made a compromise and we will stick
with it.

Even this new, lower estAmate of cost
to the indixstry does not take into ac-
count that a substantial number of
claims filed after January 1, 1974, are
not really gothg to be paid by the indus-
try at all, but rather by the Secretary of
Labor, because there is not goirag to be
any operator arotmd who.can be charged
with liability.

That is due to conditions in the indus-
try, so we will go through with our propo-
sition even though it is more adverse
than originally represented to us. But we
will certainly fight tooth and nail against
any further extension—to wit, the 2-year
basIs. This is costIng a great deal of
money. No one would deny that fact,
least of all myself. The Senate should be
thoroughly aware of what is involved
here in terms of annual expenditures.

Estimating it on a 1-year basis, Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD a table show-
ing the expenditures year by year of the
United States and of the operators under
the 1-year extension proposition. The
table shows the United States expending
a high of $989 million in 1973 down to
a low of $30Q million in 1981. It goes
down quickly after 1973, but the 1973
bulge, attributed to retroactivity, places
a high price tag on this proposition.

There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

M!OR.ANOUM
From: Lawrence Alpern.
Subject: Cost Effecta of H.R. 9212 as Re-

ported by the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare.

The table below shows estimates of addi-
tional benefit payments under Title IV of
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P.L. 91—173, over and above expenditures
under present law, that would result from
enactment of H.R. 9212 as reported by the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, by Jurisdiction of source of pay.
ments, fiscal years 1972—81 (in millions).

Additional
Additional benefit benefit

payments 'under title IV payments
Public Law 91—173, from the

resulting Irom H.R. 9212 Federal
as reported disability

Fiscal year
insurance

Part B Part C 1 trust 'und

1972
1973
1974

$10
989 —$14 $7

1975
441 —47 3

1976
389 30 3

1977
369 79 2

1978
354 206 2

1979
340 407 2

1980
1981

326 479 2
313 547 2
300 609 2

Total, l972—8L 3,831 2.296 25

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator from New York yield?

Mr. JAVflS. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I believe that the

Senator would want to indicate that that
figure included the retroactive figures for
1972.

Mr. JAVITS. I just have. The bulge
figure is the attributed retroactivity for
1972. In fact, the figure in the table is
only $10 million for 1972; so that for the
2 years, it averages out within the order
of magnitude that it does for the suc-
ceedln.g 10. But the price tag is high. We
so state that clearly.

At the same time, we feel that the
workers who have suffered for no reason
of their own, but because, somehow or
other, this is a backward industry and
serious questions are presented by it,
should not be made to bear the burden.
We simply have to proceed, as we have
neglected them for many years in Con-
gress, within the realm of possibility. So
there are some desirable changes incor-
porated In the bill.

We believe, the Senator from Ohio
(Mr. TAFT), I, and others on the com-
mittee, that the 1-year extension under
the circumstances is warranted, but we
see no ground for any more. I think it
would be unconscionable to have more.

Here are the changes, the liberalizing
changes, of which we highly approve,
that have been made, naturally increas-
ing the cost of the bill, and we think
justifiably so. A rebuttable presumption
of disability due to black lung Is created
in favor of the miner totally thsabled as
a result of pulmonary or respiratory im-
pairment, who has had 15 years' experi-
ence in underground minIng or compara-
ble mining experience in surface mines,
and this notwithstanding the absence of
a positive X-ray showing the absence of
black lung.
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The estimates reflect the increase in black lung benefits
that results from the 5.S'percent increase in the annual salary
rate of Federal Government employees at step I of GS—2. effective
in January 1972, and are based on the assumption that there
will be no future increases in black lung benelit rates after
January 1972. It is recognized that Federal zalaries may increue
in the future. It is not possible, however, to predict either the
rate of increase or the timing when such increases would be
reflected in salary scales and hence in benefit rates.

2 It is recognized that there may be Federal jurisdiction over
some payments under part C. It is not pos3Ible. however, to
separate these expenditures from the total expenditures under
part C. Negative amounts represent reductions in costs that
result from the 1-year extension of Federal jurisdiction over
initial claims under part B.
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In addition, amendments were adopted

by the committee which make it clear
that the liberalizing changes made by
the committee in favor of orphans and
miners with negative X-rays are fully
applicable when the operators assume
liability for the program starting Janu-
áry 1, 1974. That is not the intent of the
House bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. president, I yield
myself 5 additional minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New York is recognized for 5
additional minutes.

Mr. JAVITS. Finally, the committee
adopted an amendment which made the
operator's responsibility to pay bene-
fits under this program under either
State 'workmen's compensation laws or
pursuant to the Longshoremen and Har-
bor Workers' Act, if State law is inade-
quate, permanent. Under existing law
their responsibility to pay such benefits
ended on December 30, 1976.

Mr. President, that is critically Im-
portant because under the existing law
the responsibility to pay beiiefits would
be ended December 30, 1976. I count that
as one of the most important things that
this measure does.

Mr. President, by way of a short sum-
mary as to the provisions of the bill
which are materially improved, I ask
unanimous consent that a chart show-
ing nine main provisions which consti-
tute material improvements be printed

# at this point in the RZCORD.
There being no objection, the sum-

mary was ordered to be printed in the
RZCORD, as follows:

SUM MAftY OP MAJOR PRO VISIONS OF BlACK
Lo BILL -

1. Eliminates X-ray as sole criterion and
establishes presumption that total disability
is due to pneumoConlO6lS of miner is totally
disabled Zrom respiratory or pulmonary im-
pairinent and ha worked 15 years in under-
ground mine or comparable surface work.

2. Covers orphans.
3. Covers surface miners whose employ-

ment was comparable to underground
miners.

4. Relates criteria for determining 'total
disability' by keying it to ability to work as
miner (rather than perform ani work).
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5. e1ays assumption of responsibility by
operators for one year.

6. Makes operator responsibility perma-
nent. (Part C of present law expires ]Decen-
ber 30, 1916.)

1. Changes social security disability, offset
to 100% of earnings, rather than 80%.

8. A1los widows to claim benefits if min-
er was totally disabled due to pneumocoo-
niosis when he died (present law covers only
death due to pneumoconiosis).

9. Provides for establishment of clinical
treatment Zacilities.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, we must
take a look now at this situation which
we face so far as employers are con-
cerned, because there is a provision in
the House bill that would allow 2 years
instead of a 1-year extension. I would
like to give the cost figures with refer-
ence to that.

Mr. President, the Social Security Ad-
ministration estimates that granting an
additional 1-year reprieve to the industry
would cost the Federal Government $600
million. That is the money difference to
the Federal Government itself, the dif-
ference between a 1- and a 2-year exten-
sion. --

We understand that the coal mining
industry is opposed to the Senate amend-
ments which would reduce the extension
from 2 years to 1 year. They also oppose
making the program permanent. They
themselves would not like to see the
liberalized changes made by the bill ap-
plicable to what theyhave to pay as well
as to what the Federal Government has
to pay. We make it applicable to both.

Mr. President, I wish to emphasize
again that the bill in its present form
represents the absolute outer limit to
which we in good conscience can go in
having the Federal Government pay for
decades of utter neglect by the coal miii-
ing Industry of the life and health of the
coal miners.

As long ago as 142 it was known that
coal mining was a hazard to the health
of the coal miners. In that year Great
Britain began paying compensation to
miners who had contracted what is
known as black lung or pneumoconiosis.
Along with recognition of black lung as
a compensable disease in European coun-
tries came efforts to limit the amount of
respirable coal dust to which miners
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were exposed during their workitg lives.
For over 25 years th hazardous nature

of coal dust was simply ignored in this
country. No efforts were made to control
it in the mines, nor was compensation
available for the thousands of miners
who become respuatory cripples because
of it. It was not until we wrote the Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 that
industry was forced to come to grips with
the problem, and even then. it is worth
noting that the industry vigorously re-
sisted efforts to establish a level of re-
spirable coal dust which would guarantee
that no miner would become disabled be-
cause of black lung. And while it is not
directly relevant to the problem with
which this bil seeks to deal, it is certainly
interesting to note that notwithstanding
the industry's contention that the reiuc-
tion is dust levels mandated by the mew
law would not be feasible. according to
the latest information released by the
Bureau of Mines, 90 percent of U.S. coal
mines are meeting the 3 milligram
standard established by the 1969 Act, and
75 percent are meeting the 2 milligram
standard.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

- Mr. JA.VITS. Mr. President, I yield my-
self an additional 5 minutes.

The PRESIDING. OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized for
an additional 5 minutes.

Mr. JAVITS. There is no justification
whatsdever for us now to agree to the 2-
year extension which would amount to a
bail-out of the industry. On the contrary
the time is long past for this industry to
start meeting its responsibilities to its
employees.

Mr. President, the coal mining industry
is not a weak industry. It is a very strong
industry.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that a list of coal mining companies, in-
cluding some of the most powerful cor-
porations in the United States, together
with the total number of their employees
and their annual sales, be printed at this
point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the list was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD. as
follows:

Name ot coal company Parent corporation Parent annual sales Parent total employees, 1972

U.S. Steel corp (U.S. steel corp.) Over $4,000,000,000 200,730 (5,290 miners in 1968).

Bethlehem Miners corp Bethlehem sleet Corp $2,900,000,000 t30,000 (4.090 miners in t968).

General Oynamic Group Genera' Dynamics corp Over $2,000,000,000 85,000.

Pittsburgh & Midway coal Mining co Gult Oil corp Over $3000000000 54,200.

Republic Steel corp (Republic Steel corp.) Over $1000000000 47,726 (1,505 miners n 1968).

Island creek coal co Occidental Petroleum Corp Over $2,000,000,000 33.000.

Peabody coal co Kennecott copper co $1,000,000,000 to $1,200,000.000 25.000.

Ayshire American Metal climax $600,000,000 to $850,000,000-.. 7000.
Pittston co (Pittston co.) $505,000,000 16.000 (3,650 miners in 1968).

consolidation Group Pittsburgh consolidation $13,000,000 12,100.

Eastern Assn.. coal corp (Eastern ASsn. coat corp.) $215,000,000 5,500.

Westmoreland Group Westmoreland coal co $150,000,000 3,750.

North American North American coal corp Over $56,000,000 3.400.

Old Ben Group Old Ben coal corp $60,000,000 to $70,000,000 2,000.

Utah construction Utah construction & Mining co $90,000,000 to $100,000,000 1.900.

Valley co Valley camp coal co $80,000,000 1,600.

Rothester & Pittsburgh coal co (Rochester & Pittsburgh coat co.) $25,000,000 to $50,000,000 1,350 (790 miners in 968).

Bell & Zolier Coal Co Ze,ler coal co 15,000,000 to 25,000,000 993.

carbon Fuel Sales co., Inc carbon Fuel co $30,000,000 800.

Southwestern Illinois (Southwestern Illinois Corp.) $24,000,000 349.
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, it is sad
to say, but the coal industry has up to
now hardly exemplified the best aspects
of our system in terms of conservation of
the lands, the health and safety the lives
of thousands of coal miners, and competi-
tion and free collective bargaining like
other American industries; on the con-
trary, its conduct throughout the years of
its business and labor relations, as shown
by a whole series of court decisions, and
our own committee's present Investiga-
tion. presents one of the worst examples
oi our system.

Certainly, the coal industry has seri-
ous problems, not all of its own making,
nor do I deny that this bill and the new
health and saIety standards are going
to cost the industry money. Some of these
costs are going to have to be passed on
to the consumer, but that is also true of
other industries with serious problems.
The point is that the coal industry ought
to pay its way just like the others, In-
cluding whatever it may cost to insure
that disabled coal miners are adequately
'ompensated for physical impairment
suffered in getting out the coai.

Thus. I. hope very much that no at-
tempt will' be made to strike out of the
Senate bill the 1-year provisions I have
mentioned. There is no justification I
cannot see for more than a 1-year delay
in the assumption of liability for new
claims by the operators. Nor is there any
reason not to make the part C program
permanent; mihers who are totally dis-
abled by black lung are not going sud-
denly to regain their health in 1977, and
will need benefits just as much during
and after that year as they do now.

Finally, there is certainly no warrant
for exonerating operators from the lib-
eralizing changes made by this bill in
connection with the coverage of orphans,
the elimination of the X-ray and the
establishment of a rebuttable presump-
tion after 15 years of experience in Un-
dergrouxid mines or comparable employ-
ment in surface mines, upon a showing of
total respiratory or pulmonary impair-
ment. In connection with the presump-
tion, it bears emphasis that under many
workmen's compensation laws, including
the Longshoremen and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act. the burden is on the
employer to establish that a disability
is not occupationally related. The worker
is thus normally given the benefit of the
doubt, and that is really all that this bill
does for coal miners.

The differences in medical opinion
which exist on the question of whether
such a presumption is justified, and the
incidence of disabling respiratory im-
pairment among coal miners, as com-
pared to the general population, are
merely evidence of our almost total neg-
lect, until very recently, of occupational
health problems 'generally—and coal
workers' health problems in particular.
In the absence of definitive evidence one
way or the other, the committee, prop-
erly, in my judgment, has resolved the
issue in favor of the totally disabled
in,iner,

Some of the costs of this bill are going
to have to be pas5ed on to the consum-
ers. However, other industries with
senous problems have had the same sit-
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uation. The point is that the coal min-
ing industry ought to pay its way just as
other industries have to pay their way.
If that means that it will cost more for
coal to insure that the health of coal
miners is adequately treated, then I
would say that a sense of fairness and
justice of the American people will in-
dicate that the increased cost is justifi-
able.

As I said before, this is not necessarily
a weak industry. Surely, there are a lot
of small operators.

They have no more eloquent cham-
pion' than the Senator from Kentucky
(Mr. COOPER), the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), the junior
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. ROBERT
C. BYRD), the Senator from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. SCHWEIKER and other Sen-
ators similarly situated. But it is also a
very big part of the industries that pride
themselves on labor-employee relations.
So I hope the Senate will pass the bill.

I know the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
TAFT), I, and others on the committee
will be "dug in" on this matter of the
1-year extension. I am very pleased that
the manager of the bill, Senator JEN-
NINGs RANDOLPH, who made this literally
a life's work, a1rmed his belief in the
same formula. I hope very n1uch the
chairman of our committee, the Senator
from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) who is
here, and who will be heard from shortly,
will be able to do the same thing. In that
way we can serve the miners, the United
States and its taxpayers, and the in-
dustry, and do justice to these thousands
of men who have given the best part of
their lives and health to producing for
the Nation a natural resource which is
absolutely indispensable to its operation
and survival.

Again I would like to emphasize the
great job that I think has been done by
the Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH) in connection with this mat-
ter. He was able to get this bill out of
the subcommittee almost by his personal
prestige. He got it through the main
committee through the dint of hard la-
bor nd application of an individual Sen-
ator, with the elucidation for which he
is uniquely capable.

Now, he is bringing to the floor of
the Senate this matter and I hope he
will be successful, It should be a great
day for him and I hope the bill Is acted
on favorably.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
grateful for the generous remarks of
the able Senator from New York on the
general subject matter of the legisla-
tion that now is before the Senate.

Personally, of course, I am apprecia-
tive for the words he has spoken with
respect to my application in the subcom-
mittee and on the committee in bringing,
together with him and others on the
committee, legislation which meets the
needs, distributes fairly the cost, and
does what Congress must do in commit-
ting itself to the health and safety of
the coal miner. I shall long cherish what
he said in the Senate today in respect
to my work.

Mr. President, I yield such time as he
may desire to the distinguished chair-
man of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I thank
my colleague and I commend him for the
long history of his dedication to justice
for coal miners and their families. This
has been a work of long duration for
the Senator from West Virginia. I can re-
call the history as vividly as if it were
just yesterday, the beginning In 1969.
when we started legislating to do justice
for these particular workers in our econ-
omy who are so vital to our Nation.

Mr. President, I would like to include
in the RECORD a statement from Andrew
J. Biemiller, Department of Legislation,
AFL-CIO, who states that the AFL-CIO
supports H.R. 9212,' the black lung bill.
He states that "this legislation is badly
needed to improve the plight of thou-
sands of American workers whose health
and well-being has been irreparably
damaged on the job."

Our legislative response to the needs of
both workers and their families, In the
legislation that passed and was signed in
the closing weeks of 1969—and I cannot
recall any other legislation that has pro-
duced so much interest—show many ex-
pressions of gratitude as a result of the
bill meeting the harshest kind of eco-
nomic problems of families. The State
of New Jersey that I am honored to rep-
resent is not a coal mining State, and yet
we are neighbors to the State of Penn-
sylvania that is. I have thousands of con-
stituents who have retired fi'om the
mines or who have been forced from em-
ployment because of disabilities con-
tracted in the mines. Many of them, who
live in New Jersey, have expressed to me
what the original legislation has meant
to them in being able to maintain the in-
tegrity of their families, because the
black lung legislation has brought bene-

1ts to them which otherwise they would
not have had and they would have been
subjected in many other cases to being
recipients of welfare payments. These
payments are a matter of right for peo-
ple who have labored long and hard in
hazardous employment. This program
we now extend is vital to people who
certainly have earned it.

On November 20, 1968. an explosion in
the Consolidation Coal Co. No. 9 mine in
Farmington, W. Va., snuffed out the lives
of 78 coal miners. Many of those miners
are still buried in that mine. That dis-
aster shook the Nation and reminded all
of us of our major debt to the Nation's
coal miners. Congress, the following year,
took a major step in repaying that na-
tional debt by enacting legislation de-
signed to provide safer working condi-
tions for the Nation's miners. to guaran-
tee a healthier work atmosphere to in-
sure against the dread disease, black
lung. and to bring a minimum standard
of decent surviving years to the miners
and the survivors of miners who had been
disabled by black lung. This major piece
of legislation, the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, in this body, was the
result of the work of many, many Mem-
bers. As chief sponsor of that act, it was
gratifying to have the tireless support
of the members of the Labor Committee
and the overwhelming approval of the
Members of this body.

During the debate on the floor, the
Senate added a new title 4 to the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.
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which etablished the first Federal black
lung benefits program. The chief spon-
sors of the amendment creating that
program were my two distinguished col-
leagues from West Virginia, Senator
RANDOLPH, the ranking majority member
of the Labor and Public Welfare Com-
mittee and Senator BYRD, the assistant
majority leader. They led the unanimous
effort to provide financial security to
victims of pneuznoconlosis, black lung
disease.

Coal workers pneumocomosis is caused
by the inhalation of fine particles of res-
pirable coal dust. It is a chronic respira-
tory disease for which there is no known
treatment. Once contracted, its progres-
sion is irreversible. And, it only affects
men who work with coal.

During our deliberations on the 1969
act, it was estimated by the Surgeon
General that approximately 20 percent
of the Nation's inactive miners and 10
percent of tile active miners suffered
from this disease. He also testified that
"data from postmorteriL examinations
would indicate an even higher prevalence
of this disease."

There were those who scoffed at these
figures and accused the members of the
Labor Committee of statistical games-
manship. TJn.fortunately, the Surgeon
General, if inaccurate, erred on the con-
servative side. To date, over 91,000 min-
ers and 74,000 widows have obtained
black lung benefits. And, despite these
totals, tens of thousands of disabled
miners, men who cannot walk up a ifight
of stairs because of breathlessness, have
been denied benefits.

This legislation, which I was proud to
cosponsor, will relieve these men and
their survivors of the insurmountable
technical burdens which unjustifiably
bar them from benefits.

Before I proceed further with a dis-
cussion of the desperate need, in my
Judgment, for the pending legislation, I
will say that we all recognize the Na-
tion's special responsibility to the coal
miner. Indeed, the Jurisdiction of the
Labor Committee, which of course Is
concerned with the welfare of all work-
ing men, specifies that the "welfare of
miners" is a special responsibility of the
Labor Committee. I think we all know
why.

Death faces the coal miner every day
of his life. It faces him in the mines as
well as out of the mines. I! he survives
the Farmington type disasters, he must
also survive the daily risk of death by
roof-fall, death by small-scale explo-
sion, death by electrocution. He must
survive the pitfalls of the most hazard-
ous occupation In this country. But even
if he survives those disasters, and sur-
vives the safety hazards, he is indeed
the fortunate exception if he can live
out his life without, to put it bluntly,
coughing up his own guts every day of
the week.

Members of this body know well that
very few of the miners are not touched,
one way or the other by the devastating
health and safety conditions in the
mines. But those very few miners know
that when their work day is over, they
are not free from the hazards of coal
mining. For even in the middle of the
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night, as they rest in their beds, or as
they prepare for breakfast, they must
fear the onslaught of the rampaging ref-
use piles. They must fear the Buffalo
Creek type disaster—which has so far
taken at least 120 lives, with dozens of
persons still missing and unaccounted
for.

Life is extremely hazardous for the
coal miner 24 hours a day. So his lot in
life is, and should be,'of special concern
to the Congress and to the Nation.

As of December 31, 1971, over 330,000
black lung cases have been processed
under the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. Of those processed
cases, more than 50 percent have been
denied. Undoubtedly, some of them have
been denied because the claimants were
not the intended beneficiaries of that
legislation. But, our committee has
learned during the course of hearings
chaired by Senator RANDOLPH, of the
frustration of the intent of Congress by
defects in the original law, as adminis-
tered by the Social Security Adminis-
tration. Tens of thousands of intended
beneficiaries have been found ineligible.
So, for exa,mple, although we knew in
1969 that the failure of a coal miner to
be able to produce positive X-ray evi-
dence of pneumoconiosis did not neces-
sarily mean that he was not suffering
from that disease, we find today that
thousands of coal miners are being
denied benefits solely on a basis of that
negative X-ray. We find miners who, al-
though they are theoretically capable of
performing some lightweight task some-
place are being denied benefits in siMte
of the fact that In real life they are
not able to earn a livelihood for their
families.

We found miners and widows who
could not prove eligibility because the
hospitals which had their medical rec-
ords no longer exist. And we found that
orphans were regrettably not included
within the language of the original act.

Mr. President, the original black lung
benefits program was passed in this body
by a roll call vote of 91 to 0. Every State
in this Nation was recorded in favor of
the legislation. And this was appropriate.
For this is not a West Virginia or Penn-
sylvania or Kentucky problem. It is not
a burden which exists solely in the 19
coal producing States. It is a national
problem and, therefore, the black lung
benefits program is a national program.
Residents of each of the 50 States receive
benefits under this program. Indeed, in
my State, where no coal is produced, al-
most 1,900 claims have been allowed. In
my own county, Union County, in the
northern part of the State, almost 300
families are obtaining black lung bene-
fits. And if we cross the Hudson River,
over 60 families in Manhattan alone are
benefitting under this program.

As an aside, I would say to my col-
league from New York, that he and I,
apparently, are not the only Broadway
coal miners. -

Mr. President, the bill before the Sen-
ate is estimated to benefit immediately
149,000 mncrs or their survivors. But
some would argue that neither the Na-
tion nor the industry can afford to pro-
vide these benefits. And, it will be noted
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today that the black lung benefits pro-
gram is an expensive program.

I suggest that neglect is always expen-
sive.

If industry and government had rec-
ognized and fulfilled their responsibili-
ties decades ago and had cleaned up the
mines we all might have been paying
slightly higher electricity bills but we
would not be faced suddenly with the
need for a costly benefit program.

But let us each look at this same
problem from the miners perspective. If
industry and government had ful-
filled their responsibilities decades ago.
he might be enjoying the retiring years
of his life instead of suffering each day
till his death.

Who can put a price tag on anothe
human being's pain and suffering? To
my colleagues in this body. I say. we owe
an enormous debt to the coal miners.
And we must pay that debt. More im-
portantly, we must no longer expect the
coal miner to subsidize our energy bill
with his life.

Mr. President. I strongly urge that the
Senate approve the extension and ex-
pansion of this program.

As chairman of the Labor and Pub-
lic Welfare Committee. I cannot close
my remarks without a special note of
congratulations and appreciation to four
members of the committee. Senator
RANDOLPH gave of himself untirinly
in moving the bill through the legislative
process. At my request. he assumed the
obligations of chairing the Labor Sub-
committee hearings and guiding the bill
through the committee. The fact that
the committee amendments were tOe-

ported to the Senate unanimously is a
tribute to his efforts.

To Senators JAvrrs. 5cHwEIKER and
TAFT, we also owe our appreciation.
Their conscientious attention to the
needs of the miners and their coopera-
tive efforts enabled this legislation to
move with both complete consider.tion
yet with dispatch.

Mr.. .JAVITS. Mr. President. I would
like to ask the Senator from New Jersey
a questioH. Will the Senator yield for
that .purpose?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. I would like to ask the

Senator about the feeling that the Sen-
ator from West Virginia Mr. RANOLPrn
expressed, and which I and the Senator
from Ohio have expressed. about the 1-
year extension. Will the Senator feel a
rather special obligation to sta.y with
that? I will explain to the Senator our
problem.

This bill is more expensive than the
bill that came from the House, even
though we have cut the cost by the 1-year
extension. It is still more expensive to
the Federal Government because of the
presumption we introduced of black lung
and other liberalizing provisions: and so
it is much more fair and much more
understanding with respect to the
cumulative years of the worker.

But if this 1 year were allowed to go
to 2 years it would really break the
back of what we are trying to do and
be too costly. So I would greatly appre-
ciate any expression of the chairman of
our committee, who will be the principal
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conferee, and any statement he will be
prepared to make respecting a 1-year
extension in the Senate.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I support it for all the
reasons expressed here in debate, al-
though I have not been able to hear the
full debate. This legislation has my
strong support.

Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am familiar with all

or most of the reasons that prompted it
and I will join my colleagues, the Semtor
from West Virginia and the Senator
from New York, in maintaining and
fighting for the Senate position on this
matter.

Mr. JAVITS. Good. I thank my col-
league very much.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. RANDOLPH. What is the time
remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from West Virginia ha 29 minutes
remaining and the Senator from New
York has 10 minutes remaining.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 5
minutes to the Senator from Kentucky
but first I make this parliamentary In-
quiry. Is not time also available to the
Senator from New York on the erst
amendment?

Mr. RANDOLPH. I have not said any-
thing. I will give him some of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is not
stipulated that the Senator would have
time.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I will yield him time.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 5

minutes to the Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I have a

number of questions to ask, and it may
take more than 5 minutes. I do not know
that I will offer an amendment, but if
I am limited in time, I may offer an
amendment to yield myself time.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I will
yield to my colleague.

Mr. COOPER. If I do not have enough
time, I will offer an amendment, not nec-
essarily to be voted on, but to secure time
to address some questions to the sponsors
of the bill.

Let me say I appreciate very much the
statements of the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAvIT5), the Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), the Sen-
ator from New Jersey (Mr. WIu.IArs),
and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT).

As I said, I do not expect at this time
to offer any amendments, but this is a
very expensive and a very important bill.
I believe there should be an explanation
of at least two sections.

I refer first to title flT which continues
the present program for 1 year rather
than 2 years provided by the House bill;
and, second, the sections dealing with
ber,ficiaries or dependents who would
receive benefits under the bill.

Let me say at the outset I do not think
I have to argue my interest in the plight
of the miners of this country, who work
in perhaps the most dangerous industry
in the United States, and who for years.
with few exceptions in some States, have
not been receiving relief from the dread
disease, pneumoconiosis, I have a difficult
time pronouncing the word pneumo-
coniosis.

The original title—title IV providing
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benefits to mrners was not a title devel-
oped in the Labor and Public Welfare
Committee in 1969. It was adopted on the
floor of the Senate as a result of an
amendment to the coal mine safety and
health bill offered by the two Senators
from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD), myself, and other
cosponsors. I do not think there Is any
necessity for this debate to portray a
great battle between the operators and
the miner.. Both have a common interest
in the success of the industry—for it
survival and for Jobs for miners.

The overtone always seems to run in
these debates. Perhaps I have used it In
the past. During my service my interest
has not been the big operators, although
they are entitled to Justice as much as
any other person. My interests have al-
ways been with the thousands of small
operators- who are steadily being driven
out of business.

In the 1950's I was the author of an
amendment, the first substantive amend-
ment to the original Mine Safety Act, for
protection of mining. It was reported by
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, but when it came to the Senate
it suffered the fate of most of such
amendments, because we could not get
the support of the United Mineworkers
and some operators. Be that as it may, I
do want to indicate my interest in. this
bill.

I do raise the question of the provision
for 1 year as agaInst 2 years. When our
original black lung amendment was
adopted in 1969, that amendment pro-
vided that a period of 3 years should be
given to industry ,and the States to as-
sume a share or perhaps the total cost of
the bill. We provided that for the first
3 years the cost was to be borne by the
Federal Government. It has run 21/2
years, There are 6 months left. The bill
introduced by the Senators from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and Mr. ROBERT
C. B), myself, and other Senators,
provided a 2-year extension of the orlg-
nal bill.

Let me say this to the Senator from
New York, who is temporarily absent.
Whether it Is 1 year or 2 years, the re-
sult is the same—

The PRIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired,

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
glad to yield 10 minutes to my colleague,
the Senator from Kentucky.

Mr. COOPER. An extension of 2 years
would not increase the total cost of the
program, but it does, of course, increase
the cost to the Federal Govermnent for
the additional years. If it is extended 2
years, I want to make it plain that it
has no effect on the benefits secured for
the miners. It would provide to them the
same benefits whether a federally subsi-
dized program for 2 years, or if after 1
year the cost Is divided between the Fed-
eral Government, and either the oper-
ators or through a workmen's compensa-
tion program.

The reason why I argue -another year
should be provided is upon the following
grounds: The committee has made ex-
tensive changes, and in the main I sup-
port those changes. The first extensive
change is in broadenmg the class of ben-
eficiaries and their ability to secure bene-
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fits. A large part of this amendment is in
the bill which the Senators from We.3t
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH and Mr. ROBERT
C. BYRD) and I and other Senators intro-
duced. It provides that the test of dis-
ability shall not be limited to X-ray, but
to other methods, If those methods could
reach reasonably the same conclusion
where the miner has been subjected to
certain conditions, and a presumption
arises of total disability from pneumo-
coniosis.

Another extension provides that If
conditions which might lead to a diag-
nosis of pneumoconiosis were found, If
there are other pulmonary diseases, dis-
ability can be adjudged.

Mr. RANDOLPH. That would be after
15 years in the mines.

Mr. COOPER. Alter 15 years. That is
correct.

Thus the bill would allow benefits for
thousands of miners who thus far have
been found ineligible for benefits. I do
not join those who say it is the fault of
the Social Security Administration. It is
a consequence of the fact that the bill
we passed 3 years ago did not provide
the necessary criteria. I support these
provisions, but the effect will be to en-
large immediately the classes which will
be able to secure relief in the form of
benefits because of the incidence of this
awful disease.

The second section—section 402—
would enlarge the class of "dependents."
Under the present 1aw, as I recall, the
social security law—and I am recalling
most of this, because this bill came up
hurriedly by a unanimous-consent agree-
ment—would provide benefits to the man,
to his widow, and to his children for
certain specified conditions.

This amendment, which I am sure was
offered in the committee—it was not in
any bill, as I remember—would extend
benefits not only to children for whom
the head of the family Is responsible,
and to the widow—both classes—for
whom, of course, he has the chief obliga-
tion, but to parents, brothers and sisters,
and as I read the explanation—if I am
wrong I hope I will be corrected—to any
other persons who, by reason of the de-
volution laws of the State, would be con-
sidered heirs. One could, of course, ex-
pand that to any degree.

My thought is that it should be lim-
ited to the widow, to the children, to the
parents, to a sister, or t a brother if
disabled. I am informed that the Senate
Committee on Finance is about to report
out social security• amendments, which
would have those provisions, I have no
doubt it will be approved, and there are
humanitarian reasons for it. If a widow is
left without means—whether she is or
not, she is a widow—parents, old and
aged, sisters, certainly, but I do not see
why a brother should be a beneficiary,
unless he is unable to take core of him-
self—disabled and dependent.

I am simply arguing that we ought to
follow the social security system, so we
would have this question of beneficiaries,
whether it is for veterans' benefits. social
security recipients, or black lung victims,
the same.

I shall not offer any amendment. I
know it would be useless to offer it,-for
several reasons: first, because the
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Chamber Is nearly empty; second, be-
cause you cannot get anyone to listen to
you on anamendment of this type; and,
third, that when you mention health and
safety, you cannot get anyone to listen
to you, and there is no way to impress
anyone with the impact of the amend-
ment. I had that trouble several years
ago, when we considered the mine health
and safety bill.

I hope, though, that the RECORD will
show that questions have been raised
about these amendments, so that per-
haps in conference the conferees will
know that everyone in Senate does not
agree wholly with every provision of this
bill. We have a right to raise these ques-
tions.

So I should like again to make my
position clear, first, that as far as de-
pendents are concerned, I would like to
see the same categories of dependents
for this bill that, I understand, will be
provided in the social security bill by
the Finance Committee. I make this ar-
gument because I think it is just, and
I think it is fair. I do not think that this
measure is intended to take care of every
working brother or aunt or uncle, accord-
ing to the laws of devolution of estates.
It does not necessarily represent the will
of the Senate; and so I believe that
should be very strongly considered in
conlerence.

The second point goes to the 1- to 2-
year extension. It would not change the
total cost. and, also, it does not deny
any benefit to any miner or dependent
if it Is extended for 2 years. It would,
of course, cause the Federal Govern-
ment to bear the burden for an add!-
tional year.

I speak for no operator; I want the
Senator to know that. -

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. COOPER. I ask for 1 more minute.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield the Senator.

2 addItional minutes.
Mr. COOPER. I say that, with this un-

known cost, in a short period of time,
thrown on an industry, which does not
affect, in any way, the benefits of these
miners, I believe that it would be better
to make it 2 years instead of one.

Of course, as Senators know, my State
Is the largest coal producing State in
the Union today, and naturally, I am in-
terested in that Industry, not alone for
the operators, but for the miners who
work in the industry and for the econ-
omy as a whole. There are great prob-
lems as to how we will be able to take
care of the energy needs of this country.
Additional burdens have been thrown
upon the industry by the large amounts
which go into the miners' welfare fund,
by the costs of the health and safety pro-
gram which was passed by Congress, and
for the benefit of the industry—which
comprehends the miner as well as the
operator—I thirk this extension should
be considered.

Let me tell the Senate what is hap-
pening in the mining industry. I do not
take any great joy in it, although I pre-
dicted it when we had the safety bill
before us 2 or 3 years ago. We are driv-
ing the deep mine operators out of busi-
ness, who employ large numbers of
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miners, and they are all going into strip
mining, with the consequent threat to
the environment of this country. So I
hope Senators will consider the relation

• of these problems to each other, and in
conference extend the time to 2 years.
• That is about all I have to say. At
some time later, I should like to ask
further questions on this question of de-
pendents. But I shall not take the time
of others to do so now.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, there
is no reason for me to take more time.
However, I shall not yield back my time
at the moment.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Yes, I do.
Mr. COOPER. Is the Senator yielding

back the time on the amendment?
Mr. RANDOLPH. I said I would not

yield back my time now. I am simply
holding my time, so that we may have a
colloquy between the Senator. from Ken-
tucky and the Senator from Pennsylva-
nia (Mr. SCHWEIKER), who Is familiar
with the subject matter. He offered the
amendment which was adopted in the
committee. He has now come to the Sen-
ate floor, and I am sure would accommo-
date himself to a colloquy on this subject.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield to the Sen-
tor from Kentucky. Would it be agree-
able to yield the Senator 7 minutes at
this point?

Mr. COOPER. I thank the Senator. I
should like to address questions concern-
ing the meaning of section 402, on de-
pendents. Just for the record, I notice it
says "a wife who is a member of the same
household.' Does that include married
wives and common law wives, as well?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. This would be cov-
ered in the current social security defini-
tion of wives. We did intend our amend-
ment to conform to the social security
lawin this respect.

Mr. COOPER. I just wanted to know
for interpretation. Does it include a com-
mon law as well as a wedded wife?

Well, I have raised the question. The
Senator says it is in accordance with
the definition under social security.

Second, section 402 does include a
divorced wife if she receives at lea$t one-
half of her support from her former
husband.

Now I should like to ask about chil-
dren. I understand it follows social secu-
rity. Am I correct that it means an
orphan, an unmarried child under 18
years of age or under disability; and in
some cases, a student?

Mr. SCHWETX. That is correct.
Mr. COOPER. I find no fault.
The amendment of the Senator from

Pennsylvania also would include a
mother and a father. Would that mean
a mother and a father where there is no
widow or no children living, or orphan?

Mr. SCHWEIER. Yes. I should like
to explain that.

Mr. COOPER. I am not against it.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. It would only go to

these other beneficiaries if the miner
dies leaving no wife or children. So that
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in 99 percent of the cases, my amend-
ment would not even apply, because if a
wife or a child is living, that would pre-
clude any further beneficiary from re-
ceiving it. They only receive benefits if
there is no wife or child. Only then, if
there is no wife or child living, would
these other members of the miner's im-
mediate family get it if they have been
dependent upon that person. So just
having a mother, father, brother, or sis-
ter alive is not the criterion. The test is
whethe" they have been dependent and
whether they have been supported by
that coal miner. So it just does not in-
clude all peopie who have surviving
brothers and sisters. The brothers and
sisters must be dependent: and if they
are working, they obviously are not de-
pendents. It would only include families
with no wife or child living and in which
an immediate member of the gamily has
been a dependent, under the conditions
as covered.

Mr. COOPER. I understand. If there is
no widow, the mother and father would
be eligible. If there is no mother and
father, then the brothers and isters
would be eligible. Is that correct?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Only if they were
dependent.

Mr. COOPER. I krow that. I am just
getting the description of the bene-
ficiaries.

Would it go beyond brothers and sis-
ters?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. No, it would not. It
would stop there.

Mr. COOPER. I believe that I read in
the explanation that beneficiaries shall
be determined by the law of devolution
in the State, with respect to personal
property? Does the amendment go only
to the brothers al-id sisters, or does it go
beyond brothers and sisters?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. In a legal dispute
over whether a person is a brother or
sister or parent, the State law would help
determine that. That is what it means.

Mr. COOPER. The criterion uses the
term "dependent'; but it is a fact, is it
not, that under the present social secu-
rity law, or the proposed social security
amendments that we have heard will be
presented by the Finance Committee, the
benefits would be limited to a widow,
children, parents, sisters, and disabled
brothers? Am I correct?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. The present social
security law?

Mr. COOPER. No; it does not go far
in the social security law. I am speaking
of amendments which I understand will
be reported to the Senate.

Mr. SCHWEIKER. The Senator iscor-
rect in that that is the present law; but
the bill coming from the Finance Com-
inittee, H.R. 1, does extend social secu-
rity coverage to dependent sisters and
dependent disabled brothers. Parents are
already covered under social security
survivors' benefits.

So I am applying the same principle to
this black lung bill.

If we do not put it in this bill, we will
once again have put the coal miners and
their families behinc the rest of the pop-
ulation. HR. 1, a-s amended by the Sen-
ate Finance Committee, now covers sis-
ters and brotners. nd chat is the prin-
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ciple I am applying. We are correspond-
ing to the new measure coming out of the
Scnate Finance Committee and making
is similar to that provision o1 the bill
H.R. 1.

Mr. COOPER. I hope that if the bill
is reported by the Finance Committee,
the conference will stick with whatever
provision they use. My information Is
somewhat different from that of the Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania, but he may have
more direct information.

Is it also correct that in a case in
which there are more than two children,
the amount available in benefits shall
be enlarged?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Will the Senator
repeat that, please?

Mr. COOPER. Is it correct that in the
case of a miner or his widow, the full
100 percent benefit would be made avail-
able: but if the dependents increase in
number—that is, a larger class available
for benefits—the benefit which the miner
would have secured is eniarged? I read
here that in one case it would be en-
larged by 50 percent, in another case by
75 percent. Is that correct?

Mr. SCHWEIKER. That is correct. If
there s one beneficiary alone, that per-
son receives the base amount. U there
are two beneficiaries, the base amount is
incresed by 50 percent, and the two
people split the amount. I! there are
three beneficiaries, the base amount in-
creases 75 percent and this is split the
three ways. For over three beneficiaries,
the base amount is raised 100 percent and
split as many ways as there are bene-
ficiaries.

Mr. COOPER. My point in raising all
these matters is to go back to the point
I made earlier. I am not objecting to the
class of dependents except that I believe
that in conference it ought to be made
compatible with the same standards
which will be contained in H.R. 1.

Second, because of the increase In the
class of beneficiaries, and because of the
new definition of the tests by which we
can secure benefits, and because the
amount available to beneficiaries can be
enlarged by 50 or 75 percent. I think all
these things ought to be taken into con-
sideration. I believe, because of this ad-
ditional cost, which is inevitable, to be
placed on an industry which is under
large strain from various causes, that it
would be fair and not at least a bit harm-
ful to continue the Federal program as
passed by the House, for an additional
year, as the bill which Senator R-
DOLPH, Senator BYRD. and I and others
introduced provide.

We are suddeniy becoming concerned
about the cost to the Federal Govern-
ment. But the bills that come out of the
Senator's committee, a great committee,
account for a large share, I would say,
of the increasing cost of the Government
of the United States. I do not know why
the Committee is so suddenly concerned
about the cost of an additional year. I
think it is a question of fairness.

I have made my case, and I am fin-
ished.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President. I suggest the
absence of a quorum.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose
time?

Mr. TAP'!'. The time to be divided
equally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, how
much time do we have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pro-
ponents have 6 minutes, and the oppo-
nents have 5 minutes.

Under Senate precedents, there Is not
enough time for a quorum call, except by
unanimous consent.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield myself such
time as I may require.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the committee amendments
be considered en bloc.

Mr. TAFr. Mr. President, I am con-
strained to object at this point.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-
tion is heard.

Mr. TAP'!'. Mr. President, I might ex-
plain to the Senator my reason for ob-
jecting. The Senator from New York
(Mr. JAvITs) wished to be present at the
time the committee amendments would
be offered. I do not believe that he will
come up with any objection and believe
that I will be able to withdraw my ob-
jection by that time. As has been indi-
cated at an earlier point, the purpose
of the discussion we have had thday
relating to the 1-year or the 2-year
extension is affected by the question of
the committee amendments, and that
is the question of whether a separate
vote should be asked for on those com-
mittee amendments. I would simply say
that I will hold the floor until the Sena-
tor from New York is ready to comment.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I appreciate the un-
derstanding of. the Senator from Ohio
during the absence of the Senator from
New York. I renew my request and ask
unanimous consent that the committee
amendments be considered en bloc.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, as I understand it.
all that means is that when the vote
comes on the committee amendne:,
they will be considered en bloc: is it
correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr.
ROTH). The Chair would like to state
that is correct. However, amendments
to the amendments must be considered
while the committee amendments are
pending.

Mr. JAVITS. In other words, as I un-
derstand the situation, one vote on all
the committee amendments, but each
committee amendment may be'amended
on a motion from the floor, and there
would be a separate vote on that amend-
ment to a committee amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator from New York yield?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield to the Senator
from Kentucky.

Mr. COOPER. I understand that. this
would embrace all the amendments that
refer to the one or two year extensions. I
have already stated that it will prevail
but, nevertheless, I want to express my
views about the 1- and 2-year e,ten-
sions. U they are being voted on sepa-
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rately, I would vote for the 2-year exten-
sion. I know Ithere is no possibility of

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ROTH). Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH)? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the bill, as
amended, be considered as original text.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
VIie right to object, does that in any wy
change the previous amendment—the
previous unanimous consent?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes, it
does change It.

Mr. JAVITS. In what way?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. U this re-

quest is agreed to, the committee amend-
ments will still be open to amendment.

Mr. JAVrTS. Even if this unanimous-
consent is agreed to, how does it change
the previous unanimous consent?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It does
not change the previous unanimous con-
sent.

Mr. JAVITS. The effect remzins the
same except that the amendments may
now be offered in the first and second de-
grees to any committee amendment if
this request is agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
atOr is correct.

Mr. JAV1TS. I thank the Chair. I have
no objection.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Without obêction, the committee
amendments are agreed to and the b11las
thus amended will be considered as origi-
nal text.

The amendments agreed to en bloc are
as follows:

On page 1, at the beginning of line 3,
strikeout "That (a) (1) section 412(a) o
the Federal Coal Mine" and insert "That
(a) this Act may be cited as the 'Black
Lung Benefits Act of 1972'"; at the be-
ginning o line 6, insert "(b) (1) Section
412(a) of the Federal Coal Mixie"; on
page 2, line 2, alter the word "death,",
strike out "and who leaves no widow,"
and insert "or who was totally disabled
by pneumoconlosis at the time of his
death,"; In line 17, alter the word "sec-
tion", strike out "402(g) ." and Insert
"402(g): And provided further, TfIat no
entitlement to benefits as a child shall
be established under this paragraph (3)
for any month or which entitlement to
benefits as a widow is established under
paragraph (2) ."; in line 23, after the
word "new", strike out "paragraph" and
insert "paragraphs"; after line 24, In-
sert:

(5) In the case of the dependent parent
or parents ot a miner whose death Is due
to pneumoconiosls, or ot a miner who Is
receiving benefits under thIs part at the
time ot 1s death, or of a miner who was
totally disabled by pneumoconiosls at the
time ot bls deatb, and who Is not survived
by a widow or a child, or in the case ot the
dependent surviving brother(s) or sister(s)
of such a miner who Is not survived by a
widow, child, or parent. benefits shall be
paid under this part to such parent(s), or to
such brother(s) or sister(s), at the rate
specified in paragraph (3) (as if such par-
ent(s) or such brother(s) or sister(s), were
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the children of such r.riiner) Provided, That
uo benefits shall be paid to any parent
for any month for which a widow or child
has established entitlement to such benefits
and that no benefits shall be paid to arty
brother(s) or sister(s) for any month for
which .a widow, chile, or parent has estab-
lished such entitlement. In determining
whether a claimaat is a parent, brother, or
sister of a miner for purposes of this para-
graph, the Secretary shall apply such law as
would be applied In determining the dcv-
olution of intestate personal property by
the courts of the State in which such miner
was domiciled at the time of his death, or,
if such miner was not so domiciled in any
State, by the courts of the District of Co-
lumbia. Claimants who according to such
law would have the same status relative to
taking intestate personal property as a
parent, brother, or sister, shall be deemed
such. Any benefit under this paragraph for
a month prior to the month in which a
claim for such benefit is filed shall be re-
duced to any extent that may be necessary,
so that it will not render erroneous any
benett which, before the filing of such
claimant, the Secretary has certified for
payment for suáh prior months. As used in
this paragraph dependent' means that such
parent, brother, or sister was receiving at
least one-half of his support from such
manner, as determined in accordance with
1regulatiofls prescribed by the Secretary, for
at least one year immediately preceding the
miner's death. ProoZ of such support shall
be filed by such claimant within two years
after the month in which this amendment
is enacted, or within two years after the
miner's death, whichever is the later. Any
such proof which t3 tiled after the expira-
tion of such period shall be deemed to have
been filed within such period if it is shown
to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
there was good cause for failure to file such
proof within such period. The determination
of what constitutes good cause for purposes
of this pargraph shall be made in accord-
ance with regulations of the Secretary.

On page 4, at the beginning of line 22,
strike out "(5)" and insert "(6"; in line
23, after the word "under", strike out
"clause" and insert "paragraph"; on
page 5, line 4, after the word "him", in-
sert "accept an application therefor
from such dependent, where necessary,
and"; at the beginning of line 13, strike
out "(b)" and insert "(C)"; in the same
line, after "1) ", strike out "Section" and
insert "Sections"; in the same line, after
(b) ", insert "414(e), and 424"; in line 14,
after the Word "Act", strike out "is" and
insert "are"; in line 15, after the word
"foUowing", strike out "or child" and
iiisert "child, parent, brother, or sister",
and section 421 (a) is amended by insert-
ing after 'widows' the following: ",chll-
dren, parents, brothers, or sisters, as the
case may be.' "; after line 18, strike out;

(2) SectIon 402 of such Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the foUow'lng new
subsection:

"(g) The terzn child' means an Individual
who is unmarried and (1) under eighteen
years ot age, or (2) incapable of self support
because of physical or mental disability
which arose before he reached eighteen yearS
of age or, in the case of a student, before
he ceased to be a student, or (3) a student.
Such term includes stepchildren, adopted
children, and posthumous children. For the
purpe of this subsection the term 'stu-
dent' means an individual under twenty
three years of age who haa not completed
four years of education beyond the high
sc±iOol level and who is regularly pursuing a
full-time cow'se of study or training at an
institution which is—
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'(1) a school or college or tmiversity op-
erated or directly supported by the United
States, or by a State or local government or
political subdivision thereof;

"(2) a school or college or university which
has been accredited by a State or by a State
recognized or nationally recognized accredit-
ig agency or body;

'(3) a school or college or university not
so accredited but whose credits are accepted,
on transfer, by at least three institutions
which are so accredited, for credit on the
same basis as if transferred from an Institu-
tion so accredited; or

"(4) an additional type o educational or
training institution as defined by the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Such an individual is deemed not to have
ceased to be a student during an interim
between school years if the interim is not
more than four months and if he shows to
the satisfaction of the Secretary that he has
a bona fide intention of continuing to pur-
sue a full-time course of study or training
during the semester or other enrollment pe-
riot Immediately after the interim or during
periods of reasonable duration in which, in
the Judgment of the Secretary, he is pre-
vented by factors beyond his coitrol from
pursuing his edution. A student whose
twenty-thtrd birthday occurs during a se-
mester or other enrollment period is deemed
a student until the end of the semester or
other enroUment periOd."

And, in lieu thereof, insert:
(2) Section 402(a) of such Act is aniended

to read:
"(a) Theerzn 'dependent' means—

(1) a child as deftned in subsection (g)
without regard to subparagraph (2) (B) (ii)
thereof; or

"(2) a wife wh'o is a member of he same
household as the mtner, or le ieCeiving regu-
lar contributions from the miner for her
support, or whose husband is a miner who
has been ordered by a court to contrtbtLte Vo
her support, or who meets the requtrements
of section 218(b) (1) or (2) oZ the Social Se-
curity Act. The determtnation of an indi-
vidual's Statua as he 'wife' of a miner shall
be made in accordance w'ih sectIon 216(h)
(1) of the Social Security Act as if such
miner were the 'in8ured individual' referred
to thei'ein. The term 'wife' also includes a
'divorced wife' as deftned in section 216(d)
(1) of the Social Security Act who is receiv'
ing at least one-half of her support, as de-
terznined in accordaflce with regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary, from the miner, or
is receiving substantial contributions from
the miner (pursuant to a written agree-
ment), or there Is in effect a court order for
substanxial contrlbution8 to her support from
such miner.'.

(3) Section 402(e) oZ such Act is amended
to read:

"(e) The term widow' includes the wife
living with or dependent for support on the
miner at the time of his death, or living apart
for reasonable cause or because of his de-
sertion, or who meets the requirements of
section 216(c) (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), and
section 216(k) of the Social Security Act,
who is not married, The determtnation of
an individual's stua as the widow' of a
miner shall be made in accordance with sec-
tion 216(h) (1) oZ the Social Security Act
is if such miner were the 'insured Individual'
referred to therein. Such term also includes
a surviving divorced wife' as deflned in sec-
tion 216(d) (2) o the Social Security Act who
for the month preceding the month in which
the miner died, was receiving at least one-
half of her support, as determined in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Sec-
retary, from the miner, or was receIving sub-
stantial contributions from the miner (pur-
suant to a written agreement) or Vhere was
in effect a court orcter for substaXial con-
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trbution.s to her support from the miner at
the time oZ his death.'

(4) Section 402 of such Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(g) The term child' means a child or a
step-child who is—

(1) i.tnmarried; and
(2) (A) under eighteen years of age. or
(B) (i under a disability as de1ned in

section 223(d) of the Social Security Act,
"(ii) which began before bhe age specified

in section 202(di (1 (B (Ii) of the Social se-
curity Act, or, in the case of a zudent, be-
fore he ceased to be a scuderc; or

(3) a student.
The term 'student' means a !ull.tirne stu-
dent' as defined in section 2O2ld .7) of the
Social Security Act, or a tudent' as deñfled
in section 8101(17) of title 5. Tjuited States
Code. The determnation of an ndtvIduat'
Status as the chid' of the miner or wi6ow.
as the case may be. shall be made in accord-
ance with section 216(h) 2 or 3) of the
Social Security Act as t! such miner or widow
were the insured inc.ivtdual' referred to
therein."

On page 9, at the beginning of line
24, strike out "1.3)" and insert '5 (A)
on page 10, line 1, after the word sen-
tence," strike out ' 'In carrying out his
responsibilities under this part, the Sec-
retary may prescribe regulations con-
sistent with the provisions of sections
204, 205(j), 205(k), and 206 of he So-
cial Security Act.' " and insert " The
piovisions of sections 204, 205(a. (bi.
(d), (e), f) , (g) , (h) , (j) , and U)

206, 207, and 208 of the Social Security
Act shall be applicable under this part
with respect to a miner, widow, child,
parent, brother, sister, or dependent. as

if benefits under this part were benefits
under title II of such Act." "; after line

10, insert:

(B) Only section 205 b), (g). .'nd h) of
those sections of the Social Security Act
recited in subparagraph (A) of this para-
graph shall be effective as of the date pro-
vided in subsection (d) of this section.

At the beginning of line 15. strike out
"(4)" and insert "(6) "; at the beginning
of line 17, strike out "paragraph" and
insert "paragraphs"; in line 18, after the
word "a", where it appears the second
time, strike out "child," and insert
"child"; on page 11, line 4, after the
word "eligible", where it appears the sec-
ond time, insert "at any period of time":
in line 17, after the word "eligible", in-
sert "at any period of time'; after line
21, strike out:

"(C) Any benefit under stbparagraph (A)
or (B) for a month prior to the month in
which a claim is filed shaH be reduced, to
any extent that may be necessar;. so that
it will not render erroneous any benefit
which, before the filing or such ciaim, the
Secretary has certified for payment for such
prior month.

On page 12, at the beginning of line 3,
strike out "(D)" and insert "C)"; in
line 4, after the word "child", strike out
"of a miner or widow (as described In
section 412(a) (3) )"; in line 6, after the
word "of", insert "his father or mother';
in line 7, after the amendment just above
stated, strike out "such miner or widow";
in line 8, after "December 31", strike out
"1972" and insert "1973"; after line 9,
insert:

(D) Any benefit under subparagraph (A)
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or (B) for a month prior to the month in
which a claim is filed shall be reduced, to
any extent that may be necessary, so that
it will not render erroneous any benefit
which, before the filing of such claim, the
Secretary has certified for payment for such
prior month:

"(3) No claini for benefits under this part,
in the case of a claimant who is a parent.
brother, or sister shall be considered unless
it is filed within six months after the death
of the miner or by December 31, 1973. which-
ever is the later."

(d) Except as otherwise provided in this
section, the amendnients niade by this sec-
tion shall be effective as of December 30,
1969.

Alter line 22; strike out:
'(5) Subsections 422 (c) and Cd) of such

Act are amended by striking out section 412
a)' wherever it appears and inserting in lieu

thereof section 412(a) (1), (2), and (4)'.'

On page 13, line 5, after the word "fol-

lowing", strike out "This part shall not
be considered a workmen's compensation
law or plan for pulposes of section 224 of
such Act." and insert 'In applying the
provisions of section 224(a) of the Social
Security Act to benefits under this part,
paragraph (5 thereof shall be deemed
to read '100 per centum of his "average
current earnings", or ,'; after line 12,
strike out:

SEc. 3. (a Sections 401, 411(c) (1), 411(c)
12), and 422(h) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 are each
amended by striking out 'underground".

(b) Sections 402(b), 402(d), 422(a), and
423(a) of such Act are each amended by
striking out "an underground" and inserting
a". in lieu thereof.

(c) The amendnients made by this section
shall be effective as of December 30. 1969.

And, in lieu thereof, insert:
SEC. 3. Ia Section 402(b) of the Federal

Coal Mine Health and SafE'ty Act of 1969 is
amended by striking out all after the word
lung" and inserting the following new

phrase:", including its sequelae, arising out
of employment in a coal mine."

(b Section 402(f) is amended to read as
follows:

'(f) The term 'total disability' has the
meaning given it by regulations of the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
except that such regulations shall provide
that a niiner shall be considered totally dis-
abled when pneunioconiosls prevents him
from engaging in gainful employment re-
quiring the skills and abilities oniparable
to those of any eniployment in a mine or
mnes in which he previously engaged with
same regularity and over a substantial period
of time. Such regulations shall not provide
more restrictive criteria than those applica-
ble under section 223(d) of the Social Secu-
rity Act."

(c)1) Section 411(a) of such Act is fur-
ther amended by adding at the end thereof
the following: "or who at the time of his
death was totally disabled by pneumocon-
Osis."

(2) SectIon 401 is amended by inserting
after the word "disease" each place it appears
the following: "or who-were totally disabled
by this disease at the time of their deaths."

(3) Section 411(c) (3) is amended by in-
serting after pneumoconiosis." the follow-
ing: 'or that at the time of his death he was
totally disabled by pneunioconiosis"

(d) Section 411(c) of such Act is amended
by striking the word "and" at the end of
paragraph (2), by striking the period at the
end of paragraph (3). inserting "; and", and
by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:

"(4) if a miner was employed for fifteen
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years or more in one or more underground
coal mines, and 11 there is a chest roentgeno-
gram submitted in connection with such
miner's, his widow's, his child's, his parent's.
his brother's, his sister's, or his dependent's

claim under this,title and it is interpreted as
negative with respect to the requirements of
paragraph (3) of this subsection, and 11 other
evidence demonstrates the existence Z a
totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary
Impairment, then there shall be a rebuttable
presumption that such miner Is totally dis-
abled due to pneumocon.tosis, that his death
was due to pneumocon.tosis, or that at the
time of his death he was totally disabled by
pneumoconiosis. In the case of living
miner, a wile's affidavit may not be used by
itself to establish the presumption. The Sec-
retary stall not apply all or a portion oZ the
requirement of this paragraph that the miner
work in an underground mine where he de-
termines that conditions of a miner's employ-
ment in a coal mine other than an under-
ground mine were substantially similar to
conditions in an underground mine. The Sec-
retary may rebut such presumption only by
establishing that (A) such miner does not, or
did not, have pneumoconiosis, or that (B)
his respiratory or pulmonary Impairment did
not arise out of. or in connection with, em-
ployment in a coal mine."

(e) Section 411(b) Is amended by insert.-
ing immediately after the penulttmate sen-
tence thereoZ the Zollowing new sentence:
"Final regulations required Zor implementa-
tion of any amendments to this title shall
be promulgated and publsihed n the Fed-
eral Register at the earliest practicable date
after the date of enactment of such amend-
ments, and in no event later than the end
of the fourth month following the month
in which such amendments are enacted."

(f) Section 421(b) (2) (C) of such Act is
amended by stilking -the word "those" and
inserting in lieu thereoZ "section 402(Z) of
this title and to those standards", and by
substltuting for the words "by section 411"
the words "under part B oZ this title".

(g) The first sentence oZ section 413(b)
of such Act is amended by inserting before
the period at the end thereor the Zollow-
ing: ", but no claim Zor benefits under this
part shall be denied solely on the basis of
the results oZ a chest roentgenogram. In de-
termln.tng the validity oZ claims under this
part, afl relevant evidence shall be con-
sidered, including, where relevant, medical
tests such as blood gas studies, X-ray exami-
nation, electrocardiogram, pulmonary func-
tion studies, or physical performance tests,
and any medical history, evidence submitted
by the claimant's physician, or his wife's
affidavits, and in the case oZ a deceased miner,
other appropriate affidavits of persons with
kiaowledge oZ the miner's physical condition,
and other Supportive materials."

(h) The amendments mnde by this section
shall be effeotive as oZ December 30, 1969.

On page 17, line 10, after the word
"thereof", strike out "1973" and insert
"1972"; in line 13, after the word "there-
of", strike out "1974" and insert "1973",
other than In section 421 (b) (1),"; in
line 16, after the word "thereof", strike
out "1975" and insert "1974"; in the same
line, after the amendment just above
stated, strike out "and"; after line 16,
strike out:

(4) by striking out "seven" where it ap-
pears in section 422(e) and inserting in lieu
thereof "nine".
And, in lieu thereof, Insert:

(4) by adding a new subsection (c) to
section 421 thereof as follows:

"(c) Final regulations required for Im-
plenientation of any amendments to this
part shall be promulgated and published in
the Federal Register at the earliest prac-
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ticable date after the date of enactment of
such amendments, and in no event later than
the end of the fourth month following the
month in which such amendments are en-
acted.",

On page 18, after line 2, insert:
(5) by amending section 426(a) of such

Act to read as follows:
"SEc. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare are authorized to issue such regulations
as are appropriate to carry out the provisions
of this title. Such regulations shall be issued
in conformity with subsections (b). (c), (d)
and (e) of section 553 of title of the United
States Code.",

Mterllne 10, insert:
(6) by inserting immediately after section

426 thereof, the following new section:
"SEC. 427. (a) The Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare is authorized to en-
ter into contracts with, and make grants to,
public and private agencies and organizations
and individuals for the construction, pur-
chase, and operation of fixed-site and mo-
bile clinical facilities for the analysis, ex-
amnation, and treatment of respiratory and
pulmonary impairments in active and inac-
tive coal miners. The Secretary shall coordi-
nate the making of such contracts and
grants with the Appalachian Regional Com-
mission.

(b) The Secretary of Health. Education.
and Welfare shall initiate resea;ch within
the National Institute for Occupational Safe-
ty and Health, and is authorized to make re-
search grants to public and private agencies
and organizations and individuals for the
purpose of devising simple and effective tests
to measure, detect, and treat respiratory and
pulmonary Impairments in active and in-
active coal miners. Any grant made pursuant
to this subsection shall be conditioned upon
all information. uses, Woducts, processes,
patents, and other developments resulting
from such research being available to the
general public, except to the extent of such
exceptions and limitations as the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare may deem
necessary In the public interest.

"(c) There is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated for the purpose of subsection (a
oZ this section 610.000,000 for each of the
fiscal years endIng June 30, 1973, June 30,
1974. and June 30, 1975. There are hereby au-
thortzed to be appropriated for the purposes
of subsection (b) of this section such sums
as are necessary.",

On page 19,. after line 15, insert:
(7) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowing new section:
"SEC. 428. (a) No operator shall discharge

or in any other way discrIminate against any
miner employed by hIm by reason of the fact
that such miner is suffering from pneumo-
con.tosis or other respiratory or pulmonary
!mpalrment. No person shall cause or attempt
to cause an operator to violate this section.
For the purposes of this subsection the term
'miner' shall not include any person who
has been found to be totally disabled.

(b) Any miner who believes that he has
been discharged or otherwise discriminated
against by any person In violation of sub-
section (a) of this section, or any representa-
tive of such miner may, within ninety days
after such violation occurs, apply to the Sec-
retary for a review of such alleged discharge
or discrimination. A copy of the application
shall be sent to such person who shall be
the respondent. Upon receipt of such applica-
tion, the Secretary shall cause such investi-
gation to be made as he deems appropriate.
Such investigation shall provide an oppor-
tunity for a public hearing at the request of
any party to enable the parties to present in-
formation relating to such violation, The
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parttes shall be given wrttten notice of the
time and place of the heartng at least five
days prtor to the hearing. Any such hear-
tng shall be of record and shall be subject
to section 554 of tItle 5 of the Untted States
Code. Upon recetvtng the report of such tn-
vesttgatton, the Secretary shall make flndtngs
of fact. If he finds that such vtolatlon did
occur, he shall Issue a deciston, lncorporattng
an order theretn, requtrtng the person com-
mitting such vtolatton to ta1e such affirma-
ttve actton as the Secretary deems appro-
prtate, tncluding.. but not ltmited to, the re-
hlrtng or reinstatement of the miner to his
former posttton with back pay. if he finda
that there was no such vtolatton, he shall
tssue an order denytng the appUcatton. Such
order shaU tncorpolate the Secretary's find-
tngs therein.

"(c) Whenever an order Is issued under
this subsectton granting reUef to a miner
at the request of such miner, a sum equal
to the aggregate amount of all costs and ex-
penses (tncludtng the attorney's fees) as
determined by the Secretary to have been
reasonably tncurred by such mtner for, or tn
connectton with, the tnstttutton and pro-
secuting of such proceedings, shall be asses-
sed against the person comntttting the vtola-
tton.",

On page 21, after line 10, insert:
(8) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowtng new sectton:
"SEc. 429. There is authorized to be appro-

priated to the Secretary of Labor such sums
as may be necessary to carry out his respon-
stblltttes under this tttle. Such sums shall
remain available unttl expended.", and

After lIne 16, Insert;
(9) by addtng at the end thereof the fol-

lowing new sectton:
"SEc. 430. The amendments made by the

Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 to part B
of this tttle shall, to the extent appropriate,
also apply to part C of this tttle."

After lIne 21, strIke out:
SEc. 5. The first sentence of sectton 413(b)

of such Act is amended by Inserting before
the period at the end theof the following:

but no clatm for benefits under this parv
shall be dented solely on the basts of the re-
sults of a chest roentgenograni".

And, In lieu thereof, insert:
SEC. 5. (a) SectIons 401. 411(c)(1), 411(c)

(2), and 422(h) of the Federal Coal Mtne
Health and Ssfety Act of 1969 are each
amended by striking out "underground."

(b) Secttons 402(b), 402(d), 422(a), and
423(a) of such Act are each amended by
striking out "an underground" and tnserttng
"a" in lteu thereof.

(c) The amendments made by this sectton
shall be effective as of December 30, 1969.

On page 22, after line 10, insert a new
section, as foflows:

SEC. 8. TItle IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Sazety Act of 1969 ts amended
by adding 'or" at the end of sectton 22(e)
(1) thereof, by strtktng "; or" at the end of
sectton 422(e) (2) thereof and tnserting a
pertod. and by strtktng seetton 422(e) (3)
thereof.

After line 15, insert a new section, as
follows:

SEC. 7. Tttle IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1989 is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
sectton:

"SEC. 431. The Secretary of Health, Educa-
tton, and Welrare shall, upon enactment of
the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972, gen-
erally dtsseminate to all persons who filed
claims under this tttle prior to the date of en-
actment of such Act the changes tn the law

created by such Act, and forthwtth advise all
persons whcse clatms have been dented for
any reason or whose claims are pending, that
thetr claims wtll be revtewed wtth respect
to the provistons of the Black Lung Benefits
Act of 1972."

On page 23, after line 2, insert a new
section, as follows;

SEC. 8. Tttle IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Sazety Act of 1969 is amended by

addtng at the end of part B thereof the fol-
lowl .g new sectton:

"SEC. 415. (a) Notwtthstandtng any other
proviston tn this tttle, for the purpose of as-

surtng the uninterrupted recetpt of benefits
by clatmants at such ttme as responstbtltty
for admtntstratton of the benefits program ts
assumed by etther a State workmen's com-
pensatton agency or the Secretary of Labor,
any claim for benefits under this part filed
durtng the period from January 1, 1973 to
December 31, 1973, shall be constdered and
determined tn accordance wtth the proce-
dures of this sectton. Wtth respect to any
such claim—

"(1) Such claim shau be determined and,
where appropriate under this part or sectto.i
424 of this tttle, benefits shaU be paid wtth
respect to such claim by the Secretary of
Labor.

"(2) The manner and place of filtng such
claim shall be tn accordance with regulattons
tssued jointly by the Secretary of Health,
Educatton, and Welfare and the Secretary of
Labor, whtch regulattons shall provtde.
among other things, that such claims may be
filed tn dtstrict offices of the Soctal Securtty
Admintstratton and thereafter transferred to
the jurisdtctton of the Department of Labor
for further constderatton.

"(3) The Secretary of Labor shall prompt-
ly nottfy any operator who he belteves, on
the basis of tnfoxination contatned tn the
clatm, or any other tnformatton avatlable to
ht'm, may be ltable to pay benefits to the
claimant under part C of thts tttle for any
month after December 31, 1973.

"(4) In determining such claims, the Sec-
retary of Labor shall, to the extent apprO-
prtate, follow the procedures described tn
secttons 19 (b), (c), and (d) of Publtc Law
803,. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4, 1927) ,as amended.

"(5) Any operator who has been nottfied
of the pendency of a claim under paragraph
4 of thts subsectio shall be bound. by the
determinatton of the Secretary of Labor on
such clatm as tf the clatm had been filed
pursuant to part C oZ tilts tttle and sectton
422 thereof had been applicable to such op-
erator. Nothtng tn this paragraph shall re-
qutre any operator to pay any benefits for
any month prior to January 1, 1974.

(b) The Secretary of Labor, after consul-
tatton wtth the Secretary of Tealth, Educa-
tton, and Welfare, may issue such regulattons
as are necessary or appropriate to carry out
the purpose of thts sectton."

And, at the top of page 25, insert a new
section, as foflows:

SEC. 9. Sectton 422(f) of tttle IV of the
Federal Coal Mtne Health and Safety Act of
1969 ts amended by tnserttng "(1)" after
'(f)" and by addtng a new paragraph (2) as
follows:

(2) Any claim for benefits under this sec-
tion in the case of a ltvtng mtner filed on
the basis of eltgtbtltty under sectton 411(c)
(4) of this tttle, shall be med wtthin three
years from the date of last exposed employ-
ment tn a coal mine or, tn the case of death
rrom a resptratory or pulmonary impairment
for whtch benefits would be payable under
sectton 411(c) (4) of this tttle, tncurred as
the result of employment tn a coal mtne,
shall be filed wtthin fifteen years from the
date of last exposed employment tn a coal
mine."
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, is the bill
open to further amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.

Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I yield

myself 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from West Virginia is recognized
for 1 mInute.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
know from the discussion with the chair
man of the committee that he has an
amendment, which we have discussed
with the ranking minority member of
the committee. I know that he will pro-
ceed In his own way in a moment but I
want to say that we have discussed the
matter and we have an understanding
on it.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask that

it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

amendment will be stated. The assistant
legislative clerk read the amendment as
follows:
On page 20. between ltnes 16 and 17 insert

the followtng:
"Each heartng examiner presiding under

thts sectton and under the provisions of
Tttles I, II and III of this Act shall receive
compensatton at a rate not less than that
prescribed for GS—16 under section 5332 of
Tttle 5, Untted States Code.'

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, the
legislation now before the Senate repre-
sents a long-overdue governmental rec-
ognition of the suffering and the perils
faced by the men who provide an indis-
pensable part of this Nation's need for
fuel and energy. This bill, together with
the amendment I propose today, com-
pletes a circle of protection begun with
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1969.

The Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act, like the Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1970, is plainly so
complex and vital to our national wel-
fare as to require the highest qualified
hearing examiners for its enforcement.
Such statutes, which require a deter-
mination of critical safety questions in

complex and technical basic industries,
clearly must be implemented by persons
of mature judgment and great technical
competence. It is for this reason that we
in the Congress expressly provided that
hearing examiners administering the
Occupational Safety and Heaith Act be
classified, at no less than grade GS—16.

Through an oversight, however, the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act failed
to include a similar provision. The re-
sult has been a gross inequity that sev-
erely hampers the effective administra-
tion of the law designed for the protec-
tion of the very same coal miners whose
fair treatment is our concern today.

The Interior Department, which en-
forces this vital legislation, is now faced
with a pressing shortage of hearing ex-
aminers caused by a more than hun-
dredfold increase in the penalty charges
assigned for hearing in the past 12
months alone.
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To recruit and retain examiners quali-
fied to determine complex questions of
law and fact in the coal mining industry,
and to resolve questions involving the
amendment of the act itself in individual
cases, that Department must compete
with all other agencies administering
Federal health and safety programs, but
it must compete on an unequal footing.

Every safety program administered by
the Federal Government offers a mini-
mum grade of 08—16 to hearing exaniin-
ers, with the sole exception of the coal
mine safety and health program. These
areas include safety and health stand-
ards, for public contracts and public
works, railway, motor carrier, and air
transportation, and pesticides, as well as
the Occupational Safety and Health Act
itself which covers virtually all Amer-
ican industry.

We in Congress who have investigated
the complex and difficult circumstances
surrounding the work o the miner
know—as well as one can possibly
know—that our Nation's miners need
and deserve the best protection offered
by the Federal administrative judicial
system. There can be no question of the
parity of importance, complexity, and
responsibility that exists between safety
and health issues in the mines and those
in other Federal safety and health pro-
grains.

To complete the protection we have
begun, this unintended pay differential
must be eliminated.

Continuance of this inequity will pre-
vent the Interior Department frOm com-
peting with other agencies in attracting
GS—16 examiners, who are vitally needed
br coal mine cases. It will also severely
weaken the ability of that Department to
retain the eleven fully experienced ex-
anilners, six of whom now work exclu-
sively on coal mine safety and health
cases but are classified at grade 08—15.

Recognizing this dilemma, the Inte-
rior Department has repeatedly, but im-
successlui.ly, sought the upgrading of
this position in applications to the Civil
Service Commission. Corrective action
by the Congress is thus critically needed,
since the Civil Service Commission has
failed to recognize the importance and
complexity of coal mine safety and
health cases. Indeed, in its November
1971 evaluation of this matter the Com-
mission concluded that such cases "do
not involve complicated questions of
law and fact, and the cases do not
appear to be of a precedent-setting
nature."

U we in Congress now refuse to cor-
rect this manifest inequity, we will be
saying, in effect, that safety in the
mines is a less important or lees com-
plex matter than the safety of any other
working place in the Nation. Such a
result would be unacceptable, since it
would reflect a major misconception of
the coal mining industry and the com-
plex safety and health dangers that
threaten the Nation's miners. Nor could
such a result stand in the face of the
overwhelmingly contrary findings of
Congress and the President in connec-
tion with the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act. As clearly recognized in its
legislative history, this act is "not only

one of the most important pieces of
legislation" ever written, "it is one of
the most complex." Surely the coalmln-
ers a.nd their families are entitled to no
ess than the same level of qualifications
of hearing examiners as that of hearing
examiners in all other fields of Federal
safety and health enforcement.

Putting aside the success of an impor-
tant part of our system for protecting
the miner, I also ask my colleagues to
note that the hearing examiners of the
Department of the Interior are depend-
ing on us to correct a clear violation of
the principle of equal pay for equal
work. To correct this inequity, and to
quarantee this right of the miner, the
amendment I propose prescribes that
such hearing examiners will be classi-
fied at no less than grade GS—16.

Mr. President, as I have Just stated, the
explanation of the amendment is simple.
It puts the exam ners under this legtsla-
tion on the same footing as examiners
under the Occupational Health and Saf e-
ty Program. It is a matter, I think, of
basic fairness and equity to those who
are engaged in comparable employment.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, may I ask
the Senator from New Jersey one or two
questions?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. How many examiners

are now employed?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The last available

number I have, at this point, would be
six, here in Washington.

Mr. COOPER. How many?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Six.
Mr. COOPER. What would be the effect

of the amendment. Does it relate only to
compensation?

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is all. Yes. This
designates the grade so that the only
change would be as to their compensa-
tion. All other aspects of their employ-
ment would remain the same.

Mr. COOPER. It has no effect except
to increase the compensation, is that
correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS, That is the only
effect.

Mr. COOPER. But there are six ex-
aminers?

Mr. WiLLIAMS. That is right—six.
Mr. COOPER. I am not in a bad hu-

mor today, I know, but I would like to
say, I wish the Sen2.te could increase the
number of examiners, and also tell the
examiners to do their duty. I assume
these are the same people who are sup-
posed to pass upon violations of the
Health and Safety Act and to impose
fines and, if there are appeals, to hear
them: is that not correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I agree with the Sen-
ator. This is a necessary step. I recog-
nize that there are inadequacie, too. We
try, in our oversight activties in the
committee, where there may be lapses of
judgment, perhaps, that the Bureau of
Mines should pay greater attention tothe—

Mr. COOPER. Are these the men who
hear the cases arising from alleged vio-
lations of the Health and Safety Act, and
then to hear the appeals—is that correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is correct. There
has been a problem of recruiting. I un-
derstand that one of the ways to help the
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whole recruiting process is to upgrad
the examiners.

Mr. COOPER. The Senator says there
are only six examiners. I know the pro-
gram is not going well but I am
astounded to be told that there are only
six exanthiers to hear the cases involving
penalties proposed for violations of the
act, and appeals.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask unan-
lmous consent that it may be in order
to ask for the yeas and nays on final
passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ROTH). Unanimous consent is not re-
quired.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on final passage.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, this Is

one of the problems which has arisen.
The fines have been imposed arbitrarily
on people without having any appear-
ance or due process. That Is the reason
that very few appeals are taken. They
cannot take a true appeal because they
are under a veiled threat of harsher fines.
I must say that there should be due proc-
ess, in all fairness, but arbitrary rulings
are now the rule.

I will vote for the amendment. I hope
that it will encourage due process, and
give to both the operators and the miners.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time:

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion Is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from New Jersey.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

is open to further amendment.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send to

the desk an amendment and ask that it
be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The
amendment will be sta.teci.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 21, line 16 strIke "and'.
On page 21 between lines 16 and 17, Insert

the following new paragaph:
"(9) by striking "7" th Section 422(a).

and". Renumber the succeeding paragraph.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the two amend-
ments be considered en bloc.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the pur-
pose of this amendment Is to make it
clear that the provtsions in section 7,
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act, which require em-
ployers to provide medical benefits to In-
jured or disabled employees are appli-
cable to operators under part C. Under
the present law, the Secretary of Labor
has authority to prescribe regulations un-
der part C "not Inconsistent" with sec-
tion 7 of the Longshoremen's Act, and
I am informed that regulations which
would apply section 7 to operators un-
der part C a-re under active consideration
by the Department of Labor at the pres-
ent time. All this amendment would do
would be to establish, as a matter of law,
that the provtsions of section 7 are ap-
plicable under part C.

Mr. President, I point out that there
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may be resort to the Longshoremen's Act
n the bill. I believe that this is a very
intelligent model to follow in this regard.

I hope that the Senate will act favor-
ably on the amendment.

Mr. COOP. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield to
the Senator from New York.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President. under the
bill reported to the Senate by the com-
mittee, would the parties Involved—
whether the Government, the operator
or• whomsoever it may be, or whether it
comes under the workmen's compensa-
tion law—be required to pay such bene-
fits as the Senator has been discussing?

Mr. JAVITS. Mir. President, assuming
that the regulations are issued accord-
trig to the contemplation of the Secre-
tary of Labor, the answer would be "yes".
And by adoption of the amendments, we
would assure that.

Mr. COOPER. Was this taken up in
the committee?

Mr. JAVITS. My recollection is that It
was not. However, I will explain to the
Senator that we proposed to deal with it
in the conference in 1969. The reason
that we did not do so is because we were
unable to do it because it was not dealt
with in either the House or the Senate
bill.

The committee staff on both the ma-
jority and minority side have gone into
the matter very thoroughly and believe
that it is necessary.

Mr. COOP. Mr. President. is there
any other applicable statute, other than
the Longshoremen's Act, that could be
used?

Mr. JAVITS. State laws are a good
precedent for this matter as well. In-
cidentally, the Federal Department has
called to our attention the desirability
of including this section. Although the
administration does not agree with the
bill, they call to our attention the fact
that this is a desirable change.

Mr. COOP. Mr. President, is that a
matter which would be compatible with
the Workmen's Compensation Act?

Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is correct.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, is this

an amendment to federalize the Work-
men's Compensation Act with respect to
this particular provision?

Mr. JAVITS. No. It is just an effort to
apply in this case the lessons we have
learned from the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act.

Mr. COOP.. This is merely another
illustration of the problems that we face.
We have a tremendously important bill,
which I will vote for, and one which, as
I said before, was first introduced and
became law 3 years ago. All kinds of
amendments added in committee are be-
fore us which, for the most part, are very
good amendments. However, we propose
to keep on adding amendments. I must
say that I do not know anything about
this amendment and I doubt if one-tenth
of the Senators know a thing about it.

I do not know what its consequences
would be. I just wish that we would not
continue to add on amendments when
they have not been considered In corn-
rnittee, and force them on those of us

who have an interest in the coal indus-
try, and, I repeat, not alone in the oper-
ators, but in the miners as well.

I must register my opposition to
bllxidiy accepting amendments that we
do not know anything about and that
may impose great liability on the indus-
try. The amendments may be good. I
do not know. I really do not know what
will happen.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I say in
explanation to the Senator that this is
rather a traditional workmen's com-
pensation model. It does not federalize
workmen's compensation. It merely does
something which the Department of
Labor was going to do by regulation any-
how. It is in the Senate bill. If the Sen-
ate approves the amendment, it will be
subject to conference and the Depart-
ment will have adequate opportunity to
look Into thematter. So will the Senator
from Kentucky.

I can assure the Senator from Ken-
tucky that thlidoes not reach any major
aspect with respect to the bill. Many
such bills have so many specialized de-
tails connected with them.

I am sure that the Senator will vote
for the bill, even though it is a matter
with which the Senator is not uniquely
equipped by expertise to judge—and, for
that matter, neither am I.

Mt. COOPER. I am probably more
familiar with coal problems and opera-
tions than is the Senator from New
York.

Mr. JAVITS. I am sure the Senator is.
Mr. COOP. I have been concerned

With them ever since I came to the Sen-
ate. I served as a member on the Com-
rnittee on Labor and Public Welfare that
dealt with mining problems and am
familiar with them as a practical matter.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am sure
that the Senator from Kentucky knows a
great deal more about the totality of afl
of the provisions in this measure and the
expertise mvolved very much more than
I do. My only function has been as the
ranking minority member of the com-
mittee. Precisely because I do not have a
sectional Interest, I have been able to
serve a very useful purpose and to actu-
ally pound out the legislation.

I assure the Senator that this is ex-
actly the same tradition involved in
workmen's compensation. Indeed, it is a
deficiency which the department itself
picked up. If anything, I think it will
promote and assist the worker who, I
know, is the dearest consideration of the
Senator from Kentucky and other Sena-
tors as well.

Mr. President, I am ready to yield back
the remainder of my time If the Senator
from West Virginia is. Is the Senator
from West Virginia wilhixig to accept the
amendment.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I have
discussed the amendment not only with
the Senator from New York but also with
members of the majority on the com-
rnittee. We do believe that it is a pro-
gram that possibly would have been
brought into the bill by the Labor De-
partment without legislation.

I do agree that it is appropriate to
do at this time what the amendment
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seeks to do. I therefore am willing to ac-
cept the amendment and point out that
I have consulted with other Members.

I do want fully to state by way of re-
inforcement what the Senator from New
York has said. We have the very highest
respect for the knowledgeability of the
Senator from Kentucky in all aspects of
legislation that attempt to cope with the
strengthening of the fabric of coal mine
health and safety in this country.

In conference we shall continue pos-
sibly to probe the situation. We feel it is
a matter of the utmost importance in
connection with the overriding issues in-
volved in this measure. I, therefore, sup-
port it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all time
yielded back?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield back my time.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

is yielded back. The question is on agree-
ing to the amendment.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

is open to further amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be proposed,
the question is on the engrossment of
the amendments and the third reading of
the bill.

The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third
time.

The bill (H.R. 9212) was read a third
time.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, how
much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from West Virginia has 2 minutes
remaining and the Senator from New
York 1 minute remaining.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
yield my 2 minutes to my distinguished
colleague from Kentucky (Mr. Coox).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen..
ator from Kentucky is recognized.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, it was my
intention to introduce an amendment to
extend this act for 2 years rather than
for 1 year. Under the circumstances and
the tenor of the debate it would not be
possible to get such an amendment
agreed to. However, we have worked on
it, and we did draw it up.

Briefly, I would like to acknowledge
the work of my esteemed colleagues of
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
f are and congratulate them for their
expeditious handling of H.R. 9212, "The
Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972." Basi-
cally, the act would provide for an ex-
tension of black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers have died of pneumo-
coniosis. It would also redefine the term,
"total disability" so to surely negate the
previously insurmountable burden of
proving disability. Such corrective meas-
ures as contained in H.R. 9212 are essen-
tial in returning justice to a system
which, unintentional though it may be,
has been languishing since the passage
of the original act in 1969. I urge all of
my colleagues to lend their u.nanimous
approval to these measures.

For years the millstone has hung
around the miner's neck. The conditions
under which a miner was expected to
work were extremely hazardous. He In-
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haled, choking coal dust, endured ex-
treme physical hardship6, and risked the
rate of cave-ms.

While the 1969 act has attempted to
improve these conditions, the misfor-
tunes of our coal miners have not abated.
It seems that for all of their toil and
hardship, they have been rewarded with
a crippling disease known In laymen's
terms as "black lung." It is a painful
disease causmg deterioration of the lung
tissue. No cure Is available, and no pills
lessen the pain. President Nixon, In his
March 1969 address which called for a
new Coal Mthe Health and Safety Act,
said:

Death in the mines can be as sudden as
an explcslon or a collapse of a roo! and
ribs, or it comes insidiously from pneumo-
conloss...

Recogniing its responsibility to com-
pensat those coal workers who became
incapacitated with the dreaded black
lung, Congress enacted the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.
Again Congress is considering, and hope-
fully will pass, legislation which will sat-
isfy the ntensions of 1969. As of March
of this year, 355,000 claims had been
filed. Of this number, 50 percent have
been denied. However, in my State of
Kentucky, the denial rate has been de-
vastating—75 percent. I am hopeful that
the measure before us today will correct
this problem.

However, there are two provisions
which I believe need to be examined
more thoroughly.

Title lv of the Federal Coaa Mthe
Health and Safety Act of 1969 provides
for benefits to coal miners totally dis-
abled due to pneumoconIos, and to
widows and dependent children. The cost
of claxns filed prior to December 31,
1971, is to be borne by the Federal Gov-
ernnient under part B of title 117, and
claims filed thereafter to be borne by
the coal industry under part C of title
lv, either under a State workmen's com-
pensation law or under procedures es-
tablished by the Secretary of Labor.

In 1969, the total cost of coverage for
black lung benefits as reflected in the
legislative history was variously esti-
mated from $40 to $170 million. HEW has
projected the 10-year cost of this original
program at $4.792 billion from Federal
revenue funds, and $2.225 billion to coal
operators, a total of $7.017 billion, or
more than 40 times the original highest
estimate.

The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare reports that as of March 3,
1972, approximately 356,857 claims have
been filed and that claims have been ap-
proved covering 91,000 miners axid 74,000
widows, plus dependent children, reflect-
ing a total of 240,000 beneficiaries. To put
this in perspective, employment in the
coal industry currently approximates
120,000 miners. This program has In-
curred costs of more than $500 niillton
in benefits paid, with monthly payments
currently in excess of $28 million. Ap-
proximately 2,500 new claims are being
approved each month.

In 1971, the House passed H.R. 9212
by the overwhelming vote of 312 to 78.
This measure provided for benefits to
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orphans, inadvertently omitted from the
original act, and further provided that
no claim shall be rejected solely on the
basis of a negative X-ray. It also ex-
tended the obligation of the Federal
Government to claims filed prior to
December 31, 1974, with the coal in-
dustry assuming the cost of claims filed
after that date.

Last October, 5. 2675 was Introduced
In the Senate incorporating many of the
provisions of the House-passed bill, but
also containing many stions which
vastly enlarged the number of potential
beneficiaries as well as tremendously In-
creasing the cost of the program by re-
defining "total disability," and includ-
ng coverage for all respiratory and pul-
monary Impairments, such as chronic
bronchitis and emphysema.

The Senate Labor and Public Welfare
Committee during its consideration of
this measure reduced the period oI f u-
ture Government liability from 2 years
to 1 and further liberalized the criteria
under which claimants qualify for bene-
fits, and included parents, brothers nd
sisters as potential beneficiaries. The
committee also approved provisions to
make-permanent the obligations of the
industry, thus converting a temporary
benefit program to the equivalent of a
federalized workmen's compensation
plan.

The full economic Imact of title IV
of the 1969 act and the expanded provi-
sions of the House-passed bill, coupled
with those of the Senate-reported ver-
sion, have been projected by HEW to
cost over $10 billion In a 10-year period.

The Senate Labor Committee report
lists the sum of $571 million covezirig
retroactive payments for 1972 and 1973
under the Senate amendments. It then
lists the projected cost of new claims for
5 years as follows:
1973 s, 000,000
1974 g'ii, 000, 000
1975 — - 389,000,000
1976 369, 000, 000
197'? 354,000, 000

These projected costs to the Govern-
ment for the 5-year period 1973—77 total
$1.981 billion. Adding to this the $571 mil-
lion covenng retroactive payments,
reflects a 6-year total of $2.552 billion to
be paid from General Revenue Funds.
But the report does not refer to HEW's
• projected 6-year cost to the Federal Gov-
ernnient of claims under title 117 of the
origthal act of $3.151 billion. Thus, the
6-year projected total of Federal liability,
as amended by the Senate Labor Com-
mittee, is $5.4 13 billIon.

There is no esUniate in the committee
report of additional operator costs lia-
bility under the Senate Committee
amendments. However, HEW, as of this
morning, estimated operator costs under
title 117 of the 1969 act to be $502 million.
An additional $2.296 billion will be added
by the Senate committee version of
H.R. 9212.

The consideration of a measure with
so great a financial liability to the coal
industry has resulted in the introduction
of a resolution n the Kentucky General
Assembly urging Congress to assume the
entire responsibility for financing black
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lung benefits. I ask uanlmous consent
that Senate Resolution No. 94 be printed
at this point in my remarks.

There being no objection, the resolu-
tion was ordred to be printed In the REC-
ORD, as follows:

SENATE RESOLUTION No. 94
A resolution urging the Congress or the

United Statee to assume the entire respon-
siblifty !or financing black lung beneftts.
Whereas, Payment8 Into the workmen's

compensation Special Fund !or Black Lung
Beneftt8 In Kentucky constitute a significant
drain on all other industries in the Common-
wealth; and

Whereas, Sudden Imposition or the entire
burden oX Black Lung Payments on the un-
derground coal induatry oX Kentucky could
lead to extinction or that Industry; and

Whreas, Any balancing or the burden be-
tween the coal industry In Kentucky and
other industries must take into account con-
ditions In competitive states; and

Whereas, Too great a burden on general In-
dustry could lead to a loss or industry to
other states, while toe great a burden on the
underground coal Industry could lead to in-
creased strip mining in Kentucky, and loss oX
mining to other States; and

Whereas, The miners in Kentucky and
other coal mining states who have black
lung contracted the disease while mining
coal that was used almost entirely by the
residents oX the other 49 states to produce
their electricity, steel, necessities and luxu-
ries oX life, and by the nation to provide
energy and materials Xor three major wars;
and

Whereas, The price or coal' over the past
Xour decades, the period when miners be-
came infected with black lung, never in-
cluded an amount to rightly compensate
coal miners Xor the disease; and

Whereas, The redersi government through
the 1968 Federal Mine SaXety and Eealth Act
has required the coal producing States to
assume the financial obligation Xor financing
black lung benefits although most oX the
coal-producing states, including Kentucky,
have neither the Xunds nor the resources Xor
assuming thlá obligation, such a request be-
ing a .threat to the financial stability oX
state government; and

Whereas, The continued prosperity oX the
coal industry and other Industry is needed
to help finance State government in Ken-
tucks, the welfare or its people, and to
help maintain the security or the United
States; Now, thererore,

Be t resoived by the Senate 0/ the Gen-
erai A8sembZy of the Commonweaith of
Kentucky: That Oovernor Wendell Ford be,
and he hereby Is, requested to urge the Con-
gress oX the United States to take whatever
action is necessary to relieve the Common-
wealth ot Kentucky and the other coal-pro-
ducing states and industry or all responsi-
bility Xor financing black lung benefits Xor
any and all persons employed in the coal
mines oX the nation on or beXore December
31, 1969, said obligation Xor financing black
lung benefits being a deterred social obliga-
tion or the entire nation rather than oX the
individual states.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, many feel
the contention lies that a sudden iznposi-
tion of the entire burden of black lung
payments on the underground coal n-
dustry In Kentucky could lead to the ex-
tinction of that industry, especially the
small operators. Thousands of people In
Appalachia who depend for their liveli-
hood on coal would lose their jobs. Strip
mining would sharply increase resulting
in the further destruction of our environ-
ment. It would also affect the shortage of
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an energy producing commodity which
currently is the source of 70 percent of
all fuel.

The underground production of coal
has, in the past, far exceeded the surface
production. Only recently has surfaced
mined coal drawn close to coal produced
from underground mines. In 1970, for the
first time, the tonnage of surfaced mliied
coal actually surpassed the production of
underground mined coal. The statistics
f or the year 1971, show an ever-widen-
ing gap between underground and sur-
face produced coal. In that year, 66.5
million tons of coal were produced from
surface mines while 52.6 million tons
were extracted from underground mines.

This disheartening conclusion is that
underground mthes are closing their
doors because operating costs are forcing
them out of business under the 1969 act.
If the assertion is correct, under the Sen-
ate version the operator liability will
eventually result in the extinction of un-
derground mines, especially the smaller
ones. An assessment of future energy
needs appearmg in yesterday's Wash-
ington Post states that by 1990 our needs
f or energy will quadruple. At a time when
oil and gas supplies are being depleted. A
measure which could effect the produc-
tion of coal so a to eliminate one-half
of the entire supply is a serious matter.

Ido not Intend to imply that the pay-
ment of benefits to coal miners afflicted
with an occupational disease is a social
obligation that belongs to all 50 States
instead of just the coal Industry. Rather,
I believe there is much to be said of the
statement by Mr. Stephen Kurzman who,
tetffy1ng on behalf of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare be-
fore the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare said:

In 8hort, except for the residual federal
responsibility provided wider the present
Act, the cost o pyment8 o benefits to coal
miners and their dependents should be
placed where it belongs—on the industry as
part o its production cost. To do otherwise
would weaken the incentive o the coal
mining industry to Improve cpnditiona in the
mines in order to remove pneumonoconiosis
as an occupationail disease.

Yet, to place this burden upon the In-
dustry within too short a period without•
sufficient study may not be desirable.
Therefore, I planned to introduce two
amendments to the Black Lung Benefits
Act of 1972. The first would have ex-
tended the Federal responsibility of pick-
ing up black lung claims for an addition-
al 2 years. I still feel this is worthy of
consideration. I also considered sending
to the desk an amendment which would
have created an interdepartmental com-
mission composed of representatives
from the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare; the Department of
Labor, and the Department of the In-
terior. This commission would have been
charged with the responsibility of as-
sessing the cost, and the effects thereof,
of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
as amended which would be imposed
upon the various States, the coal indus-
try, and specifically, the small coal oper-
ators upon the expiration of part B of
the act.

The reasons for considering introduc-
ing these amendments are, I think, clear.

When Congress enacted the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act in 1969, the in-
tention was for the sharing of responsi-
bility between the Federal Government
and the coal industry. The Government
would pick up the backlog of claims filed
under part B of the act, and thereafter
the state and industry through accept-
able Workmen's Compensation laws
would assume the responsibility for
claims filed - thereafter. Those cases
which form the backlog of claims—both
those which have been denied previously
and those which are newly covered un-
der these amendments will be the re-
sponsibility of the Federal Government.
All future claims will be the responsibil-
ity of the coal industry.

However, because 2,500 new claims are
being approved each month, I am con-
vinced that the backlog may not have
been adequately picked up. Furthermore,
the liberalized criteria for determining
disability as contained in the Senate bill
will immediately result in an additional
increase of 149,000 new claimants who
would qualify for benefits. Therefore, it
would appear that the consideration
should be given to extending the Federal
responsibility for claims from 1 year
to 2 years. This, I feel, would not only
provide sufficient time for all back-
logged claims to be processed, but it
would also give the State workmen's
compensation systems an opportunity to
meet. the dire needs of the disabled
miners and their survivors.

Many in the coal industry are fearful
of the consequences that this legislation
will have not only upon themselves, but
also upon the economy as well. It is im-
portant that we acknowledge these ap-
prehensions and explore this potential
problem so that it cannot be said that
Congress acted blindly. -

With a cost projection in the neighbor-
hood of nearly $3 blliion, it Is clear that
the costs to the coal industry will be
staggerrng. But at this-time, it is impossi-
ble to ascertain its total liability under
this new legislation. All of the figures,
estmztes, and projections are just what
they imply—only estimates. We can only
make offhand guesses. At this time, no
one knows for certain what the actual
costs will be. However, there is consider-
able room for doubt in the present $3
billion estimate, particularly when one
recognizes that the original HEW cost
estimate of the black lung program
turned out to be 40 tImes below what was
actually incurred. If this situation ap-
plies to HEW's new estimates, can it be
true that the $3 billion cost projection is,
In reality, 40 times below what the actual
cost will be?

Mr. President, the point is that the full
financial impact on the coal industry.
particularly with respect to the survival
of smaller producing units, the impact on
the national economy, and the effect on
the consumer, as reflected in the costs of
the goods and services, has never been
thoroughly considered. The 20 largest
coal companies employing half the work
force produce 55 percent of the annual
tonnage from 350 mines. Forty-five per-
cent of the annual tonnage is produced
by the other half of the work force in
the smaller 5,200 mines. Thus, a major
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portion of the cost of this legislation will
fall on the small independent coal pro-
ducers who may not be able to afford in-
surance to cover his expected costs under
this program. Moreover, the ability of all
coal producers, large and small, to meet
the present and future energy demands
of the Nation may be seriously impaired.
Also, the much-needed coal export mar-
ket may be threatened. No one has as-
sessed its impact on the balance of pay-
ments.

In conclusion, let me say once again.
that I am totally in favor of liberalizing
the requirements of proving disability
and extending benefits to orphans. But
at the same time, I urge that fairness
apply in this situation and that Congress
initiate a study to ascertain the full
ramifications of this act.

Mr. President, I did discuss my amend-
ment with the distinguished Senator
from New York. In perusing the mem-
bership it became very obvious that the
amendment would not pass and merely
would take up a great deal of time.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi-
dent, I wish to urge the speedy passage
of H.R. 9212, the black lung benefits
bill which was reported by the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
on April 10, 1972. I am a cosponsor of
5. 2675, which is incorporated in this
measure, and I have appeared before the
committee to testify in support of the
legislation here in Washington, D.C.. and
at a field hearing which was held in
Beckley, W. Va. The full text of my
statement at this hearing in Beckley,
which is my hometown, can be found
on page Sb of the CoNGREssIoNAL REc-
o of January 19, 1972. In that testi-
mony, and previously, I urged the Con-
gress to correct the serious defects and
omissions of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969. Specifi-
cally, I urged approval by the commit-
tee of 5. 2675, vhich would amend the
1969 act to correct these deficiencies in
the existing law. Some of the major pro-
visions of 5. 2675 were:

Extension of the life of the program,
since many States have not yet estab-
lished adequate programs.

Extension of benefits to eligible chil-
dren or orphans of miners disabled by
black lung.

Establishment that- black lung bene-
fits are not a form of workmen's com-
pensation for purposes of social security,
in order to prevent unfair offsets from
social security benefits of black lung pay-
ments.

An absolute prohibition against deny-
ing black lung benefits solely on basis 'of
X-ray evidence.

I will not detail every provision of this
legislation, but I am pleased to note
that Hit 9212, as reported by the Sen-
ate Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, includes most of the provisions of
5. 2675. I believe H.R. 9212 will correct
many of the inequities and oversights of
title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, as it is being
presently administered.

The legislation extends until Janu-
ary 1, 1975, the timetable for the Federal
Government to transfer to the States
the responsibility for processing benefit
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claims for miners who have contracted
pneumocon.iosis—black lung—and for
their surviving widows and dependent
children. It was felt that present circum-
stances indicated the need for an addi-
tional year for the States to enact legis-
lation and develop programs to handie
black lung claims. In addition, this bill
makes the Federal and non-Federal as-
pects of the Federal black lung program
permanent. so that all black lung claim-
ants and beneficiaries, now and in the
future, will be eligible for, and entitled
to. lifetime benefits.

Another serious omission of title IV
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 relates to the rights
of orphans. In instances where both a
miner and lis spouse are deceased tlere
is no basis under existing legislation for
claiming benefits on the part of the chil-
dren. an in cases where the miner and
his widow were receiving benefits—
which may la'e been increased by de-
pendent children—the benefits have
ceased when both the miner and his
widow died. This was a tragic oversight
which should not have occurred and I
am pleased that this bill includes pro-
visions to correct this inequity.

H.R. 9212 will also limit and eliminate
the existing policy of the Social Security
Administration of treating black lung
benefits as workmen's compensation. I
do not believe that the Congress ever in-
tended the black lung benefits program
to be considered a workmen's compensa-
tion plan and I am pleased that H.R.
9212 clarifies the language in the present
act to prevent these unfair offsets.

Now, Mr. President. I come to what
I consider one of the most important as-
pects of this bill and that is the provl—
sion which will eliminate the heavy de-
pendence on X-ray evidence by the
Social Security Administration for ap-
proving black lung benefits. It has been
demonstrated, time and time again, that
a negative X-ray is not proof positive of
the absence of pneumoconiosis. I hope
that this bill will put an end to the un-
just treatment of those unfortunate
miners who have been denied benefits
based on inconclusive X-ray evidence. -

This bill also writes into law a rebut-
table presumption that disabled miners
vho have worked in underground mines
fo 15 years, or on surface mines, when
employed under environmental condi-
tions similar to those experienced by un-
derground mines, are presumed totally
disabled by pneumoconiosis if they
have a totally disabling respiratory or
pulmonary impairment. When I testified
before the Committee on Labor and Pub-
lic Welfare in support of this legislation,
Istated:

Let us stop quibbling with dying men as
to whether their lungs a,e riddled with black
lung or whether they' are affected with miners
asthma. or silicosis. or Chronic bronchitis.

That is still my position, and I sin-
cerel 1ope that H.R. 9212 will insure
that all of these disabled and needy
miners and their dependents will not be
deprived of their much desei'ved benefits
because theii' respiratory disability does
not fit into a particular scientific cate-
gory.

This bill contains many other correc-
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tions, clarifications, and improvements
to the 1969 act, all of which are designed
to assist the eligible miner and the eli-
gible dependent in obtaining his or her
black lung benefits.

Two years ago, the Congress, with both
wisdom and compassion, enacted the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act to help eliminate hazardous working
conditions in the mining industry and
to attempt to compensate those miners
who had the misfortune to fall victim
to pneumoconiosis. This was a good law
which brought many new and needed
safety and health regulations to the mm-
ing industry. However, like any new pro-
gram, there have been opportunities,
since its enactment, to assess the need
for improvements—due to both oversight
in the original act and to misinterpreta-
tion by those administering the program.
I believe that H.R. 9212, if 'enacted into
law, will correct many of these short-
comings, and provide the Government
agencies administering the black lung
benefits program with a clear indication
of congressional intent regarding the
interpretation of this program.

I have always believed that the Ameri-
can people owe a tremendous debt to
the miners of this country, who have
labored in the mines during war and
peace to provide fuel and energy with
which to run this Nation. The passage of
H.R. 9212 will be another step toward
payment of this just debt, and I urge its
passage.

BLACK LtJNG AMENDMENTS

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, this is
an historic day for the coal miner's of
Axnerica—2 years ago, Congress estab-
lished a compensation program for min-
ers aftlicted with black lung disease—
pneumoconjosis. Today, H.R. 9212, as
amended, makes jt possible for us to
take action to assure that most of the
inequities and omissions of the basic law
are correcte&

On July 15, 1971, I introduced 5. 2289.
This legislation sought to broaden the
disability definition for purposes of title
IV of the Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act to assure that any miner could
receive disability payments if it can be
shown by medical or nonmedical evi-
dence that he is no longer capable of
using his skills as a miner.

I am pleased to note that, in the re-
port of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare on H.R. 9212, it is rec-
ognized that the current disability defi-
nition being applied for black lung pur-
poses is inadequate. That definition, "in-
ability to engage in any substantial gain-
ful activity," is the same one applied in
the case of social security disability ap-
plications. It is an inappropriate defini-
tion for coal miners, and I am happy
that the committee so termed it.

It is unrealistic to expect that a per-
son who has spent all of his adult life
working in the mines and who is now
medically unfit to return to that work,
to seek employment elsewhere when
there are no reasonable employment op-
portunities available to him.

To meet this problem, both 5. 2289
and H.R. 9212, as amended, use the test
of inability to engage "In gainful em-
ployment in a mine or mines in which he
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previously engaged with some regularity
and over a substantial period of time."
Thus, any miner who cannot return to
mines for the medical reasons authorized
by title IV, as amended by H.R. 9212,
will be eligible for disability benefits.

Mr. President, I fully support H.R.
9212, as amended, and I also wish to
congratulate the distinguished senator
from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) for
his leadership and dedication to the
cause of justice for this Nation's coal
miners.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I rise in
support of H.R. 9212 as amended by the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
This is good legislation, and it is urgently
needed legislation.

The State of Alabama produces a sub-
stantial amount of coal. In 1969, a total
of 15,486,000 tons of this vital energy
source were extracte1 from Alabama soil.

Where coal is extracted from the
earth, there, too, are those who spend
their lives mining that mineral. And
where there are coal miners, there Is also
that terrible occupational disease known
to the miner, his family, and all too
of ten to his widow—as "black lung."

Since the enactment of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act in 1969,
there have been more than 17,589 claims
for black lung benefits processed in my
State. It is a matter of deep concern to
me that only 6,702, or 38.1 percent, of
those claims have been granted, while
10,887 have been denied—a denial rate
of 61.9 percent.

As it has been so eloquently expreed
by the distinguished senior Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), the black
lung benefits title f the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
clearly Is not meeting the need that
Congress intended for it to meet.

The Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, with the expert guidance of
its ranking majority member, Senator
JENNINGS RANDOLPH, has fashioned a bill
which will improve the existing law and
more accurately reflect Congress' intent
in providing for those miners who gave
their health and their lives for the Na-
tion's energy needs, along with the wid-
ows, childreu and orphans of those coal
miners.

At the same time, the measure would
fafrly divide the responsibility for pay-
ment of such benefits between the Fed-
eral Government and the employers of
the miner, the coal industry.

I endorse H.R. 9212 and fully support
its enactment.

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, today the
Senate has acted to force the adxninis-
tration to give coal miners sulTering from
black lung disease and their families the
care and treatment they deserve. Since
1969 the administration has callously
been denying benefits under the 1969
Coal Mine Safety Act with the use of
narrow regulations and procedures. Now
we have acted, over the opposition of the
coal industry and the administration, to
do what is just.

This Nation owes much to the men of
coal. The creative comforts that most of
use enjoy today rest largely upon the en-
ergy which coal supplies to America. But
our Nation has used and abused the men
who mine the coal, and their families.
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Thday we have taken a step which will in
some small measure provide equitable
treatment to this neglected group of
Affierican workers.

The dread black lung disease has af-
flicted men who work in the coal mines
of our Nation since coal mining began.
FOr several decades the connection be-
tween the inhalation of coal dust by the
miners and the high incidence of severe
respiratory disease in these men has been
well known. But not until the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
dd the Government of the United States
take a significant step toward appropri-
ate recognition of and compensation for
this deadly serious work-related disease.
lIt 1969, the Congress of the United States
sw fit to deal with the problem and did
s4) by passing legislation designed by
Congress to alleviate the suffering of
those coal miners, and their families and
sUr$lvors, who fall victim to black lung
disease.

But, in what has been an all-too-fa-
njiiar pattern for the last 3 '/ years, the
itixon administration deliberately and
callously chose to interpret and enforce
the black lung disease provisions of the
?ederal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 as narrowly and conserva-
tively as possible. The Social Security
Administration was directed by the Nix-
n administration to hide behind an
K-ray machine and to deny benefits in
ll cases except those in which positive
proof of black lung disease could be as-
ertained through X-ray. -As a result;
more than 50 percent of the claims for
ompensation for black lung disease
*hich have oeen filed under the 1969
ct have been rejected by officials con-
trained by the callous Nixon adminis-
ration regulations and interpretations.

Furthermore, the 1969 legislation it-
self left too many gaps. For example, or-
haned children and dependent parents,
brothers and sisters, of coal miners who
succumb to work-related respiratory all-
tnents were not eligible for benefits
under the 1969 legIslation., In addition,
nIy underground miners were covered
in any way by the 1969 legIslation, a
though there is no medical dispute about
the fact that surface coal mining also
subjects the miner to the risk of black
lung disease.

All of these problems and more will
be alleviated by the tough legthlation
which the Senate has passed today. Not-
withstanding efforts of the Nixon admin-
istration and the coal industry to deny to
the coal miners of America the simple
justice of compensation for black lung
disease, the Senate has today done what
is right.

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, as a mem-
ber of the Labor and Public WelZare
Committee, I strQngly urge the enact-
ment of H.R. 9212, the Black Lung Bene-
fits Act of 1972.

Before commenting-on the bill, I want
to congratulate our respected colleague
and friend, the distinguished Senator
from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) for
his diligence and devotion to the miner
and his family. The Congress and the
country are indeed fortunate to have as
the floor manager of this important leg-
islation one who is so intimately ac-
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quainted with mining and the miners. My
home is in the western part of Mary-
land which at one time was a major coal
producing center, and I also know the
miners and their work.

Mining is a difficult and. often dan-
gerous occupation. The occupational
health and safety legislation which is
now on the books is designed to make
major improvements In the working con-
ditions of miners and hopefully prevent
some of the health and safety problems
that have resulted from working in this
demanding environment.

The Nation owes a great debt to the
miners. For these men who have worked
in this difficult but proud occupation
have helped to supply a critical source
of energy essential for the growth of our
economy arid the prosperity of the coun-
try. Although the benefits to the Nation
have been great, the cost to the miner in
many cases has been his good health.

In recognition of this problem in 1969
the Congress passed Public Law 9 1—173,
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. This measure recognized for
the first time the inadequacies of com-
pensation to miners disabled by coal
workers' pneumoconiosis, or as it is
commonly called black lung. This bill
would:

Eliminate oversight in present law by
extending benefits to orphans and also
to dependent parents, brothers, and sis-
ters where no widow or children survive
the miner;

Relax the burden of proving eligibility
by prohibiting a denial of claims based
solely on a negative X-ray and by pre-
suming that miners with 15 years ex-
perience who are disabled by respira-
tory or pulmonary impairment are dis-
abled by pneumoconlosis or black lung;

Changes the definition of total dis-
ability to an occupational definition
based upon an inability to work in a
mine. Present requirement of being able
to engage in any gainful employment
was found to be unrealistic In many areas
of Appalachia;

Extends benefits to surface miners who
work under conditions equally as dusty
as those endured in underground work;

Allow a widow to claim benefits iZ her
husband was totally disabled by pneu-
moconlosis when he died:

Make available to widows other means
of establishing claims such as providing
of affidavits of the husband's disability
and allow the use of relevant additional
tests, medical and lay evidence to estab-
lish eligibility for benefits;

Authorize the construction of clinical
treatment facilities for miners with lung
impairments;

Accelerate research to develop tests to
be used in the analysis of pulmonary and
respiratory diseases and impairments;

Prohibit discrimination against a
miner solely because he .has pneumo-
coniosis or other respiratory a11ments
and;

Require notification of prior claimants
that their claims are being considered in
view of new amendment.

As of March 3, 1972, 356.857 claims
have been filed since the effective date of
that act. Of these filed, 166,593 claims
have been approved. I am certain these
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payments have been welcomed by the
eligible miners and dependents. But,
more than half, or 169.999 claims have
been turned down. In some States the
rejection rate has been as high as 72
percent. For my State of Maryland, the
latest figures I have available show that
51 percent of the 3,715 black luxg claims
that have been processed have been al-
lowed for a rejection rate of 49 percent.

My office has worked on many of these
claims, and, therefore, I am aware of
the difficulties that miners and their
families are having in securing benefits
under the 1969 act. An overly restrictive
interpretation of the act has resulted
in rejection of too many meritorious
claims. This has occurred because of the
heavy dependence on the X-ray. Under
present social security procedures. if an
X-ray does not show totally disabling
pneumoconiosis, no further processing
of the claim takes place and the claimant
is not allowed to present further evi-
dence of disability.

Sixty-two percent of claims denied
have been based on the inability to dem-
onsti:ate black lung by X-ray. Although
the X-ray is arid will remain an im-
portant tool in diagnosing black 11mg, it
is not infallable. For example, research
at the Appalachia Hospital at Beckley.
W. Va., indicated that X-rays may fail
to detect black lung in at least 25 percent
of the cases. Also evidence presented to
the committee indicated that an X-ray
may be clouded by the presence of
emphysema so that black lung does not
appear on the X-ry. The committee thus
felt medical doubt did exist arid that
more of.these doubts should be resolved
in favor of the miner and his dependents.
The bill thus prohibits the denial of
benefits solely on the basis of an X-ray.

Another problem that my office has
encountered in helping to process these
claims is the plight of the widow as she
attempts to prove her claim. The com-
mittee amendment providing that claims
for benefits may be established through
one or more of a number of tests should
help in this regard. By making available
to the widow other means of establish-
ing her claim such as providing affidait
of her husband's disability. I believe that
more widows claims will be approved and
I certainly hope so. Thus, the legisla-
tion would make certain that claims
based on affidavits filed by a miners
widow would be considered.

The amendment requiring notification
of prior claimants is very important. Un-
der this amendment the Social Security
Administration will be required to noti-
fy black lung claimants who have been
denied benefits or whose claims are still
pending through both the communica-
tion media and by mail of the new benie-
fits of the Black Lung Benefits Act of
1972. It is contemplated that the Social
Security Administration will advise the
above claimants that their claims are be-
ing automatically considered and re-
viewed. As a result there will be no need
for these claimants to file an application
for review.

In summary, Mr. President, the 1969
act has not accomplished its purpose be-
cause of too narrow interpretation. This
legislation is designed to remedy these
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situations and to help deserving miners
get the benefits for work related pneu-
moconiosis and respiratory or pulmon-
ary impairments.

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I am
pleased that this bill has been called up
for consideration so soon after being re-
ported favorably by the Senate Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare. The
measure is of great importance to thou-
sands of Virginia coal miners and their
families. I hope it will be enacted.

My interest in the legislation stems
from a substantial number of complaints
that black lung claims have been un-
fairly denied, because of the heavy re-
liance of the Social Security Adminis-
tration on X-ray evidence alone. I have
personally talked with miners and their
widows in the coal-producing areas of
Virginia. it is disheartening to hear their
accounts of disabilities and hardships,
to see theli living conditions, and to know
that under existing law and procedures
they have been unable to obtain full con-
sideration of their efforts to become eli-
gible for black lung benefits.

Mr. President, the committee report on
the bill points out that 62 percent of the
claims denied by the Social Security Ad-
ministration are based upon the claim-
ant's failure to demonstrate by X-ray
evidence the presence of black lung. On
the other hand, there is undisputed testi-
money from the Surgeon General that
data from postmortem examinations In-
dicate a higher prevalence of black lung
than can be diagnosed from X-ray
examinations.

In addition, Paul Kaufman, of the Ap-
palachian Research and Defense Fund,
has testified that research done by
ARDF in cooperation with the Appala-
chian Regional Hospital at Beckley, W.
Va.. indicates an error of 25 percent in
X-ray diagnoses. Mr. Kaufman said:

It was oun that approximately 25 per
cent of a random sample of some 200 coal
miners whose medical records based on X-ray
finclthgs showed no coalworker's pneumo-
coniosis were found on post mortem examl-
nation to have the disease.

I discussed this problem at some length
in testimony submitted for the record of
a -hearing earlier this year at Beckley,
W. Va., and I am pleased that the bill
under consideration would:

Prohibit the use of chest X-rays as the
sole basis for denying claims for black
lung benefits;

Require the Social Security Adminis-
tration to use tests other than the X-ray
to establish the basis for a judgment that
a miner is or is not totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis; and

Establish a presumption that miners
with 15 years of experience who are dis-
abled by a respiratory or pulmonary im-
pairment are disabled by pneumoconjosis.

Mr. President, the committee also is to
be commended for including provisions
in the bill which will make it simpler for
widows to establish claims. The hearing
record contains many examples of the
difficulties encountered by widows In
their efforts to obtain medical records
and other evidence of the disability of
their husbands. The amendment requir-
ing the Social Security Administration
to consider affidavits from persons who
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knew the miner, evidence submitted by a
miner's, physician and other supporting
evidence, should be helpful to widows.

These and other provisions in the bill
would enable miners and their families
to have at their disposal every available
tool to assist them in pursuing their
claims for black lung benefits. That Is as
it should be. That is what Congress In-
tended when it originally enacted the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

I wish to thank the committee mern-
bers for their efforts to correct several
unintentional oversights In the 1969
statute, particularly with respect to bene-
fits fororphans, and to express my sup-
port for the bill they have developed.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, at
this point I want to take time to express
appreciation to my colleagues on the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee
who have toiled so diligently to make
this an outstanding legislative effort. The
distinguished ranking minority member
of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, Senator JAvrrs, has my deep
thanks. My appreciation also goes to
Senator SCHWEIKER and to Senator TAFT,
who so ably assisted in the development
of the legislation.

The able chairman of the committee,
Senator WILLIAMS, provided valued guid-
ance and assistance on this measure.

Outside the committee, I extend special
thanks to my distinguished colleagues,
the assistant majority leader, Senator
ROBERT C. BYRD, and to Senator Joii
COOPER..

Additionally, Mr. President, as Sena-
tors know, capable and conscientious
staff work is essential in the formula-
tion of any legislation which is brought
to the Senate floor. That staff work must
be the combined efforts and cooperation
of majority and minority staff of the
concerned committee and the staffs in
Senators' offices.

I particularly call attention to the
work of the staff members of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare:
Gerald Feder, Eugene Mitteman, and
Robert Humphreys; and the following
staff personnel of Senators: William
Wickens, office of Senator TAFT; Richard
Siegel, office of Senator SCHWEIKER; W.
R. Haley, office of Senator COOPER; and
my staff members, James Harris and
Philip McGance.

I extend to them my sincere apprecia-
tion and commendation for their assist-
ance on this vital measure.

Finally, I want to express my deep ap-
preciation to certain personnel of the
Social Security Administration and the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare who provided unstintingly of
their time in giving the committee the
benefit of their valuable assistance in
technical matters.

These persons whom I single out for
special commendation are: Bernard Pop-
ick, Director, Bureau of Disability Insur-
ance, Social Security Administration;
Samuel E. Crouch, Deputy Director, Bu-
reau of Disability Insurance; Lawrence
Alpern, Deputy Chief Actuary, Social Se-
curity Administration; Gerald G. Alt-
man, Jr., Cash Benefits Branch Chief,
Social Security Division, Office of Gen-
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eral Counsel; and Dr. Marcus M. Kay,
Director, National Institute of Occupa-
tional Safety and Health.

I would also like to express my thanks
to Edward L. Binder, technical adviser
to the Director, Bureau of Disability In-
surance; Harry C. Ballantyne, Assistant
to the Deputy Chief Actuary, Social Se-
curity Administration; Geraldine Walter,
secretary to the Deputy Chief Actuary;
Edward Steinhouse, attorney, Office of
General Counsel; Dr. J. William Floyd,
Occupational Studies Unit Chief, Na-
tional Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health; Hugh L. Johnson, Assistant
to the Commissioner, Social Security Ad-
ministration; Henry Lynn and William
Levine, Division of Coverage and Disabil-
ity Benefits, Office of Program Evalua-
tion and Planning.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, do I
have 30 seconds remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I wish to state in a-n

earnest manner as we close this debate
that the passage of this bill, which is in
the form of amendments to the House
bill, will bring to conference a fair and
equitable measure, fair to the Govern-
ment that has the responsibility, fair to
the coal industry, which has a respon-
sibiuty, and fair also to the people who
need this assistance.

I believe on all counts not only is a
Senator justified in voting for this meas-
ure, but I believe he should eagerly cast
his vote in favor of this important leg-
islation, humanitarian in nature, but
based on facts I would hope that the
Senate will repeat its fullest support for
this measure as it did in 1g69.

I thank my colleagues for their atten-
tion to the subject and for their support
of the measure.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has been yielded back. The question is
on final passage o the bill as amended.
The yeas and nays have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. ROBT C. BYRD. I announce

that the Senator from Texas Mr. BENT-
N)., the Senator from Mississippi (Mr.
EASTLAND), the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from Okla-
homa (Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from
Mthnesot.a (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator
from Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the
Senator from North Carolina (Mr. JOR-
DAN), the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
MCCLELLAN, the Senator from Wyoming
(Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN), the Senator
from New Hampshire (Mr. MCINtYRE),
the Senator from Montana (Mr. MET-
cALz), the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
NELsON), the Senator from Rhode Is-
land (Mr. PASTORE). the Senator from
Rhode Island (Mr. PELL), and the Sena-
tor from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAXq) are
necessarily absent.

I further announce that the Senator
from Louisiana (Mr. LONG) and the Sen-
ator from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD) are
absent on official business.

I also announce that the Senator from
Connecticut (Mr. RBICOFF) is absent
because of a death in the family.

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Sentor from Louisiana (Mr.
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ELLENDER), the Senator from Mliinesota
'lMr. Hu?iPHREY), the Senator from
3Vashngton (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
from North Carolina (Mr. JORDAN), the
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE),
the Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
MCGOVERN), the Senator from Rhode
Is'and (Mr. PASTORE), the Senator from
Connecticut (. RBICOFF), and the
Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. MC-
Iyit) would each vote "yea."

Mr. GRFLN. I announce that the
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON),
the Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACK-
WooD), the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
SAX3E), the Senator from Vermont (Mr.
STAFFORD), and, the Senator from Texas
(Mr. TOwER) are necessarily absent.

The Senator from South Dakota- (Mr.
MVNDT) is absent because of Illness.

The Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr.
Scoi) is absent by leave of the Senate
on officlat business.

The Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
WEICKER) Is absent on officiaL busines&

If present and, voting, the Senator
from Vermont (Mr. STAPF'oRD) and the
Senator from Texas (Mr. TOWER) would
each vote "yea."

The resilt was announced—yeas 73,
nays 0, as foliows:

[No. 151 Leg.
YEAS—73

Curtis
Dole
Dominick
Eagleton
Ervth
Fa.nnln
Fong
Fu1b1ght
Gambrell
Goldwater
Gravel
Grtftn
Gurney
Hansen
wart
Hartie
Hatfield
HoUlngs
Eruka
Hughes
Inouye
Javits
Jordan. Idaho
eniedy
Maguson

NAYS—O

So the bill (H.R. 9212) was passed.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President. I

move to reconsider the vote by which the
bill was passed..

Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the Secretary
of the Senate be authorized to make
technical corrections in the engrossed
bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the Secretary of the Senate
will be so authorized.
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Mr. RANDOLPH. I ask unanimous
consent that the bili (H.R. 9212) be
printed as passed.

The PRESIDING OFTICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mken
Alien
Ailott
Anderson
Baker
Bayh
BeaU
Bennett
Btble
Boggs
Brock
Brooke
Buckley
Burdlck
Byrd.

Harry F.. Jr.
Byrd. Robert C.
Cannon
Ca8e
Cbiles
Church
Cook
Cooper
Cotton
Cranaton

Mathias
Miller
Mon4ale
Montoya
Moss
Muskie
Pearson
PercyProe
Randolph
Roth
Schwetker
Smith
Spong
Stennis
Stevens
Steve2ison
Symtngton
TaZt
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tunney
Williams
Young

Beilmon
Bentsen
EasUand
EUender
Harris
Humphrey
Jackson
Jordan. N.C.
Long

NOT VOTINO—27
Maisfield Pastore
Mcclellan Pd
McGee Ribtco
McGovern Saxbe
McIntyre Scott
Metcalf Sparkman
Mundt Staord
Nelson Tower
PacJwood Weicker
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Ordered to be priiited with the amendments of the Senate numbered

AN ACT
To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans

whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 (1)That -(-a)-(4-)- cction 412 (a) f the Federal Coal Mine

4 That (a) thi.s Act may be cited as the "Black Lung Bene-

5 fits Act of 1972".

6 (b) (1) Section 412(a) of the Federal Coal Mine

7 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignating

8 paragraph (3) as paragraph (4), and by inserting after

9 paragraph (2) the following new paragraph:

10 "(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner

II



2

1 whose death is due to pneurnoconiosis or of a miner who is

2 receiving benefits under this part at the time of his death,

3 (2)&i4 who kavc i+e dow, or who was totally disabled by

4 pneunoconiosi$ at the time of his death, a.nd in the case of the

5 child or children of a widow who is receiving benefits under

6 this Part at. the time of her death, benefits shall be paid to

7 such child or children as follows: If there is one such child,

8 he shall be paid benefits at the rate specified in paragraph

9 (1). If there is more than one such child, the benefits paid

10 shall be divided equally among them and shall be paid at a

11 rate equal to the rate specified in paragraph (1), increased

12 by 50 per centum of such rate if there are two such children,

13 by 75 per centum of such rate if there are three such chil-

14 dreu, and by 100 per centum of such rate if there are more

15 thaii three such children: Provided, That benefits shall only

16 be paid to a child for so long a.s he meets the criteria for

17 the term 'child' contained in section (3)402-(g)-." 402(g):

18 And proiided further, That no entitlement to benefits as a

19 child shall be established under this paragraph (3) for any

20 mont/i for which entitlement to benefits as a widow is estab—

21 1,./eil ,,n(1e1 paragraph (2)."

22 (2) Section 412 (a) of such Act is further amended

23 by adding at the end thereof the following new (4)para

24 grftph- paragraphs:

25 (5)' (5) In the case of the dependent parent or parents
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1 of a miner whose death is due to pneumoconiosis, or of a

2 miner who is receiving benefits under this part at the time

3 of his death, or of a miner who was totally disabled by

4 pneurnoconiosis at the time of his death, cincl who is not

5 survived by a widow or a child, or in. the case of the de-

6 pendent surviving brother(s) or sister(s) of such. a minel'

7 who is not survived &y a widow, child, o parent, benefit.

8 shall be paid under this part to such parent (s), or to such

9 brother(s) or sister(s), at the rate specified in paragraph

10 (3) (as if such parent (s) or such brother (s) or sister (s),

11 were the children of such miner): Provided, That no bene-

12 fits shall be paid to any parent for any month for which a

13 widow or child has established entitlement to such benefits

14 and that no benefits shall be paid to any brother(s) or

15 sister(s) for any month for which a widow, child, or par-

16 ent has established such entitlement. In determining whethe

17 a claimart is a parent, brother, or sister of a miner for

18 purposes of this paragraph, the Secretary shall apply such

19 law as would be applied in determining the devolution

20 of intestate personal property by the courts of the State

21 in which such miner was domiciled at the time of his

22 death, or, if such miner wa.s not so domiciled in any State,

23 by the courts of the District of Columbia. Claimat.s who
24 according to such law would have the same status relativ(

25 to taking intestate personal property as a parent, brother, or



4

1 sister, shall be deemed such. Any benefit under this para-

2 graph for a month prior to the month in which ,a claim for

3 such benefit is filed shall be reduced to any extent that may

4 be necessary, so that it will not render erroneous any benefit

5 which, before the filing of such claimant, the Secretary has

6 certified for payment for such prior months. As used in

7 this paragraph 'dependent' means that such parent, brother,

8 or sister was receiving at least one-half of his support from

9 such miner, as determined in accordance with regulations

10 prescribed by the Secretary, for at least one year immediately

11 preceding the miner's death. Proof of such support shall be

12 filed by such claimant within two years after the month in

13 which thi8 amendmervt is enacted, or within two years after the

14 miner's death, whichever is the later. Any such proof which is

15 filed after the expiration of such period shall be deemed to have

16 been filed within such period if it is shown to the satisfaction

17 of the Secretary that there was good cause for failure to

18 file such proof within such period. The determination of

19 what constitutes good cause for purposes of thi$ para-

20 graph shall be made in accordance with regulations of the

21 Secretary.

22 (6)"-f- (6) If an individual's benefits would be increased

23 under (7)clausc paragraph. (4) of this subsection because he

24 or she has one or more dependents, and it a.ppears to the

25 Secretary that it. would be in the interest of any such de-
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1 pendent to have the amount of such increase in benefits (to

2 the extent attribuable to such dependent) certified to a

3 person other than such individual, then the Secretary may,

4 under regulations prescribed by him, (8)accept an applica-

5 tion there for from sitch dependent, where necessary, and

6 certify the amount of such increase in benefits (to the

7 extent so attributable) not to such individual but di-

8 rectly to such dependent or to another person for the use

9 and benefit of such dependent; and any payment made

10 under this clause, if otherwise valid under this title, shall

11 be a complete settlement and satisfaction of all claims,

12 rights, and interests in and to such payment."

13 (9)-(1)--f4-)- (c) (1) (1O)Scction Sections 412 (1)) (11),

14 414(e), and 424 of such Act (12) arc amended by iiiert-

15 ing after "widow" each time it appears the following:

16 (13)-e child". "child, parent, brother, or .i.tev". aiicl •ec—

17 lion 421 (a) is amended by inserting aftci /1,(1O1f tiw /f—

18 lowing: ", children, pctren.t.s, brothici, (I. 1/ic c(i."'

19 mai, be,".

20 (14) (2) Section 44 e ueh et s tiiucndud 1+i acldiiig *F

21 the ei4 thereof the following siibscction:

22 The term 'chi1d mcan a individual whø is -
23 married an4 -(4-3- under eighteen ycar e &ge7 e -(4-)- inca

24 pabic e4 cIf support bcca.usc e. phyica1 e mcntal disability

25 whi.eI are bekwe he rcachc4 cightccn ycar e &ge
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1 the ease a student, bforc he ccascd a be a stucIen-t e
2 -(-3-)- a student. Such term includes stepchildren, adopted

3 el+ldre aid posthumous children. the purpose ef this

4 subscction the term 1stadcnt' means aa individual undcr

5 twenty thrcc years ef age whe has n&t complctcd few years

6 ef e ee4ea beyond the high school level ai4 whe is rcgu

7 larl-y pursuing a full te eourse ef study e training a as

8 institutias whieh is—

9 -(-4-)- a school ei e&d-ege e university operated e

10 dncctly supported by the Fnitd States, e by a State

11 er local government e political subdivision thereof;

12 "-(-2-)- a school e college ei university which has

been accredited by a State e by a State recognized e

1,4 utionaIly recognized acercditing agency e body;

15 "(3) a sehoel e college ei uvcrsity +et se as—

16 credited he-b whose credits e accepted, e transfer,

17 at least. three institutions which ae se accredited7

18 eiedit e the same basis as ii tnsfcrred from as institu

19 se accredited; e

20 "-(-4-)- as additional type e educational ei training

21 intitution as defined by he Secretary e4 Health- Edu

22 eat-isii- 4 Wclfare
23 Such as irdividual i-s deemed ue te have eeascd he a
24 stud-e during as interim bet-weea s4teel yet+ i- the inteni

25 is at more than e+w ii +th i4 if he shows te the sati-,.:
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1 faction e he Sccrct•urv tha, I÷e kas ft bona Me inti*'n

2 e continuing e pursue ft full time eite €4 study e trnia

3 ing during 4e semester e other enrollment pe4e4 -rncdi

4 ately after &+e interim e during periods e'4 feerable

5 duration which, i 4e judgment the Secretary, h

6 prevented by factors beyond 1+i eee4 f±e pursn

7 education. r student 4+ twenty thirci birthd+w

8 during t scrncstcr e other enrollment •pei4ed s deemed

9 student mti1 he e4 the semester e other cnrolk+e--

10 pcod."
11 (2) Section 402(a) of such Act is amended to read:

12 "(a) The term 'dependent' means—

13 "(1) a child as defined in subsection (g) without

14 regard to subparagraph (2) (B) (ii) thereof,. or

15 "(2) a wife who is a member of the same house-

16 hold as the miner, or is receiving regular contributions

17 from the miner for her support, or whose husband is a

18 miner who has been ordered by a court to contribute to

19 her support, or who meets the requirements of section.

20 216(b) (1) or (2) of the Social Security Act. The
21 determiration of an individual's status as the 'wife' of a

22 miner shall be made in accordance with section 216(h)

23 (1) of the Social Security Act as if such miner were the

24 'insttred individual' referred to therein. The •term 'wife'

25 al.so includes a 'divorced wife' as dejned in section 216
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1 (d) (1) of the Social Security Act who £s receiving at

2 least o'ne-half of her support, as determined in accordance

3 with regulations pre3cri bed by the Secretary, from the

4 miner, or is receivimg substantial contributions from the

5 miner (purswant to a written agreement), or there £s in

6 effeot a court order for substamtial oontributions to her

7 support from such miner.".

8 (3) Section 402(e) of such Act is amended to read:

9 "(e) The term 'widow' includes the wife living with

10 or dependent for support on the miner at the time of his

11 death, or living apart for reasonable cause or because of

12 his desertion, or who meets the requirements of section

13 216(c) (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), and section 216(k) of

14 the Social Security Act, who iB not married. The deter-

15 mination of an individual's status as the 'widow' of a

16 miner shall be made in accordance with section 216(h) (1)

17 of the Social Security Act as if such miner were the 'insured

18 individual' referred to therein. Such term also imcludes a

19 'surviving divorced wife' as definei in section 216(d) (2)

20 of the Social Security Act who for the month preceding the

21 month in which the miner died, was receiving at least one-

22 half of her support, as determined in. accordance with regu-

23 lations prescribed by the Secretary, from the miner, or was

24 receiving substantial contributions from the miner (pursuant

25 to a 'written agreement) 0?' there was in effect a court order
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i for substantial contributions to her support from the iiiinei

2 at the time of his death."

(4) Section 402 of such Act is amended by addinq at

the end thereof the following new subsection:

5 "(y) The term 'child' means a child or a step-child who

6 is—

7 "(1) unmarried; and

8 "(2) (A) under eighteen years of aqe, or

9 "(B) (i) under a disability as defined in section

10 223(d) of the Social Security Act,

11 "(ii) which began before the age specified in section

12 202(d) (1) (B) (ii) of the Social Security Act, or,

13 in the case of a student, before he ceased to be a student;

14 or

15 "(3) a student.

16 The term 'student' means a 'full-time student' as defined ii

17 section 202(d) (7) of the Social Secunty Act, or a .5twlent

18 as cle fined in section 8101 (17) of title 5, United States Code.

19 The deter?nination of an individual's status as the 'child' of

20 the miner or widow, as the case may be, shall be made in

21 accordance with section 216(h) (2) or (3) of the Social

22 Security Act as if such miner or widow were the "insured

23 individual' referred to therein."

24 (15)-f3- (5) (A) Section 413 (b) of such Act is amended by

}LR. 9212 2
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1 adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: (16)

2 ea-ing e IMS ponibilitic mdc thie part, th See-
3 rcta.ry may pcribc regulations consistcnt w441± th provi
4 ns e sectiet 2, 205(j), 2ö(k), &4 _OG e the Seei

Security Act." "The provisions of sections 204, 20ó (ü), (b),

6 (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (j), (k), and (i), .206, 207. ünd
7 208 of the Social Security Ac! shall be aplieable un(/cp i1th

S part with respect to a miner, widow, child, parent, brother,

9 sister, or dependent, as if benefits under this part were benefif8

10 under title II of such Act."

11 (17)(B) Only section 205 (b), (g), and (h) of those sec-

12 tions of the Social Security Act recited in subparagraph (A)
13 of this paragraph shall be effective as of the date provided in

14 subsection (d) of this section.

15 (18)-43- (6) Section 414 (a) of such Act is amended by in-
16 serting "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding the following new
17 (l9)ptragraph paraqraphs at the end thereof:

18 "(2) In the case of a claim by a (20)ehild, child this
19 pai•a.gra.ph shall apply, iot.withsfanding any other provision
20 of this part.

21 "(A) If such claim is filed within six months following
22 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-
23 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such
24 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from Decem-
25 ber 30, 1969, or from the date such child would have been
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1 first eligible for such benefit payments had section 412 (a)

2 (3) been applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is

3 the lesser period. If on the date such claim is filed the claim-

4 ant is not eligible for benefit payments, but. was eligible

5 (2 1)a.t any period of time during the period from December

6 30, 1969, to the date such claim is filed, entitlement shall be

7 effective for the duration of eligibility during such period.

S "(B) If such claim is filed after six months following

9 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

10 ment. to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such

11 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from a date twelve

12 months preceding the date such claim is filed, or from the

13 date such child would have been first eligible for such benefit

14 payments had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since

15 December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on

16 the date such claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for

17 benefits payments, but was eligible (22)at any period of time

18 during the period from a date twelve months preceding the

19 date such claim is filed, to the date such claim is filed, entitle-

ment shall be eective for the duration of eligibility during

21 such period.

22 (23)(C)- Any benefit undcr subparagraph (-s)-

23 month prior e 4e meth wI$€4+ clidrn de4 shall 4e

24 rcduccd, o &n.y ee th may ncccsnry, ø i- w11

2) re rcndcr crroncoii iy bcner which, 13c-fo-re the filing 4



1 such claim, 1÷e ccretarv hif ee4444e4 fo* payrndnt f& such

2 prior rnont1

3 (24)'--D-)- "(C) No claim for beiiefits under this part, in the

4 case of a claimant who is a child (25)e4 a nncr widow

5 -fa.s 4ecibcd cction 412 (a) (Bfl- shall be considered

6 unless it is filed within six month after the death of (26)such

7 iie+ widow his father or mother (whichever 'ast oc-

S eurred) or by Decemlier 31, (27)1-97-2- 1973, whichever is

9 the ater.

10 (28)" (D) Any benefit under subparagraph (A) or (B) for

a month prlor to the month n which a claim is filed shall be

12 reduced, to any extent that may be necessary, so that it will

13 not render errOneous any benefit which, before the filing of

14 such claim, the Secretary has certified for payment for such

15 prior month.

16 (29)" (3) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case of

17 a claimant who is a parent, brother, or sister shall be con-

18 siciered unless it is filed within six months after the death of

19 the miner or by December 31, 1973, whichever is the later."

20 (30)(d) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the

21 amendments made by this section shall be effective as of
22 December 30, 1969.

23 (31)" (5) Subsections 42-2. -fe3- 4 -(-4)- e such 4e e
24 amcndcd y Gtrikrng eii 'cction 112 (a.)' whcrcvcr i- p—
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1 pears &±4 crting i liet thereof 'section 412 (ti) -(-1-)-, (2),

2 (4)'."

3 SEC. 2. (a) Section 41 (1)) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended l)V adding at the

5 end thereof the following: (32)LThi pt s.1+1 T
6 idcrcd wrkmcn- cornpcns4efl iw oi to+

7 eei 2-24 eh Xct. Ii? applj'iug th jo i.io o/
8 section 224(a) of the Social Securiti Act to bciie/it. 'm7(1

9 tM_s part, pai'ayi'aph () tlieic'of .hall be (Ieemc(l to ccul 100

10 per centurn of hi 'aceJ'age cuvi'ent ea.'rniiij.' , oi'."

11 (b) The amendment made by this section shall l)C

12 effective as of December 30, 1969.

13 (33)SEc. -f)- Sctiens 401, 411(c) (1-) 411(c) (2)-i

14 d 422 (h) ø the Fcde1 Mine Health 4 Safety t

15 1969 e each amended 1 stig e- "undcrgroiind'
16 -f13- Secties 402 (b*, 4O2-(-d-)- [22 (a)-, &d 42-3-f)-

17 eh ae each amended 1 striking ei- undcr

18 ground" &ii4 incrting i.i+ li-e+ hcrcof.

19 Th p.rncndmens made ly 1+ie se4ef1 sh&d e

20 cffcctivc s Dcccmbcr 1969.

21 (34)SEc 3. (a) Section 402 (b) of the Federal Coal Mine

22 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by striking out

23 all after the word "lung" and inserting the following new

24 phrase: ", including its sequelae, arising out of employment
95 .- inacoalmine.

H.R.9212 3
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1 (b) Section 402(f) is amended to read as follows:

2 "(f) The term 'total disability' has the meaning given

3 it by regulations of the Secretary of Health, Ethication, and

4 Welfare, except that such regulations shall provide that a

miner shall be considered totally disabled when pneumo-

6 con iosis prevents him from engaging in gainful employment

7 requrnj the skiTh and abilities comparable to those of any

S employment in a mine or mines in which he previously en-

9 ;age(/ with some ref/u larity and over a substantial period of

1.) lime. Such reg?thions shall not provide more restrictive cri—

11 lena than those a/)plcable under section 223(d) of the Social

12 Security 4cf"

13 (c) (7) Section 4l1(a) of such Act is further amended

14 by adJin', at th.e end thereof the following: "or who at the

15 time of 1 is death 'as totally disabled by pn.eunioconiosis."

16 (2) •''ectioii 401 is amended by inserting after the word

17 "disea" ((I(h place it. appears the following: "or who were

18 totally diab1ed by this disease at the time of their deaths"

19 (3) Section 411 (c) (3) is amended by inserting after

() "pneumoconwsis,' the following: "or that at the time of his

21 death lie was totally th.sabled by pneu.mocon?os?s."

((1) Sctioi, 411 (o) of such Act is amended by strikin.q

23 the word "a,ul' at the end of paragraph (2), b11 striking

-I the p'iiod at the end of paragaph (.9), inserting "; and",
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1 and by adding at the end thereof the following new paia—

2 graph:

3 "(4) if a miner was employed for fifteen years or

4 more in one or more underground coal mines, and if

5 there is a chest roentyeno gram submitted in connection

6 with such miner's, his widow's, his child's, his parent's,

7 his brother's, his sister's, 01' his dependent's claim under

8 this title and it is inter pretecl as negative with respect to

9 the requirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection, and

10 if other evidence demonstrates the existence of a totally

11 disabling respiratory or pulmonary impairment, then

12 there shall be a rebuttable presumption that such miner

13 is totally disabled due to pnen.moconiosis, that his cleat/i

iI was due to pnevmoconiosis, or that at the time of his

15 death he was totally disabled by pneumoconiosis. In the

16 case of a living mine?', a wife's affidavit may not be sed

17 by itself to establish the presumption. The Secretary .9/loll

18 not apply all 0?' a portion of the requirement of this paia-

19 graph that the miner work in an underg?'onnd mine whei'i'

20 he determines that conditions of a miner's employment

21 in a coal mine other than an unclerqround mine were

22 substantially similar to conditions in an underground

23 mine. The Secretary may rebut such presumption only

24 by establishing that (A) such miner does not, or did not,
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1 have pneumoconiosis, or that (B) his respiratory or

2 pulmonary impairment did not arise out of, or in con-

3 nection with, employment in a coal mine."

4 (e) Section 411 (b) is amended by inserting immedi-

5 ately after the penultimate sentence thereof the following

6 )ieu; sentence: 'Finai regulations required for implementation

7 of any amendments to this title shall be promulgated and

8 published in the Federal Register at the earliest practicable

9 date after the date of enactment of such amendments, and in
10 event later than. the end of the fourth month followinq the

11 nioui,h. in ?&'hch sncli amendments are enacted."

12 (f) Section 421 (b) (2) (0) of such Act is amended
is by striking the word "those" and inserting in lieu thereof

14 ".ecf ion 402(f) of this title and to those standards", and by

lo substitutinq for the words "by section 411" the words "under

16 part B of this title".

17 (q) The first sentence of section 413(b) of such Act

18 i.s amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof

19 the following: ", but no claim for benefits under this part

20 shall be denied solely on the basis of the results of a chest

21 roentgcno gram. In ddermining the validity of claims under

22 this part, all relevant evidence shall be considered, including,

23 where relevant, medical tests such as blood gas studies, X-ray

24 exam ma tion. electrocardiogram, pv lmon ary function studies,

25 or physical per form ance tests, and any medical history, evi-
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1 dence submitted by the claimant's physician, or 1ii ivifes

2 affidavits, and in the case of a deceased miner, otheT appropvi-

3 ate affidavits of persons with knowledge of the ininei's pIy-

4 cal condition, and other supportive 'materials."

5 (h) The amendments made by this section shall be

6 effective as of December 30, 1969.

7 SEc. 4. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health nd

8 Safety Act of 1969 is amended—

9 (1) by striking out "1971" where t pti
10 in section 414 (ii), and insertin& in ik i i'Iwr' 'I

11 (35)!4973", "1972",

12 (2) by striking out "1972" each place it ppelrs

13 and inserting in lieu thereof (3(3)"197 1", '1!)J''. '!,

14 than n section 421 (b) (1),

15 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

16 and inserting in lien thereof (37)"1975, 1.74",

17 (38)&4

18 (39) (4) iking ø -(Vj' whcrc i+ t±-tt 1ft

19 section 4-22 (c) 4 inserting in 4ei± thcrcof "nine".

20 (40) (4) b!/ ctd(7iTh'J Cl ,,&SUlYCt1fl (c) to •((/(i/ 4?]

21 thereof as follows:

22 "(c) Final regulations requvre(7 Jor rnpiemcntation o

23 any ameiclments to this part shall be prom uiqated and pub-

24 lished in the Federal Register at the earlie.t practicable date

25 after the date of enactment of such amendments, and in no
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1 event later than the end of the fourth mont/i following the

2 month in which such amendments are enacted.",

(41)(.) by amending section 426(a) of such. Act to read

4 as follows:

"SEC. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the 8cc-
6 retary of Health, Education, and Welfare are authorized to

7 issue such re.qulations as are appropriate to carry out the
8 provisions of this title. Such regulations shall be issued in

9 conformity with subsections (b), (c), (d), and (e) of

10 section 5.53 of title 5 of the United States Code.",

11 (-12) (6) by inserting immediately after section 426 t/te'e-
12 of, the following new section:

"SEC. 427. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and
14 Welfare is authorized to enter into contracts with, and make

15 grants to, public and private agencies and organizations and

16 individuals for the construction, purchase, an.d operation of

17 fixed-site and mobile clinical facilities for the analysis, ex-

18 amination, and treatment of respiratory and pulmonary un-
19 paii'mcnts in active and inactive coal miners. The Secretary

20 shall coordinate the making of such contracts and grants
21 with the Appalachian Regional Commission.

22 "(b) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

lic,1l initiate reearch within the National Institute for Occu-
.N pa/ion ci? Safet.71 and Health, and is authorized to make re-

search grants to public and private agencies and organiza-
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1 tions and individuals for the purpose of devising simple afl(l

2 effective tests to measure, detect, and treat respiratory and

:3 pulmonary impairments in active and inactive coal miners.

4 Any grant made pursuant to this subsection shall be condi-

5 tioned upon all infoimation, uses, products, processes, patents,

6 and other developments resulting from such research bein1j

7 available to the general public, except to the extent of such

8 exceptions and limitations as the Secretary of fiealth, Eciuca—

9 tion, and Welfare may deem necessary in the public interest.

10 "(c) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for

11 the purpose of subsection (a) of this section $10,000,000 for

12 each of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1973, June 30, 1974,

13 and June 30, 1975. There are hereby authorized to be ap-

14 pro priated for the purposes of subsection (b) of this section

15 such sums as are necessary.",

16 (43)(7)by adding cit the end thereof the foi1oiij nu'
17 section:

18 "SEC. 428. (a) No operator shall discharge or in any

19 other way discriminate against, any miner employed by him

20 by rea.son of the fact that such miner is su/ferinrj from

21 pneumo'coniosis or other respiratory or pulmonary impair-

22 ment. No person shall cause or attempt to cause an operator

23 to violate thi9 section. For the purposes of this subsection the

94
— term miner shall not include any person who has been found

25 to be totally di.9abled.
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"(b) Any mzner who believes that he has been dis-

2 charged or otherwise discriminated against by any person

3 in violation of subsection (a) of this section, or any repre-

4 sent alive of such miner may, within ninety days after

5 such violation occurs, apply to the Secretary for a review

G of such alleged discharge or discrimination. A copy of the

7 application shall be sent to such person who shall be the

8 respondent. Upon receipt of such application, the Secre-

9 taiy shall cause such investigation to be made as he deems

10 appropriate. Such investigation shall provide an oppor-
ii tunity for a public hearing at the request of any party to

12 enable the parties to present infoimation relating to such

13 violation. The parties shall be given written notice of the

14 tune and place of the hearing at least five days prior to
15 f/ic heaving. Any such hearing shall be of record and shall

1G be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code.

17 Each hearing examiner presiding under this section and

18 1(1' Ilee /)!u!.iOn5 of titles I, II, and III of this Act shall

19 ieceve compensation at a rate not less than that piescribed for

20 GS—16 under section 5332 of title 5, United Slates Code.

21 Upon receiving the report of such investigation, the Secre-

22 tary shall make findings of fact. If he finds that such vio-

23 7 at ion did occur, he shall issue a decision, incorporating

an order therein, requiring the person committing such viola-
95 tion to take such affirmative action as the Secretary deems
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1 appropriate, including, but not limited to, the rehiring or re-

2 instatement of the miner to hi$ former position with back pay.

3 If he finds that there was no such violation, he shall issue an

4 order denying the application. Such orders shall incorporate

5 the Secretary's findings therein.

6 "(c) Whenever an order is issued under this subsection

7 granting relief to a miner at the request of such miner, a sum

8 equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (in-

9 cluding the attorney's fees) as determined by the Secretarg to

10 have been reasonably incurred by such miner for, or in con-

nection with, the institution and prosecution of such proceed-

12 ings, shall be assessed against the person committing the

1 violation.",

14 (44)(8) by adding at the end thereof the following new

15 section:

16 "SEc. 429. There is authorized to be appropriated to the

17 Secretary of Labor such sums as may be necessary to carry

18 out his responsibilities under this title. Such sums shall re-

19 main available until expended.",

20 (45)(9) by striking "7" in section 4.22(a), and

21 (46)(10) by ac/ding at the end thereof the following new

22 section:

23 "SEc. 430. The amendments made Ivy the Black Lung

24 Benefits Act of 1972 to part B of this title shall, to the extent

25 appropriate, also apply to part C of this title."
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1 (47) dntcnce ef scetion 413-(-h)- ef such

2 4 aen4ed by inserting bcforc the perio4 a' the e4
3 thereof he following: e claim bencfith under

4 4-I4s ptw shall denied soicly ø the basis e the rc3ults
5 chest rodntgenogram-!.

6 (48)SEc. 5. (a) Section.s 401, 411 (c) (1), 411 (c) (2), and
7 422(h) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

8 196.9 are each amended by striking out "underground."

9 (b) Sections 402(b), 402(d), 422(a), and 423(a) of
10 •snch Act are each amended by striking out "an underground"

11 and inserting "a" in lieu thereof.

12 (c) The amendments made by this section shall be

13 effective as of December 30, 1969.

14 (4))SEc'. 6. Title JJ7 of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
13 afety Act of 1969 is amended by adding "or" at the end
16 of section 422(e) (1) thereof, by striking ", or" at the end
17 of section 422 (e) (2) thereof and inserting a period, and by
18 strIking section 422(e) (3) thereof.

19 (5O)SEC. 7. Title IV of the Federa.i Coal Mine Health and
20 Safety Act of 1969 s amended by adding at the end thereof
21 the following new section:

22 "SEc. 431. The Secretary of Health, Education, and
23 TVelf are shall, upon enactment of the Black Lung Benefits
24 Act of 1972, generally disseminate to all persons who filed

claims under this title prior to the date of enactment of such
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1 Act the changes in the law created by such Act, and forthwith

2 advise all persons whose claims have been denied for any i'ea-

3 son or whose claims are pending, that their claims will be re-

4 viewed with respect to the provisions of the Black Lung

5 Benefits Act of 1972."

6 (51)SEc'. 8. Title IV of the Feclei'ctl Coal jiule Health and

7 Safety Act of 1969 is amended by adding at the end of part

8 II thereof the following new section:

9 "SEc. 415. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision in

10 this title, for the purpose of assuring the uninterrupted re-

11 ceipt of benefits by claimants at such time as responsibility

12 for administration of the benefits program is assumed by

13 either a State workmen's conipensation cLgecy or the Secre-

14 tary of Labor, any claim for benefits nncler this part filed

15 during the period from January 1, 1973 to December .31,

16 1973, shall be considered and determined 'in accordance wit/i

17 the piocedures of this section. ff7ith respect to any such

18 claim—

19 "(1) Such claim shall be determined and, where

20 appropriate under thi.9 part or section 424 of this title,

21 benefits shall be paid with respect to such claim by the

22 Secretary of Labor.

23 "(2) The manner and place of filing such claim

24 shall be in accordance with regu.lattons issued jointly by

2 the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the
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i Secretary of Labor, which regulations shall provide,

2 among other things, that such claims may be filed in.

3 district offices of the Social Security Administration and

4 thereafter transferred to the jurisdiction of the Depart-

5 ment of Labor for further consideration.

6 "(3) The Secretary of Labor shall promptly notify

7 any operator who he believes, on the ba of in for-

8 mation contained in the claim, or any other information

9 available to him, may be liable to pay benefits to the

10 clairmant under part C of thi8 title for any month after

11 December 31, 1973.

12 "(4) In determining such claims, the Secretary of

13 Labor shall, to the extent appropriate, follow the proce-

14 dures described in sections 19 ('b), (c), and (d) of
15 Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, ap-
16 proved March 4, 1927), as am'ended.

17 "(5) Any operator who has been notified of the

18 pendency of a claim under paragraph 4 of this subsection

19 shall be bound by the determination of the Secretary of

20 Labor on such claim as if the claim had been filed pur-

21 suant to part C of this title and section 422 thereof had
22 been applicable to such operator. Nothing in this para-
23 graph shall require any operator to pay any benefits for
24 any month prior to January 1, 1974.

25 "(b) The Secretary of Labor, after consultation with
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1 the Secretary of Health, Edu,cation, and Welfare, may i.ssue

2 such regulations as are necessary or appropriate to carry out

3 the purpose of thi.s section."

4 (52)Sc. 9. Section 422(f) of title IV of the Federal Coal

5 Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 i$ amended &y inserting

6 "(1)" after "(f)" and by adding a new paragraph (2) as

7 follows:

8 "(2) Any claim for benefits under this section in the case

9 of a living miner filed on the basis of eligibility under section

10 411 (c) (4) of this title, shall be filed within three years from

11 the date of last exposed employment in a coal mine or, in the

12 case of death from a respiratory or pulmonary impairment

13 for which benefits would be payable under section 411 (c) (4)

14 of this title, incurred as the result of employment in a coal

15 mine, shall be filed within fifteen years from the date of last

16 exposed employment in a coal mine."

Passed the Senate with amendments April 17. 1972.

Attest: FRANCIS R. VALEO,
Secretary.
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To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal

Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to ex-
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fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other
purposes.
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Senate numbered





S 6444 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—SENATE April 19, 1972
LL4MS, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. PELL, Mr. NEL-
SON, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. STEVENSoN, Mr.
HUGHES, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. ScBwEER, Mr.
PACKWOOD, Mr. TAFT, and Mr. STAFFORD
conferees on the part of the Senate.

BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACTS OF
1972

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, at the
request of the chairman of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare (Mr.
WILLIs), I ask the Chair to lay before
the Senate a message from the House of
Representatives on H.R. 9212.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BR0cK) laid before the Senate a message
from the House of Representatives an-
nouncmg its disagreement to the amend-
ments of the Senate to the bill (H.R.
9212) to amend the provisions of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits
to orphans whose fathers die of pneu-
moconiosis, and for other purposes, and
requesting a conference with the Senate
on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses thereon.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I move that the Sen-
ate insist upon its amendment and
agree to the request of the House
for a conference on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon, and that the
Chair be authorized to appoint the con-
ferees on the part of the Senate.

The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. Wu.-
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APPOINTMENT OF CONFEREES ON
H.R. 9212,. FEDERAL COAL MINE
HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I ask

unanimous consent to take from the
Speaker's table the bill (H.R. 9212) to
amend the provisions of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphans
whose fathers cUe of pneumoconiosis, and
for other purposes, with Senate amend-
ments thereto, disagree to the Senate
amendments, and request a conference
with the Senate thereon.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky? The Chair hears none, and ap-
points the following conferees: Messrs.
PERKINS, DENT, Pucn.sxi, BURTON, GAY-
DOS, ERLENBORIc, ESCH, and STEIGER of
Wisconsin.
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF 1972

MAY 3, 1972.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. RANDOLPH, from the committee of conference.
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT

[To accompany ER. 9212]

The comnuttee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 921 to
amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits to orphans whose fathers
die of pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes, having met after full
and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend
to their respective Houses as follows:

That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 8, 1), 32.
33,41,48, and 49.

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of
the Senate numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 36, 3T, 38, 42, 44. 45, and 47, and
agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 5:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of

the Senate numbered 5. and agree to the same with an amendment.
as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend-
ment insert the following:

"(5) In the ca.se of the dependent parent or parents of a miner
whose death is due to pneunwconiosis, or of a miner who is receiving
benefits under this part at the time of his death. or of a mi'ner who was
totally diab led by pneumoconiosis at the time of death. aiid who is
not sur',ived at the time of his death by a widow or a child, or in the
case of the dependent surviving brother(s) or si.ster(s) of such a miner
who is not .9urvived at the time of his death bi a widow, child, or
parent, benefits shall be paid under this part to such parent(s), or to
such brother(s), or sister(s), at the rate specified in paragraph (3)

B5-OtO 0
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(as if sue/i parent(s) or .uch brother(s) or sister(s), were the cliii-
dren of such miner). In deterimining for purposes of thi8 paragraph
whether a claimant bears the relationthip a the miner's parent,
brother, or sister, the Secretary shall apply legal standards con8ütent
with those applicab'e to relatioii.hip deterimination under Title II of
the Social Security Act. No bene/it8 to a s8ter or brother shall be
payable under thi8 paragraph for any numth beginning with the month
in which he or she receives support from hi8 or her spouse, or marries.
Benefits shall be payab'e under thi8 paragraph to a brother only if
hei.g—

"(1) (A) under eighteen years of age, or
"(B) under a di.sability a defined in 8ection p3135 (d) of the

Social Security Act which began. before the age specified in sec-
tion O(d) (1) (B) (ii) of such Act, or in the ca8e of a student,
before he ceased to be a student, or

"(C) a student a defined in 8ect ion 41)13(g); or
"(s) who is, at the time of the in.iners death. disabled as deter-

mined in accordance with section 13135(d) of the Social Security
Act. during such disability. Any benefit under this paragraph for
a month prior to the month in which a clain'& for such benefit 28
filed .hall he reduced to any extev.t that mat/ be necessary, so that
it will not render erroneous ant, benefit which. before the filing
of such claim, the Secretary hai certified for payment for stcit
prior month.g. As u.3ed in this paragraph, 'dependent' means that
during the one year period prior to and endinq with such mzners
death, such parent, brother, or Bister was living in the miner's
hou.sehiold, and wa.. dutrin.g such period, tota2li dependent on the
miner for svp port. Proof of such support thall be filed by such
claimant within two years after the month i'n which this amend-
ment i enacted, or within two years after the miner's death,
whichever is the later. Any such proof which i8 filed after the
expiration of such period shall be deemed to have been filed
within such period if it iB shown to the sati8f action of the Secre-
tary that there was good cau3e for failure to file stch proof within
such period. The determination, of what con8titutes 'living in the
lniner8 ho?meh.old'. 'totally dependent upon the miner for support,'
a.nd 'qood ca.u3e.' shall for purpo.s.es of this paraqraph be made in
aicordance with regulatiom of the Secretary. Benefit payments
under this paragraph to a parent, brother, or sister, shall be re-
duced by the amoun2 by which such payments would be reduced
on account of excess earninqs of such parent, brother, or sister,
respectively, under section 1303(b)—(l) of the Social Security Act,
08 if the benefit under thi8 paraqraph. were a benefit under sec-
tion O2 of such Act.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 13:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment

of the Senate numbered 13, and agree to the same with an amend-
ment. as follows:
• On page 4, line 14, of the Senate-engrossed amendments strike out
'child and insert child; and the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 14:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment.

of the Senate numbered 14, and agree to the same with an amend-
ment, as follows:

On page 7, line 1. of th Senate engrossed amendments, st.rike out."(3)"and insert (C).
And the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 34:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment

of the Senate iiumbeed 34. and agree to the same with amendments.
as follows:

On page 9 of the Senate engrossed amendments, beginning with
line 21, strike out all through line 4 on page 10.

On page 10 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out ]ine 5
and insert &c. 4. (a) Section 4O(f) of the Federal Coal June Health
and Safety Act of 196918 amended to read a follows:

On page 10, line iT, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out"(C)" and insert (b).
On page 11, line 1, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out"(d)"and insert (c).
On page 12, line 6, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out"(e)" and insert (d).
On page 12, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out"(f)"and insert (e).
On page 12, line 19, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike our"(g)"and insert (f).
On page 13, line 7, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out"(h)"and insert (g).
On page 7, line 18, of the House engrossed bill, strike "4" and insert

in lieu thereof 5.
And the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 35:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment

of the Senate numbered 35, and agree to the same with amendments,
as follows:

On page 7, line 2O, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " "1971"
and insert "December 31,1971".

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by such amendment
insert "June 30, 1973",.

And the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 39:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of

t.he Senate numbered 39, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:

Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend-
ment and—

On page 8, line 4, of the House engrossed bill, delete "'nine'." and
insert in lieu thereof "twelve"..

And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 40:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of

the Senate numbered 40, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:

On page 13, line 19. of the Senate engrossed amendmen±s, strike
out "(4)" and insert in lieu thereof (5).

On page 14. line 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
fourth" and insert in lieu thereof sixth.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 43: -

Tha.t the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment
of the Senate numbered 43, and agree to the same with an amendment,
as follows:

On page 16 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike lines 4
and 5 and insert in lieu thereof pneumoconio8is. No person shall cause
or attempt to cau.se an operator; and the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 4:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of

the Senate numbered 46, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:

On page 18. line 12, of the Senate engrossed amendments strike the
period and insert in lieu thereof a colon and the following: Provided,
Tkat for the purpose of determining the applicability of the presump-
tion established by section 411 (c) (4) to claim8 filed under Part C
of this title, no period of employment after June 30, 1971, shall be
considered in determining whether a miner was employed at lea8t
fifteen years in one or more undergrownd mines.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the ameiidment

of the Senate numbered 50, and agree to the same with an amendment,
as follows:

On page 19, line 8, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike ou
'1"' and insert 6.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 51:
That the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment

of the Senate numbered 51. and agree to the same with amendments,
as follows:

On page 19, line 2.1. of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
S" and insert 7.

On page 20. line 7, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"January' and insert July.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment. numbered 52:
That, the House recede from its disagreement with the amendment

of the Senate nimibered 52, and agree to the same with an amendment,
as follows:

Onpage 21. line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
9" and insert 8.
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And the Senate agree to the same.
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS.
JENNINGS RANDOLPH.
CLAIBORNE PELL.
GAYLORD NELSON.
THOMAS F. EAGLETON,
ADLAI E. STEVENSON III.
Haioin E. HUGHES,
JACOB K. JAVITS,
RICHARD 5. SCHWEIKER,
BOB PACKWOOD,
ROBERT Ttrr, Jr.,
ROBERT T. STAFFORD,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
CAIL D. PERKINS.
JOHN H. DENT,
ROMAN C. PUCINSKI,
PTLLTP BURTON.
JOSEPH M. GAYDOS.

Managers on the Part of the Houe.



JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE

The managers on tile part of the House and the Senate at t.he con-
feince on the disagreeing votes of tile two Houses on the. amend-
ments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 9212) to amend the l)rOvisiOfls
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend
black lung benefits to orphans whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis,
md for other purposes. submit the following joint statement to the
House and Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed
upon by the managers and recommended in the accompailying con-
ference. report:

'rhe following Senate amendments made technical, clerical, clarify-
ing or conforming changes: 1. 3. 4, 6, 7, 9. 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17. 18. 10. 20, 21. 22. 23, 24. 25. 26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 38, 41, 47, 48, and 49.

With respect to tllese amendments (1) the House either recedes or
r'cedes with amendments which are technical, clerical, clarifying, or
conforming in nature; or (2) the Senate recedes ill order to conForm
to other action agreed upon by the committee of conference.

Amendment No. 2: Both tIle House bill and the Senate amendments
provided benefits for orphaned children of miners who died from pneu-
moconiosis or \vho were receiving benefit.s at the time of death.

The Senate amendment added orphaned children of miners who
were totally disabled by pneumoconiosis. permitted such children to
take benefits where the rnmer's widow survives him and tllen dies, and
limited the child's entitlement. to benefits in sucll cases to montlls in
which the widow's entitlement is not established. The House recedes.

Amendment. No. 5: The Senate amendment permitted dependent
pnl(9Its of a liceasd eligible rninr to succeed to such miner's benefits
if there. is no surviving widow or child. If there is no surviving de-
peildent parent. surviving dependent brothers and sisters may succeed
to such miner's benefits. Under the Senate amendment, dependent par-
ents. brothers or sisters must have received at least one half of their
sup)ort from the miner for at least. one year prior to his death. The
House bill contained 110 such provision.

The House receded with an amendment that provided t.hat in order
to qualify for benefits. parents. brothers and sisters must have been
wholly dependent on tIle miner and must have resided in the miner's
household for one year prior to tIle miner's death. TIle amendment pro-
vided further that in the case of a surviving brother, he would not
receive benefits after the age of 18. or if a student. after ae 22. unless
the surviving brother became disabled before tIle age of 18 or was
(lis;l1)l(Cl at the time of the miners death. In thecase of a survwrng
ster or brother, the amendment provided that 110 benefits would be
1)aid to her or him if he or slIe married or received support from his
or hei Spouse.

(6)
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The House amendment also removed language in the Senate version
specifically requiring the Secretary to apply the relevant State or Dis-
trict of Columbia intestate succession law in determining whether a
claimant is a parent, brother, or sister of a miner. The conferees con-
cluded that the Social Security Administraiton generally refers to
such intestacy laws in making such determinations.

Amendment No. 8: The Senate amendment permitted dependent
children to file claims for augmented benefits in their own right where
necessary. The House bill did not contain such a provision. The Senate
recedes. The conferees concluded that the objective of the Senate
amendment could be achieved through regulations issued by the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Amendment No. 27: Both the House bill and the Senate amend-
ments limited the time for filing by a child. The House bill limited such
time to six months after the death of the surviving parent or Decem-
ber 31, 1972, whichever is later. The Senate amendment extended the
date certain to December 31, 1973. The House recedes.

Amendment No. 30: The Senate amendments made the provisions of
section 1 of the bill retroactive to December 30, 1969, except as other-
wise provided therein. The House bill contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.

Amendment No. 32: The House bill required the elimination of the
practice of offsetting social security disability insurance benefits of
certain miners where the claimant also receives black lung benefits.
The Senate amendments limited such offsetting to 100 percent of for-
mer earnings. The Senate recedes.

Amendment No. 34: The Senate amendments:
(1) altered the definition of "pneumoconiosis" to include seque-

lae of the disease". The Senate recedes. The conferees understand
that in the administration of the program benefits are now pro-
vided for total disability due to the sequelae of pneumoconiosis..
such as cor pulmonalae.

(2) altered the definition of "total disability" to provide that a
miner is totally disabled when pneumoconiosis prevents him from
engaging in gainful employment requiring skills comparable to
his regular work in a mine. The House bill contained no such pro-
vision. The House recedes.

Questions were raised during the conference regarding the Senate
language on total disability and whether it expanded the c1efinitioi so
as to include any miner who could no longer perform work in the coal
mines. The House receded on the understanding that under the
Senate language it is not intended that a miner be found to be totally
disabled if he is in fact engaging in substantial work involving skills
and abilities• closely comparale to those of any mine employment in
which he previously engaged with some reguhiritv and over a sub-
stantial period of time, or if it is clearly demonstrated that he is capzl-
ble of performing such work and such work is available to him in the
immediate area of his residence.

Once a claimant qualifies as totally disabled, any money he earns
at gainful employment will be subject to the excess earnings test in
section 412(b) of this Act.

(3) added to the benefit criteria of section 411 (a) to permit pay-
ment of benefits where a miner was totally disabled by pneumoco-
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niosis at the time of his death. The House bill contained no such
provision. The House recedes.

(4) added a new paragraph (4) to section 411 (c) which es-
tablished a rebuttable presumption of pneurnoconiosis where a
miner was employed fifteen or more years in a mine, where a
chest roentgenogram is interpreted as negative where such miner
has or had a totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary impair-
ment. The Secretary may rebut such presumption by establishing
the absence of pneumoconiosis or by establishing that such impair-
ment did not arise out of, or in connection with, employment in a
coal mine. A miner who was in whole or in part employed in
other than an underground mine may establish this presumption
if his conditions of employment were substantially similar to con-
ditions in an underground mine.

The House bill did not contain such a provision.
The House recedes. See Amendment No. 46 concerning the ap-

plication of these provisions under Part C.
(5) required final regulations with respect to implementation of

amendments to title IV to be promulgated by the Secretary of
HEW by the end of the fourth month after enactment. The House
bill contained no such provision. The House recedes.

(6) required compensation laws on the Secretary of Labor's
list, to have standards for determining death or total disability
due to pneumoconiosis which are substantially similar to those
in section 402(f) and others under part B. The House bill con-
tained no such provision. The House recedes.

(7) contained a provision prohibiting the denial of a claim
solely on the basis of the results of a chest roentgenogram and
also required the consideration of all relevant evidence, including
tests, history and affidavits, in establishing the validity of a claim.

The House bill also contained a provision prohibiting the denial
of a claim solely on the basis of a chest roentgenogram, but did
not contain the other provisions. The House recedes.

Amendments No. 35, 36, and 37: The House bill extended full
Federal financial responsibility under part. B for two years, while the
Senate amendments extended such responsibility for one year. The
conferees agreed to extend full Federal financial responsibility for
new claims for eighteen months. Temporary financial responsibility
of the Federal Government has been shifted from the year 1972, as
l)Iescribed in existing law, to the six-month period beginning July 1,
1973, and ending December 31, 1973.

Amendment No. 39: The House bill extended the termination date
of part C for two years. The Senate amendment made the program
permanent. The Senate recedes with an amendment terminating
responsibility for new claims under part. C of the program as of
December 30, 1981, or an extension of five years beyond existing law.
For claims filed on or before December 30, 1981, responsibility under
Part. C will continue beyond that date.

Aniendinent No. 40: The Senate amendments required that final
regulations under part C to implement any amendments thereunder
be promulgated and published no later than the end of the fourth
month following enactment. The House bill contained no such provi-
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sion. The Senate recedes with an amendment requiring publication
no later than the end of the sixth month following enactment.

Amendment No. 42: The Senate amendment.s authorized the con-
struction, purchase, and operation of clinical facilities for the analy-
sis, examination, and research related treatment of rniners occupa-
tional respiratory and pulmonary impairments. The new section
required research to be initiated within the National Institute of Occu
pational Safety and Health to devise tests to measure, detect and
treat miner's respiratory and pulmonary impairments. Appropria-
tions for clinical facilities were authorized at $10 million for each
of the three fiscal years 1973, 1974, and 19Th, and such sums as are
necessary for research. The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes.

Amendment No. 43: The Senate amendments added a new section
428 to title IV which prohibits discrimination by an operator agiinst
any miner employed by him solely by reason of the fact that such
miner has pneumoconiosis or other respiratory or pulmonary impair-
ment. Investigation, hearing and enforcement procedures by the Sec-
retary of the Interior, were included. The section also contained a
provision requiring compensation of hearing examiners at a rate not.
less than GS—16.

The House recedes with an amendment which omits the reference
to other respiratory or pulmonary impairments.

The conferees note the appropriate jurisdictional concerns of the
Post Office and Civil Service Committees of both Houses in this rnt-
ter, and reluctantly adopted the provision only out of a desire to avert
an imminent personnel crisis arising from the existing disparity in the
compensation of hearing examiners at the Department of Interior
and other Federal agencies. This provision will eliminate the disparity.

Amendment No. 44: The Senate amendment.s added a new section
429 to authorize appropriations in such sums as are necessary to
enable the Secretary of Labor to carry out his responsibilities imder
title IV. The House bill contained no such provision. The I-louse
recedes.

Amendment No. 45: The Senate. amendments included an amend-
ment to section 422(a) which requires employers to provide medical
benefits to employees under part C. It also required State Compensa-
tion laws to include such a requirement in order to qualify as adequate
under part C. The House bill contained no comparable provision. The
House recedes.

Amendment No. 46: The Senate amendments added a new section
430 to annly all appropriate amendments in part B to part C. The.
House bill contained no such provision. The House recedes with an
amendment which provides that with respect to the rebuttable pre-
sumption of section 411 (c) (4). such presumption shall only apply for
purposes of Dart C. where the fifteen years employment in a coal mine
occurred entirely before July 1. 1971.

The conferees further agree that the elimination of th socia'
security disability insurance offset. provision shall not apply to part C.

The conferees note specifically that the provision reatin to the pro-
hibition against the denial of a claim sokly on the basis of the resulis
of a chest roentenogram. among other amendments made to part. B.
applies to part C.
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Amendment No. 50: The Senate amendments required the Secre-
tarv of HEWT to inform claimants under title IV of the changes in the
law made b the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 and to advise them
that their claims will be reviewed. The House. bill contained no such
provision. The house recedes.

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amendments added a new provision
to part B under which the Secretary of Labor is to pay benefits and
process claims during the period from July 1 1973 to December 31,
19T. utilizing the procedures of Section 19 of the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Worker's Compensation Act. In processing such claims poten-
tinil tiabe operators are to be notified and allowed to participate.
Operators will be bound under part C on any claim determined under
this section. The House bill contained no such provision. The House
recedes. It is noted that Section 21 of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Worker's Compensation Act provides for judicial review of awards
rendered pursuant to Section 19 of the Act.

Amendment No. 52: The Senate amendments added a limitation on
claims ified under part C where eligibility of such claims is based on
the rebuttable presumption of section 411 (c) (4). A living miner must
in such cases file within three years after last exposed employment and
in the case of a deceased miner such claims must be filed within fifteen
years after ast exposed employment in a coal mine. The House bill
contained no such provision. The House recedes.

H.AiuusoN A. WILLIAMS,
JENNINGS RANDOLPH,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
GAYLORD NELSON,
THOMAS F. EAGLETON,
Arni E. STEVENSON III.
ILuou E. HUGHES,
JACOB K. JAVITS.
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER,
BOB PACKWOOD,
ROBERT TAFr, Jr.,
ROBERT T. STAFFORD,

ManagerB on the Part of the Senate.
CARL D. PERKINS,
JOHN H. DENT,
ROMAN C. PUCINSKI,
PHILLrP BuwroN,
JOSEPH M. GAYDOS,

Mai ager on the Part of the Hove.
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!fay 4, 1972

BLACK LUNG EENJ1TS ACT OF
1972—CONFERENCE REPORT

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I sub-
mit a report of the committee of confer-
ence on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Sen-
ate to the bill (H.R. 9212) to amend the
provisions of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 to extend
black lung benefits to orphans whose
fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for
other purposes.

I ask unanimous consent for the pres-
ent consideration 01 the report.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE

The PRESmING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the report?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the report, which
reads as follows:

CONFERENCE REPORT (S. REPT. No. 92—760)

The committee of conference on the dis-
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bIll (H.R.
9212) to amend the provisions of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphan.s Whose
fathers die of pneurnoconiosis, and for other
purposes, having met after full and rree con-
ference, have agreed to recommend and do
recomefld to their respective Houses a
follows:

That the Senate recede from is amend-
ments numbered 8, 30, 32, 33, 41. 48. and 49.

That the Hou.se recede from its disagree-
ment to the amendments of the Senate num-
bered 1, 2, 3. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28, 29.
31, 36, 37, 38, 42, 44, 45, and 47, and agree
to the same.

Amendment numbered 5: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend-
ment of the Senate numbered 5, and agree
to the same with. an amendment, as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-
serted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:

"(5) In the case of the dependent parent
or parents of a miner whose death is due to
pneumoconiosts, or of a miner who is receiv-
ing benefits under this part at the time of
his death, or of a miner who wa.s totally dis-
abled by pneumoconiosis at the time oI
death, and who is not survived at the time
of his death by a widow or a child, or in the
case of the dependent surviving brother(s)
or sister(s) of such a miner who is not sur-
vived at the time of his death by a widow,
child, or parent, benefits shall be paid under
this part to such parent(s) , or to such broth-
er(s), or sister(s), at the rate specified
in paragraph (3) (as if such parent(s) or
such brother(s) or sister(s), were the chil-
dren of such miner). In determining for
purposes of this paragraph whether a claim-
ant bears the reiationship as the miner's
parent, brother, or sister, the Secretary shall
apply legal standards consistent with those
applicable to relationship determination
under Title II of the Social Security Act. No
benefits to a sister or brother shall be pay-
able under this paragraph for any month
beginning with the month in which he or
she receives support from his or her spouse,
or marries. Benefits shaLl be payable under
this paragraph to a brother only if he Is

(1) (A) _under eighteen years of age, or
'(B) Wider a disability as defined in sec-

tton 223(d) of the Social Security Act which
began before the age specified in section
202(d) (1) (B) (ii) of such Act, or in the case
of a student, before he ceased to be a stu-
dent, or

"(C) a student as defined In section 402
(g); or

"(2) who Is, at the time of the miner's
death, disabled' as determined in accordance
with section 223(d) of the Social Security
Act, during such disability. Any benefit un-
der this paragraph for a month prior to the
month in which a claim for such benefit is
med shall be reduced to any extent that may
be necessary, so that it will not render er-
roneous any benet which, before the filing
of such Claim, the Secretary has certied or
payment for such prior months. As used in
this paragraph, 'dependent' means that dur-
ing the one year period prior to and ending
with such miner's death, such parent.
brother, or sister was living in the miner's
hOu.sehold, and was, during such period, to..
tafly dependent on the miner for support.
Proof of such support shall be med by such
Claimant within two years after tIle month in
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which this amendment is enacted, or
within two years alter the miner's death,
whichever is the later. Any such proof hch
is med after the expiration of such period
shall be deemed to have been filed within
such period 11 it is shorn to the satisfaction
of the Secretary that there Was good cause
for failure to me such proof within such pe-
riod. The determination of what constites
'living in the miner's household'. 'totaUy
dependent upon the nhizier for support,'
good cause,' shall for purposes of this or-
graph be made in accordance with reu-
tiolis of the Secretary. Beneit pavme::3
der this paragraph to a parent. bro1er, or
sister, shall be reduced by tiie aiiont .

which such payments wo'Ud he reduced c.
account of exce ea1nins or such pare.
brother. or sister, respectively, under sect oi'.
203(b)-(l) of the Social Security Act, as
the benefit under this paragraph were
benefit under section 202 of such Act."

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 13: That the Hu

recede from its disagreement with the
amendment of the Senate numbered 13, a:
agree to the same with an amendment,
follows:

On page 4. line 14. of the Sete engsse
amendments strike out child' a:'.d insr:
"child".

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 14: Tlat the Houe

recede from its disagreement with t1e arend-
ment of the Senate numbered 14, and ag:e
to the same with an amendment, as foilo'.VS

On page 7, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out (3)" nd ii1ert
"(C)".

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 34: That the House

recede from its disagreement with tue
amendment of the Senate numbered 34. aiici
agree to the same with amendmns, as o1-
lows:

On page 9 of the Senate engros3ed amend-
ments, beginning with line 21. stiLke ou
all through line 4 on page 10.

On page 10 of the Senate ellgro3sed amend.
mnents, strike Out line 5 and insert Sec. 4.
(a Section 402(f) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of l69 Is amended
to read as follows:

On page 10. line 17, of the Senate en-
grossed amendments, strike out (c) ' and
insert"(b)".

On page 11, line I, of the Senate en;rosseci
amendments, strike out (d)" and insert

(c)
On page 12, line 6, of the Senate enrosd

amei,d.uents, strike out (e) ' and 1nerc

On page 12, line 14, of the Senate grcsed
amendments, strike out (f)" and ii1e't

On page 12, line 19, of the Senate ei1rossed
amendments, strike out '(g)" and inser;

On page 13. line 7, of the Senate engroc1
amendments, strike out '(h)" and. insert

On page 7, line 18. of the House engrossed
bill, strike 4" and insert In lieu thereol 5.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the House

recede from its disagreement with the
amendmen; of the Senate numbered 35, and
agree to the same with amendments, as fol-
lows:

On page 7, line 20, of the House engrosset
bill, strike out ""1971" " and insert 'Decem-
ber 31, 1971".

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-
serted by such amendment insert "June 30,
1973",.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39: That the House

recede from its disagreement to the amend-
ment of the Senate numbered 39, and agree to
the same with amendments as follows:
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Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment and—

On page 8, line 4, of the House engrossed
bill, delete 'nine. and insert in lieu there0
"twelve",.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 40: That the House

recede from its disagreement to the amend-
ment of the Senate numbered 40, and agree
to the same with amendments as fo'lows:

On page 13, line 19. of the Senate en-
grossed amendments, strike out "(4)" and
insert in lieu thereof '(5)".

On page 14. line 3. of the Senate en-
grossed amendments, strike out fourth' and
insert in lieu thereof sixth."

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 43: That the House

recede from its disigreernent with the
amendment of the Senate numbered 43, and
agree to the same with an amendment, as
follows:

On page 16 of t.he Senate engrossed amend-
rnents. strike lines 4 and 5 and insert in
lieu thereof 'pneumocothosis. No person
shall cause or attemp. to cause an operator"

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 46: That the House

recede from its disagreement to the amend-
inent of the Senate numbered 46, and agree
to the same with an amenó.ment as follows:

On page 18. line 12. of the Senate en-
grossed amendments strike the period and
insert in lieu thereof a colon and the fol-
lowing: 'Prorkied, That for the purpose of
determining the applicability of the pre-
sumption established by section 411(c) (4)
to claims filed under Part C of this title, no
period of employment after June 30,' 1971,
shall be considered in determining whether
a miner was employed at least fifteen years
in one or more underground mines."

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50:
That the House recede from its disagree-

ment with the amendment of the Senate
numbered 50. and agree t.o the same with
an amendment, as follows:

On page 19, line 8, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "7" and insert "6".

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 51:
That the House recede from its disagree-

ment with the amendment of the Senate
numbered 51. and agree to the same with
amendment,s, a.s follows:

On page 19. line 21. o the Senate en-
grossed amendn1ents. strike cut 8' and in-
sert '7".

On page 20. line of the Senate e1grossed
amendments. strike out 'Jainiary' and insert
"Jul".

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 52:
That the House rede from its disagree-

ment with the amendinemit o the Senate
numbered 52, and agree to the san1e with
an amendment, as follows:

On page 21, line 22. of the Senate en-
grossed amendments. strike ot '9' and in-
sert 8".

And the Senate agree to the smne,
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS,
JENINc,s RANDOLPH,
CLAIBOR PELL.
GAYLORD NELSON,
THorAs F. EAGLETON-.
.ADLAI E. SrzvENsoN III,
HAROLD E. HtYG}E5,
JACOB . JAVrrs,
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER,
BOB PACKW000,
ROrnRT TAFT. Jr.,
ROBEflT T. STAFPORD,

Mcnagers on the Part of the Senate.
CARL D. PFRKINS,
JOHN H. DEEr,
OMfN C. PUCINsKr,
PHLLLIP BURTON,
JosH M. GAYt,OS.

Managers on the Part of the House.

JOINT ExpLANATORy STATEJENT OP THE
COMMITTEE op CONFERENCE

The Managers on the part of the House
and the Senate at the conference on the dis-
agreeing votes o the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R.
9212) to amend the provisions of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
extend black lung benefits to orphans whose
fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other
purposes, submit the following joint state-
ment to the House and Senate in explanation
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the
managers and recommended tn the accom-
panvin; conference report:

The following Senate amendments made
technical, clerical, clarifying or conforming
changes: 1.3.4,6,7,9,10.11,12.13. 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 28, 29,
31,33,38.41. 47, 48, and 49.

With respect to these amendments (1 the
House either recedes or recedes with amend-
nients which are technical, clerical, clarify-
Ing, or conforming in nature; or (2) the Sen-
ate recedes in order to conform to other
action agreed upon by the committee of
conference.

Amendment No. 2: Both the House bill and
the Senate amendments provided benefits for
Orphaned children of miners Who died from
pneumoconiosis or who were receiving bene-
fits at the time of death.

The Senate amendment added orp11and
children of miners who Were totally dis-
abled by pneumocolliosis, permitted such
children to take benefits where the miners
widow survives him and then dies, and
limited the child's entitlement to benefits in
such cases to months in which the widow's
entitlement is not established. The House
recedes.

Amendment No. 5: The Senate an1endn1ent
permitted dependent parents of a deceased.
eligible miner to succeed to such nüner's
benefits if there is no surviving widow or
child. Il there is no surviving dependent par-
ent, surviving dependent brothers and sis-
ters may succeed to such miners benefits.
Under the Senate amendment, dependent
parents, brothers or sisters must have re-
ceived at least one haLf of their support from
the miner for at least one year prioT to his
death. The House bill contained no such
provision.

The House receded .with an amendment
that provided that in order to qualify for
benefits, parents, brothers and sisters must
have been wholly dependent on the miner
and must have resided in the miner's house.
hold for one year prior to the miners death.
The amendment provided further that in the
case o a surviving brother, he would not
receive benefits after the age of 18. or iI a
student, after age 22, unless the surviving
brother becazne disabled before the age of
18 or was disabled at the time of the miner's
death. In the case of a sur'iving sister or
brother, the amendment provided that no
b.nefits would be paid to her or him 1 he or
she married or received &upport from hi or
her spouse.

The House amendment also removed ian-
guage in the Senate version specific.Ih re-
quiring the Secretary to apply the relevant
State or District of Columbia intestate suc-
cession law in determining whether a 'latmn-
ant is a parent, brother, or sister of a miner.
The conferees concluded that the Social
Security Administration generally refers to
such intestacy la-s in making 5uci1 deter-
minations,

Amendment No, 8: The Senate n1endrnent
permitted dependent children to ñ!e c1ams
for augmented benefits in their own right
where necessary. The House bill did not con-
tain such a provision. The Senate recedes.
The conferees concluded that the objective
of the Senate amendment could be achieved
through regulations issued by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Amendment No. 27: Both the House bill
and the Senate amendments United the tn1e
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for filing by a child. The House bill limited
such time to six months after the death f
the surviving parent or December 31, 1972,
whichever is later. The Senate amendmeflt
extended the date certain to December 31.
1973. The House recede8.

Amendment No. 30: The Senate amend-
ments made the provisions o section 1 of the
bill retroactive to December 30. 1969. except
as otherwise provided therein. The House bill
contained no such provision. The Senate re.
cede.

Amendment No. 32: The House b!fl
required the elimination of the practice of
offsetting social security dsabilitr insuanee
benefits of. certain miners where the claim-
ant a1o receives black lung benefit3. The
Senate ameadments limited such offsetting
to 100 percent of former earnings. The Se-
ate recedes.

Amendmeii_t No. 34: The Senate amend-
ments:

(1) altered the definition of pi1eumoco-
niosis" to include the seqo&ae of the disease.
The Senate recedes. The conferees under-
stand that in the administratton of the i'ro-
gram benefits are now provided for total ctls-
ability due to the seaulae of pneulnoco-
niosis, such as cor lmonalae.

(2) altered the definition of "total dIsbi:-
itV" to provide that a miner is totally dJ-
abled when pneumOconiosis prevents hm
Irom engaging in gainful employment, re-
quiring skills comparable to his regular
work in a mine. The House bill containea no
such provision. The House recedes.

Questions were ralsed during the confer-
ence regarding the Senate language on to:aI
disability and whether it expanded the defini-
tion so as to include any miner who could
no longer perform work in the coal minet.
The House receded on the understanding that
under the Senate language it is not Intended
that a miner be found to be totally disabled
11 he is in fact engaging in substantial work
involving skills and abilities closelr comna-
ra.hle to those of any mine employment tn
which he previously engaged with some regu-
larity and over a substantial period of time.
or 11 it is clearly demonstrated that he is
capable of performIng such work and Such
work is available to him in the imedia.e
area o his residence.

Once a claimant qualifies as totally ci-
abled. any money he earns at gainful e-
plOvrnent will be sublect to the excess earn-
ings test in section 412Cb) of this Act.

(3) Added to the benefit criteria of section
411(a) to permit payment of ben3fits wIice
a miner was totally disabled by pnuIno-
coniosis at the time of his death. The Houe
bIll contained no such provision. The Hou.'e
recedes.

4) Added a new paragraph (4) to ectk':
411(c) which established a rebuttable pre-
suinption of pneumoco',iosis where a mine-
wa8 employed fifteen or more years In a
mine, where a chest roentgenogram is in-
terpreted as negative but where such nnel
has or had a totally disabling respirntor' or
pulmonary impairment. The Secretary mar
re}ut such presumption by establishing the
absence of pneumocOnosis or by establIsh-
rtg that such impairrnet did not arise ou
of, or in connectton with. emplorment a
.col mine. A miner who wa in whole or i
part employed in other than an underground
mine may establish this presumption r his
conditions of employment were substan-
tially simIlar to conditions in an under-
ground mine.

The House bill did not contain such r. pro.
vision.

The House recedes. See Amendment No. 46
conceruing the application of these provi-
sions under Part C.

(5) Required final regulations with rerpect
to implementation of amendments to tte
IV to be promulgated by the Secretary of
HEW by the end of the fourth month after
enactment. The House bill contained no such
provision. T11e House recedes.

(6) R.quired compen3ation laws cm the
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Secretary of Labor's list to have standards for
determining death or total disability due to
pneumocOniOsls which are substantially sim-
ilar to those in section 402(f) and others
under part B. The House bill contained no
such provision. The House recedes.

(7) Contained a provision prohibiting the
denial of a claim solely on the basis of the
results of a chest roentgenogram and also re-
quired the consideration of all relevant evi-
dence, including tests, history and affidavits,
in establishing the validity of a claim.

The House bill also contained a provision
prohibiting the denial of a claim solely on the
basis of a chest roentgenOgram, but did not
contain the other provisions. The House re-
cedes.

Amendments No. 35, 36, and 37: The
House bill extended full Federal financial
responsibility under part B for two yrs,
while the Senate amendments extended such.
responsibility br one year. .'he conferees
agreed to extend full Federal financial re-
sponIbiltty for new calm for eighteen
months. Temporary financial responsibility
of the Federal Government iaa been shifted
from the year 1972, as provided in existing
law, to the six-month period beginning
July 1, 1973, and ending December 31, 1973.

Amendment No. 39: The House bill ex-
tended the termination date of part C fc
two years. The Senate amendment made the
program permanent. The Senate recedes with
an amendment terminating responsibility
for new claims under part C of the program

of December 30, 1981, or an extension of
five years beyond existing law. 'or claims
filed on or before December 30, 1981, respon-
sibility under part C will continue beyond
that date.

Amendment No. 40: The Senate amend-
ments required that final regu1atton under
part C to implement any amendments there-
under be promulgated and published no later
than the end of the fourth month following
enactment. The House bill contained no such
provision. The Senate recedes with an amend-
ment requiring publication no later than the
end of the sixth month following enact-
ment.

Amendment No. 42: The Senate amend-
ments authorized the construction, pur..
chase, and operation of clinical faciUtie for
the analysis, examination, and research re-
lated treatment of miner's occupational res-
piratory and pulmonary tmpalrments. The
new section required research to be initiated
within the National Institute of Occupation-
atSafety and Health to devise tests to meas-
ure, detect and treat miner's respiratory and
pulmonary tmpalrments. Appropriations or
clinical facilities were authorized at $10 mil-
lion for each oi the three fiscal years 1973,
1974, and 1975, and such sums as are neces-
sary for research. The House bill contained
no such provision. The House recedes.

Amendment No. 43: The Senate amend-
ments added a new sectIon 428 to title IV
which prohibits dlzcrtmination by an op-
erator against any miner employed by him
solely by reason oi the fact that such miner
has pneunloconiosts or other respiratory or
pulmonary impairment. Investigation, hear-
Ing and enlorcement procedures by the Sec-
retary of the Interior were included. The
section also contained a provision requiring
ompensatioñ of heartng examiners at a
rate not less than GS—16.

The House recedes with an amendment
which omits the reference to other respira-
tory or pulmonary impairments.

The conferees note the appropriate Juris-
dictional concerns of the Post Office Civil
Service Committees o both Houses in t4iis
matter, and reluctantly adopted the provi-
sion only out of a desire to avert an tmmi-
nent personnel crisis arising from the exist-
ing disparity in the compensation of hear-
ing examiners at the Department of Interior
and other Federal agencies. This provision
will eliminate the disparity.

Amendment No. 44: The Senate amend-
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ments added a new section 429 to authorize
appropriations in such sums as are necessary
to enable the Secretary of Labor to carry out
his responsibilities under title IV. The House
bill contained no such provision. The House
recedes.

Amendment No. 45: The Senate amend-
ments included an amendment to Section
422(a) which requires employers to provide,
medical benefits to employees under part C.
It also required State compensation }aws to
include such a requirement in order to qual-
ify adequate under Part C. The House bill
contained no comparable provision. The
House recedes.

Amendment No. 46: The Senate amend-
ments added a new section 430 to apply all
appropriate amendments in part B to part C.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment which
provides that with respect to the rebuttable
presumption of section 411 (c) (4), such pre-
sumption shall only apply for purposes of
part C, where the fifteen years employment
in a coal mine occurred entirely before July
1, 1971.

The conberees burther agree that the elilni-
nation of the social security disability inur-
ance onset provision shall not apply to
part C.

The conlerees note specifically that the
provision relating to the prohibition against
the denial of a claim solely on the baats of
the results of a chest roentgenogram, among
other amendments made to part B, applies to
part C.

Amendment No. 50: The Senate amend.
ments required the Secretary of HEW to
inform claimants trnder title IV of 'the
changes in the law made by the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972 and to advise them
that their claims will be reviewed. The House
bill contained no such provision. The House
recedes.

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amend-
ments added a new provision to part B under
which the Secretary of Labor is to pay bene-
ftt and process claims during the period
from July 1, 1973 to December 31, 1973,
utilizing the procedures of Section 19 of
the Longshoremen's and Earbor Worker's
Compensation Act. In processing such claims,
potentially liable operators are to be notified
and allowed to participate. Operators will be
bound under part C on any claim determined
un.cter this section. The House bill contained
no such provision. The House recedes. It is
noted that Section 21 of the Longshoremens
and Harbor Worker's Compensation Act pro-
vides 10? Judicial review oi awards rendered
pursuant to Section 19 of the Act.

Amendment No. 52: The Senate amend-
ments added a ltmitation on claims filed
under part C where eligibility of such claim8
is based on the rebuttable presumption of
section 411 (c) (4). A living miner must in
suoh oases within three years after la8t
expoGed employment and in the case of a
deceased miner such claims must be 1ed
within fifteen years after last exposed em-
ployment in a coal mine. The Eouse bill con-
tained no such provision. The House recedes.

HARRISON A. WILLIAMS,
JENNINGS RANDOLPH,
CI,&xBoa PELL,
GAoRD NELSON,
THOMAS F. EAGLEON,
ADLAI E. STEVENSON IU,
HAnox. E. HUGHES,
JACOB K. JAV1TS,
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKZR,
BOB PACKWOOD,
ROBERT TA$r, Jr.,
RoaB T. SWTORD,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
CnL D. PERKm5,
JOHN H. DENT,
ROMAN C. PUCINSII,
PHILLIP BvaON,
JOSEPH M. GAyDOS,

Managers on the Part of the Hou3e.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
for debate is limited to 1 hour, with 30
minutes under the control of the Senator
from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) and
30 minutes under the control of the Sen-
ator from New York (Mr. JAVITS).

Who yields time?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I yield

myself such time as I may desire.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Seii-

ator from West Virginia.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President. it is

with understandable satisfaction that I
come into the Senate Chamber to speak
on behalf of the Senate conferees oii
H.R. 9212 and announce to our colleagues
that all members of the Senate confer-
ence committee have agreed to the con-
ference report on this legislation, the
amendments to the Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, title IV, known
as the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972.

Mr. President, following 2 days in the
conference with the managers on the
part of the House, we reached an agree-
ment on this important legislation. I do
not use the term lightly when I say that
"historic" is a word that, in my opinion.
can be appropriately used to describe
this legislation. Why do I say that to my
colleagues? Because, Mr. President, we
will, with this measure, bring assistance
to disabled coal miners in this country,
who have sacrificed, in many instances.
their health, and lives in a dedication of
their working efforts to the extraction
from the earth of that substance—coal—
which has been of such extreme impor-
tance to fueling and energizing the vast
industrial complex of this country over a
period of years. Having sponsored the
original black lung benefits provision con-
tâ.ned in the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act, I know how important this
new measure will be to our miners and
their famIlies.

I referred, as my colleagues will re-
member, when we passed our Senate bill
on April 17 in this body by a vote of 73
to 0, to the tremendous contribution of
these men, as well as the owners of the
industry who employ the miners, because
coal represents about 54 percent of the
thermal power under which this Nation
has been able to move forward in Its
many aspects from the standpoint of
electricity and power, not only for our
great manufacturing establishments, but
for the very operation of life itself.

I think not only of these disabled
miners, but also I think it Is important
for us to speak of their dependents, and
the survivors of deceased miners. I feel
that there is a significant measure of
equity and justice which is being writ-
ten into law by the Senate of the United
States and hopefully by Congress, with
the House acting, I trust, in a matter of
days, on the conference report. Also, I
am very, very hopeful that the President
of the United States will sign this legis-
lation when it comes before him, hav-
ing been agreed to in the Senate and
the House of Representatives.

I had the privilege of managing the
Senate bill, that is, our own version of
H.R. 9212. As my very knowledgeable
colleague, the Senator from New York
(Mr. JAvITs) who is in the Chamber and
who has taken such an active and con-
structive role In this whole effort since
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1969 and until this very hour, will recall,
on the date this body gave its stamp of
approval, even though there was opposi-
tion from the administration and oppo-
sftlon from the industry, there wa. no
lack of unanimity here. There was, I re-
peat, a rollcall vote of 73 to 0 for that
measure.

The Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) is
also in the Chamber this afternoon. His
activity, within the subcommittee and
within the Committee on Labor and Pub-
lic Welfare, was of an equally construc-
tive nature. He had many questions that
had to be resolved in his mind, and yet
he. as well as all the rest of us on behalf
of the Senate, signed the conference re-
port.

It is my conviction—a very strong con-
viction, Mr. President—that what we
have done in conference is what should
be enacted. There were certain com-
promises in certain respects to the
House-passed measure, but what we have
done—and it is very important to state
this in a very earnest way—is to preserve
nearly all the improvements to title IV
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act, made by the Senate measure
enacted here on April 17. Additionally,
the final version o H.R. 9212 embodies
the basis thrust and concepts contained
in 5. 2675, which I introduced last year.

I shall now undertake to outline for
my colleagues those provisions of H.R.
9212 which were the same in both the
House and the Senate versions, as well as
to briefly outline the points of difference
which were compromised. Both bills, Mr.
President, extended title IV benefits
coverage orphan children, with such
coverage made retroactive to December
30, 1969. That was the date of enact-
ment, as Senators will recall, of the on-
ginal program of black lung benefits.

In the second instance, bcth the House
and Senate bills extended covera{e to
disabled miners other than those who
had worked in the underground mines.

Third, the denial of claims based sole-
ly on the results of a chest X-ray is pro-
hibited in both measures.

Fourth and last, the House bill and
the Senate amendments provide that the
Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare may certify dependents' bene-
fits directly to dependents where it is
deemed advisable and desirable to do so.

Aside from the provisions which I have
just outlined, H.R. 9212 as passed by the
House of Representatives differed con-
siderably from our measure. Under the
current law, no payments of benefits un-
der part C of title IV are required to be
paid after 7 years following the date of
enactment of the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act. This means, I say to my col-
leagues, that the program will, unless
modified, terminate on December 30,
1976. The House bill extended this ter-
mination date by 2 years, to December
30, 1978. The Senate measure eliminated
the termination date entirely, thus mak-
ing the program a permanent one.

In the committee of conference, we
agreed to a provision which terminates
responsibiuty for the new claims that
are filed under part C on December 30,
1981. However, all claims ified prior to
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that date and approved for payment
would be paid for life.

The exisUng law requires that Fed-
eral responsibility for new claims termi-
nate on December 31, 1972. The House
bill would have extended this responsi-
bility for 2 years, until December 31,
1974. The Senate, based on the very per-
suasive arguments set forth by the Sen-
ator from New York and others who
joined him in that belief, agreed upon
only a 1-year extension. The confer-
ence agreement—as the very knowledge-
able and able Senator from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. SCIIWEIKER) who is now with
us knows—provides not for 1 year, as
passed by the Senate, not for 2 years, as
passed by the House, but for a so-called
compromise extension of 18 months. But,
we cut the so-called "swing" or "transi-
tion" period from 1 year to 6 months.
Therefore, under part C, claims which
are to be filed with State workmen's
compensation agencies and paid by coal
mine operators will actuaily begin as in
the Senate bill on January 1, 1974.

The black lung benefits program is
now being interpreted by the Social Se-
curity Administration as a workmen's
compensation plan. It was not so in-
tended by Congress in 1969. Thus, where
a beneficiary, under title IV of the Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, is
receiving social security disability insur-
ance benefits and black lung benefits, the
socal security payments are reduced by
any amount by which the combination
of benefits exceeds 80 percent of tife
average miner's current earnings prior
to his disability. The House bill com-
pletely eliminated this so-called "offset"
provision to permit the full amount of
both biefits to be collected. The Sen-
ate bill limited the offset to 100 percent
of average current earnings. I might say
that the bill I introduced last October,
5. 2675. like the House bill, eliminated
the offset provision entirely. The Senate
conferees agreed to the House position.

• Total disability under existing law is
determined according to regulations of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Thus, if a disabled miner has
the capacity to work at any job, no mat-
ter how menial or far away from his
home, he is not now considered to be
totally disabled, and is, therefore. not
eligible for black lung benefits. The ouse
bill did not change existing law. The
Senate bill established a new criterion
for total disability which is more in line
with reality. If pneunaoconiosis prevents
a miner from engaging in gainful em-
ployment requiring skills comparable to
his work in a mine, he will be considered
totally disabled. If such miner is in fact
doing such work, or if it is clearly demon-
strated that such work is available to him
in the immediate area of his residence, he
will not be considered totally disabled.
The conferees accepted the Senate provi-
sion.

One of the most prevalent complaints
against existing law and its interpreta-
tion made by witnesses durmg hearings
held by our Subcomiriittee on Labor in-
volved the inability of miners or their
widows to establish the existence of black
lung, even though the miner was clearly
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totally disabled. The House and Senate
bills did, as I noted earlier, eliminate sole
reliance on the X-ray. The Senate bill
further provided that where a miner
worked 15 years or more in an under-
ground coal mine, or in comparable con-
ditions on the surface, where such miner

- had a negative X-ray and where such
miiier had a totally disabling respiratory
or pnlmonary impairment he is given the
benefit of a rebuttable presumption that
he was disabled due to pneumoconjosis.
The alteration made by the conference
committee limited such claims under
part C to those in which the 15 years of
work took place prior to July 1, 1971.
Existing law limits beneficiaries to

miners, their widows. and children. The
House bill and Senate bills extended ben-
efits to orphans. The Senate bill, and the
conference measure, extends such bene-
fits, where there is nowidow or child who
survive the miner, to wholly dependent
parents. If there are no such parents,
then benefits may accrue under certain
conditions to wholly dependent brothers
and sisters, if any.

Under existing law a widow, if she is
to claim black lung benefits, must show
that her miner husband died from black
lung or a respiratory disease. The House
bill did not propose a change in the law.
The Senate bill, which was acceptable to
the conferees, provided that a widow may
also claim benefits If her husband was
totally disabled by pneumoconiosis at the
time of his death. Thus, if the miner 'as
so disabled, the widow may claim bene-
fits regardless of the cause of death.

The current law, in effect, limits evi-
dence which may be used to support a
claim for benefits to the X-ray. As pre-
viously mentioned, both the House and
Senate bifis eliminated sole reliance on
the X-ray. The Senate bill, In addition.
includes other evidence such as addi-
tional medical tests, affidavits, and clini-
cal and work history to support a claim;
this provision was accepted by the con-
ference committee.

Not in the House bill nor in the exist-
ing law is a provision adopted In the Sen-
ate and accepted in conference that ap-
plies all sections of part B, including any
amendments to the act, to part C, where
such provisions are appropriately ap-
plied. The only provision of part B not
applicable to part C is that related to the
offset of social security disability bene-
fits. The applicability to part C of the
rebuttable presumption as noted earlier
is also limited to situations where work
In the mines took place prior to July 1,
1971.

Another provision of the Senate bill
which was adopted In conference au-
thorized the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to build clinical facili-
ties for the diagnosis and treatment of
lung ailments in coal miners. The provi-
sion also authorized research to devise
simplified tests to measure lung impair-
ments in miners.

Also agreed to In conference was a
Senate provision not contained In the
House bill which prohibits discrimination
by an operator against any miner em-
ployed by hun because such miner has
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pneumoconiosis. Applicability of this
provision to breathing impairments other
than pneumoconiosis was deleted at the
insistence of the House conferees.

Several other provisions of the Senate
version of H.R. 9212 were adopted in con-
ference. These include a section whIch
eases the complications of filing claims
during the transition period between part
B and part C by reqthnng the Secretary
of Labor to pay claims filed in that period
and to assure that operators are bound
by claim determinations made during
that period. This provision is designed
to insure uninterrupted payment of ben-
efits when part C goes into effect.

In other sections of the conference bill,
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare must notify all claimants under
title IV of changes in the law, and that
their claims will be reviewed; regulations
with respect to the new law must be pro-
mulgated by the Secretary of HEW by
the end of the fourth month after enact-
ment, and by the Secretary of Labor
within 6 months; claims filed under part
C which rely on the rebuttable presump-
tion must be filed within 3 years after
last exposed employment in a coal mine
in the case oZ a living miner, or within
15 years after such employment in the
case of a deceased miner.

Other miscellaneous provisions of the
conference measure authorize appropria-
tions to the Secretary of Labor; require
employers to provide medical benefits to
employees under part C; and limit the
definition of pneumoconiosis with the
understanding that the sequelae of the
disease are now compensable under ad-
ministrative regulations.

Mr. President, I am deeply pleased
with H.R. 9212 as it now comes before the
Senate. It Is landmark legislation. It is a
measure which the Congress can look to
with pride and a sense of great accom-
plishment.

I want to offer my sincere thanks for a
job well done to the managers on the part
the House. I single out for special com-
mendation the astute chairman of the•
Education and Labor Committee Repre-
sentative CARL PERKINS, who performed
so ably the task of conference committee
chairman. My appreciation goes also to
Representative JOHN DENT and Repre-
sentative PHILLIP BURTON and to the
other House conferees who, even though
they may have disagreed with the final
conference bill, cooperated fully in the
work of the conference.

The Senate conferees, comprised, of
the Subcommittee on Labor of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare,
showed intense interest and dedication to
the development of this legislation. I
want especially to commend the deep
personal interest and cooperation of my
colleagues, Senators JAvrrs, SCHWEIKER,
TArT, and STAFFORD, and the absolutely
essential assistance of the chairman of
the committee, Senator WILLIis.

Without the very subtantial help of
these able and valued Members of the
Senate and their staffs, the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972 would not have been
possible.

Finally, I want to thank the coal min-
ers, their widows and their families for
their indulgence in waiting for this ur-
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gently needed legislation. I know that
this legislation will in some measure ea.e
their very heavy burdens. The Nation
owes these proud people of the coal fields
a debt. H.R. 9212 will help pay that debt.

Mr. President, I know that Senators
who were conferees have certain com-
mitments. Perhaps at this point it would
be best, if agreeable to and desired by the
Senator from Ohio, who has been very
helpful and cooperative on this measure,
that I yield the floor and give him an op..
portunity to speak.

Mr.. JAVITS. I yield 5 minutes to the
Senator from Ohio.

Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator from
New York, and I thank the Senator from
West Virginia, the able chairman of. the
subcommittee, who has done an exem-
plary job in moving this rather technical
and difficult measure to this point of
success.

There are certain areas in which I do
not agree entirely with the result of the
conference, as set out in the minority
views attached to the committee report
when it was filed. However, I do feel that
this is an essential piece of legislation
and one which is fair in every way to
those who have been affected by this
tragic affliction.

I have made known my views with
regard to where the burden for payment
for this should lie, both in the past and
in the future. Having put those views in
the RECORD, I will not repeat them here.

Mr. President, every time we send a
man into the mines for coal we are ask-
ing him to risk his health and even his
life in order that we may have heat, elec-
tric power, and industrial production.
Without America'scoal miners our cities
would be dark and our industries would
come to a stop. Our country owes a great
debt to these men many of whom have
sacrificed their health in order that we
may continue our high standard of liv-
ing.

The Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972
recognizes the sacrifice of our Nation's
coal miners. It recognizes the injustice
of having crippled men denied benefits
solely because their disease could not be
detected by an X-ray. Yet the evidence
is clear from autopsies that approxi-
mately 25 percent black lung cases do not
show up in X-rays. At the present time,
men who have been crippled for life
working in our Nation's coal mines are
unable to collect, because of the way in
which the existing law has been drafted.
It is absolutely vital, in my judgment,
that this measure be adopted and I hope
that my colleagues will support it.

With regard to the conference report.
I very much regret that the conferees
have relieved the coal mine operators of
their responsibilities for an additional
period of 18 months. Under traditional
workmen's compensation principles, the
companies should bear the cost of this
program. Under the 1969 law, they would
have had to assume this obligation in
1973, yet this bill keeps them out of re-
sponsibility for payment for an addi-
tional period of 18 months.

Many of the companies which will be
the principal beneficiaries are among the
largest in America.

At a time when our budget is running
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a massive deficit, there is questionable
justiflcation for having the American
taxpayers relieve these corporations of
responsibility to their coal mining em-
ployees.

Despite my objections to this provision,
however, I strongly support this bill.
Failure to pass it would be a cruel set-
back for America's coal miners and re-
tired coal miners who so desperately
need its passage.

Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 3 nin-
utes.

Mr. President, I feel that this mat-
ter should be put into focus for the
Senate.

The fact is that 1.1 there had been ef-
fective workmen's compensation laws to
take care of the disability imposed on
miners, because of their hazardous oc-
cupation through the inhalation of coal
dust, we would not be here and we would
not have been here before, when the bill
was passed.

It is interesting to note the conse-
quences of the improvidence of both the
States and the industry. The cost to the
industry is likely to be, before we are
through with this bill, approximately S2
billion. We calculate that the cost of
the conference bill to the United States
could run approximately $4 billion. All
this because of the accumulated injus-
tice of not having adequate workmen's
compensation laws on the books for
years and years and years and the es-
sentiality of coal production in the in-
terest of the country and the fact that
the country has a moral responsibility to
the miners who produce this coal at such
peril to themselves. That is the first thing
to note, Mr. President.

Second, we must note that this is a
unique situation, and it is no precedent
for other industries which may be im-
pacted in this way or a similar way; and
we have made this, for the reasons we
have discussed, a case which the lawyers
call sul generis. It stands on its own, be-
cause of its own state of facts.

Third, Mr. PreMdent, we tried very
harti in the Senate to hold the Federal
responsibility to the 1-year level, and
this makes a good deal of difference in
money. We calculate it would make a dif-
ference of as much as $600 million if
there had been an extra year. Our prob-
lem was that the other House just could
not see it that way. After a long and
arduous conference, we settled it at 18
months, which adds $300 million to the
Federal cost. But we must assume that
the other body has as much a sense of
responsibility as we. We could have held
out and wrecked the bill, but that would
have been deeply unjust to thousands of
miners. So we did not do that, but ar-
rived at a compromise, and one can say
the same for them. They felt very strong-
ly about the 2 years in the other body,
and they, too, feel that they ari'ived at a
compromise.

Mr. President, it should be noted in
this connection that under the Senate
bill part C was made permanent. As Sen-
ator RANDOLPH has explained, we finally
accepted a 10-year limitation. But that
is for the filing of new claims. It does not
limit payment on claims filed prior to
December 30, 1981.
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In addition, the liberalizing amend-
ments respecting various presumptions
as to how this disease was acquired, and
other changes in favor of miners, widows,
children and other relatives are applica-
ble as well to the responsibility of the
mine operators.

Finally, Mr. President, it should be
• made known to the Senate that the heavy
costs undertaken here by the Federal
Government in order to do elementary
justice to these aicted miners only em-
phasizes and makes us even more Inter-
ested in the work of the National Com-
mission on State Workmen's Compen-
sation Laws, which is now functioning,
chaired by Mr. John Burton of fllinois.
Its report is due on July 31, 1972, and I
hope they will recommend generic legis-
lation which will result, assuming the re-
port which I believe they will make, do-
ing something about the gross inequali-
ties and Inadequacies among the States
respecting workmen's compensation to
which individuals may be entitled based
on their earning power. There is a gross
disproportion among the States, let alone,
as in this case, the failure to make any
provisions at all.

Mr. President, I believe that the Sena-
tor from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH)
who has personally given so much of his
time and interest, with deep devotion, to
bringing about a condition of justice for
the miners and some relief for them,
has really performed almost a miracle in
producing this conference report so
quickly, after there were so many dis-
couragements about whether the bill
could even be considered, let alone en-
acted into law.

I join him in expressing hope that the
President will sign it. It represents, I
assure the President, because I partici-
pated in every stage of the conference,
the best result we could possibly obtain
in the two Houses. The equity involved
is so great that I would hope the Presi-
dent would not put us through the pain
of trying to go through this again, and
thus delaying justice to the miners.

Therefore I join the Senator from
West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) and other
members of the conference committee in
that hope.

Before I yield the floor, I should like to
pay tribute to the Senator from Ohio
(Mr. TAFT) who has just spoken, and
who gave a tremendous amount of his
time, attention, and help to perfecting
the bill, and to the Senator from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. ScHwEIKER) who, like the
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RAN-
DOLPH), has a deep, a burning, and a hu-
man interest in the miners aicted, and.
who knows so many personally and
whose expertise in this particular field
enabled us finally to come to the conclu-
sions we have on the bill.

I think that those concerned, especially
the Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH) and the Senator from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER), have every
reason to derive enormous satisfaction
in a personal as well as a representative
sense from the result that has been
achieved. -

This is a complicated bill. I should
like also to pay tribute to the staff mem-
bers, Mr. Gerald Feder, counsel to the
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Subcommittee on Labor, Mr. Robert
Humphreys, special counsel to .the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Mr. Philip McGance, legislative assistant
to Senator RANDOLPH and, on the minor-
ity side, Mr. Eugene Mlttelman, minor-
ity counsel to. the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare and Richard Siegal,
associate minority counsel to the com-
rnittee, as well as William Wickens, leg-
islative assistant to Senator TAFT. They
have done so much to make possible the
result we produce today.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi-

dent, I wish to compliment my dis-
tinguished colleague from West Virginia,
Senator RANDOLPH, and the other Sen-
ate conferees on the black lung report
which is now pending before the Senate.
They have done a remarkable Job in their
work with House conferees on this legis-
lation, and they have done it in a com-
mendably short time.

If this conference report is agreed to
by both Houses, and if the legislation is
then allowed to become law by the Pres-
ident, it could go a long way toward
correcting the defects that existed in the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. For example, this legislation
will, for the first time, extend benefits
to eligible children and orphans of
miners disabled or killed by pneumoconl-
osis. The black lung amendments, which
are embraced in this legislation, also
iIrxnly establish that black lung benefits
are not a form of workmen's compensa-
tion. Persons receiving the benefits will
no longer see their social security bene-
fits reduced just because they may also
be receiving black lung benefits..

I hope that the Senate will adopt the
conference report, and I again con-
gratulate my colleague, Senator RAw-
D0LpH, and the other Senates conferees
on both sides of the aisle.

Mr. SCHWEIK. Mr. President, will
the Senator from New York yield?

Mr. JAVITS. I yield to the Senator
from Pennsylvania such time as he .may
require.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JOR-
DAN of Idaho). The Senator from Penn-
sylvania is recognized.

Mr. SCHWEER. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished Sê!Iator from
New York for yielding me this time and
rise in strong support of the conference
report now pending before the Senate.

This is truly an historic milestone In
the life of the coal miners of this coun-
try. More than 2 years ago, under the
leadership of the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RAimo), we passed for
the first time a bill that compensated for
pneumoconiosis as an occupational dis-
ease of coal miners. This meant that
those of us who utilize the energy, the
fuel resources, and the power produced
by those coal mthers who go deep dowii
into the bottom of the earth, were rec-
ognizing that we had a debt to see that
black lung should be compensated as a
work-caused disease, at the Federal level
at least, because the States had not suf-
ficiently met their obligation. This bill
updates that recognition and that work
so that we no longer throw the burden
of proof upon the miner who has had his
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life and, in many cases, his lungs phys-
ically impaired by his work. Now we give
him a fair day in court and a fal±er and
more equitable process for 1ing his
claim and for having his claim adju-
dicated in a way that our first piece of
legislation did not do.

We accomplished this in several ways.
First, by broadening the deffiition of

disability, so that for those who come
from the coal mining towns of Pennsyl-
vania, West Virginia, and Kentucky, the
disability definition reflects the working
conditions and the working environment
of their towns, since as what other work
can they do in -most cases if they are
disabled by the occupational disease of
pneumoconiosls?

Second, the bill will eliminate-the X-
ray as the sole test of whether a victim
has pneumocoriiosjs. We have learned
from ma' medical authorities that the
X-ray Is not infallible. In fact, it is not
very accurate in detecting the early
stages- of pneumocomosis. It was most
unfair and imjtist previously to rely sole-
ly on the X-ray as a determinant of
whether a miner had that disease. So, by
eliminating the X-ray as the sole deter-
minant in denying claims, we give a much
more just and a muchmore fairer shake
to the coal miner in inakizig this deter-
miriation.

Third, to overcome some of the prob-
lems of recognizing cases of pneumoco-
niosls by X-ray, we have incorporated
here; thanks to the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), a preliminary
presumption of pneumoconlosis, that If a
person has worked in the mines for 15
years and If, after that period of time,
he is shown to be disabled from a pulmo-
nary or respiratory disease, he will be
presumed to have neumoconiosis even
without X-ray evidence of pneumoco-
niosis, unless 'there is medical evidence
to the contrary.

That-is a world of difference between
the way the law is written now. It does
truly mean the turning over of a new
leaf, with a fairer judgment and a fairer
adjudication of the claaxns of many coal
miners who actually have the disease but
cannot prove it by conventional X-ray
techniques. That is, in a case where a
miner cannot walk upstairs to his bed
so that his bed has to be moved down
into the living room on the first floor,
where his heart and lungs have been af-
fected, yet. it does not show up on an
X-ray, when everyone associated with
him knows that he has a pulmonary dis-
ability, the only fair thing is to give this
15-year-or-more miner a presumption he
has pneumoconiosis. Because we do not
know, yet, enough about the disease and
how to detect it other than the X-ray, or
how to ftid the symptoms before it af-
ificts the miner and results in permanent,
often fatal damage to him, many miners
were being unfairly Judged not to have
the disease when; in fact, they did have
it and their pulmonary functions evi-
denced that they did have the disease.

So the "15-year" pulmonary presump-
tion in this bill Is a very Important step.
Through it, we are giving the coal miners
a much more even break and a much
more fairer judgment whether or not he
is eligible for compensation.
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Thus, Mr. Prident, these three points,

expanding the definition of disability,
the pulmonary presumption, and elimi-
nating the X-ray as the sole deternu-
nant for denying claims, win at long last,
give the miners the fair shake they are
entitled to in determining whether the
lungs, the heart, or the body have been
ravaged by the occupational disease of
pneumoconóss.

Mr. President, I want to thank the
distinguished Senator from New York
(Mr. JAvrrs), the ranking minority mem-
ber of the committee on which I serve,
for his help and interest in this problem.
I maintain it not only relates to those
who mine the coal in Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, or Kentucky, but also to every-
one who utilizes the coal, who turns on
the light switch, who runs the dishwash-
er, who turns on the television set, who
benefits materially from the human
havoc and wreck that comes from coal
miners producing the energ' source from
the bottom of the earth. The American
people now are accepting their full meas-
ure of responsibility in this broadening of
the law so that each and every coal miner
will get a fair judgment on whether or not
he did in fact suffer from this disease.

Fthally, I am please&to report on one
of my own amendments, assisting a
miner's parents, brothers, and sisters who
were dependent on him, providing that if
there were no children or wife in that
particular family that black lung bene-
fits would go to a brother, sister, or
parent if he or she In fact were fully
dependent prior to the death of this per-
son although there was no similar House
language, I am delighted that my amend-
ment remained In the conference report,
with only a few modifications.

Mr. President, in closing I want to say
that the Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
RANDOLPH), who acted as chairman of the
subcommittee and chairman of the Sen-
ate conferees, who did so much to ad-
vance the cause of miners' health and
miners' working conditions, and the rec-
ogxiltion of the miners' special health
problems, is to be credited with true
leadership in this field. It was a pleasure
to work with him on the Labor Subcom-
mittee and also on the conference com-
mittee.

I am sure that without the guiding hand
of the Senator from West Virginia and
his intimate knowledge of the life and
working problems of the miner, without
his sldflful ability in their working out of
conflicts that are bound to occur in any
legislation of this type between various
groups whose interests are affected, and
without his knowledge and experience we
would not have had the very good bill and
finally the conference report that we have
today.

Mr. President, I rise to support the
conference report and to give special
commendation to our chairman, the Sen
ator from West Virginia (Mr. R-
DOLPH).

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, how
much tune remains to me?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from West Virginia has 14 minutes
remaining. The Senator from New York
has 12 minutes remaining.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
genuinely grateful to the Senator from
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New York (Mr. JAvITS) the Senator from
Ohio (Mr. TAFT), and the Senator from
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for
their thoughtu1 expressions concerning
my activities on this measure. I thank all
concerned for the constructive effort in
which not merely one Member of this
body, but all of us have joined. I again
thank the conferees on the part of the
Senate, who were members of the Labor
Subcommittee and members of the par-
ent Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare

All of these men were intensely inter-
ested in what we were doing. They did
not Just evidence a cursory interest. They
knew what we were doing in our hear-
ings in Pexmsylvama and in West Vir-
ginia. They knew what we were doing in
our subcommittee in the hearings in
Washington. They knew what we were
doing in attempting to finalize the meas-
ure and bring it to the Senate floor as
quickly as possible. AU of them in a very
real sense were participants in what we
have done.

And, Mr. President, I express special
commendation to my esteemed coUea-
gue, Senator ROBERT C. BYRD of West
Virginia, the acting majority leader of
the Senate. He cosponsored my original
amendment in 1969 for payment of vic-
Urns of pneumoconiosis. He cosponsored
the bill which is the basis for this con-
ference agreement. I am personally and
officially gratified to recognize his active
interest and helpful participation in this
legislation. Senator ROBERT C. ByiD tes-
tified in both West Virginia and Wash-
ington in favor of the measure which I
hope we will soon pass by a unanimous
vote in this body.

Fthally, I extend my genuine appre-
ciation to the many staff members who
have given so much of their time, not
just during the working day, but also
very late at night.

They are the members of the staff
of the committee and offices of Senators.
The Senator from New York (Mr. JAy-
rrs) earlier mentioned them by name. I
wish to reinforce his expression of thanks
to these staff members, because we are
so dependent on them in this sort of
complex study and development of leg-
islation. We need the help of these staff
men who stay with us and follow through
with us.

Mr. President, I indicated in the be-
ginning of my remarks this afternoon
that in a sense this Ls an historical occa-
sion. This in a very real sense Ls land-
mark legislation.

I know that in the coming years the
expenditures will be very substantial in
cost to both the Federal Government
and- the coal operators. We have to real-
lze that this is a very costly program.
However, in doing this we have recog-
nized the responsibility which we have
toward the coal miners of this Nation.
It is my belief that the coal industry will
accept this joint responsibility with the
Federal Government.

Mr. President, I think it is unneces-
sary to say more. I have covered the es-
sence of the matter. The Senator from
New York (Mr. JAVITS), the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCBwEIKER), the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT), and I
have covered these matters in the con-

!
ference report. This legislation will be
fully explained in the proceedings of
the Senate.

I just close by reiterating that I think
we have treated with equity the respon-
sibility of the Federal Government and
also that of the operators of the coal
mines. We have also given to the coal
miners and their dependents at the
levels that have been explained the aid
which they fully deserve. So, it is not
-ith any pride that we do this, because
I do not want to use that word or even to
think of it. What we are doing here is
not something which we will point to
with pride. It is something which ought
to be done, something which needs to
be done and which Congress, in response
to the need, has done. This is the way it
should be on legislation which touches
the very lifeblood of the working popula-
tion of this country and alsc those who
help them.

So, Mr. President, I shall not use more
time. I shall yield back the remaining
minutes that have been. I think, allotted
to me.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Pennsylvania yield back
h.ts time? -

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
yield back the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has been yielded back. The question is on
agreeing to the conference report.

The conference report was agreed to.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I move

to reconsider the vote by which the con-
ference report was agreed to.

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
move to table the motion to reconsider.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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doing so, he is justly entitled to the credit
and gratitude he has been accorded.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speakea, I yield
such time as he may consume to the gen-
tleman from Virginia (Mr. WAMPLER).

(Mr. WAMPLER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in support of the conference report.

[Mr. WAMPLER addressed the House.
His remarks will appear hereafter in the
Extensions of Remarks.]

Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
offer my support for the conference
committee report on amendments to the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, title IV, the Black Lung Benefits
Act of 1972.

I wish to congratulate and thank the
conferees for the expeditious manner
in which they handled this report and
I must say that I am very pleased with
the results of their efforts.

Mr. Speaker, it is my hope that the
House will now immediately give ap-
proval to this important measure so that
the President may sign it into law with-
out delay. Enactment of these amend-
ments will be a major, step toward the
resolution of an enormous debt which
the people of this Nation owe to our coal
miners who have been so important in
the econämic growth of our great Na-
tion. Fifty-four percent of our energy
comes from coal and its reserves are
expected to continue to play a most im-
portant part in our energy needs for
the next several hundred years.

One of the provisions of the compro-
mise version which I especially favor is
the provision which states that claims
will no longer be turned down solely
on the basis of a negative X-ray. This
change will insure that all diagnostic
tools, such as pulmonary function tests
and others which may reveal individual
differences in disease effects, shall also
be a part of the determination for the
award or'denial of benefits.

The conference committee also
adopted the Senate version which pro-
vides that where a miner has worked
15 years or more in an underground
mine. or in a comparable condition on
the surface, where such a miner had a
negative X-ray and where such a miner
had a totally disabling respiratory or
pulmonary impairment, he is given the
benefit of a presumption that he was
disabled due to pneumoconiosis and
this presumption will hold unless it can
be proven otherwise.

The compromise version of the bill
also includes a provision identical to a
provision in my bill. H.R. 8783. which
wouid extend coverage under the act
to include surface miners. Anyone who
has spent time around a tipple or places
where there is a large accumulation of
c3al dust, knows that it is possible to
contract the disease without having ac-
tually worked all of the time required
underground.

Both bills extend title IV benefits cov-
erage to orphan children, with such cov-
erage made retroactive to December 30,
1969.

The bill would also extend benefits of
the program to dependent parents.
brothers and sisters of a miner with
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black lung if the relative was totally de-
pendent on the miner and lived in his
home. Benefits to a sister would termi-
nate if she marries, and a brother would
qualify only if he is under 18 years of
age, or if he is a student or disabled.

Federal responsibility for payments
would be extended until July 1, 1973.

The present law provides that a widow,
if she is to claim black lung benefits, must
show that her miner husband died from
black lung or a respiratory disease. Un-
der the compromise version we are now
considering, that widow may also claim
benef1ts if her husband was totally dis-
abled by pneumoconiosis at the time of
his death, regardless of the cause of
death..

Since the original Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 has had
thousands of claims submitted which
were denied, under the old provision, it Is
particularly good to see the automatic
review provision. This requires the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to inform all claimants under the orig-
inal law of the changes made by the
Black Lung Benefits Act ef 1972. Also,
to inform them that their prior claim
will be automatically reviewed under the
new law without the need to submit ad-
ditional applications. As many of these
disabled miners and widows are up in
years this will reduce the effort they
might otherwise have to exert to receive
their proper benefits.

Mr. Speaker, I feel, very strongly, that
this is a good bill. These amendments
will help make the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act more responsive
to the needs of our miners, their widows
and dependent children. -

I urge your support and favorable con-
sideration.

Mr. HECHL of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, the coal miners and their fain-
ilies throughout the Nation are grateful
that at last the Congress is bringing a
greater measure of justice to those who
have been deprived of their hard-earned
compensation for pneumoconiosis by the
narrowly restrictive rules of the Social
Security Administration. I should like to
take this opportunity to commend our
colleagues, the Honorable CARL PEIUUNs
of Kentucky and the Honorable JOHN
DENT of Pennsylvania for their yeo-
man efforts in bringing this legisla-
tion to the floor. Even more particularly,
I want to register the highest praise
for the Senator from West Virginia,
the Honorable JENNINGS RANDOLPH, who
spearheaded this legislation through the
other body Senator RANDOLPH not only
was able to include a number of liberaliz-
ing amendments during consideration of
the bill in the Senate, but he also held
very significant field hearings in Beckley,
W. Va., and in Pennsylvania, during the
course of which very helpful testimony
was elicited from coal miners, disabled
miners, and widows. From these hearings
emerged significant changes and Im-
provements in the legislation to help
bring justice to miners, widows, and their
families.

When the President signed the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
on December 30. 1969. he included a
veiled threat that the black lung compen-
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sation provisions violated States' rights
and should be interpreted narrowly by
the Social Security Administration. I be-
]ieve it was this statement by the Presi-
dent, and subsequent attempts by the So-
cial Security AdmInjtration to interpret
the law too rigidly, that deprlvrd thou-
sands of deserving miners and widows of
their rightful claims. Now if the Presi-
dent dares to veto this conference report,
he will bring down on his head the
massed anger of the coal miners of this
Nation. So I trust the President will sign
this Important piece of legislation un-
mediately.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
have no further requests for time, and
.1 reserve the remainder of my time.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I have no
further requests for time.

The SPEAKER. Without objection,
the previous ciuestion is ordered on the
conference report.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The question is on

the conference report.
The question was taken; and the

Speaker announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, I object to
the vote on the ground that a quorum is
not present and make the point of order
that a quorum Is not present.

The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum Is
not present.

The Sergeant at Arms will notify ab-
sent Members, and the Clerk will call
the roll.

The question was taken; and there
were—yeas 275, nays 122, not voting 34,
as follows:

YEAS—275

Abourezk
CeUer Garmatz

Abzug
Clausen. Gaydos

Adams
Don H. Gettys

Clay Giatmo
Collins, fll. Gibbona

Anderson.
Conyers Gonzalez

Ca1i.
Corman Goodling
Cotter Grasso
Coughltn Gray
Culver Green. Oreg.

Andrews. Ala. Curlin Green. Pa.
Aflnuflzio Daniels. N.J. Grlmths

Danielson Gubser
Aspinall
Baker

Davis. Ga. Gude
Davis, S.C. Hagan

Baring la Garza flalpern
Delaney Hamilton

Begich Hammer-
Denhoim schmidt

Bevill
Dent Hanley
Derwtnskl flanna
Diggs Hansen Wash.

Blatnik
Dingell Harrington
Donohue Hasha

Boland
Dorn Harvey
Dow Hathaway

Bolling Drinan Hawklna
Duiski Hébert

Brasco Duncan Hechier. W. Va.
Dwyer Heckler. Mass.

Brinkley
Broomñeld

Eckhardt ' Heinz

Brotzman
Edwards. Ca1IL Heistoski
Eilberg

. Henderson
Brown. Mich.
Brown. Ohio
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Why do they need it? Simply, these

müaers, their widows, and their orphans
need this bill to bring justice and equity
to a law which, for, all its merits, unfor-
tunately does have flaws. After 21/2 years
of experience with this law, we feel that
we have been able to pinpoüat those leg-
islative and administrative weaknesses
and provide amendments which make
the essential improvement. And, might
I add that we have seen the defects not
through the eyes of the Federal Govern-
ment but through the eyes of the miners
and their widows themselves. We have
seen it through the eyes of Mrs. Keroy
Andreas from Luzerne County, Pa.,
whose husband spent 22 years in the
mines and survived only by means of an
oxygen tent, yet she cannot receive bene-
fits; through the eyes of the 80-year-old
West Virginia man who worked in the
mines for over 35 years and is now bed-
ridden and immobile, yet Isn't considered
totally disabled under the law; and
through the now blank eyes of Charles
Howell, who was twice turned down for
black lung benefits but whose autopsy
later showed that he did üadeed have
pneumoconlosls before he died.

If ever a bill came from the people, this
one did.

And, we in the House of Representa-
tives must not forget the people this bill
will effect; we must not forget the hu-
man side of this long and, more often
than not, poignant story. We must not
forget how coal miners worked and liter-
ally died to provide the fuel so that this
country might grow strong. We must not
forget the misery and suffering that they
and their families endured both during
the time while they worked and the time
while they slowly, panfufly rotted away
with the dreaded black lung. Since I have
been in Congress, and long before, we
have remembered the farmers, we have
remembered the cotton growers, we have
remembered thebanks, the railroads, and
so many others with large sums of m.oney
and legislation. But, only in 1969 did we
remember the coal miner. Are "we going
to forget him now, now when we can help
him just a bit more?

The conferees have agreed upon his-
toric legislation, fair and equitable in
every way. Before pointing out the ma-
jor provisions of the conference agree-
ment, let me say that all of the provisions
embodied in the House bill are contained
in the conference report in some form.

The House bill extended retroactive
black lung. benefit coverage to the orphan
children of miners, thereby correcting a
tragic oversight of title IV—."Black Lung
Benefits"—of the 1969 law. This coverage
is cont1ned in the conference report.

The House bill permitted the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to certify dependent benefits directly to
dependents in those cases where the Sec-
retary believed it was in the best Inter-
ests of the dependents to do so. This pro-
vlsin is In the conference report.

The House bill applied certain proce-
dures of the Social Security Act to the
black lung benefits program, and these
procedures are incidentally incorporated
into the conference agreement.

The House bill required the elimina-
tion of the practice of reducing social
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security disability insurance benefits on
account of black lung benefits, and this
provision is contained in the conference
report.

The House bill extended benefit cov-
erage to surface coal miners, and the -
conference agreement retains that cov-
erage.

The House bill prohibited the denial of
a black lung claim solely on the basis
of the results of a negative X-ray, and
that prohibition remains in the confer-
ence agreement.

Finally, the House bill extended the
black lung benefits program for 2 years
across the board. The conferees agreed
on an 18-month extension with regard
to full Federal responsibility for claims,
a 6-xnonth "swing" period during which
Federal responsibility is temporary, and
the eventual termination of the program
after 1981.

But there are often important provi-
sions in the conference report, Mr.
Speaker; provisions which were con-
tained in the amendments made by the
other body, and provisions *hich have
great merit.

Total disability under existing law is
determined according to regulations of
the Secretary of Health, Education, ancL
Welfare. As administered, if a disabled
miner has the capacity to work at any
job, no matter how menial or far away
from his home, he is. not now considered
to be totally disabled, and is, therefore,
not eligible for black lung benefits, Under
the conference reprt, if pneumoconiosis
prevents a miner from engaging in gain-
ful employment requiring skills compar-
able to his work in a mine, he will be
considered totally disabled.

One of the most prevalent complaints
against existing law and its interpreta-
tion involved the Inability of miners or
their widows to establish the existence
of black lung, even though the miner was
clearly totally disabled or had died with
the disease. The House bill, as I noted
earlier, precluded sole reliance on the
X-ray. The conference report, however,
further provides that when a miner
worked 15 years or more in an under-
ground coal mine, or in comparable con-
ditions on the surface, when such miner
had a negatixe X-ray and when such
miner had a totally disabling respiratory
or pulmonary impairment, he is. given
the benefit of a rebuttable presumption
that he was disabled due to pneumoconi-
osis. The agreement limits such claims
under part C of the program to those in
which the 15 years of employment took
place prior to July 1, 1971—the date by
which all coal min were required to
mee the 3.0-milligram dust standard
prescribed by the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Sdst1xig law limits benefle1ari to
miners, their widows, and children. The
House bill, as stated earlier, extended
benefits to orphans. The conference re-
port further extends such benefits, where
there is no widow or child who survive
the miner, to wholly dependent parents.
If there are no such parents, then bene-
fits may accrue under certain conditions
to wholly dependent brothers and sisters,
If any.

Under existing law a widow, If she is
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to claim black lung benefits, must show
that her miner-husband died from black
lung or a respiratory disease. The con-
ference agreement provides that a widow
may also claim benefits if her husband
was totally disabled by pneumoconiosis
at the time of his death. Then, if the
miner was so disabled, the widow may
claim benefits regardless of the cause of
death. This same provision is extended
to claims by orphans.

Application of current law in effect
limits evidence which may be used to
support a claim for benefits. The con-
ference report requires the consideration
of other evidence such as additional
medical tests, affidavits, and clinical and
work history.

The conference report also contains a
significant provision that applies all sec-
tions of part B—Federal responsibility—
including amendments to the act, to part
C—State and operator responsibility—
where such provisions may be appropri-
ately applied. The part B provision relat-
ing to the social security disability insur-
ance affair, however, is not applied to
part C. And the application of the part
B 15-year rebuttable presumption is ap-
plied to part C in the limited sense that
it relates to situations when the work
took place prior'to July 1, 1971.

There are other provisions in the con-
ference report, and I believe I have high-
lighted the major ones. Ow final provi-
sion is of considerable significance, how-
ever, and that is the requirement that
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare notify all claimants under title
IV of changes in the law and that their
claims will be reviewed.

Mr. Speaker, there will be those who
will oppose this legislation for one rea-
son or another. But, they will be the same
ones who have opposed it from the begin-
ning. They are the ones who are callous
enough to think in terms of dollars when
the legislation is aimed at salvaging some
small part of a human life wrecked by
a terrible disease. They are the ones
who say billions for defense, billions for
farming, billions for industry—yet they
refuse to allow a few dollars a month for
a poor miner whose lungs are infested
with black lung.

I have been in the little coal mining
towns; I have seen the people there: I
have talked with them. I know that no
amount of money can fully compensate
them for their suffering. Yet, the small
sum which we can provide can help to
ease their btdens.

And so, I ask yau today to speed this
legislation on its way to becoming law.
We have remembered 164,000 miners and
their widows to this date, but there are
still those who have been denied, those
who have claims as valid., as just, as de-
serving as the claims of the who are
now receiving benefits. Lt we not f or-
get them, we must pass the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972.

Mr. Speaker, I would be remiss if I
did not make special mention at th.is
point—and in closing—of the tremen-
dous contribution of the gentleman from
California (Mr. BTThTON), as always, he
has devoted uncommon attention and
concern to the plight of our Nation's
coaJ miners and their families. And In
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made .a mistake in not adopting the Sen-
ate provision. I am sorry the Senate
receded. The result is it is possible for
an individual to be compensated at a rate
higher for disability than he could earn
when he is working in a coal mine.

The other question, of course, is that
which relates to the definition of disabil-
ity and the extension of that definition.
I am feartul it will establish a precedent
which will haunt this House in later
years when we get into questions such as
brown lung rather than just black lung.
And just as sure as we debate and
argue about this conference report today
there will be pressure on the part of
many in this body on behalf of their
constituents who consider themselves to
have a disease every bit as serious as
pneunioconiosis and come here and press
their cases on an equity basis. I am afraid
that equity does not rest with this con-
ference report. Therefore, I reluctantly
did not sign it, and I urge a vote against
adoption of the conference report.

I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself

7 minutes.
(Mr. DENT asked and was given per-

mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. DENT. I am happy to yield to the
distinguished majority leader.

Mr. B000S. Mr. Speaker and Mem-
bers of the House, I take this time to
comniend the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania, the gentleman from Kentucky,
the gentleman from California, and all
the others who worked on this legisla-
tion. As the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania (Mr. FLooD), said earlier, this is
indeed a historic piece of legislation,
and I hope that the House will adopt it
by an overwhelming vote.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker and Members,
I do not intend to take any time to try
to prove or convince the House that this
is a worthwhile piece of legislation. The
House itself declared that to be a fact
when it passed this legislation with such
an overwhelming vote. The arguments
today should be on those particular
points that have been raised as to
whether this legislation goes beyond that
which the House considered.

The only points that are in question
are those i-elated to the issue of cost. The
same social security office which gave
the figures to my worthy opponents on
the other side, of $4 billion for one section
of the bill, which would be part B, and
between $2.5 and $3 billion for part C,
just 3 weeks ago, issued an earlier
estimate in which they had $7,600,000,000
for part B aione. We now have five sets
of estimates from the very same oce,
signed by the same Individual. That is
the same group which gave me the esti-
mate of $40 million when the first bill
was passed.

If you remember, I said to you. "This is
an estimate from the social security of-
fice contained in a letter to Congressman
DOMINICK DANIELS of $40 million." At
that time I made you one promise. I
promised this House that if we would
pass that bill and keep in the bill the
criteria for dust a maximum of 2 milli-
grams, effective 1972, December 1, that
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we would eradicate the cause of black
lung. We have reached a 3-milligram
level in 85 percent of the mines in this
country, over the opposition of the op-
erators and over the opposition of ex-
perts, and in 75 percent of the mines we
have reached a 2-milligram level.

I said to you that as the years went by
there would be a diminishing cost. And
what is the record? What is the,
diminishing cost? We have here a set of
records that will, I am sure, prove my
promise to this House. This is also from
the same office. This year the estimate is
that in 1973, $989 million in benefits will
be paid under the provisions of this act.

And, then it reduces. In 1974, it is esti-
mated to be $441 million, and on down to
the end of the legislation in 1981 when
the estimated cost is $300 million, or
exactly one-third of the cost for 1973.

Why is this? As I told the Members
when I begged Congress to pass the leg-
islation but not to pass the black lung
benefits unless also we passed the dust
levels, it is because I wanted to make
sure we would have no new cases of black
lung in this country, and we will not have
any new cases of black lung. The only
cases that will be paid for will be those
which have been contracted in the duty
mines prior to the 1971 3-xnhlligram dust
standards.

In the foreseeable future there will be
no more payments, and there will be no
more black lung; and this is possible be-
cause the Members of the House believed
me when I appealed to them to make it
a Federal responsibility, because there is
no way we can make this an operator re-
sponsibility.

A period of time is required for pneu-
moconiosis to develop into fatal injury.
In almost every coal area of the country
the miners move from one town to an-
other and from one mine to another.
There is no place where we can put the
responsibility. That is why we are giving
18 more months in which to decide how
many more miners will come under the
act.

Why do we do that? We do it for the
simple reason that under the old rules
which. prevailed in the coal mining towns,
the only doctor available was the com-
pany doctor, and the companies refused
to admit or to recognize sucxi a thing as
a respiratory disease contracted in the.
coal mines. So in every coal mine death
prior to 4 years ago, when the States of
West Virginia, for instance, and Virginia
and Kentucky, and about 8 years ago the
State of Pennsylvania took action, it was

ruled that every coal mine death was
either pneumonia or emphysema or heart
condition or heart attack or something
entirely removed from any kind of as-
sociation with coal dust.

So we say in this law that any miner
who worked 15 full years in a coal mine
prior to June 30, 1971, and has a pul-
monary or respiratory disability, is pre-
sumed to have had black lung. However,
it is a rebuttable presumption. If he
claims black lung and if It is shown there
is no connection between his disability
and his work in the mine after other ex-
arnjnatjons and evidence, then it Is shown
that he has no pneumoconjosj.

What we are saying is that over 50 per-
cent of these miners have been turned
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down, including the widows. Let us take
a few Practical cases. Mr. Jones worked
in the mines for 39 years. He is dead.
Mrs. Jones c1a,jm compensation as his
widow. She is turned down, because Mr.
Jones is supposed to have died from an
attack of pneumonia.

Now Mrs. Smith's husband.worked in
the mines 37 years, in the same mine.

Mr. O'NE. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentlemai yield?

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman
from Massachusetts.

Mr. O'NEilL. Mr. Speaker, I commend
the gentleman from Pennsylvania for the
statement he is maldng on black lung and
for his work on black lung.

Mr. DENT. So Mrs. Smith, whose hus-
band worked in the coal mine 37 years
died in a city away from the coal mining
community, and his death certificate
states he died from a pulmonary disease.
So we are saying it was impossible for a
miner to work 37 years In a coal mine in
the predust standard days not to be
afflicted with pneumoconjojs.

The English, with 30 years of records,
have said that no miner could work 25
years in a mine without having pneumo-
coniosis or black lung

So we had to take the body of knowl-
edge from the ig1Ish. In the first bill I
made it a rebuttable presumption of 10
years. They have turned down some 50
percent. So we only extended it to cover
the same body of people we had covered
before and for the same reasons.

I beg the Members to give support to
this legislation. I would now like to go
into a rather comprehensive and cogent
presentation of the conference report.

Mr. Speaker, i join my distinguished
colleague from Kentucky today not only
in speaking in favor of the conference
report on H.R. 9212, the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972, but also in empha-
sizing its importance to all mlners and
their families throughout this great Na-
tion of ours.

At the outset, I want to commend the
chairman (Mr. PERxnS) for the exem-
plary job which he did in conference to
develop a fair and equitable compromise
with the conferees of the other body.
Might I also laud our counteriart there
as well as conferees on our side who sup-
ported the position of this body. I be-
lieve it is a job well done, a job which
will withstand the test of time.

This legislation Is considered requisite
not only by the conferees but by both
Houses of Congress. In this context, let
me review the voting. The House passed
its legislation by an overwhelming 312-78vote on November lo, 1971. Our col-
leagues in the other body tmanixnously
passed their amendments s months laterby a 73—0 vote. The conferees, realizing
the overwhelming need for this legisla-
tion, worked hard to set aside personal
differences and the differences in the twobills to get a fair and equitable compro-
mnise and it was done in 2 days. In turn,the other House immediately Passed the
conference report, doing it by another
unanimous vote—this time without even
the formality of a rollcall. I find it hard
to imagine that the House of Representa-
tives can do anything less, realizing that
the miners of America desperately needthis legislation.
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The long and short of it is that this

bill is a midpomt and very essential
between the House-passed bill and the
Senate-passed bill. It was signed by
most, if not all, of the Senate conferees
and by an overwhelming majority of the
House conferees. It Is going to be ap-
proved by an overwhelming majority
of this House.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
yield such time as he may consume to
the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
SAYL0R).

(Mr. SAYLOR asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. SAYLOR.. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the con.ference report on H.R.
9212, the Black Lung Benefits Act of
1972. This act will provide for the cor-
rection of several serious deficiencies in
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. Public Law 91—173
was signed into law on December 30, 1969
with the primary purpose of protecting
the health and safety of the Nation's
coat miners. Title LV of the act is en-
titled "Black Lung Benefits" and deals
with the provs1on of benefits, In co-
operaon with the States, to coal inuiers
who are totally disabled due to black
lung disease and to their surviving de-
pendents. While it was the Intent of
Congress in enacting the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, and parcularly
with regard to title LV of the act, to at-
tempt to provide some belated recogm-
tion of the terrible cost to miner's health
as a result of years of mining, we have
learned m the past 2 years that a num-
ber of problems have adversely affected
this Intent.

First, we have learned that we seri-
ously underestimated the extent of black
lung disease within the population of
the miners of this coimtry. Original es-
timates have been exceeded almost five
fold. This has produced some problems
in the proceing of claims and ha.s had
some effect on the completion of the task
of determining eligibility and for shifting
responsibilities to industry within the
time frame originally specified.

Second, we learned that the provisions
which were intended to provide benefits
to disabled miners are not bemg provided
to about half of the miners and their de-
pendents who have filed claims for bene-
fits. This disparity in the assignment of
benefits seems to be at least partially due
to the difficulty which many miners or
their dependents are having in provid-
ing the necessary proof of the cause and
extent of disability. There seems to have
been too much dependence durmg the
processing of claims upon the admittedly
less than foolproof X-ray determination
of the degree of lung impairment. There
has been sufficient attention given to the
evidence of prolonged unemployability,
family doctor's records, and local witness
statements regarding a claimants extent
of disability. There has been particular
difficulty on the part of dependent's
claims when records of the death of the
spouse are not adequate to furnish spe-
cific data on the extent of black lung
disease. I am sure that you realize how
dlmcult it must be to try to reconstruct
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a health record withIn families where
the visit to a doctor is an uncommon
event. Testimony given at the various
hearings on H.R. 9212 contmues to em-
phasize the pride of work evidenced by
the coal miners of this Nation. These men
only quit when they are physically un-
able to work. To disregard the record of
disability and unemployability solely on
the basis of a specific size of a mark on
an X-ray is to deny the facts of life in a
coal miners work environment. The deci-
sion to award benefits should be realis-
tically based upon a composite of factors
derived from detailed examination of the
occupational history, clinical examina-
tions, employability, and with the X-ray
use as a guide during the interpretation
of the proceeding forms of evidence.

Third, in the act of 1969 was the pro-
vision which resulted in an interpreta-
tion that benefits could only be paid to
miners or to their widows. The surviv-
ing children have no basis for claim for
benefits. H.R. 9212 provides for a cor-
rection of this deficiency by providing
for benefits for dependent children or
for dependent parents, brothers, or sis-
ters; however, it would have been a bet-
ter bill had the committee written an age
limitation for brothers and sisters.

We have come a long way in the past
2 years but the problem of improving
the environment of the working coal
miner and assisting in his care after dis-
ablement is not completely solved. We
have a commitment, enacted in law, to
assist the miners of this country. Prog-
ress is being made toward the improve-
ment of the work environment. We need
to insure that some comfort is provided
for the disabled miners in return for
their sacrifices in securing vitally needed
fuel resources. We need to insure help
for the disabled miners in the care of
their dependents who aLso suffer when
the miner is disabled from an occupa-
tionally derived respiratory impairment.

H.R. 9212 will correct these serious
deficiencies in existing law. By extending
full Federal support of benefits, the
miner will have assurance of continuing
benefits and the States and industry will
be-better able to assume their responsi-
bilities for providing benefits. The bill
will provide statutory authority for the
utilization of all relevant evidence sub-
mitted by the claimant and wlU include
the provision that no claim for benefits
under the bill shall be denied solely on
X-ray. Since tests of a desirable accu-
racy are not available for the deter-
mination of the degree of impairment
due to black lung or other occupation-
ally derived respiratory disease, the bill
aLso authorizes the Secretary of the De-
partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare to develop tests and devices as
necessary to detect and evaluate pul-
monary and respiratory impairment.

The Secretary will also be authorized
to construct clinical treatment facilities
for mmers with lung impairments.

In response to recommendations from
several sources the bill will aLso protect
the miner against discrimination in em-
ployment as a result of pneumoconiosis.
In addition, the bill aLso provides for
several improvements in administrative
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procedures and extends benefits to sur-
face coal miners under certain circum-
stances.

I think that all of these changes are
necessary and are actually a clarifica-
tion and refinement for the most part
of the original intent of the act of 1969.
As with most complicated and innovative
legislation, application frequently re-
veaLs deficiencies and amendment is re -
quired to insure equitable achievement
of objectives. H.R. 9212 provides for the
changes necessary to provide benefits to
the coal miners of this Nation and to
their dependents. I urge you to approve
this bill.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Wis-
consin (Mr. SrEIGER).

(Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin asked and
was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, at the time that this House
passed the Coal Mine Safety Act, I was
one of those who was a part of the effort
on botfr sides of the aisle in wanting to
insure that pneumoconiosis should be
compensated.

That black lung provision was retained
and the provision is now a part of the
law of the land. Thus, black lung com-
pensation is not the issue here.

I served as a conferee on this bill, HR.
9212, on the question of what to do about
extending black lung compensation. and
I did not sign the conference report. I
did not do so, I must say in all honesty,
reluctantly because there is no question
that the eloquent gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. FLOOD) portrays well the
suffermg those who have this disease.

But, I think there are on balance sub-
stantive questions which can and should
be raised about the wisdom of the House
extending, as this legislation does, the
Federal responsibility. It is for an 18-
month i,eriod. The Social Security Ad-
ministration estimates in the period from
1972 to 1981—$4 billion plus for part B
in terms of cost to the Federal Govern-
ment and slightly over $2 billion for part
C.

I am fearful that when the 18-month
period expires we may find States and
industries and coal miners back here
asking for a further extension of the
Federal responsibility.

The House bill provided 2 years and
the Senate a year and thus the 18-month
extension is at least superior to the
House bill.

But even with that, I think it would be
inadvisable for the House this afternoon
to adopt this conference report.

There are two other questions which
legitimately can be raised about this leg-
islation. The first is that which was men-
tioned by the gentleman from fllinois
in his remarks which, in effect, is that
the other body receded and accepted the
House version on the limitation of pay-
ments. The House had an opportunity
when it considered the bill to adopt the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Wisconsin (Mr. BYRNES). It turned
that amendnlent down. It should have
adopted that amendment.

But the conference committee I think
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DENT'S district or Mr. PERKINS' district
and try to tell them that PERXINS, DENT,
and FLOOD are down here as mouthpieces
for coal operators, they will say you are
out of your cottonpicking mind. Imag-
ine? They have been against this for a
hundred years. Imagine us being any
mouthpiece, for the coal companies and
you are crazy. This will help people who
cannot assume the burden of proof.

The opponents say let them prove they
have black lung, or if they are dead, let
their widows prove that they died of
black lung.

They demand: Where is the evidence?
Where are the hospital records? Where
are the X-rays, huh? "OK, prove it and
we pay it."

Dear God.
You should have seen those hospitals,

or the things that went by the name of
hospitals, and the doctors who were on
the company payrolls going around with
a horse and buggy. What records? What
evidence? Those doctors did not keep
records even of the feed they gave to
their horses, let alone the kind of records
demanded by social security, and the ex-
perts today of evidence of what we in the
hard coal fields then called miner's
asthma, or hard coal asthma, better
called black lung today in both the hard
and soft coal fields.

Records? X-rays? There are doctors
who are members of the medical profes-
sion in this House who will tell you—
and I am not an amateur on X-rays my-
self, God forbid, and I am sure that you
know, that in England, Germany, and
Japan—in fact, all over the world it has
been established in these countries X-
rays do not conclusively show this condi-
tion. And we have thousands of cases
paid out by social security with addi-
tional letters submitted and additional
evidence when available where the X-
rays are not Infallible, they are not the
sole and infallible proof.

This is unfair. This is not right medi-
cally. historically, or any other way; they
must have a chance to present additional
evidence other than a mere X-ray about
these difficult conditions.

That is all this bill does on this point
permits additional evidence, nothing
else.

And then over the years. the other
lung conditions, emphysema and heart
condition—why, the death certificates
say in thousands of these cases, "heart
condition." The guy's heart stopped.

Now, is that not something? His heart
stopped, and he died. Is that not ex-
traordinary? But the hospital records
and the death certificates say "heart at-
tack, heart attack." That is the end of
that.

How silly can you get? He died, his
heart stopped. Yes, he died from the
heart stopping, but did you ever see
some of these people try to breathe? You
should be in my neighborhood. Men who
went to high school with me who worked
in the mines—and I never worked in the
mines, I worked outside as a track layer—
but I have seen them spit out their guts
and die becausethey could not breathe—
sure their hearts stopped.

This is historic. My congratulations to
the committee, to the Senate, and to this
House.
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Mr. Speaker, the conference report to
accompany H.R. 9212 which comes be-
fore this body today is nothing less than
historic, and I would maintain that it
brings benefits not only to those long
suffering coal miners and their families,
but to the entire Nation.

In supporting this conference report,
I am thinking not only of those miners
disabled by "black lung." I am thinking
not only of those who are made widows
and orphans at an early age. But rather
I am thinking of all of us who use the
products of their labors underground.
When we turn on a light, when we need
medication, when we forge steel, when we
do a thousand other things derived from
coal, we should keep in mind that these
miners deserve the full measure of equity
under the law that is possible—Mr.
Speaker, I am convinced that this meas-
ure before us today provides that "full
measure of equity."

When the provisions of the bill before
us today are closely examined, it is clear-
ly shown that progress has been made
in the light of more than 2 years of ex-
perience in providing benefits to disabled
miners and relief to their families. With
the adoption of the following provisions,
those benefits will be more Just, and the
relief more complete:

First, by broadening the definition of
disability, the bill recognizes the debifi-
tating nature of black lung disease. Many
times I have seen men out of work be-
cause they could not catch their breath,
even while sitting down—yet under the
law as it now stands they are not classi-
fied disabled—this must end.

Second, the bill will eliminate the X-
ray as the sole test of whether a victim
has pneumoconiosis. It has long been
shown by medical authorities that the
X-ray is not infallible and indeed it is
usually inaccurate when it comes to de-
tecting early signs of the disease. I have
seen men who worked as miners in the
dustiest part of the mine for many years,
and who were hardly able to move about
from black lung—yet under the law as it
now stands, their negative X-ray ex-
cludes them from the benefits of the
law—this must end.

Third, the bill will presume a miner
to have pneumoconiosis if he has worked
in the mines for 15 years and after that
period of time is shown to be disabled
from a pulmonary or respiratory disease.
I have seen men who worked in the
mines for 30 years—and many of those
years at the "face" which is the dustiest
part—and who took one-haif hour to
climb a flight of steps—yet under the law
as it now stands, there was no assump-
tion that they were suffering from the
disease—this must end.

Mr. Speaker, by the adoption of this
conference report today, no longer will
we throw the burden of proof upon the
miner who has had his life and, in most
cases, his lungs impaired by his work.
Now is the time to give the miner a fair
hearing and due process in the filing of
his claim. The sole object of the bill in
this broadening of the law is to give
each and every coal miner fair judgment
on whether or not he did in fact suffer
from this disease.

Furthermore, by extending coverage
to orphans and In certain other cases
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dependents, this bill recognizes what
those of us who live in coal mining areas
have known for a long time—black lung
disease takes the lives of miners at an
early age. By demanding full equity for
these men, we must provide full protec-
tion to their families.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the
distinguished gentleman from Kentucky
(Mr. PERKINS) the chairman of-the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee as well as
the gentleman from Pennzylvanla (Mr.
DENT) the chairman of the Subcommit-
tee on Labor for their consistent hard
work and judicious consideration of this
bill. I have worked with them for years,

'every coal miner and their families also
thank them as they will us for the adop-
tion of this conference report.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 mm-
utes to the gentleman from California
(Mr. BURTON).

(Mr. BURTON asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, we have all
heard much of this debate in the three
previous times this House has voted on
this measure. We re all aware of the
enormous contributions made by the dis-
tingthshed chairman of the Committee
oil Appropriations on Labor, Health,
Education, and Well are, our distinguish-
ed colleague, the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. Fz.ooD) who has effectively
assured that the policy of this House was
fully funded by his subcommittee, the
full committee, and the Congress.

We are aware of the enormous con-
cern of the gentleman from Kentucky
(Mr. PERKINS) the chairman of our full
committee, and the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (. DEN'r), the chair-
man of our subcommittee, to see that all
of these lung functions having to do with
work in the coal industry be given some
recompense for having acquired this
dread disease. And the performance of
the gentleman from Pennzylvanla (Mr.
DENT) is the entire history of this law
has been nothing less than incredibly
exemplary. He has been a veritable
mountain of strength and forcefulness
for the coal miner and his family.

Mr. Speaker, we are really painfully
reminded of .the stubborn and willful
continued opposition of our ranking
minority member. But this leglsation Is
beyond all that and has passed continu-
ally with bipartisan support, and It will
pass again today because the leslation
has merit.

It was our colleague, our ranking
member on the subcommittee, the gen-
tleman from flhinols (Mr. IRLENBoRN)
who Just a few years ago supported
legislation suggesting that the Federal
Government have 7 full years of full, re-
sponsibility. He remembers that. I re-
member that. Maybe most of us have
forgotten it. Perhaps he did it for a
ploy. Perhaps he did it becau he
meant it—but he did do it.

Mr. Speaker, I take it 11 the gentle-
man from Illinois was serious to us that
we should get into the business of help-
ing industrial accidents like broken
backs and roof falls-but 11 the gentle-
man Is serious, I will join with him on
an amendment to move into the work-
men's compensation field.
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Now, they were a bit worried. The Sen-

ate went a little bit farther than the
House did. It looked like they would be
wider the same burdens as the Federal
Treasury when we used the presumption
that any man working 15 years in the
mines would be presumed to have the dis-
ease if he had a pulmonary impairment.
It was strange to see some of our friends
in the conference scramble for a while in
order to try to help the industry out on
this phase, and they did. We do not use
the same presumption for the coal mine
operator as we do for social security when
we are making payments out of the
Treasury.

So, we have sweetened this up a little
more for the coal mine operators by
giving them a little less of a burden when
it becomes their responsibility.

Mr. Speaker, this is a bad conIernce
report. It represents an unconscionable
raid on the Treasury of the United
States. It is unfair to others engaged in
work in the coal mining industry who
have suffered Injuries and disability but
who are entitled to equity.

It Is, really, the first step, as I said
before—and I am more convinced now—
toward a Federal takeover of workmen's
compensation which has worked well as
a State-operated compensation system.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time, and ask for the defeat of this
conference report.

Mr DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 min-
ute to the gentleman from New York
(Mr. 'ocH).

CLOSING OP THE HOUSE GAT.TRIS TODAY

(Mr. KOCH asked and was given per-
mission to proceed out of order.)

(Mr. KOCH asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. KOCH. Mr.. Speaker, I would like
to,pose a question to the Speaker.

This Is my fourth year in the House
and during all of that time we have had
a number of problems, but we have never,
to the best of my knowledge, closed the
public galleries.

I am distressed today that the public
galleries have been closed.

I ask the Speaker whether he would
not direct the galleries to be opened.

If there are people who engage in be-
havior that cannot be tolerated, I assume
the Capitol police are capable of han-
dling such a matter.

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman mak-
ing a parliamentary inquiry?

Mr. KOCH. I am, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAIER. The Chair will read

the rule to the gentleman:
He. being the Speaker, sIal1 preserve order

and decorum and In case of disturbance or
disorderly conduct In the galleries or ta the
lobbies may cause the same to be cleared.

The Speaker has received information
from what he regards as responsible au-
thorities, lncjudlng the Capitol police,
that there Is danger of dIsturbances and
recommends that the Chair not permit
the galleries to be opened for the time
being.

The Chafr reluctantly accepted this ad-
vice.

Mr. KOCH. I respectfully ask the
Speaker to reconsider this. I do not think
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it Is helpful to the House to close the
galleries.

The SPEAKER. The Chair has an-
swered the gentleman's question.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield such
time as he may consume to the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania (Mr. MORGAN).

(Mr. MORGAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Speaker, in 1969
Congress took the sorely needed first
steps toward recognizing black lung dis-
ease as an occupational disea5e and pro-
viding for compensation to diseased
miners and their widows. Title IV of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 has as its purpose the elimi-
nation of the threat of black lung as
well as to provide benefit payments and
minimum compensation standards for
miners and their widows who had been
totally disabled by black lung disease.
But during the 2 years since the passage
of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969, shortcomings of title IV have
become obvious.

The current law, while providing for
claims based on totally disabling pneu-
moconiosis as diagnosed by use of a chest
X-ray is insensitive to the fact that the
miner is easy prey for other respiratory
ailments which may be brought on by his
working conditions. H.R. 9212 returns to
the original intention of the 1969 act to
recompense the totally disabled miner
for mine-related disease by recognizing
other forms of respiratory disease be-
sides black lung as cause for disability
under certain conditions of employment.

In addition, this act of 1972 recognized
the madequacy and injustice of the pres-
ent tests for the existence of black lung
disease and the tests which determine If
a miner is totally disabled. Experience
has proven that a single roentgenogram
does not always detect the existence of
black lung__especially if the disease is in
its early stages. As of April 30, 1971, 58
percent of miners' claims nationwide had'
been denied on the basis of this often in-
conclusive diagnostic tool, a single chest
X-ray.

The tests used to determine degree of
disability are unjust and are not partic-
ularly suited to black lung disease. One-
third of the black lung clains are denied
because total disability was not proven
by a test which measures the ability to
breathe air into the lungs, while the
problem created by black lung is not In-
ability to inhale, but the inability to
transfer oxygen from the inhaled air
to the blood.

H.R. 9212 would alleviate these short-
comings of title P1 by prohibiting the de-
nial of a claim solely on the basis of an
X-ray, and by a5sumthg the presence of
pneumoconiosis in a person who has
worked 15 or more years in a coal mine
and has respiratory or pulmonary disa-
bility. The bill also calls for the modifica-
tion of the de&Ljtjon of total disability
to permit claims upon an inability to
work at a mining job in which the miner
was employed over a substantial period
of time.

Besides this expansion of coverage,
H.R. 9212 seeks to expand compensation
eligibility to orphans of decea5ed miners
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as well as to dependent parents, brothers
or sisters, and to allow a widow to claim
benefits if her husband was totally dis-
abled by pneumoconiosls at time of death,
even though it may not have been the
cause of death.

As originally conceived, title IV pro-
vided for a shared responsibility of bear-
ing the cost of paying benefits. Full Fed-
eral responsibility for new claims now
must be extended. At the time the bill
was being considered, the estimate of
the cost of these provisions to the Fed-
eral Government ranged from $4 to $100
million per year. But experience has
proven the actual cost was grossly under-
estimated and actually approaching $500
million per year—five times the highest
original estimate. Because the incidence
of the disease is much greater than pre-
viously thought and the cost proportion-
ally greater, and because of the expan-
sion of coverage provided for in this bill.
it is right that the dual responsibility
for payment by industry and Government
be adjusted so as to remain equitable
and to provide necessary additional time
for the States to provide for an adequate
workmen's compensation system.

In consideration of the improvements
which this bill would make on the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, I
urge the House to approve this bill and
provide our miners and their dependents
the compensation to which they are en-
titled. The 1969 act was a start, but be-
cause of its flaws it should not stand
also as the end product. We must recog-
nize its shortcomings and act to correct
them by passing the conference report.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 min-
utes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. FLooD).

(Mr. FLOOD asked and wa5 given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, this is an
historic occa5ion, believe me.

My grandfather, God rest his soul, and
my father, God rest his soul. were in
touch with their Congressmen years and
years ago on this very question.

This is not something thought up all
of a sudden.

This is no attempt to harangue or raid
the Federal Treasury because of some
long-haired character with a gimmick:
indeed not.

Mr. Speaker, unless you are born and
raised, as I have been in the anthracite
coalfields of Pennsylvania and as the
gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr.
DENT) has been in a soft coal—the bitu-
minous mining area—or the hard coal.
the anthracite mining area. you are not
able to completely understand the prob-
lem. We are not sure that bituminous is
even coal, but I will be kind today, but
for the purpose of this debate it is coal.
We never always wore shoes in the coal
fields. We were born and raised in these
areas and we know this problem from
long sad experience.

Mark this. The gentleman who just
left this well indicated or tried to say
that this is a boon for the operators:
this is a gesture to help the coal op-
erators.

You go to any barroom, church, picnic,
or corner store in my district or Mr.
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ing the State ttakeover for 2 years in order
to do equity to these diseased coai miners
who had been discrimina'ted against by
earlier construction of the act. In addi-
tion, the States had not made the neces-
sary arrangements to assume this respon-
sibility, it would have been folly for the
Cominitee on Education and Labor to
stand idly by and let a situation of this
'type develop without extending the Fed-
eral responsibility to make sure that jus-
tice was administered to those in reality
disabled from black lung. The 2-year ex-
tension was, therefore, no afterthought.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thank the gentle-
man for his contribution.

The gentleman has just repeated what
he said on the floor before, and I can only.
answer as I answered before, that any-
one who filed a claim under the act as it
is today and felt he was improperly
treated, had his right to appeal, and that
was not affected 'and would not be af-
fected by the extension of the Federal
responsibility.

I might call attention to a coxnmuni-
cation I received from the Depaitrnent of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the So-
cial Security Admrn.istra,tor, Robert M.
Ball, in January of this year, in which
he addressed himself in part to this ques-
tion of claims that were denied. He says:

About 180.000 claims have been denied be-
cau.e the evidence did no show that the
requirements of the law were met. About 100,-
000 of those <iened have thus fr requested
reconsideration of their claims. Over 60,000
rec3nsideration deci5ions iave been com-
pleted and every effort is being made to speed
up ftnal decisions on the remaLnder, con-
sistenit with a.ssurLng full reexamjnaion oZ
each applicaxit's claim.

Anyone who felt aggrieved by denial
of his claim had these appeal rights. The
appeals were being processed.

Extending the Federal responsibility
has no effect on those people who had
their claims denied. It is those who wifl
file claims and have claims approved
after January 1, 1973, for the next 18
months thereafter, who wili become the
lifetime responsibility of the Federal
Government. They should be the respon-
sibility of the coal mine operators, just
as other businesses pay for the costs of
accidents and industrial diseases suf-
fered by their employees.

This bill can only be described as a
bailout for the coal industry. It is reliev-
ixig them of the burden of payixig hun-
dreds of millions of dollars—in fact, bil-
lions of dollars that they otherwzse would
have been required to pay.

Let me cal] attention to a memorandum
dated May 3 from the Social Security
Administration, Lawrence Alperri, De-
puty Chief Actuary, In this he tells us
the cost of this conference report that is
pending and on which we will soon be
able to make a decision.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
fllinois has consumed 10 minutes.

Mr. ERLENBORç, Mr. Speaker, I
yield myself an additional 5 minutes.

Over the period of 1972 to 1981 the
Federal share of the cost of this bill, over
and above the present cost of legislation
on the books, win be $4,215 million.

The coal mine operators under this bill,
when they take the responsibility under
part C, will have some $2 billion. There
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are some negative figures lxi this chart,
which indicates the amount they are be-
Ixig specifically relieved of under the cost
they iould have borne under the present
legislation.

So it is quite clear that some $4 bil-
lion will come out of the Federal Treas-
ury that would not otherwise come out
of the Treasury as a result of the passage
of this bill, and a good part of that is
money to be spent out of the Treasury
that otherwise would have been spent by
the coal mine Industry. We are balling
them out. That is all we can say about
this bill.

In addition, we are aLso changing the
ground rules for determining who should
get compensation. it was quite clear we
intended to give compemsation to those
who suffered from pneum'oconosj. That
was described and defined lxi the bill.
Now, because there are those who have

In addition, we are also changing the
have the disease, this conference report
would impose on the administration of
this act a presumption that anyone with
any difficulty lxi breathing, any respira-
tory ailment, who worked lxi a coal mine
for 15 years, has pneumoconjos. It is a
rebuttable presumption, yes, but how
rebuttable? The only way medically one
could rebut it is by the use of X-rays that
have no showing of pneumoconjosjs, yet
this conference report before us rules
out the use of the X-ray as a means of
disproving that the person has pneu-
moconjosis,

In effect, by adoption of this confer-
ence report, should t become law, we
will be extending benefits to iiyone who
worked In the coal mines who has a
respiratory ailment whether or not he
has pneumoconjcs.

Throughout the conference report the
bill passed by the House—and it was a
bad bill—was made worse by adoption
of the Senate provisions,

Amendment No. 32. The House bill
required the eliminating of offsetting
social security disability insurance bene-
fits of certaIi miners, It has no limita-
tion. The Senate put In a 100 percent
limitation.

What does this mean? Under the pres-
ent act anyone getting pneumoconJos
compensation is treated the same as one
gettixig payments under State workmen's
compensation. If they are entitled also to
social security disability, the social secu-rity disability payments are reduced to
take into account the fact that they aregettixig pneumocofljosis benefits. The
House bill would have removed this llnü-
tation entirely. The Senate bill was at
least somewhat more reasonable. it saidthe combination of pneu1noconj
benefits and social security disability
benefits should total no more than 100
percent of what the man was making
when he was exnployed full time.

Now, that does seem fair, does it not?Let the man get cornpeation equally towhat he was earning when employed full
time. Was the conference satisfied with
this? No. They took the limitation off sothat the one getting the compensation
may get more than he got when he wasemployed full time.

Why, I ask you, should the maji get
more lxi .,compeflsaUon than he got when
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he was employed full time? Yet- that is
what the conference decided we should
do.

Mr. PERKINS. Will the gentlemaxi
yield to me?

Mr. ERLENBORN. The gentleman has
his own time. Mine Is restricted. I am
afraid I cannot yield.

The term "total disability" has been
redefined as a result of the action of the
conference, but it is not redefined in the
same way as defined for the adxninjstra-
tion of the Social Security Act ixi their
disability compensation. We have made
it more liberal for the coal miner.

I might ask you, as I did before when
we were considering the bill on the floor
of the House, what equity is there to the
coal miner who has a broken back as a
result of a roof lall and is totally dis-
abled gettixig less lxi compensation ben-
efits than his fellow worker who has
difficulty breathing because of pneumo-
coniosis? And yet that is the result of
this conference report.

The SPEAKER. The time of the gen-
tlenan has expired.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
yield myself an additional 5 minutes.

In addition to that, Mr. Speaker, in
resolving the differences, as I have men-
tioned, we have extended the de&iltion
so that it will Include for all intents and
purposes all disabling respiratory and
pulxnonary impairments and not just
black lung disease.

We have eliminated, as I mentioned,
the X-ray as the sole means of rejecting
a claim. The weight of the medical evi-
dence is, short of a biopsy or a post-
mortem, you have to develop it through
the use of the X-ray lxi diagnosing the
disease.

We have invaded again, as our Com-
mittee on Education and Labor has so
often done, the Jurisdiction of the Com-
mittee on Post Office and Civil Service.
We are in this conference report man-
dating a rate for hearing examiners un-
der this procedure of GS—16. As 1 under-
stand it, that is even higher than other
hearing examiners get doing similar
work.

We have an open-ended authorization,
as was contained lxi the Senate bill, and
the House agaixi receded to the Senate
for an open-end authorization for title
IV of the bill.

Mr. Speaker, lxi sum, what we have
done is to take a bad bill as it passed
the House and made a worse bill out of
it.

We have extended the benefits to
those who do not have the disease that
we meant to compensate. But the most
important thing, I think, is we put an
unconscionable burden on the Treasury
of the United States to make these pay-
ments which when they are made should
be made by the coal mine industry.

I was sad that lxi the House consider-
ation of this bill the leaders of that lxi-
dustry did not join in with their voices
lxi opposing this legislation. They did not
because they were getting a 2-year bail-
out, They were saving billions of dollars
as a result of the Federal Treasury tak-
ing a responsibility which was rightfully
theirs, As a result of the conference re-
port, this is still true.
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receded to the Senate with an amend-
ment that in effect provided that such
presumption shall not apply to part C un-
less all of the 15 years' employment in a
coal mine occurred entirely before July 1,
1971. The significance of this date is that
this is the date under existing law when
coal dust particles In an underground
mine must be reduced to the 3-milligram
level, a level in which all of our present
evidence indicates that the danger of
contracting this disease will be elimi-
nated.

Also adopted by the conference was a
provision contained in the Senate bill but
not the House bill that a miner Is totally
disabled when pneumoconiosls prevents
him from engaging in gainful employ-
ment requiring skills comparable to his
regular work in the mine.

A Senate amendment also altered the
definition of pneumoconiosis to include
sequelae of the disease. The Senate re-
ceded to the House on this point with
the understanding of the conferees that
in the administration of the program
under existing law benefits are now pro-
vided for total disability due to the se-
quelae of pneumoconiosls.

The Senate amendments require that
final regulations to part C to implement
any amendments be promulgated and
published no later than the fourth month
following the enactment of H.R. 9212.
The House bill did not contain any provi-
sion of this nature. The House receded
with an amendment requiring publica-
tion no later than the sixth month fol-
lowing enactment.

In connection with the difficulties of
establishing the existence of the disease,
pneumoconlosis, to which I have previ-
ously alluded, the Senate had an amend-
ment not contained in the House bifi
authorizmg research facilities for the
analysis, examination, and research re-
lated treatment of miners' occupational,
respiratory, and pulmonary impairments.
Such research, in my Judgment, is essen-
tial if we are to be able to adequately
treat and detect this disease at an early
stage and make accurate medical deter-
minations with respect to coal mine re-
lated respiratory diseases. Because the
amendment had cost-reducing implica-
tions and because the amendment is es-
sential to develop appropriate treatment
of miners now suffering from this dis-
ease, the House receded to the Senate.

Also adopted in the conference was a
Senate amendment requiring employers
to provide medical benefits to employees
under part C. Such a provision is re-
quired under State workmen's compen-
sation laws. This provision was adopted
by the House conferees.

Mr. Speaker, these are the major pro-
visions of the conference agreement with
the Senate, and In conclusion, let me
leave these thoughts with my colleagues.
The necessity for the legislation which
we conclude today arises out of an effort
to write into the law what we intended
to do in the enactment of title IV of the
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.
At that time I expressed which thoughts
were shared by many of my colleagues,
the Nation's great debt to those miners
who have supplied our vital coal at a
cost that no man should have to bear by
himself. That miners with the dreaded
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black lung disease should be forgotten by
their Nation is intolerable. That present
law Is operating inequitably to deny
benefits to disabled miners, their
widows, their surviving children, and
their surviving dependents is unfortunate
and an administrative and legislative
oversight.

No one can appreciate the years of
sacrifice that these workers have ex-
tended in the interest of providing this
Nation-with essential energy sources in
times of urgent national crisis and in
times of expanding domestic need—un-
less one has, as I have, gone into the
underground mines and can appreciate
the ardors of the miners' employnent
life. I urge my colleagues to join me to-
day in overwhelming approval of the
conference report which is just, fair, and
consistent with the House action on No-
vember 10 in passing this legislation by
the vote of 312 ayes to 78 nays.

Mr. Speaker, in bringing back this con-
ference report today on H.R. 9212, the
Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972, Mem-
bers of this body, the Nation, and dis-
abled coal miners owe a deep debt of
gratitude to the many legislators who
have worked long and diligently to make
title IV of the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 equitable and just..

In this vein, I wish to extend my deep
and sincere appreciation for the dili-
gent work of the gentlem8n from Penn-
sylvania (Mr. DENT) who chaired the
subcommittee in which the legislation
which I introduced was originally con-
sidered, to the members of that subcom-
mittee, Mr. HAWKINs, Mrs. Mnx, Messrs.
BURTON, Cx.x', GAYDOS, Foas, Bi.*ccx,
MAZZOLI, PucxNsKx, BRADEMAS, ERLEN-
BORN BELL, ESCH, L4WDGREBE, HANsEN,
STEIGER, and KEMP, and to the many
Members of this body who provided
helpful information and strong sup-
port in its passage.

(Mr. PERKINS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I
yield myself 10 minutes.

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in opposition to the conference report,
H,R. 9212. As may be noted by the Mem-
bers, the three Republican conferees, the
minority conferees, have not signed the
conference report, and we do oppose the
adoption of the conference report, as we
opposed passage of H.R. 9212 in the
House.

Mr. Speaker, I do not suppose there
are many issues that come before the
House with the kind of emotionalism
that is endemic to this type of legisla-
tion, A few years ago, as a result of an
unfortunate coal mine disaster, there
was great impetus given to the passage
of coal mine safety legislation, and con-
currently with that attention was called
by coal miners, ex-coal miners, and by
the press to the problem of those who
suffer from pneumoconiosls or black lung
disease. Consequently the two were tied
together in the Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act.

Coal mine health and safety, of course,
we- are all for. To make the mines more
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safe and more healthy for the coal
miners was and is imperative. But with
the passage of that act we also enacted
this new program for the compensation
of those who suffered from pneumoco-
niosis. At the time we considered that,
it was stated that this would be a tempo-
rary responsibility of the Federal Gov-
ernment. Compelling arguments were
made that it would be impossible to as-
sess the cost of those benefits to the
various employers of coal miners who
may have been working in the coal fields
fOr the last 30, 40. or 50 years.

It was argued that time must be given
to the States to allow them to amend
their compensation acts to cover pneu-
moconlosis. but we were assured that this
would be just a temporary Federal re-
sponsibility to pick up the backlog. That
bill provided, that as of January 1 of
1973, the States through workmen's
compensation and more importantly the
employers, the coal mine operators.
would then take on the burden of com-
pensating those who suffered from this
occupational disease, as do most other
employers, through State workmens
compensation bear the burden of com-
pensating those who incur diseases as a
result of their employment.

There was unfortunately an inadver-
tent oversight in the drafting of that
act a few years ago. We extended com-
pensation to the totally disabled miners,
and we extended compensation to his
widow should he be deceased. and we
increased the compensation for the miner
or for hIs widow to take into account the
minor children or dependent children
that they have to support, but unfor-
tunately, we overlooked the case where
both the coal miner and his widow may
be deceased, and there would be depend-
ent children who should be eligible for
these benefits, but they have no mother
or father receiving benefits, and under
the act that Is the only way they can
get the benefits. This was an unfortunate
oversight.

Then last year, when the gentleman
from Kentucky introduced a bill to ex-
tend the benefits to the so-called double
orphans, I immediately agreed this was
the only fair and equitable thing to do.
but unfortunately this necessity of cover-
ing the double orphans has now been
used as a vehicle to extend the Federal
responsibility, and thereby remove that
operator responsibility for lifetime bene-
fits for coal miners who qualify for bene-
fits in the next 18 months.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, will the
distInguished gentleman yield?

Mr. ERLENBORN. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Kentucky.

Mr. PERKINS. First, let me state when
I reintroduced this bill, this H.R. 9212, as
I recall, not only did we take care of the
double orphans, but also we endeavored
to eliminate other inequities in the same
piece of legislation. We were prompted by
the fact that in some areas 75 percent of
the claims may have been paid, and in
other areas, 75 percent were denied. In
order to provide a sufficient period of
time to eliminate these inequities' we
postponed the State takeover and ex-
tended the Federal responsibility for 2
additional years.

So the original bill had in it postpor
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CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 9212,
BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT OF
1972

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I call up
the conference report on the bill (H.R.
9212) to amend the provisions of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 to extend black lung benefits
to orphans whose fathers die of pneu-
moconiosis, and for other purposes, and
ask uxianimous consent that the state-
ment of the managers be read in lieu of
the report.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
Mr. PERKINS (during the reading).

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that the further reading of the state-
ment be dispensed with.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, I take it the gentleman
will take ample time to explam the con-
ference report?

Mr. PERKINS. That is correct.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw

my reservation of objection
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from Ken-
tucky?

There was no objection.
(For conference report and statement,

see proceedings of the House of May 4,
1972).

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
PERKINS).

Mr. PERKINS. -Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself 5 minutes.

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to present
to my colleagues in the House today the
conference report on the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972 (H.R. 9212). Today's
action culminates a long and careful con-
sideration by the Congress of the admin-
istration of title IV of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 and
the impact of that title on compensating
miners who have been totally disabled or
who have died from pneumoconlosis or
so-called black lung.

It became apparent after a year's op-
eration of title IV that because of strict
and, in some Instances, mcorrect inter-
pretations, many disabled miners whom
we intended to benefit from the black
lung provisions of the 1969 act were be-
ing denied disability payments. It be-
came obvious in our studies that there
were matters which had not been taken
into account in the original passage of
title IV that in all eçIty and justice
should now be corrected.

Illustrative of one of these ineqmties Is
the fact that title IV in the existing law
permits augmented payments to a widow
on account of the dependent children of
a miner who died from pneumoconiosIs.
It did not, however, provide for payments
to dependent children of a miner where
there was no survvng widow. Hence,
under the existing law, these double
orphans are not entitled to benefits. This
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tragic oversight was one of the inequities
with which we dealt in HR. 9212 when it
passed the House of Representatives by
a rollcall vote of 312 yeas to 78 nays on
November 10, 1971.

Mr. Speaker, I believe that the con-
ference just concluded has maintained
essentially the major thrust and Intent
of the House-passed legislation with pos-
sibly one exception which constituted the
major difference between the House and
Senate on H.R. 9212. In outlining for my
colleagues at this point in the conference
agreement, I will begin with this, the
most difficult problem for the conferees
to resolve.

This major conference difference re-
sulted from the fact that the House-
passed bill extended Federal responsibil-
ity for the payment of pneumocoxijosis
claims fully through the year 1973 and
partially for the year 1974. Under ex-
isting law, full Federal responsibility
ended on December 31, 1971, and the
Federal Government under existing 'law
asswned responsibility In 1972 only for
those claims filed in 1972 and then only
for the payments due that year. Claims
subsequent to those filed In 1972 and the
continuation of payments after 1972 were
to be assumed by the State through
State workmen's compensation laws un-
der part C. -

Contrasted with the House irovision,
the Senate amendments extended full
Federal responsibility only through the
year 1972 with partial Federal respon-
sibffity through 1973. The conlerence
compromise extended full Federal finan-
cial responsibility through June 30, 1973,
with partial Federaj responsibility dur-
mg the 6-month period beginning July
1, 1973, extendjxg through December 31,
1973.

Both the House- and Senate-pase
bills extended coverage to miners dis-
abled with pneumoconio from work
in mines other than underground mimes.
Likewise, both versions of the legisla-
tion precluded the denial of claims based
solely on the results of negatiive X-ray
findings. Consistent with the practice In
social security cases, it permitted the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to certify benefit payments di-
rectly to the dependents where it is
deemed advisable and desirable to do so.
These matters, of course, were retahied
In the conference.

Part C of exzting law deals with com-
pensating miners where death or total
disability was due to pneumnisis
after the Federal responsibility is ended,
when State workmen's compensation
laws assume this responsibility. Under
the existing law, part C would have ter-
minated on. December 30 1976. Under
the House-pa. bifi, this termination
date was extended to December 30, 1978.
The Senate amendments by contrast
rnde part C perment. The conference
compromise extended part C to Decem-
ber30, 1981.

The Senate amendment permitted de-
pendent parents of a deceed eligible
miner to succeed to such miner's bene-
fits if there is no surviving widow or
child. Under this Senate Provision where
there was no surviving dependent parent,
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surviving dependent brothers and sisters
may succeed to such miner's benefits.
On the basis that the conferees did not
wish to make the. black lung benefits
payments provision less equitable than
State workmen's compensation laws,
the House conferees receded to the Sen-
ate with an amendment that in order
for such class of beneficiaries to qualify
they must have been wholly dependent
on the miner and not just receive one-
half of their support from the miner for
at least 1 year prior to his death as pro-
vided in the Senate amendment, and
further—must have resided in the mm-
er's household for 1 year prior to the
miner's death. The House amendment to
the Senate provision further provided
that in case of a surviving brother he
would not receive benefits after the age
of 18 and if a student after age 22
unless the surviving brother became
disabled before the age of 18 or was
disabled at the time of the miner's
death. With respect to the case of a sur-
viving sister or brother the House
amendment to the Senate provision
provided that no benefits would be paid
to her or him 11 he or she married or
received support from his or her spouse.

Inngrnuch as the conferees determined
that the objective of the Senate amend-
ment to permit dependent children to
file claims for augmented benefits in their
own right could be achieved through ap-
propriate regulations issued by the Sec..
retary, the Senate amendment - directly
permitting this was deleted.

The bill that Passed the House on No-
vember 10 required the elimination of the
practice of offsetting social security dis-
ability insurance benefits of miners
where the claimant also received black
lung benefits. The Senate amendment by
contrast limited such offsetting to 100
percent of former earnings. The House
provision was directed at the administra-
tive practice of interpreting the brack
lung benefits provisions as a workmen's
compensation law when in actual fact
the congressional history of the law itself
did not support such a finding. The Sen-
ate receded to the House provision in
this respect.

As I have stated, both the House and
Senate versions of this legislation have
provisions precluding the denial of a
claim based solely on negative X-ray
findllngs. These prOvisions address them-
selves to the problem posed by large num-
bers of miners who have totally disabling
respiratory conditions or who died from
such a condition but cannot establish by
any degree of medical certainty that such
condition was attributable to pneumo-
conlosls—.even though their records indi-
cated extensive employment in an under-
ground mine.

In this connection, the Senate amend-
ment to the House bill added a provision
which established a rebuttable presuxnp-
tion of pneumoconiosls where a miner
was employed 15 years or more In a mine
where such miner has or had a totally
disabling respiratory or pulmonary mi-
pairment. -

Because of the difficulty of establish-
ing precisely the existence or nonexist-
ence of the disease, pneumoconiosis, by
other than biopsy or autopç3r, the House
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Kastenmeier Nichols Shoup So the conference report was agreed
Karen Nix Sikes
Kee Obey Sisk
Koch OHara Skubitz The- Clerk announced the following
Kyros OKonaki Smith. Iowa pairs:
Latta O'Neill Snyder
Leggett Patman Staggers Mr. Rays with Mr. Anderson of flllnola.
Link Patten Stanton. - Mr. Rodino with Mr. Hastings.
Long. La. Pelly j. William Mr. Clark with Mr. Eshletnan.
Long. Md. Pepper Stanton, Mr. Brooks with Mr. Mitchell.
Lulan Perkins James V. Mr. Slack with Mr. Gallagher.
McClory Pettis Steed Mr. Tiernan with Mr. Mills of Arkansas.
McCloskey Peyser Steele Mr Howard with Mr. Keith.
McCormack Pickle Stephens
McDade Pike Stokes Mr. Ashley with Mr. Macdonald of Massa-
McDonald. Pirnie Stratton chusetts.

Mich. Powell Stuckey Mr. KlucZynski with Mr. Stubblefleld.
McFall Price. Ill. Sullivan Mr. Podell with Mr. Landrum.
McKay Pucinaki Symlngton Mr. Blantozi with Mr. Scheuer.
McHinney Purcell Thompson. N.J. Mrs. Chishoim with Mr. Oallfianakls.
McMillan Quillen Udall
Madden Railsback Ullman Mr. Murphy of New York with Mr. Pass-
Mahon Randall Van Deerlin man.
Mailliard Rees Vanik Mr. Edmondson with Mr. Badillo.
Mallary Reid Veysey Mr. Miller of California with Mr. Rangel.
Mathias. Calif. Reuss Vlgorito Mr. Bingham with Mr. Preyer of North
Mathls. Ga. Riegle Waggonner Citha.
Matsunaga Roe Waldie
Mazzoli Rogers Waxnpler Mr. CASEY of Texas and Mr.
Meeds Roncallo - Whalen HARSHA changed their votes from
Melcher Rooney. N.Y. Whaliey
Metcalle Rooney. Pa. White "nay" to "yea."
Mikva Rosenthal Whitten Mr. COLMER and Mr. BOB WILSON
Miller. Ohio R3stenkowskl Widnall changed their votes from "yea" to "nay."
Minish Roush Williams
Mink Roy Wilson. The result of the vote was announced
Mollohan Roybal Charles H. as above recorded.
Monagan Runnels wolff A motion to reconsider was laid on the
Moorhead Ryan wright
Morgan St oermain Wyatt table.
Mosher Sandman Yates
Moss Sarbanes Yatron
Murphy. Ill. Saylor Young, Tex.
Myers Schfleebeli Zablocki
Natcher Schwengel Zion
Nedzi Seiberling Zwach
Nelsen Shipley

NAYS—122

Abernethy Flynt Poff
Ancirews. Ford, Gerald R. Price, Tex.

N. Dak. Frelinghuysen Qule
Archer Frenzel Rarick
Arends Frey Rhodes
Ashbrook Goldwater Roberts
Beicher Grimn Robinson, Va.
Bell Gross Robison. N.Y.
Betta Grover Rousselot
Blackburn Haley Ruppe
Bow Hall Ruth
Broyhill, Va. Hansen, Idaho Satterfield
Burleson, Tex, Hosmer Scherle
Byrnes. Wis. Hull Schmitz
Cabeil Hutchinson. Scott
Camp Jarman Sebelius
Carlson Jonas Shriver
Cederberg Jones, N.C. Smith. Calif.
Chamberlain Heating Smith. N.Y.
Chappeli Kemp Spence
Clancy King Springer
Clawson, Del Kuykendall. Steiger. Arts.
Cleveland Kyl Steiger. Wia.
Collier Landgrebe Talcott
Collina. TeX. Lennon Taylor
Colmer Lent Teague, CaiU.
Conable Lloyd Teague. Tex.
Conte Mcclure Terry
Crane McColltster Thompson, Ga.
Daniel, Va. McCulloch Thomson. Wis.
Davis. Wia. McEwen Thone
Dellenback McKevitt Vender Jagt
Dennis Mann Ware
Devine Martin Whitehurst
Dickinson Mayne Wiggins
D3wnlng. Michel Wilson. Bob
du Pont Mills. Md. WInn
Edwards, Ala. Minshall wydier
Erlenborn Mizell Wylie
Each Montgomery Wyman
Fisher Poage - Young, Fla.

NOT VOTING—34
Anderson. Ill. Gallagher Murphy, N.Y.
Ashley Hastings PaRRmn
BadIlio Hays Podell
Binghsm Howard Preyer. NC.
Blanton Keith Pryor, Ark.
Brooks Kluczynski Rangel
Chiahoim Landrum Rodino
Clark Macdonald. Scheuer
Dowdy Mass. Slack
Edmondson Miller. Calif. Stubblefteld
Eshleman Mills. Ark. Tiernan
OaIIfin.k1a Mitchell





Public Law 92-303
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n ct
86 STAT. 15C

Tn a uiin1 th Irovisions uf th Fthqa1 il Mine Ht.a it h II 1 ftv Aet
o 1969 to xt€nU black lnng bnefit to rpIians vhne f;itiwr li
moconiosi.s. and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the eniite ahd IJou8e ot Re/e.eHtat;re.9 Of the
United States of A?neiea hi Congres asenib/ed. That Ui) this At 3]ck fAn
may be cited as the "Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972". BenefIts Act

(b) (1) Section 41(a) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety of 1972.
Act of 1969 is amended I)y redesignatuig paragraph (3) as paragraph 83 Stat. 74.
(4), and by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new para- 30 USC 922.
graph:

'(3) In the case of the child or children of miner whose death oiphans,
is due to pneumoconiosis or of a nimer who is receiving benefits unclcr benefits.
this part at the time of his death. or vho was totally disabled by
1)nettmoconiosis at the time of his death, and in the case of the child
or children of a widow who is receiving benefits under this part ir
the time of her death. benefits shall be paid to such child or children
as follows: If there is one such child, he shall be Paid benefits t the
rate specified in pnragrapli (1). If tlier is more than one such child.
the benefits paid shall be divided equally among them ncl shall be
paid at a rate equal to the rate specified in paragraph (1). increased
Iy O ler centum of such rate if thete are two such children, by
per centum of such rate if there are tliret such children. and by 11)1)
per centum of such rate if there are more tlmn three such children
Pro 'ided, That benefits shall only be paid to a child for so long as
he meets the criteria for the term chiId' contained in section 402(g) p. 152.
And provided further, That no entitlethent to benefits as a child
shall be established under this paragraph (3) for any month for
which entitlement to benefits as a widow is established under para-
graph (2)."

() Section 41(a) of such Act is further amended by adding it
the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

'(5) In the case of the dependent parent or parents of a ifliflr Dependent
whose detli is due to pneumoconiosis. or of a miiier who is receiving parents,
benefits under this part at the time of his death, or of a miner who was brothers or
totally disabled by pneumoconiosis at the time o death. and who is sister.
not survived at the time of his death by a widow or a child. or in the
case of the dependent surviving brother(s) or sister(s) of such a miner
who is not survived at the time of his death by a widow. child. or par-
nt, benefits shall be paid under this part to such parent(s). or to
such brother(s), or sister(s), at the rate specified in paragraph (3) (as
if such parent(s) or such brother(s) or sister(s), were the children of
such miner). In determining for purposes of this paragraph whether
a claimant bears the relationship as the miner's parent, brother. or
sister, the Secretary shall apply legal standards consistent vith those
applicable to relationship determination under title II of the Social
Surity Act. No benefits to a sister or brother shall be payable under 42 USC 401.
this paragraph for any month beginning with the month in which he
or she receives support from his or her spouse, or marries. Benefits
shall be payable under this paragraph to a brother only if he is—

"(1) (A) under eighteen years of age. or
"(B) under a disability as defined iii section 223(d) of the

Social Security Act which began before the age specified in section 81 Stat. 868.
202(d) (1) (B) (ii) of such Act, or in the case of a student, before 42 USC 423.
he ceased to be a student, or 79 Stat. 370.

42 USC 402.
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"(C) a student as defined in section 4O? (g) ; or
"(2) who is, at the time of the miners death, disabled as deter-

mined in accordance with section 223(d) of the Social Securiv
Act; during such disability. Any benefit under this paragraph
for a month piior to the month in which a claim for such beiie-
fit is filed shall be reduced to any extent that may be necessary,
so that it will not render erroneous aiiy benefit which, before
the tiling of such claim, the Secretary has certified for payment
for such l)110r months. As used in this paragraph, dependent'
means that during the one rear period prior to and endin with
such miners death, such parent, brother, or sister was living in
the miners household, and was, during such period, totally
dependent. on the miner for supl)ort. Proof of such 5upPort shall
be filed by such claimant within two years after the month in
which this amendment is enacted, or within two years after the
miners death, whichever is the later. An such l)rOOf which is
filed after the expiration of such period shall be deemed to have
been filed within such period if it is shown to the satisfaction of
the Secretary that. there w-as good cause for failure to file such
1)roof within such period. The determination of what constitutes
liviiig in the miiier!s household', 'totally dependent upon the

miner for support, and 'good cause.' shall for purposes of this
paragraph be made in accordance with regulations of t.he Secre-
tary. Benefit payments under this paragraph to a parent. brother,
or sister, shall be reduced by the amount by which such pay-
inents would be reduced on account of excess earnings, of such
parenL brother, orsister, respectively, under section 203(b)—(l)
of the Social Security Act, as if the benefit under this paragraph
w-ere a benefit. under section 20 of such Act.

"(6) If an individual's benefits would be increased under para-
graph (4) of this subsection because he or she has one or more depend-
ents, and it appears to the Secretary that it would be in the interest
of any such dependent to have the amount of such increase in bene-
fits (to the extent attributable to such dependent) certified to a
person other than such individual, then the Secretary may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him, certify the amount of such increase in bene-
fits (to the extent so attributable) not to such individual but directly
to such depeiident. or to another person for the use and benefit of such
dependent; and any payment made under t.his clause if otherwise
valid under this title, shall be a complete settlenient and satisfaction
of all claims, rights, and interests in and to such payment."

(c) (1) Sections 412(b), 414(e), and 424 of such Act are amended
by inserting after "widow" each time it appears the following: ",child,
l)areilt. brother. or sister". and section 421(a) is amended by insert-
ing after "widows" the following: ", children, parents, brothers, or
sisters. as the case may be,".

(2) Section 402 (a) of such Act is amended to read:
"(a) The term 'dependent' means—

"(1) a child as defined in subsection (g) without regard to
subparagraph (2) (B) (ii) thereof; or

"(2) a wife who is a member of the same household as the
miner, or is receiving regular contributions from the miner for
her support, or whose husband is a miner who has been ordered
by a court to contribut to her support, or who meets the require-
ments of section 216(b) (1) or (2) of the Social Secunty Act.
The determination of an individual's status as the 'wife' of a
miner shall be made in accordance with section 216(h) (1) of the
Social Security Act as if such miner were the 'insured individual'
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referred to therein. The term 'wife' also includes a 'divorced
wife' as defined in section 216(d) (1) of the Social Security Act 79 ta:.77.
who is receiving at least one-half of her support, as determined 42 416.
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from
the miner, or is receiving substantial contributions from the miner
(pursuant to a written agreement), or there is in effect a court
order for substantial contributions to her support from such
miner.".

(3) Section 402(e) of such Act is amended to read: "Widow.'
"(e) The term 'widow' includes the wife living with or dependent 93 Stat. 792.

for support on the miner at the time of his death, or living apart for 30 O2.
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, or who meets the replire-
mentsofsection2l6(c) (1), (2), (3), (4),or (ö),andsectionfl6(k)
of the Social Security Act, who is not married. The determination of 72 1C27.

an individual's status as the 'widow' of a miner shall be made in accord- 81 Star •

ance with section 216(h) (1) of the Social Security Act as if such 71 stat. 519;
miner were the 'hisiired individual' referred to therein. Such term also 74 Stat. g5j•
includes a 'surviving divorced wife: as defined in section 216(d) (2) of
the Social Security Act who for the month preceding the month in
which the miner died, was receiving at least one-half of her support,
as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by tile Secre-
tary, from the miner, or was receiving substantial contributions from
the miner (pursuant to a written agreement) or there was in effect a
court order for substantial contributions to her support from the milier
at the time of his death."

(4) Section 402 of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(g) The term 'child' means a child ora step-child who is— "Chilci.'
"(1) unmarried; and
"(2) (A) undereighteen years of age, or
"(B) (i) under a disability as defined in section 2Q3(d) of the

Social Security Act, 42 uSc 423.
"(ii) which began before the age specified in section 202(d) (1)

(B) (ii) of the Social Security Act, or, in the case of a student, 42 USC 402.
before he ceased to be a student; or

"(C) a student.
The term 'student' means a 'full-time student' as defined in section "Student.'
202(d) (7) of the Social Security Act, or a 'student' as defined in sec- 79 Stat. 371;
tion 8101(17) of title 5, United States Code. The determination of au 81 Stat. 960.
individual's status as the 'child' of the miner or widow, as the case may 81 Stat. 20g.
be, shall be made in accordance with section 216(h) (2) or (3) of the
Social Security Act as if sich miner or widow were the insured mdi- 79 Stat. 409.
vidual' referred to therein."

(5) (A) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended by adding at the Post, p. 154.
end theteof the following new sentence: "The provisions of sections
204, 205 (a), (b), (d), (e), (f). (g), (h), (j), (k). and (1), 206. 207.
and 208 of the Social Seurity Act shall be applicable under this part 42 SC 404-
with respect to a miner, widow, child, parent, brother, sister, or de- 408.
pendent, as if benefits under this part were benefits under title II of
such Act." 42 uSC 401.

(B) Only section 205, (b), (g), and (h) of those sections of the Effective
Social Security Act recited in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph
shall be effective as of the date provided in subsection (d) of this
section.

(6) Section 414(a) of such Act is amended by inserting "(1)" after Claims,
"(a)" and by adding the following new paragraphs at the end thereof: fiiin.

"(2) In the case of a claim by a child this paragraph shall apply, 83 Stat. 795.
notwithstanding any other provision of this part. 30 USC 24.

"(A) If such claim is filed within six months following the month Ret roactive
in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitlement to benefits is entitlement.
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estabBslied pursuant to such claim, such entitlement shall be effective
retroactively from December 30, 196U. or from the date such child
would have been first eligible for such benefit l)aynlent had section
412(a) (3) been al)I)licable since December 30. 1969, whichever is the
lesser 1)eriod. If on the date such claim is filed the claimant ]S not
eligible for benefit payments, but was eligible at any period of time
during the period from December 30. 19(19, to the date such claim
is filed. entitlement shall be effective for the duration of eligibility
during such period.

(B) If such claim is filed after six months following the mouth
in hii1i this paragraph is enacted. nd if entitlement to benefits is
established Pursuant to such claim, such entitlement. shall be. effective
nt.roactiveIv from date twelve months preceding the date such claim
is ified. or from the date such child would have been fitt. eligible for
such benefit payments had section 412(a) (3) been applicable since
1)ecemher 30. 19(;). whichever is the lesser period. If on the- date such
claim is filed the claimant is not. eligible for benefit pavnieiits. but was
eligible at any period of time during the period from a date twelve
months preceding the date such claim is filed, to the date such cl'aim
s filed, entitlement shall be effective for the duration of eligibility
clurin such period.

'(C) No claim for benefits tinder this part, in the case of a claimant
who is a child, shall be considered unless it is filed within six monUis
after the death of his father or mother (whichever last occurred) or
by Th'cember 31. 1973, whichever is the later. -( I)) An benefit. tinder subpararapli (A) or (B) for a month
)rior to the month iii which a claim is filed shall be reduced, to any
•xteiit. that may be. necessary. so that it. will not render erroneous any
I,nefit which, before the filing of such claim, the Secretary has certified
for payment for such prior month.

•') No claim for benefits under this part, in the case of a claimaiit
who i a l)arelit. brother, or sister shall be coiisidered unless it is filed
within six months after the death of the miner or by December 31,
1973, which'ver is the. later." --

SEc; . (a) Section 412(b) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act. of 19(9 is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lo.wing: "This l)1I. shall not. be considered a workmen's compensation

or plan for puiposes of section 24 of such At.'
(b) The amendment made by this section shall be effective as of

Depiiiber :-;j 1969.
SEc. :& (a) Sections 401, 411(c) (1), 411(c) (2). and 422(h) of the

Federnl Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. of 1969 are each amended
by strikiiig ont uiiderrround".

b) Sections 4O(b), 4O(d), 4(a). and 423(a) of such Act are
each amended by striking out "an underground" and inserting "a"
in lieu thereof.

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective as of
December 3O 1969.
- &EC. 4. (a) Section 402(f) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
afetv .Act of 1969 is amended to read as follows:

(f) The trn 'total disability' has the meaning given it by regu-
lations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, except
that such reulat-ions shall provide that a miner shall be considered
totally disabled when pneumocoiiiosis prevents him from engaging
in gainful employment requiring the skills and abilities comparable
to those of any employment in a mine or mines in which he previousl;
engaged with some regularity and over a substantial period of time.
Such regulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those
applicable under section 223(d) ofthe Social Security Act."
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(b) (1) Section 411 (a) of such Act is further amended by aclclin 83 Stat. 7g3•
at the end thereof the following: •or who at the time of his '.liat1i wits 3
totally disabled by pneumocouiosis."

0

() Section 401 is tniencled by inserting a fter the word •cliseae
each place it appears the following: or who were totally disabled b'
this cliseise it the time of their deaths".

(3) Section 411 (c) (3) is aniencled by instrrng after piieiinio-
coniosis," the followin : or that at the time of his chatli lie was totufl
disabled by pneuinoconiosis."

(c) Section 411 (c of such Act is tmenclecl by striking the. word ebuttaic
'aiicl" at the end of piragraph () by striking the ptriocl at. the elRl respti.
of paragraph (3), inserting : and", and badding at. the end thereof
the following new paragraph

"(4) if a miner was eniployecl for fifteen years or more in
one or more unclergrouiicl coal mules, and if there is a clut
roentgenogram submitted in connection with such miner's. 11i5
widow's, his child's, his parent's. his brothers. his sister's, ür his
clepenclents claim under this title and it is interpreted is iua-
tive with respect to the requirements of piragraph (3) of this
subsection, and if other evidence clenion.strates the exlst'nce of
a totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary mpairmiieiit, then
there shall be a rebutttble presiutiption that. such muter is totllv
disabled due to pneumoeoniosis. that his death was due to pneulno-
coniosis. or that at the time of his death lie was totally disahleil
by pneumoconiosis. In the case of a living ininei a wifes affidavit
may not be used by itehf to establish the pi'esuntption. The ecr'-
tary shall not apnly all or a portion of the requirement. of this
paragraph that the miner work in an underground mine wIteif
he determines that conditions of a miners entplovnient In a
mine other than an underground mine were substantially similar
to conditions in an underground mine. The Secretary uiiay i'ehut
such presumption only by establishing that (A) such miner does
not, or did not, have pneunioconiosis. or that (B his respirntom'y
or pulmonary impairment did not arise out of, or in connection
with, employment in a coal mine."

(d Section 411(b is amended by inserting inimecliatelv after the ?11cai:r
penultimate sentence thereof the following new sentence: "Final ru- ir. edri
lations required for implementation of any amendments to this titk e;;ister.
shall be promulgated and published in the Fecltral Rester at tn
earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of such attiud-
ments. and in no event later than the ?nd of the fourth month follow-
ing the month in which such amendments tre enactecl.

(e) Section 421(b) () (C) of such Act is aniendecl liv striking the 30 SC 31.
word "these" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 4u ( f) of this
title and to those standards", and by substituting for the \vorcl by 30 USc 9C2.
section 411" the words 'under part B of this title".

(f) The first sentence of section 413(b) of such Act is arnndecl 1ais,
by inserting before the period at the end thereof the following: lut va1iity
no claim for benefits under this part shall be denied solely on the basis
of the results of a chest roentgenograni. In determining the validity of 794•

claims tinder this part all relevant evidence shall be considered, inclucl- 30 g2

ing, where relevant, medical tests such as blood gas studies, X-ray
examination, electrocardiogram, pulmontrv function studies, or phvsi -
cal performance tests. and any medlical history. evidlence, stibmitte(l by
the claimant's physician, or his wife's affidavits, and in the case of a
dleceased miner, other appropriate affidavits of persons with knowledge
of the miner's physical condition, and other supportive materials."

(g) The amendments made by this section shall be effective as of Effective date.
December 30, 1969.
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Time ectensiors. SEC. 5. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
•3 3tat. 792. of 1969 is amended—
30 USC 901. (1) by striking out "December 31, 1971" where it appears in
3C 924. section 414(b), and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30. 1973",

(2) by striking out. "1912" each 1)lace it appears and inserting
31. in lieu thereof "19T3'. other than in section 41 (b) (1),

(3) by striking out 19T3" each time it appears and inserting in
lieu thereof "1974",

30 932. (4) by striking out "seveu" where it appeals in section 4 (e)
aud inserting in lieu thereof "twelve".

(;) by adding a new subsection (c) to section 41 thereof as
follows:

II :a± cr "(c) Final regulations required for inipleinentation of any amend—
inents to this part shall be promulgated and piblihed in the Federal
Register at the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment
of such aniendimients, and in no event Inter than the end of the sixth
nionth follovin the month iii which such amendments are enacted.",

(() by inserting immediately after sctmon 46 thereof, the fol-
lowing new section:

Corrac Sie. 4T. (a) The Secretary of Health. Education, and 'Welfare is
a:orjtv. anthorized to enter into contracts with, and make grants to. public and

pri\ate agencies and organizations and individuals for tIme construc-
tion. l)tllchase. and operation of fiied-site and mobile clinical facilities
for the mnalysis. examination, and treatment of respiratory amid pul—
mnoiiarv imairnieuts in active and inactive coal miners. The Secretary
shall coordinate the nìakimmg of such contracts and grants with the
.ppalachian Regional Commission.

sear (b) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall initiate
research within the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health. and is authorized to make research grants to public and pri-
vat awncies and organizations and individuals for the purpose of
devising snnl)le and effective, tests to measure, detect, and treat respira-
tory and l)ulnlonary impairments in active and inactive coal miners.
Any grant. mnde 1)ulSuant to this subsection shall be conditioned upon
nil inforinat.ioii. uses, products, processes. patents. and other develop-
iiients resulting from such research being available, to the general
public. except to the extent. of such exceptions and limitations as tlìe
ecretaiv of Health, Education, and Welfare may deem necessary in
the public, interest.

;cprcpriain. '(c) Tlìeie is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the purpose
of subsection (a) of this section $10,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
ending June 30. 19T3. June 30. 1974. and June 30, 19Th. There are
hereby authorized to be appropriated for the purposes of subsection
(b) of this section such sums as are necessary.",

(1) by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
scririticn "SEC. 48. (a) No operator shall discharge or in any other wayrc ten, discriminate aainst. any miner employed by him by reason of the fa't

that such miner is suffering from pneumoconiosis. No person shall
cuiuse or at.tenìpt to cause an operator to violate this section. For the
purpos of this subsection the term 'miner' shall not include any
ieon who has been found to be totally disabled.

"(b) Any miner who believes that he has been discharged or other-
wise discriminated against by any person in violation of subsection (a)
of this section, or any representative of such miner may, within ninety
(huys after such violation occ.nrs. apply to the Secretary for a review
of such alleged discharge or discrimination. A copy of the application
shall be. sent. to such person who shall be the respondent. 'Upon receipt
of such application, the Secretary shall cause such investigation to be
made. as he deems appropriate. Such investigation shall provide an
opportunity for a publiclearing at the request of any party to enable
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the parties to present information re]ating to such violation. The
parties shall be given written notice of the time and place of the hear-
ing at least five days prior to the hearing. Any such hearing shall be
of record and shall be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the United
States Code. Each hearing examiner presiding under this section and 80 5tat. 364.
tinder the provisions of titles I, II and III of this Act haIl recein 30 C
compensation at a rate not less than that prescribed for GS—16 under
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code. Upon receiving the report 5 5332
of such investigation, the Secretary shall make findings of fact. If lie r.ote.
finds that such violation did occur, he shall issue a decision, incor-
porating an order therein, requiring the person committing such
violation to tue such affirmative action as the Secretary deems appro-
priate, including, but. not limited to, the rehiring or reinstatemeiit of
the miner to his former position with back par. If he finds that tliete
was no such violation, he shall issue an order denying the application.
Such order shall incorporate the Secretary's findings therein.

"(c) Whenever an order is issued under this subsection granting Penalty.
relief to miner at the request of such miner, a sum equal to the
aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including the attorney's
fees) as determined by the Secretary to have been reasonably incurred
by such miner for, or in connection with, the institution aiid prosecu-
tion of such proceedings, shall be assessed against the peion coinnilt-
ting the violation.",

(8) 'by adding at the end thereof the following nev section:
"SEC. 429. There is authorized to be appropriated to the Sretarv Appropr±a:ior..

of Labor such sums as may be necessary to carry out his responsibi1itis
under this title. Such sums shall remain available until expended..

(9) by striking "7" in section 42(a). and 83 Stat. 9.
(10) by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 30 SO 932.

"SEc. 430. The amendments made by the Black Lung Benefits Act App1icab1ity.
of 1972 to part B of this title shall; to the extent appropriate. also 30 921.
apply to part C of this title: Provided, That for the purpose of 30 US 931.
determining the applicability of the presumption e€tablishecl by sec-
tion 411(c) (4) to claims filed under part C of t.his title, no period of p 154.
employment after June 30, 1971, shall be considered in determining
whether a miner was employed at least fifteen years in one or more
underground mines."

SEC. 6. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of O1ainants,
1969 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new flotification.
section: Ante, p. 1S5.

"SEC. 431. The Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare shall,
upon enactment of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972. generally
disseminate to all persons who filed claims under this title prior to
the date of enactment of such Act the changes in the law created by
such Act, and forthwith advise all persons whose claims hare been
denied for any reason or whose claims are pending, that their claims
will be reviewed with respect to the provisions of the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972."

SEC. 7. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act Transition
of 1969 is amended by adding at the end of part B thereof the follow- period,

new section: administ ratior.
'SEC. 415. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision in this title, for

the purpose ofssuring the uninterrupted receipt of benefits by claim-
ants at such time as responsibility for administration of the benefits
program is assumed by either a State workmen's compensation agency
or the Secretary of Labor, any claim for benefits under this part filed
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during the period from July 1. 19T3 to Deciiuber .31, 19T3, shall .be
eonsiclered and determined iii accordance with the procedures of this
ec.tion. With respect to aiiy such claim—

(1) Such claim sluill be determined and, where appropriate
3 Stat. 79E. under this pt or section 424 of this title. benefits shall be paid
3C J 34. with respect to such claim by the Secretary of Labor.

"(s) The manner and place of filing such claim shall be in
accordance with regulations issued jointly by the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare and the Scretarv of Labor.
which regulations sluill provide, among other things. that such
claims may be ified in district offices of the Social Security Admin-
istration and thereafter transferred to the jurisdiction of the
Department of Labor for further considerition.

(3) The Secretary of Labor shall Proml)tY notify any opera-
tor who he believes, on the basis of information contained in the
claim, or any other information available to him. mar be liable

3C "SC 31. to pay benets to the claimant, under part C of this title for any
month after December 31. 19T3.

4) in cIetrrninin such claims, the Secretary of Labor shall,
to the extent approl)rmate. follow the l)roceclules described in sec-
tions 19 (b). (c), and (ci) of Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44

33 Stat. 144. apl)rovecl March 4.1927). as amended.
(5) Any operator who has be'n notified of the pendenc3 of a

claim under paragraph 4 of this subsection shaH be bound by the
determination of the Secretary of Labor oi such claim as if the
claim had been filed pursuait to Part C of this title and section

30 O ?32. 4 thereof had been applicable to such operator. Nothing in this
)lragmapl1 shall require any operator to pay an benefits for any
month prior to January 1, 1974.

Reg'.dations. "(b) The Secretary of Labor, after consultation with the Secretary
o Health. Education. and Welfare. may issue such regulations as ale
necessary or appropriate to carry out the puipose of this section."

1aims, SEC. S. Section 42(f) of title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Healthfin. umcl Safety Act of 1969 is amended by inserting ( 1)" after (f)" amid
by adding a new paragraph () as follows:

() Any claim for benefits under this section n the case of a living
inner filed on the. basis of eligibility under section 411 (c) (4) of this

Ante, p. 154, title, shall be filed within three years from the elate of last exposed
employment in a coal mine or, in the case of death from a respiratory
or pulmonary impairment. for which benefits would be payable under
section 411(c) (4) of this title. iticurreci as the result of emplovriient
in a coal mine, shall be filed within fifteen years from the date of last
exposed employment iii a coal mule."

Approved May 19, 197Z.
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BLACK LUNG BENEFITS AMENDMENTS

To Administrative, Supervisory,
and Technical Employees

On May 19 President Nixon signed into law H. R. 9212 (P. L. 92-303),
which extends the Federal Government's responsibility for the black
lung benefit provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 and provides various liberalizations in the black lung
benefit program.

Under the new legislation, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare will be responsible for taking claims and paying lifetime bene-
fits with respect to claims filed through June 30, 1973. Responsibility
will then shift to the Department of Labor, thou we will continue to
take claims during the 6-month period ending December 31, 1973.
(Under the old law, our responsibility for taking claims for lifetime
benefits ended in December 1971; benefits based on applications filed
in 1972 were our responsibility for 1972 only.) The new legislation
also extends, from 1976 to 1981, the end of the period during which
the Department of Labor or the coal mine operators are required to
pay benefits in States where State workmen's compensation does not
apply.

Other major provisions of the new legislation

--extend benefits to orphans and totally dependent surviving parents,
brothers, and sisters, in that order of priority, where there is no
survivor of higher priority;

--extend benefits to surface coal miners;

--establish a rebuttable presumption whereby a miner who is totally
disabled from a respiratory or pulmonary impairment and who worked
for at least 15 years in underground coal mines or in comparable dusty
conditions in surface mines, is considered to be totally disabled, or to
have died, from pneumoconiosis;



2

--provide an occupational definition of "total disability" based on skills
and abilities used in mining;

- -prohibit denial of black lung benefits claims solely on the basis of a
negative X-ray;

- -provide that black lung benefits payable by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare are not subject to the workmen's compensation
offset provisions of the Social Security Act.

Enclosed is a summary of the provisions of the new legislation and the
President's statement upon signing the measure into law.

Robert M. Ball
Commissioner

Enclosures
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Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE

¶TATMNT Y THE PRESIDENT

Today I have signed H. R. 9Z12, the Black Lung Benefits Act of 197Z.

This legislation extends for 18 months the Federal responsibility for
operating a transitional program enacted in 1969 to provide caeh benefits
for coal miners disabled by black iun disease.

Under the original law, liie:re monthly benefits have been awarded to
more than Z60, 000 miners, widows and dependents at a Federal cost of
more than $600 million.

The Black Lung Benefits Act of 197Z will mean that tens of thousands of
addinal miners and their dependents will be eligible for lifetime benefits
from the Federal Government, because of its xterision of filing time and
because it providee for generous liberalization of eligibility requirements.

I am heartened that this legislation provides benefits for orphans of black
lung victims, who are excluded iri the present law through legislative over-
sight. Other depender.ts re covered but r.o oiphans. Under the new law,
some Z, 000 orphans of black lung victims -- and all such orphans in the
future -— will receive the benefits to which they should be fully entitled.

Nevertheless, I sign this legislation with .xed' emotions, not over whether
miners, widows arid their dependents need this assistance -- they do --
but because of the precedent it tends to establish.

This legislation departs from the U.S. tradition that compensation for work-
related accidents and diseases should be provided by State workmen's
compensation laws, financed by the owners i the indus tries ntaining the
)azards. Responscoiliey for iack lung c ?e'sation clearly should lie
with the owners and operators oi the mines.

in this case, however, the States have not yet improved their owner-financed
laws to meet the challenge po8ed by biack lung - - and there sre oo many
victims of this dread disease for me not to have acted

Therefore, I have moved to pick up the responsibility that others have
neglected -— so that disabled miners and their families will not be deserted
by our society in their hour of critical and justified personal need.

The health and safety of coal miners ha beer a primary concern of this
Administration. One o( my earliest legislative recorrunendations was for
more effective Federal laws in the area of coal mine health and safety,
culminating in the enactment of the Fderai foal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. Since that aw was enacted, major progress has been made in
improving working condition8 in our Nation's coal mines and in the pro-
tection offered to those who work in them.

The 1969 act established the temoorary blacc lung benefits program. The
legislation I have ie-E tod will ect. consthUity for this
program from January i, 57Z to June 0, 1573. In tne latter half of 1973,
the Federal Government will continue to accept applications for black lung
benefits but beneficiaries enroiled during this period will be transferred
to the State programs on January 1, 1974.

I urge that all rntning States review their workrnens compensation programs
t make certain that adecmatp laws exist for the hhck lung disease by that time.



1972 Act

by pneumoconiosis. This presumption may be rebutted only by
establishing that (a) such miner does not, or did not, have
pneumoconiosis, or that (b) his respiratory or pulmonary
impairment did not arise out of, or in connection with,
employment in a coal mine.

b. An occupational test of disability which provides that a miner
shall be considered totally disabled where pneumoconiosis
prevents him from engaging in gainful employment requiring skillB
and abilities comparable to those of any employment in a mine or
mines in which he previously engaged with some regularity and
over a substantial period of time.

c. Before a miner's claim may be denied, all evidence relevant to
the medical condition must be considered. It wifl be no longer
pelinissible to deny a claim solely on the basis of X-ray evidence
which fails to establish the existence of pneumoconiosis.

d. In death cases, if the miner was totally disabled due to
pneuinoconiosis at the time of death, the claim will be allowed
irrespective of the cause of death, e.g., trauma or acute
disease.

6. Au2jnented portion of miner's or widows benefits may, under certain
conditions, be paid directly to the dependent or his representative
payee. 5/

7. Black lung benefits under Part B of the black lung provisions no
longer considered to be workmen's compensation benefits. Thus,

offset of disability benefits under Section 22 of the Social
Security Act no longer applicable to black lung benefits.

8. Requires 1EW to (a) generally disseminate information on these changes
to all persons who filed claims, and (b) to "forthwith advise" aU
persons whose claims were denied or are pending that their claims will

Definition of "total disability" as in Social
Security Act.

X-ray may be used in determining the presence or
absence of pneuinoconiosis and, where pneumoconiosis
is not found to exist, as a basis for denial. Where
pneumoconiosis is found to exist, there must be an
impairment that meets the severity prescribed in
appendix of Black Lung Regulations, or the breathing
test requirement in llO.lO3(b) of the regulations,
or its medical equivalent.

No provision. Benefits payable only vhere miner's
death was due to pneumoconiosis or he was entitled

to black lung benefits at death.

No. provision

Offset provisions of Social Security Act apply.
Black lung benefits are considered vorkinen's
compensation for offset purposes.

No provision

1969 law

2 of 3
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be reviewed with respect to these changes. 3/ (ssP1 plans to mail a
notice to all pending and previously denied claimants informing them
that they need not file another application; that their claims will
automatically be considered under the new law; and that they will be
advised of the result8 of the review. This will commence upon
enactment.)

9. SSA provisions concerning representative payees, attorney repre- No provision
sentation, overpayments and underpaymnts, and fraud are to be
applied. /

10. Miscellaneous provisions include the following:

a. Do not require benefit payments by Secretary of Labor or coal mine No benefits under Part C after 12-30-76.
operators (under Part C) after December 30, 1981.

b. Set time limits for establishing operator liability under the No provision
15-year rebuttable presumption.

c. Authorize $10 million a year for 3 years to DHEW for establishing No provision
and operating clinical facilitie8 for research and treatment
of miners' lung impairments and appropriate funds to DHEW for
research grants to devise simple and effective tests for measuring,
detecting, and treating miners' lung impairments.

i7Except as modified by the 1972 Act, the provisions of the 1969 law continue to apply, including the irrebuttable presumption of total
disability when 'comp11cated" pnewnoconiosis is involved and the rebuttable presumptions pertaining to "origin" and "respirable disease.
The 1969 law also continues to apply with respect to 'no retroactivity" of applications.

2/ Effective 12-69 for applications filed within 6 months of enactment. Applications filed more than 6 months after enactment retroactive up
to 12 months preceding date of application.

3/ Effective upon enactment.

14/ Effective 12-69.

5/ Effective upon enactment with respect to current and retroactive payments.

3 of 3



Major Features of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-303),
As Compared with the Black Lung Benefits Provisions of the 1969 Law 1/

1972 Act

1. 18-month extension of Federal responsibility for Part B miners' claims
(i.e., from 12-31-71 to 6-30-73), administered by SSA. Interim period
(7-1-73 - 12-31-73)claims of miners are responsibility of Department
of Labor not SSA, but claims during this period may be filed in social
security offices. 3/ (Benefits under Part B of the Black tang benefits
provisions of the 1969 law are all those based on claUns filed prior to
June 30, 1973, and are the responsibility of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.)

2. Provides benefits for (a) orphans 2/ and (b) parents, 3/ brothers and
sisters 3/ living in the miner's household who were totally dependent
on the miner in the year immediately preceding his death. A surviving
widow or child precludes a parent from succeeding to benefits and a
surviving widow, child, or parent precludes brothers and sisters from
succeeding to benefits.

3. Eliminates the word "underground" in the law 1/ and thereby extends
coverage to surface miners (e.g., strip, auger) and their dependents
and to eligible survivors as described in "2" above.

Liberalizes the dependency rule for children 3/ and rule on remarriage
for widow. 3/ The "deemed dependency" provisions applicable to claims
under Title II of the Social Security Act now apply, i.e., only
relationship must be established, and a widow can qualify as long as
she is not married at the time of application for black lung benefits.

5. Liberalizes the rules for determining total disability or death due to
pneumoconiosls I/

a. Provides that if a miner was employed for 15 years or more in one
or more underground coal mines, or in comparable dusty conditions
in surface mines, and if evidence other than X-ray demonstrates the
existence of a totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary impairment,
there shafl be a rebuttable presumption that such miner is totally
disabled due to pneuxnoconiosis, that his death was due to pneuxno-
coniosis, or that at the time of his death he was totally disabled

1 of 3

1969 Law

Transfer to Part C on 1-1-73. Miners' claims filed
during 1972 are payable under Part B for that year
only. (Part C benefits are all those based on
claims filed after December 31, 1972, and are to be
administered by the Department of Labor.)

Only underground coal miners and their eligible
dependents and survivors covered.

Definition of "dependent child" as in Federal
Employees Compensation Act and remarriage bars
widow fran further entitlement.

No provision

No provision
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FOREWORD

The need to correct inequities in. and to expand coverage of. the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969. is urgent. Proposals
before. the Senate Subcommittee on Labor which would make impor-
tant changes in the act include H.R. 9212. the 'egislation passed by th
House of Representatives on November 10. 1911: S. 89, a bill intro-
duced by Senator Hartke; and 5. 2675, the measure introduced by
Senator Randolph with cosponsorship including Senator Byrd of
West Virginia. Senator Hartke. and myself.

The materials on the following pages are designed to inform mem-
bers of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, as well as the
Members of the Senate generally, on the several pending proposals.

HARRISON A. WILLIAMS. Jr., Chaii'nwi.
(V)





LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington. D.C. December 6. 1971.
Hon. HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. iVew Senate Of-

fice Building, Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate the opportunity to chair the hear-

ings on Black Lung legislation. As YOU know, this legislation is of con
cern to all Americans. It is directly of vital concern to our coal mining
population.

AS a Senator from a major coal-producing State, I know first-hand
the anguish suffered by miners who are totally disabled by pulmonary
and respiratory impairments, including pneumoconiosis, more famil-
iarly known as "black lung." Their families live with their anguish
and suffer after the diseases have taken their toll.

It is gratifying to me that Congress is proceeding to ease their
plight through legislation and request that a committee print be pre-
pared on the legislative proposals.

Sincerely,
JENNINGS RANDOLPH,

Ranking Majority Member.
(VU)
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• 2675

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OCTOBER T. 1911

Mr. RANDOLPH (for himself, Mr. Br of West Virginia. Mr. HARTKE. and Mr.
WxuIAMs) introduced the following bill: which was read twice and re-
ferred to the Committee on Labor and Public 'Welfare

A BILL
To amend certain provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health

and Safety Act of 1969 relating to payment of black lung
benefits.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou3e of Repre3enta-

2 tive3 of the United State3 of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) section 412 (a) of the Federal Coal Mine Health

4 and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignating para-

5 graph (3) as paragraph (4), and by inserting after para-

6 graph (2) the following new paragraph:

7 "(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner

8 whose death is due to pneumoconiosis or other respiratory

9 or pulmonary impairments or of a miner who is receiving

10 benefits under this part at the time of his death, and who

II

(1)



.2

2

1 leaves no widow, and in the case of the child or children

2 of a widow who is receiving benefits under this part at the

3 time of her death, benefits shall be paid to such child or

4 children as follows: If there is one such child, he shall be

paid benefits at the rate specified in paragraph (1). If there

6 is more than one such child, the benefits paid shall be di-

7 vided equally among them and shall be paid at a rate equal

8 to the rate specified in paragraph (1), increased by 50 per

centum of such rate if there are two such children, by 75

10 per centum of such rate if there are three such children, and

11 by 100 per centum of such rate if there are more than three

12 such children: Provided, That benefits shall only be paid to

a child for so long as he meets the criteria for the term

14 'child' contained in section 402 (g) ."

15 (b) (1) Section 412 (b) of such Act is amended by

16 iiiserting after "widow" each time it appears the following:

17 "or child".

18 (2) Section 402 of such Act is amended by adding at

19 the end thereof the following new subsection:

20 "(g) The term 'child' means an individual who is

21 unmarried and (1) under eighteen years of age, or (2)

22 incapable of self-support because of physical or mental dis-

23 ability which arose before he reached eighteen years of age

24 or, in the case of a student, before he ceased to be a student,

25 or (3) a student. Such term includes stepchildren, adopted
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3

1 children, and posthumous children. For the purpose of this

2 subsection the term 'student' means an individual under

3 twenty-three years of age who has not completed four years

4 of education beyond the high school level and who is reg-

5 ularly pursuing a full-time course of study or training at an

6 institution which is—

7 "(1) a school or college or university operated or

8 directly supported by the United States, or by a State or

9 local government or political subdivision thereof;

10 "(2) a school or college or university which has

11 been accredited by a State or by a State-recognized or

12 nationally recognized aecrediting agency or body;

13 "(3) a school or college or university not so ac-

14 credited but whose credits are accepted, on transfer, by

15 at least three institutions which are so accredited, for

16 credit on the same basis a if transferred from an intitu-

17 tion so accredited; or

18 "(4) a.n additional type of educational or training

19 institution as defined by the Secretary of Hcalth, Edueft-

20 tion, and Welfare.

21 Such an individual is deemed not to have ceased to be a

22 student during an interim between school years if the interim

23 is not more than four months and if he shows to the satisfac-

24 tion of the Secretary that he has a bona fide intention of

25 continuing to pursue a full-time course of study or training
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1 during the semester or other enrollment period immediately

2 after the interim or during periods of reasonable duration in

3 which, in the judgment of the Secretary, he is prevented by

4 factors beyond his control from pursuing his education. A

studen.t whose twenty-third birthday occurs during a semes-

6 ter or other enrollment period is deemed a student until the

end of the semester or other enrollment period."

S (3) Section 413 (b) of such Act is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new entenoe: "In carrying

out his responsibilities under this part, the Secretary may

prescribe regulations consistent with the provisions of sec-

12 tions 204, 205 (j), 205 (k), and 206 of the Social Security
13 Act."

(4) Section 414 (a) of such Act is amended by insert-
15 ing "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding the following new

paragraph at the end thereof:

"(2) In the case of a claim by a child, this paragraph
18 shall apply, notwithstanding any other provision of this part.
19 "(A) If •suth claim i filed within six months following
20 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if benefit
21 payments are made pursuant to such claim, such benefit pay-
22 ments shall be made retroactively from December 30, 1969,
23

or from the date such child would have been first eligible for
24

such benefit payments had section 412 (a) (3) been appli-
25 cable since December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser
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1 period. If on the date such claim is filed the claimant is not

2 eligible for benefit payments, but was eligible during the

3 period from December 30, 1969, to the date such claim is

4 filed, benefit payments shall be made for the duration of

eligibility during such period.

6 "(B) If such claim is filed after six months following

the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if benefit

8 payments are made pursuant to such claim, such benefit pay-

ments shall be made retroactively from a date twelve months

10 preceding the date such claim is filed, or from the date such

1 child would have been first eligible for such benefit payments

12 had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since December 30,

13 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on the date such

14 claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for benefit payments,

15 but was eligible during the period from a date twelve months

16 preceding the date such claim is filed, to the date such claim

17 is filed, benefit payments shall be made for the dura.tion of

18 eligibility during such period.

19 "(C) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case

20 of a. claimant who is a child, shall be considered unless it is

21 filed within six months after the death of his father or mother

22 (whichever last occurred) or by December 31, 1972, which-

23 ever is the later."

24 SEc. 2. (a) Section 412 (b) of the Federal Coal Mine

25 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended 'by adding at
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1 the end thereof the following: "This part shall not be oon-

2 sidered a workmen's compensation law or plan for purposes

3 of section 224 of such Act."

4 (b) The amendment made by this section shall be ef-

5 feotive as of December 30, 1969.

6 SEC. 3. (a) Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health

7 and Safety Act is amended by striking out "pneumoeoniosis"

S each time appears therein, except in sections 411 (c) (3)

9 and 402 (b), and inserting in lieu thereof "pneumoconio-

10 sis, or other respiratory or pulmonary impairments".

11 (b) Section 401 of such Act is amended by striking out

12 "this disease" and inserting in lieu thereof "these conditions".

13 () Section 402 (1)) of such Act is amended by a.ding

14 the following new sentence: "The expression 'respiratory or
15 pulmonary impairments' means any respiratory or pul-

16 mmary diseases or impairments and their seq•uelwe arising

17 out of employment in an underground coal mine.

18 (d) Seotion 402 (f) is amended to read as follows:

"(f) The term 'total disability' has the meaning given

20 it by regulation of the Secretary of Health, Education, anI
21 Welfare, except that sueh regulations shall provide that a
22 miner shall be considered totally disabled when any respira-
23 to-y or pulmonary impairment r impairments resulting from

24 his employment in a mine or mines prevents him from en-
25 gaging in gainful employment requiring the skills and abiIi-
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1 ties comparable to those of any employment in a mine or

2 mines in which he previously engaged with some regularity

3 and over a substantial period of time. Such regulations shall

4 not provide more restrictive criteria than those applicable

5 under section 223 (d) of the Social Security Act."

6 (e) The first sentence of section 413 (b) of such Act

7 is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof

8 the following: ", but no claim for benefits under this part

9 shall be denied solely on the basis of the results of a che&t

10 roentgenogram or any particnlar tests of breathing or pul-

11 monary function."

12 (f) The amendments made by this section shall be

13 effective as of December 30, 1969.

14 SEc. 4. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

15 Safety Act of 1969 is amended—

16 (1) by striking out "1971" where it appears in

17 section 414 (b), and inserting in lieu thereof "1973",

18 (2) by striking out "1972" each place it appears

19 and inserting in lieu thereof "1974",

20 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

21 and inserting in lieu thereof "1975", and

22 (4) by striking out "seven" where it appears in

23 section 422 (e) and inserting in lieu thereof "nine".





SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF 5. 2675

SECTION 1

This section amends various provisions in Title IV of the Act to
permit benefit payments to certain children.

(a)

Section 412(a).—A. new paragraph (3) is added to section 412(a)
of the Act. The existing section 412 (a) provides for payment of bene-
fits by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to a miner
disabled by pneumoconiosis, or to the widow of a miner whose death
is due to pneumoconiosis. The new paragraph provides benefit pay-
ments to children in the event that the miner and his spouse are both
deceased, and adds other respiratory or pulmonary impairments as
compensable conditions. Surviving children are entitled to the full
amount of benefits paid or due to the miner or his widow. If there is
more than one surviving child, benefits are increased by 50 percent in
the case of two children, by 75 percent for three, and by 100 percent
if more than three.

(b)(1)

Section 412(b).—Adds children to the provisions concerning the
relationship between this Federal benefit program and other disabil-
ity and compensation programs.

(b)(2)

Section 4093.—A new subsection (g) is added to section 402, the
definition section of Title IV of the Act. The new provision defines
"child" as an individual who is unmarried and under eighteen. or
incapable of self-support, or a student. The term "student" is also
specifically defined.

(b)(3)

Section 413(b).—A. sentence is added to this subsection relating to
the requirement that, in processing benefit claims under the Act. the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare utilize to the extent pos-
sible the same procedures and personnel used in processing social
security disability benefit claims. The new sentence authorizes the
Secretary to prescribe regulations consistent with those provisions of
the Social Secritv Act which deal with overpayments and under-
payments, certification of payment to other than the claimant, satis-
faction of payments made to incompetents, and representation of
claimants before the Secretary.

(9)

70—176 O—71—2
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(b)(4)

Section 414(a).—A new paragraph is added which deals with
claims for benefits by children. The new provision requires retroactive
payments to December 30. 1969 for a child entitled to such payments
who files a claim for benefits within six months after enactment of the
paragraph. If a claim is filed after the six month period, retroactive
benefits are limited to the twelve month period preceding the date such
claim is filed. Claims by a child must. in any event, be filed within six
months after the death of the father or mother, whichever last oc-
curred. or by December 31, 1972, whichever is later.

SECTION 2

This section c'arifies the effect of offset provisions in the Social
Security Act on benefits under Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act.

Section 4I (b) .—A new sentence is added to this subsection which
specifies that Part B of Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act is not a workmen's compensation law or plan for pur-
poses of section 224 of the Social Security Act. This latter provision
requires that if the combination of social security disability benefits
and workmens compensation benefits exceeds 80 percent of "average
current earnings" (the larger of the highest monthly wage or the
average monthly wage for the five consecutive years of highest in-
come). such social security disability payments are to be reduced by the
excess amount. Thus, tinder the new sentence in section 412(b), benefit
payments under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act could
not be taken into account by the Secretary in computing social security
disability paYments. The new sentence would take retroactive effect
as of December 30, 1969.

SECTION 3

This section amends various provisions in Title IV of the Act to
broaden its coverage, both as to diseases for which benefits are payable
and as to the concept of total disability.

(a)

Title IT'.—This subsection provides that throughout Title IV of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, the word "pneumo-
coniosis" is to be stricken, and in its place, the phrase "pneumoconi-
osis, or other respiratory or pulmonary impairments" is tobe inserted.
Thus, diseases and conditions other than pneumoconiosis would be
compensable in the same way, and to the same extent, as pneumoco-
niosis is under existing law.

(b)

Section 401.—The words "this disease" are replaced by "these con-
ditions" in the declaration and findings section of Title IV to conform
to the expansion of coverage to diseases and conditions other than
pneumoconiosis.
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(c)

Section 402(b).—A new sentence would be added to that subsection
of the definitions section relating to pneumoconiosis. The new sentence
defines, for the purposes of Title IV, "respiratory or pulmonary
impairments."

(d)

Section 402(f) .—That subsection of the definitions section relating
to total disability would be amended to require that regulations on
total disability promulgated by the Secretary of Health, Educations
and Welfare provide that a miner shall be considered totally disabled
when any respiratory or pulmonary impairment resulting from mine
employment prevents him from working at a job demanding the same
or similar skills as those he used regularly in the mines over a substan-
tial period of time.

(e)

Section 413(b).—A new clause would be added to this subsection to
instruct the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare that no claim
for benefits under Part B of Title IV may be denied solely on the basis
of the results of a chest roentgenogram (X-ray) or solely on the basis
of any particular tests of breathing or pulmonary function. Thus, cor-
roborative evidence of lack of impairment beyond a single test must be
used to support a denial of benefits.

(f)

The amendments made under section 3 of the bill are to be effective
retroactive to December 30, 1969.

SECTION 4

This section advances two years the operative dates in Title IV of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.

(1)

Section 414(b).—This provision extends from December 31, 1971
to December 31, 1973 the deadline for filing claims for benefits under
Part B of Title IV.

(2)

This provision strikes all references to the year "1972" in Title IV
and inserts in lieu thereof the year "1974". Such dates relate to the
extension time for the filing of claims for benefits under Part B of
Title IV (from December 3L 1912 to December 31 19T4), to the exten
sion of time for payment of benefits under section 414(b). and to
claims for benefits under Part C of Title IV (claims after December 31
1972 changed to December 31. 1914). The provision would also change
the deadline for publication in the Federal Register by the Secretary
of Labor of State workmen's compensation laws providing adequate
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coverage for pneumoconiosjs and other respiratory or pulmonary im-
pairments from October 1. 19'2 to October 1, 1974. The provision also
extends from December 31. 1972 to December 31, 1974 the time after
which the Secretary of Labor shall administer the benefit payment
program where state laws are certified by him to be inadequate.

(3)

This provision would strike references to the year "1973" wherever
it appears in Title IV and insert in lieu thereof the year "1975." In
Part B of Title IV the effect would be to change, in section 414(e),
the prohibition on benefits payable to a widow whose miner husband
died prior to January 1, 1973, to January 1. 1975. In Part C of Title IV
the existing provision requires claims after January 1, 1973 for death
or total disability to be filed pursuant to State workmen's compen-
sation laws. The amendment would change this requirement to apply
to claims ified after January 1, 1975. Similarly, section 422(e) (2)
would be amended to provide that payments are not required to be
made pursuant. to this section prior to January 1. 1975, rather than
1973.

(4)

&ection 42?2(e) .—This provision wou'd conform paragraph (3) of
section 422(e) to other date extensions by providing that no payment
of benefits under section 422 shall be required for any period after nine
years after the date of enactment of the Federal Coal Mine Health andSafety Act. Existing law limits paYment under the section to seven
years after date of enactment.



CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY S. 2675

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate. chances in existing law made by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to he omitted is enclosed in
black brackets. new matter is printed in italic. existing law in which
no change is proposed is shown in roman):

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A—GENERAL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
number of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to
(pneumoconiosis] pi?enmoeonio.is. or other respratory or puimoary
zmpan'?ne??ts arising out of employment in one or more of t.he Nation's
underground coal mines: that there are a number of survivors of coal
miners whose deaths were due to [this disease] these oditios; and
that few States provide benefits for death or disability due to this
disease. to coal miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore.
the purpose of this title to provide benefits. in cooperation with the
States, to coal miners who are totally disabled due to (pneumoconio-
sis] peunwconiosi& or other respiratory or pulmoiiary impairments
and to the surviving dependents of miners whose death was due to
such disease; and to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are
provided to coal miners and their dependents in the event of their
death or total disability due to (pneumoconiosis] pneunwconiosis. or
other respiratory or pu7monary impairments.

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—
(a) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a dependent

as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title 5, United
States Code.

(b) The term "pneumoconiosis" means a chronic dust disease of the
lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine. The ex-
pression "respiratory or pulmonary impairme?ts" ?neans anj res-
piratory or pulmonary di8eases or iimpairments and their sequelac
arising out of eimployimet in an underground coal inAne.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education. and Welfare. and where used in part C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was em-
ployed in an underground coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death, or living apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.

(13)
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(f) The term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regula-
tIons of the Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare. except that
such regulat2ons shall provide that a miner shall be coisidered totall'
thsabled when ansi respiratory or pulmonary impairment or impair-
ments resulting from his emplo?/ment in a mine or mines prevents him
from engaging in gainful emploiment requiring the skills and abilities
comparable to those of ansi emplo,ment in a mine or mine8 in which he
prevzousi, engaged with some reularit' and over a substantial period
of tme. (but such] A9ueh regulatIons shall not provide more restrictive
crlterla. than those applIcable under section 223(d) of the Social Secu-
rIti- Act.

(g) The term 'child" meam an individual v'ho

i.,

unmarried and
(1) u'nder eighteen ?,'ears of age. or () incapable of self-support be-
cause of physical or mental di.abiZity which arose before he reached
eighteen 'ears of age or. in the case of a student, before he ceased to he
a student. or (;) a. student. Such term. includes &techildren. adopted
children, and posthumous children. For the purpose of thiB subsection
zhe term "$tudent" neafl.9 individual under twent'-three 'ears ô7
age who has iot completed four years of education be'ond the high
school level and who is regularl' pursuing a full-time cour8e of studs'
or training at an vnstitutio'n which is—

(1) a school or college or university operated or directl' sup-
ported b' the United State$. or b' a State or local government or
political subdii,ision thereof:

() a 8chool or college or universiti which has been accredited
b, a State or a State-recognized or natio'nall' recognized ai-
crediting ageiwy or bod,';

(3) a school or college or universit' not so accredited but whose
credits are accepted. on trlnsfer. b' at least three institution8
wh.ieh. lre so accredited. for credit on the same ba8is as if tran8-
ferred from an in8titutjo1 so aecredited: or

(4) n additional t'pe of educational or traini.q iistitution 'u
defined b'.the Secretary of Health. Education.. aid Welfare.

Sw'h. in individual is deemed mot to h1lve cea8ed to be a stv4ent durivq
an nerini between s'hool years if the interim, is not more than four
mont/u nd if he shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he ha.
a bona fide intention of contirn&ing to pursue a full-time course of study
or tiwininq during the semester or other eirollmcnt period immediately
lfter the interim or dvrin.g period. of rea8onble duration in which. in
flee ,iudqinent of the Secretary. he is preveited by flctors be'ond hi
on trol from pursuing hi.9 education. A student whose twenty-third
birth dab' oeeurs duri'ng a semester or other enrollmeit neriod i& deemed
a student until the eid of the .emester or other eiroZiment period.

PART B—CL.IMS FOR BENEFITS FILED ON OR BEFORE
DECEMBER 31. (1972] 1974

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this part. and the regulations promulgated by him, under this part.
make payments of benefits in respect of total disability of any miner
due to (pnenmoconiosis] p1eumoconio.i.. or other respiratory or pul-
•ln.on.ary impairments. and in respect of the death of any miner whose
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death was due to [pneumoconiosis] pnev.moconiosi8. or ot1er respira-
tort., or pulmonzry impairment8.

(b) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe standards for deter-
mining for purposes of section 411(a) whether a miner is totally clis-
abled due to [pneumoconiosis] pnurnoconiosi. o' other resjatovy
or pulrnon.arij impairn?ent8 and for determining whether the death
of a miner was due to [pneumoconiosis] p eumoconioi.9. or other
respiratory or pulmonarij impairments. Regulations required by this
subsection shall be pronulgated and published in the Federal Register
at the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title.
and in no event later than the end of the third month follow-ing the
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified
or additional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from [pneumo-

coniosis] pneumoconios 3. or other re.9p?rr1to1'/ or pu7n.onar im-
pairments was employed for ten years or more in one or more
underground coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption
that his [pneumoconiosis] pneumoconio.9i8, or other respiratovy
or pulmonary impairments arose out of such employment:

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more underground coal mines and dies from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was
due to [pneumcconiosis] pneumoconiosis. or other re.9piratory
or pulmonary impairin.ent8: and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roentgen-
ogram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one centi-
meter in diameter) and would be classified in Category A, B, or C
in the International Classification of Radiographs of the Pneu-
moconioses by the International Labor Organization, (B) when
diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions in the lung,
or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would be a con-
dition which could reasonably be expected to yield results de-
scribed in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that he is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosi or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis. ts the
case may be.

(d) Nothing in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the appli-
cability of subsection (a) in the case of a claim where the presump-
tions provided for therein are inapplicable.

SEC. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, benefit payments shall be made by the Secretary under this part.
as follows:

(1') In the case of total disability of a miner due to [pneumocon-
iosis] pneumocoiiiosi8. or other re8piratoriJ or pulnw'narij impairment.s
the disabled miner shall be paid benefits during the disability at a
rate equal to 50 per centum of the minimum monthly payment to
which a Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is
entitled at the time of payment under chapter 81 of title 5, United
States Code.
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(2) In the case of death of a miner due to (pneumoconiosis] pneu.
moconiosz8. or other respiratory or julmonar impairments or of a
miner receiving benefits under this part, benefits shall be paid to his
widow (if any) at the rate the deceased miner would receive such
benefits if he were totally disabled.

(9) In the case of the child or children of a miner whose death i&
due to pneurnoconiosi.s or other re.piiatorij or ulmoiaiy impairments
or of a miner who is receiving benefit ll.flder thi$ part at the tirne of
/zz.i death. and who leaves no widow, and in the case of the child or
children of a. widow who is recei•ri1g be?efits under this part at the
time of her death. be?w fits shall be paid to vc1i child or children, a.s
follows: If there is one such child. he shall be paid benefits at the
rate specified in paraqraph. (1). If there is more than one such child,
the benefits paid shall be divided equally ar,wng them and shall be paid
at a rate equal to the rate specified in paragraph (1), increased by 50
per centum of such rate if there are two such children, by 75 per centum
of such rate if there are three such children, and by 100 per centi.m of
.uch rate if there are more than. three 8uch children: Provided. That
beie fits shall only be paid to a eliiid for so long as he meets the criteria
for the "child" contained in 8ection 40. (g).

((3)] (4) In the case of an individual entitled to benefit payments
under clause (1) or (2) of this subsection who has one or more depend-
ents, the benefit payments shall be increased at the rate of 50 per cen-
tum of such benefit payments. if such individual has one dependent,
75 per centum if such individual has two dependents, and 100 per
centum if such individual has three or more dependents.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), benefit payments under this
section to a miner or his widow or child shall be reduced. on a monthly
or other appropriate basis, by an amount equal to any payment re-
ceived by such miner or his widow or child under the workmen's com-
pensation, unemployment compensation. or disability insurance laws
of his State on account of the disability of such miner, and the amount
by which such payment would be reduced on account of excess earn-
ing of such miner under section 203(b) through (1) of the Social Se-
curity Act. if the amount paid were a benefit payable under section
202 of such Act. 7'hi. art shall not be considered a workmen's corn.-
peiwition law or pla.n for purposes of sectio7t 24 of such Act.

(c.) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be in-
come for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 413. (a) Except. as otherwise provided in section 414 of this
part, no payment of benefits shall be made under this part except
pursuant. to a claim filed therefor on or before December 31, [1972]
11174. in such manner, in such form, and containing such information.
:i the Secretary sh11 hy regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part, the Secretary shall
to the maximum extent feasible (and consistent with the provisions
of this part) utilize the personnel and procedures he uses in deter-
mining entitlement to disabilit.y insurance benefit payments under
section 223 of the Social Security Act, but io claim for benefit8 under
this part shall be denied solely on the ba8i8 of the result8 of a chest
roentgenoqram or any particular tests of breathing or pulmonary
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function. Claimants under this part shall be reimbursed for reasonable
medical expenses incurred by them in establishing their claims. For
purposes of determining total disability under this part, the Pt0v1:
sions of subsections (a), (b). (c), (d), and (g) of section 221 ot
such Act shall be applicable. In carryiv out his re8ponsbthtes under
this part. the Secretary ma' prescribe regulatwn. consistent with the
proviszovs of sections 04. 205(j), 05(k), and 206 of the Socw7 ecu-
rity Act.

(c) No claim for benefits under this section shall be considered un-
less the claimant has also filed a claim under the applicable State work-
rnens compensation law prior to or at the same time Ins claim was
filed for benefits under this section; except that the foregoing prov-
sions of this paragraph shall not apply in any case in which the
filing of a claim under such aw would clearly be futile because the
period within which such a claim may be filed thereunder has expired
or becaise (pneumoconiosis] pneu.mocio8i.. or other respiratory or
pulmovari impairments is not compensable under such law, or in any
other situation in which, in the opinion of the Secretiry, the filing of
a claim would clearly be futile.

SEC. 414. (a) (1) No claim for benefits under this part on account of
total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it is filed on or
before December 31 (19T] 1974, or, in the case of a claimant who is a
widow, within six months after the death of her husband or by Decem-
ber 31, (197] 1974, whichever is the later.

(2) In the case of a claim bz, a child, thiB paragraph shall appl/,
notwithstanding an other provisions of this part.

(A) If such claim is filed within six months following the month in
which this paragraph is enacted, and if benefit paqments are nuide
pursuant to such claim, such benefit paqments shall be made retroae-
tivelj from December 30, 1969, or from the date such child would have
been first eligible for such benefit payments had section 4l(a) (3)
been applicable since December 30. 1969, which ever i.s the lesser pe-
nod. If on the date such claim is filed the claimant i.s not el.içrible for
benefit payments. but was eliqible during the period from December 30,
1969. to the date such claim is filed. benefit pa?Jments 3k all be made for
the duration of eligibilitq during such period.

(B) If &uch claim is filed after six months following the mo??th in
which this paragraph is enacted, and if benefit paJment$ aie made
pursuant to such claim. such benefit pa!,ment. .liail he made retroac-
tiveli, fron& a date twelve months preceding the date 8llch claim i. filed.
or from the date such child would have been first eligible for .such
benefit pajments had section 4192(a) (3) been applicthle 9ivce Decem-
ber .30, 1969. whichever i.s the les.cer period. If on the date •'uch claim. i.c

filed the claimant i.g not eliqible for benefit pa.ymeit.'. but wai eligible
during the period from a date twelve months preceding the date such
claim is filed. to the date such claim is filed. benefit pa!,ments shall be
made for the duration of eligibilitj during suck period.

(C) No claim for benefits under thi. partS in the ca8e of a claimant
who is a child, shall be considered unless it is filed within .gix months
after the death of his father or mother (whichever last occurred) or
b December 31, 19792, whichever is the later.
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(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December 31,(1972] 1974. if the claim therefor was filed after December 31,(1971] 1973.
(c) No benefits under this part shall be payable for any period prior

to the date a claim therefor is filed.
(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of any

State which, after the date of enactment. of this Act, reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive, benefits under this part,
under its State laws which are applicable to its general work force
with regard to workmen's compensation. unemployment compensation.
or disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widow under this part on
account. of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this part
were being paid to such miner with respect to disability due to (pneu-
moconiosis] pneumoconio$i.g. or other re8piratory or pulmonary im-
pairments prior to his death, or (2) the death of such miner occured
prior to January 1, (1973] 1975.

PART C—CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS ArFR DECEMBER 31, (1972] 1974

SEC. 421. (a) On and after January 1, (1973] 1975. any claim for
benefits for death or total disability due to (pneumoconiosis] pneu-
moconiosi,. or other respiratory or pulmonary impairments shall be
filed pursuant. to the applicable State workmen's compensation law,
except. that. during any period when miners or their surviving widows
are not. covered by a State workmen's compensation law which pro-
vides adequate coverage for (pneumoconiosis] pfleUmoco%iosi8, or
other respiratory or pulmonary impairments they shall be entitled to
claim benefits under this part.

(b) (1) For purposes of this section. a State workmen's compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverage for (pneu-
Inoconlosis] jieunoeoilosjs. or other respiratory or pulmonary im-
/)v)m.ents during any period unless it is included in the list of State
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage during
sI1(h period. The Secretary shall. no later than October 1, (1972] 1974.
puhlish in the Federal Register a list of State workmen's compensa-
tion laws which provide adequate coverage for (pneumoconiosis]
pieu.nwconiosis. or other espiratory or pulmonary impairment8 and
shill revise and republish in the Federal Register such list from time
to time. as may be appropriate to reflect changes in such State laws
clue to leislation or judicial or administrative interpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's compensation
law on such Hst during any period only if he finds that during such
period under such law—

(A) benefits must be paid for total disability or death of a
miner due to (pneumoconiosis] pievm.ocon.iosi. or other respira.-
to)i/ or pulmonary ?7npairrnen t8;

(B) the amount of such cash benefits is substantially equivalent
to or rreater than the amount of benefits prescribed by section
412(a) of this title

(C) the sttndards for determining death or total disability due
to (pneunioconiosis] pevinoconiosi.s. or other resp?ratory or pul-
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moiwiry impairments are substantially equivalent to those estal)-
lished b section 411. and by the regulations of the Secretary of
Health. Education. and \Vel fare promulgated thereunder:

(D) any claim for benefits on account of tota' disability or
death of a minor due to (pneumoconiosis] pi€um0C0) 0,

other respiratory or pulrn.o nary impirmeflt.' is deeme(l to be
timely filed if such claim is filed within three years of the dis-
covery of total disability clue to (pneumoconiosis] pfleUWO('OmO-
sis, or other respiratori or pnlmonary fl1.pa?flfleflt5. or the date
of such death. as the case may be:

(E) there are in effect provisions with respect to prior and
successor operators which are substantially equivalent, to the pm-
visions contained in section 422(i) of this part: and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions. regulatioii
or interpretations, which are consistent with the provisions con-
tained in Public Law- 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424. approved
March 4, 1927), as amended, which are applicable under section
422(a), but are not inconsistent with any of the criteria set forth
in subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this paragraph. s the
Secretary, in accordance with regulations promulgated by him,
determines to be necessary or appropriate to asur ade-
quate compensation for total disability or (leatli hie to
(pneumoconiosis] pi eum oeoniosi. or ot1 er respiri' to,i, 0/ /1 ui-

monar, invpai?'ments.
The action of the Secretary in including or failing to inrlucle any
State workmen's compensation law on such list shall be sII1)1ect to
judicial review exclusively in the United States court of appeals for
the circuit in which the State is located or the United Stites Court
of Appea's for the District, of Columbia.

SEc. 422. (a) During any period after December 31. (19T] 1.974.
in which a State workmen's compensation law is not includl on the
list published by the Secretary under section 421 (b) of this pnrr. r1i&
provisions of Public Law 803, 9th Congress (44 Stat. 1424. ap)rve(l
March 4, 1927, as amended (other than the provisions cotit;iinl in
sections 1, 2, 3. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13. 29 30. 31, 32. 33. 3T. 3S. 41. 43.
44, 45. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51 thereof) shall (except as ot1ierwis&
provided in the subsection and except as the Secretary h11 by
regulation otherwise provide), be applicable to each operator f an
uunderround coal mine in such State with respect to death or total
disability due to (pneumoconiosis] pie'1noeovio.9i.. or other 1e.pirf/-
tor7j or pulmonary impairments arising out of employment in such
mine. In administering this part. the Secretary is authorized to
scribe in the Federal Register such additional provisions. not incon-
sistent with those specifically excluded by this subsection. as he deems
necessary to provide for the payment of benefits by such operator to
persons entitled thereto as provided in this part and thereafter those
provisions shall be applicable to such operator.

(b) During any such period each such operator shall be liable for
and shall secire the. paYment of benefits, as provided in this section
and section 423 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during sich period by each such operator
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits
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under section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the regulations
of the Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
applicable under this section: Provided. That, except as provided in
subsection (i) of this section. no benefit shall be payable by any opera-
tor on account of death or total disability due to (pneumoconiosis
pv.eum.oonio.qj.c. or other re$piratory or pulmonary impairment.c which
did not arise, at. least. in part, out of employment in a mine during
the. nriod when it. was operated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and. except as otherwise provided in this section such payments
shall be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this title.

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this section:
(1) except pursuant to a claim filed therefor in such manner,

in such form. and containing such information, as the Secretary
shall by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1. (1973] 1975; or
3) for any period after (seven] niiw years after the date of

enactment of this Act.
(fl Any claim for benefits under this section shall be filed within

three. years of the discovery of total disability due to (pneumoconi-
osi] pneurnoconioszs. or other respiratori,, or pulmonary impairments
or. in the case of death dne to (pneumoconiosis] pneumoconiosi.g, or
other respiratory or pulmonary impairments. the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this section shall be re-
duced. on a monthly or other appropriate basis, by the amount of
mv compensation received under or pursuant to any Federal or State
w¼)rkmen's compensation law because of death or disability due to
(pneumoconiosis] pieumoconiosi$. or other respiratory or pulmonarij
impairments.

(h) The regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare promulgated under section 411 of this title shall also be ap-
plicable to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall by
ri.gnlation establish standards, which may include appropriate pre-
sl.lmpt.ions. for determining whether (pneumoconiosis] pieumoconio.

or other respirctory or puimornzri,i impairineits arose out of
r'rnplovment in a particular underground coal mine or mines. The
ecretarv ma also. by regulation. establish standards for apportion-
ing liability for benefits under this subsection among more than one
operator where such apportionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is applicable with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who after the date of
enactment of this title. acquired such mine or substantially all the
assets thereof from a person (hereinafter referred to in this para-
graph as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine on or
after the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall, in
accordance with section 423 of this part, secure the payment of all
benefits which would have been payable by the prior operator under
this section with respect to miners previously employed in such mine
if the acquisition had not occurred and the prior operator had con-
timied to operate such mine.
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(2 Nothing in this subsection shall re1iev any prior operator of
:nv Habilitv under this section.

SEC. 423. (a) During any period in which a. State com-
pensation law is nt included on the list published by the Secretary
under section 421(b) each operator of an underground coal mum in
such State shall secure the payment of benefits for which he is liable
under setion 422 by (fl cnialifving as a self-insurer in wcordanc
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary. or (2) insuring and
keeping insured the payment, of such benefits with any stock company
or mutual company or association. or with aiv other person or fund.
including any State fund. while such company, association. person 01
fund is authorized under the laws of any State to insure work-men s
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection
(a) of this section, every policy or contract of insurance must
conta in—

(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422.
notwithstanding the provisions of the State workmen's compensa-
tion law which may provide for lesser payments;

(2) a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the opei'itor
or discharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for such payments; and

(3) such otlur Provisions as the Secretary. h regulation. may
require.

(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply
with the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of this subs'ctioii
shall be canceled prior to the date specified in such policy or contract
for its expiration until at least thirty days have elapsed after notic'
of cancellation has been sent by registered or ertifiec1 mail to the
Secretary and to the operator at his last known place of business.

SEC. 424. If a totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to benefits
under section 422 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has not
obtained a policy or contract of insurance, or qualified as a self-insurer,
as required by section 423, or such operator has not paid such benefits
vithin a reasonable time. or (2) there is no operator who was required
to secure the payment of such benefits, the Secretary shall pay such
miner or such widow the. benefits to which he or she is so entitled. In a
ease referred to in clause (fl, the operator slmll be liable to the Tjnitecl
States in a civil action in an amount equal to the amount paid to such
miner or his widow under this title.

SEC. 425. With the consent and cooperation f Stite agencies charged
with administration of State workmen's compensation laws, the Secre-
tary may, for the purpose of carrying out his functions and duties
under section 422, utilize the services of State and local agencies and
their employees and. notwithstanding any other ro'isioii of hiv.
may advance funds to or reimburse such State kind locil agencies and
their employees for services rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations as
each deems appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title. Such
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regulations shall be issued in conformity with section 553 of title 5
of the United States Code. notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.

(b) Within 120 days following the convening of each session of
Congress the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall sub-
mit to the Congress an annual report upon the subject matter of part B
of this title, and. after January 1, [1973] 1975, the Secretary of Labor
shall also submit such a report upon the subject matter of part C of
this title.

(c) Nothing in this title shall relieve any operator of the duty to
comply with any State workmen's compensation law, except insofar
as such State law is in conflict with the provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation, so prescribes. The provisions of any State
workmens compensation law which provide greater benefits than the
benefits payable under this title shall not thereby be construed or held
to be in conflict with the provisions of this title.
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1ST SESSIoN S 2289

IN THE SENATE OF THE TNITED STATES

JULY 1S lOu

Mr. HAWFKE introduced the fohlowiiig bill: which was read twice and referred
to the Comniittee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To amend certain provisions of title IV of the Federal Coal Mine

Hlth and Safety Act of 1969 relating to the total disability

of certain miners suffering from pneumoconiosis.

1 Be it enacted bi the. Sen ate, had House of Repre.cento-

2 tives of the United States of An?erwa in Crni'jres o.c.cemhled.

3 That (a) section 402 (f) of title IV of the Federal Coal

4 Mine Health and Safety Act of 19(9 is amended to read a

5 follows:

6 " (f) The term 'total disability' means, in the case of

7. any miner who suffers from pnenmoconiosis. inability by

8 reason of such pneumoconiosis t.o engage in substantial gain-

9 ful activity requiring skills or abilities comparable to those of

II

(23)
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2

1 any gainful activity in which he has previously engaged with

2 some regularity and over a substantial period of time."

3 (1)) Section 421 (b) (2) (0) of title IV of such Act. is

4 amended by deleting "those" and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "section 402 (f) of this title and to those stand-

6 ards".

7 SEC. 2. The amendmens made by this Act shall be effec-

S tive only with respect to claims filed for benefits under title

IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1 1969—

11 (1) on or after the date of enactment of this Act; or

(2) prior to the date of enactment of this Act, hut

only in the case of any such claim, if a final deterrnina-

14 tion with respect thereto has nt been made prior to the

15 date of enactment of this Act.



SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF S. 2289

SECTION 1

This sect.ion amends the definition section of Title IV of the Act
to broaden the meaning of total disability, and conforms the require-
ments of the Secretary of Labor's list, of State compensation laws
thereto.

(a)

Section 4O(f) .—The subsection defining total disability is amended
to provide that the term, in the case of a mmci' who suffers from pnu-
moconiosis. means inability, due to the disease. to engage in substantial
activity requiring skills comparable to those previously used in any
gainful activity regularly over a substantial period of time.

(b)

Section 421(b) (2) (c).—A new clause is inserted in this subpara-
graph which now requires that, prior to publication by the Secretary
of Labor a list of State workmen's compensation laws which provide
adequate benefit coverage for pneumoconiosis. he must find that such
laws, among other things, have standards for determining death or
total disability due to pneumoconiosis which are substantially equiva-.
lent to those of section 411 and the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare's regulations promulgated thereunder. The new clause would
add reference to section 402(f) as amended by the bill, which voulcl
thus require State laws to have, in addition to the requirement of
existing law, standards for total disability substantially equivalent
to the meaning given the term by the amended section 402(f).

SECTION

This provision states that the amendments to the Act made in sec-
tion 1 of t.he bill are effective only with respect to claims filed under
Title IV of the Act on or after the bill's date of enactment. or claimS
filed prior to date of enactment the fina' determination of which has
not been made prior to such date.

(25)
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SHOWING CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE
BY 5. 2289

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the StandiiiRules of the Senate. changes in existing l;w made hr the bill ateshown as follows (existing law I)ioPOsed to he omitted i eiiclosed inblack brackets, new matter is l)rilItecl in italic, existing law in which
no change is Proposed is show-n in roman)

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

TITLE IV—BLACK LFXG BEXEFIT

PART A—GEXELL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significantnumber of coal miners living today who are totally disabled clue to
pneumocofliosjs arising out of employment in one or more of the Na-
tion's underground coal mines that there are a number of 5urvlvorsof coal miners whose deaths were due to this disease: and that few
States provide benefits for death or disability clue to this disetse to
coal miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore, the purpose
of this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the States, to coal
miners who are totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis and to the sur-
viving dependents of miners whose death was clue to such disease: andto ensure that in the future adequate benefits are provided to i'oal
miners and their dependents in the event of their death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis.

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—-
(a) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a dependent

as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title Fnitecl
States Code.

(b) The term "pneuinoconiosis" means a chronic dust cliseise of the
lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education. ind Welfare. and where used in P.rt C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was employed
in an underground coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death, or living apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.

[(f) The term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regiila-
tions of the Secretary of He;ilth. Education, and Welfare, hut such
regulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those ap-
plicable under section 223(d) of the Social Security Act..]

(f) The term. "total dithiiitij" mean.9. in the üa.e of nnq miier who
.Iuffer8 from irnenmoconiosi9, iiuibility by reason of .9Uch p1emoconio-

(26)
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sis to engage in .9ubstan.trni qainful activitj i'equing or
ties cornparable to fho.9e of any gainful aetnity ,n ihwh. he /))e-
viouly engaged with some requla.rty and ovev a. .,bfn.tia7 period
of time,

PART B—CLAIMs FOR BENEFITS FILED ON OR BEFORE DECEMBF.R
31. 19T2

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accorilniice with the provisions
of this part, and the regulations promulnted by him. un(Ier this I)art,
make payments of beneats in respect of total disability of any miner
due to pileumoconiosis. and in respect of the detth of any miner whose
death was due to pneumoconiosis.

(b) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe standards for
determining for purposes of section 411(a) whether a miner is totally
disabled due to pneumoconiosis and for determining whether the death
of a miner was due to pneumoconiosis. Regulations required by this
subsection shall be promulgated and published in the Federal Reister
at the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title.
and in no event later than the end of the third month foliowin the
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be rnocliaed
or additional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumoconiosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more underrrnmnd
coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment:

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more underground coal mines and died from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was
due to pneumoconiosis: and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roent-
genogram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one
centimeter in diameter) and would be classiaecl in Cateorv A.
B, or C in the International Casiacat ion of Radioiraph of the
Pneumdconioses by the International Labor Organization. (B)
when diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy. yields massive lesions in
the lung, or (C) when clianosis is made l)y other means, would
be a condition which could reasonably be expected to yield meult
described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B). then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that lie is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis. as the
case may be.

(d) Nothing in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the applica-
bilitv of subsection (a) in the case of a claim where the piesumptiois
provided for l-herin aie inapplicable.

SEc. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
section. beneat payments shall be made by the Secretary under this
part as follows:

(1) In the case of total disability of a miner due to pneumoconiosis,
the disabled miner shall be paid benefits thiring the disability at a rate
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equal to 50 per centum of the minimum monthly payment to which a
Federal employee in grad8 GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entitled at.
the time of payment under chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code.

(2) In the case of death of a miner due to neumoconiosis or of a
miner receiving benefits under this part, benehts shall be paid to his
widow (f any) at the rate the deceased miner would receive such bene-
fits if he were totally disabled.

(3) In the case of an individual entitled to benefit payments
under clause (1) or (2) of this subsection who has one or more de-
pendents, the benefit payments shall be increased at the rate of 50
per centum of such benefit payments, if such individual has one de-
pendent, 75 per centum if such individual has two dependents, and
100 per centurn if such individual has three or more dependents.

(b) Notwit.hstandrng subsection (a). benefit payments under this
section to a miner or his widow shall be reduced. on a monthly
or other appropriate basis. by an amount equal to any payment re-
ceived by such miner or his widow under the workmens compensation,
unemployment compensation, or disability insurance laws of his State
on account of the disability of such miner, and the amount by which
such payment would be reduced on account of excess earnings of such
miner under section 203 (b) through (I) of the Social Security Act if
the amount paid were a benefit payable under section 202 of such Act.

(c) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
income for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 413. (a) Except as otherwise provided in section 414 of this
part. no payment of benefits shall be made under this part except pur-
suant to a claim filed therefor on or before December 31. 1972. in such
manner, in such form. and containing such information, as the Secre-
tarv shall by regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part. the Secretary shall
to the maximum extent feasible (and consistent with the provisrnns of
this part) utilize the personnel and procedures he uses in determining
entitlement. to disability insurance benefit payments under sectrnn 223
of the Social Security Act.

Claimants under this part shall be reimbursed for reasonable
medical expenses incurred by them in establishrng their claims. For
purposes of determininr total disability under this part, the pro-
visions of subsections (a). (b). (c). (d). and (g) of section 221 of such
Act shall be applicable.

(c) No claim for benefits under this section shall be considered
nnless the claimant has also filed a claim under the applicable State
workmen's compensation law prior to or at the same time hs claim
was filed for benefits under this section: except that the foregoing pro-
visions of this paragraph shall not apply in any case in which the fihng
of a claim under such law would clearly be futile because the penod
within which such a claim may be filed thereunder has expired or
because pneumoconiosis is not. compensable under such law, or rn any
other situation in which, in the opinion of the Secretary. the filing of
a claim would clearly be futile.

SEC. 414. (a) No claim for benefits under this part on account of
total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it s filed on or
before December 31. 1972. or, in the case of a claimant who is a widow,
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within six months after the death of her husband or by December 31.
1972. whichever is the later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December 1.
1972. if the claim therefor was filed after December 31. 1971.

(c) No benefits under this part shall be pavabk for any period prior
to the date a chtim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of iny
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act. reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eigibe to receive benefits under this part. nncler
its State laws which are applicable to its general work forcc with
regard to workmen's compensation. unemployment compensation. or
disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widow under this part. on
account of the death of a miner nnkss (1) benefits under this part
were, being paid to such miner with respect to disability due to pneu-
moconiosis prior to his death. or ( the death of such miner occiirrc'cl
prior to January 1, 1973.

PMT C—CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS AFTER DECEtBER 31. 19T2

SEC. 421. (a) On and after January 1. 19Th. any claim fcr heiwfit
for death or tota' disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be filed pur-
suant to the applicable State workmen's compensation law. except that
during nv period when miners or their surviving widows are. not cov-
ered by t State workmen's compensation law which provides adequah'
coverage for pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to claim benefits
under this part.

(b) (1) For purposes of this section. a State workmen's compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverare for pneu-
moconiosis during any period unless it is included in the list of Statr'
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage clu ring
such period. The Secretary shall. no later than October 1. 19T2. pub-
lish in the Federa' Register a list of State workmen's compensition
'aws which provide adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis and shall
revise and repub'ish in the Federal Register such isf from time V
time. as may be appropriate to reflect changes in such State. laws due
to leisl;ttion or judicial or administrative interpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's ccmpensation
law on such list during any period on'y if he finds that during such
period under such 'aw—.

(A) benefits must be paid for total disability or death of a
miner due to pneumoconiosis:

(B) the amount of such cash benefits is suhstantiaUv equivalent
to or greater than the amount of benefits prescribed by section
412(a') of this tit1e

(C') the standards for determining death or total disability due
to pneuumooniosis are substantially equivalent to [those] .e'tion
4O(f') of thi. title n7d to dird.9 established by section
411. and by the regulations of the Secretary of Heallh. Education.
and Welfare promuiated thereunder:

(D) any claim for benefits on aoiunt of total disahifltv rr
((('ath of a miner dime to puPilmoconiosis is deemed to be timlv
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filed if such claim is filed within three years of the discovery of
total disability due to pneumoconiosis. or the date of such death.
as the case may be;

(E) there are in effect provisions with respect to prior and suc-
cessor operators which are substantially equivalent to the provi-
sions contained in section 422(i) of this part; and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions, regulations or
interpretations, which are consistent. with the provisions con-
tained in Public Law 803. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4. 1927). as amended. which are applicable under section
422(a'. but are not inconsistent, with ally of the criteria set forth
in ubpararaphs (A) through (E) of this paragraph. as the
Secretary, in accordance with regulations promulgated by him,
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure adequate com-
pensation for total disability or death due to pneumoconiosis.

The action of the Secretary in including or failing to include any State
workmens compensation law on such list shall be subject to judicial
review exclusively in the TTnite.d States court of appeals for the circuit
in which the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Cohimbia.

SEC. 422. (a During any period after December 31, 1972. in which
a State workmens compensation law is not included on the list pub-
lished by the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part, the provi-
sions of Public Law 803. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4. 1927). as amended (other than the provisions contained in
sections 1. 2, 3. 4, 7. 8, 9, 10. 12. 13. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33, 37. 38. 41, 43.
44. 45. 48. 47. 48. 49. 50. and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise
provided in this subsection and except as the Secretary shall by regu-
lation otherwise provide' he applicable to each operator of an under-
ground coal mine in such State with respect to death or total disability
clue, to pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in such mine. In
administering this part. the Secretary is authorized to prescribe in the
Federal Register such additional provisions, not inconsistent with
those. specifically excluded by this subsection, as he deems necessary
to provide for the payment of benefits by such operator to persons
entitled thereto as provided in this part and thereafter those provi-
ions shall be applicable to such operator.

(b' During any such period each such operatol' shall be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits. as provided in this section
and section 423 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such operator
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
section 412(a) of this title in accordance with the regulations of the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare appli-
cable under this section: Prorid*'d. That. except as provided in sub-
section (i') of this section. no benefit shall be payable by any operator
on account of death or tota' disability clue to pneumoconiosis which
did not arise, at least in part, out of employment in a mine during the
period when it was operated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and. except as otherwise provided in this section. such payments
shall be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this title.
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(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this section:
(1) except pursuant to a chum fieki therefor in such manner, in

such form. and containing such information, as the Secretary
shall by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1 1913; or
(3) for any period after seven years after the date of enact-

ment of this Act..
(f) Any claim for benefits under this section shall be filed within

three years of the discovery of total disability due to pneunioconiosls
or. in the case of death due to pneumoconiosis. the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payaWe under this section shall be
reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis. by the amount of
any compensation received under or pursuant to say Fedenil or State
workmen's compensation law because of death or disability due to
pneumoconiosis.

(h) The regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, tnc1
Welfare promulgated under section 411 of this title shall also be
applicable to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall
by regulation establish standards, which may include appropriate pre-
sumptions, for determining whether pneumoconiosis arose out of em-
ployment in a particular underground coal mine or mines. The Secre-
tary may also, by regulation, establish standards for ipportioning
liability for benefits under this subsection among more than one oper-
ator, where such apportionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is lp1)licablC with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who. after the date
of enactment of this title, acquired such mine or substantially all the
assets thereof from a person (hereinafter referred to in this pat'a-
graph as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine on or
after the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall, in
accordance with section 423 of this part, secure the payment of ill
benefits which would have been payable by the prior operator under
this section with respect to miners previously employed in such mine
if the acquisitiOn had not occurred and the prior operator had con-
tinued to operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior operator of
any liability under this section.

SEc. 423. (a) During any period in which a State workmen's corn-
pensation law is not included on the list published by the Secretary
under section 421 (b) each operator of an underground coal mine iii
such State shall secure the payment of benefits for which he is liable
under section 422 by (1) qualifying as a self-insurer in iccordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, or (2) insuring and
keeping insured the payment of such benefits with any stock cornpinv
or mutual company or association, or with any other person or fund.
including any State fund. while scl1 company. issociation, person or
fund is authorized under the laws of amiv State to insure vrknieii
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection
(a) of this section, every policy or contract of insurance must
contain—
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(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422, not-
withstanding the provisions of the State workmen's compensa-
tion law which ma provide for lesser payments;

(2) a provision that. insolvency or bankruptcy of the operator
or discharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for such payments: and

(3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, may
require.

(c') No policx or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply
with the requirements of clause. (2') of subsection (a) of this subsec-
tion shall be canceled prior to the date specified in such policy or con-
tract for its expiration until at least tlurty days have elapsed after
notice of cancellation has been sent hv registered or certified mai' to
the Secretary and to the operator at his last known place of business.

SEc. 424. If t totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to bene-
fits under section 4 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has
not obtained a policy or contract of insurance, or qualified asa self-
insure.r as required by section 423. or such operator has not paid such
heneflts within a r( onable time. or (2) there is no operator who was
required to secure the payment, of such benefits, the Secretary shall
pay such miner or such widow the. benefits to which he or she is so
entitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator shtll he
lithle to the Fnitd States in a civil action in an amount equal to the
amount paid to such miner or his widow under this title.

SEC. 425. With the consent. and cooperation of State agencies
charged with administration of State workmen's compeusat.ion laws.
the Secretary may. for the purpose of carrying out his functions a.nd
duties under sectiou 422. utilize the services of State and loca' agen-
cies nnd their employees and. notwithstanding any other provision of
law. may advance funds to or reimhurs such State auud loca' ugeuucies

aiid their employees for services rendered for such purposes.
SEC. 42g. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health.

Education. and Welfare are auuthorize.d to issue such regulations as
each drns appropriate to carry out the provisions of this tifle. Such
regulations shall be issued in conformity with section 553 of titk 5 of
th Tnit(d states Code. notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.

(h) Withiu 120 days following the convening of each session of
Congress the Secretary of Hea'th, Education, and We'fare. shall sub-
mit to tlw Congress an annual report upon the subject matter of part
B of this titl(. and. after .Taniiarv 1. 1973W the 5ecrettrv of Labor
shall nlso submit sich t report upon the subject matter of part C of
this title.

c) Nothing in this title shafl relieve any operator of the duty to
comply with any state workmen's compensation law, except insofar
s such State law is ii coiflict with the provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation. so The provisions of any State
worlcmens cornpensttion law which 1)rovide greater benefits than the
benefits payable under this title shall not thereby be construed or held
to he in conflict with the provisiis of this title.
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92D CONGRESS
1ST SESSION . 92 1 2

IN TUE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBER 11. 1911

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

AN ACT
To amend the provisions of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 1969 to extend I)lack lung benefits to orphiii

whose fathers die of pneumoconiosis, and for other puiposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represe?to-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress as.sem bled,

3 That (a) (1) section 412 (a) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is amended by redesignating

5 paragraph (3) as paragraph (4) , and by inserting after pam-

6 graph (2) the following new paragraph:

7 " (3) In the case of the child or children of a miner

S whose death is due to pneumoconiosis or of a miner who is

9 receiving benefits under this part at the time of his death, and

10 who leaves no widow, and in the case of the child or children

II
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i of a widow who is receiving benefits under this part at the

2 time of her death, benefits shall be paid to such child or chil-

3 dren as follows: Ii there is one such chil& he shall be paid

4 benefits at the rate specified in paragraph (1) If t.here is

more than one such child, the benefits paid shall be divided

6 equally among them mid shall be paid at a rate equal to the

7 rate specified in paragraph (1) , increased by 50 per centum

s of such rate if there are two such children, by 75 per centum

9 of such rate if there are three such children, and by 100 per

10 centum of such rate if there are more than three such chil-

ii ciren: Provided, That benefits shall only be paid to a child

12 for so long as he meets the criteria for the term 'child' con-

13 tamed in section 402 (g) ."
:

14 (9) Section 412 (u) of such Act is further amended by

15 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

16 " () If an individual's benefits would be increased

17 tuidcr clause (4) of this subsection because he or she has one

18 or more dependents, and it appears to the Secretary that it

19 vuuld be in the interest of any such dependent to have the

20 anioimt of such increase in benefits (to the extent attributable

21 to su(11 dependent) certified to a person.othcr than such mdi-

22 vhlual. then tile Secretary may, under regulations prescribed

23 liv hhii, certify the amount of such increase in benefits (to

24 the extent so attributable) not to such individual but directly

25 to such dependent. or to another person for the use and bene-
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1 fit of such dependent; and any payment made under tIii

2 clause, if otherwise valid under this title, shall lie a cuuplite

.3.. settlement and satisfaction of all claims, rights, and interests in

4 and to such payment."

5 (b) (1) Section 41 (h) uf such Act i aluelldl'(I liv

6 inserting after "widow' each tinie it appears the f11nviug:

7 "or child".

8 (2) Section 402 of such Act is amended liv addin nt

9 the end thereof the following new subsection:

10 " (g) The term 'child' means an individual who is un—

11 married and (1) under eighteen years of age, or (2) inca-

12 pable of self-support because of physical or mental disability

13 which arose before he reached eighteen years of age or. in

14 the case of a student, before he ceased to he a student. or

15 (3) a studeiit. Such terut includes stepchildren, idpkil

16. children, and posthumous children. For the pirpoe ol this

.17 subsection the term 'student' means an individual uwler

18 twenty—three years of age who has not completed lour yir

19 of education beyond the high school level and who is rega-

20 larly pursuing a full—time course of study or training at an

21 institution which is—

22 " (1) a school or college or university operited or

23 directly supported by the Tjnited States, or by a Stite

24 oi local government or politicnl subdivision thereof;

"(2) a school or college or university which has
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1 been accredited by a State or by a State-recognized or

2 nationally recognized accrediting agency or body;

3 "(3) a school or college or university not so ac-

4 credited but whose credits are accepted, on transfer, by

5 at least three institutions which are so accredited, for

6 credit on the same basis as if transferred from an institu-

7 tion so accredited; or

8 "(4) an additional type of educational or training

9 institution as defined by the Secretary of Health, Edu-

10 cation, and Welfare.

11 Such an individual is deemed not to have ceased to be a

12 student during an interim between school years if the interim

1 is not more than four months and if he shows to the satis-

14 faction of the Secretary that he has a bona fide intention

15 of continuing to pursue a full-time course of study or train-

1(J ing during the semester or other enrollment period immedi-

17 ately after the interim or during periods of reasonable

18 duration in which, in the judgment of the Secretary, he is

19 prevented by factors beyond his control from pursuing his

20 education. A student whose twenty-third birthday occurs

21 during a semester or other enrollment period is deemed a

22 student until the end of the semester or other enrollment

23 period."

(3) Section 413(b) of such Act is amended by adding

2Zi at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In carrying
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1 out his responsibilities under this part, the Secretary may

2 prescribe regulations consistent with the provisions of see-

3 tions 204, 205 (j), 205 (k), and 206 of the Social Security

4 Act."

5 (4) Section 414 (a) of such Act. is amended by insert-

6 ing "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding the following new

7 paragraph at the end thereof:

8 "(2) In the case of a claim by a child, this paragraph

9 shall apply, notwithstanding any other provision of this part.

10 "(A) If such claim is filed within six months following

11 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and if entitle-

12 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, stwli

13 entitlement shall be effective retroactively from Decem-

14 ber 30, 1969, or from the date such child would have been

15 first eligible for such benefit payments had section 412 (a)

16 (3) been applicable since December 30, 1969, whichever is

17 the lesser period. If on the date such claim is filed the claim-

18 ant is not eligible for benefit payments, but was eligible during

19 the period from December 30, 1969, to the date such claim

20 is ified, etititlement shall he effective for the duration of

21 eligibility during such period.

22 "(B) If such claim is filed after six months following

23 the month in which this paragraph is enacted, and ii entitle-

24 ment to benefits is established pursuant to such claim, such
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1 entitlement shall he effective retroactively from a date twelve

2 months preceding the date such claim is filed, or from the
3 date such child would have been first eligible for such benefit

4 payments had section 412 (a) (3) been applicable since

5 December 30, 1969, whichever is the lesser period. If on
6 the date such claim is filed the claimant is not eligible for

benefit payments, but was eligible during the period from
8 a date twelve months preceding the date such claim is filed,

to the date such claim is filed, entitlement shall be effective

for the duration of eligibilit.y during such period.

"(C) Any benefit under subparagraph (A) or (B) for
12 a month prior to the month in which a claim is filed shall be

13 reduced, to any extent that may be necessary, so that it will

14 not render erroneous any benefit which, before the filing of

15 such claim, the Secretary has certificd for payment for such

16 prior month.

17 "(D) No claim for benefits under this part, in the case

18 f i elaiiiiaiit who is a. child of a miner or widow (as de—

19 scrilied in section 412 (a) (3) ) , shall be coiisidered unless it

20 is filed within six mont.hs after the dcath of such miner or

21 widow (whichever last occurred) or by December 31, 1972,

22 whichever is the later.

23 (5) Subsections 422 (c) and (d) of such Act are
24 amended by striking out 'section 412 (a)' wherever it ap-
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1 pear and inserting in lieu thereof 'section 412 (a) (1), (2)

2 and (4)'."

3 SEC. 2. (a) Section 412 (b) of the Federal Coal Mine

4 Health and Safety Act of 1969 is imended by adding at the

5 end thereof the following: "This part shall not be considered

6 a workmen's compensation law or plan for purposes of sec-

tion 224 of such Act."

8 (b) The amendment made by this section shall be

effective as of December 30, 1969.

10 SEC. 3. (a) Sections. 401, 411 (c) (1), 411 (c) (2),

11 and 422 (h) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act

12 of 1969 are each amended by striking out "underground".

13 (b) Sections 402(b), 402(d), 422(a), and 423(a)

14 of such Act are each amended by striking out "an under-

15 ground" and inserting "a" in lieu thereof.

16 (c) The amendments made by this section shall be

17 effective as of December 30, 1969.

18 SEC. 4. Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

19 Safety Act of 1969 is amended—

20 (1) by striking out "1971" where it appears in

21 section 414 (b), and inserting in lieu thereof "1973",

22 (2) by striking out "1972" each place it appears

23 and inserting in lieu thereof "1974",
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1 (3) by striking out "1973" each time it appears

2 and inserting in lieu thereof "1975", and

3 (4) by striking out "seven" where it appears in

4 section 422 (e) and insertiig in lieu thereof "nine".

5 SEc. 5. The first sent.ence of section 413 (b) of such

6 Act is amended by inserting before th€ period at the end
7 thereof the following: ", but ito claim for benefits under

8 this part shall be denied solely on the ba.is of the results
9 of a chest roentgenograrn".

Passed the House of Representatives November 10, 1971.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,

Clerk.



Section-By-Section Analysis of H.R. 9212

SECTION 1

This section amends various prO\isiO11s in the Act to permit henefit
payments to certain children.

(a)(1)

Section 472 (a) .—A new paragraph (3) is added to sect ion 41 (a) of
the Act. The existing section 412(a) provides for payment of benefits
by the Secretary of Health. Education and 'Welfare to a miner disabled
by pneumoconiosis. or to the widow of a miner whose death is due to
pneumoconiosis. The new paragraph provides benefit payments to chfl-
dren in the event that the miner and his spouse are both deceased. ii•-
viving children are entitled to the full tmount of benefits paid or clue
to the miner or his widow. If there is more than one surviving child.
benefits are increased by 50 percent in the ctse of two children. by
percent for three and by 100 percent if more than three.

(a) (2)

Section 4l(a).—A new paragraph (5) is added to section 412(a)
of the Act. The new provision authorizes the Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation and Welfare to certify dependent benefit payments directly to
a dependent, or to another person for the use or benefit of such depend-
ent, where it appears to him to be in the interest of the dependent to
do so.

(b)(1)

Section 41 ( b) .—Aclcls children to the provisions :oltce in i ii t h
relationship between this Federal benefit program and ether disaliI ity
and compensation programs.

(b)(2)

Section 4O2.—A new subsection (g) is added to section 402. the defi-
nition section of the Act. The new provision defines child" as an indi-
vidual who is unmarried and under eighteen. or incapab'e of self-
support, or a student. The term "student." is also speciHcallv defined.

(b)(3)

Section 4.13(b).—A sentence is added to this subsection relating to
the requirement that in processing benefit claims under the Act. the
Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare utilize to the extent pos-
sible the same procedures and personnel used in processing social secu-
rity disability benefit claims. The new sentence authorizes the Secre-
tary to prescribe regulations consistent with those provisions of th

(41)

70—176 O—71——---4
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Social Security Act which deal with overpayments and underpay-
ments, certification of payment to other than the claimant, satisfaction
of payments made to incompetents, and representation of claimants
before the Secretary.

(b)(4)
Section 414 (a) .—A new paragraph is added which deals with claims

for henets by children. The new provision requires retroactive pay-
ments to December 30. 1969. for a child entitled to such payments who
ales a liim for henets within six months after enactment of the para-
graph. If a claim is filed after the six month period, retroactive bene-
fits ire limited to the twelve month period preceding the date such
claim is filed. Benefits for a month prior to the month a claim is filed
hereinder shall be reduced to eliminate error in prior benefit payments.
Claims by a child must. in any event, be filed within six months after
the death of the father or mother. whichever last occurred. or by
December 31. 1972. whichever is later.

(b)(5)

Section 422(c) and (d).—This provision amends the reference to
section 412(a) in the section dealing with payment of benefits by mine
operators to limit the responsibility for such payment to amounts
equivalent, to those specified in paragraphs (1), (2), and (4). Thus,
mine. operators would not be required to pay benefits to orphaned
children.

SECTION 2

This section clarifies the effect of offset provisions in the Social Se-
:uiitv Act on benefits under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety

Act.
'e"fop. 4i ( h) .—A new sentence is added to this subsection which

pcihes that Part. B of Title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health
t11(1 fetv Act is not a workmen's compensation law or plan for pur-
Pos of section 24 of the Social Security Act. This latter provision
requires that if the combination of social security disability heiefits
and workmen's compensation benefits exceeds 80 percent of "average
cnt'tent earnitigs (the larger of the highest. monthly wage or the.
v(ruu( monthly \vae fr the five consecutive years of highest in-
olne). such social security disability payments are to be reduced by

th' expsg amount. Thus. tinder the new sentence in section 412(b).
1)eiICfit Payments under the Federal Coal Miie Health and Safety
Act could nor be taken into account by the Secretary in computing So-
vial security disal)ilitv payments. The new sentence would take retro-
active effect as of December 30. 1969.

SECTION 3

This etioii amends various sections of Title IV of the. Act to strike
out references to underground mines.
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(a)

Section3 401.411 (c) (1). 411 (c) (s). 429(h) .—Each of these sections
is amended by striking out the word "underground". The purpose is
to extend Title IV coverage to workers at surface mines as well as
those underground.

(b)

Sections 40(b), 402(d), 42(a). 423(a).—Each of these sections is
amended by striking out the words "an underground" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word "a". The purpose is the same as described im-
mediately above.

(c)

The amendments made by section 3 of the bill are to be effective
retroactive to December 30, 1969.

SECTION

This section advances two years the operative dates in Title IV of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.

(1)

Section 414(b).—This provision extends from December 31. 1971
to December 31, 1973 the deadline for filing claims for benefits under
Part B of Title IV.

(2)

This provision strikes all references to the year "1972" in Title IV
and inserts in lieu thereof the year "1974". Such dates relate to the
extension of time for the filing of claims for benefits under Pi it B of
Title IV (from December 31, 19T2 to December l. 10T4). to the exten-
sion of time for payment of benefits under section 414(b') and to laiins
for benefits under Part C of Title IV (claims ufter December 1. 1)2
changed to December )1. 1974'). The. provision would also ch;inge the
deadline for publication in the Federal Register by the e(TeN iv of
Labor of State worknien compensution laws piovicltn auleq Uat 0V—
erage for pnenmoconiosis from October 1. 1972 to Octohr 1. 10T4. Tlu
provision also extends from I)ecember :11. 19T to DecenlI)er 1. 1974
the time after which the Secretary of Labor shall ;tclininister the hene-
fit payment program where state hiw-s tre ('ertifieci by hini to I in1e-
quate.

(3)

This provision would strike references to the year "1ci73" wherever
it appears in Title IV and insert in lieu thereof the year "1975". In
Part B of Title IV the effect would be to change. in section 414(e'). the
prohibition on benefits payable to a wiclov whose miner husband died
prior to .Januarv 1. 1913. to .Januarv 1, 19T5. In Part C of Title IV the
existing provision requires claims after January 1. 173 for death or
total disability to be filed pursuant to State workmen's compensation
laws. The amendments would change this requirement to upplv to
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claims filed after January 1, 1975. Similarly, section 422(e) (2) would
be amended to provide that payments are not required to be made pur-
suant to this section prior to January 1, 19Th, rather than 19T3.

(4)

Section 42(e).—This provision would conform paragraph (3) of
section 422(e) to other date extensions by providing that no payment
of benefits under section 422 shall be required for any period after nine
years after the date of enactment of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act. Existing law limits payments under the section to
seven years after date of enactment.

SECTION 5

This section amends section 413(b) to instruct the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare that no claim for benefits under Part
B of Title IV may be denied solely on the basis of the results of a chest
roentgenogram (X-ray). Thus, corroborative evidence of lack of com-
pensable pneumoconiosis beyond a single test must be used to support
a denial of benefits.



CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY H.R. 9212

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate? changes in existing law made by the bifl are shown
as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in b'ack
brackets. new matter is printed in italic. existing law in which no
change is proposed is shown in roman)

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

TITLE TV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A—GENERAL

SEC. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
number of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in one or more of the
Nation's (underground] coal mines; that there are a number of sur-
vivors of coal miners whose deaths were due to this disease; and that
few States provide benefits for death or disability due to this disease
to coal miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore, the pur-
pose of this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the States, to
coal miners who are totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis and to the
surviving dependents of miners whose death was due to such disease;
a:nd to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are provided to coal
miners and their dependents in the event of their death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis.

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title—
(a) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a depend-

ent as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title 3,
United States Code.

(b) The term "pneumoconiosis" means a chronic dust disease of the
lung arising out of employment in (an underground] a coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and where used in part C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who is or was emp'oyed
in (an underground] a coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death, or livin apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.

(f) The term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regua-
tions of the Secretary of Hea'th, Education, and WT&fare, but such
regulations shaH not provide more restrictive criteria than those appli-
cable under section 23 (d) of the Social Security Act.

(g) The term, "child" means an 'individual who is unnia?'ried and (1)
u'nder eighteen jears of age, or () incapable of 8elf -support becau.9e of

(45)
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physical or mental disability which arose before he reached eighteen
years of age or, in the ca,ge of a student, before lie ceased to be a student,
or (3) a student. Sw,h terim ineludes 9tepchildren, adopted 'hildren,
aid posthurnous children. For the purpose of thiB subsection the term
".ctudent" meais an iidividual under twenty-three years of age who
ha. 7ot completed four years of education beyoid the hiih 8(hool
level an.d who is regularly pursuing a fui-time course of study or
tra?ni7g at an imstitution which i—

(1) a. school or college or university operated or directly sup-
ported by the Uiited States. or by a. State or local governme7t
or political su.bdivi.sion thereof:

(2) a .cchool or college or university whieh ha been aredited
by a State or by a 'Stae-recognized or iatioially recognized a-
reditinq aqerny or body:

(?) a school or col7eqe or university iwt so accredited but whose
credits are accepted. on tramsfer. by at least three in.stitutiois
which. are so accredited, for credit on the .same basis as if tran8-
ferred from. institution .o aci'edited . or

(4) an additio'nal type of ediwational or traininq intitvtion as
defined by the Secretar, of He filth., Edvwtion. and Welfare.

cvh an individual jg deemed iwt to hive eeaed to be stvde.nf dvrinqq interim between school years if the interim is not more than four
m.onth.c and if he .Qhows to the sat'ifation of the Secretary that he

z bo'na. flele intentioi of con.tinu&q to pursue a ful-tiene our.e of
.ctu.dy or tr-iining iivrin.q the semester or other enrollment period
rnmedinte7i1 after the interM or d?Lriig periods of ren.9o1?ahle dnra-
tion. in whirh. in the udqm.ei.t of the Seeretarij, he i preven fed b?,i
fa'tor.c bei,'ol?d h.i.s 'onfroi from pvrsuinq hi edu',ztion. A sfudent
ith.o.ce t?,en.t1,,-third 7irthdail ov'ur.Q dv.rznq i. eme.ter or other enroll-
ment period c deemed a student until the eid of the semester or other
enroll7neiit period.

PART B—CLAIMS FOR BENF.VTTS FTLFU ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
(1972.] 1974

Src. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in a.cordane. with the provisions
of this part. and the regulations promulgated by him, under this part,
make payments of benefits in respect. of total disability of any miner
due to pneumoconiosis. and in respect of the death of any miner whose
death wa due to pneumoconiosis.

(b) The Secretary shil1 by regulation prescribe standards for
determining for purposes of section 411(a) whether a miner is totally
disabled due to pneumoconiosis and for determining whether the death
of a miner wa due to pneumoconiosis. Re ulations required bvthis
subsection shall be promu1ated and published in the Federal Register
at. the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title,
and in no event, later than the end of the third month following the
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified
or additional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumooniosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more (under-
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ground] coal mines there shall he a rebuttable presumption that
his pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment;

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more (underground] coal mines and died from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was
due to pneumoconiosis; and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roent-
genoram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one
centimeter in diameter) and would be classified in Category A.
B, or C in the International Classification of Radiographs of the
Pneumoconioses by the International Labor Organizations, (B)
when diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive 'esions in
the lung, or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would
be a condition which could reasonably be expected to yiekl resulls
described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that he is totally disab'ed due to pneu-
moconiosis or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis, as the
case may be.

(d) Nothing in subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the apphca-
bility of subsection (a) in the case of a claim where the presumptions
provided for therein are inapplicable.

SEC. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
section, benefit payments shall be made by the Secretary under this
part as follows:

(1) In the case of total disability of a miner due to pneumoconiosis.
the disabled miner shall be paid benefits during the disability at a rate
equal to 50 per centum of th minimum monthly payment to which a
Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled. is entitled at
the time of payment under chapter 81 of title 5 United States Code.

(2) In the case of death of a miner due to pneumoconiosis or of a
miner receiving benefits under this part, benefits shaH be paid to his
widow (if any) at the rate the deceased miner would receive such bene-
fits if he were totally disabled.

(3) In the case of the child or children of a miner who.e death is due
to pizeumoconiosis or of a miner who is receiving benefits under thi.9
part at the time of hia death. and who leaves iw widow, and in the case
of the child or children of a widow who is receivin.q benefits nnder thi.s
part at the time of her death, benefits shall be pmd to svch child or
children, as follows: If there is one such ohild, he shall be paid benefits
at the rate specified in paraqraph (1). If there is more than one
child, the beize fits paid shall be divided eq,allij among them d shalZ
be paid at a rate equal to the rate specified in paragraph (1). in.crea.9ed
b?/ 50 per centum of such rate if there are two .sneh, chi7dreii. by 75 per
centurn of svch rate if there are three such children, and h?/ 100 per
centvm of svch rate if there are more than three .uch children: Pro-
vided, That benefits shall only be paid to a child for so long 'is he meet.9
the criteria for the terim "child" contained in .cetion 402(q).

((3)](4) In the case of an individual entitled to benefit payments
under clause (1) or (2) of this subsection who has one or more depend-
ents, the benefit payments shall be increased at the rate of 50 per cen-
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turn of such benefit payments, if such individual has one dependent,
75 per centum if such individual has two dependents, and 100 per cen-
tum if such individual has three or more dependents.

(5) If an individual's benefits would be increased under clause (4)
of this subsection because he or she has one or more dependents, and it
appears to the Secretary that it would be in the interest of any such de-
pendent to have the amount of such increase in benefits (to the extent
attributable to such dependent) certified to a person other than such
individual, then the Secretary may. under regvlatio'ns prescribed by
him, certify th.e a?nou?t of .cuch. inc?'ea8e in benefits (to the extent so
attrbutithle) not to .uch individual but directly to such dependent or
to another pe?'.9om for the wse aid benefit of such dependent; and any
7niyne'nf mode vnder this clause, if otheriirise valid under thi.s title,
shell be a complete .ettiemnt and .atisfact ion of all claim,g, rights, and
intereRts in and to snch payment.

(b) Notwithstandinr subsection (a), benefit payments under this
section to a miner or his widow or child shall be reduced, on a rnonthly
or other appropriate basis. by an amount equal to any payrnent re-
ceived by such miner or his widow or child under the workmen's corn-
pensation. unemployrnent compensation, or disability insurance laws
of his State on account of the disability of such rniner, and the amount
by which such payment would be reduced on account of excess earii-
ings of such miner under section 203(b) through (1) of the Social
Security Act if the amount paid were a benefit payable under section
202 of such Act. 7'hi.g part shall not be con.s'idered a tüorkmen's com
pensation law or plan for purposes of .ection 4 of such Act.

(c) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
income for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 413. (a) Except as otherwise provided in section 414 of this
part, no payment of benefits shall be made under this part. except pur-
suait to a claim filed therefor on or before December 31, (1972] 1974,
in such manner in such form. and containing such information, as the
Secretary shall by regulation prescribe.

(b) In carrying out the provisions of this part, the Secretary shall
to the maximurn extent feasible (and consistent with the provisions of
this part) utilize the personnel and procedures he uses in deterrnining
entitlement to disability insurance benefit payments under section Q23
of the Social Security Act. but no claim for benefits under thi8 part
shall be denied solely on the basis of the results of a chest roentgeno-
qrarn. Clairnant under this part shall be reimbursed for reasonable
medical expenses incurred by them iii establishing their claims. For
purposes of determining total disability under this part, the provisions
of subsections (a), (b), (c). (d). and (g) of section 221 of such Act
shall be applicable. In carrying out hi-s reson8ibilities under thi-s
part. the Secretarij may prescribe regulations con8i.stent with the pro-
vions of sectiomi p04, 905(j), p305(k), and 206 of the Social Securit,
Act.

(c) No claim for benefits under this section shall be considered
unless the c.lairnant. has also filed a claim under the applicable State
workmen's compensation law prior to or at the same time his clairn
was filed for benefits under this section; except that the foregoing pro-
visions of this paragraph shall not apply in any case in which the filing
of a claim under such law would clearly be. futile because the period
within which such a clairn may be filed thereunder has expired or
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because pneumoconiosis is not compensable under such law, or in any
other situation in which, in the opinion of the Secretary, the filing of
a claim would clearly be futile.

SEC. 414. (a) (1) No claim for benefits under this part on account of
total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it is flied on or
before December 31, (1972] 1974. or, in the case of i. claimant who
is a widow, within six months after the death of her husband or by
December 31, (1972] 7974, whichever is the later.

() Zn the case of a claim by a child. thi$ paragraph .hall apply
notwit1istaiding aiiy other prviion of thi.s part.

(A) If such claim i.9 flied 'within six month8 following the month in
which this paragraph i. &nacted, a'nd if e'ntitlement to beie fits is e.tab-
lished pur.uaiit to .svch claim, such entitlement shall be effective retro-
actively fro'in December 30. 1969 or from the date such child would
have been fir.st eligible for Buch benefit pa.yme'nts had section 412(a)
(3) been applicable since December .30, 1969, whichever ii the lesser
oeriod. If on the date Buch claim is filed the claimant iB iiot eligible for
be'nefit payrnent8, but wa eligible during the period from December
30, 1969, to the date such claim iB filed, entitlement shall be effective
for the duration of eligibility during such period.

(B) If such claim is filed after .six month.9 following the mo'nth in
which thiB paragraph i.9 e'nacted, a'nd if e'ntitleme'nt to benefits s eBtab-
lished purBuant to such claim, such entitleme.t .9ha.ll be made retroac-
tivel from a date twelve month8 precedi'ng the date such claim is filed,
or f romm the date such child would have been fir.9t eliqib7e for such be'ne-
fit payment8 had Bection 4192(a) (3) been applicable .ince December 30.
1969. whichever i.9 the lesser period. If on the date .9uch claim i. flied
the claimant i.s 'not eligible for be'ne fit payments. b'it was eligible dur-
inq the period from a date twelve months preceding the date such claim
is filed, to the date uch claim i.s filed, entitlement $ha.lZ be effective for
the duration of eligibility dvri'nq .snc1i period.

(C) Any he'nefitu'nder subparagraph (A) or (B) for a month prior
to the mo'nth in which a claim .9 flied shall be red'i.ced. to any extent
that may be nece8.9ary, .o that it will iot render er—roieous amy /ie'ne fit
which, before the filinq of such claim, the Secretaij has certified for
payme'nt for such prior month.

(D) No claim for be'nefit8 uider this part. in the ca.e of a claimant
who is a child of a miner or widow (a.s described in Bection 41(a) (3)),
.hail be comidered wnles8 it i. filed wit h.i'n x mo'nth.9 after the death of
.uch miner or widow (whichever la-st occurred) or by December .91.
19792. whichever is the later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December l.
(1972] 1974, if the claim therefor was filed after December .31, (1971]
1978.

(c) No benefits under this part shall be payable for any period
prior to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of any
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act, reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive benefits under this part,
under its State laws which are applicable to its general work force
with regard to workmen's compensation, unemployment compensa-
tion, or disability insurance.
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(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widow under this part on
account of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this part
were being paid to such miner with respect. to disability due to pneu-
moconjosjs prior to his death. or (2) the death of such miner occurred
prior to January 1, (1973] 1975.

PART C—CLAIMs FOR BENEFITS AFER DECEMBER 31, (1972] 1974

SEC 421. (a) On and after January 1. (1973] 1975. any claim for
benefits for death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be
filed pursuant to the applicable State workmen's compensation law,
except that during any period when miners or their surviving widows
are not covered by a State workmen's compensation law which pro-
vides adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to
claim benefits under this part.

(b) (1) For purposes of this section, a State workmen's compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverage for pneu-
moconiosis drin any period unless itis included in the list of State
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage during
such period. The Secretary shall. no later than October 1, (1972] 1974,
publish in the Federal Register a list of State workmen's compensation
laws which provide adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis and shall
revise and republish in the Federal Register such list from time to
time, as may be appropriate to reflect changes in such State laws due
to legislation or judicial or administrative interpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmen's compensation
law on such list, during any period only if he finds that during such
period under such law—

(A) benefits must be. paid for total disability or death of a
miner due to pneumoconiosis;

(B) the amount of such cash benefits is substantially equivalent
to or greater than the. amount of benefits prescribed by section
412(a) of t.his title;

(C) the standards for determining death or total disability
due to pneumoconiosis are substantially equivalent to those estab-
lished by section 411. and by the regu'ations of the Secretary of
Health. Education. and Welfare promulgated thereunder;

(D) any claim for benefits on account of total disability or
death of a. miner die to pneumoconiosis is deemed to be timely
filed if such claim is filed within three years of the discovery of
total disability due to pneumoeoniosis. or the date of such death.
as the case may be;

(E) there are in effect provisions with respect to prior and suc-
cessor operators which are substantially equivalent to the pro-
visions contained in section 422(i) of this part; and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions, regulations or
rnterpretatrnns. which are consistent. with the provisions con-
tained in public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4. 1927). as amended, which are applicable under section
422(a). but are not inconsistent with any of the criteria set forth
in subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this paragraph, as the
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Secretary. in accordance with regulations promulgated by him.
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure adequate com-
pensation for total disability or death due to pneurnocon1oss.

The action of the Secretary in including or failing to include any State
workmen's compensation law on such list shall be subject to judicial
review exclusively in the United States court of appeals for the circuit
in which the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

SEC. 422. (a) During any period after December 31. (19T2] 1974.
in which a State workmen's compensation law is not included on the
list published by the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part, the
provisions of Public Law 803. 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424. approved
March 4. 1927). as amended (other thtin the provisions contained in
sections 1. 2, 3. 4. 7, 8. 9. 10. 12. 13. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 37. 38. 41. 43.
44. 45. 46. 4T. 48. 49. 50, and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise
provided in this subsection and except as the Secretary shall by regu-
lation otherwise provide), be applicable to each operator of (an under-
ground] a coal mine in such State with respect to death or total dis-
ability due to pneumoconiosis arising out of employment in such mine.
In administering this part, the Secretary is authorized to prescribe in
the Federal Register such additional provisions, not inconsistent with
those specifically excluded by this subsection, as he. deems necessary
to provide for the payment of benefits by such operator to persons
entitled thereto as provided in this part and thereafter t.hose pro-
visions shall be applicable to such operator.

(b) During any such period each such operator shall be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits, as provided in this section
and section 423 of this part.

(c) Benefits shall be paid during such period by each such operator
under this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
(section 412(a)] section 4192(a) (1), (2) and (4) of this title in ac-
cordance with the regulations of the Secretary and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare applicable under this section:
Provided, That., except as provided in subsection (i) of this section,
no benefit shall be payable by any operator on account of death or
total disability due to pneumoconiosis which did not arise, at least
in part, out of employment in a mine during the period when it was
operated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and, except as otherwise provided in this section, such payments
shall be equal to the amounts specified in (section 412(a)] section
4192(a) (1), (92),aiid (4) of this title.

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under t.his section:
(1) except pursuant to a claim filed therefor in such manner, in

such form, and containing such information, as the Secretary shall
by regulation prescribe:

(2) for any period prior to January 1, (1973] 1975: or
(3) for any period after (seven] nine years after the date of

enactment of this Act.
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(f) Any claim for benefits under this section shall be filed within
three years of the discovery of total disability due to pneumoconiosis
or, in the case of death due to pneumoconiosis, the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this section shall be
reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis, by the amount of
any compensation received under or pursuant to any Federal or State
workmen's compensation law because of death or disability due to
pneumoconiosis.

(h) The regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
'Welfare promulgated under section 411 of this title shall also be ap-
plicable to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall
by regulation establish standards, which may include appropriate
presumptions, for determining whether pneumoconiosis arose out of
employment in a particular (underground] coal mine or mines. The
Secretary may also, by regulation, establish standards for appor-
tioning liability for benefits under this subsection among more than
one operator, where such apportionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is applicable with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who, after the date
of enactment of this title, acquired such mine or substantially all the
assets thereof from a person (hereinafter referred to in this paragraph
as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine on or after
the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall, in accord-
anne with section 423 of this part, secure the payment of all benefits
which would have been payable by the prior operator under this sec-
tion with respect to miners previously employed in such mine if the
acquisition had not occurred and the prior operator had continued to
operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior operator of
any liability under this section.

SEC. 423. (a) During any period in which a State workmen's com-
pensation law is not included on the list published by the Secretary
under section 421 (b) each operator of an underground coal mine in
such State shall secure the payment of benefits for which he is liable
under section 422 by (1) qualifying as a self-insurer in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary. or (2) insuring and
keeping insured the payment of such benefits with any stock company
or mutual company or association, or with any other person or fund,
including any State fund, while such company, association. person or
fund is authorized under the laws of any State to insure workmen's
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection
(a) of this section. every policy or contract of insurance must con-
tain—

(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422, not-
withstanding the provisions of the State workmen's compensa-
tion law which may provide for lesser payments;

(2) a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the operator
or discharge therein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for such payments: and

(3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, may
require.
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(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply
with the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of this subsec-
tion shall be canceled prior to the date specified in such policy or con-
tract for its expiration until at least thirty days have elapsed after
notice of cancellation has been sent by registered or certified mti1 to
the Secretary anti to the operator it his last knowii place of business

SEC. 424. If a totally disabled muter or a widow is entitled to bene-
fits under section 422 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has
not obtained a policy or contract of insurance., or qualified as i self-
insurer, as required by section 423, or such operator has not paid such
benefits within a reasonable time, or (2) there is noopeartor who vas
required to secure the payment of such benefits. the Secretary shall
pay such miner or such widow the benefits to which lie or she is so
entitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator shall be liable
to the United States in a civil action in an amount equal to the amount
paid to such miner or his widow under this title.

SEC. 425. With the consent and cooperation of State agencies cliarrec1
with administration of State workmen's compensation laws, the Sec-
retary may. for the purpose of carrying out his functions and duties
under section 422. utilize the services of State and local agencies and
their employees and, not withstanding any other provision of law. may
advance funds to or reimburse such State and local agencies and their
employees for services rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations as
each deems appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title. Such
regulations shall be issued in conformity with section 353 of title 5 of
the United States Code. notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.

(b) Within 120 clays following the convening of each session of
Congress the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall sub-
mit to the Congress an annual report unon the subject matter of part
B of this title. and, after January 1. (1973] 197.5. the Secretary of
Labor shall also submit such a report upon the subject matter of part
C of this title.

(c) Nothing in this title shall relieve any operator of the duty to
comply with aiiy State workmen's compensation law, except insofar
as such State law is in conflict with the provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation. so prescribes. The provisions of any State
workmen's compensation law which provide greater benefits than the
benefits payable under this title shall not thereby be construed or held
to be in conflict with the provisions of this title.



comparison with title IV of the Federal Goal Miie Health aid Safety Act of 1960, of 3 legislative proposals to amend the act:
S. 2675 (Randolph bill), S. 2289 (Hartke bill), and HR. 0212 (Perkins House-passed bill)

Present law Handolpli (S. 2675) Hartke (5. 2289) l'erkiiis (lI.It. 9212)

I. IIENEF1CIAItIIS

Benefits paid to miners and
widows only.

Extends l)eIiefits to orphans, No change from
SetS eligibility requirements
for child beneficiaries, and
includes rate of payment.

law. Extend3 benefits to OrI)haflS,
seLs eligibility requircinenb3
for child beneficiaries, rtncl
includes rate of payment.

II. OFFSET OF OTHER IIENEF1T5

Social Security Adininiration
interprets to permit reduction
in social security disability
payments by classification of
title IV benefits as workiiien's
compensation

Preveiit reduction in social No change from
security Payments by spe—
cifying title IV benefits not
worknien's compensation.

present law. Prevents reduction in social
sceiirity I)ayIeIits I)y spe—
cifying title IV benelits not
workiiien's eofli)cIIttioIi.

III. DISEASES COMPEN5AIILE

Limits benefits under title IV to Expands benefits to include No change from present law. No change from present law.
death or disability due to death or disability due to
pneurnoeoniosis. Pneunoeoniois or other

respiratory or pulmonary
impairments.



Ends Fedtral payment program
in 1973.

Extends Federal payment pro- No change from present law.
grain 2 years to 1975 and ex-
tends for 2 y&ars other pro-
visions relating to claims and
benefits.

Extends Federal payment pro-
grain 2 years Lo 1975 and ex-
tends for 2 years other pro-
visions relating to claims and
benefits.

IV. TOTAL DISAIIILITY

Permits HEW Secretitry to
determine total disability for
benefit purposes.

1tequire HEW SeereLary to
establish total disability when
any respiratory or pulmo-
nary impairment prevents
work comparable to previous
regular employment in a
mine,

Defines total disability from
pneurnoconiosis as inability
to work in activity eornpar-
able to previous regular em-
ployment, and limits claims
under bill to those on or after
date of enactment.

No change from l)rCscnt law.

v. EXTENSION OF ACT



Comparison with title JV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, of 3 legislative proposals to amend the act:
S. 2675 (Randolph bill), S. 2289 (Hartke bill), and H.R. 9212 (Perkins House-passed bill)—Oon Liaucd

Present law Randolph (S. 2675) IIarke (5. 2289) Perkins (1I.R. 9212)

VI. DENIAL OF BENEFITS

Permits exclusive use of X-rays
to determine existence of
pneumoconiosis for claim of
benefits under title IV.

Prohibits use of X-rays or No change from present law.
other particular tests as sole
determinant of pneumo-
coniosis or other impair-
ments.

Prohibits use of X-rays as sole
determinant of pneumo-
coniosis.

VII. OCCUPATIONS COVERED

Limits those eligible for benefits
to underground coal miners,

No change from present law. No change from present law. Expands occupations covered to
surface miners.

VIII. TRANSFER OF BENEFITS

Permits increase in benefits where
dependent children.

No change from present law. No change from present law. Allows FlEW Secretary to
transfer benefits directly to
dependent or to another for
dependent's benefit.

0)
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December 30, 1969

nct
'rt> provith for the protection of the h.Ith and safety of peroIl.s working in the

to t II jung I(Iutr f tIu U iiitJ States, a n1 for otlwr

Ii t enacted by the Senate and I1oue of /?epresentatve9 of the
I IltfI. tufe, o 1))i'Ifr# n 'o)lgre.9 ,xernMed. That this Act muy Federal ai
iie cited as the Fedemnl Coal Mine Hetltli nd Safety Ac of 11)69". itne aih

afet'; of
FINDINGS I'I:IOF 1909.

SEe. . (iies, (ieelal'es dint—
(a) the first priority and concern of 1l in the coal i iniu 3 TT. ?42

iiidustrv lutist be the lienith and sa fetv ui is most 1necious 83 743

resource—the miner:
b ) (lea t lis nd s rmous ju i•ies fri H m unt fe ad uu lien it hi fu I

cOfl(ljtj( ns amid I' ices iii lie I in ine.s catIS zrmef and im tier—
jug to he ii ers and to he ii fun ii ies

c) there is an Urgent need to piiw ide mole effect mve means a ml
uiensimres fr jul proVing the working eundn jotiS and l)rnct ices iii

the Natoifs coal mines iii order to prevent death and serious
ithvsicl h;trm, and in order to prevent occupational diseases origi—
luing iii such mines:

(d) the existence of unsafe and unhealthfnl conditions an(l
iarties in the ntions (oal mines is a serious impediment to

the future growth of the eoal mining industry and cannot b
tolerated:

(e) the operntors of ulm inims with time sstuft:e of lie
miners have the primary responsibility to prevent time existence
of such conditions and practices in such mines;

(f) the disiption of pro(luction and the 1o.s of inconie to
operators and miliers as a result of coal mine accidents or occupa-
tionally c;tused diseases unduly impedes and burdens commerce:
and

(g) it s time purpose äf this Act (1) to estnblill inerimim mnnda-
tory health and safety standards and to direct tile Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare and the Secretary of the Interior
to develop and promulgate improved mandatory health or safety
standards to protect the health and safety of the Nations cotl
mIners; (2) to require that each operutor of a coal mine and

• eery miner in such mine totnply with such standards; (3) to
• cooper;tte with, and i)roide tssIstatwe to. the states in the devel-

opment and enforcement of effective State coal mine 1letlth and
safety programs; and (4) to improve and expand. in coopera-
tion with the States and the coal mining industry, research and
development and training programs aimed at preventing coal
mine accidents and occupationally caused diseases in the industry.

DEFXNITION5

SEC. 3. For the purpose of this ActS tile term—
(a) "Secretary" means th Secretary of the Interior or his

delegate;
(b) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce. transporta—

tion, or communication among the several States, or between a
place in a State and any place outside thereof, or within the Dis-
trict of Columbia or a possession of the United States, or between
points iii the same State but through a point outside thereof;

(57)

70-176 0 - 71 -
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(c) "State" includes a State of the United States, the District
of (olumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands;

(d) "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other person who
operates, controls, or supervises a coal mine;

(e) "agent" means any person charged with responsibility for
the operation of all or a part of a coal mine or the supervision of
the miners in a coal mine;

(f) "person" means any individual, partnership, association,
corporation, firm, subsidiary of a corporation, or other organiza-
tion;

(g) "miner" means any individual working in a coal mine;
(h) "coal mine" means an area of land and all structures, facil-

ities, machinery, tools, equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, excava-
tions, and other property, real or personal, placed upon, under, or
above the surface of such land by any person, used in, or to be used
in, or resulting from, the work of extracting in such area bitumi-
nous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural deposits in the
earth by any means or method, and the work of preparing the
coal so extracted, and includes custom coal preparation facilities;

(i) "work of preparing the coal" means the breaking, crushing,
sizing, cleaning, washing, drying, mixing, storing, and loading of
bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite, and such other work of
preparing such coal as is usually done by the operator of the coal
mine;

(j) "imminent danger" means the existence of any condition or
practice in a coal mine which could reasonably be expected to
cause death or serious physical harm before such condition or
practice can be abated;

(k) "accident" includes a mine explosion, mine ignition, mine
fire, or mine inundation, or injury to, or death of, any person;•

• (1) "mandatory health or safety standard" means !he interim
mandatory health or safety standards established by titles II and
III of this Act, and the standards promulgated pursuant to title
I of this Act; and

(m) "Panel" means the Interim Compliance Panel established
by this Act.

MINES sUBJECT TO ACT

SEC. 4. Each coal mine, the products of which enter commerce, or
the operations or products of which affect commerce, and each opera-
tor of such mine, and every miner in such mine shall be subject to the
provisions of this Act.

INTERIM COMPLIANCE PANIL

Estab1ishrent SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established the Interim Compliance
er!be rship. Panel, which shall be composedof five members as follows:

(1) Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Standards, Depart-
rnent of Labor, or his delegate;

(2) Director of the Bureau of Standards, Department of Com-
merce, or his delegate;

(3) Administrator of Consumer Protection and En'nron-
mental Health Service, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, or his delegate;

(4) Director of the Bureau of Mines, Department of the
Interior, or his delegate; and
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(5) Director of the National Science Foundation, or his dele-
gate.

(b) Members of the Panel shall eive without compensation in thidi- ve1
tion to that received in their regular employment, but shall be entitled expenses,
to reimbursement for travel, subsistence, and other necessary
expenses incurred by them in the performince of duties vested in the
Panel.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the Secretary of Cóninierce, the cocpeiot.
Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary shall, upon request of the
Panel, provide the Panel such personnel and other assistance a the
Panel determines necessary to enable it to carry out its functions
under this Act.

(d) Three members of the Panel shall constitute a quorum fo or.
doing business. All decisions of the Panel shall be by ni1jorit vote.
The chairman of the Panel shall be selected by the members froiui
imong the membership thereof.

(e) The Panel is authorized to appoint as many hearing exaniinels Hearthg
as are necessary for proceedings required to be conducted in accord- examiners,
ance with the provisions of this Act. The provisions applicable to appointment.
hearing examiners appointed under section 3105 of title 5 of the
UnitedStates Code shall be applicable to hearing examiners appointed 80 Stat. 415.
pursuant to this subsection.

(f) (1) It shall be the function of the Panel to carry out the duties Duties.
imposed on it pursuant to this Act and to provide an opportunity fm
a public hearing, after notice, at the request of an operator of the
affected coal mine or the representative of the miners of such mine.
Any operator or representative of miners aggrieved by a final decision
of the Panel may file a_petition for review of such decision under sec-
tion 106 of this Act. The provisions of this section shall terminate Post, p. 754.
upon completion of the Panel's functions as set forth under this Act.
Any hearing held pursuant to this subsection shall be of record and
the Panel shall make findings of fact and shall issue a written decision
incorporating its findings therein in accordance with section 554 of
title 5 of the tYnited States Code. 90 3 tat. 384.

(2) The Panel shall make an annual report, in writing, to the Secre- Annual report
tary for transmittal by him to the Congress concerning the achieve- to Sec retarj
ment of its purposes, and any other relevant information (including and Congress.
any recommendations) which it deems appropriate.

TITLE I—GENERAL

HEALTH AND 5tFETY STANDARDS; Rvn:w

SEc. 101. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the procedures
set forth in this section, develop, promulgate, and revise, as may be
appropriate, improved mandatory safety standards for the protection
of life and the prevent!on of injuries in a coal mine, nd shall, in
accordance with the procedures set forth in this section, promulgate the
mandatory health standards transmitted to him by the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare.

(b) No improved mandatory health or safety standard promulgated
under this title shall reduce the protection afforded miners below that
provided by any mandatory health or safety standard.

(c) In the development and revision of mandatory safety standards,
the Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Secretary of Labor, and with other interested Federal
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agencies, appropriate representatives of State agencies, appropriate
iepreseiitat i yes of the coal iii iiie ope lutors and ni iners. otliei iiiterestol
persons a iid orga ii izat ioii, and .uicI i ad v iSoi c 1111111 jttee as lie may
a ppoint Such development and revision of mandatory safety stand-
ards shall be based upon research. denionstiitions. e.xpeiiiiieiits and
such other in forn ia t ion as ii ia V I >e ii iropr ate. ii a (1(1 it i m to the
attainment of the. highest degree of safety piotectioii for miners, other
considerations shall he the latest available scientihr data in the held,
lie technical feasi hi] itv of t lie st a ii da 1(15, an (I experience go i mied n ider

t1il and other safety statutes.
d ) TI me ecretmi rv of Health. E( hi cat on, a n I \Vel fa me sI mall. iii

accordance with the procedures set forth in this section, develop and
revise, as may be a pplopiiate, on p roved niandatorv Imea lth Stall da rds
br the proteetiomm of life and the l)ie'ention of o(clipatiommal (hise:is
of nim miers. in the development and revision of niandatorv health stand—
irds, the secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall consult
with the Secretary, the Secretary of Lalxr, and with other interested
Federal agencies, appropriate representatives of State agencies, appro-
priate representatives of the coal mine operators and miners, other
interested persons and organizations, such advisory Committees OS lie
may appoint, and, vlmere appropriate, foreign countries. Such develop—
imient and revision of mandatory standards shall be based upon research,
demonstrations, experiments, and such other information as may be
appropriate. In addition to the attainment of the highest degree of
health protection for the miner, other considerations shall be the latest
available scientific data in the field, the technical feasibility of the
standards, and experience gained under this and other health statutes.

?.: 1:'at on in M;uidat.orv health standards which the Secretary of }Iealthi. Education,edei mmmd Welfare develops or revises shall be transmitted to the Secretar,e;rter. and shall thereupon be published in the Federal Register by the Secre-
tarv as proposed mandatory health standards.

b1ication in (e) Fhe Secretary shall publish proposed mandatory health andYee1 safety standards in the Federal Register and shall afford interested
Reister. peisons a period of not less than thirty days after publication to sub-

mit. written data or comments. In the case of mandatory safety stand-
ards, except. as provided in subsection (f) of this section, t.he Secretary
may. upon the expiration of such period and after consideration of all
relevant moat ter presen ted, promulgate such standards with such modi-
hcatioii as lie may deem appropriate. In the case of mandatory health
standards, except its provided in subsection (f) of this section, the
Secretary of Health, Education, and WTelfare may, upon the expira-
riomi of such period and after consideration of all relevant matter pre-
semited to tIme Secme.tarv amid transmitted to the Secretary of Health,
Education, anti Welfare, direct the Secretary to promulgate such
standards with such modifications as the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare may deem appropriate and the Secretary shall there-
upon promulgate such standards.

2: jecions. (f) On or before tIme last (lay of any period fixed for the submission
om written data or comnmemmts under subsection (e) of this section, any
interested person may file with the Secretary written objections to a
proposed mandatory health or safety standard, stating the groundsi-1iaior. Sr. therefor and requesting a public hearing omi such objections. As soomieerai as practicable after the period for filing such objections has expired,eser. the Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register a notice specifying
the proposed mandatory health or safety standards to which objections
have been filed and a hearmn requested.
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ig) Piotnpriy after arty solt norice is puhilsited in rite Federal earigs
legisrer hv rite Secrerar tittder stthsecrtott f) of rhis section. nw
ecrenitrv, it rhe (t.e of iuitItiIatoly safety sritittitrd.. or r lie ecreritty
of i—iealrh, Edoctrtort, intl Welfare. in rite cae of ntttttlaroi iteait it
—ttttt(lt(ida. shall is.tte itorice of, intl itoh1. a i)ttidtc itearitig for rite
irtriatse if receiving relecuir evidence. Wirlitn srxrv days ifrer coill—
pier ion of rite lieiri tizs. rite 'ecietary vlto held rite ltetrrrtg —hall ntitkc
findings of fact vinclt shill he public. In rite case of itttitWtroiv sa fery
sraitdard rite Serrerary tttitv pronitilgate such srnolitrds wirit sutcit
tttochihcttri(tt5 as lie lieeitts appropriare. Jut rite cisc of tiaunlitrorv itetitit
sttttdartls. rite ecreraI-v of Healrii. Edttctrioit. intl Welfare ntttv
direct the ecrerai to promulgate rite ntttutitrorv itc;tirh suarolirds
virii such tutodihctrioos ts rite Secrettrv of 1—letirin, Edttcirtout. au'1

IVelfare deeiits tppropriitre tint rite tecretarv shah tlterettpoit 1)100101—
gale rile inst ittiatorv lteair h ta utdat-tis. Jut tite evenr rite Settert iv or rio'
ecteturv of Healrit, Ecittcarioit. and 'tVeiftre. its rite case nay 1w.
tieterittittes ritat ti proposed titaitdaroi iteairlt or sitfer sratithtrd
should not be proutuitlgtred or sittotlti he tttodtfied. lie shall tvtritirt a
reasoituthie rime itiiiiiht ins reasoite for his dereruttiitation.

it) Airy rittitdtrorv itealtit or stfetv srautdard proutttuigurctl tuttdcr £ffecive
titi setrtoiI shall be effective tipoit ptibhicttioit itt tite Federal llciisret a:e.
unless rite ccterarv or rite Secrerarv of health. Edttcarioit, arid Wel-
fare, its appropriare. specifies it itrei- dare.

i) Proposed ntattdarorv itettitit aitd safety st1ttt(iat(iS for sorfttt
coal itt lites shall be ptibiishted bY rite Set-reta i-v. jut o-t-ordautce v-jr it r la
provisions of tit i seer ion, ttor hitrei' r han r weive tttoitr it t frer rite tht
of eltactltteutr of r his .1tct. Proposed itItiittlttotv ite;tlr ii ittd sit fetv
sta ncht rds for st i rface work t teas of t ii ideu-gt-otind coal t tt i ties. ut add
tion to rltose esrablisited for sncit areas ttttder ntis Act. sloth be ptib-
hisited by the Secretary, in tccordaitce tvirit the provisions of titis
sect ioit. ttot later tint in r tveive tttotttlts after rite (litre of eitacrntent of
tit is Act.

(j) All ittterpretittiolts. regtulatiorts,itttd instrrltriotts of rite Seere- blica1on
rarv Or rite Direcror of tue l3titetttu of Mutes, lit effect ott rite date of r. de.l
eltactrtteltr of ntis Aer and tot itIcoitsisreitr tvirii aitv provision of ntis Regser.
Act, sittl1 he publthtd to rite Federal Register and sitthI cttntlltttue itt
effect until ntodifieti or sttperseded ut accortlattee tvirlt rite itIusots
of ntis .cr.

k) The ecrettrv sitahi seitti a copy of every proposed srait(itu-(i (ii Copies.
regtiiation at tite rtitte of pttbhicar jolt in rite Federal Regisrer ro rite
operator of etch coti ttti tte ttttd rite represeittitt ive of rite ittillet-sar such
tittne ttitd uteit copy sloth1 lie iunntedittreiv posred on rite holier it lInt i

of tite mute by nit operator or itis tgecit. htin ft iltire no receive such
trot ice si mail hot rd ieve t it voit e of rite ohi igtt t jort to con tpl v tv it it such t
standard or regulation.

.'.DVI$ORY C0MMIrFFES

S:c. 102. (a) (1) Tite Sec ieta ry sltt ii t ppoi itt a it tdvisorv contutu in nec Coitt e e cr
out cotil uttuite stfetv research composed of— coal rir.e

(A) the Director of tite Office of Scieitce tttd Techtitoiogv, or saf'ety
his delegane. vitlt tue eoitseitn of tite Direcror research.

(B) the Director of the National Btireatt of Stattclards, Depatt. membership.
ment of Commerce, or his delegate, with tite conseitt of the
Director;
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r1i 1)iiecroi of rite Ya jolla I Sience Fouiidation. or his
delegare, with rh consent of the Director; anti

(I)) .ucIi other persons ns the secretary may Lppoi1it who are
kiiowletlgenli]e iii rhe fleId of con! mine safet research.

The, Seeietiiy sluill (lesiginite the cliiirinnn of rlie committee.
The idv isorv coiiiiiittee shall consult. with, and make recom—

ii ie l(la r ons to, t I e Sec te r a ry on ii att ers in vol vii g or ie lat mg to coal
iiiiie siftv research. The Secietarv shall cou.sll]t with, and consider
JI eeullIIIln(lar IOIIS of, such committee in the conduct of such

i'ea reh, the iiink ing of my giant, and the entering into of contracts
i S ((Ii ieei 1(h.

conflict of (:) 'l'lme chiiriiiaii of the committee nid a majority of the persons
thterest. ired by the Serietarv pursiiaiit to parngIa)ll (1) ( D) of this

ul)ecr,ml shall lie. iIl(lividulls who have no econonile inrerests in the
ua I in i iii iii dust ry, i iici who ale not ope ia tois, Iii mers, or offi—
rs or eniplovees of the Federal Government or ny State or local

°ov eni ment.
Cont'jttee (h) (1) The Secietarv of health, l'dlucation, aiiti Welfare shall
coal rine appoint ui advisory comnmittee on coal mine health research composed
health
research, (A) the 1)irector, Bureau of Mines, or his clelegite, with thernerbehip. (()n.seilt. of the Director:

B) the 1)irector of the X1Ltonal Science }ouIl(latiOn, or his
kle_'ate, with the (on5mlt of the Director;

(C) the I )irector of the itioimnl Institutes of health, or his
(klegnte. vthi the consent of the I)irector and

(I)) such other persolts is the Seeietary of IIe:Lltll, Edncation,
aiid Welfnre may ;Il)l)olnt who are kuowledgealile in the field
of coal mine health research.

The Seret:irv of health, Education, and Welfare shall designate
lie. (ha tini of t lie comm t tee.

() Time a(lvisory coniniittie linll consult with, and make recoin—
iiiendatiotis to, the Secretaiv of Health, Education, and Welfare on
niarteis iiivolviiig or rehit in to coal nine heal rh research. The Secre—
tnrv of Health, E(hlcation. a n(l Welfare shall consult. with, and con—
i(ler the reconimeiubitions of, such committee in the conduct of such
r('sear(h. the iiinking of mv grant, and the entering into of coILtr1cts
for such resenrcli.

Conflict of (:) The. chiairmnmi of the committee and a majority of the persons
interest. ;l1)I)ointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare pur-

lI;iIit to mragraph (1) (I)) of this subsection shall be individuals who
1imve no economic imirerets in the coLl mining industry, and who are
iot nI1ator. miiiers, or officers or employees of the Federal Govern-
luuint or ally State or local government.

T1 (Irm lv nt r i Seereriirv of I Iealth, Ediicut ion, and Wet—
f;m ip hi fl V : ) ii t ot Ii em 1(1 visorv corn it tees a lie deems a ppropliate
tO lSI huiii ju ;LrIvifl out the provisions of this Act. The Secre—
tiiv u the Secret uv of Hen!tli, Education. and Welfare, is the case

v I K', un 11 1 P101 it t lie Ii I rIii;m ii of in(hl corn in it tee. vl io shall
e nn iicliv idu;mI vho l:i no ecoiioniic interest in the coal mining indus—

I ly. 111(1 who is not ni operator, miner, or an officer or eniplovee of the
1e(lemal GoveInuln!It or aimv State or locii I government. A majority of
time nienibers of tiiy such :idvisorv committee appointed pursuant to
this subsection sluill be eoniposed of imidividnals who have no economic



interests in the coLl niining industry, and who are not operators,
miners, or officers or employees of the Federal Government or any
State or local government.

(d) Advisory committee members, other than Offieeis or employees
of Federal, State, or local governments, shall be, for each day ( inchid—
ing traveltime) (luring which they are performing conmiittee business,
entitled to receive compensation at a rate fixed by the ipiop11ate
Secretary but not in excess of the maximum rate of pay for grade
GS—18 as provided in the General Schedule under section 5332 of title
5 of the United States Cxle, and ha1I, notwiththnding the limita-
tions of sections 7O3 and 5704 of title 5 of the Vnited States Code,
be fully reimbursed for travel, subsistence, nnd related expenses.

INSPECTION.S AND INVESiIG.TION5

Si:e. W8. (a) Authorized representatives of the eci'etar 1ia1l
inuke frequent inspections and investigations in coal tunics each year
for the purpose of (1) obtaining, utilizing, and disseminating itifor-
lilatioli relating to heLlth and safety conditions, the causes of accidents
and the causes of diseases and physicul impairments oLiginating in
such mines, () gathering information with respect to mandatory
heulth or safety standards, (3) determining whether an imminent
danger exists, 8nd (4) determining whether or not there is conipi in nce
with the m;indutoiy health or safety standards or with aiiy notice,
oider, Or decision issued nnder this title. In carrying out the require-
ments of clanses (3) Lnd (4) of this subsection, no a(lvLnce notice of
an inspection shall be provided to any person. In carrying out the
requirements of clauses (3) and (4) of this subsection in each under-
ground coal mine, such representatives shall make inspections of the
entire mine at least four times a year.

(b) (I) For the purpose of making any inpeetion Or iuvestigitoti
under this Act, the Secretary or any authoiized represenTative of the
Secretary shull have ;L right of entry to, upon, or through tnv coal
mine.

(2) For the purpose of developing impioved mnndLtoiv health
standards, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or his
authorized representative shall huve a right of entry to, upon, or
through, any coal mine.

(3) The provisions of this Act relating to investigations and rec-
ords shall be available to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to enable him to carry out his functions ind responsibilities
under this Act.

(c) For the pirpose of carrying out his responsibilities under this
Act, including the enforcement thereof, the Secretary may by agree-
ineiit utilize with or without reimbLLrse,nent the services, personnel,
and facilities of any Federal agency.

(d) For the purpose of making any investigation of any accident
or other occurrence relating to health or safety in u coal mine, the Sec-
retary may, aftet notice, hold public heanngs. and may sign iid issue
subpenas for the attendance and testimony of witnesses kind the pro-
duction of relevant, papers, books, and documents, and admiiiister
oLths. Witnesses summoned shall be paid the same fees and rnileae
thLt ute paid witnesses in the courts of the United States. In cLse of
contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena served upon any person under
this section, the district court of the United States for any district
in which such person •is found or resides or transacts business, upon
application by the Lnited States and after notice to such person, sl1LlI
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have jtiridirioii ro tue 811 order veuiriiig such PSofl to appeal
11(1 give t Ct i111)IIv before rue Se(retavv or ro appnr aiid produce
h,cuI)inr befor€ the Secrerarv, or borh, LlIil an failure to obey such)tdr of rhe con rr nv he pun iIid b SlI(1l coUr( IS a colltelnl)t

I IItiCQf.
e) Iii lile eviir of an accileiir occuriug in a coal Iiiine, rue oper—

or liii i or fv ii ie Secre a iv w reof a Ii( I sjia II rake a p rop na re
tiIe to 1)reveiit rue desrnLcrl(nl of 811W evi(leiIce ilft1l WOUld

s in tiIvesrigariiLg lie cause or aues rliereof. In rhe eveur. of my
1(1 I ( ( )C(tI IT I ig III a (( ) I I UI lIe 'V IDre rescue a 11(1 recovelv Vork is'ecarv, the Secrrarv or Lii aur1iorize represelirarive of rue Secre-

1 a IV I 1811 take "ha re V L a' t loll I (I ei IS Li) pro pm n te ro 1)( )rect rue
hie of an persoll, IIi(l he iiiav, if lie de.ins it ;L)pn4))Li:Ir, (LpeIvt.e
ltI(I (hI(t the rescue ;Lil(l recovi icrivirv III SlI(iI iiiiiie.

(f) III rue eveur of LIlvac(i(kIir (fl(ILrrlIi ill a coal liline, nil author—
lze(I reI)Ie.eUrflriVe of rile Sererarv, w1lll 1)resflr, innv is.ue sucil
UI( krs as I i (leellis api) loprla re ro insure rile Sfl ferv of 1 ''Y petsoll ill
rue ((mi iiIiII, 111(1 rhe. opeinror of ucli mine I1811 ol)I:Lin the ;ipproval
U f sue! I ic piese !lr a r I ye, iii (01 isu Ita r ion wit 11 :L pprop r in re Sr ate repre_
IIrar ives, WIlIl hlslbIe, of 8IlV i)iUil to mcover liv uersoi in the
flhliie. ot ro recover rue liline or ro return affecre(l areas of rile mine to
ioriiint.

g ) W'Iieiievei a repleenrarive of the iflhliers ills lensolLable. grounds
ro ii ye r liar a viol L r i!i of a ii an ( li rorv heal r II or n ferv standard
pxists, 01 811 illinilneIlt datiger exists, ucIl represelirarive shill have a
right ro ()hrIiII nfl IInnIe(Liare itispecrioll by giving notice to the See—
ler IV ( ) Ills fl Hr I lorize(l lepresel i r at i we of sLiril Vj ( )i a r iou OI (huiger.iily IiCII liorlee sIlahi be re(Iuee(t ro writing, sigmied by the represent—
LtIve of rue IiliflVS, 111(1 n 'upv stud I be. provided the operaror or Ilis
igtit 110 hIrer tilnil at rue tiIie of iIipecrion, except tiult, upon the
Ie(IIest of rhe 1)e1oIl giving su(11 notice. IllS name iid the miames of
itI(Iivi(liIal liiiiirs referr(l to tiwreiii simil not ajpeilr in such copy.
Vpoii re(I1,r of iL(h iorifiarmit. a petin1 IIISl)CtiOll shall be made
S OOil l I S4Ll)Ie r() (lirIlILhIIe if IIrIl viohirioll or (l;Iuger exists in
:t((oI(laii(e vlrIl tiLe i)roViSiOJIs of this rirle.

Ii) At rue. oIiLIlRlIeeliieIIr of iiiv inspeerion of1 (oal intie by an
LII r I uIiZe( I r rsi i r r i ye of r he. eerer rv, r lie nut ho ii e(I rp iesenta

—

I ye. of tile lIIiIIer'nt riLe Iiiine at rhe. tulle of such ilispettion shall be
gi VI I 811 'I 'I )rr tIll II ro lCrOIflj)flIlV the. L Ut I IoIize(I repreellt a r i ye of
I II e( icr l IV OU 5UC Ii i ilsI)ect iOfl.

t ) Whenever the e(IetnIv finds thar a iiiiiie liberates excessive
(1IIahiriries of iiietiiaiie or other explosive gases during its operations, or
rhar a liletlI:IIie or other ga. Ignition or explosion has occurred in such
1111 I wh CII PSfl 1 red 111 (lentil 0 serious i Ilj u iv at a nv r I iie (Ill ring the
previous five yenls. or that there exists ill shell mine Otiler especially
hit z: r(lous eond I r iou, lie slia II pror ide a in ill 11111111 of one spot i nspec—
rioll l)V Ili ;iuriionzed representarive of lii O part of such mine during
ever five woikin (lays at irregular intervals.

IIl)IN(;. N(YrI(I:.S. Nt) (,IwI:I;s

i:c. I )4. ( n ) If, tipoi ; nv I ilS eer lOll of a co:L I iii ilie an ant liorized
I)ieseIira ri ye of lie eerern iv fluIds t liar II 1111111 ilielit (langer exists,
iw1l repveeIi mr ye sun II (lererul pie rue lel rhroughout which such
l:lIlger exists. and rilereupon shall issue folriiwirh au order requiring
rile opellror of rue in iie or ilis ;lgenr ro (:luse imrnedi;itely all persons,
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except those iefeired to iii subsection (d) of this section, to ie vitIi-
drawn fioiii, aiid to le 1)101111)1 ted from en teriiig, ncli len U it ii an
: ut ho rized repieseli at i ye of lie et reta ry det ciii ii iies t un wl i in iii i —

netit. danger no longer exists.
b) Except ns 1)rovided iii sibsect ion (I) of this section. if. upon

ny inspect ion of n co I in i iie. an nut ho i ize(1 epieSe lit t I Ut t I

Secretiry finds th;t there lius been a violnt on u ally iuuu1atoy
health or sifetv standard hut the violat iou Ius iwt created nu iiiiiniiieut
daiigei, lie shah issue a notice to the opettto rn his geiit fixing
iesoiiab1e t line for the abntelue!it of the violntioii. If. upon the eXpLa-
non of the peuio(1 of time as origtiilIy fixed rn uhequeiitIy extiu1ed.

ii a Ut liorized iep resel tat i ye of lie Sec vet a! flu ds t Ii; t tile viol at )I1

lius not been totally abuted, and if he also hnds th;t the peviod of titile
Iiould not be fiut her extended, lie slinil find the extent of the niea
affected by t lie viol ntion uid sun II 1)oiii Pt ly issue ui order tequ i ii ii
the operator of such mine or his ngeult to cuue niniediately II i)et•—
sons, except those referred to iii subsect oii (d) o t Ins sect ion, to lie
withdrawn from, and to be prohibited from iiteriiig, .sutli uea until
nn nutliorized re1)Ieseutative of the Secietarv (letenh1iIte.tliat 1w

violation has been abLted.
(c) (1) If. upon ny inspection of a nl uwie. n iitImiizd ii&—

iitative of t lie Secret arv fi nd t I iat thieie hils bees vi oh ttu 1 of I y

mandatory health or sLfety staiidard, and if he also finds t Iut. vh i
the conditions creLted by such violat ion do not cause ininiiwiit (1nhIgL.
such violation is of such nature could siguificilutly md sul)tatIt iallv
contribute to the cause LIud effect of u uiuiie safety or he;htIi liazud.
and if he finds such viobLt iou to be c; used by an i iuwa i; ii tabk f ii u ic
of such operator to comply with ucli nmiithLtoiy lieultli or safety
standards, he shall include such fiiidiiig iii ally hot ice given to t lie pt—
(tor under this Act. If, (Iuriiig the sLnie inspectioli or aiiy (II).el1ieIit
luispeetion of such mine witliiuu ninety days after the ssuaI1ce of iicli
notice, an ;uutliorized representative of the ecretaiV huds niiother yb-
liLtion of uny nmiidatory lieu1tlu or sLfety StflhI(lflrd uid finds stcIi
violation to be also caused by an miwtrruntable failure of .LI(lI opi—
tor to so comply, lie ha11 fortIivith ssue an out1e requIiilg the Ot—
ator to cu'.se all persons iii t lie area a fleet e I >v sw Ii vii 1 at () I . exc
thos persons referred to iii subeetioii (d) of this section. to be with-

from, nnd to be proli i bited froiiu cii teil iig, such tea u itt ii ui
authorized rel)resentat ive of the Secretary deterinities that ucIt yb—
lation has been abated.() If u 'vitlidru'val order with iespect tO wv ue in a hue 1i;
been issued pursuint to pnr;igrpIi (1) of this .ub.eetion. n vit1ivi1
order shall promptly be issued by nu uithioiize(1 iepreentative of the
Secretary who finds upoii ally subsequent inspection the existence
in such mine of violatioiis siniilnr to those thint resulted iii the isuaI1e
of the withdrawal order under paragr;i)lL (1) of this .ttb.ertioii
until such time as an inspection of such mine (lis(1oes no siiiilui viola-
tioiis. Following au inspection of sicIi iiiiiie witichi (liscloes no siiiiilau
viohatioiis, the provisions of ) graph (1) of t 1t is subsection s1iu Ii
again be applicable to that iiiiiie.

(d) The following persons shall hot be iequiied to be vithdinwii
from, or prohibited from eiiterilig, any area of the eo;l mine subject
to an order issued under this section:

(1) any person whose presence in such area is iiecssLiy, in the
)udgment of the operator or au authorized representative of the
Secretary, to eliminate the condition described in the order;
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(2) any public official whose official duties require him to enter
such area;

(3) any representative of the miners in such mine who is, in the
judgment; of the operator or an authorized representative of the
Secretary, qualified to make coal mine examinations or who is
accompanied by such a person and whose presence in such area is
necessary for the investigation of the conditions described in the
order; and

(4) any consultant to any of the foregoing.
(e) Notices and orders issued pursuant to this section shall contain

a. detailed description of the conditions or practices which cause and
constitute an imminent; danger or a violation of any mandatory health
or safety standard and, where appropriate, a description of the area
of the coal mine from which persons must be withdrawn and pro-
hibited from entering.

(f) Each notice or order issued under this section shall be given
promptly to the operator of the coal mine or his agent by an authorized
representative of the Secretary issuing such notice or order, and all
such notices and orders shall be in writing and shall be signed by such
representative.

(g) A notice or order issued pursuant to this section, except an order
issued under subsection (h) of this section, may be modified or
terniinated by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(h) (1) If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized repre-
ntative of the Secretary finds (A) that; conditions exist therein
which have not yet resulted in an imminent danger, (B) that such
conditions cannot be effectively abated through the use of existing
technology, and (C) that reasonable assurance cannot be provided
that; the continuance of mining operations under such conditions will
not result. in an imminent danger, he shall determine the area through-
out which such conditions exist, and thereupon issue a notice to the
operator of the mine or his agent; of such conditions, and shall file a
copy thereof, incorporating his findings therein, with the Secretary
and with the representative of the miners of such mine. Upon receipt
of such copy, the Secretary shall cause such further investigation to
be made as he deems appropriate, including an opportunity for the
operator or a representative of the miners to present information
relating to such notice.

(2) Upon the conclusion of such investigation and an opportunity
for a public hearing upon request by any interested party, the Secre-
tary shall make findings of fact, and shall by decision incorporating
such findings therein, either cancel the notice issued under this sub-
section or issue an order requiring the operator of such mine to cause
all persons in the area affected, except those persons referred to in
subsection (d) of this section, to be withdrawn from, and be pro-
hibited from enterino' such area until the Secretary, after a public
hearing affording all' interested persons an opportunity to present;
their views, determines that such conditions have been abated. Any
hearing under this paragraph shall be of record and shall be subject

80 Stat • 384. to section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code.
(i) If, based upon samples taken and analyzed and recorded pur-Post, p.760. suant to section 202 (a) of this Act, or samples taken during an inspec-

tion by an authorized representative of the Secretary, the applicable
limit on the concentration of respirable dust required to be maintained
under this Act is exceeded and thereby violated? the Secretary or his
authorized represent;ative shall issue a notice fixing a reasonable time
for the abatement of the violation. During such time, the operat;or of
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the mine shall cause sanples described in section O2(a) of this Act p. 760.

to be taken of the affected area during each production shift. If, upon
the expiration of the period of time as originally fixed or subsequently
extended, the Secretary or his authorized reprsei1tative finds that
the period of time should not be further extended. he shall find the
extent of the area affected by the violation ind slinIl promptly issue
an order requiring the operator of such mine or his 8geiit to cause
immediately all persons, except those referred to in subsection ((1) ot
this section, to be withdrawn from, and to be prohibited from eiiter-
ing, such area until the Secretary or his authorized represeiititive has
renoJi to believe, I t on net lotus taken I y t lie openi tor, t liit such
limit will be complied with upon the resumption of production iii
such mine. As soon as possible after tn order is issued. the Secretary,
upon request of the operator, shall dispatch •to the mine involved a
person or team of persons, to the extent such persons are available,
who are knowledgeable in the methods and means of controlling and
reducing respirable dust. Such person or team of persons shall remaiii
'at the mine mvolved for such time as they shall deem appropriate to
assist the operator in reducing t'espirable (lust concentrations. While
at the mine, such persons may require the operator to take such actions
as they deem tppropriate to insure the health of any peioii in the
coal mine.

REVIEW BY TILE 5ECRET.tRY

105. (it) (1) An operltor issued iii order pursuflilt to the pro—
ViSIOIi Of section 104 of this title, or nny representative of miners
in any mine a tIeetel by such order or by ;liuy mo(hihcfltiou or terinina-
lion of sueh order, inny a pply to thn eeret;ury for review of the or(er
within thirty (buys of receipt thereof or within thirty days of its modi-
fication or termiiuatioii. An operator issued a notice piiiiinnt to section
1O(b) or (i) of this title, or tuiy ipresentative of miiiers in any
mine tffected by .such notice. may, if lie believes that the period of
time. fixed iii such notice for the nbiuternent of the viohutinu is iuireasoii—
able, apply to the Secretary for review of the notice vthin thirty
lays of the receipt tlireof. The ;pplcaiit shtIl send a copy of such
tl)I)licution to the. i'e1)i'eutntve of iitineu's in the affected mine, or the
operittor, is a pprnp ra te. ipoui re('e ipt of siielt a ppl ieu t i m. t lie Sec re—
ttry shall e:Uise siieli mivstig;ut ion to be mtde 8S he deems a ppi'o)ritte.
Such invet.igatioii shall prov ide an opportiiliity for a public lieuring, Hearthg.
;tt the request of the operal or or the i'epi'esetutative of rniiiers in such
mine, to eiiiible the opel'ntor uiid the represent:itive of miners in such
mine to present itiformatinti rel:utitig to the isiuinee a tid coiitiiiiarite of
such order or the modification nr termination thereof or to the Lime
fixed in such iiotce. The filing of an applicMion for review under this
subsection shall not operate as a stay of any order or uotice.

(2) The operator tnd the represeithitive of the iniiiet sluaihl he given
written notice of the time nd place of die lueariiug at least five days
prior to the heuring. Any such hearing shall be of record tnd shall be
subiect to ectuon 54 of title S of the United States Code. 80 Stat. 384.

(b) TTpon receiving the report of such investigation, the Secretary
shall make findings of fact, and lie shall issue a written decision,
incorporating therein an order vacating, affirming, modifying, or
terminatrng the order, or the modification or termination of such order,
or the notice, complained of and incorporftte his findings therein.

(c) In view of the urgent need for prompt decision of matters sub-
nntted to the Secretary under this section, all tetions wIicIi the Secre-
tary takes under this seetion shnll be taken ts promptly as prncticahle.
consistent with adeqii;tte t'onsiderntion of the issues involved.
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(d) Pending conip1eton of the investigntioii required by this sec—
non, rite al)plicniit iltay file with the Secretary a written request that
the Secretary gniiit temporary relief (1) from any modification or
ttriiIinat iou of niiv order, or (2) from any order issued under section
1U4 'f this title, except. an order issued under section 104(a) of this
title, together with a detailed statement giving reasons for rantin
ucIt relief. The Secretary may graiit such relief, under such conditions
as lie imtv prescribe, if—

(1) a hearing has been held in v]iicli all PIities were iven an
01) lort in i ty to he 1iei i'd

) the. npplicaiit shows that there is substantial likelihood
rhat rue findings of the Secrerary vill be favornble to the appli-
cant ;tiid

(3) such relief will not adversely affect the health and safety
of m neis iii the coal mine.

Xo rnpoia iv relief hn]l be granted iii the case of a notice issued
nhi(lt! e(t loll 1(4 (h) or (I) of this title.

JVDICLL i{VIEW

S 1O () _\nv order or decision issued by the Secretary or the
I iie! itiilr this Act, except auì order or decision under section 109 (a)
'if rhis Act, shall be subject to judicial review by the Inited States
cuulr )f appeals for the circuit in which the affected mine is located,
u rue IThited States Court of Appeals for the Distiict of ('oluinbia
Uim'ciit, upon the filing in such court within thirty days from the (late
if uirh tkr or lecioii of a petition by any person aggrieved by
1w order or decisioii pz'ayiiig that the order or decision be iiiodified

ur sr tsid ii whole oi' l)aIt, except thit the court shall not consider
iicIi petition unless such person has exhausted the administrative
iiuediesiv,iilable under this Act. A copy of the petition shiill forth-
vir1i be nt by regirered or certified inil to the other party and to
tIit Secietiry or the Panel. and thereupon the Secretary or the Panel
—hall ceitify and file in uichi court the record upon which the order or
leciion complained of wis issued, as provided in section 2112 of title

72 41; . United tatts Code.
20 Stat. 1323. (b) The court shall hear such petition on the record iiiide before

w (retaly iir the Panel. The findings of the Secretary or the Piiiel,
if supported by uibstantiah evidence on the record considered as a
whole, shall be conclusive. The court may aflirin, vacate, or modify

IV uidem' tu decision or niny remand time proceedings to tIme Secretary
iit1it I iitl fnt' such further ict ion as it nmav direct.

(c) (1) lii the cte of t pi'oceehmig ro review any order or decision
ii(l I)V rIte Si'eraiy uit(kr rliis ct, except an order or decision

!t 1 ili ig to a it rtle r iMued under sect ion 104 (a ) of tins title or an
order or decision pertaining to a notice issued under section 104 (b)
OI ( i) of rlii.s title. r1i court may. under such conditions as it may

rIamtt stwh reiiipoiary m'lief as it deems appropriate pend-
ing tiiiaI (Iet(TuuiwLr mu of rlie proceeding if—

A) all pairies to tIme proceeding have beeii notified and given
ill op I > it mii rv to I )e hen r I on a req umest for temporary relief;

(B) the ieqmiestingsuh relief shows that there is a sub-
rauitial liklihox1 rhat lie will prevail on the merits of the final
k t e iii i uim t on if r lie proeeedi ng and

(C) uiclm relief will not ndversely affect the health aiid safety
of nil ne r iii time. coi I liii ne.

() Jim the case of a proceeding to review any order or decision
utl by the Pnuiel under this Act, the court. may, under such condi—
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tions as i may prescribe, grant such teniporLry Lelief as it cleeni
appropriate pending final determination of the pLoceetling if—

(.) all parties to the proceeding have been notified and given
an opportunity to be heard ou a request for temporary relief; and

(B) the person requesting such relief shows tli;Lt there is a sub-
stantial likelihood thai he will prevail on the merits of the final
(letermination of the proceeding.

(d) The )udgmen of the court suiall be subject to review only by
the upreiiie Court of the United States uion a writ of certiorui or
certification s provided in section 1254 of title 28, tnited States
Code. 62 Star. ;2e.

(e) The commencement of a proceeding under this sectioll liall not,
unless specifically oLdeLed by the court, operate as a stay of the ortlei
or decision of the Secretary or the Panel.

(f) Subject to the direction and control of the XttoLIIey GelIerLl,
as 1)Lo'ided in sectioLl 507(b) of title 28 of the United States Code, 80 Stat. 3.

LttoLIIeys by the eciet;LIy may appear for aiitl iepesent
him in any proceeding iust ituted under tlii section.

rOSTIO OF N0flCES. ORDEUS. AcD DECISIONS

SEc. 101. (a) At each coal mine there shall be maintained n office
with a conspicuous sign designating it as the office of the mine, and a
hulletin board a such office or a some conspicuous plaee near an
entnmce of the mine, in such manner that notices, orders, and tlecisiotis
required by lav or regulation to be posted ou the mine bulletin I)oarll
inty be posted thereon, be easily visible to all persons desiring to read

them, Lt1tl be protected agLinst daniage by weather and against uiiau—
thorizeil removal. A copy of any notice, order, or decision requited by
this title to be given to n operator shalt be delivered to the office of
the affected mine, tinil a copy shall be immediately posted on the bul-
letin board of such mine by the operator or his agent.

(b) The SecretLry shall cause a copy of any notice, order, or deci-
sion required by this Act to be given to an operator to be mLi1eIl iinme-
diaely to a representative of the miners in the effected mine, and to
the public official or agency of the Sttte charged with administering
State laws, if any, relating to hetlth or safety in ucIi mine. Such

notice, order, or clevision hali be available for public 11w1)eetlou.
(c) In order to insure prompt compliance with any notice, order, or

decision issued under this Act, the iuthorized representative of the
Secretary may deliver such notice, order, or decision to an agent of
the operator and such agent shalt immediately take appropriate meas-
ures to insure compliance with such notice, order, or decision.

(d) Each operator of a coal mine shall file with the Secretary the
name and address of such mine and the name aid address of the per-
son who controls or Operates the mine. Any revisions in such names
or addresses shall be promptly filed with the Secretary. Each operator
of a coal mine shall designate a responsible official at such mine as
the principal officer in charge of health and safety at such mine and
such official shall receive a copy of any notice, order, or decision issued
under this Act affecting such mine. In any case, where the coal mine
is subject to the control of any person not directly involved in the
daily operations of the coal mine, there shall be filed with the Secre-
tary the name and address of such person and the name and address
of a principal officinl of such person who shall have overall responsi-
bility for the conduct of an effective health and safety program at any
coal mine subject to the control of sich l)eLs and isuch official shall
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receive t copy of :ili notice, order. oi decision issued affecting aiiy
SUCh mine. The ineie designation of a health and safety official under
this subsection shnll not be eonstrned ns making such officia' subject
to ally pennit under this Act.

INJUNCTIONS

SEc. 1i8. The Seietaiy may institute a civil action for relief,
iIIclu(liIig a permanent or temporary injunction, restiainmn order, or
inv other appropriate o,der in the district court of the Inmted Statesfor the ilistrict in which a eoa mine is located or in which the operator
of such nme has his principnl office, whenever such operntor or hisaen (a) violates or fails or refuses to comnpJy with any order or(tei.iOn issued uIIu(ler this Act, or (b) interferes with, hinders, ordlnvs the Secretary 01 his authorized representative, or the Secretary
of health, Eilucation, and Welfare or his lutIuorjze(l representative,
in Cairving out the provisions of this Act, or (c) refuses to admit such
ret)lesI1tatives to the mine, or (d) refuses to permit the inspection
of the mine., 01 the investigation of an accideiit or ocuuptional (liSease(Hdurring in, or coiuiuected with, such mine, or (e) iefuses to furnish
iiuy iiufoiiiiatioiu or report requested by the Secretury or the Secretary

of lleiulth, Edu,8tiou, and Welfare in furtheuauce of the PrOsions
of this Act, or (f) refuses to permit access to, and copying of, such

as the Secretary or the Secretary of Health, Eilueation nnd1V1fire (lete.rIuhIues necessnrv iii caruying out the provisions of thisArt. I':fl(hI (;olIrt shall have jurisdiction to provide surhi relief as may
I h ropri ate. Inupoua ry lestia in ing orders sI ml I be ssued in1(cor(huuee with Rule 5 of the Fe(Ieral Rules of Civil Proeeduire, as28 USC app. iiiended, exeept that the time limit. iii such orders, whieu issued with—
out. I)otiee, shall he seven (lays from the date of entry. Except as other-
wise provi(le(l liereiu, amuv uelief granted by the cotuit to enforce anotiler under clause (a) of tluissectjoiu shuafl continue in effect until
the coIuI)letioui or fiuial tenniiuatioii of all proceediiugs for review of.siidu ou(kr un(ler this title, unless, pro thereto, the district court
granting such relief sets it aside or uflo(lifies it. In actions under this
section, subject to the (lirection and control of the Attorney (eneral,

80 Stat. 663. ;I provided iii section .OT(b) of title 8 of the rnited States Code,attorneys appoulte(l by the Secretary may nppear for aiud represent
him. In auuv action instituted under this section to enforce an order
or derision issued by the Seeretarv after a public hearing iii accord.80 Stat. 384. inee with section 5S4 of title 1 of the Tinted States Code, the findings
of the Secretary, if supported by snbtaiutial evidence on the record
((nsideueil nsa whole, sinill he conclusive.

1'EALTIES

SEc. 109. (a) (1) The operator of a coal unine in which a vio'ation
occurs of a mandatory health or safety standard or who vio'ates anyPost, p. 792. other provision of this Act, except the provisions of tit'e 4, sha1 be— assessed a civU penalty by the Secretary under paragraph (3) of thissubsection which penalty shall not be more than $10,000 for each
such violatiou. Each occurrence of a violation of a mandatory hea'th
or safety standard unay constitute a separate offense. In determining
the amount of the penalty, the Secretary shall consider the operators
history of previoius violations, the appropriateness of such pena'ty to
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the size of the business of the operator charged, whether the operator
was negligent, the effect on the operator's ability to continue in busi-
ness, the gravity of the violation, and the demonstrated good faith of
the operator charged in attempting to achieve rapid compliance after
notification of a violation.

(2) Any miner who willfully violates the mandatory safety stand-
ards relating to smoking or the carrying of smoking materials,
matches, or lighters shall be subject to a civil penalty assessed by the
Secretary under paragraph (3) of this subsection, which penalty
shall not be more than $250 fot each occurrence of such violation.

(3) A civil penalty shall be assessed by the Secretary only after the
person charged with a violation under this Act has been given an
opportunity for a public hearing and the Secretary has determined,
by decision incorporating his findings of fact therein, that a viola-
tion did occur, and the amount of the penalty which is warranted,
aiid incorporating, when appropriate, an order therein requiring that
the penaliy be paid. Where appropriate, the Secretary shall consoli-
date such hearings with other proceedings tinder section 105 of this
title. Any hearing under this section shall be of record and shall be
subject to section 554 of title 5 of the 'Cnited States Code. 90 Stat. 394.

(4) If the person against whoma civil penalty is assessed fails to
pay the penalt' within the time prescribed in such order, the Secretary

shall file a petition for enforcement of such order in any aproI)riate
district court of the United States. The petition shall designate the
person against whom the order is sought to be enforced as the respond-

ent. A copy of the petition shall forthwith be sent by registered or
certified mail to the respondent and to the representative of the miners
in the affected mine or the operator, as the case may be, and thereupon
the Secretary shall certify and file in such court the record upon which
such order sought to be enforced was issued. The court shall have
jurisdiction to enter a judgment enforcing, niodfyiiig, and enforcing
as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order and
decision of the Secretary or it may remand the proceedings to the
Secretary for such further action as it may direct. The court shall con-
sider and determine de novo all relevant issues, except issues of fact
which were or could have been litigated in review proceedings before
a court of appeals under section 106 of this Act, and upon the request
of the respondent, such issues of fact which are in dispute shall be
submitted to a jury. On the basis of the jury's findings, the court shall
determine the amount of the penalty to be imposed. Subject to the
direction and control of the Attorney General, as provided in sec-

tion 507(b) of title of the United States Code, attorneys appointed 80 Stat. 663.
by the Secretary may appear for and represent him in any action to
enforce an order assessing civil penalties under this paragraph.

(b) Any operator who willfully violates a mandatory health or
safety standard, or knowingly violates or fails or refuses to comply
with any order issued under section 104 of this title, or any order
incorporated in a final decision issued under this title, except an order
incorporated in t decision under subsection (a) of this section or
section 110(b) (P2) of this title, shall, upon conviction, be punished by
a fine of not more than $25,000, or by imprisonment for not more than
one year, or by both, except that if the conviction is for a violation
committed after the first conviction of such operator under this Act,
punishment shall be by a fine of not more than 50,000, or by imprison-
ment for not more than five years, or by both.
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(c) Wheiiever a corporate operator violates a mandatory health or
stfetv tandnrd or knowiigly violates or fails r refuses to comply
with any order issued under this Act or any order incorporated in a
final decision issued under this Act, except an oider incorporated m
a decision issued under subsection (a) of this section or section 110
b) (2) of this title, any director, officer, or agent of such corporation
who knowingly authorized, ordered, or carried out such violation, fail-
iire, or refusal shall be subject to the same civil penalties, fines, and
imprisonment thitt may be imposed upon a person under subsections
(a) an(l ( b) of this section.

(I) Whoever knowingly makes any false statement, representation,
ur certification in any application, record, report, plan, or other docu-
inent tiled or required to be maiiitained 1 rsuant to this Act. or any
order or decision issued under this Act shull. upon conviction, be pun—
he(l by a fine of nor more than $10,000, or by imprisonment for not
more than six mouths, or by both.

(e) Whoever kiiowingly distributes, sells, offers for sale, introduces,
or l ii vrs in (0111 uleire any equ i piient for use in a eon 1 ni i ne, i nclud—
iilg, hut not limited to, eofflponPflts and acesoiies of such equip—
luent, which is iepreented as complying with the provisions of this
Act, or with any specification or regulation of the Secretary applicable
to such equipment, and which does not so comply, shall, upon convic-
lion, be subject to the same tine and imprisonment that may be imposed

I )ersol i ii nder in I )sect ion (d ) of this sect ion.

}xTrrLEMET OF MIXERS

Cocpensat ion, SEc. 110. (a) If a eoal iine or area of t coal mule is closed by an
order issued under section 104 of this title, all miners working during
the shift when such order was issued who are idled by such order shall
be entitled to full conipensution by the operator ;it their regular rates
of pay foi the period they nre idled, but for not niore than e balance
of such shift. If such order is not terminated prior to the next working
shift, all nhillrs on that shift vho are idled by such order shall betnt.it1d to full iIl))flntioIt by the operator at their regular rates of
pay for the period they ale idled, but for not more than four hours of
.'nclt shift. If a coal mine or area of a coal mine is closed by an order
issued under section 104 of this title for an unwarrantable failure of
he operator to comply wit Ii any health or safety standard. all miners

who ai idled due to suck order shall be fully compensated, after all
Intrete(l p;rtIe.s are given ;ut opportunity for a public hearing on such
compensation and after such order is final, by the operator for losttime at their regular rates of pay for such time as the miners are idled
1w such closing, or for one week, whichever is the lesser. Whenever
an operator violates or fails or refuses to comply with liny order issued
under section 104 of this Act, all miners employed at the affected minewho would be withdrawn from, or prevented from entering, such mine
or arei thereof as a result of such order shall be entitled to full com-pensation by the operator at their regular rates of pay, in addition to
pay rerelve(l for voik performed after such order was issued, for the
Period beginning when such order was issued and ending when such
order is (ohIIl)1ie(1 vith, vacated, oi• terminited.

:sorat ion. (b) (1) No person shall discharge or in any other way discriminate
Igainst. or catue to he discharged or diserniinated against any miner
or any authorized representative of miners by reason of the fact that.11(11 iinner or representative (A) has notified the Secretary or hisauthorized representative of any alleged violation or danger,(B) has
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filed, instituted, or caused to be filed or instituted any proceeding
under this Act, or (C) has testified or i about to tetify iii any pio-
ceeding resulting from the administration or enforcenieuit of the pro-
visions of this Act.

(2) Any miner or ii representative of miners vlio belieces that he
has been discharged or otlieiwise disciiiuiiuiated against by any peroui
in violation of paragraph (1) of this subsection iniiy, within thirty
days after such violation occurs, apply to the Secietary for a review
of such alleged discharge or discrimination. A copy of the npplicatioii
shall he sent to such person who shall be the respondent. 1_poui reCeil)t
of such application, the Secretary shall ciiuse such iiirestigatioui to be
made as lie deems ii)propri;ite. Such investigation hiill provide an
opportunity for a public hearing at the request of aiiy party to enable
the parties to present information ielatiiig to such violation. The
parties shall be given written notice of the time and place of time hear-
mug at least five days prior to the hearing. Any such he;miiiig lmll be
of record and shall be subject to section 554 of title 5 of the TTnited
States Code. Upon receiving the report of such investigation. the 80 Stat. 384.

Secretary shall make findings of fact. If he finds that such violation
did occur, he shall issue a decision, incorporating an order therein,
requiring the persolt coiniuiitting such violation to take such iiflirmiia-
tire action to abate the violatioii as the Secretary deems :ippropiiate
imichuudiiig, but not limited to, the rehiring or reinstatement of the
miiier or representative of miiiers to his former position vitli back
pay. If lie finds that there was no such violation, lie shall issue an order
denying the application. Such order shall incorporate the Secretaiy'
findings therein. Aiiy order issued by the Secretary under this piira—
graph shall be subject to judicial review in accordauice with secto)li
106 of this Act. Violations by any person of paragrimpli (1) of thmi
subsection shall be subject to the provisions of sections 108 and 109(a)

of this title.
(;3) Whenever an order is issued under this subsection, at the request

of the applic:uut. a sum equal to the aggregate amount. of all costs amid

expenses (iiicludiug the attorney's fees) as deteriniiied by the Secre-
tmury to have been reasonably iiicurred by the applicant for, or in con-
nection with, the institution aiid prosecutioii of such proceedings, hall
be assessed against the person committing such violation.

REPORTS

SEc. 111. (ii) All accidents, incluidiiig uniiitentioiial roof falls
(except in any ;ibmuidoae(l panels or in areas vliich ire inaccessible
or unsafe for iiispections), shall be investigated by the operator or his

agent to determine the cause aiid the means of preventing a recurrence.
Records of such accidents, roof falls, and investigations shall be kept
and the information shall be made available to the Secretary or his
authorized representative and the appropriate State agency. Such
records shah be open for inspection by interested persons. Such rec-
ords shall include mami-hours worked and shall be reported for periods
determined by the Secretary, but at least annually.

(b) In addition to such records as are specifically required by this
Act, every operator of a coal mine shall establish and maintain such
records, make such reports, and provide such information, as the
Secretary may reasoiiably require from time. to time to enable him to
perform his functions under this Act. The Secretary is authorized to
conipile, analyze, and publish, either in summary oi detailed form,
such reports or information so obtained. Except to the extent other-

70—176 0 - 71 - 0
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vise specifically provided by this Act, all records, information,
reports, findings, notices, orders, or decisions required or issued pur-
.suniit to or under this Act may be published from time to time, mayReooxs, be released to any interested persoli, and shall be made available foravailability, public inspection.

TITLE Il—INTERIM MANDATORY HEALTH STANDARDS

COVERAGE

SEC. 201. (a) The provisions of sections 20 through 206 of this titlePost, p. 791. and the applicable provisions of section 318 of title III shall be
interim mandatory health standards applicable to all underground
coal mines until superseded in w1ioIe or iii part by improved manda-
tory health standards pronmhgated by the Secretary under the pro-

Ante, p. 745-. visions of section 101 of this Act, and shall be enforced in the same
manner and to the same extent as any mandatory health standard
promulgated under the provisions of section 101 of this Act. Any
orders issued in the enforcement of the interim standards set forth
in this title shall be subject to review as provided in title I of this Act.

(b) Among other things, it is the purpose of this title to provide, to
the greatest extent possible. that the working conditions in each under-
ground coal mine are sufficiently free of respiruble dust concentra-
tions in the mine atmosphere to permit each miner the opportunity
to work underground during the period of his entire adult working
life without incurring any disability from pneumoconiosis or any
other occupation-related disease during or at the end of such period.

nrsT ST.NDRfl %NI) RESPIR.tTORr EQUIPMF.NT

SEC. 202. (a) Each operator of a coal mine shall take accurate sam-
ples of the amount of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere to which
each miner in the active workings of such mine is exposed. Such
suiiples shall be taken by any device approved by the Secretary and
the Secretary of Health, Education, aiid Welfare and iii nccordance
with such methods, at such locations at such intervals, and in such
inn iiner as the Secretaries shall prescribe in the Federal Register with-
in sixty days from the date of enuctment of this Act and from time to
time thereafter. Such samples shall be transmitted to the Secretary in
i manner estnblished by him, and analyzed and recorded by him in a
n1;ulner that will assure application of the provisions of section 104(i)
of this Act when the applic:ible limit on the coiieeiitiition of respir;i-
ble dust required to be maintained under this section is exceeded. The
results of such samples shall also be made available to the operator.
Each operator shall report and certify to the Secretary at such inter-
vnls as the Secretary may require as to the conditions in the active
workings of the coal mine, including, but not limited to, the average
number of working hours worked during each shift, the quantity and
velocity of air regularly reaching the working faces, the method of
mining, the amount and pressure of the water, if any, reaching the
working faces, and the number, location, and type of sprays, if any,
used.

(b) Except. as otherwise l)roIc1ed in thus subsection—
(1) Effective on the operative date of this title, each operator

shall continuously maintain the average concentration of xspira-
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ble duet ii the mine atmnosl)here during ench shift. to which each
miner in the active workings of snch mine is exposed at or below
3M millirarns of respirable dust per cubic meter of air.

(2) Ettective three years after the date of enactment of this Act
each operator shall continuously maintain the average concentra-
tion ot respirtble dust in the mine atmosphere during each shift
to which each miner in the active workings of such mine is exposed
at or below 2.Onilligrams of respirable dust per cubic meter of
air.

(:3) iiy operator who determines that he will be unable, using Noncompliance

available technology, to comply with the provisioiis of paragrnph pennit.
(1) of this subsection, or the provisions of paragrnph (2) of this
subsection, as appropriate, may file with the Panel, iio Inter thnn
sixty days prior to the effective date of the applicable respirahie
((list stan(lnrd establilied by such paragraphs, an application for
a permit for noncompliance. If, in the case of an application for
a permit for iioncompliance with the 3.0 milligram stniidard
established by paragraph (1) of this snbsectioii, the application
satisfies the requirements of subsection (c) of this section. the
Panel shall issue a permit for noncompliance to the operntor. If,
in the case of an application for a permit for noncompliunce with
the 2.0 milligram standard established by paragraph (2) of this
subsection, the application satisfies the requirements of siibsec-
tion (c) of this sectioii and the Panel determines that the nppli-
rnlit ill be unable to comply with such standard, the Piiiel shall
issue to the operator a permit for noncompliance.

(4) In any case in which an operator, who has been isiied a Pennit

peniiit (including a renewal permit) for noncompliance under renewal.

this section, determines, not more tlinn ninety dnys prior to the
expiration date of such permit, that lie still is unable to comply
with the standard established by paragraph (1) of this siibsectioii
or the standard established by paragraph (2) of this subsection.
as appropriate, lie may file vith the Panel an application for
renewal of the permit. 'trpon receipt of such application, the
Panel, if it determines, after all interested persons have been
notified and given an opportunity for a public hearing imiider sec-

tioii i of this Acts that the application is in compliance vith the Ante, p. 744.

provisions of subsection (c) of this section, and that the applicant
will be unable to comply with such standard, may renew the
permit.

(5) Any such pernut or renewal thereof so issued shall be in Pennit
effect for a period not to exceed one year and shall entitle the tennination.

permittee during such period to maintain continuously the aver-
age concentrntion of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere diir-
lug each shift in the working places of such mine to vluch the
permit applies at a level specified by the Panel, which shall be at
the lowest level which the application shows the conditions, tech-
nology applicable to such mine, and other available and effective
control techniques and methods will permit, but in no event shall
such level exceed 4.5 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air
during the period when the 3.0 milligram standard is in effect.
or 3.0 milligrams of dust per cubic meter of air during the period

when the 2.0 milligram standard is in effect.
(6) No permit or renewal thereof for noncompliance shall
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entitle any operator to an exteiision of time beyond eighteen
months from the date of enactment of this Act to comply with
the 3.0 milligram standard established by paragraph (1) of this
subsection, or beyond seventy-two months from the date of enact-
ment of this Act to comply with the 2.0 milligram standard
established by paragraph (2) of this subsection.

(c) Any application for an initial or renewal permit made pur-
uant to this section shall contain—

(1) a representation by the applicant and the engineer con-
ducting the survey referred to in paragraph (2) of this subsec-
tion that the applicant is unable to comply with the standard
applicable under subsection (b) (1) or (b) (2) of this section at
specified working places because the techn&ogy for reducing the
concentration of iespirable dust at such l)laces is not available,
or because of the lack of other effective control techniques or
methods, or beciuse of any combination of such reasons;

(2) an identification of the working places in such mine for
which the permit is requested; the results of an engineering sur-
vey by a certified engiiieer of the respirable dust. conditions of
each working place of the mine with respect to which such appli-
cation is filed and the ability to reduce such dust to the level
required to be maintained in such place under this section; a
description of the ventilation system of the mine and its capacity;
the quantity and velocity of air regularly reaching the working
faces: the met.hod of mining; the amount and pressure of the
water, if any, reaching the working faces; the number, location,and t.ype of sprays, if any:action taken to reduce such dust; and
such other information as the Panel may require; and

(3) statements by the applicant and the engineer conducting
such survey, of the means and methods to be employed to achieve
compliance with the applicable standard, the progress made
toward achieving compliance, and an estimate of when compli-
aiice can be achieved.

(d) Beginning six months after the operative date of this title andschedule, from time to time thereafter, the Secretary of Health, Education, andestab1ishjent. 'Velfare shall esttblish, in accordance with the provisions of sectionnte, . 745. 101 of this Act, a schedule reducing the average concentration ofiespirable (lust in the mine atmosphere during each shift to whicheach rninei iii the active workings is exposed below the levels estab-lislied in this section to a level of personal exposure which will prevent
new incidences of respiratory disease and the further development ofsuch disease in any person. Such schedule shall specify the minimum
time necessary to achieve such levels taking into consideration present
and future advancements in technology to reach these levels.(e) References to concentrations of respirable dust in this titlemeans the average concentration of respirable dust if measured withan MRE instrument or such equivalent concentrations if measuredwith another device approved by the Secretary and the Secretary ofHealth, Education, and 'Velfaie. As used in this title, the term "MREirtstrurr.ent. instrument" means the gravimetric dust sampler with four channelhorizontal elutriator developed by the Mining Research Establishmentof the National Coal Board, London, England."Averae (f) For the purpose of this title, the term "average concentration"concer.tratior..' means a determination which accurately represents the atmosphericconditions with regard to respirable dust to which each miner in theactive workings of a mine is exposed (1) as measured, during the 18
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month period following the date of enactnieiit of this Act, over a nuin-
ber of continuous production shifts to be deterniiiied by the secretary
and the Secretary of Health, Education, uid Welfare, and ( ) as nea—
tired thereafter, over a siiile 1iift only, unless the Secetarv and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare fiuid iii ;iccoidiiice with
the provisions of section 101 of this Act, that such single shift niea.- P 745.

urement will nor, after applying valid statist;d tecliiiques to .iicii
measurement, accurately represent such atniosplieric Cofl(litiOns dur-
ing such shift.

(g) The Secretary shall cnuse to be ninile such frequent spot insiee- 5pot
tions as he (teems appropriate of the active vorkuigs of coal iiines for inSpeC1Ofl.
the puipose of obtaining compliance with the provisions of this title.

(h) Respiratory equipment approved by the ecret;ry ;uid the er-
retary of Health, Education, ;uid Welfare shall be made ivailable to
all persons vhenever exposed to concentrations of respirable (lust in
excess of the levels required to be niaintained under this Act. Use of
respirators shall not be substituted for environmental control measures
in the active vorkings. Each operator shall maintain a supply of mei-
ratory equipment adequate to (teal with occurreuees 0 COilceut rat OHS
f sp iib le dust in t iiiine atmosphere ii exce of the 1eve1
required to be iiniintdned tuider this Act.

MEDICAL EXA3[IX.TION

SEc. 203 (a) The operator of a coal mine shall cooperate with the
Secretary of Henlth, Education, and W'elfare in making available
to each miner vorking in a coal mine the opportunity to have a chest
roentgenogram within eighteen months :fter the date of enactment
of this Act, a second chest roentgenograin within three ye;Irs there-
after, and subsequent chest roentgenograms at such inter'als there-
after of not to exceed five years as the Secretary of Health, Educition,
and Welfare prescribes. Each worker vho begins work in a coal inne
for the first time shall be given, as SOOn as 1)ossible after commence-
ment of his inployment, and again three yeats later if lie is still
engaged in coal mining, a chest roentgenognini and in the eeiit the
second such ehe.sr roentgenogr;un shows evidence of the development
of pneumoconiosis the worker shafl be given, two ye;irs later if he is
still engaged in coul mining, au additional chest roelitgenograni. All
chest roenrgenograms shall be gien in accordance with speciIication
prescribed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and
shall be supplemented by such other tests as the Secret;ry of IIealtti,
Education, and Welfare deems necessary. The lilms shall be read
and classified in manner to be prescribed by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the results of each reading on each such
person tnd of such tests shall be submitted to the Secretary and to
the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare, and, at the request
of the miner, to his physician. The Secretary simlI a'so submit such
results to such miner ud dvise him of his rights nuder this ct
related thereto. Such speci1ieation.s rea(liu1g, classilicatious. and tests
shall, to the greatest degree possible, he uniform for all coal mines
and miners in such mines.

(b) (1) On and after the operative date f this title, iiiv miner
who, in the judgment of the Secretary of Heilth. Educ;uion, and 'Wel-
fare based upon such reading or other medical examinations, shovs
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evidence of the development of pneumoconiosis shall be afforded the
option of transferring from his position to another position in any
area of the mine, for such period or periods as may be necessary to
prevent further development of such disease, where the concentration
of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere is not more than 2.0 milli.
grams of dust per cubic meter of air.

(2) Effeclive three years after the date of enactment of this Act,
any miner who, in the judgment of the Seci'etu'y of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare based upon such reading or other medical examina-
tions, shows evidence of the development of pneurnoconiosis shall be
afforded die option of transferring from his position to another posi-
tion in any area of the mine, for such period or periods as may be
necessary to prevent further development of such disease, where the
concentration of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere is not more
than 1.0 mi1lorams of dust per cubic meter of air, or if such level is
not attainable in such mine, to a position in such mine where the con-
centration of respirable dust is the lowest attainable below 2.0 milli-
grams per cubic meter of air.

(3) Any miner so transferred shall receive compensation for such
work at not less than the regular rate of pay received by him immedi-
ately prior to his transfer.

(c) No payment may be required of any miner in connection with
any examination or test given him pursuant to this title. Where such
examinations or tests cannot be given, due to the lack of adequate med-
ical or other necessary facilities or personnel, in the locality where the
miner resides, arrangements shall be made to have them conducted, in
accordance with the provisions of this title, in such locality by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, or by an appropriate
person, agency, or institution, public or private, under an agreement
or arrangement between the Secretary of Health, Education, and
IVelfare and such person, agency, or institution. The operator of the
mine shall reimburse the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare,
or such person, agency, or institution, as the case may be, for the cost
of conducting each examination or test made, in uccordaiice with this
title, and shall pay whatever other costs are necessary to enable the
miner to take such examinations or tests.

Autopsy. (d) If the death of any active miner occurs in any coal mine, or if
the death of any active or inactive miner occurs in any other place, the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized to provide
for an autopsy to be performed on such miner, with the consent of his
surviving widow or, if he has no such widow, then with the consent
of his surviving next of kin. The results of such autopsy shall be sub-
mitted to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and, with
the consent of such survivor, to the miner's physician or other inter-
ested person. Such autopsy shall be paid for by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

DUST FROM DRILLING ROCK

SEC. 204. The dust resulting from drilling in rock shall be controlled
L)y the use of permissible dust collectors, or by water or water with a
wetting agent, or by ventilation, or by any other method or device
approved by the Secretary which is at least as effective in controlling
such dust. leSpiratory equipment approved by the Secretary and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall be provided per-
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sons exposed for short periods to inhalation hazards from gas, dusts,
fumes, or mist. When the exposure is for prolonged periods, other
measures to protect such persons or to reduce the hazard shall be
taken.

DUST STANDARD WHEN QUARTZ IS PREBENT
SEC. 205. In coal mining operations where the concentration of

respirable dust in the mine atmosphere of any working place con-
tains more than 5 per centum quartz, the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare shall prescribe an appropriate formula for
determining the applicable respirable dust standard under this title
for such working place and the Secretary shall apply such formula
in carrying out his duties under this title.

NOISE STANDARD

SEC. 206. On and after the operative date of this title, the standards
on noise prescribed under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, as
amended, in effect October 1, 1969, shall be applicable to each coal 49 Stat. 2036.
mine and each operator of such mine shall comply with them. 'Within 41 USC 35
six months after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of note.
Health, Education, and Welfare shall establish, and the Secretary
shall publish, as provided in section 101 of this Act, proposed manda- Ante, p. 745.
tory health standards establishing maximum noise exposure levels for
all underground coal mines. Beginning six months after the opera-
tive date of this title, and at intervals of at least every six months
thereafter, the operator of each coal mine shall conduct. in a manner
prescribed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, tests
by a qualified person of the noise level at the mine and report and
certify the results to the Secretary and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In meeting such standard under this sec-
tion, the operator shall not require the use of any protective device
or system, including personal devices, which the Secretary or his
authorized representative finds to be hazardous or cause a hazard
to the miners in such mine.

TITLE Ill—INTERIM MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS
FOR UNDERGROUND COAL MINES

COVERAGE

SEC. 301. (a) The provisions of sections 302 through 318 of this
title shall be interim mandatory safety standards applicable to all
underground coal mines until superseded in whole or in part by
improved mandatory safety standards promulgated by the Secretary
under the provisions of section 101 of this Act, and shall be enforced in
the same manner and to the same extent as any mandatory safety
standardpromulgated under section 101 of this Act. Any orders issued
in the enforcement of the interim standards set forth in this title shull
be subject to review as provided in title I of this Act.

(b) The purpose of this title is to provide for the immediate applica-
tion of mandatory safety standards developed on the basis of experi-
ence and advances in technology and to prevent newly created hazards
resulting from new technology in coal mining. The Secretary shall
immediately initiate studies, investigations, and research to further
upgrade such standards and to develop and promulgate new and
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iinproed st:iidiii l pioniptly that vil1 prode increased l)roteto1
to the miners. partwularlv in connection rith hazards from trolley
wires, trolley feeder wires, and signal wires, the splicing and use of
trailing cables, and in connection vitli improvements in vulcanizing of
ele(t mic conductors, improvement in roof control niensures, methane
drainage in advance of mining, improved methods of measuring meth-
ane ;uid other explosive gases and oxygen concentrations, nnd the use
of improved underground equipment and other sources of power for
such e u 1 piiient.

odificat ions. fr) Upon ltitioII ))V the operator or the representatie of miners,
the Secmetniv may modify the application of any m:ndntory safety
Mtnmlnrd to a mine if the ecretarr determines that an alternative
inetIio1 of ncliieing the result of such stundard exists which will at

times guarantee no less than the same measure of protection
1 tlurded the miners of such mine by such stnmidard, or that the applica-
tion of uc)1 stah1(brd to such niiie will result. in a (linunution of safety
to the iiiners in such iuue. Upon receipt of such petition the Secretary
Iin1I publish notiee thereof and give notice to the operator or the repre-
seiitati e of miners in the affected iiiine, as appropriate, and shall
ruise such investigation to be made as he deems appropriate. Such
nvestnrioi linll provide an opportunity for a public hearing, at the

request of such operator or representative or other interested party,
to eIlIi)1e the operator and the representative of miners in such mine
or other i,iteisted party to l)IeselIt inforithtrion relating to the modifi-
cation of such staiihird. The Secretary shall issue a decision incorpo-
rting his findings of faet therein, md send a eopy thereof to the
1)eor (Jr the mel)Iesentative of the miners, as approprinte. An such
hearnig .sIill he of reeord and shall be subject to section 554 of title

80 Stat. 354. 5 of the limited States Code.
(d) Iii aiiv case where the provisions of sectioiis 302 to 318, inclu-

.ive. of this title provide that certaiii actions, conditions, or require-
lileilts shall be carritd out a prescribed by time Secretary, or the
Serretary of Health, Educurion, and Welfare, as appropriate, the
provisions Of eition : of ttIe of the Fuited States Code shall
LpI)lv iiies either Seeretarv otlierise procides. Before granting any
t.xeept iou to a ninndatorv fety standard as authorized by this title,
the humding. of tIme Seeretnrv or his authorized represeiitati-e shall be
ii m de u hi i c and sl in 11 I >e a a ml a Ne to the representative of the miners
:it the : lEecteil eoi1 mine.

floor St'PPORT

Sw. 302. () Each operator shall undertake to carry out on a
(out i liii ing basis a 1ogt;1Ifl to rnprove the roof control system of
each eoal niiie aimd the intns ;uid measures to accomplish such sys-
ttin. The roof and ribs of all active underground roadways, travel-
wav., and woiking places shall be supported or otherwise controlled
adtqunteiv to protect persons from falls of the roof or i'ibs. A roof
couitrI I)Ian and revisions thereof snitable to the roof conditions and
nhulilig system of each eoal mine and approved by the Secretary shall
he adopted aimil set out in printed form within sixty days after the
peratie date of tiii title. The plan shall show the type of support
:LlId spacing approved by the Secretary. Such plan shall be reviewed
periodically, at least every si,c months by the Secretary, taking into
collsiderat)on any falls of roof or ribs or inadequacy of support of
roof or ribs. No person shall proceed beyond the last permanent sup-
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1)oit iiiile adequate teinpornry u1)1)oit is i>roic1eI or uiii]es uuc1i
tefliporaiv su)port is not required under the a1)1)ioecI roof control
pln and the absence of such support will not pose a hnznid to the
miners. A copy of the plan shill be furiiished the ecretarv r his
authorized representative and shnll be available to the inhuiers and
their representaties.

(b) The method of iniinng followed in any coal mine 1ia1l not
epoe the miner to unusual daiigers from roof falls enused by exces-
sive widths of rooms and entries or faulty 1)iIhlr recoveiv methods.

(c) The operator, in accordance with the approved plan, shall pro-
vide at or neir each working face and at such other lontioiis in the
coal mine as the ecretnry may irescribe an nnple supply of sulital)le
materials of proper size with which to secure the roof of sill working
places in a safe manner. Safety posts, jacls, or other ipproved (levice
shall be used to protect the workmen when roof niaterial is being talett
down, crossbars •are being installed, roof bolt holes are being drilled,
roof bolts are being installed, and in such other circtimnstimices as mnl
be appropriate. Loose roof and overhanging or loose faces ainl iih
.hall he taken down or supported. Except iii the case of recovery roiI.
supports knocked out shall be replaced prornptl.

(d) When installatioii of roof bolts is permitted, such roof bolts
shall be tested in accordance with the approved roof control plnui.

(e) Roof bolts shuil not be recovered where complete extractions of
pillars are attempted, where adjacent to clay veins, or at. the locations
of other irregularities, whether mitural or otherwise. that induce
abnormal hazards. 'Where roof bolt recovery is perntited, it shall be
coiiducted only in accordance with methods prescribed iii the approed
roof control plan, and shull be conducted by experienced niiiiers and
only where adequnte temporary support is provided.

(f) Where niiners are exposed to danger from falls of roof, face,
and ribs the operator shall eximine and test the roof, face, and ribs
before any work or niacliine is started, and as frequently thereafter as
may be necessary to insure sifety. 'When dangerous conditions are
found, they shall be corrected imiuiedhitely.

VENTILTION

SEC. 303. (a All coal wines shall be ventihited by nieclutiiictl veil-
tilation equipnient installed and operated in a manner tpprovec1 hv an
authorized representative of the Secretary and such equtptnent shall
he exaniiiied (hlily and a record shall be kept of such extinmnation.

(b All active workings shall be ventilated by a curreitt of air cnn-
taming miot less than 19.5 volume per centuni of oxygen, not niore than
0.5 volume per centum of carbon dioxide, and no harmful quantities of
other noxious or poisonous gases; and the volunie and velocity of the
current of air shall be sufficient to dilute, render hirin1ess, and to carry
avav, flammable, explosive, noxious, and harmful gases, and dust, and
iiioke and explosive fumes. The niiniiiiuni quantity of air rentiing the
last open crosscut in aiiy pair or et of deelopng entries ind the last
open crosscut in any pair or set of roonis shtl1 be mime thoustnd Cl1})iC
feet a minute, and the minimum quantity of air reaching the intake
end of a pillar line shall be nine thousand cubic feet a niiiute. The
minimum quantity of air in any coal mine reaching each working face
shall be three thousand cubic feet a minute. Within three months after
the operitive date of this title, the Seerebiry liall prescribe the niiiii-
mum velocity and quantity of air reaching each working face of each
coal mine in order to render harmless and carry away methane and
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other explosive gases and to reduce the level of respirtble dust to the
lowest attainable level. The authorized represeiitative of the Secretary
Hi1y require in any coni mine a greiter quantity and velocity of air
when he finds it necessary to protect the health or safety of miners.
Within one year after the operative date of this title, the Secretary or
his authorized representative shall prescribe the maximum respirable
dust level in the intake aircourses in each coal mine in order to reduce
such level to the lowest, attainable level. In robbing areas of anthracite
mines, where the air currents cannot be controlled and measurements
of the air cannot be obtained, the air shall have perceptible movement.

(c) (1) Properly installed and adequately mainta!ned line brattice
oi other appiove devices shall be continuously used from the last
open crosscut of an entry or room of each working section to provide
adequate ventilation to the working faces for the miners and to remove
flammable, explosive, and iioxious gases, dust, and explosive fumes,
unless the Secretary or his authorized representative permits an excep-
tion to this requirement, where such exception will not pose a hazard
to the miners. When damaged by falls or otherwise, such line brattice
oi other devices shall be repaired immediately.

(2) The space between the line bratt:ce or other approved device
and the iib shall be large enough to permit the flow of a sufficient vol-
wiie and velocity of air to keep the working face clear of flammable,
explosive, and noxious gases, dust, and explosive fumes.

(3) Brattice cloth used underground slutlI be of flame-resistantmaterial.
Fre—shift (d) (1) Within three hours immediately preceding the beginningexan,lnat ions. of any shift, and before aiiy miner in such shift enters the active work-

ings of a coal mine, certified persons designated by the operator of the
mine shall examine such workings and any other underground area
of the mine designated by the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive. Each such examiner shall examine every working section in such
workings and shall make tests in each such working section for
accumulations of methane with means approved by the Secretary for
detecting methane and shall make tests for oxygen deficiency with a
permissible flame safety lamp or other means approved by the Secre-
tary; examine seals and doors to determine whether they are function-
ing properly; examine and test the roof. face, and rib conditions in
such working section; examine active roadways, travelwavs, and belt
conveyors on w-hich men are carried, approaches to abandoned areas,
and accessible falls in such section for hazards; test by means of an
anemometer or other device approved by the Secretary to determine
rhether the air in each split is traveling in its proper course and in
normal volume and velocity: and examine for such other hazards and
violations of the mandatory health or safety standards, as an author-
ized representative of the Secretary may from time to time require.
Belt conveyors on which coal is carried shall be examined after each
coal-producing shift has begun. Such mine examiner shall place his
initials and the date and time at all places he examines. If such mine
examiner finds a condition which constitutes a violation of a manda-tory health or safety standard or any condition w-hich is hazardous to
pisons w-ho may enter or be in such area, he shall indicate such
hazardous place by posting a "DANGER" sian conspiciously at all
points which persons entering such hazardous place would be required
to pass, and shall notify the operator of the mine. No person, other
than an authorized representative of the Secretary or a State mine
inspector or persons authorized by the operator to enter such place
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for the purpose of elirniiiatin the hazardous condition therein, shall
enter such place while such sign is so posted. Upon completing his
examination, such mine examiner shall report the results of his
examination toa person, designated by the operator to receive such
reports at a desigiiated station on the surface of the mine, before other
persons enter the underground areas of such mine to work in such
shift. Each such mine examiner slal1 also record the results of his Recos.
examination with ink or indelible pencil in a book approved by the
Secretary kept for such purpose in in area on the surface of the
mine chosen by the operator to minimize the danger of destruction by
fire or other hazard, and the record shall be open for inspection by
interested persons.

(2) No person (other than certified persons designated under this
subsection) shall enter any underground irea, except during any shift.
unless ln.exirnination of such area as prescribed in this subsection
has been made within eight hours immediately preceding his entrance
into such area.

(e) At least once during each coal-producing shift, or more often
if necessary for safety, each working section shall be examined for
haznrdous conditions by certified persons designated by the operator
to do so. Any such condition shall be corrected immediately. If such
condition creates an imminent danger, the operator shall withdriw
all persons from the area affected by such condition to a safe area,
except those persons referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, until the Ante, p. 751.
danger is abated. Such examination shall include tests for methane
with a means approved by the Secretary for detecting methane and
for oxygen deficiency with a permissible flume safety lamp oi other
means approved by the Secretary.

(f) In addition to the pre-shift and daily examinations required by Weekly
this section, examinations for hazardous conditions, including tests exazTlnations
for inethaiie, and for compliance with the mundatory health or safety for haZaiouS
standards, shall be made at least once each week by a certified person conditiorS.
designated by the operator in the return of each split of air where it
enters the main return, on pillar falls, at. seals, in the main return, at
least one entry of each intake and return aircourse in its entirety, idle
workings, and, insofar as safety considerations permit, abandoned
areas. Such weekly examinution need not be made during any week in
which the mine is idle for the entire week, except that such examina-
tion shall be made before any other miner returis to the mine. The
person making such examinations and tests shall place his iii itiuis and
the date and time at the phuces examined, and if any hazardous con-
dition is found, such condition shall be reported to the operator
promptly. Any hazardous condition shall be corrected immediately.
If such condition creates an imminent danger, the operator shall with-
draw all persons from the area affected by such condition to a safe
area, except those persons referred to in section 104(d) of this Act,
until such danger is abated. A record of these examinations, tests, and Recos.
actions taken shall be recorded in ink or indelible pencil in a book
approved by the Secretary kept for such purpose in an area on the
surface of the mine chosen by the mine operator to minimize the (lan-
'er of destruction by fire or other hazard, and the record shall be open
or inspection by interested persons.

(g) At least once each veek, a qualified person shall measure the Weekly
volume of air entering the main intakes and leaving the main returns, ventilation
the volume passing through the last open crosscut in any pair or set of examinations.
developing entries and the last open crosscut in any pair or set of
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rooms, the volume and, when the Secretary so prescribes, the velocity
re;whin each working face, the volume being delivered to the intake
end of each pillar line, and the volume at the intake and return of each

ecords. split of air. A record of such measurements shall be recorded in ink or
indelible pencil in a book approved by the Secretary kept for such
purpose in an area on the surface of the coal mine chosen by the opera-
tor to minimize the danger of destruction by fire or other hazard, and
the record shall be open for inspection by interested persons.

rethane () (1) At the start of each shift. tests for methane shall be made
exa..ir.ations. at each working place iminediatel before electrically operated equip-

nient is energized. Such tests shall be made by qualified persons.
If 1.0 volume per centum or more of methane is detected. electrical
equipment sh 11 not be energized, taken into, or openited in, such
working place until the air therein contains less than 1.0 volume per
rentum of methane. Examin;nions for methane shall be made during
the operation of such equipment at intervals of not more than twenty
minutes during each shift, unless more frequent examinations are
required by an authorized representative of the Secretary. In con-
duct ing such tests, such person shall use means approved by the
Secretary for detecting methane.

() If at an' time the air at any working place. when tested at a
point not less than twelve inches from the roof, face, or rib, contains
1.0 volume per centum or more of methane, changes or adjustments
shall he made at once in the ventilation in such mine so that such air
shill contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of methane. While such
changes or adjustments are underway and until they have been
achieved, power to electric face equipment located in such place shall
be cut. off, no other work shall be permitted in such place, and due
precautions shall be carried out under the direction of the operator
or his agent so as not. to endanger other areis of the mine. If at any
time such air contains 1.5 volume per ceimtum or more of methane,

Ante, . 751. all persons, except those referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, shall— be withdrawn from the area of the mine endangered thereby to a safe
area, and till electric power shall be cut off from the endangered area
of the mine, until the air in such working place shall contain less than
1.0 volume per centum of methane.

(i) (1) If. when tested, a split of air returning from any working
section contains 1.0 volume per ceitum or more of methane, changes
or adjustments shall be made at once in the ventilation in the mine so
that such returning air shall contain less than 1.0 volume per centum
of methane. Tests under this piragraph and paragraph (2) of this
subsection shall be made at four-hour intervals during each shift by
a qualified person designated by the operator of the mine. In making
such tests, such person shall use means approved by the Secretary
for detecting methane.

(2) If, when tested, a split of air returning from any working
section contains 1.5 volume per centum or more of methane, all persons,
except those persons referred to in section 104(d) of this Act, shall
be withdras-n from the area of the mine endangered thereby to a safe
area and all electric power shall be cut off from the endangered area
of the mine, until the air in such split shall contain less than 1.0 vol-
ume per centum of methane.

(3) In virgin territory, if the quantity of air in a split ventilating
the active workings in such territory equals or exceeds twice the mini-
mum volume of air prescribed in subsection (b) of this section for the
last open crosscut, if the air in the split returning from such workings
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does not piss over trolley wires or tro1ey feeder wires, tncl if a certi-
fied person designated by the operator is continually testing the
niethane content of the air in such split during mining operations in
such workings, it haIl be necessrv to wit1tdrtv all persons, except
tlioe referred to n section 104(d) of this Act, from the area of the Ante, p. 751.
mine endnngered thereby to a safe nrea and all electric iover shall
be cut off fioiii the endangered arei on'y when the ur returning from
such workings contains .() vol unie ier centum or more of methniie.

(j) Air chich has passed by an opening of lny abtndoned arei
shall not he ue(l to venrihtte ;tnv working place in the coil mine it
such air contains O.5 volume per centum or more of methane. Exami-
nations of such air shmill he made during the pre-shift examination
veqIIire(I by iibsection (d) of this section. In nmking such tests, a
certified peon designated by the operator shall use means approved
by the Secrehirv for detecting methtne. For the plllposes of this sub-
section, an are;! within a l)lt1el shall not be tleenecl to be ab;tndoned
until such panel is tbundoited.

(k) Air that has passed through n tbandoned area or an area
which is iiiaccessible or tiitsafe for inspeetion shnll not be used to venti-
hite any working place in any mine. No air which has been used to
veiLtihite an area from which the pillars have been remoed shall be
used to ventilate any working p'ace in a mine, except that such air, if
it does not contiin 0.25 volume per centum or more of methane, may
used to ventilate enough advancing working places iniinedi;ttely adja-
eent to the line of retreat to maintain :tn orderly sequence of pillar
!ecoverv on a set. of entric.

(I) The Secrehiry or his authorized repiesentttie shall require, Nethane
as an uI(lit.ionLl device for detecting concentrations of methane, that monitor.
a methane monitor, approved as reliable by the Secretary after the
operative date of this title, be installed, when aviilable. on any electric
face cutting eqUipment, continuous miner, loiigwall face equipment,
nI loading machine, except that no monitor shall be required to be
iiu.stnlled on my such equipment. prior to the date on which such
eqUipment, is required to be. permissible under section O5(a) of this
title. When installed on uiv such equipment. such monitor ]uall be Post, p. 775.
kept operative and l)1opei'ly mainttine(l :imud frequently tested is pre-
cribed by the Secretary. The sensing device of such monitor shall be
installed a.s 'Ioe to the working face as practicuble. Siielt monitor
shall be set. o (leenergize :iutomntirallv such equipment when such
monitor is not operating pt'operlv and to gire a warning autoiniiclly
when the concentration of methnne reaches a maximum percentage
determined by nn authorized representative of the Secrettry which
shall not be more thnn 1.0 volume per centiun of methane. An author-
ized iepresntntive of the Secietarv shall require such monitor to
deenergize tmitom;uticallv equipment on whic.h it is installed when the
concentration of inthane meaches a maximum percentage determined
by tich Iel)resefltfltiVe which sh;ill not he more. thnn .O volume per
centtmin of methane.

(m) Idle nd ahnmloned areas shall he inspected for methane and
for oxygen deficiency md othet damieromms conclihons by a certified
person with InelLns ipprovecl by the. Secretary as soon s possible but
not more thnn three honrs before other persons are permitted to enter
or work in siieh arens. Persons, such as pumpmen, who are required
regularly to enter tmch ;treas in the performance of their duties, and
who are trained nnd qual i ed in the. il.se of inenns approved by the
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__________________

Secretary for detecting methane and in the use of t permissible flame
safety lamp or other means ipproved by the Secretary for detecting
oxygen deficiency are authorized to make such examinations for them-
selves, and each such person shall be properly equipped and shall
make such examinations upon entering any such aEea.

(ii) Immediately before an intentional roof fall is made, pillar
workings sImlI be examined by a qualified person designated by the
operator to ascertain whether methane is present. Such person sha).l use
means approved by the Secretary for detecting methane. If in such
examination methane is found in amounts of 1.0 volume per centum
or more, such roof fall shall not be made until changes or adjustments
are made in the ventilation so that the air shall contain less than 1.0
volume per centum of methane.

(o) A. ventilntion system and niethane and dust control plan and
revisions thereof suitable to the conditions and the mining system of
the coal mine iid l)1)roved by the Secretary shall be adopted by the
operator and set. out in printed form within ninety days after the
operative date of tlii title. The plan shall sliow' the type and location
of mechanical ventilation equipment installed and operated in the
mine, such additional or improved equipment as the Secretary may
require. the qnantitv and velocity of air reaching each working face,
and such other information as the Secretary may require. Such plan
hnfl he reviewed by the operator and the Secretary at least every six
nontlis.

(p) Ench operator shall provide for the proper maintenance and
(are of the permissible flame safety lamp or any other approved device
for deteeting methane and oxygen deficiency by a person trained in
such maintenance, and, before each shift, care shall be taken to insure
tlmt sucli lamp or other device is in a permissible condition.

(q) Where areas are being pillared on the operative date of this title
without. bleeder entries, or without. bleeder systems or an equivalent
meuns, pillnr recovery may be completed in the area, to the extent
approved by an authorized representative of the Secretary, if the
edges of pillar lines adjacent to active workings are ventilated with
sufficient air to keep the air in open areas along the pillar lines below
1.0 volume per centnm of methane.

(r) Each mechanized mining section shall be ventilated with a sep.
;irite split of intake air directed by overcats, underc.asts, or the
equivalent, except an extension of time, not in excess of nine months,
ms be peinitted by the Secretary, under such conditions as lie may
prescribe, whenever he determines that this subsection cannot be
complied with on the operative date of this title.

(s) In aH underground areas of a coal mine, immediately before
firing each shot. or group of multiple shots and after blasting is com-
pleted, examinations for methane shall be made by a qualified person
with means approved by the Secretary for detecting methane. If meth-
ane is found in amounts of 1.0 volume per centum or more, changes
or adjustments shall be made at once in the ventilation so that. the air
haIl contain less than 1.0 volume per centum of methane. No shots
shall be fired until the air contains less than 1.0 volume per centum
of methane.

(t.) Each operator shall adopt a plan within sixty days after the
operative date of this title which shall provide that when any mine
fan stops, immediate action shall be taken by the operator or his agent
(1) to withdraw all persons from the working sections, (2) to cut off
the power in the mine in timely manner, (3) to provide for restora-
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tion of power and resumption of work if ventilation is restored within
a reasonable period as set forth in the plan after the working places
and other active workings where methane is likely to accuniuLte ale
reexamined by a certified person to determine if methane in amounts
of 1.0 volume per centum or more exists therein, tnd (4) to provide
for withdrawal of all petsons from the mine if ventilation cannot be
restored within such reasonable time. The plan and revisions thereof
approved by the Secretary shall be set out in printed form and a copy
shall be furnished to the Secretary or his authorized repiesentative.

(u) Changes in ventilation which materially affect the main air
current or ;tny split thereof and which may affect the safety of persons
in the coal mine shall be made only when the mine is idle. Only those
persons engaged in making such chtnges shall be permitted in the
mine during the ch;tnge. Power shall be removed from the areas
affected by the ehaiige before work starts to make the change tncl shall
not be restored until the effect of the change has been ascertained and
the affected areas determined to be safe by a certified person.

(v) The mine foreman shall read tnd countersign promptly the Reports.
daily reports of the pre-shift examiner and assistant mine foremen,
and he shall read and countersign promptly the weekly report covering
the examinations for hazardous conditions. Where such reports disclose
hazardous conditions, they shall be corrected promptly. If such condi-
tions create an imminent danger, the operator shall wthdrav all
persons from, or prevent tny person from entering, is the case may be,
the arei affected by such conditions, except those persons referred to
in section 104(d) of this Act, until such danger is abated. The mine Ante, p. 751.
superintendent or tssistant superintendent of the mine shall tIso read
and countersign the daily and weekly reports of such persons.

(w) Each day, the mine foreman and each of his assistants shall Daily reports.
enter plainly and sign with ink or indelible pencil in a book tpproved
by the Secretary provided for that purpose a report of the condition
of the mine or portion thereof tinder his supervision, which report
shall state clearly the location and nature of any hazardous condition
observed by him or reported to him during the day and what action
was taken to remedy such condition. Such book shall be kept in an
area on the surface of the mine chosen by the operntor to minimize
the danger of destruction by fire or other hazard, and shall be open
for inspection by interested persons.

(x) Before a coal mine is reopened after having been abandoned or
declared inactive by the operator, the Secretary shall be notified, and
an inspection shall be made of the entire mine by an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary before mining operations commence.

(y) (1) In any coal mine opened after the operative date of this
title, the entries used as intake and return aircourses shall be separated
from belt haulage entries, and each operator of such mine shall limit
the velocity of the air coursed through belt haulage entries to the
amount necessary to provide an adequate supply of oxygen in such
entries, and to insure that the air therein shall contain less than 1.0
volume per centum of methane, and such air shall not be used to venti-
late active working places. Whenever an authorized representative of
the Secretary finds, in the case of any coal mine opened on or prior to
the operative date of this title which has been developed with more
than two entries, that the conditions in the entries, other than belt
haulage entries, are such as to permit adequately the coursing of intake
or return air through such entries, (1) the be't haulage entries shall
not be used to ventilate, unless such entries are necessary to ventilate,
active working places, and (2) when the belt haulage entries are not
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neesai to venti1ut the active working places, the operator of such
nitlie shall Jiiiiit tl velocity of the air coursed thi'ough the belt haul—
ige entries to the alnoulit necessary to I)loi(le,an acleqtinte supply ?f
Qxygen in sn cii ent iies. a ii d to i nsu i'e t hat the a ir t herei ii si al I con ti iiile I i ii 1.1) voluin pr cei It U Ill of ii iet ii ane.

2) in aiiv coal mine opened on or after the operilt ive date of this
tie, i, iii the case of a coul niiiie ol)IIed 1)1101' to such date, in any

iw working sec'tioii of such mine, wlii'e trolley haulage systems are
ma iiii a med and where t i'ollev w1rs or tiolle feeder wires aie
ii it ailed, a ii authorized Ipresen tat ye of t lie Secretary slial I requ I le U

itffiejeiit miiiiber of entries or iooms as inta1e tircourses in order to
iiiiii, as piescribed b\- the Secretary, the velocity of air currents on

such haulngewavs foi the purpose of Inhilunizing the hazards associ-
ated with fires aiid dust explosions in such hauIagevays.

(z) (1) W'hi he pillars aie leing extracted in any area of a coal mine,
uc] i a iea shall he vent ii atecl in the uta ii iie r p iesc ri hed by t Ii is sect iou

(2) W'ithiii nine months after the operitive date of this title. all
u iea froji i v hich p Ii a 15 have been wliol iv or pa it I nl ly ex racted a uid
bainloned areas, s determined by the Secretary or lii authorized

shall be veiltilate(l iw bleeder entries or liv bleeder sys-
tems or equivalent means, or be sealed, as deteiniiiied by the Secretary
or his authorized representative. When ve.nt ilut ion of such areas is
i'q u i jed, si Rh vent bit ii slia I I be iiia mt a i tied So as cotit in uosi y to
(Illilte, render ha inikss, and curry away metliaiie and other explosive
aes within such areas and to protect the active workings of the mine
from the litzards of such methane and other explosive gases. Air

ni ised tli rough UII (lergrou tid a ueas from w ii cli pi I Ia is ha 'e been
wholly or partially extracted which enters another split of tir shall
not contain more than .O volume I)er cemitumn of methane, vlieui testcd
at the point it enters such other split. When sealing is required, snch
seals shall be made in an approved manner so as to isohite with
explosion-proof bulk-heads such areas from the active workings of tile
mine.

3) In the case of inine opeiued on cr after the operative date of
this title, or in the case of working sections opened on or after siidi
iate in mines opened prior to such date, the miuling system shall b
tlesi!ned in accordance with a plan and revisions thereof approved by
the Secietarv and adopted by such operator so that, as each working
ectioti of the mine is aI)uhldoned. it can 1e isolated from the tctive
vorkiigs of the mine dth explcsioii-proof seals or bulkheads.

COMBISTIBLE MATERI.\LS .\XT) flOCK DtSTIXG

SEC. 304. (a) Coal dust, including float coal dust deposited on rock-
dusted surfaces, loose conl, and other ounbustihle materials, shall be
cleaned up and not be permitted to accumulate in active workings, or
on electric, equipment tlierehi.

(b) Where uiiderround ninlimig opeintions iii active vorkings
create or raise excessive amounts of dust. water or water vith a wet-
ting agent added to it. or other no less effective methods approved by
the Secretary or his authorized representative. shaill b used to abate
such dust. In workhig places. nnrticularlv iii distances less than forty
feet from the face, water, with or without a wetting agent, or other
no less effective methods appro:ed by the Secretary or his authorized
representative, shall be applied to coal dust on the ribs, roof, and floor
to re(luce dispei'sibilitv and to minimize the explosion hazard,
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(c) All underground areas of a coal mine, except those areas in
which the dust is too wet or too high in incombustible content to propa-
gate an explosion, shall be rock dusted to within forty feet of all
working faces, unless such areas are inaccessible or unsafe to enter or
unless the Secretary or his authorized representative permits an excep-
tion upon his finding that. such exception will not pose a hazard to the
miners. All crosseuts that are less than forty feet from a working face
shall also be rock dusted.

(d) Where rock dust is required to be applied, it shall be distributed
upon the top, floor, and sides of all underground areas of a coal mine
and maintained in such quantities that the incombustible content of
the combined coal dust, rock dust, and other dust shall be not less than
65 per centum, but the incombustible content in the return aircourses
shall be no less than 80 per centum. Where methane is present in an
ventilating current, the per centum of incombustible content of suc
combined dusts shall be increased 1.0 and 0.4 per centum for each 0.1
per centum of methane where 65 and 80 per centum, respectively, of
incombustibles are required.

(e) Subsections (b) through (d) of this section shall not apply to Nonapplicabil—

underground anthracite mines. ity.

ELECTRICAL EQUPMENT—aENEEAL

SEC. 305. (a) (1) Effective one year after the operative date of this
title-

(A) all junction or distribution boxes used for making mul-
tiple power connections inby the last open crosscut shall be
permissible;

(B) all handheld electric drills, blower and exhaust fans, elec-
tric pumps, and such other low horsepower electric face equip-
ment as the Secretary may designate within two months after the
operative date of this title which are taken into or used inby the
last open crosscut of any coal mine shall be permissible;

(C) all electric face equipment which is taken into or used
inby the last open crosscut of any coal mine classified under any
provision of law as gassy prior to the operative date of this title
shall be permissible; and

(D) all other electric face equipment which is taken into or
used inby the last crosscut of any coal mine, except a coal mine
referred to in paragraph (2) of this subsection, which has not
been classified under any provision of law as a gassy mine prior
to the operative date of this title shall be permissible.

(2) Effective four years after the operative date of this title, all Penrit for
electric face equipment, other than equipment referred to in para- noncompliance.

graph (1) (B) of this subsection, which is taken into or used inby
the last open crosscut of any coal mine which is operated entirely in
coal seams located above the watertable and which has not been classi-
fied under any provision of law as a gassy mine prior to the operative
date of this title and in which one or more openings were made prior
to the date of enactment of this Act, shall be permissible, except that
any operator of such mine who is unable to comply with the provisions
of this paragraph on such effective date may file with the Panel an
application for a permit for noncompliance ninety days prior to such
date. If the Panel determines, after notice to all interested persons
and an opportunity for a public hearing under section 5 of this Act, p. 744.

that such application satisfies the provisions of paragraph (10) of this

70-176 0- 71 - 7
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subsection and that such operator, despite his diligent efforts, will be
unable to comply with such provisions, the Panel may issue to such
operator such a permit. Such permit shall entitle the permittee to an
additional extension of time to comply with the provisions of this
paragraph of not to exceed twenty-four months, as determmed by the
Panel, from such effective date.

(3) The operator of each coal mine shall maintain in permissible
condition all electric face equipment required by this subsection to be
permissible which is taken into or used inby the last open crosscut of
any such mine.

(4) Each operator of a coal mine shall, within two months after
the operative date of this title, file with the Secretary a statement
listing all electric face equipment by type and manufacturer being
used by such operator in connection with mining operations in such
mine as of the date of such filing, and stating whether such equip-
ment is permissible and maintained in permissible condition or is
nonpermissible on such date of filing, and, if nonpermissible, whether
such nonperinissible equipment has ever been rated as permissible,
and such other information as the Secretary may require.

Survey, (5) The Secretary shall promptly conduct a survey as to the totalpublication, availability of new or rebuilt permissible electric face equipment and
replacement parts for such equipment and, within six months after
the operative date of this title, publish the results of such survey.Pernit for (6) Any operator of a coal mine who is unable to comply with thenoncompliance, provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection within one yearafter the operative date of this title may file with the Panel an appli-
cation for a permit for noncompliance, If the Panel determines that
such application satisfies the provisions of paragraph (10) of this
subsection, the Panel shall issue to such operator a permit for non-compliance. Such permit shall entitle the permittee to an extensionof time to comply with such provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of notto exceed twelve months, as determined by the Panel, from the datethat compliance with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of thissubsection is required.

Pentjt (7) Any operator of a coal mine issued a permit under paragraphrenewal. (6) of this subsection who, niiiety days prior to the termination ofsuch permit, or renewal thereof, determines that he will be unable tocomply with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D) of this subsection
upon the expiration of such permit may file with the Panel an apnlica-
non for renewal thereof. Upon receipt of such application, the Panel,if it determines, after notice to all interested persons and an oppor-.nte, p,744, tunity for a public hearing under section 5 of this Act, that such appli-
cation satisfies the provisions of paragraph (10) of this subsection
and that such operator, despite his diligent efforts, will be unable to
comply with the provisions of paragraph (1) (D), may renew the
permit for a period not exceeding twelve months.

(8) Any permit or renewal thereof issued pursuant to this subsec-
tion shall entitle the permittee to use such nonpermissible electric face
equipment specified in the permit during the term of such permit.

Penidt (9) Permits for noncompliance issued under paragraphs (6) or (7)limitation, of this subsection shall, in the aggregate, not extend the period of
noncompliance more than forty-eight months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act.

Contents. (10) Any application for a permit of noncompliance filed under
this subsection shall contain a statement by the operator—
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(A) that he is unable to comply with paragraph (1) (D) or
paragraph (2) of this subsection, as appropriate, within the time
prescribed;

(B) listing the nonpermissible electric face equipment being
used by such operator in connection with mining operations iii
such mine on the operative date of this title and the date of the
application by type and manufacturer for which a noncompliance
permit is requested and whether such equipment had ever been
rated as permissible;

(C) setting forth the actions taken from and after the opera-
tive date of this title to omply with paragraph (1) (D) or para-
graph (2) of this subsection, as appropriate, together with a plan
setting forth a schedule of compliance with said paragraphs for
each such equipment referred to in such paragraphs and being
used by the operator in connection with mining operations in such
mine with respect to which such permit is requested and the
means and measures to be employed to achieve compliance; tind

(D) including such other information as the Panel may require.
(11) No permit for noncompliance shall be issued under this sub-

section for any nonpermissible electric face equipment, unless such
equipment was being used by an operator in connection with the
Minmg operations in a coal mine on the operative date of this title.

(12) Effective one year after the operative date of this title, all
replacement equipment acquired for use in any mine referred to in
th subsection shall be permissible and shall be maintained in a
permissible condition, and in the event of any maor overhaul of any
item of equipment in use one year from the operative date of this title
such equipment shall be put in, and thereafter maintained in, a per-
missible condition, unless, in the opinion of the Secretary, such equip-
ment or necessary replacement parts are not available.

(b) A. copy of any permit granted under this section shall be mailed
immediately to a representative of the miners of the mine to which it
pertains, and to the public official or agency of the State charged with
administering State laws relating to coal mine health and safety in
such mine.

(c) Any coal mine which, prior to the operative date of this titleS
was classed gassy under any provision of law and was required to use
permissible electric face equipment and to maintain such equipment
in a permissible condition shall continue to use such equipment and
to maintain such equipment in such condition.

(d) All power-connection points, except where permissible power
connection units are used, outby the last open crosscut shall be in
intake air.

(e) The location and the electrical rating of all stationary electric Mine map.
apparatus in connection with the mine electric system, including
permanent cables, switchgear, rectifying substations, transformers,
permanent pumps and trolley wires and trolley feeder wires, and set-
tings of all direct-current circuit breakers protecting underground
trolley circuits, shall be shown on a mine map. Any changes made in
a location, electric rating, or setting shall be promptly shown on the
map when the change is made. Such map shall be available to an
authorized representative of the Secretary and to the miners in such
mme.

(f) All power circuits and electric equipment shall be deenergized
before work is done on such circuits and equipment, except when
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ucesar for troulile shooting or testing. In addition, energized trol—
icy 'vire nmv Lie rel);lred only by ;l traine(l to perform electri—
etl work and to Inaliltain electrical eqnI)melIt and the operator of such
iiiiie shall require that such wear approved and tested ins&ated
1ioe. :ind vireinuis gloves. No e1ectricil work shall lie 1)erforlned on
low-. medium—, or liigli—voItige distriliution c:rcuits or equipnleiit,
except h a (1u1ifie(l person or liv a person trained to perform electri-
a1 work and to nlaintaiii electrical equipifieni under the direct super—

vi.ion of a (1ualifie(l pel'son. Disconnecting devices shall lie locked out
Lild uit;Wlv tagged Li• the peiol who performed .uch vork except

I Jit, iii caseS where locking out is not possilile, such devices shall be
opened aiid suitliIy tagged Liy such l)ersons. Locks or tags shall lie
ieinoved only liv the l)e1olis who installed them or, if such persolis
are unavailalile, ly authorized liy the operator or his agent.

Exairations. (g) All electric equipment sh;ill lie frequenth- examined, tested, and
l)rol)erly inaiiitained liv ;l qualified erson to assuI'e safe operating

)IId it ions. Wi en potent ialI dangerous condition is found on ci ect ri
equ ipiiieiu such equ IIIient shall Lie removed from serv ice until such
tuiidit on is corrected. A record of such exainillat ions shail Lie kept ali(l
made availlile to all authorized representative of the Secretary and to
t e in i ners in suc Ii in i ne.

(Ii) _U1 electrie conductors .shahl Lie sufficient in size and have ade-
quate current-carrying clI);(eity and lie of such construction that a rise
in temperature result lug from normal operation will iiot damage the
insulating materials.

(i) All electrical connections or splices in conductors shall Lie

nieclianicullv and electrically efficient, and suitalile connectors shall lie
used. All electrical connections or splices in insulated wire shall Lie
reinsuhated at least to the same degree of 1)ioteetiol( as the remainder
of the Wire.

(j) CaLiles shall enter metal frames of motors, spl ice Lioes, and elec-
nc eonll)artnuents only through fittings. When insulated wires

other than cibles pass through metal frames the holes slual 1 lie sulistan—
mliv Liuhed wit Ii insulated Liushings.

(k) All ptivel' vire (except tra!Iing caLiles on iiiobtle equipment,
iieehdly designed caLiles conducting huighu—voItge power to under-
ground recti fving equipment or t ruiusformers, or Liare or iiisulated
gro u uid and let II lil wires) si a II lie supported ouu well—insulated i iisu —
In tor and slia 11 not contact coin Liust Li he iuin t erial , roof, or ri Lis.

Power wires and caliles. except trolley wiies. trolley feeder
WI ies, ;uid liai'e siual wires, shall lie insulated adequately and fu Iv

roteet C (I.
n ) Xutoniatic ciicuit—Lireukiiu devices or fuses of the correct tVpe

and capacity shall Lie installed so as to protect all electric eruipnlent
and ci ren its agu inst sI bit ci icu it fl iud overloads. Three—phase nioto r
oiu all electric equipment shall e provided with overload l)1otect1o1
that will deenergize all three 1)luases in the event that any phuse i
ocerlou(led.

(ii) In all main power circit its, discounect hug svtclues shall be
installed underground within five hundred feet of the bottoms of
hiafts and boreholes through which main power circuits enter the
tindergi'ound area of the mine and within five hundred feet of all
other plnces where main power circnits enter the underground area of
the iiuine.
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(o) All electric equipment shall be provided vith switches or other
controls that are safely designed, constructed, and installed.

(p) Each ungrounded, exposed power conductor that leads under-
ground shall be equipped with suitable lightning arresters of approved
type within one hundred feet of the point where the circuit enters the
mine. Lightning urresters shall be connected to a low resistance growid-
ing medium on the surface which shall be separated from neutral
grounds by a distance of not less than twenty-five feet.

(q) No device for the purpose of 4ighting uiv coal niine which 1ts
not been approved by the Secretary or his authorized representative
shall be permitted in such mine.

(r) An authorized representative of the Secretary may require in
any mine that electric face equipment be provided with devices that
will permit the equipment to be deenergized quickly in the event of
an emergency.

TRAILINO CAILE5

SEC. 306. (a) Trailing cables used in coal mines shall meet the
requirements established by the Secretary for flame-resistant cables.

(b) Short-circuit proteetion for trailing cables shall be proided by
an *tutomatic circuit breaker or other no less effective device approved
by the Secretary of adequate current-interrupting capacity in each
ungrounded conductor. Disconnecting devices used to disconnect
power from trailing cables shall be plainly marked and identified and
such deyices shall 'tie equipped or designed in such a manner that it
can be determined by visual observation that the power is disconnected.

(c) 'When two or more trailing cables junction to the same distribu-
tion center, means shall be provided to assure against connecting a
trailing cable to the wrong size circuit breaker.

(d) One temporary splice may be made in any trailing cable. Such
trailing cable may only be used for the next twenty-four hour period.
No temporary splice shall be made in a trtiling cable within twenty-
live feet of the machine, except cable reel equipment. Temportry
splices in trailing cables shall be made in a workmanlike manner and
shall be mech*tnically strong and well insulated. Trailing cables or
hand cables which have exposed wires or which have splices that heac
or spark under load shall not be used. As used in this subsection, the
term "splice" means the mechanical joining of one or more conductors
that have been severed.

(e) When permanent splices in trailing cables are made, they shall

(1) mechanically strong with adequate electrical conductivity
and flexibility;

(2) effectively insulated and sealed so as to exclude moisture;
and

(3) vulcanized •oi otherwise treated with suitable materials to
provide flame-resistant qualities and good bonding to the outer
)acket.

(f) Trailing cables shall be clamped to machines in a manner to
protect the catles from damage and to prevent. strain on the electrical
connections. Trailing cables shall be adequately protected to prevent
damage by mobile equipment.() Trailing cable and power cable connections to junction boxes
shall not be made or broken under load.
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GROUNDING

SEC. 307. (a) All metallic sheaths, armors, and conduits enclosing
Dower conductors shall be electrically continuous throughout and shallbe grounded by methods approved by an authorized representative of
the Secretary. Metallic frames, casings, and other enclosures of electric
equipment that can become "alive" through failure of insulation or by
contact with energized parts shall be grounded by methods approvedby an authorized representative of the Secretary. Methods other than
grounding which provide no less effective protection may be permitted
by the Secretary or his authorized representative.

(b) The frames of all offtrack direct current machines and theenclosures of related detached components shall be effectivelygrounded, or otherwise maintained at no less safe voltages, by methods
approved by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(c) The frames of all stationary high-voltage equipment receiving
power from ungrounded delta systems shall be grounded by methodsapproved by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

(d) High-voltage lines, both on the surface and underground, shall
be deenerized and grounded before work is performed on them, exceptthat repairs may be permitted, in the case of energized surface high-voltage lines, if such repairs are made by a qualified person in accord-
ance with procedures and safeguards, including, but not limited to, arequirement. that the operator of such mine provide, test, and maintainprotective devices in making such repairs, to be prescribed by theSecretary prior to the operative date of this title.

(e) When not in use, power circuits underground shall be deener-gized on idle days and idle shifts, except that rectifiers and trans-formers may remain energized.

UNDERGROu HIGH-VOLTAGE DISThIBIJTJON

SEC. 308. (a) High-voltage circuits entering the underground area
of any coal mine shall be protected by suitable circuit breakers of ade-quate interrupting capacity which are properly tested and maintained
as prescribed by the Secretary. Such breakers shall be equipped withdevices to provide protection against under-voltage, grounded phase,short circuit, and overcurrenL

(b) High-voltage circuits extending underground and supplying
portable, mobile, or stationary high-voltage equipment shall contain
either a direct or derived neutral which shall be grounded through a
suitable resistor at the source transformers, and a grounding circuit,
originating at the grounded side of the grounding resistor, shall
extend along with the power conductors and serve as a grounding con-
ductor for the frames of all high-voltage equipment supplied power
from that circuit, except that the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative may permit ungrounded high-voltage circuits to be extended
underground to feed stationary electrical equipment if such circuits
are either steel armored or installed in grounded, rigid steel conduit
t.hroughout their entire length, and upon his finding that such excep-
tion does not pose a hazard to the miners. Within one hundred feet of
the point on the surface where high-voltage circuits enter the under-
oiound portion of the mine, disconnecting devices shall be installed
nd so equipped or designed in such a manner that it can be deter-
mined by visual observation that the power is disconnected, except that
the Secretary or hi authorized representative may permit such devices
to be installed at a greater distance from such area of the mine if he
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determines, based on ex'isting physical conditions, that such iiistalh-
tion will be more accessible at a greater distance and will not pose ny
hazard to the miners.

(c) The grounding resistor, where required, shall be of the proper
ohmic value to limit the voltage drop in the grounding circuit external
to the resistor to not more than 100 volts tinder fault conditions. The
irrounding resistor shall be rated for maximum fault current continu-
usly and insulated from ground for a voltage equal to the phase-to-
phase voltage of the system.

(ci) Six months after the operative date of this title, hih-voltae,
resistance grounded systenis shall include a fail safe grottn check cir-
ruit to monitor contilmously the grounding circuit to assure continwty
ind the fail safe ground check circuit shall cause the circuit breaker
to open when either the ground or Pilot check wire is broken, or other
no less effective device approved by the Secretary or his authorized
representative to assnre such continuity, except that an extension of
time, not in excess of twelve months, may be permitted by the Secre-
tary on a mine-by-mine basis if he determines that such equipment is
not available.

(e) (1) LTnderground high-voltage cables used in resistance grounded
systems shall be equipped with metallic shields around each power
conductor, with one or more ground conductors having a total cross-
sectional area of not less than one-half the power conductor, and with
in nsnlated internal or external conductor not smaller than No. 8
(AWG) for the ground continuity check circuit.

(2) All such cables shall he adequate for the intended current and
voltage. Splices made in sich cables shall provide continuity of all
components.

(f) Couplers that are used with medium-voltage or high-voltage
power circuits shall be of the three-phase type with a f till metallIc
shell, except that the Secretary may permit, under such guidelines as
he may prescribe, no less effective couplers constructed of materials
other than metal. Couplers shall he adequate for the voltage and cur-
rent expected. AU exposed metal on the metallic conplers shall be
grounded to the ground conductor in the cable. The coupler shall be
constructed so that the ground check continuity condnctor hill be
broken first ind the ground conductors shall be broken last when the
coup'er is being uncoipled.

(g) Single-phase loads, such is transformer primaries, shall be
connected phase to phase.

(h) All underground high-voltage transmission cables shall be
installed only in regularly inspected aircourses and haulageways, and
shall be covered, buried, or placed so as to tfford protection against
damage, guarded where men regularly vork or pass under them
tiness they iire six and one-half feet or more above the floor or rail,
secureiy anchored, properly insuhited, and guarded at ends, and cov-
ered, instilated, or placed to prevent contact with trolley wires and
ot.her low-voltage circuits.

(i) Disconnecting devices shall be installed at the beginning of
branch lines in high-voltage circuits and equipped or designed in such
a manner that it can be determined by visual observation that the cir-
cnit is deenergized when the switches are open.

(j) Circuit breakers and disconnecting switches tmdergrottnd shall
be marked for identification.

(k) In the case of high-voltage cab'es nsed as trftiling cables, tem-
porary splices shall not be used and all permanent splices shall be
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made in accordance with section 306(e) of this title. Terniinnt ions and
splices in all other high-voltage cables shall be made in accordance
with the manufacturers specifications.

(I) Frames, supporting structures, and enclosures of stationary,
portable, or mobile underground high-voltage equipment and all high-voltage equipment supplying power to such equipment receivin
power from resistance grounded systems shall be effectively groundeto the high-voltage ground.

(m) Power centers and portable transformers shall be deenergized
before they are moved from one location to another, except that, when
equipment powered by sources other than such centers or transformersis not available, the Secretary may permit such centers and trans-
formers to be moved while energized, if he determines that another
equivalent or greater hazard may otherwise be created, and if they are
moved under the supervision of a qualified person, and if such centers
and transformers are examined prior to such movement by such per-
son and found to be grounded by methods approved by an authorized
representative of the Secretary and otherwise protected from hazards

Records, to the miner. A record shall be kept of such examinations. High-volt-
age cables, other than trailing cables, shall not be moved or handled
at any time while energized, except that, when such centers and trans-
formers are moved w'hile energized as permitted under this subsection,
energized high-voltage cables attached to such centers and trans-
formers may be moved only by a qualified person and the operator of
such mine shall require that such person wear approved and tested
insulated wireman's gloves.

UXDERGROIXD Low- AND MEDIUM-vOLTAGE ALTERNATING CtRRENT
CIRCtITS

SEC. 309. (a) Low- and medium-voltage pcwer circuits serving three-
phase alternating current equipment shall be protected by suitable
circuit breakers of adequate interrupting cnpacity which are properly
tested and maintained as prescribed by the Secretary. Such breakers
shall be equipped with devices to provide protection against under-
voltage, grounded phase, short circuit, and over-current.

(b) Low- and medium-voltage three-phase alternating-current cir-
cuits used underground shall contain either a direct or derived neutral
which shall be grounded through a suitable resistor at the power
center. and a grounding circuit, originating at the grounded side of
the grounding resistor, shall extend along with the power conductors
and serve as a grounding conductor for the frames of all the electrical
eqnipment supplied power from that circuit, except tlnt the Secretary
or his authorized representative may permit ungrounded low- and
medium-voltage circuits to be used underground to feed such sta-
tionarv electrical equipment if such circuits are either steel armored
or installed in grounded rigid steel conduit throughout their entire
length. The grounding resistor, where required, shall be of the proper
ohmic value to limit the ground fault current to 25 amperes. The
roundiiig resistor shall be rated for maximum fault current con-
tiiiuous]v and insulated from ground for a voltage equal to the phase-
to-phase voltage of the system.

(c.) Six months after the operative date of this title, low- and
medium-voltage resistance grounded systems shall include a fail safe
ground check circuit to monitor continuously the grounding circuit
to assure contiuuity which ground check circuit shall cause the crcuit
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breaker to open when either the ground or pilot check wire is broken,
or other no less effective device approved by the Secretary or his
authorized representative to assure such continuity, except that an
extension of time, not in excess of twelve months, may be permitted
by the Secretary on a mine-by-mine basis if he determines that such
equipment is not available. Cable couplers shall be constructed so that
the ground check continuity conductor shall be broken first and the
ground conductors shall be broken last when the coupler Is being
uncoupled.

(d) Disconnecting devices shall be installed in conjunction with the
circuit breaker to provide visual evidence that the power is discon-
nected. Trailing cables for mobile equipment shall contain one or
more ground conductors having a cross sectional area of not less than
one-half the power conductor, and, six months after the operative date
of this title, an insulated conductor for the ground continuity check
circuit or other no less effective device approved by the Secretary or
his authorized representative to assure such continuity, except that an
extension of time, iiot. in excess of twelve months may be permitted by
the Secretary on a mine-by-mine basis if he determines that such
equipment is not available. Splices made in the cables shall provide
continuity of all components.

(e) Single phase loads shall be connected phase to phase.
(f) Circuit breakers shall be marked for identification.
(g) Trailing cables for medium voltage circuits shall include

grounding conductors, a ground check conductor, and ground metallic
.liields around each power conductor or a grounded metallic shield
over the assembly, except that on equipment employing cable reels,
cables without shields may be used if the insulation is rated 2,000 volts
or more.

TROLLEY WIRES AND TROLLEY FEEDER wrnzs

SEc. 310. (a) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be pro-
vided with cutout switches at intervals of not more than 2,000 feet and
near the beginning of all branch lines.

(b) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be provided with
overcurrent protection.

(c) Trolley wires and trolley feeder wires, high-voltage cables and
transformers shall not be located inby the last open crosscut and shall
be kept at least 150 feet from pillar workings.

(d) Trolley wires, trolley feeder wires, and bare signal wires shall
be insulated adequately where they pass through doors and stoppings,
and where they cross other power wires and cables. Trolley wires and
trolley feeder wires shall be guarded adequately (1) at all points
where men are required to work or pass regular'y under the wires;
(2) on both sides of all doors and stoppings; and (3) at man-trip sta-
tions. The Secretary or his authorized representatives shall specify
other conditions where trolley wires and trolley feeder wires shall be
adequately protected to prevent contact by any person, or shall require
the use of improved methods to prevent such contact. Temporary
guards shall be provided where trackmen and other persons work in
proximity to trolley wires and trolley feeder wires.

FE PROTECTION

SEC. 311. (a) Each coal mine shall be provided with suitable fire-
ghting equipment adapted for the size and conditions of the mine.
ihe Secretary shall establish minimum requirements for the type,
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quality, aiid quantity of such equipment, and the interpretations of the
Secretary or the l)irector of the Bureau of Mines relating to such
equipment in effect on the operative date of this title shall continue in
effect. until modified or superseded by the Secretary. After every blast-
ing operation, an examination shall be made to determine whether fires
have been started.

(b) Underground storage places for lubricating oil and grease shall
be of fireproof construction. Except for specially prepared materials
aPPro'ed by the Secretary, lubricating oil and grease kept in all
underground areas in a coal mine shall be iii fireproof, closed metal
containers or other no less effective containeLs approved by theSecretary.

(c) Underground transformer stations, battery-charging stations,
substations, compressor stations, shops, and permanent pumps shall
be housed in fireproof structures or lreas. Air currents used to venti-
late structures or areas enclosing electrical installations shall be coursed
directly into the return. Other underground structures installed in acoal mine as the Secretary may prescribe shall be of fireproof
construct ion.

(d) All welding, cutting, or soldering with arc or flame in all
underground ureas of a coal mine shall, whenever practicahle, be con-
(lucted in fireproof enclosures. Welding, cutting or soldering with arc
or flame in other than a fireproof enclosure shall he done under the
supervision of a qualified person who shall make a diligent search
for fire during and after such operations and shall, immediately
before and during such operations, continuously test for methane
with means approved by the Secretary for detecting methane. We!d-
lug, cutting, or soldering shall not be conducted in air that contains
1.0 volume per centum or mole of methane. Rock dust or suitable fire
extinguishers shall be immediately available during such welding,
cutting, or soldering.

(e) Within one year after the operative date of this title, fire sup-
pression (1ev ices meeting specifications I)reseribed by the Secretary
shall be installed on unattended underground equipment and suitable
fire-iesistniit hydraulic fluids approved by the Secretary simlI be used
in the hydniulic systems of such equipment. Such fluids luLl1 be used
iii the hydraulic systems of other underground equipment unless fire
suppression devices meeting specifications prescribed by the Secretary
are installed on such equipment.

(f) 1)eluge-type water sprays or foam generators automatically
CtLiLted by rise in temperature, or other no less effective means
approved by the Secretary of controlling fire, shall be installed M
main and secondary belt-conveyor drives. Where spiavs or foam gen-
erators are used they shall supply a sufficient quu1t1ty of witer or
foam to control fires.

(g) Underground belt conveyors shall be equipped with slippage
and sequence switches. The Secretary sImli, vithin sixty days nfter the
operltive date of this title, require that devices be installed on all such
belts which will give a warning automatically when a fire occurs
oii or near such belt. The Secretary shall prescribe a schedule for
installing fire suppression devices on belt. hauhigeways.

(11) (Th and after the operative date of this title, all conveyor belts
acquired for use underground shall meet the requirements to be estab-
lished by the Secretary for flame-resistant. conveyor beks.
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LPS

SEC. 312. (a) The operator of a coal mine shall have in a fireproof
repository located in tn area on the surface of the mine chosen by the
mine opertttor to minimize the dunger of destruction by fire or other
hazard, an accurate and tip—to-date map of such iimite drtvit on scale.
Such map sliatll show the active workings, afl pil1tier1, worked out, and
abaiidoned areas, except as provided in this section, entries and air-
courses with the direction of airflow indicated by arrows, contour
lines of all elevations, elev;ttioits of tll iuan ind cross or side entries,
dip of the coalbed, escapeays, adjacent ntne workings vithin one
thousand feet, mines tbove or below, vater pools above, and either
producing or abandoned oil aiid gas wells located within live h.undred
feet of such mine and any underground tieat of such mine, and such
other information as the Secretary iinty require. Such map shall
identify those areas of the mine which have beeii iillared, worked
out, or abandoned which are inuccessible or cannot be enteted safely
and on which no information is available. Such map shall be made
or certified by a registered engineer or a registeFed surveyor of the
State in which the mine is located. Such map shall be kept up to date
by temporary notations and such map shall be revised tnd supple-
mented at intervals prescribed by the Secretary oii the basis of a
survey made or certified by such engineer or surveyor.

(b) The coal mine map and any revision and supplement thereof Availability.
shall be available for inspection by the Secretary or his authorized
reprentative, by coal mine inspectors of the State in which the
mine is located, by miners in the mine and their representatives and
by operators of adjacent coal mines and by persons ovning, leasing,
or residing on surface areas of such mines or arefts adjacent to such
mines. The operator shall furnish to the Secretary or his authorized
representative and to the Secretatry of Housing and Tirhain Develop-
ment, upon request, one or more copies of such map and any revision
and supplement thereof. Such inup or mevi.sion and supplement thereof
shall be kept confidential and its contents shall not be diulged to any
ot.her person, except to the extent necesstiy to carry out the provisions
of this Act and in connection with the functions and responsibilities
of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

(e) Whenever an operator permanently closes or abandons a coal Mine closure.
mine, or temporarily closes a coal mine for a period of more than
ninety days, he shall promptly notify the Secretary of such closure.
Within sixty days of the permatnent closure or abandonment of the
mine, or, when the mine is temporarily closed, upon the expiration
of a period of ninety days from the date of closure, the operator shall
file with the Secretary copy of the mine map revised and supple-
mented to the date of the closure. Snch copy of the mine map shail be
certified by a registered surveyor or registered engineer of the State
in which the mine is located ana shall be available for public inspection.

!U.A5TING AND ExPLOSIvES

SEC. 313. (a) Black blasting powder shall not be stored or used
underground. Mudcaps (adobes) or other umnconfined shots shall not
be fired underground.

(b) Explosives and detonators shall be kept in separate containers
until immediately before blasting. In underground anthracite mines.
(1) mudcaps or other open, unconfined shake shots may be fired, if
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restricted to battery starting when methane or a fire hazard is not
present, and if it is otherwise impracticable to start the battery; (2)
open, wiconlined shake shots in pitching veins may be fired, when no
methane or fire hazard is present, if the taking down of loose hanging
coal by other means is too hazardous; and (3) tests for methane shall
be made immediately before such shots are fired and if 1.0 volume
per centum or more of methane is present, when tested, such shot
shall not. be made until the methane content is reduced below 1.0
volume per centum.

(c) Except as provided in this subsection, in all underground areas
of a coal mine only permissible explosives, electric detonators of
I)roPer strength, and permissible blasting devices shall be used and all
explosives and blasting devices shall be used in a permissible manner.
Permissible explosives shall be fired only with permissible shot firing
units. Only incombustible materials shall be used for stemming bore-
holes. The Secretary may, under such safeguards as he may prescribe,
permit the firing of more than twenty shots and allow the use of non-
permissible explosives in sinking shafts and slopes from the surface
in rock. Nothing in this sectiQn shall prohibit the use of compressed
air blasting.

(d) Explosives or detonators carried anywhere underground in a
coal mine by any person shall be in containers constructed of non-
conductive material, maintained in good condition, and kept closed.

(e) Explosives or detonators shall be transported in special closed
containers (1) in cars moved by means of a locomotive or rope, ()
on belts, (3) in shuttle cars, or (4) in equipment designed especially
to transport such explosives or detonators.

(f) When supplies of explosives and detonators for use in one oi
more working sections are stored underground, they shall be kept in
section boxes or magazines of substantial construction with no metal
exposed on the inside, located at least. twenty-five feet. from roadways
and power wires, and in a dry, well rock-dusted location protected
from falls of roof, except in pitching beds, where it is not possible to
comply with the location requirement, such bo.'es shall be placed in
niches cut into the solid coal or rock.

(g) Explosives and detonators stored in the working places shall be
kept in separate closed containers which shall be located out of the line
of blast and not less than fifty feet from the working face and fifteen
feet from any pipeline, powerline, rail, or conveyor, except that, if
kept in niches in the rib, the distance from any pipeline, powerline,
rail, or conveyor shall be at least. five feet. Such explosives and deto-
nators, when stored, shall be separated by a distance of at least five
feet.

HOIsTING AND MAYTRIPS

SEC. 314 (a) Every hoist used to transport persons at a coal mine
shall be equipped with overspeed, overwind, and automatic stop con-trols. Every hoist handling platforms, cages, or other devices used to
transport persons shall be equipped with brakes capable of stoppingthe fully loaded platform, cage, or other device; with hoisting cable
adequately strong to sustain the fully loaded platform, cage, or otherdevice; and have a proper margin of safety.Cages, platforms, or otherdevices which are used to transport persons in shafts and slopes shallbe equipped with safety catches or other no less effective devices
approved by the Secretary that act quickly and effectively in an
emergency, and such catches shall be tested at least once every twomonths. Hoisting equipment, including automatic elevators, that is
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used to transport persoils shall be examined daily. \Vheie persons ale
transported into, or out of, a coal mine by hoists, a qualified hoisting
engineer shall be on duty while any person is nimdemgmound, except
that no such engineer shall be required for automatically operated
cages, platforms, or elevators.

(b) Other safeguards adequate, in the judgment of an authorized
representative of time Secretary, to minimize hazards with respect to
transportation of men and materials shall be provided.

(c) Hoists shall have rated capacities consistent with tIme loads
handled amid the recommended safety factors of the ropes used. An
accurate and reliable indicator of the position of the cage, platform,
skip, bucket, or cars shall be provided.

(d) There shall be mit least two effective methods approved by time
Secretary of signaling between each of the shaft stations and the hoist
room. one of which shall be a telephone or speaking tube.

e) Each locomnot i ye amid ii a nhmi ge car used in a ii ii ndergroimnd coal
mine shall be equipped with ;mntomnatic brakes, vliere space permits.
Where space tines not permit automatic. brakes, locomotives and haul-
age cars shall be subject to speed reduction gear. or other similar
devices approved by the Secretary which are designed to stop the
locomotives and haulage cars with the proper margin of safety.

f) All haulage equmpment acquired by an operator of a coal mine
on or after one year after the operative date of this title shall be
equipped with automatic couplers which couple by impact and uncomi—
pie without the necessity of persons going between the ends of such
eqmu)mnent. All haulage equipment without automatic couplers in ue
in a mine on the operative (late of this title shall ;mlso he so equipped
ithin four years after the operative (late of this title.

EMER(ENCY 511Ef;rERs

SEC. 3i. The Secretary or an authorized representative of the
Secretary may prescribe in any coal amine that rescue chambers, prop-
erly sealed and ventilated, be erected at suitable locations in the mine
to which persons univ go iii case of an emergency for protection against
hazards. Such thamnhems shall be properly equipped with first aid
materials, an adequate supply (if air and self-contained breathing
equipment. an independent communication system to the surface, and
proper accommodations for the persons while awaiting rescue, and
such other equipment, as the Secretary may require. A plan for the
erection, maintenance, and revisions of such chambers and the training
of the miners in their proper use shall be submitted by the operator
to the Secretary for his approval.

COMMNICATiON5

Sic. 316. Telephone service or equivalent two—way conmiunication
facilities, approved by the Secretary or his authorized representative,
shall be provided between the surface and each landing of main shafts
nnd slopes and between the surface and each working section of any
coal mine that is more than one hundred feet from a portal.

MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 317. (a) Each operator of a coal mine shall take reasonable Oil and as
measures to locate oil and gas wells penetrating coalbeds or any under- wells.
ground area of a coal mine. When located, such operator shall estab-
lish and maintain barriers around such oil and gas wells in accordance
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with State laws and regulations, except that such barriers shall not be
less than three hundred feet in diameter, unless the Secretary or his
authorized representative permits a lesser barrier consistent. with the
PP1Icnb1e Stnte Faws and regulntions where such lesser barrier
be adequate to protect against, hazards from such wells to the miners
in such mine, or unless the Secretary or his authorized representative
requires a greater barrier where the depth of the mine, other geologic
conditioiis, or other factors warrant such a greater barrier.

Boreholes. (b) Whenever any working place approaches within fifty feet of
nbandonecl areas in the mine as shovn by surveys made and certified
by a registered engineer or surveyor, or vithin two hundred feet of
any other abandoned areas of the mine which cannot he inspected and
which may contain dangerous accumulations of vater or gas, or
within two hundred feet of any workings of an adjacent mine, a bore-
hole or borehoks shall be drilled to a distance of at least twenty feet
in advance of the working face of such working place and shall be
cont iiiuallv mnintaiiied to a distance of at. least ten feet in ad'ance
of the advancing working face. Wiieii there is mole thaii one borehole,
they shaH be drilled sufficiently close to each other to iiisiue that the
advancing vorkng face will not accidentally hole throu&i into aban-
doned areas or adjacent niiiie.s. Boreholes shall ilso be drilled iiot more
than eight feet npait in the rib of such working phice to i distance of
at least twenty feet and at an angle of forty-five degrees. Such rib
holes shall be drilled in one or both ribs of such working place as may
be necessary for adequate protection of miners in such place.

Smoking, (c) No person shall smoke, carry smoking materials, matches, or
prohibition, lighters underground, or smoke in or around oil houses, explosives

magazines, or other surface areas where snch Practice. may cause a
fire or explosion. The operator shall institute a program, approved by
the Secretary, to insure that any person entering the underground
area of the mine does not carry smoking materials, matches, or
lighters.

Portable (d) Persons ndergronnd shall use only perrnisible electric lamps
electric lamps. approved by the Secretuy for portable illnmination. Xo open flame

shall be permitted in the underground area of any coal mine, except
flS permitted under section 311(d) of this title.

(e) Within iiine months after the operative dite of tins title, the
ecretarv shall propose the standards under which all work,n "laces
iii a mine shall be iliuiniinated by permissible light iii. vit1nn eihteeii
months after the promulgation of such standards, while persons are
workin in such Places.

(f) (1) Except ts provided iii paragraphs (2) and (3) of this sub-
section, at. least two separate and distinct travelable passageways
vhicli axe niaintnined to insure passage at all times of any peoxi,
incliidhi disabled persons, and which are to be designated as eseape—
ways at least one of v,hich is entiiated with intake air, shall be pro-
vi(led from eteh voiking sectol1 continuous to the surface escape drift
ope'ing, or continuous to the escape shaft or slope ficilities to tlic
s,iiface. as appropriate, and shall be maintained in safe condition and
properly marked. Mine openings shall be adequately protected to pre-
vent the entrance into the underground area of the mine of surface
fires. fumes, smoke, and flood water. Escape facilities approved by
the Secretary or his authorized representative, properiy maintained
md freuentlv tested, shall be present at or in each escape shaft or
slope to allow tll persons, including disabled persons, to escape quickly
to the nrface in the event of an emergency.

• () 'When new coal mines are opened, not. more than twenty miners
shall be allowed at any one time in any mine uiit il a connect ion has
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been made between the two mine openings, and such connections shtiul

be made as soon as possible.
(3) When only one mine opening is available, owing to final mining

of pillars, not more than twenty miners shall be allowed in such mine
at any one time, and the distance between the mine opening and work-
ing face shall not exceed five hundred feet.

(4) In the case of all coal mines opened on or after the operative
date of this title, and in the case of all new working sections opened on
or after such date in mines opened prior to such date, the escapeway
required by this section to be ventilated with intake air shall be sepa-
rated from the belt and trolley haulage entries of the mine for the
entire length of such entries to the beginning of each working section,
except that the Secretary or his authorized representative may permit
such separation to be extended for a greater or lesser distance so long
is such extension does not pose a hazard to the miners.

(g) After the operative date of this title, all structures erected on Surface
the surface within one hundred feet of any mine opening shall be of structures,
fireproof construction. Unless structures existing on or prior to such fireproof ing.

date which are located within one hundred feet of any mine opening
are of such construction, fire doors shall be erected at effective points
in mine openings to prevent smoke or fire from outside sources endan-
gering miners underground. These doors shall be tested at least
monthly to insure effective operation. A record of such tests shall be
kept in an area on the surface of the mine chosen by the operator
to minimize the danger of destruction by fire or other hazard and
shall be available for inspection by interested persons.

(h) Adequate measures shall be taken to prevent methane and cotil
dust from accumulating in excessive concentrations in or on surface
coal-handling facilities, but in no event shall methane be permitted
to accumulate in concentrations in or on surface coal-handling facil-
ities in excess of limits established for methane by the Secretary
within one year after the operative date of this title. Where coal is
dumped at or near air-intake openings, provisions shall be made to
avoid dust from entering the mine.

(i) Every operator of a coal mine shall provide a program, Training
approved by the Secretary, of training and retraining of both quali- programs.

fled and certified persons needed to carry out functions prescribed in
this Act.

(j) An authorized representative of the Secretary may require in
any coal mine where the height of the coalbed permits that electric
face equipment, including shuttle cars, be provided with substantially
constructed canopies or cabs to protect the miners operating such
equipment from roof falls and from rib and face rolls.

(k) On and after the operative date of this title, the opening of
any coal mine that is declared inactive by its operator or is perma-
nently closed or abandoned for more than ninety days, shall be sealed
by the operator in a manner prescribed by the Secretary. Openings of
till other mines shall be adequately protected in a manner prescribed
by the Secretary to prevent entrance by unauthorized persons.

(1) The Secretary may require any operator to provide adequate
facilities for the miners to change from the clothes worn underground,
to provide for the storing of such clothes from shift to shift, and to
provide sanitary and bathing facilities. Sanitary toilet facilities shall
be provided in the active workings of the mine when such surface
facilities are not readily accessible to the active workings.

(m) Each operator shall make arrangements in advance for obtain- nergency

ing emergency medical assistance and transportation for injured medical
assistance.
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persons. Emergency communications shall be provided to the nev.rest
point of assistance. Selected agents of the operator shall be trained in
first aid and first aid training shall be made available to all miners.
Each coal mine shall have an adequate supply of first aid equipment
located on the surface, at the bottom of shafts and slopes, and at other
strategic locations near the working faces. In fulfilling each of the
requirements of this subsection, the operator shall meet at least mini-
mum requirements prescribed by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Within two months after the operative daZe of this title,
each operator shall file with the Secretary plan setting forth in such
detail as the Secretary may require the manner in which such operator
has fulfilled the requirements in this subsection.

Self—rescue (n) A self-rescue device approved by the Secretary shall be made
device, available to each miner by the operator which shall be adequate to

protect such miner for one hour or longer. Each operator shall train
each miner in the use of such device.

(o) The Secretary shall prescribe improved methods of assuring
that miners are not exposed to atmospheres that are deficient in
oxygen.

Identification (p) Each operator of a coal mine shall establish a check-in and
check system, check-out system which will provide positive identification of every

person underground, and will provide an accurate record of the persons
in the mine kept on the surface in a place chosen to minimize the danger
of destruction by fire or other hazard. Such record shail bear a number
identical to an identification check that is securely fastened to the lamp
belt worn by the person underground. The identification check shall
be made of a rust resistant metal of not less than sixteen gauge.

(q) The Secretary shall require, when technologically feasible, that
devices to prevent and suppress ignitions be installed on electric face
cutting equipment.

lunnels under (r) Whenever an operator mines coal from a coal mine opened
water, after the operative date of this ttle, or from any new working section

of a mine opened prior to such date, in a manner that requites the
construction, operation, and maintenance of tunnels under any river,
stream, lake, or other body of water, that is, in the judgment of the
Secretary, sufficiently large to constitute a hazard to miners, such oper-
ator shall obtain a permit from the Secretary which shall include such
terms and conditions as he deems appropriate to protect the safety of
miners working or passing through such tunnels from cave-ins and
other hazards. Such permits shall require, in accordance with a plan
to be approved by the Secretary, that a safety zone be established
beneath and adjacent to such body of water. No plan shall be approved
unless there is a minimum of cover to be determ'ned by the Secretary,
based on test holes drilled by the operator in a manner to be prescribed
by the Secretary. No such permit shall be required in the case of any
new working section of a mine which is located under any water
resource reservoir being constructed by a Federal agency on the date
of enactment of this Act, the operator of which is required by such
agency to operate in a manner that adequately protects the safety of
miners working in such section from cave-ins and other hazards.

Drndng water, (s) An adequate supply of potable water shall be provided for
drinking purposes in the active workings of the mine, and such water
shall be carried, stored, and otherwise protected in sanitary containers.

(t) Within one year after the operative date of this title, the Secre-
tary shall propose standards for preventing explosions from explosive
gases other than methane and for testing for accumulations of such
gases.
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DEFiflTXON8

SEc. 318. For the purpose of this title and title II of this Act, the Ante, p.
term—

(a) "certified" or "registered" as aplied to any person means
a person certified or registered by the State in which the coal mine
is located to perform duties prescribed by such titles, except that,
in a State where no program of certification or registration is
provided or where the program does not meet at least mimmum
Federal standards estaNished by the Secretary, such certificahon
or registration shall be by the Secretary;

(b) "qualified person" means, as the context requires,
(1) an individual deemed qualified by the Secretary and

designated by the operator to make tests and examinations
required bt this Act; and

(2) an individual deemed, in accordance with minimum
requirements to be established by the Secretary, qualified by
training, education, and experience, to perform electrical
work, to maintain electrical equipment, and to conduct exam-
inations and tests of all electrical equipment;

(c) "permissible" as applied to—
(1) equipment used in the operation of a coal mine, means

equipment, other than permissible electric face equipment, to
which an approval plate, label, or other device is attached as
authorized by the Secretary and which meets specifications
which are prescribed by the Secretary for the construction
and maintenance of such equipment and are designed to
assure that such equipineiit will not cause a mine explosion or
a mine fire,

(2) explosives, shot firing uiiits, or blasting devices used
in such mine, means explosives, shot firing units, or blasting
devices which meet specifications which are prescribed by the
Secretary, and

(3) the manner of use of equipineiit or explosives, shot
firing unite, and blasting devices, means the manner of use
prescribed by the Secretary;

(d) "rock dust" means pulverized limestone, dolomite, gypsum,
anhydrite, shale, adobe, or other inert material, preferably light
colored, 100 per centum of which will pass through a sieve having
twenty meshes per linear inch and 70 per centum or more of
which will pass through a sieve having two hundred meshes per
linear inch; the particles of which when wetted and dried will
not cohere to form a cake which will not be dispersed into separate
particles by a light blast of air; and which does not contain more
than 5 per centum of combustible matter or more than a total of
4 per centum of free and combined silica (5i02), or, where the
Secretary finds that such silica concentrations are not available,
which does not contain more than 5 per centum of free and
combined silica;

çe) "anthracite" means coals with a volatile ratio equal to 0.12
or ess;

(f) "volatile ratio" means volatile matter content divided by
the volatile matter plus the fixed carbon;() (1) "working face" means any place in a coal mine in which
work of extracting coal from its natural deposit in the earth is
performed during the mining cycle,

70—176 0 - 71 — 8
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(2) "working place" means the area of a coal mine inby the
last open crosscut,

(3) "working section" means all areas of the coal imime frommm
the loading point of the section to and including the working
faces,

(4) "active workings" means any place iii a coal mine where
miners are normally require(l to work or travel;

(h) "abandoned areas" means sections, panels, amid other areas
that are not ventilated and examined in tIme manner required for
working places under section 303 of this title:

(i) "permissible" as applied to electric face equipment meuns
all electrically operated equipment taken into or used inby the
last open crosscut of an entry or a room of any coal mine the
electrical parts of which, including, but not limited to, associated
electrical equipment, components, and accessories, are designed,
constructed, and installed, in accordance with the specifications
of the Secretary, to assure that such equipment will not cause a
mine explosion or mine fire, and the other features of which are
(lesigmmed and constructed, in accordnce with the specifications
of the Secretary, to prevent, to the greatest extent possible, other
accidents in the use of such equipment: and the regulations of
tIme Secretary or the Director of. the Bureau of Mines in effect
on the operative date of this title relating to the requirements for
investigation, testing, approval, certification, and acceptance of
such equipment as permissible .slmall cofltinue iu effect until
modified or superseded by the Secretury, except that the Sec-
retary shall provide procedures, iflcluding, where feasible, test-
ing, approval, certification, and acceptaflce in the field by an
authorized represefltative of tIme Secretary, to facilittte com-
pliace by an operator with tIme requirements of section 305(a)

Ante, . 775. of this title within tIme Periods prescribed therein;
(j) "low voltage" means up to and including 660 volts;

"rnedum voltage" means voltages from 661 to 1,000 volts; and
"high voltage" means more than 1,000 volts;

(k) 'resl)Irable dust" meafls only dust part!culates 5 microns
or less in size; and

(I) "coal mine" includes areas of adjoining mines connected
underground.

TITLE IV—BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

PART A—GENERAL

SEc. 401. Congress finds and declares that there are a significant
number of coal miners living today who are totally disabled due to
pneumocornosis arisrng out of employment in one or more of the
Nation's underground coal mines; that there are a number of survi-
'ors of coal mrners whose deaths were due to this disease; and that
few States provide benefits for death or disability due to this disease
to coal miners or their surviving dependents. It is, therefore, the pur-
pose of this title to provide benefits, in cooperation with the Stat.es,
to coal miners who are totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis and to
the surviving dependents of miners whose death was due to such
disease; and to ensure that in the future adequate benefits are pro-
vided to coal miners and their dependents in the event of their death
or total disability due to pneumoconiosis.

Defir,itions. SEc. 402. For purposes of this title—
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(a) The term "dependent" means a wife or child who is a depend-
ent as that term is defined for purposes of section 8110 of title 5,
United States Code. 80 Stat. 539;

(b) The term "pneumoconiosis" means a chronic dust disease 81 Stat. 210.
of the lung arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

(c) The term "Secretary" where used in part B means the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and where used in part C means
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) The term "miner" means any individual who isor was employed
in an underground coal mine.

(e) The term "widow" means the wife living with or dependent for
support on the decedent at the time of his death, or living apart for
reasonable cause or because of his desertion, who has not remarried.

(f) The term "total disability" has the meaning given it by regula-
tions of the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare, but such
regulations shall not provide more restrictive criteria than those
applicable under section 23(d) of the Social Security Act. 81 Stat. 868.

42 USC 423.

PART B—CLAIMS roa BENEFITS FuD ON OR Bj'o DECEMBER 31, 1972

SEC. 411. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this part, and the regulations promulgated by him under this part,
make payments of benefits in respect of total disability of any miner
due to pneumoconiosis, and in respect of the death of any miner whose
death was due to pneumoconiosis.

(h) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe standards fm
determining for purposes of section 411(a) whether a miner is totally
disabled due to pneumoconiosis and for determining whether the death
of a miner was due to pneumoconiosis. Regulations required by this Publication
subsection shall be promulgated and published in the Federal Register In Federal

at the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this title, Register.
and in no event later than the end of the third month following the
month in which this title is enacted. Such regulations may be modified
or additional regulations promulgated from time to time thereafter.

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) if a miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumoconiosis

was employed for ten years or more in one or more undergound
coal mines there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his
pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment;

(2) if a deceased miner was employed for ten years or more in
one or more underground coal mines and died from a respirable
disease there shall be a rebuttable presumption that his death was
due to pneumoconiosis; and

(3) if a miner is suffering or suffered from a chronic dust
disease of the lung which (A) when diagnosed by chest roent-
genogram, yields one or more large opacities (greater than one
centimeter in diameter) and would be classified in category A,
B, or C in the International Classification of Radiographs of the
Pneumoconioses by the International Labor Organization, (B)
when diagnosed by biopsy or autopsy, yields massive lesions in
the lung, or (C) when diagnosis is made by other means, would
be a condiUon which could reasonably be expected to yield results
described in clause (A) or (B) if diagnosis had been made in the
manner prescribed in clause (A) or (B), then there shall be an
irrebuttable presumption that he is totally disabled due to pneu-
moconiosis or that his death was due to pneumoconiosis, as the
case may be.
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(d) Nothing iii subsection (c) shall be deemed to affect the applica-
bility of subsection (a) in the case of a claim where the presumptions
provided for therein aie inapplicable.

SEC. 412. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
section, heiiefit pLyInents shall be made by the Secretary under this
P rt as follows:

(1) Iii the ease of total disability of a miner due to pnellrnoconiosis,
the disabled mnhier shall be paid benefits dining the disability at a rate
equal to 51) per centum of the iniiiimnm monthly payment to which a

34 .R. 9605. Federal employee in grade GS—2, who is totally disabled, is entitled at
5 USC 5332 lie time of l)iYml1eflt under chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code.
note. (2) In the case of death of a miiier due to pneiunoconiosis or of a
80 Stat. 532. iniiier receiving benefits under this part, benefits shall be paid to his
5 USC 8101— widow (if mv) at the rate the deceitsed miner voud receive such8193. benefits if lie were totally disabled.

(3) In the case of an individual entitled to benefit payments under
caiie (1) or () of this subsection who has one or more dependents,
the benefit payments shall be increased at the rnte of 50 per centum of
.nc1i benefit payments, if such individual has one dependent, 75 per
entntu if such individual has two dependents, and 100 per centuin if

suvli individual has titree or more dependents.
(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), benefit payments under this

ectH)1t to a miner or his widow shall be reduced, on a monthly or
other appropriate basis, by an amount equal to any paymeiit received
by iieh miner or his widow under ti'e workmen's compensation,
uhle!upiovmemit (onipensat ion, or disability insurance luws of his State
on a(roimnt of the disability of .sclm miner, and the amount by which
ucli payment would be redured on account of excess earnings of such

42 USC 403. miner under sectiomi 203(b) through (I) of the Social Security Act if
42 USC 402. the trnotmiit paid were i benefit payable under sectiofl 202 of such Act.

(c.) Benefits payable under this part shall be deemed not to be
68A Stat. 3. income for purposes of the Internal Reveime Code of 1954.
26 USC 1 et Sic. 413. (a) Except as otherwise Provided in section 414 of this

no l)ayi1eI1t of henefit.s shall he made under this part except pur—
uaiit. to n claim filed therefor on or before December 31, 192, in such
maimer, iii siieh form, and contaimiing such information, as the Secre—
a rv shall hv regiihttion prescribe.

(h) In carrying out the provisioiis of this part, the Secretary shall
o the iuaxiinmini extent feasible (and consistent vith the provisions of
this part) ut ilize the personnel and l)rOCedures he uses in determimmiii'
entitlement to disability mnsurnnee benefit payments under sectioim 223

70 Stat. 815. of the Social Security Act. Claimants under this part shall be reirn-
42 USC 423. Inirsed for reasoiiible medical expenses incurred by them in establish-

ing their claims. For l)uuiPoses of determining total disability under
this pnrt, the Provisions of subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g) of

68 Stat. 1081. sect on 221 of such Act shall be applicable. -

42 USC 421. (e) \o claim for henefits under this section shall be considered
unless the elnmniant has also filed a claim under the applicable State
'vorkmnens compensation law prior to or at the same time his claim
vas filed for benefits under this section: except that the foregoing pro-
'isions of this paragr:tph shall not al)ply in any case in which the ffling
of a claim under such law would dearly be ?iitile because the period
within which such a claim may be fild thereunder has expired or
heca use plleurnoconioMis is 2iot compensable nnder such law, or in any
other situation in which, in the opinion of the Secretary, the fihin f
:i claim voi.Jd clearly be futile.
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SEC. 414. (a) No claim for benefits under this 1)art on account of
total disability of a miner shall be considered unless it is filed nn or
before December 31, 1972, or, iii the case of a clamammt who is a widow,
within six mouths after the death of her husbauud or by December 31,
1972, whichever is the later.

(b) No benefits shall be paid under this part after December 31,
1972, if the claim therefor was filed after December 31, 1071.

(c) No benefits under this part shall be payable for any period
prior to the date a claim therefor is filed.

(d) No benefits shall be paid under this part to the residents of any
State which, after the date of enactment of this Act, reduces the bene-
fits payable to persons eligible to receive benefits under this part,
under its State laws which are applicable to its eneral work force
with regard to workmens compensation, uneinproyment compensa-
tion, or disability insurance.

(e) No benefits shall be payable to a widow under this part on
account of the death of a miner unless (1) benefits under this part
were being paid to such miner with respect to disability due to pneu-
moconiosis prior to his death, or (2) the death of such miner occurred
prior to January 1, 1973.

PA C—CL4ts FOR BENEFITS Arr DECEMBER 31, 1972

SEC. 421. (a) On and after January 1, 1973, any claim for benefits
for death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis shall be filed pur-
suant to the applicable State workmens compensation law, except
that during any period when miners or their surviving widows are
not covered by a State workmen's compensation law which provides
adequate coverage for pneumoconiosis they shall be entitled to claim
benefits under this part.

(b) (1) For purposes of this section, a State workmen's compensa-
tion law shall not be deemed to provide adequate coverage for pneu-
inoconiosis during any period unless it is included in the list of State
laws found by the Secretary to provide such adequate coverage during
such period. The Secretary shall, no later than October 1, 1972, pub- blicat1on in
lish in the Federal Register a list of State workmens compensation Federal
laws which provide adequate coverage for pileumoconiosis and shall Register.
revise and republish in the Federal Register such list from time to
time, as may be appropriate to reflect changes in such State laws due
to legislation or judicial nr administrative interpretation.

(2) The Secretary shall include a State workmens compensation
law on such list during any period only if he finds thit durii such
l)eriOd under such law—

(A) benefits must be paid for total disability or death of a
miner due to pneumoconiosis;

(B) the amount. of such cash benefits is substantially equivalent
to or greater than the amount of benefits prescribed by section
412(a) ofthistitle;

(C) the standards for determining death or total disability due
to pneumoconiosis are substantially equivalent to those established
by section 411, and by the regulations of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare promulgated thereunder;

(D) any claim for benefits on account of total disability or
death of a miner due to pneumoconiosis is deemed to be timely
filed if such claim is filed within three years of the discovery of
total disability due to pneumoconiosis, or the date .f such death,
as the case may be;
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(E) there are ii effect provisions with respect to prior and suc-
cessor operators which are substaitiaHy equivalent to the pro-
visions contained in sectioii 4'22 (i) of this part; and

(F) there are applicable such other provisions, regu1atiois or
interpretations, w-hich are consistent with the prorisiois con-
tained in Public Law 803. 69th Coigress (44 Stat. 1424, approved
March 4, 1927), as ameiided, w-hich tre itpplict1ie uiider sectioi
42 (a), but are not inconsisteiit with any of the criteria set forth
in subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this paragraph, as the
Secretary, in accordance with regulations promulgated by him,
determines to be necessary or appropriate to assure adequate com-
pensation for total disability or death due to pneumoconiosis.

The action of the Secretary in includiig or failing to include any State
workrnens compensation law on such list shall be subject to judicial
review exclusively in the United States court of appeals for the circuit
in which the State is located or the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

SEC. 422. (a) During any period after December 31, 1972, ii which
a State workmen's compensation law is not iiicluded oi the list, pub-
lished by the Secretary under section 421(b) of this part, the provisions
of Public Law 803, 69th Congress (44 Stat. 1424, approved March 4,

33 USC 901— 1927), as amended (other than the provisions coitained in sections
950. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46,

4T, 48, 49, 50, and 51 thereof) shall (except as otherwise proided ii
this subsechoi aid except as the Secretary shall by regulation other-
wise provide), be applicab'e to each operator of an miderrouiid coal
mine in such State w-ith respect to death or total disability due to
pneumoconiosis arising out of empoymeitt in such mine. Ii adminis-
tering this part, the Secretary is authorized to prescribe ii the Federal
Register such additiomtl provisioiis, hot iicoisistent. with those specifi—
cafly excluded by this subsection, as he deems necessary to provide for
the payment of benefits by such operator to persons eititIed thereto as
provided in this part and thereafter those provisions shaH be applicable
to such operator.

(b) During any such period each such operator shaH be liable for
and shall secure the payment of benefits, as provided in this section and
section 423 of this part.

(c) Beiefits shall be paid during such period by each such operator
uiider this section to the categories of persons entitled to benefits under
section 412 (a) of this title in accordance with the regulations of the
Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare a -

plicabe under this section: Provided, That, except as provided in su -
sectioi (i) of this section, io beiefit shaH be payab'e by any operator
on account of death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis which
did hot arise, at least in part, out of employment in a mine during the
period when it was operated by such operator.

(d) Benefits payable under this section shall be paid on a monthly
basis and, except as otherwise provided in this section,.such payments
shaH be equal to the amounts specified in section 412(a) of this title.

(e) No payment of benefits shall be required under this section:
(1) except pursuant to a claim filed therefor in such manner, in

such form, and contairnng such information, as t'he Secretary shall
by regulation prescribe;

(2) for any period prior to January 1,1973; or
(3) for any period after seven years after the date of enactment

of this Act.
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(f) Any claim for benefits under this section shall be filed within
three years of the discovery of total disability due to pneumoconiosis
or, in the case of death due to pneumoconiosis, the date of such death.

(g) The amount of benefits payable under this section shall be
reduced, on a monthly or other appropriate basis, by the amount of
any compensation received under or pursuant to any Federal or State
worlanen's compensation law because of death or disability due to
pneumoconiosis.

(h) The regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare promu1gited under section 411 of this title shall also be
applicable to claims under this section. The Secretary of Labor shall
by regulation establish standards, which may include appropriate
presumptions, for determining whether pneumoconio.sis arose out of
employment in a particular underground coal mine or mines. The
Secretary may also, by regulation, establish standards for appor-
tioning liability for benefits under this subsection among more than
one operator, where such apportionment is appropriate.

(i) (1) During any period in which this section is applicable with
respect to a coal mine an operator of such mine who, after the date
of enactment of this title, acquived such mine or substantially all the
assets thereof from a person (hereinafter refevred to in this para-
graph as a "prior operator") who was an operator of such mine
on or after the operative date of this title shall be liable for and shall,
in accordance with section 23 of this part., secure the ptyment of
all benefits which would hnve been payable by the prior operator
under this section with respect to miners previously employed in
such mine if the acquisition had not occurred and the prior operator
had continued to operate such mine.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior operator of
any liability under this section.

SEC. 423. (a) During any period in which a State workmens com-
pensation law is not included on the list 1)uublished by the Secretary
under section 421(b) each operator of an underground coal mine in
such State shall secure the pnvment of benefits for which he is liable
under section 422 by (1) qunlifying as a self-insurer in accordance
'vit.h regulations prescribed by the Secretary, or (2) insuring and
keeping insured the payment of such benefits with any stock company
or mutual company or association, or with any other person or fund,
including any State fund, w1ile such company, assocmtioui, person
or fund is authorized under the laws of any State to insure workmen's
compensation.

(b) In order to meet the requirements of clause (2) of subsection
(a) of this section, every policy or contract of insurance must con-
tat in—

(1) a provision to pay benefits required under section 422, not-
withstandinj the provisions of the State 'workmen's compensa-
tion law which may provide for lesser payments;

(2) a provision that insolvency or bankruptcy of the operator
or discharge t.herein (or both) shall not relieve the carrier fromliability for such payments; and

• (3) such other provisions as the Secretary, by regulation, mayrequire.
(c) No policy or contract of insurance issued by a carrier to comply

with the requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of this subsec-
tmon.shall be canceled prior to the date specified in such policy or con-tract for its expiration until at least thirty days have elapsed after
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notice of cancellation has been sent by registered or certified mail to
the Secretary and to the operator at his last known place of business.

Sr.c. 424. If a totally disabled miner or a widow is entitled to bene-
fits under section 422 and (1) an operator liable for such benefits has
not obtained a policy or contract of insurance, or qualified asa self-
insurer, as required by section 423, or such operator has not paid such
benefits within a reasonable time, or (2) there is no operator who was
required to secure the payment of such benefits, the Secretary shall
pay such miner or such widow the benefits to which he or she is so
entitled. In a case referred to in clause (1), the operator shall be liable
to the tnited States in a civil action in an amount equal to the amount
paid to such miner or his widow under this title.

SEC. 425. With the consent and cooperation of State agencies
charged with administration of State workmens compensation laws,
the Secretary may, for the purpose of carrying out hi functions and
duties under section 422, utilize the services of State and local agen-
des and their employees and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law, may advance funds to or reimburse such State and local agencies
and their employees for services rendered for such purposes.

SEC. 426. (a) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare are authorized to issue such regulations as
each deems appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title. Such
regulations shall be issued in conformity with section 553 of title 5 of

80 Stat. 383. the tTnited States Code, notwithstanding subsection (a) thereof.
Annual report (b) Within 120 days following the convening of each session of
to Congress. Congress the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall sub-

mit to the Congress an annual report upon the subject matter of part
B of this title, and, after January 1, 1973, the Secretary of Labor
shall also submit. such a report upon the subject matter of part C of
this title.

(c) Nothing in this title shall relieve any operator of the dut.y to
comply with any State workmen's compensation law, except insofar
as such State law is in conflict with the provisions of this title and
the Secretary by regulation, so prescribes. The provisions of any State
workmen's compensation law which provide greater benefits than the
benefits payable under this title shall not. thereby be construed or held
to be in conflict with the provisions of this title.

TITLE V—ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCIT

SEC. 501. (a) The Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, as appropriate, shall conduct such studies, research,
experiments, and demonstrations as may be appropriate—

(1) to improve working conditions and practices in coal mines,
and to prevent accidents and occupational diseases originating
in the coal-mining industry;

(2) to develop new or improved methods of recovering persons
in coal mines after an accident;

(3) to develop new or improved means and methods of com-
munication from the surface to the underground area of a coal
mine;

(4) to develop new or improved means and methods of reduc-
ing concentrations of respirable dust in the mine atmosphere of
active workings of the coal mine;
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(5) to develop epidemiological information to (A) identify
and define positive factors involved in occupational diseases of
miners, (B) provide information on the incidence and prevalence
of pneumoconiosis and other respiratory ailments of miners, and
(C) improve mandatory health standards;

(6) to develop techniques for the prevention and control of
occupational diseases of miners, including tests for hypersuscep-
tibility and early detection;

(7) to evaluate the effect on bodily impairment and occupa-
tional disability of miners afflicted with an occupational disease;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time, reports on all
significant aspects of occupational diseases of miners as well as
on the medical aspects of injuries, other than diseases, which are
revealed by the research carried on pursuant to this subsection:

(9) to study the relationship between coal mine environments
and occupational diseases of miners;

(10) to develop new and improved underground equipment and
other sources of power for such equipment which will provide
greater safety; and

(11) for such other purposes as they deem necessary to carry
out the purposes of this Act.

(b) Activities under this section in the field of coal mine health
shall be carried out by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, and activities under this section in the field of coal mine safety
shall be carried out by the Secretary.

(c) In carryIng out the provisions for research, demonstrations, Availability of
experiments, studies, training, and education under this section and infoation.
sections 301(b) and 502(a) of this Act, the Secretary and the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare may enter into contracts with,
and make grants to, public and private agencies and organizations
and rndividuals. No research, demonstrations, or experiments shall be
carried out, contracted for, sponsored, cosponsored, or authorized
under authority of this Act, unless all information, uses, products,
processes, patents, and other developments resulting from such
research, demonstrations, or experiments will (with such exception and
limitation, if any, as the Secretary or the Secretary of Health, Edu•
c:t.ion, and Welfare may find to be necessary in the public interest)
be available to the general public.

(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall also Studies.
conduct studies and research into matters involving the protection of
life and the prevention of diseases in connection with persons, who
although not miners, work with, or around the products of, coal mines
in areas outside of such mines and under conditions which may
•adversely affect the health and well-being of such persons.

(e) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary such Appropriation.
sums as may be necessary to carr7 out his responsibilities under this
section and section 301(b) of this Act at an annual rate of not to
exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $25,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and $30,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1972, and for each succeeding fiscal year there-
after. There is authorized to be appropriated annually to the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare such sums as may be
necessary to carry out his responsibilities under this Act. Such sums
shall remain available until expended.

(f) The Secretary is authorized to grant on a mine-by-mne basis Exceptions.
an exception to any mandatory health or safety standard under this
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A.ct for the purpose of permitting, under such terms and conditions as
he may prescribe, accredited educationa' institutions the opportunity
for experimenting with new and improved techniques and equipment
to improve the health and safety of miners. No such exception shall be
granted unkss the Secretary finds that, the granting of the exception
will not adversely affect the health and safety of miners and publishes
his findings.

(g) The Secretary of Healih, Education, and We'fare is authorized
to make grants to any l)ublic orprivate agency, institution, or organi-
zation, and operators or individuals for research and experiments to
develop effective respiratory equipment.

TRAINING .ND EDtCATION

SEC. 5O. (a) The Secretary shall expand programs for the educa-
tion and training of operators and agents thereof, and miners in—

(1) the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of accidents or
unsafe or unhealthful working conditions in coal mines; and

(2) in the use of flame safety lamps, permissible methane detec-
tors, and other means approved by the Secretary for detecting
methane and other explosive gases accurately.

(b) The Secretary shall, to the greatest extent possib'e, provide
technical assistance to operators in meeting the requirements of this

Act. and in further improving the health and safety conditions and

pr1ctices in coal mines.

AssISTANCE TO STATES

SEC. 503. (a) The Secretary, in coordination with the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the Secretary of Labor, is
authorized to make grants in accordance with an application approved
under this section to any State in which coal mining takes place—

(1) to assist such State in deve'oping and enforcing effective
coal mine health and safety laws and regulations consistent with
the provisions of section 506 of this Act;

(2) to improve State workmen's compensation and occupa-
tional disease laws and programs related to coal mine employ-
ment; and

(3) to promote Federal-State coordination and cooperation
in improving the health and safety conditions in the coal mines.

(b) The Secretary shaH approve any application or any modification
thereof, submitted under this section by a State, through its official
coal mine inspection or safety agency, which—

(1) sets forth the programs, policies, and methods to be fol-
lowed in carrying out the application in accordance with the pur-
poses of subsection (a) of this section;

(2) provides research and phtnning studies to carry out plans
designed to improve State work-men's compensation and occupa-
tional disease law-s and programs, as they relate to compensation
to miners for occupationally caused diseases and injuries arising
out of employment in any coal mine;

(3) designates such State coal mine inspection or safety agency
as the sole agency responsible for administering grants under
this section throughout the. State, and contains satisfactory evi-
dence that such agency will hare the authority to carry out the
purposes of this section;
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(4) gives assurances that such agency has or will employ an
adequate and competent staff of trained inspectors qualified under
the laws of such State to make coal mine inspections within
such State;

(5) provides for the extension and improvement of the State
program for the improvement of coal mine health and safety in
the State, and provides that no advance notice of an inspection
will be provided anyone;

(6) provides such fiscal control and fund accounting l)rocedures
as maybe appropriate to assure proper disbursement and account-
ing of grants made to the States under this section;

(7) provides that the designated agency will make such reports
to the Secretary in such form and containing such iiiforniation as
the Secretary may from time to time require;

(8) contains assurances that grants provided under this section
will supplement. not supplant, existing State coal mine health and
safety programs; and

(9) meets additional conditions which the Secretary may pre-
scribe in furtherance of, and consistent with, the purposes of this
section.

(c) The Secretary shall not finally disapprove any State applica-
tion or modification thereof without first affording the State agency
reasonable notice and opportunity for a public hearing.

(d) Any State aggrieved by a decision of the Secretary under sub-
section (b) or (c) of this section may file within thirty days from the
date of such decision with the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia a petition praying that such action be modified
or set aside in whole or in part. The court shall hear such appeal on
the record made before the Secretary. The decision of the Secretary
incorporating his findings of fact therein, if supported by substantial
evidence on the record considered as a whole, shall be conclusive. The
court may affirm, vacate, or remand th proceedings to the Secretary
for such further action as it directs. The hung of a petition under this
subsection shall nof stay the application of the decision of the Secre-
tary, unless the court so orders. The provisions of section 106 (a), (b),and (c) of this Act shall not be applicable to this section.

(e) Any State application or modification thereof submitted to theSecretary under this section may include a program to train Stateinspectors.
(f) The Secretary shall cooperate with such State in carrying outthe application or modification thereof and shall, as appropriate,

develop and, where appropriate, construct facilities for, and finance aprogram of, training of Federal and State inspectors jointly. TheSecretary shall also cooperate with such State in establishing a systemby which State and Federal inspection reports of coal mines located
in the State are exchanged for the purpose of improving health andsafety conditions in such mines.

(g) The amount granted to any coal mining State for a fiscal yearunder this section shall not exceed 80 per centum of the amount
expended by such State in such year for carrying out such application.

(h) There is authorized to be appropriated $3,000,000 for fiscal Appropriation.year 1970, and $5,000,000 annually in each succeeding fiscal year to
carry out the provisions of this section, which shall remain availableuntil expended. The Secretary shall provide for an equitable distribu-tion of sums appropriated for grants under this section to the States
where there is an approved application.
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ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

72 Stat. 387. SEC. 504. (a) Section 7(b) of the Smitil Business Act, as amended,
15 USC 636. is amended—

(1) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (4)
and inserting i hei thereof 4; and "; and

(2) by tddiiig after paragraph (4) a new paragraph as follows:
"(a) to make such loans (either directly or in cooperation with

banks or other lending instithtions through agreements to par-
ticipateon an immediate or deferred basis) as the Administration
may determine to be necessary or appropriate to assist any small
business concern operating a coal mine in affecting additions to
or alterations in the equipment, facilities, or methods of opera-
tion of such mine to requirements imposed by the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Snfety Act of 199, if the Administration deter-
mines that such concern is likely to suffer sb.stantial economic
injury without nssistance under this paragraph."

(b) The third sefltence of section 7(b) of such Act is amended by
inserting "or (5)" after "paragitph (3)".

(c) Section 4(c) (1) of the Small Bsiiiess .ct, s amended, is
meded by inserting "7(b) (5)," after "7(b (4),".

(d) Loans my also be made or arateed for the purposes set
forth in section 7(b) (5) of the Small Business Act, as amended pur-
suant to the provisions of section of the Public Works and Eco-

79 Stat. 556. iiornic. Development Aet of 19(5. ts imended.
42 USC 3142.

INSPECTORS: QUAI.IFICATI0NS: TRAINIXO

SEC. 505. The Secretary may, subject to the ciil service laws,
appoint such employees as he deems requisite for the administrfttion
of this Act and prescribe their duties. Persons appointed as author-
ized represefltatives of the Secretary shall be quaBfied by practical
experience in the mining of coat or by experience as a practicftl mill-
ing engineer or by education. Persons appointed to assist such repre-
sentatives in the taking of samples of respirabe dust for the purpose
of eflforcing title II of ihis Act shall be qualified by training, experi-
ence, or eThcation. The pro'isions of sectiofl 201 of the Revenue and

Mte, . 83. Expenditure Control Act of 1)68 (82 Stat. 251. 270) shall not apply
SUSC 3101 with respect to the appointment of such authorized representatives of
note. the Secretary or to persons appointed to assist such representatives

and to carry ot the provisiofls of this Act, and, in app'ying the pro-
visions of such section to other agencies under the Secretary and to
other agencies of the Government, such appointed persons shall not be
taken into account. Such persons shall be adequately trnined by the
Secretary. The Secretary shall develop programs with educational
institutions and operators designed to enable persons to qialify for
positions in the administration of this Act. In selecting persons and
training and retraining persons to cftrrv out the provisions of this Act,
the Secretary shall work with appropriate educational institutions,
operators, and representatives of miners in deve'oping and maintain-
ing adequate programs for the training and continuing education of
persons, particularly inspectors, and where appropriate, the Secre-
tary shall cooperate with such institutions in carrying ot the provi-
sions of this section by providing financial and technical assistance
to such institutions.
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EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

SEC. 506. (a) No State law in effect on the date of enactment of this
Act or which may become effective thereafter shall be superseded by
any provision of this Act or order issued or any mandatory health or
safety standard, except insofar as such State law is in conflict with this
Act or with any order issued or any mandatory health or safety
standard.

(b) The provisions of any State law or regulation in effect upon the
operative date of this Act, or which may become effective thereafter,
which provide for more stringent health and safety standards applica-
ble to coal mines than do the provisions of this Act or any order issued
or any intindatory health or safety standard shall not thereby be con-strued or held to be in conflict with this Act. The provisions of anyState law or regulation in effect on the date of enactment of this Act,
or which may ecorne effective thereafter, which provide for healili
and safety standards applicable to coal mines for which no provision
is contained in this Act or in any order issued or any mandatoi•y health
or safety standard, shall not be held to be in conflict with this Act.

ADMTNI5ThAT rROCF.DURES

SEC. 507. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the provisions
of sections 551—559 and sections 701—706 of title 5 of the United States
Code shall not apply to the making of any order, notice, or decision 80 Stat. 381,made pursuant to this Act, or to any proceeding for the review thereof. 392.

REGtTLATON8

SEC. 508. The Secretary, the Secretary of Health, Education, andWelfare, and the Panel are authorized to issue such regulations as eachdeems appropriate to carry out any provision of this Act.

OPERATIvE DATE AND REPEAL

SEC. 509. Except to the extent an earlier date is specifically pro-vided in this Act, the provisions of titles I and 111 of this Act s1allbecome operative ninety days after the date of enactment of this Act,and the provisions of title II of this Act shall become operative sixmonths after the date of enactment of this Act. The provisions of the Repeal.Federal Coal Mine Safety Act, as amended, are repealed on the opera- 55 Stat. L7?.tive date of titles I and 111 of this Act, except that such provIsions 30 usc 451shall continue to apply to any order, notice, decision, or finding issued note.under that Act prior to such operative date and to any proceedingsrelated to such order, notice, decision or findings. All other provisionsof this Act shall be effective on the date of enactment of this Act.

5EPARABTLITY

SEC. 510. If any provision of this Act, or the application of suchprovision to any person or circumstance shall be held invalid theremainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to peIsonsor circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shallnot be affected thereby.
REPORTS

SEC. r11. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days following theconvernng of each session of Congress the Secretary shall submitthrough the President to the Congress and to the Office of Science andTechnology an annual report upon the subject matter of this Act, the
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progress concerning the achievement of its purposes, the needs and
requirements in the field of coal mine health and safety, the amount
and status of each loan made pursuant to this Act, a description and
the anticipated cost of each project and program he has undertaken
under sections 301(b) and 501, and any other relevant information,
including any recommendations he deems appropriate.

(b) Within one hundred and twenty days following the convenin
of each session of Congress, the Secretary of Health, Education, an
Welfare shall submit through the President to the Congress and to the
Office of Science and Technology an annial report upon the health
matters covered by this Act, including the progress toward the achieve-
ment of the health purposes of this Act, the needs and requirements
in the field of coal mine health, a description and the anticipated cost
of each project and program he has undertaken under sections 301(b)
and 501, and any other relevant information, including any recom-
mendations he deems appropriate. The first such report shall include
the recommendations of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare as to necessary mandatory health standards, including his
recommendations as to the maximum permissible individual exposure
to miners from respirable dust during a shift.

sPECIAL REPORT

Federal and SEC. 512. (a) The Secretary shall make a study to determine the
State best manner to coordinate Federal and State activities in the field of
coordination, coal mine health and safety so as to achieve (1) maximum health and

safety protection for miners, (2) an avoidance of duplication of effort,
(3) maximum effectiveness, (4) a reduction of delay to a minimum,
and (5) most effective use of Federal inspectors.

(b) The Secretary shall make a report of the results of his study
to the Congress as soon as practicable after the date of enactment of
this Act.

3URISDICTION; LIMLTATION

SEC. 513. In any proceeding in which the validity ofany interim
mandatory health or safety standard set forth in titles II and III of
this Act is in issue, no justice, judge, or court of the United States shall
issue any temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction
restraining the enforcement of such standard pending a determination
of such issue on its merits.

Approved December 30, 1969.
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